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FOREWORD 

Punjabi University, Patiala is committed to the promotion and dissemination of Punjabi 
‘Language, literature and culture. The preservation and projection of the rich intellectual and 
cultural heritage of the Punjab constitutes an integral part of this committment. The English and 

now the Hindi translation of Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha’s Scholarly text Gurushabad Ratnakar 

Mahan Kosh which is cited as the most authoritative reference work, are important projects of 
this nature. 

Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha the most erudite Sikh Scholar visualized Gurushabad Ramakar 

Mahan Kosh as an encyclopedia meant to elucidate all the concepts and categories of Sikh 

Literature. He embellished his explanatory notes with illustrations from Guru Granth Sahib 

and other sources of doctrinal, expository, hagiographical and historical importance. To his 

exposition, so richly embellished with illustrations, he sought to provide a wider perspective by 

clarifying the categories and concepts taken from the ancient Hindu scriputres, the classical 

literature of Sanskrit, the Indian systems of prosody, music and medicine. 
This scholarly work of amazing magnitude, a comprehensive archive of scholarship, remained 

shrouded in mystery. For all the devotion showered upon it, even the Punjabi people did not 

benefit from it to a full extent. Though historically itis the eleventh encyclopedia of the world, 
foreign scholars and readers have remained oblivious to its contents. What the greatest Sikh 
scholar knew about Gurmat, diverse scriptures of various religions, Islamic theology, Sanskrit 
prosody, Indian mythology, traditional system of medicine and several other branches of 
knowledge and belief, remained unknown to them. It is in order to compensate for the lacunae 

among the native scholars on the one hand and the foreign scholars on the other. the project, 

for bringing out the English and Hindi, version of this magnum opus in four volumes was 

undertaken. 
Itis our pleasure that the first two-volumes of the English version of the Encyclopedia of 

Sikh Literature have drawn universal reception from scholars of different cultures and languages 

spread over the whole world. It is believed that this volume, like the preceding ones, will goa 
long way in realizing the committment of Punjabi University, Patiala, which the author probably 
set before his mind for fulfilling the need both of the erudite scholars and the general readers of 

Punjab, India and the world. 

Punjabi University, Jaspal Singh 

Patiala Vice-Chancellor 
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DEPARTMENTAL NOTE 

Punjabi University, Patiala is one of the few universities in the world named after a 

tanguage. In persuance of its statutory committment to the development of Punjabi language as 

defined in the Act of the University, it established a multy-faculty department, Department of 

Development of Punjabi Language for the promotion and dissemination of Punjabi Language, 

Literature and Culture, The production of resource material, promotion of scientific writing in 

Punjabi, translation of knowledge-texts and literary classics etc. are some of our major academic 

programmes. 
Since promotion of classical literature of Punjab is one of our major academic 

programmes, we have already published English translation of first two volumes of Bhai Kahan 

Singh Nabha’s Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh subtitled by the author as Encyclopedia 

of The Sikh Literature and we are publishing the third volume. 

Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha was the most celebrated writer whose Gurushabad 

Ratnakar Mahan Kosh is a dictionary and encyclopedia combined of the Sikh literature 

produced in 1930, the age of encyclopaedia writing in Europe. It is a work of vast magnitude 

containing 64263 words occuring in the original Sikh scriptures and other allied writings related 

to Sikh religion. The contents of this classic work relate to Sikh scriptures and to Sanskrit 

prosody, scriptures of various religions, several branches of knowledge and traditional belief. 
Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha was born on August 30th, 1861 ina village Sabaj Banera 

near Nabha which was a territory under the Princely ruler of Patiala. He did not attend any 

school or college for formal education but his father arranged his studies in Hindi, Brij Bhasha 

and Sanskrit from pandits. He learned Persian as he grew up. In 1883, he went to Lahore 

where he came in contact with Max Arthur Macauliffe which marks a new beginning in his life. 

Macauliffe took him to England for he needed his help and guidance in the publication of his six 

volumes Study of Sikhism, The Sikh Religion. He produced numerous works of scholarly 

excellence mainly related to the Sikh texts, scriptures and institutions. Among his works, Guru 

Chhand Divakar (1924) and Guru Shabad Alankar deal with rhetoric and prosody employed 

in the Guru Granth Sahib and some other sikh texts. In fact, Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha is 

largely responsible for shaping our modem opinion about Sikhism and Sikh tradition. 
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viii Encyclopedia of The Sikh Literature 

Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, the grand man of learned letters and his magnum opus, 

Mahan Kosh richly deserve universal recognition from scholars of different languages and 

cultures from across the globe. I am sure that its publication will go a long way in building up 

understanding and dialogue across languages and cultures both in India and abroad. 

Deptt. of Development of Punjabi Language Amarjeet Kaur 
Punjabi University, Patiala. Head 
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PREFACE 

We feel highly honoured in presenting the third volume of the English version of Bhai 
Kahan Singh Nabha’s Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh in English before you. It is in 

continuation of the first and second volumes which have already appeared earlier, 

Itishard to think of a more authentic and comprehensive source of knowledge and general 
information about Sikhism. Therefore we embarked on this project with the feeling that this 

magnum opus of the greatest Sikh savant should be translated into English. We have been 

encouraged by the reception of the first two volumes to expedite the publication of the third 
volume as early as possible. 

Mahan Kosh, as this work of vast magnitude and proportion is believed to be, contains 

explication of seminal words, terms and expressions drawn from the Gurbani in the firstinstance. 

Bhai Sahib has rare intellectual capacity in different areas such as philosophical, historical and 
lexicographical. He has scholarly command on ancient Indian scriptures, literary epics, myths, 

chronicles and Islamic lore with equal authority. Lest his explication should remain only in the 
realm of abstract explanation, he supplemented it with opulent illustrations from all the relevant 

and valuable textual sources. Along with this, he complemented them with his judicious 

comments, thereby extending the scope of his explication further. 

‘While preparing this third volume in English, the guidelines laid down earlier by the Advisory 
Board, have been strictly adhered to. They are: 
1) Topreserve the authenticity and spirit of Mahan Kosh, the original text will be kept unaltered 

and unedited. No editorial activity, regarding addition, deletion, correction or updating, 

will be taken up. 
2) The different categories into which the original text is classified i.e. the seminal word, its 

grammatical form, etymology, variant meanings, usage in quotation etc. will be accurately 

identified. 
3) The English versionof Mahan Kosh will embrace the original Gurmukhi alphabetical order 

of the words, The Roman transliteration will be done in accordance with its spellings and 

not pronunciation. 
4) The etymological word will be kept in the original script (i.e. Persian, Devanagari, Roman). 
5) Only original quotations will be transliterated. 
6) Footnotes will be given as in the original text. 
7) Equivalent computer fonts will be prepared from Gurmukhi fonts used in Mahan Kosh. 

The Editorial Board for this volume comprises Dr. Tejwant Singh Gill and Dr. Gurkirpal 

Singh Sekhon. The former, a renowned scholar and translator of English into Punjabi and vice 
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x Encyclopedia of The Sikh Literature 

versa, is a retired professor of English, The latter, formerly a professor of English language and 
general linguistics, is a British-trained linguist. The way they have worked in unison and with 

mutual fruitful dialogue for supervising and perfecting the translation and the transliteration, sets 
a precedent for projects to be taken up jointly in the future. 

To complete this task in a short span of time would not have been possible without the 

enthusiasm and endeavour put in by the learned team of translators. The list of contributors to 

this volume is given on page iv, and as coordinator of the project, I owe them all my sincere 

thanks. 
Itis matter of honour for me to thank Dr. Jaspal Singh, our worthy Vice-Chancellor, who 

as an ardent advocate and genuine lover of Punjabi Language, Literature and Culture, has not 
only appreciated this endeavour, but has wholeheartedly given all guicance, help and incentives. 
With a deep sense of gratitude I express my indebtedness to him. 

Tam extremely thankful to Dr. Amarjeet Kaur, head of the Department of development of 

Punjabi Language for the cooperation having been extended. 
Lacknowledge and appreciate the unstinting assistance that Mrs. Inderjit Kaur and Mr. 

Satnam Singh have rendered to the onerous work of editing and proofreading. Their expertise 
has gone a long way in imparting the required standard to this volume as well. 

Thanks for this volume are due to many others also, particularly to S. Rajinder Singh and 

S. Bhalwinder Singh Dhanaula, for putting the scripts together and for helping in every way to 
give the volume a final shape. 

The Publication Bureau of Punjabi University, Patiala, has rendered all types of timely 
help. The administrative staff of my Department deserves my profuse appreciation, especially 
Mrs. Harsharan Kaur, for clerical help, given tirelessly and cheerfully. 

I also express my thanks to all the well-wishers of the Project, academic as also 
administrative, my senior faculty-members and colleagues who have been generous with advice 
and guidance. The credit for this volume goes to them too. 

With this volume inspired and jointly owned by a team of dedicated scholars as also 
through anticipated public response, we hope to bring to completion the ensuing project with 

its last fourth volume as soon as possible. 

Deptt. of Development of Punjabi Language Dhanwant Kaur 
Punjabi University, Patiala. Project Coordinator 
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EDITORS’ NOTE 

Incontinuation of the first two volumes, the third volume of Mahan Kosh seeks to translate 
each word, phrase and sentence of Bhai Sahib, figuring at whichever place in the entry, into 
English. Quotations, given by Bhai Sahib from variegated sources and documents are transliterated 
in specially evolved symbols. For transliterating them, a methodology was devised, and to avoid 

any vagary, every effort is made to stick to rules so devised. After several deliberations, the 
choice of symbols for transliteration was decided for reasons of convenience and clarity of usage. 
The detail of this methodology goes as under : 

SYMBOLS FOR TRANSLITERATION 

| 

mins WR > oo aS ale ml aim a x ml all 
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xii 

Ree 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Encyclopedia of The Sikh Literature 

TRANSLITERATION RULES 

. Transliteration of quoted material, long passages or short lines, is within double quotes. 

. _InGurmukhi orthography, there are 10 vowels: 3 short, and 7 long. 
. Theshort vowels are: »i/- [a], ferf- (x), and @/ [o]. 
. Thelongvowelsare:  »0/-" [a], 7 bi, @/- (ul, 

2F Iel, wy fel, &/ [o}, 
and #Y/= [a]. 

. Gurmukhi symbols before the ‘slashes’ in 2) and 3) are used syllable-initially or as 

second part of a diphthong, and those after the slashes, called sar [lag], are hooked 

to the Gurmukhi consonant symbols. 
. Final consonant in a syllable is always a-free, that is Has" [mukta]. 

. Ina [kar] and aaa", ‘a’ is nrerety [akarat] and ‘a’ is yas" [mokta]. 
. Morag [akarat] means that the consonant symbol includes a, and Yas" [mukta] means 

‘that the consonant in question is a-less. 

. To putin other words, a is neither marked nor pronounced after the last consonant of 
asyllable. 

). Short vowels, x and v, are not normally pronounced if hooked to the final consonant 
ofa word. 

. Alllong vowels, on the contrary, are pronounced in all positions. 

. Since the three short vowels are not pronounced after the last consonant of a word 
(even though z and v are marked in Gurmukhi as also in transliteration), they donot 

constitute the nucleus of the last syllable. 

The nucleus of the last consonant of a word to which a long vowel is hooked is the 

long vowel itself. In all other cases— that is, where a short (unpronounced) vowel is 

hooked to the last consonant - the a preceding the final consonant constitutes the 

nucleus. 

In view of somewhat Sanskritized and Persianized vocabulary of Punjabi, anumber of 
words may have conjunct consonants like faut [krrpal, eitect [svejivni], welkhadys], 
‘ay [rakhya] etc. formed by adding half letters to the preceding consonant. Similarly, 
there are quite a few cases of consonant clusters like UeH [hars), JAS [hast], sofas 

(bahzst), fans [brst], aH [karm], aH [garm), Age [sorb], Hoe [sard) occurring 
finally in a written word, though it cannot be denied that most Punjabis declusterize 

these consonants by interposing a a in between them exactly as Gurmukhi orthography 

demands. Buta few hypersensitive and sophisticated speakers prefer a-/ess pronunciations 

in such cases. We follow the practice of declusterization of the consonants by inserting 

@ a between them. 
We also find occasional use of visareg [3] and udat [.] symbols in Gurbani as in 
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16. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

23. 

Editors’ Note xiii 

festse: [drrydtenah), tf (bsn'z]. 
In the case of two abutting consonants, the first consonant is the arresting (closing) 
consonant of the first syllable, and the second consonant is the releasing (initiating) 

consonant of the next syllable. In such a situation no a intervenes between the two 
consonants. Remember: there is no a marked in between two consonants in 
transliteration when the former closes a syllable and the latter starts the next. 

. Taking this view, it is possible to posit a syllable structure for Punjabi :(C) (C) V(C), 
which gives us the following syllables : 1. V [>]; 2. VC [GR]; 3. CV [Fr]; 4. CVC 
[Ba]; 5. CCV [Ft]; 6. CCVC [fgs}. 
The commonest syllables are the first four : V, VC; CV and CVC. The last two occur 

with varying degree of frequency depending on a number of factors. 

In our transliteration, nasalization is marked only when the original text demands it. 

Inno case, do we supply nasalization on our own. A tilde /~/ is used for nasalization 

in Punjabi. It appears over the vowel carrying nasalization: 
ata /ka ... ote /ab/ 
All quoted material including long passages/stanzas in the Mahan Kosh is 
transliterated. 
Head word(s) of every entry is/are transliterated immediately after ivthem within 

square brackets. Cross-references in the Mahan Kosh are not transliterated. only the 

Gurmukhi form is given as it is. Transliteration follows only the headwords. Words 

written in Devnagari, Arabic/Persian scripts are retained as such to the extent 

possible, but words from Sanskrit/Hindi, and Persian/Arabic written in Bhai Kahan 
Singh's modified Gurmukhi script are transliterated within the framework of the 
rules devised for transliteration of Punjabi words as given above, irrespective of 

current practices adopted for their transliteration in respective languages. 
. When two Gurmukhi vowel symbols are hooked to the same consonant, the one hooked 

over the consonant precedes the one hooked below the consonant in transliteration: 

Be yis 32 wigs wf 
bhukhe pritr houve Snu khar. 

Refs ufeor ame Roe 

Sareni pata nanak sovhela 

Fan yats or Ba Jat 

sahas muratz nana ek touhi. 

A voiced aspirated consonant (8@" bhara) is distinguished from a voiced consonant 
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xiv Encyclopedia of The Sikh Literature 

followed by ‘h’ sound thus: at kab-hi. By retaining voiced aspirated consonants in our 
transliteration, we have only tried conservatively to trudge a relatively safe track. 

SOME OTHER RULES 

Translation : We have provided within single quotes translation only for references which 
Bhai Sabib Kahan Singh has translated, and to the extent he has done it. 
Punctuation ; Following Bhai Kahan Singh’s punctuation may seem difficult to follow, 
but consistency, uniformity and editorial convenience suggested that we deviate from it to 
the minimum extent possible. 
Proper Nouns : All proper nouns in the body of the running text have their usual roman 
spellings without an ‘a’, that is a schwa [a] after last consonant as per Punjabi practice, ie, 
Shiv, Ram, Krishan, Dev, Nanak. 
Footnotes : Footnotes are retained at the end of the relevant pages and not absorbed in the 
body of the text. This is to ensure that we stay as close to Bhai Sahib as possible. = 
Addendum : It is considered best to incorporate the addenda in the last Volume. 

Special Symbols : Like! 5... for metre are retained. 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ENGLISH VERSION OF 
BHAI KAHAN SINGH’S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF 

THE SIKH LITERATURE 

Abbreviations used for 
in Mahan Kosh 

PECPPRAMEA ENA UTAT*RapARg EES? 
Namdhari Elibrary 

ure. Preposition. 

wat fur & oer, emda. 

mipasE. Hae ot sa. Onomatopoeia. 
wis ores ot oer, EAHGE. 

FF Ta, 
ALD. tinet Aa. 

what arr 

Abbreviations used in 
the English Version 

sahas 

AD 

sanama 
samudrmathan 

pron 
saloh 

sava 
saveye 33 
sar 
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xvi Encyclopaedia of The Sikh Literature 
at. ea. sri 

varus. emda fés reonh fle 7 99 derfest fdint as. hakayat 

aA 490. Une Fee, PANG. hajare 10 

q. wpNT wea, freaon fxs. hhanu 

fa. fad or, H 
a iy(Hebrew) wor fewael. He 
amure, SRA Wea, CAGE, kassap 

ae, aeu wesg, Emde. kacch 
arrat. ‘weet ness, BAHE. kalki 

ats. ‘afew Tar. kalr 
afe u2. wes afe, ft ete iit 2 vowel, 52 Poets 

an. aot or, K 
we. weer Ta, kan 
ae. aes oa. keda 
fq. fur waar Hae. Verb. v 
fara. fgrs wes O ae, eAge. krrsan 
fg. fe. faur fete. Adverb. adv 
ca war & Has ois mae. xa 
mH, war & ufor, emda. xam 

ag. agat oa. gu 
a. grec sm. G 
wy. TIYSU Fou (FIA yore). GPS 

afeé, Cater det usar a. GV6 

afe 90, Osteen ent wart &, GV 10 

ar. at va. guj 
as. asva. ed 
ama. aaeyau, ene. gyan 
a. eeas. cau 
ufeg. sfaguncan, ede. corttr 
audi. dodt duh, ede. copai 
wire. don esa & gftar md mreret ot oer, emda. cobis 
cts Saefeg es, ems. ’ cddi J 

dst 2, Setefeg Be, end. cdi 2 
ota. dh dws, onde. cddi 3d 

ore. dor nese vt am, erga. cadr 
om, wa hon. c 
a oH. b 
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U, 0g, HES, 

Namdhari Elibrary 

Abbreviations 

Herre ore Het fitur aft ef 

round set er welt, 
Fa ont ot ae, Ende. 

om carts vt oer, emda. 

oer Foltna vt ger, EAE, 

Aaa. 
wae meas ft oer, aE. 
fiteatonn, fas aet Se ore Hf. 
Arts wa. 
Randt oar 
ea Oy afte fiw Ht, far pit et ae, fim fee 
Vedanta med Gr et ust afer | Hews FeTTo. 
adtva. 
fean or. fea anysd & addy A yet 
Bat 3. 

Verbal root. 

writes arr, 
we wa. 
vofiu mess ot oer, erode. 

we weUE wes ef ae, EAHAE. 
ae meas Ut oer, CANE. 

Oy woayera, 
uot oF, 
WIRTH nes, URNA. 

oar udifas Ut oer, eRe. 

JSBM 
JSBB 
beg 
jejatr 
janmejay 
jofer 
jelédhar 

jtdgi 
ieja 
jet 

jognama 

todi 
Dg 

tanama 
trlig 

drlip 

digo 
d 
dev 

dhana 

dhanstar 

vw 
nasihat 

nat 
narsfgh 
narnarayan 
narav 
NP 

Pa 
paras 
prichat 
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ah 88 wot yt ag de foe vt eis, 
yor 2 ess ft oer, ena. 

wht Ope Ht et aaradt es at eae 
wet wot fitur at fas, 
wet TOA sh Smit esi. 

wet Agen He aft. 

30 (Bae) va. 
Hoe, ners urs (Afsag). 
Wa wed fi af. 
He were ft oer, emda, 

suf 

probha 
Pkt 
PPP 

prithy 

braham 
bhagtavii 

BG 
BGK 
bher 
m 

mago 
macch 
manu 
manoraj 
M 
mala 
ma sig 

Mg 
majh 
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PULP GR" 9 E854 5G 

a 

gctace 

aay 

aaagy? 

Namdhori Elibrary 

Abbreviations 

wos fae, CAs. 

ar ofits a aun, ema, 
godt ar, 
fara Awe. Etymological. 

far va dt fea ea 8 Greet Bh ota ad, 
fa war Got fer 3 wat as at we ota. 
9-2-2 Fed Os, HA dhs AH nfs feat Hida. 

wa wet Fo 29. 
feta. Adjective. 

feng ners ot ae, vAHAE, 

xix 

madhata 

Mv 

maru 
mali 

M 

mohni 

yodhrstar 

G 

cpd, ety 

rahrl 

raghu 
ram 
ramav 
rudr 
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NEW LETTERS 

For writing in the standard language of a country, there is no need to form new letters. 

Whichever letters the scholars of the language have formed, those perform the whole task. 
While writing in a foreign language, the task gets tough. No wonder there is an urgent need 
to form new letters. For writing in Punjabi, the Gurmukhi letters are so flawless that no 
new formations are required. 

vinta nradt wort mee wort 
a fy-fofr 2 3s-sathe 2 WES 
W RR 4 F-ate yo RAgey 
OWNS WE + U-ORe J mate 
a ra uv eH vn 
« ear ad cu B-r-fe 
¥ a. (am) 5 afro Srs-urrs-feon 

- oF 3 oafes & mae 
2 eH? y FenaTear Jo tan 
cid vy Ares oO Tas 

a Raye ~ aaR on 

"This ‘r'is marked over a character. 
*This is called vrsarga. 
*This marks a a-less consonant. 
“This sign stands for 2 vowel sound in between [I) and (e]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

After going through Pandit Tara Singh’s Guru Granth Kosh in Sammat 1955 (1898 

AD) and Bhai Hazara Singh’s Sri Guru Granth Kosh in 1957 (1900 AD), I got the idea 

to especially prepare a useful good lexicon by including words which have appeared in 

Guru Granth Sahib and arranging them in the order of characters and vowel symbols.' 
For making this idea a success, I commenced a special study of Sri Guru Granth Sahib 

which took me five years to complete. As I started arranging the words in order and saw 

the Encyclopedia Britannica, I thought that there should be a similar reference book for 
Sikh literature which might properly distinguish all words contained in Sikh religious 
literarure. 

During Sammat 1963 (1906 AD), I studied Dasam Granth, and after that works of Bhai 

Gurdas, Bhai Nand Lal, Sarab Loh Prakash, Guru Sobha, Anecdotes by Bhai Mani Singh, 

Gurupad Prem Prakash, Hukamnamas, commentaries on Gurubani and several historical 

treatises. Having read them, I noted.down words and after pondering over all aspects of 

etymology and semantics? and after discussing them from time to time with learned men, | 

succeeded in discovering their actual and suggestive meanings. 

Due to several reasons, following the death of Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha on 

May 10, 1912, I gave up service of the State; ] went to Kashmir to spend the summer, and 

there on 20" May after ardas started writing Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh. \\ was 
completed on February 6, 1926. 

The completion of the book was followed by concern about its publication. Maharaja 
Brijendra Singh of Faridkot who had promised its printing and publication, had expired, 
and Maharaja Ripudaman Singh of Nabha, who for one and a half year had been giving 
ample funds for my staff and had sanctioned large amount of money for the printing of the 
book, abdicated and went away from Nabha. The Administrator of the state declared treasury 

as empty and declined to get the book published. 

At last in consultation with some friends, it was decided that five hundred customers 
should be found each of whom would pay half the price of the book in advance thus enabling 
it to be sent for publication. For this purpose one thousand specimen booklets were got 
printed and distributed as also advertisements were issued to newspapers. Only for two 
‘In Pandit Tara Singh's Kosh, thus is the order in which words begin and end: AG3, RfsaY, FYE, Fe", 

onmrfa, Hew, PTS, HOE... etc. In Bhai Hazara Singh's Kosh, words observe this order as Ger, Gas, Gua. 

Garr’, Gu, Ga, Caras, Oy, Gre, Gre, Eves, Ez... etc. 
%akaksa pun yogyata ssnzdhan pahzcan. tatparay cotho mrle, hove sabadgyan.”-Bhai Gulab Singh Ji. 
In this connection, See ffs 4. 
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hundred copies did the customers come forward over nine months.' 
Having been disappointed by the public, I appealed to the Sikh Maharajas, requested 

them to buy three hundred copies and favour me by assisting in the profitable venture, 

Maharaja Bhupendra Singh of Patiala called me to Chail on October 1, 1927 and issued an 

order that he would meet all expenditure on the Mahan Kosh, and that it would be published 

by the State of Patiala and that all advance payment received from the prospective buyers be 
returned forthwith. This was done and the printing of the book commenced at Sudarshan 
Press Amritsar on October 26, 1927 and ended on April 13, 1930.7 

‘The contents of this Mahan Kosh (Encyclopedia of The Sikh Literature) the readers wil! know 

themselves by reading it, but to mention them briefly in the introduction seems appropriate indeed: 
(1) _ Included are words from all well-known books of prose and verse which relate to Sikhism. 

(2) Notonly the alphabetical order of words, but that of the vowel symbols has also 

been maintained, like ~»@ [au], "GF [ausar], wus [avhath], 4Ge¢ [avhar], 
mite [aukh], oGue [aukhad], #Gae [augun], Eure [aughat), x@ue [aucar], 
w@eat [auchak]... offers [azan], mee [aie], mA [as], wT [asoh], AT [asat], 

Ast (asta), oft (asathr], »Afee, [asthrr] A [asan], »AU [asap], AEE 
[asbab], »AHee [asmarath], wT [asman)], MATT [asraphi], *AT [asa], »TST 
[asada], wr [asadh], MATS [asar], fF [asx], mfFS {aszt], Fite [asis], ob 

[asim], »fte [asil], »ny [asu], »gfe [asuct], Ae [asur], HoT [asua], MFT 
{asut], »he [asekh], 7 [ase], “fa [asok], wT [asoc], wife [askh), was 
[asdgat], »aise [assbhav],2f [assi], aig [assu],? my [agro] etc. 

(3) Meanings of words have been clarified by mentioning their roots and derivation. 

In this regard, readers are required to keep in mind that in Sanskrit 1708 roots 

have resulted in lacs of words. On further investigation, it seems valid to hold 
that betwixt the roots and the words formed therefrom, supreme is the conceived 
meaning. From vr »i is derived fit [asz]. The root means ‘to cut’, On this 
basis, ft can without any problem be used for gas" [kvhara], e¢t [chavhi] or 
2a [toka], but by extension this word has been used by scholars for a sword too. 

(4) Ifa word has several meanings, its components are given and with examples their 
meanings are classified. See AG, Uf, aH, a3, Te, 07, fodar, ule, wH, We, TH... etc. 

(5) Ifanoun relates to a Puran, Simriti or Shastar, its full detail is provid 

; if 1, Hoa, Yay, ufafs, Hy, He, WenteTad... etc. 
'Order for seventy copies was pl by Sardar Bahadur Sardar Dharam Singh, @ government contractor. 

21 spent 28 years in identifying words, explicating them and checking their proofs. 
*Conjunct characters come after matras, that is why words like nfrft and »q follow feuf [}xppi] (nasalization) 

as a conjunct character will come after a character with an miftat [adhrk] if they were written using 
Sanskrit pattern : 3, 7, , conjunct characters not being there [hal] sign has occasionally been used 

as in ye, 
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(10) 
ay 

(12) 
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ay 
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Brief referential detail is given to explain words relating to history. See weed, »HEeA 
Afsay, idente, ulesete, oaqdg, ona de Afsgg, dz, fiion... etc. 
Full location of gurdwaras, alongwith historical account, is given. See wfaeaears, 
‘ifBAS, MACYS, TITTUT, SHAT, TCO, HIE, HOSA, BIT... etc 
Full specification is provided of words relating to geography. See @°g, arer, args, 

fea, Uae, HE, Ter... etc, 
Full effort has been made to explain botanical names deriving from Latin. See 
Gas, naHaS, sad, faa, Tet, BRE... etc. 

Elucidation is given of words concerning science. See uate, fare, 79%... etc. 
Correct forms are given of historical names which with the passage of time and 

colloquial pronunciation have so changed that it is difficult to specify their original 

or real formations, as in case of ways [adrehman], wysae [abutbela], IF 

ered [khoj janavar), Zétavt He [tatihri sekh], He you [sekh braham], weet 
[dhabai], 34 wise [loni akhtar)... etc. 
Religious terms relating to Islam, Christianity, Parsees, have been distinguished 
and explained in full. See ferns? feudt, fers, err, de, dn, gor, Hela", Fars, 
Sum, USAT, Sfoas, HOHE, WAT... etc. 
At several places, maps, sketches and images have been provided to facilitate 
their understanding. See wfaumnad, wifysra, AAG, AH, firardt vet, fu, feat, 

aoauth, wee, BIT... etc. 
Thorough research has been undertaken in the case of musical terms. See qf3, 

FS, Oe, fares, de, YOST, TT... etc. 
‘Words appearing as riddles have been elaborately explained. See Rftmigrafe 7 
Be we AY, TUTGHS Us Us, flenifife lean, faymyetis arms... 
Detail is given about words relating to medicines and diseases. See ite, Hfaurs, 
‘Tea, on, Fefes, wu, wadist, soem, fhoslt... etc. 
Pronunciation of words taken from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, etc. has been clarified 

by putting them in the source language. 

It is also essential to tell the readers that words of different languages which after 

absorption by the Punjabi language have totally changed their form and meaning, should 
in their present form and meaning be taken as correct. It is not proper to call them incorrect 
and relegate them to their former shape.’ 
‘With the passage of time, spellings of words change in all the languages. However, current orthography 
doesnot regard obsolete spellings wrong as in Ramayan: vate for WIRe, eum, for Raa; were for 

uterath; afroner for aero, set for afte; weet for Weer, Similarly, in old English words: aboute 
(about); bricke (brick); Cabull (Kabul); gode (good); hande (hand); heuen (heaven); hight (height); hys 
(his); lande (land); Londinium (London); Noapolis (Naples); nyght (night); preue (prove); speche (speech); 
tonne (ton); trouthe (truth) etc. are not incorrect. 
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Scholars have divided words into eight categories, viz, SGA [tatsam], "eu SEAM 

[aradh tatsam], Jese [tadbhav], fiufigs [mrsrzt], Meave [anukaran|. yfsgfs 
[pratrdhvenz], Aida [siketak], and Hfery [sdkszpt). 

(a) 

@) 

‘3qAH (unaltered) are those words which after absorption into Punjabi/other 
languages retain their original form and meaning. For example @*3x (uttam), 

Qe [udar), Guars (upkar], Gar (upma}, mdz [onst], mors [apman), 4T 
(St), nf [Sn], fee" [xccha], Fe [sukh], aa [sugsdh], Ae" [seva], IS [hath], 
‘6 (hal), JA [has], Ha [katha], ote [kil], Fz [kot], Te [gun], FES (cita], Fas 
[cdcal], mars [jagat}, FU [jap], FE [jar], 3H (tej), 3m [tol], EH [das], ew 
[dan], fee [din], 8 (dhan], gu [dhup], 7H [nam], atv [nic], UB [pal], ue 

[pul], yFre [prasad], ye (pran], 28 [phal], 6 [hal], Hus [badhon], Aa 
[bhajan], ara [bhar], 3at [bhog], 1 [mall], fray [mtr], Na [moh], Hares [msgal], 
Hy [matr], aA [ras], FE [ran], oe [roth], FF [raja], JU [rup], 34 [rom], Fx 
[lok], 83 [lobh], 2A [vastu} etc. are from Sanskrit, 

Sus [ummat], »o7ss (amanat), wnt [amir], Has [orat], HAE (sanad], 
Fae (sabab], ees [sardar], HEH [salam], Jest [haveli]. fee [himat]. 7s 
[hol], aera [kabab], ae [kamal], at [kami], fase [kxtabj, Tart [kursi], 
Fou (gunah], Bs [caman], AVS [jahan], ABM [jolsa], 7a [jan], favs [jrgar], 
Har (jag), Se [tir], eA (dastar], esara [dargah], ear [darja], BFE [dared], 
few [dri], fe [din], ve (divan], 2a [deg], Fas [dolat), afug [nohrr]. se 
[nared], 5a [naram], 4€ (navab], 8a [nok], 84s [nobat], #e [b3d], HET 
(madresa], de [marad], H@ [mal], yes [murdar], Yee [murebbi], WE 
[murid], Fee [morca], FF [moj], 4S [mot]... etc. are from Persian/Arabic; 
and »nfts [apil], AA [sakul], Hat [soda], aan [kalas}, are [kalar], afer 
[kalxj], a [kes], Fz [kot], dae [korat], Liisa [kSpSdar], IH (gem], dts 
[gol], et [tai], 2for [tenxs], 24e [tremve], sciea (daktar], fr [nzb], 
ustsd [palidar], 78 (polo}, Y8Ae [prophesar], ge [but], Bfarce [berzstar], 
wefva [bordig], HAee [master], Ae [mec], Hes [motar]... etc. are from 
English. 
‘aU BIAH (half-altered) are those which have somewhat changed in writing and 

pronunciation, but not much in their shape, for example 3" |ucca), GF [ujjal]. 
GH [uddam], warn [akas], wah [agsm), fs [ancte), fears (rkat], MIT 
[samrathh], For {suraj], HAar [s5jog), AB [kolol], eA (karaj], ar [kos], 
fore [gran], fiefs [chrtz], fas [chrn], FH [jam], * [je], Far [jog], AU [jodha], 
‘efemr [dara], gra [duar], fafer [nEdza], 82 [nen], Us [pon], Use [purakh], 
yyftt [pranmukhr], Was [bahar], faster [brjog], PONS [brahman], Fas 
[bhagat],  (bhe], Hare" [marjada], Hfenr [mara], #3 [rat], Serf (lacchmi], 
an [vanaj], eax (varkha], fefewr [viddza]... etc, are from Sanskrit: 
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and Adte [sahid], Hag [sakkar], AAT [saja], HET [sarbat], Ara (sahabJ, AR 
[sadi}, Fae [setan], ders [hojar], TAS [hajar], wet [kasai], ABA [kabja], 
A [koraj], Tan [kagaj], WAH [khasam], FA [gussa], THe [carkha], AYIs 
[jaruret], #3 [jor], SH" [tama], SA [tosa], sera [nagara], #A [baj], HTT 
{manjur], feo [Ithaj]... etc, are from Arabic-Persian; 

and wen [astam), weAT [aphsar), Afts (sakfd), ause [kaptan), aed 
[kerabin], 38a (kunen], Hd8s [jarne!], fear [trkkas], 2 [tem], feeret [dzgri]., 
wert (daresi], usge [patlun], Us™S [paret], fds [prstol], Be (bera]. Fs 
[botal], fitz (mit), Hs [mil], se [rajmat), He [repot], Jes [raphal] etc. 
are from English. 
‘3e3e (evolved) are those words which, come from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and 
English, and have altogether changed their former shape. The following will make it 
amply clear : 

Punjabi Example 

“str pahi usnik-hi nik banai.”-NWP. 

“prihu kadhe mokh uglare."-m 4 var gau /. 
“aut janeda jaz.”-m J var ram I. 
“navanu purebu abhicu.”-tukha chat m 4. 

“saukant ghar ki kat tragi.”-asa m J. 
“satx nzratr bujhe je koz.”-sukhmani 
“§ru kacan kothari carro, kabro hot phiro .”-sar m J. 
“gsmant krafa chrkionv.”~var ram 3. 

“kharbaru khira.”-BG: 

“khima vrhune khaprge khuhanz lakh asskh.”—odkar. 

“na galli gakhie.”-BG 
“gusai ! partapu tuharo ditha.”-sar a m 5. 

“kamal alzpat he se hatha vicr gulalu.”—m 4 var sri. 
“ghasr cSdanu jasu ghasra.”-kalz m 4. 
cpharnevi tape bhagirathr ani.”-mala m 4. 
“jo gur gope apna, su bhala nahi."-m 4 var gau /. 
“chanrchar vari saun sasat bicaru.”—brla m 3 var 7. 

“kuram sake nalz javai.”—asa m 4, 
“jru kusti tanz jok.”~sar surdas. 

“tho jiv machli, jhivaru trrsna kalu.”—m / var ram /. 

“chike par teri bahutu dithz.”—basst kabir. 
“mokh tatbid mah jan nrrdhar he.”-NP. 
“tapar jhar vichat.”-BG 
“kajal har tamol ras.”—var maru 2 m J. Hike ll 
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Tesora age “krt-hi kamz na dhaulhar jrtu harz brsrae.”-suhi m 5, 
maf ar “put pota parota natta.”~BG 
aus ufentur “nanak patdpe karhu kirpa."-brla chit m 5. 
yporgs ues “sagal parachat lathe.”-sor m J. 
yfsetint uanfe —— “parosanz puchrle nama.”-sor namdev. 
wtf ut “masi or masa jag vividh vikhyata he.”-BGK. 
wer aga “kcrnhi laug supari."-keda kabir. 

Arabic-Persian Punjabi Example 

“kause sapat payala.”—bher namdev. 
“galhu kevar kholz pahrnai."-BG 
“konsa kini tin prabina.”-GPS. 
“husre kra gharvasu?”—m | var majh. 
“Sin khorgir sabho pavrt hahz.”--m 4 var sor. 
“cunz vakhi kadhe jejmalza.”-var asa. 
“marhate dakhni krye tagir.”-PPP. 
“satiguru pura kare tabibi.”~BG 
“trsv mata sdgr na talka."-maru solhe m 5. 

agn 
ate 
oor 

yAg 
ysatts 
FRE 
sole 
seh 
Tae 

gues “me gor mriz uc dumalya."-sri m 5 pepat. 
orf 
ott 
as 
wort 
apart 
ures 

uff 

Hugs 
Hoag 

“gor ke sabadr najikr pachanhu.”—maru solhe m 3. 
“us di namosi hon lagi.”-VSBB. 

“us di nit badli vekhke.”—-JSBB. 

“nugadi modak adrk brid.”-GPS. 
krukarr pata hor bajgari.”-BG 

“bio puchr na maslatr dhare.”-g5d m 5. 

“kxa masitr str nae?”-prebha kabir. 
“brid majur lage tab az.”—GPS. 
“pathyo matbar take pas.”—GPS. 

yet “anrk musaddi karte kar."-GPS. 
Be “na jalu leph tulaia.”—vad alahani m 1. HIEHITYE 

Similar is the rule applicable to tadbhav words froin English, Portuguese and French 
languages —»irfizs—A djutant; wereet-Orderly; AUS e—Hospital; a7e-Command; Tass 
Colonel; aragn—Cartouche; gites-Commandant; aerdts—Grenadier, fare#-Gaiters; 
Ters-Bull's eye; aAs-Dozen; uses-Battalion or Platoon; ured+Padre; ev8e-Flannel; 

wea-Bouton; M4-Madam; aizr-Reporter; dage—Recnuit; seée-Lieutenant; #z-Lord; 
weee-Lantem ... etc. 
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firfigs (mixed) words are those which have come into being through a combination 
of two or more languages, for example wet die (aniale tir), Afoe fu [sahrb 
sigh), Hees YA [sudersen pres], FaIsYS [sultanpur], TatasoTE 
[hakikatraz], off aft dat [harz ki pori), Jawhies (huglibsdar], J#s [kubol], 
wanrafen [khalsakalzj], Torun fitu (gurbakhas stgh], TysH (gurudom], 
Wersae [jarajnogar], wxferegy [muxlrsgarh], Faetat [relgaddi}, wasUT 
[layalpur]... etc, 
‘’™ATE (imitation) words are formed by imitating some sound, for example Ft At 
[sa sa], f Y [sd st], ce ee [tan tan], 2 2 [te te], og oe [thah thah], 8 8 
[the the], war gor [dug dug], 8 3 [d5 d5], uch [dharsm]... etc. 
yfaqfs (resonance) words are formed by juxtaposing words of similar sound 
such as &¢ &@ [katt vaddh], wet wet (khana dana], wet wet [pani dhanil, 
yet Get [puri uri), +o we [mar har]... etc.! 
Fiza (allusive) words are those which by referring to certain traits or qualities 
carry special meaning such as ullu (ow!) fora stupid person, or and for marriage. 
Fifaxy (abbreviated) words are formed by shortening others such gaba from sadbas, 
sudi from sukal dn, badi from bahul drn. 

Literary terms are provided detailed definition and explication, See faA, nigYA, 

Rew, AG, fgurs, fequer, dua, dua, tue, se, TTS, TA, FUa... etc. 
Errors committed by historians have been rectified with full evidences, See Wafiiu, 

Wart, ate ate etc. 
Words relating to rituals are explained in full. See HH, x Gage, yo fes un 
wQzr, sat goat, ut eae... etc. 
Difficult words, phrases or lines are indicated by the first word of the line followed 
by the remaining a couplet or quatrain. See »exfieor Hee ah, won dat, 
Ba HdS Ue ye, sin feg mig vty fro., ay., ufser ug fact re. etc. 
Certain lexicographers and scholars not understanding the grammatical rules of 
Prakrit and Punjabi grammar applicable to derivations from Sanskrit have given 
wrong meanings contrary to context. These words have been corrected so as to 
be in accordance with Gurbani. See a 9, are 2, uss 3, Use 2, UH... etc. 
Some additional words have been given against lexicographical traditions so 
that semi-literate scholars do not misinterpret Gurbani wilfully by going against 
the scriptural texts. For instance w@f [caurz] after 88 [caur], féf [rtnhz] 
after f8% [rth] have been separately put. Similarly See ata, afu, vfs, vfs... 
ete? 

"Ruralites, use onomatopoeic words as aa AVE, Val Yel, eal Sat... etc, 
21, myself, have heard certain scholarly persons pronounce i w@fs as Uy and afu wae fats wfemr as 

‘af aera = wher, Through mispronuciation they play havoc with meanings. 
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(24) New letters have been devised to transliterate in Punjabi the words of Sanskrit, 
Arabic and Persian so as to enable their correct pronunciation.' Historians of 

languages know that a word after entering another language becomes a part of 
that language. To relegate such Punjabi words back to their original form would 
be a hostile act against the mother tongue. See illustrations under heading 

seventeen of word-distinctions and altered words. 
(25) At the end of the illustrations, information is provided about poets and their 

writings.” A list of symbols used has been given in the beginning of the book 
under the head ‘ABBREVIATIONS’ 

To give detail of obstacles and disappointments faced during the preparation and 

publication of this book would lessen the enthusiasm of the writers. However it is also 
necessary to mention in passing that our community has very little regard for work of this 
kind. Not many know how such works are written and what benefit can to be drawn from 
them. : 

lam highly indebted and grateful to those votaries of knowledge who provided me 
help in this venture, especially reverend Bhai Bishan Singh Ji, Mahant Gurdwara Baba 
Ajapal Singh, Nabha, who took great pain in writing in order the words noted by me from 
numerous volumes, Pandit Krishandas Shastri Udasin, professor Teja Singh, M.A., Khalsa 
College and Bhai Dharmant Singh who gave valuable suggestions during the revision. 
Raja Sir Daljit Singh of Kapurthala and Sardar Mukand Singh Engineer Simla spared 
time to write on ‘rags’, Bhai Mohan Singh Vaid of Jam Taran and Bhai Dharam Singh Ji 

Vaid of Budiala, helped in writing about diseases. Sardar Nand Singh Ramgarhia of Simla 
contributed a lot in the preparation of maps of gurdwaras, Maulana Maulavi Hakim Mirza 

Muhammad Nazir Sahib Asshe, Munshi Fazil took the trouble of replying to history- 

related queries, Late Dhani Ram ‘Chartik’, Printer Sudarshan Press Amritsar, not behaving 

like a businessman but as a votary of knowledge, published it, excellently with enthusiasm 

and devotion. Last of all, | am grateful to the court of Patiala entitled 10 blessing from 

Satguru and honour from Sikh Panth through the benevolence of which this book has 

reached the readers.’ 
Tam highly indebted to those scholars whose histories, glossaries, dictionaries etc. have 

been helpful in this endeavour of mine.‘ 
"See under ‘New Letters. 
*Such quotations as carry no names of authors at the end are mine. 

*Due to the publication of 1000 copies instead of 500 as envisaged earlier, the increase of pages from 
3000 to 3338 and the retention of scholars for supervision, the price has been increased to Rs. 1 10/- 

from the initial one of Rs. 70/-. It does not include any payment to the author for devoting so much time 
to the project. 

‘The names of books are not listed to avoid increase in size. 
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Subject to forgetfulness and little knowledge, | shall heartily thank by speech and writing 
those who would take the trouble of pointing out any errors to be found here. 

Nabha 

1 Baisakh, Sammat Guru Nanak 461, Servant of the lovers of knowledge 

Bikrami 1987 

13 April 1930 Kahan Singh 
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MAPS AND PICTURES 

Map of Tarntaran 
Darvar Sahib — Tarntaran 
Map of Thanesar — Kurukshetar 
Damdama Sahib - Sabo ki Talwandi 

Map of Damdama Sahib - Sabo Ki Talwandi 

Maharaja Dalip Singh 
Map of Dethi 
Dehra Baba Nanak Ji 

Pictures of Nanak Panthis 

Birth Place Nankiana Sahib and its Darshni Darvaza 

Map of Nankiana Sahib 

Hira Mahal Nabha 

Maharaja Sir Hira Singh and Ripudaman Singh, ruler of Nabha 
Gurdwara Saropa Sahib 
Maharaja Pratap Singh Malvendar Bahadur, ruler of Nabha 
Baba Narayan Singh Ji 
Nihang Singh 
Birth place of Guru Gobind Singh ‘Harimandir’ Patna Sahib 

Baba Ala Singh Ji 

Maharaja Bhupindar Singh Sahib, ruler of Patiala 

Raja Har Inder Singh Ji, ruler of Faridkot 

Baba Phul 
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B [jhajja] fourteenth character of Punjabi script, 

having palatal pronunciation. Skt n storm; wind 

producing whistling sound, 2 Jupiter, lord of 

the deities. 3 buzzing sound; echo. 4 In Punjabi, 

itis used for Sanskrit conjugates like 7-1, 0-0 
or@ and u, We write 73" for Joa, we for HUA, 
‘ie for dz, Fe" for wo and Five for tee. 
‘3 [jhasna] vrub, massage, crush by rubbing. 
Skt FY. vr beat, torture. 

sage [jhahrana], sfyest [jhahrrana) v fall 
with the sound of dripping. 2 winnow, shake 
violently (tail etc.) 3 spread. “tab hi kidh kes 
jhahtrava.”-NP. 

‘3dt [jhahi] 7 gnash, act of gritting teeth in anger. 
“nxt jhahia pae jhagu suje.”-var gau J m4. 

‘vq [jhak] n doubt, suspicion. 2 hesitation; 
hindrance. 3 fear. See fava. 

vase {jhakjhor} n jerk, stroke. 2 act of chuming. 
3 swing. 

satan [jhakjhorna], sagear [jhakjholna] v 

givea violent jerk. 2 chum. 3 immerse in water 

repeatedly. See Sau, 
‘Bae [jhakna] v hesitate, stop. 2 fear. 

yarga [jhakajhak] adj glittering, shining. 
‘8d [jhakor] S torrential rain. 
‘sétarr [jhakorna], FF [jhakolna)See FATT. 
.“‘pavan jhakolanhar.”— s kabir. Here pavan 

stands for breath. “janu nanakv musakr 

jhakolza.”~asa chét m 4. 

WF [Jhakh] Ske AH (vr - torment) 2 such 
senseless talk as hurts the people. “jhakh maru 
sakatu vecara .”—brla m 5. 2 Skt 3m fish. 
3 crocodile. 4 heat, hotness. 

Namdhari Elibrary 

‘suay [jhakhketu] Skt BABY 1 Cupid; Kamdev, 
having a flag, bearing crocodile sign on it. 

‘SF (jhakhaj] m pearl come out of the seashell; 
a pearl producing seashell also belongs to a 

species of fish. 
‘sue [jhakhnal] v talk ill to hurt others, “nanak 
bolan jhakhna.”—var majh m /.2 going astray. 

‘wagreny [jhakhnajhakh] n ineffectual argument; 
wearisome talk. “nanak lekhe kv galu, horu 

haume jhakhna jhakh."-var asa. 
Bue [jhakhanu) See sxe". “bahuta bolanu 

jhakhanu hoz.”—dhona m /. 
‘BUTE [jhakhtran] » pond, that shelters the fish. 

2 ocean. 
‘swag [jhakhdhar| 1 sea, which has crocodiles. 

~sanama. 
wags AS UT Us [jhakhdher sut dhar dhar] 

~sanama. n ocean, which has crocodiles; its 
son moon, which moves in the sky; arrow, 

released from the bow, that flies in the sky. 
‘BugH (jhakhdhuj], TAA [jhakhdhvaj] See 
weag., 
‘wees [jhakhmaran], Tet (jhakhmarni] v 
indulge in senseless talk; talk rot; bark like a 

dog. See BY. “jhakh marau sagal sSsaru.”-g5d 
am 5, “sabh dusat jhakhmara.”—asa ch3t m 4. 

2. go astray. 3 hunt for fish. 

‘weg [jhakhvav) » painful remark, senseless 
talk. “kyd jhakhvav karat? uthjavahu.”-GPS. 

‘BUF [jhakhay] See BU. 
‘Bae Saft [jhakhay jhagi) See TF and Taft. 
wafiy [jhakharr) stormy. “jhakharr vau no 
dolai."-var ram 3. 2 in the raging storm. 
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‘WaT [jhakharu] n storm, dust storm, hurricane. 
“jhakhato jhagi mih varse."—suhi a m4. 

‘swe [jhakhai] 7 wearisome tall futile exchange. 
‘efit [jhakhr] futile babbling. See su, “jhakhr 
bolanu kxa jag stu vadu.”—odkar. 

wen (jhakhij}, sige [jhakhitran) -sanama. 
See Sum and BUye. 
Buz [jhakhhar] See wey. 
‘Bat [jhag) n froth, scum, foam. 
‘vars (jhagar) m quarrel, altercation, law suit. 
“satiguru jhagaru nrbere.”-guj m J. 2a black- 
eyed bird of prey, found mostly in Punjab. It is 
shorter (in height) than a hawk, Its male and 
female go together to hunt rabbits. Falco 
Jugger. See flrerdt vat. “lagar jhagar jur-ra aru 
baja."-carrtr 307. See wars. 

‘Barer [jhagernal v file a suit. 2 indulge in futile 
talk, argue with malicious intent. “kahe put 
jhagrat hav sSgz bap.”-sar m4. 

‘Ware [jhagra] n dispute, prosecution. “jhagra 
eku niberahu ram.”—gau kabir. 2 futile 

argument, useless casuistry. 

Bay [jhogaru] See Yaw 1. “jhagaru cukaza.” 
~asam 5. 

‘BaRT [jhagla], sere [jhagli] m short shirt, half 

sleeved shirt, kid’s shirt. “hagli jhin navin.” 
-NP. ¢ 

‘Sart (jhagar] See vars and wars. 
wae [jhagra), Bay (jhageru) See sae, “jhagra 
kardza andinv gudre.”-var brha m 3. 
“jhagaru cukave harrgun gave.”-prabha a 
mi. 

‘Bar [jhaga] m shirt, garment, full-sleeved shirt. 
ware [jhagar) Mn cloudiness, rainy weather. 
‘valtar (jhagira] n quarrel, riot. “kin surasur bic 
jhogira.”-krzsan. 
BY [jhagul, 3ge [jhagur] m foam, froth. “nrt 
jhahia pae jhagu sute.”-var gau J m 4. “mukh 
te jhogur jat piri pargai gat.”-GPS. 
BAS [jhagol], BAZ [jhagor] S vas n anxiety, 
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restlessness. 2 scuffle, grapple. “cuka jam 

jhagar jhagol.”-var kan m 4. 
‘BAAS [jhajokna] v hesitate, refrain. 2 fear. 

‘SH [jhajjar] a town with tehsil headquarters 
in district Rohtak. This word is also 

pronounced as jhajhar. This town is situated 
35 miles to the west of Delhi. Muslims, Jats 
and Begum Samru have ruled it. Jhajjar was 
handed over to Nawab Nizabatt Khan in 1803 
by the British. The town and the territory were 

confiscated by the British during the 1857 
mutiny on the pretext that Nawab Abdul 
Rehman Khan had supported the rebels. 
Thereafter he was hanged to death. 

The British handed over the confiscated 
territory of Narnaul, Dadri and Bawal to the 
Sikh states of Patiala, Jind and Nabha 

tespectively. 

Jhajjar is known for dyeing fine fabric and 
for making elegant earthen flasks. No wonder, 

the name Jhajjar accrued to it from the long- 
necked elegant pitchers manufactured in the 
town. 2 Ske aferqaR water flask, flagon. 
‘va [jhajhak] n hindrance. 2 fear, fright. 
3 suspicion, doubt. 
weae [jhajhakna], S7ae [jhajhakna] v halt in 
fear and hesitation; feel reluctant. 

‘safer (jhajhakr] adv hesitatingly. See sea". 
“rahzo jhajhakz nahi parvana.”-bavan kabir. 

‘38a [jhajhag] 7 rebuke, reproach. “rani jhajhag 
tahr trry dare.”-carrtr 295. 

‘380 [jhajhar] See FB. 2 Str s¥fos adj withered. 
“tan jhajhar hve renbhumz pare.”=c5di 2. 

‘38" [jhajha] fourteenth character of Punjabi 
script. “jhajha jhuran mzfe tumaro.”-bavon. 
2 The pronunciation of character ¥; jhakar. 
¥e [jhot] Ske sfefs adv immediately, instantly. 
2.1 moment, instant as in “jhatku thahzr ja”, 

‘fs is another form of 82. 3 Skt 8Z vr be 

entrapped; mingle. 
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‘seat [jhatka) n jerk, stroke, jolt, 2 beheading 
an animal with a single stroke of the sword 
after hailing the Almighty; slaughtering an 
animal with a single stroke of a sharp-edged 

weapon,’ 3 flesh of the animal thus slaughtered. 
semr@a" [jhatkauna] v behead an animal with 
sword’s single stroke. “anshu chag rk jhatké 
nzj pana.”-GPS, 2 shoot an animal with a 
weapon like a gun so as to cause its instant 

death. 
‘Beue [jhatpat) part immediately, instantly, at 

once. 
seem [jhatalla] 7 tufty tree, tree with an 
umbrella of dense foliage. 2 adj having 

dishevelled and unkempt hair. 
wee [jhatak] adv immediately, at once. 21 
sound of a sudden stroke. 
sfefs (jhatrtr] See 3z. 
82H [jhatie] drips, dribbles. See man. 
‘BgeF [jhatullal Sec see. 
‘¥z" [jhatta] subcaste of mrrasis. “puro jhatta 

par utari.”-BG, 
‘¥E [jhan], Fea [jhanak], 3eere [jhankar], FIAT 
[jhanatkar], ¥ésora [jhandtkar] Skt #1 
and HTT n jingling, tinkling, clicking 
sound produced by tiny chiming bells. See 
weaas. 
‘efs [jhatr], 3g [jhatu] 7 time, moment, period. 
“kxcaru jhatr laghaie chaparz tute mehu?”-s 
farid. “val chal karz jhatr kadhde.”-gav var / 

m4, 
‘BE [jhatha] adjabashed, embarrassed. “laghu 
bhrat bhae bahu bhét jhathe.”-ramav. 

‘Ramchandar felt highly embarrassed before 

his younger brother (Lachhman).’ 
‘3g [jhathu] See 3g. 

Bea [jhanak], Soars [jhankar], FosaT 

[jhanatkar] See ead. “kf kani sabad 
"Slaughtering is also done with a shot from a gun etc. 
“tupak mar jhatka karyo."-GPS. 
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jhanatkar khelu pahr jiv.”-saveye m 4 ke. 
33 [jhana] See vera and dese. 
88s [jhaner] a village in Una tehsil of district 

Hoshiarpur. A gurdwara stands there in 
memory of the seventh Guru of the Sikhs. 

‘Bu [jhap] advimmediately, quickly. sais another 
form of 8u. 2 adjplayful. “hap jhulat kalgi bar 
toga.”-GPS. 3 curved, bent. “jug bhohan ke 

rom visala. bhae suped jhuke jhap jala.”-GPS. 
wuae [jhapakna] v wink, blink. 2 pounce, 
grapple. 

‘Bue [jhapat] 7 act of snatching with a dash. 

2.sense of bouncing quickly. 3 attack, assault. 
‘3uzt [jhapna] v catch in the air like catching a 
ball. 
‘sus [jhapan) See Jus. 

‘wulaer [jhapirnal v squeeze, compress. “hath 

jhapire yugal jab."-NP. 
‘sats [jhapira] 7 tight grip, act of holding each 
other in arms. “hart mrizo lar jhapira.” 
—jet m 4. 

‘wat [jhab] adv immediately, quickly, soon, at 

once. 2 n blink of the eye. 
safat (jhabakr] part at once. “gun ki leharz 
jhabakt.”—s kabir. ‘at once with a skilful guile.” 

‘gad [jhabde] adv immediately, quickly, at once. 
‘vars [jhabal] a village under police station and 
tehsil Tam Taran, district Amritsar. It is situated 
seven miles to the north-west of Tarn Taran 
railway station. There is a gurdwara to the 

north-east of the village where Guru 

Hargobind married Bibi Biro (Viro) on 26" 
Jeth, Sammat | 686. The gurdwara is named 

Manak Chowk. Every year on Jeth 267 a 

congregation is held here. The gurdwara owns 
thirty-two ghumaons of land and revenue worth 
rupees eleven is donated by the village. The 
gurdwara is managed by a local committee of 
the Sikhs. See #t¢ the, 

>This annual festival has been held since Sammat 1691. 
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‘vf [jhabr] See sav. 
¥a [jhabba] n a gold-embroidered silken 
bouquet; bunch, 

‘oatzer [jhabhimna] See size". 
‘WHat [jhamak] n lustre, light. 2 See sere", 
‘pHa [jhamakna], SHAT" [jhamakna] v shine, 

glitter. “teri ptichat uparz jhamak bal.”—basst 

kebir. 2 close the eyelids; blink. 
‘wwEH [jhamajham] splendour. 2 onom sound 
of tinkling bells, 
‘wite [jhamela] 7 quarrel, squabble, wearisome 
work. 2 crowd; gathering of people. 
3 botheration. 
wae [jhomsken] See syae 1. “sastra 
jhomskan.”-akal. 

‘88 [jhar] See 33. 2 See, saa". 3 Skt waterfall. 

‘Vous [jharhar] See 750s. 
Wawa" [jharjhara} Skt vefes adj withered, 
wrinkled. 

‘39a [jharna] peep hole; small hole in a house 

forair and light. 2 spring. Sktfo¥s. “amzucalaht 
jharne.”-var gau 2 m 5. 3 drip, dribble. 
watering fall. 4 fall, drop. “fharahz kasSmal pap 
tere manua."-bavan. 5 iron or brass sieve used 
for frying pakoras in boiling ghee or oil. 6 sieve 

to filter grains, lime etc. 
edt [{harni] small sieve. See Baz 5 and 6. 
‘Ban [jharna] See soe", 
‘Beu [jharap] 7 quarrel, clash. 2 engulfment by 

blazing fire. 

‘vewet [jharlani] 1 vibration, shiver, shudder. 
“Sharlani utthi devta.”—cadi 3. 

vee [jharak], 77a (jharaka] n jolt, jerk. 

2 jingle, rattling sound of weapons. “jharak 
jharé.”-GPS. 
‘fe [jharr) having fallen. “‘ntdak ese hi jharr 
parie.” -brla m 5, 2 See wat 

‘vet [jhari] continuous and protonged rainfall 
from the clouds. See Sef. “lagi jhari barkha 
bahu hoi.”~GPS. 2 Skt stream into which 
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water flows from the springs. 

‘wale [jharit) » bruise or abrasion on the skin 
caused by a thorn etc. “jrn ko lagi jharit 
visekhi.”"-NP. 

‘ar [jharoka}, 384 [jharokha] 1 small opening 
made in a house for air and light. Sk: area. 
B® |jhal] Dg n flash, conflagration. 2 flash, 
splendour, light. “kahu kabir jrnz dia palita tint 
tesi jhal dekhi.”-gav. 3 Skt heat, burning 
sensation. 4 See 33. 

‘B98 (jhalhal] 1 splendour. “jhalhalst tarvar.” 
-ramay. 

‘vee (jhalak) » brightness, flash, lustre, 

‘weae" [jhalakna], IE [jhalkanul, sear 
[jhelakna] v shine, flash. 

BERT [jhalka] Sk Bhisa n brightness, light, flash. 
‘seriter [jhaljiha] Dg n one having tongue of 
fire; blaze, conflagration. 

Bez [jhalnal, 35E [jhalany] v accept. “dharatr 

asmanu na jhalai.”-gav a m 3. 2 tolerate, 
endure, “samuhr sel samar mo jhalhe.”"-VN. 
3 fan; cause one to shiver. “le pakha prra 
jhalou pae.”-asa m 5. 
‘BEE [jhalmal], To" [jhalmala] Dg n one 
(feminine) wearing garland of flames; fire. 
2 meaning-glamour, lustre. 
30 [jhala] n fan. “jhale jnrmkanz past.”-asa 
am J, 2 Skt ray. 3 sunshine. 4 See 3a". 

‘vata {jhalag) » before sunrise. See yar 2. 
2. dawn, See sera, 

‘yes [jhalajhal) m glamour, 2 adj shining. 

wey [jhalar] n persian wheel fitted at the bank 
of a stream. 2 natural water channel in hilly 

areas; rivulet, water-flow. 3 dense bush at 
river bank. 

‘eft [jhali] n shelter, refuge. “sadhsSgatr ke 
jrali re.”-asa m 5. 2 See ¥at. 

‘3G [jhalu] n wave of insanity, fit of frenzy. * 
bhav kerr jhalu gavar.”-var brha m3. 
sgs8 [jhalobhle] after having dived in the 
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water-wave; after taking a bath. See 3a, 35 

and a 
wyoo [jhaluthan} v get charred. “aganz 
jhaluthe kaz.”-mago. 
wee [jhal3k), séeer [jhalskna] See wea and 

weae. 
‘8B [jhall] n dense forest by a river bank. “krla 

kot tha sfghan jhall."-PP. 2 tenacity, 
madness. 3 wave of anger. 4 puff of air. 

5 Skt jester, clown. 6 conflagration. 
‘Werit [jhallri] Sk See Haulz", 2 small tambourine 

embedded with metal. 3 large-sized cymbals. 

‘Yer [jhella] n fan. 2 tenacious, insane. 3 epileptic; 
one whose body keeps on convulsing. 

Fai (jhalli] adj tenacious (feminine), crazy 
(feminine). 2 n a village, eleven kohs to the 
east of Lahore. While going from Meangat to 
Amritsar, Guru Hargobind stayed here for a 

while. 

veoGer [jhavrauna] v make one tremble, 
shake. 2 scatter, spread. “rom sakSdh kethrn 
jhavrae.”-NP. 

‘Ba (jhay] (Skt He vr get stuck, cling) n lowering 
of clouds in the sky. “har jhakhar shar.”-sava 
m /, 2 lever of a lock. 3 tip of a metallic nail 

flattened by beating. 
‘Baer [jhayna] v fall down, decline. “hayz jhart 
pavde kace brrhi.”-sava m 5, “patr bhurjen 
jhoyi5.”-gatha. 

‘gay [jharap] n swoop. 2 scuffle. 3 attack. 
‘vawe [jharval] n cloud, from which water 

drops fall. “jzu dhuar jharval di kru varse 
pani?”-BG. ‘Why should water drizzle from 
a cloud of smoke?’ 

‘vara [jharak], Baa [jhayaka) n jolt. 2 sound 

produced by the colliding of weapons. “jharak 

jhart.”-saloh. 
fiz (jharz) having fallen. See waa. 
‘aft (jhari) n continuous downpour of rain from 
the clouds. “barse laz jhari."—-var mala m 3. 
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133 fy [fhare jhar7] falling of leaves. “pat jhare 
jharz pahr.”-s forid. 

‘safari [jharSg] 1 firework; act of emitting bright 
sparks. “bahé nzs5g, utthe jhar3g.”—cSdi 2. 
wfar [jhavla] n obscurity of vision S wifes. 
2. dimness of eyesight. 3 adjhaving dim vision. 

9 [jhau] St ya xn bush, shrub. 
‘viet [jhailn image, reflection. “jogi ki jhSi darsai.” 
~carrtr 143. 

‘wel Het [jhaimsil) adjfaded, reflected. 2 fading 
within a moment. See eet Het. 

‘ttf [jhasi] ” misconception, deception, guile. 
2 threatening for cheating. 3 a town in UP, 

earlier called Balwant Nagar. This was 

inhabited by Raja Bir Singh of Orchha in 

1613. Jhansi is 799 and 702 miles away from 

Calcutta and Mumbai respectively. It is @ 
big railway junction of the GIP Railways. 

There is a British contonment in Jhansi as 
well. 

‘37 [jhaha] Skt wat n hedgehog, which lives 
in the bushes. 

wa [jhak] or 7 [jhaku] » eyesight, gaze. 
2 act of seeing, gazing. “bfdak nadarr 
jhaku.”-var ram 2 m 5. 3 hope, expectation. 
“tana jhak na horv."~s farid. 4 reluctance. 

“duja bhav gazo sabh jhak.”-kan m 4. Its 
Sanskrit root is jahan from which is derived 

johak. Its Punjabi form is ¥@ [jhak). 
wae [jhakna], Tae [jhakna] v look, see. 
‘was (jhakanz), Taet [jhakni] » vulture, which 

gazes at carrion from a distance. “bhut 
srrgalan kakan jhakenz dakanz sron agharke 
pino.”-Krrsan, 
wae [jhakval] adj expectant, greedy. 
2 mendicant, always begging from the people. 
war [jhaka] n look, glimpse. 2 hesitation, 
reluctance. 

‘wfex [jhakr] having seen. 2 hesitantly. 
9g [jhaku] See wa. 
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sy [jhakh] n grumble, 2 nonsense chatter. 
3 See 8u. 4 variant of Fa [jhak] shown above. 

‘shy [jhakh] spotted stag. 2 stag, antelope. 
seq wert [jhakh jhakhauna] v make or 
provoke senseless utterance. “thora boten bol, 
na jhakh jhakhaza.”-BG. 2 mumble in a 
dream. “tije jhakh jhakhata, cauthe bhoru 

bhaza.”-sri m 5. 

‘shea [jhakhar] 1 stag. See tere, 
wf {jhakhr] See 9Y. 2 adv having talked 

nonsense. 
‘wa [jhag] n foam, froth. 2 forbearance, 
tolerance, endurance. “jhag sehthi bran 
kare.”-carrtr 9/. “jhag jhag sutir.”-cdi 2. 
3 traversing, wandering. See Sar. 4 sleepless- 

ness, 5 fish. See frag. 
‘stat [jhag] 7 pruned branches; branches of a 
pruned tree; act of pruning. 

wag [jhaganu], Ta [jhagna] S v go ona 
beaten track. 2 goa long journey. “des dzs3ter 
me sagle jhage.”~suhi m 5.3 suffer. 4 infringe. 
“haume brkh jhage.”—brla chat m 4. 

‘wag [jhagru] adj quarrelsome. 
‘wfa [jhagr] adv after removing algae or scum. 
“nrkatz niru pasu pivast na jhagz.”-gav 
Kabir. 2 having travelled or wandered. “pardes 
jhagz saude kau ara.”-asa m 5. 3 See faag. 

‘wait [jhagi] n cyclone, strong wind; gale that 
lops the trees. “jhakharu jhagi mihu varse.” 
~suhiam4. 

viaht [jhagil S adjdweller in the jungle, barbarian. 
2 who prunes the trees. 

‘sit [jhaj] large cymbals made of bronze, 

2 short for st — a jingling anklet. 

‘5 [jhajh] Guru Arjan Dev’s disciple, who was 
very adept in chanting hymns. 

sty [jhajh] See 7. 2 jingling anklet. “jhajh 
vlSgi pag dhar3.”-ramav. 
steq [jhajhar] n jingling ornament for ankles 
of women; anklet, ornament for ankles. 
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‘sig [jhajhu} See Figur. 
‘Biz [jhdt] m pubic or pudendal hair (heir around 

the genitals i.e. penis and vulva). “dardae 

ladua sabh jhatan.”-krrsan. 
‘wm [jhatla} adj having dense branches; 
shaped like an umbrella. “ucca sfmal jhatla.” 

-BG. 

‘Bret (jhata] n entangled hair on the head. 2 top 
knot of hair. 3 unkempt hair. 4 hair on the head. 

“udr udt rava fhate par.”-var asa. 
‘weer [jhatula] See weer, 
‘seh (jhatuli] n mock; act of mocking, cheating. 

“uhi te harro uha le dharzo, jese basa mas det 

jhatuli."-sar m 5. ‘The hunter put back meat 
in the same pouch, from which he had taken it 

out. He provoked the bird of prey just for 
hunting. Fed with meat, the falcon would not 

have preyed well.” 

‘BS (jhat} m vision, sight. 2 view. 

‘a [jhati) m glimpse, view. 2 act of seeing or 
viewing. 

‘3u [jhap], 34U [jhap) cover, lid. 2 drowsiness, 
sleep. 3 See Fu. 

‘gtr (jhab] m stick for threshing, with which 
cotton is threshed and cleaned. 2 idea of 

threshing or flogging. 
‘Bier [jhaba] adj thresher, See 4. 2 1 cotton- 
carder, 

‘wm [jhama] Skt FHA n pumice. 2 pumice stone 

— a rough surfaced piece of burnt brick used 

for scrubbing feet and heels etc. 

8 [jhar] Skt We n bush. “kxtak dure jab jhar 
majhar3.”-NP. 2 See sae. “paprat karjhar.” 

-sarm 5. ‘began committing sins after turning 

from other engagements.’ 3 chandelier—acluster 

of chandeliers shaped as bushes in which candles 

are lit, “jarat jharan brtd masal.”-GPS. 4 display 
of firework looking like a bush. 5 sparks 

emitted from the clash of weapons. “uthi 

sastra jhars.”—-VN. 6 community, group. 7 loose 
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motions; diarrhoea. 
wee [jharan] See F9e. 2 See Fa. 
erga’ [jharna], 80a" [jharna] v reprimand; 

shake off clothes for removing dust. 2 1 sieve 
with large holes. 

‘ofa [jharr] 1 thorny bush. “kela paka jharr.” 
ram kabir, ‘The ignorant ones have taken the 
bush for a ripe banana.’ 2 adv having thrashed. 

“prkh jharz jharz Izv lavego. 
‘wet [jhari] m long-necked pitch¢ 
2 See sf and wat. 3 advall, everyone. 4 See 
urd, 
‘By [jhary) See Fy. 
WE [jhare] shakes off. “kajar mahz parra 
bahurz bahorr phirt jhare.”-sar m 5. 

‘3% [jhal] 7 waterfall. 2 crest of water, wave. 

“jxs samudr ki jhal te rahz ratan sukhala.” 
GPS. 3 big bowl. 4 large cymbals of bronze. 
“mrrdg jhal.”~ramav. 5 Dg fire. Skt 7S. 
6 flame of fire. “uthi jhal agg3.”-VN. 7 glory, 
lustre. 

‘wee [jhalar) n hanging border made of silk; 
brocade; pearls etc. 2 victory gong. See AW 
ulzr. “jhalar tal mrrd3g up3g.”—cSdi /. 
wedt [jhalri] Skt n a small two-sided drum. 
‘Be [jhala] n glory, splendour, lustre. “kehra 
jhale guru di jhala."-BG, 2 sunshine, heat. 
“suraju tape aganz brkh jhala.”-maru solhe 
m 1. 3acaste of Rajputs, inhabiting Gujaret 
and Marvar. Poet Chand has described the 
bravery of this caste in ‘Prithirajraise’. 

werd [jhalage], set (jhalaghe] adv carly in 
the morning, before sunrise, at the time of 

dawn. “jhalaghe uthr namu japr.”-bavan. 

‘wf [jhalx] having endured, 2 n time before 
sunrise, dawn, early morning. 
wis vege [jhalx jhaldbhle] adv taking bath 
early in the moming, i.e. before sunrise. “vadye 
jhalz jhaldbhle navra laic ktsu?”-sava m 3. 

See vgz8. 
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‘BG [jhalu], Fy [jhalu] Sx light, lustre. 2 dawn; 
early morning. “suti suti jhalu thia.”"-suhim / 
kucoji, “uthi jhalu kStze.”-var maru 2 m5. 

‘sigw" [jhdvra] See Ee. 
‘wei [jhava} See 0. 
‘we [har] Skt FS n forest, shrubs, “jru jhar 
mrrag bhale.”-var gau / m 4. 2. dense plant. 
3 thorny bush. 4 diarrhoea, loose motions. 
5 produce, yield of grain. 6 chandelier shaped 

like a plant. See #9 3. 7 display of fireworks 

shaped like a dense bush. 
warfaa (jharsahxb] a wild tree beneath 
which any one of the ten Sikh Gurus may have 
taken rest. In history, there are many Jhar 
Sahibs, a few of them are as under: 

1. a village Chuharwal under police station 

Machhiwara in tehsi! Samrala and district 
Ludhiana. There is a gurdwara in the name of 

Guru Gobind Singh one mile to the south of 

this village but on the opposite bank of the 

canal. Guru Gobind Singh arrived here while 

going to Machhiwara from Jand Sahib. Land 
measuring seventy-five vighas was alloted to 
this holy place during the time of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh. It is eighteen miles to the east of 
Doraha railway station. 

2. a gurdwara in, memory of Guru Arjan 
Dev. It stands a furlong to the west of village 

Van in tehsil] Tarn Taran, district Amritsar. 

There was a dense forest, when the Guru 

came this way. The wild capers (capparis 

aphylla) to which the Guru’s horse was tied 

still stand. The gurdwara is elegantly built and 
Guru Granth Sahib is displayed, There is no 
permanent source of income. Annual 

congregation is held on 7* Harh. This holy 
place is situated about four miles to the east 
of Kairon railway station. 

3. a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind 
is situated about three quarters of a mile away 
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from village Gaijal, police station Valtoha, tehsil 
Kusur, district Lahore. The Guru visited this 

place while returning from Manihal. This holy 

structure is semi-pucca. Twenty vighas of land 
is attached to the gurdwara. Annual congregation 

is held on 27" Vaisakh. It is situated at a 
distance of about three miles to the south-east 

of Rattoke Gurdwara railway station. 
‘wea [jharan) 7 duster, dusting cloth. 2 See saz. 
‘wear (jharna] v insult, reprimand. 2 shake off 

dust, thrash, beat. 3 grab another’s wealth with 

guile or deceit. 4 exorcise evil spirit or cure 
disease by chanting a mantar. 

‘ww ues [jhaz pachor] 7 act of rebuking and 
reprimanding; insult and beating. 

‘wa [jhara] n dispute. “tum stu nahi krchu 
jhaya.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 exorcism, act of 
exorcising or curing disease or pain etc; exorcism 
of disease by chanting mantars and waving 

peacock’s feather or branch of a tree. 3 excreta 
come out from intestines; excrement. 4 garbage. 

‘weft [jhayi] Ske sfe n small bush, thorny plant. 
seftrrfa [jharisahrb) a gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Amar Das that stands about three 
quarters of a mile to the west of village Targe 

(police station and tehsil Kusur, district 
Lahore). The residents of Kadiwind' showed 

reverence, when Guru Amar Das was on his 
way to Kusur. The Guru halted here in 

response to the affection shown by the 

residents. A small hall is raised there. Close 

by stands a tree with which the Guru’s horse 
was tied. Guru Granth Sahib is displayed in a 

near by pucca courtyard. Bhai Sulakhan Singh 
of Kadipind donated two and a half ghumaons 

of land to the gurdwara. Religious 

congregation is held on the Vaisakhi day every 
year. The place is situated about four miles to 

the north-east of Kusur railway station. 

‘The remains of this village are still extant, 
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‘Bq [jharu] adj duster. 2 money-snatcher. 3 1 

brush of reed-bark used for dusting houses, 
broom, besom. 
waa [jharyeu] dusted. “lobh apman sru 
jharyeu.”-saveye m4 ke. 

feet [jhtk] n downward slope, depression. 
Z hindrance, hesitation. 
fara (jhtkar] n shrill sound. “jhrili jhtkarat.” 
=paras. ‘Crickets give out shrill sound.” 

fa [jhtg] n thorny twig; severed branch. 

2 parasitical person. 3 a kind of insect, cricket 
(Gryllus domesticus). “jhtg kort jhorna ur 
m&jh.”-carztr 257. 
f¥ae [jhigan), f¥ae [jhtgan] a subcaste of 
Brahmins, also mentioned as jhfgran. “jhTgan 
hute sv jatz ke bala krsna nam. siskrret vidya 
vikhe padzt bad abhtram.”-GPS. See fea. 

f¥ae [jhigr] a subcaste of Khatris. 
f¥aee [jhigran], f¥aes [jhtgran] a caste of 
Brahmins; a Brahmin subcaste. See fear. 

“bala krsna jhIgran p3dztraz sabhasigara.” 
-BG. 
fae (jhtgor) See f¥ae. 2 adjone who clings 
like a thorny twig. 

fiaer (jhIgra] n Durga, who is like thom to the 
enemies. “jh gra jalpa.”-paras. 
f¥q [jhigru] See stga. 
f8w [jhtp] See f¥a. 2 adj parasite, limpet. 
impersonator. “hovahz Ifp, hn nah hove.” 
—var sar m2. ‘Should have the nature ofa saint 
and not of a pretender.” 
fore [jhrjak}, fsa [jhzjhak] n hitch. 2 doubt. 
3 fear. 
fewaet [jhxjhakna] v stop, halt. 2 hesitate. 
3 fear. 

f¥ (jhjhi} Skt n cricket; insect giving out 
shrill sound. See #8. 
focbwr (jhzjhia) See Symr. 
#¥8St (jh jhoti] » variation of a major musical 
measure of sSpuran type, comprising all pure 
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tones. It is sung in the afternoon. It is very 
popular with the hilly people. Itis also named 
jhdjhoti. 2 hill song of a particular type. 

fees [jhtnan] v throw down, strike down with 
athud. “nil tzh jhrnyo."-ramav. ‘The valiant 
Nil struck him down.’ 2 rebuke, reprimand. 

fox (jhxm] 7 light, miracle. “jhrmi tej tegs.” 
-YN. 2 lightning. 3 drizzling of rain, sound 
produced by drizzling. “jhtmz jhtmz varse 
smert dhara.”-majh m5. 
fovea? [jhtmakna], fovea [jhrmakna] v 
sparkle, glimmer. “jhale jhtmkanz past.” 
-asa a m J. ‘Fans studded with tiny glass 

pieces sparkle.’ 2 blink, wink. 

feufisx [jhtmjhrma] adj with the glare of 
lightning. See fsx. thundering, roaring. “savanu 
ara jhrmjhtma.”-var sar m 4.2 giving out a 
drizzling sound. 

fefix [jhtmz} adv glowing, with the glare of 
lightning. 2 alongwith the sound of drizzling rain 
drops. “jhmz jhrmz Smrztu veresda.”-srim 
5 pepar. 

fesars [jhrrkar}, fsaat [jhrrki] rebuke, 
- reprimand, threat. “sutahz pyar jhrrkar det.” 
-BGK. 

foes [jhrrar] ” scratch, abrasion. 

fowa [jhrlak] See va, BHA. 
fowerefa [jhtlkavahz] sparkles, shines. 

2 sparkling, shining. “duar uparz jhtlkavahr 
kan."=g5d Kabir. 

fosfiet [jhrlmzli] » window with slanting 
wooden slits through which air and light may 
pass, but direct vision is obstructed. 

fofisfixfes (jhlzmzlz) adv full of shimmer and 
sparkle. “jhrizmalz jhtlke cSdu na tara.” 

~maru solhe m J. 

fofefisfeerg {jhrlxmzirkaru] n miracle, light. 

2 spiritual light, spiritual enlightenment. “jahz 
jhtlzmrlzkarv dis3ta.”-sor namdev. 

83 [jhzll] » cluster of shrubs. 2 bush. 3 severed 
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branch of a tree. 
fest [jhrlli] Ske n a kind of insect, cricket. 
2 thin membrane, thin layer. 3 women's shawl 
embroidered with silken lace. 

faa (jhryak] n rebuke, reprimand, reproach; 

threat. 

feaea [jhtraknal v rebuke, reprimand, threaten, 
“je guru jhxyke ta mitha lage.”-suhi a m 4. 
forse [jhxrki) See fer, 
fear (jhxra] cluster of thomy trees. 2 cluster 
of reed or jejube trees. 

foerarfaw [jhtrasahrb) a village in tehsil Una, 

district Hoshiarpur; situated four miles to the 

south-east of Anandpur. Amongst a cluster of 
trees there exists a gurdwara in memory of 

Guru Hargobind. During his stay at Kiratpur 
Sahib, the Guru used to come to this place for 

hunting. On the persuasion of Baba Gurditta, 
Guru Hargobind got a well dug in the area for 

the welfare of the people, which still stands 
there. Nearby is an elegant gurdwara. Raja Tara 

Chand Handuria donated five hundred 

ghumaons of land to this gurdwara. It has 
residential houses attached to it. 2. a gurdwara 

inmemory of Guru Hargobind, one furlong to 
the west of village Kanjhla in tehsil and police 
station Dhuri of Patiala state. This nice place 

has been built with efforts put in by Bishan 

Singh, a devoted follower of Sant Attar Singh. 
This place has grown into a beautiful 
gurdwara. The community kitchen is very well 
managed. The village has donated 20 vighas 
of land to the gurdwara alongwith 70 vighas 

donated by Mai Bishan Kaur. 

The village is about seven miles to the 

south-west of railway station Sangrur and 

about five miles south of Alaal railway station. 

frst (jhryi] 7 cluster of shrubs; jungle of small 

bushes. 
‘Stat [jhik] 7 long sip, gulp, draught without 
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taking breath in between, i.e. continuous 
drinking. “harz harz nam pia ras jhik.”-prabha 
im 4, 2 repentance, regret. 

‘law [jhikna], twa" [jhikna], se (jhikhna] 
v regret, repent. 2 wail. 3 moum. “ghar ghar 
nacce jhikan jhike.”-BG. 
fare [jhigar}] See tga. 
wer [jhiga] Ska fee and wafgfge n small 
fish, belonging to the crab species, “jhige cun 
cun khaz cacaha.”—BG. 2 See #1q¥. 
‘fara (jhigar] n tinkling, jingling; tinkling bells 
etc. 2 humming of a cricket. 3 sound produced 

by flute or mouth organ. 

Sige [jhigur] Sk: fogar and f¥at n cricket (an 
insect or bird having shrill sound). 

Bis [hin], Ae (jhina], tet (jhini), Fe (jhin), 
‘Sher [jhina], Stet [jhini] adj fine, slender, 
delicate, thin. “jhaguli hini alap kerar.”-GPS. 
2 mild, low. “rova jhini banr.”-srim J. 3 little, 
few. “jrs te trrpatt hot he jhini.”-GPS. 
bt [jhim] adj swinging, swaying. “jhim jhare 
janu sel hare.”-paras. ‘wounded by a glance 
of the eyes, (he) fell down swaying as if 
attacked by a spear.” 

‘ts [jhil] n vast water body surrounded by land 
on all sides; lake. 

‘Whew ([jhivar] Ske tea n fisherman, piscator. 
2 water-carrier, palanquin-bearer. 

‘Stevdat [jhivarheri) a village in tehsil Thanesar, 
district Karnal. A gurdwara in memory of Guru 

Tegbahadur exists in this village. 
ieg [jhivaru] See view. “thu jiv machuli 
jhivaru trisna kalu.”-var ram J m1. 

‘Bie [jhiz] 7 dispute, riot. See Geis. 
Fae" [jhukna] v be humble; bow. 

‘gerg (jhukay) 2 humility. 
gerger [jhukauna], Fares" [jhukavna] v cause 

to bend. 2 bring to knees. 

‘gfe [jhukr] bowing, leaning. 
wrt [jhukhi] » regret, lament. “na man bic 
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jhukhi.”-krzsan. 
¥aft (jhugi) short shirt, short-sleeved shirt, 
blouse. 2 hut, cottage, thatched hut. 

‘Saft [jhogil, Saf [jhOgia] m hut, cottage. “jhOgi 
dhzg bethe jogsai.”-WP. “satan ki jhogia 
bhali.”~s kabir. 

Fes [jhufhar] See save", 
‘Tyr [jhujhua] n cradle, swing. 2 an earthen 
pot with holes, from which emits out light of 
the lamp placed inside. 3 adj warrior-like. 
¥o [jhujh] n war, battle. “jhujjh bhat grré.” 
~ramav. 
YA [jhuttil n sudden assault. 2 pounce. 
oF [jhuthauna], Fors [jhuthana] v 
disprove, prove untrue. 2 mislead with a false 
statement. “sukdev prasar byas jhuthanyo.” 
-33 saveye. ‘described the unborn, the 

bodiless, the transcendent one in a concrete 
bodily form.’ 
‘Fz [jhOd]) » group, gang. 2 dense forest. 3 veil; 

ghod is also called jhod. 
‘Fat [jhadi] » party, band. “jhOdi pax bahaht 
nrt marne.”-var majh m 1. 
Fea [jhunkarv], Yar [jhunkar], FIAT 
[jhundtkar] See sages. “pSc sabad jhunkarv 
nzralamu.”-maru solhe m J. “anhad jhunkare.” 

~suhi chst m 5. “prabh ke stmranz enhad 

jhonkar.”-sukhmani, “nauparijhunstkar.”-sar 
m5 partal. See auch, 

Fustt (jhopri) n hut, cottage, hovel. “basta tuti 
jhOpri.”-var jet. 
Faer (jhubka], SHE" (jhumka] 1 flower-shaped 

pendant for women to wear in the ear; eardrop. 
2.dome-like tasselled omament. 

‘He [jhumar] See FH, 
‘ors (jhurasna) See Fara". 

‘Yee [jhurna] v lament, repent. 2 fee! jealous. 
See flnyee. “jhurr jhurz pace jese trra rd.” 
~bher m 5. 

FOE [jhurmat], FYE (jhurmut] 7 cluster, group. 
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2 such a cluster of trees, as with intertwined 

branches tooks like a tent. 3 wrapping one’s 
head with a shawl, sheet or blanket. 

gfe [jhurr] adv jealously, regrettably. “jhurz 
jhorz jhakhz mati ralzjaz.”-odkar, See 332". 
‘get [jhureva] n repentance, regret, penitence. 
‘Fw [jhul] A | 7 coarse or tattered quilt to 
cover animals; coarse covering for protecting 

animals from cold. 
Wane" [jhulasnal v scorch; parch with flames 
of fire. 
‘Bet [jhulka) n fuel stoked into a hearth; act 

of stoking or feeding the fire. 
wae [jhulnal v swing; rotate with a jerk. “fhule 
suchatu nirdjni.”—var ram 3. ‘The eternal 
canopy swings around the Almighty’s head.’ 

gerftz" [jhulauna] v suspend. 2 rock, swing. 
‘¥we [jhular], Fee" [jhvlara] m swing, oscillating 
motion, rocking motion. 2 puff of wind, gust 

of wind. “vapanz pavan jhularta.”—vad ch3t 
im 5. “pavan jhulare mata der.”-brla m 5. 

3 See Bara. 
8B [jhull] See 30. 
Fa [jhuk] See gaz. 

‘FF [jhujh] » war, battle. 
Yer [jhujhna) v fight, battle. 2 lay down one’s 
life in the battlefield. 
fs [jhujhr] fighting, 2 in the battlefield. 
gee" [jhutna] v swing; swing while sitting in a 

cradle, 
Ye" [jhutal n swing, oscillating motion. 2 dozing. 
3 state of intoxication. 
¥6 [jhuth] or ¥ (jhuthu] 7 untruth, falsehood, 
mendacity, “parhart kam krodh jhuthu 
nfda.”—var majh m 4. As mentioned in 

Bhagwat and Vashishthsanhita, to tell a lie to 

amuse women during marriage ceremony, to 

cam one’s livelihood when apprehending loss 
of life, or seeing destruction of wealth and 
guarding a cow or a brahmin, from violence, 
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is nota sin.' 

Sikhism in no way permits such telling of a 

lie. “jhuthe kau nahi pat nau. kabahu na suca 

kala kav.”—brila thrti m /. “jhuthe kur 
kamavaht, durmatz dargahz hara he."-maru 
solhe m /. “kur bolt murdar khaz.”—varmajh 

m ].2 contamination, impiety. “mukhr jhuthe 

jhuthu bolna, krukarr suca hor.”-sri m 1. 
ye [jhutha] adjuntruthful. 2 perishable, mortal. 

“so jhutha jo jhuthe lage jhuthe karam kamai.” 

-guj m 3. 3 contaminated, impure. “jhuthe 

cauke nanka.”—var maru J m 3. 

fo [jhuthz] falsely, untruly. “jhuthz vrchGni 
rove dhahi."-majh m 7. 

‘yet [jhuthi] feminine of jhutha. “jhuthi dunia 
lagz.”-asa farid. 2 woman speaking a lie. 
“jhuthi jhuthz legi.”-gau m 3. 
‘Fe [jhuthy] See yo. 
Yew [jhun-na] Skt gas v shake, jerk, cause 

trembling. “dokhia str jhune."—BG. “taru 
krkker jhunahz gahz gadhe.”-NP. 
¥z [jhuna], ya [huni] adjtrembling, shivering. 
“nam vrhune une jhune.”-suhi chat m /. 
2 grief-stricken; man or woman shaking head 
in sorrow. “uni nahi jhuni nabi."~var ram 2 
m5. 

Yar [jhuna] See yar. 2 Sce Far, 
Fe [jhumak] n earring. 2 whirl during dance, 

swing. 3 kiss. 

EN [jhumna], YH (jhumna] v swing in 
intoxication. 2 feel thrilled. 

Ps [jhumar), Hrfe (jhumarz] 7 a whirl during 
folk dance; whirling dance; a circular folk dance. 
2 rhythmic dance performed by groups of women 
refty wifterta qradwrorerae | 

Mhareromfitarat ar syerearogyfterey | 
~bhagvat soksdh 8, 919, ¢ 43. 

Tareore eerwettsonery wdearsEr | 
Rorereny arraty: werpermaTgeoTTENt | 

—vagrgth sShrta, 2 16, 
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and men during the Holi festival. 

ae [jhurna), Fos [jhuran], Fear [jhurna] Ske 
fegue n repentance. 2 feeling jealous. See 
‘Fee, “jhajha jhuran mre tumaro.”-bavan. 
“probh ke sevak dukh na jhuran."-asa m 5. 
“Shurat jhurat sakat mua.”—bavan. 
gfe [jhurr] in jealousy, in repentance. “se jan 
Kabahu na marte jhurr.”-fodim 5. 
FS [jhul] See Fs, 
yee [jhulan] See gua". 2 Dg n bath, massage. 
gonfitu [jhulanstgh] See yaerfitw. 
Fee (jhulna] v swing in a cradle. 2 n swing, 
cradle. 3 a poetic metre with four feet, each 

foot consisting of eight yogans i.¢. combination 
of one short followed by two long matras. i.e. 
ISS, ISS, 155, ISS, 155, ISS, ISS, ISS. It is a form of 

manrdhar saveya (a prosodic metre usually 

of four rhyming lines) 

Example: 
sune kuk ke kokrla kop kino 

mukhé dekh ke cSd darer khai, 

last nen bake mane min mohé 

lakhe jat ke sur ki jotz chai... 
-ramav, 

(b)the second type of this metre; each foot 
consists of seven sagans: with one yagan in 

the end, IS, IS, IS, IS, HS, IIS, IS, ISS. 
Example: 

nahx nam japyonahr dan karyo, 
nahz satrun ke str kat die, 

parkehrtcrttdravyona kabhi 
hrt kom vasyo na kadapr hie... 

(c)the third type of this metre: each foot of 
the verse has thirty-seven matras; three 

pauses, each after ten matras and the fourth 
after seven matras, the end comprises a yagan, 
ISS. 

Example: 

3d sat bhedra nad sat purta, 

sur sat khoysa datt kia, 
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abal bal tora acal cal thappra 
agharu gharra teha apru pia... 

—maru jedev. 
karat cTkar gan, pret bherd tah 

bherr bhOkar ghangarajdhayo, 
parat jhar lay nabh chay dhara 

probal ghata ghan ast drs ghor chayo.... 
~saloh. 

(d)In the fourth type only two long matras 
figure instead of the last yagan. 

Example: 

halat sukh palat sukh, ntt sukh stmarno, 

nam gobfd ka sada lije... 
~dhana m5. 

(e)in the fifth type-each foot has twenty-six 

matras, three pauses each after seven matras 

and the fourth pause after six matras, the last 
two matras being long and short. 
guru krrpa nzdhz, gun khanz he, 
updes tth, man dhar... 

‘-gootftiw [jhulnast gh) He used to sway in joy 
while singing and playing a dotara, a two- 

stringed musical instrument. Hence the name 
Thulna Singh (a swinging lion). When Guru 
Gobind Singh was camping at Damdama 

Sahib, in the Guru’s presence, he sang vulgar 

songs by play his two-stringed musical 

instrument. Fearing that the Guru’s revered 
mother might have heard his songs, he felt 
ashamed. So much was his repentance that 

he amputated his vital organ and kept himself 

mum throughout the remaining period of his 
life. For this reason, he is also called akua. 

yofs [jhulanz) m swing. “pat ki jhulanz ek 
savarke.”—carrtr 234. 

ye [jhula] n cradle, palanquin. 2 a poetic 
metre. In Dasam Granth figures this metre 

and is named AHa [somraji] or aradh 
bhujg. 

It has four feet, each foot comprising two 
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yegans ISS, 15S. 
Example: 

te ram rajp. kar dev kajs. 
dheare ban pans. bhare bir man3. 

-ramay. 
‘Fees [jhulavan] v swing, give ajerk, oscillate, 

shake. “trsv guru kav jhulaveu pakha.”-gau 
am5, 
Bu [jhep] n defeat, repulsion. 2 shame, humiliation. 

8 [jher] » trough, pit, depression. 2 See #7", 
‘3 [jhera} n dispute, legal suit. “umravahu age 
jhera.”-sor m 5. 2 See 89. 3 See waRBe. 
fe [jherz] in the pit. “Sdha jhakhx jhakhr para 
jherz.”-var mala m 1. 
Baz [jhelon], 3a" [jhelna] v tolerate, bear, 

endure. 
‘8a [jhela] heat, fever, burning sensation. 
“age brmal nadi agant brkh jhela.”-maru 
sothe m J. ‘Ahead lies filthy, dirty river filled 

with heat of the poisonous fire.” 

‘fe (jhelz] having endured. “hathrar jhelz.” 
~saloh. 
‘Ba (jher] n dispute, riot. 2 (eve) teasing. 
‘Bz we [jher jhar] » teasing, violence. 
‘Se [jhera], 34 [jhero] n legal suit, dispute. 
2riot, violence. 
‘At [jhosal, 87 {jhoso] m jerk, thrust. “mardar5 
maghva s&g jhoso.”—krzsan. 

ar [jhok] n gust of wind, puff of air, 2 swing 
of a cradle. 3 drowsiness under the 
influence of intoxication, stupor, torpor. 

4 blissful elation, thrill of joy. “anad 

sahajdhunr jhok.”-sar surdas. 5 fuel for a 
furnace; leaves, straw ete which are stoked 

into the oven. 6 sense of bending; inclination. 
7 long pause in a song, refrain. 8 plume/ 

“crest, which is an ornament worn on the 
head by a king and the motion caused by his 
head’s movement. “jhok ese lase jott phidan. 
dise sobh apar nahr baranz ave.” 
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—gurusobha. 9 See #fa. 
Faz" [jhokna], Fz [jhoknu] v stoke fuel into 

the hearth. 2 push forward. 
‘ar [jhoka] n swing, oscillating motion, thrill. 
2 gust of wind. 3 one who stokes fire. 
Bf [jhokr] adv by bending, by lowering 
oneself, “care koda jhokz varasda."-sava m 

3, 2 by pushing fuel into a furnace. 
‘i [jhdja] a subcaste of the Jats. 
9z [jhot], Fz [jhot] m top, top knot, tuft of hair 
left on the head. “ja jamu az jhot pakre.”—asa 
kabir. “lathé kal jhot dhar mar6.”-saloh. 

‘et (jhota] n male-buffalo, stud-buffalo. 
a [jhona) v start, initiate. 2 operate, move. 
“putt kuputt cakki uth jhoi.”-BG. See daft 321, 
3 See te, 

‘3a [jhona] n rice; foodgrain reaped in autumn. 
2 paddy. 3 See 82". 

‘Surf (jhopri], Fur (jhopral, ust (jhopri] 7 
hut, thatched cottage, thatched roof. 

‘Bes [jhorer), Feat [jhorzi] a village under police 
station Rohri, tehsil Sirsa, district Hissar, four 

miles to the east of Bara-Gudah reilway 

station. The tenth Guru visited this village while 

going to the Deccan. The tree beneath which 
his horse was tied still stands. No gurdwara is 

built in his memory. 

3a [jhora) lament, repentance. 
Ba [jhori] See Bat. “jugia aghori muhz jhori 
me dharat he.”—hanv. 

Be [jhol] m detergent (alkaline) dissolved in 
water for cleaning the hair. 2 gild; plating or 
polishing of a metal with gold or silver. 3 act 

g, process of churning curd for 
extracting butter, “sakot karom pani jru mathie 
nrt pani jhol jhulare.”-naf am 4. 4 sense of 

“jese to sarovar srvalke achadyo 
jl, jhol pie ntrmal dekhrye achot he.”-BGK. 
5 shower, heavy rainfall. “kala g3dhu nadia 

mih jhol.”-var majh m 1. 6 swing, thrill. 
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“maza tasu na jhole dev.”-brla kabir, 7 gust 
of wind. 8 offspring of animals and birds from 
a single pregnancy. 9 covering for the 
elephant. “trraySt tik jhrrap3t jhol.”—kalki, 

‘Ornaments bedeck the foreheads of the 
elephants and the coverings scratch their 
backs,’ 10 bend, curve. 

Fs We [jhol jhular] See & and gare. 
‘Ber [jholna] n cradle, swing. 2a poetic metre, 
Sce gad e Sti gu. 3 Bhatts composed odd 
verses in this metre in honour of the fourth 
Guru of the Sikhs, Ithas five lines with 21,41, 
46,41 and 41 matras respectively.’ 

Example: 

guru guru guru guru guru japu praniahu, 
sabad harr harz jape namunav ndht ape, 

rasani ahr nisi rase, sattrkar1 jantahu, 

phonz premrig paie, gurmukhahz dhraie, 
Snmareg tajahu, bhajahu harz gyaniahu, 

bacangurrrd dharahu pic bhu bast karahu, 
janamv kul uddharahu, dvarharz maniaho, 

jaut sabh sukkh rt utt tum bichavaho, 

guru guru guru guru guru japu praniahu. 
~saveye m4 ke. 

4-v spray, sprinkle. 5 dissolve, solve. 

‘er [jhola] n puff of air, gust of wind. “tujhena 
lage tata jhola.”-gau m 5. 2 bag. 3 disease of 
muscles, due to which the body keeps on 
convulsing; palsy. Ske aera Ay’. It is a 
kind of paralysis of the muscles. A paralytic 
person is unsteady while walking; his gait gets 
shaky and his joints become loose. This disease 

is caused by the intake of dry and stale meals, 

excessive drinking, inordinate sexual indulgence, 
lack of sleep or spermatorrhoea, fasting or injury 
to the muscles or obsessive riding etc. 

Generally, its treatment lies in taking 
tablets of ground seeds of castor cooked in 

"This poetic metre, actually, has four feet, the first foot 
ise refrain for singing. 
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cow’s milk, One or two tablets of one masha 

each made by crushing four tolas of razsan 
seeds, five tolas of pine-gum in ghee should 
be taken with hot cow milk; massaging with 

naraznioil should also follow. 4 adjsprayed, 
See Bear 4. “caran dhor carnodak jhola.” 

-BG. 

‘fer [jholr] adv having churned. “jholt maha 
rasu hart Smrrtu pije.”-gav m 5. 2 after 
removing; after stirring. See 33 4, 
Bat [jholi] Skt ¥fsx n smail bag, pouch. 
2. mendicants’ bag. “moda sstokhu saramu patu 
jholi.”-japu. 3 additional strip of cloth used in 
the seat portion of an underwear or a pajama. 

4 shirt’s loose flap over wearer’s abdomen. 
8a war [jholi paunal, F#t BE [jholi lena] v 
give one’s son into custody of someone else 

for adoption; adopt a son. 

BB [jholelSee 335 6. 
‘Ber [jhola] See F Ga". 
‘Sars [jhskar) See Wasa. 2 See Sus. 
Se [jhdkh] or Fy [jhakhu] n senseless talk, 
futile discussion. “kabir jh3khu na jh3khie.” 
-s. 
‘Weer [jh3khna] v indulge in futile talk. See ¥u, 

2 repent, regret, feel remorse. 3 get annoyed, 
get irritated. 4 feel upset. “dhan brn narz 

jhdkhat atz bhai.”-carztr /04. 

‘Berg [jhkhar] n stag. “nrksyo tohd ek jhdkhara. 
dvadbas jike sig apara.”-carrtr 344. 
¥y [jhdkhu] See #4, 
‘ar [jh3g] Jhang Maghiana is a district in Multan 
division. It is a station of North Western 
Railway. Maharaja Ranjit Singh captured 
Jhang in 1805 AD. 2 S forest, jungle. 
as [jhSgar] a subcaste of the Khatris; Rama, 
maternal grandfather of Guru Nanak Dev, 

belonged to this subcaste. 
‘Sar [jh3j] See Fs". 
‘3 [jh3jh] m big sized bronze cymbals; frill. 2a 
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Khatri subcaste. See 33. 

Yee [jhdjhat] 7 difficulty, hasste, dispute. 

2 perplexity, complication. 
‘¥aa [jhsjhar] adj wrinkled. See 3a5e", “dorbal 
tan jhar jhijhar hova.”-GPS. 
Wer [jhajha} Ske storm. 2 whistling sound of 
fast blowing wind. 
et [jh9jhi], Fy [jhajhu] a subcaste of Khatris. 
“rama jhdjhi akhie."-BG. 
YEA [jhsjhotil See FFA. 
B¥aer [jhSjhorna] v shake well; stir; churn. 

2:push back with a jerk. “dhal jhsjhorat badan 

¥zer [jhstala) m cluster; umbrella of the 
branches of a tree; tree’s dense shadow. “uppar 
jhule jhdtla thédi cha6 suthdu suhai.”-BG. 

‘Sw [jh5d] n trimmed hair on the head, at least 
three or four fingers long, 2 mongoose. 3 plant 
of wild caper; karir tree. 

‘sz [jh3dna) v shave off the head, thrash. 

2 cheat someone fraudulently. 
Gar (jhsda] 1 standard, flag. 2 village under 
police station Badhal, district Barnala of 

Patiala state. It is situated seven miles to the 
north-east of Suchan railway station and six 
kohs to the south of Jhorar. Guru Gobind 

Singh visited this place during his onward 

journey to Deccan. A gurdwara stands to the 

west side of the village. An estate with annual 

revenue worth rupees 325 has been donated 
to the gurdwara by Patiala state. The priest 

is an Udasi monk. 3 a devotee of Guru Amar 
Das. 4a spiritually erudite disciple of Guru 
Nanak Dey, philanthropic carpenter, resident 

of village Siana (district Karnal).' He 
accompanied the Guru for some time during 

the latter’s pilgrimage. His immediate 
‘According to the purani janamsakhi, Jhanda is reported 
to have been resident of Bushahar, May be, he migrated 
(o Siana from Bushahir, 
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descendants were duly baptised by Guru 
Gobind Singh in Sammat 1759. The Khanda 
(atype of double-edged sword) presented by 

the tenth Guru is still in the family’s 

possession. 5 See ¥av we. 
‘Samfow [jhsdasahrb] symbolic indication of 

a gurdwara; Akali standard, Sikh flag, mark 

of the Guru. The tradition of the Sikh flag was 
started by the sixth Guru. There was no flag 

during the period of the earlier Gurus. 2 There 

isa gurdwara Jhanda Sahib in memory of Guru 
Har Rai about a furlong to the west of village 
Chakkprema under police station Phagwara 
of Kapurthala state. The Guru visited this 
place while going from Kartarpur to Kiratpur. 
A dilapidated platform exists near a peepul 

tree. There is no priest incharge of it. This 

holy place is situated about four miles to the 

north-east of Phagwara railway station. 

‘Sarfefus (jhsdast gh] a prominent Sikh chief of 
Bhangi Mis! (confederacy). He was son of 

Hari Singh. See af, 
Sagar [jh3dabOga] a boga in front of the main 
gate of Harimandir Sahib, where stand two 

tall golden Sikh standards. Initially only a single 
standard was installed by the Udasi saints of 

Brahamboota in 1775 AD, which got uprooted 
during a storm in 1841 AD. This flag was 
placed in the tank close to the bridge. 

Afterwards one standard was installed by 

Maharaja Sher Singh and another by Sardar 

Desa Singh Majithia. Both these Sikh standards 

comprise iron covered with golden strips of 
copper. 
This boga was rebuilt in 1923 AD, during the 

Kar Seva. 
st wet [jhdda bhai] great-grandson of Baba 

Budha ji. The author of Dabistane Mazahab 
has observed that he was peerless in being the 

most obedient disciple of the Guru. Once Guru 
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Hargobind asked him to stay still, when the 
‘Guru was on his routine walk. The Guru retumed 
to his residence via some other route. Bhai 
Shanda Singh remained standing there 
motionless for three days. The Guru called him 

back on knowing this. 2 See a" wer, 
¥dure [jhsdeana] This village falls under 
police station and tehsil Moga, district 

Ferozepur and is about two miles to the west 
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of Talwandi railway station. There is a 

gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind in 
this village. 

‘Fu [jhSp] Skt n capriole, leap, act of leaping. 
‘urs [jh3pan] Skt ma conveyance moving with 
jumps; a kind of palanquin generally used in 

hilly areas. 

Waar [jhsbna) v reprimand, censure, separate 
dust and straw from cotton with a stick. 
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‘© (pSpal fifteenth character of Punjabi script, thas 
palatal and nasal pronunciation i.e. represents the 
palatal nasal sound. 2 Skt n ox. 3 song, singing. 

4 whisper, whispering, 5 slanted gait, crooked 
movement. 6 Shukr —the Master of Demons. 

‘eG [nau] variant of HE. See HE, when. 
wae (pkarl, Be {pana} See ¥er, 
‘Wan (naten) n effort, measure, “ptan karahv 
tum anrk brdhz.”—bavan. 

¥y [pahu] pron he, who. “pahu kio sajog.” 
—bavan. 2 this. 

‘wat (pake] pron whose. “pake hath samreth 
tekaren kame jog.”-bavan. 
Fe [pan] n knowledge. Skt a7. 
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‘weg (panshv) imperative form of the verb, 

understand, know. “p3pa panhu drzr sahi.” 

—baven. 

‘wes (panat] knows, understands. “panat soi 

s8t.”—bavan. 

‘Wz [nano] imperative form of the verb, know, 
understood. 

‘war (pan), fewrs [pran] n knowledge (sr). 
“prano bole ape bujhe.”-o3kar. 

feat [pk] one. “prksatua anek5.”-gyan. ‘you 
are one and many.” 

[no] See. “po pekhavso brnsatu.”-bavan. 
‘er (pana) pSna character. “p3pa panahu drip 

sahi.”-bavan. 2 pronunciation of €, pakar. 
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 [teka] sixteenth character of Punjabi script, 
comprising vciceless retroflex. plosive sound. 
2 Skt n tang of a bow’s string. 3 foot. 4 scalp 
of coconut. 5 dwarf, short-statured. 6 Shiv. 

7 moon. 8 old age, senescence. 

@&e [fauna] n magical formula, implement, 
instrument. 

‘@F@ [tasak] n prickly pain, ache. “foskyonahryo 
kaskyo na kasai.”—krrsan. 2 Dg pride, vanity. 

‘2A [fasar} n coarse silk. 2 clothing of coarse 

silk. The worms of coarse silk are bred in the 

jungles of Bengal just like the silk worms, 
coarse silk is the fibre secreted from their 

mouths. 3 title of the emperor of Russia; Tsar. 

Seews#: 11. 
‘Zane [tahakna], Zdaa" [tahakna) v blossom, 

prosper. “dhsnuanadz bhukhe kaval tahkev.” 
=g5d kabir. “sicyo jol kth anke th brdhz 
tehkayo."-GPS. 

‘zoe [tahna], eva [tahni], Za (tahna), It 
[tahni] » bough, twig, thick or thin branch ofa 
tree. “utaryo tare chorker tahne.”-NP. “rk 

tahno prabhu ki dzsa, rk stddhan dzsz 
ahr.”-NP. 

‘as [tahal] n service. “tahal karov tau ek ki.” 

~baven, 

‘ZawE [tahalna] v walk leisurely, stroll. 

‘zamgar [tahlauna] See Zaea". 
zasfeG [tahlato) See cfosteG. 2 See Zam. 
‘ZaErT [tahlana] v take a slow stroll; assist in 
strolling, 
‘Zaee [tahlava] adv after serving. “hasat punit 
fehlava.”-sar m 5. 2 adjwho helps in strolling; 
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who enables one to walk slowly. 
‘coger [tahlua] n servant, attendant, servitor. 
efor [johtkna] See ZURe. 
‘2fus (tahr!] See zas. 
zfawer [tehtlnal See ZaeR. 
‘fama (tahrlan] female attendant. 2 See Zam". 
‘efamyar [tahtlpura) a village under police 
station Mulepur, tehsil Sirhind of Patiala state. 

Guru Tegbahadur visited this village; it was 

founded in Sammat 1887. There existed no 
village when the Guru visited this place. The 

sacred peepul tree, beneath which the Guru 
seated himself, still stands. A gurdwara has 

been raised by the Patiala state and an annual 

revenue of rupees forty is a permanent source 

of income. This holy place is situated at a 
distance of four miles to the south-east of Kauli 

railway station. 
‘efoer [tahrla] 7 thin candy-like meal prepared 
from milky secretion of myrobalan, wheat, 

seeds of pumpkin etc, which is a very good 
brain tonic. 2 xa masculine of efum; service, 

efowfe (tehrlaro] c7s-wfeG, “sstan 
tehrlazo.”-gau m 5. 2 See cama. 

‘2& [jak] » nature, temperament, habit. “sun 

nrrp bar, rk jak muht pari.”—carzér 33, 2 intent 
gaze, fixed stare. “dhar dhar rk tak daraste 
cahO disz bad bhir3.”-GPS. 3 See 2a. 4 See 

ear. 

aR [taksal] Skt Fw n place where 
coins are minted; mint.' “gharie sabadu saci 

work is done by machines. 
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taksal.”—japu. 2 religious congregation. 
3 school for imparting good education. 
‘zanfes [jaksalz) in the mint. 

‘ant (taksali), censor [taksalia) pertaining 
to the mint. 2 one who has got education and 
inculcated noble way of living by studying in 

an established institution. 
zaedt [taktaki) » intent gaze, fixed stare. 
za2’A [taktés] n senseless talk; noise irritating 

to the cars. . 

‘eaduer [taktohna] v estimate the likely weight, 
assess by touching with hand. 

zatwr [saktolna] See caeas". “kag sv cdcan 
86 taktolat.”—krrsan, 

zaeGe [takrauna) v strike one against 

another, collide, 
‘zae" [takva] 7 gaze, fixed gaze, constant stare. 
“akhan sath lage fakva.”-krrsan. 2 See zg. 

‘at [taka] n Skt an ancient silver coin; rupee. 

“lakh takra ke modre lakh takré ke har.”-var 
asa. “man das najp jaka car gathi.”-sar kabir. 
2 paisa; ten lac takas are mentioned as 

equivalent to five thousand asharfis in the 145" 

caritr. 3 two paisas, half anna. 4 money, 
wealth, 
kare kulahal jaka, jaka mard3g bajave, 
taka codhe sukhpal, taka srr chatr dharave, 
taka maz aru bap, taka bheyan ko bheya, 

taka sasu ar sasur, aka srr lad ladeya, 

ek take brn tuk{uka hot rahrthe rat din, 

“betal” kahe brkram suno 
dhrk jivan rk take brn. 
5 a measure very popular in Garhwal 
equivalent to one and a quarter seers. 

caret [takai] 1 process of carving; process of 
engraving on wood with a carver. 2 wages for 
engraving. 

‘zyar [takua] adj cutmarker. 2 n carpenter. 
3 small axe, battleaxe, halberd. 

za [takor] n mild stroke, tap. 2 beating of a 
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large’kettledrum with a drumstick, 3 sound 
produced by plucking the bowstring. 
4 fomentation of the injured or swollen part of 

the body with warm sand, brick or water etc, 

‘zéte [takora) adj striker. 2 » a triangular file, 

used by carpenters to sharpen saws. 3 hoopoe. 

4 woodpecker. 
‘2a [takk] m cutmark made by the stroke of an 
axe, a spade or a hoe. 2 Skt the territory 

between Chenab and Beas rivers. 
ag (tokkar] n impact due to the collision of 
two bodies. 2 push made by head on collision 
of a ram (male sheep) or a he-buffalo etc. 

‘Za wRz [fakk launa) v give the first cut with 
ahoe or a spade for laying the foundation of a 
new house or a village after praying to the deity. 

“takk lagaven ayas dae.”-GPS. 
Zae (taganl a musical measure having six 
matras. Its various forms are: 
$85, USS, 195, SUS, MUS, LSS, 51S, MSY, SOW, LS, Sa, 

‘ard [togril, Zard [t5gri] n leg. “le karz thega 
tegni tori.”-g5d namdev. See 8a. 
‘es [tater] M1 n cauldron. 2 screen made of 

straw or dry grass; wall of straw. 3 scalp, 
upper portion of a skull. 4 helmet usually 
worn alongwith the armour. “kate tatrs.” 

~kalki. 

‘zefe [tajarz) in the cauldron, See zee 1. “rasu 
kasu fatarz paie."-var majh m I. 

ech [tatri] n skull, scalp. 2 baldness, 

22" [tata] the character Z. “tata brkat ghatz 
ghat mahi.”-gav baven kabir. 2 pronunciation 
of the character Z. 3 testicle, scrotum. 
fear [yotzya], ctor [tatial See fat. 
zdtaet (tatihri] Skz fefest n a small bird with 
long pointed legs living near water bodies. The 
hearsay goes that, during the night, this bird 
sleeps with its legs upward towards the sky 
fearing lest the sky may fall. This example is 
applied to a person who is incapable of doing 
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any work but still boasts that it can not be done 

without him. 
zétadt i [tatihri sex] Panipat resident Sheikh 
Taahir is mentioned as fatihri gekh in the Janam 

Sakhi. See wetus. 

zat [tatiri] See ected. 
‘egmr [jatue! « young pony, mule. 
ZVI [tatorna], Zee [tatolna] v See zacaa. 
ZA [tatti] n thick screen or wall of straw grass, 
bamboo or elephant grass, 2 shelter for the 
toilet. 3 excreta, 

2g [tattul n young horse, mule, pony. 
zee [tanana], Ze" [tanana] n firefly, 

glowworm. “suraj jotr na hor tanane.”-BG, 
See weaz and yay. 
‘& [tan] onom sound of a bell ete. 2 E ton, 
weight equivalent to twenty-eight standard 
mounds. 

‘zwrer [fanana] See cee, weas and yay. 

uae [tapakna] v drip, leak, trickle (of 

droplets). 2 (of a fruit) fall from the branch of 

a tree. 

‘ue [tapna] v jump, leap, skip. “nact nacr 
fapahz bahut dukh pavahz."-gaum J. 

zurgar [tapauna] v make someone jump. 
2 help one cross; spend or while away (time). 
‘fu [tepz] having jumped. 
‘ur [tappa] n jump, leap. 2 a line or verse of a 
song. 3 gap, difference. 
‘2a [jabar) n family, household, ancestry. “jabar 

rovanz dhahi.”—var majh m J. 2 Dg ea, 

child, offspring, progeny. 
‘era [tamak] See Zxa. 2 shine, dim light, 
intermittent gleam of light. 

2B [tar] m frog’s shrill sound etc. 2 babble that 

irritates the ear; discordant noise. 3 See 2a". 
zag [tarahu] get lost, go away. 2 take away; 
remove, “dubrdha durt ferhu.”-brla m5. 
‘eaae [tarakna], caasr [tarakna] v slip, shift 
from one’s place, fall. “gae thrkane arak.” 
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—GPS. 2 croak. 
‘zeae [tarna] v go away, slip away. “prrthme 

garabhvas te tarta.”-gavamS. 
‘fa (tarz] by slipping away, by refraining. 2 by 
walking, or marching ahead. “age tart tako trn 
lina.”-carrtr 21. 

2B [fal] Skt 2& vr prick. 2 See 26H. 3 a Bhatt 

admirer of the Guru. “sukahu tal guru sevie.”” 

—saveye m2 ke. 
‘zee [falna) v slip, shift. 2 withdraw; move 

back. “talahz jam ke dut.”-bavan. 

zeud [talpale] withdraws, yields. “xsu lobhi 
ka jiu talpale.”-sri m 1. 
zea [faladha) adj which has slunk away; 

prohibited, warned, removed. “tale na 

faladha.”—var maru 2 m 5, 

‘2% [talh] a Bhatt admirer of the Guru. This 
word is a transform of 2& 3. 

2m [tall] a large bell. See uler nae, 
‘Se [tala] m a stick to play with a ball. 2 hit of 
a bat on the ball. 3 bouncing of a ball. 

Sferat [telltka], Za (talli] 1 small bell. Ske view 

= Ita] Skt n earth, land. 
er@ar [tautha] hot region, hot place; place 
where there is direct sunlight with shelter from 

the wind, 
2H [tds] n bough; large branch ofa tree. “jatha 
brrach ke sakha tés.”~GPS. See fa". 2 ache, 
pang, shooting pain. 

‘was (tahna], 20a [tahni) See cae and zat. 

‘rue [tahar) » loud call, shout. 2 an Islamic 

prayer recited by a priest of Sultan Peer when 
he is served with food. 3 gossip, arrogant 
utterance. 
aoenrfos [tahlasahrb) a gurdwara in 

memory of both Guru Tegbahadur and Guru 
Gobind Singh in village Kubb (tehsil and police 

station Mansa, division Barnala of Patiala 
state).. Tegbahadur, the ninth Guru, while 
retuming from Talwandi Sabo, visited this place 
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and sat under a rosewood tree. As a result, 

this holy place is popularly known as Tahla 
Sahib. That tree has withered away now. 

The tenth Guru, Gobind Singh, used to visit 
this place, occasionally, for hunting and 
sauntering. 

A gurdwara in memory of the tenth Guru 

is built here. Manji Sahib of Guru Tegbahadur 

is also set up in a room. Patiala state has 

donated 250 ghumaons of land to the gurdwara, 
This holy place is one and a half miles to the 
south of Maurh railway station. 

zast [tahli) See zrgt. 

ecrosorer (tahliana] See eyborer. 
zashrfaa [tahlisahrb] See zatrfow. 
‘2@ [tak] n obstruction, barricade, prohibition. 
2a [jak] na unit to measure the strength of a 

bow; a weight equivalent to twenty-five seers. 

The bow stretched by suspending a weight of 

twenty-five seers from the bow string, is said 
to have the strength of one tak. Guru Gobind 
Singh’s bow had strength equivalent to nine 
taks. No other warrior was able to stretch it. 

“kamathe dor lahor ke notaki die.” 
-PP. See a 8. 2 {3k — a weight equivalent to 
four mashas. “tak tol tanna rahyo.”~carrtr 91. 
3 taka. “darab lujayo bad bahusut try dryona 
{ak."-NP. 4 St erg a kind of wine, which in 
olden times was served during religious 
ceremonies such as Yajnas. 5 See efar. 
6 an important town and tehsil headquarters 

in the frontier region of Dera Ismail Khan. It 

remained capital of Katikhail Pathans for a 

long time. It was annexed into the Sikh empire 

when Kanwar Naunihal Singh conquered it in 

December 1836 AD. 
erat [takni] adj preventing the occurrence of 
hindrances; stopper of impediments, Durga. 

‘war [takna] v prevent, prohibit. 
tar (takna) (Skt THR vr bind, connect, 
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combine) vstitch, tie. 2 connect. 3 (in the jargon 
of opium eaters) fulfil the want of intoxication; 
not to interrupt addiction. “mr! {4k aphiman 

bhag corhar.”~Krzsan, See zat 4. 
za [takra] n collision, act of colliding. 
2.competition, comparison. 

‘2tar (taka) n stitch. 2 joint, knot. 3 alloy for 
soldering metals, 

erf (takr] notched. 2 having prohibited, or 
checked. 

‘erfonr [takxm] J may obstruct, I may dissuade. 
“aju mrlava sekh pharid, fakrm kdjpri.”"-asa. 
‘IfI control desires of the mind, then union with 
the Creator can happen here and now,’ Some 
scholars interpret kijri as sensory organs. 

zreft [taki] a piece of cloth. 2 a patch fixed 
on atom cloth or broken utensil. 

‘zrgur [takua) 7 small axe, battle axe. 
‘@@ [take] cut, chopped. ‘“kahii tik take.”"-corrtr 
123. ‘slew many successors.” 

eta [tag] See Zar and dare. 
‘ea 32 [tag tare] See Za Joe Sure. 
2g [tagul » a person given the job of sitting 
on a tree or some raised platform to provide 
information from a distance about the enemy’s 

advance. 

Ze [tat] m mat of jute. 2 mat. 3 gram pod. 
4 pricking pain, especially caused in the ear; 

pang. 5 clan, subcaste. 
‘tz [tat] 2 skull, cranium, scalp. 

ee YORE [tat prahasan], ee yor [tat 
prahasan] Skt argverfry adj laughing loudly. 
“tat prahasan srisatI nivasan.”—akal. 

wa [tati] See 2A. “sabhe udani bhrem ki {ati.” 
~gau kabir. 
‘2% [tad] Colonel James Tod. This scholar was 
born in 1782 AD. He came to India in 1798 

AD to serve the East India Company. After 

occupying various posts, he became Adjutant 
to the Governor General (AGG) in Rajputana. 
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Tod wrote historical account about the glory 
of Rajputana named Rajasthan published in 

1829 AD. He left no stone untumed to forge 
cordial ties between the British rule and the 

nobles of Rajputana. 
‘iz [tad] n loft; board or plank fitted in a niche 

or ona wall, for placing things. 2 merchandise, 
goods for sale. See zig, “rn brdht tad 
brsahto,”-gav kabir. 3 armlet, bracelet. “tad. 
bhojan.”-krrsan. 

ztat [téda)] Dg ma caravan of oxen loaded 
with trading goods like foodgrains etc. “mera 
tada ladza jaz re.”-gav rovrdas. 2 band of 
traders. 3 a settlement of traders. 4 stalks of 
sorghum and maize, 5 tehsil head quarters of 
district Faizabad in UP, situated on the bank 

of Gogra river. At one time fine muslin of the 
Dacca style was manufactured here. The 
printed calico and chintz of this town are still 

very famous. 6 See zt mrfua. 
srGays [jadaurmurl, say [tadaurmur) 
This is a joint name of two villages Tanda and 

Urhmarh. These villages are situated a mile 

apart from each other in Dasooha tehsil of 

district Hoshiarpur. Now there is a railway 
station of Tanda Urmur on Jalandhar- 
Mukerian line. This place is famous for evoking. 
the memory of Sakhisarvar (Sultan Pir), where 
people belonging to the Sultan clan come from 

far off places to pay their obeisance. See 
frtesen 2, 
ZB [tido] See esr, 
were’ [tananal, cara [tanana] See eae". 

eu [tap] » lower portion of a horse’s hoof. 

2 sound produced by the hoof striking against 
the ground. 3 wide and thin roti. 

zy [tapu] n area surrounded by water on all 
sides; island. 
ed [tape] jumps. “nace tape avro gave.”-guja 
mi. 
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‘was [tabar] See cus. 
‘ZA [amas] George Thomas. He was born in 
Ireland in 1756 AD and came to India in 1781 

after joining the navy. He became an official 

of Samru Begum (who ruled over Sardhana) 
in 1786, He made Hansi his capital and proved 
acapable ruler. He fought against the Sikhs in 

1795 near Saharanpur. He also fought against 
Jind state in 1798 AD and got defeated. At 
last he suffered heavy defeat at the hands of 

General Perron. He passed away on August 
22, 1802 at Brahampur while on way to 
Calcutta. 
‘zn [taman] n sorcery, black magic. “taman 

he kino 1n bhayo viprit sou.”-NP. 

‘oe [tar] See ow. 

‘SRE [taren], 296 [taran}, Zw [fara] vevade, 
avoid, put off. “tari na tare ave na jaz.” 
—bher kabir. 2 make excuses. “nahi tar kinas 

kaho kese.”-GPS. 

ers" [tara] m evasion, avoidance, act of 
refraining. 2 excuse, device. 
fa [tarr] by removing, by prohibiting. 
ee [tari] See can. 

= [tal] n heap of objects, stack. 2 sense of 
evasion, act of passing time. “nah rsmekechu 
tal vzcaro.”-GPS. 3 large bell, gong. “jhajharv 
tal baje karnai."-NP. 4 Skt fruit market. 

ee [talnal, Zee" [talna] v disappear from a 
place. 2 prevent, prohibit. 3 pass time by making 
an excuse. 4 drive animals towards the hunter 
by blocking them from all sides. 
‘2 [tala] n act of evasion. “je sunkar jave ker 
tala.”-GPS. 2 device, excuse. 3 act of driving 

the animals towards the hunter from other 

sides. 
zareer [talatola] n evasion, excuse. “taletole 
din gara.”—s kabir. 

zrfes [tal] by avoiding or evading, See 2° and 
eee. 
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zayarrfog [talhasahrb] See eowmtue. 

zr [talhi] Indian rosewood. The wood of 
this tree is very hard and smooth, and is used 
as building material, particularly for furniture 

of the superior quality. See fm, 
‘zegtorar [talhiana] a holy place one mile to 

the north-west of Raikot in Jagraon tehsil of 
Ludhiana district. The tenth Guru of the Sikhs, 
while coming from Machhiwara, stopped near 

a small pond and took rest under a sheesam 
tree. Here Kalha Rai offered his services to 
the Guru. He sent Noora Maahi to Sirhind to 

get information about the fate of the Guru’s 

younger sons. A gurdwara stands here. Ten 
vighas of purchased land is the property of the 
gurdwara. This place is fourteen miles to the 
south of Mullanpur railway station. 

erpbat ¥y rhyett (talhia phattu sSmuki] a village 
fifteen kohs to the north west of Mukatsar in 

Ferozepur district, founded by two Dogras 

named Phattu and Sammu. They served Guru 
Gobind Singh with dedication and devotion and 
presented a logi (striped sheet as lower 
garment) and a cotton blanket at the time of his 

departure. The place visited by the Guru now 
falls in the territory of Shergarh. See Ava. 

‘zraftrrfom [talhisahrb] the sheesam tree, beneath 
which any of the ten Gurus of the Sikhs took 

rest or which is related to their biography, The 
following talhis (sheesam trees) are very 

famous: 

1 the talhi on the bank of Santokhsar in 
Amritsar beneath which Guru Ram Das and 
Guru Arjan Dev sat for a while, 

2 the talhi of Baba Sri Chand near the 
habitation on the west of village Pakhoke, 

seven kohs to the north of Dera Baba Nanak. 
Baba Sri Chand used to meditate under this 
holy tree, Guru Hargobind also stayed here 

for a while to pay respect to Baba ji. The 
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gurdwara owns fifty ghumaons of land in the 
village and three hundred vighas of cultivable 

wasteland in the Bar area alongwith a grant 
worth revenue of one thousand three hundred 
rupees per year. Annual congregation is held 
‘on Assu Badi 5, each year. 

3 There is a village named Ghakkakotli 
under police station Shahgarib, tehsil 

Shakargarh, district Gurdaspur. Guru Har Rai 
took rest under a talhi standing to the south 

east of this village. The tree has decayed since 
then, but a new tree has grown in its place. At 
this place, the Guru liberated Moola from the 
life of a rabbit, whose memorial stands by the 

road close to village Kallahbuha. The Guru 

stayed for a few days near this talhi on the 

request of a devotee Bhai Fateh Chand. Fifty 
vighas of land and a grant worth a hundred 
rupees per annum has been allotted to this 

gurdwara. Annual congregation is held on the 

Vaisakhi day each year. This holy place is nine 
miles to the east of Naroval railway station. 

4 a holy place in memory of Baba Sri 
Chand near the habitation. It is to the north- 
west of village Daulatpur under police station 

Raahon, tehsil Nawan Shahar, district 
Jalandhar. While going towards Kiratpur 
Sahib, Baba ji stayed beneath this talhi for 

three days. Land measuring about seventeen 
ghumaons is attached with the gurdwara. 
Annual congregation is held on 1 Harh every 

year. This religious place is situated nine miles 

to the east of Nawan Shahar railway station. 

5 There stands a gurdwara in memory of 

Guru Hargobind on the outskirts of village 
Moonak under police station Tanda, tehsil 
Dasooha, district Hoshiarpur. The Guru arrived 
here while he was on his hunting expedition. 
The Guru's horse was tied to the talhi. A simple 

memorial has been raised here. There is no 
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attendant. A compound of about two kanals is 

the only property of this memorial. A religious 
congregation is held annually on Harh Vadi |. 
A river flows near the gurdwara; it is situated 
two miles to the north of Tanda railway station, 

6 a talhi of Baba Sri Chand near Lahore 

railway station. 

‘etet (tava), eet (tavil adj and pron anyone, 
rare, hardly any. “avi tupak cale kab kabe.” 

-GPS. 

feat [tk] Skt fa vr support. 2» support, base. 
“trk ekas ki."-prabha a m 1. 3 stick, cane, 

bamboo stick. “Sdhule kau trk.”-dhana m 5. 
feet {trkai] stable, stabilized, “brnunave manu 
eku na trkai.”-srdhgosatz. 
ead (trkaia] adjaccommodating, providing 
a lodging. 2 stabilized, stable, “xk khrnu 
manua trke na rkaia.”-bria am 4. 
feae [trkat] £ ticket, payment of charges for 
rail travel, visit to show-houses or permit for 
entrance to a club, society etc. 2 postal stamp, 
Messrs Thos De La Rue and Co. had in 1862 

AD a contract from the British Government 
for printing postal stamps for India. Since 
November 1925, the Government Mint Calcutta 
has started printing these stamps. 

feafedt [tzktzki] n tripod stand. 2 foundation 
Support. 3 stare, fixed gaze, intent, look. 

feat fet [tk tzke] may have trust, may have 
faith. “kzsu uparz oh trk trke?”—var sar m J. 
feaz [trkna}, fear [trknal, feag [}rkanv] v 
stay, be stable, settle. “jrsu hrrde hartgon 

trkahr.”-tukha chdt m 4. “trkanu na pave 

brnu sats3gatr.”-dev m5. 
feadt [trkril, feast [trkri] n tikki, roti. “trm 
s3gatz mahr {rkzi teri.”-GPS. 2 tikki fried in 
ghee. 3 See fad. 4 See cast 3. 

feat ({rka] n vermillion mark on the forehead, 

consecration mark, “sahr {rka drtosu jivde.” 
-var ram 3. “trn mukhr trke ntkalahr.”-sri 
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m1. 2 See fea. 
fem [txkav} n stay, stability, rest. 2. calmness. 
feeGat (trkavna] v set. 2 lodge. 3 pacify. 
fearet (trkai] steadiness, sense of stability. 
2 adv in a steady manner, steadily. 3 made 
still. “sSten ki manr tek trkai.”~bavan. 4 n 

support, stick. “‘me Sdhule harrtek {rkai.”"-gau 

m4. ; 
fearer [trkanal, fears {trkana] n place of 
abode, dwelling place. 2 adj accommodated, 
sheltered. 

fears [trkav] See fear, afar. 
fearetit {}zkavasz) it is essential to stay. 2 stays, 
dwells. “taki of ttkavast re.”—maru m 5.3 will 

stay. 
fefata [{rkronu] anointed, consecrated, 
enthroned. “ja sudhosu ta lahrna (rkronv.” 

—var ram 3, 2 he anointed. 
fefarmr [}rkza] adj stable, stayed. 2 consecrated, 
put sacred mark on the forehead. “jz hode guru 
baht trkra.”-var gau / m 4. 
fe [trke] See fea fea. 
féadt [trkkri) 1 piece, portion. 2 bone of the 
skull, scalp. 

fear (trkka] m mark made on the forehead, 
consecration. 2 heir apparent, crown prince, 

prince entitled to coronation. 
féeft [{tkki] n round disc of wax, shellac etc. 
2 fat and small roti. 
fed ZH wa (trkke di var) third e@ [var] of 

Ramkali, composed by Balwand and Satta. It 

describes the coronation ceremony of the 

Gurus, It gets this name from this description. 

It comprises eight verses (poris).' 
fefew [}x\¢rbh} Skt n male plover. See tua, 
2a demon, enemy of Indar. 
fefew sam [trttrbh nyay) See ctudt and aaa, 

‘There is a hand-written manuscript of Guru Granth 

Sahib in Dharmshala with Bhai Buta Singh Hakim of 
Rawalpindi. This composition has 10 verses in it 
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few [trd] See fes. 

fés (tZd) m earthen pot, shaped like a small 
pitcher. It is tied to a Persian wheel to draw 

water. “kar harz hatmal [td parovahu.”-basst 
mi. 

féan [}tdas] Skt fefesu nm pumpkin — like 
vegetable that is cooked for sipping. tfdo, tfdi. 

fear [¢xda}, fest [tril m grasshopper living on 
wild plants in sandy regions; domestic tiny 

grass-hopper. 2 locust. 
féut [ttdil, FEF ({rdo] See f¥an. 
fee (tx, fefsar [trddrka] n locust. “bade 
trddrka se.”-kalki, 2 See feer-fedt. 

feat [trddi] See fest and féfsar. 
fewe (trnanaj, fees (trnana) See zem. 
féudt [trppnil, feuet (trppni] Ske feat n 
criticism, explication, commentary; observation: 

made on a book’s margin. 2 In Punjabi, {zppi 
(and bfdi) are also called trppni. See feu. 

felt [yzppil 7 nasalisation mark. In Punjabi, it 
has two forms» and *. Some writers have 
differentiated them according to their 
pronunciation and use nasality in place of ~. 
fea [trba] n high dune of sand. “khali cale 
dhani sru {tbe jru mihah.”-s forid. 2 low 
summit of a hill, 

fefaur [trbrya], fea [trbba] See fee. 
féar mitaa [trbba abohar) a village in tehsil 
Pak Pattan district Montgomery. There is a 

gurdwara named Nanaksar in memory of Guru 

Nanak Dev. 

fet [trbbi) a small sand dune. 2 See feet fas, 
féetefar [trbbisahzb] mound or small sandy 
dune, upon which the Guru seated himself. 

1. asmall dune near Mukatsar, from the top 
of which Guru Gobind Singh showered arrows 

on the Mughal army. A festival is held during 
Maghi fair at this place. 

2 See RE. 
3 a small dune about three quarters of a 
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mile from village Behbal under police station 
and tehsil Kotkapura of Faridkot state. Guru 
Gobind Singh had stayed here. A gurdwara is 

built in memory of the tenth Master. The 

villagers have donated five ghumaons of land 

to the gurdwara while another three ghumaons 

have been purchased by Mahant Uttam Singh 

with his own earnings, and donated to the 
gurdwara. This gurdwara is situated three miles 
to the east of the railway station of Rumana 

Albel Singh. 

feaaer (trrakna) v slip away, retract. 2 deny; 
go back on one’s word. 3 be estranged; be 
annoyed. 

fees [trrar] onom sound of shrill speech. 2 n 

downfall, decline. “trrap3t tik.”—kalki. 

“Successors come to nought.” 

fee" [trlla] 7 hillock, peak, summit. 2 high 
mound, big dune of sand etc. A .J°.3 hermitage 
of amonk at a hilltop. 

féer wageet [tzlla balgidai) dwelling place 
of saint Bal Gundai on a hillock under police 

station Dina, district Jehlum. See wagwet. 
‘2m [tis] n piercing pain, ache. 2 act of mocking 
orannoying. 

‘hit [tisi] m top, peak, highest point. 
‘dat [trk] n continuous flow; current. 2 vermillion 
mark on the forehead, consecration mark. 
“harr hari ram nam ras tik.”—prabha m4. ‘is 

the paste of all pleasures.’ “trna mastakr ujal 

,ik."=prabha m 3, 3 an omament worn by 

women on the forehead. 4 Skt Ze vr describe, 
jump. 

datas [trkat] adv remained, stayed. 2 See 
aa. 
‘Gar [tka] 1 ornament worn by women on the 

forehead. 2 consecration mark on one’s 
forehead. “pun tika ko put hakara.”—carrér 
259. ‘The son was called-for coronation.’ 

3 crown prince, heir apparent, rightful. Iclaimant 
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for coronation. 4 critical explanation of a book, 
commentary, “mukh te parta tika sahrt.”—~ram 

m5. See 2g vr, 5 vermillion mark, made on 
the forehead during the betrothal and other 

related ceremonies. “jo ravar ko nddan nika. 
tzs umed he avan tika.”-GPS. 6 adj principal, 
chief. “'soren palan tika.”-guj am 5. ‘head of 
the nourishers of the refugees.” 7 immunisation 

of diseases like smallpox etc; vaccination, 

‘Serera [tikakar] writer of 2 book’s explication, 
commentator. 2 vaccinator. 
Gea (tikave] stabilises, stops. “kobh brna jal 
na fikave.”=g5d kobir. 
‘Ze [tica] » aim, opportunity. 2 limit, boundary. 
3 striker, in the form of soap nut, lotus nut, 

walnut; small stone ball used in the game 
played by boys. This striker is made to hit a 
given target. 

‘Ge [tit] Ske faq adj pungent, bitter. 2 act of 
showing thumb of the hand to tease someone; 

irritating. 3 ripe fruit of wild caper (cappairs 
aphylla). 4 swollen eyebal! which has lost 
eyesight. 

‘ize [tina] m kick (by the hind legs) of a horse, 
mule; kick by the hind leg. 

ais [tid] See f2s". 2 cricket; membrane. See 

ae. 
ss [tida] n cotton pod, cotton flower bud. 
2 squash gourd. See fésn. 

‘Sit (tidil See few and fest, 

‘@e [tidul cricket, membrane, insect. “tidulave 
majhz bare.”—tukha barahmaha. ‘Crickets 
twitter in the forest,’ 
Zu [tip] n horoscope. 2 outward show, 

ostentation. 3 tipping the joints of bricks with 
a mixture of lime etc. 4 high tone, high tune. 

5.a wide mouthed funnel used for pouring oil 
into or extracting it from the bottle. It seems 

to be a distortion of pipe. The French 
pronunciation of it is uty (pip]. 
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huey [tiptap) grandeur, glamour, pomp, 
ostentation. “kzye tip tapé kai Hole dhuke.” 

-carttr 123, 

ay wes [tipu sultan] son of bias Ali, 
ruler of Mysore, who was born in 1749 AD. 

He ascended the throne in !782 after the death 

of his father. He fought several battles against 
the British; ultimately he was killed fighting 

valiantly at Mysore in 1799 AD and was 

burried in Lal Bagh near the grave of his father. 

‘Now-a-days the descendants of Tipu live 

in Taliganj, Calcutta. They get sustenance 
allowance from the British Government. 
ter [tila] See few. 
Za [tuk] or Ze [tuku] adja little, a bit, slight. 
“Sjan der sabhekoi, tuku cahan mahz 
brdanu.”-maru kabir. ‘There is a bit of 

uniqueness in sarcasm’, i.e, each collyrium- 
laden eye cannot express such sarcasm. 2 half 
—“tuku damu kerari jau koru.-tz15g kabir. “if 
‘you stabilise your mind for half of your breath.’ 
3 adv slightly, a bit. 4 loaf of bread, loaf. 

Zaees [tukter] person longing for a loaf of 

bread; beggar, mendicant. 

‘Fas [tukar] n piece, piece of bread, loaf of 
bread. 
aware [tukergada), gaverefe [tukargadar] 
beggar, begging for crumbs, See gazare". 

“tukargadaz pekh muht joryo.”-GPS. 
wae [tukra] See gaz", 

‘Zaz [tukar] See zae. 
‘aware [tukargeda) beggar, begging for crumbs; 
mendicant. See are* 2. 
‘Brave? [tukargedai} tendency to beg for 

crumbs, 2 beggar. 

‘gas [tukara] 7 part, portion. 2 piece of bread, 
loaf of bread. 3 livelihood, subsistence. 

gach (tukari] n small piece. 2 band, squad. 
3 festival celebrated on Kartika Sudi 15; the 
fast of Kattak-Isnaan (bath of Kattak) 
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completes this day. It is also called the festival 

of Tikri. 4 flock of birds. 

Fa [twku] See Fa. 
game [tigna] See Zare. 2 to tuck an object 

into another e.g, to tuck in the loose end of a 
turban. ~ 

ZB [tuca] adj mean, base, low. 
Fee [tutnal, Ze [tina] (Skt FE vr trim, pluck) 
v separate, break. 

‘Zeyfrior [tuypajia) trader, who lacks capital; 

one who has lost his original outlay. 

geet (utri], fet [tutti] adj broken, cracked, 
2a deat (tutti gsdhnil v affirm the broken 

bond as it was before; restore to the earlier 
state. See Harfifur. 

28" [Oda] Skt = n headless body. 2 tree without 
branches. 3 cripple, armless, lame. “ruhla tida 

Sdhula kru gal lage dhar?"-var majh 2. 
gHwT [jOdalat), Etre [todilat) Sir Henry 
Harding, who was Governor General of India 
from July 23, 1844 to 1848 AD. Lord Harding 

had lost his left hand on June 16, 1815 while 
fighting a battle against Nepolean Bonaparte 
at Ligny, hence his name {Gdalat. In Punjabi 

viz - “sattha koha da pSdh si luddheana rato 

rat kiti (Ode dor mia. uh bhi luftra lat ne az 
dera sabho khohke kiti& cor mi4.”—85.-gah 
amuhimad.' 

$3 A TA at YAH [tOde as raje ki dhuni] See 

Get (e). 
‘ZeAt [jubki] n dip, dive. “nrkse na tats tubki Tk 
lini.”-WP. 2 a kind of small wild duck, that 
frequently dives in water. 

Fuze (tobnal v strike with toes, kick. 2 touch, 
come into physical contact (with). “peri {0b 
vthalza.”-BG. “{0b pav hajratahr jagayo.” 
'Shah Mohammad was a Vatala based Punjabi poet. He 
composed the narrative of battles between the sihs 

and the English to which he was an eye-witness. It 
comprises 105 octave stanzas. 
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-carrtr 82, 

‘gah [tubil, Ze ltubhi], Zz [tubbhi] See gael. 
‘gue [tomna] See Zeer. 2 support; prop under 
a vessel, 

Z8e [tuna], ZIT" [urna] v walk fast, move. 
2 start, continue. 

ZB {tull gang, crowd, cluster. 2 overflow, 
spillover. See efter. 

‘Fea [tulakna), Ze [ulna] v fall; crawl. 2 jump 
over, 3 spillover on boiling. 

‘gfsefe (julztulz] repeated overflow, continual 
spillover. “harzras tulz tulz pavda jiv."-majh 
m4. See 2 2. 

‘ZAR [tulere) to the group, to the community. “baran 
na sakau ek tulere.”—kan m 5. ‘I cannot 

describe even a single group of the Creator’s 

creation’ i.e, not to talk of explaining the whole 
universe, it is impossible to define even a single 
group. 

F [tusa] 7 blossom, tender shoot. 2 flower’s 
bud. 

‘¥& (tuk) » segment, part. 2 loaf, roti. 3 See 

wlgga. 4 used for words written on the margin 
of a book, taken as quote from the text. 
FAS [tuker], Zao (tukra] See gar, 
Fee [tutna] See Zee". “tutz pritx gai burbolr.” 
-odkar. “tuti nidak ki adhbic.”—sar m 5. 

2 swoop, assault. 
Yefer [tutanz) 7» discord, misunderstanding. 
“chalnaganz stu meri futanz hoi.”=prabha a 
ae 5. ‘Discord has grown between me and 
the deceitful female snake, i.e. wealth.’ 
#fe [tutr] See zfe. 2 broken; after breaking. 
Za [util adj broken. See gfe. “tuti gadhanhar 
gopal.”-sukhmani. 2 n orifice of a jug; snout 
of akettle. Skt $2. 3 opening of a water pump, 
from which water jets out. 
¥e [tutha] See Js and yo. 

= [tuna], Ze" [tuna] 2 exorcism, incantation, 

sorcery. 
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{ue [tibna] See fue. 
%™ [tum] » ornament, piece of jewellery. 
2 beautiful woman. 
‘Zum [tumna] See Puar. 
¥F (tul] na cloth of scarlet red colour, specially 

worn by women. 2 drowsiness caused by 

opiate; addicts’ stupor, during which one’s head 

reclines downward, 
2g [tesu) 1 flower of dhak tree, flower of plas 
tree. 2 plas, dhak. 
2usye [tehalpura] See cfumye. 
2a [tek] m support, base. “din dunia teri tek.” 
bher m 5. 2 support; stick used as a support 
to help a plant grow or keep erect. “tek de de 

uce kare,”-devidas. 3 stick or staff to feel the 
way. “me Sdhule ki tek.”-tr/dg namdev. 
4 origin, foundation. “rovanhare ki kevan 
tek?”-ram m J. 5 pause; refrain; the line of 

verse repeated towards the end of each stanza. 
6 Dg persistence, insistence. 
2a [tekna], 2am" [tekna] v put, place. e.g. 
“mattha ekna.” 2 support, give shelter. 3 be 

certain, be certain after pondering. 
‘ast [tekani] n stick. 2 support. 

2g [teku] See 2a, 
2e* (fetal m dispute, riot. 2 opposition. 3 tactic, 
trick. 

‘2gur [tetua] 1 base of the pivot of a wooden 
board; wood or stone upon which the pivot of 
‘wooden board is placed. 
22 wqer [tete carhna] v become another’s 
tool; be guiled into another’s allurement. 
23 [tedo] adjcurved, bent. 2 crooked, perverse. 
‘28 [tedh] bend, curve, curvature. “havabhiman 

tedhpagri.”-brla kabir. 
‘2w [tedha),adjcurved, bent. 2 crooked, deceitful. 

“calat kat tedhe tedhe?”~keda kabir. “tedhi pag 
tedhe cale.”—keda kabir. 

2a [tedhil adj feminine of 2@". 
2% [tedho] curved, bent. “edho tedho jatu.”-sar 
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kabir. 

2 [ter] call, shout. 2a long, high-pitched tune. 

ae [terna] v call in a loud tone. “catrak jal 

brn fere.”=brha ch3t m 4. 2 call, tell, “tan te 

pran hot jab nzare terat pret pukar.”-dev m 9. 
3 2umris also used for m2". 

2feqa [telrgraf] £ telegraph. G 2fs (far 
away) 93 (to write); a device with which one 
can write from afar. 
2fesde [telzfon] £ telephone. G 2fes (far away, 
‘a (sound). a device with which one can hear 

from afar, 
2e [tev] Sm habit, nature, vogue. “tev eh pari.” 

-keda m 5. 2 delicacy, relish. 3 sign, mark. 

‘2 [teva] m horoscope. 2 See 2e. 
2 [ye] 1 vanity, arrogance. 2 jarring sound. 

2am [teks] E tax; n tax, levy, toll, revenue. 
23 [ter] feminine of tera; female pony. See 2a", 
28 [tera] Skt 23 n pony, hack. 
Sur [toa] n pit, trough. 
‘2a [toh] search, exploration. 2 news, information. 
3 touch, bodily contact. 
‘2a (tohnal v grope, come in contact. 2 probe 
one’s mind by referring to some incident. 3 n 

pit, trough. 

2 {tohni) adj probing, groping. “me Sdhule 
harz nam lakuti tohni.”-suhi a m J. 2 stick, 

staff, “jzo Sdhule hathr fohni."-asa am 1. 
2am [tohna] See Zaz, 
adh [tohni) See 20#, “prra ka nam me Sdhule 
tohni.”—brla chst m 5. 
23 29 [tohe tahe] searched, groped. “tohe tahe 

bahu bhavan.”—-bavan. 

2a [tok] ” interruption, prohibition. 2 interference. 

‘az [tokna), oer {fokna) v interrupt. 2 a 
large utensil fitted with a clasp, used for boiling 

water and for cooking rice etc. 

ae [tokra], Zadt [tokri] 7 basket made of 
mulberry cane or bamboo sticks, used for 

storing vegetable, fruit, grass etc. 
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‘at [toka] 7 pest that damages standing crops. 

2. chopper; cutter, with a broad axe but short 

handle. 3 fodder cut into small pieces; chopped 

fodder of millet, sorghum etc. 4 woodpecker. 
5 See Zar fou, 
arnfo [tokasahrb] fota is a village under 
police station and tehsil Naraingarh, district 
Ambala. A gurdwara named Toka Sahib in 
memory of Guru Gobind Singh stands one mile 
to the west of this village. It falls in the territory 

of Nahan. The Guru stayed here for twelve 
days after returning from the battle of 
Bhangani. Jatts of the village Laha had stolen 
camels of the Guru’s force camping here, for 
which they were suitably punished and the 
village was renamed as tota. 

One hundred vighas of land has been 

donated to the gurdwara by Nahan state and 
‘one hundred and fifty vighas by Ahluwalia 
jegirdars of Mirpur. An annual revenue of 
eighty-five rupees has been assigned by the 
Patiala state. This holy place is thirty miles to 

the north of Barara railway station and eight 
kohs from Nahan. The priest is an Akali Singh. 

Congregation is held on Jeth Sudi 10 every year. 
unt [foghna] » pit, pond. “rh toghne na 
chutesahr phirz karr samGdu samhalz.”—s 

kabir. ‘You will not get liberated from the 

entanglements of hypocrisy (ponds). Turn your 

back on them and ponder over the Creator 

(ocean).” * 

2 (tot), Ze" [tota] See Ffe. 2 deficiency, dearth. 
3 piece, segment, part.4 discomfort undergone 
by addicts for want of opium etc; hangover. 

5 See dar rrfaa. 
2A [toti) See zt 2. 
sais [todarmall] a poor Khatri of village 
Chuhania, district Lahore, son of Bhagwati 

Das, who was born in 1523 AD. On the 

strength of his intelligence, he rose to the post 
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of revenue minister (diwan) of emperor Akbar. 
Akbar valued the revenue rules and regulations 
framed by him. Todar Mall was the first to 
switch over to Persian from Hindi in official 
administration. He was also a brave general. 

He showed his excellent bravery during the 

battle of Bengal. Akbar made him the ruler of 
Lahore in Jalusi year 34. His residence was in 

Bazar Hakiman (Bhatti gate). 

Todar Mall was one of the nine gems of 
Akbar’s court. Several writers have also 

termed him as Kayasth (Kaith) and trader. He 

expired in 1589 AD at Lahore, 

Todar Mall was a fine poet of both Hindi 

and Persian. See his poetry: 
gun brn jy6 kaman guru brn jese gyan 

man bin dan jese jal brn sar he, 
kéth brn git jese hrtu brn pritz jese 

vesya rasritr jese phal brn tar he, 
tar bin ystr jese syane bin matr jese 

patz bin narz jese putr bin ghar he, 
todar” su kavz tese man me vicar dekho 

dharem vrhin dhan paksi brn par he. 

2 arich merchant, resident of Sirhind who 

served and consoled Mata Gujri after the 

martyrdom of Guru Gobind Singh’s two 

younger sons. Several historians have opined 

that he performed the cremation of Mata Gujri 
and her younger grandsons. 

23" {todal slope ofa hill. 2 balcony. 3 a village 
between Nada and Manaktabra, under police 

station Rani Ke Raipur, tehsil Naraingarh, 

district Ambala. Guru Gobind Singh stayed here 

while going to Anandpur, but no gurdwara is 
built here in his memory. 4 a disciple of Guru 

Arjan Dev, belonging to the Mehta subcaste, 

who did a lot while Amritsar was being raised. 

5 young one of a camel. 
23} [todi) It is a full-fledged variation of a major 
musical measure todi that wherein ra, ga, dha 
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are soft, medium and all other notes are pure; 

dha is minor and ga is major. The period of its 

singing is the second quarter of the day, 

ascending : sa, ra, ga, mi, pa, dha, na, $a. 
descending: $a, na, dha, pa, mi, ga, ra, $a. 

todi is at number twelve in Guru Granth Sahib. 
‘2% [tona] n incantation, exorcism, magic, black 
magic. “tona kar mohe janu soi.”—NP. 

2u [top], 2ur [topa] n a kind of hat shaped like 
a basket to be put on the head. See vag. 
2. an ancient weighing measure equivalent to 

two to three seers. Skt 2us small bag. 
‘Sif [topi) » small hat around which the turban 
is tied. 2 gun-cap for a gun having such 
explosive as emits fire when the trigger is 
pressed; gun-cap. 

2g [tébul n draft, bond, bill of exchange. 
‘Saw [tobhral, Zest (tobhyi], 2a" [jobha] 7 that 

which has glamour (%3*) of water (3t) in it; 
pond, pool, unlined tank, small pond. “miht 
vuthe galia nalza fobhza ka jalu jaz pave vcr 
sursari."-var bria m 4, 2 tank dug for 

worshipping the ancestors. Hindu families dig 
out earth from this tank on a particular day 
every year. “jodh jathere mSnian satia saut 
tobhri toe."-BG. “marhi tobhri math aru gor. 
tnahu na sevahu sabh dthu chor.”-GPS, 

2y Itomu) See 2g. 
‘ar [toya] See 2nr. 
2@ [tor] m speed, movement, gait. 2 hunt, 
search, exploration. 3 long and thin bough; 
wooden beam. 4 imperative of verb 2am", €.g., 

geddi tor. 
‘Zam [toran], 28a" [torna] v make one walk or 
move. 2 look for, search. “so nar ky6 mag foran 

jai?”-NP. 
2a [tora] n movement, walking. 2 adj 

searched, looked for. “guru rasna ki lark 

tora.”-GPS. 

2% [tore] (he) moves. 2 searches, looks for. 
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“gntkbrdhi kerz fore.”-gau m5. 
‘2B (tol) # search, hunt, exploration. See 2a". 

2 community, group, band, 3 decorative 
material, clothes, ornaments etc. “nanak sace 
nam brnu sabhe fol vrnasu.”-var majh m J. 
2sz [tolna], 2a" [tolna] v search, hunt, 
exploré. “bahar tole so bharam bhulahi.” 
=majh m 5. 

2 [tola], 2fes [tolz], 24 [toli] » group, band, 
gang, cluster, community. 2 decorative 

material. See 28 3. “hau eni toli bhuliasv.” 
~suhi m J kucaji. 3 to a group. “rkatv tolz na 
Sbra.”-suhi m / kucaji. 4 See Zee". 5 having 
searched or explored. “agahu prchahu tolz 
drtha.”-var brla m4. 
2 [tolu] See 2a. 
‘Se [toval See Sur, 
22 (tove] in the pit. “Snhe pavna khafi ove.” 

~sava m1. 

2a [tori] See 2a. 
a [5k] adj odd; not even (in counting), e.g. 
one, three, five etc. 
‘a [jona] See gat and Zar, 
8 [for], 2a [fpra] na bunch of hair in the shape 
ofa fly whisk at the tail end of animals like a 
tiger. “pherot lagul for karala.”-GPS. 2 hanging 
or loose end of a turban or a plume; raised 

part of the turban on the head. 3 ear of acorn; 

spike. “rs ko far ucere ntkasyo.”-GPS, 
Se [Sk] Skt TF n a weight equivalent to four 
mashas.' 2 spade; implement to dig out earth, 

3 chopper. 4 anger, ire. 5 sword. 6 leg. 7 pride, 

vanity, 8 See Zia 1. “dhanukh nzthur n> (5k 
khrcSte."~GPS. 9 See 2a. 
Sara ((Skak] Skt TR n joka, a coin equivalent 
to two paisas. 2 rupee. 3 a gold coin, muhar. 

4 state-currency, coin. 

Caaae (tskaksala] See ZAR. 

‘According to some books, tk comprises ten mashas. 
See zeta. 
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SaE [ySkan] Skt || n borax. L Sodii Biboras. 

Sat [t5ka] See Zar. 2 See eter, 
Zare (tskar] Skt TYR nm sound produced during 
the plucking of a bowstring; tinkling sound of 

abow. 2 sound ofjingling; sound of dingdong. 
Za [tsku] 1 a measure of four mashas. See 
2a. “dharr taraji Sbar toli prche t3ku cayai.” 
—var majh m I. ‘weigh the whole universe with 
four mashas of weight.’ “ape dharti sajianu 
ptare, prche (Sku cerara.”—sor m 4. ‘Weighing 
a huge object like earth with the help of a tak 

it is igible as compared to the 

measures and weights used by the Almighty.’ 
2.a small weight put on the lighter pan in order 
to balance the scale; counterweight; 
counterbalance. 
ag (jdkor] » See Zara. 

Zar [t5g] » part of the body above the ankle 
and below the knee, leg. See Za 6. 2 Skt oF 

spade; a kind of hoe. 3 wide and flat sword. 

Sar Tout Buz [15g het di lsghna) v accept a 
humilating defeat; accept subordination. 
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‘ae [fagnal v hang; keep an object suspended 
from a peg etc. 2 tuck in the loose end of a 

turban or trousers. 3 na rod tied to the roof at 
both its ends, from which clothes etc are hung. 

4a cup-shaped network with strings; used for 

hanging eatables to protect them from cats etc. 
Zot [t5gril, East (t5gri] m leg. See Za 6, 
2 See Ber, 
Se [t5cl, 2fe (tcr}, Zy (tScu) m niggardliness, 
miserliness. 2 hypocrisy, prudery. 3 narrow 
mindedness; cruelty of mind. “3c karahu kra 
prani?”-asa pati m J. 
‘zt [tdta) n dispute, unpleasant job. 2 deception, 
fraud. 

‘Sas [tSbar] n army uniform; dress of a soldier; 
short for ¥2tud. “‘kabar ke bahu tSbar Sbar.” 
-carrtr 195. 

‘Eye [tsmak] 7 small kettledrum that gives out 
the sound of tam-{am on beating. “vat vajanz 

(mak bheria.”-sri m5 pepaz. 
2 [tren] E train, class, line, row. 2 a chain of 
railway trains. 
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®& [thattha) seventeenth character of Punjabi 
script with aspirated retroflex plosive sound. 
2 Skt n loud sound. 3 Shiv. 4 constellation of 
the moon. 5 used in Punjabi also for ¥ [st] 

and P@ (sth] e.g. strathr for srrgtr, muth for 
must, ath for ast, tha for sthan, thag for sthag 

ete, 
BEe (thaur], 5ge [thaul], 385 (thaur] n place 
of stay, dwelling place, refuge. “pazo soi 
thaur.”-s kabir. “jaz krdho rk thavlan ko.” 

—keisan. 
afe& [tharo] made, built. “cahu drsz that 
tharo.”-gaukabir. 

‘et [thai] built, constructed, made. 2 made to 

stay, determined. 

‘ora [thasak] 7 pride. 2 affectation. 

‘one [thaska] See OA@. 2 a village in tehsil 

Thanesar, district Karnal; it is also a police 

station. See Frosty, 
‘Gee [thahak] 7 mutual collision of two objects. 

2 mutual rivalry. 
Gaae" (thahakna), sae (thahakna] v stumble, 

get knocked, collide with each other. 2 clash, 

fight. 
wafe [thahakr] adv by colliding, clashing. 
“thahakz thahakz mara ségr mue.”-bavan. 

Bue [thahar] 7 place, location, dwelling. 2 stay. 

‘Bae (thaharna] v be situated. 2 stay. 3 dwell. 
soege [tharavna], Sve [thahrana] v 
position, situate, 2 resolve; believe firmly after 

pondering and theorising. 

Bue [thahrayau] resolved. See Svea" 2. 
“gurramdas anbhav thahrayau:-saveyem 5 ke. 
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‘BAGG [thakarvall a village in tehsil and district 
Ludhiana, In this village, there stands a 

gurdwara named Nanaksar in memory of Guru 
Nanak Dev. 

sasfes (thakrart), saere?t {thakrai] See 

ogafes and ogo. 
BAT [thakur] Skt SAR deity, demigod, divine 
being worthy of worship. “kavz kaly thakur 
hardastone."-saveye m 5 ke. ‘son of Hardas 
(Guru Ram Das) is the mentor of poet Kaly.” 
2 lord; ruler. 3 a special title of the Rajputs. 
agefes [thakurart], geet [thakurai] n 

supermacy, lordship, leadership, chiefship. “ta 

mird saci thakurai.”-majh am 5. “thakur mahr 

thakorai teri.”-gujam 5. 2.aclass of Thakurs 
(Rajputs). 
saeet [thakurani]  Thakur’s spouse, wife 

of a Thakur (Rajput). “bhatzani thakurani.” 
-asa am 1.2 chief's . 
var [thag] Skt Peat n swindler, cheat. “thage 
seti {hag ralza.”-var ram 2 m5. 2 the Creator 
— one who dupes the world with the power of 
illusion, “harr thag jag kev thagauri lai.”-gav 
kabir. 

‘age [thagaur] Sas cheating others. “crtvat 
rahzo thegaur, nanak phasi galt pari.”-s m 9. 
‘kept thinking to cheat others, but himself got 
entrapped,’ 2 See santa. 
saat [thagavri], Sagat (thagauli] n an 
aesthetic medicinal plant; a medicine, which 
on inhailing makes one unconscious, enabling 

the cheater to deprive him of money. “brkhe 
thagaori jrnx jrnz khai.”-gau m 5. “jrnz 
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thageuli paia.”-anddu. 2 also used for a 

beloved who wins over her lover with qualities 

of love and devotion. “manu tragr karr 

bhageatr thagauri.”-gau chat m 5. “prem 
thageuri paz.”—sri chat m 5. 

Bamrga [thag-ayudh] weapon (mga) of a 

cheat (Gat); death by hanging.-sanama. 

BaTe (thagahar] one who cheats, deceiver. 

“sune nagarz pare thagahare.”-gau m J. 
“meaning sexual depravity.” 

Bare (thagan] a matrrk stanza comprising five 
matras. [thas the following arrangement: 
155, 51S, MS, SSI, USI, t5N), Sil, INN. 2 v cheat, deprive 

one of money. “akhi ta mitahr naku pakaraht 

thagan kau sdsaru.”—dhana m J. 
Saeue (thagenhar] adj cheat. 2 n cheat. 

3 one who has attained self-realisation. 
“thaganhar anthagda thage.”-ram m 5. 
‘Immoral acts, which none can entrap, are taken 

care of by the spiritually enlightened person.’ 
‘Bae [thagna] See Tae 2. 
‘ward [thagni} woman who cheats. 2 worldly 
attachment. 
BARE [thagdeu), Saez [thagdev] n leader of 
cheats, head of deceivers. “ese hi thagdev 

bakhane.”—asa namdev. 
Barr [thagna] See Bare 2. 
‘same [thagnir] n deceptive water; mirage; i.e, 
indulgence in worldly pleasures. “thatha, rhe 
durz thagnira.”-gou bavan kabir. 2 sherbat 
mixed with thorn-apple. 
saeret [thagbajil, oafeea [thagbrdya) n 
cheating game; skill in cheating, art of cheating. 
oenget (thagmuri) herb causing anaesthesia 
when used. See oad. “bhulo re, thagmuri 
khaz.”-sar namdev. 

‘pata [thagmodak! laddus adulterated with 
poison; by serving them, a cheat deprives 

others of money. 
Baits [thagmor] adj crown of cheats, leader 
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of swindlers, king of cheats. 

‘Sarecdt [thagvari] 7 cheating, deception. 2 gang 
of cheats. “rh thagvari bahut ghar gale.” 
-probha am 5. 
‘Saree (thegvalal, sees" [thagvara] adj who 

cheats, “hav thagvara thagi des.”=sri m 1. 
oareat [thegvari] See saedt. 2 saree the 
cheats, the dupers —. “thagi thagvari.”-maru 

solhe m J. 

‘arg [thogau] adj who cheats or dupes. “agrak 
us ke bade {hagau."—asa m 5. 2 the duped; 
who has been entrapped by a cheat. 

sareh (thagai) m swindling, cheating skill. 
“karaht burai thagai drn ren,”-sar m 5.2 act 
of getting deceived. 

‘Bare [thagana] duped, deceived. “kahu nanak 
jun jegat thagana.”-sar m 5. 2 was duped, 
was cheated. 

ofamret (thagzai] n cheating, act of cheating. 
“lok duraz keret thagzai."-mala m 5. 

‘Saft (thagi] n cheating, act of cheating. “kur 
thagi gujhi na rahe.”-var gau J m 4. 2 (1) 
cheat. “hav thagvara thagi des."-sri m /. 
3 oaff the cheats — “eni thagi jagu thagra.” 
var mala m 4. 4 feminine of thag: thagni. 
See fare. 
Ba [thagu] See oa, 
‘Bais [thagor] See saga. 
salfs [thogorr), Bae (thagori], Sate [thagoli) 
See oaget. 

Be [that} m people, community. 2 composition, 
Structure. “sabh hi that baddh kase.”—krrsan. 

3 concept, idea. 3 

BeaE" [thatakna] See soar. 

‘ea (thatna), Sze" [thatna] v compose, create. 
“Spgdis brcarke juddh thata.”—cadi /. 2 imagine, 
consider, 

‘fe [thatz) having resolved. 2 having composed 
or created. 

Set [thatta] a town of Sindh in district Karachi. 
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2 See tts war gare e, 3 a village under police 

station and tehsil Zira of district Ferozepur, 

situated nine miles to the south of Mallanwala 
railway station. In memory of Guru Hargobind 
there stands a gurdwara one mile to the south 

of this village. Three ghumaons of land is 

attached with this sacred place. Congregation 
is held on each moon night. 

‘56 [thath] See oz. 

‘Boas (thathakna], Sse" (thathakna] v stop, 
stay. 2 hesitate. 

‘Ger [thatha] the character 5. “thatha manua 
thahahr nahi.”—bavan. 2 pronunciation of 3. 

3 joke, drollery, humour, fun. 
ofomeg [thathzar], 688" {thathera] Skt one who 
makes utensils by producing a jingling sound; 
coppersmith, artisan of bronze or brass utensils. 

BB [thathe] with character 3. “thathe thadhz 
verti trn Starz.”—asa pati m /. 2 jokingly. 

BSB (thathol] one who makes fun. 
Se [thattha] See dor 3. 2 See Ha wer Fe Ft 

®. 
8a" [thadda] 7 boundary-mark, boundary-pillar. 

dea [thenek], o€arg [thankar] n rattling, 

clattering sound, jingling. 

‘ea [thank] m sound produced by a metallic 

gong. 
‘Bwar [thanka] n strike, stroke, hit, blow. “kaha 
brsasa rs bhade ka rtanku lage thanka.”~sar 

kabir. 

owas [thankar] See sears, 

‘GwaRs [thangan] n harmonium, bell, gong which 
produces a jingling sound. “nakti ko thangan 

badadt.”"-asa kabir. See wary. 
‘oer (than-na) v resolve, make up one's mind, 

determine firmly to do. 2 compose, construct. 

Bat [thani] determined, resolved, formed. 
2 having made up one’s mind, resolved. 

Bust [thapna] v establish, install. 2 resolve in 

one’s mind. 3 wind up. 4 do fabric painting. 
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5 fold washed clothes by presssing with a 

heavy conical club (iron). 

dur (thappa] » printing implement, stamp- 
shaped block made of wood and metal, on which 
letters, designs or patterns are embossed so 

that the farmers could not commit theft. the 

collectors (officials) used to stamp heaps of 

grains, collected from them, in lieu of revenue to 

be paid, by pressing this metallic embossed 
stamp on a wet sandy layer spread on the heap. 

‘OH [tham] See 5H. 
‘8@ [thar] See ova" and 3g. 
‘5808 [tharhar) adj firm, determined. “tharhar 
pay3.”-ramav. 2 n shivering caused by cold. 

‘Owe [tharek] n craze, addiction. 2 tenacity, 

obsession. 
‘Gee [tharna], Soe" [tharna] v get cold, become 

cold. 2 stiffen with cold. 
Oae [tharava] a village, in tehsil and district 

Ambala, In this village, there stands a 
gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh. 

‘GF [thara] See BA. 
Be [tharv] adj cold. See sez". “hoi szsatz 

var sar m 5. “aganz bujhi tharv sina 
."-maru solhe m 1. 

BPS [tharur], BYe [tharura}, Ogg [tharuro] adj 
frozen, cold. “hart jepz bhai tharure.”-majh a 
m5. 2. n Himalaya. “jrtu su hath na labhai tu 
ohv tharuru.”~var ram 3. 3 calm, unperturbed. 

Be" [thallna) v check, stop. 2 push, launch a 

boat into water. 

‘xs [thavarl, Safe [thavarr], 68g [thavaru] n 
place of rest, halting place, rest-house. “khote 

thavar na parni.”-asa am J, 2 Skt Fates adj 
static, fixed, firm. 

& [tha], oF [tha], & (thav] 1 place, dwelling, 

residence. See ofe. “‘sst ke dokhi kav nahi 
thav."-sukhmani. 
oGorfe (thaothar] adv at various places; at 
places; everywhere. 
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afer [thar], of [thax], ofeG [tharo], ofenr 
{thaza] Sofe n place, location. “soh3dro sabh 

thaz.”-sri ch3t m 5. “abke chutke thaur na 

thazo."=gau kabir. ‘There is no place for 
dwelling,’ 

‘Bet (thai) in places, at various locations. “revra 

sabh thai,”-dev m 5, 2. dwelling place. 
wen [thais] Ske mngfeats twenty-eight. “thais 
dyos lb sev kari."-krrsan. 

‘wa [tha] n place, location. “lago an thahi.” 

-sar m 5. 2 erosion of riyer banks caused by 
the flow of water. 3 sound of firing, shelling 

etc. 4 v imperative form of oraz. 
ove [thahna], ove [thahanu} v destroy, 

demolish. “thatha manua thahahz nahi.” 
—bavan. “sabhna man mantk, thahanu mul 
macigva.”-s farid. ‘Minds of all are (pure), it 
is entirely wrong to hurt them.’ “kahi na thahe 

ett.”-var maru2 m 5. ‘does not hurt any one.” 

8G [thahar], og [thaharu] n place, dwelling 
place. “avar na sujhe duji thahar.”-fodi m 5. 
2 See fas aaa. ‘ 
wat [thahre] stays, resides, “jese m3dar mahz 
balhar na thahre.”-g5d kabir. See Wud. 

ofa [thahr] See oe". “hrau na kehi thahz.” 
-s farid. ‘Do not hurt any body’s feelings.” 
2 place, location. 3 adv after destroying. 
oa [thak] » obstruction. “mane maragr thak 

no paz.”-jepu. 
‘aaa (thak-har] 7 obstruction, prohibition. “un 

kau khasam kini thak-hare.”-g5d m 5. 2 adj 

who obstructs, 
‘Bae [thakna], Bae [thakna) v prevent, forbid. 
“thakahu manua rakhahu thar.”-oSkar. 
2 prevent the effect of an ailment by uttering 

amantar. : 
was [thaker] See 5gs. 
‘ofa [thakr] » obstruction, See O@. “thakz na 
hoti trnahu dar.”-bavan. 2 adv having 

obstructed, hindered. 
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ofesa@zr [thakrrahauna] v forbid. “avanu 
jana thakrrahae.”-majh am /. 
ofawsoet [thakrrahai] forbade. “sitla 
thakrrahai.”-sor m 5. 
wren (thakia] adj who forbids. 2 prevented. 
“na hav thaka na thakia.”—var sar m /. 

BBs [thakur] See 39s. “thakur sarbe samana.” 

-srim 5.2 famous Hindi poet, who was born 

in 1643 AD. See 2a", 

OPIS [thakurdvara] n deity’s door: temple. 
2 Lord’s abode. 

Bgaeis (thakurvajira] 1 deity’s councillor; 
mentor. “saranz pazo thakurvajira.”-gav m 5. 

‘get [thakuri] n godliness, mastery. 2 supermacy. 
Bee [thakuro] See og and was. 
waGet [thagauri) See onal. 
weft [thagi} cheating, robbery. “‘maza harzjan 
thagi."-sar m 5. 

wre [thage] cheats. See oaevs. 
ate" [thaca] 1 frame, design. 2 form, shape. 
‘Be [that] 7 structure, composition. “jakenzgam 

dudh ke thata.”-sor kabir. 2 stuff, material. 

3 composition of notes; pause of seven notes 
at their respective places. In books on music 

itis called murchana. There are 2! murchanas 
(pauses) because of three combinations of 
seven notes each,' 

The musicologists have visualised ten 
musical measures in which 8a [rag]s are sung 
and played on the basis of these types.” 
(a) kalyan that — (n this musical measure, all 

except maddham, are pure notes. viz: 

$2, Ta, ga, mi, pa, dha, na. 

(b)brlaval that— In this musical measure, all 

notes are pure viz: 

People ignorant of the knowledge of music lake noies 
for murchana. 

In these thas @ fice character (ms) represents pure 
note and the character with kine ( * ) corresponds to 
minor nate while one with (1) symbolises a sharp note. 
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$8, Ta, ga, ma, pa, dha, na. 
(c)kamac that — It consists of six pure notes 
while nrgad is a minor one. viz: 

$2, F9, ga, ma, pa, dha, na. 
(d) bherav that — It has five pure notes while 
rigabh and dhevat are minor ones, viz: 

92, Fa, ga, ma, pa, dha, na. 
(e)bhervi that — It consists of three pure and 

four minor notes. viz: 

92, Fa, ga, ma, pa, dha, na, 
(f) asavari that - This musical measure 

consists of four pure notes and three minor 
‘ones. viz: 

$9, Fa, ga, Ma, pa, dha, na, 
(g)todi that — It consists of three pure, three 

minor notes and one sharp note. viz: 

$9, fa, ga, mi, pa, dha, na, 
(h) purbi that— This musical measure comprises 

four pure and two minor notes along with a 
sharp one. viz: 

$2, ra, ga, mi, pa, dha, na. 
(i) marva' or mam that—It consists of five pure 
note a minor and a sharp one. viz: 

$2, Ta, ga, Mi, pa, dha, na. 
@) kaphi that - It contains five pure and two 

minor notes. viz: 
$2, r9, ga, ma, pa, dha, na. 

rag hoya dur sur krse da na rtha thik 
tald sabh ghutthe bhari ramrola paya he, 

gram gram vice na mrlSda rkk duje s5g 
tan khor bethe laynam vrsraya he, 

ragbhumt bharat di murchana daga dekh 
kartar baba guru nanak pathaya he, 

abla lukai tAimardana saj ssg 
"No doubt the fifth note is prohibited in Marva, then 
why isit included in a that. Here only the name of a that 
is mentioned, the gamut of Marva is not written. Many 
musical measures like sohni, jet, puria, pacam, etc. are 
‘sung in this that. Such should be the comprehension of 
the names of other thats as well. 
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that zk karan jahan vice aya he. 
4 arrangement of notes, their composition. 

5 glory. 6 firm determination. 7 ostentation, 

display. 
wes" [thatna] v compose, form. “jese kasat 

¢hagan kahr fhafat.”—paras. 
‘8G [thath} See a. 

oorwrar [thathabaga] n apparel’s glamour; 

splendour, 2 outward form. 3 outward association. 
“Jogan stu mera thathabaga."—asa m 5. 

‘re [thadh] adj fixed, thadh bhayome jor 
kar.”-VN. 

‘of [thagh] 7 coldness, coolness. 

ara" [thadha] adj standing, still. “thadha 
brahma ntgam bicare.”—prabha kabir. 2. cold, 

cool. “kolx tati thadha harznav.”-sukhmani. 
‘Bre [thadha] adj cold, cool. 
orfe [thadhz] n coldness, coolness. “tapat 
mahz thadhr vartai.”-sukhmani. “thathe 
thadhr varti trn 3tarz.”—asa pati m J. 

ora [thadhi] adj standing, still. 2 See oA. 
at [thadhi] adjcold, cool. “jaka man sital, oh 
jane sogli thadhi.”-sor m 5. “hart ke nam ki 
getz thadhi."-sar m 5. 
Be [thadhe] adj standing, still. “darmade 
thadhe darbarz.”-brla kabir. 2 cold, cool. 
3 stable, static. “har mStr dia man thadhe.” 

—gau m4. 
WF [thadho] adj standing, still. “srr uparz 
thadho dharam raz.”-gau m5. 

‘fF (thadho] adj cold, cool. 
we [than] » place, location. “jaki drrsatr 

acalthan.”-saveye m 2 ke, permanent place, 

everlasting status. 

ore" [thana] n dwelling place, place of 
residence. “nrhcalu tzn ka thana."-maru m 
5.2 police post; police station. 

‘wet [thani] resolved. See ower. 2 in places, in 
locations. “takahr narz praid lukr Sdarr 

thani.”-var gau | m4. 
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pes [thanedar] n incharge of a police station. 
oat [than-na] v make up one's mind after 
pondering over something; make a firm 
determination. 2 form, make. 
Ber [thana] See 7z". 2 See Te. 
ort [thani] resolved. See awa". 

om [tham], ow [thay] n place, location. 

“pamastS athame.”-japu. ‘who has no 
particular location.” 
we [thar}, 5 [tharu] adj cold, cool. “manu 
tanu mera thar thio.”—asa m J. 2 which cools. 

“ape sitalu tharu gaya.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘He, 

Himself, is so cool and calm as to turn even 

hailstones colder.’3 Sao n chill, frost, cold. 

4 coldness, coolness, as: pani ni agg terakkh 

ke thar bhin dro. 
‘@e [thav], FS [thav] n place, location. 
foast [thrkri] See stadt. 
foare [thrkana), foarar [thtkana] m dwelling 
place, residential place. 2 home, house. 

féae [thTgna] adj short-statured, short in 
height, dwarfish. 
fear [thigla] n pestle, threshing club, tool 
used to grind or crush grains. “jape higula 
thi glapanz devi.”—paras. 2 goddess carrying 
a pestle as her insignia. 

fearmmfe (thtglapanr] adj keeping a pestle 
in one’s hand. “thrglapanz devi."~paras. 
2 Bhairav, a Hindu god. 
fSast (tht gli] adj (female) possessing a pestle. 
See feanmufe. 

fos [thrth] n vilification, infamy. 2 modesty, 
shame. See f6o. 
fooae (thrthakna], fooaer (thr thakna] v stop, 
sojourn, 2 hesitate, 

fogatt [thr thuki] adj insulted, humiliated. “sit 
ki thzthuki phire brcari.”-g5d kabir. See foo. 
fé's [thrtth] adj condemned, humiliated. 
2 ashamed, embarrassed. See foo. 
foza [thznak] n act of installing, i.e. 
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accommodating. 
feafafg [thtnkronu] accommodated, lodged, 
made to stay. 2 gently hammered, tested by 
knocking with knuckles. “jrnz evadu pid 

thrnkronv.”-var ram 3. ‘who tested such a 

great personality as Guru Angad Dev.’ See fug, 
foftt fofit [thrmz thrmr] advslowly, gracefully, 
with slow graceful gait. “sarsg jv pag dhare 
thimr thrmr.”—vad ch5t m J, See BHa. 

fowar [thiina] v launch on water. 2 move 
forward with enthusiasm. 3 enter with 
eagerness. 

‘@m [thzs) n worry, anxiety, apprehension. 
2 boast, brag. “kuyi kure this.”—japu. 3 stroke, 
injury, shock. 
Ohne (thrsmar] braggart. 2 one who makes 

sarcastic remarks. 
ia [thih] » place, residence. 

dia" [thiha] » stoppage; place for stopping. 
2 sign put up to show uneven patches of land 
for levelling. 3 boundary, pillar, mound. 

4 carpenter's stand or contraption to fasten a 

log for sawing with a handsaw. 
la [thik] adjcorrect, accurate, right. 2 proper, 
adequate, relevant. 

Glas [thikar], Stas [thikra] 7 piece of broken 
pottery, ‘‘ja bhaje t& thikaru hove.”—var majh 
m 1. 2a broken utensil. 3 perishable body; 
physique. “thikar phor drlis szr.”-VN. ‘by 
eliminating the mortal physique, put blame 
squarely on Aurangzeb.’ 

‘Ghat [thikari] » piece of broken earthen pot. 
2 xa rupee, coin. 
Stag [thikarv] See tas. 

‘Star [thiga], star [thiga] pecking stroke, club, 
baton, stick, pestle. “kal ka thiga krujalaiale?” 
=srdhgosatr. 

tar [thiba] adj club-footed, pressed, bent. 
“piche thiba nok daraj.”-GPS. ‘the shoe with 

a flat heel and pointed toe.’ 
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‘az [thukana] v get hit, e.g. “do capera thuk 
gaia”. 2 pitch, thrust, 
a [thukk] 7 crowd, mob. 2 society, community. 
3 respect, prestige, honour. 4 praiseworthy e.g. 

“koi thukk di gall karo”. 
‘a [thOg] » peck by a bird. 2 beak, bill. 

‘aw [thognal v eat by pecking, 2 peck with a 
beak. 

‘¥ [yhudda] » front part of a foot. 2 kick given 
with a toe. 

Dye [thumak] n graceful slow gait, coquettish 
movement, slow joyful movement, 

xs [thumra] n a perforated jewel or stone, 
auspicious stone especially procured from 
Hinglaj, which the Hindus put around their 

necks. 

‘get [thumri] 1 a two-verse song. 
‘gHe [thumna] a supporting device, under a 
vessel to keep it afloat or to prevent it from 
capsizing. 
‘gre [thusna] v fill to the brim. 2 thrust, push. 

‘Je [thuha] 7 scorpion. 
Ym [thaga] n peck of a bird; act of pecking 
at. 2 kick made with a pointed object. 
FS (thuthl, Fs (thath] » trunk of a cut tree. 
2 stem of a tree without branches. 3 thumb as 

a sign of refusal e.g. “mé jad rupya mSgia ti 

us ne mend thuth vrkhaza”, 

FS [thutha] » earthen bowl. 
Go saw [thutha phayna] v hold a begging 
bowl in one’s hand; start begging; ask for alms, 

‘Jet [thuthi] 1 small earthen bowl. 2 bowl or 
cup used for taking liquor. 3 bow!-like ornament 
wor by women on top of the head; a raised 
and deep dome. 

get ya waet (thuthi muh lagni] v become 

addicted to drinking. 
87 [theh] place, location. 2 stumbling; tripping; 
knock. “Stkalz jomu mare theh.”—mala m J. 

“jamkalz theh marahu.”~maru m4. 
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Baz {thekna], Saar [thekna] v stamp with 

some frame or block. 2 stay put, accommodate. 

Bat [theka] » contract; act of taking 
ity to complete a job after fixing the 

remuneration. 2 monopoly. 3 imprint, printing 

device, 4 a musical tone of three notes 

produced by striking mrrdag etc, in this order: 

dha di ga dha, dha di go ta, 
wan 4 om 8 4 
ta ti ge dha, dha di go dha. 
Cr | 

dar (thega}, Fa (théga] 7 stick, punishment. 
“lekarr thega tagri tori.”-g5d namdev. See Bur, 
“uthat bethat thega parrhe.”-guj kabir. “jam 
ka thega bura he.”~s kabir. 2 thumb. 

85 (theth] adjsolid, pure, genuine. 2 superior, 
superb. 7 
8 [theda} 7 kick with a foot, hit, knock. 
2 act of staggering; state of losing balance. 

“thede khave khalsa.”-GPS. 
See [thelna] v push into the water, push 

forward with force. 
8u [theh] » place, location, spot. 2 adv at the 
right place, properly placed. 

80s [thehar] See auw. 

8a [then] 7 place. “so nahi zh then.”-pares. 
2 See om. 
8H [thos] adj solid; not hollow from within. 
2 firm, strong. 3 See Bre". 

‘BAe (thosna] stuff; fill by pressing hard. See 
pe. 
‘SF [thosa] n thumb. 2 act of showing a thumb. 
to irritate or tease someone. 
a (thokl m act of pushing by hitting. 
2 imperative form of the verb Saz. 

Sat [thokna], Sa [thokna] v push by hitting. 
2 thrust, penetrate. 

Se weer [hok bajauna), 3a HS ve" [thok 
bajake dekhna] v examine or test thoroughly. ¢.g. 
while buying an earthen pot or metallic utensil, 
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it is softly hit and from the sound produced, it 

is judged whether the pot is solid or cracked. 
Likewise a person is judged from his 

behaviour, 
Bas [thokar] ” striking of foot against 
something, push, thrush. 2 a stone, brick or 
pebble jutting above the surface of the earth. 

3a metallic ring or sleeve at the end of a 

sword’s sheath. 
Ba eat (thok vajauna] See 8a EMGe" and 
far, * 
Sar [thoka] m a carpenter who hammers or 
rams cots or beds. 2 a bird, which with its beak 

pierces a hole into the wood; wood-pecker. 
‘Sf [thokr] adv by knocking or hitting. “sabh 

dekhi thokrbajaz."-s kabir. “thokrvajar sabh 
dithia."-sri m5 pepar. 2 firmly ie. resolutely. 
“kahd le thokr badhe ur thakur.”-saveye 33. 
Sa [thodi] n chin; round portion of the face 

below the lower lip. 
Se [thorna] v strike with a toe; kick. 
a (thor), Sa [thor] 7 place, place of residence, 
dwelling. “sabh thor nrratar nxt nays.”-VN. 
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Ow [thsdh] n winter, coldness, chill. 

Sew [thSdhya], Se [th3dha] adj cold, chilly. 
2 calm, quiet. 3 lazy, slothful. 4 impotent, 
sexually imbecile. 
Swe (thadhai] See Senne, 2 chill, 3 See 
‘Stone, 
Sw Fa (thsdha hona] v die; be devoid of the 
warmth of blood. 2 calm down; shed away 
anger. 3 going out of a lamp or fire. 4 become 

impotent; be devoid of potency. 
Sfenreh [thsdhrai] 7 a nourishing cold drink; 
acold drink sweetened with a lump of sugar 
and prepared by crushing almonds, rose- 
flowers, poppy seeds etc. It is widely consumed 
during summer in countries of the tropical 
region. 7 
Ge [th3dhi] adjchilled, cold. 2 river. “thadhi 
tati mrti khai.”-asa m 5. ‘The body is 

ultimately consumed by water, fire and earth.’ 
3 chickenpox, smallpox. “sbjano zh balsk thidhi 
Kharyo.”-GV 6. 
Sat rat fet [th3dhi tati mzti) stream, fire 

and soil. See Set 2. 
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B [dadda] eighteenth character of Punjabi 
script, representing the voiced retroflex plosive. 
2 Skin terrific fire, oceanic fire. 3 word, sound, 
4 Shiv. 5 fear, 6 In Lehndi Punjabi and Sindhi, 

it is also used in place of €e.g, dar for dar, da 
for & [da], dudhu for duddh etc, 
3 [dav] n jungle fire; wild conflagration. “age 
dekhau dau jale.”-sri m 5. See ¥z. 

3g [daur] Sep 5a. 2 Skt SR obscure utterance; 
sentence, of which the words are not understood 

clearly, See 38a. 
‘Gut [dauri] a female who talks rot. See 3ET 
2. “bake ta dauri.”-ramav. si 

a@y [devru], 58 [deuru] Skt sg n tabor; a 
small-two-sided drum, which is played with 

one hand only. Its middle part is narrow while 
the two ends are wide and covered tightly with 

leather. It is tightened with strings just like a 
mrrd3g. Two small knots made of cloth, tied 

with a long string, are attached to it. When the 

drum is revolved with a hand, these knots strike 
against the leather stretched on the sides thus 
producing a drumming sound. It is Lord Shiv’s 
favourite drum. “barad cadhe dauru 
dhamkave,”-god kabir. 
‘wHE [daska] a town in district Sialkot, It is a 
police station and tehsil. Some writers 
erroneously spell it as thaska, See Arudte. 
BRE" [dasna), AS [dasan], SA" [dasna) Ske 
‘Gaw v sting; prick with teeth, get stung by 
reptiles like a snake. “nam sunat janu brchua 
dasana.”—ram m J. 2 torment. “nit dase 
patvari.”—suhi kabir. Here patvari stands for 
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BRegE [dasvaunal, IGS [dasauna] get 
bitten, get stung, 2 get set, get spread as in 
“maja dasauna”, 3 See ez". 
BA [dasana) stung. See sna. “nam sunat 

jonu brchua dasana.”—ram m 5. 
wom [dahak] n avarice. 2 downward slope. 
3 deceit. 4 pit covered with straw for trapping 

animals. 5 Dg sound produced by a large 
kettledrum. 6 tears coming out of sour eyes. 
gaae [dahakna], suae [dahkanu], svaaT 

[dahakna] v beguile, deceive. 2 go astray. 
“jhutha jagu dahke ghana.”-maru kabir. 
3 covet. 4 go about, wander. “ran dakanr 
dahkat phtret.”-carrtr 1. 5 S 30aE= shiver, 

vibrate. 

gua@Qer [dahkauna], sdare (dahkana], 30aes 

[dahkavan] v involve in deceit, trap in guile. 
2 lead astray. 3 inveigle in temptation. “jagatu 
dahkara kahna kachu na jar.”-guj m 3. 
“pharm bharemz manukh dahkae.”—bavan. 
“kat ko dahkavau loga."-maru m 5. “jatan 
kare manukh dahkave, oh Starjami jane.” 
—dhana m5. “kart parpic jagat kav dahke apno 
udar bhare.”—dev m 9. 

Bag Fa [dahku ber) throat-choking berry; 
jujube fruit, which is attractive from outside 
but is tasteless from inside; deceptive berry. 
“bane thane avat ghane... dahku ber saman.” 

—carrtr 21. 

wda [dahakk], Bose [dahdah) nm sound 
produced by a tabor. “dahakk damrs surs.” 

~kelki. “dahdeh damarv.”-carttr 1. 
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us [dahon] See eas. 2 See sfae. 
‘we (dahar] » path, passage. 2 pasture, jungle. 

3 trail, pond. 4 fear, apprehension. “rsk hve 

brbhikhan so dolat dahar me.”-hasram. 5 See 

aa. 
‘BuEE (dahran} v go about, walk leisurely, stroll. 

“qahrat kathzn masan.”-paras. 
war [daha] 1 bar, baton. 2 wooden stave hung 

around the neck of a grazing animal and set 
between its legs in order to deter it from 
running away. 

fae [dahrna] v start work. 2 march forward, 

3 set on fire, burn. 4 See efarr, 5 See saz". 
fre [dahzr] See Bus. 
‘wet [dahi) » pair of crossed staves forming the 
front of the bullock cart. 2 achieved. “anad ke 

madhr bat dahi he.”-krrsan. 3 set as in “ghar 
adar maji dahi hoi he.” 4 busy, engaged in 
eating. 
wae [dakna] v fill to the brim. 2 satiate; be 

satiated. 3 prevent, stop. 
aa" [dakra) n piece, section, extract. “c3d suroj 
ke dakre kare.”-GPS. 

‘waeGar [dakrauma), saa [dakrana] v bellow 
like a bullock or a stag; thunder; roar. 2 belch. 

wae (dakadak) adj full to the brim. 2 fully 
saturated. See arfarat. 

Bare [dakar] See Gears. 2 beat of adrum. “doru 

dakars.”"-VN. 3 roar of a tiger, grunt of a pig 

etc. “dakarat kol.”-ramav. See 8aea". 
Ba [dake] roars, See Bae 1. “dake phuke 
kheh udave.”-var mala m J. ‘The elephant 

trumpets and frightens with its trunk.” 
‘Baz (daket] n robber; bandit. 
wast (daketi) n robbery; dacoity; act of robbing 
wealth with force. 
BAT [dakst], S43 [dakst] n son of a Dakk; 
progeny from the union of a Dakk Brahman 

and a milkmaid. A dakat accepts offerings 
made to Shani (Satur), discusses omens and 
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explains their good or bad effects. 35d, Say". 
Bast [dakoti] n actions of a dakot, profession 
of a dakot. 

Baw (dakkara] See sav". 
Bar [dakka] n straw. 2 obstruction, hindrance. 
gue [dakhna] a dialect of the region to the 

south of Guru Nanak Dev’s birth place i.e. the 

speech of Multan and Sahiwal area. The 
writings done in it are popularly known as of 
dakhne in Gurbani. In this language © is 
replaced by 3' e.g. : 
“tu cau sajan medza dei sxsu utarr.”... 

“habhe dukh vlahzamu nanak naderr 

nthalz."-var maru 2. .. ete. 
wa [dakhne] plural of sue. 
‘Bat [dag] n fe-var distance covered by two steps; 
a measure equivalent to one and a half yards. 

2.act of lifting one’s feet while moving. “dag 
bhai vaman ki savan ki ratry4.”-senapatr. 
3 adjugly, hideous. 
‘ads [degdol] 7 act of stumbling; staggering 
gait. 

‘Bae [dagen] a matrrk measure, having four 

matras. It has the following types: 
55, IS, 15, SI, ill 

Bana (dagmagl n unsteadiness. 2 act of 
staggering, stumbling. 3 act of wandering; 

vacillating. “dagmag chadz, re man baura.” 
~gau kabir. 

‘Bae (dagar], sae [dagra] » path, track, way. 
“gurprasadr me dagro paza.”=god kabir. 
2 suggesting a way out. “‘sut abhlakhi mag 
ko dagra.”-GPS. 

wardt (dagri] adj passerby, traveller. 2 unstable, 
staggering. “dagri cal netr phun adhule.”—bher 

m J. “3gan me dagri si phrre."-krrsan. 
‘Bag (dagru] a village in tehsil and police station 
Moga, district Ferozepur. One mile to the west 

of the village stands a gurdwara in memory of 

See wary 2. 
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Guru Har Rai, The Guru stayed here for raising 

a gurdwara at Daroli. The bricks, lime etc were 

supplied to Daroli from this place. The van tree, 
under which the Guru used to hold the 
congregation, still exists. A small gurdwara has 
been built there. The priest is an Udasi monk. 

‘Two ghumaons of land was purchased for the 
gurdwara at a cost of rupees eight hundred, 

This gurdwara is also named Tambu Sahib, 
because many tents were pitched here by the 

seventh Guru of the Sikhs. This holy place is 
situated two miles to the west of Dagmu railway 

station. 
wae (dagro) See sar. 
Ja [doggal x stick to beat a drum with; 
drumstick. 

at [daggi] n pedlar’s bundle of cloth or other 
wares. 2 small pond. 
see [dana], See" [datna} v stand firm; face 

squarely; face resolutely. 
et (datta] n stopper, cork. “khoj kahe nahz 

mukh vic datta.”-GPS. 
Ba [dad] See dz. 
saee [dadval] See sues. 

wa" [dada] the character 3. “dada, dera rho 

nahi."-bavan. 2 pronunciation of 5. 3 pod of 
a gram (green seed pod). 
adbor [dadia) Skt FUR n dress, attire, garment 

like saree etc, “kahu dadia badhe dhan khari 

pahu gharz ae muklau ae.”-gau kabir, means 
- ‘Soul is the bride, while the bridegroom's 

companions during her second ceremonial visit 
to her in-laws’s house are the messengers of 

death.” 
‘wadt [daduri] adjnot fully ripe, somewhat raw. 
S'38g. “hari nahi nahx daduri paki bedanhar.” 
-srim 5. 

FB [dad], FF [daddu] Si eet, es female 
frog, male frog. 

BW [dadh) adjablaze. “kop ki ag maha badhke 
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dadhke."-krrsan. 2 n molar, grinder tooth. 
“phatt nakkh sf gh3 mukh3 daddh kol3.”-c5di 
2. ‘The earth was got torn by the lion’s claws 
as if dug by a boar’s tusk. 

‘see [dedhna] v get burnt, burn. 
Bees [dadhvar), sees [dadhval) a Rajput 

subcaste; wealthy persons of Datarpur belong, 

to this subcaste. Dhadhwals mostly reside in 
Hoshiarpur district. See wetars. 

wet [dadha] adj burnt out, ablaze. 2 mighty, 
powerful. “dadhe daddhvars.”-VNV. ‘powerful 
Dadhwals.” 
fee (dadhrai) n might, power. 2 firmness, 
steadiness. “bahar se dadhiai karke kahta.” 
—JSBM. 

‘Be [dadhe] got tant. 2 mighty. See 3" 2. 
BF [dadhyo] burnt, ignited. “pavak me trn 3g 
dadhyo.”-krrsan. 
‘8 (deph] P _j, mtambourine—a round musical 
instrument covered only on one side with 
streched leather. It is played by beating witha 

stick; tabor, timbrel. 

sent (daphalci], se [daphali) one who 
plays the tabor; taborer. 

‘3a [dab] » blot, stain. 2 bag, pocket. 
‘Bag [dabar], s4e [dabra] » pond, unlined tank. 

‘Wat [dabbi] n small box, tiny container, case 

for putting opium etc. 

‘wx [damak] n sound of drum-beating. 

HE [damar] Ste By. 2 Dg fragrance, sweet 
smell. 
‘wy [damaru], ay [domru] See 38y. 
wre (dameli] See Tre. 
woe (damdk] See 3H. 
38 [dar] Skt Be n fear, terror. “dar cuke brnse 
Sdhzare.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 See Brea. “lal 

kare pat pe dar kesar.”-Krrsan. ‘by adding 
saffron.’ “kou dare hart ke mukh gras.” 

—krrsan. ‘puts a morsel in the mouth.’ “kican 
kot ke upar te dar.”-ramav. 
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wez [daran], soe" [darna] v be afraid, be 
frightened, be terrified. See 38. “darz dart 

darna man ka soru.”-gau m /. 2 See Baa". 

wee (daran), Baa" [derna] v be afraid, be 

frightened. “nirbhau sigr tumare baste thu 
daran kaha te ara?”-gau m 5. 2 n scarecrow 
or manikin made put up in the field to scare 
away the animals. “jru darna khet mahr 

daraza."-gau m 5. 

waust [darpana] v get frightened, be afraid. 
“darpat darpat janam bahut jahi.”-gau m 5. 
“darpe dharatt akas nakhatra.”-maru m 5. 

“sadhus3gz nahz darpie.”-asa chat m 5. 
‘saurst [darpanal v frighten. “'so dar keha jrtu 
dar darpat.”-gaum J. 

geile [darpok] adj timid, getting frightened, 
cowardly. 
wa 8 [dar bhou] terror and danger, pain and 
fear, See BU. “jam ka dar bhau bhage.”-tukha 
chat m 1. 
3e@ [derau] adj frightening, dreadful. “bhai 
re! bhavjal brkham dardu.”-sri am /. 2 4m 
afraid. 

wee [daraunal v frighten, instil terror or 
fear. 2 adj frightening, dreadful. 
sofenr [daraza] frightened, fear struck. 
2 frightening, terrifying. See aa. 3 got one 
frightened. 
sage [darakul] Skt ETFs adj tense due to 
fear. “dhiraj chor darakul bolat.”-GPS. 

wae [daraba) n threat, act of threatening. 
gee (darara] adj frightening, dreadful. “bahu 
dil darare.”-krrsan. 
af (darr] adv fearfully, dreadfully. “jam dart 

marie.”-tukha cht m 1. 2 fearing. 
‘Bz [daru) See 3B. 
By qHsg (deru bhrambhav) fear caused by 
misapprehension. “daru bhrom bhav durz 
karz.”-var srim 4, 

3yor [darua] n fear, terror. 2 adj frightening, 
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dreadful. “jake srmaranz jam nahi darua.” 

-goumS. 
‘88 [dare] smashed. “trn ke phor miid kal dare.” 
~carrtr 405, ‘Death smashed their heads.” 

BB [dare] is afraid; fears. See 38 2. 
58% [darol] a Rajput subcaste descended from 
Mian Kela of Kahloor. 

wet (daroli), Tet [daroli] a village in police 
station and tehsil Moga, district Ferozepur, 

in Das, husband of Mai Ramo. 

law of Guru Hargobind, lived. 
This couple was very devoted to the Guru. So 
the sixth Guru used to stay in Daroli for long 

periods of time. 
The sixth Guru took fresh and cool water 

offered by Bhai Rup Chand. Baba Gurditta 
was also born in this village. A beautiful resting 
place is built at his birth place. Guru Granth 

Sahib scribed by Nand Chand is installed here, 
which he had forcibly aquired from the Udasi 

monks. See Seve. 
There also exists a well which Guru 

Hargobind had got dug at this place. Mata 

Damodari breathed her last in this village. A 

memorial is built in her memory. 
A beautiful memorial is built at a place 

outside the village where the Guru used to hold 

religious congregations. Maharaja Ranjit Singh 

donated 180 ghumaons of Jand to this holy 
place. An annual grant of rupees fifty-one has 

been given by Nabha state while an estate 

worth revenue of rupees two hundred per 
annum has been extended by the villagers of 

Angian in Ambala district. Bach year a religious 
congregation is held on Vaisakhi and Maghi. 

This holy place is situated one and a half mites 
to the south-west of Dagru railway station. 

‘3B (dal] n block, segment, nugget. 2 lake; vast 

pool. 3 throw dice.“dal dalahi nardan ko cart.” 

-GPS. ‘By throwing the dice, they move 
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pawns.’ 4 See 3%. 
weds [dalhozi] James Andrew Broun Ramsay 
Dalhousie, was born on April 22, 1812. He 
served as Governor General of India from 
January 12, 1848 to February 29, 1856. He 
decimated the Sikh rule of Lahore and merged 

territories like Avadh into the British empire. 

The rank of Marquis was conferred on him 
and he was awarded an annual pension of five 

thousand pounds. Lord Dalhousie died on 
December 19, 1860. 

2 ahill station on the north bank of Ravi in 
district Gurdaspur. It is named after Lord 
Dalhousie. The British government built a 

summer resort here in 1853 AD after 
purchasing the hilly area from the Chamba 
state. Dalhousie is 51 miles north west of 

Pathankot and 74 miles away from Gurdaspur. 
Itis ata height of 7687 feet above the sea level. 

183 [dala], 3et [dali] 1 piece, nugget, lump, small 
brick. 2 small piece of meat. See wat 2 #8. 
3 Sk efs, lump of earth, small brick. * 

wR [dalhakna} v overflow. 2 trickle, drip. 
BRM [dalhaka] drop fallen due to overflow. 
2 drop fallen from the eye or the pen. 3 an 
eye-disease, due to which its liquid does not 

go into the nose because of the closure of the 

holes in the comer of the eye beside the nose. 

So it remains oozing out in the form of tears, 

8B (dall] na bowl-shaped small container tied 
with ropes. It is used to draw water from the 

lower to the higher level for irrigation purposes. 
‘We [dalla] a village in police station and tehsil 
Sultanpur of Kapurthala state, situated three 

miles to the east of Lohian railway station. 
Prominent Sikhs like Bhai Lalo, Bhai Paro etc 

belonged to this village. Bhai Gurdas writes. 

“dalle vali sigat bhari.” The marriage of Guru 

Hargobind with Mata Damodari, daughter of 
Narayan Das, was also solemnised here on 
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Bhadon 22, Sammat 1661.A shrine stands at 

the place where the marriage ceremony was 
performed, but there is no priest. 

Guru Arjan Dev got a well dug with steps 

leading down to the water level to mark the 
marriage ceremony of his son (Guru 

Hargobind), which still exists on the eastern 

side of the village. The shrine has fifteen 

ghumaons of land donated by the Kapurthala 
state. In Dalla the memorial of Bhai Lalo is 
also famous, which has freehold land of forty- 

two ghumaons. ¢ 
2.a Jat Chief of Talwandi Sabo, whom Guru 

Gobind Singh blessed by staying in his village 
in Samat 1762-63. He served the Guru with 
great dedication and devotion. At the holy 

place, where the Guru stayed, is a gurdwara, 
named Damdama Sahib. 

Addressing Dalla, the tenth Guru bestowed 

upon the Malwa region the blessing that canals 

will flow, mangoes will grow, wheat will be 

harvested. This devoted follower was duly 

baptized by the Guru and was named Dalla 
Singh. See eHent Wfaw 1. 

‘Sorfitw [dallastgh] See sar 2. 
3 [dallu) a follower of Guru Hargobind, resident 
of Burhanpur, who belonged to Chhura 

subcaste, 

SSeest LH firws [dallewalia di mrsal] one 
of the twelve misls of the Sikhs, whose chief 

was Sardar Gulab Singh Khatri, resident of 
village Dalleval (Bist Doab). Tara Singh, a 

Kang Jat, then became its chief, who captured 
many territories, The sardars of Mustafabad 

in Ambala district as well as of Badthal of 
Jalandhar district, belong to this misl. 

we [dav] Skt @e n jungle fire, wild fire. 
Bey [davru] See sy. 
aafe [davz] with or through forest fire. “jrudavr 
dadha kanv.”-sri a m /, ‘stalk of rush plant 
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scorched by the jungle fire.” 
wea [davak] See 34a and war, “davru davake.” 

~akal. 

FE (dav) See e. 
wer [davla] n who extracts gold or silver 
from the goldsmith’s fumance-ash. See ae, 
whee [dazn), fefs (darnz) Skt stat n witch, 
hag. “narazn dit bhane darn.”-g3d m 5. 
wn [das] Skt Zf one with molar or grinder 

teeth. 2 stinging creature like a snake etc, 
3 mosquito. 
wa [dah] Skt @T n heat, buming. 
sue (dahna], 30a" [dahna] v consign to fire, 

burn. 2 recline, spread i.e, “maja dahna.” 3. 
trunk of a tree, thick branch of a tree. 

sgue [dahpan] 7 heat, inflammation. 
2 jealousy, malice. 
sraufe (dahipinz] in malice, in jealousy. 
“dahpant tenz sukh nahi.”—odkar. 

waug™ [dahpanu] See wuuE. 
syet [dahuna] See se | and 2. 

wet [dak] n vomit, puke, spew. 2 shelter for 

riders or travellers; halt during a journey; an 

arrangementto rest a courier, and reptace him 
with a new one. 3 an arrangement for 

distribution of mail (dak), “bahur dak me sudh. 

tatkal."-GPS. 4 E Dock — wharf along the 
sea shore where passengers and baggage are 
Joaded and unloaded. 
wie [dak] n sting, bite, cut with teeth (by scorpion 
or snake), 2 shining metallic piece which is 
fixed below jewels or gems to enhance their 

glitter. 
waza [daktar) E doctor, learned person, 
scholar. 2 physician, surgeon. 
wae wae (dakan bahan| Dg n riding carriage 
of a demoness, See sea 4, 

waz" [dakna] v vomit, puke. 
wadt [dakni) See wfaci. 

‘wag [dakar] n fertile land of the best quality, 
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free from sand and shrubs. 
war [daka] n dacoity, robbery committed to 
grab money. 

whet [dakz), saat [dakrni] Ske 8 fact n witch, 
evil spirit, demoness. “dakr ace kahit sron 

dakadak.”-carrtr 405. 
waft [daki] » See x and wefe. 2 See sfaat. 

“daki ko extz kochu na lage carankamal 
sarnar.”—asa m5. ‘A witch does not perceive 
i.e. ghosts and evil spirits can’t see,’ 3 Dg adj 
strong, powerful. 
Fg [daku] n robber, dacoit. 
gE [dakhral, Se [dakhro) F4ye adj painful, 
grievous. “avan vipan dakhyo."-sri am /. 
‘cycle of birth and death is very painful.” 

‘ata [dag] n long bamboo stick, bludgeon. 

‘star EgMT [dag dogusa] n fighting with bludgeons. 
2. adv fighting with clubs, exchanging blows 
with clubs. “guru pure bin dag daguse.”-BG. 
sia [dager] See da. 
tat [dagil, stein [dagia) adj who keeps a 
club or a bludgeon. 2 1 macebearer, gatekeeper. 

“pap pon jace dagia.”-mala namdev, 
a (daju] See ey. 
we [dat] n cork used to close the mouth of a 

bottle etc., stopper.' 2 temporary structure to 
serve as a scaffold for constructing an arch, 
Sarch. 4 See wear. 

‘aie [dat] n threat, frown, rebuke, pressure. 

wrest (datana] v cork. 2 close. 3 rebuke, 

threaten. “brn date zh sikh na lehi.”-NP.. 

ats [dad], sta [ddda] » punishment, 
chastisement. “jam ke dukh dad.”—brla m 5. 
“male jomdad.”-suhi m 5. 2 penalty, fine. 

wat [dadil, Bet [dadi) Ske esq adjwho keeps 
a bludgeon. 2 7" Yam, the messenger of death. 
3 gate keeper. 4 an official, who measures 
land with a measuring chain. “nau dadi das 

"This cork is made from the soft layer of the bark of a 

cork tree. It is s0 called duc to the name of the tree. 
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mdsaph dhavahz.”-suhi kabir. ‘There are 

nine treasures and ten organs.’ 5 an improvised 

boat-shaped palanquin, provided with sticks on 
both sides. The porters place these sticks on 
their shoulders to carry the palanquin. Such a 

carriage is generally used on arduous tracks 

inthe hills. 
‘Bid [dade] adj punished, convicted, “ra mara 
ke dade."-gau kabir. 

‘we [dadh) » molar, grinder tooth. 2 combustion, 
imflammation.3 extreme pressure, rigidness. 
e.g. “mé teri dadh nahi jhal sakda.” 
we (dadh] S blaze. 

wren [dadhas] n firmness, courage. “dadhas 

ke apne man ko.”-krzsan. 
wre {dadha) adj firm, strong, powerful. Sar. 
“jrs da sahtb dadha hoz.”—brla m 3 var 7. 

2 burt. 3 n fire, blaze. 
wars [dadhal] Dg n boar with tusks. 
‘arat [dadhi] m beard, hanging root of a banyan 
tree. Skt efeer. 2 adj spiteful, jealous. “dadhi 
ke rakheyan ki dadhisi rahzt chati.”-bhugan. 
“Muslims having beard feel jealous of Shi 

3 loud sound, high pitched voice. “bani koi 

dadhi japde hen koi havli japde han.” 
—bhagtavii. 4 feminine of se" e.g. “meni 

dadhi satt vejji he.” 
writ Ff we [dadhi ha dadhal adj strongest of 
the strong; mightiest. “harz dadhi hd 

dadhra.”-var sri m 4. 

wet [dana] adj wide open, spread out. “at he 
jan krdh3 muh dane.”-krrsan, 
3% [dan] Skr¥sn punishment. “ike cakar kav 
nahi danu.”-gau m 5. 2 land revenue, octroi, 

(state) tax. “an ko manke dan ko devat.” 

-GPS. 

wHE [danav] punish. 2 3G" (1) punish. “sdta 

manav duta danav.”-ram kabir. 
we [danu] See a. 

‘wad [dabar] See sue". 
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wag [dabaru) See sez. 2 See saa. 
3B [dabh] n a type of spear grass. 2 mango’s 
spike, bloom of the mango tree. 

we [damer] Skt n scripture of magical 

incantations composed by Lord Shiv numbering, 

five in Varahi Tantar i.e. yogdamar, srvdamar, 
dorgadamar, sarsvatdamar and brahmdamar. 
2 adjunique, exquisite. ‘. 

‘wet [damri] adj expert in practising magical 
incantations. 2 tabor, two-sided drum. “dahakk 
damri uths.”—-ramav, ‘The sound of the tabor 

rises.’ 
wy [damarv], Buy [damru] See sug. 2 sound 

produced by a tabor. 
wHBS (damadol] See sieiss. 
‘gw [damar] tabor, two-sided drum. See sHg. 
“kz damar baje.”—dott. 

‘WE [dar] m branch of atree, tree-trunk. “tarvary 
ek an3t dar sakha.”-ram kabir. ‘Brahma is a 

tree while the entire universe forms its trunks 
and branches.’ 2 row, line, as “kabutra di dar, 
mrzgi di dar.” 3 band, gang. “brn dar brnthi 
dar.”—oSkar. ‘For want of God's fear the 

gathering of the people met with ruin.” 
4 See 3am. 
wes [daran], Fa (darna) v put in, insert. 
2 throw, fling, give up. “man te kabahu na 
darev."—dev m 5. “nanak sarant caran-kamlan 

ki tum na darahu prabhu karte.”-mala m 5. 
“kalmal daran manahz sadharan.”—dev m 5. 

Be (dara) threw, flung. 2 » branch of a tree, 

bough, trunk. 
fe (darr] to a branch. “banphal pake bhur 
girehz bahurt na lagahz darz.”-s kabir. 2 by 
casting; by putting in. “matuki darrdhari.” 
—bria chat m /. meaning ‘shed modesty.” 

‘wet [dari] threw, abandoned. 2 by throwing 

away, by forsaking, by abandoning. 
“mazamagan cale sabhz dari.”-saveye sri 
mukhvak m 5. ‘Votaries of wealth, have 
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departed leaving it behind.’ 3 n branch, twig, 
bough. “brahamu pati brsanv dari."—asa kebir. 
3 [dal] n cholera. 2 puke. 3 Skt branch. “ped 

modha hii katza trsu dal sukSde.”-var gau 
m4. 

‘wrest [dalana] v put in, insert. 2 throw, shed. 

3ndice, 4 rectangular, hexagonal or octogonal 
piece of wood or metal, on which numbers, 
signs or dots are marked. By throwing the dice, 
people find auspicious or inauspicious answers 

to their questions. See udter 2. 
‘wet [dala] n tree-trunk. See 37% 3. “dala stu 
peda gatkavahz.”~asa kabir. 2 put in, inserted 
in, See Ba. 

‘watt (dali) put, inserted. See asa". 2 m branch, 
twig, See sm 3. “malz takhat betha se dali.” 

-var ram 3. ‘He has occupied Guru Nanak’s 
throne, which has several hundred branches.’ 

“dali lage trni janamu gevaza.”-maru solhe 
m3. ‘The Creator is the origin (tree) and the 
deities (gods and goddesses) are His 

branches.’ 3 a bucket decorated with fruit and 

flowers etc, that is presented to a saintly 
person or offered to a friend. “mali racdaliko 

lyae.”-GPS. 
‘Bree [davar) See sed. 2 See Bee. 
wea [davra], Bea" [davra] 7 child, boy. See 

‘we2. 2 left-handed, one who uses his left hand 
in place of the right hand. Saray. 
wry [davaru] See a1, By . 
wee [davla] n extractor of gold or silver from 
a goldsmith’s furnace-ash. See wer. “con cun 
jharad kaddhian, ret vrcahu surna davle.” 

—cSdi 3. 

wes (davral, wear [dive], wedt (davri], FEF 
[davro) Dg n son, daughter, boy, girl. “kulalu 
brahma caturmukh davra.”~mala namdev. 

‘The boy is sculpted by Brahma, the sculptor.” 
wet# [davadol] adj unsteady, wavering, 
insecure, unstable. 
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fate [dzudh] See fegw. 
fate (drudha] adj half plus one, one and a 
half. 2.2 one and a half times’ table. 3 a poetic 

metre, also named dubh3gi and madanhar. It 

has four feet, each foot having forty matras; 
the first pause being on the tenth matra, the 
second on the eighteenth, the third on the thirty- 
second and the fourth on the last, the third and 
fourth feet alliterate; each foot begins with two 
laghus and ends with one guru. 

Example: 
kolgidhar svami Storyami 
jp str penzj hath dhare, sabh dukkh hare. 
kor r3kon raja, dex samaja, 
syalan ko sam stgh kare, bal tej bhare... 
(b) Its 2“ form has each foot with thirty-six 

matras, the first pause being on the sixteenth, 
the second on the next twelfth and the third 
on the last eighth matra. At the 2™ and 3° 

pauses, there are two gurus each with 
alliteration; each foot begins with two laghus. 

Example: 
per-upkar ratdin kerda, dhare na man hskara, 
guru da pyara, bhujbal sath kamave rozi, kade 
na hatth pasara, bin kertara... 
(c) Its 3 form is a poetic metre named phanis. 
Its characteristics are - four feet, each foot 
has forty-two matras, the first pause is on the 
tenth matra, while the second, third, fourth and 

fifth pauses come after every cighth matras 

closing with two gurus. The first three pauses 
have mutual alliteration, as do the 4" and 5* 
pauses among themselves. 

Example: 

jin menmatr tyagi, gurumatz pagi, 
bhe anuragi, sri gurubani, jo sukhdani... 
fA [dzudhi] adj one and a half times. 2 
gateway (for entrance to a house), porch, 
antechamber. 3 principal gateway of a royal 
palace. 
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fate [drudhivala] See set wer. 
for [dzs] Ske 4x sight, eyesight, vision. 2 eye. 
fare (dxsanu] S be seen, be visible, be within 
view. 
forte (drsddal, fate (dzs3do] adj visible, 

within sight. See fam. “se akhria branz jrni 
disSdo maprri.”-var maru 2 m 5. 

fiswa [drkar], 8a (drkar] See Berg. “phrrat 
kahd rendtkrot dakanz.”—carrtr 405, “dakni 
dtker3.”-ramav, 

fire [drkh] See fan. 2 See fu. 
fiw (dxkha] | may see. “mudas drkha prr 
kehia.”—jet ch5t m 5. 2 show (me), give a 
glimpse. 
far (drkhau] See dn. 
frit (¢rkhado} Store. 242. “prri grkhsdo 

ta jivsa.”-var maru 2 m5. 
fet [drkkh) a village in police station and tehsil 

Mansa, district Barnala6f Patiala state, situated 

seven miles to the north-east of Maurh railway 

station. Guru Tegbahadur arrived at a place 

one furlong to the north-west of this village on 
his way to the Malwa region while enlightening 
the people with his message. A pacca house is 
built near this memorial. There is no priest to 
look after it. 

fsa (dig) See fare, 2’ Sit fat according to 
Bhagvat a majestic king, of Nrig Ikshvaku 
dynasty, who performed many ritualistic 

sacrifices on the bank of river Payoshani. One 

cow, donated by him, returned to his herd, 

which he redonated. The Brahman who 
received this offering at first cursed king rig, 
totum into a large-sized lizard. This lizard was 

liberated from the curse by Krishan. “ek bhup 
chatri dzg nama.”-krrsan. See fgat. 
fda [dig] n bend, curve. 2 See fgur. 
faa [dxgna], fear (drgnal v fall, decline. 
“drge na dole kat-hu na dhave.”-ram m 5. 
fart (drgri] £ degree n status, rank. 2 grade, 
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3 testimonial received on passing ai 
examination. 4 decree — a legal order issue: 

by a court, that authorises a party to the suit t 

have some relief or power. 

figars [dtgal] va dialect of Rajputana, in whicl 

Bhat Charan etc used to compose verses 
Now this dialect seems to vary a lot from th: 

current language. 2 adj mean. 3 condemned 
fifar (dt ga) adj bent, curved. 2 n a town it 
tehsil Kharia of district Gujarat, which is nov 

situated on the Lalamusa-Malakval railway 
line. 3 See aware 2. 

‘fur [digh] n fz-wifiy. two paces; distance equa 
to two steps. i.e. equal to one and a half yards 
faz [dzth] n vision, sight, view. 
fsoy [dxthamv] saw, observed. 
fo (dzthra] saw, 
faofamt [dzthrz4] by seeing. 
fod (dzthrol, fae [dzthal, fag [dzthu] saw 
“dithro habh thaz.”—var gau 2 m J. “drthe 

sabho sSsaru."-var gau 2 m 5. “pgatjléde 
dztho me.”—var sor m 3. 
fs [dzthe] saw. “dzthe sabhe thav.”-phunht 
m5. 

fe8 [drthe) on seeing. “dzthe mukat nz 
hovai.”-var vad m 3. 
fs8u [dxthom] saw. 2 I observed. 

fifa (didxm) Skt f8PSH 1 two-sided smal 

drum played with hand that produces 
onomatopoeic sound; proclamation made with 

the beat of a drum. 
fis (din] See fem. 2 Sec 2a, Bm. 
few [drna) gave, donated. “manrku mohz 
mau dina.”—var maru 2 m 5, 

fifa [dib] Skt ft n public disorder, riot. 
2 egg. 3 tung. 4 fear, terror. 

Set (dtbbi] 7 beggar’s bowl; bowl used by a 

mendicant. 
fz [dtbh) Skt <1 n hypocrisy, “dfbh kare 
apni pat khvehe.”-saveye 33. 2 Skt P54 adj 
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foolish, ignorant. 3 n child. “kobhi dfbh sd 

bhujdde.”-GPS. ‘arms like the trunk of a 
young elephant.’ 4 egg. 

far [dfbhaj] come out of egg; born from egg; 
bird, snake etc. 

fA [dtbhi) adj hypocrite, 
faxifinft (dtmdrmi] See féfex. 

fara [drlara) adjhaving robust physique, tall. 
“phat chajat hé at dil drlare."-krrsan. 
fier [drila) See gfyar. 
fawe [dzvdha] one and a half times, one and 
ahalf, “drvdha cunat bhai tupkhana.”—carztr 
332. ‘decided upon artillery.’ 2 See fag". 
faefe [dzvdhz), faeet [dzvdhi] See fate. 

fs® {drve] gives, may give. “kurSk jese nad 
sunt sravani hiv drve.”-asa chit m 5. 

fra [dry] See few. “day jivdhar.”-gurusobha. 
‘resolved in the mind.’ : 
i [dil transform of #f (of). 2 Siz vr fly in the 
air. 
‘he [dias] or Sve [dihar] adj flying in the air 
(sky). See af. 2 n vulture, kite. “dihar dal kak 
cil j5buk karal bhil.”-saloh. 3 demoness, 

mentioned in Purans as one who loiters in the 
sky. “masan bhut diar kul nacé.”~saloh. “dihar 
nzai muhz phakzo re."-fogi m 5. ‘devoured 
me like a demoness.” 
wiv [dih] P 2a n town, village. 2 remains of a 
ruined village. “jSgal me 1k dih purani.”-GPS. 
tug [dihar] See haa. , 
Wor {dihya}, stg (dihu] 5 wef Pkt fenkt Ske 
fer n day. “jo jo vine dihya suo umer hath 
pavinhr.”-s forid, 
wer (dik) » satiety, saturation. 2 flame of fire. 

“dik aganz ki uthi."-carrtr 195. 3 eyelid; 
cataract. 4 long sip, draught taken in one 
breath. 

‘Wat [dig] n sense of fall, decline; downfall. See 
ifr, 2 an ancient town in Bharatpur state, 
which has a beautiful tank and two buildings 
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named Savan and Bhadon, with attractive 

singing fountains in them. There exists an old 

fort there, Deeg is situated between Bharatpur 

and Mathura. 

‘wWtar [dig] n pride. 2 boast, vaunt. 3 bend, curve. 
‘tam [digan] n downfall, decline; act of falling. 

“digen dola tau lau.”—asa m J. 

‘Star@er [digandola} state of wavering or being 
unsteady. See stars. 

‘feva [digar) adj arrogant, boastful. 
aifer [digz] having fallen, on falling. See ster, 
“re man dig na dolie.”~sava m J. “manu digr 
dolr na jax kat-hi.”-brla ch3t m J. 

‘Btw [digh] See fiFw. 
‘Wis [dith] See fas. 2 on looking. “mera kamalu 

brgse s3t dith.”-mali m 5. 
wot [ditha] See fscr. “kevadu vada ditha hor.” 
~sodaru. 

wife [dithr] 7 sight, vision. “chike par teri 

bahutu dithr.”-basst kabir. 
Bifone [dithza] saw. 2 came to sight. “kar 
képohr sxrv dol nenz na dithza.”-jet ch5t m 
5. 

sitet (dithi] n saw. “saket ki brdhr nenahu 

dithi.”-ram m 5. 
‘8D [dithv] See fag. “jesa satrguru sunida teso 
hime dithu.”-var ram 2 m 5. 
Sige [dithula] saw, have seen. “virle kahu 

dithula.”-dhana namdev. 
HB [dithe) See fad. “kotz phala darsan gur 
dithe.”-fodi m 5. 

‘wis [did] n line, streak. 
‘he [didh] adj firm, determined, strong. 
wis [din] See fant. 2 See Ute. 3 Skt n flight. 

Bt BF (di boi] See wret. 
‘dhe [dimdam] » ostentation, luxurious living. 

‘is [dil] n body’s height, stature. 2 physique, 
body. 

‘ter [dila} 1 a kind of weed that grows in wet 
soil during the rainy season. It grows particularly 
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in paddy fields. 
‘Sie [dilara) adj having good physique; tall. 
gRae [dusaknal v sob; weep with hiccups. 

‘gre (duska} n sobbing. 2 sigh of grief. 

Pagal [dukduki] n small and light two faced 
tabourine producing sound on beating with 

laced knots. 
Fa (dukra] See Faw". 
Fae [dukkna] x hit, strike the target. 

‘Far (dukka] m clenched fist, punch. 2 See ger. 
Be [dukh], THs" [dukhya] » pain, suffering. S 
WY. “dukhe kor na dukh.”-var maru 2 m 5. 
“habhe dukhye ulah.”—var jet. 

‘wt [dukhi] adj grieved. “dukhi repr vrhaz.” 
—s farid. 

wa (dukhu] See xu. 

‘FagA [dugdugil See Faget. See fEfex. 
Fae (duggerl See gar. 
Bee [dungar] See yaw. “age doner dhodhli.” 
-m | bino. : 

‘BBy [dudahv) n sob, hiccupp, sigh. 

wagftar [dudahultkka) adj sobbing, weeping 
with hiccups. “dudahulrkka ma puche.”-BG. 
‘Dhruv asks his mother, sobbing.” 
Wa [dudda] adj lame, lameness. 
Fa (duddhi) a village in police station Ladwa, 
tehsil Thanesar, district Karnal. A gurdwara in 
memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands in this 

village. It was built in Sammat 1980, with 
collective effort put in by the villagers with 
great devotion. It is situated 10 miles to the 

east of Kurukshetar railway station and is two 

miles away from the G T. Road. 

Bg (dudhv] $n curd, yoghurt. 
wwett (dubaki) n dive, action of submerging in 
water, dip. 2 short-statured wild duck, which 

dives a lot in water. 
‘gaz [dubna) v submerge into water, sink. 2 set 

(used for the sun). 3 be destroyed. 4 get 
absorbed, get engrossed. 
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afe [dubonz] of sinking, “bere dubanz nahr 
bhav.”-sava m J. 

wae" [dubda] adv drowning, sinking. “dubde 
patharu melzlehu.”—maru solhe m 3. 

fe [dubz] having sunk. “dubz mue bag 
bapure.”-var vad m 3. 
wfaur (dubryal dive, dip. “jab dubrya kaht 
bhupatz lina.”-carrtr 366. 
wade [dubSda), FH [dubsdo] adv sinking. adj 

who sinks/drowns. “jo dub3do apr, soterae kn 

khe?”-var maru 2 m5. ‘How can a drowning 
person be the saviour of others?” 
ah (dubbi] See ghar. 
FF [dobh], FH [dem] nm deep pit within a stream, 
reservoir tank formed by a river. 2 cavity in 

the ground; pit. 

WHE [dumna), FHE [domnal, Fe [dumnil, 
‘gH [dumno] adjdouble-minded, in twominds, 
diffident, hesitant. “hs calsi dOmna.”-suhi 

forid. Here h3s means a living soul. “hsbhi 
vipa dumni.”-sri m 1. 
fh [domz) in the pit. “gsde domz paiasv.” 
—var srim 5. 

‘Fe [domu] See FH, 
wAe [dumeta] of a low-caste family. “rku 
dumeta nal he.”-JSBB. 
‘WASH [dumeli) a village in the Kapurthala state. 
See tarrfua 5. 
gee" [duravna), gfowrGe" [durrauna] v 
attach with a string. See 37@z". “ghore sig 
lin durzar.”-GPS. 
wae (dulna] See Tye. 2 Sce Fax. 

ES" [dulhna] v spill; flow. 2 scatter, disperse. 
‘Fes [dullat) shaky. See 3a3. 
¥ [du] adj two. 2 transform of ¥. See ¥. 

¥ (da) part from. 2 trasisform of ¥. See ¥. 
gfe [dux) adj two. “sukh ghatau duz.”=var 
maru 2 m5. ‘pleasure is just momentary.’ 
y= [duka] » clenched fist with the thumb 
pressed between the pointing finger and the 
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middle finger. “lat musatz dukan parhorhi.” 

-saloh. 
FR [dugor), Fare [dager] Dg n mountain, hill. 
Skt GRA high mountain. “rkt ban mahr 
besahz dugarz asthanu.”—ram am 1.2 nhill- 

top, hillock. 
FaPEH [dugardas} a devoted follower of Guru 

Ram Das from Takiar subcaste. 
ats dugorr] at the hilltop. “dugerz vasu trkha 
ghani.”-o5kar. dugar means arrogance in this 

context. 2 in the mountain. 
Ya (ddgarv] See Faw. “dugaru dekhr 
daravno.”—sri a m J. Here it means the next 

world, =, 
fur [daghal adj deep; fathomless. 
FRE (dujro], FAI [dujra), FAI (dujro), FA 
{dujal, g# [dujo] adjthe other. “kor na drse 
dujro.”-sri cht m 5. 
FF [dudh] See fe and 3z, 
¥F [duna] See 3. 
2 [dubna] v See gaz". “dubat pahan, probhu 
mere lije.”-suhi m 5. 

‘eft (dubz) after sinking. “dubz mue ahskari.” 
~ramam3. . 

FA [dum], FH [dim] Skt BH, FH and de. These 
three terms are used in Sanskrit for member 

of a low-caste of Muslim as well as of Hindu 

bards. Bhai Mardana, an ardent devotee of 
Guru Nanak Dev, belonged to this caste. The 
rebeck players, Satta and Balwand etc, were 

also ums. See, the heading of the third var of 

Ramkali, viz: 

“ramkali ki var rar balvédz tatha sate dum 

akhi.” 

PAR [dumnal See FHE.2.1 2 species of honey 
bee found in the hills. It is large in size and 

chases (the attacker) furiously. 

yf [dumz] the dum, the dums. See gu. 

3€ [dev] give, hand over. 
8e [deudha] See fetw. 
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BE [deudhi] See fateh. 
3¢€ [deu) giving, (1) give. “anandeucrt."-var 
jet. 
Be (deil (1) give. “dei srsv utarz."-var maru 
2m5. ‘..offer (my) head in sacrifice.” 
3u [deh] Skreg, fee n day. See E day. “nanak 
melu na cukai rati ate deh,”"—var sor m J. 2 See 

‘2a, 3 The term dehvala aphsar (the officer of 

the day) has become popular in the Indian 
Army. 

Say [dehmu] See wus and dy. 
‘Bae [dehra] See a0". 
‘Saerfoe (dehrasahzb] a gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Nanak Dev situated to the north of 

village Lohar in police station Sarahali, tehsil 

‘Tam Taran, district Amritsar, It is situated about 
one and a half mile west of village Jamarae. 

Initially the village was named Patthevind. Guru 

Nanak’s father Baba Mehta Kalu belonged to 
this village, but he lived in Talwandi because 
of his job. First of all, Guru Hargobind got this 

holy place built in memory of Guru Nanak Dev. 
Now a beautiful shrine has come up here. An 
organising committee has been constituted by 

the people of the region for the development 
of the gurdwara, Sardar Bhan Singh of Jamarae 
has performed commendable service for the 
shrine on the persuasion of the people of the 
area. A Khalsa Middle School has come up 
close to the gurdwara, and it has a pucca 

building. This holy place is situated ten miles to 
the south-east of Tarn Taran railway station. 

The annual religious congregation is held on the 

full moon day of Chet, Harh and Kattak, 2 See 
Quo foe, 
‘oe wer waa [dehra baba nanak] See 27s" 
wer Be. 
‘Sum (dehla] See Ser. 
308 (dehl6] a town in tehsil and district 
Ludhiana, which itself is a police station. Jt is 
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situated about two miles to the east of Kila 
Raipur railway station. To the north there is 
a gurdwara of Guru Hargobind near this 

village. The Guru stayed here while going 
from Jagera to Gujjarwal. Only a memorial 

stands there. 
Bfa [deh™} See 3d 1. 2 gives. “jru ton kolu 

Pirie ratu na bhori dehz.”—var sor m 3. 

‘Behat (dehiz} I (female) give. “trsu age manu 

dehis.”=jet chSt m 5. 
‘Ba [dek] a rivulet which emerges from the slope 
of the mountain on the boundary of Jammu 
and Sialkot and merges with river Ravi after 

flowing through the districts of Gujranwala and 

Sheikhupura. This stream remains flooded for 
several days during the rainy season. 2 Skt 

ar nchinaberry, a shady tree with leaves like 
those of margoss tree (nm). Its wood is very 

light and soft. Musical instruments like sitar, 
Quitar etc are made of its wood. Its fruit is 

beneficial for the treatment of piles. Z Melia 

Sempervirens. 
Bue [dekhan] v see. “dekhan ku mustaku.” 
-var maru 2 m5. 

@weaa {dekhanhar] adj who sees. “dekhe 
dekhanhar.” —maru am /. 

‘Bw (dekhau] (1) see, may see. “mukh dekhau 
palak chadz.”=var jet. 2 viewer. 3 only for 
showing. 

@y [dekhu] see, look. “bra nehu kurava 

dekhu.”-var maru 2 m 5. 

@ (dekhe] sees, looks. See Buawd. 
Baz (degnal, Fae [degna] v fell, throw. 
30s [dedro] Dg n frog, toad. Skt v¥s. 
¥ Idedh] adj one and a half. 
deny Ju (dedhmasia tap] See Su (@). 

{demhu] » two mouths; a poisonous creature 

which pricks with its stings grown on its mouth 
and back. 2 wasp. 3 yellow homet. 

‘Be [der] See 2e. 
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@e [dera] n dwelling place. “dada dera zhu 
nahi.”—baven. 2 tent. 

3a wea [dera nanak], Fo wa Awe [dera 
baba nanak] See Quer war wea. 
Ba (deri) See ZH, 2 n two-sided small drum. 

“damakk damderi.”~c5di 2. 3 adj curved, 
bent. “b3ke bal pag strz deri.”~sor ravrdas. 
‘3a [dela] n eyeball. 2 unripe fruit of wild caper. 

3 jasmine like plant that has white flowers. It 
blooms fully in winter. It is also called Bela. L 

Jasminum Pubescens. In Sanskrit it is called 
kad. 

‘Behr [delia] ma flowery plant that generally 
grows at a cold place. As of marigold plant, its 
flowers are of many colours. Dahlia. Its roots 
are like bulbs of esculent tuberous root, which 
when sown grow into plants like the marigold 
flower. Its flowers have seeds inside. A dahlia 
flower has no fragrance. 
39 [delhd] See Sue. 
en [devsa) v (1) will give. “thu manu tekd 
devsa.”-suhi m 5 gunvéti. 
eri (devsil she (will give), (he) will give. 
3ez [devanu] v give, donate, offer. 
3 {do} adj two. 

‘et (doi) 1 small ladle, a type of spatula, serving 
or stirring spoon. “pari tir doi.”"-GPS. 2 large 
metallic ladle with a wooden handle used by 

sweetmeat makers. 
‘8H {dos}, Fa [dosra], SA [dosa] Skt Orn 
vice, flaw, blemish, “mSpu kucaji Smavant 

dosre."-suhi m J kucajl. 
Ba [doh] Sn vice, blemish, defect. 

‘Bae [dohra] See Bue". 2 a large bowl-shaped, 

ladle with a small handle. 3 two-sided, double. 
“s3ghar dohre.”-cSdi 3. ‘battle on two fronts.’ 

Borate [dohaganr], Sa [dohagni) adj 
widowed, deserted. Skt Ea unlucky 
woman.“bharamz bhuli dohagni na prru 5kz 
semar.”-sri am 1. 
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dt [dohi] See 2a. 
Baw {dokra}, Fact [dokri] Dg old man, old 

woman, extremely aged man or woman. 

Bad [dokro} Dg son, male child. 
ar (doka] m milk flowing from the udder into 
the teats. 2 period during which a cow or a 

buffalo undergoes desire for impregnation. 
‘Bag [dogar] aclan descended from the Rajputs. 
Dogars are mostly Muslims and keep cows 
and buffaloes. So their colonies are mostly 

seen on the banks of the rivers. They are 
largely settled on the banks of Satluj in district 

Ferozepur. In our view, the word Dogar has 
originated from the Sanskrit word 27%] meaning 
milcher (who milches cows), 
Faw (dogar] See Faw. 
Baz" [dogra] adj dwelling in Faw (hills). 22a 
clan of Rajputs, that includes the ruling dynasty 
of Jammu. 

Sat [dogri] wife of a Dogar. 2 a village in 
tehsil and district Ludhiana. A gurdwara in 

memory of the sixth Guru stands there. 3 a 
dialect spoken by the Dogras. 
Bar [dégal.n small boat, boat house. 
‘38 [dod] 7 hilly crow. 2 a village in Malwa, 
which is situated seven kohs to the west of 
Jalal. Guru Gobind Singh visited this place. 

Now a gurdwara stands in the territory of 

Lambhwali. See sae. 
Bw" [doda) n fruit of poppy. 2 anything looking 
like the seed pod of poppy e.g. nut of lotus. 
Ba (dodi] n bud of an unbloomed flower. 
2 bud-shaped button. 
‘3F [dodo] n magpie. 
Be" [dodha] See faGer. “dodhe ganan savar.” 
-NP. ‘reciting the tables of one and a half as 

well as one and a quarter.’ 
Be [dona] Skt Zz n an improvised cup or 
bowl made from leaves of trees. 

Sue" [dobna], Far [dobna] v iramerse in some 
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liquid, give a dip. 
a (dobal dip, dive, immersion. 2 swoon, 
unconsciousness. 

Bfit (dobr] having immersed (in water). 
BB [dobe] immersed (in water). “‘dubrdha dobe 
purv.”-srim J. 
34 (dom) See Pr. “dom c3dar malech man 
sor.”-brla ravidas. 
38 [dor] ” thread, cord, string. “hathz ta dor 
mukhr khato t3bor.”-gau kabir. ‘there is leash 
of a kite, a hawk or a horse etc in the hand 

and a betel leaf in the mouth.’ 2 Skt gage 
armlet, bracelet. “har dor ras pat patsbar.” 
~tukha barshmaha. 3 disposition. “dor rahilrv 

lai.”-gav kabir. 
Be [dora] See 4, 2 See Ba", “dar layo dora 
maht tabe.”-corztr 251. 3 adj dumb, deaf. 
“nam na sunai dora.”—asa m 5. 
Bee [doraunal v tie with a string; bridle a 
horse. 
‘fe [dort] See sat. . 
Bfee (dorrka] 1 palanquin; carriage for 
women who observe purdah. “garh ke lahrt 
dorrka dhari.”~carrtr 199. ‘They placed the 

palanquin down on seeing the fort.’ 2 See Sat. 
Ba [dori] n cord, especially a rope tied to a 
bucket (or a pail) to draw water from a well. 
‘Skt @erJ2 palanquin; sedan chair covered with 
curtains. “dur {rkax utarkar dori.”-GPS. 
3 measuring chain, rope or chain used for 

measuring land. “dori puri mapahr nahi.” 
~suhi kabir, 4 woolen or coloured cord of silk 

or cotton used for tying the hair a woman into 
pigtail. 5 devotion, attachment, love 
“carankamal sSgx lagi dori.”-nat m 5. “dori 
lapatrahi caraneh sdgz.”-sar m 5, “sorumsdal 

mahz dori dhare.”—retanmala b5no. 6 fame, 
repute. “jagat vice dori ubbhargai jo nanak ji 
vada bhagat peda hoza he."-JSBB. 7 adjdeaf, 
hard of hearing. 8 Kabir Panthis call the 
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branches of their sect dori and divide the sect 
into twelve and a half branches. 

‘3dr [doria] n fine variety of cloth with stripes. 
Fe [dol] Skt 2% n swing. 2 pail tied to a rope 
used for drawing water from the well. “dolu 

badha kasz jevri.”-gav.am J. ‘a living being is 
like a pail tied to the rope (destiny). 3 a species 
of jujube tree, which gives sweet and plumpy 
fruit, has thick trunk and is relatively tall. Its 
wood is used as timber. 4 palsy, jerk. 5 swelling 
caused in a wound by excessive movement. 
Beez [dolan], Fan (dolan], Ba [dolna] v Skt 
as, hang, oscillate, swing. “maza dolon 
lagi."-gau kabir. ‘Fascinated by the outward 

transient beauty, the world of illusion began to 
flutter.’ 2 instability of mind. “dolan te rakhahu 
prabhu.”—baven. 3 having no faith. “man, 

dig na dolic."-sava m 1. 
set [dolni] n earthen vessel for chuming; 

vessel in which curd is chumed. “mara dolni 
pavan jhakolanhar.”-s kabir. 
‘Be [dola] n large palanquin, veiled palanquin 
to carry women (in purdah). Skt 8a". See Sat. 
2 bride seated in palanquin. 3 playfulness. 
“digan dola tau lav jau man ke bharma.”-asa 
m5. 

Ber Bs (dola dena] v give one’s daughter in 
marriage. 

fits [dolz] by wandering about, by getting astray, 
“tut dolz dolz sramu paro.”-mala m 5. 
‘FH [doli) Skt Fae, palanquin; veiled box fitted 
with poles to be bore on men’s shoulders. 
2 woman. 3 wife. 
‘Fe [dolu] See a. 
Sz [dolet] wobbling; shaking. “nahi dolet.” 
-brlam 5. 

88 [dole] oscillates, wobbles, shakes. 2 causes 
to shake, wobble. “dole vau na vada hor.” 
~ram m 1. ‘The wind does not cause the lamp 
to wobble and hence the light does not go out.” 
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® [43] See sf. 
Fst [d5di] See fete. 
88 [dor] low boundary, raised boundary Jines 
between the fields. “khet dor par sarab 

hakare.”-GPS. 2 mode. 3 form; shape. 

By (dorul See Gy and wg. 
Fes [dol] See Fz. 

Bas [dolna] v chisel, design. 

Be [dola) 2 upper arm between the shoulder 
and the elbow; (person’s) physical strength. 
WH [dds] Skt € n sting. “nar ntdak dis 
Jagaza.”-ram m 4. 
‘at (45k) n big drum, kettledrum. “bajigar d3k 
bajai.”-sor kabir. 2 thin and shinning sheet of 
silver which is fitted below a jewel to enhance 
its glamour. 3 sting. 
az [dakat] beats a drum; employs adrumstick. 
“dholan bajar dakat damam.”-GPS. ‘beating, 
the kettledrums.’ 

Sar [d3ka] n drumstick; club for beating a 
drum, 2 kettledrum, big drum. Skt €a. 
82 [kSke] plural of dar. See dar. 2 blocked. 
“mrtg naht dke.”-rudr. 

‘Sat [kog] m sting; bite of a poisonous insect. 
2 sharp sting of insects like the wasp, scorpion, 

mosquito having poison in it; sting, “machar dag, 
sazr bhar subharu.”-tukha barahmaha. 3 time, 

period. 4 dawn and dusk. e.g. ‘us nd do dig 
roti khavai.’ 

SaewG [dgtapau) adj just enough to subsist 
or pass time. 

Ware? [ddgnal v sting, bite. See far 1 and 2.2 sew 
coarsely; stitch coarsely as “bori dagidi he.” 
ara [dsgar] n cattle, animal. 2 Skt SX wheat- 
chaff. 3 attendant. 4 adj mean, base. 

‘Fate [dSgori) n stick to drive animals. 2 club. 

‘8 [d3ju) S pain, ache. 2 sorrow, grief. 
Sv [43jh), Fo" (ddjha], FF (43jho] n thirst. S 
wee and S¥. “prabhu mriza ta cuki d3jha.” 
—asa m5. “‘man thia thdha cuki d3jha."-vad 
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chat m 5.2 pain, ache, “janam maran ki mztvi 

dajha.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 desire, wish. “atr 
trsna udne ki d3jh.”—mala m J. 
¥z [d3d] noise, din. “déti d3d ubhari.”-cSdi 3. 
2 Skt WS club, staff, rod. “did kem3dal stkha 

sutu.”-bher m J. 3 punishment. “jam det 
3d.”—basSt am 5. 4 short for AES, “d3d dukul 
bhae trh ke.”"~krrsan. ‘Both arms tumed into 
two banks (of a river).’ 5 a kind of excercise 

of arms, which is done by lying prostrate on 
the ground just like a straight rod. “donaho 
kal did ko pele.”-GPS. 
Bas [dsdut], Saga deer [dadut badnal, FaGhT 
(dédutz] Siz q7ear] n act of lying prostrate on 
the ground, See »Aciayann. “kari dSdevt punv 

vada he.”-sohzla. “d3dautrb3dna anzk bar.” 
—bavan. 

Sees [dsdkar] Skt SHRI n an ancient 
forest, which spread from Vindhya to the bank 

of river Godavari. See @3at 2. “dadkar ke bic 
jobe trry ve gai.”—carrtr 149. 
Waas (dsddharl, Seats [dsddharz], Sars 
[d3ddhar], Sead [dsddhari] adjclub wielding, 

carrying club. 2 » mace-bearing, gate keeper. 
3 king. 4 god of death; Yam. 5 potter. 6 celibate. 
7 ascetic. “kahu ho daddharz ho.”-gaum 5. 
ash [d5dli] punished; caused distress, “dukh 
na dSdli.”-kalr m 5: 
Fas [dadvat] See FG. 
Fa" [dda] n club, staff. “jam kal sohahz szrz 
dda he.”-sohria. 2 stick kept by an ascetic. 
“d5da midra khftha adhari.”—bzla kabir. 

Baw (d5dal] Dg n large kettledrum, which is 
beaten with a drumstick. 
‘at [d5di] n small stick or club. 2 beam of a 

balance to which two pans are tied. “jrhba 
di thu ghatu chaba.”—maru m J. 3 straight 

track. 4 musical string instrument — Indian lute 

or lyre-commonly known as Veena, having 

gourd-shells at both ends with bass bars on its 
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belly. “bhaubhau doz pat laz jogi, th sorirkarr 
d3di.”-ram a m 3. See us. 5 Skt cftsq adj 

club bearer, 6 n ascetic. “kahi didi hve 
padhare.”-akal. 7 See ait 5. 

afb [dsdia] adjclub bearing, 2 who punishes. 
3 king. 4 Yam, the god of death. 
BBs (d5dot] See dss. 
8s [dan], $5 [dsnv] 7 penality, punishment. 
2 fine, penality. 3 S land revenue, tax, levy, 
toll. 
Be (daph), Fz [dsphu] Skr€g n dissimulation. 
“dS5phu karahu kia prani?”-asa pati m J. 

“jhutha d5phu jhutho pasari.”-sukhmani. 
2 a musical instrument of U.P. like a small 
two-sided drum, but different from a tabor. 
da [3b] Skt S| vr deceive, cheat. 

Suz [dsbar] short for »rsas. 2 canopy, large 
open tent. 3 Skr sound. 4 community, group, 
assembly. 
3 [d3bh] 7 dissimulation, false practice. See 
dae. 
We [dsbhnal, SHe" (dSmna] v brand, ignite 
the detonator of a gun with buming matchlock. 
“tab babak ne d3bh palita.”-GPS. “dam dam 

sanh ujari mutta.”-BG. ‘The bull was set free 
in the wilderness after branding it.” 

‘wae [dyach] both the eyes. “brkat bak bad 
dyach bado‘abhrman dhare man.”-paras. 
2 one having tall and robust physique. 
Baw [dyodha] See fae and 3fer. 
wit (dyodhi] See fagei. 
wives [dyodhidarl, sivtew [dyodivan), 
sidieer [dyodhivala] gatekeeper, janitor. 
2. an official in the Indian states (especially 
Punjab) who keeps watch over the employees 
of the royal palace and no person can enter 

the antechamber without his consent. The 

people can meet the ruler only through this 
employee; chamberlain. 

WH [dram] Sce BH. 
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‘ww [dhaddha) nineteenth character of Punjabi 

script having retroflex plosive sound. 2 Sktn 
drum. 3 dog. 4 snake. 5 sound, voice. 6 adj 
devoid of quality, worthless. 
wr [dhaua] n an ancient copper coin, 
equivalent to half'an anna. 

‘wetor (dhaia] n mathematical table of two- 
and-a-half. 2 period of two-and-a-half 

years during which Saturn (planet) has its 

effect. 3 weighing measure of two and a 

half seers. 
‘a ([dhah] n bank of a river eroded by water 
currents. 2 erosion by water currents, 

subversion. 3 downfall, decline, collapse. 
‘wofa [dhahagz] will fall, will collapse. “kaci 

dhahagr drval.”—basst m 1. 
‘wae (dhahna], vue [dhahna] v fall, collapse. 
2 get destroyed, be ruined. 3 be defeated in 

wrestling; fall flat on the ground, 4 become 
humble by renouncing the ego. See efaz’. 5 soften 
after giving up harshness “loha marenz paie 
dhahe na hoz kapas.”-var majh m 1. 
‘Wa [dhaha] steep river bank formed due to 
erosion by water currents; ravine, 2 support; 
refuge. “se lede dhaha phzrahi.”-var gu] m 
4.3 tactics, tricks. as in “oh juaria te garabia 
de dhahe carhgra.” 
wfa (dhahz] on falling, on collapsing. 
2 imperative form of wfae’, 
faz (dhahzna), wfas [dhahina) See woe". 

“sattgur age dhahipav.”-var sor m3. “nanak 
gorib dhohrpata duare.”-suhi a m 4. 
wawqer [dhahe cathna] v fall a prey to, be 
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inveigled by. See Ya" 3. 
w2 (dhahe] falls. 2 softens. See waz". 
‘Wae [dhakan] See wae and az. 

wast (dhakna], waa" [dhakna] v cover. Skt 
furs. “dhakan ku patz meri.”—var guj2 m 5. 
waa [dhakv3j} n false ostentation, 
dissimulation, fraud, pretence. 

wane (dhakosla] n act of deceiving someone; 
tactic devised for the purpose. 

‘watt (dhakolil] a village, in police station and 
tehsil Dera Bassi of Kalsia state, which is 

situated at a distance of two miles from 
Ghaggar railway station. A gurdwara named 
Bauli Sahib in memory of the tenth Guru stands 

half mile to the north of this village. The Guru 

visited this place while going to Anandpur from 

Paonta and dug out water by hitting the ground 
with a spear, A beautiful tank is constructed at 
this place. Land measuring forty vighas is 
attached to the gurdwara. The priest is a 
baptised Sikh. 

‘War [dhakk] 1 @ wild tree, Butea frondosa. See 
‘we and UgyH, 2 prisoner, bonded labourer. 3 cover, 

veil. “dhahe dhal dhakks.”-VN. ‘covers created 

by the shields vanished.” 
WaE [dhakkan), xs [dhakkan) lid to cover a 
utensil. 2 Skt SIH act of shutting the doors, 
bolting the doors, 

War (dhakka], Wy [dhakva] Si Ten big drum, 
kettledrum. 2 tabor. 

wae [dhagan] poetic mode consisting of three 

matras, Ithas the following types: IS, 5, Il. 
War [dhagga] S ¥at 7 ox. 2 animal. 
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‘we [dhat] 7 fleshy crest on the neck of an ox. became amillitary officer of Madho ji Sindhia 

Skt FIR. in 1785 and fought many battles for him during, 
‘eet (dhata] 1 stud, male ox, bull; bultock. 

‘war [dhatona] See #e", See ufsecar, 

‘wor [dhatha] See ¥er. 2 adj demolished. 
‘wooo (dhathia], eat (dhathia] fallen, ruined. 

“qhathia kamr na avni.”-suhi m J. 
‘WB (dhad], ¥@ [dhadh] 2 a kind of light, two- 
sided tabor. 2 musical harmonium looking like 

a tabor, which is played with the right hand 

fingers while holding it firmly with the left hand, 
The singers, playing on it, are known as 

dhadis. 
‘ew [dhadha] the character. “dhadha dhddhat 
koh phrrahu?"-bavan. 2 pronunciation of €. 
ew [dhadhar] 1 ballad singer who plays the 
tambourine. 2 tabor, drum. “dhamakke 

dhadhars.” —c5di 2. 
Seo [dhadhora] See fede. 
‘Wier [dhadholna] v search, explore. 
wefs [dhadholr] searching, exploring. See 
‘wee. “bahu sastra bahu stmrzti pekhe sareb 
dh3dholz.”-sukhmani. 
wus [dhapna], sua [dhapna] v cover, hide, 
conceal. Skt fuars, 
Wa [dhab] See wg. 
‘weet (dhabai] In Panth Parkash, Sardar Rattan 
Singh mentions Count Benoit de Boigne by this 

name. “huto dhabai pharasis phrragi.”-PPP.' 
The Count was born in Chambry, a town 

of France in 1751 AD. After serving at many 

places in Europe for brief periods, he came to 
India in 1777 AD and the next year joined the 
service of East India Company. He then 
*This name finds reference in a poem of the court poet 
Bansi of Maharaja Mahendar Singh of Patiala state: 
marhatla nexp atx bali dakKhan j5ko des. 
roger satara me suni 2h rejdhani bes. 
ako nz} nokar hoto pharasis rk bir. 
nam ghabai tas kq huto bedo randhir. 
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1787-88. He left India because of his 

misunderstanding with the Marhattas and went 

back to his native land in 1795. 
‘aa [dhabu] n mode, custom, tradition, manner, 
“nahi sdt ka dhabu.”—dhana m J. 

‘war [dhabua] Mv n money. 2 coin, currency. 
“ughart gata jese khota dhabua nadarz 
sorapha aza."-asa m 5. 
‘4x [dhamak] 1 sound produced by drums etc; 
thumping sound; noise produced by the rolling, 
of drums. 
‘wre? [dhamkave] produces thumping sound, 
plays on tabor. “berad cadhe davru 

dhamkave.”-g5d namdev. 
wa [dhamak], wHta (dhamakal, wa 
[dhamsk] See Ha. 

‘waae [dharakna), eas" [dharakna] v slide, 

roll down, drop, slip. 2 get inactive, get lazy. 
“caren rahe kar dharakz pare hé.”—asa kabir. 

‘waar [dharma] v thaw, melt. 2 relent; grow fond 

of. “ald chotz jagat kau lage ta par tuhi dhare.” 
—-maru revidas. 3 roll down, slide downward. 

‘wsas [dhalhal] n sound produced by mutual 
collision of shields. “qhalhal dhal3.”-ramav, 

‘waa [dhalak] » slope, slant. 2 v imperative form 
of wma, 
waae (dhalakna], e5a0" [dhalakna] v roll 

down. 2 slip, topple. 3 wither. 4 shift from the 

original position. 

‘waar [dhalna] See waar, 2 wither, dry up. 
“pabant kere pat jrudhalz dholz jomanharv.” 
-srim 1. 

‘weet (dhalva] adj shaped in a cast from the 
molten metal. 2 sloping. 

wees [dhalvan], we [dhalvan] 7 slope, 

slant, descent. 
‘fs [dhalz] on melti 
from its original posit 

, after melting. 2 away 
n 
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foyfe 
wfergfs (dhalzdhulz] adv after withering and 
drying up. See waar. 
W8a [dhalet] soldier equipped with a shield. 

“age calaht dhalet kuch, gahr khargaru 
dhale.”-GPS. 

WG [dhau) adj destructive. 2 two and a half. 
we (dhail adj two and a half; 244. 
webr (dhaia] See wetur. 
we} we [dhai ghar] See wt. 
wet de waret & [dhai phatt larai de) “mrlen 
bhajan rh sare doz. lat mar mukkan addha 

soz.”—PPP. 

wHe [dhasna], eG [dhasna] back-rest; 
refuge; shelter; support. 2 cushion; pillow. 

‘Wa (dhah] n erosion caused by the flow of a 
river. 2 idea of fall or defeat. 3 lament. “dhaha 

maran hor nzsige.”-BG. 
wag (dhahano], #5 [dhahan], war [dhahna] 
v demolish, destroy. “dhahan lage 

dharemrat.”-bavan. 2 See efor, 

‘wa (dhaha] 7 steep river bank formed due to 

erosion by the river water. “jru dariave 

dhaha.”-s farid. 
wfs [dhahz] by felling, by demolishing, by 
razing. “dhahe dhahz usare ape.”-vad m / 
alahani. 
wfant [dhahra] demolished. See waar. 

2 forged, designed. “valu chalu karrke khavde 

muhahy kuyu kusatu trni dhahza.”-var sri 
m4, 

wye" (dhahuna] See want, 
wa (dhak) » a wild tree, Butea frondosa. “so 

kul dhak palas."-s kabir. ‘That dynasty is a 

leaf of the Ghakk tree.’ See wa 2. 2 waist, 

hip, lumbar, See we2, 3 hip, lap. 4 bush, shrub, 
5 slope of a hill. 6 See waar. 7 hill people of 
Ebtabad district call autumn dhak. 
wa [dhakan] v cover, conceal, hide. “dhakan 

kau rk hare."-fodi m 5. 2 n-curtain. “dhakan 
dhakr gobfd gur mere.”-bria m5. 
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wawars [dhakenhar] adj who covers. 
“qhakanhare prabhu hamare.”-tukha chit 
m5. 

wauen [dhakplas) leaf of a dhakk tree. See 

UFR. 
Wart [dhaka) an ancient city and district 

headquarters in Bengal, which is at a distance 

of 254 miles to the north-east of Calcutta, It is 
situated on the bank of Buddhi Ganga. The 

temple of Dhakeshwary Devi is located there. 

Fine muslin and most delicate thin fabrics of 

Dhaka were very popular in India during the 
earlier times. Guru Nanak Dev visited this 
place in Sammat 1564 while Guru Tegbahadur 
came in Sammat 1723. Elegant gurdwaras 

have been built to commemorate these 
historical events. The gurdwara in memory of 
Guru Nanak Dev is popularly known as Charan 

Paduka, 
In Guru Partap Suray Bhai Santokh Singh 

this describes the ninth Guru’s travel to Dacca: 
1m ketak din mahf gosai, 

dhake pahuce dal samudai, 
hake nagar majhar masSd, 
basahz bulakidas brad, 

tis ki mat bridha bahv tan ki, 

badilalsa gurudarsan ki, 
kare prem nzj sadan majhara, 
guru hrtek pray3k sudhara, 
astaran s6 chadan karyo, 
sejbid s3g kas ker dharyo. 
tul sudhar apne hath, 
pun katyo sukham hrt sath, 
prem dhar so bastra bunava, 
guru htt posag sakal banava. 
arbala mam bhai brtit, 
nitpretz vadhahz gurupag pritz, 

lakhkar gamne Starjami, 
linasr trs ghar ko mag svami, 
jaz thadh hoe tzs por, 
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whe 

sudh bheji Star jrs thor. 
harbaraz sun turn ai, 
carankemal gahrkar laptai, 
aj ghati par me balzhari, 
jzste purvias hamari, 
trs pray3k par an bzthae, 
harkhat caru bastra nrksae, 
apne kar te kare banaven, 

prem sahztso kry pahzravan. 
wf (dhakr] by covering. 2 in the lap, on the 
hip. 

tear [dhakz lia]covered. “satrgurr dhakr 
lia mohr papi parda.”-tukha chat m 5. 
Wa [dhaku] See wa. 
w [dhake] v covers, “apune jan ka parda 
dhake,”-sukhmani, 2 on the hip. “na dhake 
toge.”--BG. ‘does not tie around the hip i.e. 
does not accept (the offerings).’ In ancient 

times, people used to tie coins and ornaments 

around their waists. 3 in the lap. 
‘wigr [dhaga] na long bamboo pole with a half- 
moon shaped hook, used for pruning branches 
of tall trees. 
war [dhaca] n frame, mould, framework. 
2 outline, skeleton. 

‘Wor [dhatha] fell, got demolished. “dukh pap 
ka dera dhatha.”-suhi chat m 5.2 n strip of 
cloth used for setting the beard (of a Sikh). 
Wot [dhathi) fell, crumbled. “dhathi bhitr 
bharém Ki.”-asa ch3t m 5. 2 strip of cloth 
tied over chin and-head to set the beard, 

‘WS [dhad] See us. 
WH [dhadas] n solace, patience, satisfaction. 

“dhadas ke apne manko.”—krrsan. 2 5 WER. 

ostentation, display. 

‘tar [dhada] See vid. 
‘We [dhadi] 7 one who plays tabor. See waht 
and wd. 

‘wfehts [dhadhzsen] During the battle between 
demon Swasviray and Mahakal, the testator 
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of the dhadis were born- from the sweat of 
Mahakal. So is written in the 405" carrtr of 
Dasam Granth. “badan prased dharanz jo 
para... hadhtsen dhaghi bapulayo. karkhabar 
ucarat bhayo.”” 

wt [dhadhi] » singer of heroic ballads to the 
accompaniment of a tambourine. 2 one who 

sings praise. “hav dhadhi hart prabhu khasam 
ka.”-var sri m 4. 

wit (dhadho) Dg n animals, cattle. 
wt [dhani] group, band, class, 
wuzt (dhapna], it (dhdpna) v cover, hide. 
‘wa [dhab] 7 a pond, into which sewage of the 
village flows, unlined tank used by the villagers 
as reservoir for drinking water; pond. 
wa Ha [dhab mata] See 22eat wa. 

a [dhar] S'n method, mode, way. “barajahr 
patsah th dhar.”-GPS. “gurudehf dares ttm 
kerehu dhar.”-GPS. 2 shelter, refuge, 3 shield, 

buckler. “karz line as dhar.”-cSdi /. 4 slope, 
ramp. 5 See wa". 

‘WR [dharas] solace, forbearance. 

went [dharna] v throw down, roll down. 

2 melt metals with the flames of fire. 
3 put liquefied metal in a cast. 4 sacrifice 
something by waiving it around the head. 
we (dharx] by melting; by sacrificing. See 
‘war. “ham tan dio he dharz."~dev m5. 

We [dhal] n custom, manner, tradition. 

“gh3budhz kau brnasna thu dhor ki dhal.” 

-brla m 5. ‘The ruin of a vain person is 

inevitable.’ 2 melting. 3 See 8. 4 Skt shield; 
buckler; a shield made of rhinoceros hide ora 

metal used to protect from an attack of a sword 

or an arrow. 5 shelter, cover. “dou dhalci dha! 
hfdu hfdans.”-gyan. 6 See wfs. 
‘wee [dhalci] adjshield-keeping, keeping ashield; 
‘one who wears a leather armour. See &@ 5. 
wee [dhaln] See wwe. 2 adj matching, 

resembling, “kahrn Smert kal dhalan.”-saveye 
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m2 ke. See a 2. 
weer [dhalna], ee" [dhalna] v roll down. 
2 melt, liquefy solid material by heating. 3 put 

a liquefied meta! in a moutd. 4 throw a dice in 

gambling games like backgammon. See wf. 
‘we (dhala) n structure, composition. “kcan 
kara surne ki dhala.”—vad chét m /. 2 xa 
shield, buckler. “satguro dhala turat ssbhara.” 

-GPS. 

‘wife [dhalz], #@ (dhalu] 1 sense of casting a 
liquefied material in a mould. “bhada bhav 
Smrrt trtu dhalz.”-japu. 2 act of rolling down, 

“cetr dhalr pasa.”-asa kabir. 3 adv after 
melting, on melting. 
fanaa [dhtsran] v slide; skid (downward). 
2slip, slide. 3 lean. 
fear [dhrg] n large mass of earth slid from a 

steep river bank; landslide. 2 fallen edge of a 
mine due to its excessive digging. 3 adv near, 

nearby, close by. “bhe kar dhrg nahf ave.” 

-GPS. 

fast (dhigril 1 thomy bush, thomy branch. 
2 See get. 3 a kind of mushroom grown in 
western Punjab, used for preparing vegetable 
dish. 
feat (dhtgli] See dyer. 
facet (dhrthai) n rudeness, impertinence. See 

fede" (dhtdora] n proclamation by the beat 
of a drum; announcement made with the 

drubbing ofa small drum; public announcement 

made by word of mouth; proclamation. 

fies [dh1dd) 7 stomach, abdomen. 2 pregnancy, 
conception. 

fidta (dhidhora] See fése. 
fereret [dhamdhani] n group, band. 2 a group 
of friends. “dhamdhani un lai banar.”-PPP. 

fanfeoft (dhrmdhrmi] n kettledrum producing 
thumping sound. 
fas [dhzl] » laziness. 2 delay, lateness. “ape 
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deve ghz! na pai.”-asa m 3. 
fewei [dhrlvala small village in police station 
Barki, tehsil and district Lahore. There exists 
a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind to 
the south of this village. During his preaching 

mission in the villages of the area, the Guru 

sat under a peepul tree near this village after 

coming from Jhallian. The tree has withered 

and small gurdwara hag been built in which 

Guru Granth Sahib is installed. Eight ghumaons 
of land is earmarked for the gurdwara. The 

holy shrine is situated at a distance of eight 

miles to the south-west of Attari railway station, 

2a village in police station Dhanaula, tehsil 

Dhanaula district Phul of Nabha state. This is 
a village mutually owned by both the states of 

Patiala and Nabha. There are two gurdwaras 

on the side claimed by the Nabha state. 
(a) One gurdwara is situated a mile to the 

south-east of the village, where Guru 
Tegbahadur stayed for a while after taking a 
brief bath, when he came from Dhaula. There 

isno priest in the Manji Sahib. The Nabha state 
has allotted arf annual grant of rupees twelve 
for routine worship in the shrine. 

(b) Another gurdwara of Guru Tegbahadur 

stands about one furlong to the south of this 

village, where the Guru stayed for many days. 
A small gurdwara stands there with dwellings 
attached to it. The Nabha state has donated 
thirty-five ghumaons of land, Baba Khushhal 

Singh has donated fifteen ghumaons while the 

village has donated ten ghumaons to the 

gurdwara. It is three miles to the north-east of 

Tappa railway station. 
3 See ferret axe, 

fawet ast [dhrlva kala] This village is at a 

distance of two miles to the south-east of Kot 
Kapura railway station and is in police station 
and tehsil Kot Kapura of Faridkot state. There 
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: is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh 
situated one furlong to the west of the village. 
The tenth Guru came to the residence of Sodhi 
Sahib Kaul. On the request of Kaul, the Guru 
took off blue robe wom by him in Machhiwara 
and put on white apparel. While setting the 

blue cover on fire, the Guru uttered the 
following words: 

“nil vastre le kapre phare 
turak pathani amal gaza.” 

‘The blue coloured gown worn by the Guru 
is still in the custody of Sodhi Mall Singh, a 

descendant of Sodhi Kau!. A gurdwara has 

been built here to commemorate this incident, 
named Gurusar. Each year, a religious 

congregation is held on the Vaisakhi day. 
fae [dhzla] adj loose, not tight. “nave sot sabh 
dhzla.”-var gau I m 4. See fw. 
fa" [dhrl5] See fe3". 

fis [dhrll) See fas and as. 
gee (dhillav], feet [dhrllva] See fae, feet 
and fess? aw, 
fies (dhzllez], fer [dhrlla] adj tardy, lazy. 
2one who does not fully believe in the religious 
way of life; one not bound by the religious code. 

fiat [dhrlli] adj loose (f). See fa, 2 na 
devotee of Guru Arjan Dev. 

f¥8' (dhrllo) a Jatt subcaste. The origin of 
this subcaste is traced to the Siroha Rajputs. 
Some writers relate their origin to the Rajputs 

of the solar dynasty. The chief of the Bhangi 

mis was Sardar Hari Singh Dhillon. Many 
villages in which people of this subcaste live 
are popularly known as dhzilav and dhrllva. 
See Sara. 
‘ia [dhih] » high hilltop. 2 high end. 
‘tar [dhiha] » thick club, thick baton; pestle. 
2 high sand dune. 3 mound. 
wta (dhig] weight tied to one end of a 
contraption, which helps in drawing water from 
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the well. 2 Skt 2% a non-vegetarian, long- 
legged and long-beaked bird; crane or adjutant. 
L Ciconia argala. “cdct badi bhat jn dhiga.” 

-carrtr 405, ‘The stork hunts snakes in 
particular; hence the killing of storks (or 
cranes) is forbidden. 

Wag [dhigar] 7 severed branch of a tree- 
particularly thorny one; severed thomy branch 
of a tree or a bush. 2 person clinging like 
thoms, 

‘Wah (dhiglil, dash (dhiguli] n mechanism to 
draw water from a pond, tank, reservoir or 
stream for irrigation. It consists of a long pole 

fixed on a horizontal wooden base (acting as 
fulcrum) fitted between two vertical wooden 

small poles. On one end of the long pole, a pail 

ora leather bucket is tied through a string and 
a brick ora stone is tied at the other end. The 
bucket or pail is lowered to the level of water 

by pulling the string with hands; when the 

bucket gets filled, the hold of the string is 

released so as to allow the filled bucket to rise 
due to weight at the other end of the pole. This 
primitive method of irrigation is used at places 

where the level of water is not very deep. 

Shadoof. 
‘Giz [hit] 1 line, streak. See ais, 
is [dhith] Skt FX adjdisrespectful. 2 fearless, 
dauntless. 3 immodest. “pavau dan dhith hor 

migav.”-suhi m 5. 4 in one context dhith, 
has been for dhiray, viz-“tako dhith 

bdhayke.” —carrtr 62. 
og [dhithatu], vey (dhithatv) Ske gear 
stubbornness, dishonour. 2 fearlessness, 
dauntlessness. “dhithatuapan crt me gahiahu.” 

-carrtr 62. 3 shamelessness, immodesty. 

Wier [dhitha] n obduracy, obtuseness. “brnsto 
dhitha mrrt vutha.”-dhana m 5. “brnsto 
man ka murakhu dhitha.”-asa m 5. ‘Destroy 
foolishness and insensitiveness of the mind.’ 
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2 adjimmune to advice or order. 3 shameless. 
Wiovet [dhithai] See ¥toq. “xh haume ki 
ghithai.”-mala m 5. 
WB [dhithe) adjobdurate. See Ws, “kam krodh 

brnse mad dhithe.”-fodi m 5. 
Wis" (thida], #er [dhidha] n earthen ball or 

pellet used as missile with a pellet-bow. 2 a 
round stone. 3 S'#iy person engaged in leather 
work; a low caste, “ham dhidhe dhim bahut 

atx bhari.”-basst m 4, 
‘wot [him] nan earthen ball, dry lump of earth. 
2 stupidity, 

‘ts [dhil] » laziness. 2 delay, lateness, “dhil 

na pari ja guru phurmae."-gou m 5. 
‘Gter [dhila] adj lazy, sluggish, lethargic. “lahe 
kau ti dhila dhila.”-asa m 5. 2 See fear 2. 

3 See diftmr, 4 n delay, lateness. “tkunzmakh 
na kije dhila.”-guj m 5. 5 a cultivating caste 
in the dis of Shahpur. 

wife {dhilzal adj free; unbonded. “xkr 
badhe rkz dhilza rkz sukhie harrpritz.”—var 

maru I m4. 

yas [dhukna], yao [dhukna] Skt q vr - 
go. 2 vget closer. 3 arrival of a marriage party 
at the bride’s village and house with pomp and 

show. 
yer@ [dhukau] 7 idea of arrival. 2 arrival of 

members of the marriage party at the house 
and village of the bride’s parents. “tab pahuce 
th pur nrkat karno jah dhukav.”-NP. 
Yee [dhuccar] n flimsy excuse; frivolous 
argument. 2 obstruction, restriction, 
a" [dhOdal Skt Fst n per a legend, she was 
sister of Hiranyakshipu, also named Holika. 
She had been blessed by Lord Shiv that she 

would never get burnt in fire. Dhunda sat in 

the fire with Prahalad in her lap. With the grace 

ofthe Almighty, Prahalad remained safe while 
she was reduced to ashes. The Hindus scatter 

the ashes of Dhunda during Holi (Holika) days. 
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fe [dhodz), ¥fsen [dhodzraj) Skt n Ganesh 
— lord of the people; gajanan - a species of 
elephants. It is meationed in Kashi Khand that 

all aspects of knowledge were explored by 

Ganesh, hence this name. 
Yea [dhddar] territory around Jaipur. 
‘fewer [dhOmandhana] gang, group, band, 

party. 
‘yeer (dhurna] v melt, drip, flow. 2 wander, 
stroll. 3 roll, slip. 4 relent, be fond of. 

‘gee [dhurana], yes [dhuravan] v roll down, 
2 flow downward. 3 shake, oscillate. “sun sis 

dhuraveht.”—krrsan. 
‘fs [dhurr] by melting, by liquefying. “tzu 
dhorr mz2)zo julaho.”-dhana kabir. 2 by 

rolling. 3 by relenting, by growing fond of. See 
yon, 

‘eae (dhulakna] v skid downward, roll. 2 shake, 

move, oscillate. “dhulke cavar.”-ram beni. 
‘yeor (dhulna] vy stumble, slip. 2 wave, flutter. 

“cavarustri dhule.*-saveye m 5 ke. 3 liquefy, 

melt. 4 grow fond'of, be happy, feel pleasure. 
eee (dhvlavna), yea [dhulana], FwET 
[dhulaven] v make something ro!l down. 2 move 
to and fro; wave. 3 make one bow. “patn sis 
dhulazrhi.”-krrsan. 4 get transported, get 
carried, 
gfe (dhult) adv on being melted, on melting, 
on getting liquefied. “hart tuthe dhulz dhulz 
mulia.”-gau m 4. “oh sOdarr hart dhult 

mutli.”-dev m 4. 

gear [dhuvsta) adv used to carry. “revidas 
@hovata dhor nit.”-asa dhdna. 

yFR [dhusar] subcaste of traders; subsection 
of Vaishyas. 2 some dhusars regard 

themselves as descendants of Brahmins. 

yo [dhuh] 7 basis, support. 2 back, haunch. 
3 See yt. 
¥o" [dhuha], Ft [dhuhi] » back, haunch, 
posterior. 2 arse. 3 buttock, bum. 
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yao [dhukna] See gaz. Arjan Dev. 
fe [dhiid] See ¥¥. 2 Dg nhillock, hilltop.3a 2 eat [dhékli] See eat. 
sand dune like hillock. ‘w [dhed] See &w. 

‘¥sor (dhddna) See Yue. 
Yer [dhudia] adj searching, exploring, 

curious. 2 » Jain monk, who keeps his mouth 

covered with a strip of cloth. dhdd is a word 

for mountain top in Dingal dialect of Rajputana 
(Rajasthan). Jain monks used to go to the dhid 
for meditation after renouncing their towns. 

Hence they are known by this name. This is 
for svetabar sect of Jains. See Mat. 
Fe [dhadh] Skr rq vr search, explore. 2 n 
search, exploration. “dhudh vapai thia 

thrta.”-var ram 2 m 5. ‘Search has ended, 

the mind is at peace now.’ 
yee" [dhudhna], YE [dhddhanu}, Fes" 
[dhtidhna] v search, find, explore. “dhiadhan 
zaman maht.”-bavan. “ab dhtdhan katahu 
no jai.”-sor m 5. “dhudhdie suhag ku.”-s 
forid, 

yet [dhudhai] n process of searching, 
exploration, act of tracking. 

fey [dhudhrmv] See Tefen. 
{vbr (dhudhia] See yz. 
|S (dhul] » base, support. 2 swinging, 
fluttering. “caurdhul jace he pavanu."-mala 
snamdeyv. 

¥® [dhula] » scaffold for an arch; base for an 

arch. 

@G [dheu) » current; wave. 2 river’s flood. 3 a 
tree and its fruit; a tree that casts a dense 

shadow. It is mostly found in tropical regions. 
Its fruit is used for making pickles. L Artocarpus 
Integrifolia. 4 a spindle which is used for 

preparing twisted string by rotating it. 5 adj 
stupid. 

‘Beit (dhesi) a Jatt caste, residing particularly in 
Amritsar district. 2 a Brahman, who achieved 
supremacy by becoming a devotee of Guru 
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‘BaF [dhedi) a black-eyed hunting bird, slightly 
shorter than a falcon. It is an alien bird that 
migrates to Punjab during the winter. Nobody 

keeps it for hunting. It lives on eating lizards, 

bats and rats. 
Bw [dhedh] n crow. 2 shoemaker; member of 
acaste engaged in leather work; carrion eating 

lowcaste person. “e pSdia mo kav dhedh 
kahat.”-mala namdev. 3 adjstupid. 
‘Byw [dhebua] See eGnr and wv. 
‘H (dhem] See Why. “inat kou mare it dhem.” 
~basst kabir. 

@z (dher] 7 heap, pile. 2 mound, dune. “khali 
rehe dher jru pani.”~GV 10. 3 adjvery much. 
‘Gao (dherna] See 2a 1. 
‘e [dhera] na kind of spindle used for making 
cotton strings; dherna. 2 a big fat louse. 

‘at [dheri] n small heap, small dump. “dujebhav 
ki mart vidari dheri.”-var brha m 4. 2 adj 

arrogant. “dheri jame, jamz mare.”—bavan. 
‘Sat wat [dheri dhahuni] v undo a resolution, 
give up determination. 2 lose courage. 3 lose 
self-confidence. “dheri dhahahu sadh sdgz.” 
—bavan. 

. @aet (dhelri] Dg n earth, land. 2 pebble, 
nugget. See 3, 

‘Garfufs [dhelripatz] Dg n king, lord of the 
earth. 2 landiord. 
‘m (dhela] » lump of earth, small stone, 
‘Bw ae (dhela karna) v dry with a small 
lump of earth urine droplets, still stuck to the 
penis after urination. This tradition is prevalent 

amongst the Muslims. See fenfirr. 
Refs (dhelacothr] See vawsfa. 
a [dhena) See wor. 

Gur [dheya] See web", 
@ar [hela] adj sluggish, lazy. 2 withered. 
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3 loosely hanging. 
@ (dho] support, refuge. 2 v imperative of @ 
¢.g. ‘buha dho dzo, r{ta dho lao.’ 
‘@m (hoo) » refuge. “darr dhoa na lahrni.” 

—var asa, 2 approach, access. 3 attack, “tabe 
hoa ke ke su nike stdhay5.”-VN. 
‘ur (dhoa) (See $a vr) n approach, arrival of 
the marriage party at the bride’s house. “mlx 
tkatr hoe sahajr dhoe.”—brla cht m 5. 

2 meeting, union. “khatudarsan karz gee gosatt 
dhoa.”-tukha ch5t m4, 3 support, foundation. 
“sace da saca dhoa.”--sor m 5. 4 attack, 

assault. “p3je badhe maha bali karz saca 

dhoa.”—var basst. 5 presents (gold etc) sent 
by the bridegroom to the bride before the 

wedding. 6 offer, material, offered as gift. 
‘@fe [dhoz] See Sm. 2 by transporting, carrying. 
‘fem [hora] See Bz". 
‘Tet (dhoi] n refuge, shelter, asylum. “jakau 
muskal att bane, dhoi koz na der.”-sriam 5. 
2 admission, entry. “hartdargah dhoi na 
lahanz,”-brha cht m 4, 3 attack, assault. 
“kar6 kay na dhoi?”-GPS. 4 See 3. 

Gaet [dhohna] See Sa. 
‘War (dhoka] 7 a leather cover put on a hawk’s 
eyes.“dhoke chute te maha chudhvan krdh5 
cakva uth baj-ht maryo.”-Kkrisan. See Wa 
among pictures of hunting birds (b). 
¥z" [dhota], et [dhoti] Vj n child, boy, girl. 
‘@e [dhona), 87 [dhona] (See $a vr) v take a 

heavy thing from one place to another by lifting 
or by carrying in a carriage; to transport. 

2 produce in front of. “othe pakarz oh dhora.” 
~var gau I m 4.3 shut, close. See @ 2. 

@s [dhor] Skt go m a domestic animal (or 

livestock) worthy to be yoked to a cart or a 

plough. “anzk rasa khae jese dhor.”-gaum 5. 
See ugés. 

‘Gee [dhorna], Zs" [dhorna] v cause to slip, 
make to flow, cause to drip. “dr1g dhoret herat 
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nd dukhi.”-GPS. 2 hoist, wave. “comar sis 

pe dhoret.”-GPS. 
Be (dhora] See ¥v. 2 a kind of an insect or a 

worm that infests grams, This insect damages 

grams kept in a store house. If some ash is 

sprayed on the heap of the grains and then 
stored in an airtight room, the insect gets killed. 
‘@s [dhol] Skt n a hollow cylindrical wooden 

drum-like instrument made by covering both 
its open ends tightly with a leather skin. This 

mridang-like musical instrument is played by 

hanging it around one’s neck and beating its 
both ends with drumsticks. P (5. 

‘Wea {dholak}, Feet [dholki) m small drum. 
‘Wad (dholci] n drum beater, drummer. 

‘aw [dholan), 2a (dhola] adjbeloved. “bhakhé, 
dholen kaha re?”-ramav. “sadrag dhola.” 

-suhi m /.2n husband, bridegroom. 

‘was (dholaran], es [dholavan] See yes, 
(YOR and 83s. “nam tera tuhi cavar dholare.” 

-dhana revrdas. “dev suhni sadhu ke bijanu 

dholavav.”-brla m 5. 
@fs (dholr] the loved one (did). “durmatz 

parharz chadi dholz.”—oSkar. ‘the husband 
has renounced the ill-tempered wife.” 
‘a [dholi] drummer, drum beater. 2 feminine 
of a, 
‘TEP (dholie] of the loved one, for the loved 
one. “hav phrrav drvani aval baval trsu 

karent harr dholie.”"-dev m 4, “trsu dhola 

harz lei hav phrrav divani.” 2 to wave, to 
flutter. e.g. “cavar dholie.”” 
¥ [dholo] Dg husband, lord. 

Beg [dhovanu], Few [dhovan] See Far, “jal 

dhoveu rh sis karr.”-brla m 5. “uh dhove 
dhor.”-brla m 4. 

‘@¥a" [dhovata] adv carrying. 
‘Fa [dhok] Skt 2H vr move, inspire, approach, 
offer, bring closer. 

‘Get [dhocal, Sa" [dhSca) n mathematical table 
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of four and a half. See or. 
‘War [dh3ka] See Fav, “lage dhol dhske.”-c3di 
2.2 kettledrum (big drum), drum, small drum 

(tabor). 3 thumping sound, sound of 

drumbeating. 
Wag [GhSkar] n sound produced by the beating 
of a drum or a tabor; thumping sound. 
‘ar [hg] n custom, manner, 2 measure, effort, 

attempt. 3 structure, composition. 4 conduct. 
‘Walt (dhgi] one who knows the method. See 
va. 
Wa (dhsgu] See da. 
‘Gv [dhSd) a village in police station Lahorimal, 
tehsil Tam Taran, district Amritsar. It is five miles 
to the south of Khasa railway station. To the 
west of this village, there exists a gurdwara in 

memory of Guru Hargobind. The Guru came 
to this village to preach. Initially he stayed in 
Ghasel, then came to this village. A simple 

gurdwara has been built with residential houses 
nearby. Guru Granth Sahib is installed for 

recitation. Its annual revenue of rupees ten 
comes from the land donated by the villagers to 
the gurdwara, Sardar Wariam Singh Rasaldar 
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has donated land measuring five and halfkanals 

to the gurdwara, All the villagers observe the 

Sikh faith. There is an unbricked tank near the 

gurdwara. The Guru is believed to have washed 
his feet in this pond. The residents of the area 

are now planning to line it with baked bricks. 

An annual congregation is held on the moonless 
night of Bhadon. 

8a (dhSdoran] v proclaim by the beat of a 
drum. 2 See ¥8am. 

‘€8e [dhadora] See fide. 
‘Ws [dhsdholan] v search, explore. 2 feel 

with a touch, grope. “pakarz dhsdhole bah.” 

-var mala m |.3 decide. “‘dhsdholat dhudhat 
hav phrri.”-oSkar. 4 Sa'dsg push back and 
forth. 

Wefeny [dhSdholrmu] v decide; conclude. 
2 investigate. “dhsdholzmudhadhrmu dithu 
me.”—var majh m J. ‘I have concluded by 

investigating and searching.’ 3 search. 4 fee] 
by touch, to grope. 

West (dhSdholi) adv searching, deciding. 

“khojz hirde dekhz dhdholi.”-gau m 5. 
2 adj researcher, explorer. 
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& [nana] twentieth character of Punjabi script. @@" [nana] the character Z. “nana ran te 
Ithas retrofiex nasal sound. 2 Skin knowledge. _sijhie.”—bavan. 2 pronunciation of &. 
3 conclusion; search. 4 ornament. 5 water. 2 [nap] measure, measurement, computation, 

6 Shiv. 7 donation, charity. 8 deceitful person. 2 [nam] See #H. “nam vrhune admi.”-oSkar. 

28 [nah], fe (nahz] partno, not. “nahauna ti fener [nxara] adj distinct, unique, different; 
nah chvtahz."-bavan. uncommon. 2 pointed, sharp, having a tip, 
‘ae (nagan) a matrrk foot, comprising two pointed. See wafenrd. 
matras. Its forms are — S, ll. @a [n3k] m sound produced by musical 

‘ites [namokar] Pit salutation; greeting. instruments made of metal. 2 restriction, ban. 
& [na] part no, not. See a. “n5k dai tab nrkhutyo pani.”-GPS. 
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3 [tatta] twenty-first character of Punjabi script 
representing voiceless unaspirated dental 

plosive. 2 part decidedly, certainly. 3 only, 
merely, just. “bani to gavahu guru keri.” 
—anddu. 4 so, therefore. “moti ta midar 
usarahz.”-sri m /. 5 then, in that case. 
“sattguru hor datalu ta sardha purie.”-var 
majh m J. “ta dharro mastakz hath.”-saveye 
m 2 ke. 6 and, as well as, 7 Skt n falsehood, 
untruth. 8 jewel. 9 nectar. 10 boat. 11 thief. 

12 barbarian. 13 tail. 14 pregnancy. 15 lap. 
16 short for teagan. See 3€. 17 P = pron to 
you, your. 
‘3 [tau] pron your, thine. “tau krrpa te maragr 
paie.”-gau m 5. “pav suhave ja tau dhirz 
julde.”"—var ram 2 m 5. 2 to thee, to you. “jo 
tav bhave soi thisi.”-sopurakhu. 3 thou, you 

(singular). “jo tau kine apne.”-sri ch3t m 5. 

4 that. “jake prem padarathu paige tavcarni crtu 
laie.”"-tr/3g m J. § thou. “suniat prabhu tou 
sagal udharen.”~bria m 5. 6 adv therefore, 
so. “tum tau rakhanhar datal.”~dhana m J. 
7 then. “jog jugatz tau paie.”-suhi m /. 8 even 
then, still. “tau na pujehz harrkiratx nama.” 

—g3d namdev. 

afte [tausar] See JAW. 
‘a@ar [tauk] A 3, 1 an ornament worn around 
the neck; necklace. During the Mughal period, 

the emperor used to present it to the rich 

people. 2 halter; rope tied around an animal’s 
neck. 3 heavy ring or chain put around the 
neck ofa criminal. “tere gale tauk pagz beri.” 

-sor kabir. ‘The chain around the neck, tauk, 
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depicts ignorance while the shackle, beri, on 

feet represents a ritual. 

‘sQaz [tavkan], 3Gar [tavkna) v 3a = water 
+8 = particle, drop water particles, sprinkle 

water. “balto jalto taukra gor c3danu sitlaro.” 
-gavams. 

‘afte [taun} pron the very same, the same, that 
one, “bhai bat taune.”-gyan. 2 his, her, “bhayo 
taun ke b3s me ram raja.”-gyan. 3 he, she. 
“taun tese nrhare.”—ramav. 

a@ufe [tavporr} part then, at that time. 
“ghOghatu tero tauparr sace.”~asa kabir. 2 on 
that, on this. 
‘3GBg [tavlev], 3Gea [tavlag] adv til! then, till 
that time, till that moment. “tavlav mahals na 
labhe jan.”-gau kabir, var 7. 

3G [teu part even then, still. “satru anek calavat 
ghay, tau tan ek na laganpave.”-akal. 2 pron 
your, thine. “nihu mahfja tou nalz.”-var mary 
2m5. 

‘aQur [taua] n father’s elder brother. “tauan 
marehu sath cace.”—krrsan. 

aida (tauphsg] musket. See Fa, “tauphsg 
nam pachan.”-sanama. 2 adj of the gun. 
BPS [toulegu] See saa. “jaulagu pran 
toulagu sSge.”-g5d kabir. 

‘anbge [tasssub) A _.207 The root of this word is 
‘grr which means to twist, or help; suggesting, 
therefore, the sense of favouring people of one’s’ 
own religion and interpreting each and every 
matter in their favour; fanaticism. 
amiga [teajjub] A _¥ nm surprise, sense of 
wonder. The root of this term is »fr7z meaning 
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strange. 
aMhpe [toammull A off anxiety, concer. 
2 reluctance. 3 forbearance. Its root is »He 
meaning hope. 

‘BHR [taalluk] A G%" nrelationship, dependence 
‘on one’s area, The root of this word is "mar 

which mess to depend, hang, etc. 
BPE [taakvb] A 15 m sense of chasing; 
harassing. 

‘we [lai] adj hot, heated. “ghayr bhade jrnt 
avi saji, caran vahe tai kia.”—asa pati m J. ‘He 

the kiln.’ 2.4 .y9 assigned, fixed, 
|. “ajrailu phoresta hosi az tai.”-var ram 

1m 1.3 n heat, blaze. 

Bef [tai] part to, up to. See set. 
selfs [taiunnt A .o adj fixed. 
seine (taisvo] adjtwenty-third. “guru taisavd 
tfh kin.”-datt. 
setr [teinat] A 9 plural of Seis. See 

segs. 
seiviar [taildg] See fata. 
‘BA [tas] Skt TTgM adjsimilar, like that, same as, 
similar to. “yatha mukar arrmal atz hove. jas 

mokh kar, tas tts mah jove.”"—GPS. 2 his (sixth 

declension), her. “jedev aro tas saphot.”-guj 
jedev. See ge. 3 n short for Sha (thief). 

“bhavan bhayan Sdhkar tras tas ko.”~BGK. 

4 See ait. 5 Dg thirst, thirstiness. 
‘SAAT [taskar], SAAT (taskaru) Sit TX n thief. 

“te taskar jo nam na levahz."=prabha m J. 

2 cheat, swindler. “taskaru coru na lage 
takev.”—maru solhe m J. akin to cheat, lecher 

etc. 
Bra Fy [teskarv cory] See BRAG. 
‘unre [taskin] A £7 n satisfaction, patience. 
2 solace. The root of this word is sakan. 
sen [tasxis] 4 4” n determination. 
2 conclusion. 3 diagnosis. Its root is saxas 

meaning a person. 
‘Bret [tastal P .25 or 4b m a copper utensil 
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shaped like a bow!. Hindu priests/worshippers 

bathe the idol in it. 2 Ske 3A adj peeler. 
‘3H [tasat] ma utensil like a platter with deep 

bottom; platter. See 3A I. 
oasdt {tagtari] P yy (7 n saucer, plate, salver. 

See sre], 
gadtor [tasdia] A B,J n act of causing 
headache. Its root is Met (headache). The 
Punjabi word tasiha is derived from it. 

‘Aa [tasdik] A J 14 n authentication of truth, 
confirmation with evidence. 2 evidence; its 

root is free (truth), 
aitgat [tassaduk] A Gis n act of sacrificing, 
‘sacrifice, dedication. 

alge [taggadud] 4,9 n atrocity. Its root is 
‘Az meaning “to be harsh”. 

andta (tasnif] A 234 n versification, poetic 
composition. Its root is Faz meaning “method”, 

amdbur [tasfia] A ia n sense of cleaning. 
2 deciding, settling the dispute. The root of 
this word is Rgmeaning “cleansing”. 

‘itd (tassafi) A LP n consolation. 2 comfort, 
joy. 
amd [tosbi] A g? Its root is Hayor FAV, 
meaning the process of remembering or 
meditating upon the creator. 2 rosary of 100 
beads besides the top bead; a rosary 

comprising 101 beads to meditate upon the 

personal name of God viz “Allah” and his 

hundred praiseworthy names.' The hundred 

names? apart from ‘Allah’ are as under: 

1 aziz - esteemed, 2 azim - grand, 3 adal — 

justice, 4 afuvv —pardoner, 5 ali—great, 6 alim 

- all-knowing, 7 avval - primary, 8 axrr - 
ultimate, 9 sahid ~ witness, 10 sakur — patron, 

’So many have written one hundred names for ‘Allah’ 

and mentioned the rosary of 100 beads including the 
top bead. 

2The names given in the Islamic books are written here in 

the alphabetical order. 
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11 sattar—secret-holder, 12 sabur — content, 
13 samad - carefree, 14 samia ~ apt listener, 
15 salam— secure, 16 hasib—judge, 17 hakam 
—one who gives a ruling, 18 hakim— sagacious, 

19 hakk - truthful, 20 hamid - praiseworthy, 

21 hayy — lively, 22 halim — forbearing, tolerant, 

23 hafzz - saviour, 24 kahar — wrathful, 25 

__ kabir- grand, 26 karim — charitable, 27 kaviy 

—potent, 28 kadrr— almighty, 29 kabrz—one 

»who witholds, 46 kuddus —holy, 31 keyumm~ 

establisher, 32'xabir ~"alert, 33 xaftz ~ one 
who degrades, 34 xaltk — creator, 35 cani— 
carefree, 36 cafur — pardoner, 37 Gaffar — 

forgiver, 38 jabbar — mighty, 39 jalil — 
enlightened, 40 zahrr— manifest, 41 jamza— 

accumulator, 42 zar — harmful, 43 zul jalale 
val rkram ~ venerable and elderly, 44 tavvab 

—pardoner, 45 nafra—benefactor, 46 9 [nur] 

—enlighter, 47 fattah— disentangler, 48 basir— 
seer, 49 badia— creator, 50 barr - benevolent, 
51 bazs — resurrector, 52 baszt — bestower, 
53 baki — superiormost, 54 batrn - latent, 55 

bari — creator, 56 majid — elderly, 57 matin — 

firm, determined, 58 malrk — emperor, 59 
majrd — venerable, 60 manra—prohibitor, 61 

malrkulmulak - country’s head, 62 muaxxrr 

— remover of hindrances, 63 mvati— bountiful, 
64 muzzz — reverend, 65 muid — re-creator, 

ist, 67 muhai— resurrector, 

68 muhagi-— exerciser of limit, 69 muhemrn— 

protector, 70 mukszt — judge, 71 mukatdzr— 
exerciser of authority, 72 mukaddrm — up 

holder, 73 mukit - provider of livelihood, 74 

muni — provider of happiness, 75 muzl - 
trouble-giver, 76 mujib - condescending, 77 
mutaali—eminent, 78 mutkabbir - admirable, 

79 motakrm — penality-giver, 80 munazm ~ 
boon-giver, 81 mubdi — initiator, 82 mumit— 

killer, 83 momrn — peace-provider, 84 rauf— 

merciful, 85 rasid — enlightner, 86 rahman — 
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merciful, 87 rahim— compassionate, 88 rakib 
—surveillant, 89 rezzak — sustenance-provider, 

90 rafra~ uplifter, 91 latif— blessed with keen 
insight, 92 vahab — bestower, 93 vakil - 
accomplisher of all deeds, 94 vadud — lover, 

95 vali - master, 96 vasta —large-hearted, 97 

vahrd - unique, 98 vajrd - owner of all, 99 
vars — survivor after total disaster, 100 wét 

[vali] -lord. 

vs tt Be oe 
oe é a 
Fe 6 Ce WD f 

L SF we he uit cP 
ce HP ww 

a a a 4 
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ey ery A 

ai gli es 
Mohammad never used a rosary. Among the 
Muslims the practice of using rosary began 
under the influence of the Buddhist monks. 
Even now wahabi Muslims do not keep a rosary; 
they count the names of God on fingers. “phere 

tasbi kare khudaz.”—var ram / m J. “tasbiyad 
karahu das mardan.”-maru solhe m 5. See 

Ue, 

‘ganda [tagbih] A 8 n comparison, illustration. 
2 metaphor. 
amis [tasbir] See ants. 
sanet [tasmai], TAHCH [tasmayi] Fmt n 
delightful diet, delicious food, rice cooked in 

milk, rice pudding. 2 3FR fourth declension to 
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him. “tasmai namo namah.”-saloh, 

‘3AM [tasma] P _7 na leather cord, lace, 
zipper. 

‘Bre [tasmat] Skt TEM for that, for him. 

‘BAG [tasar] See ZAG. 
audi [tagrih] 4 £59 n elaboration, explanation 
in details, elucidation. Its root is Hay. 

‘sade (tasrifl Ay J n elderiiness, importance, 

greatness. Its root is Has which means 
elderliness. 

‘3A [tasla] 7 a shallow basin, a large platter; 

a large bowl, a large round plate with vertically 

raised edge. See SHe". 
anh [toslis] A «fn Trinity; God, Ruhulqudas ° 
and son of God. See fygdt 4. 2 Brahm (the 
Creating God), Vishnu (the Nourishing God) 
and Shiv (the Protecting God). 

‘areibt (taslim] A <° n salutation; a form of 
greeting for or among people. 2 acceptance, 
assurance, advocacy. Its root is HH means to 

accept (offerings). 

SAebes (taslimat] plural of SAH. “taslimat 
karo tzs chin me.”—GPS. 

‘Biter [tosalla], Bat (tasalli] A 7 n consolation, 
solace, 2 contentment; peace of mind. The 

root of this word is He meaning to be happy. 

“nahi tasalla krste hoi.”-GPS. 

grb [tasvia] A zy" n act of equalising. 
2 act of correcting, or setting right. 3 act of 
straightening, or making straight. 

‘BAMA [tasvis] A #77 nm anxiety, perplexity, 
worry. The root of this word is #eA which 

means nervousness. “na tasvis khrraj na 
mal.”=gau ravrdas. 
gris (tasvir] A», n picture, figure, diagram. 

2 shape, form. The root of this term is Fe (sur] 
meaning appearance. 
sada [lasvirgar] n sculptor, one who makes 
pictures, artist, painter. 

‘SHEE [tassavur] A ,4 1 sense of imagining; 
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imagination. Its root is gv [sur] meaning 
appearance. 
‘fh [tas] See a7, 
afttaett Herfemnt at [tasT bli savarrd dil a village 
under police station Lalru, tehsil Rajpura of 
Patiala state. There exists a gurdwara in 
memory of Guru Gobind Singh to the south 
this village. The Guru arrived here from 
Lakhnaur on a hunting expedition and stayed 
here. Only a structure stands which is not even 

properly looked after by any devotee. The 

village is eight miles to the east of Ambala 

City railway station and one mile from the 

Grand Trunk Road. 
‘arta [tasiha) A 3A€b n atrocity, torture, 

suffering. See srr, 
‘arltss [tasil] See sare. 
‘8g [tasu] 1 twenty-fourth part ofa yard. 2 sense 
of being small; minute, or little. “je badi kare ta 

tasu na chije.”-dhana m 1. 
yr [tasua] adva little, a bit. 2 upto a small 
distance. “s3g1 na cale tere tasua.”—gau m J. 

‘aft [tase] Skt 8 n thirst; craving. “bhokh na 
tase.”~BG. ‘There is no craving.” 

anfgnt [taginuj] A 2” pulling of muscles, Its 
root is HoH meaning contraction or shrinking 
of nerves and skin. See wat, 

‘BAA (tasy) sixth declension his, her, of that. 

“nrhphal tesy janomasy.”~sahas m 4, ‘Futile 
is his birth,” 

‘Ba [tah] advthere, at that place. “tah janam na 
mama avan jana.”-suhi ch3t m 5.2 P sn 
bottom, underside. 3 layer; extent of thickness 

of one material over the other. 

‘Barts (tahsil] 4 Aad nm act of acquiring/ 

procuring. 2 collection, recovery. 3 money, 

recovered money. 4 collection centre. Its root 

is Jye meaning to acquire or procure. 5 a unit 
of a district, headed by a tehsildar. 
sorters [tahsildar] Py ,..7 1 an official who 
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realises revenue; revenue officer; one who 
realises revenue of land and is the chief of a 
tehsil. 

ayatte (tahkik] 4 5% n truth, reality. 2 search 
for truth. Its root is # ie truth. 3 advcertainly, 
surely, “tahkik dr] dani.”-tri5g m 1. 4 really. 
Barltas [tahkikat], Saeters [tahkikat) plural of 
Byala. “ke tohrkikat ya str kije.”—carrtr/8/. 
See svete. 
‘sare [tahxana] Py. 7 bunker, basement. 
sare (tahjib] A o¢ x7 n civilisation, gentle 
behaviour. Its root is unt i.e. cleanliness. 

‘3g [tahat) A .7 adv under, dominated by, 
headed by. 2 adj subordinate, subservient. 
‘sade [tahtik] transform of syaiq. See sada. 
ay'ga [tahattuk] Ag” move fast. 2 peel off. 
3A fy get exposed. 4 be degraded, bear 
insult 

‘3aUs [tohmat], Tae [tahmad] P 47 n sheet 
used as garment for lower part of the body; 

cloth covering the body down the waist. 

‘BPYS (tahammul] A yn act of lifting load, 
bearing the burden of any work. 2 sense of 

bearing misbehaviour; patience, tolerance. 

aydia [tahrik] A C7 nact of a moving, raising 
an issue. Its root is Ja@ which means 

movement. 

‘Bydis (tehrir] A ,f n writing, written article. 
Its root is yee which means to estimate. 

Buea [tahalkal A G7 n destruction, 
devastation. 2 turmoil, disturbance, disorder. 
Its root is deat which means ‘to get destroyed’, 

‘rite (tahlil) A |” n “being solved”, becoming 
intimate. 2 untying the knot. 

‘Bae [tahva] See sfa'e, 
ayeis [tahvil) A ff 1 act of entrusting, sense 
of handing over. Its root is Fee" which means 
custody. 

sydtees [tahvildar} » custodian, treasurer. 
See sate. 
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‘Be (taha], Sat [taha] adv there, at that place. 

“toha bektth jah kirtanu tera.”~suhi m5. 
FUE [taharat] A sip n sacredness, 2 adj 
holy. Its root is 3a¢ which means holiness, 

‘fy [tahr] See 3u. 2 See sft’, 
‘fa’ [taht] adv there, at that place. 
‘Bfon [tahz)), 3fde (tah tja), SFA [tah2ji) pron 
your, yours. “régavla pzri! tahzja nav.”~var 

maru 2 m 5. “je bhuli je cuki saf! bhi tahfji 
kadhia.”—suhi a m 5. ‘even then I am termed 

yours.’ 

‘afsar [tahrna] v be startled, be afraid. 2 to 
shudder with sudden fear, “lobh moh ah3karh6 

tahina."-BG. 
‘sfada (tahrtor] 1 paratha. It is prepared by 
rolling and flattening kneaded flour soaked with 

butter on a circular plate and then fried on a 
griddle. Many layers are formed due to the 
application of butter, hence this name. Making 
of this kind of paratha is very common in 

Abichal Nagar. 

‘fee [tahrd) See Jus. 
‘Bfons [tahrmat] See 3oHs. 
‘fog [tahrru] 1a cover cloth under the saddle 
on the horseback, This protects the saddle 
from the sweat given out by the skin of the 

horse; saddle blanket, saddle cloth. 

afi'e (tahtva) adv there, at that place. See 
fare, 

‘Bet [tahi] n piled up object, heap of piled 
objects. 2 advat that place, at the same place, 
“tahi nrrdjanvrahra samai.”-gavam 1.3 that 
is why, due to that. “cetahr ek, tahi sukh 

hor.”-odkar. 4 pronto hinv/her. “‘phzrz olama 
inile tahi.”-ram am 1, 
df [tahi] adv at that place, at the same place; 

there and then. 
‘due [tahmal] See THB. 
‘3a [tak] See Taz", 2 See Ta. 3 part to, up to, 
till. 4 Skt adjevil, vile. 5 patient, forbearing. 
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‘wart [taksim] A“ n division, partition. Its 
root is krsam which means type/kind. 2 act of 

separating. 

‘gaps [taksir] A ia ncrime, offence. 2 omission, 
mistake. Its root is ¢#8 which means ‘to 

happen’. “me bahuti kini toksir.”-NP. 
gaz [takna] v look intently. “tokehr narr 
paraia.”~var gau J m 5. 2 guess, estimate. 
3 consider, determine. “me taki tau sarnat 

jiu."-subi m 5 gunvsti. 
‘sardta [takdir] A i n fate, destiny, luck. Its 
root is kadar which means to estimate. 

ania [takbir] Af n sense of elderliness, 
sense of making one feel proud, act of rising 
higher, excelsior. 2 chanting of “allahu akbar”, 

recitation of “hukam satt he.”—“ram nam satt 
he.” prayer for the dead body; cremation of 
the dead body. “ci savad takbir."-trl5g m I. 
3 chanting of excelsior/shouting loudly allahu 
akbar while attacking the enemy with sword 
ina battle. “bahi bhagoti gur ke kar ki. kar takbir 
turatdodhar ki.”-GPS. 4 killing, slaughtering. 
“gau garib kav laga takbir karan.”-mago. 

adae [takkabar], setae? [takabbri] A A npride, 
vanity. Its root is krbar which means praise. 
“takabbar kita ablis' ne gal lanat jama.” 
~jgnama, 
Jan" [takma] See gam. “ko takma kar he 
nirjas."-GPS. 2 T _£ a hole for fixing a 

button. 

setts [takmil] A n sense of completion, 
perfection. 

gawd (takrai] See genre, “cahO dist vrkhe 
maha takrai.”-GPS. 
sage [takrar] A 4) n act of controverting; 
altercation. 2 reasoning, frivolous argument. 

Its root is kerr which means “to attack again”. 

3 Some Hindi and Punjabi poets have also used 

takrar for rkrar. “jo takrar tohr s3g kino.” 

‘Pblis; the devil. 
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GPS. 
‘godt [takri} 2 balance for weighing. “kar takri 
pakrat rahyo kasi na kemar krrpan.” 
-carrtr 245. 2 adj strong, firm, powerful, 

aerdts [takrir) A ,S n description, speech, 
discourse. Its root is karar which means “to 

be established”. 

‘Baga [takkorur] A , '¥ nact of being established. 
Its root is kerar, which means ‘position’. 
‘gas [takla) Skt 3a n spindle; needle of a 
spinning wheel, with which yam is spun and 
the spun yarn is rolled on it to form a skein 

(cop). 
‘gare [takdid] A .9 act of following someone. 
Its root is kalad (tie a rope around one’s neck). 

sawite [taklif] A 44 n trouble, discomfort. 
2 disaster, difficulty. Its root is kulfat which 

means sorrow/displeasure. 

‘wales [takkalof] A _,K n civility, civilized 
behaviour. 2 going out of the way to show off 
hospitality. Its root is kalof which means to get 
deeply involved in some work. 

Badtas [takviyat] A 2, ¥ nact of strengthening, 
strength, might. Its root is kuvvat. 

‘Baar [takya] adj strong, powerful, firm, sturdy. 
sasret [takrai] n strength, power, might, 
firmness. 2 alacrity, attentiveness. 

Beat [takyi] n balance for weighing. “brn takyi 
tole ssara.”—majh a m 3. ‘The Creator, being 
all pervasive, does not need a weighing 

balance.’ For this reference; see goa tt Fas 
whiter, meas 47.2 adj mighty, sturdy. 
sa@rQzr [takauna] v estimate, assess. 2 make 
or cause one to see. 3 see, fix one's gaze 

(upon). 
‘BarH [takajal A (sy inspiration, motivation. 
2 importunating/claiming certain thing. Its root 
is kaza which means ‘order’. 

‘see [takavi] A (fy 2 government loan or 
advance given to the cultivator. Its root is kuvvat. 
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sfeore [taktar) a subcaste of the lowcaste 
Sarin Khatris. “dugerdas bhalo tokrara.”-BG. 

‘Seftor [takia] A £ n refuge, support. “td meri 
of td he mera takia.”-gau m 5. “bal dhan takia 
tera,”-sorm 5. 2 pillow, cushion. 3 hermitage, 

dwelling place. “guru ke takie namz adhare.” 

-majh a m 3. 

a (tak) 7 estimate, guess, assessment. 2 a 
large hand-held balance of two pans. 3 vision, 

sight, 

Sam [takkula] See sae". 
‘3g [taker] Sktn sour lassi - milk; liquid of watery 

curd left after churning curd diluting it with 

water and skimming butter from it. This name 
is assigned to it because of its sour taste. It 

has a soothing effect during prickly heat. It is 

beneficial for stomach, strengthens semen, 
cures sprue and diarrhoea and increases the 

life span of a person. 

saws [takrsar] » butter. 

‘3qz [takrat] » churning spindle; chum. 
‘3H [taks] See safer. 2 Skt ce vr cut, peel. 
Punjabi tacchna is derived from it. 
‘sate (takssrla] Ske Maften (Taxila) 7a town 
founded by “Taksh” son of Bharat and 

grandson of Dashrath. It was the capital of 
Gandhar state. The remains of this town can 
be seen near the Railway station' Taxila of 

North Western Railway in Rawalpindi district. 
Travelogues written by foreign visitors go to 

prove that this town was an educational centre 

of Buddhism. Ayurvedic doctor Jeevak of 
Raja Bimbsar became popular after studying 

Ayurved for nine years in Taxila. At the time 

of the conquest of Taxila by Alexandar, it was 
ruled by Ambhi. The ruins of the town speak 

of its grandeur during the ancient times. Now- 

a-days this site is popularly known as 
Dherishahaan - the mound of the kings. 

‘Earlier this station wes named Kala Sarai. 
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Fiehan, the Chinese traveller writes that 

Mahatma Buddh had donated his head to 
some one at this place; hence its name 
Takshshira, which people changed into 
Takshshila. 

Sir John Marshall carried research and 

excavation in this area and discovered new 
facts. A museum has been set up there, where 
many objects found from the area are kept 

preserved. 
‘Bae (taksak] Skt n a snake, son of Kadru, who 

bit king Prikshat and whose life was saved by 

sage Asteek in the grand serpent sacrificial 
offering made by Janmejaya. 2 Vishavkarma, 

god of the artisans. 3 carpenter. See 3a vr. 
4a Khatri subcaste, known as Naag dynasty, 
which was inimical to Janamejaya. The 
Takshak dynasty ruled over India for a quite 

Jong time after the fall of Sunak dynasty, The 

last Takshak ruler was Mahanand. 
awa (takhak] See 3a. 

‘BHB [taxat] PA. 1 a wooden platform to sit 
on. 2 royal seat, royal throne. “takhatr bahe 
takhte ki lark.”-maru solhe m 1.3 seat of the 
Gurus, the Guru’s seat; especially the four 
seats: Akal Bunga, Harimandir Sahib of Patna, 

Keshgarh and Hazoor Sahib (Abichalnagar). 

seramrfow (takhatsahzb] the seat of the Guru. 
2 See 3uz 3. 3 There are gurdwaras in 

Kiratpur and Damdama, bearing this name in 

particular. 
‘Bus TAT [takhat hazara) territory around 
Suleman Takht (Kaisargarh) in North West 

Frontier Province (NWFP). See e@ ong". 2a 

small town-on the bank of Jnana (Chandarbhaga) 

river, which was the birth place of Ranjha, the 

lover of Heer. 
‘BAB [taxatgah] place for the royal seat. See 
‘ore, 
‘SHS PEA [taxat taus], BITGet (taxat-tausi] 
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a throne shaped like a peacock, which 

emperor Shah Jahan got made with jewels 
embedded in it. It cost rupees seven crore 

and ten lakh. This throne was plundered from. 

Delhi by Nadir Shah in 1739 AD. It was 
broken into pieces after the death of Nadir 

Shah. A throne of the same type was got 

made by emperor Fateh-Alishah of Iran in 

the nineteenth century, which was inferior to 

the original in quality, See wana, 
‘srraaeies [texamasin] P 27 adj enthroned. 
2 emperor, ruler. 
‘Sua [taxatpos] floor or roof covered with 
wooden plank, 2 a large seat covered with 
wooden planks or boards. 3 a covering (cloth) 
to spread upon the royal seat/throne. 

suans [takhatmall] a chief of Khadur village, 
who became the follower of Guru Angad Dev. 

2 priest of Guru Hargobind, who used to 
preach and collect tithes and offerings from 
the followers in Kabul. 3 a preacher-cum- 
collector of Nakka, predating the preaching 

of baptism by Guru Gobind Singh. 
wuaeet [taxatrava] P (y,.9 a movable 

throne, a mobile throne; a palanquin-shaped 

throne of an emperor, which is used for his 
sojourn. 2a large sitting platform looking like 
a chariot on wheels, which is used for 

bridegrooms from rich families as carriage 
accompanying the marriage party to the house 

of the bride’s parents with great fanfare. It is 

generally drawn by elephants. 
was [takhta] P -7 n sawn wooden plank or 
board; leaf of a door. 2 a sheet of paper. 

3 ladder, made of wooden planks for carrying 
the dead body. 4 square garden. 

‘aufs [takhatr] on the throne. “takhatz raja so 
bahe jx takhte lark hoi.”-var maru / m3.2in 

the royal assembly. “vajahu gavae apna takhatr 
na besahx ser.”—odkar. 
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‘aeat [takhti] small wooden plank/board. 
2 writing tablet; wooden tablet for writing. 

‘Bey [takhtu) a follower of Guru Arjan Dev. 
Earlier he had shown many feats of bravery 
by joining the army of Guru Hargobind. 
waTYS [takhtupura] See awa 7, 
‘HB [taxte] on the throne. 2 of the throne. See 

aus, 
anata [taxfrf] A 49” n shortage, deficiency. 
2 act of making lighter. Its root is xxf which 
means “light”. 

‘artier (texmina] A 7 n guess, estimate. Its 
Toot is xaman meaning ‘guess’. 
sumo [taxlia], serie [texliyeh] A n 
solitary place, isolated place. Its root is xala 
which means vaccum. 

‘IBA [takkhallus] 4 uv n pen name of a 

poet or writer; pseudonym; nom de plume. Its 
root is xalas which means ‘to like’. 

‘BFE [takhan], 34 [takhan] » hewer, whittler, 
scraper, jointer, carpenter. 2 See saws. 

‘aig [takhir] See aefg. 
‘3a [tag] » thread, cord, string. 2 sacred thread. 
See 3g. 3 Skt 1 adjmetaphysicist, possessor 

of spiritual knowledge. “jru tag age ag argai.” 
-NP. ‘as an ignorant person falls silent before 
ametaphysicist.” 

‘Bae [tagan] a prosodic foot having this syllabic 
arrangement: SSI. 

‘Bae [tagna] See yarer. 
‘gant [tagma] See San" and war. 
‘Bars [tagar] Skt na tree, found on the banks of 
rivers flowing through Afganistan, Kashmir, 

Bhutan and Konkon. It has fragrant wood from 

which oil is extracted. Its sawdust is used in 
making incense and its leaves, root, wood, oil 
etc are used for preparing many medicines. 
Its after-effect is warm and moist. It cures 
flatulent and rheumatic diseases. Latin name 
of this tree is: Valeriana Wallichii 

sae 
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sateat [tacallub] A _ is n sense of becoming 
dominant; being overpowering. 2 mis- 
appropriating, embezzling goods under one’s 
charge. 

‘Bart [tagral See Jae". 
‘gare (tagada] n ornament; item of jewellery. 
2.1n Punjabi this word is also used for takaza. 

See sar, 
‘Bare [tacar] T 4g ” earthen platter. 2 mortar. 
3 basin around a tree to collect water; raised 

boundary. 

‘Bard (tagari] See sat 3. 2 platter. 
‘afer [togt] See 3a 2. 2 in the thread, in the 

cord. “nanak tegu na tufai je tag hove joru.” 

var asa. 
‘sai [tagie] get elevated, increase; multiply. 
See ga". “kurahu kare vrnas dharme tagie.” 
var guj2 m5. 
aefe [tagid) See safte. 
wate [tagir] 4 9 nm act of changing, 
conversion. 2 act of confiscating someone’s 
status or estate. “marhate dakhni kie tagir.” 
—PPP. 

Baftet [tagiri) n state of transformation/ 
conversion; transformation. See Safe. “param 
dharem aru miri piri. dhare ap, de apar tagiri.” 
-GPS. See fast. 

13g {tagu] n thread, cord, string. 2 sacred thread 
worn by the Hindus. “tagu kapahahu katie 
bamhanu vate ar.”-var asa. 3 See 3a 3. 

‘3% [tage] gets elevated, achieves enhancement, 
endures, stands by. See gare". “papi mul na 
tage."-var maru 2 m5. 

‘Baa [tegy] metaphysicist, possessor of spiritual 
knowledge. See Jat 3. 2 possessor of divine 

knowledge. 33-ara. 

‘BBs [tacan), Te" [tacana] v get heated in fire; 

be heated. 2 glare in anger. “cd pracSd taci 
akhia.”-c5di 7. 
‘ea [tachak] See sae. 
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‘38z [tachan], Sew [tachna] Skt Saxe v scrape 
a wooden piece; shape wood, whittle wood. 

2 make an idol by engraving wood or stone. 

See 3a vr. 3 See Sez. 
se'Gar [tachaunal v get something scraped, 
get cut. “ap tachavahr dukh sahahr.”~var ram 
1 m1. See 368. 
‘swe (tachamucch] a scraped piece; cuttings. 
“tachamucch tarvaran karke.”-NP. 

‘sfes [tachrn] 33-az. instantly, at once, 
promptly. See Few. 
dea [tacchak] See Saar. 

‘tu [tacchja] daughter of Takshak. 2 snake, 

serpent. “tacchja lajhi.”—carrtr /52. 

‘Fez [tacchan] See Tee. 2 Skt WaT adv at 
once; instantly, promptly. 

‘See [tacchna] scrape, pare, trim, carve. See 
san, 
‘eH [tacchan] at once, instantly. See 3ze 2. 
“tecchan lacchan deke pradacchan.”—cédi /. 

ays [tachhmocch] See serfz. “grre su 
tacchmucchi3.”-VN. 

‘3A [taj] n tree of the cinnamon (cassia bark) 

species, which is found mostly in Malabar and 

East Bengal. Its leaves are named as bay 
leaves. Its perfume is of a superior quality and 
its bark and leaves are used in many medicines. 

Its botanic name is Laurus Cassia. Its 
aftereffect is dry-hot. It cures rheumatic and 

inflammatory diseases. It suppresses bad cold. 
‘The paste prepared by grinding it in vinegar is 
useful in relieving pain and in controlling 
inflammation. 2 See ava". 3 See aff. 4 See 
om. 

‘anetar [tajaiya] adj renouncer, who gives up. 
2 absconder, deserter. “tajaiya jyé nasat he.” 
-krIsan. 

‘adt [tajhiz] A 47 nm preparation, act of 
preparing. 2 act of preparing the coffin etc. 

‘BHAT [tajkora] A , fz act of mentioning. 2 a 
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book, which carries reference to some one. 

‘SAS [tajna), SAA [tajna) (Ske TA vr give up, 
renounce). Skt Sara n sense of renunciation; 

renunciation. “jrsu szmrat dukh bisarahr 

piare! so kru tajnaj 
“gurgtan ogzan tajaz.”-sri mJ. “tajtoman te 
abhimany,”—maru m 5. “jth brkhra sagli 

taji.”"-s m 9. 
‘3H [tajab] See sufya. 

‘BHAGE [tajabjub] A — x7 n sense of wavering; 
hesitation; having no conviction on an issue. 
‘sree (tajrbal A , 7 n knowledge achieved 
from experience. Its root jarab means 

examination/experience, 
BHEvas [tajarbekar] adj adept, experienced. 
‘arts [tajviz] Af n decision, determination. 

2 arrangement, management. 3 proposal, 

suggestion, Its root is jz meaning to pass. 
sirfee [tajaxn] causing one to renounce; to 
force or make some one give up. “guru pure 
mrlz pap tjarn.”-suhi m5. 
‘3H [tajat] renounces; gives up. “na tajat 
kabrlas ko.”-saveye m 4 ke. ‘does not 

renounce Kailash.’ 
‘aHraa [tajarat] See fares. 

‘awe [tajara] P (7 n traveller. 2 new horse, 

not broken in yet. 3 See SAT", 

‘iret [tajari] worthy of renunciation, suitable 
for giving up. 2 having renounced, having. 

given up. “kam krodh lobh moh tajari.” 
-suhi m 5. 

‘BASH [tajavuz] A jaf n act of increase; 

abundance, 

‘aft [tajx] Skt FIG vr renounce, give up, argue. 

2 adv having renounced or given up. “‘tajz apu 
mrte sStapu.”-asa chSt m5. 

‘afiait{tajre] by renouncing, by giving up. “tajze 
nz na mile gupal.”-g5d kabir. ‘by giving up 

taking food.’ 
‘srfpxt [tajzale] let us renounce; renounce, give 
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up. 2 renounced. “tajiale sarab j 
m5. 

afi (tajinu] Sar See TAB. “sagal tajin gagan 
davravau.”~gau kabir. ‘After giving up 
everything, make us run in the universe (brain’s 

domain). 

aHhr [tajim] See aH. “kar ardas tajim 
bakhani.”-NP. 

‘Brfte [tajir) A _ 7 m punishment, reprimand, 
waming. Its root 1s azar. 

‘aiff [tajile] renounced, gave up. “tajile banares 
matr bhai thori.”-gau kabir. 
Srftee [tajivan) adj renounceable, worth 
renouncing. “ramaia japahv prani, an tajivan 
bani."-sri kabir.! 
ify [tajst] act of renunciation. “tajst lobh3.” 
-sahas m 5. 
‘FAG [tajjeb) See Intye. 
BE [tat] Skt Te vr be high. 2 ma river’s bank. 
3 shore, beach. “tat tirath sabh dharti 
bhremzo.”-sor a m 5. 4 Shiv, the great god. 
5 adv near, close by, at hand. 6 This term has 

also been used for jhat (instantly). “tatde bar 
payo.”-krzsan. 

‘Sere [tetasth] Skt adj living near the shore; 
coastal; littoral. 2 proximate situated, proximal, 

3 neutral, impartial. 4 » facet, which is 

different from appearance. See Sera waz. 

5 Shiv. 

‘Bera wae (tatesth laksan], 3erPa See (tatasth 

lacchan] n facet of an object, which is 
different from its appearance, e.g. - ignoring 
the facets of a person having short stature, 

black colour, smal} nose etc, we say that the 
person with a light-yellow turban is sitting on 
the roof. 
‘3eaved (tatahkhatah] residing on the bank of 

place of pilgrimage and indulging in vices. See 

Some scholars read it thus: “anat jivan bani.” ‘whose 
utterance bestows upon us infinite life." 

-gau 
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Zen, “tatah khatah barat puja gavan bhavan 
jatr koran sagal phal puni.”—bher m5 pertal. 
ges [tatat) lightning. See 3faz. 2 In 
Sastarnammala the word tatat has also been 
used for tatzni i.e. stream. See »far 160, 
geet [tami] See afest. 

‘et (tata} Sk eran pond, tank, pool. “je oh 

kup tata devave.”-g5d ravrdas. ‘get wells and 
ponds dug and give them in charity.’ 

‘3e~m [tatak], Jere [tatag] pond, tank. See ge" 

and 37a, 
‘atest [tatzni] Skt n that which has banks i.e. 

river, stream. 
‘3& [tafil n river, stream. 2 bank, coast, shore. 
3 vale. 
sda [tapsk] See #2a, 

32 [tatte] reprimanded, wamed, ‘“jadav sabh 
totte.”-BG. 

‘3a [tad] See 37 4. 2 Skt 3g vr rebuke, beat, 

punish. 
3se [tedna] v tighten, stretch. 2 spread, 
extend. “hathu tadahz gharz gharz m3gar.” 
—var gov | m4. 
asrfewr [tadara] spread out, stretched. “aceta 
hath tadaza.”—var sri m 4. ‘Those who do not 

remember God, have spread out their hands 

for alms,’ 

‘fa [tedzt) See 3fas. 

‘Jee [tanna] See 3a". 
‘3S [tana] Skt yay and P » n trunk of a tree. 

2 root ofa tree spread under the earth. 3 Skt 

‘Wa son. “hanyo asur raven tana.”—ramav. 

4 Skt 359 adj thundering, roaring. “dura ato 
jemahr tana.”-sri trrlocan. See Fa". 

‘Bey {tonav], 3e~x [tanav] n tension; stress. 
2 expansion, extension. 3 tug of a tent. See 
woe, 
‘3éF [tani] m cord of a long and loose shirt etc, 

that keeps the dress tight. 2 ceremonial string 
tied in front of a bride’s house on the occasion 
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of her marriage. See 3ét get. 
‘gator (tania) 7 stringed loincloth. 2 blouse. 

3 bra. 
32} gaat (tani chuhni] v a ceremony among 
the Hindus, performed on the occasion of a 

marriage. While riding a mare, the bridegroom 

touches the ceremonial string tied in front of 

the bride’s house. 
gat Fea [tani tuttni], Ist Fzet {tani torni] v 

stretching of the body with joy or anger so 

that the strings of clothes are snapped. “maha 
krodh uthyo tani tor tar5."-gyan. 

‘3B [tat] Ske A m God, the Creator. 2 pron he, 

she, it. “tat asray3 nanak.”-sahas m 5. 3 Skt 
Tat n expansion, spread. 4 stringed musical 
instrument. “tats vinadrks vady5.”-amarkos. 
See ify Haw. 5 air, wind. 6 father. 7 son. 8 also 
used for 3y (hot). “barr bhayo tat.”—krrsan. 

9 tat is also used for tatv, which means 
metaphysics. “tat somdarsi sStahu koi ko}z 
mSdhahi.”-sri m 5. The metaphysicist or 
perfectionist is hardly one among crores. See 
3g. 10 element, quintessence. “pac tat ko tan 

recto."=s m 9, Il adv where, there. “jatr jau 
tat bithalu bhela.”-asa namdev. “jotkat pekhav 
tat tat tumhi.”-gau m 5. 12 short for tatkal; at 

once, immediately, instantly. “hor geza tat 
char.”-dhana m 5. 

‘3a Arew (tat sarkha] adj musical instrument 
like trumpet or harmonium etc, “jake gharz 
isaru bavla jogatguru, tat sarkha gran 
bhakhile.”-mala namdev. ‘Shiv, Himself, does 

not utter any word, but speaks through the 

sound coming from the musical instrument.” 

Bau [tatah) adv likewise. “tatah kutsb moh 
mutthya.”~sahas m 5, 2 there, there and then. 

“jateh ketah tateh.”-sahas mJ. 

‘BsaF [tatkara] n list of contents in a book; 
contents, index. 

‘3geg (tatkar] onom cracking sound, clapping 
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sound. “kare hathan ko tatkar.”—corrtrJ. 2 See 
seas. 
‘33a [tatkal], Tafee [tatkhn], 3afee [tatkhin)} 

Skt WeHTA-TEM advat that very time, instantly, 
at once, immediately. “srr satran ke par atrlage 
totkar.”"-krrsan. “jo jo kahe thakur pahz sevaku 

tatkal horave.”—asa im 5, “s3tudharav tatkhin 

talz."-g5d m 5. See af. 
ga [tatakkh) short for tatkgan at; that very 

time, immediately. “tatakkh pakkhre ture.” 
~ramav. 
‘yaaa [tatagy] Skt Syaat adj possessor of 
spiritual knowledge. 2 » knower of the 

universe. 3 3g-am one who knows the ultimate 

reality. 

‘38w6 [tatchan], Jsfes [tatchzn] See Taft. 
‘Beta [tatjog] n (state) or Yog of equipoise; 
state of being-engrossed with the Creator 
through meditation per the Guru’s precepts. 
“eso jan brrlo he sevak jo tatjog kav bete.”-kan 
mJ. See Fania, 2 essence of yog. (gist- main 
principle). 

‘BaF [tat-tull] Skt WYea adj similar to that, 
same as that. 

‘dent [tatatthai] melody, rhythmic tune during 
a dance. “nace jig r5g5 tatatthai tat-thys.” 

—ramav. 

‘saat [tatdarsi] Sa TAG syyy visualizer 
of reality. See 339, 
gauge [tatpar] Skr WY adj ready, alert. 
2 intelligent. 3 engrossed, involved. 4 1 
twinkling of an eye. 
ssueey [tatparavahv] get alert, be read; 

“augan chodahu gun karahu, ese tatpravahu.” 
-asaam], 
safes (tatbrtal, safe [tetbtd] Ske arate 
adj knower of spiritual reality; one who has 
attained self-realisation. “sahrb bhana tatbtta, 

apar krtak stkh bhir.”~GPS. “mokh tatbfd 

mahz jan ntrdhar he.”—NP. 
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wawte [tatbir] See seta. “banjare tatbir 
brcari.”-GPS, 
‘Bats [tatbeta] See safes, 
‘waite [tetbodh] See aqitu. 
uanfe [tatmar] See 3qHa. 
‘JS [tatras] See ITO. 
gates (tatvtd) metaphysicist, possessor o: 
spiritual knowledge. See safe. “gyani dhyan 
jo tatvtd.”-GPS. 
‘3a [tata] Skt SY adj hot, warm. 2 bitter. 

pungent. “rkz tate rkz bolant mzthe.”—man_ 

m 5 d5juli, 3 n character 3. “tata taszu pritz 
keorr.”—bavan. 4 pronunciation of the characte: 

z 
sage (tatarca] P 26 n a type of arrow. “ti 
khatsg tatarco.”-sanama. “kahrr tatarce.” 
-ramav. 2 javelin, spear. 3 a resident of Tatar. 

“ture tatarce."—ramav. ‘horses of Tatar.’ 

gardt [tatari] of Tartar country; Tartar, 
belonging to. “nacce tatari.”—paras. ‘The 

Tartar horses danced.” 

fs (tatr] Skt n spread, expansion. 2 class, 
line, row. 3 adjthat much, as much. 

‘sfaftmr [tatrkhza), sfsfemr [tatzchza) See 
fafsfunr. 
afdyr (tattma] A _¥ appendix. 
‘aft (tati] adj hot, warm. “tati vau na lagai.” 
-majham5. 
water [totibav), Ista [tatibal) See Tse. 
‘gate [tatiri) 7 continuous trickling of water. 

2 adv at the same place, that very instant. 
“jaha pathavav jav tatiri.”-suhi m 5. 
‘adie [tativav) 1 hot air, scorching wind, 
2 harm, calamity. “nah lage tati vau jiv.”-suhi 

m5 gunvati. “citr ave osu parbrahamu lege na 

tati vau.”~sri am 5. 

‘3 [tatu] Skt Aa n essential elements of the 
universe, such as earth etc; quintessence. “pSc 
tatu malt kara kini.”~g5d kabir. 2 the 

transcendental One, the Creator. “ I 
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tatu vicarv.”-sri am J.3 essence, quintessence. 

“tatu gran tisu mani pragtara.”—sukhmani. 
4 butter, fresh butter. “jal mathe tetv lore 3dh 
agrana.”-maru a m J. “sahajx bzlovahu jese 
tatu na jai.”—asa kabir. 5 reality, actuality, 

6 advat once, instantly. “jo prrukahe so dhan 
tatu mane.”—maru solhe m 5. 
wafamrs [tatugran] knowledge of reality, 
true knowledge. 2 self-realisation; spiritual 
knowledge, 

‘Bgtas (tatubegal] of the possessor of spiritual 
knowledge; of the possessor of self-realisation. 
“tatubegal saranz parije.”-kalz 9 m 4.2 See 

aga [tatuys] 33 + F Oh, you! 23q + mt this, 
in the essential form. “subhs tatuy3 acut 

gungys.”-sahas m 5. 

‘3Fey [taturasu] core of knowledge; essence 

lisation. “pranve nama taturasv 

‘32 [tate] of the quintessence. “tate sar na jani 
goru bajhahu.”-ansdu. 2 preaching through 
character 3. “tate tamasz jeltoahu mure!”—asa 

pati m 3.3 to the quintessence. “kzu tate 

avigate pave?”-srdhgosafz. 
33 3y [tato tatu) essence of reality, supreme 
essence. “tato tatu mzle manu mane.” 
—srdhgosafz. 2 essential reality; quintessential 
reality. 

8g [tatt] See By. 2 adj wind-like, clever like 
the air. “caryo tatt taji.”—paras. 

‘Saronft (tattsamadhz) n meditation; communion 
with the Creator through the Guru's precepts; 
deep meditation. 

a went [tatt khalsa} in Sammat 1771, Banda 
Bahadur, intoxicated with power, aspired to 
be. worshipped. He established a temporal 
seat as spiritual authority in the precincts of 
Harimandir Sahib. Instead of “vahzguru ji ki 
fatahr” he began to be hailed with 
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“saccesahib’ ki phate”. The Khalsa got rid of 
his supremacy and the Sikhs were divided into 
two groups. Those who staunchly adhered to 
the teachings of Guru Gobind Singh were hailed 
as Tat Khalsa and those who followed Banda 
Bahadur, came to be known as Bandai Khalsa. 

‘Now the followers of Bandai Khalsa are very 
few in number, but they do not have faith in any 

religious scripture other Guru Granth Sahib and 
perform all rituals as per the Guru’s precepts. 
Fat dh afos [tattd di rahrt], Sat 2 Ge [tatta de 
gun) “sp tejbar prrthmiakasa. esirahttrahav 
harz pasa.”-gau kabir. The role of water is to 
purify and keep every thing calm; that of fire 
is to remain content and happy by eating 
whatsoever is available, be it simple, meagre, 
wet or dry, provide light to all around; the 
attribute of air is to impart identical touch to 
each and every one and give life to all; the 

role of the earth is to have forbearance and to 
provide habitation to all, while to keep balance 

is the role of the sky. 

Sanskrit scholars regard the properties of 
the bodily elements thus: 

earth’s properties: bones, flesh, nail, skin, 
small body-hair. 

properties of water: semen, blood, urinal 

excrement. 
properties of fire: sleep, hunger, thirst, 

‘sweat, stupor. 
properties of wind: to acquire (retain), 

thrust (push), throw, collect, spread. 

properties of sky: sex, anger, shyness, 
attachment, greed. 

Bq [tatr] Skt adv n there, at that place. “jotr 

tatr drsa visa hur phelro anurag.”~japu. 
“pervades every where like love.” 

‘aq ufs (tetr gatr] approach. 2 the same tradition, 
"By sacche sahrb, Baba Banda Bahadur meant Guru 

Gobind Singh Sahib. 
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the same ritual. “tatr gate sdsarah nanak sog- 
harakh§ biapate.”-sahas m 5. “tadgateh 
sSsarah.” ‘with the same momentum.” 
BTS [tatragat] Jura there (he) came; (he) 

came to that place. “mrtstz tatragat bharam 
moh5.”-sahas m 5. 

‘Bq [tatv] See 3g, 
SYS [tatvgun] See Fat 2 YE. 
‘ByaA [tatvagy] Skt AAT adjhaving knowledge 

of the essential nature; possessor of real 

knowledge; having knowledge of reality. 
2 metaphysicist; possessor of spiritual 

knowledge. 
‘Bye [tatvgyan] See sgfamrs. 
aqita [tatvbodh] n self-realisation; highest 
spiritual knowledge. 2 true knowledge, real 

knowledge. 

aqyat [tatvbhasi] adj speaking the truth; 
speaker of the essential truth. 

‘quik [tatvmast) See noea, 
‘BANG [tatvmay] adjessential; not different from 
reality, 
‘BTU [totvras] See IFay. 
sqwet [tatv-vadi] speaker of reality. See 
ayer. 
aqes [tatv-vetta] See Tyaa. 
‘3a [tath] See 3a. 2 partas that, like that. “thals 
tath nir5.”—verah. 3 adv there, at that place. 

“tath lagn3 prem nanak,”-gatha. 

‘aw (tatha] Skt part and, as well as. “var majh 
ki tath salok mahla 1”. 2 thus, like this. 3» 

reality. 4 faith. “gur ke sabadr tatha crtulae.” 
-marum 1.5 limit, boundary. 

‘wing [tathasu], gery (tathast] part Bey; let 
this happen; may this occur. “kahrke tathastu 

bhe Str-dhan.”—datt. 

‘gw [tathac] part still; even then, even so, 

‘sarfy (tathapr) Skt part even then, even so, 
fa [tathr] adv there, at that place, there and 
then, “ma jolad tathz."-var mara 2 m5. 
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‘3g [tathu} Skt saa fact, truth, reality. “sevak 
das kahzo zh tathu.”-saveye m 4 ke. 2 gist, 
essence, butter. “padrt, dahi brloie bhai, 
vicahu nikle tathu.”-sor am J. 

‘Bae (tathei] See Fae. 
‘ate [tathev] partsimilarly; like that, in the same 
way. 
3 (tatth] See 3g. “kar tatth sunayo.”—ramav, 
Sw [tattha} n devoid of essence, crushed 

sugarcane. 
‘Sfid (tatthrys], Tae (tatthei] See staf. “tute 
tal tatthry5.”-ramav. 

‘saa [tathy] See 3g. 
‘BEATAT [tathy-gyan], TeatT {tathy-bodh] real 
knowledge, essential knowledge, spiritual 

knowledge. See 3g. 
‘3e [tad] adv then, at that time, at that moment. 

“nanak satrguru tad hi pae.”—var brha m 3. 

2SkrTRadjhe. 3 aforesaid. 4 worth considering. 
5 grasped. 6 n the ultimate Reality. 

‘3ey [tadahu) adv then. “tedahu hor na koi.” 

var guj! m3. 
‘Bea [tadka] since then. See Je. “rrjak dia 
sabh-hu kav tadka.”-saveye m4 ke, ‘since the 

time they were begotten.’ 
BEE [tadgun) Skt TT (divine quality) This 

figure of speech is used when one acquires 

the quality of the company one keeps, after 

giving up one’s own merit. 
Example: 

maha brkhadi dusat apvadi te punit sdgare.. 
adham cSdali bhai brahamuni sudi te srestaire. 

~asam 5, 
tum cSdan ham rr bapure s5grt tumare basa, 
nicrukh te uc bhae hé g3dhr sugsdhz ntvasa. 

~asa revidas. 
ninmalbhae pl jasgavat bahurr na hovatkaro. 

-sarm J. 

sursarisalzl krrt baruni re, 
sStjan karat nahi pan 
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sura apavitr natu avar jel re, 
sorsari milat naht hoz and. 

—mala ravidas, 

cSdanvas banaspatr sabh cSdan hove, 
asatdhatu rkdhatu kar s3g paras dhove, 

nadia nale vahye mz] g3g g3gove, 
patrtudharan sadhussg papamal dhove. 

-BG. 

sedse [tadnstar] Skt adv n after that, 
afterwards, then. 
gefy [tadapr] Skr part even then, yet, still. 
“tadapr dhran na ae.”—hajare 10. 
sedis (tadbir] A 4 n plan, scheme, design. 
2 attempt, remedy. 

‘sedi (tadrij] A G)z working in order of 
precedence. 

gegu [tedrup) Skr seu adj similar to that, 
resembling that, See gua. 

‘Bees [tadvat] Skt TEx adj like that, similar to 

that. 2 exactly as it was before. 

3e [toda], 3eG [tadaul, sefe (tadaz) advthen, 

at that moment, at that instant. See 3z. 2 See 

seas [tadakar] Skt adj of the same size, 
similar to that. 2 replica of the same shape. 
sety (tadapr], Sef [tadapi] See sefur, 
eae (tadarak], FeYA [tadarvk] A yz n 

investigation of an accident, 2 arrangement 
to avoid accident. 3 punishment, penalty. “je 

na tadarak drhd trs tai.”"-NP. 

‘fe [tadz] adv then, at that time. “na tadr 
gorakh, na machfdo.”-maru solhe m J. 
‘fer [tadzn] 33-fem that day, on the same day. 
“brten nam trh tadrn kahayas.”-rudr. See 
fase. 
‘BE [tadi] See Te. 2 See Tet. 
‘By [tadua] n a creature that catches other 
animals with its sucker-bearing arms, octopus. 

See Sgmr. “jalr kicar tadua badhro.”-naf m 
4. ‘In the water, the elephant was caught by 
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an octopus.” 
‘Ft [tade], Ft (tado] adv at the same time, at 

that moment. “‘dubrdha tade brnasi.”-maru 

m3. See se. 
adaz [tedster] See sedaw. 
et [taddi] 4 ys n oppression, cruelty. 2.4 
2 act of quarreling. 3 crossing one’s limit. 

4 rebuke, reprimand. 
geafu [tadypr} part then, that moment. See 
ety. 
Budee (tadhnster] See Teb3s. 
Sfas [taddhzt) Skt aft x (in grammar) a 
kind of suffix. It is of five types: 
(a)patronymic indicating the relation of 

progeny, devotee etc. as- Dashrath from 

Dashrathi, Shaivite pertaining to Shiv, 
Ramanandi relating to Ramanand etc. 

(b)subjective or nominative indicating the 
profession or object of a subject as - gaddivan 
from geddi; lakarhara from lakgi; venjara from 
-vanaj etc. 
(c)abstract indicating the ideas or qualities, 

for example - murakhpuna from murakh; 

dhithai from dhith; ucai from ucce; kethorta 

from kethor etc. 

(d)dimunitive indicating deficiency or lack of 

something, for example khatreta from khatri, 
musla from muslim; derogratory of Khatri and 
Muslim respectively. 

(e)qualitative indicating qualities/characteristics 
of something e.g. mela from mel; th3da from 

thd; gonvan from gun; sukhdark from sukh 
ete, 
Bw [tan] Skt 7 vr expand, spread, stretch. 2 
progeny, offspring, 3 wealth. 4 P «jn body, 
torso. “tan suca so akhie jzs mahz sacanav.” 

si m 1. 5 Skt 30a son, progeny. “kOmi jal 
mahtz tan tisu bahari.”-asa dh3na. 6 Pkt 

company, companionship. “ghar ki narz uraht 
tan lagi.”~suhi ravrdas. “daya chima tan 
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pritz.”~hajare /0. 7 from. “krrpa drisatz tan 

jahr nsharho.” ~copai. 
‘BGs [tanavr], 38or [tanaura), 349a" [tenavta] 
Skt 3a n ear-rings; omament for the ears 
of women. “ypma taht tanaur ki suraj si he 
suddh.”-krrsan, “kSn tanure kamni.”-BG, 
sada (tanaia) Skt 3ou1 son, “kai ke tanaia 
he na.”-gyan. 2 adj stretching. 3 See satu. 
sar [tansix] A cancelling/refuting, 
refutation, cancellation. 
‘BaRy [tansukh] n a very fine muslin-like cloth 

specially prepared for the rich people. 2.a poet, 
resident of Lahore, who was a disciple of Guru 

Gobind Singh. He translated Panchtantar into 
Hindi - viz: 

“tansukh khatri base lahor, 

karamrekh ayo thabhor,... 

sSmat satrah se rktalrs, 

orSgzebi san sattazs,' 
hrtezt laz katha anusari, 
barnat hi atr lagi prari,... 

pactstr rk grath he tate kahi sudhar... 

kehrt kahzt gun haryo brahma, 
tk tz] tako maram na paya, 

sekh sahas phanz nam ucaret, 
ganat ganat tthStnaaya, 

Idadzk sur nar munz jete, 
herat herat sabe hrraya, 

so guru gobfd Starjami, 
pragat daras s3gatz drkhraya,... 

kalzjug mahf bhayo guru gobTd, 

ja som dusar or na koi, 

riddht stddhx dou dar thadhe, 

nis basur tZh agya joi, 

mukatz bid ayas th mahi, 
tatkal ko kare su hoi, 

tansukh hor daras dekhat hi, 

dehu dares dukh rahe na koi.” 

‘The jalusi san 27, means 274 year since the cor 
of Aurangzeb. 
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Seetiudg. 
au (tanha) P \F adj alone, lonely. 
‘wma [tanak] See Bfsa. 
‘sway [tankih] A * n search, exploration. 
Its root is ay meaning to extract from the 

innermost. 
‘Baw [tankhah] P 7 n salary; monthly or 
annual fixed pay, 2 xa religious punishment, 

penalty as per religious code. 
Bourges [tankhahdar) a salaried servant; an 

official employed on salary. 2 xa deserving 

religious punishment. “pratkal sats3g ne jave. 
tankhahdar vah bada kahave.”—tanama. 

‘seuramt (tankhahnama] a scripture written 
by a devoted Sikh based on a dialogue 

between Guru Gobind Singh and Bhai Nand 

Lal. It depicts in detail those acts, the 
performance of which subjects a person to 
religious punishment. 
seurdior [tankhahia] adj punishable on 

account of opposing the Sikh congregation; 

deserving religious punishment. 
‘BmPT [tanxvah) See TawT 1. 
‘Jew [tanaz] Az sarcasm, taunt. 
‘ariht [tonjim] A” n sense of organising, 
managing. 2 act of stringing (pearls etc). 

3 framing by-laws of an organisation. 

‘3Ses (tanazzul] A J ¥ suggestive of fall or 

decline. 

BHTS [tantran} Skt Joge n protector of the 

body; armour, coat of mail. “pahzre tantran 

phrré taht bir.”=cddi . 
safedt {tandrhi] P 7 7» applying the body; 
labour, hard work. 2 effort, attempt. 
‘BoET [tandurust] P .,¢ adjhaving a sound 
body; free from disease; healthy. 
‘SweT [tandeh] See sated. 2 See TFeT. 

‘wer [tan-na] (Skt w vr expand, extend). v 
tighten, stretch. “cale tanke tanid.”—krrsan. 

‘marched after tightening the strings of their 
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dresses.’ 2 expanding the warp, stretching. 
“tan-na bun-na sabh tajzo he kabir.”-guj 
Kabir. “ham ghart sut tonahz nzt tana.”-asa 
kabir. 
goufa [tanmaht) Skt TTI adj absorbed, 
engrossed. “trn bhi tanmaht manu nahi 
pekha.”-gau 2 kabir. ‘never saw the mind 
merged fully with the soul.’ 2 within the body.' 
‘3eMG [tanmay] See smxfa 1. 
gong [tanmatr] Skt 713 n (according to 

Sankhy) pure form of five elements viz 

vocable word, touch, appearance, pleasure, 
fragrance. 
Per the evolutionary concept, grandeur evolves 
from nature, arrogance from grandeur that 
further generates sixteen elements, ie, five 

sense organs; five organs of action; five pure 
forms of the bodily-elements and one-mind. 

“praketz mul mahtatv upava ahdkar tonmatr 
banava.”-NP. 

‘Sa [tanmatra] See Sau. 
‘gait (tonme) adj identical, engrossed, absorbed. 
See sonfa I. 

‘gait [tanay] Skt n son, who enables his dynasty 

to flourish further; male child. See 3a 1. 

‘3aur [tanya] Skt n daughter, who makes her 
dynasty flourish further; female child. See 

solar. 
aafay [tonrrpu] m enemy of the body; cheat. 
~sanama. 2 ailment. 3 evil, immoral. 

‘gage [tanruh] Skt 3qgT x tiny hair grown from 

the pores of the body. “tenruh khare tarovar 
jal."-GPS. ‘Like a large number of trees in 

the jungle, grew the bodily hair.’ 
3m [tana] stretched, spread, expanded. See 
‘3m. “sagal pasara tum tana.”~maru solhem 
5.2m expansion, spread. ‘sagal samagri jaka 
tana.”-sukhmani, 3 P tree trunk. 4 root of a 

tree spread under the earth. 5 also used for 

che "—majh m3. “rs tan mahz manu ko gurmukhz deb 
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tanay, meaning son. 6 etymological tana means 

dhan ie wealth. “seranzsahai séteh tana.” 
—maru solhe m 5. wealth of saints. 
3 [tanau] 7 tension. 2 pull. 
‘geet [tanai] got stretched, got extended. “puria 

ek tanai.”-gau kabir. See aH OF. 

‘BEMPU [tanasux] A Fg in the sense of exchange; 
transmigration of the soul from one body to 
another. See mreranes. 
‘3a [tanaja] A bse m sense of quarreling, 
dispute, controversy. 

‘go [tanans] to the bodies, “prachede tanan3.” 
~gyan. 
yee [tanab] A Wu n cord, lace, brace. 
2 stretching strings fixed to a musical 

instrument like the drum. 3 60 yards long iron 

chain for measuring a field. 
‘eB [tanal] A Je n act of catching, act of 

pripping. 2 sleeve of gold or silver at the sheath 
of a sword having hasp and staple for 
fastening the sword to the waist. The end- 

point of the sheath touching the sword’s tip is 
called manal. In Sindhi it is called tahnal. “jrs 

ke lage manal tanala.”-GPS. 3A J sole ofa 
shoe. 4 horse-shoe, iron-plates fitted to a 

horse’s hoof. 
we [tanav) See Jars. 2 tension; sense of 

stretching. 

‘3H [tanaval], IFS (tanavul] 4 ,Z n act of 
catching; act of gripping. 2 act of putting 

morsel in one’s mouth, act of eating. 

fs (tanz) due to the body. “‘manz tanx japie 
bhagvan.”—kalz m J. 2 within the body. “jztu 
tanz namu na upje se tan hohz khuar.”=prabha 
m 1.3 to the body. “nam bina tant krchu na 
sukhave.”-prabha m J. 4 on the body. “jrtu 

tanz paiahz nanka, se tanv hovahi char.” 
-var asa. 5 of the body. “jog jugatr tanz 

bhed.”-japu. meaning knowledge of khatcakr 
etc. 
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‘fee [tanzk) adja bit, a little, much less. 
sfowfe [tanrchadz) 3a ~ feet - wrfe act of 
fulfilling desire to nourish the body. “anzk 
dokha tantchadz pure.”-dhana m 5. 

‘fear [tanzya] See Sau. 
Bét (tani) stretched, tightened. 2 strong, intense. 
“tori na tule chori na chute esi madho khic 

tani.”-brla m 5, ‘such is the intense desire.’ 
3 n strings/laces of a dress, stretching cord. 

“kabe tani ko bidhan karé.”"-GPS. 4 See 32t. 
‘sober [tania], soter [toniya] daughter, female 

child. See sar. “janmi taniya sumatz 
prabina.”-NP. 2 See 3dr. 

‘BF [tonv] Sktn body. “tanudhanvapan thapto.” 
~dhana m 5. 2 skin. 3 adjthin, diluted. 4 less. 

5 soft. 6 beautiful. 7 Sm stomach, abdomen. 

8 also used for tanay i.e. son. “guru ramdas 
tanu sarabme sahajr c3doa taniav.”—saveyem 
Ske. 

‘Iga [tanvk] adja little, a bit. 
‘3H [tanyj] tanu + ja 7 son bom of the body. 
3qMF [tanvja] n daughter born of the body. 
‘3B_ [lanvtr], ITF [tanviran] armour, coat of 

mail. See Jaye. 

‘Sq_est [tanutranni] n army with armours. 

-sanama. 
Beqest fay [tenutranni rrpu) n enemy of 
the army. i.e. rifle.-sanama. 

‘BENT [tanudeh] parts of skin [tanu] and body 
(deh) like abdomen etc. “bharie hath peru 

tanudeh.”-japu. for elucidation of this term. 
See 3g 2 and 7. 
3g [tanu] Ske n body, physique. 2 son. 3 cow. 
4 water. 

‘agar [tanuka] 7 a bit of straw, straw. “dagan 
tonuke pakrayo he.”-hanu. ‘made him hold 
grass between the teeth.” 

‘3qH [tanuj) son, male child. See 3qn. “sri 

harzraz tanuj.”-GPS. 
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sor. 
3g¢ (tanur] 4 ,7 1 oven, hearth. “tan na tapar 
tonur jru."-s farid. 
38 [tane), 34 [tene] son. See Iau. “hardastane 
guru ramdas."~saveye m 4 ke. “trn tane 
ravidas dasan dasa."—mala ravidas. 

‘a8ur [taneya} adj who stretches. 2 n son, male 
child. “kahd ke taneya he na meya jake bheya 
kou.”~gyan. 3 daughter, female child. 

‘3 (tana) son. “praszdh tejo tano.”-saveye m 
J ke. 

‘BHF [tansza] See THGa". 

‘Bat [tanvi] Ske woman of nimble limbs. 
‘Bu [tap] Skt 14 vr get hot, bum, meditate, repent, 
shine, suffer. 2 n fast observed for serious 

contemplation of self; meditation. “tap mahr 

tapisaru grthsat mahi bhogi.”-sukhmani. 
“tirath dan daya tap s3jom.”-33 soveye. 3 fire. 
4 heat. 5 summer. 6 fever. See au. 7 splendour, 

excellence. “devan ke tap me sukh pave.” 

~cSdi I. 8 Dg month of Magh. 
‘BUR [tapas] Skt sun. 2 moon. 3 bird. 4 Ske 

‘aR nerve-racking act like a fast etc; meditation. 

5 principles, rules. 6 religion. 7 month of Magh. 
8 Sce sf. , 
sure [tapascarya] Skt THA n act of 
meditating; meditating vigorously. 

sunsut (tapastapi] adjone who does meditation 
vigorously; ascetic, 

sum [tapaspati] adj lord of ascetics, revered 
ascetic, “agastr adr je bade tapaspati 
brsekhre.”—akal. 2 Ske Wreafe n Vishnu. 

3 lord of heat; sun. See franudt. 
‘Bunt [tapsa], suflmr [tepsza] having meditated. 
“danenakt tapsa?”-guj jedev. 2.n meditation. 
See Jun. “onrk tapsta kare ahSkar.” 

—sukhmani. 

‘sunft [tapsi), surfot (tapsia}, suru [tapsiah] 
adj ascetic; who does meditation. “tapsi 

‘Bgrfs [tonujanz], 3g [tanuja] daughter. See— -tapahz rata.”-sri am 5. 2 n ascetic, “sdrzasi 
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tapsiah.”-saveye m 3 ke. 3 meditation, 

penance. “tapsi kartke dehi sadhi.”-maru 
m5, 
surtefes [tapsid-dil] P J,45 adj in mental 
turmoil, emotionally perturbed. See serften. 
‘aunt (tapasya) Skt n practice of meditation, 

penance. 2 month of Phagun. 
‘Buy [tepasv) Skt Taft adj practitioner of 
meditation, 2 » ascetic. 

‘gust [tapna) v get hot, emit heat, 2 meditate. 
3 be jealous. 

‘gus [tapat] adj hot; heated up. “tapat keraha 

bujhzgaza, gurr sital namv dio.”-maru m 5. 
2.1 heat, combustion, burning. “tapat mahz 
thadhz vartai.”-sukhmani. 

‘guadt [tapatni] possessor of the river Tapti — 

carth.—sanama. See aud, 
sus [taptau) n feeling of heat due to 
meditation; hardship of meditation. “as3kh puja 
asdkh taptau.”-japu. 
gusus [taptapan] v meditate, do penance. 

“taptapan puj karavego.”-kan a m 4. “tap 
tapan pujy karavego.” See yA. 
surg [teptalu) See 3g. 

suf [tapatr] Ske af n heat, fire, burning. 
“tapatz na katahz bujhe.”-brha ch3tm 5. 
gust (tapti] Skt m per Mahabharat and 
Bhagwat', daughter of the sun, who was born 

from the womb of Chhaya and was married 

to king Sambaran of the lunar dynasty. Then 

it flowed in the guise of a stream in the 

southern region. It has many names as Tapni, 

Tapti, Shyama, Kapila, Sanka, Tara and Tapi. 

It rises from the mountain range of Satpura 

(Gonana Hills) and ultimately falls into the 

Arabian sea after covering a distance of about 

436 miles. The city of Surat is situated on its 

banks. “tapti nadi tir tfh bahe. surajsuta taht 
jpg kohe.”-carrtr /1/. See Hem 336. 

"See wares Feta 5, 9 19. 
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suff [tepdrkk] See fea. 
‘aus [tapan] Skt n heat, hotness, blaze. 2 sun. 
3 summer. 4 sunlight. 5 a plant called Calotropis 
procera. 6 a tree and its fruit L Semecarpus 

Anacardium. 
‘Buasy [tapantapu) adj supreme meditation; 
principal meditation. “tapantapu gurgran.” 
asa ravidas. 

‘Bust [tapnal v get heated, become hot, be hot. 

2 practise meditation. 3 be jealous or envious. 

4 n heat, hotness. “gurusas1 dekhe lahzjar 

sabhz tapna.”—g5d m 4. 

‘aut [tapni] See such. 
‘gusta [tapniy] Ske n gold, aurum. “rig topniy 
semana.”-GPS. 2 datura, thom-apple. 3 adj 
fit for heating. 

‘guy [tapnu] sense of performing meditation. 
See ¥ag. 2 See sun. 

‘Bug [tapar] adv only then, that is why. “caran 

tapar sakyath.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
3s" [tapla] m earthen pot with a wide opening 
in which food is cooked. 2 See 3ae", 

‘aug [taper] » palliasse made from straw, 

matting of straw. 2 thick woven sheet of jute, 
sack, “topar jhar vrchaz."-BG. 3 land covered 
with layers of straw; land lying fallow over a 
long period. 4 shoe made from woven straw- 
strings, slipper. 

snusft [tapri] small mat, matting of a small size. 
See sug. 

‘uur [tapa] n ascetic, hermit. “tapa na hove 
Sdrahu lobhi.”-var gau J m 4. See 39. 2 a 

village in Barnala division of Patiala state, 

which is now a railway station on Bhatinda- 
Rajpura line. Guru Tegbahadur visited this 
village while he was preaching in the Malwa 

region. Maharaja Karam Singh got 

constructed a pucca gurdwara and donated 

some land to this holy place. The priest is a 
Sikh. 
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‘aang [tapau] 7 heat, blaze, act of getting heated. 
‘mrGn [topaus] See SEF. 2 See afin. 
ganga (tapauna) v heat. “tan na tapaz tenur 
jru.”-s forid. 
‘ura [tapak] P Sf n zeal, fervour. 2 elation; 
impulse. 3 delight; exultation. 

‘Bus [tapana] See suGz". 

‘BweA [tapavas), SUH [tapavasu] 7 justice, 
faimess, justness. In ancient times there used 

to be an ordeal i.e. a test to find guilt or 

innocence. The accused persons were required 
to put hands in boiling oil, to lift red-hot iron 

balls with hands or enter flames of fire. Those 

who could endure such a test were declared 
innocent while those who were unable to tolerate 
this torture were held guilty. This term is derived 
from this practice. See feea 9.2 4 
investigation, inquiry, inquest, judgement. “gala 

uparr tapavasu na hoi.”=var gau J m4. “karni 
part hor tapavasu.”-var sar m 1. 

‘3fy [tapz) after heating up; after getting hot. 
“tapr tapt khape bahutu bekar.”—dhana m 1. 
2 from meditation. 
‘3fimrar [tapranal, sfumre [taprana] SU-mias, 
place for practising meditation. 2 aholy place 
‘on the bank of a pucca tank near Khadur, 

where Guru Angad Dev used to practise 
meditation. See Ws. 
afum [taprs] P (ff n heat, hotness, blaze, 
radiation. 

‘aft [tapi], str [tapia] » ascetic, practitioner 
of meditation. “tapia hove tapu kere.”-suhim 
1,2 in Dingal dialect, it means the sun. 

‘SUR [tapis), ute [tapisar) lord of the ascetics, 
the principal ascetic. “tapisar jogia tirathr 

gavanu kare.”-sri am 5. 
suies [tapidant P yg v get hot. 
By [tapu] See Bu. “tirathu tapu data datu 
danw.”—japu. 2 Skt adj heated, hot. 3 n fire. 
4 sun. 5 enemy, foe. 
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‘3AM [tapes] lord of ascetics; principal ascetic. 

ales [tapedar] S chief of a taluka (cluster of 

villages), chief of a pargana; one who has 

control over a tappa (taluka). 
aitas [tapodhan] Skt n one who regards 
meditation as his only wealth; ascetic. “des 

phrrzo kar bhes tapodhan.”-akal. 
sitfafa [tapontdhr] Ski n ascetic. See tus. 
‘ites [tapoban), sites [tapovan] Skt n a jungle 
for a meditator to reside. 2 a jungle, in which 

meditation can be practised with proper rites. 
3 a particular forest in Vrindavan, near 

Cheerghat. 
‘ur [tappal n region, territory. See ste. 
ites [tappedar} chief of a pargana; chief of 
an area. See Weg. “sadde un taht 

tappedar.”-PPP. 
BY [tapt] See sus. 
SUPFE" [taptmudra] mark on the body made 
with a heated seal. as in Dwarika, the 
Vaishnavs have scar marks of conch shells. 
2 In earlier times slaves were also marked. 

uw [tof] P 5 nm heat, hotness. 2 light, 
illumination. 3 malodour, 4 See gz. 

aarftes [tafsidan] P 9 get heated, be hot. 
‘aris (tafsir].A ¥ n explanation, commentary, 
exegesis. 2 the exegesis of Koran in particular. 
Its root is fasar, meaning explication. 

‘serie (tafsil) A J” n act of distinguishing; 
act of analysis, act of explaining distinctly. Its 
root is fasal i.e. to separate. 
‘adie [taftis) A , #2 n investigation, search, 
BET [tafarka] A 577 n sense of being distinct; 
discord, disagreement. 
aadty (tafrih] A C7 n amusement, merriment, 
happiness, joy. 

‘sade [tafrik] A YP n act of separating; act 
of showing difference. 
een [tofvij] A ye n act of entrusting; 
custody. Its root is foj, which means handing 
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over, 
saws [taphavt), 38S [tafavat] A wi 

distinction, difference. “pare taphaut mrt he 
nahz.”-GPS. 2 part of a song or a hymn 
between burdens or refrains; separation. Its 

root is fat, which means to pass away, 
dr [taphik] See Sata. 
‘Bea (taph3g] See yea. 
‘3m (tab) adv then, at that time. “tab arog jab 

tum sdgz basts.”-sarm 5. 
‘Fwy [taba] 4 zn disposition, temperament, 

nature. ; 
‘wap [tobassum| A ¢* n smile, quiet laughter 
without producing any sound. Skt Ruts. See 

aA. 

‘Baa [tabah] See Far. 2 adj then, at that time. 

3 adv there and then. 

‘swat [tabak] See 39a. 2A 54 n people, country, 
region. “tabak codaht janie.”-saloh. 
‘sum [tabka] See sae 2. 
gadis [tabdili] A p47 n act of changing, 
conversion, transformation, transfer. 

‘Bae [tabar] P 7 n battleaxe; a broad sharp 
edged axe with a long helve. “tupak tabar aru 
tir.”-sanama. See AAq. 

‘witga (tabarruk] 4 7 n act of getting bounty. 
2. an object that bestows bout.ty. 3 consecrated 

food offered to a deity. 4 consecrated food 

bestowed by a saint. 
38S [tabol] A. n large drum, wardrum. 
“trbbat jar tabal ko dino.”—carrtr 217. 

‘Bawa (tablog), THY [tablagu] advtill then, by 
that time. “tab lag garabhjonz mahz phrrta.” 
-sukhmani, “tablagu dharamraz der sajat.” 
-sukhmani, 

sasdt (tabalci], FASTA [tabalbaz] n a bowl 
shaped like a kettledrum. 2 P jjj one 
appointed to beat a large kettledrum; one who 
beats a wardrum. “tabalbaj bicar sabad 

sunaza.”-var majh m J. In this context, 
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tabalbaj means “the true Lord”. 3 wardrum 
mounted on horseback. “tabalbaj ghOghrar.” 
=paras, ‘war drum bearing tinkling bells it.’ 
Jue [tabla] A 4 a pair of one-sided drums 

comprising one bass and the other with tenor 

sound, used to create rhythm in Indian music 

and dance; the one on the right is marked while 

that on the left is plain on which flour is applied. 

‘wT [taba] See Fars. 2 See Fe, 
awe (tabagir) A 2p Skt seats n bamboo 

sugar-a siliceous concretion formed on some 

kinds of bamboo trees. Its latent effect is cold- 
dry. Many physicians use it in medicines. It 
strengthens the heart and the mind, cures liver 
ailments. It stops loose motions combined with 
blood and vomit caused due to syphylis. It 
cures heat-burns and ulcers in the mouth etc. 
Tt quenches thirst. 

garg [tabah] P oy adj destroyed, ruined, 

devastated. 
‘Bardt [tabahi] P lip n devastation. 

‘yew [tabak] A Jy » big platter. 
‘Bau [tabap] 3H - wu yourself. “sagal purakh 
ko bhekh tabap banazo.”—carztr 129, 
sag [tabar] P up n dynasty, lineage. 2 See 
Wee. 
‘swet [tabali] adj beater of a kettledrum (war 
drum). “cota pan tabali.”—c3di 3. 2 at the beat 
of kettledrum. 

‘gba (tabiat} A «24 n mood, mind. 2 disposition, 
nature, habit. 
gate [tabib) A —+ nm a doctor who cures 
ailments. 
wate (tabibi) P fyaras cure, treatment. 
“satrgoru pura kare tabibi."-BG. 

setae (tabiyat] See Fabys. 
Ba [tabe] See Fem. “tod tabe.”-akal. 2 adv 
then; there and then. 

‘Baer [tabela] A 1% long rope to tie horses 
with. 2 horse-stable, mews. See HEE. 
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3 [tabe) See 58. 

Bis (tabol] Skt ATE betel; betel leaves. “bhav 
sigar tabo) ras bhojan bhav karex.”-var suhi 
m3. 

‘3eae [tabhakna) v be startled, shudder with 
sudden fear. 

3a [tabhi) adv only then. 2 for this reason, 
that is why, 

‘3H [tam] (Skt 7 vr feel suffocated, feel tired, 

get nervous). 1 evil propensity, “raj tam sat kal 
teri chaza."-maru solhe m /, 2 darkness, 

gloom. “tam agran mohat ghup.”~brla am J. 

3 sin. “agran brnasan tam haran.”—majh 
drnren. 4 ire. 5 ignorance. 6 hell. 7 blackness, 
darkness. “tam s3saru caran lagz tarie.” 
-mOdavni m5. 8 sufused to form superlative 
degree of adjectives: sublime, extreme. e.g. 
“priytem”, ‘sublime beloved’. Compare it 
with Arabic word atamm. 

‘srmife [tamer] enemy of darkness - sun. 
light. : 
‘aig [tam-sdh] adj darkest, having maximum 
darkness. “tamSdh kup te udhare namu,”-gau 
chat m 5. ‘on the darkest well.” ‘ 
BUR [temas] Skt THA xn evil propensity. 
2. darkness, blindness. 

‘SURF (tamsa] Skt na river, which originates in 

Garhwal region and merges with river Jamna 

near the border of Sarmaur. 2 a tributary of 

river Sarayu in Avadh region, flowing through 

Azamgarh, which merges with Ganges near 

Bhulia. 3 a river flowing in the territory of Riva 
state (CP). It finds mention, in chapter 114 of 
Matasyapuran. Some British authors mention 

Tamsa river as Tonse. 4 Some chauvanistic 
geographers intent on proving the origin of 
everything in Sanskrit books infer that Tamsa 

is the name of the famous river “Thames” in 
England. 
suet [tamsil) A 7 practice of giving 
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examples; illustration, precedent. 

‘whTA [tamassuk] A _¢7 act of taking support; 
seeking support. 2 agreement. 
‘BHI [tamhar] n destroyer of darkness — sun. 

2 moon. 3 lamp. 
aude [tamhid) A 4, act of spreading. 2 initiating 
of a topic. 3 preface, introduction, preamble, 
foreword. 

‘Bue [tamak] n evil propensity. 2 anger. 3 short 
for tamaknat. See sHams. 4 Skt a kind of 
asthmatic disease, which causes a patient to 

feel very thirsty and perspire all the more. 

‘BHams [tamaknat] A 7 7 greatness, dignity. 

2 arrogance, pride. Its root is muknat, which 

meaning “might”. 

svelte (tamkin] A yp n dignity. 2 respectability, 
honour. 

‘BMP [tamca) T 47 n a token representating 
particular status/honour; medal. 

‘HVE [tamcar] Skt SHE adj that which moves 
in the dark. 2 » burglar. 3 owl. 4 demon. 5 per 

Shastamammala, moon that moves during the 

night, See 2980. 
sree [tamcari] See SHUT. 2 See TYG. 
‘SHG [tamcur] See THAYF. 

Hs" [tamtar] See TSH. 
‘3H3H [tamtej) x that which appears bright in 
the dark: star, planet. “bhanu ude lakh sabh hi 

tamtej padhare.”-ramav. 2 glowworm, 

lightning bug, glowfly. 
ster (tamanna] See sa". 
BMeeRe [tamrarasur] SHOT - mAs blind 
demon. “hanhé temrarasurs.”-rudr. See niga. 
‘anes (tamvali) Dg n dark night. See St. 
BHT [toma], gr [toma], SFE [tomar], weet 
[tamai] A ¢* n greed, desire, avarice. “vada 
data trlu na temaz.”—japu. “trs no trlu na 
tamai.”-ram a m 3. 2 Skt SH night. 3 Skea 
desire; interest. 4 See wfe. 
‘sores [temasbin] P .¢ fy n spectator. 2 one 
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-GPS. 

‘SMF [tamasa] A yy 7 act of moving; act of 34m [tamam|, HHH [tamami] A (Vand yy adj 
involvement. 2 show for entertainment; 

amusing scene. “kautak kod tamasra,”—var jet. 
3 While explicating “cScalcit na jar tamase”, 

Bhai Santokh Singh interpreted tamasa as a 
house of harlots. 
ay [temaku], SHY [tamakhu] P #15 A yes 

Pg tobacco Skt syge and weéH.' L. Nicotiana 
tabacum. 

Ttis a native herb of America and there its 
name is tabacco. Travellers from Europe took 

it to other countries along with its original 

name. It became popular in Europe in 1560 

AD and the Portuguese traders brought its 

seed to India in 1605 AD and made it popular 

throughout the country. 
The Muslims regard the use of tobacco as 

asin, so smoking is prohibited in the mosques. 
The Wahabi Muslims, in particular, refrain 
from smoking. 

In Sikhism, there is a complete ban on the 
use of tobacco and it is termed, as jagatjuth — 
refuse of the world, brkchya — illusory and gada 
dhum — filthy smoke. “jagatjuth te rahrye 
dur."-GPS. “brkhya krrrya bhedden 
tyago.”-GV 10, “gidadhum bis te tyagahu, 
atr galanr zs te dhar bhagohu.”-GPS. “kuttha 
hokka caras tamaku... In ki or na kab-hu 

dekhe.”-prasnottar bhai nSdlal. 
‘wra{tamaca] 7 27 P 4 n buffet, slap, smack, 
spank. “lepni sgh ke rk hatahu tamaca.” 
-GPS. 2 swoop or quick assault. “asvaran dal 
hve samudai, ek tamaca ren ko marahu.”-GPS. 

3 TZ pistol. “kadh kamar te hanyo tamaca.” 

‘Some scholar are of the view that tobacco plant is not 
hence it does not carry any name in 

Senskrit; but itis not true. Everyday we find that many 
new words are coined and enter into the dictionaries of 

cach language. 
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complete, whole, entire. 2 finished, ended. 

snyegy 2 [tamamulryju he} —japu. one who 
attracts others towards himself; one who turns 

others towards himself. 

morfe [tamarz] Skt n 3M - fe, foe of darkness 
—sun. 2 light. 3 lamp. 
‘BMH [tamal] Skt n blue-coloured flag; might; 
an evergreen tree about 20-25 feet high, often 

to be seen near the hills of comparatively low 

height and also on the bank of Jamuna river. 

Mts fruit is sour in taste, which ripens during 

the rainy season. It has many medicinal 
properties, according to Ayurved, Its botanical 
name is xanthocymus pictorius. 2 bay leaf; leaf 

of cassia or cinnamon. 3 Several authors 

regard tamal as tamaku, but there is no 
reference to it in the ancient scriptures. 

‘sreugq [tamalpatr] 1 leaf of tamal tree i.e. of 

Xanthocymus pictorius. 2 tobacco. See SH" 

3.3 leaf of cassia or cinnamon, bay leaf. 

‘aft (tamr) in the dark, 2 due to darkness. 3.Skr 

n night, nightfall. 4 attachment, ignorance. 

5 turmeric, curcuma longa. 
‘3fHR [tamrs] See syftr. 
‘afiag [tamzsr] Skt darkness, 2 ire. 3 according 
to Bhagwat, hell, which is pitch dark. 

‘sfvufs (tamrpatz] Skt lord of night - moon. 
“turak tej tamrpatr ko tarat.”-GPS. See 

‘aft [tami] Sktn turmeric, curcuma longa. 2 night, 
nightfal 

‘af [tamis] Skt n lord of night - moon. 

‘aftes [tamicar] Skt n wanderer in the night -— 

thief. 2 owl. 3 demon. 
sifia [tamiz] A 27 n power of discrimination; 

reason, judgement. 2 knowledge of the 

mysterious. “tamijul tamame."-japu. 
civilisation. 
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aoftufs [tamipatr) Skt n lord of the night - 
moon. “ghrryo tamipatz tam kar mano.”~NP. 

‘BA (tamur] See ys. 2 See Fy. 
‘Bye (tamura] See Sye. 
‘SARE [tamesar] Skt THAR n copper calcinated 
by Ayurvedic methods; calcinated copper, 
copper ash, copper oxide. 2 extract of copper. 

BA [tame] See Sm and SH", “tyag tame sabh 
dhaman ki.”-krzsan. 
sitgz [tamogun] Skt n third of the illusory 
world leading to darkness, 2 ignorance. 3 ire. 
‘By [tamoghn] Skt n 3H + y eradicator of 
darkness — sun. 2 moon. 3 fire. 4 lamp. 
5 knowledge. 6 the true Master. 

shife (tamomant] Skt n that which shines 
like’a jewel in darkness; glowworm; lightning, 
bug. 2 glittering jewel. 

‘SNe [temor), AF [tamol] Skt WI n betel 
leaf; leaf of betel plant (Piper betel). “kajal 
har tamol ras.”"-bar maru 2 m 5. 2 gift and 

cash given by relatives on the occasion of 

marriage ceremony are also called by this. This 

word suggests that this meagre gift is given 

for buying betels. 

‘ater [tamk) See 34a, 
‘softer [tamsca] pistol. See ara 3. 
ante (tamana) A g7 n wish, desire, longing. Its 
root is mana, which means to guess. 

‘Ja ltay].A 4 adjcompleted, finished. 2 certain, 
decided, settled, 3 Skt 7% vr defend, advance. 

‘sufHH [tayammam] A “ » act of being pure; 
cleaning of organs with soil or sand, if water 

isnot available, before performing prayers etc 

is allowed in the Muslim faith. 2 search, 
exploration, seeking. 
3are [tayar] Ps adj proper, appropriate, 

suitable for work. 2 prepared, ready for work. 

3 present. 4 hefty, stout, robust. 
3qs WS Tw {tayar bar tayar) See fawrg ws 
fomrs, 
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‘surdt [tayari] n readiness; idea of being ready. 

See suv. 
aef [tay5] pron their. “tay3 marbe kaj brsne 
hakare.”~gurusobha. 2 See 30. 

‘3a [tar] Skt toll charged for crossing a river. 

2. act of swimming, or floating. 3 fire. 4 way, 
path. 5 speed, gait. 6 tree. ter and taru are 

both Sanskrit words. “tar tart apvrtr karz 
manie re.”-mala ravrdas. 7 Skt 39 a roller 
forrolling cloth on. “chochi nali ttunahi ntkse, 

na tar rahi urjhai.”~gau kabir. Here tar stands 
for a pack of breaths. 8 H oblong green fruit 

of a species of cucumber grown in summer. L 
cucumis $tivus. 9 adv below, under. “hevar 

uparr chatr tar.”-s kabir. “sital jal kije sam ora. 
tar uparz dekar bahu sora.”-GPS. 10 part by, 
with. “ja tar jacch krnar asuran ki sabhki kezya 
hirani.”—pares. 11 Skt and P suf used with 
adjectives, shows their comparative degree as 
in sudhter, brhtar e.g. purer, better. It is a 

suffix for forming comparative degree of 

adjectives. “jan dekhan ke tarsuddh bane.” 

—kalki. ‘became suddhtar means became 

purer (more pure).’ “dukh daladu bhin tar.” 
=var sar m 5. 12 P > adj wet, soaked. 
13 fresh. 14 clean. 15 tied. 

‘geet [tarai] floats, swims. 
‘eeter [taraiya] adjswimmer, 2 n galaxy, stars. 
“kanh bhayo sasx suddh mano sam rajat 

gvaranz tir taraiya.”-krrsan. 
‘Bee [tarae] adv below, under. “syam bahe 
jamuna taree” —krIsan, 
‘BH [taras} n pity, mercy. 2 Skt flesh. 3 P 7 

fear, terror, fright. Skr JA. “na taras javal.” 

—gau ravidas. “khasamo pachant taras kari 

jia mahz.”-asa kabir. 4 Skt BF desire, wish; 
aspiration, “stdh sadhrk tarasahr.”—dhana 

m 3. 5 thirst, attachment, longing. 6 ocean, 
sea. 7 ship, fleet. 8 sun. 9 A (77 n frivolity. 

10 evil. 
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‘eRe [tarsan] Skt wt » thirst, longing, 2 desire, 
aspiration. 
‘gene [tarasna] v be thirsty. 2 to desire, long 
for. See Jen. “nen mahfje tarasde.”—var 

maru2 m5, 

BeAe [tarasn] See SoA. “tarsan kev danu 
dije.”-kalz a m 4. ‘Give to the needy and the 
desirous.’ 
Bano" [terasna] See TIRS. “umag hiv 
tarasna.”-kan m 5. 

Berger (tarsaunal v frighten, cause panic. 
2. make one long for; enhance the need. 

gantes [tarsidan] P w4-7 be afraid, get 
frightened. 

‘Bey [tarasu] See 3an. 

‘ait (tersé] third day, coming third day; day 
next to the day after tomorrow. 
‘38 [tarah] adv below, under. 2 4 7,5 n kind, 

sort, manner. 3 plan, scheme, method. 
4 problem; verse given to complete a poem. 
5 base; basis; foundation. 

38a [tarak] Ske Te vr talk, shine, doubt, argue. 
2n idea, thought. 3 reasoning, argument, logic, 
sarcasm. “tarak naca.”—dhana namdev. 4 Skt 

30g a kind of wolf. E Hyena. “kol sase nakule 

tarké gan.”-GPS.5.A _/; renunciation, “duni 
surag sukh dou tarko. man jz moh Izpay na ur 
ko.”-NP. 6 detachment, indifference. “upji 
tarak drgSbar hoa.”—brla a m 4, 7 H onom 
snapping sound. “tarki he tani."-kezsan. ‘the 
string of the dress snapped.’ 

‘Been (tarkas] P 7 short for tirkag, m quiver. 
“tarkas tir kaman sig.”-srim J. 

‘BeaAGe [tarkasb3d] n warrior bearing a quiver. 
BeaMAZ (taraksastra] Skt THI n logic, 
science of reasoning. 

‘BVaE [tarkan), Ivae [tarkan] Skt n process of 
reasoning; discussion, controversy. 2 casuistry. 
“ved sastra kau tarkan laga tatjog na 

pachane.”-asa m 5. 
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‘Jean (tarakna] v snap, break, crash. See 30a 
7.2 fry, parch. 3 argue, utter sarcasm. See 
‘38az. 4 prick, pierce, prickle. “batid arr ki tarki 
man me.”-krrsan. 5 See Fae. 
seafeem [tarakvrdya) knowledge of logic, 
science of reasoning. See 3aanrAg, 

‘ear [tarka) m dawn, morning time. 2 fry; pan- 
fry; process of parching something in hot ghee. 
34s; left out material. 4 property/wealth of 
a person, left behind at the time of his/her 

death. 
‘seerfa [tarkarx) See sowed} 3. 
‘earch [tarkari) 7 cooked vegetable. 2 vegetable, 
that can be cooked. 3 Skt seffs pumpkin, 
cucurbit, bottlegourd. 

‘Baeite [tarkib] A £7 n sense of uniting. 2 effort, 
scheme. 3 construct. 4 concordance, union. 
5 method. 

adaft [tarakki] A Jz » sense of rising up; 
progress, promotion. 

‘Jee [tarakh] See saa 4. 
‘Jeet [tarkha] m wave, surge. “man sit sada tn 

te tarkha.”-NP. 2 longing, thirst. 3 desire, 
aspiration. 
‘Bau (tarkhan] 7 log scraper; carpenter. 2 P 

uz a designated royal officer, who is 
respected and is exempted from appearance 
in court for any crime committed by him. 

3 holder of a medieval title signifying 
command over 5000 soldiers, 

‘Jaan [targas} See ssa. 
‘Beat (targe] See 7A risa. 

‘3A [taraj) Sk at vr blame, frighten, reprimand, 
ridicule. 2.4 jn shape, form. 3 form, 

manner. 4 custom, tradition. 5 construct, 

structure. 6 gun’s wooden stock, obtained from 

a tree, See Jan wHet. 
BEAT [terjan] Skt gfe n act of reprimand, 
threat. 2 anger, ire, See eH. 

‘BaRAt [tarjani] Ske srfet n that finger which is 
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raised while reprimanding; finger closer to the 
thumb; forefinger. 
‘3a WAT [taraj basni] » gun mounted on a 
wooden stock obtained from a tree. “mor 

stpar bhrd sake na taroj basni.”-GV 10. ‘the 
gun (bullet) cannot pierce the shield held by 

warning, See 39H, “harz ki 
“adi J. 

sarily [tarjih] A G7 m sense of dominating, 
2 importance. 

‘BagH [tarjuma] A _z7 n translation. 

‘Bae [taran] Skt n act of crossing a river; 

swimming. “ohz ja apr dube, tum kaha 
terenhar.”-var brha m 1.2 plank floating on 
the water; boat. 3 salvation, emancipation. 

“pranz taran ka the suav.”~sukhmani, 
4 paradise, heaven. 
‘BEIGE [tarantaran] adj who liberates like a 

ship. “terantaren prebhu tero nav.”"—ram m5. 
2 See 305590. 

sae [targa] v swim. 2 cross by swimming. 

3 acquire salvation. See 38. 
waft [tarnr] Skt n sun. 2 ray. 3 copper. 4a 
wild plant of the sandy region — calotropis 
procera. 5 adj going hurriedly, 

‘Beet [tarni] Skt n boat, canoe, dinghy. 2 See 

ad, 
‘Beg [taranu] See Soe and Jae". “taranuduhela 
bhaza khtn mahr.”-asa chdt m 5. 
youthfulness, youth. 3 See 3ez. 
serdt [tartari) or 3gaC [tarvtari] Skt TA 
n boat, canoe. “hart kiratr tarutari.”—gujm 4. 

2. adj crossing over. “tarutari manz namu su 
citu.”-gau m 1. 

‘gadte [tartib] A ..77 n placement of objects at 
their respected places; arrangement in a given 

order; system, order. Its root is rutba, which 
means status, 

adter [torthalla]n fearful shivering; disturbance; 
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disorder. 

gadie [tardid] A 4,7» act of refuting, denial. 
‘a8ee [tareddud| A ,37n arrival and departure. 

2 anxiety, worry. 3 effort, remedy. 

Bay [taran] See ve. 2 See 3gz. 

Besa [tarntaran] See seesraz. 2 a holy 

place fourteen miles north of Amritsar railway 

station in the same district. There is a railway 
station in Tarn Taran also. Guru Arjan Dev 

purchased land belonging to villages Khara 

and Palasur for rupees one lakh and fifty seven 
thousand and got a tank dug on Vaisakh 17, 

Sammat 1647.' The town was founded in 
Sammat 1653 and brick kilns were set up to 
supply bricks for strengthening the tank and 

building the temple. Amiruddin, son of 
Nuruddin, forcibly took away the bricks and 
used them for the construction of an inn and 
his own houses.” In Sammat 1823, Sardar 

Jassa Singh Ramgarhia demolished these 

buildings and got built two sides of the tank. 
‘The other two sides were got built by Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh through Mota Ram. Kanwar Nau 

Nihal Singh paved concrete on the flooring in 
the circumambulation and also got built the 

minaret (tower). An elegant gurdwara stands 

on the bank of this holy tank. 
There is a home for lepers established by 

Guru Arjan Dev, This is why Tarn Taran is 

also named as “dukhnrvaran”, eradicator of 

sufferings.’ A fief (estate) worth Rs. 4664 
per annum has becn allotted to this holy place 
‘The tank is 999 feet (ong and 990 feet wide. 
*Noorandi village, which was founded by Amiruddin’s 

father, is situated at a distance of three miles from Tarn- 

Taran. 
Its highly regrettable that the Sikhs could not manage 
this institution established for the welfare of the lepers 

‘so it went under the contral of Christian preachers who 

are maintaining it excellently. 
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since the period of the Sikh rule. Two shops 

are also the property of the gurdwara. An 

annual income of approximately rupees 

40,000 comes from the offerings to this 

shrine. 
There is Manji Sahib within the 

circumambulation. Guru Arjan Dev used to 

supervise the construction of the holy tank and 

Guru Hargobind would address the religious 
congregation here. The well got dug and 

constructed by Guru Arjan Dev named “guru 
ka khuh” is situated about one furlong south 

of the town. Here also stands Manji Sahib to 

commemorate the arrival of the Master, The 
well named “bibi bhani vala khuh”, got dug 

in memory of the Guru’s respected mother, is 
another sacred place here. 

Areligious congregation held on every new 

moon day, but one held on Bhadon’s dark half 

is of special importance and is celebrated with 

great fervour. 

Beads nfe [tarendst arr] n killer of youthfulness 
— old age; its enemy — nectar (amrit). 

-sanama. 
ges Fz [teranraj chSd] is also called 
samanka. It is characterised by four feet, each 

foot having ra, ja, ga, 51S, ISI, 5. or alternately 
seven characters in guru laghu order. 

Example: 
chad subhr saj ko, 
lag hé akaj ko—kalki, 

‘Baer [tarna] See az’. 
budasr.”-asa pati m/. 

‘gewrt [tarnapo] n youthfulness, Skt Areera 
young age, youth. “tarnapo brkhran s1u 

khozo.”—ram m 9. 

safe (taranz), Jat (tarani] 1 boat, canoe, 
dinghy. “tarni brghna salztapatr ki.”-NP. 

2 See ayat and 3gfs. 3 Skt sun. 

‘BeUE [tarpon], TUE [tarpanu], Tes [tarpan) 

tarna tulha ham 
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Skt ain act of satiating, In the Hindu religion, 
an act of offering water with hand or spoon 

along with the chanting holy hymns in order to 

propitiate deities and forefathers. “ssdhza 

tarpanu karahz gaztri."-sorm 3. 
ar [tarpa] Skt Turn shame, shyness. “tarpa 
karke ucre na guru dhig ben.”-NP. 2 prostitute. 
3 adj ashamea, abashed. 

FRE [torofl A 55 n direction. 2 side, edge. 3 adj 
partiality. “taraph jrne satbhav de.”-var suhi 
m2. 

‘Fea [tarafdar) A 1,55 adj partisan; supporter. 

‘38eH" [taraphna] v writhe, wriggle in pain. 

Beers [tarphrat] adv writhing. “tarphrat 
prithvi paryo.”—ramav. 2 writhes. 

Bee [tarpha] adv from, from the side of. 
“mukh ujol gurmokhz tarpha.”-prabha m 4. 
2 fluttered. 

‘Jee [tarab] n strings in a sitar etc, below the 
main playing strings, which help in the 

generation of their respective notes. 2 act of 

swimming, floating. “bhaujal tarbie.”-asam 5. 
‘Joye [tarbuz], TayA [tarbuzah], FIgH [tarbuz) 
Skt THEA P fs or 4x7 m watermelon, L 

Citrullus Vulgaris. The aftereffect of 

watermelon is cold and wet. Itcures ailments 
of the liver, It is also useful for curing diseases 

caused by syphlosis. Watermelons grown in 
arid lands (irrigated only by rain water) are 

superior in taste and quality. 
‘Bait [terbo] n act of swimming, swimming. 
‘Base [tarbhar] onom sound of words in quick 
succession. “tarbhar par sar.”~ramav. ‘Arrows 

came in quick succession.’ 
‘gerfhs [tarmim] A (7 n act of repairing, repair, 
reparation. 

‘Jee [tar-ra} See Fe and Fao. 
‘33%; [taral] Skt adjplayful, volatile. 2 unstable. 
3 fluid like water; liquid. 4 shining. 5 
necklace, that heaves on the breast. 6 diamond. 
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T horse. 8 iron.' 9 honey bee. 

38 Fret [taral juani) adj blooming youth. 
See 388. “kuhkant kokzia taral juani.”—vad 

chat m J. 
‘38E [tarlta] m liveliness, restlessness, 2 dilution, 

fluidity; sense of thawing. 
Bsaener [taralnayan) a prosodic meter having 

four feet, each foot marked by four syllables 
i.e. IN, i, i ih, 

Example: 

dhar man dharam krrat ker, 
kabahu na gamanahu parghar, 
nzj sam lakh jag sabhr nar, 
gormat ntyman anusar. 

‘Bee [tarla] n cringing entreaty; supplication; 
act of imploring. 2 Skt concentrated extract 
obtained by boiling barley; sap (thickened 
water) after barley is boiled in it. 3 wine. 

4 acerbic liquid. 5 honeybee. 6 fluid-like; that 

has fluidity. See 396. “teria juani apr bhani.” 

-vad m 1. 
‘'3We [tarav] sole; bottom of a foot. “terevceren 

par brsphot saghan.”-GPS. 
‘wes [tarvar] Skt 3ges na large and elegant 
tree. 2 tree. “tarvar phule ban hare.”—basst a 
m1. “tarvaru kara p3khr manv.”-o5kar.3 adj 
beautiful tree. 
wen frre farfor wfentanr wre fig us Rae 
Itarvar brrakh brh3g bhor3gem ghart pirv 
dhan sohage|-sar m J, ‘Trees, animals, birds, 
snakes feel happy when it rains; the wife 

regards herself lucky when her husband is at 

home. ie. all who are malevolent, thick-witted, 
unwise, renunciants, egoists gain bliss by acting 
upon the Guru’s precepts.’ 

‘Beefs [tarvarr] on the tree, “tarvarr pachi 
pic.”-odkar. See ua ust, 2 to the tree. 

‘goediot [torvaria adj armed with a sword; 
*This name (s due to the quality of iron being sensitive 
to the presence of magnet. 
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carrying a sword. “hatthe tarvarie hdkar3.” 

-ramay. 
‘Ie [tarveru] See sees. 
‘ee [tarva] See Bee, 
‘See 3a [tarva tar} adv under the foot, below 

the shoesole. “bahi th bhdt rahi tarva tar.” 
-cSdi 1. ‘So flourished the sword that it 

stopped only below the foot i.e. it sawed the 

whole body.’ 2 adj thoroughly soaked, 
inundated, 
Bewor [tarvaya], S8et [tarvayo} adj upside 
down, inverted, overtumed, topsyturvy. “latke 

na str tarvayo hve garabh bic.”-GPS. 
‘gees [tarvar), svete [tarvarr) Ske TAR n 
that which prevents the advance of the 
enemies; sword, sabre, scimitar. 
“gsr krtpan khSdo kharog seph teg tarvar.” 

—sanama. 
lilam > hartdar badri halabbi pata, 

mangahi kh3da dhop una teg tamo, 
mrszri nivazxani gupti junabbixani, 

temani xurasani ketti teca karno, 
seph gujrati 3grezi 9 duddmi rusi 

makki he dudhari tyohi dot nam dharno, 
gurda phrrozxani macrabi 2 strohi 

“bhano” kavi eti tervarz jatt barn>. 
Bw [tara] See 3oV. 2 P 1; to thee. “bhujhr 
nanak b3drkhalas tara.”-maru solhe m 5. 

3 past tense of taran, swam. 
‘Jeg (tarau) n act of swimming, act of floating. 
2 decline, descent. 3 sa'@* GI swim. 
‘Bez [taravt] m wetness, moisture, humidity, 
dampness, being moist. 2 greasiness, oiliness. 
aeQat [tarauri) or great [travri] an ancient 
town under police station Batana, in tehsil and 

district Kamal. The boundary wall of the town 

shows that it was a royal place in the ancient 

times. Within the boundary wall, there is a 

gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur to 
the north-east of the habitation. It stands only 
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as a structure. Land measuring about ten 

vighas has been allotted to the gurdwara. It is 
less than a mile away from Trauri railway 
station in the north-west direction. Raj 
Lacchmi of Prithvi Raj Chauhan disappeared 

at this place, See Hay tts. 
safeg [tararnu] adj helping one to swim, 

helping one to cross (a river), 2 » liberation, 

salvation, “hartnamz tararnu.”—bher m 4. 
‘awe [tarai) m area around the foothills, which 
always remains wet. 2 a hill’s downward slope. 
‘BEA [taras] See FA. 2 Ske WH n ship, raft. 

“satsSgatz maiz tare taras.”"-kan m 4.3 P fiz 
scrap, act of scrapping. 4 structure, plan. 

gefA [tarasr] with the help of a ship; by a 
boat. “ru bhaujelu tare tarasz.”-srim J. See 

BoA 2. 
‘soutes [tarasidan) P 217 cut, scrap, trim. 
sofa [torahz] swims, floats. 2 helps in 
swimming, helps one to swim/float, liberates. 

3 swim, help to swim. “apr tarahz s3gi 
tarahr,”-var kan m 4. 4 See wa. 
ee [tarak] See 35. “laj ki belz tarak tuti.” 
~krisan. 2 See 30a. 

‘Bee [taraka] See 37a, 
‘Beet (toraki] n expertise in swimming. 2 adj 
swimmer, expert in swimming. “harz japro tare 
taraki.”"—dhana m 4. 

Bah [tarajil, oy [teraju] P 447 1 balance 
with two pans. “ape kda apr taraji,”~sor m 

4. “sacu taraji tolu.”-sri am J. 
‘38S [tarajha] adj desirous of liberating. 
‘Beet [tarani] See Ts, “nrrmal sital suddh 
terani.”-BG, ‘absolutely pure, fully pure.’ 

‘Bee [tarat] enables to swim, helps to cross 

over. 2 Skt JS adj protected, safeguarded. 
‘38S [taratar] onom in quick succession. “goli 

tir taratar barkhat.”-GPS. 2 thoroughly 
soaked, wet. 

sera (tarateri] xa adj excessive. e.g. “tarateri 
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geppha.” 2. nadish cooked with lavish amount 
of ghee; food enriched with fat. 

‘ety [tordtr) Skt 3m adjprotector, guard. “guru 
nanak samdorsi jrnz nfda ustatz tari taratr.” 
~mala m4. ‘Guru Nanak, the omniscient, who 
was beyond condemnation and praise.’ 230 
- wit arduous to cross by swimming. 

‘gerd [taradho] liberates; salvages. “apr tare 
kul sagal taradho.”-kan m4 partal. 
‘Bene [taranath) swims; swim; get liberated. 
“sabh eke namz teranath."—maru m5. 

3eer [tarana) n a song characterised by 
musical sounds; the words ta, ra and na; 
symphony, “trad dani dani tomdani talal tom 

drrna.”-saloh. 

awa [taraba] n sense of getting liberated, 

liberation, emancipation. “sadhus3gatr mz] 
hot teraba.”-BG. 2 liberation from the ocean 

of existence, liberation from mundane life. 

3a (tarara] n steady current of water, steady 

fall of water. 2 uninterrupted pleasure of 

intoxication. 3 P ,,/) thief. 4 pickpocket; 
cheat. 
FOES [taravat] A «9/5: freshness. 2 moisture, 
dampness. 3 greasiness. 

gare (taravril See sagt. 
‘3fs [tart] by swimming, by floating. 2 Skt n 
boat, ship. See ar. 3 one side of a sheet of 
cloth used as headcover; one end of it. 

‘afedt [tarrni) Skt n boat, canoe. 
‘afact (tarrya) adj swimmer. “tarrya hute na 
mare budker.”—carrtr 242. 

‘3 (tari) swam across (the ocean of life). See 
‘3oe. “harz harr karat putna tari.”-g5d 
namdev. 2 Skt n boat, ship. “cadh kar tari bhae 

pon pari.”-GPS. See 32, “tari tari sg or, tari 
tari tar tar utar. nar ver sur sirmor, var var var 
vari ver”-GPS, ‘the boat of the sons of rich 
persons crossed the river quickly led by the 

Guru’s boat. Getting down from the boat, the 
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supreme of all the human beings and the 
glorious head of all the deities, the Guru, started 
“playing with his companions in water by 
pushing it apart with his arms and then 
splashing it.’ 3 mace, 4 basket for stacking 

clothes. 5 P (57 dampness. 6 the land where 
rain water r=,inains standing for long. 7 decline, 
downward slope. 8 saffron, (crocus stivus); 
filament of a ower in which pollen develops. 
9 gravy, soup. 10 See 33. 
adbwr [taria] adj swimmer. 2 adv under, 
beneath, below. “sagal batria brrakh rk 

taria,”~brha m5, ‘All the travellers i.e. living 
beings are under one tree (world).” 

‘ada (tarik] See adie and adhe. 
adbas (torikat), safe [tarikatr] A oy +n mode 
of spiritual purification, See at. “tariketr tarak 
Khoj folavahu.”-maru solhe m 5. 2 sense — 
scripture of sara codes; Hadis etc. “turak 

tariketz janie hfdu bed puran.” 

—gau bavan kabir. 
water [tarika] A 44 n method, way, 2 plan, 
scheme, effort. 

dt sat [tari tagri] fastening device (top bolt) 
and covering, bolt grill and its meshed covering. 
“teri tagri chuti.”-asa kabir. See sardt, See 

ves and farsa, 
ats [tariy] See afta. 
3g [toru] Skt n tree. 2 gum, glue. 3 adj 
emancipator. 4 See ye and ase. 5 imperative 
form of verb 382". “taru bhaujalu.”—gau m 4. 

‘agnife (taruarr] n elephant — enemy of the 
tree. 
ses fey arefs (tarvarz rrpu nadant] n 
enemy of the tree - elephant, its enemy — lion, 

that roars like a rifle (gun).—sanama. 

‘3YN [tarusar] n gum, glue. 2 camphor. 

‘3A [taruj) n fruit produced by a tree. 2 gum, 
glue. 3 wood, timber.-sanama. 4 gun’s 
wooden butt.-sanama. 
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‘SyHew [tarujnath] n the superior-most timber 

— walnut.-sanama, 
‘sgrore figrefe [tarujnath prrstenr] n timber- 
wood, obtained from a tree; the superior-most 

of all timbers - walnut wood, of which is made 

the stock of a gun.—sanama, 

‘BE [tarun] Skt adj young, youthful. 2 new, 
fresh. 3 n sun.' 4 castor, castor oil plant. 5 a 
variety of jasmine plant. 6 tarun has also been 
used for taruny which means youth or 

youthfulness. “tarun teju partrra mukh 
johahr.”-sri beni. 
BYE IQA [tarun tanuja] Skt safe IgA n 
daughter of the sun-Yamuna; Jamna river. 

‘3ZE es [tarun dal] When the strength of the 
Khalsa increased a lot, the Sikh intelligentia in 

Sammat 1791 decided to consolidate them into 

two groups — the group comprising Sikhs forty 
years old or younger was named Tarun Dal 

and the Sikhs over forty were grouped into 

Vriddh Dal. Nawab Kapur Singh, Jassa Singh, 
Tharaj Singh etc became chiefs of this Vriddh 

Dal. 

‘Tarun Dal was further divided into five squads: 
a) squad of martyrs, comprising martyrs like 
Deep Singh, Natha Singh, Gurbax Singh etc. 
b) squad of Amritsar chiefs which included 

Prem Singh, Dharam Singh as leaders, 

c) squad of Dallewalia led by Dasaundha 

Singh Gill, Fateh Singh of Bhagtoo Ka, Karam 
Singh, Gurdyal Singh Dallewale. 
d) squad of Baba Kahan Singh which included 

Mini Singh Bhalla, Hari Singh Dhillon, Bagh 

Singh Hallowalia. 
e) squad of Mazhabi Sikhs-comprising Bir 
Singh, Jiwan Singh, Madan Singh, Amar 

Singh. 
sgeet [tarvnai), 3Feus [tarunapan), 3g 
‘Sanskrit word taranz stands for the sun, and the poets 

have derived tarun from it. 
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[teropape), 322 [tormapo], 37% [tarenaps] 
nyouth, youthfulness; state of life in full bloom. 
sgfe [tarunz), 3gét [taruni] Skt adj young 
woman; woman of young age. 2 » young 

woman between the ages of 16 and 32 years. 

aga [tarvtari) See seardt, 

‘Bgqe [tarvtok] 7 tree’s bark, See Ja. 

‘Bam [tarun] See gz. 

‘ggort [terunapo) See 3yzu. 

‘agfs (torunz] See ag2t 2. “ju tarunz bharat 
paran.”-bzla am 5. 
‘B¥s [taruno] Skt TM: of the sun. “raj gayo 
taruno mag ren layo.”-krrsan. ‘The sun’s reign 
ended and the night took over.” 

agfigar [tarumrrg] monkey, 2 langur. 
‘sgfay (tarurrpv] elephant. See 3gnffy. 
‘BPC [terover] See Jaw. 

‘3¥E [toreval shoe’s sole. See 3az. 
agtdt [tervveri] elephant. See sgnify. 

‘3q [tarul, 3g [tarua] See 3g. “sel tarua phal 

phol diau.”—saveye m 4 ke. 
‘Bye [terue] adjswimmers, 2 adv under, below, 

beneath. 3 7 soles of the shoes. 
38 [tare] adv under, below, beneath. 2 tere is 

also used for 3° [tare] - stars. “name ke suami 
teu tare.”-gau namdev. ‘that may also 
emancipate.” 3 got liberated, got emancipated. 
“gorke sabadr tare munt kete.”—bher m J. 

‘Beam [tarena] v reprimand, warn, frown 
(upon). “sun srkkhan drs nen tarere.”-GPS. 
88 [tare] adv below, beneath. “jau gurdeu ta 
bek6th tare.”—bher namdev, ‘acquires status 
higher than paradise.” 2 gets liberated. 

‘atur [tareya] adj swimmer. 2 n stars, planets, 
See sadinr, 

‘Bega [terorvh] fruit grown on a tree. “trsi 
bag hG me teroruh cabehé.”—carrtr J7. 

Bee [torovar], 382g [torovaru] See TSes. “tii 
vadpurakh agim tarovaru, ham pakhi tujh 
mahi.”-gujam 1. 
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3a [tarona] n earrings. Skt 78a earrings; an 
omament for women’s ears. 

‘oda [tardk), Tang (tarSkar] P _¢7 and 47 
sound produced by mutual collision of 

weapons. . 
‘ada [tarsg] Ska ayy n wave. “jrujpltarsg phen 
jal hoi he.”~sar m5. 2 emotion, impulse. “agh 
pOj tar3g nivaran kov.”-saveye m 4 ke. 
3 chapters of a scripture, believed to be sea- 
like, are called tar3gs. 4 musica) melody. 

“phagat het gursabadz tardga.”-marusolhe 
m 1.5 P _¢; rattling sound produced by the 
mutual collision of maces and swords. 6 wound, 

injury. 7 prison, jail, gaol. 
adafe (tarsganz], séafs [tersganz] See sda. 
ada [tar5ga] See 38a 4. 2 plural of sda. 
sdarat [tarsgali], séfaret [tarsgrnil, séfaet 

[tarsgrni] Ske ARHoH x river, in which the 
waves rise. 

adfant W ve Wa A [tardgzrni ja car nayak 
satr] 7 rifle; grass growing by a river; deer 

grazing on it; its master, the lion; its enemy, 
the rifle —sanama. 
daft [tarSgi] Skr wEfIry adj wave-like. “sagel 
jopahz tardgi.”-kolz m 5. 2.n ocean. 
aq [tordgu] See 38a. 2 ocean, sea. See 3aft 
2. “ty mera tar3gu, ham min tumare.”—asa 

m5. 

‘ads [tardt) Skt TT n ocean. 2 frog. 3 demon. 
4 ship, fleet. 
‘séfs [tarStz} swims across the ocean of life; 
gets emancipated. “kardams terdtz papilkah.” 
-sahas m 5. 

‘38a [taryav] got emancipated, got liberated. 
“taryau sdsar.”—saveye m4 ke. 

‘3B [tal] Skt Fe vr be set up; be complete. 

2. Skt n surface. 3 water table. 4 shoe's sole. 

“mera srr tin vifahu tel rolia.”—var gau ] m4, 

5palm. “nav nrdhz kartal take.”-sor ravrdas. 

6 country, place, surface. “janu rsbha mahrtal 
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pagdhari.”-GPS, 7 forest. 8 handle, grip. 
9 support, base. 10 first of the seven antipodal 
regions. 11 adv beneath, under. See 3fs. 
12 from below, from inside. “rata sactnamz 
talhialu.”-prabha m /. ‘The mind is fully 

engrossed in meditation of Thy Name from 

inside with no trace of ostentation, 
13 See fee 2. 14 tal also used for 3% [tal]. 

“pakhia jrni vasae tal.”-s pharid, 
‘Badhng [tal-hialu) See 36 12. 
38 a Woy [tal ka brohamu] 7 vital air, life 
force; vital air being the most essential part of 
life is also called Braham —the ultimate truth. 

“tal ka brohamu le gaganz cerave.”-asa kabir. 
‘may take the breath to the (tenth) mystical 
opening,’ 2 uplifting the individual soul that has 
declined to the a state of wretchedness is like 

imparting a higher status to it. 

Beat [talki] P JF n bitterness, acridness. 
2 jealousy, envy. 3 (in relational terms) 
subservience, dependence. “trs kav talki krse 

ki nahi.”-var vad m 4. See ang. 
seats [talkin] A a n act of imparting 

education; teaching. 

‘Bee [talx] PY adjbitter, painful. 2 ill-tempered. 
‘ae [talkhi] See seat 
‘BOE [talattuf] A Lr m compassion, mercy. 
Its root is lutaf. 

‘gaz [talna] v fry in oil or ghee. 
‘gm [talap] Skt Tea n bed; decorated bed. “talap 
sugsdh chrtkari.”—saloh. 2 mansion, loft, 

attic. 

veut [talpa] Skt aT n silken sheet for 
spreading over the bed. 2 bedsheet. 

gaut [talpi) adj desirous of satisfying sexual 
urge. See ggaenf. 

‘38e [talph] See Bae. 24 adj destroyed, 

tuined. 3 dead, deceased, 
aesam [talaphna] v writhe and wriggle. “pania 
brnw minv talphe.”-g5d namdev. 
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‘38gR (talaffujl A gir act of uttering a word; 
pronunciation. 

‘3eH [talab].A _b n search, exploration. 2 desire, 
urge. “jivantalab ntvarr suami.”—-ram m 1. 
3 salary, pay, service. 4 invitation. “ai talab 
gopalrar ki.”~asa kabir. “talba pausant 

akid.”-varram J m /, 5 Ske singer, musician. 
6 Skt fragrance produced by rubbing a 
substance like sandalwood. 

‘aad [talbi) P yb n act of summoning. “baki 
vala talbie.”-suhi a m J. 

‘ToIM (talbelil, sett [talmacchi), seHerTe 
[talmalahat), 3eere (talmalat] » restlessness, 

act of squirming as a fish writhes while on the 
ground; writhing and wriggling. 
BwEM (talavkar] See Is 3. 
gered [talvaria] armed with a sword, See 
saedinr. 
seefeor [talvaza], 368 [talvaha], see 

[talvaya] adjtilted downward, inverted, upside 
down. “szr talvae dzgge, jy6 nat baja -OPS, 
‘3Se9 [talvar] See JIT. 
‘BaCE [talvar], THe [talvari] one of the six 
subcastes of the Khatris. “sésara talvay 

sukhala.”-BG. 

aeest [talvidi) There are numerous villages 
bearing this name, but two of them are very 
famous in the Sikh history: 

1 Raibhoi ki Talwandi. Its earlier name was 

Raipur while itis popularly known as Nankana 
or Nankiana’ being the birth-place of Guru 
Nanak Dev. It is situated in district Shekhupura. 

See arafemrst, 
2 Saboki Talwandi. It is the administrative 
district of Barnala in Patiala state. Guru 
Gobind Singh stayed here for several months. 

It is popularly known as Damdama Sahib 
(Guru Ki Kashi). See ee". 
aeedt me at [talvadi sabo ki] See gaeat 2. 
"ILis known as Nankana as well as Nankiana. 
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gage [talavvun] A ys m multi-coloured. 
2 playful nature. Its root is ln, which means 

colour. 

‘3e [tala] n bottom, base. See 3s. 

‘3m [talau] n pond, pool. “age aganrtolav. 
-savam I, 

‘Baru [tolas] 7 Ly n search, exploration, quest. 
gem [talasi) act of searching/exploring. 2 It 
means searching of a house by officials, for 
the recovery of stolen or any other illegal 
material kept against the law. 
‘gee [talaha] adjrelating to the bottom; of the 

lower part. 2 adv downward, towards the 
bottom. “uradh mul jrs sakh talaha.”-gujam 
1, See qa. 
Fre [tolak] A 5w n sense of separation, 
freedom, divorce. 2 wife’s desertion by the 

husband ‘as per the Islamic law. “dai talak 

prrtham ki nari.”-GPS. Divorce can be 
granted by the husband only, the wife cannot 

divorce her husband. There are three types of 
divorces prevalent among the Muslims (Islam). 
1 talak rejai : In this type of divorce, the 
husband can bring back his wife even without 

remarrying her. 

2. talak bayan : In this type of divorce, the 
husband can bring back his wife only if he 
remarries her by performing Nikah. 
3. telak mucallzjah : This type of divorce does 
not permit the husband to remarry his divorced 
wife. 
sess [talatal] Skt n fifth of the seven 
netherworlds. 

‘Tere [talana] See Jaw". 2 get something fried 
in oil or ghee etc. 

‘wera [talafi) A jy n achievement, attainment. 
2 compensation, indemnity. 
3H [talav] See gH. 
‘aoe [tolava) A 2b na squad of the army 
that keeps watch all around for protecting the 
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city and the army. “tzmzr vrkhe drhu dur 
talava, gher rakho cahO ghai.”-GPS. 

‘fe [talt] adv below, underneath. “vasa aza 

talz.”~s farid. ‘learnt to live under the earth.” 

“jru megalu masatu dije talz kde.”-kan a m 
4. 2 Skt Fast n spot, location. “khelrgae se 

p3khnu jo cugde sartalr.”~sri a m /. ‘were 
grazing near the bank of the pond.’ 

‘afeer [talzka] See tate. 
‘Bat [tali] m palm. See 3B 5. “srr dharr tali gali 
meri au.”-sava m I. 2 sole. See 3 4. “danu 
mehfda talikhaku.”—var asa. 3 See af 2. 

‘BEM [talim] See Teh. 
‘BB [tale], 38 [tale] adv under, below. “pavak 
tale jaravat he.”—brla m 5. “sabh-hu tele, tale 

sabh uparr.”—bila m 5. ‘We are the lowliest 

and those of the low caste are above us.” 
38q [talor] See Jaret. 

38a [talsba] See Fea and MeEHYT. 

‘3 (tall) Skt deel pit, dugout. 2 absorbed in 
Him. 

‘Feat (tellaka) A _i5 n territory, pargana, district. 

‘Be [tav] Skt pron your. “tay gun braham brsham 

tu janahz.”-kalz a m 4. ‘O! all pervading 
supreme Being, only Thou know Thine 
attributes.’ See Jon WaT. 

‘Beat [tavak], Ie [tavakk] Skt Tea pron your. 

“tavekk nam rtattrs.”-VN. 
BeeEPy [tavakka], Far" [tavakka] A ef n sense 
of vaka (descent); trust. 2 expectation, hope. 

‘ataw [tavakkuf] A _,§7 n sense of staying; 
staying, resting for a while. 
BH [tavajjah), 377 [tavajjuh], 3A [tavajjo) 
A 4) n act of vajah, which means being 
attentive or paying special attention. (by 
turning one’s head in that direction), 
‘3a [tevan] pron they, those. “kaurou har tavan 

te sujha.”"-gyan. Kauravs thought of their 
defeat at his hand. 
3 YE [tev prasad] your kindness. 2 Thy 
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benediction be upon us! In the Sikh religion, 
this utterance is made while taking meals and 

putting on clothes. It means that we sbould be 
thankful to the Creator for every thing. 

‘ge ypfe [tav prasad] by your blessings, by 
your grace. 

‘gga {tovarruk] See Tiga, “vahi tevarruk mujh 
kau dije.”-GPS. 
‘age [tavallud) A 7 birth ofa valad (child), 
take birth. 2 born. 

‘ge [tava] n circular and flat iron plate, used 

for baking chapatis. “det jare jese bd tava 
pe."-c5di J. 2 a circular protective iron shield 
tied on the elephant’s forhead. 

‘get [tava] P (yj) have power; are able to do. 

This is used as a prefix to the verb. viz tava 
kared. 

sefen [tavars] 3-rfer your order. “as ko ju 

tavars13 malr3?”—VN. ‘Who can defy your 

orders?’ 
aeniig [tevasir] See sure, 

‘Te [tavaja), Fey [tavajva] A 2417 0 respect, 

honour. 2 hospitality, reception. “kije tavaja, na 
Akje guman.”-nasihat. 3 This word has also 
been used for mutvajjth (47). “nzj drs gah 
tavaja.”"-GPS. 
‘Bw [tavanan] Jee, your visage. 

‘swan thy [tavanam zist] P 223/47 I can live. 
‘geet [tavani] P (17 May you do! 
eR [tavaf] A _j4 n circumambulation, 
revoluton, rotation. 

‘FRUE (tavayaf] A 4, m plural of tarfa; bands 

of wanderers, vagabonds. 2 dancing women.' 
‘Beg (tovar] n spin, rotatory motion, tuming 

round and round, rotation. “khat tavar dhara 

par jhum grri."—krrsan. 
gerd [tavarix] A {17 plural of srehs; 
description of daily routine; history; a chronicle 

‘This term is now used especially for groups of 
prostitutes. 
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having day-to-day description. 
‘Fess [tavalat] A 14 1 sense of ys [tul) i.e. 

length; spread. \ 
‘Bee [tevalay] 3¢-wrea your home. “jo kachu 
mal tavalay so ab.”~saveye 33. ‘the material, 
that is in your house." 

‘att [tavi] n large iron-plate. 2 a river which 
flows near Jammu town. 3 railway station of 

Tawi river; popularly known as “Jammu 

Tawi”. It is located 25 miles away from Sialkot 

and 52 miles from Wazirabad, 
‘Bets (tavit] See wen. 
oet tt fieet (tavi di mzgri) lump of sugar 
made by settling its thickened warm solution 
ina kneading dish. This lump of sugar, shaped 

like a roti, is used for cooling sherbet and 

sweetening milk etc. 
‘¥¥ie [tavil] A Uf+ adj long. 2 m panegyric 
comprising many verses. 3 See afas ats. 
4 Arabic poets have defined its metre as- 
“foulun mafailun faulun mofailun.” 

‘38a [tavek] 3e-2a only yours, yours only. “tavek 
nam rattrs.”-VN. 
eae [tevagar] P_f£y adjmighty; having power; 
rich; wealthy. 
‘ata [tovagri] P £7 n state of being powerful; 
richness; wealthiness. 

‘3m (tar) adv at once, instantly. “trsna bhukh 

utre harr sdtz tay ave.”"~var bila m 4. “tor 
sunta sabhatu jegat vicr."—var gau | m 4, 
2 Mn bank, shore. 3 end, conclusion. 4 5 
support, shelter. 5 S bath. 6 bathing place. 
7 onom word for a crackling sound; crackling 

sound as “dane ter tay bhujde han. badukd tar 

tay cal rahia han.” 

‘Baa [tarak] See saa", 
‘3am |tarka] n early moming, dawn, daybreak. 

2 crackling sound produced when something 
to be fried is put in hot oil or ghee. 3 act of 

frying. 
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‘Baz [torat], TAS" [tarta] See Ter. 
‘gam (tonal v get shut in; be closed, 2 get 
heated up. 3 be stretched, tightened. 

gaez" [tarephna], 3#e2" [taraphnal, sserGer 
[tarphauna] v writhe and wriggle in pain, 
squirm. “taraphr mua jru jal brau mina.” 
—bher m 5. ‘jal bajhu machuli tarphrave.” 
-ramm 5 ruti. 

safe (tarephz) with squirming movements. See 
saree. 
‘gaya [tarbhar] adv quickly, immediately. 2 1 
sound produced by the parching of grains and 
the firing of a shot from a gun. “tarbhar bhai 
visal."~GPS. 

‘gau [tarak] See ser. 2 See saa. 
‘geet [teraka] n cracking sound; sound produced 

by firing from a rifle or gun etc. 2 heat of the 
piercing sun rays. 

‘grat [torag] Skt sara n tank, pond. tearag is the 

name given to that distance, which has length 

equal to five hundred bows, placed end to end; 
one bow being four hands (about two yards) 
long. 
saaufs [taragpatr) n lord of ponds—Varun, 
-sanama. 
sraufs ARG [taragpatr sastr] 7 lord of ponds— 
Varun and his weapon (noose).-sanama. 

‘aareft (taragi] » a silken string, or a chain of 
gold, silver or any other metal worn around 
the waist. 
‘39% [tazal] Dg n lightning. 

afi (tarz] adv instantly, immediately. See 33. 
2 Skt Tf n injury, stroke. 3 adj striker, hitter. 
‘sf [tayxt], SPS [tor rta] Skt TFS 7 lightning. 
“karki tarrt naran dhrrtr dharkhi.”-NP. 
‘lightning flashed.’ . 

‘oat [tori], Tay [tariz] n hindrance; obstruction. 
2 threat. 3 force, power. 4 attack, swoop. “kar 

tarit vah sahrre ayo.”—PPP. 
‘3 [ta] m short for 37 [tap], warmth, heat. 
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2. Skt when suffixed to an adjective or anoun, 
it makes that word to express of abstractness 
or religiousness. eg satruta-feeling of enemity, 
mitrata-feeling of friendship etc. See IAS". 
3 part then. “ta mukh hove ujla.”-sri m /. 
4 pron his. “ta stu tui kru bane?”-s kabir. 

She. “srut mel te det race jug ta.”—c3di 1.6 P 

¢ part up to, till, until. “mztr luyenr su 

khadhata.”-gau m /. ‘till they are fed. If not- 
fed, they don’t care.’ 

13 [t8) part then, so, that is why, “vidza vicari 
t& parupkari.”-asa m J. 2 so. “te td hadrathz 
pazo man.”-saveye m 2 ke. ‘are blessed by 
Guru Nanak.” 

3 [tav] » heat, warmth, fire. “bhau khala 

aganz tap tau.”—japu. “bahur na pave tau.” 
-srim 1,2 heat, act of meditating. “asakh tap 

tau.”-jepu. 3 distress, sorrow. “tau de bujh 
duhd kaht bhupatr.”-krrsan. 4 sheet of 

paper. 
Gz (tauna] v heat, warm. 
‘3G [tava] n earthen pot, in which something 
is cooked; a cooking pot for cooking on fire. 

2 pitcher, earthen water pot. 

‘3Gef [tauyi] small pitcher; tiny carthen water 
pot; cooking pot. 

a (tau) n father’s elder brother. 2 heat, 
warmth. 3 fever, high body temperature. “pala 
tau cachu na brape.”-asa m 5. 
3GA [taus) A ys m peacock. 2 a musical 
instrument shaped as a peacock, which is 
played with a ramrod. See AW. 
wn sus [taus takhat) See 34S TGA and 
Front, 
‘3ffs [taun] A yf a disease; popularly named 
as plague causing prickly pain like that 
produced by a spear. It is an infectious disease. 

When germs of this disease enter into the body, 
the hard swollen glands in the armpit and in 
the hollow between hind legs etc, form abscess 
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accompanied by fever and dizziness. 
Sometimes vital organs like lungs are only 
affected and no abscess is formed on the outer 

limbs. As soon as this disease is diagonised, 

some experienced physician should at once 

be consulted. Those who breathe in fresh air 

and keep their homes free from rats, do not 
face the wrath of this deadly disease. 

‘JMG [taat] A - +4 1 worship, prayer, devotion. 
2 obedience, dependence. 
afe [tar] See 3G. 2 adv by heating. 
‘srfene [tara] adjheated; annoyed. “kai jug trni 
tan taza.”—cddi /. 2 hot. “stmarz cornar bid 
sital ho tara."-brla m 5. 3 n father's elder 
brother. 

ofes [taxt] See Fug. 

sfee [tarpha] wanderer. See 3euR. 
wef [tai] » wife of father’s elder brother. 

2 partup to, till. “bharza gal tai.”-gauchstm 
3.3 for, for the sake of. “‘kio sigaru mzlan ke 
tai.”-bzla a m 4. 4 adj relation, subordinate, 
subservient. “jivanu mama sabhu tudhe tai.” 
-majh a m 3, 5 provoked, excited. “dajhahr 
manmukh tai he.”—maru solhe m I. 

‘aie [tai] part to, towards. 2 till, up to. 

gre [taija] being heated. “phir ‘nahi taija 
he.”-maru solhe m 5.2 elder aunt’s daughter. 
svete [taid) A st m act of supporting; 
confirmation. 2 help, support. 
‘3a [taer] adjrelated to father’s elder brother; 

sons etc. of father’s elder brother. 
3H (tas) m cloth embroidered with golden or 
silver thread (brocade), the warp of which is 

of silken thread and the weft is woven by gold 
or silver thread ie brocade. “tas badla camak 
mahane.”-GPS. 2 Skt 3R adj dreadful, 
frightening. “tas neje dhulé ghor baje bajé ram 
line dalé an dhuke.”~ramav. 3 P yt and A 

ut n platter. 4 mug. See 2 tasse. In western. 

Punjabi, a cup is called tas. 5 P 7 companion, 
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associate. 6 partner. 7 master, owner. 
“dukhbh3jan guntas.”-bavan. 8 See 9.9 S 
thirst, longing, 10 a game of cards. It has 52 
cards and four suits. 
wAB (tasan} pron to them, to those. “kothan 
pe nirkhé cadh tasan.”-krrsan. 

‘3H wWeMF [tas badla] See 3H | and wee, 

‘orfis [tasir] A Ze n after-cffect; effect. 

‘By [tasu] pron whose, his, of him. “tasu caran 
le rzde basavau.”-saveye m | ke. 2 he, that, 
“tasu guru, me das.”-s kabir. 
master, I am the disciple.’ 3 to hit 

“pon dan cdgraia brnvsace kr 
mJ. 4 Skt A n fear, scare. “jan nanak nam 

dhzaz tu sabh krlvrkh katehz tasu."— var 

gau | m4. 5 Skt FFs part save (please); a 
request; a lament under tyranny. “tasu tasu 
dharamraz jepat he.”-maru m 3. ‘Save! save! 

calls Daramraj.’ 6 Skt {3 n thirst, longing. 
See 3 9. “japt harrcaran miti khudh 
tasu.”-gau m 5. hunger and thirst. 7 Skt 37 
light, brightness, “ucev parbat gakhro na pauri 
trtu tasu.”-sri am J. ‘There‘is neither ladder 

nor light.” ” . 
By Ty [tasu tasu) See TH 5. 
‘BAe [tasvbb] See Iya. 
‘3H [tasd] pron from him, from that. 
‘3G (tah) See sue". 2 See stfu. 
wre [tahna] Skt gw act of frightening. 
2. causing one to withdraw in fright. This word 

has also acquired shades of tahuna, trahuna 

and trahrz in Punjabi. 

BM [taham] P “¢ part even then, even so, 
still, 

srodt (tahri] 4 <¢7 n thoroughly cooked meat; 
gravy of meat. “tahri or pulav ghane.”—krrsan. 
sug [tahru] See sfag. “tahru dar jin kar lin.” 
-GPS. 

‘Bw [taha] adv there, at that place. “janam 
maren na taha,"—bria chat m 5.2 pronhis, of 
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him. “namretan manz taha he.”—maru solhe 

m 3. 3 from him, from that. “lekha kor na 

mége taha he.”-maru solhe m 3. 
gfe (tah), 3a [tahr] pron to him, to that. 
“taht kaha parvah kahu ki jake basis dharro 

gurt hathu.”-saveye m 4 ke. ‘who has now 
been blessed by the Guru.” 

fone (tahza) made to flee by frightening. 
wfus [tahrr] A “4 adj sacred, holy. 
afudt [tahzri] adj of sacredness; pious soul. 
See gud, 2 See suet. 
ad [tahi] part only then; then. “Star ki gatr 
tahi."-sor m J. ‘purification of the conscience, 

at once.’ 2 there and then, there only, only 

there. “thakur, j& stmra ti tahi.”-guj m 5. 
“nanak man laga he tahi.”~bzla m 5. 3 him, 
his. “tahi somet hane tum ko.”-Iersan, 
aye [tahuna] See soe". 
‘By [tahu] adjwho frightens. See 37e". 2 pron 
the same. “tahu khare sujan.”-sava m 1.3 to 

that, to him. “jrnz mohe brahmsd kh3q tahu 

mahtz pau.”-suhim 5. 4 of him, of that. “sagal 
manorath puran tahu.”~sar m 5, 5 part even 
then, even so, even if. “je tu taru panz, tahu 

puchu tryankel.”-sava m J. ‘if you can swim 
in water even then learn the art of swimming. 

‘wax [tak] 1 look act of looking; fixed gaze. 
2 search, exploration, hunt. 3 adv by looking, 

by seeing, “rijhat tak bade nrzp esahz.”~aj. 
4A 3 arch, vault. 5 arched house. 6 window. 

Tniche, alcove, 8 door, window. “ugharz gae 
brkhra ke tak.”—kan m 4. 9 adj unique, 
peerless. “varte tak sabaza.”- ‘-maru solhe m 
1. 10 special, specific. 11 strange. 12 odd 
number, as one, three, five etc. 13 Skt Wa n 

progeny, offspring, issue. 14 S path, passage, 

way, track. 15 in Punjabi spoken in western 

Punjab it stands for an expert e.g. “uh guna 
vice tak he.” 

FET [takot] A -5y n strength, might 2 capability, 
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ability. 

‘grag (takar] pron his, whose. “jarh! jap takar 
jap."-braham. 

‘arfe [takx] adv so that. 2 by looking. 

set (taki} pron his, of that. “taki saranz parro 
nanak das.”-brla m 5. 2 his, of that. “adr 

jugadx bhagatjan sevak taki brkhe adhara.” 
-dev m 5. 3 n small door. 4 looked at, seen, 

observed. See gear. “ek bat sunz taki ofa.” 

~geum 5.5 A jy a horse with eyes of two 
different colours. 6 high cap. 

arefte [takid) A ft act of emphasising; 
repeated emphasis or stress. 

‘3g [taku] See Ta 8. “guru brnu manka taku 
na ughye.”-var sar m 2. “khule bharam 
taku.”-var ram 2 m 5. 

3GE [takub] See ayraH. 
‘wt [take] pron his, whose. 2 looks at. See 
‘gaze. “chara dhan take.”-tukha barahmaha. 

wasg [takotaku] perfectly skilled, perfectly 
competent in qualities. 2 unique, the only one. 

See a 9 and 15. “varte takotaku.”—var asa. 

‘3% [takh] See sa 12, 

‘Ow [taxat] P os m race; running. 2 assault. 

3 plunder and loot. 
‘BMF [taxtan} P .% v run; race. 2 make one 

Tun, cause one to run away. 
‘gna [taxti] you ran; you raced, See SHa0. 
2 running about, struggle, attack, charge. See 
ams and JHSS. “rkni badhe bhar rkna 

tanhti"-var majh m 1. 
atte [taxir] A Zp n withdrawal; delay, 
slackness, 

‘war [tag] m thread, cord. 2 sacred thread (wom 
by the upper caste Hindus). “churi vagaznz 
trn galt tag.”-var asa, 

‘wart [tagri] n woven mesh of threads, which 
is put on the cage of birds. 2 cord worm around 

the loins by children. 3 P y,u7 basin, trough 
(usually used for carrying mortar prepared for 
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use by masons); an earthen platter or dish. 

‘ree [tagri] cord worn around the waist. See 

‘Be [taga] » thread, string, cord. “khftha jalz 

korla bhai tage 4c na lag.”-s kabir. Here 
khttha means body’s mortal frame and the 

thread refers to consciousness. 2 Skt Ti adj 
master of spiritual knowledge. “jrsahz dhrara 
parbraham so kal mahr taga.”-varram 2m 

4. 3 scholar, savant. “sagal ghaja mahr 
taga.”-dhana m 5. Here anra" [gyata) means 
the omniscient Creator. 4 past tense of tugna; 
remained faithful till the end, endured. 

waite [tagid] See site. 
‘BY (tagu] # thief who possesses thread coated 
with ground glass etc. This thread can be very 
easily used to cut shackles and locks. 

‘wet [tage] plural of Tar. See Tar. 2 became 
omniscient. ‘‘sada harzjan tage.”-asa ch3t m 
5.3 endured, remained faithful. 

‘Bat [tago] become; get all-knowing. “kal jal te 
tago.”=hajare 10. 2 endure, remain faithful. 

asta (tagh] n power, strength. 2 desire. 3 wait, 
waiting. The root of these words is Sanskrit 
JY, which means to go. 

st [taci] pron his, whose. “kahzt namdev 
taci anz.”-sar, 2 See Sut. 

FB [tace] pron whose, his. “ham vanjare hahr 
tace.”-gau m 4, 2 from him, from that. “tace 

isa sagle jana.”—dhana namdev, 3 adv for 
this, for this reason. “tace mohz japiole ramce 
nam3.”~dhana trrlocan, 
‘3 [taco] of that, his. 2 to him, to that. “taco 
marag nahi.”-asa dhdna. 
grt [tachi] carpenter's daughter. 2 Skt qret 
of Vishavkarma. “ke th kfnar ki duhrta 

krdh5 nagan ki krdh3 he zh tachi.”-krrsan. 

‘BA [taj] A Zt crown, ornament on the king’s 

head, “taj kulh szrz chatr banavav."-gavam 
1,2 See Rranat. 
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THE [tajanl, TAS [tajan], TAP [tajnz] n 
feminine of sf, an Arab mare. See 34, “rk 
tajonz turi cSgeri.”-dhana dhdna, 2 P 2st 
whip, lash, hunter. “tajan mar pahucyo 
jatke.”-carrtr 238, 

‘RHE [tajmahal] See FaHa. 
‘SHE [bajar] A zp m one who trades; trader. 
BH [taja) P ,j¢ adj new, fresh, recent. 

oat [taji] adj new, fresh, recent. 2 P U3 n 

language of Arabia. 3 an Arabian hound. 4 an 
Arabian horse. “taji turki surna rupa.”-gaum 
1. 5 Skt of Persia. 
ref (tajia] 4.7 n mouming, condolence. 
2. days of mourning. 3 model of Imam Husain’s 

tomb taken in procession and buried on the 

occasion of the anniversary of his martyrdom. 

This tradition was intitiated by Mukhtarbin Abu 

Abedulla. See fern @ feat var (b) 9. 
arfborar [tajiana] See Hm 2. 
‘Bait [tajim]A (2 act of giving respect; honour. 
2 regard. 

abit Hees [tajimi sardar] n honoured chief, 
whom the king receives in his court standing. 

‘afis [tajir] See arte. 

BEF [tajubb] See HH. 
‘Wes [tatat] reprimands, reproves. “tatat he sabh 
ko.”~krrsan. 

‘Bree [tatSk) Skt Tee and SSa n earrings; an 
omament wom by women in their ears. 2 a 
poetic metre characterised by four feet, each 

foot consisting of 30 matras, the first pause 

after the 16 and the next after the subsequent 
14% matra, with a magan (sss) in the end. 

Example: 

jiu jru jepe trve sukhu pave, 

sat guru sevz smavego, 
bhagat jona ki khrnw khinu loca, 

namu japat sukh pavego. 
~kan am 4. 

(b)second type of this metre consists of only 
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one guru matra at the end instead ofa magan, —“‘kure katte kuya tanie tanu.”~var subi m 5 
Example: ‘Be [tat] adv short for 350%; at once. “brkh 

Starz sabad nIrSterr mOdra, khat mar jat tat."-BGK. 2 adj hot, heated. 
haume mamta dur kari, “mano tat tava par bid pari.”-ramav. ‘a drop 

kamu krodhu ahdkarv nrvare, fell on a hot plate.’ 3 n inclination, aptitude. 

gurke sabadz su samajh pari, “mohz nahr tn stv tat.”-kan m 5. 4 Skt 
khftha jholi bhorrpurr rahza, father; he, who expands his dynasty further. 

nanak tare eku hari, “tat mat na jat ja kar.”-japu. 5 son. “ta kahu tat 
saca sahrbu saci nai, ‘anath jy6 aj.”-ramav. 6 elder brother. 7 father’s 

parkhe gur ki bat khari, elder brother; uncle. 8 Lord Brahma. 9 adj 
-srdhgosatr. 

‘wee (tadka] See svar 2 and sa", 
sige [tadav] Skt W1Sq n a mode of dance 

started by sage Tand; a male dance symbolic 
of nature’s wrath, dance macabre, a frolic and 
frisky dance, act of dancing by jumping 
suddenly and furiously. According to the 
literature on music, this dance (Tandav) is 

performed by males while Lasya is a female 
dance. “ Fed aed tad A aed regen.” 
Lord Shiv was very fond of this dance. “har 

nace parle tadva.”—saloh. 
‘3 [tan] power, strength. Seesa 1. “tanhode 
hor nztana.”-s farid. 2 sense of stretching, 

tightening. See a0", 3 See TE. 4 See Te. 

‘ew [tana] v pull. 2 stretch, expand. See G 

teino. 
we" [tana] n assemblage of stretched strands/ 
fibres. 2 warp, the strands of a cloth 

longitudinally stretched. 
wer wet [tana bana), Te" war [tana vana) 

warp and woof, Skt awe. “rkk sut ker tana 

vana.”-BG. 

‘arfe [tanz) by stretching; sense — by extending 
one’s hand. “oni tupak tanx calai.”~asa am J, 

See sem. 
‘wet (tani) n warp of yarn, longitudinally 
stretched. 
FF [tanu] strength. See Fe 1. “tanu tanvkhin 

bhara.”—brha chat m 5. 2 capable. 3 Seewe". 
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dear, beloved. “mrt ho sou tat.”—krrsan. ‘he 

should be our dear friend.’ 10 See yz. 
11 See afs. 12 See Fg 1. 13 S discussion. 

14 slander. 15 alertness. 16 obedience. 

‘aig [tat] n strand of fibre; thread, cord. 2 a 
kind of cord made from the twisted intestines 

(of animal). See $e 3. 3 Skt T= adjtired. 
‘33E [tatao] adj hot. “telu tavant tatao.”-asa 
ch3t m J, *(they) heat (things) up in hot oil.” 

‘FIM [tatkal] See sas. 
yaa [tatdhera] See SS. 

‘wast [tatni] n mother. “basahu tat nzj tani 
pas jar tum tat.”-NVP. ‘O son, go at once and 

live with your mother.” 

‘TSU [tatparaj], TIT [tatparay] Ske wera 
npurport, purpose, sense. 2 meaning. 3 capability 
ofa sentence, which enables us to understand 
the suitable shades of the meaning of words, 
“vaky arath ke janan ki ahr yogyta joz. tatparaj 
pun vak me kahé vidati soz.”—bhai 

gulabsfgh. 
Bat (tata) adj hot, warm. “tujhe na lage tata 

jhola.”"-gau m 5. 2 Skt bitter, sour, acrid, 
pungent. “brkhuphalu mitha carz din phrrz 
hove tata.”—asa chit m 1.3 P ¢¢nstammering, 

stammer, speech impediment. “lakh lakh 
nautan na6 le lakh lakh sekh visekhan tata.” 

” —BG. ‘Sheshnag gets tired of uttering millions 

of names and their adjectives, and thus 

stammers.’ 4 burning, inflammation, jealousy, 
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envy. “visri tise parai tata."—gaum 5. 

‘tat [tata] n line, row, queue, class. 
wag [tatar] P ,¢¢ 1 Tartar country in central 

Asia, spread from India and north Caspian sea 
of Persia to north of China. [t has important 
cities like Samarkand, Bukhara etc. 2 a Tartar. 

ward (tatari) of Tartar. See 39. Just as the 
Muslims are called Turks in India likewise 
Turks and Mangols are called Tartars. i.e. 
Scythian, 
‘fs [tatr] n feeling of hotness, jealousy, envy. 
“brsorrgai sabh tat parai.”-kan m 5. “jrsv 
Sdarz tatz parai hove trs da kade na hovi 

bhola."-var gau J m4. 
ah [tati] adj heated, hot. “kalz tati thadha 
harrnav.”-sukhmani, 2 fire. “thSdhitati mrti 
khai.”-asa m 5. ‘The mortal frame is 
consumed by rivers (that is water), fire and 

earth.’ 3 worry, anxiety. “ta ham kesi tati?” 

-ram m4. 4 jealousy, envy. 5 Skt Sgt a stringed 
musical instrument; vena. “tati gahu atam 
bastkar ki.”-hajare 10. 6 S adjtalkative. 7 one 
who cautions. 

td [tati] See Fat. 2 Skr $geu person engaged 
or occupied in weaving fabric; weaver. “tahz 

tati man manta.”-asa kabir. 

arts [tatil] A we n sense of being without 

work, means being useless; stopping work; 

holiday. 
‘aeteg (tati vay) hot air, affliction. See ata. 
“tati vau na lagai parbrohom sarnai.”—briam 
5.2 See mevawG 2. 

‘BF [tatu] See 33. 2 adjdear, beloved. Seess 
9. “jrnz kan kite akhi naky. jrnz jrhva dzti 
bole tatu.”—dhana m J. 

‘Wye [tatuk} Sk adj ghostly. “tatuk tah vrkar 
na koi.”-NP. 

‘¥gs [tatul] short for w3-TeA, father-like. 

2 son-like. 3 3*-Jea, similar to that, like that. 

‘3B [tate], 33 [tate] pron from whom, from 
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that. “tate 3gad bhazau.”-saveye m5 ke.2. adv 
for whom, for that purpose. “tate me dhari ot 
gupal."-dhana m 5. 
‘3 [tato] adjhot, burning. 2 angry. 
sifger (tatrrk], sgt [tatri) Ske mas adj 
practitioner of magical incantation for the 

attainment of supernatural power. 2 possessor 
of knowledge of magical incantation for 

attaining supernatural power; charmer. 
‘3m [tath), Sy [tathu] See 3g. 

SSH [tadatam] Skt Wea n an object 
remaining contained in itself. 2 mutual 
relationship between action and cause. 3 an 

inclusive expression suggestive of the object 
init e.g. when we say that the village has gone 

to see the show, the village refers to the 
villagers (inhabitants of the village). 
gree [tadad] A 4.3 1 sense of counting, 
number. 

arfgnt (tadrrs] Ske avg and ATG adj alike, 
having smililar look, similar. 

‘3 [tan] Skt n sense of stretching, expansion, 

elaboration. See 3% vr. 2 composition of notes, 

musical mode of ascending or descending from 

the note saraj to nzgad or vice versa. There 

are 49 modes of music according to Sangeet 

Damodar, but articles in Sangeet Sar give this 
number as 84. As there is an infinite number 
of poetic notes, so tunes can be composed in 
an infinite number of ways. If we take into 

consideration the principal mode of composing 
tunes, we come across only two tunes i.e. 

ascending tune (composition of notes) and 
descending tune. If we go on increasing the 

frequency of notes in a composition, it is called 
an ascending composition and if we compose 
the tune by lowering the frequency of notes, 
we call it descending tune (composition). 

There are seven types of musical compositions 
of ascending and descending tunes viz. 
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arctk - monotonic! in Gwalior is regarded as the centre of 
gathrk . bitonic pilgrii for singers. There is a Tamarind 

samrk : tritonic (Tamarindus indica) tree near his grave. The 
svardter =~ of four tones singers chew its leave believing that these 
orev. - of five tones leaves will render their voices melodius. 

garav : of six tones we Ass [tan kalol] melody of a musical 

sSpuran- of heptatonic composition, frisk of musical tune, ascent or 
There are two more types of composition 

of notes—one pure tune using only pure notes 
in sequence like sa, re, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni and 
second mixed tune using pure notes in mixed 

a, ga, re, ma, dha, pa etc.’ “baja order viz 
manv tanv tajr tana.”-ram m 5. 3 equivalent 

of 3% [tal] is also named as 3 [tan] in Punjabi. 
“tan same guru aho! ucari."-GPS. 4 warp of 
threads; stretched web for weaving yarn. See 

35. 5 pron he, she, it. “madhu ketabh tan 

mare.”-krrsan. 6 3% [tan] is also used for 

We. See FS. “tan ko sukh dis,”"—berah, 
waGe [tanaura] See safe". 
‘gah [tansen] His name was Trilochan Mishar. 

This scholarly person was considered to be 

the lord of music of his period. He learnt music 

from Swami Haridas of Varindavan and 
earned eminence before the royal audience 
of Ramchandar Baghela, king of Bhaat. 

Learning about his proficiency in music, 
* Emperor Akbar sent for him and kept him in 
his own court by bestowing upon him a huge 

amount of wealth and honour. He turned a 

Muslim on the persuasion of Pir Gaus 
Mohammad of Gwalior and was renamed as 
Tansen. Tansen died in 1588 AD. His grave 
"To move from one note to another as from sa to re and 
re to sa, There can be a musical tune, may be a single 

note, due to vibration and motion of sound waves 
Produced by movement of notes. 
"The term ws (tan) is identical with ‘tune’ and ‘tone’ of 

English. 
>Tansen was one of nine gems of Akbar's coun. 
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descent of tune, producing musical melody 
from one’s voice, 

seade [tantarsg) n surge of musical melody 
from musical tunes; singing of ascending/ 
descending tunes. “ughtat tan tardg rag atr.” 
~hazare /0.2 son of Tansen, the singer, who 

was also @ good singer. 
‘was [tantan] power of the powerful, strength 

of the strong. 2 who preaches melodious 
singing. “namo tantane.”—japu. 

‘awe [tan-na] See Tea", 
‘smyet [tanpura] See Syer. 
wer [tana] See Fe. “ham gharz sut tanahr 
nit tana.”-asa kabir. 2 A; attack with a 

spike. 3 taunt, talk ill of. “bol kubol det ht 

tane.”-NP. 

‘grrarg [tanagah) his origina! name was Abbul 
Hasan. He was enthroned in 1672 AD as the 

ruler of Golkanda (south) but Aurangzeb 

vanquished him in 1687 AD and confined him 
to the fort in Daultabad. Thus Golkanda was 
merged with the Delhi empire. Tanashah died 

in 1704 AD. He was the last king of the 
Kutabshahi dynasty, “tanegah ju dakkhan 
kera.”-GPS. 

‘serarer [tanabana), Tawa (tana 
wee’. “tana bana kachu na sujhe. 

kabir. 

‘Bet [tani] See Tet. 2 See AH 2. 
‘3G [tanu] warp, woof. See 3% and 37, “sakat 
sutu bahu gurjhi bharza, kru karz tanu 

tanije?”-kalz am 4, 
wd [tanegah) See a7 HT. 
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‘a [tane] pron he, she, it, “tab sarir ko bal kar 
tane,”-GPS. 2 may expand, may develop. 
3 stretched; brandished. “so surtanu ju dur sar 
tane.”-bher kabir. ‘Two arrows (ethics and 
meditation) were brandished.’ 

‘ary [tap] (See SY vr) Skt n heat, radiance, 

hotness. 2 Skt Yo.A ¢ fever. Fever is called 
‘JY [tap] because the body gets hot under its 

impact. The body’s blood also gets heated up 
due to improper diet taken by a person. The 

heating up of the body and the mind is a type 

of fever. One feels lethargic and restless as a 

result of it. The mouth loses taste, water oozes 
out of the eyes, one yawns repeatedly, 
heartbeat increases, the feverish person loses 

appetite, he feels bodyache and burning 

sensation etc. “tap vtarza satrguri pure.” 
-sorm 5. 

Fever is of many kinds, but we have 

mentioned only those types which find 
references in the Sikh scriptures. Thus goes 

its description per Gurmukhi orthography: 
{a)usan tap. See GAs 3U. 
(b)athvara tap. Weekly fever. It rises very 

high once a week and remains moderate during 
the subsequent six days. Sometimes it is 

otherwise also i.e. high fever for six days and 

moderate for one day. 
The best treatment for such a fever is as 
follows: 

Grind very finely a mixture of one tola of 

fully parched and burst alum, three mashas of 
clove, one tola of lump sugar. After grinding 

them together, divide the mixture into twenty- 

seven equal parts, each part forming one dose, 
Take one dose in the morning, one in the 

aftemoon and the third one in the evening with 

warm milk or water. 
Make decoction of equal amounts of 

mulatthi liquorice (glycyrrhize globra), 
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patolpatr, karu, stone of mango, bark of 
chebulic myrobalan and give it to the patient 
by putting some lump sugar in it. 

Take decoction of cararta (a blood 

purifying drug made from the plant ophelia 

chirretta), ntm (margosa tree Z azadirachta 

indica), kau, nagermotha ~ a fragrant 

medicinal grass L cyperus juncifolius or 
rutunofus), prttpapra and grlo (a creeper 
medicinal plant - menispermum glabrum). The 

fever caused by measles etc is also called 

weekly (cight-days) fever. 
Patients suffering from such a kind of fever 

must be treated on the advice of expert 
doctors, depending on the weather and their 
physical condition, “asat dzvszya aru bisaya.” 
~carrtr 405. , 
(c)sit jvar or sital jur. Ague fever - Ld fever 

accompanied by shivering with cold. The 
reasons for this fever are: living in foul and 

dirty environment, being bitten by the 

mosquitoes, sleeping in damp places, 

uncontrolled eating, obstruction of stool in the 
intestines etc. 

For its treatment is to eat fruits like orange, 

etc instead of regular meals take warm milk 
of cow four-five times a day. Take one tola of 

ammonium chloride (nagadar), six mashas of 
salt, black pepper three mashas, mix them all, 
grind-them to a fine powder and make small 

doses of about one masha each. To cure this 
fever take 3 to 4 such doses daily with warm 
water. 

Take five tolas of green leaves of basi! 
(ocimum sanctum), one tola of black pepper, 
grind the mixture to a fine powder, make small 

balls of about one ratti of it. Take two to four 
of these balls five times a day with cow milk 
or fresh water. 

Take three doses of about one masha each 
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of parched alum mixed with lump sugar thrice 

a day; after all it is also beneficial for curing 

the fever. 
Quinine is a tested medicine for ague fever. 

Take tablets of quinine or use its distillate after 

dissolving in sulphuric acid before the feeling 

of fever is there. 

Chew one masha of ammonium chloride 
alongwith bete!-leaves before the fever is felt. 

“sital jor ar san tap bhan.”-cerrtr 405. 
(d)sukha jvar. Anaemia fever. Skt uv vay It 
is caused by overwork, witholding the 
pressure of stool or urine, not quenching the 
thirst, resisting the strong feeling of hunger 
and sleep, excessive sexual indulgence, taking 
of liquor, remaining worried, frightened, 
getting angry, not taking regular meals, 
consuming fatless food, decreasing oiliness 

in the body, going without meals and not 
sleeping at proper times. 

The skin of the body gets dried during this 
fever; joints get loosened, head remains heavy, 

mild temperature is felt all the time. [f this fever 
is not cured at an early stage, it may develop 

into tuberculosis after some time. 
For its treatment make fine powder of 

cinnamon (pne tola), cardamom (two tolas), 
piperlomun (four tolas) ammonium chloride 
(eight tolas), lump sugar (sixteen tolas), and 

add honey equal to twice the weight of this 
mixture and butter equal to three times the 
weight of the mixture. Take six mashas of 
thus prepared paste thrice a day. Light and 
oily food, milk of cow and goat, rice, spinach 

etc are beneficial diets for a patient suffering 
from this fever. “‘sukha jvar teia cothaya.” 
~carztr 405. 

(e) cothaya tap, caturthrk jvar. Quartan 
fever. This kind of fever occurs on one day, 

the patient becomes normal for the next two 
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days and then the fever reccurs on the fourth 
day. Sometimes it continues for two days 

and becomes normal on the fourth day. This 

fever occurs due to lack of self restraint on 

diet after the occurrence of ordinary fever. 

It can be an after-effect of malaria too. It 

can persist for a long period, but is not a 
dangerous ailment. If jaundice, cough 
accompanied by blood etc also afflict the 

patient suffering from this fever, it becomes 
a serious disease. One feels cold during the 

initial stages of this fever, while sweat 

appears when the fever subsides, For its 
normal treatment: 

Take mixture of parched alum-six rattis, 

sugar-one masha thrice a day with water; 
Consume five grains of quinine three times 

a day; chew four leaves of basil four times a 
day; take a mixture of three mashas of cumin 

seed and one tola jaggery one hour before the 
expected time of fever’s occurrence; take 
nothing except milk for seven days; make 
decoction of the mixture consisting of two 
mashas each of dried ginger, nagarmotha (a 
fragrant medicinal grass-cyperus juncifolius), 
kufeki, corazta (a blood purifying drug made 

from ophelia chirretta), lalc3dan (red 

sandalwood-santalum album), aula (embic 

myrobalan), gtlo (a creeper medicinal plant 
named menispermum glabrum) and give it to 
the patient suffering from this fever. “sukha 
jvar teia cothaya.”-carrtr 405. 
(f) dedhmasia tap. one and a half month’s- 
fever. This kind of fever occurs continuously 

for one and a half month or reccurs after one 
and a half month. This is also a very dangerous 

fever. Its treatment is the same as that of 

tertian and quartan fevers, 
Sometimes mild fever due to smallpox also 

continues for one and a half month. See #trar 
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‘BY, “dedhmasia phun tap bhayo."=carrtr 405. 
(g) teia tap, trxtiyak jvar. tertian fever. this 
fever attacks one day, but the patient feels 

normal on the second day and it reccurs on 
the third day. One feels shivering when the 

body temperature rises due to this fever. It 
occurs just like malaria. According to Sushrat, 

the throat infection passes on to the heart 
within a single day and night. The next day 

the infection is transmitted from the heart to 
the stomach; it causes tertian fever on 
reaching there. There are three kinds of tertian 
fever as mentioned in Ayurved: 

The fever due to excess of sycosis and 
syphlisis starts from the waist and spreads to 
the whole of the body. 

When excess is of psora and sycosis, it 

starts from the back and spreads to the whole 

of the body. 
The fever cdused/by excess of psora and 

syphlisis starts from the head and spreads to 
the whole body. 

Its normal treatment is similar to those for 
quartan fever; but use of quinine for this fever 

is highly beneficial. Take powder of kutki, 

leaves of basil and magosa tree, decoction of 

gzlo(acreeper medicinal plant: menispermum 

glabrum), carazta (blood purifying drug made 
from ophelia chiretta) and coriander seeds, 

two and a half leaves of puthkSda (a wild 
shrub-achyranthus aspera). Sudarshan powder 

is also useful for treating this fever. If the 

patient suffers from constipation, light laxative 
should also be given. The patient should take 

light and easily digestible diet like milk, kidney 
beans, spinach, rice etc; fresh and boiled pure 
water should be used for drinking. The patient 

should be kept in fresh and clean environment. 
Many people perform exorcism etc to get 

tid of fever, but it is a blind faith born of sheer 
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ignorance. 
405. 
(h)pitjver, zared buxar (jaundice). Seo Grasy 

and teas, 
(i) brsaya tap (twenty days fever). It is a 

consequential fever, which reccurs after 

twenty days just like tertian and quartan fevers, 
This fever that continues for twenty days 

is called bisaya tap. Beda é typhoid fever, 
SI WY enteriod fever; or ek fever due to 
small pox. It is caused by the accumulation of 

stale and stinking matter in the gut forming 

boils in the intestine. It is a contagious disease 

and the patient suffering from this fever 
generally complains of cough and pain in the 
ribs. He passes out foul odour with diarrhoea. 
This fever should be immediately treated by 
an experienced and expert physician. 

Taking milk only in place of cereal food is 
most beneficial. Serving the patient the distillate 
of cowslip (primula officinatis), taking reston 
bed, keeping the house and clothes etc clean, 

providing fresh air and clean environment, 
keeping fresh fragrant flowers near the patient, 
giving fruit-juice to patient and making the 

patient smell rose-extract mixed with coriander, 
sandal powder, camphor, vinegar are very 

beneficial. 
The following mixture is a sure treatment 

of the typhoid fever- 
Take one tola each of vaslocan (bamboo- 

manna), cardamom, essence of creeper 

medicinal plant — menispermum glabrum, 

cumin seeds, nuts of lotus, lamp-sugar, three 

mashas each of pure seashell and oxide of 
mica, three mashas of kahrrva, one masha of 

unpierced pearl. Pulverise the whole of this 
mixture by adding one tola of scent of 
pandarius odoratissimus. Add one masha of 
silver foil, one and quarter tola of unground 

“sukha jvr teia cothaya.”-carrtr 
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and clean sisymbrium iro. Make sixty two small 
doses of the whole of this mixture. Administer 
four such doses to an adult patient suffering, 
from this fever with milk or cowslip distillate 

after every three hours. “asat drvstya aru 
bisaya."-carztr 405. 

3 agony, suffering, anguish. 4 anxiety. “tap 

pap sdtap brnase.”-brla m 5. 5 act of self 
mortification; asceticism. “harrdhan jap 

harrdhan tap.”-guj m 5. “jap tap gran sabh 
dhtan.”-sukhmani. 6 See fis 3u, 

‘BUA [tapas] Skt n an ascetic; practitioner of 
meditation; practitioner of austerities. 2 crane. 

3 See afun. 

sunset (tapsatai} m asceticism. “tapsatai ko 
tyag tapisvar.”—carrtr 144, 
sup (tapsi] practitioner of meditation, ascetic, 
2. Skt woman practising meditation. 
‘wud (tapahl, Jufs [tapahz) pron from whom, 
by whom; from him, by him. 2 meditates, 

practises meditation. 
‘grax [tapak] adj which heats. 2 tormentor. 3 
hearth, fireplace. 4 pot in which food is cooked 

and roasted. 
aust [tapti] See Sut. 

suget (taptrai], sug (taptray] See fis yu. 
“darsan nimakh taptrai mocen.”-sar namdev. 
‘3°a [tapan] Skt adj which heats. “rzpu tapan 
he.”-japu. 2.n sun. 3 fire. 4 See SusUR. 
‘Bus [tapar], 7ufs [taparz) above that. “jaki 
chotz jagat kau lage tapar tuhi dhare.”-maru 
revrdas. 2 See sug. 
Buy [taparu] adv just then, only then. “sacu 
taparo janie ja rrde saca hoz.”—var a: 

‘anf [tapi] See aust, 2 ascetic, practitioner of 
meditation. 3 afflicted with fever. 4 Skt aft 

irritating. 
‘By [tapu] fever. See 3, “tapu gata.”—sor m 
5.2 distress, jealousy. 
rf (tape) practises meditation, undergoes self- 
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mortification. 2 See 3. 
3 [tape] pron with him/her. 2 above him, 
above whom. 
wwe [tafat] P cop adj whirled, rotated. 
2 illuminated, shone. See 7#30. 

‘Baas (taftan] P 7, vrotate. 2 twist. 3 wrench. 
4 shine. 5 get angry. 6 for the sun to rise. 
wes" (tafta] P zp n shining silken cloth with 

two-coloured warp and waft; sun and shade. 
English and Italian - taffeta. 2 adj whirlled, 
twisted. 

‘ve [tab] Pt n heat, warmth. 2 illumination, 

lustre. “as ko tab sahe satgoru ki.”-NP. 3 ire, 

anger. 4 power, strength. 5 sunshine, 

radiation. 
wuTs [tabdan] P yi4t m ventilator, an opening 
for the sunlight to come into the house. 
saga [tabnakl Psy, adjshining, illuminated 
2 heater, heat provider. 
ww [taba], Sa [taba] Ske FY n metal, named 

tamrok, tapnest, rekatatdhatv etc in Sanskrit. 

E Copper. “paras ke sigz taba brgrio.”-bher 
kabir. “krnhi banjra kasi taba.”~keda kabir. 

2 See Hos Ter. 
‘grat [taba] P tt adjshining, illuminated. 

siasuz (tabaloyan] Dg 7 one having copper- 
coloured eyes; cuckoo. 
afin [tabra] See 2. 
‘BBS [tabut] A w yp 7 box in which the corpse 
is enclosed for cremation. “tabut Sdar dakhal 

kar bhat pathedine gah pe.”—saloh. 

siye (tabu!) Skr aye n betel-leaf, betel. 
2 folded betel-leaf. 
atgfoa [tabulrk), s'get [tabuli) Ske aTyfers 
seller of betel. 2 seller of betel-leaves. 

ait [tabe] A gt adjobedient, loyal. 2 subordinate, 
subservient. 
w® Roe [tabe bethna] sitting in attendance 
behind Guru Granth Sahib holding and waving 
a whisk over it. 
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‘sigue (tabr-dhara] also timr-dhara, earth of 
copper. Per reference in Janamsakhi, there 
exists an earth made of copper, where the 
pythons live. Strong wind blows so as to spread 
dust al] around, The pythons subsist on this 

earth by licking its dust. 2 In fact, the land 

having copper-like colour is named as tabr- 
dhara. 

‘ahquz [tabr-pan) See anjue. 
aH [tabhi part even then, still. “tabhi citr na 

rakhast mara.”~asa kabir. ‘Even then the 
mother does not have any ill will in her mind.” 

‘3% [tam] Skt THA n evil characteristics..“raj 
brnasi tam brnasi.”-sar m 5. 2 worry, 
concer. 3 suffering, grief. 4 dreadful. “jrne 
krttry3 jrttzy3 phoj tams.”-VN. 5 A (lb n 
taste, flavour. 6 meal, food. 7 4 (t adj 

complete, whole. 

wy [tama] A ey adj greedy, avaricious, 
covetous. 
‘UA [tamas] Skt evil act. 2 ire. 3 ignorance. 

4 snake. 5 darkness. . 

‘BHAT [tamasta] 1 evil disposition. “tamasta 
mamta namta kavita kavz ke manmaddh guhi 

.”~cdi 1. ‘There exists the spirit of virtue, 

evil, passion and poetic composition in the mind 

of the poet.’ 
suff [tamasr], THAT (tamsi) adj having 
undesirable propensties. 2 having evil 
disposition. “ap na cinahr tamsi.”-asa am 1. 
3 passionate, greedy. “tamasz laga sada 

phrre."-var brha m 3. 
‘3H [tamasu] See HA |. “Starr lagr na tamasu 

mule.”=sri m 3, 2 having evil character. 
“rajasu sataku tamasu darpahr.”—marum5. 
‘wHAe [tamjan), 49H [tamjham] na palanquin. 

shaped like a chair, which is carried by 

palanquin-bearers on their shoulders, 
BH [tamar] Skt n water. 2 ghee. 3 See Sy. 
‘HAA [tamras] Sktn one lying on water, lotus. 
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“s5t tamars her vrkase.”—NP. 2 gold. 3 copper. 

4 datura, thorn-apple. 5 crane, 6 a poetic 
metre, characterised by nagan, jagan, jogan, 

yegan: ll |S 15, 1S, 
‘Ha [tamya] Skt adj copper-coloured, having 

reddish tinge. 
et [tama] See die, 2 See SH 5. 3 in the jargon 
‘of the hunters, an evening feed given to the 

birds of prey like the hawk, etc which generally 
consists of bird's raw meat. Sometimes other 
types of meat are also served. This feed 55" 

(tama) is fed to birds to satiate them. 4 meat. 
“turkan tej tama b lag tarei tare, khalsa sarup 
sigh log chake nahi”-GPS, ‘The splendour 
of the Turks glitters until it is suppressed by 
the Khalsa.” 
‘ft [tam] (then) meth (disease). “dukhu dara 
sukhu rogu bhaza, ja sukhu tamt na hoi.”-var 
asa. ‘Enduring sufferings with endeavour and 

kindness is a cure while indolence and evil 
deeds are a disease. When one feels comforted 
with the above-mentioned remedy/treatment, 

ailments never knock at the door ie one 
remains always hale and hearty.’ 2 of 34M 

[taam] means meals/food. “tamx pritr vase 
gharz az.”—asa m /, 3 adv then. “Sdarr hoz 
saca, tami saca paie.”-vad cht mJ. 4 Sktn 

control on vital air, restraint on breath. 

amie [tamir] A? n process of raising a 
building. 2 founding. 3 construction, building. 
amits [tamil] 4 a4 n implementation, 
compliance. 

By [tamo] Skt adj admirer. 
BHAT [tamesar] See SAAS, 
‘3H [tams] tr to them. 2 A—-F4 to him mine. 
“namskar tams.”—VN, 3 See 3H, 

‘BMY [tame] Skt n copper. 2 red colour. 3 an 
adviser and commander of demon Mahikhasur, 
who was killed by goddess Durga. 4 copper- 

coloured, reddish. 
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‘sagyy [tamrcur) Skt n having a reddish crest; 
cock with red-coloured crown (top). 

gnque [tamrpan] coin made of copper. “tin 
tamrpan mo! sunayo,”-NP. 
snquset [tamrparni] Lanka, the capital of 
Ravan. See a”. 2 a river in the valley of Tine, 

which rises from Agastkoot, Pearls are found 

in it. Kolkey on its bank was very famous 

harbour in days gone by. 
rar [taya] See afer, 
‘3g [tar] n toddy palm tree. “tar praman’ ucan 

dhuja lakh.”-kalki. 2 Skt string, strand. 

3 metallic wire, wire of gold, silver and iron 
etc, 4 silver. 5 formless yet manifest One. 

6 chief of Sugriv’s army. 7 star. 8 Shiv. 
9 Vishnu. 10 musical composition comprising 

seven notes, 11 high tone. “tar ghor bajitr 
tahz.”-var mala m J, 12 pupil of the eye. 
13 intent, gaze, stare, continuous and intent 

look, “machi no tar lave.”-var ram 2 m 5. 

“locan tar lagi.”-keda m 5. 14 rapt 
attention; mind’s concentration. “lagi tere 

nam tar.”-NP. 15 adjindivisible, continuous. 
“je lax raha Irv tar.”~jepu. 16 See 33a", 
17 partlike, just as. “man bhulau bharamasr 
bhavar tar.”-basstam J. 18 rhythm, clapping 
both hands together. “vrh3g vikaran ko 
kertar.”-GPS. ‘clapping of hands to shoo 

away evil intending birds.’ 19 P jt ” yarn, 
thread. 20 adj black, dark. 21 See are. 

22 See 3%. 23 in Hindustani, telegraph is 

also called 3 [tar]. 
‘Bee (tarak] Ske n star, planet. 2 pupil of the 
eye. 3a demon, who was killed by Kartikey, 
son of Shiv. 4 a demon, who was killed by 

Vishnu to help Indar. 5 per the Hindu beliefa 

Ramtarak mantar (ra ramay namah) chanted 
by Shiv in the ear of a dying person in Kashi. 
Measure of one Tarh (tar) is taken as a length equal to 

three hundred hands. See am 4. 
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6 ship, boat, raft. 7 boatman, sailor. “ramnamu 

sobh jag ka tarak.”-kan 2m 4. 8 adj saviour. 
9A fy renouncer. “tarak hve jrm darat 
lakkha.”—krzsan, ‘throws away lakhs of 
rupees.’ 10 a poetic metre. It is an other 

name for Asta and Totak. Its characteristics 

are: four feet - each foot with four sagans, 

US, IS, IS, WS. 
Example: 

kolki avtar rtsavhige 
bhat ogh pryogh grravhige....—kalki. 

(b)In prosody, when a guru is added at the 

end of four sagans (prosodic foot of two short 
matras followed by one long matra) it becomes 

Tarak. It is named as Taraka in Dasam Granth. 
See sum 3, 
wamnig {tarakmatr] 1 a mantar for liberation 
from worldly worries. 2 See 79a 5. 
seats [tarkerr] Taa-nifs enemies of demon 
Tarak-Kartikey and Vishnu. See awa 3 
and 4. 

‘sar [tarka] Skt n planet, stars. 2 pupil of the 
eye. 3 a poetic metre. characterised by four 

feet, each foot having four sagans followed by 
a guru ie IlS, IIS, WS, WS, S. 

drjdev tabe guru cobrs keke, 
grrrmeru gae sabh hi munz Icke....-datt. 

4 Skt Tadka, daughter of demi-god Suketu, 

wife of Sund and mother of Marich. With the 

blessings of Brahma, she had the strength of 

one thousand elephants. On the persuasion of 
Vishvamittar, Ram killed her, “rah maratrachsi 

jah tarka gan nam.”=ramav. 
‘srgarge (tarkasur) demon Tarak. See 70a 3 

and 4. 
srexfy (tarkar1] enemy of Taraka, Sri Ram. 
2 See arefsaa and safe. 

sraftcet {tark rk) Skt Tf%a n one who possesses 
knowledge of logic (science of reasoning). 
2 adjlogical. 
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arag [taraku) See 9a 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

safer [taragr] will save, will liberate. “nav 

harrseva jo care trsu taregr ram.”—suhi chat 
ms. 

‘wae (tarca] short for Fev". “tikhan bhikhan 
tarce kosan lag maré."-GPS. See saw’. 

‘Bree [taran] Skt n act of liberating. 2 salvation, 

emancipation. 3 raft. “na tarna tulha ham 

budast, tar lehr taran raza!”—asa patr m J. 
‘We do not know how to swim, nor is there a 

raft. O! Saviour help us swim across. 4 Skt 

xz adj made of straws. 5 n fire of straw, 
straw on fire. 6 levy on hay/straw. 
‘ETF [taranhar] adj saviour, liberator. 

‘WEIE [taranteran] adj saviour in the form 

of araft. “parbrahamu mero tarantaran.”—brla 
m5. 

‘ge [tarna] v help cross over, make one swim, 

cause one reach the other shore. “calu re! 
bekoth tujhahz le tarau.”-gau kabir. 
SESH [tartam], FeSH [tartSm] Ske TS-3H, TI- 
‘gan shortfall, discrepancy, profit or loss. “je 

upmey tartem upmé.”-NP. ‘All the instances 
for comparision are insufficient, because they 

suffer from shortcomings.” 
3ras [taran) See sree. 2 clapping. “brhag 

vikaren ko kartaren.”-WP. ‘Clapping of hands 

is done for shooing away the birds (evils).’ 
3 ship. “das udharan jyé kar taran.”-NP. 4 to 

the stars. “gan dbh chape savzta kar taran.” 
NP. 

‘WIV Ts [taran taranv] See TIE Ide. 2 See 
‘38S and se". “taran taranv tabe lag kahic, jab 
lag tatu na janza.”—maru kabir. ‘Duality lasts 
under illusion.’ 

‘BIT [tarna] See Te". 2 reprimand, warning. 
““adhrk tarna taran kerhi.”-NP. ‘They are 

strictly warned.” 

‘3s Usa [tar parana] See ue. 

ao [tara] Skt planet, star. “jrmz tara gan 
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me sasz raje."-GPS. 2 wife of Vrihaspati 
(Jupiter), who was kidnapped by the moon and 
she gave birth to Budh (Mercury). 3 wife of 

Bali, daughter of Sukhen (Sushen); she got 
remarried to Sugriv. 4 lock, See 3°. “tara rzde 
updes de kholat.”-GPS, § In Sikh history 

name of Azam Shah, son of Aurangzeb is also 

referred to as Tara and Tara Azam. 6 liberator, 
saviour, sailor. “hari ape beri tulha tara.”-gau 

m 4.7 short for Gare (Garfemr). “gurmukhz 
bhar atharban tara.”-BG. 8 liberated, 

emancipated. “tara bhavodadhr tejen ko 

gan.”-GPS. 9 pupil of the eye. “tara vrlocan 
socan mocan.”-GPS. 10 a star-shaped 

ornament for women. 11 younger brother of 

Gurdas of Bhai Bahilo, who was an expert in 

archery. He was always in attendance of Ram 

Rai. “bhai bahtlo ke gurudas. aru dusar tara 
prkh pas.”-GPS. See 30 FEE 2. 

Example: 
tara brlocan socan mocen 

dekh brsekh brse brs tara, 
tara bhavodadhr te jan ko gan 

kiratz set kari bistara, 

tara malechan ke mat koudte 
drn-nath jetha nzsz tara, 

tara rrde updes de kholat 
sri hartrat kare nistara.-GPS. 

‘BPFH [tara ajam] See TT 5. “tara ajam ko 
ham mart.”-GPS. See »frnHA7. 
sefifur [tarasf gh] a devoted Sikh, Buttar Jatt 
Sikh resident of village Bain Dal (now popularly 
known as Van) in tehsil Kasur of district 

Lahore. He always took his meals after 

distributing food among the needy ones. Sahib 
Rai, the chief of Naushehra, accused him of 

stealing his mares and instigated Mirza 
Zafarbeg, ruler of Patti, against him, who, 

attacked Tara Singh with 500 horsemen. On 

the other hand, about one hundred and twenty- 
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five Sikhs came to the help of Tara Singh. The 

Mughal forces were routed in the battle. Then 

the subedar of Lahore sent Momin Khan with 

more forces and Tara Singh was killed on 
Vaisakh Sammat 1783 (1725 AD) after he 

brought down Momin Khan from the back of 

the elephant. A memorial built in his honour 

near Khadimgarhi is a famous place. 
2 Pandit Tara Singh, disciple of Sant Gulab 

Singh, resident of Girvari, district Hoshiarpur. 

He was kept in Patiala most respectfully by 
Maharaja Narendar Singh. He was a scholar 
of Sanskrit and had profound knowledge of 

Gurbani. Sant Tara Singh wrote many books 

- annotation of Mokhpanth (in Sammat 1922), 
Surtaru Encyclopaedia (in Sammat 1923), 
Gurumat Nimay Sagar (in Sammat 1934), Akal 

Murat Pradarshan and Guru Vansh Taru 
Darpan (in Sammat 1935). a translation of 

Japu, Rahiras, Sohila and Hajare (in Sammat 
1936), annotation of Bani of Bhagats (in 
Sammat 1939), Guru Tirath Sangraha (in 

Sammat 1940), annotation of Sri Raga (in 
Sammat {942), Guru Girarath Encyclopaedia 
(in Sammat 1946). 
Given below is an illustration from the poetry 

of Pandit Tara Singh: 
svatestddh suddh buddh ntty nirvikar rup 

ntrjor nzrih ntrdokh nrrakar he, 

aj abrnasi adz St se brhin rup 
alakh apar par nrkhal pasar he, 

ek rup ek jotr ek sukh ek ot 
ek nrdhi ek dev eka ekSkar he, 

vahi naj may me pasar jotz tin rup 
dharke kehayo gtrasar odkar he. 

kahe updes vare sabhi guru pyare bhare 
komal erte se pekhe guruvar jag me, 

rakhie dharamhid katie yavan kul 

japie purano jap cal jah mag me, 
bhakhyo ham crri mrrg ve to sam bajsigh 
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kese ham mar lé kuharo nzj pag me? 
sri guru gobfdsfgh b3do pag lag me. 

3 son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and 
Maharani Mehtab Kaur. He died in September, 

1859 in Dasuha (district Hoshiarpur). 
4 Kang Jatt Sardar, who became chief of 

Dalewalia Mis] after Gulab Singh. He captured 

many territories in Doaba and Ludhiana area. 
Tara Singh established Rahon as his capital, 

In 1807 AD, he died during the battle of 

Naraingarh. 

weeq [taragarh) a gurdwara in memory of 
Guru Gobind Singh near “Tarapur”, three miles 

east of Anandpur proper. A fort was raised 
here by Guru Gobind Singh for the protection 
of Anandpur proper, The fort has since been 

reduced to a heap of rubble but some ruins of 

the foundation still exist. A gurdwara has been 

built here. There is a well (with steps leading 

down to the water level) near the gurdwara, 
which dates back to the Guru’s period. Only a 
small area of land of approximately four 
ghumaons is attached with gurdwara now. 

arpfqafe [taragrthant) 1 night.-sanama. 
sede [taracsd) a preacher who used to 
collect offerings from the followers of Guru 
Hargobind in Afganistan. He was a good 

preacher of Sikhism. He stayed with Guru 

Ram Rai and went to Delhi alongwith him, 

2 Raja Kahlur during the time of the sixth 

Guru. See 32. 
wen (taraj] P Gut m plundering and loot. 
2 devastating a country. 3 See 30y. 

wort [taraji), FFY (taraju] See Tat and say. 
“dhart taraji 3barv toli.”-var majh m /.“dharz 
taraju tolie.”—var asa. “manu tariji crtu tula.” 
~suhi m 1. ‘Determination is the balance and 
contemplation is the measuring weight.’ 
wer Yur [tara dubbna] setting of Venus. If 
Venus appears to rise in the same Zodiac sign 
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in which the sun rises, and the period of 

appearance of both is the same in that the 

Venus rises and sets alongwith the setting and 
rising of the sun, then we say that the star has 

set. All auspicious ceremonies are forbidden 
during this period. 
srarww [taranath], seufs (tarapatr] 1 lord of 
stars, moon. 2 Bali. 3 Sugriv. 
BeyE [tarapur] See Teay. 
sranfiar [taramira] a foodgrain like rapeseed 
plant and mustard seed plant. It is a rabi crop. 
Itis used for extracting oil and also as fodder 

for lactating (milch) animals. Rocket. 
seria [taramrrg) See figarfne. 
‘srerea (taralay) dwelling place for stars — 

night.-sanama. 
ara Wut (tara 13ma] comet. 2 Jupiter, which 

remains for thirteen months in each zodiac. 
3 Saturn, which remains for two and a half 

years in each zodiac. 4 enlightenment. “tara 

cerza lama,”—tukha chat m J. 
afar [tarz) by emancipating. “tarz par kine.” 
—saloh. 2 Skt Ht n toddy of small size. “tru 
tarz apvzt kerr manie re.”-mala revidas. ‘an 
intoxicating extract is obtained from toddy 
seed.’ See Fat. 3 Ske aR adj liberating, 
emancipating, “budat pahan tarahr tarr.”-asa 
m1. 4 See 3, 5 v imperative form of 3az". 

“ru janahz tru tarr suami.”-kan m 5. 
srfamig [tarranu] he liberated, he emancipated. 
“sadhjana ke sgt bhavjalu tarranu.”—var guj 

2 m5. 2 Skt Haka were emancipated. 

sfaons [tarramu] Skt amy liberated me. 
“gor bohrthe tartamv.”—var jetm 5. 
afea [tartk] See saa 9, 2 sta-feax single 
thread, single wire. “cir dasayo bhijyo tarrk 
nahi.”~NP. ‘Bed was spread on water, not a 
single thread of it got wet.’ 3 Skt n wages for 
carrying across the river, wages for delivering 

across the river. 
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srfeomtae [tartkamdal] cluster of stars. See 
aa |. “tartkamSdal janak moti.”-sohzia. 
‘as if the cluster of stars is of pearls.” 

wet (tari) » act of swimming. “harz kiratr 
teru tari,”-guj m 4. “nanak gurmukhz tari.” 
~gujm 5. 2 gaze, stare. “neni harz hart lagi 
tari.”-mala m 4.3 key, “brn tari taro bhrryo 
khule na kere upay.”-NP. 4 sitting posture in 

yog — exercises, sitting posture with legs 
crossed on the ground or flat surface; squat. 

“hor audhut bethe lar tari.”-maru m5, Sdeep 

meditation. “chuti brahm tari, maharudr 
nacyo.”-gyan. 6 clapping sound produced by 

mutual striking of both the hands. See xeat, 
7 wine extracted from toddy, toddy-wine. 
8 stream. 9 boat, raft. 10 adjliberator, saviour. 

“ramnam bhaujal brkhu tari."-var vad m 4. 

US kindness. 12 help, assistance. 
din [tariale] were liberated, were saved, 
“pradhz ajamaly tariale.”-gau namdev. 

ardia [tarik] P Lf, black. 2 in the dark. 
‘adie [tariki) P fp 7 black ink, blackness. 
2 darkness. “tariki ren.”-saloh. ‘dark night.’ 

ardbr [tarix] A %,¢ n day, date, 2 the day on 
which some historical event had occurred. 
3 This word is sometimes used for ae°db, 
which means history. 

‘ards [tariph] A 7 n act of "fam ie. act of 
acquiring knowledge. 2 praise, admiration. 

es [tarile] See TU. “tarile ganka binrup 
kubaja.”~gaunamdev, 

wget [taruni)] youthful (feminine), having 
youth. See ag, “namo taruni8 namo brrddh 
bala.”-cqi 2. 

‘By [taru] adj swimmer, expert in swimming. 
‘je td taru panz.”-sava m 1, 2 fathomless; that 
which can’t be crossed over without 

swimming. “tate taru bhavjal hoa taka Stu na 
pata.”-asa pati m /. 3 n deep water, which 
can be crossed over only by swimming. “machi 
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taru kra kere?”~var majh m J. 4 a devoted 

fotlower of Guru Amardev. 5 a devoted 

disciple of Guru Ram Das. 

wgfitwr [tarusfgh] a pious Sikh martyr, Taru 
Singh, who was resident of village Pulha, tehsil 

Kasur, district Lahore. He was a dedicated 

‘Sikh given to the service of the people. Mahant 

Niranjan lodged a false complaint with Khan 
Bahadur, the governor of Lahore, that Taru 

Singh wes providing shelter and assistance to 
dacoits and was also involved in committing 

thefts and robberies. 

Taru Singh was imprisoned. He did not 
adopt Islam, so his skull alongwith hair was 

scraped off with a hoe by a hangman, but Taru 
Singb continued reciting Japu Sahib and 
remained calm. He attained martyrdom on 
Assu 23, Sammat 1802." 

Amemoria! built in honour of Taru Singh’s 

martyrdom still stands near the railway station 

in Lahore. 
‘B°8gs [taresur] 7 lord of stars, moon.-sanama. 
Bee [taredaro) adj liherator, saviour. 20 
expert in swimming, proficient in swimming. 

“taredaro bhi t: var maru2 m 5. ‘Only 

a swimmer can help another to swim 
across.” 

‘37m [tal] Skt n palm; hand’s inner surface. 
2. In musicology, the sound produced by 
clapping with time and tune in unison. “rotia 

karan purahz tal.”-var asa. 3% [tal] There 
is a reference in musicology that the word 
“SF [ta]” in 3% [tal] was derived from the 
“tadav” dance of Shiv while [la] came from 
‘twa [lasy) dance performed by Parvati. See 
different types of ‘37% [tal]’ in musicology. 

3 jingles, cymbols. “bhagatz karat mere tal 
chinae.”-bher namdev, “rebab pakhavaj tal 
ghoghru.”-asa m5. 4 sound produced by the 
'Gyani Gyan Singh regards this year as 1803 BK, 
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flapping of an elephant’s ears. § length 
equivalent to one span (stretched hand), one 

fourth of a yard. 6 lock. 7 grip of a sword, 
handle of a sword. 8 palm tree. Borassus 

Flabelliformis. “tal tamal kadSban jal.”-GPS. 
9 pond, tank. “dharatz suhavi tal suhava.” 

-suhi ch3tm 5. 10 See fe and 3g. 11 divine 

pond, sacred tank. 3 
‘area [talak), Teer [talka] A ob" n sense of 
8B; suspension/hanging, 2 sense-attachment, 
relation. “sabhin jivika tumre talak.”-GPS. 

“trsu mata sdgr na talka.”~maru solhe m5, 

armaty (talketu), SAH [taldhvaj] n whose flag 

(standard) has the symbol of a palm tree, - 

Balram. 2 Bhisham. 
‘BBYSE" [talpurna] v cause resonance between 

beat and time with hand or musical instrument. 
“pure tal vicahu apu gavar.”-asa m 3. 
wee [talab) See fsa. 

weer [talvya] Skt adj pertaining to the palate. 
2.» that character which is pronounced with 

palate as one articulator. See ueFaa. 

‘3° [tala] m lock. “prahlad kothe vier rakhra 

bar dia tala."~bher am 3.2.A yg ‘old age is 
elderliness.’ 3 short for ye" 34H". See Taser. 

‘gra [talab] P ut m pond, tank, pool. 

‘Fw [talabeli] n writhing. See 3sAS. “mohr 
lagti talabeli."-g5d namdeyv. ‘I feel like 
writhing.’ . 

‘ofs (talz] from the pond, meaning - from the 
ocean of existence. “s5t udharav tatkhrn 

talz.”~g5d m 5. 2 adv at once, immediately. 
“othr calna mohtakz talr.”~dhana m 1.3 Skt 

nstrike, injury. 

‘gfe [talzb) A un one who seeks; explorer 
of knowledge. “me talzb mola ko ek.”—GPS. 

‘wt (tali) 2 key. 2 palm wine, wine from palm 
tree, 3 clapping done with both hands. 
arate [talif] A it act of collecting. 2 writing 
of a book. 

483 
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‘36H (talim] A 7 nact of imparting education, 
education, teaching. 

BE [talu} See 3s 2. “bhulra cukr geza tap 
talu.”-var mala m /. 2 pond. “karte purakhr 

taludrvaza.”~sorm 5.3 Skt palate. 4 palate- 
thorn; uvula. 

3H [talul, Ty" [talua] See wy 3 and 4. 
‘3 (tav) 7 heat, warmth. “kon tav so tavan 
kina?”-NP. 2 pain, sorrow, woe. 
wea [tavak] Dg n poet; eulogiser. Skt Fea. 

‘Bez [tavan] v heat, warm. 

aref (tavanr] » act of heating, heat, fire. 
2 utensil for heating, cauldron etc. 3 heat up. 
“tel tavanz tatao.”-asa chat m I. 

‘TES [tavat] Ske Taq adv till then, till that time. 
2 till there, up to that place. 3 to that extent. 

4 in compound words like 3€e-Je and Sequy 

etc. 
wee [tavad], 3<s [tavan] See wes 4. 

grey [tavan] P yt 7 penalty for loss, 
compensation for loss, exchange of an object 
to cover up the loss. 2 Skt adv that much, as 

much. 3 till then, 
‘Tee [tavij} A v7 n refuge. 2 amulet; a magical 
incantation tied with limbs by wrapping it in 

cloth or metal. People believe that such a 
magical incantation shields one from the wrath 

of distresses. 
rete (tavil] A yfst n consequence of a dream. 
2to tell the result of a dream. 3 explaining the 

underlying meaning of a sentence. 

‘¥e (tar) 1 surveillance; close look to know the 

secret of an object; intent; look; gaze. 2 Skt 

‘3% rebuking, beating, 3 a kind of date tree ~ 
Sabal palmetta; wine is produced from its 

extract, Its leaves are used for preparing hand- 
fans. In place of paper in earlier days its leaves 

were used for the purpose of writing. See 33. 
4 length equal to three hundre J hands (arms) 
ie a measure equivalent to one hundred and 
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fifty yards. “tar praman kar asi utdg... tre st 
hatth utdgi kh3da dhuhza.”—kalki. 
grsar (tarka] a demoness. See sraar 4, 

waarfa {tarkarr] Ramchandar, the killer of 
Taarka, the demoness. See safe, 

BEET (taran|, TAT (tarna] (Ski WE vr beat, 
rebuke). 2 reprimand, scold. 3 punish. 4 gaze. 
saug [taraptr] See 3 3. 
sepre (tarpraman See 33 4. 
‘3% [tara] n implement used for carding cotton- 

wool. 
wat {tayi] n clap, clapping, act of striking both 
hands together. 2 sitting posture for yog 

exercise, sitting posture with legs crossed on 

the ground, squatting. 3 deep meditation. 

“prjghorz tari lavnza."-majh am 3."“nirbhe 
tari lai.”-sor m 5. 4 a guard to protect hand 
on the sword’s grip. 5 Skt toddy, palm-wine. 
£3 [tz] adjshort for fa (gai) ie three e.g. “trlok” 
means tfn lok. 2 » short for trya (Fqi) spouse. 
“tz chad dharamva nast.”—kalki. leaving 

behind married wife. 3 pron short for fA. See 

fae. 
fa€ [tru], fa [tz0] adv in the same way, 
similarly, in that way, “jzu ju tera hukamutzve 
tru hovna.”-var guj 2m 5. 
fafa (truhar] n celebrating an auspicious 
occasion; festival; a religious festival like 
Vaisakhi, Holi, Id and Christmas etc. 

fata (txur], fae [truri), fe8e (tur), feat 
{truyi) 7 frown, three wrinkles on the forehead, 

act of showing wrinkles on forehead, scow!, 

“trur cadhae math.”~krrsan. 2 a drink 
prepared from the mixture of three substances 
viz curd, semi-churned curd (i.e. buttermilk) 
and milk is called “trur”. Women in Punjab 

generally feed this trur to their children for 

their good health. 3 In Punjab the term tzur is 

also used for tevar (three clothes). See 3¥v. 

fam [tza] woman, lady, 2 wife, betterhalf, 
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+ consort, 

fames (trakat] Skt 37q adj foresaken, 
abandoned, 2 adv by giving up. “trakat jal3 

nahz jiv min5."-var jet. 
fier [tza] n woman, lady, spouse. 2 wife, 
betterhalf, bride. 

fmm [tras] m thirst. “mzti tras agran 
3dhere.”—asa m 5. 2 desire, greed. “adhrk 
tras bhekh bahu kare.”-asa m J, 
four (trasa] Skt 3ft's adj thirsty, desirous. 
fama [trag} Skt a7 n act of giving up, sense 
of foregoing one’s claim on an object, act of 

renouncing. “tragahu sagal upav.”—var guj 2 

m5. 
faoraer [tragnal, fama (tragan], faoraer 
{tragna), famrars [traganv] v give up, disclaim. 
“tragna tragan nika kam krodh lobh 

tuagna.”-maru am 5. 

‘fenrfar [tragt) by foregoing, by giving up. “sagal 
tragt gursarni ata.”-suhi m5. 

faureft [tragi] Skt carf adj renouncer, 
disclaimer. “brn hav tragz, kaha kou tragi?” 
~bher m 5. 
fswrfera [tragyr) Skt Sawa adj worth 
renouncing. “ah3 chodro he tragyz.”—jetm5. 

fimra [tzar] See 30rd, 
fewre we fare (trar bar trar] xa adj fully 
prepared, ever ready to do the work. “khalsa 
trarbar trar he.” i.e. ‘The Khalsa is ever ready,’ 

2 firm in observing the Sikh code of conduct. 

forwdt [trari] See suret and Sure. 
fam [tzs) pron he, she, it. “trs uce kav jane 
sor.”~japu. 2 n longing, thirst. 3 desire, “trs 
cuke sahaju upje.”-sava m 3. 
fares (trskar] Skt faeqars n dishonour, insult. 
“jam na kare trskar.”-s kabir. 
fare [trske) Skt Aft adj thirsty. “'sabh lathi 
tis trske.”-suhi m 4. ‘Thirst of the thirsty 

beings was quenched.’ 
fanz [trsat] Skt faq] adjstay, sojourn. “nirvera 
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nalr jx veru calarde ttn vicahu trstta no 

kor.”-var gau J m4. 
forrefht [trsatasx) Skt forte will stay. 2 fayfs 
stays, remains firm, “trsatast nahi deha.” 
-varram 2m 5, 

foram [tzstas] his thirst, his longing. 2 Skt 
fiyfrsig n sun, having radiant rays. 
fare [tzsan] » thirst. “tzsan bujhi as poni.” 
-var guj 2 m5. 2 See fara. 
format (trsangil, faamat (txsangi) P PF n 
thirst. 
far [trsna] n fyRe; thirst. 2 greed, desire 
for achievement. “trsna aganz bujhi khin 
Starz.”~suhi m 4.3 P 5 adj thirsty. 

fare [txsa] n thirst. 2 greed, longing. “sabdo 
sunt tIsa mtfavnia.”—-majh am J. “Starz trsa 
bhukh atr bahuti.”-bher m 3. 

forfeG (tzsazo], farfemr [trsazal, fare 
[tzsai], fare [trae] adj thirsty, desirous. “so 
sScio jrtu bhukh trsazo.”-fodi m 5. 

“prabhudarsan kau hau phzrat trsai.”-~gaum 
J. “rasan resae nam trsae.”—dhana chat m J. 
2.thirst’s drying sensation; longing. “trsbrnu 
ghori nahi jagz jiva esi pras trsai.”-mala a 
mi. 

fag (txsv] pron him. “trsu uporz man kart tu 
asa.”-gau m 5. 
3% [tzse] pron to him, to him only, “tzse 
sarevahu pranzho!”-var gau 2 m5. 

fara (trh] n thirst. 2 pron he, she, it. “trh jogi 
kav jugatz na janav.”-dhana m 9. 3 See fag. 
faves (tthtara] adj triple-storeyed, having 

three roofs, 2 n company of saints that leads 
closer to the Creator through recitation of the 

divine Name, holy dips and spiritual quest (ie 

devotion). “trhtare bajar sauda karanz 
vanjarza.”-sava m 5. 3 the universe which 

comprises all the three worlds viz underworld, 

mortal world and the heavenly world. 

fads" [trhadda] joint of three bones, waist. 
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fave [tthan] See 30z. 
fadsa [trhatter] seventy-three, 
fades [tzhatthar] 7 striking of hands at three 
parts of the body viz forehead, chest and thigh; 
beating these places with hands, when in grief; 
women’s mourning, custom of beating their 
breasts, cheeks and thighs. “sapat trhatthay 
han kar dehi.”"-WP. Renuka, mother of 

Parshuram, beat up her body (i.e. forehead, 
breasts and thighs), seven times while 
mourning the death of her husband. Thus in 
revenge Parshuram killed Khatris twenty-one 

(7x3) times. See Foreafs, UageH and za, 
feud [tzhar] act of ploughing the field thrice. 
2 land which has been ploughed three times. 

fsoe [trhra] adj triple-layered, having three 
layers, performed thrice. 

feud wfefs sar (trhre parnr tag] sen —asa 
kabir. for fad sat (ABQ). See HAY. 
foaws [trhvar] See fatas. 
fa [trha] » thirst. 2 See 37. 
faut [tzha] adv all the three. “so padrtu jo 
trh& guna ki pad utare.”-mala m 3. 

fearfemr [trhaza] adj thirsty. “trkha trhaza 
krulehe.”-vad m J. 2 n desire, longing, thirst. 

“bhukh trhata.”—var mala m J. 

faa [thai] adj desirous; thirsty. 2 one third, 
one third part, 

fae [thar] See fafa. 2 See Jv. 
feo [tzhara] See gare", 
fisow [trhal] » three divisions of time: past, 
present and future. 2 morning, noon and 
evening. “trepal trhal brcars.”-var asa. See 
us. 3.4 Jy spleen; enlarged spleen; ailment 
causing enlargement of spleen. 

feos [tthavel] sacred pudding prepared 
by adding ghee, fine wheat flour and sugar in 
equal quantities. “karahu trhavel hovat bhora. 

path ardas yogam ker jora.”-NP. 
fost [trhara] pron your, yours. 2 na territory 
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of this name, that falls in Pakhowal tehsil 
Jagraon of Ludhiana district. It is so called 

because of its being surrounded by lowlying 
area of Satluj (22), Puadh to the east and 
Malwa to the south west. 

fafa (tzh) pron he, she, it. 2 in him/her. “txhr 
nar hari Staru nahi.”-s m 9. 

fat (zhi) pron to him, her, its. “trhi ssgatz 
poc.”"~asa ravrdas. 2 adv all the three. “trhi 

guni s5sar bhram suta.”-anddu. 3 See Ich. 
faq [trhu) adj three. “tzhu gun mahz kino 
brstharu.”-sukhmani. 2 See fav. 
faynt (tthupakh] three sides, three aspects. 
“trhu pakha kaldk lagave.”-BG. maternal, 

paternal, of the in-laws. 

faq [tzhu], fag (tzha] all the three. “trhd lok 
kapiv.”-gau thrti kabir. 2 short for fw ¢. 
“trhd na janyo bhed.”-saloh. ‘They knew not 
the secret.” 
fader [txh3ja), fodrit [txh3ji), feds" [tzhsdal, 
fadat [tzhsdil pron your, yours. See afr and 
‘afirft. “hau ara same trhSdia.”-srim 5 pepar. 
fae (trk] Skt fer n waist, loins, joint of three 
bones. 
faas [trkat] See faq. 
feafts (trkalz] with the waist, with the loins. 
See faet, “cuha khadz na mavai trkalz bine 
chaj."-var mala m J. ‘sense - can’t salvage 

himself but attempts to have disciples.” 
fsars [trkal] » three periods, three times. 
“sSdhra koram trkal kare.”—bherm /. 
fade [trkon] See fyaz. 

fife [trkkur] adv similarly, in that manner. 
8 [trkkd] adv similarly, in the same manner. 
firey (txkt] Skt adj bitter, acrid, pungent. 2a 
medicinal plant beneficial for curing diseases 

caused by disorder in syphlosis L Fumaria 

officinalis. 3 blood-purifying drug. 
fare [trkh] Skt GY vr feel thirsty, desire. n thirst, 
desire, longing. “harzras cakhr trkh jaz.”-sri 
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m3. “trkh bujhrgai mzlz sadhujena.” —kan m 
5.2 desire, ambition. 
fawdint [trkhaia), faeorer (trkh-hara] adj 
thirsty. “thu manu trrsna jalat trkhaia.”-bzla 
am4, “ham catrrk ttkh-hare.”—majh m5. 

fare (tzkha) n desire, thirst. “trkha bhukh bahu 

tapat brapra.”—brJa m 5. 2 desire, ambition. 
“guru lahi sagal trkha.”-sar m 5. 3 See fer, 
fawret (tzkhai} adj thirsty, ambitious, desirous. 
2 n thirst, desire. “mrti taki trkhai.”-saloh. 
Sacridity. 
finve [trkhat] 1 thirst, desire, ambition, “sabh 

Jathi bhukh trkhat.”—mali m 4. 

fawet (trkhati], fats [trkhst] adj thirsty, 

fidgety because of thirst. “baryo jal pan ke het 
trkhati.”-WP. “bhukhe ko bhojan tor trkh3t 
ko."-NP. 

‘fete (trkkha] Ske Sie adjsharp-edged. 2 smart, 
enterprising. 3 irate, wrathful, short-tempered. 

spicy. 5 fast moving, brisk. 
fam [trgam] Skt fr adj sharp, piercing, 
extreme. “krs ne tej trgam taptayo?”-GPS. 
2-n thunderbolt. 

faanrae [trgamkarl, fsanig [trgmasu] n who 
has piercing rays — sun. 

fag (trguna] adj three times, three times 
more, thrice. 

faa (trgg] See faa, 
Led (t1ghna] v to exert, try hard, strain. See 

ee (txcarl; fray (txcoru),fafe@ [txerr] adv 
till that time, till then. “bura bhala trceru akhda 

jxcaru he duhu mahr.”-suhi a m 3. “trcar 

vasaht suhelri.”~srim 5. 

f8e [trech] adj sharp, quick. “baht ban 
trochd.”-kalki, 

fan [tzj) See 3H. 
fare [ttjan) See 3@z. 
fowres [trjarat] A =f n act of exchange; 
trading, trade; business. 
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fw [txd), fae" [txdal, FB [trdd), fe" [trdda} 
See fés and fés". “aktrd crttamztala harra.” 
-BG. “ak stu pritt kare aktrda."~var mala 
mi. 

fae [try] Ske TI n grass. 2 straw, a bit of 
straw. 3 Dg pron these, those. 
faefefs (trnchztz) n fze-fafs land on which 
grass is grown; grassland; reserve forest. 

“trnchrtz ki bahu rahi rakhvari."—GPS, 

fd [txn5] See faz. 2 pron these, those. “kam 
krodh mrtrav ju trn3.”-saveye m4 ke. 

faa [txt] See fay. 2 pron that. “trt ghz-r hom 
jog sad puja.”-var majh m 1. 
fad [txt-hi] there and then. “trt hi laga jrtu 
ko lara.”-bher m 5. 

‘faaeat [txtnak), fase [txtnal, fsafeat [txtnzk], 
fant [tztni], f338 [trtne) adv that much, so 
much; so many. “jrme patzsah.. trtne sabhr 
hart ke kie.”—var brla m4. 

fasa [tzter] See faa. 
fase fase [trter brtar] adj spread like the 
partridge; dispersed like the partridge that 
leaving behind its companion flies straight, 
whe i itis scared of being preyed. 
fas |(tztyal, f32 [tztre) adv that much, of 
that much quantity. “jrtye phal manz bachiahz 
tztre satrgur past."-srim 5. 

fofaar (txtrkgal, fafattme [trttkhra] m capacity 
to bear hot and cold weather. 2 pardon, 
forgiveness, peace, fulness. 

fafdy (txtrkkhul Skt fatsq adj tolerating; 
capable of enduring winter, summer, hunger, 
thirst etc, 2 merciful, compassionate. 

fafsfemt! [txtrchza] See fafsfimr, 
fatew (trtirakha) Skt fact n desire to swim, 
desire to cross over to the other side by 

swimming. 

fag [tztu) prom his/her. “bhada bhav Smrztu 
tatu dhalz.”—jopu. 2 that. “trtu gharz sakhie 
magalu gata.”-majh m 5. 3 adv there, at that 
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place. “vadbhagi tztu nhavaie.”-ramm 4. 
fagar [trtukal a verse having pause after every 
three lines; a composition consisting of three 
lines. See Fafe ware mee. “krsv hav jaci krsu 
aradhi.” 

fad [trte] advthat much, 2 there, at that place, 
fs [tzte] adv the same. “anad brnod trte 
gharr sohahz.”-majh m 5. 2 to that side, at 

that place, towards that place. 
fa (txto] adv that much, to that extent. 
fae (trttar] Skt f8f3e n a wild bird, which 
may be of black or brown colour; partridge. 

Black partridge is called ‘sub-hani’, because 
it is felt his sound seems to say “sub-han teri 

kudyat” which means ‘thy creation is 

beautiful.’ Hunters domesticate both these 
species of partridges for using them as 

“caller”. On hearing this sound produced by 
the caller, wild partridges gather for fighting 
with each other, and get entrapped in the net 
or are shot by the hunter. 

fesane [trttarsar] See weftAg wer. 
esas [trttarkhsbhi) clouds cirrus, clouds 
(in the sky) shaped as wings of a partridge. 
“tzttarkhabhi horsi. ki kare padha jorsi?” 

-prov. 
fafsa [trttrr] See fsa. 
‘fam (tzth] Skt n fire. 2 Kamdev. 3 time, period. 
4 See fafa. 

fay [tzthahu] adv from that place, from there. 
for (tzthau), faeret (trthai] advat that place, 
there and then, “trthau maujud soz.”-gau var 
2 m5. “jrthe rakhaht bekoth trthai.”—majh 

m5. 

fafir [txthr] Skt n day measured by waxing or 
waning of the moon’s size; date (of solar 
month). In order to differentiate between the 

two phases of a lunar month we prefix sudi 
or badi alongwith the date. Short for sukal 

(bright phase) is sudz which is popularly 
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written as sudi, while bahul (darker phase) has 

badx for short. 2 number fifteen-as there are 
fifteen days in each phase of the lunar month. 

fasfeneg (txthrpatr] n a calendar having details 
of lunar and solar dates; alma booklet 
giving lunar as well as solar data and other 
miscellaneous information. 

faa (trthe), fa® [txthe] adv there, at that place. 
“trthe sohanz p3¢ parvanu.”-japu. 
feet [ttdak] n octopus, an aquatic animal, that 
entraps creatures by its arms in the water. 
“tidak moh jrse garsayo."-NP. See 3gyF, 
fe gur and Fyne, 2 See fFga, 
faedt (trdri] 7 small room having three doors; 
cabin with three doors. 2 See sect. 

fie] [trdau] adv towards that side, to that 
side, in that direction. “vahanu trdau g3v 
kare.”-s farid. 

fserset [trdarak] See sega. 

fates [txdin] far-fes on that day, that day. 

ffgar [trduk] Ske frye n a kind of ebony 
tree. L Diospyros embryopteris. 2 weight equal 
to two tolas. 

fag [trdu) pron from that. “trdu krchu gujha 
na hota.”-var gau | m4. 
fa'gnr [tfdua] an aquatic creature, which 
entraps other creatures within its tendrils, See 

Sea and dgnr. “nararn kacch macch tfdua 
kahrt sabh.”—akal. 

fous [trdhar], faufe [trdharz], fafas [trdhzr) 

adv to that side, towards that side, in that 

direction. 
fas [tzn] pron they. “trn Starr sabadu 
vasaza.”—srim J jogi Sdar. 2 their. “trn piche 

lag phzrav.”-sri m 4. 3 n straw, grass, hay. 
“audh anal tanu tzn ko m3dzr.”-gav kabir. 
4 adv in that direction, towards that side, to 

that side. “dori prabhu pakyi, j1n khice ttn 

jaiae.”-odkar. 5 See fia. 
fifa (t2n) adj three. 
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fife wardintt [tn-egnia] Sanskrit scholars have 
divided fires into three categories- 

1 forest fire or bush fire: This fire is used by 
people for cooking their food etc and is believed 

to devastate the forests. 
2. lightning: This is to be seen in the sky as 

lightning. 
3 abdominal: This is body’s heat that causes 
food to get digested. See Howat. 
The ritualists classify three fires as under: 
(a)garhpaty fire: With this fire, utensils for 

performing rituals are heated and food is 

cooked for the ritual. 

(bahvaniy fire: This fire is taken out of 
grahpaty fire in the altar by reciting the holy 

hymns and kept reserved to the east of altar 

for performing oblation to fire-god (havan). 
(c)dakszny fire: This fire is kept in the south 

of the altar, and is used for worship as a token 

of completion of the ritual. Brahmins, who get 

this oblation performed, bestow blessings on 

their clients for the fulfilment of their desires, 

who, in tum, make offerings to the Brahmins. 

faofa [tznahz) pron to them, to those. 2 to 
grass, to straw, to a bit of straw. “kukar trnaht 

lagai.”-asa m 5. forced the greedy dog to feed 
on grass only i.e. one must feel content with 

minimum food required for sustenance. 3 of 
straw, of a bit of straw. “meru trnahr 

samant.”~kalz m 5. 

fissar [trnka] 1 straw, a bit of straw, grass. 

“piche trnka lekarz hakti.”—basSt namdev. A 
human being lives under the illusion of 

pleasures achieved momentarily through evil- 
deeds. [fan animal is shown grass, it is tempted 
and runs fast after it but its mouth does not 

reach to graze it. 

fewer aa [txnka torna] v In order to avert 
the evils, a mother breaks the straw-piece after 
waiving it around the head of the infant. 
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2. After breaking it, a straw is thrown into the 

funeral pyre of the dead. This indicates that 
tie with the dead is snapped. “tan ko dahat hi 
privara. pun trn torahz ax agara.”-NP. 
3 snap relationship with someone. 
fs qe [ttn gun] See ge and 39. 

fie au [tin tap] See Tug. Scholars assume 
that there are three types of sufferings: 
1 spiritual: physical ailments of body and mind 

like anger etc. 
2 natural: ailments, which are caused by 

creatures like mosquitoes, snakes, lions etc. 

3. supernatural: ailments which are caused 

by forces of nature like sunshine, coldness, 
storms, hails etc. 

fam S30" [tin torna] See faa Fa0". 
fits Pea" [ttn devta] Per the Veds, there are 
three principal deities-fire, wind and sun. 
2 According to the Purans, the three deities 

are Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv. 
fis we [tin nad] See we 1. 
fife watbnt (ttn nayia] According to Hath yog 
the three wind passages in the human body 
are xya (breathing through the left nostril), 
pfgla (through the right nostril) and sukhmana 
which is in-between the two. 
fs @z [tin bhed) three distinctions for 
distinguishing between all material objects of 
the world, one from the other, are: 
1 same species, class or caste e.g. Eastern, 

Bengali, Southern, Kabuli and Arabic horse 

etc, 
2 different species i.e. man and animal, stone 

and tree etc. 
3 within one’s body: they are various limbs. 

fee Harereee [ttn mSglacaran] See arTee. 
fase (txnar] pron to them, to those. “trnar 
dukh nah bhukh.”-saveye m3 ke. 2 3-38. 

fs 8a (tn lok] See fysa and Ba, 
feoenst (trnvasta], SaerAZ (trnvastu] See 
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Fs, 
fier [tzna] pron to them, to those. “trna an3du 
sada sukhu he.”—sri m 3. 
fara (trnaha] pron their, of them. “nrhcalu 

raj trnaha he.”-maru solhe m 3. 
fae (txnayal, farrst [trnari] pron their, of 
them. “vrsarza jrna namu trnaza halu 
kaunu?”-asa m 5. “ajahu trnari asa.”—tukha 
barahmah 

feerefio (txnaria) pron their, of them. “risa 
karahz trnazia.”—var srim J. 

fafes (trnz] pron they. 2 he, she. “dhur ki bani 
ai. trnz sagli cft mr{ai.”~sor m 5. 3 adv to 

that side, in that direction. “hau path dasai nt 

khari koi prabhu dase trnz jau.”-sri m 4. 
49 three. “trnz cele parvanu.”-japu. “‘thalu 
vier trnr vastu paio.”-mddavni. 5 in the 
straw. “banr trnr parbatz he parbraham.” 

-sukhmani, ‘The transcendent One inheres 

forests, grass, and mountains.’ 
fafset (trnzk} fao-féa. 2 fye-fe'a. 
fat [tzni) pron they, those. “trni janam jue 
harza.”-anddo. 2 they, those. 3 that much. 

fagar [trnuka] See faner, 
fade [trneha) adj like you, similar to you. “je 
guru mrle trneha,”-maru m 1. 
fdfa [trnehz] pron their, of them. “brnv jal 
mearan tinehz.”—sri am J. 

faxu [exp] Ski foq vr irrigate, fall in drops, drip, 
leak, 2 n drop, droplet, 

faug (trpat] See fyus. 
fausrfe [trptax] gets satiated, gets content. 
2 adv after being satisfied, after getting 
satiated, 
fre (trptase] gets satisfied, gets content. 
“trptase hartgun gar.”—sava m 3. 
foufs (trpatr] See fgufs. “trpatr nahi mara 
moh pasari.”-asa 2m J. 

faufs murfe [txpatz aghaz) n full satisfaction; 
being satiated to the maximum. “and dhanu 
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bahutu upjza prithmi raji trpatr aghaz.”—var 
gou2mS. 
faud [tzpte] getting satiated. “nahz tzpte 
bhukha trhaza.”—var majh m J. 

fauet [trpda] 1 a verse having three/stanzas 
steps, verse of three stanzas, as in Rag Gujri. 

“dukh brnse sukh kia nivasa.”-sabad. 

fours [trprar], farts [trprarr] See fyyers. 
faufar (tzpia), fault (txpial got satisfied, got 
contented. “lagrid prrisnz pekhSdia na 
trpia.”-var maru 2 m 5. ‘Eyes tumed to the 

loved one were not content.” 
fxe6 (tzphal) A 4 n child, infant. 

fazat (tzfi] P y4 n childhood, infancy. 
2 pertaining to a child. 

fawras (trbabat] See suet. 
Fe [txbb] A 4 n treatment, curing ofa disease. 
2. knowledge of the Ayurvedic system of 
medicine. 

faz [txrbbat] a cold and hilly country to the 
north of India, Bhont. To its north-east is China, 

to the south are Nepal, Bhutan and hilly areas 

of the Himalayas, while Kashmir is situated in 

the west of it. The area of Tibet is 463,200 
square miles with a population of 2,000,000. 

Tibet is under the administrative control of China. 

Its ruler is Dalai Lama who has his capital at 
Lhassa. Wool, musk, gold, animal skins and 

several medicines are exported from Tibet to 

many countries, The world-famous lake. 
Mannsar, exists in Tibet. The residents of Tibet 

are Buddhists, Many researchers trace its origin 

to Trivishtap. Because of its high altitude. the 
Chinese cal] it the roof of the world. 

fast [tzbbati] adj pertaining to Tibet, related 
to Tibet. 2.n object belonging to Tibet. 3 resident 
of Tibet. “trbbati dhrar dokh deh ke dalat 

”-akal. 4 language of Tibet. 
fae [tzbbi] adj pertaining to Tib (Ayurvedic 
system of medicine) i.e. See fe. 
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fw 
fan [tr] Dg» kettledrum, large drum. 2 sun 

light, sun. 3 See fath. 
fae [trmar] Ske fatten darkness. 2 eye- 
ailment, due to which vision gets blurred or 

sometimes nothing is visible. See Qs, »iadgr 
and Agr fife. 3 ignorance, lack of knowledge, 
lack of reasoning. “nayan ke trmer mrtahr 
khrnv."-saveye m4 ke. “trmar agranSdheru 
cukaza.”-var brla m3."trmaragzanv gavara 
gurgtanv Sjanu gurz para ram.”—vad chat m 
4. 4 See 371s. 

fansaes [tzmar-haran] 7 one that eliminates 
darkness, sun. “trmarharen se ttmar moh phas 
ke.”-NP. 2 ‘eradicator of ignorance, darkness 
- the Lord.” 

fans {trmarmad] n one that reduces 
darkness, moon.-sanama, 2 sun. 
fanaaes [trmar-radan] 2 one that dispels 
darkness, moon.-sanama. 2 sun. 
fonofs [trmrarz] 1 enemy of darkness, sun. 
2 sy-nfy, Indar. See foraa. 

fanrafa fe [trmrarr arz| 2 enemy of darkness 
— sun, its enemy ~ night—sanama. 

fanraféar (trmarlfg) some ignorant scribes 
have written it as forever, See fawedar. 

fenraviar [trmarlsg] lame Taimur. See 343. 
“adz trmarlag te anek badsah bhae.”-GPS. 

fanefe [trmrarr] n enemy of darkness, sun. 
2. lamp, oil lamp. 
fans [trmal] See a5, 
faftt [ttmz) adv like that, similar to that. 2 Skt 
na large fish of a particular species, which 
has been named as whale by scholars. See 
‘Surg 3.3 sea, ocean. 
fafhetr [trmrkos] Skt n a place for the fish to 
hide; a hiding place for the fish; ocean, sea. 

See fafit 2. 
fafifors [trmtgrl], fafifars fars [tzmtgrl grl) 
one that can swallow a whale. 2 the creature 
capable of swallowing a whale. See wwe 3. 
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fafire {tzmzr] ailment of the eyes that causes 
blurredness, See @*s, wiadgr and AStorfie. 
2 See fare. 

fafieus [trmirher, fafveo (trmzrha] Skt n 
one which eliminates darkness — sun. 2 moon. 
~sanama. 3 lamp. 4 one that cures eye ailment. 

5 the true Guru. 

faftraar safs (trmirha bhaganr) n sister of 
the moon - Chandarbhaga river.~sanama, 
fathan safer as we AE [trmrrha bhagnzja 
cor nath satrv] ~sanama. sister [bhagnil of the 
moon [trmzrha] - Chandarbhaga river; grass 
grown (FF [ja]) due to it; grazer (caran vala) 

‘on it - deer; its lord — lion, its enemy ~ gun. 
-sanama. 
fafrafs [trmrrarz] See fares. 
fentans [trmagoel] one that can swallow a whale. 
See ur 3. 

fiat [tzy), faor (tzya) 2 woman, lady. 2 wife, 
spouse, better half. 
fas [ttr) See faae" and fag. 
fasrars (trraskar] Ske fereeere n disrespect, 
insult. “ttraskar nahr bhavatr.”—sahas m 5. 
2 figurative expression in prosody. See "zon, 

faanfgs (tzraskert] Ske ferTepA adj who has 
been insulted, 
faoys [trrhut] Skr ftagfy the land of Videh 
and Mithila in ancient times, which was ruled 

by Janak, father of Sita. The territory of 

Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga. “balvStsfgh 
trrhut ko nrrp bar."”—carrtr 160. 
faeger [trrkutal See fgger. 
fer [trrkha] See fier, 
fisoer (txrcha] adj inclined; slanting. 2 sharp. 
faana [trrjak] Skt feta; adj curved, aslant. 
2 a creature that cannot stand erect; that 
which moves aslant. “turjak jonz ju apar 
apara."-carztr 266. 
faore ya (trrjak jun), fran ifs (trrjak jont) 
Skt ferdaif creatures who cannot move in 
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standing posture like human beings. viz - 
locusts, insects, snakes, lizards etc. 

faa" [trrna] v swim. See 38z". “jito bude haro 
trre.”=bher kabir. 

fama [trryak] See faara. 
fata [trrlik) See fama 11. 

fea (trrvara} n oily film on the surface of, 
greasiness spread over the water surface. 
fear (trrasi] eighty-three, three more than 

eighty. 
faa [trranve] ninety-three, three more than 
ninety. 

fafa (trrz) by swimming. “harue harue 
trrrgae.”-s kabir. 

fafacr (tzrrya], fad [txria] 2 woman, lady. 
2 wife, spouse, better half. “lat chrtkae trria 

rove.”—asa kabir. 

fag [trrv] See fsazr. 2 See fag. 3 adja little 

bit, very little. “trrv kim na parie.”-saveye sri 
mukhvak m5. ‘is valued little.” 

fedfaz [tzrohrt] Skt adj covered. 2 invisible. 
3 See faags. 
fastaa [trrodhan), fstsre [trrobhav] Skt n 

invisible by virtue of spiritual power; act of 
teing invisible. 2 secrecy of expression, secret 
expression. 

fa [tz] or fxg [tzlu] (Skt fee vr go, smear) 
Skt fe n sesame plant. “jzu buar trlu khet 
mahz duhela.”~sukhmani. 2 seed of sesame, 

fruit of sesame. L Sesamum Indicum. See 
famine, 3 black spot in the shape of sesame 
seed, which is generally found on the skin; 

mole, speckle. 4 adjmole-sized; like the mole, 

“jeko pave tr! ka manu.”—japu. 5 momentary. 
“khinu ave trlu jave.”—suhi m J. 6 A Ze n 

guile, deception, deceit. “guru mrle na trsu 
trl na tamaz.”-sri a m J. ‘He knows neither 
guile nor trick.” 

fmm [trlsom] 4“ G 2ferer. n magic, 
magical incantation for attaining supernatural 
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powers, exorcism; illusion. 

famrors [trlesmat] plural of faefin. 
fsa [trisar] adj very little, minute, equal in 
weight to a sesame seed, “nahz badhan ghatan 
trlusar.”—bavan, 

‘fawn (trlak) or F383 (trlaku) Sia free n mark 
put on the forhead and other limbs of the body, 

made of sandal paste, saffron or ash which 
looks like a sesame flower. “galz mala trlaku 
Irlats.”-var asa. The style of consecration 
mark is different for different sects of Hinduism 
e.g. the Shaivites apply transverse consecration 
mark while the Vaishnavites have recourse to 
the vertical form. See fyvig. 

‘According to Padampuran, a Vaishnav 
should apply this mark at twelve different 
parts of his body by reciting twelve names of 
the following deities: 

on the forehead in the name of Kaishav, 

‘on the abdomen in the name of Narayan, on 
the chest by reciting Madhav, on the throat 

for Govind, on the right belly by reciting the 
name Vishnu, on the right arm by chanting 

Madhusudan, on the right shoulder for 

Trivikram, on the left belly in the name of 

Vaman, on the left arm by reciting the name 
of Shridhar, on the left shoulder in the name 

of Hrishikesh, while Padam Nath is recited 

when marking on the back and Damodar is 

chanted for marking on the waist. “barahr 

trlak mrftatke gurmukh trlak nisan carara.” 

-BG. 2 ritual of putting consecration mark on 
the forehead of a person at coronation. 3 act 

of putting a saffron mark on the forehead of a 

would-be-bridegroom as a token of finalising. 
the betrothal. 4 a kind of tree that flourishes 

during the spring season L clerodendrum 

phlomoides, 5 sweet basil Z artinisia elegans. 

6 commentary on a scripture. 7 sesame plant. 
Lsesamum indicum. 8 Bhai Tilak, resident of 
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Garhshankar, a devoted follower of the Guru. 
A yogi, who used to claim that the one who 

had his glimpse, would surely go to heaven, 
came to Bhai Tilak. Tilak covered his eyes 

with cloth and said that he did not want any 
salvation through any one except his own 

Guru, “trlak trloka pathka sadhssgatr seva 
hrtkara."-BG. 9 adj principal, chief, main. 
“raghubist trlaku sOdaru dasrath gharr muni 
b3chahz jaki sarn3.”-saveye m 4 ke. 10 
minute, very little, minuscule, 11 77 n kurta 

for women, frock. “das das man trlké bhai 
khat man bhai rjar."-carrtr 168. ‘Kurtas 

meant for women weighed about ten mounds 
each and salwars about six moutds each due 
to water seeping in them.’ 

fawear [trlakna] See fagae. 
faways [trlakpur] a village in tehsil and district 

Sialkot. There is a gurdwara named “Guru 
Sar” in memory of Guru Nanak Dev. 

faeafeae [trlaklzlat] See fre fama. 2 See 
fang foufe. 
fawsacftor [trlkarra] This poetic metre is also 
known as Ugadh and Yashoda. Its 

characteristics are four feet, each foot 
comprising SI, 5, 5. 

catak coff. atak off. 
jhatak jhay®. tayak tayé.—ramav. 

‘fea (tx]ka] It is another name given to poetic 
metres “Akva”, “Ajba” and “Kanya” in Dasam 
Granth. Its characteristics are four feet, each 

foot consisting of SSS, 5. 
Example: 

bhagge vir. lagge tirs. 
prkkhe rams, dharms dhams.-ramav. 

2 Its second type has four feet, each foot 
comprising two sagans i.e. Il, IS. 

Example: 
gurv ko stkh hve. nahr papan chve. 
mridv bol rare. sabh sev kare... 
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See ofsaene and reer. 

This type also appears in Guruvilas composed 
about the tenth Guru viz- 

lakh log sabe. brsme sv tabe. 
In sac karyo. un jhuth raryo. 

faq [ttlaku] Sce fax. 
faug ferfe [trlaku Izla}r) consecration mark 
on the forehead. “tzlaku Izlatr jane prabhu 
eku.”-asa m 1. 

fawdiit [tx1g5ji) a holy place of Guru Nanak 
Dev on the ocean front near Paliport in 

Madras. Here the Sidhs offered a sesame 
seed to Guru Nanak to test his practice of 
eating by sharing with others. The Guru 
ground that seed, dissolved it in water and then 

distributed this water among all. 
fas wat [tr] cauli], foes west (tz) cavli] na 

dish of rice and sesame seed; it is also named 

as krrsra in Sanskrit. 2 Some Hindus consider 

it virtuous to feed ants with a mixture of 
sesame seeds and rice. They scatter the 

mixture of sesame-seed and rice near the 
burrows of ants for this purpose. 

‘fas yar [tz] cugna] n one who extracts oil 
from oil seeds; oilman. 

faws [trlat] n extract of sesame; sesame oil. 
“bujhat dipak mzlst trlat.”—mali m5. As if oil 

(fuel) has been fed to the dying lamp.” 

fie fae [trl trIna) adj very little, hardly 
any, infinitesimal. “oh ghate na krse di ghatai 

rkv trl trina.”-g5d m4, 
fers [trlva] 2 a dish prepared by crushing 
the mixture of sesame seeds and sugar, also 
called trloa. “kou kare trlva mrlaz gur 

barrke.”-BGK. ‘tzlva is prepared by mixing 

jaggery into water.” 
fg" [trla] A yn gold, aurum. 2 gold thread 
or lace. 3 paste. 

farsiriett [txlajli) Ske ftremorarett n offering of a 
palmful of water containing some sesame 
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seeds; a ritual performed by the Hindus after 
the cremation of a dead body. It is believed 
that this palmful of water reaches the soul of 
the departed dead. Most of the sages regard 

sesame as a sacred foodgrain. Donating this 

foodgrain is regarded as highly rewarding. 
2 also idiomatically used for giving up. For 
example “us ne kukaramd nd trlajali dedztti 
he.” ie. ‘He has given up his evil deeds.” 
faforn [trltsm] See faarn. 
faeht [tzli] m husk-free seeds of sesame, 2 See 
fa. 
fag [trlu] See faz. 2 as little as a grain of trl 
i.e., very little. 

fagrs [trlusar] very little. See faarre. 
f38e [trlok] See fysa. 
fataftiu [trloksfgh) ancestor of the Nabha 
and Jind dynasty, elder son of Baba Phul. He 

alongwith his younger brother Ram Singh was 
baptised by Guru Gobind Singh at Damdama 
Sahib. The tenth Master was very kind to 
them, which the following edict (written 
command) is ample proof of: 

“4 satrguru ji’ 
One omnipresent Almighty - the true 

Master. 
[tis desired by the Guru that the Almighty 

protect Bhai Tiloka, Bhai Rama alongwith all 

the devotees. You should come to us alongwith. 
a group of ardent Sikhs. 1 am highly pleased 

with you. Your house is my house. Present 

yourself immediately on receiving this order. 
Do come immediately alongwith horsemen.' 

Do come, for you enjoy my immense grace, 
as a token of which a robe of honour is being 

sent’, keep it. Bhadon 2, Sammat 53 (1753). 

The original version of this holy edict is 

preserved in the dome of Baba Ala Singh at 
ini is. 

‘Dress. 
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Patiala, while its copies are with the Nabha 

and Sangrur (Jind) states. See wa", ufemraand 
een, 
faséach [trlokri] See faaudt. 
fa®ar [trloka} a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. 
He belonged to Pathak caste. He was employed 

with the ruler of Gazni. According to a 
reference in Guru-Pratap Suray, the Guru 

converted his wooden sword into that of steel, 
See afit2 2 40. 2 a dedicated follower of Guru 
Hargobind, who had spiritual knowledge and 

‘was a great warrior too. He showed his bravery 

during the battle of Amritsar. 3 See fader ftw, 

faBeft [trloki) the three worlds: hell, earth 
and heaven. 2 a poetic metre, which is also 
known as Upchitra. Its characteristics are four 

feet, each foot consisting of sixteen matras, 

with one gurv after the fourth and eighth matras 

and one at the end: 
Example: 

satjug adz kaliyug ate, 
jah tah£ anad sit mahste, 
bajat tur3 gavat gita, 
jahf taht Kalle juddhan jita.—kalki. 

(b)According to books on prosody, there is 
also another form of Tiloki which has four feet, 
each foot comprising 21 matras with pauses 
after the eleventh and the last tenth, and leghu 

guru at the end. 
Example: 

sri guru karyo bakhan, srkkh sevak suno, 
parsukh ko sukh man, dukkh ko dukh guno, 

julam mztavan het, kamar badhe raho, 
nij vadzai man, svapan me na caho. 

fatudt (trlokhri], fa8uet [trlokhyi] a place 
near Delhi, where Guru Harkrishan was 

cremated, There stands a gurdwara Bala Sahib 
at this holy place, Many authors have 
mentioned its named as Kilokhari. See feat. 

fatun [tzlocan] Skt fy89s n one who has three 
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eyes; Shiv, 2 a Bhagat, whose composition is 

included in Guru Granth Sahib. “namdev kabir 

trlocan.”-maru revrdas. See fysan. 

fatant [trlotem), fa8's+" [trlottma) Ske firerrT 
Sund and Upsund, sons of Hiranyaksh, after 

austerities, were bestowed upon the boon that 

they could not be killed by anyone else. With 

their excesses, they harassed all the deities. 
Brahma created a beautiful fairy by combining 
excellences collected bit by bit from all the 

beautiful things, who came to be known as 
Tilotema.' When Tilottma reached the Vindhya 
mountains, where Sund and Upsund were 

Jiving, both fell under her charm and tried to 

marry her. Tilottma said that she would marry 

the more powerful of the two and victorious 
in the battle. So the two brothers began fighting 
with each other and met with death. 
“tir trlotam ke cal ae... duhd bhrat vadhke 

trrya gai brohmpur dhat...”-carrtr 116. 
fase [trlodak] n water mixed with sesame 
seeds. See farsirrett. 
fader [tzlona), fer [trlona] n paste prepared 
by mixing sesame seeds, sandalwood and 

many other things. At the time of marriage, it 

is applied to the body of the bridegroom as 
also to the body of a warrior ready to become 
a martyr in the battle field. 2 sesame oil. 3 adj 

stained with oil, soaked with oil. “sobh tan 

vostra tzlona dhara.”-paras, ‘puton oil soaked 
clothes to get ablaze.’ 

faetar [txl3g) Skt tery in Sanskrit books it is 

also named as Trikling and Triling; a southem 
state which is spread from Shrishal to the 
central part of Chol state. It is so called 
because there are three mountains in it namely 

Shrishal, Kaleshwar and Bhimeshwar upon 

which are poised phalluses (stone images 
representing lord Shiv). 2 a musical measure 

See Mahabharat, adz parav, 9 211. 
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named Aurav of Bilaval family. rtgabh and 
dhevat are prohibited in it, for al! other notes 
are pure notes. It is combined with ‘nrsad’ 

and pScam, gidhar is vadi while nrsad is 
sivadi. The period of its singing is the third 
quarter of the day. 

ascending - sa ga ma pa nasa. 
descending- $a na pa ma ga ga. 
Several musicians regard it sarav and 

combine dhevat measure with it. It occupies 

fourteenth place in Guru Granth Sahib. 
fariar & wea [tx15g di var] There is a ballad 
having this name in “makke di gosatr”, 

composed by a devotee in the name of Guru 
Nanak Dev. 

fatiar [tx}5gal, fataft (trl5gi) resident of Tilang 
territory. 2 British soldier. In India, Tilangis 
joined the British Army for the first time in 

January 1748, hence a ‘soldier’ came to be 

known as Tilanga. 3 language of Tilang-state; 
Tilangi, Telgu. 
fayae [trlhakna] v skid from a slippery place; 
slide, slip. 

fier [trlla] See fae". 

f¥at [txlli] Skt yster spleen. See fs. 
fae [trv] adv similarly, in the same manner, like 
that, “jzu tom rakhahu trv hirehina.”-gaum 
5. jv phormae trv trv pahz.”—japu. 
fea [trvah] adv like that, in the same manner, 
same as that. 

foedt (trvri] See fagat. 
fared [tvahi) like that, similarly, likewise, like 

as. “jyé jal kamal alzpot he gharbari gurstkkh 
trvahi.”-BG. 

fared [txvari], fae [trvari] a brahmin caste; 
Tripathi; Trivedi derived from “one having 

knowledge of the three veds”. 
faz [trve), fae [trve], f3% [txve], fe [trve} 

adv accordingly, as like as. “jrv tu colathr 
tive calah.”-anddu. 
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fader (trvaja}three more than fifty, fifty-three 
- 53. : 
fae [tra], faaor [trrna] v get torn, crack 
on drying up. 2 sever relations with a friend 
due to one’s vanity. 

faat [tzri] threat, intimidation. 2 power, 

strength. 3 obstacle, 
‘facto [tzy5nkel) n art of swimming; swimming 
technique. See ay 5. 
fq [trrh) n long shoot of parennial grass, each 
knot of which has a root. 
i [ti] Ske Ft woman, lady, female, helpless 
woman. “grrh ti jut jan.”-carrtr 1/5. 2 wife, 
female spouse, better half. “par dhan par tan 
par tinfda.”-asa m 5,3 adjfe-qu three. See 
Safonr and fects, eat orfe Freer, 
#H [ti] part from. “vrkhe bhog ti nztres hoe 
han.”-JSBM. 2 short for 3a [tin], three. 

iy [tia] woman. See fam. 
‘Shr [tia] woman. See fanr. “ek divas dou 
tia.”-corztr 3. 2 adj third. “bhayo khalsa jag 
mht tia.”-GPS, 

‘Sut (tid) 1 a festival celebrated on the 3% day 

of the bright formight of lunar month in Sawan, 

Itis particularly celebrated by young women, 
who gather outside the village and enjoy rides 

on swings. The name of the festival, ‘tia’ 

derives from the fact that it is celebrated on 
3 day of lunar month and continues for three 

days. In Sanskrit books its name is “gori 

trrtiya”, 
dph [tie] See PR. 
‘SH Itis) Ske ere adj thirty ~ 30. “tis baras 
kachu dev na puja.”~asa kabir. 2 anything 

representing thirty viz thirty days of a month, 

thirty fasts etc. 

din feg mg Ufa fg Odta a eee [tis rkv 
aru pajt-stdho petis na khinau]-saveye m 3 

ke, The existence of the Almighty has been 
realised by thirty characters of Persian 
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alpahbet and thirty-five characters of 

Gurmukhi script; five parts of music viz vocal, 
instrumental. melodic, metrical and dancing 
also lead to the realization of the Almighty, i.e. 
the existence of the Divine has been realized 
by speech, writing and singing. 

‘Sir wan [tis batis) a denture of thirty or thirty- 
two teeth. “jese kati tis batis he vzcr rakhe 

rasna mas ratu keri."-gau m 4. 
sia wm [tis byaman) SIR-eaMN-Ww a 
Measure equivalent to sixty yards. See HTH. 

‘diva [tisar), Se [tisra] adj third. 2 This term 
has also been used for Tretayug, the second 
era of Hindu mythology. “tisar jugg bhayo 
reghva.”-krrsan. ‘Raghav appeared in the 
Treta era,’ . 

‘a (tih] m thirst. 2 thirty. 3 anything connected 
with number thirty. “th karr rakhe p3j karr 

sathi.”-sri m /. ‘had fasts for thirty days and 

prayed five times a day.’ 
‘Stax [tik], Slag (tikar] part up to. “rk kos tik 
trn gel jaz.”-GPS. 
Sta (tiksan] Ske thet adj sharp. 2 spicy, 
pungent. 3 clever. 47 poison, venom. 5 steel, 

iron. 6 war, battle. 7 death. 8 sea-salt. 

Staeig (tiksandsu] Skt n sun, whose rays are 
scorching, 

Shee [tikhan], Shes [tikhan], She [tikhal, Shears 

{tikhyan], #ies [tichan] See Fae, “tikhan ban 
calaz.”-phunhe m 5, 2 See Hae 3. “tichan 

ghore.”-krrsan. ‘fast horses.” 
‘Stet [tij] n qetter third day of the lunar month. 
2 Savan Sudi 3, the third day of the bright 
fortnight of the lunar month of Sawan; festival 

of tid. See efhut, 
‘Sire (tijral, SAH [tijri), SAF (tijro), Her (tija] 
adjthird. “tijri lav manz cavbhata.”~suhi chat 

ja paharu bhaza.”-tukha chdt m 1. 

Here the third pahar (third phase of life) means 
the stage between fifty and seventy-five years 
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of age. 
der ees [tija din), Str He [tija mat) m Sikh 

religion, which is different from Hinduism and 

Islam. “kalzjug vre mansux he hidu 
musalman. tija din calaza mugkal thra asan.” 

-mago. 
ise [titar] See fae. 
ist [tita] See faq. 
ter [tin] adj three. 2 anything representing 
three e.g. three spheres, three properties, three 
deities, three fevers, three types of bodily 

disturbances, three periods etc. See Sifs. 
ainG [tanav] adv all the three, only three. 

‘ft res [tin asthan) heaven, material world, 

underworld. 
‘ais warts [tin aganz] See fies marin, “manahu 
agent tinahu tan dhari.”-GPS. 
dis wees [tin avret] See wieas. 
‘dis fire [tin str} See fyfrar, 
is Be [tin khora] See B=. 
fis Ba [tin dokh] See fy2w. 2 defects of body, 
mind and speech. 

‘ais we ofear Hae [tin bar natk sabad), St 
wae wfea ue (tin bar nark pad], Sta we fq ue 

[tin bar nrzp pad], Str are ufs ue [tin bar patr 
pad] “dev sabad kahu adr bakhanahw. nrrp 
pad tin bar pun thanahv. satru sabad ko bahur 
bhanzije. nam tupak ke sabh lahz Izjje.” 
~sanama. “dev nrip nrip satru.” Lord of the 
deities - Indar; hissmaster —- Kashyap; master 

of Kashyap’s people — warrior; his enemy ~— 
gun. See HAG SHH HEE. 

‘Stef [tinmod) See fafa and ffs. “pathyo 
tinmOds.”—ramav. 

‘ais WE" [tin mudra] See Pye. 
Ste Be [tin lekh] excellent, average, poor. 
2 virtuous, emotional, sinful. “dargahx gharie 

line lekh.”-dhana m 1. 
ais Ba [tin lok] See fyta and Ba, 
‘aAfe [tinz] Ske Het adjthree, “tinz guna mahr 
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brapza.”-gou thrti m 5. 2 adv all the three, 
the three. “tint dev aru korz tetisa.”-gujm 5. 

3 (in) all the three. “tint bhavan mah gur 

gopala.”-odkar. 
ifs mre Vex fegsreer [tinz samae ek krztarath] 
=prabha am I. For a grateful person three 
riches of life are absorbed in one wealth—the 
liberation of the soul. 

dife woe® FI wer [tinr samave cothe vasa] 
—brla thrti m J. The fourth stage of the soul 

is beyond the three faculties. 2 above the three 
faculties of Maya — the fourth stage of 

consciousness i.e. the pure soul is sans the 
three faculties of illusion. 

aifs HI Xs [tinz ch3de khel] See Fe Bs. 

aifs Fars [tinz jagati] meaning - three 
faculties of Maya. “tint jogati karet rarz.” 
—basst kabir. 

‘Sifs Fe (tint dev] Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv. “tint 

dev pratakhr torahr.”—asa kabir. 
‘ifs Sei [tint dokhi) one having three defects 
(shortcomings). 2 one having three enemies. 
“pic das tint dokhi ek manu anath.”-keda m 
5. Seells eH. 
aif ae [tinr nadi] three breathing passages 
in the human body. zya left nostril, ptgla right 

nostril and sukhmana central breathing path. 
2 Ganga, Jamuna, Sarasvati, “tin nadi tahr 
trrkufi mahz.”=gau kaLir ver 7. 
‘Sis oo & |r [tint nam ke dasa] See wet |. 

AB [tine], $8 [tino], AF [tin] advall the three, 

“tine tap nrvaranhara.”-fodi m 5. “tino jug 
tind drre, kalz keval nam adhar.”-gau 
ravidas. See dts Bu. 
Shee [tibar], Sy (tibr) Skt Sty adj extreme. 
2 sharp, swift, 3 extremely hot. 4 note’ at high 

pitch in music. 5 » Shiv. 6 iron. 7 riverbank. 

‘Shire [timar] P iz anxiety, worry, sorrow. 
Shree (timardari] P yyi/2 1 act of getting 
Wig tive] is only in maddham. 
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worried; sadness. 2 serving and attending to 
the patients. 
ar [tiy], star [tiya) n woman, lady. 2 wife, 
spouse, 
‘te [tir] Skt AR (vr complete, consummate). 
2 n bank of a river, a place about fifty hands 

away from the water-current. “gaga tir ju gharu 
keraht.”=s kabir. 3 adv near, close. “na lage 
jam tir.”-sri a.m J, 4 Skt Sg praise of Shiv. 

“kahu tir kahu nir kahu bedbicar.”-gav m 5. 

Some are fond of meditating on Shiv, a few 
prefer pilgrimage while others like practising 
the teaching of the Veds. 5 P_¢ n arrow. Skt 

‘Sifser. “mere manz prem lago harr tir.”-g5d 
m 4. 6 bullet, “tuphag kese tir hé.”-ramav. 
Tyard. 8 beam of a balance. 9 beam, wooden 

girder. 10 mercury. 11 lightning. 12 grandeur. 
13 ploughpin. 14 anger, ire. 

tears [tirger] P fz n arrow-maker, artisan, 
craftsman, artificer. 
‘ee [tirna] See wae. 
‘Shoe [tirath) or Steg [tirathu} Skt Sef n that 
which can save one from sins; a holy place, 
which is visited by people with religious bent 

of mind to get rid of their sins; pilgrimage 

centre; place of pilgrimage. 
All the religions of the world have many 

religious places as pilgrimage centres. Some 

of the religions have defined these pilgrimage 
centres as source of salvation that comes just 

by visiting or touching them. According to the 
teachings of Sikh religion, it is always noble 
to visit places of pilgrimage for getting 

religious teaching or acquiring knowledge 
about historical events. However the 
pilgrimage centres have no direct relationship 

with one’s salvation. 

The Guru has described this world as a 
befitting centre of pilgrimage in the following 
lines: 
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“tirathr navan jau, tiratho namuhe. tirathu 
sabad bicaru Starr granu he.”—dhana m J 

chét. “tirath dharam vicar navan porbanza.” 

-var mala m J. 

The Guru has commented thus upon the 
most-acknowledged pilgrimage-centres : 

“tirath nhata kra kare man mah mel 

goman.”-sria m1. 
“anek tirath je jatan kere, ta Star ki haume 

kade na jar.”-gujm 3. 
“tirathT naz no uteresr mel. karam dharam 

sabh haume phel.”-ram m 5. 
2 religious scripture. 3 remedy, measure. 
4 vulva, vagina. 5 mentor; religious or spiritual 
guide or preceptor. 6 fire. 7 the Creator. 8 a 
particular class of ascetics, whose names are 
suffixed with “tireth”. “tirathan bic jestkkh kin. 

tirath su nam trn ke prabin."-datt. See #3 
‘Haart. 9 guest, visitor. 10 parents. 11 an official 
who is part and parcel of the administration. 

There are eighteen tiraths (officials of an 

administration) according to principles of 
governance: minister, purohzt— family priest, 
crown prince (eldest), raja, gateman (janitor), 

harem’s incharge, jail-superintendent, diwan 
—revenue-collector (revenue-minister), legal- 

adviser, kotval — chief police officer, officer- 

incharge buildings, presiding officer, judicial 
magistrate, officer-incharge of fort (garrison- 
commander), forest-officer (ranger), border 
security officer, commander-in-chief and 

diplomatic representative (legate). 12 a 

devoted follower of Guru Arjan Dev, who 
belonged to Beri sub caste, 13 a scholar and 
warrior belonging to Uppal subcaste, who was 

adisciple of Guru Hargobind. 

Saawy [tirathyatra] 1 act of visiting places 
of holy importance; pilgrimage. 
HeawH [tirathraj) n company of virtuous 
persons. 2 the Creator. 3 Amritsar. 4 Prayag 
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—according to Hinduism. 
‘Stem [tirtha] a Khatri of Sabharwal subcaste, 

who was a follower of Guru Ram Das. The 
Guru taught him to speak the truth. 2.a follower 
of Guru Arjan Dev, who belonged to Chadda 
subcaste. 3 a soldier of the royal army, who 

became a follower of Guru Hargobind. 

4 See re, 
‘atafir (tirathr] in the pilgrimage centre, at the 
place of pilgrimage. “tirathr navan jau tirathu 
namu he.”~dhana chSt m /. 2 by visiting a 
pilgrimage centre, through pilgrimage. 
diag [tirathu] See staer, 2 Ske dota adj keen 
on emancipation. “ape tirathu tulha prara, apr 

tere prabhu ape."-sor m4. 
Stedag [tirathSker] Skt hele one who 
composes a religious scripture; writer of 
scriptures; a Jain sage. 

‘The Jains have adopted their twenty-four 
sages on the analogy of twenty-four incarnations 
in Hinduism. In the old Utsarpini twenty-four 

sages have been mentioned as under: 

srinzvas, sagor, mahasadhy, vrmelprabhu, 
sridhar, suddat, amalprabhu, uddher, 5grr, 

sSmotz, stdhunath, kusumajlz, srvgan, utsah, 
gyanegvar, parmesvar, vimalesvar, yasodhar, 
krrganmatr, gyanmatr, suddhmatr, sribhadr, 
attkrem and satz. 

In the beginning of the modem Avsarpini, 
the twenty-four sages described are as follows: 

rrgabhdev, ajrtnath, ssbhavnath, abhnsdan- 

nath, sumatznath, padamprebh, supargvanath, 
cSdr-prabh, pusapdat, sitalnath, sreyasnath, 
vasupujy svami, vimalnath, andtnath, 
dharamnath, sitznath, kothunath, amarnath, 
mailrnath, muntsuvrat nath, namrnath, 

nemtnath, parsvanath and mahavir svami. 
There are different colours and symbols 

for different sages in Jainism e.g. symbol of 
rrgabhdeva is an ox (bullock) while of 
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sdbhavdev is a horse. Similarly lotus, tortoise, 

thino etc are symbols reserved for different 

sages. 
The stature and life-span of these sages 

decrease with the passage of time. The 

estimates about all the remaining sages can 
be judged from details of the first and the last 
deity. 

Rishabh, son of Nabhi of Ikshvaku dynasty, 
was born to Marudevi in Avadh Puri. This sage 

used to wear saffron coloured clothes and the 

0x. was his symbol. Its height was 500 bas' 

(bamboo) and he lived for 8,400,400 years. 
He was 2,000,000 years old when hie was 

enthroned. Rishabh meditated for 100,000 
years; that is why he was called a deity. 

Mahavir was the last, but the most popular 

deity in Jainism. He is also termed a sage. His 

statue is of golden colour and the lion is his 

symbol. His father passed away when he was 

just twenty-eight years old. He ruled for two 

years only after his father’s demise. He 

abdicated kingship and devoted himself 
completely to meditation. At the age of 

seventy-two years, he got redemption after 
dispelling all the worldly sorrows. Mahavir 
(Vardhman) lived around 437 BC. 
‘SHEA [tiremdaj] See Sten. 
‘die (tira), dts [tirah] a hilly territory beyond 
the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) 

and Peshawar, which lies between Khyber 
pass and Khanki valley. This area is dominantly 
inhabited by Orakzai and Afridi Pathans. Bara 
river flows through it. Teera’s battle of 1897 

is well-known in India. 2 P adjblack. See Star 

fer. 
te few [tira drl) P pz evil-hearted. See 
sie 2. 
"One bis (vis) is equal to twelve hands (six yards) in 
length. 
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‘By [tiry] See ate. 2 adv nearby, close by, by 
one’s side. “na lage jam tiry.”—ram a m J. 
3 Skt n Shiv. 

Biden {tirsdaz] P sei¢ n archer; one who 

shoots with bow and arrow. 
ts [til], Ser {tila} n poker, skewer, long straw, 
stem of wheat or barley plant. “jese pol til te 
krlal ko su phuk nal khéc let balak.”-GPS. 

‘Children suck water through the capillary 
(hollow stem) of wheat or barley straw.’ 

‘eat [tili) tiny straw, matchstick. 2 an omament 
wor by women in the nose. 
ig [tive] See sty. 

Stystar [tivrgsdha) n rennet, coagulant. 
2 asafoetida. 
[tu] partand, as well as, but. 2 from. “satrgur 

hathz koji horatu dar khule nahi.”-majh 2m 
3.3 Pron your, thine. “tu ghar.”-saveye sri 
mukhvak m 5. 4 Skt part but. 5 type. 6 quantity 

once weighed and then used as measure of 
weight for other articles (materials). 
3 [tva] pron your, thine. “tua caran asro, is.” 
sar m 5. 2 to you. “tua nzrkhat rahe jiv.”-s 
kabir. 

‘yr [tual pron you, thou. “samastua predhan3.” 
~gyan. 
‘gor [tuana] P 117 S 3es adj strong, potent, 
hefty, powerful. Its root is sefergs, which 

means to have strength. “man tuana, tu kudrati 

aza.”—var mala m 1. 

‘Jom [tvam) See TH 4. 

‘fe (tur) See gn. 
‘yet [tui] pron you only, only you. “ek tui ek 
tui.”-var majh m 1, 2 See Fe. 
A [tus] Skt JA husk. “jarge mano pavak bic 
tusa."-krrsan. 2 egg’s shell. 3 Skt J vr be 
satisfied, satisfy. tusna, tustz, tog etc are 

derived from it. 

‘gnfs [tusahz] May you be pleased. See A 3. 
“ja tdi tusahr mrharban!"-var guj 2 m 5. 
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‘FRE [tusat], TAfe [tusatz), FACT [tusti|See Ty 
and 3fy. 
‘WA (tusna] v be satisfied, be pleased, grow 

fond of. 2 be contented. See JA 3. 

3 [tusa], JAF [tusa] pron you. “tusa krukarr 
mrlza probhu ar?"-sri m 4. 

‘FATES [tusanal] See was, 
‘Bre [tusar] Skt TA n snow; frozen water 

particles at very low temperature, raining like 
snowfall. “dharni par an tusar paryo he.”-c3di 

1.2 cold, chill. 3 See sera. 

TATE [tusarsatru] n enemy of ice - heat, 

warmth. 2 river, the flow of which makes the 
snow melt.—sanama. 3 sun. 
grefg [tusaradrz] m mountain of snow, 
Himalaya. 

BE (tusaral, FAA (tusari], FAT (tusarial 
Pron your. “seva kari tusaria.”—var ram 2 

m5, 

gf [tusr], ZAR [tusrke) happily; with full 
involvement. See 37 3. “gurz pure tust dia,” 
~sor m 5. “tust ape laranu chadat.”-sri m5 
Pepa. “tek satrgurr drti tustke.”~suhi chit 

m5. 

‘waft [tusil, SAY [tusi] pron thou, you. “tusi 
bhogahu bhicahu bhai ho.”-sri m 5 pepar. 

‘WH [tust] Skt adj satiated, happy, satisfied. 
2 content. See 3H 3. 

‘gf [tustz] Skt n satiation, contentment. 
2 happiness. 3 Durga. 

‘aaft [tusti] See gf, “sarav caracar-rupa tusti.” 
GPS. 
Je [tuh) n husk. “tuh musalahr charara.’ 
~todim 5. “tuh kuteht manmukh karem karaht 

bhai, pale krchu na paz.”-sor m 3. 2 pronto 
you. 
‘8y [tvhnu], Jus [tuhno] pron to you. “gavahr 
tuhno paunu pani bessteru.”—japu. 

Ze [tuhpha] See Se". 
Fons [tuhmat] A ~/7 n blame, accusation. 
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“tuhmat det tuphan uthara.”-GPS. 

gow [tuhada], Fost [tvhadi], Fos [tvhar], 
yao [tvharav], Foe" [tuhara], oS [tuhari], 
‘gardor [tuharia), Fo" [tuhara}, FOS (tuhari], 
gardir [tuharia] prom your. “gobfd das 
tuhar,”=ramav. “nam tuharau linav.”-sor m 

9. “bhagat tuhara soi.”-suhi m 5. “kotz dokh 
roga prabhu drrzsatz tuhari hate."-dev m 5. 
“nanak sarant tuharia.”-maru m J. 

gfos (tuhtn] Sia n frost; frozen water drops 
fallen from the sky; mist, 2 moonlight. 3 winter, 
coldness, cold. 4 adjcold. ~— 
‘gfasas (tuhtnkar] m moon, whose rays are 
cool. 

gfosfafs [tuhrngrrr), yforss [tuhrnacall, 
gfamfe [tuhrnadrz] n mountain of ice, 
Himalaya. 

‘get [tuhi] pron only you. “tuhi tuhi tuhi.” 

~akal. 

Zz [tuk] m foot of a poetic metre. 2 last 
character of the foot of a poetic metre. 3 Skt 

Fi child, male child. 4 Sty skin, derm, bark. 

“taru tuk ki katz kin kupina.”-NP. 

Jase (tuktar] See gaest. 
FaBA (tukleni) See we Bat. 
gars [tukat] n end of a line of verse; rhyme; 

Jast word of a line of verse. See "gyrA. 
‘me (tokkal] nm large kite; big kite of paper, 
which is flown in the air with a thick string 

tied to it. 

‘¥em [tukka) n fruit of acacia, 2 corncob, devoid 
of grains. 3 P _¢ kind of an arrow, whose 
front end is bent in the form of a hook. When 
this arrow pierces the body, it is difficult to 

pull it out. “tuph3g tukken ke mare.”-corztr 
405. “sam sel krtak tukke mahan.”-GPS. 

‘Fe [tukh] Skt FF. See FA |. “caval karne tukh 

kau mohli lar.”-var ram 2 m 5. “kan bina 

jese thothar tukha.”-gaum 5. 
MH [tuxom] P Fn seed. 2 root cause, basic 
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thing. 3 egg. 4 semen. 5 Skt aYRH sprout. 
MAH [toxamrezi) Py, Fn act of sowing 
seeds; scattering seeds in a field. 

were [tukhai} adj belonging to Tukhor area, 
2nmare. See Hw | and 3. “jrtuharz prabho 
jape sa dhan dhsn tukhaia.”-vad m 4 ghorié. 
Here mare means mortal body, See Jug. 

gwrafs [tukhaganz], 74e8 (tukhanal] n fire 
of hay/straw. In Hindu religion, dying or 
causing the death of sinful persons by burning 

them into this fire is an accepted practice. 
Kumaral Bhatt (Bhatt Pad) kept on 

criticising the very basis of Buddhism, from 

which he had acquired knowledge. Because 
of this sinful act, he died by getting burnt in 
this fire of straw. See Has feafen, Fea 7. 

2 short-lived thing, transitory object, any 

object which exists for a short while; fire of 
straw. See fg & wate. 
‘Fer [tukhar] Skt n Per Athravved, a country 

in the north-west of Himalaya. The Chinese 
traveller Suyentai has also mentioned this 

country in his travelogue. Horses from Tukhar 
have been admired in Ramayan and 

Mahabharat. They were yoked specially to 

chariots, Tazik’ horses and Tukhari horses are 
regarded the best breed in Sanskrit scriptures. 

2 Skt GRIN one who belongs to the country 

of Tukhar; resident of Tukhar; Tukharian. 

3 Tukhar horse. “taji rath tukhar.” 
-var majh m 1, Tazi? (Arabian) horses are 

used for riding and Tukharian horses are for 
yoking to chariots. 4 Some writers have used 
the term Tukhar for a horse, whatsoever may 
be its species, or the land of its origin. “krte 
pil rudhe krte brrkhbhabahan kxte ustbahan 
carhe bahv tukhara."-saloh. Rajsthani poet 

‘Skt enfore means belonging to Persia; Persian. 
*The word af [tazi] is most probably derived from Ski 
word tajrk. 
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Lachhman Singh writes: 
telia trlakdar turki lakhori lakkhi, 

lachmansf gh jatz chattrs tukharo he. 
Poet Muraridan has written in Dingal 

dictionary as: 

“sfdhubhav kaboj sun khurasan tokhar.” 

Guru Ram Das also uses the Tukhai or 
Tukhari fora mare in Vad-hans Rag. See gut 

2.5 Bhai Santokh Singh and traditional scholars 
take Tukhar to mean camel. “or tukhar drye 
hit bharan.”-WP. 6 Skt FM ice, snow. “mano 

pahar ke srt g-hdi te dharni paran tukhar paryo 
he."-cSdi J. 7 chill, cold. “pokhz tukharu na 

vrapai.”-majh barohmaha. 8 camphor. 9 adj 
cold, chilled. See gery. 

‘gut [tukhari) 2 resident of Tukhar country. 
2 Tukhar horse. 3 mare. See get 2. 4a 
variation of a major musical metre in which 
home note is garaj, vadi rtsabh, fifth ssvadi 
and medium is anuvadi. In it are both g3dhar 
and medium. The period of its singing is four 

gharis (one ghari=22.5 minutes) after dawn. 
$2 ra ge ga ma ma pa dha na. 
Some musicians regard Tukhari as sarev 

by forbidding fifth in it. sarav, gadhar, and 
nrgad are pure, rrgabh and dhevat are flat; 
medium is sharp. In such a situation medium 
is vadi and garaj is svadi. 

It is put at place twenty-second in Guru 
Granth Sahib. 

Fey [tukharv] See Fw 6, 7, “pokhz tukharv 
na viapai.”-majh barahmaha. 
gue [tukkhar] See Fue 2. 

Fa [tg] Skt BR adjhigh. 2 chief. “rana 
ko rahe rigu na tOgu phakir.”-o5kar. * 
a beggar nor a chief, not even a fa 
gy. 3 n coconut tree. 4 mountain. $ a poetic 
metre. See ydam. 6 a village near Amritsar, 
where a pious lady left her leperous husband 
close to dukh bh3jni (tree) and went to collect 
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alms. 7 a Jatt subcaste. 8 P _¢ bag, sack. 

are [tugna] v get elevated. 2 progress, get 
promotion. 3 remain faithful; endure. 

‘Waverd? [tugdari] Its popular name in Punjabi 
is talor or tuktar. It is called habari in Arabic. 
It is as tall as a large size cock. It is white 

with brownish tinge, and has black stripes on 

the head with strands of hair hanging over both 
the ears, Its native territory is the plains of the 
western hills. It migrates to its native place 
after spending the winter season in Punjab. 

Its feed is small calcaneous nodules, green 
grams, rapeseed plants (mustard) etc. 
Sometimes it eats crickets, ants, grasshoppers 

etc. Its wings are very soft which are used to 
stuff pillows. Its flight is not long, but it can 

tun fast on its feet. This bird does not sit on 
trees; it lays eggs on the ground and likes 
deserts (sandy lands) very much. It is hunted 

with the help of gun, noose, falcon and hawk. 
Its meat is quite tasty especially when cooked 
ina saltish dish of rice. 

‘Saree [togbhadra] a river in south India, which 

rises from Sahya mountain and merges with 

river Krishna. It is called Tungbhadra as it is 

due to the merger of two rivers named Tung 

and Bhadra. Its course is about 200 miles tong. 
Crocodiles are found in abundance in this river, 

In Ayurvedic lore, its water is regarded as very 
useful. 
Faeret [tucyani) P jis flood, overflow. 
Pare [tigar) See sare. 
Fars [tOgal] n ear-rings worn by men; large 
rings worn by men in their ears. 

‘Wawa [tuclak] TP chief, head. 2 an Afghan 
dynasty (a Pathan dynasty), which ruled in 
Delhi from 132} to 1412 AD. See Renate 

wes fits oF. 
Fowarre [tuglakabad] a township and a royal 
fort, situated to the south-west of Delhi, which 
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was built by Gyassudin Tuglak. This emperor 

ascended the throne in 1321 AD. 

Fa [tdgu] See Far. 
gue [tughar) your home, your house, i.e. 
material world. 2 thy holy seat (court). 3 religious 
congregation. 

graf [tugharr] in thy holy place (court). “opatz 
parlo eke nrmakh tugharr.”-saveye sri 

mukhvak m 5. 
Fe [tuc], FS [tuca} Skt Fan husk. 2 skin. “tuca 

deh kumlani.”—bher m /. 

WE (tuch], FExS [tuchmat], FE [tucch}, FET 
[tucchmatr] Skt {8 adj vacuous, hollow. 
2mean, base. 3 meagre, inadequate. “ham tuch 
kort kari barnathe.”—kalz m 4, “tuchmat sunt 

sunt vakhaneht.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘speak 

sparingly.’ 4 n chaff, straw devoid of grains. 

‘gaa [tozak] Tf; n glamour, splendour. 

2 glory, grace. 3 law, rules and regulations. 
4 administration e.g. “tuzak babri” etc. 

wwe [tujar], FAC {tujara] A ,f plural of 3H, 
which means a trader. “‘rkr nirdhan sada 
bhaukde, rkna bhare tujara.”—var majh m J. 

‘Some are poor who wander hither and thither 
in need of money while others have countless 

servants at their beck and call.’ 2 See ara. 

B® [tujh] pron to you. “tujh sevi tujh te patr 
hor."-gav m3. 
get 3g [tujhi ten] your body; your beauty. 
“s5t tujhi tanu s8gatr pran.”-asa ravrdas. 
FF (tujhe), FF [tujhe] pron to you. “tujhe no 
Jage tata jhola.”-gau m 5.2 in you, within you, 

“gurmukhr nam dhrat tujhe somaza.”-var 
mala m J. 3 you. “tujhe brna hav krt-hi no 

lekhe.""-maru solhe m 5. 

BE [tut] Skt FE vr quarrel. 2 Skt FE vr cut, break. 
‘Fee [tutnal v break, separate into parts. See 

ge. “brn guru rog na tufai.”-sri m 3. “kete 

khapt tujahr vekar."-japu. 
‘Jer [tutra], Fea [tutri] broken, separated. See 
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Fe. “tutpia sa pritr.”—var jet. 
afe (tutz] Skt n cardamom. 2 Skt gfe n 
deficiency, loss, shortcoming. 3 omission, fault, 

4 doubt, suspicion. 
at (tuti} See gfe. 2 broken; fragmented into 
pieces. 

‘JB [tuth] Sky adjhappy, pleased. 2 satisfied, 
content. 
wear (tuthra] pleased, kind. “satrguru tuthra 
dase harz.”-gau m 4. 
Zo [tutha] See YS and Foar. “tutha 

sacapatisahu.”—suhi m 5. 
safe (tuthz] Skt gf n satisfaction. 2 happiness. 
3 advhappily. 
Ba [tud) Skt TE vr beat, wa. 
fw [tod] Skt qs n mouth. 2 beak. 3 sword’s 

tip. 4 Shiv, Mahadev. 

‘fe (todz) Skt n beak. 2 protruding navel, 
umblicus. 

gst (todi] Ske qfers4 adj having a beak. 
2 having a trunk. 3 having an enlarged navel. 

4n Ganesh. 

E (tun) Skt afe and gfe na hilly tree, which 
can also be seen in plains. Its leaves are like 

those of Margosa tree. Its height is also the 

same. Its flowers are used to prefare saffron 

colour and its wood is used for making © 
furniture L Cedrela Toona. 
‘yee [tunakna] v pull, stretch with a jerk. 
2 See aac. 
wt [tuni) See gz. 
33S [tutra], Fe" [tutla] adj lisping; who can 
not speak clearly. See Saar. 
Fw (tutth] Skt Gey vr hush up; spread. 2 adj 
covered. 3 n blue vitrol; copper sulphate. 
4 precious stone. 5 fire. 

Wa Ye [tutth mutth] adj with covered face. 

2.an object having nothing gainful within, but 
is only ostentatious from without. 

‘Te [tud)] Sk Fq vr prick, hurt, cause pain. 
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Fe [tOd) Skt vr be active, be agile. 2 n abdomen, 

stomach. 3 belly, tummy, pot-belly. 4 P ,¢ adj 

sharp, fierce. Skt ¥e. 5 clever. 6 irate. 

‘fee [tédar] P ,z n thunder, thundering sound. 
“tabal todrs baje.”-suraj. 
Few (todla] adj pot-bellied. See Fe 2 and 3. 

Pet (tOdi] Skt n navel. 2 P yz swiftness. 
3 cleverness. 4 anger, rage. 5 Skt YPa7 adj 
pot-bellied. See #2 and 3. 

‘wa (tudh], Fg (tudhul pron you, to you, your. 
“gavanz tudhno pavanu pani besstarv.” 
~—sodary. “tudhy jevadu avaru na bhalra.”=sri 

m5 pepaz. 
‘ww [tun] See ze. 2 See F5. 

wale [tunir] See yét0. 
ga [tunn] navel. See de 1. 
¥ae [tunn-na] v overstuff one’s belly. See 
Fz 2. 2 push too much of some stuff into 
something by pressing it. . 
J [tup] See 3u. 2 See Hr. 3 n hindrance, 
restriction, blockage. “ghat ghaé ruko bat baté 
tupo.”-ramav. ‘Block each and every path and 
quay.’ 
ua [tupak] P Ff n small gun, rifle, shot gun. 
2 gun, musket. “oni tupak tant calai.”-asa 2 
m1.“tupak tabar aru tir.”-sanama. See 72a. 
eR [typkhana) artillery. “dt vdha cunat bhai 

tupkhana.”-carrtr 332, 

wm (tufl P 4 part curse, rebuke, reprimand. 
yew [tuphan] A ys n tornado; a circular 
tide in the ocean. 2 storm accompanied by 

dense dark clouds; typhoon. 3 quarrel, 
rowdyism. “tum dis anrk tuphan 
uthavahr.”-GPS. 4 calamity, disaster. 

5 accusation, blame. 
ite (tufel] A > a poet, resident of Kuffa, 
who used to dine uninvitedly with one or 

another on the pretext of squeezing the lemon; 
parasite; limpet. The meaning “resource” has 
been derived from his name. 
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‘gitar [tufSg) P _g5 n cannon. 2 gun. “nam 
tuphag cin crt lij 
¥a (t0b) Skt G4 » a musical instrument 
comprising gourd-shell and gut-cord. 2 bottle 

gourd, 

Faz (tobna], FH [toban] v card cotton with 
hand or cotton-carding implement; separate 

fine fibres from cotton-wool. “nzj hathan te 

toban karke.”-GPS. 
Fay [tobru] See fgg. 
Fw (tObar] See Pre. 
‘Pet [tObi} Skt TAA n musical instrument made 
of gourd-shell. 2 gourd. 3 belleric myrobalan 

tree. 
fag [toburo] Skt GIR ma singer in the assembly 
of Indar. He belonged to the Gandharav caste. 

He learnt music from Brahma. Vishnu listened 
to his music with keen interest. He remains with 

the Sun’s chariot during the month of Chetar. 

According to Adbhut Ramayan, the organs of 
ragas/raganis deformed on singing by Narad, 
were restored after musical performances by 
Tumbaru. 2 corriander. 3 leaf of cinnamon. 
Sage [tOburevina] See Tye. 
Bad [tubheys], sd [tubhy5) pron to you. 
“namas tub! .”—saloh. 

‘3H [tom] plural of F [tu]. “tum sace ham tum he 
race."~sorm J. 

3H AHAfs [tum samsarz], 3H Afs [tum sarz] 
like you, as you. “tum samsarz avaru ko 
nahi.”-asa am /. “ham sarz dinu, dazalu na 

tum sarr.”—dhana ravrdas. 
axfa (tumahz] pron to you. 2 your only, 
“tumaht pachand.”-sarm 5. 
gH [tumhi] pron you alone, “tumri gatr mrtr 
tumhi jani."-sukhmani. 

‘ZHur [tumgha] pron your, “loc purr janu 
tumgha."-suhi m 4. ‘fulfil your disciple’s 
wish.’ 

‘gue [tumce] See F 2. 
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{uz [tomahi] See FYE. 2 See FHo 2. 
gua (tOmnal See fuer. 
gue [tuman] pron your. “tuman dvar par sir 

apan jhukad.”-chakke. 2 P 7 ten thousand, 
3 group, gang. “tuman pathanan ke tzse sis 

jhukavat an.”—carrtr 22], 
‘geen [tumnacha], Fae" [tumnatha], Tsar 
[tumanbha], 3H [tumra], FHF [tumro] pron 
your. “ham kire krrem tumnache.”—basst m4. 

“gun kahz na sake prabhu tumnathe.”—kalz m 
4, “jan nanak das tumnabha.”-prabha m 4. 
“koT na jane tumra 3t.”-sukhmani. “tumro hor 

su tujhah samave.”-basst am /. 
‘IMs [tumal] See UB. 

wet [tumri] See Saft. 
wr (tuma] pron you, you people. “hama tuma 
melu.”=var asa. “I, and you people.” 2 1 
colocynth; thom-apple. “tumi tuma visu aku 
dhatura nrmw phalu.”—var majh m J. See FH. 

‘Pt [toma] See fégum. “pekhSdro ki bhul toma 
disamw sohna.”-var jet. It looks beautiful like 

amuskmelon or a watermelon but is very bitter 

in taste. As a laxative, it is used in curing 

flatulent ailments. This word tOma is also used 

to denote hypocrites and pretenders. 
‘ged [tumahil pron you and only you. “tumara 
marmv tumahi janza.”-gaum 5. 
‘wut [tumati] pron your, yours. “sabh khelu 
tumati.”-var majh mJ. 
"HG [tumar] pron your, yours. 2 See Fue. 
‘Wore (tumara], FHS (tumaro] pron your, yours. 
Grh [tomi] See Fx. 2 colocynth. 
‘wye [tumvl] Ske din of marching troops. 

2 encounter between armies. “rs prakar ran 
tumol bha.”-GPS, 3 group, band. 
Ae [tumev] pron yours only. “tumev rup 
racis.”~VN. 2 only you. 

‘git (tume] pron to you. 2 you only, only you. 
“rakhanhar tume jagdis.”-sarm 5. 
‘gm [tomes] JHA. similar to you. 
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wT [tumhara] See FHS. 
‘3y (tumrl Skt adj inspirer, motivator. 2 violent; 
killer. 3 mighty. 4 n demon, giant. 

wate (tomrarr] FY (demon) »fe (enemy); 
enemy of the demons; deity, god. 
‘Fa [tuy] pron your, thine. “tédul magan he tuy 
karaj."~krrsan. 

gi [tuy8) pron you, thou. “subh3t tuy3 acut 
5.”"—sahas m 5. 

‘get WB [tuyS dhane] you are sublime! “papilka! 
stmrans tuys dhane.”-sahas m 5. 
FS (tur) Skt FR vr go early, hurry up, do violence. 
2 Skt adv immediately, quickly. 3 adj fast- 
moving. 4 Skt 3f n spindle. 5 shaft or rod on 
which woven cloth is wrapped by the weaver. 
6 In Vedic glossary, the meaning of tur is Yam 

(god of death) or death. 
‘FSA [turas] P 77 adj acrid. 2 angry, irate. 

Ta [tursi] P yoy 1 acerbity. 2 annoyance. 
3 See garit. “as pas ghan tursi ka brrva.”-gav 
Kabir. See 8SR 2. 
‘aA [turhi] Ske Jef n war-horn, trumpet. 

FOI [turak] P fy Skt TEAR n resident of 
Turkistan. 2 This term is also used for ‘Muslim’ 

in the Sikh scriptures. “koi kahe turak, koi kahe 

hfdu.”-ram m5. 

wade (turkacch} adj Turkish; belonging to 
Turkistan, “turkacch tur3g sapacch bado.” 
~kalki. 

‘eat (turakni) n Muslim woman. 2 woman 

belonging to Turkistan. 
‘yeast (turakte fst7n loot and plunder; 

playing havoc. Earlier, Turks used to rob and 
kill people. The root of this word is taxtan, 
meaning to attack and chase. The compound 
word turaktazi carries the meaning of playing 

havoc and killing. 

Feast (turakni] See yeaet. 
Fears [tvrekman] P adj like a Turk. 2 n 

Turkoman, a man belonging to the Turk race. 
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yeenly [turakmatr] » Mohammadan’s sacred 
incantation. “turakmétr k5nz ride samahr.” 

-varram J mJ. See &H". 
geeret [turkani] n wife of a Turk, a Muslim 
woman. “rk hfdvani avar turkani.”-asa 2 
mi. 

sae [turkana) adj related to the Turks, 

Turkish. 2 Turk-like. 3 1 Turkish community, 

Turkish people. See yeax. 

Fotanss [turkrstan] P yl} Skt TIT PAT, 
a country between Asia, and Europe. Its 

eastern part is under China which has an area 

of 431,800 square miles and a population of 

1,200,000. Its western part is under Russia, 
which has an area of 419,219 square miles 

and a population of 7,200,000. 2 Many writers 
have called the Turkish empire Turkistan. 
gefde [turkid) goa-fee king of Turks, 
meaning-Aurangzeb. “turkfd udfd dinfd 

trne.”-NP. ‘Aurangzeb is like sun for the 
moon i.e.; he is the strongest of ell.’ 

gafact (turkini] See yeaa. 

qvat [turki] 7 Turkish, the language of 
Turkistan, 2 things of Turkistan, things 
belonging to Turkistan. 3 horse from Turkistan. 

“taji turki surna rupa.”-gaum J. 
weg (turku) » Turk. 2 Muslim. “hfdu 3nha, 

turku kana.”-g5d namdev, 
‘Fea [tvreg) Skt n horse, which moves fast. 
2 mind, heart. 3 adj swift-moving. 
Feaeaw [turagdanav] See arf. 
‘Feat [turgi] Skt n mare, 
‘Fee [turan), IS [tuna] v go, walk. See Fs. 

‘FB [turet), Foy [turatu] adv instantly, at once, 
immediate. See ¥¢. “tujhu turatu chadau mero 

kahro mant.”-basst kabir. 

gee ag you fs, Gus at Gomi Hes 
Bg Hes fHB, ye ae yw [turde kau turda 
mule, udte kau udta. jivte kau jivta mzle, mue 
kau mua}-var suhi m 2. This verse means: 
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like-minded persons have mutual assoc! 
with each other. Here jivta (the living one) 
means an enlightened person and 2" [mua] 
(the dead one) stands for the ignorant one. 

Some scholars explain it as: flowing water 
merges with water, flying element gets one 
with air, vitality (energy) unites with fire, body 
mingles with earth i,¢. all elements of the body 

get absorbed into their basic essences. 
Feue™ [turapna), FIs [turapna] v stitch, sew, 

make a stitch, 

Fae [turfa] A 5 wonder. 2 twinkle of an 
eye. 

Fous [turbat] A ., 7 n soil, earth; land. 2 grave. 

“turbat hamre badin ki he lahor ke mah.” 

PPP. : 
‘FH [turam] Skt Fax n trumpet. £ trump and 
trumpet. 
‘genet [turamci] he who blows a trumpet; 
trumpeter. 2 See yenst. 
ToS [turmata], FHS [turmatai], THs 
[turmati] It is a black-coloured, black-eyed 

preying bird, native of Punjab. Its height is 
equal to that ofa dove. Its head is a bit reddish 

in colour. The male is named as turmata. The 

couple, collectively, prey upon small 

sparrows. Especially it likes preying upon the 

Indian lark early in the morning. The female 
lays eggs in its nest made on high trees during 
the months of Chetar and Vaisakh. Hunters 
keep it for six months only for hunting small 

birds, 

‘Fea [turay] m horse. 
FOR [tur-ra] A , 4m bunch of gems and pearls 
etc worn by kings and emperors on their heads. 
“tur-ra dharyo apar subh cira.”-GPS, 2 It is 
also plumelike made of silver and golden 
threads (brocade). 3 plume of the turban. 

‘geet [tur-ri] n trump, trumpet. “tur-ri daph gan 
patahz nzsana.”-GPS. 
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‘gasibwr [turlia] adjfast moving, viscuous, swift 
walker, active. “pav turlia jobant balia.”-asa 
m 5. ‘with a foot in the stirrup of a trotting 
horse.’ 
Je [tura] 7 horse, “har rdgi ture nzt paliahr.” 

-var sor m 4.2 P 3 pron to you. 3 your. 

“nanak bugoyad janu tura.”—-tr/3g m 1. 4 See 

sore [torasah}, FOU [turakhay] Ske FHT 
and 3@H'z n Indar, who resists the impact of 
enemies; hence the name Turasah. 

genre fist [turakhar prtni] » possession 
of Kashyap (father of Turashat [Indar]) i.e. 
earth.sanama. 

Yoo [turana] See F7Ee. “rsahr turavahu 
ghalahu satr."-g5d kabir. 

‘gfe [turr] adv immediately, quickly. See 33. 

“nanak lagi tur mare jivan nahi tanu.”-sava 
m I, 2 having moved. 3 Skt » weaver’s 

weaving tube. 

‘gat (turi] Skt nm weaver’s brush. “turi narz ki 

chodi bata.”-gsd kabir. ‘does not talk about 

the tools of the weaver.’ 2 Skt Zaaft mare. 
“rk tajanz tori cSgeri.”-dhana dhSna. 
“harrrSgu turi carata.”-vad m 4 ghorié. 
3 fourth stage of consciousness. “guru cele 
vivahu tori carata.”-BG. There is ambiguity 
regarding turi in this verse, it may be a mare 

or the fourth stage of consciousness, Marriage 
stands for relationship. 4 See 3eH, Jeet and 

gett [turia] See adhe. 

zébor [turia] Skt Tat n fourth stage; state 
beyond all other states such as trance or sound 
sleep of consciousness i.e. the stage of self 
realisation. “turia sukh paza.”—var guj] m3. 
“tint brapahr jagat kav turia pave kor.”=gau 
thiGmS. 
adirge [turiagun), ¢mruE [turiapad|, 

Zatmrene [turiavastha] stage of true 
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knowledge or self realisation, stage of acquiring 
true knowledge. See aun, “tregun maza moht 
vrape taria gun he gurmukhr lahia.”-brla 9 
m4, “turiavastha gurmukhr paie sStsabha ki 
of lahi.”-asa m J. 
zdha [turiy] Ske adj fourth. 2 the Transcendent 
One, who is awakened, breathes in dream and 

sound sleep of consciousness, 3 See gébwrue. 

4 vocal word, word uttered by mouth, which 

is the word’s fourth stage. See aa went, 

‘Fe [ture] plural of yaa; horses. “ture palane 
ponveg.”—var asa. 

8 ya [ture turdg) adj brisk horses, fast 
moving horses. “ture turSg nacave.”-bher 
namdev, 

@? [ture] pron your. “kanh! ture tan chuvat 
hi."~Krrsan. 2 walks, moves. 

wear [turSg] Skt IF n fast moving horse, so 
named as it moves with a high speed. “kotz 

turg kurag se kudat.”-akal. 2 mind, heart. 
3blue jay. 4 P _¢; prison; jail, lockup. 5 sound 
produced by stretching a bow’s string while 

shooting an arrow. 
Feats [tursganz], Fat [turSgni) 1 cavalry. 
2 mare. 

sdaftqa [turagprry] Skt n barley, the favourite 
feed of horses, 
‘Fan [tursgom) Skt n horse. 2 mind, See Fa. 
3-a poetic metre marked by four feet, each 
foot comprising two nagans followed by two 

guru matras. Il ll, S, S. 
Example: 

sarab sukh lahe so. nryam subh gahe jo... 

zea [tursj) P ¢> n pomelo L;citrius grandis. 
See yaaa". 2 lemon. 

gdindie [tursjbin] A fz n a kind of sugar, 
which is obtained from medicinal plants called 

archinops nivea grown in Khurasan. It is 
named yavas sarkra in Sanskrit. Its latent 

effect is hot-dry and is laxative according to 
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the practitioners of Greek system of medicine, 

However it is cool and moist according to the 

Ayurved. It relieves cough and helps to dispel 

excreta from the intestines. It gives relief from 
chest pain. 2 syrup prepared from lemon juice; 
lamon squash, 
gz [turst} adv quickly, immediately. See 3a. 
Bet [turhi] » trumpet. 
oer (tur-ra] See Faw. 
FB [tul] Skt Fe vr weigh, balance weight, make 
up. 2 See gf. 3 See 3g. 

‘JUHA [tulsa] a disciple of Guru Amar Das, who 

belonged to Bhalla subcaste. The Guru taught 
him to shun the vanity of being from an upper 

class, 2a follower of Guru Ram Das, belonging 

to Vohra subcaste; he also served Guru Arjan 

Dev. 

‘Jer [tulsa] maid servant of Bibi Nanki, who 

achieved spiritual realisation by becoming a 

disciple of Guru Nanak Dev. She remained in 
the service of the Guru and listened to his 
preaching with great devotion during his stay 
in Sultanpur. 

‘wert [tulsi] Ske n basil, a plant having 
incomparable qualities; there is no other plant 
whose qualities can be compared with it. It is 

aplant having saltish taste like that of artinisia . 

elegans, Its leaves remove phlegm and act as 
appetizer. Ayurved practitioners use basil for 
curing many kinds of fevers etc. Basil leaves 

when taken after boiling with milk and adding 

sugar just like tea, are beneficial for curing 
many ailments of stomach and lungs 

(pulmonary diseases), 

Its botanical name is ocymum sacrum while 
in English it is named as sweet basil. 

According to Vaishnav theory, it is 

regarded sacred and the worship of Shalgram 
is never complete without Tulsi. 

Per anecdote in Brahma Vaivarat Puran, 
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there lived an intimate female friend of Radha, 

named Tulsi in Gokul. One day, on seeing Tulsi 

frolicking (merry making) with Krishan, Radha 
invoked a curse on her that she would acquire 
a mortal physique. Thus Tulsi was born as a 
daughter of raja Dharam Dhvaj, and was 
married to a demon named Shankhchur, who 
was also accursed in the sense that nobody 
could conquer him so long as his wife had no 
immoral sexual relationship with anyone else. 

Thus Shankhchur vanquished all the deities 
and became the master of the three worlds 

(viz hell, earth and heaven). 
The deities went to Vishnu and prayed for 

help. In the guise of Shankhchur, Vishnu had 
sexual liaison with Tulsi. Tulsi cursed Vishnu 
to become a stone. Vishnu blessed Tulsi with 

liberation from this mortal body so as to remain. 
his beloved just like Lakshmi. A river named 
Gandka will rise from her body and a sweet 

basil plant will grow out of her hair. Thus due 
to mutual curse (malediction), Vishnu became 
Shalgram (in the form of a stone, available in 

Gandka river) and Tulsi turned into a plant. 

See wea, 
Most of the Vaishnavs celebrate her 

marriage with Shalgram with great pomp and 
show and wear rosary of wooden beads of 
Tulsi. It is especially worshipped on the last 

day of the dark fortnight of Kartik (lunar) month 

(new moon day), since it is regarded as its 

birth day. 
In Sanskrit Tulsi is named as: 

vignuvallabha, hartpriya, vrida, pavni, 
vahupatri, syama, tridag majri, madhavi, 

amrzta, survalli, “na sucr s3jam tulsi mala.” 

—maru solhe m 5. 2 a benevolent disciple of 

Guru Arjan Dev, See garter. 
‘garinr [tulsia) a follower of Guru Arjan Dey. 
He belonged to Dhir subcaste. He also served 
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Guru Hargobind. 2 a Bhardwaj Brahman, who 

preached the sacred religion of Guru Nanak 
after becoming his disciple. 

Waren (tulsidas) Tulsidas was bom to mother 

Hulsi and father Atma Ram, resident of Rajpur 
(district Banda)’. This great poet was a 
dedicated devotee of Ramchandar. He has 
written the celebrated epic Ramayan in Hindi. 

Historians say that Tulsi Das inculcated 

devotion for God on the persuasion of his wife 
Rattanavali, He breathed his last in Sammat 

1680 BK in Kashi, “‘s5bat solah 59 asi, asi g3g 
ke tir. sravan sukla saptmi tulsi tajyo sarir.” 
‘yer awrae [tulsi ramayan| an epic depicting 

the life story of Ram written by Tulsi Das. 
Tulsi Das wrote several Ramayans in @o* 
[doha], kabrtt and barva poetic metres etc but 
the most celebrated and the best is Tulsi 
Ramayan which is written in copai verse form. 
Tulsi Das has named it as Ramcharitmanas. 
‘gear [tulahral, Joe" [tulha] 7 raft made of 

ropes and wooden logs used for crossing a 

river. “na beri na tulahya.”-sri m I. “age kau 
kxchu tulha badhav.”-sar kabir. 

For [tulna] Skt n similarity, equivalence. 
2 comparison. 3 weight, measure. 

Be [tula] n raft made of logs for crossing a 
river, “kxsi tula de kthr sarnai.”-NP. 2 Skt 

balance, hand operated beam balance. “tula 

dharr tole sukh sagle.”-gau m 5. 3 weight; 
measure. “kaun taraji kavanu tula?”-suhi m J. 
4 alms (in kind) equivalent to one’s weight. “tula 

purakhdane.”-g3d namdev. See Jae. 

5 seventh zodiac sign, Libra, which is symbolised 
by a balance. 6 equivalence, similarity. 7 a 
weight equivalent to four hundred tolas. 
Wulsi Das was born in Sammat 1589 BK., and the 
compilation of Sri Ramcharit Manas (Ramayan) was 
begun on the 9 day of the bright fortnight of Chetar 
(1* month of Bikrami Sammat) in 1631 BK. 
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yee [tulai) m padded mattress, light quilt, 
mattress padded with cotton wool, cushion, 

pallet, “na jalu leph tulaia.”-vad m / alahni. 
2 act of weighing. 3 wages for weighing. 

goa [tulaha] adj weighed, measured. 

2 equivalent. 
‘Ween [tuladan) na ritual of giving alms. In 
this ritual, the person giving alms is made to 
sit on one pan of a weighing balance and on 
the other pan, food-stuff, clothes, metals etc 
of equivalent weight are placed, The 
astrologers hold that the ritual of giving alms 
in this manner, is beneficial for removing all 
obstacles. In spite of his opposition to Hindu- 
rituals, emperor Aurangzeb used to give this 
kind of alms. See uaats (Bernier) &t ary. 
Fer" [tuladhar] Skt n trader possessing a 
weighing balance; Hindu shopkeeper; grocer. 

2 string to which pans of a balance are tied. 

3 zodiac sign: Libra. 4 benevolent merchant, 

according to Mahabharat. 
‘geafe [tuladharz] adv by placing on the pans 
of a weighing balance. “tuladharz tole sukh 
sagle.”"~gau m 5. ‘All the comforts were 

weighed by placing on the balance.’ 

‘Ferdi [tulabij) Skt n a small red and black 

seed of abrus precatorius. This seed is used 

for weighing, hence the name. 

‘Jere [tulava] n weighman, one who weighs, 

‘gfes [tulx) Ska Fea adjequivalent, equal, similar. 
“Kiri tulz na hovni.”~japu. “janu nanako 
bhogatudarr tulr braham.”-saveye sri 

mokhvak m 5. 2.n weight, measure. “pOn dan 
anek karni nam tulz na samsare.”—vad chat m 

1. ‘No weight is equivalent to the divine 
Name.’ 3 Skt weaver’s brush. 4 painter’s brush. 

‘Wa (tuli] a subcaste of Bahujai Khatris. 2 Ske 
weaver’s brush. 

‘FS [tulo] 7 weighing scale, balance. “ape tulu 
parvanu.”-sor m 4. ‘He is both a balance and 
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@ measuring weight.’ “amulu tulu amulu Example: 

parvanu.”—japu, sri guru gobfdsfgh td me java balzhar, 
¥B [tulul 4 ¢yb growing, germinating,  dasé te jag verid jodfda he sar, 
sprouting. 2 rising. 3 rising of the sun. 

® [tule] weighs. “apz tule ape vanjar.”-gau 
m 1. See €arre. 

gear (tulsba], FSS" (tulsbha] See Hae Sat and 
MeHYS. 
Fe (tulha] See Foo", 
‘Fea [tuly] Skt adjequal, equivalent. 2 similar, 
alike. 37 a celestial musician. 
yeas [tulyata] 7 equality, equivalence. 
Teaafas (tulysyogrta) (similar qualities, 
identical characteristics). It is a figurative 

expression wherein a single attribute or 
characteristic is described through several 

comparable or compared objects. 
Example: 

gurubani ke path t@ nztpratr sahrjsubhaz, 
tan man bani ke vikhe basi ndmrata az. 

sri guro srkga dharke harrres lino jahr, 
gur mzsgri aru gahrd sabh lagot phike tahy. 
dhvja mznar ru tal taru uce sobha det.... 
kotta crtta baz, tripat bhae nahz kamke. 

(b) The second form of this figurative 

expression is identical treatment with friend 
and foe. 

Example: 
sunt sStna ki ritr, 
cSdan agar kapur lepan trsu sige nahi pritz, 

brs{a mutr khodr trlu trly manz na mani 

brpritr, 

kari pragasu precéd progtro Sdhkar brnas, 

pavrtr apvitrahz krran lage manz na bharo 
brkhadv. 

-maruam 5. 

harakh sog jake nahz beri mit saman.—s.m 9. 
(c)Unequal behaviour with foe and friend, but 
both expressed through a single term, is the 
thied form of this figurative expression. 
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das ni sar (mukatz) and veri nd sar (loha). 
(d) Similarity of an object with many objects 
is the fourth form of this figurative expression. 

Example: 
kiratx trhari h5 nthari gri gobfdstgh. 

pavak mé pSkaj mé p5nag mé para mé, 
crttki kala me capla mé he tahalstgh 

c&dan mé cdni mé c3d mé ujara me, 
har mé hara mé har-asan mé hisan mé, 

hira mé halayudh mé has mé hrmara mé, 

gisa mé sudha me sirsagar mé savita mé, 
sarda mé sarrta mé sar mé srtara mé. 

~alSkarsagarsudha. 
The similarity or equivalance of glory of 

the tenth Master with many resplendent objects 
has been evoked in this verse. 

FE [tev] See 3e. 
Je [tuva] prov because of you, due to you, 
like you, 2 thou, you. “jag tuva praharns.” 

~gyan. 
‘Ja [tur] a village under police station Sarhali, 

* tehsil Tarn Taran, district Amritsar, situated ten 
miles north-west of Tarn Taran railway station, 
There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Angad 

Dev in the vicinity of this village. 
Once there occurred a terrible draught and 

no rainfall took place. All the villagers went to 
a saint named Dadu (who lived in Khadoor) 

and requested for rains. He said that there 

would be no rains so long as Guru Angad Dev 
stayed in Khadoor, If he left Khadoor, the rain 
would fall. This message was conveyed to the 

Guru by the people, who immediately left 
Khadoor and alone reached this village during 

the night. The devotees belonging to Chhapri 
village brought the Guru to their village, where 
he stayed for a few days, then retumed to 
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Khadoor passing through Bharowal on the 
request of the penitent people of his own 

village. 
Initially there was a small and insignificant 

memorial at this place. Now an elegant gurdwara 
has come up with the untiring efforts of priest 

Bhai Natha Singh during the last 20-22 years. 
The daily prayer is held in the gurdwara. 
Sardar Jagat Singh Nambardar, Sardar Manga} 

‘Singh and Sardar Chandan Singh have donated 
ten vighas of land to the gurdwara. 2 deficiency, 

loss. 
gafemt [turpsdr4] adv while breaking. 
“gSdhedza chra mah, tursdza hrku khrno.” 
—asa farid. 

¥ ltul, ¥ (ta) P 7 pron you, “tu akal purekh 
nahi srrr kala.”-maru solhe m J. “td uc 

athahu apar amola.”-majh am 5. 
‘gel [tui] pron you only; only you. 2 # needle, 
thorn. 3 sprout emerging from thesoil.4P jz 
you exist. 
FA [tus] A .y,5 a town in Khurasan, now 

popularly known as Mash-had. 2 4 ysy a 
stringed musical instrument in the shape of a 
peacock. “turhi tus muc3g.”-saloh. See WH. 

‘FASS [tusdan| n cartridge box; bag for storing 
cartridges. 

‘FAH [tusan), FA [tusni] Ske WH adj silent, 
quiet. 2 n silence, quietness. 
‘At [tusil resident of Toos (Khurasan); 
Khurasani. See 7A. “hane rusz tusi.”—kalki. 

‘Fos (tuhar} See FA. 

at [tui], ¥8 [tuhe] pron only you, you only. 
“tuhi ban tuhi gav.”-gau m J. “tuhe hi 

gavna.”-var sor m4, 
yet [tutesr) will break. 
Jer [tuna] v break, get separated. “tutat bar 

na lage.”-sarm 5. “basta tui jhOpri.”—var jet. 
See ge. 

FS [tuth], Fo [tutha] See go and Jo". “satrgury 
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tutha sahaju bhaza.”—asa cht m 5. 

gfe [tuthr], Jet (tuthi] pleasure. See fo. 
2 being pleased, with pleasure. 3 was pleased. 
¥E tun) See gfe. 2 a poetic metre. See oH. 
3 Skt Pl vr fill, push in. 
gfe [tunz), yNte [tunir] Skt n that which 
contains arrows — quiver. See Jz 3. “tunt 
kase katz cap gahe kar.”-ramav. 
qetewa [tuniralay), Fete8 [tunirale) m that 
thing for which a quiver is the store-house, 

arrow.—sanama. 
FS [tut] Ske and P . f na tree, fruit of which 
is sweet and whose branches are used for 

making baskets. It sheds off all its leaves during 
Magh and Phagun. Z morus alba. Grafted 

morus alba is also called mulberry. 

3 Fefoa [tut sahrb] a holy place in memory 
of Guru Arjan Dev situated in the locality of 

Sultan wind to the south of Amritsar. Quite 

often the Guru used to sit under the mulberry 

tree. That tree still exists at the same site and 
is very bulky in diameter. No memorial has 

been raised at this holy place; there is no priest, 
that is why this sacred place is not so well 

mown. A simple and kuccha house is there, 

which is situated one furlong west of the octroi 
post between Amritsar and Sultan wind. It is 

two miles away from Amritsar railway station 
in the south-east direction. 

‘fser [tutrya] P 9 and yy collyrium. “xake 
rahas tutrya ye casme mast.”—jfdagi. 2 blue 

vitriol, copper sulphate. 
‘at (tuti) » mulberry fruit. 2 a wind instrument 
made of wood. 3.4 j7 and fy a small-sized 
parrot having violet neck, green feathers and 

yellow beak. “suk sarrka tuti.”~saloh, 

Fer [tuda] See Fer. 
yeh [tudhi) » also called yst [dhuti. It is 
female of besra (falcon like bird of prey) and 

is taller in size. See Sa. 
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¥F (tun), Fats [tunir] See Fz and yete. 
yews [tunirale] See yews. 
Few (tuphan] See Fes. 
‘J {tub] Skt Ga na single stringed instrument 
made of shell gourd. 2 colocinth. See fégus 
and ¥H", “tub nacatur re.”~maru m J. See 
wey. 
Yaw [tdbna] See fuer and JHe". “detan ke 
tan tul jyé tibe.”—-c3di J. ‘carded like cotton 

wool.’ 
‘Fas [tuba] Skt n ox with short curved horns 
bent downwards; beardless person. 

{ae [tabar] 4 single stringed instrument made 
of shell of gut cord. 2 See ¥z«. “narad tibor 
lekor bin.”-krrsan. 3 See Sue". 
Fact [tabril, Fae [tabral, Fast [tabri) Skefe 
and $e n gourd, colocinth: 2 its fruit. “jrna 

velr na tiibri maza thage thagz.”-sova m 3. 

‘neither creeper of meditation nor fruit of 
realisation of knowledge.’ 

‘Be [tubal A 4 # highly fragrant. 2 most. sacred, 
3 na tree existing in paradise, according to 

Islamic scriptures; it is laden with many kinds 
of fruits and it spreads fragrance far and wide. 

FF (taba), Ffaer [tabrka], Feh (tabi) a fruit of 
gourd family that, grows on a creeper. Tumba 
gourd. Z asteracantha longifolia. Many types 

of stringed instruments are made of gourd 
shells. It is used as a drum by covering the 
shell tightly with leather on it. Faqivs use it as, 
‘a pitcher for water. 

Fug [timarv] See Faw. 2 fruit. “ak nim ko 
timarv.”-asa m5. 3 Ske Jeo adjhaving bitter 
extract. 
Preft [tami] See Fuat, “baharr dhoti mri 
Sdar visu nrkor.”~var suhim J. 
urs [tumar] 4 4 7 a long tale. 
2 misconception, exaggeration. 3 office. 4 long 
missive. 
¥F [tur] pron your, thy. “soi sabat rahr sake 
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jZs par karuna tur.”-NP. 2 Skt Gn war-hom, 
trumpet. ‘jag jas tur bajatau.”~saveye m4 ke. 
3 Skt WR adj strong, mighty. “adham udhare 
tur bhuje.”—akal. 4 victorious, winner. 5 n 

subcaste of Rajputs. 6 A ,7 Turk. 7 brave, 
courageous. 8 , a mountain in Egypt, also 

known as Seena (Kohtoor). According to the 

Bible and Koran, God conversed with Moses 
at this place. See YF. 
FH [turaj)] P z,9 n elder son of emperor 
Faridun. Turan is famous for his name. The 

name of [ran became popular after the name 

of his younger brother [raj. 2 (foreign) country 
~ Toran. 3 Turk. 4 warrior, hero. 

‘FE [turen], Jos [ture] Skt F# adv immediately, 
instantaneously, at once. 
Fos" [turonta] m immediacy, quickness. “trn 

te turenta pahrcani.”-NP. 
Fes [turan) P .y,7 1 a country to the north- 

east of Persia. See ¥aw. 
FE [ture] See ga 2. “kurz bajave turv.”-srim J. 
JF [tul] Skt n cottonwool; cotton separated 
from cottonseeds; silk cotton of calotropis 
procera tree etc is also called ¥& [tul]. “Ion tel 
tuls vivhar."-NP. 2 sky. 3 Ski yea adjequal, 
equivalent. “mur nfd ustatr tul.” 

-braham. 4 A Jj n length. 

yee [tulcap) cotton-carder; an implement 
used for carding cotton wool. 
® [ula] n bundle, pack. “had jale jese lakxi 
ka tula.”-g5d kabir. 2 Skt cotton. 

Fat [tuli] Ske n small soft brush used for 
painting; painter’s brush, 2 indigo plant. 

‘gat (tusi] chaff separated from grains, especially 
from wheat and barely. See 38 vr. 
3 [te] pron plural of uh (he, she, it); they. “te 
sadhu harz melahu suami.”—bher m 4, 2 part 

from. “as Sdese te nthkeval.”—var asa. 3 short 
for Wi. “Sgad guru te amardas ramdase hoi 
sahat,”-cSdi 3. 4 adv short for @3. “care rathi 
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gej ghorri mar bhux te dare.”—cidi 3. 5 Skt 
from you, by you. 
Sz [teun] Skt arr n pleasure garden attached 
with a harem; garden for merry-making. 
2.Skt playing, game, merry-making. 3 a group 
of maidens gathered for spinning is known by 
this name in Punjabi. This group is also named 

as tfjan. 

3a [teur] See Iva. 
3 [teu] pron the same. “teu utart parrpare 
ram nam line.”—dhana kabir. 2 they also. 
‘fear [terya] See Fem. 
3a [tei] pron they, those. “briham sagaru tei 
jan tare.”-gov m 5. 2 See 3am. 

‘Seinw [teia), Feb gy [tela tap) n Tertian 
fever, malarial fever recurring every third day. 
See 3 (g). “sukha jvar teia cothaya.”—carrtr 

405. 

‘3A [teis) Ske Patter adj twenty-three — 23. 
3" [tessa] P 7 n adze; carpenter's implement 
used for carving wood. 

‘3a [teh] 7 thirst. 2 affection, love. “sattgur 

seve teh."-oSkar. 3 anger, ire. “jab rtpu ran 
kino ghano badhyo krzsan tan tel 
4 pron he. “teh paramsukh pari 
She, that. “teh jan trrpat aghae."~saveye sri 

mukhvak m 5, 6 due to him, because of that. 

“caron kamal bohrth bhae lagr sagaru tarro 
teh.”-asa am 5. 
3° (t8h] prom he. “an upavan jivat mina brnu 
jal mamma t&h.”-jet m 5. 
UE [tehan) a subcaste of superior Sarin 

Khatris; Trehan; Guru Angad Dev belonged 
‘to this subcaste. 
‘Sue [tehar] m tripleness. 2 the thrice ploughed 
land, 
‘az [tehar] » your, thine. “ehar tehar chadr 
tu.”-var sor m 3. ‘forget the difference 
between mine and thine.’ 2 S tertian fever. 

See su (g). 
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23v [teha) adj such, similar to that. “teha hove 

jehe koram kamar.”-asa m3. 
‘fa [teh] pron to hinher, to that. “parbraham 
ka St na tehr.”~sar 9m 5. 2 from that, from 

him/her. 

‘Sat [tehi] adj similar to that. 2 irate. See 30 3. 
3 affectionate, loving. 4 pron from that, by 
that, from him/her. “anzk jala je dhove dehi. 
melu na utre sudhu na tehi.”—gau m 5. 

8g [tehu] See 3a. 
39 [tehe) adj plural of 3a" [tehal; similar to 
those, like those. 

83 (teho] adj like that, same as, “jeha drtha 
me teho kahza.”~majh m5. 

IAT [tehojeha], TIA [tehojehi] adj like 
that, same as that, similar, alike. “trs de drte 

nanka tehojeha dharam.”—var ram / m 3. 

“tehojehi dehi.”-mala m /. 
ar [teg] P & n essential quality of steel; skill. 
2 sword. “deg teg jog me dou cale.”-copai. See 
ada. 3 sunlight. 4 adjsharp, bright. 
Samremret (tec-azmai] P fy 37% » attacking 
with the sword; fighting with the sword, i.e. 

war, heroism. 

SaaTET [tegbahador] See JauvET fsa. 
2. adj courageous and expert in fighting with 
the sword. “sri guru tegbahadur nSdan, 
tegbahadur y5 sudh pai.”-GPS. 
Serge nfsgy (tegbahadur satrguru] the 
ninth Guru of the Sikhs, who was born on 
Vaisakh 5 (S* day of the dark fortnight of the 

lunar month of Vaisakh) Sammat 1678 (April 
1, 1621 AD) in Amritsar. His father was Guru 
Hargobind and mother Mata Nanki. He was 

married to Mata Gujri on Assu 15, 1689 (BK) 
in Kartarpur. He showed the right path to 
innumerable human beings after assuming the 

seat of Guru Nanak. He reiterated true religion 

by preaching it in the areas of Malwa, Puadh, 
Bangar, the East, Bihar, Bengal etc. His 
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hymns, full of love for the Divine and sense of 

renunciation, are so touching that they have 

the potency to soften the hardest minds. 

He founded Anandpur town on the bank 

of Satluj by purchasing land from the rulers of 
the hilly states, The town became the birth 

place of the Khalsa. 
To eliminate tyranny from India and to 

safeguard religion, he sacrified his life on the 
fifth day of the bright phase of the lunar month 
of Maghar in 1732 BK (12 Maghar; i.e. 

November 11, 1675). The tenth Guru has 

depicted this superb sacrifice in Vachittar Natak 

as under: 

“thikar phor dzlis szr prebhupur krya payan, 
tegbahadur si krrya karina krnhu an.” 

The place of his martyrdom known as “Sis 

Ganj” is situated in the Chandni Chowk of 

Delhi. The place of cremation of his body is 

called “Rakab Ganj”. He remained the Guru 

for 10 years 7 months and 18 days and enjoyed 
a life span of 54 years 7 months and 7 days. 
“tegbahadur stmrie gherr n> nidhi ave 

dhar.”"~c3di 3. 
Saaagetes (tegbahadurnsdan) Guru Gobind 
Singh. 
anfz [tegbsd) adj swordsman, sword-keeper. 
“kaha su tegb3d gade rarz?”—asa am /. 
3am [teca] P tz n straight, broad flat sword. 
2 dagger. 
‘3 [tej] Ska fF vr sharpen, shine, 2 brightness, 
light. “ap ap te janza tej teju samana.”~brla 
kabir. ‘The self is submerged into the Divine.” 

3 power, strength, might. 4 fire. “ap tej bar 

prrthmi akasa.”-gau kabir. 5 semen. 6 pulp. 
7 ghee. 8 ire. “tirathz teju ntvarr na nhate.” 

~mala m 1.9 P x adj sharp. 10 clever. 
SHG Itejaul See SHaG. 
Jufifw [tejstgh] nephew of jamadar Khusal 
Singh (son of Nidha Misar) who enjoyed the 
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title of raja during the Sikh rule. With the secret 

motive of weakening the Sikh army', he abetted 
the Sikhs to fight against the British. He died 

in 1862, 
‘Sept [tejasvi) Ske toarfery adj glorious, famous. 
ufe {tejanz] adj swift moving, clever. “deh 
tejanz ji ramz upaia ram.”-vad m 4 ghoria. 
“The mortal frame like a fickle mare.’ 3 feminine 
of af [tazi). 

SHordt [tejdhari] See Sry. 
Hm [tejan) See Snfe. 2 Skt n act of causing 
lustre. 3 bamboo. 4 reed fibre. 5 mustard, 
charlock. 

Sweatt [tejinari] adj glorious. 2 swift, clever. 
“deh tejnari harz navr3gia.”-vad m4 ghoria. 
SAu_ [tejpatr] Skt na tree of cassia or 
cinnamom species, having fragrant leaves 
which are generally used in condiments. Bay- 

leaf’s wood is used for making furniture. Its 
oil has fragrance. In Ayurvedic system of 
medicine, bay-leaf is believed to be an effective 

cure for cough, phlegm, flatulence and distaste. 
Its effect is moist-hot. 
‘SHES (tejbal) Skt Sites n a thorny shrub; its 
wood is spicy like black pepper. It is 
abundantly available in the hills. Many people 

use it as a wooden brush to clean teeth with 

and also for making clubs to crush poppy seed 

etc, Chewing of its bark is beneficial for 
toothache. It is also called trmar Z scindapsus 

officinalis. 
3H [tejbhan], 349g [tejbhanu] resident of 
village Basarke, district Amritsar. He had 

Bhalla lineage. He was father of Guru Amar 

Das. He was nick-named as Tejo. 

ane 45 Hhaes wre [tej malo man sikhan ae] 
i 1. ‘got swift moving technique from 

TED. Cunningham writes in History of the Sikhs thet 
Tej Singh and Lal Singh started the war to destroy the 
Sikhs, and made the English privy to this secret. 
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horses of Shumbh and Nishumbh.’ i.e. horses 
are cleverer than the mind. 
Sore [teman], SAH [tejman] Skt adjglorious, 
dignified. “rrsyo tejmans.”-VN. 2 n sun. 

BavHt [tejvse] Ske taf eay adj glorious, 
illustrious. “tejan mahz tejvsi kohiahz.”-guj 
ams. 

Saez [tejvst], FHXe (tejvsd) adj glorious, 
illustrious. 

Barfitw [tejastgh] See Safi. 
wre [tezab] P 12 n Bane [tez-ab) acrid- 
water; acid, viz sulphuric or nitric acid etc. 

‘Saf [tezi] P YF n sense of being pungent; 
acridity. 2 hurry, haste. 3 sharpness. 

38 [teju) See 37. 
‘BH [tejo] See FATT. 
SgaT [tejotanay), I#37 [tejotanal, T73s 
[tejotane], 32.34 [tejotna] Guru Amar Das, son 
of Baba Tej Bhanu. “bhalav bhuhal 

tejotona.”-saveye m 3 ke. “bhalav prastdh 
tejotans.”-saveye m 3 ke. 

‘3m [tefna) v warm, admonish. “satrguru bhete 

jamu na tete.”—prabha m 5. ‘Yam (god of 

death) does not admonish.’ 2 come closer. “hoa 

sadhu sSgu phirz dukh na tetza.”-var guj2 
m5. 

8fe (tetz) adv by admonishing. “sardaren tetr 
bar3gan bhete.”-carrtr 2. ‘approached the 

nymph.” 

‘38 (teda] adv that big in size or age. 

‘33 [tet] adv same as, that much, as much. “jete 
mata rig tet pachavza."-asa m5. “jeti probhu 
janai rasna tet bhani.”—asa cht m 5. 
38" [teta] adv same as, that much, as much. 
2 amulet, charm, mystical sketch embedded 

in a metal. “jab teta rh kar te lije."-krrsan. 

3 second era of Hindu mythology. “satjugt satu 
teta jogi.”-gau ravrdas. 
Sot [tetali) See fyaet. 
Sfx [tetrk] adv that much, as much. 
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‘at [teti] adv as much. 2 thirty-three, three 
more than thirty. See 33. 
‘SS [tetis) Skr Fai adj three and thirty, 
thirty-three-33. 2 thirty-three crore deities 

(gods). “tztu namr lagr tetis dhravahr.” 

~saveye m 3 ke. See 3atnafe and Rfen 223. 
Son WIA (tetis karori], Ist Afe [tetis kotz) 
thirty-three crore deities (gods). “courasih 
stdh, budh, tetis kotz, munzjan.”-dhana m 
4, “tetis karori das tumare.”-asa a m 3. tetis 
kot means thirty-three kinds. In Sanskrit, the 
deities of thirty-three kinds are as follows: eight 
vasus, eleven rudrs, twelve adztys, Indar and 
Prajapati. In Ramayan two Ashvini Kumars 

are regarded as deities in place of Indar and 
Prajapati. See fea @e3. 

‘33 [teto] advas much, that much. “khile brgse 
teto sog.”~basSt am I. 

‘3#* [tethd] from you, by you (singular). See 
a. 
FE [tedu] Skt frgw a kind of ebony tree, 
diospyros lancolate. See f¥ga. 

‘3% [ten] pron to those, to them. “katz devav 

hiara ten.”-kan m 4. ‘I wish I could offer my 
heart to them.’ 2 due to him/her. 3 he, she, it. 

“ten kala asth3bhi sarovars.”-sahas m J. ‘He 
has kept the ocean bound with his skill.” 

‘31r [tepa] droplet, drop. S tepo. 
34 [tem] adv similarly, in the same manner, 
“mii tem sita.”-ramav. 2 Skt n wetness, 
moisture. 

3a [teyS] pron to those. “namaskar tey5.” 
-VN. 

‘3a [ter] m act of asserting the claim by yourself. 
“mer ter jab naht cukai.”-gavam 5.2 pron 
yours (singular), thine. 

3G [ters], 346 [terao] pron yours (singular), 
thine. “tan takia terao.”brla ch3t m /. 
‘3H [teras), TefH [terast] » thirteenth day of 
the lunar phase of month. “terasr terah agam 
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bakhanr.”-gau kabir thrti. See Soa »aTMH. 

“terasz tarvar samud kanare.”—brlam J thrti. 
38d [terah] adj thirteen. See Fath. 
3a want [terah agam] thirteen sacred books 
comprising four Veds, six Vedangs (scriptures 
on different aspects of Veds), Simiriti, Puran 

and Tantar Shastar. 
380 FS [terah tal] See ffeur. 2 See Jat Ie. 
See uz (tersh pad) There is a ritual of offering 
thirteen articles in the name of forefathers in 
Hindu mythology. These thirteen articles 
include - umbrella, a pair of shoes, clothes, 

ring, water container with top handle 

[kamédal], seat, five kitchen-utensils, stick, 
copper vessel for bathing the idol, cooked food, 
cash, sacred thread (worm by upper caste 

Hindus as a mark of initiation). 
2a 836 [teroh raten] If we exclude poison, 
there are only thirteen precious jewels. In fact 

poison is not taken as a precious jewel. “terah 
raten akarthe gur-updes raten dhan paya.”-BG. 
2efe [terahr) See 3a. 

3a [tera] pron yours (singular), thine. 
St [tera] See Faz. 

‘3e Ho [tera jor] your strength, your power. 
This term appears as the heading of many 
verses in Dasam Granth, which means 

“whatever I describe is the outcome of your 

power bestowed on me. On my own I am 
incapable of anything.” 

‘et Se [tera tal] a type of musical notation 
whose rhythm is: 
dhatrrk dhina, kfna tina, dhadha dhina, 
dhadha tina, tina, dhadha dhina. 
Sat wow [terd ratan] See Sau was. 
Sfamr [terza] pron your. “terra sStjana ki 
bachau dhurr.”—basst m 5, 

3a [teri], 3% [tero] pron your (feminine). “jiv 
pfd sabh teri rasz.”-sukhmani. “tero jan 
hartjas sunat umahTo.”—kan m 5. 
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3B [tel] or 3B [telu] Skt Fsn extract of sesame 
oil. Initially this product was extracted from 
trl (sesame), hence the name 33, Now the 
extract of rapeseed etc is also termed as 35 
(tel). “tel jale bati thahrani.”—asa kabir. ‘Breath 

is oil while age is wick.’ “dipaky badhz dhar1o 
brno tel."-ram kabir. sense-light of 

knowledge. 

‘Seat (telak] Sia Sfeern oilman. “bhremat phrret 
telak ke kapz jru."-gujkabir. 

3s wPer [tel carhauna), 3% Fz" (tel conal, 
3a wz" [tel paunal, 35 WEE [tel lava] v 
use oi! during auspicious ceremonies; pour oil 
on both sides of the entrance door to welcome 
a dear one on his arrival home; apply oil on 
the body of the bride prior to her marriage 
ceremony. “sdbatr saha Itkhta mtlz karr 

pavahv telu,”-sohzia. This tradition is not just 

an Indian custom, it finds reference in the Bible 

too, See Samuel a5 10 and 16. 
‘3m [tela] n colour made by mixture of madder 

and oil. 2 an oily/greasy microbic organism, 
which ruins crops. 

at [teli] See Fea. “teli ke gharv telu ache.” 
-todi namdev. 
‘Behr [telia] adj smooth and shining like oil. 
2.n See 332, 3 horse of reddish-black colour, 

4a type of poison, popularly named as mxttha 

telia; aconite root. Ske fiffar. 
‘SMhrghs [teliakumet] shining reddish brown 

in colour; oily reddish brown. See ghz, 
‘Setorg'a [teliabuddh] adj one having subtle 
intellect; one who has grasp over all subjects, 
just like oil that spreads all over water. 

3g [telu] See 3x. 
Ssaftw (telokstghl, 38a [teloka] See fata 
‘fit. 
‘eu [teldg], Tha (tel5ga] See fase and fader. 
‘3e {tev] adv like that, in the same manner, 
likewise. 
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‘3B [tevad], 348 [tevadul adjas much 
that age. “jevadu bhave tevadu ho 
“jevadu apr tevad teri datz.”-sodarv. 
‘39 [tevar), Teg (tevaru) n set of three clothes, 
especially three clothes worn by women viz 

salwar, kameezand dupatta, 2 adjtriple, three 
times, threefold. “dovar kot aru tevar khai.” 
-bher kabir. ditch with three facets. 3 See 
fags 1. 
‘See [tevari] a Brahman subcaste. See fsest. 
38a [teveha}, Itt [tevehi}, 327 [teveho] same 

as, similar to. “phalu teveho paie jevehi kar 
kamaie.”—var asa. 

‘35 [ter] v crack, breach, fissure. 2 part of the 

body above the knees and below the waist. 

fe [terr] on the waist, around the waist. 
“mathe {tka tert dhoti kakhai.”-var asa. 

2 [te] you, thou. “cet cf tamanz, te bhi uterahr 
para.”-sor m 9. “te nar kta puran sunt 
kina?”—sar parmandd. 2 his, her. “harrnamu 
na stmarahz sadhu s8gz, te tanz ude kheh.” 
-var brha m 5.3 to you (singular), to thee. “jo 
te maranz mokia.”-s farid. 4 to him, to her. 

“je bhave te der.”-sri m 3. 5 your. “te sahtb 
ki bat jr akhe, kahu nanak kra dije?”-vad m 

1. 6 from you, “te pasahu oz ladrgee.”-s 
farid. 7 adj three. “thale vic te vastu paio.” 

var sor m 3. “gaj sadhe te te dhotia.”-asa 
kabir, 8n place, site, “jedar sutak mSnie sabh 

te sutak hor.”—var asa. 9 heat, warmth, fire. 
“cale tej teke.”—cdi 2. 18 suf from. “manmukh 

gun te bahre.”-sri m 3. 11 of. “sada rk te r3g 
rahahr.”-var vad m 3. 12 part up to, till. “ip 
Jug te karhe tapsa.”-saveye 33. 13 and, as well 
as, “avaru duja kru sevie jSme te martjar.” 
-var guj] m3. “bhagta te sSsaria joru kadena 
aza.”—var majh m /. 14 See 3a. 

 (t2) pron you (singular), thou. 2 you. 
‘3m [tes] adj similar, alike, like that. 2.4 | 
anger, rage, excitement. 3 Sia 84 month of 

of 

-jepu. 
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Poh; the month having eighth lunar asterism 
on its full moon night, 
BH¢ [tesav], THe [tesra), 377 [tesa], IF [teso), 
BHAA [tesojesa] adj similar, like that, similar 
to that. “jesi me ave khasam ki bani tespa kari 
gtan ve lalo!”~trl5g m J. “tesa Smrrt tesi brkh 

Khati.”-sukhmani, “tesojesa kadhie, jesi kar 
komar.”—suhi m J. 
3g [teku] pron to you (singular), to thee. “thu 

manu teku devsa.”—suhi m 5. 

‘3H [tejas] Skt n shining object. 2 fickle horse. 
3 the Creator as light. 4 ultree arrogance, 

which is responsible for inciting the eleven 

sensory organs and five senses, 5 a person 
feeling haughty in dreams. 6 ghee, clarified 

butter. 7 bravery, strength. 8 adj pertaining to 
glory, glorious. 
3a" [tedal, F3" (teda], Jat [tedil, FH (tedi] 
pron your (singular, masculine), your (singular, 

feminine). “je tudh bhave sahzba, tu me, hav 

teda.”-asa a m J. “tedi badasx me kor na 
dztha.”-var ram 2 m 5. 

3 [ten] pron to those, to them. “tv bal pratap 
barno su ten.” "-gyan. 

SateF [tenirale) quiver. See yetoaa. 
‘Sadia [tetriy), F facta [tattrriy] Ske afta na 
section of Krishan Yajur Ved, written by sage 
Tittiri. 2 Seee. 

‘8m [ten] due to him/her/that, 2 to him. “kaho 

sakal brdhz ten.”—akal. 3 n strength, force. 

“ten kar jorhi”—kalki, ‘They mount the arrow 
on the bowstring with force.’ 4 See Zz. 
Bove [tenat] See sets. 
Sys (temurl 7 , ¢ a ruler of Samarkand, who 
belonged to the Mughal dynasty; also known 

as Timerlang. He was born on April 9, 1336 in 

Kus. Turgai was his father while his mother 

was Takina Begum. When he invaded India, 
young and inexperienced Nasiruddin 

Mehmood was the emperor of Delhi. There 
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was disunity among officials of his empire. This 

led to Taimur’s easy victory over Delhi on 
December 17, 1398. Apart from committing 
plunder and arson in the city to the maximum 

extent, he massacred about one lakh people. 

He took away many boys and girls as slaves 
to his country causing bloodshed in Meerut, 
Haridwar, Jammu etc. He died in Samarkand 

on February 28, 1405. 2 son of Ahmed Shah 
Doorani, who was appointed subedar of 
Lahore by his father after defeating Adina Beg 

in 1755. After a fierce battle with the Sikhs in 
1756, he fled away leaving Lahore in the hands 
of his adversaries. Thus the capital of Punjab 
was captured by the Sikhs for the first time. 

Taimur Shah ascended the throne of Kabul in 

1772. He died on May 17, 1793. 

Syysea [temurl3g] Taimur, who was lame; 
Timarlang, See 349. 
Sore [teyar), Soret [teyari] See surg and sure. 
‘esr [terna) v swim. See 3ez. 
‘Sew [teak] adj swimmer; expert in the art of 
swimming. 

3 [tel] See 3a. 

‘Bsa [telSg), Sar {teldga] See faa and fatsar. 
@ [to] part then. See 3@. 2 P 7 pron your 
(singular), your (plural). “to tan tyagat hi sun 

re jarh!""-saveye 33. “yak araj guphtam pest 
to."=trlsg mI. 

‘3mm [toa] Skt St n water. “pavak toa asadh 
ghord.”-sahas m 5. See wea 3m, 
‘mt [toam] A fa v taste, relish meals. 
‘mrt [toa] water, See 3m, ‘toa akhe hau bahu 

brdhz hacha.”—-var mala m 1. 

Sfe (tor) water. See 3m. “tati tox na palve.” 
-s farid. See UBe. “torahu Snu kamadu 

kapaha, totehu trrbhavenu géna.”—var mala 

im J, ‘Universe is supposed to have evolved 
from water.’ 2 pron to thee, to you (singular), 

to yourself. “so gharu rakhu vadai tox.” 
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-sohtia. 

‘Sfee [tord), Ffefa (tordhz] » that which 
provides water - cloud; that which contains 

water — ocean. 
‘3H [tos] Skt 3H n violence, killing. 2 killer, 
murderer: 3 Skt 34 contentment, satisfaction. 
4 pleasure. See 3A 3. 

‘3H (tosah] See Sr. 
‘BRE [togak) T 67 n carpet, floor. 2 mattress, 
Swe wT [togak xanah] P 4.7 n room, 
where carpets and clothes are stored. 

‘Saat [tosakci] m servant, assigned the care 
of beddings; servant for laying beds; dresser. 

“tosakci tahi same vastra sabe kar Jin.” 
~gurusobha. 
‘SRE [tosan] m pleasing. See JF 3. 
‘SARs [tosdan] P .y1,.+7 1 bag containing food 
material. See FAR. 
3H [tosal] a mighty wrestler of Kans, who 
‘was a companion of Chanur and Mushtik. See 

‘Sys andync. 

‘St [tosa] P +9 travelling expenditure. 2 cash 
and food carried during travelling. “smzmam 
tosa nahi paro."~fodim 5. “hart ka nam uha 
s5gr tosa.”-sukhmani. 
‘Swe [tosekhana] P 1 storehouse for food, 
provisions. 2 See 3H@t Hsu, 3 a storeroom for 
keeping omaments and valuables is also called 

toshekhana. 

‘3F [toso] like you, similar to you (singular). 

“toso na data, na moso bhrkhari,”~BG. 

‘U [toh] pron to you (singular). 2 you, thee. 
“avaru na dise sarab toh."—basst m J. 3 See 
wa. 
ane [tohmat] See FHS. 

Se [tohar], 378 {tohara], 378 (toharo] See 

gus and yoag. 
fa [toh] pron to you (singular). 2 your, yours. 
“tohr caren manu lago.”-gau kabir. 3 you are. 
“tere jia, jia ka tohz.”-sri m 1. 
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FA [tohi] pron to you, to thee. “tujh brnu 
kavanu rijhave tohi.”-gau m 5. 2 between you 
and (me), “tohi mohi Steru kesa.”~sri ravrdas. 

3a [tok] Skt n progeny, offspring. 

Jae [tokak] Skt n a pied cuckoo, rainbird. 
“tokak kekx jt bhek anek.”-NP. 2 blue jay. 

‘aH [tokam] Skt Bax n cloud. 2 green colour. 
3 sprout of barley etc. 4 ear wax. 
3a [tokh] See 37 3-4. 

Bue [tokhan] Skt THE n act of pleasing. 
2 contentment, satisfaction. 
‘Bus [tokhat) Skt Ffks adj pleased. “bhagti 
tokhat dinkrzpala.”-maru solhe m 5. 
ust [tokhta] » happiness, pleasure. 
2. contentment. “bhae prasdn tokhta dharke.” 

-GPS. 

‘Sf4G (tokhzo], 3fmF (tokhra] pleased. “nana 
jhuthz lar man tokhro.”-fodi m 5. 

‘Ses [tokhrt] See us. 
‘Sere [tokhar] Dg n horse. See Fws. 

‘3B [tokhile] was pleased. “salz brsalz anz 
tokhile hari.”-dhana trrlocan. See Afsfunfs. 

Fz [tot] See 3fe. 
‘Fea (totak] Skt adj quarrelsome, 2 a famous 

disciple of Shankaracharya. He wrote a book 
entitled Totak in totak metre. 3 harsh speech, 

harsh wording. 4 a poetic metre also named 

as asta, krlka and tarak, marked by four feet, 

each foot comprising four sagans: IlS, IIS, IIS, IS, 

jzhrag narup narekh rukh5, 
jth tap na sap na sok sukh3, 
jrhrog na sog na bhog bhuy3, 
jh khed na bhed na ched chuys. 

~akal. 

Fer (total, fe [tox] Ske gfe n omission, error. 
2 doubt. 3 loss, deficiency. “jxu laha tota 

trve.”-asa am J. “kathna kathi na ave tofz.” 

—japu. 
‘Fee [todhak] Skt Jean harsh wording. “kar 
kar todhak baral calaya.”-BG. 
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3 [ton], 3f= [tonr] n river, which carries 
water. “sassassrons. tattattons.”—ramav. 
‘There flowed a stream of blood.” 
83 [tot] See 35, “gantka udhri harz kahe tot.” 

—basst am 5. 
33 [totra], 35z [totla] adjlisping, strammering. 
“bolé bacan totre mithe.”-NP. “mridu vacan 

totle mukh kah3t.”-GPS. 2 n ‘goddess Kali, 
who while drunk can’t speak clearly. “totla 

sitla sakrni.”-paras. 
Bat [tota} P (> m parrot, a common green 
coloured Wird having a red beak. Parrots of 
varying sizes and colours are found in various 
countries. “durmatz dekh dzalu hur hatthahu 

vusno drttus tota.”-BG. 2 trigger of a matchlock 
or musket of a gun; foreceps used for putting 

burning wick into the matchlock of a gun. “tora 

ubhar tote jar3t."-GPS. 3 a devotee from 
Mehta subcaste, who was a follower of Guru 

Arjan Dev. The Guru imparted him the teaching 
of Gurbani. He was chief of warriors in Guru 
Hargobind’s army and sacrificed his life fighting 
bravely in the battle of Amritsar. 

FTTH [totacagam| P /*fh n fickle-minded 
person; selfish man. 
Se [toda] P ,,7 1 heap, large accumulated 
mass. 2 raised boundary line between the 

fields. 3 target wall made for archery, in which 

dry and soft soil is filled; soil-bag. 

‘Bu [top] 7 —7 n cannon; artillery weapon in 
which an explosive is used for firing the shell 
at a large distance. 2 army, armed forces. 

Bufa [topaht] pron before you, near you. 
2 advthan you. “topahx dugni majuri dehav.” 
~sor namdev. 

Suait [topki] See Sud. 
shams [topkhana] # store-house for guns. 
2artillery. 
Sunt [topci] n cannoneer, gunner. 
ue [topnal v stitch. 2 mend. “ar nahi jrh 
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topav."-sor revrdas. 3 C see, watch. 
‘3a [topal n stitch. 
‘Set [topha] A 3 » present, gift. 
‘aw [tobra} P ,.7 1 horse’s feedbag. Ski 2us, 
‘Sadt (tébri] x water container made of gourd 
shell. “athsath tirath majon kare tébri.”-BGK. 

2a hollow hor or cone used for sucking 
blood; cupping glass. “jese jok tabri lagaiat rogi 
tan.”-BGK, 

BF [toba] A.J n solemn vow to refrain from 
evil deeds; vow to refrain from misdeeds in 

future by expressing repentance. “toba pukare 
ju pave ajab.”—nasihat. 
24 [tom] 7.) n part, portion. 2 subdivision of 
a district. 3 Skt YH group, community. 
4 fire-ritual. 5 appreciation, admiration. 

6 forehead. 

‘Sug [tomar] Skt n spear, lance. 2 a poetic 
metre. marked by four feet, each foot having 
sagan, jagen, jagan. IS, 15, IS) 

Example: 

aklsk rup apar, 
sabh lok sok udhar, 

kalrkal kerm brhin, 

sabh kerm dharm prabin. 
~akal. 

(b) Some scholars hold tomar as a poetic metre 

based on matras i.e. each foot having twelve 
matras, with guru laghu at the end. 

Example: 
mani pritz darsan pias,’ 

gobfd puran as,... 
prebhu tudh brna nahi? hor, 

mant pritz cdd cakor....—brlaam5, 

(c) There is one more variation of tomar in 
Krishan-avtar. In the first two feet there is a 

variation of mukatamanz metre i.e. first pause 
for the fluency of the-verse we pronounce it as [a7] 

pyas. 
dt (nahi]’s? [i] should be read as f (2). 
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at the twelfth matra, second after next thirteen 

matras ending with gurv laghu and the last 
two feet are of harrgrtrka metre; viz: 
romharakh tuto jaha, sovazo taht dar, 
hali madrra pit tho, kevr syam tahi thor, 

so ay thadh bhayo jaha jarh, tahf srr na 
nrvayke, 
balbhadr kop kaman lekar, marzo tth dhayke. 

3a subcaste of Rajputs, which is mentioned 

in Prithiraj Rayse written by poet Chand. Some 
scholars regard this subcaste as Tuyar. Rulers 

belonging to this subcaste held power in Delhi 
for a long time. 
Sm [toy] Skt n water. “nah chrjstz tardg 
toynah."-sahas m 5. 

‘Sam [toyaj] Skt n lotus grown in water. 2 tree. 
3 grass. 

Sa [toyed] Skt n one that supplies water; 
cloud. 2 fragrant grass used medicinally, 
cyperus juncifolius. 3 ghee, clarified butter. 

4 adjoffering water in the name of ancestors. 
Baus [toydhar), Saft [toyadhx), Fufsfa 
[toynrdhz] Skt n container of water, reservoir 

of water — ocean, 
a [tor] pron your (singular), your (plural). 
“pag lagautor."-basst a m 1.2 See 3am (3am). 
3 n gait, movement. “mr] sadhsdgatz harz 

tor.”-mala m 4 partal. 4 possessiveness. “taj 

mor tor.”-basst m 1. 5 See 39. 
‘Seat (torki] 2 Turkey; Turkish language. “arbi 
torki parsi ho.”—akal. 2 a disease; typhoid 

fever. See 34 (i), 

BE [toran], FH [toran] Ski An Shiv. 2 neck, 
cervix. 3 main entrance of a house or a town, 
4 floral gate made for welcome on auspicious 
occasion. 5 floral garland suspended at doors 

for decoration. “dar par toran sidar badhat.” 

-NP. 

‘ae [torna] v break, pluck, separate. “agrani 
Sdhule bhramz bhremz phul torave.”-malam 
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4.2 make one go; send. 
8 [tora] pron your, thine. “sadhna jan tora.” 
~brla sadhna, 2 control, administration. “apno 
tora karahz brsal.”"~GPS. 3 thick wick used 

to ignite a gun’s matchlock. “taht ko tak jhukayo: 

tora.”-GPS. 4 broke. See 30a". 5 See 3a", 

Seer [toradar] See S4res. 2 adj damaging, 
ruinous. “gurun ke vig cali ai h3sram sada, guni 
se udar, toradar tarvar ko.”-52 Poets, ‘one 

who kills who commits atrocity.’ 

Ba? [torave] gets broken. See Farr. 
‘Bf [torr] by breaking. “bSdhan torr ramizv 
lai.”-sar m 5. “tum sru torr kavan stu 

jorahr?”-sor ravidas. 

Set [tori] pron your (singular-feminine). 
“brnvatr nanek of prabhu tori.”—asa m 5. 

2 See Sav (33%). “tori na tute chori na chute.” 
~brlam5."gurz pure haume bhitz tori.”-mala 
m 4.3 na kind of creeper vegetable; luffa 

acutangule. It is used for making a vegetable 

dish. It is flatulent and causes anorexia (loss 

of apetite)._ 
‘Sdivr (toria] a type of mustard seed and plant, 
which is both a summer and winter crop; 
rape seed, Its leaves are used for preparing 
saag. but its seeds are crushed for extracting 
oil. 

‘3g [toru] See 3a. 2 P 7 n fear. “jam jagatr na 
lage torv.”-ratanmala bono. * 
38 [torol pron your. 2 break (imperative). See 
Baer. “ahd toro mukh joro."-kan m 5. 3 adj 
broken down, forsaken. “let he pecmano ahr 
toro.”-krisan. 

3% [tol] Skt n a weight equal to 96 rattis, one 
tola, 2.Skr3% weighting balance, scale. 3 weight, 
unit of weight. In Sharangdhar the units of 
weight are as follows: 
30 atoms (pramanu) make one trasrenu i.e. 
(visi). 
6 trasrenus make one mricr. 
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6 mricrs are equal to one rai. 

3 sais are equal to one sargap. 
8 sarsaps make one j5 (yav). 
4/j5s make one goja (ratti). 

6 gOjas are equal to one masa 
magas is also named as @ [hem] and 
“dhanyok’. 

Some People h hold these weights as follows: 
8 xagxas Trai. 

4rais = 1 rice grain. 

Brice grains = Trott’ 
8 rattis = T masa 
{1 magas I tola 

2tolas 1 sarsahi 
2 sargahis laddh pa 
2 addh pas lpa 
4 paus l ser 
5S sers 1 pajseri 
2 p3jseris I dhori 
2 dharis 1 dhon (ardhman) 
2 dhons Iman 
S mans 1 bhar 

Bhai Gurdas writes: 

ek mon ath kh3d khd kh3d pac fuk, 
tuk tuk caru pharz phar dor phar he. 

tahu te poise > paisa ek pac tak, 
tak (ak mase car anzk prakar he. 

masa ek ath roti ratti ath caver ki, 
hat hat kanu kanu tol tuladhar he. 

pur pur pur rahe sakal sssar vrkhe, 
vas ave keso jiko eto vrstar he. 

~BGK. 
In this stanza “man” has two meanings- 

mind and one mound (man) i.e. forty seers. 
Eight khids (sections)-eight units of five 

seers each (pajseri), five tuks (parts)-five 

seers, four phars (slices)-four quarter-seers 
(urd [paiya]), likewise are measures of 
addh pa (half quarter), sarsahi, tik, masa, 

Totti, rice etc. 
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Currently, the following units of weight are 
‘inuse: 

Grice grains = I ratti 
Brattis = 1 masa 

12 magas = Itola 
Stolas . I chatak 
4 chataks . 1 pav (urea [paia}) 
l6chataks = 1 ser 
40 sers = Iman 

‘339 [tolak] n weighing man. 2.Skt weight equal 
to one tola. 
‘3st [tolna) v weigh; find weight with a balance. 
33H (tolan] See Faz. 

‘e [tola] n weighing man. 2 Skt 3% and Sua 
weight equal to twelve masas. P 7 “khrnu 
tola khrnv masa.”—basst m J. ‘waxing and 

waning with feeling of joy and sorrow.’ 
Sefer [tolaza] got (something) weighed. 2 7 
weighing man. 

‘erw (tolaha] adj weighing man. 2 by weight. 
“sabhr tirath varot jogr pon toulaha. harr harr 

_ Ram na pujahz pujaha.”-jet m4. 
‘fis [tolz] by weighing. “tolz na tolie."=gov 
kebir. 

‘Bat [toli] adj weighing man. 2 (you) weigh; I 
weigh. “ghat hibhitarz so sahv toli.”-suhim 

J. 3.n cannoneer, who aims at a target by 

adjusting the cannon, 

3g [tolu] See 3s, 2 weight, standard weight. 
“sacu taraji toly.”~sri am J. 
‘3a [tor] 1 needle thrust in yarn’s skein while 
re-rolling it into a bigger honk. 2 S end, limit. 
3 intoxication’s vanishing effect; hangover. 

4 See Sam, 
‘Sav [topna] (Skt FX vr break, torment). v break, 
separate, disuni 

‘3 frye [tor nrbahuna] v stand by. one till 
the last (death). 

3a ures [tor pahucaunal v help one reach 
his destination. 
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3a [tora] m money bag. 2 ornament for 
wearing round the neck. 3 deficiency, scarcity. 

4 wick used to ignite a gun’s matchlock. “kala 
pe jore mor tore dhukh3te.”-GPS. 
ate {torauna] v get broken. See 37@ and 

psi om [tora jharna) v ignite spark on the 
wick of gunpowder put in a matchlock. 

provoke, instigate. “st ghan upar tora jhara.” 

-PPP. 

‘Sarre [toradar] m gun that is fired by igniting 
the wick; musket. See HAZ. 

Sfe (torr) breaking. “torr b3dhan mukat 
kere.”~maru m 4. 2 imperative of torna. 

“nanak kacrra szu torz.”-var maru 2 m5. 
‘Sabor [toria] See Sobor, 
33d [toredar] See Se. 

[to] then, See 38. 

3m [toam] A (13 n twins. 
‘Srfte [tosiph] A 47 n eulogy, appreciation, 
praise. 
ye [tohid] A 47 1 monotheism, faith in one 
God. 2 monism, unitarianism. 

‘ais [tohin] A yx F 1 sense of laziness. 2 insult, 
indignity, disrespect. 

‘Fa [tok] See 3a. 
‘Faz [tokna] sprinkle water. See s@az. 

Sate (tokir] A 37 sense of dignity; regard; 
respect. 
Shar [tokhla] n apprehension, worry, trepidation. 

Ap. 
Be [ton] See 3Ge. 2 his, her, of that, “pathe 
sune man me gune pure kamna ton."-GPS. 

‘Sibiq [tofik] A 7 n sense of being capable; 
capability; competence. 
Fe [tor] A jg m manner, mode. “guru ko tor 
her brdhz or."-GPS, 2 state, condition. 

es [torat], F8 [toret] A 2,7 religious 
scripture of the Jews, as revealed to them by 
Moses; first five books (Pentateuch) of the 
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Old Testament. See yA". 
3B [tol] See ais. 
‘Feat [tolag] See 3Eaar. 
‘a [ola] 7 earthen cooking vessel with a wide 

mouth, pitcher. 2 utensil used for measuring 
the weight of food grains etc. 

‘Sehr (tolia] E towel n wash cloth, handkerchief 

for cleaning the body; large scarf, garment to 
cover body’s lower part. 

= (tora, Fa [tori] See aGar and TGs. 
' [03] pron to him, to her. 

‘3a [tdk] Skt Ty n fear, terror. 2 bereavement; 
grief on separation. 3 stone cutter. 

Fa (tg) Skt 7H vr tremble, stumble down. 2 P 
f n belt for tightening a horse’s saddle. “tag 
éc tab kinas tyari.”-GPS. 3 adj narrow, 
contracted. 4 stretched. 5 distressed, 

shocked. “vrnu nave kurzaru aukha tgie.” 
-m / var mala. 

Sa ane [tg kasnal See Ja Be. 
‘Sar (t3gna] m harassment, trouble. “pac dut 
tajz tSgna.”-maru solhe m 5.2 P 2 € 
difficulty, trouble. 3 impiety, impurity. 
saB]e [tdglena] v further tighten horse's 
saddle-belt. “prabhu kuc kor, le ghoran ke 
t8g."-GV 10. 

Saft (togit PF n sense of being cramped; 
narrowness. 2 poverty, indigency. 3 adversity, 

trouble. ' 
aft (t5giel get harassed, getting in trouble, 
being harassed. See dat 5. 
Faet [tsguli] n ga-fget; a multipronged 
agricultural implement used for lifting thorny 
bushes from the field. It is also used to winnow 
threshed crop on the threshing floor. Initially 
this implement with three prongs was in use, 
but now-a-days multi-pronged implements are 

available. “le krrsan mano t5guli khal danan 
jyé nabh bic udai.”~krrsan. 
‘daz [t3jan) S wrapping. 2 rolling up yam etc. 
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3 See dee. 

He [t3jor] Slr TAR a famous city of Madras 
presidency. It is also named Tanjapur. It is so 

called because it was founded by a demon called 
Tanjan. Tanjor is a station of South Indian 
Railway ata distance of 218 miles from Madras. 
See [span] See FH. 2 a group of girls 
gathered for spinning. See 3@z and fgz. 
ey {t5d] Skt 7S vr beat, wam. 
Few [tsdul] Skt TEA n rice. 
SF [tat] string. See Hg. 2 See Fy. 3 See By. 
“t5t kav paremtstu mrlza.”-prabha m 1. 
sans (tstmst] See $y and Hg. 
Sud [tstri] See Sz. 
‘aer [t5tlal m one who has Veena (a string 
instrument) in her hands — goddess Sarasvati. 

dat (tati] Ske TA n wire, string. “thrrv bhai 
t3ti tutes nahi anhad kfguri baji.”-gav kabir. 
2 cord, rope. 3 Skt $¥ft Indian lute/lyre. “jru 
natua (Stu vajae tsti.”—brla m 4. 4 Sfyq adj 
practitioner of magical incantations. 5 player 
ofa stringed instrument. 

Fz [tStv] Skt TY 7 thread, cord, “chochi nali 
tatu nahi nrkse.”-gau kabir. Here tstu means 

vital air. 2 fish-net. See Hag. 3 string, wire. 
“tuti t5tu rabab ki.”—-odkar. Here rabab means 

body and t8tu means vital air. 4 octopus. 
5 progeny, offspring. 6 nerves. 7 Skt 3] 
element. “t5te kav param tstu mzlara.”-sor 

m 1,8 individual soul. “ape tstv paramtstu 
sabh ape.”-var brha m4. ‘He is the individual 

soul himself as well as the Ultimate One.’ 
9 See Fg. “tstu mStu pakh3du na koi.”-maru 

solhe mJ. “hart hart tStu mdtu gurr dina.” 

~asam 5. 

Sgaite [tStukit] Skt n spider. 2 silkworm, which 
produces silk from its body. 

Santz [tstumstu] See FJ and Hz. “tstu mato 
pakhsd na jana."-suhi chat m J. 
dyeu [tstuvap], $FeT [tstuvay] Skin weaver. 
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2 silkworm and spider etc. 

Fy (t3tr] Skt 7 vr expand, rear a family. 22 
cloth, clothes. 3 rearing family. 4 theory. 
5 medicine. 6 reason, cause. 7 effort, 
endeavour. 8 state. 9 administration. 10 army. 

11 group. 12 bliss. 13 home. 14 wealth. 
15 dynasty, lineage. 16 vow, pledge. 17 magical 

incantation, charm, spell. “j3tr m3tr na t5t jako 
adipurakh apar.”-akal. 18 subjection 
control. “namo ek tStre namo ek tstre.”~akal. 
19 diplomacy. 20 scripture. 
SgAAG [tStrasastra) Ske 1H WEAN a scripture 
which describes the power of magical 
incantations and their texts. The worship of 
the illusionary world is predominant in this 

scripture. This scripture is regarded as the 
creation of Shiv. Many books are available on 

this subject in Sanskrit. 
dy [tatra] See Fe". 
Safea [tStralrka} adj class of magical 
science; system of magical science. “kr 

mitravli he, kz t3tralrka che.”—datt. 

‘Sf [tatrz), Fz [tStri] n practitioner of magical 
science, 2 Skt 7 nerve. 3 string of a musical 
instrument. 4 cord. 5 stringed musical 

instrument e.g. sitar, veenaetc. 6 adjlazy, idle. 
7 subordinate. 

‘Ja (tsth] 2 element, extract, fact. 
fz [tad] Skt 7 vr slacken, get loose. 2. See 
Sg and fs. 3 twisted cord made of the guts 
of a goat, sheep etc. 
Seedbut [t3daial poisonous dark or brown insect 
belonging to the wasp species. Some scholars 
name it as dSteya (a biting insect). “bhzray 
tadaie brtd phrrate.”-GPS. 

Fe ndzor [tid maroma] v tune 2 musical 
instrument by tightening or loosening its string 

with the help of a hook. 2 tie a knot to the 
thread around a tree or human body by reciting 

a specific magical text and for exercising 
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charm through incantation of magical spell. 

“lakh td marori."-BG. 
FEM [t5dul] rice. See FEB. “leke tadul 
cabbron.”-BG. 

‘yr [tSdua] man aquatic animal which entraps 
other creatures with its arms; octopus. Its 
maximum length including the arms is up to 
fourteen feet. See 3g". 2 Some authors 
regard the crocodile also as octopus, which 
is erroneous. 

‘Fe [tSdur] See 3qU. 2 See Fys. “bajje tsdur.” 
-ramav. 3 P jy 4- thunder. 
SE [tSdra] Skt THT n laziness, idleness. 2 state 

of drowsiness; state of numbness; lack of 

sleep. See dz vr. 
et [t5dri] 7 laziness, idleness. See Fg". “cale 
barbari armani chad tadri."—Kelki, 2 dizziness. 
3 adj drowsy, sleepy. 4 lazy, idle. 

¥o [t8n] See 3a. “sei ton phutSnr jrna sai 
visre.”-var gau 2 m 5. 2 pron their. “khaku 
loreda tanrkhe.”-var maru 2 m S. *(I) ask 
for their patronage.’ 3 compound of 3g anda. 
‘TFT not he/she, not that, 
‘fs [ténz] in the body, on the body. “tnz jarai 
apne.”-sava m 5. 2 See 35 2. 

‘$y [t5nu] body, mortal frame. See 39. “manu 
ténu nirmalu dekh darsan.”-suhi chst m 5. 

“ratu brnv ténu na hot.”-var ram J m3. 

hur [tspa) Dg n cow. See Sar 3. 
Far (t3ba] P Ue n pair of trousers, trousers, 
loose salwar. 2 leather-trousers. 3 Skt TIT 

gravid cow. 
garg [t3baku) See sry. 
Weft [t8bi} short trousers. See Sar, 
Sela [tSbih} A _¢ n act of making one aware; 

advice, 2 reprimand, punishment. 
ye [tsbur] See Fga. 
‘Sy [tSbu] 7 tent. “t3bu paldgh nivar.”-var 
majh m1. 

‘fy Wrfou [tsbu sahrb) a gurdwara in Nankiana, 
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where Guru Nanak Dev took rest under a wild 
tree after doing honest business. 2 a place on 
the bank of a pond in Mukatsar, district 
Ferozepur, where the Sikhs camped. They 
spread their clothes on a large number of 
bushes in order to give an impression to the 

enemy that a huge army was camping there. 
See yasns. 3 See Bay. 
Sys [tSbur] P jy and , bn tambourine, small 
drum. ; 
‘Sye [t3bura) Shr Fae 41 n musical instrument, 
with strings; Veena (a string-instrument) 

introduced by a celestial musician Tumburu, 

which has four strings. This instrument is made 
by fixing a stick in a gourd’s shell. Musicians 

sing in harmony with the tune produced by it. 

See WH. 
‘SYS [tsbul] See sas and Sts. 
‘AAT [tbesar] See BNA, “kam krodh aru moh 
trrdokho... sattguru vacan tSbesar puri.” -NP. 
“The Guru’s utterance is like a cure for the 
cerebral disease.’ 
iae (tsberan] Dg n elephant. 
SRT (tSbor], Stes [tsbol], tds [tSbola] See 

‘32 and 3. “mukh kharo tsbor."-gav kebir. 
“rho tSbola khazri.”-asa m 5. 

‘FAH [tSboli] Skt Tae n one who sells betel 
leaves and rolls them into bidis. “kaha su pan 
tsboli harma.”-asa 2m J. “cxtr crtvau jese 
pan taboli.”-brla m 5. 
Bag Ityakt] See amas. 
‘Baw [tyaj) Skt TAS vr give up, renounce. 

‘and [tysjan) See ane". 
‘Barat [tyag] See fomrar. 
saeu_ (tyagpatr] decree or document of 
divorce. 

Baraft (tyagi] See fawraft. 
‘BarHa [tyajy) See fanrfarr. 
‘EH (ty) See fag". 
sie [tyohar] See fague. 
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J [tr) short for 3a; three. 2 when used as suffix 
it carries the meaning of place, situation e.g. 
toby, paratr. 
‘ZGer (troudasi] See qiterf. “traudasi tinr tap 
sSsar.”—gaum 5 thrti. 

‘gfe [trex] Sk qu adj three. 2 third. 
‘get [trai] Skt quit 1 group of three, collection 
of three. “darsan nimakh tap trai mocan.” 

~sar namdeyv, ‘three sufferings: grief, violence, 
disease.’ 2 Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv. 3 three Veds: 

Rig, Yajur, Saam. 4 goddess Durga. 5 a 
woman having husband, son and daughter. 

‘FA [tras] Skt ae vr be afraid, fear, flee, snatch, 

stop, prohibit. 2 forest, wood. 
‘WAS [tresat] Skt ARI adj afraid, frightened. 
“na tras{3 na grasts.”—akal. 

‘JA [trasan] v be afraid. “prkh3tzh kalmal 
trasan.”-saveye m 2 ke. See JAG. 2 n fear, 

terror. 

‘AG [trasnu] Skt FAY adj cowardly, timid. 

yrez [trasrenu] Skt n moving particle; 
infinitesimal particle, which, froma wind’s eye 
(aperture) in a house etc, appears wandering 

in the sunrays; six atoms i.e. a trasrenu is a 

combination of three dvyanuks. (A dvyanuk 
has two atoms). 

‘fre [traszt] See FAs. 
‘Fue (trahok] Dg n beat of a drum. 

‘THe [trakula] See sar. 
az" (trokkna] rot, go stale, decay. 
afr [trakhz] Ske aft adj thirsty. “ham kev 
drrsatz pare trakh1 datnz."—g5d kabir. ‘We 

see a blood-thirsty witch.’ 

‘Fe [trat] Dg n thirst. See fyfe. 
‘Yoe" (trathna] v run fast, go hastily, go at a 

quick pace. “ghar ghar ni trathe.”-BG. 

‘Jue [trepan] Po jump, leap. 

yy [trapa] Skt 34 vr feel ashamed, frighten. 
2nmodesty, shyness. 3 fame, glory. 4 prostitute, 
dancing girl. 
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gra" (trepauna] v frighten; alert and make 
ahorse jump by striking him with a whip. See 
que and qu, “taji trapays.”-VN. See fyurge. 
‘|e [tremat] Dg n large kettledrum. 
‘splat [tromak] See SHe, “teg tramakays.”—cidi 2, 

‘Fa [tray] See afe. 
‘wet [treyi] See Fe. 
‘a [treyo} third. 2 three. “trayo ban le bam 

pans calae.”-VN. 
ite [trayodas] three more than ten; three 
plus ten; thirteen; 13. 

‘qateft [trayodsi] Skt n thirteenth day of the 
lunar phase. ; 
quam (traySbak] Skt 271 n one who has 
three eyes, three-eyed Shiv. 2 a Shiv temple 
and a town of the same name on the bank of 

river Godawari in district Nasik of Bombay, 
situated at a distance of twenty miles in the 
south-west direction. A huge Kumbh fair is 

held here after every twelve years. See oF 
10. 

‘ear [traySbka] Skt Fafa n (female) having 
three eyes - goddess Durga; moon, sun ‘and 

fire are thought to be the three eyes of goddess 
Durga. 

‘J [tra] Skt vr protect, bring up. 2 adjprotecting, 

guarding. 
‘FA [tras] Skt n fear, terror. See FA. “tras mrte 

jempsth ki.”-bavan. 2 agony, distress, 
suffering. 

‘AVIS [tras-harta], FHI [tras-hara] adj who 
relieves fear; who destroys one’s fear. “nam 

jen ki tras-hara.”- ram chat m 5. 

‘We [trasak], FHA [traskar] adj frightening, 
intimidating. 

‘FAG [trasat] See FAs. 2 causing fear, frightening. 
“jy taskar ko trasat beri.”-P. 

‘TAG [trasan] Sk n frightening, terrorising. 
‘TF Itrasu] See FH. 
fe [trahz] Sk part save, protect, give shelter. 
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“traht traht kerI sarni ae.”-mala m 5. 2 in 

Punjabi the word trahz also means to 
reprimand or rebuke, “us nii trahr ke pare 
kita”. See saa", 

“gly (tragh}, qf (traght] See st, “agaha ki 
traght.”-var maru 2 m 5. ‘tried hard to go 
ahead, i.e. exert more for progressing further.’ 
“sur kanhar ki sunbe kahu traghi.”-krzsan, 
“There was intense desire to listen to Krishan’s 
flute playing.’ , 
Tee [trachan] Dg n hewing/shaping, 
smoothening. 

Wea [tratek] See wasn. 
TE [tran] Skt n defence, protection, safety. 

“tran karé nj dasan ki.”—GPS. 2 armour, coat 
of mail. 

‘TS [trat] adj which has been protected; safe. 
‘Fs [trata} Ske AM] n protector, saviour. “so 
kino surbhi ko trata."-NP. ‘herdsman of 

cows.” 

Fwes [tramal] Dg large kettledrum. 
red [travyi] See srGat and aayets. 
fy [trr] Skt adj three. 2 v 7 swim, float. 
fam [terra] Skt ya three, “trra asthan tin tera 
Khada.”-bher a kabir. ‘three spheres of the 
universe, three characteristics of the mind, 

three categories of human beings: high, 
medium and low.’ 2 woman, lady. “partria rup 
na pekhe netr.”-sukhmani. 

fepafita (trrajrt] adj subjugated by a woman. 
“jagu trzajrt kamanz hrtkari.”—asa am J. 
fap [trra] woman, lady. 
fignterer [trz3bak] Shiv, See yutee,, “tuhi trrdbak 

kasipur mahr.”-GPS. 
fqn [trrs] See fgu, * 
fgrere [tr1skar] See fsanerg. “hve tako triskar 
visala.”-NP. 

fgnfgs (triskrit] See fsentgs. 
fare [trrsat) See fare. “s5t ke dokhz na triste 
kor.”-sukhmani. “tav nanak trrstast 
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deha.”-maru m 1.2 Skt YE adj thirsty. 
{HS [trtgat] Skt SA, thirty; 30. 
fafa [trtgatr] Skt count of thirty, 
fgne [tr1san] See fyAa. “hav hau karat na 
trrson bujhe.”-brha chét m 5. 

fig [trrsnak) adjthirsty. P fanav. 2 desirous, 
greedy. “trrsnak jrmz thu kese dhave.” 

-GPS. . 

‘figrer {trrsna] Skt FN n thirst. “trrsna bhukh 
sabh nasi.”-ram m 5. 2 intense desire to 

achieve. “trzsna brrle hi ki bujhi he.”-gavm 
5. 3 adj ambitious, greedy. “trrsna pSkhi 
phasra.”-sri m 5. 
far [trrsa] See fy, 
farfins [trrgrkh), fyfher [trrszra) Ske PARRY 
adj three-headed, triple-headed. 2 n per 
Ramavtar, son of Ravan, who was killed by 

Hanuman in the battle of Lanka. He is also 

named as Trimund by some historians. 3 a 
demon, who is mentioned in Mahabharat. He 

‘was commander-in-chief of Khar. He lived in 
Dandak (forest). 4 god of riches, Kuber. 
fart [trzsis] See fafirer. 2, Dg trident. 
‘fags [trrsul] a trident (prongs). It is a favourite 
weapon of Lord Shiv. 

figget [trzguli] Shiv, the holder of the trident; 
Mahadev. 
fatty [trrgako), farig (trrsdku] Ska rere In 
Ramayan, a ruler of the solar dynasty, who 
wished to perform a fire-ritual through sage 

Vashishat with the motive of going to heaven 

alongwith his mortal frame but Vashishat did 
not agree with him. Sage Vishvamittar 
performed the fire-ritual with this motive and 
sent Trishanku alive to heaven. When the later 

reached close to paradise, he was sent back 

towards the mortal world. Trishanku cried in 
distress. Vishvamittar made him stay there 
with the power of his meditation, Trishanku is 

still hanging in space with face downward. 
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2 According to Harivansh, Satyavrat, son 

of Trayarun, abducted a married woman and 
kept her as his wife. His father cursed him to 

become a c3dal. Thus Satyavrat began to live 

in the company of cddals. At one time, 
Satyavrat slaughtered the cow of Vashisht and 
served its meat to his sons and also ate it 

himself, Vashisht cursed him, “First you annoyed 
your father, second you killed my cow and third 

you served its meat to my sons and ate it 
yourself too; thus because of these three 

unpardonable misdeeds, you will be called a 
Trishanku”. Once Satyavrat rescued 

Vishvamittar and his wife from a serious crisis, 

who, in turn, was very pleased. He reformed 

him and put him on his father’s royal seat. This 
Trishanku (Satyavrat) married Sapatraratha, 

daughter of the king of Kakkya dynasty who 
gave birth to anoble and charitable child Harish 

Chandar. 3 wild cat, male cat. 4 moth, winged- 
insect. 5 pied cuckoo, rain bird. 6 glow worm. 

fariaat [trissdhya] See fyars Hoar, 
fga [trrh] adj three. “trtha guna te rahe 
ntrara.”-maru solhe m 5. 2 n longing, thirst. 

fqoen [trrhdas) See fygen. 
gues [trthaval] See fares. 
fgg [trthu] adj three. “trrhu gun te prabhu 
bhin.”-sukhmoni. “trthu guna vicr sahrju 
na paie.”—sri am 3. 2 longing, thirst. 

fazer [trrhudes] Ske yen thirteen; 13. 
“trthodas mal rakhe jo nanak mokh mukatt 
80 pave."=guj a m J, ‘one who guards his 
innerself from three thieving inclinations and 

ten sensualities.’ 2 Ske Frew n a god, who 
relieves us from three types of sufferings; god; 
deity; spiritual wealth, 
fggen HR [trrhudas mal] See fgaen 2. 
fat [trrk] Skt n group of three, 2 waist, loins, 
lumber region, back. 3 mixture of three 
medicinal fruits viz harar, bahera, aula. 
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faag [trrkatu] Skt na mixture of three acrid 
materials, viz dry ginger, black pepper and 

maghpppli-piperaceous plant. See fgge". 
figers {trrkall Skt n a word of three matras. 
2 dhagey, combination of three matras. See 

we 8.3 See fa. 
fate [trxkt2) Skt Prevs n three contexts. 
“vedan kaha trrkAd vrdhan. karam upasan 
alamgyan.”-Gr'. 2 a glossary of scripture 
having three sections; dictionary of the Veds. 

3 Amarkosh is also named as trrkad as it has 
three sections. 

figemt (trrkam] adjpopular in three spheres of 
the universe; favourite of world’s three 

spheres. “trrbhégi trrkame.”—japu. 
fgares [trrkal] past, present and future. 2 moming, 
noon and evening; dawn, noon, dusk. 

fyare Hfamr [trrkal ssdhzal, fgars Hoa 
[trrkal sSdhya] » traditional way of worship 
performed three times a day; any ritual 
performed according to religious tradition at 

the juncture of two periods of time. In Hindu 

mythology, these three worships are performed 
in the moming, at noon and in the evening. 

“s3dhra karam trikal kare.”—bher m J. 

fgarsa (trrkalag], fgarsara (trrkalagyl, 
fyarseamt (trrkaldarsi] Ske frprest and 
frrereraF{ n one having knowledge of past, 
present and future. 

fger [trxkuja) Skt fgaz n mixture of three 
acrid things, i.e. dry ginger, black pepper and 

maghpxppali (piperaceous plant), Per 
Ayurved its use is beneficial for digestive 

system. 
fget (trrkuti) frown; scowl; three frowns 
on the forehead. “mathe trrkuti drtsatz 

koarur.” m 5.2 entangled knot (bondage) 

of three states of mind. “gur mrlz chutki 

trrkuti re.”-dev m 5. 3 worshipping of three 

gods. “brahma brsanu mahes tre muretr.. 
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guruparsadi trrkuti chute.”-ram a m 3. 
4 Trinity, triad~God, the holy spirit! and Jesus 
— the son of God, 5 Skt fggzeq middle of the 
two eyebrows. 

fage (trrkut] Skt n mountain having three 
peaks, on which Lanka city is poised. 2 hill, 
on which Jaisalmer is situated, 3 according to 

Vaman Puran, mountain-son-of Sumer. 
4 in Yog, one of the six nerve-centres in the 

middle of eye-brows. 5 samosa. 
fy@z [trrkon] Skt adj having three corners; 
three cornered; triangular (with three vertices); 

triangle. 2 vagina; genital organ of the female. 

fas [trrkkal] adjtriple, three times. “trrkkal 
sdgal sara da.”—mago. 2n matrzk combination 
dhagan, comprising three matras. See fyamr 

2. 3 See dud = gu'6. 
fips [trtkh] Sit n cucumber; oblong fruit of a 
creeper-a kind of cucumber. 2 Skt vr feel 
thirsty, long for. 3» thirst. 
fpr [trrkha) adj piercing, sharp. 2 Skt Tn 
thirst. See fyu 2. “trrkha na utre satz na 
ave.”-majh m 5. 3 burning desire, intense 
desire. 
fpf [trrkhail adj thirsty, desirous. “te nar 
trrsan trrkhai.”~sorm 5. 

fperas [trrkharat] Skt gant adj suffering due 
to thirst; uneasy due to thirst. 

feprefa (trrkhavst] adj thirsty; this word is 
plural of fgrre7, “trrkhavat jal pivat thédha.” 
-majh m5, 

figar (trrg) Skt Rrafe and Re adj moving 
obliquely; unable to walk straight. 2 who walks 

asiant. “narpal nrrpal karal trrg3."—akal. 

fgars (trrgat) Skr frref n earlier name of 
Jalandhar and Kangra region. “trrget des esvar 

‘TIvmeans the holy Ghost. In the sacred scriptures of 
Islam and Christianity, itis the name of the angel, who 
conveyed the message of God to Miriam that she would 
become pregnant. 
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hd ayo.”-carrtr 52. 2 resident of Trigat Vibhishan, who had three strands of matted 

region. 3 See fyare. hair on her head. She stayed with Sita in Ashok 

fryers" [trrgta] a poetic metre. It is a form of 
Akva and Ajba i.e. each foot is SSS, S. (magan 

followed by a guru) The only difference is that 
one character is repeated three times in a line, 
This metre is used to disseminate martial spirit 

during war. 
Example: 

tatta tir. babba bits. 
dhaddha dhals, jajja jvals... 

-ramav. 
2 This verse is also read as “tat tir3 - bab 

birs”. In such a situation, characteristics of 

each foot are sagan (IIS) and guru (8). In the 
books of prosody, it is also named as Devi and 
Ramaa. 

‘gare [trrgad] Sic ferirrat adjmoving obliquely, 
having non-linear motion; creeping and 
crawling; snake, frog etc, who cannot stand 
erect. “pasu pakhi trrgad jonz te m3da.”-gau 

m 5. 2 three types of sufferings-(adhz, 
vradhz and upadhz). 
fgare ffs [trrgad jonz) See fyae. 
fyares [trrgarat) See fyas. 

fae [trtgun) adj three-fold. 2 having three 
qualities, 3m Sankhya Shastar which explains 

three qualities of nature. 4 See 3g. 
fgqzane (trrgunatmak] adj having three 
qualities; marked by three states of mind such 

as piety passion and cvil. 

fggests (trrgunatit], frome (trrgun-atit] 
adj beyond the three states of mind. “kaha 

trrgun-atit ho.”-akal. 

figrrer (trxjak], fgrir [texjag) Ska fork adjoblique, 
slanted, unable to move straight while in 

standing position. See fgare. 
figrz [trzjat] having three strands of matted 
hair; Shiv. 

figrer [trrjatal, fgret [trxjati) rarer sister of 
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Vatika and provided her help of all kinds.' “tab 
kahe ben trijati bulaz.”-ramav. In many 

scriptures, Trijata is referred to as a maid in 
Ravan’s palace. 2 br] tree (aegle marmelos) 

is also called Trijata as it has a set of three 
leaves, symbolising the trinity or triad of 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv?. 3 In Sanskrit 

scriptures, Shiv is also named as Trijati 
fig [trzjar] Dg n sword. 2 dagger. 
fag [trxjama] night. See fyamr. “ghati ek 
do jam trrjama brti huti.”-NP. 

figee [trrpan] n group of women gathered for 
spinning. See 3@z, 37 and Fxz. 
fafe (textr) Skt TE n thirst. 2 intense desire. 
“trrtr kam ghaneri.”"-NP. “jar ride trt}z hve 

jaha.”-NP. 
fqeis [trrdith] See frets. 
fx [tern] Skt TP vr eat grass, graze. 2 n 
grass, straw. “trrn samanz kachu sagt na 
jave.”-sukhmani., 3 adj small, little, meagre, 
slight. “tudhu lep na lage tr1n.”—var maru2 m 
5.4 insignificant, low. “trrns ta mer3.”-sahas 

m5. ‘Sumer (mountain) to the insignificant.” 
fener [trrn arr) n enemy of grass - deer. 
-sanama. 
fyenifs wife (trinarr arr) n enemy of grass - 
deer; its enemy — lion.-sanama. 

frente wife wife (trrn-art arz arr) n enemy 
of grass — deer; its enemy — lion; enemy of 

lion — gun.-sanama. 

fixe [trrnha] n destroyer of grass - deer. 
~sanama. 
fgewfey [trrnharrpu] See fyenfs wife. 
fgzar (trznka] See fear. 2 a poetic metre 
having onomatopocic sound of trin nin ete. 

See fz fez. 
‘See neue, Hea ate. 927-30. 
See waabedl Fy, 
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fg aft nafs (trrn ki aganz] fire of straw, 
meaning - a short-lived thing. “trin ki agant 

" megh ki chara gobfd bhajan brnu hor ka 
jlv,”-fodi m5. 2 See Turse. 

fede (trrncer] m animal, grass-eater—sanama. 
fgawe ufs {trxcar patt] lord of animals — lion. 
-sanama. 

fgaua ufs wife (trrcar patz art) gun, the killer 
of lion.-sanama. . 

fgendar aaa (trrnjalska nyay] leech just 
holding a straw is an illustration generally found 
in many’books. It means that the leech after 
taking hold of the next straw leaves the 

previous one, similarly the individual soul after 
entering the next body leaves the previous one. 

fye fee [trrn nin] It is a variation of poetic 
Akra, Anka, Shashivadna metres i.e. four feet 

with each foot comprising one nagan ie. ll and 
* one yagan i.e. ISS. The name is derived from 

" sounds produced during the war as well as 
from the text beginning with trrn nn. 

” Example: 
trin arn tird. brrn nin birs. 

dhran nan dhals. jran nan jvals.. 
~ramav. 

fye 3am [trrn toma] See fasar Set, 
fear [trrnraj] Skt TRI n date. 2 coconut 
tree. 3 toddy palm tree. 

fyafoy fea fey (trrnrrpu-nark rrpu] n 
enemy of grass —-deer; its lord — lion; its enemy 
= gun.-sanama. te 

fgztent [trrnalay), fye® [trinale] n strawhouse, 
cottage, thatched hut.” 
fgewas [trrnaverat], fyees (trrnavrat) Sk 
‘rat n whirlwind, cyclone, rotating wind 
produced by a columi of air in which the dry 
stalks of grass move rapidly in an upward spiral 

course. 2 according to Bhagwat, a demon, 

who was a servant of Kans. He wanted to 

kidnap Krishan in the guise of a whirlwind, 
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but was killed by Krishan. “trrnavaret so kahyo 
jahu tako trkhe.”-krrsan. 
fgsu [trrtap] See 3u ga. 
gare {trrtali] forty-three, 43. 
fagfsa [trrery) Ske ara adj third. 2 n second 
era of Hindu mythology. “‘sat duapur trztry 
kalryug.”—akal. 

fasion (trrtie] Ske yea adj third. “trrtia 
brvastha sfce maz.”~ram m J. ‘accumulates 
wealth in the third stage of life.’ 

‘figdbor [trrtia) n second era of Hindu mythology. 
“trrtie mahz krchu bhara dutera.”-ram m5. 

2 adv thrice. “trrtia ae sursari.”-tukha ch3tm 
4.3 Skt Gra n third day of the lunar phase. 
“trrtia tregun brkhephal.”-goum 5 thrti. 
faster [trrtiya] See fgstur 3. 
FyeR [trrdas] Ske Prez n god curing three types 
of ailments; deity. 2 individual soul. 

3 paradise, heaven. 4 adj thirty, 30. 

fyenufs [trrdaspatr] 1 Indar — lord of gods. 
fgenrea [trrdasalay) n abode of gods - 
heaven, “trrdasalay kijonu kedtz hari.”—datt. 
‘as if the glamour of paradise has been stolen.’ 
figer [trrdases), fyerys [trrdasesvar] n lord 
of gods, chief of gods — Indar. “trrdases lin 

bulaz.”-gajraj, “bal gun biraj me jenuk, 
tridasesvar ke bhar”-carrtr 77. 

fafew (trzdrv] Sk n paradise, heaven. 2 sky. 
3comfort, bliss. 

fyfe@a [trxdrves] 1 lord of paradise, lord of 
heaven — Indar. 
feis [trrdith] n three-eyed; far-sighted; Shiv. 
2 scholar. See fyaum. 
fg@u [trrdokh) fiet9 n disorder of three 
elements, viz psora, syphlisis and sycosis; 
variation of these elements from the original 

state. 2 cerebritis. 

fee (trrd3q} Skt Fras n ascetic’s stick. This 
is so named as it is made of three things — 

stick, four fingers wide piece of cloth and rope 
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made of a black cow’s hair. The piece of cloth 
is tied to the end of the stick with this rope. 

2 See fyest. 
fetal (trxd3di] Ske fremfsq n ascetic, monk 

keeping a stick with him. See fyea. 2 a saint 
having control over mind, speech and deed. 

Mannu writes: 
AMY Sesser Hh ave: Bra Tosa | 
met Pree get Prempsifer a Tart 11 

fur (trrdha) Skt adv in three different ways, 
2 adj of three types. 
fia [trrn] See fyz. 
fgeors (trrnyan] Skt n Shiv, having three eyes 

— moon, sun and fire are his three eyes. 
2 scholar, whose third eye is knowledge. 

fyefs [trinarz] n fge-mfs enemy of grass — 
deer.-sanama. 2 enemy of grass — fire. “uthé 
kbar trrnarr bhabhuke.”-carztr 96. 

farsa [trrnalay], fg [trrnale] n thatched 
hut, house of straw, hut, hermit’s cottage. “nadi 
tir rk racyo trinale.”—carrtr 240. 
faq [trrnetr], f¥8% [trrnen] See fyaas. 
fu [trzp] n drop, droplet. 2 Skt J vr satiate, 
satisfy, please. 
fyus [trxpat] Skt T= adj satisfied, content. 
See fqu 2. 2 happy, pleased. 
fqusz (trzptat] get satisfied, be content. 
fqust (trrpta] See fyus 13. 
fqusrfeg [trxptarnu] n sense of being satiated; 
satisfaction. “nam rasarnu manu trrptarnu.” 

-majh m 5. 2 adj providing satisfaction, 
satiating, 

fgqusH (trrptas) 7 satisfaction, satiety. “jo pive 
trs hi trrptas."-sar m 5. 2 adj fyufs-nmy 
immediate gratification. 

fyusrfior [trrptasra] satisfied, satiated. “pi 
Smrztu trrptasza.”—-bria m5. 
fuer [trrptasi] will be satisfied, will be 

satiated, “catrrk jal pic trrptasi.”-sar m4 
portal. 
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fgusqs [trrptasvt] son of Mata Tripta- Guru 
Nanak Dev. 
fxyusar [trrptaga] got satisfied, got satiated. 
“jrn pia so trrptaga.” -sor m J. 
fuss [trzptat] achieved satisfaction. “bhae 
sur trrptat.”-saloh. 2 fyus-mfy, fully content. 
fyus gaa [trzpta taney) See frusys. 
fgus [triptana], fgustt [trrptani) got 
satisfied, got satiated. “rasna harr hart bhojan 
trrptani.”-kan m 5. 

‘fquer ufs [trrpta patr) Baba Kalu ji. 
fquat 13 [trrpta mata] wife of Baba Kalu ji 
and mother of Guru Nanak Dev. She breathed 
her last in Kartarpur in 1579, Bhai Santokh 
Singh writes that she expired in Talwandi, See 
woe yor Sse a 6, See wae 2. 
fuer? [trtptare] gets satisfied, gets satiated. 
“jrh bhojanu kino te trzptare.”—kan m5. 
fqufs [trxpatr] Skt aft n sense of satiety. 
“tripatz bhai sacu bhojan khaza.”-dhana m 
5.2 contentment. 3 pleasure, happiness. See 
fry 2. 
fgufs »uret [trrpatr aghai] Ske sme afte n 
sense of satiety, sense of satisfaction to the 
fullest extent; full satisfaction. “se jan trrpatr 

aghai.”-sor m 5. 
fqudteer (trxptivna] get satiated, be satisfied. 
“sStokh sada triptivna.”—maruam 5. 

fiyum [trxpath] 1 three paths— deed, meditation, 
knowledge. 2 See fyruear. 

fguerer [trrpathga], frvearfiiet (trrpathgamzni] 
Skt n Ganges flowing through three courses. 
There is a legend that rising from the matted 

hair of Shiv, Ganga flowed in three different 

currents (courses) viz Bhagirathi on the earth, 

Mandakini in the sky, Bhogwati under the earth 
(underworld). 

fque {trrpad] Skt na three-legged small table. 
E tripod. 2 See fauer. 3 Vishnu, who scaled 

the whole universe in just three steps in the 
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guise of a dwarf. See Ha. 
fguet [trrpda], fguet [trzpdi] n Gayatri who 
has three feet. The poetic metre anushtubh 

having three feet with each foot comprising 

eight characters. 

fuss [trzpal] Skt Yet adjrestless. 2 desirous. 
fgug [trrpalu] » restlessness. 2 desire, lust. 
See fgum. “tari lagi trrpalu paltie.”-gav kabir. 
3 See fgydt. 

fyurGz" [trrpauna] v cause one to walk on 
three feet (legs). In the olden days horse riders 

used to make their horses dance on three legs. 

This practice is still in vogue in Rajasthan. “baji 
ko trxpar bhayo age.”-GPS. 2 make it hop, 
cause it jump. See gurgar. 
fquret [trrpathi] Ske frafe4 n one having 
knowledge of three Veds, Trivedi. 2 a 
particular subcaste of Brahmins, who have 

knowledge of the three Veds. 
fxs [trrpal] n tent of three sheets. 2 E 
tarpaulin, mat made waterproof with tar or 
otherwise. 3 See furs. 
faflogu [trrprstap] Skt n paradise, abode of 

gods. 

fgfuem [trzprtak] » supreme holy scripture 
of Buddhism, which has three chapters, These 
three chapters are Sutar Pitak, Vinay Pitak 

and Abidharam Pitak. The holy scriptures of 
Buddhism are kept in the form of loose sheets 
in small boxes. Three chapters are kept in 

three different boxes, hence the name 
triptfek. 

faque [trrpot] » three covers, three curtains, 
2 secret of mind’s three faculties. 3 arrow. 
4 lock, padlock. 

fgyai {trxputi] set of three objects e.g. knower, 
knowledge, knowledgeable; meditator, 
meditation, worth-mediating on visionary, 
visual, vision etc. “tri puti banirahzt he tade.” 

-GPS. 
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fints (trrpodl, fas (trxpodr] Ske PTE n 
equal to the size of three segments of 
Sugarcane; transverse mark applied by the 

Shaivites on their foreheads. See Faayig and 
vorat dar, 
faye [trxpur] Skt n three towns, three cities. 
2 according to Mahabharat, three dwelling 

places built by demon May for three sons 

(Tarkaksh, Kamalaksh, Vidyunamali) of demon 

Taark, One of these places was made of gold 
and located in the heaven, second of silver set 

in the space while the third one was made of 

iron built on the earth. Their territory spread to 
about 100 yojans each. When the demons of 
these three cities became troublesome to the 

deities, Shiv destroyed all the three cities 
alongwith the three demon-brothers with a single 
shot of an arrow. “trrpuré rk det badhyo 
trrpurd.”-rudr. 3 a name of Vanasur. 
fgysy (trzpurghna), fyyseds [trzpurdahan], 
fyye'zar [trrpuratak] 2 Shiv - the destroyer 
of three cities (dwelling places of three demon- 
brothers). See fgys. 

fyysiza nfs (trxpurdtak arr] m the destroyer 
of three cities — Shiv; his enemy - Kam. 

-sanama. 
fgyefe (trzpurarr] 1 enemy of three-cities — 
Shiv. See fyya. 

fayerfa mfe [trrpurarr arr] See fyyetaa mits. 
~sanama. 
fyuad [trzpyate] get satiated, get satisfied. 
“pivat s3t na trrpyate.”—sahas m 5. 

figaes [trrphall, fee [trrphala] n three fruits, 
combination of three medicated fruits. viz 
chebulic myrobalan, belleric myrobalan and 

emblica offincials — Indian gooseberry. 
According to Ayurved, it is an appetizer, as 

also a blood-purifier and improves eye-sight 
as well as is antipyric. 

fifuer [trtbak) See quia. 
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fyaea [trrbarag] See fgeoa. “namsts  fafaftetar (trrbrdhrlog) See fyfacta. 
tribarge.”-japu. faa [wrbeni), Fae (trxbenil, FyBA [trxbeni) 
fyafe (trrbalz), fyust [trrbali} 1 three 
wrinkles, three furrows on the abdomen, 

regarded as mark of beauty on the body 

because neither fat nor slim persons have it. 

2 according to the science of music a two- 

sided drum which is long and has its sides 
covered with a stretched sheet of leather. 

3 adjhaving three-times more power; three- 
fold power. 

“ek bali ke jor té jag me bace na kor, 

tuv trrbali ke jor t€ kese bacbo hor?” 
Here trzbali is an equivocation. 

figwa [trrbadh] adj destroyer of three types 
of sufferings; eradicator of three types of 
sufferings. 

fafaa [trrbrdh] adj of three types, of three 
kinds. 

fafafr (trtbrdhr] See fyfea. 
fagfafteret (trtbrdhtkeram] physical, vocal, 
mental actions. 2 pious, medium, sinful deeds. 

“trrbrdht keram kamaie.”-sri m J. 

‘fgfaftiter [trxbrdhzjog] pious, normal, mean. 
2 religious, emotional, evil characteristics. 

3 hathyog —a type of yoga involving austerities, 

karemyog - a type of yoga that lays stress on 
honesty, and sahajyog — sincere performance 
of one’s duties, a kind of yoga involving 
concentration and meditation. “trrbrdhr loga 
trrbrdhr joga.”-ram am J. 

fagfaftrtas (trrbrdhrbsdhan} bondage of three 
characteristics. 2 bondage of accumulated, 

destined, self-practised actions. “trrbrdhz 

bdhan tutahz gursabdi.”~majh am 3. 
fgfaftormm (trrbrdhimansal, fafafinrfenr 
{trrbrdhzmaza] three states of mind viz pious, 
emotional, evil, and transcendental world of 

illusion, “trrtbrdhx mansa trrbrdhz maza.” 
—majh a m 3. 2 See »rsur fgfefa. 
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Skt fZ22t n concourse of three streams; 
confluence of three rivers; juncture of three 
rivers — Ganga, Yamuna and Sarasvati at 
Parayag is specifically named as Sangam. “tab 
hu jat trbeni bhae. pOndan dn karat brtee.” 
-VN. 2a village in district Hoogli of Bengal, 

which is regarded a holy place by the Hindus. 

Itis the meeting place of three rivers (Ganga, 
Yamuna and Sarasvati). 3 third stream i.e. 

Sarasvati river, “dat g5ga, jamona tan syam, 
su lohu bahyo tzh mahr tribeni.”-cSdi /. 

4 In yog, the juncture of three breathing 
passages viz left nostril rra, right nostril pfgla 

and cerebrospinal susmana nerve. “scx 

pazalz gagansar bhare. jax trrbeni majjon 
kere.”~retanmala, 
fgsez [trrbhavan) Sk fygen 7 three spheres 
— heaven, earth and underworld. “trrbhavan 
taranhar suami.”-gau m /. “trrbhavan 
mahip.”-japu. 2 the Creator incarnate in 

universe. “ou trrbhavan tan mahz samava.” 
~gau bavan kabir. 
fseeea [trrbhavannath] n the Creator, the 
ultimate One. 2 Shiv, Mahadev. “anrk patak 

harta trrbhavannath ri."—dhana trrlocan. 
fysen [trrbhavan] See fysez. 
figredt (trrbhavli] n equality/equivalence of 
three parts; three identical parts; equal amount 
of ghee, wheat flour and sugar for preparing 

sacred consecrated pudding (karah prasad). 

See fares. 
fiygars [trxbhugat] adj sufferer and enjoyer 
of the three spheres. 2 delightful or painful in 
three spheres. See yas. 
fgges [trrbhuvan] See fyzez. 

fa¥att (trrbhSgi} having three twists, curved 
at three places. This is a specific quality of 

Krishan, because he used to stand gracefully 
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with twisted abdomen, waist and neck while 
playing the flute. 2 having three-fold qualities 
of nature, pious, passionate and evil in 

essence. “trrbhdgi anSge.”-japu. 3 a 
particular idol of trinity. See 3¥aft. 4 a poetic 
metre, having four feet, each foot with thirty- 
two matras, first pause on the tenth, second 
and third each on the next eighth the fourth 

pause on the last sixth. Each foot must have 
three alliterations. If the fourth alliteration also 

occurs at the end of the line, the metre 

becomes all the more elegant. 
Example: 

kkhagkh3d brads, khaldal kh3d3, 
atrran m3d3, barb3ds, 

bhujdid akhads, tej praceds, 
jotr amad3, bhanuprabh®, 

sukh s5t4 karn3, durmatz darn3, 

krlvrkh harns, asz sarn3, 

jeje jogkaron, sristi ubaren, 
mam pratrparan, je tegs.-VN. 

Poets have found the use of sagan (IIs) and 
yagan (|S$) at the end in Tribhangi as very 
charming. See both these illustrations: 

(b)trzbhagi ending with sagan (1iS) 
atz moudzt kapali, kxIkat kali, 

‘art drs hali, camak cali, 
bahu khalbhalz mace, palear nace, 

ranchrtz jace, rakat rali, 
dagmag bhu képe, raj nabh jhSpe, 

rrpu ker sdpe, rudzt khali, 
nirkhat sur lajé, dzggaj bhajé, 

job dal sajé, st gh bali. 

~srkkhiprobhaker. 
(c)trrbhSgi ending with yagan (155) 

prth kamath kerakke, brrkhabh bharakke, 

bhojag marakke jth nagi, 
nadt nadd uchallé, udadhz dahallé, 

pabb suhalle, bahu r5gi, 
mud yoganz baddhe, bherav caddhe, 
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nzj gon kaddhe, srv bhagi, 

ran d6dabhr bajjé, rtpudal dajhé, 
sigh su gajit, job jagi. 

~srkkhiprabhakar. 
(d)Ifall the four pauses are after eight matras 
each, the poetic metre is named as “sOdar”. 

Example: * 
_ vir visala, gahz asz dhala, 

rup karala, ran ko cala, 

rIpu man hala, hve bhihala, 
jan pi hala, grr darhala.... 

fydaft vtew [trrbhSgi diragh] It is not a 
separate type of trrbhdgi poetic metre, but 
is simply a lengthy hymn having twenty 
trrbhsgi stanzas written at one place. See 
wars Grafs e ntar 211.' 
{b) Many poets have also n-med the syllabic 

trrbhigi as diregh trrbhgi. Its characteristics 

are four feet, each foot having six nagans (Ill), 
two sagans ([IJ), one bhagan (Sil), one magan 
(S55) and then one sagan (IIS) with guru (5) at 

the end. making a total of thirty-four matras. 

Hence we have ll, it, It, tl, tf, lM, IS, HS, SU, SSS, IS, S. 

Example: 

sad gurumatr dhar ker anmatz parhar, 

tajdevahu riti dukhdai he gurubhai, 
kalukh rahrt hur janam saphal tab, 

jab man me bas he gri guru ai Stsahai... 
‘faye [trrman] adj worthy of worship as trinity, 
“trrman dev.”-japu. worth worshipping as 
Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv. 2 worth worshipping in 
three periods (past, present and future); worth 

worshipping in three spheres (heaven, earth 
and under earth), 

fqyas [trtmukat] adj above all the three 
qualities, “trimukat brbhutr hé.”-japu. 

fangs [trrmOd] See sts Y's and fyfrer. 
fanyets [trrmuratr) Sia Pratt triad. According 
‘for details of these Tribhangi metres, see the footnote 

of austen, 
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to the Veds — fire, air and sun. 2 In the Purans 
- Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv. 3 In the Bible — 
God, the holy Ghost, Jesus.' 4 In Sikhism — 

The Creator with the three faculties. 
fig [tery] n woman, lady. 
faa [trzyak] See fare, fare and fyra. 
‘fgar (trrya] woman, lady, “man keryoman bic 
trrya.”-krrsan, 
fgarursa [trryaparath] Arjun’s wife — 
Dropadi.—sanama. 
fgumr [trryama] what comprises three 
quarters, Actually the night is spread over three 
quarters (one quarter = 3 hours) after 
deducting the period of dusk and dawn, hence 
it is named as trryama (i.e. having three 
quarters). See frm. 

fatwa [trry3bok] See gutwa. 
fg@a [trtloh] Sk three metals - gold, silver 

and copper. 

fa [trtlok] » three spheres of the universe. 
viz heaven, earth and netherworld. 2 pious, 

medium and mean people. 3 fair, wheatish and 

black in complexion. 

fy8uR [trtlocan] n Shiv, with three eyes, 2.4 
devotee, whose hymns are included in Guru 

Granth Sahib. The holyman, Vaishya by caste, 

was a resident of Baarsi (district Sholapur). 
He was born in Sammat 1325. “trrlocan guru 

mrilz bhai sudh.”—bas3t a m 5. His name is 

also written as Tilochan. See fates 2.3 scholar, 
a learned person, who has a third eye 

symbolising knowledge. 

fagwon [trrvarog] Skt Fr n group of three; 
combination of three. 2 mixture of three fruits. 
3 mixture of three acrid things, piperaceous 

plant. 4 Gayatri having three parts. 5 three 
qualities of Maya — virtue, passion and evil. 

6 Per Manu — wealth, religion and passion. 
“namasts trivarge.”-japu. 
"See fgg 4, as also the footnote. 
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figest [trrvli] See fzuet. 

fegfepu [trrvrstap) 1 heaven, paradise. 2 Tibet. 
fgfeqy (trrvikram] Sit n micro incarnation 
of Vishnu (Vaman), who scaled the whole of 

universe in three steps only. 2 In Rig Ved, the 

sun is named as trrvrkram who covers the 
whole of the universe in three steps viz rising, 

being in the zenith (noon) and setting. 
3 legendary Sanskrit poet who,composed the 

tale of Damayanti, queen of Nall, the king. 

fafen (trrvrdh] See fyfac. 
fayfec mfte [trrvidh somir], fyfer ues [trtvidh 
paven] three types of wind. “sit mSd sugsdh 
calzo sarab than saman.”—maru a m 5. “sital 

sugSdh mSd bhukhan prabhSjanz ko.” 
~saruktavii. 

fgtat [trrveni] See fgat. 
fg@& [tr vedi] scholar of three Veds, scholar 

of Rig, Yajur and Saam Ved. 2 particular 
subcaste of Brahmans, owing origin to 

knowledge of three Veds. 
fe [trry] n long branch of creeping grass. 
See faq. 

fgzar [trryka] It is another name for Akva and 
‘Shashivadna poetic metres. As Trinka is formed 

by the imitation of sound, so is this metre. with 

each foot comprising nagan (\Il), yagan (\S5). 
Example: 

trrprrp tits. brryrrg bird, 
dhrzy ry dhols. brzrrzy bold. 

—kalki. 

gt [tri] See yet. 2 See xh. 
fbn (trial, Fb [trial n woman, lady. 2 wife, 
better-half. “tab Th tria uh kétu kahava.”-gau 
kabir bavan. 

‘ford [triale] n Fat-wree, female quarters. 
“peth peth gae triale.”-paras. 

‘fia [triy], Zar [triya] See xb and zh, 
¥F [trot] Skt FE vr clip, chop, break, remove 

doubt. 
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gfe [trofz) Skt n deficiency, shortage. 2 error, 

“mistake, 3 breaking one’s promise; not keeping 
one’s word. 4 doubt, suspicion. 5 period of 

four moments; time-interval of four moments. 
6 cardamom. 7 turbulent infinitesimal particle. 

‘6 [tresath), 3S [trehath] sixty-three, 63. 
Ez [trehun] See Fue. 
Ze [treta) Skt n a group of three fires. See 
fe waren, 2 the second acon, “trete rk kal 
kini durr.”-ram m 4. according to the Purans, 

religion had three feet in the second aeon. See 

war. 
Yatsar [tretatak) the author of Sastamammala 
has wrongly written }3'3a for F3'sa. See HH 
395; water, the destroyer of earth. 2 terminator 

of the second aeon - (33° [treta]); the third 
aeon dvapar. 
2 [tre] adjthree. “tre gun bharam bhulaz.”-sri 
am 3, “jalu tar8g agni pavne phont tre mzlz 
jegatu upaza.”-prabha a m I. See Hadar 2. 
2 mind, speech and body. 3 mind, eyes and 
skin. “mai maget tre lobhavahz.”-ram a.m J. 
2 [trea] adj three. 
‘2pm [treas] See fon. 

‘Hz [tresat] adjthree and seven i.e. ten. “tresat 
Sgul vai kahie.”-srdhgosafr. In yog, 

exhalation is up to ten fingers away from the 

nostril. 2 three centuries, three hundred, 300. 
2 A Afe Shoe (tre se sathr tirath] 360 days of 
the year spent in meditation. “tirath parse trese 

sathz.”—ratanmala béno. 

qaaean [trekaldarsi] See foment. 
“kripasfdhu kaltredarsi.”—hajare J0. 

Uz [tregun] See fyge. 2 three qualifies of 
Ilusionary world) virtue, passion, and 

tre gun sabh tere ti ape karta."-sorm 3. 
3 Skt *7q7a underlying essence of the three 
faculties; following the three faculties. 

“samvedu rigu jujaru atharbanu. brahme 
mukhr maza he tregon.’”—maru solhe m J. 
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“tregun bani brahim jsjala.”-gau am 3. Thus is 
written in Bhagwat Gita: 

“dager er, Pree arf." 
-92, $45. 

Fae wet [tregun bani] See Fye. 
‘Qaebw [tregunia] adj having three faculties. 
QIeM [treguny] See Iye 3. 
Jaw [tregun] See Fz. “tre gun mai mohzai, 
kah3u bedan kaht!"-mala m5. 

2z [tren] n fy-aam three-eyed Shiv. 2 scholar, 
as he has the third eye of knowledge. “tum 
keho jathamatz tren t3t.”-akal. ‘Take itas the 

doctrine of learned persons.’ 3 of all the three. 
utes [tre pakkh] See fagua, 

2 ugar [tre patrak] Dg that which has three 
leaves, — forest tree (butea frondosa). 2 Bil 

tree (aegle marmelos). 

3s [trepal] sustainer of the universe-the 
Divine. 2 that which has three lines— Gayatri; 
having three parts, “trepal trhal brear3."—var 

asa. 
2 yest [tre bhukhni), F Feet [tre bhuchnil . 
having three ornaments. “prat same tre 
bhuchni pavan calat sukhkar.”-gurustkhya 
prabhakar. ‘Coolness, fragrance and steadiness 
are three ornaments (characteristic) of the 

wind’. See fgfea mts. 
2Fatt (trebhagi] See fysaft. 2 a single idol of 
three gods; God. “setébar pitabar kache 
baghSbar katr saje. traylocan drig ast dunetar 
trebhgi bapu chaje.”-saloh. White clothes of 
Brahma, yellow of Vishnu and lion-skin of 
Shiv; three eyes of Shiv, eight of Brahma and 

two of Vishnu. 

QUT [tremudra] n three symbols of the Khalsa; 
symbols made mandatory by Guru Gobind 

Singh for the Sikhs to wear. “tre muda kacch 

kes krrpans.”~saloh. “kacch kes karad su guru 

tin modra yahz pas te na dur karo sada 5g sag 

dhar.”-GPS. 
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3 Bfeet [tre lorni] three-eyed Shiv. 2 scholar, 
learned person. 3 messenger of death keeping 
an eye on the three spheres of universe. “tre 
jam johan lorni."=m / b5no. ‘Messengers of 
death who are watching the universe.’ 
38a [trelok) See fyva. 
2 Beefy (tre lobhavahr] See Z 3. 
eat [trotak) Skt adj piercer, cutter, breaker. 
¥z [tron] quiver. See gfe. “kase sastra trons. 
guru janu dron5.”-kalki, 

‘@fe [trorr} See 33a" and yz. “thoga nihum 
torz."-var mary 2 m 5. 2 after breaking. 
Fae" [trokna] See 3Gaz". 
Fert [tradasi] See yer. 
fauar (trsybak] See Fama. 
sfawer [trsybka), Gafier [trsybrka] Ske-saPean 
n goddess Durga who has three eyes; moon, 

sun and fire are her three eyes. 

¥ [tv] Skt pron your (singular) your (plural). 
“tva sorab nam katthe kavan.”—japu. 2 =I part 
separate, different, other, another. 3 adj one. 

4] [tv) used as a suffix, it is indicative of an 
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abstract noun e.g. ygRq (manhood), eA 

(slavery). 

UP (tvastal Skt AYE n Vishavkarma, chief 
engineer of the deities, 2 Shiv. 3 carpenter. 
FH [tvak], Fat [tvag], Fe {tvac}, Fs [tvaca] Skt 
‘ay vr cover, wrap. 2 Skt 1a n skin bark, 
peel. 3 dermis, skin. 4 sensory organ of touch, 

which is inherent in the skin. 
ava [tvadiy) Skt pron your, yours. 
J YE [tv prasad) your grace. See SeyFTE, 
y wre [tv prasadr] with your grace. See 3€ 

J [Ivar] Skt BR vr make haste, go quickly. 
‘FRE [tvaran] Skt haste. 
Je [tvara] Skt m quickness. 2 quickly, hastily. 
fee [tvarzt] Skt adj quick, clever. 2 adv 
quickly, hurriedly. 

‘qfesafs [tvarrtgatr] See mfiysars er gr gu. 
qfee [tvadrrs] Ske TaTqE adj looking like you. 
fam [tvz5] vr shine, illuminate. 2 light. 3 glory. 
fafas [tvrsxt) adjshining, illuminating. 
@ [tvs] Skt prov you. 
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® [thattha] twenty-second character of Punjabi 
script pronounced with the help of teeth. 2 Skt 
n fear, terror. 3 Mars. 4 defence, security, 

protection. 5 mountain. 6 food, diet. 

u@ [thou] part than, from. “Idar jeha jodha me 
thau bhajjza.”-cddi 3, “man thav lekha 

migie.”-m I bSno. 
wet [thai] n pile. 2 Skt wrt adj established, 
firm. “thai hamaro dhani sada che.”-saloh. 
WW (thah] » place, spot. 2 pile, stack, layer. 
Was" [thaharna] v stumble, stagger, vibrate. 
“comki ghani krrpane nigi. thahret hathan 
sronat r3gi.”-GPS. 
ufo (thahz} See wz. 2 layer. 
‘ufsser [thahrrna] See our. 
‘BY [thahu) » secret. 2 state. 3 thought. 4 extent. 
wat [thakna], Bate" [thakna] (Skt BP vr cover, 
stay) v Feary cover, cover with cloth. 2 get 

tired, cease to work. 
wr (thakav}, Fors [thakan], Way [thakan], 
‘Bae [thakavat] n tiredness, fatique. 

weft [thakz] adv on being tired, on being 
exhausted, “thakz parro prabhudarbar.”-brla 
am 5. See waar, 

‘wis [thakrt] adj tired, exhausted. 
uferfo [thekrpahr] get: tired. “lede 
thakrpahz.”-japu. 
watt [thakeva] See warez. 
We [that] 1 a musical measure, arrangement of 

notes, 2 site, place. 
Wea [thatan] m composing, playing a musical 
measure, installation. “thatanhare thatu ape hi 

thetza.”-var ram 2 m 5. 
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weeae [thatanhara), HeTy (thatanharv] adj 
composer. 2 n one who creates; the Creator. 

‘Wea [thatan] See wee. 

‘fens [thatza] composed, created. See zz, 
‘wet [thati] composed, created. 2 established, 
installed. “jrnz kiti trne thatie.”—var ram 3. 

‘ug [thatua] adj who creates or composes. 
2. n ostentation, display. “antk bhat thatahr 

kerr thatua.”~saveye sri mukhvak m 5, “bhekh 
kerahz khftha bahu thatua.”-ram am J. 
We [than] Skt Ae 7 teat, nipple. 

wet [thani] due to the breast, from the breast. 
“mddh na gorabu thani.”-sava m J. See We. 
2 in the teats, in the breast. “dudha thani na 

avai.”—suhi farid, 

‘wa [thatha) character @. “thatha, thir kou 

nahi.”—bavan. 2 pronunciation of 8. 

@@ [than] See #z. “than cokhta makhanu 
ghutla.”-g3d namdev. 

‘wer [thanae] at different places, “than thanae 
sarab somae.”-kan m 5. 
WARG [thanesar], BBE [thonesur] Skt Being a 
place of Shiy, this pilgrimmage centre and the 
town have come to known as Thanesar, It falls 
under the jurisdiction of the famous pilgrimage 

centre of Kurukshetar in district Karnal, an 
important pilgrim centre of Hindus, It was 

plundered savagely by Mahmood Gaznvi i 

Sammat 1069 and by Ahmed Shah Durat 
Sammat 1812. S. Bhanga Singh established 

Thanesar as his capital in Sammat 1820. 

Following gurdwaras are situated in Thanesar: 
1. a gurdwara named Siddhbati in memory of 
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Guru Nanak Dev is situated near 
Kurukshetar’s holy tank to the south of the 

town, The true Master preached righteousness 

to the people gathered in Kurukshetar on the 

occasion of the eclipse. The hymn “masu masu 

kart murakhu jhagarahz.” was uttered by the 
Guru at this place. The gurdwara was built by 

Bhai Uday Singh, the ruler of Kaithal. A 
residential complex has also been built adjacent 

to the shrine. The gurdwara is situated at a 
distance of one mile to the south of Thanesar 
city railway station. 

2. The sacred place of Guru Amar Das is close 

tothe city and is situated te the of Mohalla 

Khakroban. The building is small and has no 

priest to look after. It is situated at a distance 

of half a mile to the north of Thanesar City 
railway station. Guru Har Rai also visited this 

place. 

3. A gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind 
is situated by the Sanet (Senayat) Pond on 

Pehowa Road at a distance of two furlongs 
from the city in the south east direction. 

Residential houses have also been built near 

the holy shrine. This holy place was built by 
the devotees in Sammat 1966. A woman 
looking after the gurdwara gets one mound of 

flour per month from the Patiala state. 

4. A gurdwara relating to Guru Tegbahadur 

stands on the bank of Thantirath near the tomb 
of Sheikhchilli to the north west of the city. 50 

vighas of land is attached with the shrine. 

5. Agurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh 
is situated to the north-west corner of 
Kurukshetar Pond, three quarters of a mile 
away in south west direction from the city. A 

shrine and residential houses have been 
constructed there. There is no permanent 
priest. This place is half'a mile away from the 
mound of Karan (the battle place of Karan 
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and Arjun).' 

6. The second gurdwara relating to Guru 

Gobind Singh stands in Mohalla Saudagaran 

of the city. Responding to the devotional 

attachment of a female disciple, the true 

Master visited this place. A small shrine has 

been raised, An annual revenue of rupees 300 
comes to the gurdwara from the village 
Khanpur in tehsil Ropar of district Ambala. It 
was dedicated to the gurdwara by Singhpuria 

isl. 
7. Jotisar. The third and the tenth Masters 
visited this holy place. See #aitr. 
8838 [thanstar] Skt Pastsd n the interior of a 

site, sanctum sanctorum. “than thandterz 
apt.”-sri m 1. 

‘wtafe [thanSterz] in the sanctum sanctorum. 
See Wiad. 
fuaz [thapakna] v pat. 2 utter encouraging 

words. 

‘ue [thapna) See trust. 
wu [thappar] » slap, smack, cuff. The word 
is onomatopoeiac. 
wr [thapyau] installed, set up. “ramdas sodhi 
thrr thapyau.”-saveye m4 ke. 
®t [tham] See dH. 
We [thar] # site, place, land. 2 layer, surface. 
3 den of a lion; hiding place of the Singhs. 

4 flock, grove, “jaha mrigrajon ke thar dhaiat 

he."-h5sram. 
Weue [tharhar], suet [tharhari] ” shiver, 

vibration. 2 fear, apprehension. “therhar kSpe 
bala jiv.”-suhi kabir. 

‘weae" [tharakna] v tremble, waiver. 

weed [tharthar] See Haug. “tharthar kipe 

jioa.”-oSkar, 
‘wetter [tharthalla] n earth’s tremor, earthquake, 

luis called Mound of Karan because the battle between 
Karan and Arjun was fought at this place in which Karan 
was killed. 
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2 turmoil, upheaval. 

wennies [tharmamitar) £ Thermometer. G 
thermo (heat) meter (measurement). 1a device 

used to measure the temperature. It contains 
mercury. Mercury expands on heating while it 

contracts on cooling. The thermometer is 
calibrated between the zero and the boiling point 
of water, See its details in Hoaarfts and Furs, 

The temperatures of the body and the 
weather are measured with a thermometer. 
The common terms used in temperature 

measurements are as follows: 
Maximum, Minimum, Mean, Normal, Sub- 

normal. 
‘We [thara] See war, 
afer [tharrya] Pu n flat tray or platter. 
“thartya dai udar.”—carrtr 225. 

wat [thari] 7 small platform. “vakr bhitz rec 

kinas thari.”"-GPS. 

‘ae [thal] Ske Pas n place, spot, site. 2 desert, 
land devoid of water, arid land. 3 Dg sand 

dune. “bhane thal strz saru vahe.”—suhi m J. 
‘A sea flows over the top of the dune.’ 4 150 
miles long and 50 miles wide area in the Sindh 

Sagar doab (between Sindh and Chenab 

rivers). 

"ees (thalcar] # creatures living on land. 
WSS [thalan) See Fes. 
‘fs (thalr] at place. See wea. 2 of the land. 
“tzsu bhana ta thalr szrz sarta.”—bher m 5. 

‘wa [thali) » place, site, spot. 2 desert, arid 
land. “thali kare osgah.”-var majh m 1.3 Dg 
area dotted with sand dunes; sandy region of 

Marvarh. . 

‘wef [tholi] in the deserts. See Bet 2. 

Wer [thalla] 1 base, bottom, lowest layer, lower 

portion. 
‘at [thaya] » platform. 
warnfon [tharasahzb] n a platform graced by 
the true Master by sitting on it when preaching. 
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Of special mention is the platform on the bank 
of Amrit-Sarovar towards Guru Ka Bagh side 

from where Guru Arjan Dev used to supervise 
the construction work of Harimandir Sahib and 

also deliver sermons. 2 place visited by Guru 
Tegbahadur near Akal Bunga. 3 platform on 
the bank of Ramsar; seated on it, Guru Arjan 

Dev uttered Sukhmani. 4 a place in Khadoor 
Sahib where Guru Amar Das was ceremonially 
installed as the Guru. 5a platform in Guru Ka 
Bagh in Amritsar from where Guru Arjan Dev 

used to deliver sermons to the devotees in the 
evening. 6 a place near the upper story room 

of Mohan ji in Goindwal where Guru Arjan 
Dev uttered the hymn “mohan tere uce madar.” 

7 See met HEE 2. ... 
‘wat [thari] small platform. “thari banavo rucrr 

prokare.”-GPS. 
BT (tharha], egt (tharhi] See us" and uct 
W [tha] the past tense of he; was. “haj kabe 
hav jaz tha.”-s kabir. 

‘at [tha], #@ [thau} 7 place, spot, site. “sagal 
rog ka binsza thau.”-gau m J, 2 stationary 

place; earth, “‘c3d suraj dur phrrde rakhiahr 
nihcal hove thav.”—var majh m J. ‘If we stop 

the revolution of the sun and the moon and 
bring the earth to a standstill.” 

we ger [thav kuthav] 7 knowledge about a 
place as to whether it is good or bad, proper or 
improper for a given purpose. “thau kuthau na 

janni sada crtavahz vrkar.”-var sar m3. 
wie [thax] n abode, dwelling place. “saca 
nzrdkar nrjthaz.”-sri m J. 2 advin return, in 
lieu of. “kine heth jalaie balan séde thar.”-s 

ferid. 3 at the proper place. 
wetter [tharpena] v be accepted. “sahje 
gavza tharpave.”-sri am 4. 
wet [thai] at places, in places. “ravra srab 
thai.”—brla m 5. 2 adj permanent, stable. 

‘Wg (thah] 7 stratum of sea or river, extent of 
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depth. “tzcarv thah na pavei.”-var maru 2m 
5. 2 measure of depth. 3 limit, extent. 
we (thak] S sitting place. 2 land revenue. 
3 See wae. 
wath [thakasr] gets tired (m); gets tired (f). 
“ek na thakast mara.”—suhi kabir. See wae", 
war (thaka] got tired. “thaka teju udra man 

pakhi.”-sri beni. 
fix [thakr] getting tired. 
wat (thaki] tired (f). 2 postponed, inert, 
immobile. “bhayo prem thaki.”-NP. 
wa [thake] exhausted, tired. “parr parx pSdzt 
moni thake.”—asa chat m 3. 
wat [thag] Mn dwelling place, place. 2 bottom, 
extent. 3 search, exploration. 

‘aiaft [thagil, wut (thaghi) adj who estimates 
the extent; who has knowledge about a 

particular situation. See war. “ngusie bahrgee 
thaghinahikor.”-s kabir. 2 P J? firm-footed; 
which stays on firm footing. 3 helper, supporter. 
4 sleuth, detective, spy. 

‘We [that] m musica] composition, arrangement 

of notes, 2 concept, idea. “mukat bhae brnse 
bhrem that.”-gau m 5. “eke harr that.”—kan m 

4 partal. See E thought. 
Wes [thaten] n idea of composing music; 

playing of a musical composition. 2 deliberating 

upon a subject. “antk bhatz thatahr karr 

thetua.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. “bed puran 

pare sun thafa.”=gau a m J. “sac ka p3tha 
thatro.”-fodi m 5. “ape sabh brdhz thati.” 

-sorm 5. 

We [thatu] See We. “jadahu ape thatu kia baht 
karte.”—var brha m 4. 

‘we [thanal, we (thano] place, location, site, 
dwelling place. 2 police station; a large police 
post headed by a thanedar. 
WH [thati] n wealth, capital. “thati pai harr ko 
nam.”~gau m 5. 2 accumulated wealth. 3 bag. 
We ([thdde] a village in district and tehsil 
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Amritsar. A gurdwara named Chubacha Sahib 

in memory of Guru Arjan Dev stands here, 
We (than) » place, site. “than pavrtra man 
pavrtra.”-sar m 5. 2 a roll of newly-spun 
unused cloth. 

‘WaRe [thansa}) Skt Pars adj fixed at a place. 

2.n priest of a holy place; head priest. “thansaf 

jeg bharrsat hoe dubta rv jagu.”-dhana m J. 
3 holy place, sacred place. 
weet [thanak] Skt Fame n place, site. 2 town, 

habitation. 3 Dg house, home. “thore thalz 
thanak arabhe.”—gav kabir bavan, 
wostem [thantirath] pilgrimage centre, 
sacred place. 2 Skt WI ‘et a sacred place 
relating to Shiv in Kurukshetar. See 8879. 
“gurgtan saca thantirath.”—dhana chét m J. 

‘The knowledge of the true One is the real 

pilgrimage.’ 
weafere [thanbharrset], #5gRE [thanbhresatu), 
wafgne [thanbhrrsat) Skt Paagy adj fallen; 

apostate; degraded from one’s status. “s3t ke 

dukhanz thanbhrasatu hor.”~sukhmani. 

“sakat thanbharisat phrrahi.”-gav am 5. 
wor [thana] See war. 
warst (thanana] Skt wmf adj dweller, 
resident. “jo jan gat dhrat jas thakur tasu 
probhu he thanana”-gau kabir. 
wfs [thanz) at the proper place. “nithave kav 
tum thanz bethavahu.”—bher m 5. 

war (thantha] n place of stay; place of 

origin. “pazo ped thanzha.”-asa m 5. 
2 dwelling place, abode. See Bt and faaren. 

wot (thani) adj owner of a place; occupant of 

a place. 
wW [thane] pron your (singular) your (plural) 
See wa. 

WERE [thanesar] See FIAT. 
Wes [thanedar] n head of a police station; 
chief of a police station; police employee. See 

wer 2. 
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erdaa [thanster] Skt Paatad n another place, 
alternate place. 
wate [thanstarr) at another place, at an 
alternative place. 
wfsa (thanzy] place, location. 2 at places, 

in places. “bhagvan ramns sorbatr thanzy5.” 
-sahas m 5. 
ty [thap] See wus. 2 full stroke on one-sided 
or two-sided drum. “lagat dholak thap he.” 
-saloh. 3 slap, smack. 4 situation, tradition. 
“thapyo sabhe jth thap."—japu. § act of 
striking gently; patting a child with affection. 
See wfir 2. 

‘wus (thapan] Sid Peus n installing; sense of 
installation. “thapra na jaz kita na hor.”—japu. 

2 installing a person on a seat of authority. 

“jaledht badhz dhru thapro ho.”-sor 
namdev. 

wuft [thapye] adj worth installing, worth 
honouring. “kz sarbatr thapye.”—japu. 
wus [thapar] n slap, smack. “thapar s6 sou 
mardaryo.”-krrsan. See Huss". 2 a subcaste 
of Bunjahian Khatris. 
‘wusa [thaparna] to pat. See wu 5. 

fly [thapz] by installing, by establishing. 2 by 
patting gently with affection. “balak rakhe apne 
karz thapr.”-basst m 5. 

wflr Gurfly [thapz uthapz] by establishing and 
de-establishing, “tu dekhahr thapz uthapr.” 
-suhi am J. 

win® (thapze) See aut, 
mh [thapi] See mus. 2 » patting; patting on 
the back gently with affection. “gar thapidrti 
kSdx jiv.”-sri m 5 pepaz, 3 heavy flat club to 
crush soil and lime. 

we [thabh) column, pillar. “brn hi thabhah 
madre thabhe.”-gav kabir bavan. 
®H [tham] # place, spot, site. 2 stopping, 
blocking. “antk chrdrbohzth ke chotket tham 

najahikere.”-todi m5. ‘could not be blocked,’ 
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tr [thamna] v stop, block, support. “jzu 
médar kau thame th3menv.”-sukhmani, 

we [thar] See wa. “tatchin puryo thar 
prasad.”-GPS. 
Weg [tharav), #3" (thara} pron your (singular), 

yours (singular). 

wet [thari] na flat plate; platter. 2 pron your 
(singular-female).“mansa pure thari.”—maru 

solhe m 4. 

‘We [thare] pron your (plural). “bure bhale ham 

thare.”-sor m 5. 

‘we [tharo] pron your, yours. 
®S [thal] Skt Pas n pot, vessel, utensil, 2 a 

wide and flat vessel. “thal vrcr tfnz vastu 
paio, satu s3tokhu vicaro.”—mddavnim 5. Here 
we [thal] stands for Guru Granth Sahib. 
3 place, site, spot. “stmarz smart jivahz tere 
dasa, bon jal puran thal ka.”-maru solhe m5. 
O! Creator of vegetation, ocean etc. 

wat (thali] a small flat plate. 2 Sta Pert cooking 
kettle, cooking pot. 3 earthen cooking pot. 

‘We [thav] n holy place; sacred place. “asakh 

nav asakh thav.”-japu. 
weg [thavahu] part from. “sabh tujh—-hi 
thavahu magde.”—dhana m 4.2 from a place. 

“Krdu thavahu ham ae?”=gau m J 
urea [thavar] Ske W1Tat adj stationary, 

immovable. “thavar jgam kit brdhata.”-NP. 
2n planet Satum is so called, because of its 
slow movement. 3 Saturday. “thavar thrru kar 

rakhe sox.”-gou kabir var 7.4 hill, mountain. 
5 tree, 
wedt (thavri] Ske Fafes adj powerful, mighty. 
“probho mera thzr thavri, hor ave jave."~var 
maru 2 m5. 2 honourable. 3 firm, strong. 
fi [thxo) was; happened. “pachanu virlo 
thro.”-var gau 2 m 5. See feng. 

femme [thranu] Sv be. “saca so thrai.”—var 
ram2 m5. 

fimnffa [thrauna] v achieve, find, get. 
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fat [thre] happened, existed. See fig. 
fararett [thr gli] Skt Fears cover, lid, cover-cloth. 
2 patch of cloth used to cover a split. “taga 
kartke lai thrgli.”~ram m 5. 
fas (thrt], fas" [thrta] Ske fras adj stable, 
immovable, stationary. “dhidh v3pai thia 

thrta.”-var ram 2 m 5. ‘The quest has ended 
and the mind has become stable.’ 

fafs [that] 1 frufs stability, poise, calmness. 
“thrtz pai cuke bhram gavan.”—sukhmani. 

2 metathesis of trthr is thrtz, with the same 

meaning. “thrtz varu na jogi jane.”-japu. See 
Fat 4. 

frst [thrti] date. See fafa 2. “thrti var sabhr 
sabadz suhae.”-brla m 3 var 7.2 a specific 
composition in Guru Granth Sahib, which is 

according to the lunar phases. See oa ast 
and fareres. 

fifa"t (thrti) plural of trthr. See ast few fist 
ants ft at. 

féar [thtdha] adjoily, greasy. 2 n ghee. 3 oil. 
ferret [thrdhai] » oiliness, greasiness. 
“ahSbudhz manz purr thtdhai.’ sadhadhurt 
kort sudh majai.”-gaum 5. 
fare [thrbnal v stumble; tremble. 2 slide, slip. 

feng [thrmak] onom n sound of fet fan. 
“thrmak thrmak bide je parhi.”-GPS. 
2 leaking roof, dripping roof. 
fs [thrr] adj stable, immovable, stationary. 
“thir thrr czt thrrha.”—asa m 5,2 firm, strong. 

3 certain, 
fersore (thrroknal, firgaer [thtrakna] v stagger, 
stumble, shake, slip. 

firefes [thrrert] having a steady mind, having 
an unwavering mind. 

frost [thrrta) n firrnness, stability, steadfastness. 
“thirta si s3sar mahz lakh.”-NP. 

fears [thrrthan] n fixed place; permanent 
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abode; self-realisation; spiritual knowledge; 
spiritual quitude. 2 holy congregation. 

faswrfs [thrrthanz] at a stage of self- 
realisation; in the final stage of spiritual 

quietude. “gharu doru thapz thzrthanz 
suhave.”=brla m / thrti. 

firgere [thrrthav] See fireers. 
faseredt (thrrthavri] See weet. 2 having 
permanent abode. 

fare" [thzra] adj stable, immovable. “nahi thrra 
rahar.”—gau kabir bavan. 2 n earth. See 
nee? 

fag [thrru] See fas. “thrru sStan sohagu.” 
~asa ch3t m 5. 

firs [thtakna] See fase. 
aft [thi] v past tense of he; was. 2 state of being. 
“tan hi jesi thirha.”-oSkar. was being. “jo 
gunvSti thirhe.”—vad m 1, 3 part from. 
“mrthza moh magan thi rehta.”—suhi cht m 

5.4 adjstable, existing. “me jug car lage nah 

thih6.”-cerztr 112. 

‘HE [thiv] S imperative form of verb thug; be, 

become. “thiv sStan ki renu.”—var maru 2 m 
5. “thiv renu jrni prabhu dhraza.”-suhi ch3t 
m5, a 

wiG [thio] happened, became. See #i@. “apro 
pio gatu thio bharma.”-jet m5. 
WGHH [thiosz], HGH [thiom|, HEfr (thiomz] 
happened, occurred. See #G. “harro thiost.” 
var maru 2 m 5. “sju pharide kujra se koha 
thiomr.”=s farid. S fa6fy, 

‘eng [thianu] S v be. 
‘haf [thianr] S may be. 
‘hor [thia] became. “sabhu nanak supan thia.” 

-srim 5. 

‘or [thiau) may become. “mu thiau sej.” 
var maru 2 m5. 

WHF [thie] become; happen. 
‘Some authors interpret and pronounce this word as 

brdhai which is totally incorrect. 
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ifs (thi-z} on becoming, “tzn jaru veri nanka, 
jt budhe thi-r mar3nz.”—var suhi m J. 

‘ttt (thiai) will happen, will become. “locd na 

salahx jo mart khakv thi-i."~suhi a m 3, 

Wie [thie] became, happened. “sai thie 
kerpal.”-sri cht m 5. 

wvft [thisi] will become, will happen. “jo tau 
bhave soi thisi.”-sopurakhu. 

‘WIR [thije) does become, does happen. “brnu 
guru gian tripatz nahi thije."-ram am J. 
whe [thin}, tie" [thina] S be. See thug. 

wiz [thit] adj fixed, immovable, 2 See tffs. 
efif [thitz] » position, pause, rest. “utsah ritr 
ker vase pur thitr kar.”-GPS. 2 day according 

to funar phases; date. “sagli thitr past 

darzrakhi.”—bher m 5. ‘put aside al! the 
dates.” 
WS [thite] settled, sat. “grrth prry thite sod 
thae.”-dev m 5. 

‘WS [thido] S$ will be. 2 may be. 3 does become, 
does happen. 
tur (thidha] adj greasy, oily. 2 with affection. 
“teri bhagatz kare janu thidha.”-sor kabir. 

bis [thiman] 7 existence. See dig and dies. 
2 Skt stability, firmness. 3 installation. 
te [thir] adj stable, permanent, immovable. 
“tanu manu sabhu sitaly, para sukhu thir.” 

—brla m 5. 

Wis" (thira] adj stable, immovable, everlasting. 

ez (thivon), Hee [thivanu], dies [thivan] n 
existence; idea of being. “thivahz lala atr 
gulala.”-suhi ch3t m 5. “sada thrr thivte.” 

~sri chat m 5. “sarse prta mat thivra.”~srim 

4 pahzre. “tanu manu thive haria.”-modavni 
m5. “khvar sakat nar thive.”~brla m5. “bod 

man sukh thivan.”-sar m 5. “vekhe! chrtarr 
thivdo.”—var maru 2 m 5. 

weet [thivna] v be. See Uwe. “phrr nage nahi 
thivna.”—maru am 5. 

‘yea [thuk] 1 a colourless viscuous fluid secreted 
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into the mouth from glands of the tongue, which 
Keeps the mouth wet and acts as a digestive 

agent when combined with food; spit, spittle, 
saliva. “bhalke thuk pave nrt dari. sa. 

eer [thukna), Fas" [thukna} v spit, sputter. 
Ske rfres act of spitting, 
‘geet (thuthni) Skt YH oblong mouth of 
animals like a horse or pig etc. 
BB [thor], Fe [thur] 1 loss, deficiency, shortage. 
“dhan ki thor nahi.”~carrtr 269. 

WA [thurido] in loss, in shortage. “trcarumult 
na thurido,”-sava m J. 

¥ (thu) » act of spitting; sound of spitting. 
2 part mark of reproach or censure or shame, 
uot (thuhni] » pillar, column, peg, support. 

Je [thuk} See ye. “thuk mukhz paia.”-gujm 
4.2 reproach, censure. 
gfefe [thutztz] See gfefe. 

We [thuna}, Efe [thunz], Ft [thuni], Fhe 
[thunz], gat [huni] Skt Fge"n upright support, 
wooden beam. “ducrte ki dur thunr 

girani."-gau kabir. “bajhu thunia chapra 
thamra.”—asa m 5. ‘Thatched-hut like body 

is left without any support i.e. any hope of 
outside support has been abandoned,’ 2 peg, 

stack, wooden post fixed to tie the cattle. 
“thuni pai thrtr bhai."-s kabir. Here gat 
{thuni] means devotion, 

yet wow sara [thuni khanan nyay] Ske Pye 
foun aaa, See 57, 
Yer" [thurna] v stuff, fill forcibly to capacity 
so that no hollowness remains there. 2 Ski y¢z 
beat, thrash; clearly, the meaning of yew 1 i.e, 

becomes evident. 
ye [thul] Skt Pye adj bulky, heavy, fat. 
“srmerahr thul sukham sabhr jata.”-maru 
solhe m5. 

‘Yos" [thulta] 7 bulkiness, fatness, heaviness. 
“huti thulta tan sabh thana.”-GPS. 

Yeon [thulnas] which has a big nose — pig. 
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B [the] plural of # [tha]. 2 at that place. “hor 

the man laGda he.”-jasa. 3 part from. “janam 
maran duhu the rahro.”—saveye sri mukhvak 

m5. 4 Dg pron to you. “the bhave rakhahu 
pritr.”=probha m J, “kahd or ké ne hathi chad 
theso.”-ramav. ‘whom else should I speak to, 

leaving a resolute one like you aside.” 

@* [thé] pron from. “ek thé kie bzsthare.” 
~soveye sri mukhvak m 5. 
Wet (thei) 7 fixed date; appointed day. 2 the 
day fixed for consuming the whole of available 

milk. Milk is neither curdled nor chumed into 

curd on this day, 
‘BF [theso] like you, similar to you. See # 4, 
a [theh] See ay. 
‘dee [thehyi] See ad. 2 small mound (on ruins 

ofa village). See@y. 3 a village 12 kohs south 
of Muktsar. See ia Arfue 4. 
8g (thehu] n mound of aruined village; aruined 
town. 2 city, town, village. The Persian root of 

the word is 2a [deh]. “ujar thehu vasato.”-sri 
m 5 pepar. ‘Body ruined by evils is 
rehabilitated by good qualities.” “gurz sace 
badha thehu.”—var sor m 4. “malu khajana 

thehu gharu.”-gav m 5. 3 place, abode. 
“nrhcalu tudh thehu.”—var jet. 4 situation, 

existence. “car drhare thehu.”-BG. 

‘er [thek] 7 sheath. “gun ki theke vrez samaz.” 
-var ram ] m 1, 2 purse, bag. 

Barc [thegri], Fast [thegli] See fire. 
‘Bz (thet) m place of stay; camping place. 
2. meeting place, rendezvous. 
er [theta] n fair, gathering. “banares kar gga 
theta.”-BG. 

‘@er [theva] n precious stone embedded in a 
ring, “theva acarojlaza re.”-asa m 5. Here &@ 
[theva] means self-realisation. 
[the] place, site. “gurseva te sukh paie horthe 

sukh na bhal.”-var brha m 4. 2 adv at the 

right place; on the proper occasion. “ape the 
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sabh rakhron.”=asa 2 m 3. 3 with, near. 
“pukare raje sObh the.”-c5di 3. 4 suf from. 
® [thé] pron to you, “thé bhave dar tahahr 
prranr.”-mala am 3. ‘The person can look 
for you, if you so desire.’ 2 suf from. 
rar (thela] m bag, sack, 
‘aft [theli] n small bag. 2 purse of one thousand 
rupees. 3 nugget. “alskar mr theli hoi he tate 

kanrk vakhani.”—dhana m 5. 4 cash. “s3cat 
scat theli kini."-asa m 5. 5 wealth, money. 

“theli sScahu sram karahu thakrparahu 

gavar.”-bavan, 
@ [tho] past tense of he; was. 
ug [thohar] n cactus; a thorny bush - when 
cut or broken, a milky fluid secrets from its 
stem or leaves L euphorbia nerrifolia. It is 

generally grown for fencing around the fields. 
Itis of many kinds, but the d3dathohar is very 

popular. 
@ea [thok], as" (thokra] 7 thing, material, 
objects. “sabhe thok parapate.”-sri m 5. 
“labhe habhe thokre.”-sri ch3t m 4. 2 heap, 

pile. 3 cash. 4 wholesale material, wholesale 

goods, 

‘Gus [thothar}, Hae [thothra], Her [thotha] adj 
hollow from inside; not solid. 2 essence-less. 

“kan brna jese thothar tukha.”-gau m 5. 

“mukh alavan thothra.”—var maru 2 m 5. 

3 devoid of, empty. “Sdarahu thotha 

kurzaru.”—var maru 2 m J. 4 inffective. 
“thothar vaje ben.”-asa m 4. 
ta [thopi] m slap, stroke. “marat he mujh ko 
voh thopi.”-krrsan. 

‘BH [thom] P gut n garlic, “thom na vas kathuri 
ave.”~BG. 

ex [thorra], Feat (thorri], te (thora] adj 
little, small, meagre, hardly any. 

@a [thori] adj (A) little; small, meagre, less, 
negligible. “kaha nar garbasx thori bat?”—sar 
kabir. 2. na subcaste like Aherian, mostly 
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found in Jodhpur and Bikaner region. Thoris 

live like primitive bauries and dhanaks. Horse 
flesh is prohibited for them as is beef for the 
Hindus. 3 Skt Pgs adj higher, larger. “thori 
tum apan brrad rakhavahu.”—dhana m 5. ‘you 

should observe your high standard and reputed 

practice.’ 4 rerét permanent, everlasting. 

“haha lapfzo re muye kachu na thori.”"-fodi m 

5.5 Dg hunter. 6 In Dhanni Pothohari dialect 
merchants dealing in the sale or purchase of 
horses, mules and providing these animals on 

hire for transportation are called thoris, 
‘ast [thorra], Fae, (thorri], Far (thora], Fat 
[thori] adja little, small, meagre, negligible. 
“kaca r3g kasObh ka thoptra din carz.”—suhi 

am /,“kza thorti bat gumanu?”-sri m 5. 
#g [thohu] See ag. 
War [th3dha] adj greasy, oily. 2 ghee. 3 oil. 

‘few [thadhzai] n oiliness, greasiness. 
a3 [th8bh] Skt &H n column, pillar. “prabhu 
thabh te ntkse ke brsthar.”-basat kabir. 2 idea 

of preventing (collapse), upright support. 

“dusar bari thabh ke kajt.”—carzir 28/. ‘second 

pill for preventing loose motions.’ 

wg mfoe (thabh sahzb] a column or pillar 
connected with the true Master. 2 a holy place 
in Kartarpur, where Guru Arjan Dev pitched a 
log of Indian rosewood tree sisam or {ahli for 
upright support to get constructed a meeting 

hal] for congregations. See aas"aye 2 (b). 3a 
column or pillar in Goindwal, with the support 
of which, Guru Arjan Dev used to stand up 

during his childhood, See df€ews 4. 4 See 
Was. 5 a gurdwara, in memory of Guru 

Hargobind, in the inhabited area of Dumeli in 
Tehsil Phagwara of Kapurthala state. A four 

comered five feet high pillar stil] exists here; it 
is called th3m ji. A majestic gurdwara has been 
built here. Kapurthala state alloted twenty-five 

ghumaons of land which includes three wells 
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also, This holy place is situated on Hoshiarpur 
road at a distance of ten miles from Phagwara 
railway station. 6 A gurdwara in honour of 
Guru Nanak Dev in the heart of village Udoke 

in tehsil, police station and district Amritsar. 

The holy shrine is at a distance of four miles 
to the east of Kathunangal railway station. The 
Guru stayed here for nine days at the residence 
of a devotee. The name of the gurdwara 
Thambh Sahib is derived from the word thsm 

(Pillar) with the support of which the Guru used 
to sit. About 100 vighas of land has been alloted 

to the gurdwara. 7 See Sag... 
ata it (thabh ji] See derrfaw, 2 See darrfoa 5. 
‘sz [th3bhan], dae [thabhan) Siz preventing 

stopping. 2 Sto support. 

‘zt (th3bhal], HH [thSm] » pillar, column. See 
wa. “jal ki bhitz pavan ka thSbha."-sor 
rovrdas. “tapat th3m galt lar.”—maru m5. 

wWorrfaa [thamsahzb], ExAt [th3mji] See 
arrfoa. 
‘due fifur [th3mansigh] See duafiie, 
Huet [thamna), HE [th3manv] See dss. 
“sattgoru milre dhavatu th3mza.”—asa chat 
m 3. “sigu utart thémzo pasara.”-suhi m 5. 

‘Was [thsman] See Has. “jag thsman kav thm 
dije."-kalz am 4.2 hill, mountain, according 

to the Purans, which has held apart earth. 

“ape jal ape thal théman.”-saveye m 4 ke. 
water, land and mountains. 

wWuaftw [thsmans1gh] Bhai Thamman Singh 
was born in a family of Barhe (barhe) landlord 
in village Farwahi Telian Wali of subdivision 

Barnala in Patiala state. This devoted Sikh 

used to take his meals only after serving food 

to others, but one day, under the influence of 

excessive intoxication, he got so excited that 
he displayed lights on a large scale by 
collecting a huge amount of oil from the land 
owners, He proclaimed that this illumination 
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was a celebration of the arrival of Russia in 

India and that Russia would totally raze the 
rule of Sikh states. This act of Thamman 
Singh annoyed the Sikhs. They could not 
tolerate such derogratory remar ks against 
those states which were declared by the Guru 
as his own home. Many of them complained 

to Maharaja Karam Singh of Patiala state, 

who in turn, ordered to chop off the tongue 
of Thamman Singh. Bhai Thamman Singh 

died in village Bachhoana' many years after 
this incident. A majestic memorial has been 
erected in the village and a beautiful 
monastery is built in the wilderness. 

Why [thmanu] See Haz. 2 column, pillar, upright 

‘Village Bechhoana is under police station Budhlada in 

district Hissar. 
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support. “jru m3dar kav thame thsmanu.” 

~sukhmani. 
the [thsma] See dg and Hy, 
thft [thami] 7 upright support, wooden log for 
support. 

‘thy (thsmu] See Hg and GH, 2 a wooden pole in 
place of a pillar of bricks. “ghary bsdhahu sac 

dharam ka gadz thému ahle."—var gau 2 m 5. 

‘hye [thsmhan] See dan. 
whyeft [thomhansfgh] See testify. 
ufefe (thrutrtr] Skt Pgaect dropping of a goat, 
“sheep or rat; dropping of a camel, ball of dung 
of animals. “jese pankat thrtztz hakti.” 

—bas3t namdev. ‘as the filth eating insect 
pushes forward the dropping.’ See unas. 
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& [dadda] twenty-third character of Punjabi 

script. It is dental in pronunciation. The 
pronunciation is clear when the tip of the 
tongue touches the upper teeth. 2 Skt n 
mountain. 3 teeth. 4 defence, protection. 5 wife, 

betterhalf. 6 adj giver, provider; it gives this 
sense only when used as a suffix with a word 

e.g. sukhad, jalad etc. 

ez [dounu] Skt wx suppression, act of 
overpowering. “ahr nzsz jujhe durjan 
daunu.”-retanmala b3no, ‘fights day and night 
to subdue the evil forces.’ See @@z. 
‘23 [davt] Ske eta 7 light, illumination. “cautha 
pahtru bhara daut brhage ram.”—tukha chat 

im J. ‘Here cotha pahrr means cothi ovestha 

(fourth stage of life i.e. old age), while brhag, 

stands for time of death.’ “ram namu harz tek 

henzsz davt savare.”-asa am J, ‘It illuminates 

night, the symbol of ignorance.’ 2 sunshine, 
warmth, 3 day. 
@z [dour] m running about, strenuous effort. 
“phit ki daur.”-przthu, 2.4 yy circle, round, 
period. 3 time, age, era. “utha dharam ko 

daur.”-kolki. ‘The era of religion has elapsed.’ 
‘eam [daurena] v run, hasten, hurry. “sune 

bole daurro phzrat he.”—asa revidas. 
etere (davrana] v cause to run, make one 
tun, “dah disz le rhu manu dauraro.”—mali 

mS. 

eas [davlat] A 4,57 reign. 2 state. 3 wealth. 

‘eRwaxt Bet [davlatxd lodi] See taset, 

eftafs [davlatz] See eas, “lagarz daulatz 
vadie.”-var ram 3, 
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eGret [daojai] J,,5, a sect of Mansur and 
Mangeezai Pathans. “daojai aphridie kop 
dhae.”-carrtr 96. 

‘eflewefint [daralia) adj kind, benign. 2 of the 
kind hearted. “sarant nanak prabh purakh 
daralia,”-asa m 5. 

‘efenp [data] Skt eur. n feeling of compassion 
at the sight of others in distress; pity, 
compassion. “satr sStokh data kamave.”~sri 

m5. “dholu dharamu data ka putu.”-japu. 
‘efter nfo [dara mara] compassion and joy. 
“kart dara mara, dral sace!”—asa cht m 1. 

See nfemr, 
efewa [derar] Skt erg adj kind, merciful, 
benign. “karan karan samreth darar.”-g5dm 
5.2 See fens. 3 See Bard. 

‘efermat [dazara], efemrg [dazaru] adj kind, 
merciful, benign. “nanak sahb sada dazara.” 

—bavan. “kahu nanak jrsu apt dazarv.”-bher 
mS. 

‘efemes [dazal] See efemrs 1. “dazal, tere namr 
tara.”-dhana m J. 2 bestower, provider, “sabhr 

jack prabhu tum dazal.”-basst m 5. 
efemre dis [daral din] See vivewg. 
‘efewmsr [dazala] adj kind hearted, merciful, 

compassionate. 2 bestower, provider. “sarab 
sukh darala.”-dhana m 5. 

efemrg [daralu] adj merciful, kind, 
compassionate. 

‘efemig 2 [dazaly dev) n merciful God, the 
Creator. 
eet [dai] Sk &e n maker, the Creator. “sital 
satr dazal dai.”-brla m 5. 2 adj bestowed, 
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gave. “satrguru agya dai.”-GPS. 
‘edit [daia] n deity, the Creator. adj giver, 
bestower. 3 to God, to the Creator. “sen mzlza 

hart daia.”-brla am 4. 

eds [dait] See Baa, 
‘eebrar [daimara] adj cursed by God. 
edie [daiv] Sce Be. 2 deity. “thate daivdano.” 

-VN. ‘created deities and demons.” 
2 [doe] gave, donated, bestowed. 2 n mercy, 
compassion. “ajan agtani rakhe dharz dae.” 

—bilam 5. 
eR [das] Skt eH adj one tenth of a hundred; 
ten, 10. “das dzsr khojat me phrro.”-gav 
thrii m5. 2 indicative of a set of ten objects 
as ~ “das dasi kartdini bhatarz.”—suhi m 5. 

‘The Creator has brought all the ten senses 

under control.’ 3 short for 7 [das], devotee. 
“katz stlak dukhma ta karrline apdase.”-var 

jet. ‘made (them) His devotees.’ 4 See Gre". 
5 Skt wi vr be weak, get tired. 6 n demon. 
‘Bags [dasaual] adj having two holes; with 
two wounds. “kadhe dasaual phut,”-corrtr 24. 
‘arrows pierced through.’ The first wound of 
a gunshot or arrow etc is at the point where it 

strikes and the second one is at the point of 

exit. 

‘BA NGTS [das avtar] 7 ten incamations of Vishnu; 
ten main incarnations for the Hindus. Five 
incarnations of the first (true) aeon (i.e. sattyug) 

are — macch (fish), kacch (tortoise), varah (pig), 
nristgh (man & lion), vaman (dwarf); two 

incarnations of the second aeon (i.e. treta yug) 
are - Parshuram and Ramchandar. one 
incamation of the third aeon (i.e. dvapar yug)is— 
Krishan; while two incamations of the fourth acon 
(i.e. kelzyug) are Buddh and Kalki. “das autar 

raje hoz varte.”-suhi m5. 
‘eA [das-asat] adjeighteen. “carz ved das- 
‘sat purana.”-var sri m 4. See use. 2 indicative 
of a set of eighteen objects. “dasasat khasat 
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sraven sune.”—sar m 5 partal. ‘listened to 
eighteen Purans and six Shastars. 

‘EARS MAS Hes Ye (das-osat khasat sravan 
sune]-sar m 5, eighteen Purans and six 

Shastars. 
‘erm [das-asvmedh] See erANT. 
‘BRN [das-ath] adjcighteen. 2 indicative of an 
object having eighteen quantities. “das-ath 
likhe hovahr pasr.”—basdt m /. ‘possessing 

manuscripts of eighteen Purans.” 

‘eMxe waT (das-ath varan] eighteen castes. 

“ape dasath varan uparanu.”—var brha m 4. 

According to the Simritis in Hindu religion, the 
following are the eighteen castes: 

The four castes of Brahman, Khatri, Vaish, 

Shudar are called pure ones. 

The following six castes are called derived 
ones viz — progeny of a Brahman from the 

womb of a Khatri, Vaish or Shudar woman; 
progeny ofa Khatri from the womb of a Vaish 
or Shudar woman; progeny of a Vaish from 

the womb of a Shudar woman. 

The offspring of a Shudar from the womb 
of a Vaish woman; Shudar from the womb of. 

aKhatri woman; Shudar from the womb of a 
Brahman woman, Vaish from the womb of a 
Khatri woman, Vaish from the womb of a 

Brahman woman, Khatri from the womb of a 

Brahman woman. 
These six from cross-relationships are 

called derived castes. 

The offspring of an unmarried girl is called 

kanin and 3tyoj.! 
‘BAe [das-athal adjeighteen. 2 indicative of 
a set having eighteen objects. “das-atha 
athsathe care khani.”-dhana ravrdas. 
‘eighteen Purans, sixty-eight pilgrimages.’ 
‘ernie A mudus wit [das athar me aprdparo 
‘@is [ohil), kxrat etc (all under the category of Styaj 
caste 
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cine]-sri m J. knows the ultimate Reality in 
four Veds, six sections of Veds and eighteen 
purans. 

‘BA RSG [das avtar] See BA mT, 

‘eRe’ [dasaé] adv tenth, at the tenth place. 
2. adj tenth. “rai daseé bhaz.”—s kabir. 

eA Afsay [des satzguru) The ten apostles 
imparting true spiritual knowledge - Guru 
‘Nanak Dev, Guru Angad Dev, Guru Amar 

Das, Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjan Dev, Guru 
Hargobind, Guru Har Rai, Guru Harkrishan, 
Guru Tegbahadur and Guru Gobind Singh. 

‘eRHiA [dasasis] Skt zeeftf n Ravan, who was 

said to have ten heads. 

‘en imers (das séskar] ten rituals of the Hindus 
— garbhadhan, pdsavan, sim3tonnyan, 

jatkaram, nzgkraman, namkaran, Snprasan, 
curakaran, upnayan and vivah. 
eH Haart [das ssnyasi] See BA OH Hara. 
‘BROe [dasahara], enfoe (dasahrra} Skt eae 
ntenth day of the bright fortnight of the lunar 
month Jeth. According to the Purans, on this 

day, river Ganges, the destroyer of ten sins, 
emerged. The following are the ten sins - 

going back on promise, doing violence, acting 
against the religious scriptures, adultery, hurting 
of feeling with ill-talk, telling a lie, back biting, 

committing theft, wishing to harm others and 
talking rot. 

2 Vijya Dashmi (day of victory), the tenth 

day of the bright fortnight of lunar month Assu. 
On this day Ramchandar went ahead to kill 

the ten-headed Ravan. “trthr vrjyedasmi paz. 

uthcale sri reghurar.”—ramcSdrrka. 
3 Skt era, ten days. 4 tenth day after the 
death of a person; especially in the Sikh 

tradition, the completion of the recitation Guru 

Granth Sahib and the ceremony of accepting 
turban by the eldest surviving son on the tenth 

day after the death of the deceased person. 
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‘BH TOM [das hukam] See yA. 
wAaG [dasksth}, eneta [dasksdh), neue 
(dask3dhar) Ravan, having ten necks; ten- 

necked. “dehu stya dasksdh.”~ramav. 
‘BAUS (daskhat] See EASUS. “age Itkhari ke 
daskhat.”~akal. ‘Prior to it is the hand written 
text by Guru Gobind Singh and after it is the 
signature of author.’ 

‘erary [dasgatr] n According to Hindu tradition, 

rituals spread over ten days, when pfd (ball 

of cooked rice, barley or wheat) is offered 
daily to the ancestors. According to Purans, 

the spirit of a dead person is completed by 

offering these balls on ten consecutive days. 

The head is formed by the pd offered on the 
first day; eyes, ear & nose on the second day 

and so on. The creating of the whole body is 
complete when the feet are formed by offering 

iton the tenth day. 

‘BATE [dasgunl. “jagg dan tap dharem satz sam 
dam dhirayvst. sahansil matsar rahrt das gun 
thi ganst.”-NP. 

‘8H af [das gont] See Eta. 
BHate [dasgriv] See eras. 
"AWE [dascar] adj fourteen, 14. 2 See uefa 
frem. See eres we. 
eAES Uz [dascar hatt] See eras ve. 

‘eAVT WE (dascar car) fourteen and four. i.e. 
eighteen. It means eighteen types of 
knowledge. 

areemify Aqreercant Aree mara ferere: | 
entered gurersya flrerelareergeer | 
aga ergdat mrerateatt 8 aa: | 
sehared ageig Prenerereta ¥ 11 

—vIsanupuran. 
four veds, six sections of veds, critique, 

logic, religious codes, Purans, Ayurved, 

Dhanurved, Gandhery Ved and Arthshastar 
are eighteen types of knowledge described in 
Vishnu Puran. “dascar car prabin.”—akal. 
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“dascar car ntdhan.”-prichat, 
wnefa ve [dascarz hat] fourteen spheres. 
“dascarz hat tudhu sajra, vaparukarive.”-var 
srim 8. 

eHetgas [dastatkar] See yAesaT, 

‘BH Be [das that] See oe 3. 
BRS [dasat] P 2) n loose motion, diarrhoea. 
Zhand. 3 profit, gain. 4 power, force. 5 P+, 
forest, wilderness. 

BAER [dastak] P _¢, n act of producing sound 
by clapping, 2 act of knocking at the door. 

3 summons, 4 transit permit, transit pass. This 
transit permit was given to British traders by 
Muslim rulers during the middle of eighteenth 

century in Bengal. They were exempted from 
paying octroi on their goods by showing this 
permit. A dispute arose between the British 

and Nawab Mir Kasim on the issue of this 
dasat (transit permit). 

‘eHsa [dasatkari] P f,4¢y 2 handicraft. 
BAsHy [dasatxat] P ye, mn handwriting. 

2 signature, writing one’s name at the end of 

adocument. 

‘enaate [dasatgir] P £, adj who extends a 
helping, hand. 2 7» helper, provider. 3 a holy 
Muslim chief, named Abdul Qadir of Baghdad, 

He was born in 1078 AD in Jilan, a town of 

Persia and was was known for his religious 
conduct. This holyman died on 22" February, 

1166 in Baghdad, where a tomb exists in his 

memory. He is popularly known as dastgir. 

Holymen belonging to his sect are known as 

Kadiris. Just as the successors of Farid are 
named as Farid, so the successors of Dastgir 

are designated as dastgir. “puchra phirke 
dastgir, kon fakir krs ka gharana.”~BG. See 
WRT. 

enaaiict (dasotgiri) See watt. 
eRseeet [dasatdarazi) P fic n act of 
extending hand; assaulting, beating. 
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‘eAsUe' (dasatpana), EASusT [dastpanah] P 

«g.=-s 7 saviour of the hand; a pair of tongs. 
eran [dasatpaja] See yaeT. 
BAsEAS [dasatbasta] P z12- adj bound 

hands; who has tied the hands. 
eRsaA [dasatbosi) P sys» m act of kissing 

one’s hands. “lai dasatbosi uth pir.”-NP. 

ERIN [dastarxvan] P yifz n sheet on 
which food is served. 
ensaet [dasatravé] P Unc» nn act of 
practising, practice of firing with a gun or 

shooting an arrow, etc. 

‘eHgeT (dasatrag] n iron-gloves. “phutst jrrehr 
dasatrag.”—kalki. 

BAST [desta] P >» mgrip, handle, 2 group, body, 
crowd. 3 stick, rod. 4 quire of twenty-four 

papers. 
‘erst [dasta] P ut» n guile, deceit. 2 song. 

3 narration, story, tale. 
‘EAs [dastana] P 2, 7 one of a pair of 
gloves. 2 handle of a sword with a frame for 

protecting the hands. 
‘PAS [dasatar] Py, m turban. “sabat suretr 

dastar stra.”-maru solhe m 5. ‘Having 
unshorn hair is like wearing a turban on the 

head,” 

‘easratdt [dastarbsdi] 1 ceremony of wearing 
turban, act of wearing turban by the son or 

the heir of an elderly person, offered to him 
by his near and dear ones at the time of the 

elder’s death, 2 custom of wearing turban on 

the installation of a Muslim judge. See History 

of India (chapter 8) by Elphinstone. 

‘wna [dastara] See GATT. dastara is used for 
dastar by the Khalsa. 
enete (dastavez} P yt n hand written 
document, certificate. 

‘Age [dastur] P , =n custom, tradition. 2 rule, 
code. 3 minister, vazir. 4 During the Mughal 
rule, the headquarters of a district was called 
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dastur, There used to be many dasturs in one 

suba. 

endafts [dastagir] See ensaie |. “kas nes 
dastigir.”-trl5g m1. 

‘eHeHt (dasdasa] Ten stages of the mortal frame 

are thus described in Guru Granth Sahib - 
pahrle prarz laga than dudhz, 

duje- maz bap ki sudhz, 
tije bhaya bhabhi beb, 
cavthe prarz upsni khed, 
p3jve khan pian ki dhatu, 
chive kamu na puche jatz, 
satve sSjxr kia ghervasu, 
athve krodhu hoa tan nasu, 
nave dhaule ubhe sah, 
dasve dadha hoa svah. 

~var majh m 1. 
2 In poetics ten states of the beloved during 

separation from her lover are described as 

under: 
“sbhrlakh, sucfta, gunkathan, stmretz, 
udbeg, prolap, unmad, vyadhz, jarhta bhaye 
hot maran pun ap."—rasrkprrya. 

3 ten stages of the human body as described 

by Sanskrit scholars are — 
conception, birth, infancy, childhood, 

teenage, adolescence, youth, old age, ailment 
and death. 
‘enert [dasadas) See EF 2. 
en fen (das drs], en fer (das drsa] ten 
directions are ~ 
east, south-east, south, south-west, west, 

north-west, north, north-east, heavenward, 

netherward. “das dis khojat me phrrro,”-gau 

thrtim 5. See ferr and fears. 
‘eR Emre [das duar] n ten doors, body’s ten 
openings; ten openings of the body are — 
two ears, two eyes, two nostrils, mouth, anus, 
penis and palate. “dasmi dase duar basz 
Kine.”-gau thrti m5. 
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‘eA tf emren His [das dor duadas m3t)-gyan. 
an incantation of twenty-four characters; 
Gayatri a sacred verse. 
‘eH [dasan) n teeth. 2 cover, armour. 3 sting, 

bite. “dasan brhun bhuySgs matrs garuri 
nivarans.”-gatha, ‘a snake spellbound by the 

magical incantation chanted by the charmer 
cannot bite.’ 
eR ow at ae (das nakh ki kar] hard labour, 
true labour, honest earning. “das nakh karz jo 
kar komave.”-rahzt desasfgh. 
‘ABE [dasnav] adj nineteen 19. 2 objects, 
nineteen in number. 
‘BAe [dasna] of the devotees, of the disciples. 
“caren malay harrdasna.”-g5d m 4.2 See ers. 
3 See tx. 

‘en 3H Get [das nam udasi] See Ger. 
eA oH Haat [das nam sényasi} ten sects 
of ascetics, ascetics of ten religious sects — 

tirath, agram, van, arnya, gIri, parvat, sagar, 

sarasvati, bharti and puri. “das nam sényasia, 
jogi barah pth calae.”-BG. See eRHa, 
eaese, 

2 Ascetics believe that they owe their 

origin to Shankaracharya; ten types of ascetics 
who have originated from his four disciples 
are described below: 

trrath and asram from visvrup. 

van and arnya from padampad. 
GIFT, parvat and sagar from trotak. 

sarasvati, bharti and puri from prrthrvidhar. 
‘8H Bret [das nari) ten sense organs and organs 
of action. “das nari me keri duhaganz.” 

~prabha am 5. meaning ‘mind is not involved 
in the pleasures of these organs.’ 2 eRR-nift 
enemy of teeth. 

‘en oct feg yey [das nari rku purekhu|-var 
smaru 2 m5. ten senses and the human soul. 

‘GR usa [das parab] See UF yaa. 

eH UG [das patau] See usg. 
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‘8 Yau [das purab] ten religious celebrations 
of the Hindus; ten festivals. “das purab sada 

dasahra.”~dhana chét m 1. “das purbi 

gurpurab na paza.”-BG. 
The ten religious celebrations are - eighth day 
of a lunar phase, fourteenth day of a lunar 

phase, night or day of the new moon, night or 

day of the full moon, first day of a month, 
summer solistice; winter solitice, constellation 

of stars having inauspicious influence, lunar 

eclipse, solar eclipse. 

enue [daspac] ten and five — fifteen, ten 
sensory organs and five passions. “marem dasa 
pci ka bujhe.”-ratanmala, bSno. 

‘emyre [daspran] ten types of vital air are: 
“pon das suno nam pran he apan dou, 

janrye seman udran he bran so, 
nag or kuram krtkal devdatt lakho, 

dasvi dhanaje nam karat bakhan so.” 

NP. 

pran (vital air) in the heart, apan through the 
anus, saman in the navel (central part), udran 
in the throat, bayan in the whole body, nag 
through the belch, kuram for opening eyes, 
krrkal the source of apetite, yawning from 
devdatt, dhandje to inflate the dead body. 
eH afin [das baghrari], UF fafumreft [das 
brghzari] ten she-wolves. “das brghtari lai 
nrvarr.”-ram m5. meaning - sensory organs 
and organs of action. 

eA troratfs [das beragonz] ten sensory organs 
indifferent to evil-doings. “das beraganz 
agtakari.”—gau m 5. 
‘eA (dasam] adjtenth. 2 7 tenth chapter of the 

Bhagwat. “dasom katha bhagaut Kd bhakha kari 

banar.”-krisan, ‘the story regarding Krishan 
in the Dasam Granth not only derives from 

the 10" chapter of Vaishnav Bhagwat but also 
refers to the doctrine from Devi Bhagwat and 
other scriptures. That is why there is praise 
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of Devi and mention of Radha in it, 3 Skt 7 
adjextraordinary, wonderful. 

‘BAH AE [dasom sathan] 7 tenth place, tenth 
door (beyond nine openings). See 2FH Eure. 

2 tenth house in a horoscope. 
A HO feeat [das maha vidya) See Fras. 
SAHeEE [dasamgrath] The holy scripture of 
Guru Gobind Singh. A brief history of the 

composition of this scritpure is as follows - 
In Sammat 1778 on the order of Mata 

Sundri, Bhai Mani Singh was appointed head 

priest of Darbar Sahib Amritsar. He 
discharged this duty excellently and preached 

the Sikh docrine remarkably well. During his 

tenure as head priest, in addition to writing 

other religious books, he compiled the fourth 

manuscript of Guru Granth Sahib. In this 

manuscript of Guru Granth Sahib, he put the 

hymns of each Guru and the Bhagats 
separately according to the sequence of Rags. 
In addition to this, he tried to collect the 

religious discourses of the tenth Master and 

translations of Sanskrit scriptures, and 
compiled them into a single volume entitled 

ere usw a ae. 
The fourth manuscript of Guru Granth 

Sahib did not accord with the Adi Granth 
complied by Guru Arjan Dev. So Bhai Mani 

Singh had to face the wrath of the Sikh 

community and his scripture was not 

approved. Setting an example of a true Sikh, 
Bhai Mani Singh attained martyrdom in Lahore 
in Sammat 1794. After the martyrdom of Bhai 

Mani Singh, Dasam Granth was sent for a 

thorough study at Damdama Sahib, known as 
the centre of knowledge (Kashi of Sikhs). It 
was discussed at large in the Khalsa Diwan, 
and one view was that retention of bani in 
different volumes, was not proper and should 

be bound a single volume. The other view was 
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toretain the scripture in different volumes was 

proper so that scholars, researchers and 
students etc could study according to their 

requirements, The majority were of the view 

that it should be in two different volumes — 
the first volume should contain the hymns 

uttered by Guru Gobind Singh himself which 

accord with the spiritual hymns of the other 
nine Gurus, while the second volume should 

include writings of historical importance, 

Many were of the view that all other writings 
should remain as written by Bhai Mani Singh, 

but Charitars and eleven anecdotes in 
Zaffarnama should be published separately. 

‘Thus this debate continued for long but with 

no definite decision acceptable to all could 
emerge. Meanwhile Bhai Matab Singh, on 
learning the disrespect shown by Massa 
Rangar to Darbar Sahib Amritsar in Sammat 

1797, reached Damdama Sahib from Bikaner 

on his way to Amritsar. The Sikhs sought his 

advice on the issue regarding Dasam Granth. 
He said that ifhe returned to Damdama Sahib 

after killing Massa Rangar, then the volume 
compiled by Bhai Mani Singh be accepted as 

such. Otherwise if he got martydom in 
Amritsar, the scripture be divided into two 

different volumes. After killing the wicked and 

unjust Massa Rangar, Bhai Matab Singh came 

back to Damdama Sahib raising victory 
slogans. The Sikhs showered honours upon 
Bhai Matab Singh. The scritpure of Dasam 
Granth compiled by Bhai Mani Singh was duly 
approved as per the wishes of Bhai Matab 
Singh. 

One manuscript of Dasam Granth was also 
compiled by Bhai Sukha Singh, priest of Pama 

Sahib who included &@ and sdidta3q ete in it. 

Many more volumes of the scripture were 
prepared by ignorant and self-seeking authors, 
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which have played havoc with the text. No 
dedicated scholar has tried to emend them. 
Although there are a number of such 

manuscripts available, yet only two of them 

are recognised as genuine by the Sikhs — one 
compiled by Bhai Mani Singh, which is also 

named as of Bhai Deep Singh and the second 
compiled by Bhai Sukha Singh, which is 
popularly known as Khas Bir. 
eHENT [dasamdvara] BHEMg (dasamdvary] 
ntenth door, brain. “dasamduvara agam apara.” 
ram beni. 
eAHveG [dasamredanvu] suppression of ten 

senses, act of controlling the ten sensory 

organs. “tasbi yadz karahu dasamradanu.” 
=maru solhe m 5. 
en fieat [das mrrgi] ten sensory organs 
eroding the effect of virtuous actions. “das 

mirgisahje bsdhz ani.”-bher m5. 
‘eaoht [dasmi) n tenth day of the lunar phase. 
“dasmi dase duar basi kine.”-gav thrtim 5. 

2 any object at the tenth place. 
‘emp [dasmukh] n Ravan — having ten faces. 
2 trinity, three gods with 10 faces - four of 
Brahma, one of Vishnu, five of Shiv. 
emywiga [dasmokhatak] » Ram, who ended 
the life of ten-faced Ravan. 2 arrow.-sanama. 

‘genta {dasmes) 7 the tenth lord, tenth Master 

of the Sikhs - Guru Gobind Singh. 

‘eRu [dasyan} by the tenth, with the tenth. 

“dagyan bore ris rat3.”—ramav. ‘Through the 

tenth mouth, Ravan speaks in anger.’ 
‘eRae [dasrath] ruler of Ayodhya, son of Aj of 

Raghu dynasty and father of Ram, whose 
chariot could freely move unhindered in ten 

directions. According to Ramayan he had 353 
wives, Kaushalya, Kaikeyi and Summitra were 
the chief ones. Kaushalya gave birth to Ram, 
Kaikeyi to Bharat while Laxman and 

Satrughan were born to Summitra. Dashrath 
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was sixty thousands years old when he wanted 

to instal Ram as the crown prince (See wart, 
section 2, 22). 

Once Kaikeyi had came to the rescue of 

Dashrath in the battlefield. Pleased at it, 

Dashrath had promised to grant her two boons. 

Reminding him of these promises, Kaikeyi 

demanded the installation of Bharat as crown 
prince in place of Ram as also fourteen years 
of exile for him. The king had to accept her 
demand under great compulsion. However he 
was extremely grieved to send Ram into exile 

and could not survive in his absence. “ut 
dasrath tan ko tajyo sri raghubir vryog.” 
~ramav, 

According to Valmiki, one night a devotee 

named Sindhu (Shrvan), son of a Vaish from 

the womb of a shudar woman, came to fetch 
water from the pond for his blind parents. 

Dashrath was sitting in ambush on the bank 
of the pool for a prey. He killed Shrvan with 

his arrow by aiming it at the sound of a pitcher 

being filled with water which he mistook for 

that of an elephant or some other wild animal. 

He was grief stricken at the sight of dying 
Shrvan, who told Dashrath about his blind 
parents and asked him to offer them water 

for drinking. The king went to them with water, 
told the whole incident and apologised for his 
crime. The blind parents cursed the king that 
he would die grieving for his son.' 

2 grandson of the emperor Ashok, who 

lived around two hundred years BC. 

‘eRVAYS [dagarathsut], wATATIe [dasarethtenay] 

Ramchandar. 2 Bharat, Laxman and 
Shatrughan. 
‘BABAR [daslaksonak] Sk n that which has 
ten qualities — religion. See uarmar, 
‘According to Uttarkhand of Padam Puran, Dharam Dutt 

Brahman was born as Dashrath of Surya Dynasty. 
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‘ene aafae met (dasla karbhrkh adi}-sanama. 

Duryodhan — elder brother of Duhshalya and 
Karbhish. 

ener [dasva), ene! [dasvi] See EMH 1. “m3deru 
dasva duaru.”—sri am J. 

‘eHe" warn (dasva akas) tenth door. “manu 
carta dasve akas1.”-sava m 3. 

‘enet wore [dasva duar) See BREMIY. 
ere ward e oe [dasvé patsah da grith) 
See emda. 

‘enda [dasvidh] tenth part, one tenth share. 
‘jo apni kachu karahu kamai. gury hrt dthu 
dasvSdh banai.”-GPS. See eu. 

‘eA [dasa] Skt Ar n state, condition. 2 lamp’s 
wick. 3 end portion of a dupatta, 4 See eHER. 
emer [dasauna] v ask, enquire. “hau pith 
dasai nzt khari.”-sri m 4. “rahu dasai na 

jola.”~vad m 1. “hav paji nam dasarda.” 
-maru m4. “path dasava nxt khayi.""—asa cht 
m4. 

umf [dasar), enfeg [dasarnu] adv by asking. 
2. of servants, of slaves, See wHemfe and 

wrerter. 

wrth [dasai] See erGzr. 2 n act of asking. 
“hart sajan melz prare, mrlz p3thu dasai.” 
—var sor m 4. 

emia [dasasvmedh] Skt <eata a pilgrim 
centre in Kashi, where Brahma performed ten 

Ashvmedh Yajnas with the help of king 
Divodas. 
2. ten types of Ashvinedh Yajnas: 

prebhu, vibhu, vyastz, vrdhrrtr, 

vyavritz, urjesv, psysvan, brahamvarcas, 

atrvyadhr and diragh. 
erga" (dasahra] See eHus". 2 appears, is 
apparent, is seen. “sabh tera khel dasahra 
jiv.”-majh m 5. 

errdtt [dasaki] See eA ert. 
‘eAAS [dasaksar] In prosody, eight initial 
combinations of matras of eight prosodic feet 
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and two initial syllables i.e. long & short 

matras, which are the basis of poetics — 
ma bha ja sana ya ra talaga. 

‘enige (dasagul) Ski ZeTei nm musk melon; 
cantaloupe, having ten strips. There is a legend 

that a fruit fell from the sky for an ascetic. He 

caught ‘¢ «1 mid air by supporting it with his 

two hands, and al! che ten fingers left their 
mark on it. ‘he musk melon, in general, has 

ten marked strips. 

‘ears [dasanan] n Ravan with ten faces. 

earae mifs [daganan arr} enemy of Ravan - 
Ram. < 

‘eat Sat Ft we [dass noha di kemai] See 
oe aft ae, 
‘wAETE [dasavtar] See eH Ess, 
‘aft (dasz) by telling, by informing. 2 imperative 

form of verb Fe", tell, inform. “soi dest 
updesra."-suhi m 5 gunvsti. 
eft [dasthu) please tell, please guide. “me 
dasthu maregu.”-var maru 2 m5. 
‘eyat [dasuni) adj ten times. “je jug care arja 
hor dasuni hoz.”—japu. 
®R [dase} all the ten. See eREMTE and EAH. 

2 tells, informs. 

‘Bat (dasera) n a measure of ten seers. 

‘eitad [dagotar] Skt TEAR adj ten above one 
hundred, one hundred and ten. 2 ten more than 
any number. 
‘et fer (daso disa) See et fer, 

‘GR wa [daso nag) this is incorrect reading of 
fers evar (fam) in carrtr 217 of Dasam Granth, 
due to some ignorant writer. “prrthi cal kino 

daso nag bhage.” The correct reading is — 

“dganag bhage.” ‘the elephants stationed in 
eight directions started running,’ 
‘fa [dassdh] » tenth part, one tenth share; 

tithe. Itis customary in Sikhism to offer one 

tenth part of one’s earnings in the name of the 
Creator. “das nakh kart jo kar kemave. té ker 
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jodhan ghar mahz ave. tzs te gurudasdh jo 
dei. stgh suyas bahu jag me lei.”-prasnottar 
bhai nddlal. “dasva hrssa khattke stkkha de 

mukh pax.”-mago. Donating the tithe is also 
mandatory in the Bible. See Gen XIV 20, and 

XXVIIL22. 

According to sage Prashar’s writing, lay 
householders must part with 1/21” share of 

their income for the sake of the deities, but a 
Brahmin householder should give 1/30* part 

of his income. . 

‘eit [dassdhia] one who pays tithe. 2 the 
child on whose behalf the tithe is offered. 

The custom is like this - the parents offer 
prayer for begetting a child and resolve to offer 
one tenth of its value to the Guru if a male 

child is born to them. When the child, so born, 
starts walking, he is taken to the gurdwara, 

and his value is assessed by the five Sikhs; 

one tenth of this assessed value is donated by 

the parents to the gurdwara, “guru ko sut 

dassdhia kin.”—GPS. ‘the son received from 

the Guru by offering tithe.’ 
3 During the Marahatta rule, a person who 

‘was exempted from paying one tenth of the 
total revenue, was called dasSdhia as tithe- 

man. He was held responsible for the security 
of the tithe-free district. 

enters U@era feear [dasscar caudah vrdya]- 
gyan. twenty-cight types of knowledge. 
Adding ten more to eighteen types of 

knowledge as described in the word dascar 
car, we get a total of twenty-eight types of 

knowledge. See a and TAG ae, 
erg [dasdtr] Skt STR n foreign country, 
abroad, other country. “drsStr jas cholic.” 
—paras. ‘who with arms has conquered other 

countries.’ 
erfet [dasSda] telling, informing. 2 appearing. 
3asking, questioning. “yar ve, te ravra lalanu 
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mu dasr das3da.”-jet chat m 5. ‘herews [yar] 
stands for the person who has achieved self- 

realisation i.e. the Guru. 

@nA [dass] m news; information. 2 imperative 

form of verb rz". 
ey [dast), eH [dest] See ens. 
ey naratens [dast afgadan} P ysis, v shake 
off hands. 2 meaning — abandon i.e. forsake, 
‘erate (dastgir} See ensafta. 
eq [dastgiri] P 4S act of extending a 
helping hand, sense of giving support. “dastgiri 
dehr, drlavar!”-trl§g m5. 
‘eg [dasyv] Skt n thief, robber. 2 foe. 3 fire. 
4 an uncivilised tribe, that finds reference in 
Rig Ved. The Aryans named the uncivilised 
black complexioned people of India as dasyu. 

‘ea [dah] Sia <& vr bum, destroy, torture, light 

funeral pyre. 2 See @v. 3 adv having burnt. 
“cuna hove ujla dah patthar kutte.”-BG. 4 Py» 
adj ten. “dubtdha lage dah disz dhave.” 

-majh am 3. 

‘BaEs [dahsat]_4 . 4,” terror, fear. 2 harassment, 

restlessness. 
‘eafha [dahsrr) Sk Tereftt n Ravan having ten 
heads. “rove dahsrr 13k gavaz.”-var ram I 
mi. 

‘Pua [dahak] See eva. 

BoA [dahkan) 4 wes substitute for taare, 
villager. 2 rustic, vulgar. 
®VE [dahan] See vas. “bhrem bhratr dahan 

sital sukh datav,”-saveye m 5 ke. 
wa fen (dah drs}, ea fet [dah drsz} See ef 
fer. 2 adv in all the ten directions, that is - 

everywhere. “dah dzs purrrahfa jasu suami.” 
~suhi cht m 5. “dah dist puj hove harzjan 

."—suhi ch3t m 3. 

‘Bae [dehan} Sk n act of destroying completely, 

burning. “satru dahan harrnam kahan.”-guj 

m5, “hart stmran dahan bhae mal.”-todi m 

5. 2 fire. “trrsna dahan brkhe jo dahna.” 
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NP. 3 person having irate temperament. 4 P 
o% mouth, face, 

‘B08 [dahanu] See Baw 1. “dut dahanu bhata, 
govfd progtaza.”-asa chat mS. 
B08 [dahar] A 4) 1 time, period. 2 world, 

universe. 3 Skt brother. 4 child. 5 Varun, god 
of ocean. 6 cock; rooster. 7 hell. 8 mice. 

9 adjsmall. 10 little. 11 difficult to understand. 
eaea [dahrah], eae" [dahra] P 19 n small 
sword. 2 dagger. 

wadt [dahri] A J, 1 one who regards Time as 
the creator and destroyer of the universe. 

2 atheist, non-believer in God and the next 
world. 

‘Bas [dahal] 4 (f, n fear, apprehension. 2 a 

disease, 6% heart’s sinking, fright, heart 

sinking, heart's palpilation, apprehension, 

sudden startling. This is the first stage of 
insanity. The causes of this disease are — 

weakening of muscles, excessive indulgence 
in sex, mental overwork, anger, fear, gastric 

trouble, excessive use of liquor, hemp, smack, 

hashish, tobacco etc, liver and stomach 
disorders, fatigue, exhaustion and piles etc. 

A patient suffering from this disease must 

be given tonics, easily digestible food, fruits, 

jams, milk, butter, cream etc. Syrups of 

pomegranate and sandal are also useful. Every 

effort should be made to keep him in good 

humour. Medicines, which are beneficial to 

cure insanity, also give relief to the patient 
suffering from this disease. See Fare. 

3 One feels stricken with fear, if he has 

committed some evil deeds, punishable by the 
ruler, the elders or the teachers etc. The best 

treatment of this disease of heart’s sinking is 
to lead a virtuous life by avoiding indulgence 
inevildeeds. 
eae [dahaliz] P 4, n threshold; bottom part 

of a wooden doorframe, doorsill. 
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BO [daha] P +» n period from the first to the 

tenth day of Muharram; first ten days of 

Muharram. 2 sense -taziyah (tajia). See 
srfinr. 
‘BW [dahan] P oi» n mouth, 
‘eam [dahana] P =) ncurb, curb-bit, an iron- 

curb put in the horse’s mouth; rein, snaffle, 
bridle. 2 opening for the discharge of water, 

opening in the distributory. 3 a place, where 
river merges in the ocean. 

‘Bamnes [dahanidan] P w+} v cause to give, 
arrange to give. 

‘efodt [dahrni) a village under Anandpur police 
station in tehsil Una and district Hoshiarpur, 
which is 18 miles north of Ropar railway 

station, There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru 
Hargobind to the east of this village. The Guru 

came to this village several times from 
Kiratpur while going for hunting. A structure 

is in place. The priests are followers of Kabir. 

There is no permanent income. 2 adjdestroyer, 
right. 

‘efant [dahrna] See as. 2 See Bfan". 
‘efadt (dahrri] See zadt. 
‘fos [dahrl] See eas. 

‘edt [dahi] Skt eftrn milk set to curdle, which is 
slightly sour, curd. “padzt dahi vrloie bhai.” 
-sor a m 1, sense — deeds according to 

invoking the essence of all religious practices, 
‘edbor (dahia] n first ten days of Muharram. 

2 adjdestroyer; destroying by burning. 
‘eddt [dahidi} n earthen pitcher containing 
curd. “dahidide srr age karra”-PPP, 

‘ede (dahir] A vn era of cruelty, period of 
oppression. 
WH [dahum] P (4, adj tenth. 
82H [dahej] See eH. 
wéfeft (dah3dzsr] See eu fen. 
eat [dahyo} burnt. 2 n curd. See Haz. 
eam [dak] Skt n water, aqua. 
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waft [dakika] A 33, sensitive matter having 
deeper meaning. 2 method, remedy, plan. 
3 moment, instant. 4 deficiency, shortage, loss. 

‘eatea [dakodar] dak (water) - udar (stomach). 

See HBeT. 
Bam [daks] Skt te vr be clever, be wise, be 
able, be strong. 2 adjclever, wise. 3 n one of 

the gods credited for creating mankind, who 
is described in Rig Ved too. According to 

Garurh Puran, Daksh emanated from the right 

thumb of Brahma and his wife from the left 

thumb. According to Bhagwat, Daksh is a 
human son of Brahma while his wife Prasuti 
is the daughter of Manu. In Vishnu Puran 
and Mahabharat, Daksh is described as son 

of Prachet — one of the gods credited for 
creating humanity. It is an agreed fact in all 
references that Daksh played a major role in 

the creation of humanity. He begot many 

daughters, of whom ten were married to 

Dharamraj, thirteen to Kashyap, twenty- 
seven to Moon and one (Sati) to Shiv. Shiv 

chopped off the head of Daksh and replaced 
it with that of a goat. See Fat and arg mA. 
4 cock. 5 bull — vehicle of Shiv. 6 Shiv. 
7 Vishnu. 8 power, strength. 9 semen. 
10 adj right side, 

eaRS" (dakgsuta], aoa (dakskanya), aA" 
[daksja], eaanur [daksatanya] 7 daughter of 
Daksh — Sati, wife of Shiv, wives of Kashyap 

and Moon. See 8, 
‘Bast [daksta] n cleverness, wisdom. 2 ability, 

understanding. 

efae [daksrn) Ske adj right. 2 clever, wise. 
3 nsouth direction, the direction to your right 
when your face is towards the sun early in 

the morning. 4 Vishnu. 5 In poetry, the hero, 
who has equal love for all his wives. 6 stomach, 

abdomen. 
‘efae waa [dakstn nayak] See efae 5. 
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fae [daksrna] See efuer. 
efaeuan [doksrnayen] Skt n period during 
which the sun moves from the Tropic of Cancer 
to the Tropic of Capricom in the southern 
direction; period from 21* June to 22% of 

December. See @*3owe. 

ewe [dakhan] See efae. 2 See dua. 
euafes [dakhanazn] See efaaran. 
weufs [dakhanz] in the southem direction. See 
af. 

‘eualt [dakhni] adj southem, pertaining to the 

southern direction and the southem countries, 
as — dakhni vad-his. See »raat m 1, Hae 3. 

‘gudt Grlars [dakhni o5kar] a famous temple 
of Mandhata island in Nimar district of 
Madhya Pradesh (C.P.). dakhni o3kar was 

composed by Guru Nanak Dev in Ramkali 
Rag to impart wisdom to the priests of this 
temple. This composition is also based on 

alphabets just like bavan akhri. 
eudterfe [(dakhnirar] He was a renowned and 
pious person from Baba Prithi Chand's 
lineage. Kapial and Batriana villages were 
gifted to him by the Patiala state. His residence 

was in Gharachon of Bhawanigarh sub 

division, Dakkhani Rai died in Sammat 1872. 
His descendants still live in Charachon. Tilok 
Ram, an Udasi saint, was a great scholar. He 

set up a centre for imparting knowledge. There 
used to be a large number of pupils in his 

company, 
The lineage of Dakkhani Rai is as follows — 

Guru Ram Das 

! 
Baba Prithi Chand 

| 
Meharban 

| 
Karan Mall 
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Sohan Mail 

| 
Niranjan Rai 

Dakkhani Rai. 

Bags" [dakhnuta] interrupted urination causing 
pain. See vyy". 

‘Bus [dakhan] See efre 3. “dakhan des hari ka 

basa, pachrmz alah mukama,"-prabha kabir. 
The Hindus believe that the south (Sri 

Rangnath) is the abode of Ishwar, while the 
Muslims hold that Allah resides in the west 

(Kabba).! See ufefi. 

‘want [dakhma] P 4, 1 tomb. 2 an enclosure, 

where the Parsis - the worshippers of fire — 
keep their dead bodies to be eaten by birds, 
Tower of Silence, hasan. See JAE and fe. 

EME [daxal] A [fn possession, right. 2 entry, 
approach. 
wf [dakhrn] See efaz. 
‘fer [dakhrna] Skt efaat n offering made 
with the right hand. 2 offerings given to the 

holyman or family priest etc.\3 sense — 
donation, “rk dakhrna hav te pahz magau.” 
-prabha m I. 4 south, 

‘weft [daxil] adj holder. See ers. 

PYM [dakhutra] Su-yX n PAM Jay 
retention of urine, intermittent urination 
causing pain. 

The discharge of urine is painful due to the 
intake of eatables having warm-dry effect, 
drinking of wines, taking of hot food, ignoring 
to answer the call of nature, remaining thirsty 
and hungry for a longer time, indulgence in 
sex by retaining urine and stool etc. 

‘In the Bible, Jerusalem and the temple built there are 
believed to have such glory. See Psalm 87. “His 
foundation is in the holy mountains. The Lord loveth 
the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob. 
Glorious things are spoken of thee, O city of God.” 
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To cure this disease one should take milk, 

rice and rice-pulse puddings etc instead of 
meat, spices, pickles, jams. The following 

medicinal measures are very beneficial for 
immediate relief from strangury. 

(1) to take the ground powder of 

cardamom, pure rock secretion, seeds of 

cucumber, mineral salt, saffron with rice water. 

(2) to take syrup prepared by crushing 

seeds of tribulus alortus, inner seed of 
cucumber, white cremin, cardamom. 

(3) to take syrup of sandalwood and lime 
squash. 

(4) to take one masha each of jskhar and 

crystalline nitre with lassi. 
(5) to take with honey the boiled extract of 

coriander and bhakkhga (tribulus alatus). 
(6) to take mixture of ground and filtered 

roots of jasmine with goat’s milk by adding 
lumpsugar to it. If strangury is not taken care of 
atits initial stage, itcan cause dangerous diseases 
like gonorrhoea, spermatorrhoea etc. “crnag 

promoh bhagtdr dakhutra.”—carrtr 405. 
wet [dakkh] See ea. 

‘due [dakkhan] Sce efae. 

wuz Mee tue [dakkhan sakkhan bhekken] 
-sanama. one having attachment with the 

southern region — Ravan; his destroyer ~ the 
arrow. 

‘ea [dag] short for ear, See orn, 2 See ware”, 
3 See va. 
‘eae [dagna] v burn, be aflame or ablaze. 
2 get bumt, blazed. 3 shine. 

vam [dogedh} Skt <4 adj burnt, got burnt. 

“kalmal dagadh hohr khin Starz.”-sarm 5. 

‘wantnbes [dagedh akhar], eamrae (dagdhaksar) 
in prosody, a set of five forbidden characters: 
%, J, 5, 3, My, some pocts regard dagadh as a 

set of eight characters: J, 3, 0, 3, H, 3, W, 3. 
Many others are of the view that dagadh 
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consists of even more characters. The usage 

of these characters at the beginning of a verse 
is forbidden. See agee fewas. 

earn [dagbaj] P 316, adjdeceitful, guileful, of 
deceiving nature, treacherous. “dagbajan jivat 
jan na dijo.”-krrsan. 

‘Bae [dager] See Bae and eae. 
‘zara (dagra] n space for putting a footstep on; 
path, passage. “kabe na javd téke dagra.” 

2 delay, lateness. 3 traveller, passer by, way- 
farer. “ramrasarn piv, re dagra!”-asa 

namdev 4 See vars. 5 one of the imaginary 

birds like anal and huma, on the wings of which 

ayats (verses) of Koran are believed to be 
written. “dagra pSchi paran par Ixkha kuran 
matat.”~GV 10. ‘The Koran and hadises 
contain no reference to this bird; it is simply a 
tale coming from tradition.” 
‘wat (dagri] traveller, passer by. 2 See amt. 
eat [dagro] See ear. 
‘earer [dagla}, earet [dagli] Pg, n coat, blouse. 
“pahzrau nahi dagli lage na pala."-asa kabir. 
Here dagli stands for the mortal frame while 

‘unr [pala] stands for death. 
‘ears [dagral n raised land, mound. 2 See eae". 
‘ear [daca] Py,” deceit, betrayal, treachery. 

earGzr (dagauna] v get burnt, get the cannon 
ignited. 2 marking a tattoo on the body witha 
hot metal. See zarer. 

‘ware? [dagai] having a mark. “mathe mere 
dagai.”-ram kabir. ‘I got a scar of wound on 
my forehead while facing the enemy’s 
weapon.’ 2 burnt, set on fire. 3 act of 

branding a scar. 4 wages for tattooing. 
‘gare (dagana] v mark or cause a mark on the 
body with hot metal. In ancient times, slaves 
were marked on the forehead for 

identification. 2 marked, scarred. “hamre 

mastik dag dagana.”-gav m 4. 
‘eared (decabaz] See earn. 
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eat [dage] marked, got branded, tattooed with 
a circular mark, those who got branded in 
Dwarka, “doge dzgsbar vad karae.”-BG. 
da (dagg] adj shining. 2 bright. See ware, 
3 See eam. 

‘Bart (dagyo] got marked. 2 got bumt, burnt to 
ashes. “ag lage gan sal dagyo.”-Krrsan, ‘The 
cluster of trees was reduced to ashes.’ 
‘ey [dagh] vr reach, become less, go, defend, 
protect, 
€@ [dach) See eat and &s. 
26 [dachan] See efwe and Bus. 
‘eam [dachna] See efum, 
‘te [dacch] See va. “dach prajapatz jrnahz 
upae.”-VN. 
Fes [dacchan] See efae and Bes. 
‘88 [dajh] See vsz and efs. 
BBE [dajhanu] Su sense of getting burnt. “tkz 
dajhahr 1kz dabiahz.”—var sor m 3. 

‘efts [dajhz] » fire, which has the power to burn. 
2 adv by burning, after getting burnt. 
“manmokh jajht marsnz.”-suhi a m 3.3 adj 
inflammable, combustible. 
2% [dajhe] burns, blazes. “apne rohz ape hi 
dajhe.”-sava m 3. 

edfe [dajh3nr] burn (plural), are aflame. 
“dajhanz vanhz me pare.”=saloh. 

‘ezuer [datpata] See ua er gu 11. 

‘ez [datt] 7 rebuke, reprimand. “jrne dusat 

datts.”-VN. 2 short for 2ue, assault, attack, 

‘BE [dat] Skt Se n donation, blessings. “kcna 
bahu dat kara.”~sar m 4 partal. 2 See @y and 

a. 
‘eaes [datvan] See B3E. 
eae [datar) See ese. 
fe [datr] See es, 
‘edinit [datia] teeth. 
‘Bx [datu] Ske = adj donated, gave. “dara 
datu danw.”-japu. 2 n donation. “kScan ke 
kor datu keri.”—sri am J.3 renunciation, act 
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of abandoning. “sur sat khorsa datu kia.’ 
—maru jedev. See Jens. 4 See B3. 5 See Us. 
‘&z [datt] See By. 2 Dattatrey, son of sage Atri 

from the womb of Ansooya. “tab harz bahur 
datt upjayo.”-VN. Datt is one of the twenty- 

four incarnations. This inquisitive saint adopted 
twenty-four teachers (Gurus) and gained one 

or the other virtue from each of them. 
According to the Dasam Granth, his twenty- 
four teachers are the following - 

earth, water, air, sky, moon, fire, sun, pigeon, 
python, ocean, elephant, black bee, moth, 

woman who extracts honey from honey comb. 

deer, fish, Pingla —the harlot, vulture, hunter, 

child, virgin, arrow maker, spider and butterfly. 
According to Markandeya Puran, Ansooya 

sought blessings and gave birth to Brahma in 
the guise of Som, Vishnu as Dutt and Shiv as 

Durvasa. 

‘aa [dattak] m adopted son and heir. 
YaGa (dattatrey] Dutt, son of Attri. See HT 
2. 
Wfs [dattr] Seews. . 
tar [dattha] See Fa", 
‘Be [dad] Skt Tur donate, give up. 2 adjgiver, 
bestower, 3 See #z. 4 See Bre", 

‘wena (dadasar] » dwelling place of paternal 
grandfather, paternal grandfather’s paternity. 

“nahi dadsar prt prtama.”-BGK. 
‘eum [dadan] Skt n giving, bestowing. 
ee" (dada) Gurmukhi character ©, “dada data 
eku he.”-bavan. 2 pronunciaton of &. 

‘efe [dad] Skt adj giver, donor. 

BY [dadul adj giver, bestower. “bSdhan kat 
dadu nirvan.”-GPS. 
weuA [dadehas} father-in-law’s mother, 

grandmother-in-law. 
Ue (dadd], Fea [daddar] a skin disease. Skr 
ge p ringworm. This disease is caused by 

remaining dirty, coming into contact with 
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contaminated water, putting on wet clothes 
and due to defect in blood. In Ayurvedic 

system of medicine, this defect is regarded a 
type of leprosy. Originating from germs, the 

disease worsens on scratching. Mild irritation 
is felt on the body part affected by ringworm. 
Excessive rubbing may cause scratches on 

the skin; water oozes out and burning 

sensation is felt. 
To cure this disease, first wash the 

affected body part with sulphur-soap and then 

apply the following medicine on it: 
Sieve through a cloth crushed mixture of 

catechu, gall nut of oak (berry of cypress), 

sulphur and aconite root and then grind this 

mixture in a stone mortar by sprinkling water 
on it till it turns into a fine paste. Make small 

balls of this paste, dry them in shade. Rub a 

ball in water and apply the paste so formed on 

the ringworm. The affected part should not 
be covered with cloth till the applied paste gets 
dry. 

Apply the paste prepared in lemon-juice 
by crushing six mashas of powder of water 

caltrop and one masha of opium. 
Blood purifying drugs like ophelia chirretta 

are very beneficial in the treatment of this 
disease. A patient suffering from ringworm 
should avoid taking spicy food. 
ot {dadru) Skt 7 n ringworm. See #z. 

2 tortoise. 

eq (dadh] See ear. 2 See eft. 3 short for gar 
(@u). “dhar rup gau dedhstdhu gai.”-rudr. 
“went towards the ocean of milk.’ 4 Dg ocean, 

sea, 
wafifg (dedhstdhu} ocean of milk. See ea 3. 
2 ocean of curd. See Hus Fra, 
wugaet [dadhsutni] Dg n daughter of ocean 
~Luxmi, goddess of wealth. 
ear [dadha] burnt to ashes, aflame. See Bama. 
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“dadha hoa suah.”—var majh m J. 

‘ef [dadhz) Skt n curd, curdled milk. “dadhz 

ke bhole brrole nir.”~gau kabir, 2 cloth. 3 short 

for Gefiz, ocean. “jese dadht maddh cahii or te 
bohath cale.”-BGK. 

‘efarre [dadhzsar] n butter. 
‘eftays [dadhzsut] ” son of curd, butter. 2 son 
of ocean, moon. 3 pearl. 4 nectar—sanama. 

faye Ae (dadhrsut sar) ” son of ocean — 
»ifiys, pond - Ha (Amrit + sar)-GV 6. This name 

of Amritsar is written in the form of a puzzle. 
efagar [dadhrsuta} n daughter of ocean- 
Laxmi (goddess of wealth). 2 sea shell. 

‘finda [dadhrkhir] Ska efRtef n ocean of milk. 
‘efar [dadhzj], efarrfemr (dadhrjaza], efors 
[dadhzjat] 1 butter. 2 moon created from the 
ocean, moon bom from the ocean. 3 pearl. 
“jhalar dadhzjae.”—GV 6. ‘fringe of pearls.” 

4 See efaqs". 
efafay wat [dadhtrrpu dhanni] An ignorant 
scribe has wrongly noted down this version in 

place of the original text dvzprrpudhumzni in 
596 section of Shastammammala. which means 

= dvzp (elephant), its enemy ser (lion), army 
producing roaring sound like the lion. 2 gun. 

‘etfte [dadhic], ecife [dadhicr}, eate [dadhysc} 
Skt 274 Both the words eatw or ecify are 
correct. a Vedic sage, son of Atharav born 

from the womb of Shanti. There is a legend 
that Indar taught him the art of making wine 

on the condition that if he revealed it further 
to anybody, he would be beheaded. Ashvini 
Kumars persuaded Dadhichi to reveal the art 

of wine-making. To save him from the wrath 
of Indar, they attached the head of a horse in 

place of Dadhichi’s own head. When Indar 

chopped off this head of the horse, Ashavini 

Kumars reinstalled the original head on 
Dadhichi’s body. 

According to Rig Ved, Indar cut the bodies 
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of 810 Vritr demons with the help of Dadhichi’s 

bones. There is a reference in Mahabharat 

and Purans that Dadhichi got a boon from Yam 

(god of death) that his (Dadhichi's) bones 

would be mightier than the knobbed club of 
Indar and the dynasty of Vritr could be 

destroyed with these bones only. 

¥a [danv] daughter of Daksh and wife of 
Kashyap, who gave birth to the demons. 

‘BaH [danuj] progeny of Danu; demons, 
BERNA [danvjes) lord of the demons, king of 
demons, Hiranykashipu, Ravan etc. 
equfs [danupatr] Kashyap. See #9. 
‘eqdn [danub3s} dynasty of the demons, lineage 
of the demons. 

eats [denotr] Skt Gat causes pain (vr F 
means to give pain, to cause one to suffer). 
“na danotz jasmarnen janam jaradhz maran 
bhars.”-gujjedev. ‘meditating upon glory, fear 

of rebirth, old age, mental disorder, death does 
not cause any pain.’ 2 See ga. 

wuz [dapat] n growl, threat. 2 sprint, attack, 
invasion. “dapat pethyo camu mahr.”-saloh. 
em [dafl A 35 7 tambourine. “baje daph 
naphir5.”-saloh. 

‘eames [def-tan] A 64, adv suddenly, all of a 

sudden. 
exBT (daftar] P 4, n office; place where 
documentation of files is done. 2 files wrapped 
or tied in a piece of cloth, 

‘eeafe [daphtarz] in the office, within the office. 
“jake daphtarr puche na lekha.”-gau am 5. 
‘eeay [dephtarv) See esas 2. “daphtaru dai 

jab kadh he,”-s kabir. 

eae [dafon] A, n act of pitching in the soil. 
2 act of burying the dead body. Although the 
tradition of burying the dead body prevails in 

many religious communties, it is an essential 

part of the Islamic tradition.' According to 

igee ewe about the ritual of burying. 
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Hindu tradition, only the ascetics and infants 

(whose teeth are not yet grown) are buried, 

From the Bible, it becomes clear that the 

practice of burying the corpses was incommon 
much before the arrival of Istam. 

ear [daphnana] v bury, pitch. “pun hute 
morid jo aradh Je nike taht daphnaz dzya.” 
-NP. ‘The disciples buried half the sheet of 

the Guru’s garment,’ 

‘ee (dapha) A 3, 1» times. “antk dapha 

samjhaven kino.”-GPS. 2 section, class, line. 

“rakh lai sobh gop dapha.”-krrsan. 3 section 
of law; manual or agreement. 4 4 2, 
dispelling, driving away, “danav kar dapha.” 
-saloh. 

‘ediea [definah| A 24, adj buried under the 

ground. 2 » wealth hidden under the ground, 
treasure trove. 

‘@uae" [dabakna] v crouch in fear. 2 threaten, 

frighten. 
‘waar [dabka) 7 threat, authority, awe. “drlli 

me dabka bahu paryo.”-GPS. 2 shelf or arch 

just above the roof to store domestic goods. 

Skt ee, 
‘euaa [dabgar] n maker of large leather 
container (by compressing and burning leather 
till the paste is formed). 

‘Buz [dabat] n threat, awe. 2 sense of yielding 

under terror. “danav 10 dabate hé.”-cSdi J. 

wud? [dabatie} should threaten. 2 should 
donate. “ap khahdi khert dabatie.”-var ram 

3. ‘took offerings and distributed to others.’ 
‘eae [dabnal v bury. See Bas. “anta dhanu 

dhearr dabra.”-suhi chit m 4. 

eaem [dabdaba] A -4» n awe, grandeur, 

authority. 

‘eifwar [daballna} v cause one to run under 
threat; threaten and push away. 
Bag YAY [dabru ghusru] xan one who hides 
in one’s house; coward. 2 lax in following the 
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dictums of Sikhism, fearing opposition from 
the public and self-opioniated persons. 
em [dabau]  waming, threat. 2 pressure, 
tension. 3 authority. 

‘eager (dabauna] v bury. 2 threaten, frighten. 
3 seize, occupy. 

emg [dabau] adj heavy. 2 whose front is 
heavier than the rear. 
zwas (dabakat), Eras [dabacat] A =F) n 

pressure. 2 awe. 

efanas [dabrstan] P yt place of learning, 
school, educational institution, 

efansd HerIM (dabrstane majahab] —rAyt1s 
school of religious teachings; scripture 
containing doctrines of various religions. 

Sheikh Mohammad Muhsin, alias Fani, a 

resident of Persia, disciple of Sheikh Mahibulla. 

It is estimated that he was born around 1615. 
He spent major span of his life in Kashmir. 
He wrote the book ‘dabzstane majahab’ in 

about 1645.' He was in correspondance with 
Guru Hargobind and held many meetings with 

the true Master. Many of his writings about 

Sikhism are worth reading, He died in 1670. 

eats (dabir] 4 gn writer, author, sc 
"Ra [dabu) Skt Yea. “ghabu dabu jab jarie 
pie prem brhal.”—coubole m 5. domestic 

articles. 

‘ete [dabel] adj under pressure. 2 overloaded. 
3 buried under debt. 
‘edlat[do05g] adjhaving dominating appearance, 
domineering, awesome, dauntless. 

8B [dabh], ey [dabhu] Skt @{ vr deceive, cheat, 
ruin. See 8g, 2 Skt ef n type of spear grass. 
“thiv povahi dabhu.”-s farid. See 37. 

‘8 [dabbh] See eg 2. 
‘GH [dam] Skt & vr suppress; calm one down; 

win. 2 7 sense of controlling one's senses. 
‘Several writers consider Mir Zulafkaar Ali alias Mubid 

‘Shah as the author of this book. 
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3home, dwelling place. 4 brother of Damyanti, 

wife of king Nall. 5 son of Marut - a king 

belonging to the solar dynasty. 6 P/? breath. 
“ham admi hd rkdami.”-dhana m /. 7 (4 

cash, currency. “brnu dam ke sauda nahi 
ha.”"-gau a m J. See feaan and fee. 8 one 
fourth of a pice. “srem karte dam adh kav.” 

-brlam5.9 ry control of breathing and 
respiratory system, breathing exercise and 

regulating respiration, check on breathing. “jab 
sabh dam karke 1k var. pahdct jah? khudat 

darbar.”-GPS. 

eHa (damak] » light, trightness. 2 cash, 

currency, wealth. “dameak de dokh dukh apjas 

le asadhu.”-BGK. 3 Skt adj that which 

suppresses or subdues the senses. 

‘enae" [damakna] v shine, illuminate. 

enfaag [damakzyahv} with wealth, by 
spending money, with money. “rs prem ki 
damakryahu holi sat.”"-caubole m 5. ‘Could 

love for Him be purchased.” 
‘writs [damghos] See figures. 
‘enitat [damjoral Dg n one who accumulates 
wealth; miser, niggard. 

wen (damdama] P 4) n large kettledrum, 

wardrum. 2 fort’s minaret, 3 See eer" Afox, 
ewe wfoe [demdama sahrb] a raised 
platform for the Guru to sit for sometime. 

Famous holy’ places bearing this name are 

in memory of Guru 

Gobind Singh near village Sabo Ki Talwandi 

under police station Rama, tehsil Bathinda, 
subdivision Barnala of Patiala state, which is 

also known as Kashi (educational centre) of 
the Sikhs. The tenth Guru stayed here for 

nine and a half months, due to the unbounded 

devotion of Bhai Dalla. Mata Sundri and Mata 
Sahib Kaur came here with Bhai Mani Singh 
right from Delhi to have the Guru’s glimpse 
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or darshan. Relying on his spiritual insight, 
the Guru recited the full text of Guru Granth 

Sahib and got it scribed as a 1ew scripture 
at this holy place.’ Here eminent rulers of 
Phul dynasty, Tilok Singh and Ram Singh, 

were duly baptised by him. The Guru blessed 

this wilderness to grow and become luxuriant 
and verdant to be irrigated by canals. Baba 

Deep Singh Shaheed was assigned the duty 

of the head priest of this holy shrine, which 
passed on to his successors. Now the chief 
priest is Shahzadpur’ of Baba Deep Singh’s 
lineage. ; 

A huge religious congregation is held on 

the 1" day of Baisakh every year. Late Sant 
Attar Singh contributed a lot to the service 

of this holy place. Damdama Sahib is a centre 
for Sikh writers and scholars. A monthly _ 

donation of Rs. 100 is offered by the 
Maharaja of Nabha state for the community 
kitchen. This gurdwara is situated at a 

distance of seven miles to the south-west of 
Maiser Khana railway station. It is five miles 
away from Rama station of B.B. & C.I. 

Railways. 

Following are the relics bestowed by the 

Guru to Dall Singh of this village (Talwandi 

Sabo). Preserved by his successor, Shamsher 

Singh, they are as follows — 
One sword, two turbans, two robes, two 

trousers, a falcon’s string. 
These relics are displayed every month on 

the tenth day of the bright phase of the moon. 

Following are other holy places here: 
(a) Jandsar — a shrine of the tenth Master, 

half a mile to the north of this village. The 
'See aja rfc, 

Deep Singh ... was installed as first Mahant of a newly 
‘established gurdwara, known as Damdama Sahib. (Chiefs 
and Families of Note p.57, vol. 1). 
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Guru disbursed salary to the employees here. 
The wild tree of Jand (ZL Prosopis specigera) 

with which his horse was tied, still exists at 
this place, 

(b) Tibbi Sahib — a holy place in memory 

of Guru Gobind Singh, half mile to the north 

of this village where Hola Mohalla was 

organised by the Guru. The pond nearby this 

shrine is named as Mahalsar. 
(c) Manji Sahib - Guru Tegbahadur stayed 

at this place for nine days. An elegant 

gurdwara with a golden dome stands near the 

main shrine. 
(a) Manji Sahib 2 - a place in memory of 

Guru Tegbahadur to the south of Gurusar pond. 
‘The Guru gathered soil in his shawl at the time 

this holy tank was being dug. 

(e) Likkhansar — this holy place to the east 

of the main shrine is in memory of Guru Gobind 
Singh who, while sharpening the reed pens, 
used to foretell that this place would be a 

centre for imparting knowledge, viz — 

th he pragat hamari kasi. 
parh-hé thé dhor matzrasi. 

lekhak guni kavfd grani. 
bhuddhrsfdhu hvehé rt ani. 

trn ke karan kalam gadh, det progat ham dar, 
stkkh sakha rt parhége hamare kai hajar. 

-GV 10. 

(2)Aholy place associated with Guru Amar 

Das is situated about half a mile to the north 

west of village Kanvan and two kohs away 

from Khadoor to the south west direction of 
this village, the point upto which Guru Amar 

Das used to go backwards to bring water from 

river Beas for Guru Angad Dev to bathe. 

(3) a platform raised in memory of the sixth 

Guru, situated one furlong to the west of Vadali, 
where he rested after killing a wild pig. 

(4) aholy place related to the sixth Guru in 
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Hargobindpur, where he used to hold 
congregations. 

(5) a sacred place relating to Guru 

Hargobind in a garden near Una. 
(6) a congregation place in Kiratpur Sahib 

from where Guru Har Rai used to address 
gatherings. 

(7)a raised resting platform for Guru Teg- 
bahadur near Dhoobari town in Assam on the 
bank of river Brahmputar. See yudt and 
Fanrat. . 

(8) a place near Amritsar commercial 

market where Guru Tegbahadur stayed for a 

while on his way to Valla. 
(9)a place in Anandpur Sahib where Guru 

Gobind Singh used to sit. 
(10) a sacred place in memory of the tenth 

Guru in Delhi. See feat 6. 

(11) See sere 4, 

‘ee [daman] Skt n act of suppressing. 2 penalty 
imposed to crush someone. 3 act of controlling 
the senses. 
‘wuae ([damnak] Skt adj suppressor, oppressor. 
© Maw [dam mazan] P Wi? do not utter a 
word, keep quiet. 

entidt [damyati] daughter of Bhim, ruler of 
Vidarbh and wife of Nall, king of Nishadh. 

During her time, she was a woman of exquisite 

beauty and piety. When the king lost 
everything in gambling and for long went 
incognito, she remained loyal to her husband 

and suffered a lot in separation. At last they 
were reunited, and led a happy and 

comfortable life. This legend is described in 

detail in Vai iv of Mahabharat. An 
abridged version is also inscribed in 157" 

Charitar of Dasam Granth. 
‘exe [damra] suppression, act of controlling 
the senses. “athon pursa damra.”-dhana 

namdev. 2 rupee. See BH. 
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ext [demri] See wet. 
wrest (damvati] This word has been used for 

‘entict. See enuist. “damvati pun th baryo.”— 
carrtr 157. 
xs" [damral m wealth, money, cash, coin. 
“damra pale na pave, na ko deve dhir.”—sri 

m5. 

‘ext [damri] 1 one fourth of a paisa. 
‘Bt [dama] P _»n blow pipe, pipe to blaze fire. 
2 an ailment of lungs, respiratory disorder. 

Asthma A (32 When vital air, due to 
phlegm, gets obstructed within the food pipe, 
the respiratory system is held up, breathing 
becomes difficult and gets very painful. A 
whistling sound is produced in the lung pipes. 
The main signs of this disease are restlessness, 
heaviness of head, flatulency, painful coughing, 
occasional vomiting. Asthma is more painful 

from after noon till mid night. There are five 
types of asthma according to Ayurvedic system 
of medicine. viz— 

maha svas, uradh svas, chinn svas, tamak 

svas and kgudr svas. 

Its causes are dry, heavy and constipating 

food and eatables which increase phlegm, stale 
meals, chilled water, smoke and dust, 
excessive drinking, obsessive sexual 

indulgence, fasting, remaining thirsty for long 

times, retaining urine and stool etc. 
This is also a hereditary disease. 

The common treatment of asthma is to eat 
and lick the following items - 

+ (i) black pepper with jaggery. 
(ii) extract of ginger mixed with honey. 

(iii) decoction of bamboo in honey. 

(iv) docoction of Bill tree leaves in honey. 
(¥) oxide of stag horns in dried grapes; and: 

(vi) Put thom like growth of barley ears ina 
small earthen pot, moisten it with milk of akk (a 
wild plant of sandy region —calotropis procera). 
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Cover the pot and place it over hot dung cakes. 

Take it out, let it cool, then grind the barley 
growth. Now give upto two rattis of this powder 
with honey or raisin to the patient. 

(vii) Take six mashas of viola adorata, six 

mashas of rhododendron i.e. gauzuban, two 
pieces of figs, seven jujube fruits, eleven ripe 

cordia myxa. Soak all these medicines in 

water for the whole night and boil it in the 
morning, put some sugar in it and give it to the 
patient. 

(viii) Inhale smoke of yellow leaves or roots 
of datura, which is very beneficial for an 

asthma patient. 

An asthma patient should not take water 

for at least two gharis (45 minutes) after taking 
meals and should drink in smal! water quantity. 

He must take simple but clean diet and avoid 
taking acerbic, oily and viscuous food. 

ent [damé] P Ut, adjeasily provoked. 2 wrathfil, 
enraged. 3 See EH. 
‘wwe [damad] See SHE. 

‘FE [daman] Py, ntime, period. 2 adj shouting 
in joy or in anger. 

‘EHH [damam] See EW. 2 See BHM. “dholan 

bajaz dékat damam.”-GPS. 
wm [damama] P 1, 1 large kettledrum, 
wardrum. “gagan damama bajto.”-maru kabir. 
‘Sense - the Guru’s word struck a cord in the 
mind.” 
earae [damalra], ex" [damala] See FHT, 

‘werefs [domavatz) See entizt. “janu nal mrli 
damavatz ai.”-carrtr 298, 

‘eft [damr] with each breath. “damr demz 
sada samalda.”~m 3 var brha. ‘recites Thy 

name with each breath.’ 
eflmiat [damzsti] See enciat. 
A (demi) adj living being. “ham admi ha rk 
dami.”-dhana m 1. 2 Skt af who controls 
his senses, 
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eafies (damidan| P v4 v flare up with anger. 
2 sprout, germinate. 3 rise. 4 blow. 

‘ey [damu] breath. See = 6. “iku damu saca 
visre.”—m 3 var brha. 

gh 3 [dame te] with money, by purchasing. 
“phakardes kr6 mrle dame te?”"-BG. ‘How 

can one purchase the company of holy 

persons?’ 

wites [damodor] See BEV. “s3t krtpal dazal 
damodar.”—dhana m 5. 

‘eitefs [damodarr], etedt [damodri), Reds" 

[damodri mata] See eRedt war. “rup 

damodartz ko jrmx sddar, ty6 hartgobfd rup 

visala."-GPS. “prkh damodri hve balthari. 

palat putr pritr urdhari.”-GFS, 

ela [damsk} See Ha. 2 sound of kettledrum; 
thud. “damam3 damake.”-macch. 

‘eq [dayh] vr distribute, divide, accept, have 

mercy. See Bur. 

waufs [daydhanr] Some scribe has written 
daydhanz in place of dvzpani in section 441 
of Shastarnammala. Here dvip means 
elephants and ani stands for army, meaning 
army of elephants. 

‘Bar [daya] Skt 74 vr have mercy, donate, 
nurture, 2 7 pity, mercy. “daya dhari harr 

nath.”-todi m 5. 3 God; the Creator; the 
Bestower. “daya ki sah0.”—carrtr 2. 

eure (dayasagar] ocean of mercy, sca of 
compassion. 

‘eurfifur [dayastgh) a Khatri, Daya Ram Softi 
of Lahore, who offered himselfto Guru Gobind 
Singh, for being beheaded during the 
congregation held on Vaisakh 1“ of Sammat 

1756 at Keshgarh (Anandpur). He was the 

first to be duly baptised and was renamed Daya 
Singh. The Gury installed him as the leader of 

five beloved Sikhs. See Ur wird. 
He was assigned the duty of handing over 

Zaffarnama to Aurangzeb. A Rahitnama 
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written by him is also available. See 
Gorsgaas ae 11. 
ewas [dayakor] wife of Baba Hari Das of 

Lahore, who gave birth to Guru Ram Das. 
2 mother of Guru Angad Dev. See »tae ay. 
3 wife of Sardar Sahib Singh Bhangi - chief 

of Gujarat. She got remarried to Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh in 1811 AD. After the death of 

her husband, she gave birth to princes 
Kashmira Singh and Peshora Singh. Kashmira 

Singh was killed alongwith Baba Bir Singh 

‘Naurangabadi by the Sikh army in 1843, while 

Peshora Singh died in 1844 in Attak fighting 

along with Fateh Khan Tiwana and Sardar 
Charhat Singh Attari. Daya Kaur expired in 

1843. i 

wurde [dayacsd] follower of Guru Hargobind. 
‘He was a great warrior, who showed remarkable 

valour in the battle of Amritsar. 

ear Ustad wf [daya dharjacer rar] In a puzzle 
in Gurvilas Bhai Sukha Singh has attributed 
this name to Bhai Daya Singh. 

ward [dayanat] A =*{s m honesty, truthfulness, 
righteousness, 

wuRaTe'T [dayanatdar] P adjhonest, righteous, 

truthful. 

eaaserdt [dayanatdari] See ass. 
‘eerfinare [dayanrdhan), eurfstis [dayanzdhr} 
adj treasure of mercy, extremely merciful, 
wade [dayansd] Sec »raurnHT. 
wana [dayamay] adj merciful; who is 
overwhelmingly merciful. 2 » the Creator. 
ews ([dayar] adj merciful, compassionate. 
“hari guru dayars.”-sahas m 5. 2 n cidar 
(tree). 3A sf» house. 4 homeland, country, 
foreign land, 
waren [dayaram] a valiant follower of the 
tenth Master, son of Jati Malak, who fought 

gallantiy against enemies in the battle of 
Bhangani. Thus is he described in chapter eight 
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of Vichitar Natak: 

“kupyo devtes3 dayaram juddhs, 
kryo dronki jy6 maha juddh suddhs.” 

‘eas [dayal] chief of Bijharwal, a hill state, 

who is referred to in the battle of Nadon, Thus 
go the lines in Vichitar Natak: 

“tah& ek bajyo maha bir dayals, 
rakhilaj jone sabhe brjharvals.” 

2 a devotee and pious Sikh of Peshawar, 

known as Baba Dyal. While staying in 
Rawalpindi he preached the Sikh doctrine with 
great success. The followers of his sect are 

called Nirankaris, See fadardi@. 

3 See eurg. 
earsftw [dayalstgh] son of Bhai Dharam 

Singh and grand son of Bhai Roop Chand. He 
founded village Dyalpura in Nabha state. Bhai 

Sahib of Bagrhian is his descendant. See 

easy and gu ve wef. 2 a Sidhu Jatt of Sur 
Singh, who tumed a great warrior after getting 
baptized by Guru Gobind Singh. After joining 
the Khalsa army, he fought bravely against 
the tyrants in the battles of Anandpur. 3 See 
Foe, 
‘eareA [dayaldas] He was son of Gore and 
grandson of Bhai Bhagtoo, who lived in village 

Bhucho. He remained in attandance of the 
tenth Master during the latter’s stay at 

Damdama Sahib. The Guru told him to get 
baptised, which he gladly accepted to do. 

‘earaye' [dayalpura] a village in subdivision 

Phul in Nabha state, founded by honourable 
Baba Dyal Singh, a descendant of Bhai Roop 

Chand. At the time of the Guru’s visit to this 
place, the land on which Dyalpura village was 
later founded, belonged to village Kangarh. 

This land has remained in the possession of 

Rayjodh and his descendants, who served both 
the sixth and the tenth Gurus with utmost 
devotion. There are two historical gurdwaras 
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here — one is situated at the place where Guru 

Gobind Singh dictated Zaffarnama to be 

delivered to Aurangzeb. This holy place is 

elegantly built through the efforts of Sant Mani 

Singh who has named it as Zaffamama Sahib. 

Land measuring about 70 ghumaons, free from 
any revenue cess, has been allotted to this 
gurdwara by the Nabha state. 

‘The second gurdwara is in memory of Guru 
Hargobind. While staying at Kangarh the Guru 

pleased with the dedication and devotion of 
Rayjodh visited this place. The Jand tree to 

which the Guru’s horse was tied still exists 

here. This shrine is sixteen miles to the north 

of Rampura Phul railway station. 2 a village 

in tehsil Balabgarh, district Gurgaon. Guru 

Hargobind visited this place while returning 
from Gwalior. 3 See emus" Reba. 
eareyo Aebt [deyalpura sodhia] a village 
near Chhat Banur under police station Lalru 

in tehsil Rajpura of Patiala state. This village 
was gifted to Sodhis of Kiratpur by the Patiala 
state in Sammat 1858, 

These Sodhis are descendants of Bibi Roop 

Kaur (foster daughter of Guru Har Rai). Their 

ancestors were priests of the shrine of Mata 
Raj Kaur at Manimajra. This vilage was 
donated by the state because Sodhis were too 

indigent to manage their day-to-day affairs 
there. See gu @z. 
warsydt [dayalpuri) a disciple of ascetic 
Shitalpuri, who lived in Sirhind. Moved by the 

martyrdom of the Guru’s sons and 
apprehending the disaster to befall Sirhind, he 
approached the tenth Master at village Dina. 
Responding to his request, the tenth Master 
remarked that his habitation and its 

surroundings would be spared by the Khalsa. 
‘eure [dayala] See fener. 
wary (dayalu], ewes [dayavan], ees 
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{dayavit] adjmerciful, compassionate. 
efa [dayr], &Y (dayu] n the Creator, the 
transcendental One. See ¥. “dayr mare maha 
hatrare.”-guj m 4. “dayv gusai mitula.”-gau 
m 5. “dayu visart vigucna.”-barahmaha 
majh. 

‘ei (daye] to the Divine, to the Creator, “me 
jug jogt daye sevri."-sri m 5 pepar. 
‘BHA [dayos] See aA, 
‘wits [dayst] See 23a, “ek maha balvst dayat.” 
~krisan. 
8 [dar] Skt (See fx vr) m fear, terror. “ka dar 
he jam ko tzn jivan, 3t bhaje guru 
tegbahadur?”-GPS. “dahrt dukh dokhan ko 

dar.”-NP. 2 conch. “gada cakr dar 5buj 
dharu.”-NP. 3 cave, cavern. 4 act of tearing; 
destroying. 5 P ,» door, gate. “dar det batar 
su mukatr ko.”-NP. 6 adv inside, within. “dar 

gos kun kartar.”-trlg m 1. “ax pravese puri 
dor janv udyo so cdu. nzj dor dar dara khari 
Jemal baladu.”-GPS. 7 short for eae. “kaho 
nanak dor ka bicar.”~bher m 5. 8 Hate, price. 

9 honour, appreciation. 10 This word is also 

used for dal at several places. “devtza darz 
nale.”—japu. ‘with the band of deities.” 

eae [dor-avextan] P 7,1, v suspend, 
hang. 2 grapple. 

‘€8R [dares] Skt ef n new moon night, moonless 
night. “din gurparab daras sdkratz.”-GPS. 
2 sight, glimpse. “man mahz pritr nzrajan 
daras.”~sukhmani. 3 scripture. “bed car khat 

daras.”—var maru 2 m 5. 4 A UY» lesson, 

chapter. 
ean [darsan] Skt ws n source of vision - 
eye. 2 glimpse. “darsan kau loce sabhukoi.” 
-suhi m 5. In poetics, view/glimpse (darsan) 
is regarded as of four types according — 

(a) sravan dargan — concretising within 
one’s heart the view of one’s beloved (deity) 
on hearing the attributes. “sunte lage 
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sahajrdhzanv.”-jepu. “sunt sunt jiva sor 

tumari. tO pritam thakor atr bhari.”—majh m 
‘5 

(b) extrdargan — the glimpse of the beloved 
one’s (deity) picture. “gur ki muratr man mahr 

dhranu.”-g5d m 5. “mohan mit ko cxtrlakhe 

bhai crtrhisi, to vicrtr kaha he?”—padmakar. 

(c) svapan dargan ~ seeing the beloved one 

in a dream. “sunz sakhie meri nid bhali me 

apanya prru mzlta.”~gau chSt m5. 

(d) pratyaks dargan — viewing the beloved 

‘one in person i.e. face to face. “adrsat agocar 
alakh nzrSjan so dekhza gurmukhr akhi.” 
—var srim 4.3 mirror, ooking glass. 4 religious 

scripture, holy book. See ¥e AY. “khatdarsan 
varte vartara. gur ka darsan agam apai 
im 3. “darsan chodr bhae samdarsi.’ 

kebir. ‘Instead of having faith in the six schools 
only (they) began to respect all the schools of 
philosophy.’ S denoting the number six, as there 
are only six schools of philosophy. 

6 religion. “rkna darsan ki partitr na aia.” 
=var vad m3. 
wants [darsant] on having a glimpse, on 
viewing. “darsanz rupz aparu.”-var asa. 
‘arnt [darsani} adj having faith in a school of 
philosophy. “darsani hot khat dares atitke.” 

~BGK. ‘one begins having faith in the Guru’s 

precepts after attaining knowledge of the six 

schools of philosophy.’ 2 Skt exféta worth 
seeing, beautiful, exquisite. 3 See wanat Fat. 
‘gant Y¥i [darsani hddi} a promissory note, 
on presenting which, one can get money; 

exchange bill. “Ixkhi darsani tfh kar dini.” 

-GPS. 

‘wench fisyat [darsani drhudi), eons eer 
[dorsani darvaja), earat ys (darsani davarl, 
weratils [darsani por] adjvery beautiful gate, 
exquisite gate. 2 principal gate, entrance 

gate, main gate of a palace or a temple. 3 the 
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main gate of Harimandir on the bank of Amrit 

Sarovar. “sidar banyo darsani por."-GPS. 
BBAG [darsanu] See dHA. “darsanu dekhz bhai 

nthkeval.”-suhi chat m 1. 

‘Bent (darsa] See Bares 2. “rkz lukr na devahr 

darsa.”-sri a m 5. 2 ef pertaining to the 
moonless night. 

‘wan'Ger [darsauna] v display for glimpse or 
view, show. 2 suggest. 
‘zarfent [darsaza} showed. 2 n glimpse, view. 
“manorath puranu hove  bhetatr 
gurdarsara.”~majh m 5. 
warnfear (darsarnal See verge", 2 on having 
a glimpse. “balz balr gurdarsazna.”-maru 
solhe m5. 

‘aT [darsana] See arGz". 2 appeared. 
‘eartfsG [darsanzo] showed, helped in having 
(His) glimpse. 2 viewed, had a glimpse. 
wanu (deresayau] showed, enabled one to 
have a glimpse. “parbraham satigurr 
darsayav.”-saveye m 5 ke. 

‘BeAr [darsar), Fave [darsaraj, Zorg (darsaru) 
n glimpse, view. “avilokan punah punah karav 
jon ka darasarv.”- '~suhi m 5. “hit cit sabh pran 
dhan nanak darsari.”-brla m5. “brdhz krtu 
pavau darsate.”-suhi m 5. 2 adj evfrg worth 
seeing, worthy to view. 
wanes (darsavra), vane’ [darsava] sight, 

vision, view. “Iu pavahz hartdarsavya.”—suhi 

m5 guovsti.” “nen trrptase dekhr darsava.” 
~sarm 5. 
are (darsave] of the view, of the glimpse. 
“mani pias bahut darsave.”—nat m J. 

2 shows.3 appears. 
‘waft (darsz] in (His) glimpse. “nanak darasz 
lina jru jalz mina.”-sar chat m 5. 2 through a 

glimpse, by viewing. 
wart [darsi] Skt ZF adj viewer, beholder. 
2 who contemplates, who ponders over. See 

Forert. 
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BH [darasu} glimpse, view. 2 ZR vision. 
“darasu sephlro darasu pekhro.”-mala partal 
m5. 
eant (darsere] view, glimpse. “dekhr sadhu 
dorsere.”-kan m 5. 2 for viewing, to have a 
glimpse of. 

‘gah (darso] a disciple of Guru Gobind Singh, 
who is said to have laid down his life in a battle 
fought by the rulers of hill-states against 
Hussaini —the Mughal army commander. See 
fefog wee a 11, verse 57. 

wagatas [darhakikat] P .3%,, adv in fact, 
really, in reality. 
eay® [darhal] P J. adv immediately, 

quickly, instantly, 

eaeet (darhali} n quickness. adv quickly, 
immediately. “sa bat hove darhali.”—var 
ram 3. 

FIG [darhalu] See wae. “calu darhalu 

divanr bulata.”~suhi kabir. 

aa [darok] Skt adj timid, cowardly, chicken- 
hearted. See ¥w |. 2 See eau. 3.4 f, 
entrance, approach. 4 understanding. 5 ability. 

esae [darakna], east [daraknal] v be scared, 
feel heart’s palpitation caused by fear. See 

1.2 crack, split. See #4, “darom darak gayo 
pekh dasnan patz.”-cSdi J. “darki Sgia.” 
~krisan. 

‘waae [darkar] P jy, adjnecessary, essential. 
eau [darxag] Pf, n brightness. 2 lightning. 
wannt [darxaga] P yes, adj bright, 
waufiter [darxastda] P , 4%, adj shining. 
ematfies [darxasidan] P y.5i v shine, glitter. 

Pa [daraxat] P .5, m tree. “darakhot ab as 

kor.”-var majh m1. 
eaxe [darcur] P ,, able, capable, worthy. 
BaYAS [darxvasat] P «3, wish, desire. 
2 application for expressing one’s requirement. 
ewan [dargah], eaarT (dargah] P ,g,, court. 
2 court of the Creator. “dargah lekha mSgie.” 
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var sar m 3. “se dargah mal.”-var ram 2m 
5. 3 company of pious/holy persons, 
association of holymen. “dargah Sdarr paic 
tagu na tutesz put.”-var asa. 
wearT [dargaha] a follower of Guru 
Hargobind. He belonged to the Bhandari 

subcaste. The Guru taught him the definitions 
of four types of discourses. See Bau". 
BSYAHS (dargujasat] P +f, adjpast. 2 died, 

expired, 

Sag [dargujastan] P wh v cross, pass. 
2 move forward, go ahead. 3 die. 

eRGAT [dargujer] P , of, mpardon, forgiveness. 
Wa wa [der ghar] main gate and residence. 
“dar ghar mahtla sohne.”—sri am J. ‘main 

entrance and palace.” 
‘wan [daraj] AG, adj written in black and 
white. 2 3, n crack, fissure, slit. 

‘wane [darjan] £ dozen n a set of twelve, a 
group of twelve. 
‘ea [darja] A 29 n rank, status, designation. 
2 class (high or low). 
wart (darzi)] P i. 1 tailor; one who stiches 

clothes. 
‘BSE [daran] Skt n act of tearing, setting apart. 

2 See Bam. 
‘Bee [darad} Skt adj frightening, fearsome. 2” 

region around Hindukhush that touches 

Kashmir, 3 cinnabar. 4 P ,, pain, suffering. 

“dared ntvarahr jake ape.”-bavan. 
eaegy [darad-dukh] adj horrible pain; pain 

beyond relief. See wae 1. “din darad-dukh 
bh3jna.”~sukhmani, 
edema [daradnak] P _f,,, 
2 tragic. 
eaerte [daradmsd] See eaewe. 

eaedt [dardari] Dg n earth, land. 
wgees [daradvat), Pees [daradvad] P sem 
adj sympathetic, compassionate. 2 realising 
other’s pain, merciful. 3 poor, indigent. “dukhia 

adj painful. 
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daradvad dart aza.”~suhi ravrdas. 

Beet (dardi] adj in pain, in distress. 2 who 

realises other’s pain, sympathiser. 
‘Was [daron] See eae and van. 

wanmrae [darnayabad) P 44» indifferent, 
insensitive. 
eau [darap) Skt BY n arrogance, pride. “pir 
mir stdh derap charan ko.”~NP. 2 fever. 

3 musk deer. 4 inspiration, aspiration. 
wauz [darpan), eaus (darpan) Skt ele n an 
object in which one’s reflection makes him 

proud of his beauty; mirror. See eau. 

2 inspiring, encouraging. 3 eyes. 
wade (darpes] P fz, adv in the presence of, 
in front of. “darpes tu mani.”-tr/3g namdev. 
eae [darab] Skt yean thing, material. 2 money, 
wealth. “karr anarath darabu s5cra so karaj 

ketu?"—var jet. 3 material. “pavak vrkhe darob 
ko dare.”-GPS. ‘provisions like ghee, barley, 
sugar, dry fruits etc.’ 4 medicine, drug. 5 wine, 
liquor. 6 According to the Vaishnavites — earth, 
water, fire, air, sky, time, direction, soul and 

mind are the bases of qualities. 7 Skt wf 
demon. 8 adjdestroyer, annihilator. 
‘BaUs [darbano) Skt efee n gold, yellow metal. 
2 wealth, 

een (darbasa] Eea (material) - »rAT 
(expectation). expectation of wealth. 
“pardarbasa goumas lull jani rrde.”-BGK. 
‘lust for another’s wealth.’ 
wane (darbaja] See ween, 
‘were [darbat} See vee and efaec, 
‘wears (darban] Py» 4 gatekeeper, gateman. 
‘eeare (darbar] Or vawg [darbarv] adv door- 

to-door, at every doorstep. “bhaukat phire 

darbarv.”-bher m 3.2 Ps,» n emperor court. 

“darbaran mahz tero darbara.”-guj a m 5. 
3 Sikh congregation. 4 Guru Granth Sahib. 
5 the Golden Temple. 6 A raja is also called 

darbar in Rajputana. e.g, “aj amrztvele darbar 
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rajdhani vrc padhare han.” 
eames [darbarah] P wo adj for, about, 
regarding. 

‘eaurrfifur (darbarasf gh] a bania (shopkeeper) 
of Sirhind, who turned a Sikh after being 

baptised by the tenth Master and fought 
bravely in the battles of Anandpur. 2 an 
Amnritsar-based Sikh chief, pre-dating Nawab 
Kapoor Singh. He died in Sammat 1791. 
wawfs [darbarr), eewdt [derbari] » courtier, 

one who is entitled sit in the court of the ruler 
(king). “meti jatr hue darbarz.”-g5d revrdas. 
“ham gurt kie darbari."-asa m 5. 
2.(in the nominative case) official in the court 

of the king ..., officer of the state .... “pac 
kersanva bhagr gae, le badhzo jiv darbari.” 
-maru kabir. ‘five tillers of land (the five 
sensory organs) departed from the body, and 

the god of death caught hold of the being i.e. 
soul. 3 inside the court of the king. 4 at the 

gate, “thadhe darbarz.”-brla Kabir. 5 Bhai 

Darbari a Loomba Khatri, resident of village 

Majitha, district Amritsar, who attained spiritual 

realisation on becoming a disciple of Guru 

Amar Das, He was appointed a preacher by 

the Guru. 
every [darbaru] See vere, 

‘eafir [darabr) with wealth; through money. 
“darabr sranapr na oz rahte.”-gau m 5. 
2 See eae. 
wadt (darbi) Skt et n spoon, service spoon, 
small ladle. 2 spoon used for offering ghee- 
like material to the sacred fire. 3 snake’s hood. 
‘ears [darbibha) See Hie, 

‘Bag (darabu] See eae |. 
‘Bee [darabh] See es. 
‘aan [darabhsar], BaIAE [darabhjor] root of 
wild grass, L cimbopogon aromaticus. 

Eas [derman] P yy n medicine, drug. 
2 treatment; effort to cure an ailment. The 
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word darmal in Punjabi language is a transform 

of darman e.g. “daru darmal da kujh asar nahi 
hdda.” 

zona [darmayan] P yl» adv between, in 
within. 

‘wana [darmayana], axa [darmayani] adj 
medium, average. 

Fans [dermal] See eas 2. 
‘vant [darma] P yi» 1 treatment, remedy. 
2 way of curing a disease. 
wana [darmaha] P 41,2 n monthly salary, 
monthly pay. “kar darmaha dhrg rakhlet.” 
GPS. 

wonie (darmada] Ps, adjindigent, humble. 

2 fatigued. “darmdde thadhe darbarr,”-bzla 

kabir. 

wafimns [darmzan] See EoHurs. 
vam [darya] P 4 m flowing water, river, 

stream. 2 ocean, sea. 

eawet [daryai] adj pertaining to a river. 2na 
silky fabric. 3 See efamret. 
eaure} dla [daryai ghora] hippopotamus; an 
African horse having body like that ofa rhino. 

It is found in marshlands and shrubs on the 
banks of rivers. 2 According to the ancient 

scriptures, it is assumed to be an imaginary 

horse and regarded as very beautiful and agile. 
Poets are of the view that hippopotamus is 
the progeny of ucehgrava horse which 
appeared at the time of ocean churning. 

eourfes [daryadzl] P adj broad-minded, 
generous. 

‘eaunfuft (daryap3thi) a sect residing in Sindh 
and Balochistan, which worships Uderolal. 
According to a legend, a child named Uderolal 
was bom to river Sindhu, after whom a town 

was named. There stands a temple in memory 

of Uderolal, which is a place of worship for 
both the Hindus and the Muslims, who regard 

(Uderolal) a holyman as per their own religious 
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beliefs. This holyman is also known by the 

names of Sheikh Tahir, Khwaja Khizar and 
Jindahpir. 
eeuEs [daryafat] P <3 enquiry. 
wewEET [daryaftan] P 7, v get, receive. 
2 know. 
waue [daryab] P —l» (imperative) get, 
acquire, Its root is eaurese. 
eau [daryayi] See vauret. 2 See efenret. 
‘eeerted (dar-rasidah], zante” [dar-rasida] P 
vacua adjclose to God. i.e. — who has acquired 

self-realisation. See efs wazn wAte. 
eaas [dar-ran) v crush, rub, tear, trample. 
‘Beets [dor-rant] m one that crushes ~ army. 
-sanama. 
‘Bae [darvaj), Zee [darvaza] P , jj, n gate, 
door, entrance. “nav darvaj nave dar phike.” 
-kalz a m 4. ‘Transitory are the pleasures of 

all the senses in the nine openings of the body.” 
eeea Wfua [darvaja sahrb] a historical gate 
in village Bakala, where Guru Tegbahadur 
used to stay occasionally. See ware. 
‘Bae [darvat] court-gate, door of the court, 

door of the Creator’s abode. See efewe. 2 Skt 
‘eee incantation hall, conference room. 

wewe [darvan), vaeret (darvani], weT 

Idarvan], 2e%t (darvani} gateman, watchman, 
janitor. See wees. “darz darvani nahz mule 
puch tzsu.”—suhim J. “kam krvaridukh sukh 

darvani.”—bher kabir. 2 watchmanship, duty 
of a gate keeper, gate-keeping. “dr darvani 

je kare.”-var maru / m1, 

‘eaes [darvar] See vera. “sadhu binu nahi 
darvar.”-g5d kabir. 
eat [darvi] See Beet. 
‘BEA [darves) P .#,,, 1 one who stays waiting 

at the door, beggar. 2 devotee — beggar at the 

Creator’s door; saint, monk. “darvesi ko jansi 
virla ko darves.”-var brha m 3. 3 some 

scholars hold that the word darves derives from 
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dorves (which means pearl-like). 
eaewet [darvesavi] adj pertaining to a pious 
person, of a monk. “darvesavi ritr.”-s farid. 

‘weer {darvesi} n saintly activities, saintly 
temperament. See Ba@R, 
‘Baar [dararna] v split, tear. 2 crush, grind. 
‘ew [dara] P ,,5 1 valley, pass - a passage 

between two hilltops. “kabul dara bsd jab 

bhayo.”—carrtr 195. 2 of the court. See a. 

“ek mukam khudar dara.”—maru solhe m 5. 

‘eat (dara) P yy» Ba-nt in him. 
eafee [darard] ee-wrae came in, “j5g deratd. 
kaljamsn.”-kersan. 
eofa [darahr] ea-rrfa in the gate, within the 
gate. “jese dano caki darah1.”—mali m 5. 

‘Grain sticking close to the axle in the centre 
of a grinder escapes grinding.” 

‘Bag (darahy] from the door of a house. “msg 
mégz khasamz derahu.”-m / var suhi, 
waa (deraz] P 1, adj big, large, long. 
2 much, more. 3 transform of the English word 

‘drawer’, a sliding box ofa table or an almirah 

that is pulled with the help of a knob/handle 
attched to it. 
oH [daram] adv in between, in the middle, 
inside, within. “jana kino krle daram.”—-PPP. 

2 E Drachm n one eighth of an ounce. 

equal to two mashas about one quarter less, 
‘ees [darar] n crack, split. See Bs. “bhumz 
darar kor pahrcane.”-NP. 
2fe (dar) adv within, inside. “nanak darr 
didarr samaz.”—varram J m /,2 atthe door. 
“bra daru nahi ke dart jav?”—sri mJ. 3 inthe 
court, “harr darr sobha par.”-mala m 3. 
4 Skt n cave, cavern. 

‘efemr (darra) See aur. 

‘efaorel (darrai] See eawret. 2 Daryai is one 
an offshoot of the sect of Ram-loving 
Bairagi saints. The tale of the origin of their 

name is traced to a son bom to a widow, 
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who, feeling ashamed, got rid of the child 

by abandoning him at the bank of a river. A 
cotton carder picked and brought him up 
with great affection. The child became 
popular as dartai. On growing up, he 

became a disciple of the sect of Ram Charan 
Das and proved himself to be an excellent 
preacher. His disciples are named as darrai. 
The main seat of the darzai sect is at Merta' 

in Rajasthan. 
‘efor titer [darrai ghora] See eaure? ilar. 
efor eet (darza dasi), efor ue (darra pathi) 

See eoumfet and efanret 2. 
fare [dartsat] See fenc. 
ef ween ote [dart darves rasid]-sri am /. 

a sage who has attained closeness to the 

Creator’s abode. 
‘efs eaeat [dart darvesi] unbounded devotion 
to the Creator, with no expectation from any 
other quarter. 

‘fa eaey [darz darvesu] a devoted saint with 
unbounded faith in the Creator, who does not 
expect any other quarter. 

wefder [dartda] P yz, a blood-thirsty and 

fierce animal; a wild animal like a lion, tiger, 

leopard etc. 
efsg [darrdr] Skt adj poor, penniless. 
2 indigent. 3.» poor man_See efeg". 4 poverty, 
indigence, penury. 
efagat [darrdrata] Skt n penury, poverty, 
indigence. 

‘efsgr (darrdra] Skt vr be idle, be in distress, 
get feeble. 

‘efagt [darrdri] See efeg. 
‘efa tere [darr binaie] within sight, in sight. 
See faretn. 
'Merta is in Jodhpur state. It is situated nine miles to 

the south-east of Merta Road railway station (Jodhpur- 

Bikaner section). It was founded by Dooda Rajput in 
about 1488. 
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‘efaur [darzya] See eaur. 
‘efs we (dart vat] on the threshold of the 
Creator, at the door of the Creator’s abode. 

See Baee. “darz vat uparr kharacu miga, jabe 

dex ta khahz.”—var asa. 

e&i [dari] » cotton mat, reed mat. 2 Skt cave, 

cavern. “att aratvat darin dhase hé.”—cSdi J. 
3 window, short for evier. 4 Ps, a dialect of 
Persian language, enriched in soft words. 
S5kettledrum beaten at the entrance of a king’s 
palace. ‘“‘dih damame bajat dari.”-GPS. 

‘ea [dari] P yy» init, in this. 
‘edbur [daria], edrG (dariau), ediuefe [dariaz] 

See eau". “tuhi daria tuhi karia.”—gau kabir. 

“eG daria sabh tujh hi mahr.”-sopurakhu. 

“krti rtu dariar vépanz.”-asa m5. 

edier (darica], edie [darici] P £2 n small 
door, window, peephole. 
‘eds [daridan] P Wz,» v split, tear, saw. 

‘edie [darida] P +4 adj tom, tattered, 
‘ge [darud] P ,,% 1 prayer, request. “parde 
rohant darud.”-sri am J.2 panegyric recited 
at the time of prayer. “bajhahu satrgur apne 
betha jhako darud.”-var maru 2 m 5. Here 

darud means a hymn recited by the royal priest 

at the time of offering the large baked bread 

(rot).” 
ego [derun] P Y»4 adv within, inside. 2 7 

heart, mind, . 
8 [dare] in the court (ofa ruler), “harz dare 

harz dari sohant tere bhaget.”—asa m 5. ‘at 
the door and in the court of the Creator.” 
‘8H [dares] muslin (fabric) printed with floral 
designs. 2 See E dress. 

‘wart [daresi] E dress n preparation, finishing, 
levelling. 
Bia [darec] P ¥,, n deficiency, lack. 2 sorrow, 
grief. 3 hesitation, avoidance. 
Bar [dareca] P wy» part alas! 
du [darer] See ETT. 
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‘88e [darera] crushing assault, fierce aggression. 
“dharamstgh! tum y3 karo dehu darera jaz.” 
~gurusobha, 

e8at [daroc] P {,,, 1 falsehood, untruthfulness, 
non reality, “darog parr parr khusi hor.” 
—trldg kabir. 

eter [daroga] See wear. 
‘Beaft [dorogi] n duty of an inspector of jail or 
police. 2 telling a lie; lying, act of telling a lie. 
“parhar dujabhau darogi.”-BG. 
BI [darojo] See Bae. “darojo hrlake 10 
beg jai.”-GV 10. 
BsaAT (darobasat] P 1, adjentire, whole. 
eda [darsg] P _¢,, m lateness, tardiness, delay. 
“nusrat be darig.” See sarftafity, 
BB [dal] Skt Fol vr saw, tear, cut into pieces, 

wither. 2 7 leaf, leaves. “taru dal hare.”-GPS. 

3 petal ofa flower. “locen amal kamal dal jese.” 
-NP. 4 coarsely crushed grain; ground grain. 
“tah kardal karanz maha bali.”-sri trrlocan. 
“There messengers of the god of death crush 
the souls with their mighty hands.’ 
5 multitude, cluster. “rahe ktrem dal khai.” 
~sor kabir, 6 army. “catursganz dal saj,”—cSdi 
1. 7 thickness. 8 storehouse of weapons; 
sheath. 9 wealth, money. 10 See eam. 

‘afters [dalstgar] a particular horse which 
Guru Gobind Singh used to ride. Kapoor Singh 
Bairarh purchased it for rupees eleven 
hundred and presented it to the true Master in 

Anandpur for riding. “j5gal brkhe kepura jat. 
ketzk graman ko patz rath. rk so Tk hajar dhan 
deke. cScal bali turSgam leke. so hajur me dayo 
pucai. dekhyo bahu bal sé caplai. apne cadhbe 
het bdhayo. dal sfgar t7h nam batayo.” 
-GPS. Dalvidar is a different horse from 

Dalsingar. 
‘Ba [dalha) # warrior, who kills the enemy 
soldiers.-sanama, 
wea niga [dalha Stak] 1 noose, snare. 
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—sanama. The noose war very prevalent in 

ancient times. The enemy was pulled by 

throwing a noose around his neck. 

wwIA (dalhoji] See sear. 
wear (dalak] adj crusher, destroyer. 2.4 3} 
mean person, base man. 3 tattered quilt. 4.4 

fy Massage; act of massaging the body. 

BAS (dalakna], BA (dalakna] v tremble, be 
scared, “sun prasig dalakyo trh r1da."-GPS. 
‘eeu (dalkhar] adjcrudely crushed, trampled, 
trampled under the hooves of horses. “dalkhar 

kari ani phatvar."-GPS. 
‘eeur [dalgha} ee (group) + mur (sins); all the 
sins. “brnse dalad dalgha.”—suhi m 4. 

‘eBe [dalna] See Baa. 

‘BEB [daldal) Skt veer n mud, mire, marsh. 
‘eu [dalan] Skt n act of smashing into pieces, 
act of crushing. 

‘emufs [dalpatr] n group leader. 2 chief of the 
army. 3 son of Bhim Jatt, resident of village 

Maur. Whenever the tenth Master used to stay 

at Sabo Ki Talwandi (Damdama), Dalpat 
always presented a pitcher of milk for which 
he was bestowed with a turban. 
eeu [dalba] In hunters’ jargon, it means 
throwing of feathers of a crow or any other 

bird tied to a cord in front of prey-birds like 
the falcon etc. in order to allure them for 

prey. 
‘eeress [dalbadal] Emperor Shah Jahan got built 
a large tent of this name, under which he used to 

hold court and participated in other celebrations. 
Now-a-days large tents erected for princely 

courts in the states are also so called. 
2 section of army, dark and dense like a cloud. 
esfie (dalbrdar] See eafeers. 
ees [dal-le) crushed, destroyed, “sabh dalad 
dukh dal-le.”—nat m 4. 

eaeraitfifur (dalvalistgh) See fers, fifeas and 
oor Amt. 
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‘enfesg (dalvidar), eafeed [dalvrdar] thename 
of the horse which Guru Gobind Singh used to 
ride during the battles of Anandpur Sahib. 
sus {dalayal] A (fy, plural of eats. 
28% [doalal] A Jj, 1 guide; one who shows 
the way. 2 middleman. “vadhiahz hath dalal 

ke.”-var asa. sense - one who makes false 
claims to provide material'in the other world. 
‘were [dalalat] A Jy, 7 leadership. 2 plan, 
estimate. 
Bow [dalali] P Jy, 1 business of a broker, 

brokerage. 2 charges for brokerage. “japu tapu 
dev dalali re.”-ram kabir. 3 also used for 

zeras. “dharam raz he devta le galé kare 
dalali.”-var ram 3. ‘(He) decides after 
listening to the pleas of the individual souls.’ 

fe [dalz] by crushing, by smashing. See 
efntis. 2 See eat 2. 3 See sat. 
fies [dalrt] adj crushed, trampled. 2 the 
downtrodden, tread upon by the higher castes. 

‘efser [dalida] adj crusher, destroyer. “dokh 
ke dalfda.”-gyan. 
‘fag [dalxdr} See efag. 
‘efisufs (dalrmalz] by crushing, by smashing 
into bits. “dalz malz detahu gurmukhr 

gzanv.”—ram beni. ‘Self realisation is attained 
by destroying demonic evils through the Guru's 

precepts.’ 
‘ah (dali) adj who destroys. “kr sarbd dali 

he.”-japu. 2 having army. 3 leafy. 4 7 tree. 
‘eeitor [dalia] n coarsely ground cereal. 2 meals 
cooked from coarsely gound grains. 3 woolen 

cloth thickened by rubbing. 4 adjwhich grinds. 
‘ean [dalis], estre [dalisar) e6-eta. chief of 

the group, army chief. 2 people’s ruler, king 

of the subjects. “tab an dalip dalis bhae.” 

-drlip. “dara se dalisar druyodan se 
mandhari.”-akal, 

eatin [dali] See costa, 
weiu [dalip] See fect. 
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eetufify (dalipstgh]' youngest son of 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the lion of Punjab. He 
was born to Maharani Jind Kaur in February 
1837° in Lahore. He ascended the throne on 
September 18", 1843 (Sammat 1901) after the 

death of Maharaja Sher Singh. During his 
regime, the war between the Sikhs and the 

British, caused in general by riviary, selfishness 
and lack of patriotism among the chiefs and 

officers, began without any specific reason. 

After the first Anglo-Sikh war, peace 

agreement was signed on March 9", 1846. The 

gist of sixteen sections of the agreement is as 

under:— 
(1) There will always be peace and friendly 

relations between Maharaja Dalip Singh and 

the British government. 
(2) The territory between Satluj and Beas 

will be acquired from the Lahore empire. 
(3) Asum of Rs. 1.5 crores will be paid as 

compensation for expenses of the war.‘ 

(4) Maharaja Dalip Singh will keep an army 
of not more than 25 platoons and a cavalry of 

twelve thousand horses. 
(5) No British or European and American 

person could be employed without the prior 
permission of British government. 
'gome historians have incorrectly spelled Maharaja's 
name as Dhalip Singh or Duleep Singh. 
'Many authors take this date as September 4%, 1838. 

‘Among the Sikh sardars who stood around the throne 

of the young Maharaja Dalip Singh, there was not one, 
who honestly fought for his country, or who would 
have made the smallest sacrifice to save the homeland. 

{The Panjab Chiefs by L.H. Griffin). 

“The Lahore Darbar was unable to pay this amount at 
that time, so the territory of Kashmir was offered for 

Rs, 75 lakhs, which was bought back by Maharaja Gulab 
‘Singh of Jammu by paying the sum from his personal 
treasure to the British. 
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(6) The government will not interfere in 
the internal affairs of the kingdom. 

Another agreement was signed at the end 

of the yeas, according to which a.council of 
Sikh chiefs was formed to run the 

administration as Maharaja Dalip Singh was 

a minor. A British resident was appointed as 
the chief of this Sikh council. An annual 
expenditure of Rupees twenty-two lakhs was 
imposed on Lahore empire in lieu of the British 
army deployed for maintaining law and order 

inthe kingdom. 
This arrangement could continue for a 

short period only, when another Anglo-Sikh 

war broke out in April 1848, which caused the 

downfall of the Sikh rule. The ten years old 
minor Maharaja Dalip Singh was sent out of 
Punjab to Fatehgarh (U.P. district 
Farookhabad) on March 29%, 1849 under the 

supervision of Sir John Spencer Login. The 
Maharaja was compelled to forefeit his claim 
in writing on his father’s empire. 

No person accompanyied him who could 
impart him religious knowledge and the officials 

attached to him (Ayudya Parsad, Purohit Gulab 

Rai, Fakir Azhooruddin) had no faith in the 
Sikh religion. Bhajan Lal, a Brahmin of 

Farookhabad, who converted to Christianity 

after his schooling in a missionary institution, 

was attached to the Maharaja as his personal 
attendant. He was successful in converting 

this son of the lion of Punjab, Maharaja Ranjit 
Singh, to Christianity on March 8%, 1853. Dalip 

Singh gifted his hair (symbol of Sikhism) to 

Lady Login a few days prior to his conversion. 
Dalip Singh moved to England on April 19, 

1854 and began living in Elveden Residency 
of Norfolk. He solemnised his first marriage 
on June 7*, 1864 with Miss Bamba Muller, 

daughter of a German merchant and a student 
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Mission School in Cario. She gave birth to 

three sons' and three daughters?. She expired 
in 1890. 

After her death, he married Miss A.D. 

Wetherill, who survived him, 

‘The last days of Maharaja Dalip Singh were 
very troublesome. He was intercepted at Aden 

on his way to India and his pension was 
forefeited, and his financial position worsened. 
At last he had to apologise to Queen Victoria, 
‘Prince Victor Dalip Singh, Frederick D.S. and Edward 

DS. 

‘The late Maharaja Duleep Singh, son of the “Lion 
of the Punjab,” was still a child at the time of the 

annexation of the Punjab. He received an allowance of 
£50,000 a year and went to England, where he eventually 
settled down in Norfolk as a country gentleman. He left 
two sons, who were brought up as English gentlemen. 
The elder, Prince Victor, held a commission in the 1* 
Royal Dragoons and married a daughter of the Earl of 
Coventry. He died in 1918 atthe age of 52 and the death 
of his younger brother, Prince Frederick, took place at 
the age of 58. (August 1926.) 

Prince Frederick was educated at Eton and 
Magdalene College, Cambridge, where he took (he 
History Tripos and later did his M.A. He held a 
commission in the Suffolk Yeomanry and then was 
transferred to the Norfolk Yeomanry. He resigned his 
commission in 1909 but rejoined the corps in 1914 and 
was for two years on active service in France. He was 
awarded the Territorial Decoration, Prince Frederick was 

deeply interested in archaeology and became a Fellow 
of the Society of Antiquaries and contributed articles 10 

various periodicals on the subject. He lived at his father’s 

country house, Blo’Norton Hatl in Norfolk. (C. & M. 
Gazette August 184, 1926.) 
One daughter of the Maharaja has married Doctor 

Sutherland and lives in a house in Lahore. Her name 

Princess Bamba Sutherland derives from the names of 
her mother and her husband. 
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and his pension was restored. 

He breathed his last like an orphan in Grand 
Hotel of Paris on October 22™, 1893. His body 

was buried in the graveyard of Elveden in 
England. See fitea and verftafitu. 

eats [dalil] 4 (Y, logic, argument. 
2 discussion. 

€8F [doles], C8HS [dalesur] Es-LR, eH-EhyEn 
chief of army. 
‘BBs [daler] See fete. 

‘BS [dalel] Se ests. “kher dalal dalel.”-BG. 
‘show the path of righteousness with 
reasoning,’ 2 £ drill; in the military jargon, drill 
ordered as punishment is called dalel. 

hur [daleya) adj destroyer, crusher. 
‘&e [dalla] » pimp, panderer, go-between in a 
mean-act, procurer, prostitute’s agent. 
ee [dav] Skt n forest, jungle. 2 forest fire. 
3 agony, heart-burning. 

‘Bez [davan], ees [davan] See HA. “duretdavan 
sakal bhavan.”-soveye m4 ke, “arrdevan aje 
anSdker.”-pares. 

‘Bea [daver] n scurry and scamble. “go davri 
tth so hrt kijo.”--krrsan. “asvan ko davrar.” 
~krrsan. 

Bee" [davrana] v make one run, cause one 
to flee. See ea and eaten. 

‘eedt [davri) ran (f). See ea, 
B® [dava] A 4, n any substance used for curing 
adisease, medicine. 2 See 8¥ and @€", “sraun 

ko pan karyo jy6 dava harz.”-cddi J. ‘as 

Krishan had swallowed the forest fire.’ 3 See 
om. 

‘eet (dava] P yy adj running, racing. See 
eden, 
‘eeet [davai] See ee I. 
wats (davaganz) Sk <aft7 n jungle fire, 
forest-fire. 
ewned [davazdah] P ,,;1,, twelve, 

BEE [davat] A w1,, 2 inkpot. 
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Beas ([davanal] See vers. 

‘Ben [davam| A ('» part always, daily, forever. 

gent [davami] A yy, adj permanent, 
everlasting. 
ewer [davala] See fewer, 2 See Fees. 
‘efer [davzs] See in, 
‘edten (davidan] P we» vrun, flee. 
‘ees [davat] compresses. 2 get compressed. 
“davat dusatmsdli.”"-gyan. 

‘Gm [day] within, inside. See Ue 6. 2 See Barr. 

‘waa [darakna) v terrorise, frighten, roar, 

challenge. 2 be famous. 

‘ean¥ [dayna] v hide within one’s house, yield to 

threat, ignore. 
‘emu (darap] 7 area between Ravi and Chenab 

rivers: Rachan doab. 2 ¥é-wny an area between 
two rivers. 3 alluvial land. 

‘eaume [darbarat] onom sound produced by 

running horses, “darbarar ghora tab chera.” 

-GPS. 

exrez [daradar] onom sound produced by a 
falling object. “dhar dhar paraht daradar 

jodhe.”-GPS. 
ef [daz] inside, within. “darr dibanz na 

jahi.”-var majh m I. 
‘east ways [daroli bhatpur! a village in tehsil 
Una, district Hoshiarpur. There is a gurdwara 
of Guru Hargobind in this village. 

‘et [da] Skt avr give, hand over, keep, take, 
clip, trim. 2 adj giver, bestower. 2 is used as a 

suffix in such cases as have the meaning of 
‘giver’. “bar car podarathda bar car.”-NP. 
3 genitive: of. “tzs ka hukamu metr na sake 

koi.”-majh am 3. 4 n short for @. “da kah? 

pere.”-gyan. 
‘et [da] P adj knower. See wet. “xudparasti 
kare nada amdah.”-jfdgi. 
we [dav] 1 chance, attack, suitable moment. 
P. “ab jujhan ko dau.”-maru kabir. 2 time, 
period, moment. “brkhye dau léghave mera 
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satiguru.”—basstm 5. 

wz [daun]  border-hem; rope. 2 tightening 
cord of a cot. 

@@ [dau] a warrior in the army of Guru 
Hargobind, who fought bravely in the battle 
of Amritsar, 2 elder brother of Krishan - 

Baldev. 3 elder brother. 

ee [daud) ,54 £ David. an Israeli emperor 
of Jerusalem, son of Jaisy and father of 

Soloman. He is counted among Prophets. The 

holy scripture Zaboor ,4 was revealed to 

him, hence the name Psalms of David. David 

expired in Jerusalem at the age of 70, where 

a memorial stands on his grave. 

According to the Bible, Jerusalem was 
founded by David because it is called the city 

of David as well. 

BEA [daudi] A 55 7 follower of Prophet 
David. 2 2 plant, which shows multicoloured 

flowers in winter, It is popularly known as 

Chrysanthemum. 

wEHEt [daojai) §;,5 a branch of Mansoor 
and Mangeezai Pathans. “cale cig daojai bir 
ae.”-GPS. 

wf [daz] See &f. 2 See eu. 
‘erfemp [dara] n one (male) who rears a child 
and plays with him. “dzvasv ratz duz dai 

daza.”-japu. 
efear [dark] giver, bestower. See wu. 
‘efen [daxj] See ea. “dou kul ritr kin dazj 
bahut din.”-WP. 

efor [darm), eer [darma), efey (darmu} 
Ab and ify adv daily, always, forever. “karz 
phakerv darm.”-tzl9g kabir. “karmudarmu 
sada patrsahi."-gau ravrdas. 
efeas [daryah] A yb n wish, desire. 
2 intention, determination. See eer, 3 reason, 

cause. 
‘wat [dai] n stake; act of achieving a specific 
target in a game. “bhag cale nahz det gahai. 
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atz laghuta kar chvehé dai.”-NP. 2 Skt 

fostermother, wet nurse, baby sitter. See efemr, 
3 adj giver, bestower. “sukhdai puran 

eda m 5. 4 trickster. “jagi 
BG. 

‘wet [daia] See efeau. “daia sis den Io 

rakhte.”"—PP, 

‘eebt (daie] with determination. See wea. 
“hukani szrz jSdar mare daie.”—var majh m 1. 

‘BH (das) Skt 21] vr serve, present offerings. 
2 Skt @Rq vr give, harm. 3 » follower. “das apne 

ke tu visarahr nahi."-sor m 5. 4 worshipper, 
devotee. “dasahr eku nrharza."—bavan. 
5 servant. 6 a Bhatt bard, whose verses are 
included in the saveyas, “ab rakhahu das bhat 

Ki laj."-saveye m 4 ke. 7 pen-name of poet 
Lal Singh. See 57s fitur. 8 a pen-name of Bawa 
Ram Das. See @eA Be". 9 n demon, bandit. 

“p3ch das tint dokhi.”-keda m 5. 10 slave, 

bonded labourer. “dada ka das virla koi 

hoz.”-basst m 3. 11 fisherman. “das jalpan 
he.”-NP. 

BA wmea (das anany], EH mfse [das antn] 
adj devotee, who does not worship any one 
other than his only master. “das anin mero 
nrjrup.”-sar namdev. 

‘WAS [dasat] Sit BAY n sense of being a slave, 
slavery, See wHaMfe. 2 P .%, bringing up, 
rearing. 3 adjemployed, engaged, See wAa0. 

eHED [dastan] P 74, v engage, employ. 
wnaafe (dasatbhar) slavishness, feeling of 
being a slave. “apu chodz hohz dasatbhaz.” 
—basst m 3. 
‘wnat one [dasaté hajar] See ag BAS. 
ems [dastan] P yt, 2x story, tale. 
2 instance, illustration. 

WAY [dasatu], AY [dastva] n obedience, 
humility, feeling of slavishness. 
em ens oft [das dasten bhar] feeling of 
being most humble, sense of being servant of 
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all. “das dastan bhar mrfra tina gaun.”-asa 

m5. 
wrenfe (dasdasaz], eHeAfes (dasdasarn), 

wREHE [dasdasai], wAEATA (dasdasakil, 
wre [dasdasanr), CHEATS (dasdasavnal, 

‘BREAST [dasdasona], BAEHTE [dasdasdtan] 
slave of slaves, servant of servants. “nanek 
dasdasaz.”—bavan. “tere dasan dasdasain.” 

nat m 5, “karr dasant dasdasaki.”-dhana 
m 4, “nanak dasdasani.”—maru solhe m 4, 

“nanak dasdasanto.”—sar m J. “nanak- 

dasdasavnra.”-majh 9 m 3. “nanak 
dasdasona.”—var kan m 4, 

wnentsemfe [dasdasstenbhat] feeling deep 
humility. “dasdasStanbhar trnz para.” 

-sukhmani. 

wena [dasdesdna), SHEAS [dasdasro}, 
wHEAT [dasdasera], THES [dasdassn], 
‘wafeene [dasantdesna] servant of servants, 
most humble. “jan nanak dasdasSna.” 
~brla m 4, “nanak jan ka dasnrdasna.” 
~sukhmani. 

‘erfs eH enfee [dasanz das dasarn] humility 
of the ultimate sort. 
‘wats eA en [dasonz das dasakil service 
by the servant of servants. “ker dasan1 das 
dasaki,”-dhana m 4. : 

wafer (dasantdasa) servant of servants. 
“dasanrdasa hoz rahu.”—var kan m 4. 
wafer (dasanrdasu] servant of servants. 
“dasanrdasu hove ta hart pae.”-sor m 3. 

wmee [dasrath), eHefs [dasrathz], wast 
[dagrathi) adjof Dashrath, pertaining to king 
Dashrath, 2 n Dashrath’s son Ramchandar. 
3 Bharat, Laxman, Shatrughan. 
WAS [dasra), TH [dasri] devotee, follower, 
devotee (f) nurturing feeling of devotion (f). 
“das das ko dasra nanak kartleh.”-brla m5, 
“tere dasre kau krs ki kanr?”~asa m5. “s3ta 

ki hoz dasri.”—asa m 5. 
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wrrfe [dasar] are maids (female servants). 
“Sake kotx esi dasar.”~guj m5. 

werrfer [dasatha) @A-nrfont is a servant, is 
a devotee, 
wafer [dasarn], eAfEE [dasarnu] humility, 
feeling of being most humble. 

warfrent (dasanrdas], SAGeH [dasanudas] 
servant of servants, devotee of devotees, 

‘eng [dasar], UA [dasara] of the servant, of 

the servants. “nanak renu dasara.”—maru 
m5. 
‘ware [dasavia] humble servant, humble 

maid. “man darsan ki pias carendasavia.” 

-var ram 2 m5. 
‘efit [dasr], eter [dasrka], 27 [dasi) n maid 
servant. “jake stmarenz kavla dasz.”~malim 

5. “gahz bhyja lini dasr kini.”"-brla chat m 

J. “thakur chodr dasi kau stmarahz.”—bher 

im J. ‘Here ef [dasi] stands for the illusory 

world.’ 2 gold coin. “dasi pac bhet dhardini.” 

-GV 6.3 follower. “hart sukhnidhan nanak 
dasz paza.”-dhana m 5. 4 See eH. 
enft [dasil followers (did). “dastharz ka namu 
dhtaza.”"—dhana m 5. 
extys [dasisut] maid-servant’s son. “dasisut 
jon brdar.”-gaunamdev. See fegs. 
‘Ba [dasu] See &H, “dasv kabir teri ponahz.” 
~bher kabir. 2 Sk @g giver, bestower, 3 given, 

bestowed. 

By [dasu] elder son of Guru Angad Dev, born 
to Mata Kheevi in 1581 AD at Khadoor Sahib. 

‘BR [dase] followers, devotees. “ham dase tum 
thakur mere."-gaum 5. 

‘wna [dasy] Skt n devotion, humility. 

BU [dah] Skt n act of burning; causing to bum. 

See fufgiu. 2 burning, heat. 3 an ailment that 
causes intense thirst and dryness of throat, 

burning, sensation, unquenchable thirst. 
According to Ayurved, prt dah (syphlisis - 
burning/irritation), and mady dah (burning due 
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to drinking) etc are two of its seven types. 

This ailment is caused by excessive heat 
produced within the body, high blood pressure, 

remaining thirsty for a long time, excessive 

drinking, obsessive sexual indulgence, too 
much hard labour, fasting, injury to sensitive 
parts of the body etc. 

The symptoms of this ailment are a feeling 
of burning in the heart and the body, anxiety, 

headache, giddiness, repulsion to food etc. 

Its general cures are - to avoid using those 
things which cause this burning, to take simple 
and less fatty food instead of spicy, pungent 
and greasy ones, to apply paste of the barks 
of jujube trees, Indian gooseberry prepared by 

grinding them in water alongwith sandalwood, 
to lie down on lotus flower and leaves of 
banana plant, to sprinkle extracts of rose, 

sandal and krura (pandanus. odoratissimus) 

on the face, to sit by cool banks of canals, 
rivers or fountains, to inhale fragrance of roses 

etc, to take syrups of sandal, orange, lemon, 
pomegranate etc, to take light laxatives so as 

to keep the intestine clear. 
‘waa [dahak] adj act of burning, act of putting 
to fire. 
Bd aeH [dah karam| See fufgra, 

‘woaet [dahna) v bum, cremate. 2 adj right. 

See far. 
‘eas [dahan] Sit n act of burning, act of putting. 

to fire. 
wah [dahane] adjon the right side. “tajx bave 
dahne brkara.”-gau kabir. See W@ ead. 
wart (dahri] See eq. 
‘er [daha] n decade, set of ten, multiple of 

ten. 2 first ten days of Muharram. See ea. 
3 day. “jrs no ti asathrru karz manahz, te 

pahun do daha.”-asa m 5. ‘are guests for a 
couple of days only i.e. are short-lived.” 

wf [dahr] See Bu. 
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‘wefuer (dahrna], @foa" (dahina] adjsouthern, 

right. 
efad (dahrne] See waa. 
waged [dahodahe] 10 tens - 100. 
efawa [daksiny! Skt arféra n cleverness, 
efficiency. 2 happiness. 3 adjpertaining to the 

south. 
‘ema [dakh], ee [dakha] Sk¢ dried grape, raisin. 

“lore dakh brjouria.”-s farid. 
‘erftee [dakhzn] See efaom 3. 
wifes [daxrl] A (fi, adjentered, joined. 
eat [dac] P {yn mark, sign. 2 blot, stigma. 
“dag dos muh calza lar.”-dhana m J. 

3 burn-mark. 4 See eat. 

‘eae [dagna] v brand with a hot metal, mark 
the body with a hot metal. 2 give fire for igniting 
agun. 

‘warearat [dagdagana] branded; marked with 
a hot metal. “hamre masattk dag dagana.”— 
gaum 4. See eat WY. 

‘wamr (dagna] See are, 
wat Wy [dac bor-ru], eat Bg [dac baru] P 
steby n Slave, who has a mark on his 
forehead. In olden days, for their identification, 

the slaves were branded on their foreheads 
with a hot metal. The slaves of different 
masters were marked (branded) with different 
signs to distinguish them. Every master had 

his own distinguishing mark to brand foreheads 

of his slaves. 

Brad (dagar] adj blemished, stigmatised, 
ignominous. 2 P J n deceit, guile. “binse 

dukh dagar.”—var kan m 4. 3 adjnot genuine, 
4 deceitful, 

‘warea [dagadag] immense stigma, huge blot, 
“sabha kalakh dagadag.”-dhana m J. 

‘walt [dagi) adjbranded. 2 blemished, accused. 

3a subcaste similar to kolis in the districts of 

Kangra and Shimla. 
wit [dage] adj branded with a mark, “dage hor 
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su ran mahi jujhahz, brnu dage bhagzjai. 

~ram kabir. ‘those, who have mark of a wound 
caused by a weapon on their body, do not get 
afraid, while, those who have never 

experienced the stroke of a weapon, flee.’ 
ery [dagh] Skin heat, buming, irritation. 

BH [dajl, 28 (dau) Say A ge Skt ea material, 
wealth, etc gifted to the bride at the time of 

marriage by her father, brother and other 

relations; dowry. “hor manmukh daju jt rekhr 

drkhalahz su kuro ah3karu kacupajo.”-sri 
chit m4. 

‘BB [dajh] n See eu. 2 thirst, burning sensation. 

3 feeling of getting burnt. ‘nzt dajhahz te bri- 

laz.”-sri a.m 3. 4 Skt waa adj combustible, 
inmflammable. 5 a disease. See a 2. 
‘WG [dajhanv] 7 jealousy, heart-burning “dave 
dajhanu hot he.”'=s kabir. 

‘zfs (dajhr] 7 fire; burning fire; that which has 
the capacity to burn. 2 adjburnt, burnt to ashes. 
“dajhx goe tern pap sumer.”-ram m5. ‘straws 
of sins were abundantly burnt to ashes.’ 
ered [dadhri} n fire that bums. “kopar ute 
dadhyi.”—m J b5no. 

‘erat [dadhil 1 beard. 2 adjburnt, caused heart- 
buming, aroused jealousy. “avat hr dadhi chati 
dadhi chrtrpalan ki.”-52 Poets. ‘made kings 

feel jealous or frightened when he grew intoa 

wz [dan] See ee. 
PET [danav] See wae. 
Be" [dana] 1 seed of grain, grain. P sy “joha 
dane toha khane.”-var sor m 2.2 P tj, adj 

wise, intelligent, knowledgeable. “satgurv sahu 
pazo vad dana.”—jet m4. 
erat [dani] adj donor, who donates, provider. 

“jo sarab sukha ka dani he.”~maru solhe 

m4. 

‘BE ([danu] See we 1. “pahria dhartisadhrke 

sacunamu de danu.”-sri m /. ‘sow seeds of 
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the true-name.’ 2 See U%. “ape deve danu.” 

-sorm 4, 

®@ [denu) Dg n demon. 
#3 [dat] Skt @y n implement for reaping the 
crop; sickle. “le le dat pahutra lave karz 
taiarv.”-sri m 5. 2 See ef, 3 Skt @8 adj 
segmented, fragmented, 4 pure, pious. 
ea [dat] Skr an teeth. “jn datan ghas gahyo 
bal haryo."-krrsan. 2 Skt S731 adj oppressed. 
3 oppressor. 4 made of ivory. 
‘tae [datak] teeth. See 3a, “rrsyo tuk datak 

thele.”"-krrsan. 2 oppressor. See #3 2. 

‘ese [datan], 234 [datan) Skt Esaress n twig, 

used for brushing the teeth. “datan nitz karez, 

na dukh pave lal ji.”-tanama. According to 

awriting in Hareet Simriti, one, who brushes 
his teeth on 1*, 6" and 9" day of the moon 

as well as on the new moon day, faces 

destruction of his coming seven generations. 
See a 4, s 10. Attri writes that cleaning the 

teeth with a finger is like eating beaf. See 
ray Prfigfas 313. 
waa fsa [datan sahzb] See nfumrer ae. 
wach (datni] n lockjaw. sense of locking of 
jaws in catalepsy. “chztz grrgai datni pari.” 
-carrtr 142, 2 adj long-toothed. 

‘tga [datli] n serrated scythe, scythe. 
‘etzena [datvasan] cover of the teeth, lips. 

erawa [datavy] m adj worth-offering, 
bestowable. 2 generosity. 
‘waa (datra) n donor, giver, bestower. “harz 

datye melx guru.”-asa cht m4. 
‘wach [datri] n gift, boon, blessings. “eha pai 

mu datri.”-suhi am 5. 

‘est [data], vars (datar] Ska aq donor. “data 
korta apr tG.”-var asa. 
waeas (datarkor) daughter of Sardar Ran 
Singh Sidhu, chief of Nakkai MisI, who was 

married to Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1798 AD. 

She gave birth to the heir apparent Kharag 
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Singh. Her real name was Raj Kaur. but she 
was renamed as Datar Kaur' because the name 

of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s mother was also Raj 
Kaur; the Maharaja used to call her Nakain. 

Datar Kaur breathed her last in 1818 AD. 

warfy [datarx] the Almighty, the Bestower. 
“ardasx suni datarr hoi srsatr tharu.”—varsar 

m5. 

way [dataro] See Bas. “dataru sada datalu 
svami.”—asa chit in 5. 

zfs [datr] Skt n gifted article. “datr pzari 

visrra datara.”"-dhana m 5. 2 worth-giving 
article. “devan vale ke hathz datz he.”-srim 

3.3 See Bar, Bet. “manas datz na hovai, ti 

data sara.”"—maru a m J. ‘Man cannot be a 
bestower, You are the perfect provider.’ 
4 donation, blessing. “datr khasam ki puri 
hoi.”-suhi ch3t m 5. 

‘ifs [datz] Sken suppression of senses, control 

of senses. 2 humility, gentleness. 

et [dati] Skt art n small scythe; implement 
for cutting crop and grass etc. 2 boon. See 
efy, “dati sahrb sSdia.”-var sri m J. 3 2, 
donor (both male and female), donor (f). “harr 

ki bhagatt phaldati,”-sor m 5, 4 with boon, 
with blessing. “hart jiv teri dati raja.” 
-sorm 5. 

BE (datu] Sk n part, portion, share. 

y [datu) younger son of Guru Angad Dev, 
born to Mata Kheevi in Sammat 1594 at 
Khadoor Sahib. 
wfq [datarr), wgt [datri] See ws and ea. 
2 giver/bestower (f). See #313. ‘srddhrdatri 

sabhin.”—~sanama. 

‘Be [dad] Skt n charity, blessing. “sace sarme 
bahre age lahahr na dad.”—var sar m 1. 2 Skt 

‘By a skin disease. See ¥e. 3 P yi, justice. See 
Beh. 4 appeal. 
‘Mr Griffin has erroneously named the aunt (father's 

sister) of the Maharaja as Raj Kaur. 
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wea [dadah] P,,, adj given. 
‘wea [dadak] adj paternal grandfather’s. 2 n 
paternal lineage, paternal family. “nanakdadak 
sahure.”-BG. 
Ben [dadan} P yt v give, donate. 
‘wea [dadar] Skt eys n frog, toad. “dadar ti 
kabahr na janast re.”-maru m J. Here dadur 
means a lecherous being. 

wed [dadri) na kind of Indian millet. “dadri 
cabai.”—carztr 7. 2 a tehsil headquarters of 

Jind state, 87 miles to the south west of Delhi. 

wet [dada] 7 father’s father, grandfather. “pru 
dade ka kholz dztha khajana.”-gaum 5. Here 
‘we [dada] means collection of hymns of the 
preceding Gurus. 2 See Brea. 

ef (dadz] to justice. See eet. 
wfes [dadtr] See wes. “kupu bharzo jese 
dadzra kachu desu brdesy na bujh.”-gau 

Yevidas. 

wet (dadi] n father’s mother, grandmother. 
2 P seeker of justice, appellant. “dadi dadz 
na pahuconhara, cupi nirnav pata.”-asa m 
5. ‘The appellant who could not have justice 

by raising a hue and cry, got his right silently.” 
sense ~ observed silence on realizing truth 

through contemplation. 3 you bestowed, you 

gave. See Bes. 

ET [dadur] See wev. “ju bhae dadur pani 
mahi."-gau kabir. 
weet [daduri] frog, toad, 2 See erect. 
‘BE [dadu) This holyman was bom toa cotton- 
carder in Ahmedabad (Gujarat). He achieved 
self-realisation in the company of enlightened 

disciples of Kabir. The chief monastery of 
Dadoo is in village Narayan in Jaipur state, 
situated three miles away from Phuler railway 

station (on meter gauge of Bombay Baroda 
Central India Railway). It is also named as 
Dadudwara. Dadoo died here in Sammat 

1660. He composed many verses and sloks 
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which saints recite with great devotion. 

The tenth Master visited this place in 

Sammat 1764, while going towards Deccan. 

Jait Ram was the chief priest of the shrine at 

that time. The Guru asked the priest to recite 

some hymns of Dadoo. Jait Ram read out the 

following slok — 

“dadu dava durz kar kalz ka lije bhar, 
je ko mare if dhm lije sis cadhaz.” 

The Guru then asked the priest to read this 

verse as — 
“dadu dava rakkhake kalz ka lije bhar. 

je ko mare it dhm pathar hane rrsaz.” 
There is a historical anecdote to the effect 

that the Guru paid obeisance at Dadoo’s tomb 

with the tip of his arrow-head. The Khalsa 
penalised the Guru for violating the Sikh 

doctrine by bowing before a tomb. The Guru 
told that he did so for testing the Khalsa and 

happily underwent the religious penality, 
thereby, setting an example of beginning noble 

tradition. 
The disciples of Dadoo are called Dadoo 

Panthi. Saint Nishchal Dass was a great 

scholar of this sect, who wrote Yuktiprakash, 

Vichar Sagar, Vrittiprabhakar etc. Nishchal 
Dass was born in village Dhanana of Punjab 
in 1849 and died in Sammat 1919 in Delhi. 2a 
monk, resident of Khadoor. See 33. 3 a pious 
saint of Pandori, who sheltered and saved the 

wife of Sardar Matab Singh Mirankotia from 

tyrrany of Meer Mannu. 
egy [dadudvara] See By. 
wryuet (dadupsthi] See ey. 
‘ergHAe [dadumajra) a village near Kalaur in 
Patiala state. Guru Tegbahadur visited this 

place, but the holy shrine built in memory of. 
the Guru, now falls in the territory of village 

Bhagrana. See Sore". 

we fede [dade drhad] ,2y)4 adj dispenser 
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of justice. “na dade drh3d admi.”-var majh 
mi. 

‘By ([dadh) See eau, 

‘emt (dadhna] v burn, put to fire. 
‘eur [dadha] adj burnt. “disaht dadhe kan 

jru.”~s kabir. See a. 2 but, burnt to ashes. 

‘erft (dadhi) adj burnt, “ban ki dadhi lakri.”—s 

kabir. 

enfi® {dadhile] v burnt. “dadhile lskagay 
uparile ravanbanu.”-dhana trzlocan. 
@% [dan] Skrn act of giving; charity. “dan datara 
apar apara.”-ram chat m 5. “gharz gharz 
phrrahz td mure! dode dan na tudhu laza.” 

~asa patim 3. ‘You have not acquired the quality 
of giving charity,’ 2 material which is given in 
charity. 3 octroi, cess, tax. “raja mige dan.” 
~asa am /. 4 intoxicating liquid, tripping from 
the neck of an elephant. “dan gajgSd mahz 
sobhat apar he.”-NP. 5 fire-ritual. “‘sah3sar dan 

de fdr roaza.”-var ram / m I. 6 a political 
tactic; effort to win over an enemy by bribing 
7 P 2h short for ema (=), particle, seed. 
8 adjective for wr wfsnsa — knower. 9 Py a 
suffix; when used thus gives the sense of a 
container etce.g, kolomdan, juzdan, atrsdan etc. 
BTR [danas] See wren. 
wondg [danasbsdu], eoMe [danasmad), 
‘wane [danasvad] P 24, adjwise, intelligent, 

knowledgeable. “danasb3du soi dr] dhove.” 
-dhana m /. 

‘erafifu (danst gh] a Malwai Bairarh, resident 
of Mahimasaraja, brother of Charhat Singh, 
who remained with the tenth Master in 
Anandpur and Malwa. He fought with great 
valour in the battle of Mukatsar. When Bairarhs 
got salary from Guru Gobind Singh, he told 

Dana Singh to take his share. Instead Dan 

Singh beseeched the Master -“ sunke 
dansigh kar jore. dudh put dhan sabh ghar 
more. kerpa kerahu szkkhi mujh dije. apno 
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jan baxag kar lije.”-GPS. 
‘was UEw [danat dacchan) charity and offering, 
made to a teacher or family priest. “danat 

dacchan deke pradacchan.”—cdi J. 
‘wae [danad] P si knows, will know. Its vr is 

danzstan. 2 Skt donor, bestower. 
‘erate (danbir] See #9 7. 2 very generous in 
giving charity, highly benevolent. 

eH [danam] P éy I know. 
eat (danye] adj donor, “cotur cakr danye.” 
—japu. 2 worth donating; which is suitable for 
donation. 3 learned, wise. See Ba". 

eae [danav] progeny of Kashyap from the 
womb of Danu - daughter of demon Daksh. 
“dev danav gan g3dharab saje.”-maru solhe 
m 3. 

waway [danavguru) family priest of the 
demons; Shukrachary. 

wees [danvarr] 7 enemy of the demons, 
deity, 2 Indar. 

‘weft [danvi] adj pertaining to the demons, of 

the demons. 2 n wife of a demon. 

‘wae'yE [danvédr] wae-feg lord of the demons, 
king Bali. 

‘war [dana] See wz". 2 donor, giver. “prabhu 
samrath sarab sukhdana.”—maru solhe m 5. 

3 P ty wise, knower. “dana data silvstu.” 
-srim 5. 

ervet [danai] P jy, wisdom, intelligence. 
‘eeraae [danadhyaks) Skt n official arranging, 
for distribution of charity; the state official- 
incharge of the distribution of charity. 

‘eerys (danapur] a village in Bihar, which is 

thirteen kohs away from Patna. Guru 

Tegbahadur visited this place. The earthen 
pitcher, in which a cooked dish of rice mixed 
with kindey beans was served to the Guru, is 

still preserved here. That is why the gurdwara 

is popularly known as hadi vali ssgatr.” The 
priests are Udasi saints. 
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er eta [dana bina] P tysth adj knower and 
perceiver. “dana bina sai meda.”-var guj 2 
m5. 

efs (danx) See eet. 2 from the charity. 3 in 
the charity. 

‘wrfio® [danze] See wait. 
‘erfom [danzs] P (74, wisdom, intelligence. 
2 knowledge, act of understanding. 
worse [danrsten] P 4, v know, be 
acquainted. 

wfou uit [danzs pajoh] P 471, adj seeker 
of knowledge, having quest for knowledge. 
erfofs (danrmatz] one who has propensity 
to donate; he, who has donating tendency. “ta 
prabhu data danrmatz pura.”—sor m /. 
efst [dantye] See watt. 
eet [dani] Skt a1 adj donor. “urvarz part 
sabh eko dani.”-gau kabir. ‘There is one 

and only one bestower (God) in the mortal 
and the eternal world.’ 2 P (jy, you know. 
“tahkik dri dani.”=tr15g m J. 3 when used 
as a suffix, it has the meaning of ‘knowing’ 
as in saxundani, THE [razdani] etc. 
4 when used as a suffix, it also gives the 

sense of ‘containing’ as in surmedani, 

gvlabdani etc. 

eraibar [dania] O! God, O! bestower. 2 O! 

knower. “orvar par ke dania!”-gau ravrdas. 

See Gaes ua & eet. 
BE (dany] See es. “danu mahida 

telikhaku.”-var asa. 2 Skt #% drop, droplet. 
3 dew. 4 reserve wealth. 5 pleasure. 6 air, 
wind. 
eq [danu] See woe. “danu lakh nrvas.”—m / 

b5no. 

ee Ur Ya (dane da cakk] See Tuer, 
‘eda [danen] third declension; by donation, with 

donation, due to donation. “danen kf jagen 
k1?”- guj jedev. 
BS [dano] See Woe and #G. “hano sareb 
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dano.”-ramav, 2 grain. See eafa. 
‘BF [dans] See we. 2 demon, progeny of Danu, 
Daksh’s daughter. “sabhe dev dai 

‘By [dap] Skrev n arrogance, conc 
dap khap partap.”—GPS, 2 strength. 3 zeal. 
4 wrath. 

‘we [dab] n sense of pressurising, process of 
pressing. 2 awe, administrative domination. 

3 forcible possession of an object, capt 

forcibly. “1k ne dab lin balkar.”-GPS. 

4 planting the twig of a tree or a creeper in 

the earth, so that by striking roots the twig 
may grow as a new plant. 

‘BET [daba] See ew, 2 majesty administration. 
“b&de ko att dabo bhayo.”—PPP. 

‘@H [dam] Skt en cord, string. “prem dam 
te €can hoe.”-GPS. 2 rosary. 3 garland. 

4 group, cluster. 5 people, world. 6 P/ net, 

trap. 7 ancient copper coin, which was equal 
to 1/50th of a rupee. Some scholars hold it to 
be 1/40 of a rupee. See €u. 8 price, cost. 

9 wealth, property, “jal brnv sakh kumlavti 
upajahz nahi dam.”-majh barahmaha. 
10 money, cash. “jru brgari ke srrz dijahz 
dam.”-gau m 5. “jzu krrpan ke nrrarath 
dam.”-sukhmani, 

‘ene [daman] Skt n cord, string. “daman kup 

brkhe latkai.”~GPS. 2 P yy) end portion of 

a scarf, “nj hathan daman te kholi.”"-NP. 

wnat (damangir] P_, adj holder of the 
end portion of a scarf, seeker of refuge. 
2 person dependent on others’ support for his 

livelihood. 3 plaintiff, who drags one to the 

court. 
‘wut [damna] v entrap. See BH J. “damna 

prabin.”-akal. 
‘enifs [damnz), ent (damni) 1 that which can 

trap with a rope; army.-sanama. 2 Skriiefitet 
fight, lightning, “damznicamakr darazo."-sor 
m 5. “damni camatkar tru vartara jag khe.” 
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var gau2 m5. 
‘eet [damri] 7 cord, string. 2 small ancient 
coin - equal to 1/4 of a pice. 
eHet (damla) a village near Kunjpura of district 

Karnal, in which resided those Pathans, who 

joined the enemy forces by betraying Guru 
Gobind Singh in the battle of Bhangani. So 

Banda Bahadur razed this village in the month 

of Kattak of Sammat 1768 and severely 
punished the traitors. “nagar damla ek sv jan, 

taha hute kuch xanah xan.”-GPS. 

em [dama] See &H. 2 coin, currency, rupee, 

gold coins prevalent in ancient times etc. 
“syrna rupa dama.”-guj m 5. 
ee [damad] P 4, short for eat ree, 

everlasting. 2 son-in-law, daughter’s husband. 

wnedt (damadi] P 44 pertaining to the son- 
in-law. “damadi hve ab dhan Jevd.”-GV 6. 
2 marriage. 3 engagement, betrothal. 
‘ea [daman] transform of daman; end portion 

of a shirt, sheet or scarf. 

efit [damz] with money, due to money. 2 5 
net, trap, snare, See em I. 
whet (damzni] See ena. 
wot [dami] with money, due to money. “kra 

gerabhr dami?”—var maru 2 m5. 2 adjrich, 

wealthy. 3 n land revenue, 4 P 1, hunter, 
killer. 5 short for ee7ft; eternal, everlasting. 

‘@ites [damodar] n one, who has a string tied 

around his abdomen — Krishan. Once Yashoda 
tied Krishan to a mortar with a rope to prevent 
him from making mischief.' 2 the Creator, who 

has the whole universe in his belly. “arf” eta 

arnt aft aeitarear | dt arate a.” 
“damodar datal suami.”-brla m 5. 3 a river 

in Bengal, rising from the hills of Chhota 

Nagpur, which after flowing for about 350 
miles merges with Bhagirathi river 27 miles 
‘See ferguee part 5 ch. 6. 

2yas and Shridhar. See fengrayan & fas 37a, ¢ 53. 
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south of Calcutta. 4 a resident of Sultanpur 
and a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. 

witedt oat [damodri mata} daughter of Julka 
Khatri Narain Das of Dalla born to Bhagbhari. 

She was married to Guru Hargobind in 

Sammat 1661. She expired on Magh tI", 

Sammat 1688 at Daroli, where a shrine is 

built in her memory. “gurugharni damodri 
dutry nanki jan.”-GPS. She is also named 
Damodari. See etedt wa", 

em [day] 1 See wE. 2 Skt reserve wealth, 
wealth that can be parted with. 3 wealth that 

can be gifted as dowry. 4 wealth to which sons 
etc. or relative are legally entitled. 5 charity. 

wut [dayak] adj bestower. “dukh nasan sukh 
dayak surav.”-saveye m4 ke. n the Provider. 
‘BUH [dayam] See wen. 
Bud [dayar] A 4, adj moving, circulating. 
2continuous, moving. 
wus [dayra] A ,7, n circle, coiled circle. 

war [daya) See wen. “na putrs na potrs na 
daya na day3.”-VN. 2 See eur, “to lakh-hi jr 

kare harz daya.”-NP. ‘realisation comes only 
through His Grace.” 
erufs [dayant] ad; giver (f). 
ert [dayi] See wet. 2 Ske aftr adj giver. 
‘wt [days} See &U, 2 See wet. “na daya na 
days.”-VN. 
eg (dar) See B. “godhum ko cun makh dar 
Jon ghrzt bahu.”-NP. 2 Skt wife. 3 See ef 

and @g. 4 P ,,, when used asa suffix, it gives 

the sense of having, as in xabardar, zamidar 

etc. 5 n crucifix, cross. 
wanetfsa [darstatrk] Ske erberfas adj 
pertaining to illustration. 

‘erga [darak] Skt n boy. 2 son. 3 adjwho splits, 
divider (of property). 4 See @ya. 

wavtat [darcini] 2 eg-ats. china wood, 
cinnamon. L cinnamomum cassia; cassia bark, 

which is used in condiments and spices. Its 
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latent effect is warm and oily.' Quality-wise, 

it is a digestive stimulant and cures intestinal 

disorders. Cinnamon enhances sexual 

prowess. It cures diseases like insanity, dropsy 

etc. Massaging its oil relieves joint pains. 

Cinnamon is produced in abundance in Sri 

Lanka, Malabaar, China etc. 
Bree [daran) Ski n act of tearing/sawing. 
2 the tool which is used for cutting. 3 See 

eye. 
‘wee [dared] See wfee. 2 P 1, keeps. “kas na 
darad.”-trl3g m J. 3 let him keep. 4 he will 

keep. 5 Skt ocean, sea, 6 mercury. 7 cinnabar. 

8 adjpertaining to the Darad country. See eae 
2. 

‘wen [daron] See Bee and Vge. “daran dukh 

dutaru sdsar.”-gav m 5. 
‘eran [darem| Skt 34 n pomegranate. “darem 
darak gayo pekh dasnan patr.”-c3di /. 

‘Bg HET [dar madar] P 4144, 1 dependence, 

base. 2 workload, responsibility of work. 3 act 
of settling a dispute. 

‘wae [darav] See BoM. 2 Skt adj made of wood. 
‘war [dara] P 1, adjprotector. 2 the Creator, 

the transcendental One. 3 king, emperor. 

4 Dara, a king of Persia, belonging to Kayyan 
dynasty, who is variously named as Darayus, 

Daryavus or Darius in history. There have been 

three rulers of Persia with this name. 
(a) Gustaspes, who was son of Hystaspes, 

He is known to have ruled during the period 
21-485 BC. He invaded India and captured 
Indus Valley and some parts of Punjab. 

(b) Nothus, who ruled between 423-405 
BC. 

(c) Codomanus, who was a ruler during 
335-332 BC. “dara se dalisar drujodhan se 

mandhari.”—akal. 5 Dara is also a short name 

‘Greek system of medicine considers its latent effect as 
warm and dry. 
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of Dara Shakoh, elder son of Shahjahan. 

“sahjah8 nd ked kor dara marvaya.”-var guru 
gobidstgh ji. See dante. 6 Skt wife, woman, 
consort. “dara mit put sanb3dhi.”-sor m 9, 

7 Skt BY wood, timber. “rajju s3g badh kar 
dara.”-GPS. 8 adj cutter, divider. “rami jSgi 
dusman dara.”-BG. 

era ds [daraz din) P vfs adj protector 
of religion, defender of faith. 

weHats [daragakoh], earfrety (darastkoh) 
way eldest son of Shahjahan and Mumtaz 
Mahal, who was born on March 20%, 1615. 
He was married to Nadira Begum in 1637 AD. 
This virtuous wife always stood by her husband 

in all odds. Dara was appointed subedar of 

Gujarat in 1648 and continued on this 

assignment till 1652. He fought against 
Aurangzeb on behalf of his father (Shahjahan) 
and was defeated in the battlefield of 
Samoogarh (8 miles east of Agra) on May 29", 
1658. Aurangzeb pursued the fleeing 
Darashikoh. When Aurangzeb reached near 

Beas (Vipash), twenty-two hundred soldiers 
of Guru Har Rai seized the bank of the river, 
thus obstructing Aurangzeb’s forces from 
proceeding forward. In the meantime, 
Darashikoh fled to Multan, Ultimately he was 

captured near Dadar (Bolaan Pass) after 
wandering about many places because his 
chief Jiwan Mall betrayed him. He was 

imprisoned and brought to Delhi. Declared an 
“infidel (non-believer in Islam)” on 29" August 

on the secret instructions from Aurangzeb, he 

was beheaded on the night of 30" August 1659 

and was buried in the tomb of Humayun. 

Dara was a Muslim believing in Sufism. 
He was a devotee of Guru Har Rai and a great 

scholar. He wrote many books under the pen 

name of Qadiri. 
See Gufsme and wtdanta, 
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weue [darapad) arrow that pierces/tears as 
under hardships. “darapad dustatkar nam tir 

ke jan."-sanama. 
wey [darab] son of Dara, who was the ninth 
ruler of Persia. His name appears in the eighth 
Hakayat. 

efa [dar] Skt n grief, sorrow. “je bhav ke 
dukh darz mztave.”-NP. 2 adjsplitter, divider. 

etfs [darrka] Skt girl, female child. 
2 daughter. 

efee [darrd], efeg [darrdu], wfeg (darzdr) 
Skt fag adjpoor, penniless, indigent. 2 efoea 

n poverty, penury, indigence. “dukh darrd 

apavitrata nasahi nam adhar.”-gau thrtim 
5. “darrdu dekh sabhko hase.”—bria revrdas. 

“dukh dartdr nzvarn.”—saveye m5 ke. 

efon (dartm] See @ aH and efsH, 
eat [dari] Skt aR> adj cutter, splitter. 
“prrskarv dukhdari.”-sorm 5.2 P 4) you 
keep. 3 when used as suffix it gives the 
meaning of possessing/keeping as Twe~dt 
[razdari]. “par sfghan t¢ mulak ki nahi dari 
thai.”-PP. ‘But the act of keeping the country 

under control could not be taken by the Sikhs.’ 

4 beard. “vaki kar dari dhari."-carrtr 22, 

‘caught the beard with hand.’ 
ea [daru] Skt n wood, timber. 2 cedar, 

3 carpenter, joiner, workman in timber. 4 brass. 
5 adj giver, bestower. 
ega [daruk] Krishan’s chatrioteer. “hamro rath 

daruk t@ kar saj.”-krrsan. 2 manikin of wood; 
wooden image. 

‘egar [daruka] Skt puppet. 
Bye [darn], By [darn] adjhorrible, terrible. 
2 unbearable, intolerable; which cannot be 

tolerated. “darun dukh sahzo na jaz.”=basat 
Kabir. 

‘wagers (darunarz] n female manikin of wood, 
wooden image of a woman. “darunarr ko 

kaya gun dosu?”-NP. 
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‘wgysdi [daruputri} wooden puppet, puppet. 
wegufieres (darulxrlafat] A o5y4,,, "Caliph’s 
chief monastery, capital, headquarters. Ever 
since the rulers was named Caliph, the capital 
(headquarters) of the state was named so. 

ey (daru) adj cutter, reliever. “gurr Skasu 
sabadu daru strz dharro.”—basst m 4. ‘The 
Guru placed on the head of his disciple the 

goad of word, which could pierce the head of 
an intoxicated elephant.’ “sabh aukhadh dara 

Jaz jiv.”-asa ch&t m 4. ‘by using all the 
medicines.’ 2 See @Y. 3 P ,#1, mn medicine, 

drug. “harr hart nam dio daru.”-sor m 5. 

“avkhadh sabhe kitranu nfdak ka daru 

nahz.”—var gau / m5. 4 wine, liquor, whisky. 
“dikhza daru bhojan khar.”-ram m /. 

5 gunpowder. “daru su dos hutasan bha.” 
GPS. 

weyers (darukar) Dg n person belonging to 
the Kalal subcaste, who prepares liquor. 
2 maker of gun powder. 

waa [darer] crack, slit. See #83. “mukh3 
dekhke cd darer khai.”-ramav. 

‘waar [daroca] P 3,4, 1 supervising official. 
ede [dard] Pj, (they) keep. See eID. 

ergt [darhi] See egt. 
BH [dal] Skt n colocinth. 2 wild honey, honey. 
‘3 Skt @fs ground grain, coursely ground grain. 
See wf. 4 dish of ground grain. § adj 
destroyer. “sabh dalzd bh3j dukhd: ‘nat m 

4 partal. 6 A J, one who leads, leader. 
7 planner. 

‘werdial [dalcini) See eadtal. 
erae (dalad], ewe [daladu] See efee. “dalad 

bh3jan dukh dalan.”~odkar. “dukh daladu 

sobho lahtgara."-var kan m 4. 
‘ese [daladubhsj] adjeradicator of poverty. 
“daladubhaj sudame mr]10.”~maru m4. 

BF [dala] adj destroyer. “papvis ko dala.” 
-BG, 2n xa cooked lentil dish; dal. 3.arebeck 
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player -- relative of Bhai Mardana. 
‘way [dalan] P yyy m open large room, open 

house without a gate, courtyard. 
wefs [dalz] See # 3. “div bijr patr legae ab 
kx ugve dalz."-var asa, “dal sidha magav 
ghiv."-dhona dhsna. 
efse [daltd] See efee. “sabh dalzd bh3j 
dukhdal.”=nat m 4 partal, 
Be [dav] See wG. 2 Skt n jungle fire, forest 
fire. 3 forest, jungle. 
BEE [davan) See Ez. 2 end portion ofa shirt’ 
sheet/scarf. See BH. 

wefe (davonz] under the end portion of a 
sheet, scarf or shirt; holding the end portion of 

a sheet, scarf or shirt. “hart sajan davanr 
lagza.”-majh barahmaha. 2 with a cord. 3 in 
the tightening cord of a cot. 

‘Bes [davat] A —¥, » act of inviting, calling. 
2 feast. 3 invitation. 
wen [daven] See Wee. 2 Skt ZHH n cord, string. 

3 Skt TRF adj worth giving. “har badi przthma 
sukhdavan.”-ramav. 

wena [davangir] See Hadid. “hvehd 
davangir tuharo.”—carztr 38. 
wefs (davanz] with a cord, with a string, See 
Bes 2, “davanz bSdhzo na jat.”-saveye sri 
mukhvak m 5, 2 See BHA, 

ere" [dava] Skt n forest fire; fire produced by 
friction due to mutual rubbing of trees in the 

forest; jungle fire. “dava agenz babut trin 
jare.”-asam5.2Ay_ yf, act of asserting one’s 
right over some object. “dava kahu ko nahi.” 
~s kabir. 
‘wera [dava-aganr] eet (davaganz] See 
eel. 

wes [davat] See FS. 
‘wrens [davanal] See @e 1. 
‘wa [dar] Skt erg" molar, grinder tooth. 2 pig’s 
tusk. 

‘waar [dargarl, 7308 [dardhar] n one having 
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a hard tusk — Varah, the incarnation of God; 
God in the form of a pig having tusk. “dharyo 
visany tau dapgayavtars.”—varah. “dhardar jy 

ran gadh hve."-kalki. 
‘wenis [darepir] molar-ache, pain in the grinder 
tooth. “d5t rog aru darhpir gan."-carrtr 405. 
See vada. 
‘BM [dayam] See BM and ef, 
wradt [darvil See erfinft. “darvi pradate.”-akal. 
Poets compare teeth with the seeds of 
pomegranate. 2 firmly, firm, determined, 
Strong, sturdy. 

erat [dara] m tusk. “dara agre prrthamr 

dhararn.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 molar, grinder 

teeth. 3 See By. 
erfint [darrm|], eft [darrmi] Skrefan-efat 
n pomegranate, plant. 2 fruit of pomegranate. 
weft (dari, @y [darha), eat [darhi) Ske eer 
n hair grown over the chin; beard. “se daria 
sacia jx gurcarni lagsnz.”-sava m 3. 
2 moustaches. “gariba uparz jr khtje dari.” 
gov m 5. ‘one who shows power to the poor 
by twirling his moustaches.’ sense - exhibits 
his brawn. 

fe [dru] Skt eg n day. 
feGn [drus) Skrfeern day. “drus car ke disahr 
s5gi.”-sar m5. 
fe@reé [drusarans] 7 lord of the day, sun. 

“ratrr biti udyo drusarans.”—VN. 

feGucit [druharil adv daily, everyday, S daily. 
“balzhari gur apne druhayi sadvar.” 
var asa. 2 See feast. 
fear (druka] See unys. 
fet [dros] See fen. 
fen [dra] See eur. 2 See ebur, 

fener [dranat] See earss. 
fenra [drar] See efemrs. 2 See aura. 
femmes [dral] See efenrs. 2 See ears. 
fens Ht [dral ji] See fadardiz. 
fenmmya [dralpura] See ewrays'. 
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fenmas (dzala] adj kind, merciful. 2 vocative 
- O! merciful. 3 7 Bhai Dyala, a devoted 

follower of Guru Tegbahadur. He was 

imprisoned alongwith the ninth Master in 
Dethi. When the body of Bhai Mati Das was 

cut with a saw, Bhai Dyala was martyred by 
immersing in boiling water in a large 

cauldron. This devout but valiant person took 
this horrible punishment as of no consequence 
and breathed his last while reciting the holy 

hymns. 
fer [drs] Skt fey vr show, order, reveal, preach. 
2 n direction, towards, side. 
fee [drsat] See feq. 2 See fey. 
fenene [drsatman| See fenen. 
fener [drsta] See ap. 
fenc's [dastat] See fene's. 2 Sktfugisn death, 
demise. 

fenerfeG [drstanzo] became visible, came into 

sight. See fenetag. 
fener? [distave] fgfy-ure, is visible. “kachu 
an nahi drstave.”—naf m 35. 
fenfe [dzsatz] Ske ZfE n sight, vision. “jaki 
drsatr nadz Irv lage.”-sri kabir. See fety. 

fenfewar [dxsatrbaga] n looking like a crane, 
staring to entrap a prey while pretending that 
the eyes are closed. “thag drsatzbaga Izv 
laga.”-prabha beni. 
fenfefuare? [drsatrbrkaril, fenfefearst 
{dzsatrvrkari} 7 lascivious look, craving 

other’s wealth, or woman with evil intention 
etc. “drsatrbzkari b3dhan badhe, hau trs ke 

balz jai."-probha m /.“dzsatrbrkari durmatr 
bhagi.”-prabha m J. 2 adj ill-intentioned. 
“disattvrkari nahi bhav bhav.”-gau m 1. 

fer2 [dzste] appears, is visible. “jo dzste so 
gache.”-dev m5. 
fener [dzsnal v appear, be visible, come into 
sight. 

fenet [drsda] n what is visible. “drsda 
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sabhkichu calsi.”—var sar m 4. 
fer (dzsna} See fere’. 

feruz [drspat] 7 one who has bareness as his 
dress, naked, unclothed. “bahut besno drspat 
sati.”-NP. 

ferr [drsa] Skt fea n direction; scholars have 
assumed four directions — cardinal points viz. 

- East, West, North and South. In addition 

there are inbetween directions too, thus making 

atotal of eight directions, which are.illustrated 

as under — 
eat te eso thas ae 

UH yer 

atetae gue waits Te 
Adding two more — Gea (upwards) and »i 
(downwards), we get ten directions in all, 
2 number of ten, as there are ten directions, 
ferGa [drsaur] See fered. 
fenrgs [disasul) Skt ferry n In Hindu 
religion, there are inauspicious days or periods 
for travelling in specific directions. e.g, —Friday 
and Sunday for travelling towards the west, 
Tuesday and Wednesday for north, Saturday 

and Monday for the east, while Thursday is 

regarded unlucky for travelling towards the 
south. “thrtz var bhadra bharam disasul 
sahsa sdsara.”-BG. 

ferrara (drsanag] See ef @at and féam. 
femrama [drsanath], ferrufs [dzgapatr] See 
feeurs and feaufs, 
fermyd (drsapuri] adv in the direction of other 
territories, abroad, “jr ke kSt drsapori.”-var 
suhi m 2. 
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ferrang (drsabastr] See ferue and fedus. 
“drsa bastra rajs.""-VNV. 2 direction in the form 

of clothing. 
ferrgu {disabhram) n confusion about the 
direction; taking east for north and south for 

west by mistake, 

ferrafs [drsaranz] adj resident of the other 
territory (f), foreigner (f), “ek drsaranz so rahe 

taki pritr.”-carztr 194, 
ferrea (disavarl n other country, foreign 
country, alien land. “bahut drsavar pSdha.” 
-var ram 2 m 5. sense - many births, 
transmigration. 

ferredt [dzsavri} pertaining to (beionging to) 
other Jand; of foreign land, 2 towards the other 

land, abroad. “p3khi cale disavri.”-s kabir. 

femferr [dxsavzsa] n direction; sub-direction. 
See Guferr, en fert and fern. “jatr tatr dzsa 
visa.”=japu. 

fefit [dzsr} in the direction, towards the 
direction. See fer”. 2 Skt eft n vision, sight, 

eyesight. 

fefireet [dzs1-avda] visible, apparent. “kut3b 
dzst-avada, sabh calanharu.”—var gau J m4. 

fe [dzse] be in sight, be visible. “nanak jivat 
daras drse."-brla m 5. 2 looking at, by 
looking. 
fer [drses] 7 lord of directions. See feaufs. 

fe (dxse] n appearing, looking. “athdas bed 
sune koh dora. kof pragas na dise Sdhera.” 
-ram m 5. ‘How can a deaf person hear 

eighteen Purans and four Veds? A blind person 
can never see in light illuminated by countless 

lamps.’ It means that an agnostic person 

having vast worldly knowledge remains devoid 
of true knowledge, relating to spiritual 

realisation. 

fertse [drsstar] See 2riz0. 
festafs [drsaterz], feist (drsstri] in the 
foreign land, abroad. “jog na desr drssterr 
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bhavze.”-suhi m J. “bhuli phrre dzsatri.” 

~sriam 1]. 

ferizg [drsStaru) See @F'3z, “drsétaru bhave 

Steru nahi bhale.”-maru solhe m 3. 

fortes [dxzsadra] apparent, visible, within sight. 
ferttefamn [dissdrra] adv on seeing, on 
beholding. “jrna drsidyza durmatz vane mxtr 
asadye sehi.”—var guj 2 m5. 

fester [dzs8da] See fer’. 
fertfs [drssnr] are seen, appear. “se muh 
sohne dart sace dissnz."-sava m3. 

fey [drst] Sk n luck, fortune. 2 teachings. 

3 time, 4 See fene. 
fefig [dastz} Skt n joy. 2 festival, celebration. 
3 luck, fortune. 4 See fenfe. 
fea [dzh] Ske eq n day. “nanak se dth 
avanz.”-sohzla. 2 See 8a. 3 Ps, imperative 
form of dadan; give, donate. 4 when used as 
a suffix, it imparts the meaning of ‘give or 
provide’ as in aramdzh. 
feae [dthad] P 4) gives, provides. 
fea [dzham] P (+ | give. 
feaer [drhra] See 2ae". 
feost mfoe [drhra sahtb] See 2ae Afaw. 

feaet [drhli] See Sus. 2 See feat. 

feat [drhal of days, for days. See feu 1. “ethe 
dh3dha kusa car dtha.”-vad m J alahani. 
feat [dxhai) adj of the day, for the day, “teri 
khftha do drhai.”-ram m 5. Here khitha 

means mortal frame. 
fews (drhara] n day, daily. “tku ghari drnas 

mokav bahut dthare.”—asa m 5. 

fered? (drhari] See feast. 
fewar (drhara] See fae. “chodz calza ek 

drhare.”—asa m 5. 

feast [dxhari] 1 wages for one day; daily 

wages, “laha khatrhu drhari,”-anddu. “kachu 

laha mrle drhari.”-basst a m 1, 2 adj daily 

subsistence. “tint ser ka drhari mrzhmanv.” 

-asam 5. 
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fefa [dzhz), fey [dzhu] » day. “jx dzhz nala 
kapra.”-s farid. ‘the day the umbilical cord 
was cut (at birth).’ 2 sense - knowledge, 

realisation, “othe drhu ethe sabh ratr.”~mala 

mi. 

feet (drhudivi] adv in spite of daylight and 
glowing lamps, despite the sunlight outside and 
illumination of lamps inside. “dthudivi 5dh 

ghor.”~suhi am /. sense — ‘not withstanding, 
wisdom and knowledge.” 

feydt (dzhori] See uet and 2uet. 
fede [dxhsd], feder [drhSda] Per, adj giver, 
bestower. “drhéd sui.”—var majh m J. ‘The 

Creator is the bestower.’ “kher khubi ko 

dth3da.”-gyan. 
fem [drk] Skt fem n direction, side. 2.4 3, 
adj microscopic, fine. 3 upset, grieved. 4 n 
tuberculosis, consumption (or phthisis). See 

wd. 
feaurs [drkpal] god — the lord of direction. 
According to the Purans; there are ten lords 

of the ten directions - Indar of east, Agni of 
south-east, Yam (god of death) of south, demon 
Nairat of south-west, Varun (god of water) of 
west, Vayu of north-west, Kuber (god of 
riches) of north, Shiv of north-east; Brahma 

of upward direction and Sheshnag of 

downward direction (under-earth). 2 See 
fears. 3 a poetic metre. See fear 2. 
fias [dikkat] A 23, 7 fineness, subtlety. 

2 distress, difficulty, trouble. 

fewmrert (dkh-akni) This word is an incorrect 
transcription of rkhuasni by an ignorant scribe 

in verse number 1125 of Shastarnammala, See 
feymonet. 
feug [dzkhahu] See 32. 
fewe (drkhan], few [drkhan] 7 sense of 
seeing; come into view. 
fes@ [drkhanthe] for seeing, for having 
a glimpse of. “locah prabhu drkhanthe.” 
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~kalz m4. 

fewore: (drkhraval, fewarer [drkhlaval 
showed, made apparent, brought to notice. 
2.n sight, view. “so payo jag ko drkhrava.” 
-NP. 

fer (drkha] (1) may see. “drkha kine kthu 
anr caraza.”-var guj | m 3. ‘let us see, if 
anyone has offered money or not.’ 

2 saw. “sabh tuhe tuhi drkha."-sar m 5. 
3 enlightened. “jrsu bujhae apz, bujhar der 
soi janu dikha."~var kan m 4. 4 See Har. 

fewer [drkhauna] v cause to havea glimpse, 
bring into view. 

fernferr [drkhaxba), feerar [dtkhadha] show, 

give a glimpse. “daras drkhazba he tere hatth 

jagnath.”-saloh. 2 shows. “sabh apne khelu 
drkhadha.”-~sar m 5. 
fea [drkhana] See ferGe. 2 saw. 

feerfenr (dikharra] showed. 

fewer [drkhalna] v show. 

ferret (dxkhava] 7 pompousness, ostentation. 
2. adj who shows. 
feta [dikhita] was seen. “trrn mero 
drkhita.”—brla m 5. 

fetta [drkheya] adj observer, viewer. 
2 demonstrator. 
feat [dig] See fee I. 
fear wanes {drg darsan) Skt f&7exF n indication, 
sign, gesture. 2 act of showing the direction. 

3 sample, specimen. 4 device for indicating 

the direction, mariner’s compass. See qaagy’, 
fearers [drgadah} Sk FRreTe n an inauspicious 
omen according to Hindu scriptures; redness 

remaining visible in the horizon even after 

sunset. “caré dirgxz digdah lakhyo sab.” 

~ramav. 
feafeR [dzgdzse] direction and intermediate 
direction (angles), directions and angles. 2 ten 
directions. “drg drse sarazca.”~mela 
namdev. See nafew. 
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feansfs [drgpatr] Skt Rauf n in astronomy, 
eight lords of eight directions - Mars of south, 

Saturn of west, Mercury of north, Sun of east, 
Venus of south-east, Rahu of south-west. 

Moon of north-west and Jupiter of north-east. 

2 See feaurs. 
fears [drgpal] See feaurs. 2 a poetic metre 
also named mrxdugatr, characterised by four 
feet, each foot having 24 matras, two pauses 
- one each after 12 vowels each, fifth and 

seventeenth matras are laghu, with two gurus 
at the end. 

Example — 

Smrzt pradan karta, dasan raj data, 
hrt des putr pyare, varst tat mata, 
surtva gyan sti, agar rajyniti, 
ese mahan guru se, kije akhad priti. 

feafa® (drgbrje) See feafera. 
fears (drgar] Pf or_£, adjanother, second. 
“dr gar ko nahi.”-tz 15g namdev. 
feafena [digvrjey), feafer (drgvrjel Ske 
feftacra n act of capturing all the directions 
with force or knowledge. “kare dr gvrjay sise 
nahi.”-NP. 

dtgvzje het saj bedikulketu dal, 
cale d3bh dalbe ko dalan brdarzya, 

bhagetr ki ketu pat prem ke samet kar, 
Kiratr nrgan ghahzrano ghan bharrya, 

gyan ko kharag dhar jugatz keman kar, 
nanha drzstat lin szlimukh dharrya, 

jehd dadh kot tahd karamat top sig, 
dhahrke medan kin mile arx harrya. 

-NP. 

feats [drgst] feq-ntz end of a direction, limit 
of a direction. 2 fya-nis comer of the eye. 

feataa [drgabar], fedtag [dgsbaru] 1 one who 
has bareness as his clothes; sky-clad. 2 a Jain 

sect. 3 Shiv, 4 naked. “upji tarok dzgsberu 
hoa.”=brla am 4. 

fam [drggaj] Skt n elephant supporting a 
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direction. According to the Purans, there are 

eight elephants, one each for eight directions, 
who support the earth on them ~ 

Airavat supports the east, Pundrik the 

south-east, Vaman the south, Kumud the south- 
west, Anjan the west, Pushapdant supports the 

north-west, Saravbhaum the north and 

Supratik the north-east direction of the earth 
The female companions of these supporting 
elephants are - Abharamu, Kapila, Pingla, 

Anupama, Anjanvati, Shubhdanti, Anjana and 
Tamarkarni. 2 See Saue. 
fdaret (drggajni] n earth, supported by 
elephants in eight directions.-sanama. 

2 companion of the direction-supporting 

elephant, female spouse of direction-supporting 

elephant. See fear. 
feafa [drcahz], fet [drce] should give, should 

be given. “dohi dice durjana.”-sava m J. 

2 imperative form of verb 2, give please. 

“moht ntrgun dice thav.”~var gujm 5. 
fedfs [drc3nz] should be done. “je kar duja 
dekhde jan nanak kadhrdzcénz.”-varkanm 

4. ‘eyes, which see others, must be taken out.’ 

fer [dxj] Skt fer n twice born, one natural, 
second from religious ritual. According to 

Hinduism, Brahmans, Khatris and Vaishy are 

twice born because their sacred-thread 
wearing ritual is performed with the chanting 
of holy hymns of Gayatri. 

This word, dxj or dv1j, specially stands 
for Brahmans, but in general, it can be used 

for the other three classes. See fg as used 

for Vaishya in Ramavtar, 2 teeth, as they grow 
twice. 3 birds, also take birth twice ~ one from 

mother’s womb and secondly hatched from 
the egg. 4a word, which is a combination of 

words belonging to two languages as gurbaxas 
stgh, hakikat raz etc. 5 according to Sikhism 

all the baptised Sikhs are twice-born, because 
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they take second birth in the lap of Mother fez [dzt] See eg. 
Sahib Kaur and Father Guru Gobind Singh. feaa [dztno] given. “kerpanzdhr me dztno.” 
“sattgur ke janme gevanu mrtaza.” -gaum5. 
~stdhgosatr. 

ferereasestal (drjagdyardanis] ferrga-ear- 
wnat lord of twice born classes (Brahman, 

Khatri, Vaishya) i.e, Brahma, goddess who 

takes pity on him — Durga.-cddi 2. 

fenwan (drjcaraj) n celibacy. 2 celibate. 
“drjcaraj tull mrrgcarem aroh.”-datt, ‘like a 
celibate.’ 
fete [drjdev] lord of the twice bom (high 
classes of Hindus), Brahma. 2 Dattatrey. 

“drjdev tabe guru cobzs keke.”-datt. 
ferufs [drjpatr], fenan (dzjrajl Sk fen on 
chief of the twice born (high classes of Hindus) 

—Brahman. 2 Brahma. 3 moon. “kiretz prekasbe 

ko soi drjraj hz.”-GPS. 4 blue jay. See fer. 
fewen [drjoram] n Parshuram. “tuhi ap 
dzjram ko rup dhar hé. nrchatra prrthi var 
kkis kar hé.”-carrtr /. 

femfe [dzjax] fg-ef People belonging to 
upper classes of Hindus came. “jal len 
dzjaz.”-ramav. 

fefimae (dxjrsot] fey-fer spiritual guide of fe, 
chief among the twice-born; respected 
Brahmans. “brsrsat ko. dzjzsat ko.”-ramav. 
fefig [dzjtdr] fy-fég, leader of the twice- 
born; Brahma. 2 Jupiter. “bah gahi tatkal 

dxjfdrahr.”-madhata. 
fort (dzjes) fyretm, Brahma. “kou dzjes ko 
manat he."-saveye 33. 

fesi"an [drjottam] the best among the twice- 
bom; Brahman, 2 Superior Brahman, who is 

perfect in his deeds. 
few [dxdh] See few. 
feast [drdhta) See fees". 
fewz [drdhauna] v assure, convince, 
ensure. 2 make firm. 

fee {drn] Skt few n day. 
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femy [dztamu] gave. 2 I gave. 
feaunfits (drtyadztt] @3a-rfesa demon and 
deity, progeny of Diti and Aditi. “drtyadztt 
gadhe duhd or gaje.”-carrtr 120. 
fesar (dztra], feast (drtri] given (m), given 
(f). “tano mano dirtra.”—vad ch3tm 5. “babalx 

drtri durr.”-suhi chst m J. 

fear [dzta] given, gave. 2 n given material, 
“déde thavahu dita c3ga.”-var majh m2. self- 
centred persons prefer the gift to the giver. 

fefs [dztr) Skt 8f5 n gift, boon. “kharce drtr 
khasSm di.”-var ram 3. 2 Skt fefs daughter 
of Daksh and wife of Kashyap, who gave birth 
to demons. “brnta kedru drtz adrtr erzkhr 

bari banar.”—VN. ‘The sage, Kashyap, 
married them." 

fefaqs (dztrsut], fefsse [drtrnad], fefsyg 
[dztrputr] » demons, descendants of Diti. 

2 Hiranyakash. “sur drtrnd par.”-GPS. ‘as 
an incarnation of pig (Vishnu) overpowered 

Hiranyak (son of Diti).” 
fect [drti] See fet. 
feshy [dztimu] gave. “rdhanv kito mu ghana, 
bhori dttimu bhaht.”—var jet. 

fq [dfto] Skt eqs adj illuminated, lit. 
“sukchsagorv patau ditu.”~saveye m 4 ke. 

feB [drte] given, gave. “trs de drte nanka, 
-var ram / m3. 

fede [dzton}, Fes [dstonv}, fedy [drtomo] 
he gave, he has given. “drtonu 
bhagatrbhadar.”~sri m 3.2 given to me, gave 
to me. 
fee [dxts) demon, son of Diti. “papat bhutl3 
dzts.”=-ramav. ‘Demons collapse to the 
ground.” 
fe [drtt) given, gave. “surajdrtt uhi pe he 
mantz.”—krrsan. ‘The gem given by the sun is 
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in his possession.” 

fesafdfs (drtyadzttr) demons and deities, 
progeny of Diti and Aditi. “‘chake dekh dou 
drtyadzttx bhup3.”-nar narayan. 
fees (drdar] See dies. 
feera mist [drdar ali] chief of the army of 
Shahjahan, who alongwith Mukhlas Khan, 
fought against Guru Hargobind in the battle of 
Amritsar and was killed by Painde Khan. 
feet (drdari] adj worth seeing, beautiful, 
handsome. 
few [dz] Skt n period between dawn to dusk, 
time from sunrise to sunset. “drn te sarpar 
pausi ratr.”-asa m 5. 2 day, period of eight 
quarters’, 3 Skt donate. “path batave prabh 
ka, kahutrn kav kra dinthe?”-kalz m 4, See 

feed. 
feemifs {drnarr) n night.-sanama. 
femmrarg [dinagar] adv before sunrise, dawn, 
early morning. “sabad tar3g pragtat drnagar.” 
~saveye m4 ke. 
fen [dznas), feng [dinesu) » day. “audh ghate 
dinasu rena re.”-sohzla, 

feaar (drnha] 7 night that terminates the day. 
~sanama. 2 moon. See AMF. 
fewae (drnkar], fewat [drnkaro], fends 
[drnkst] 1 sun. “drnkaro andinu khat.”-asa 
ch3t m5. ‘The sun is reducing one’s life, day 
by day.’ 

feourfgat (dinghatzni) 7 night.sanama. 
feersaur [dincarya) Sk fe7aht n daily routine, 
day’s routine, daily schedule. 2 daily work. 

ewe (dznche] given (m) given (f).“sobha harz 

prabhu dinche.”—basst m 4. 
fema [dznthe] let us give. See few 3. 
feegs [drndut] 7 Arun, charioteer of the sun, 
according to the Purans, whose appearance 
is indicated by redness seen in the sky before 
sunrise. 

‘See footnote of rnp. 
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feaftr [drnadhx) n bearer of the day, day’s 
gem, sun. “drnadhz latyo nzspatr thatyo.” 
-GV 10. 

fengnt (dindhvj), feoye [dndhvaj), feasfer 
[drn-nark), fesere [drnnath], fenaa {din- 
nayak], femufs [drnpatr] n sun, Martand, 
Prabhakar. 

fee weer [dzn parna), few Der (drn pena) v 
have a hard time, go through bad days. “sabh 

devan ko din pare."“krisan. 
fermyfs [drnpratr], few afer [din badin) adv 
daily, everyday, always. “drnpratt kare kore 
pochutape.”-dhana m 5. 
femfe [dinmanr] n sun. 
femufe ys mA [drnmant svt astra) n sun's 
son - Yam (god of death), his weapon, the 

noose.—sanama. i 
feaws (dinman] n duration of the day, 
measure of the day, period between dawn to 

dusk, period between sunrise and sunset. This 

period varies with the relative position of the 
sun with respect to the northern or southem 

hemispheres i.e. relative to the equator. 

fear (drnravl, fesofe (dinraz), feoon 
[drnraj) 7 sun. 
fenwn #2 [dinraj nad], fesan Fe5 (drnraj 
ndan] m son of the sun, Yam (God of death). 

2 Karan. 3 Sugreev. 

fewas [drnrat) See footnote to aye. 
fetes [drnrenar| for day and night, thoughout 
day and night. sense - continuously, “kalane 

dzn renar."-var ram 2 m 5. ‘sings eulogies 
day and night.’ 

fentfe [dznrenz} day and night. 2 sense - 
continuously, always. 3 It is the particular title 

of a hymn in Majh Rag, in which deeds to be 

done during day or night are described —“sevi 
satrgoru apna hart srmri din sabhz rent.” 
=majh 5. 

fer Seret (din renai] throughout day and night. 
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sense — continuously. “japz nathu dinu 
renai.”-ram m 5. 

feats [drnat] 1 end of the day, evening; 
termination of the day, dusk. 2 moon. “dhar 
h6é drnatavtar.”—cSdr. ‘will assume the 

incarnation of the moon.’ 

feat er @u [dina da pher) passage of time. 
vidhtr hot phuhar kalpatru thuhar so 

bhum{isur cuhar ki hot parrpati ko, 

bhupatz migeya hot kamdhenv geya hot 

gay$d madcuvat sucera hot cati ko, 
‘sripatz’ sujan bhane beri nzj bap hot 

pon me ju pap hot sép hot sati ko, 
nzdhan kover hot sayar sam ger hot 

drnan ke pher s6 sumeru hot mati ko. 
feniu [drnadh| Skt n dayblind, one who can’t 

see during the day. 2 eye disease, due to which 

one cannot see during the day. See 

niaay’. 3 owl, 
fears [dinar] See dias. 
fefs [dznz] during day time. “rati kalu ghate 
dint kalu.”-var mala m J. ‘reduces the 
age.” 

fefsn [drnzs}, fee [dintdl, fef¥g [drntdr] 
lord of the day; master of the day; sun, Dinesh, 

Dinendar. 

fedinrs (drniar), fest [drniary] Skt feaas 
sun. “kad diniaru dekhie?”—asa ch3t m 5. 

2 See Bm fectng. 
fading Fe (drniatu sur] prick of the sun. 
sense ~ prickly heat, scorching sun, hotness. 

“diniaru sur trrsna aganz bujhani.”-dhana 

m4, ‘satiated the fire of desires.’ 
feg [drnu] See few. “drnu rent stmrat sada 
nanak.”-sar m 5. 

fegderet [drnorenai] See feateet. 
83H [drnes] lord of the day, sun. 
fed'g (drnédr] lord of the day, god of the day, 
sun 

febtien [drnodrn] See feaufs. 
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feds [drnst] end of the day, evening, dusk. 
2 master of the day, sun. “ratz dunit kie.” 

—brla m J thzti, ‘created lord of the day and 
lord of the night,” 

falar (drnnal, fe# [drnno} given. 
feuzt (drpnal v be lit, illuminate, shine. 
feus [dzpat] See fus. “dzpat jotr dinmanz 
dutr mukh te.”—krrsan, 

feuraya [drpalpur] or feraus [dipalpur] tehsil 
headquarters of district Montgomery, which 

was conquered by Babar in 1524 AD. This 
town has been mentioned several times in the 

Janamsakhi (biography of a holy person). Guru 

Nanak Dev also visited this place. See 
wroteon & 3. 
fewer [drpeya) adj illuminated, lighted. 
Z illuminant. 
few [dzb] Skt fee n day. “dzb ki bat calan jab 
lagi."—carztr 95. 2 See fee and feea. 
feafenfe [dzbdzsatz] Skt fragt n profound 
insight, superb sight, by which one can see all 

invisible places. 2 spiritual vision, spiritual 

insight. “Sdaru khole drbdtsatz dekhe.”—asa 

am3. 

fea [drbdeh] 7» divine body, human body. 

2 body of a deity. 
feafgnfe [drbdrrsatz] See feafenfe. “satrgurz 
mrlre drbdrzsotz hoi.”-anddu. 
few (drbaja] See fen. 
fifa [drbb] See feea, 

fifa watt (drbb barakh] See feeawan, 

feaafgnfe [drbydrrsatz] See feafenfe. 
“dabydrisatz karan karan3.”-saveye m4 ke. 

few (dxbh] See eg. 2 See few. 

feat [dtmac] A ¢,, brain, seat of intellect. 
It is the controlling centre of all parts of the 

body. Scholars are of the view that conscience 

is a part of it. 2 intellect, understanding. 

3 arrogance, conceit. 

feorarers [dzmacedar] P ,,44, adjintellectual, 
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wise. 2 arrogant. 
fea [dzya] given. 
feu (dryab] » act of giving, giving. “kamkadla 
ko dryab tau na ham te hot."—carztr 9/. 

fewer (dryra), feu (dzya] n lamp. “drya jarave 
dham.”-carrtr 57. 

feara [dryar] See eure. 
fran [dzras} See fen. 2 See fara. 

feaan [dtrham] A (“2 nan ancient silver coin, 
which weighed twenty-four rattis. 2 See fren. 

femur (dzragh] See aw. 
feaw (drrab) Sk Yea wealth, money. “jzm 
drrab-hin kechu kar brpar.”—ramav. 

fesmyre [dzrabpal] n wealthy person, Kuber 
- the god of riches. “crt tas cino sahi 

drrobpals.”-aj. 
feen [dzram) P ¢» nan ancient silver coin 
which is now equivalent to two annas. 2 weight 
equal to three and a half mashas. 

fea (dzrani] » wife of husband’s younger 
brother. “sunahu jrthani sunahu drrani.” 

bila kabir. 

few (dzl] P J, heart n It is the central organ 
of the body which controls blood circulation. 

It is located in the middle of two lungs under 

the chest. The male heart is heavier than the 
female heart. It supplies blood to the whole 

body through aorta. Two chambers (auricle 
and ventricle) on the right contain the 
unpurified blood while those on the left have 
purified blood, The pulsation is due to beating 

of the heart. If it stops beating even for a short 
span of time, the person dies instantly. The 

beating of the heart (i.e. its contraction and 
expansion) is exothermic to keep the blood 
warm, and is a primary source (requirement) 

of life. The pulse rate varies with variation in 

the heart beats. The pulsation is the motion of 
the wave produced by it in the blood. It 

contracts and expands 72 times a minute, 
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hence the pulse rate of a normal person is 72 
per minute, but in childern this rate is 120 and 

in very weak and old persons it can be even 

lesser than 72, 2 mind, inner consiousness. 

“dl mahr sai pargate.—s kabir. Scholars hold 
that its location is in the brain. 3 concept, idea. 

few mene} [dzl afzail P jij, n act of 
encouragement. 
few fae? [dzxl srkni] P fy, 7 act of 
discouraging. 

few et [dz] sucil See Fut 2. 2 adj pure mind, 
pious soul. 

fesita [drlsoz] P ;,4, njealousy, heart buming. 
2 adj dear, favourite, pineful; that which 
causes pain for not being attained. 

fesor [dzlha] plural of dri. 
fewg [dzlehu) from the core of the heart. 
“dzlehu muhabatr jrn sei sacta.”—asa farid. 

fewan (drlkas] P jf adjattractive, charming. 
fewaan [drlkabaj] P (73), act of bringing 
conscience under control. “drlkabaj kabja 

kadro."-trl3g m5. 
fewer [drlkusa] Pf, adj pleasure giving, 
delightful. 

fewafis {drigir] P_ adj gloomy, depressed, 
grieved. “bhe drigir ju hé hrtkaru.”-NP. 

fewaitit (drlgiri] n sadness, gloom, depression. 
fewamt [drlcaspi) P yy*J, n interest, feeling 
of getting interested. 

fete [drljoi] P j,4, n search for emotional 
relief, consolation, solace. 

fewesrst [dridarbani], fewest 
[dzldarvani] n act of controlling the mind, 

keeping vigil on the mind to stop it from 
hankering after the outer world, “dridarvani, 

jo kare darvesi dz] rasz.”-var maru I m/. 
fewes [dxldar] P jj, adj broadminded, 
generous, liberal. 2 lover. 3 dear, darling. 

femme [drinasi] P 4), adj which wins over 
the heart. 
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fesurtts [drlpajir] P yj) adj accepted by 
heart; favourite. 
fenada [dzlfereb] P_,4 winsome. 
fewada [dalfaroz] P 3, adjenlightening the 
heart. 
fewus [dzlbar] P 4 adj sweetheart, dear, 
darling. 

femur [drlbag] See gera. 
femde [drlb3d] P 4») 1 affectionate. 2 dear. 
3 son. 
fewgar [dtlruba] P | sweetheart, beloved. 

2one-stringed musical instrument, guitar. 
fewerat [drlvali] adj resident of Delhi. 
2 people of Dethi. “drivali teri agya me calat 
hé.”—akal. 

feeweifify [drivali stgh] See vaewifitu. 
fee [drlasa] » act of giving emotional relief 
consolation, solace. “satrgurz dia drlasa.” 
-sorm 5. 

few [dilaram] P ei) beloved, dear. 
fewee [dzlavar] P jy, adjencouraging, brave, 
bold. “dastgiri dehr drlavar.”-tzl5g m 5. 

2 courageous, daring. 
feereanns (dzlavarxan] yjsu, a chief of five 

thousand soldiers in the army of Aurangzeb, 

who marched to conquer the rulers of hill 
states. He sent his son to attack Guru Gobind 
Singh in Anandpur Sahib, but fled away on 
hearing the uproar of the slogans of the Sikhs 

and missed the opportunity to fight the battle. 
“tab lo khan driavar ae. put apan ham or 

pathae.”-VN, 
feeredt [dzlavri] P yyy) bravery. 2 courage, 

enthusiasm. 
feet [dzli] adj pertaining to the heart, cordial. 

2 See feat. 
feritn (dalis], fess [dzlisar] feet-etF ruler 
of Delhi. 2 Aurangzeb. “jhikar phorz drlis 

sir."-VN. 3 a scribe has inadvertently put 
drlis for dalis at some odd places. See ean. 
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fers [drlip] father of Raghu belonging to the 
Surya dynasty. 2 son of Anshuman and father 
of Bhagirath. “bhayo drlip jagat ko raja.” 
-dzlip. 3 son of Mann, who finds a mention 
in Hakayat 1. “hakayat sunidem rajah dzlip. 
nigastah gudah n1zad mano mahip.”' 4 adj 
ruler of Delhi. 

festufitur [dzlipstgh] See eshufitu, 
fen (dries) ruler of Delhi. 2 Aurangzeb. “jahd 
na dries ko pratap chaiat he.”-h3sram. 

feds[dzler] P 2) adjbrave, bold. 2 courageous. 
fea (dzlli] ancient town of renown on the 
bank of river Yamuna, which was founded at 

several places.’ During the Pandav period it 
was named as Indraprasth’ and Pandavnagar. 
Thereafter it was called Yoginipur. Raysen of 

Toman dynasty built very elegant buildings and 
made it his capital in 919-20 AD. 

King Dillu of Myur dynasty named itas Dill. 
Vishal Dev, a Chauhan Rajput, made ithis capital 
in 1151. Shahabuddin Mohammad Gauri 
established the Muslim empire by conquering his 
grand son Prithvi Raj Chauhan in 1192. 

The old walled city of today standing on the 
bank of river Yamuna was built by emperor 

Shahjahan. He laid the foundation of the fort 
and the city in April, 1639 and the building was 
constructed under the supervision of an efficient 
official Gairat Khan. The emperor named this 
city Shahjahanabad, but it continued to be 

popularly known as Dilli (Delhi). 
*Perhaps H'% [man] is a short name for Suman: in the 

following verse from Akal Ustat. “man se mahip 2 dalip 
kese chatr-dhari.” 
'See The Seven Cities of Delhi written by Colonel Sir 

Gordon Hearn. . 
 tdrprasath me krzsan hu rahe mas tab car." -krzsan. 
“The root of Delhi is told to be @@ t wer in Hakayat | of 
Dasam Granth - “vez dal no sahar azam bebast. kr 
name azi sahar drhali gudast.”-26, 
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Delhi was captured by the British in 1803, 

although it remained nominally the capital of 
the Mughal empire. It was annexed to the 
British rule after the mutiny of 1857 and it was 

officially declared the capital of India by 

George V on December 12", 1911. Delhi was 

put unde, ine control of a chief commissioner 
after detaching it froin Punjab on October 1*, 

1912, 

Lahore is 297 miles, Calcutta 956 miles, 
Bombay 982 miles while Karachi is 907 miles 

away from Delhi. 

‘The population of Delhi is 304420 according 

to 1921 census, of which 174303 are Hindus, 
114704 Muslims, 8791 Christians, 3862 Jains, 

2669 Sikhs while the remaining 91 include 

Buddhists, Parsees and Jews. 
The new city founded by George V is 

named New Delhi, which is situated between 

Pahar Ganj and Safdar Ganj. 
The following gurdwaras are located in 

Delhi: 
(1) Sees Ganj — Itis located in the Chandni 

Chowk. Guru Tegbahadur sacrificed his life 

for the country and the faith here on Maghar 

12%, 1732 BK. This gurdwara was first got 

constructed by Sardar Baghel Singh, then a 
mosque was built at this place after its 

demolition by the Muslims. At the end of 1857 

mutiny Raja Saroop Singh of Jind got the 
building of Gurdwara Sees Ganj constructed 

and now an elegant building made of marble 
stone is coming up with the efforts of the 

devotees. 
Apart from daily offerings by the devotees 

(approximately rupees three thousand per 
"The gurdwaras in Delhi were got built for the first time 
by Sardar Baghel Singh, chief of Karoria Mis! in Sammet 

1847. After that the other devoted Sikhs came forward 

to undertake the service. 
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annum), the permanent source of income for 
this gurdwara is as follows ~ 

Rupees two hundred as a share of revenue 
from village Dosanjh (in tehsil Nawanshahar 
of district Jalandhar), which was donated by 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh to the gurdwaras of 
Delhi, rupees sixty-two from the princely state 

of Jind, rupees two hundred and fifteen from 
the Nabha state, rupees three hundred and 

eighty from the Patiala state (rupees two 

hundred and forty from the rental income of 

Zeenat Palace and rupees one hundred and 

forty as offerings for prayers in this holy 
place). 

Village Raiseena, which was purchased by 
the Jind state and presented to Gurdwara Sees 

Ganj and Gurdwara Rakab Ganj now falls 
under the territory of New Delhi. The 
compensation paid by the administration for 
the same was used for purchasing promissory 

notes. The property of Gurdwara Sees Ganj 

valued at rupees thirty-two thousand earns an 

annual interest of rupees one thousand one 
hundred and fifty-two. Apart from this, the 
Government has allotted land measuring 15 

squares (one square equals a square or 
rectangular tract of 25 ghumaons) to the 

gurdwara, which draws reasonable lease- 

income. The priests of the gurdwara are Bhai 
Hari Singh B.A. and Bhai Ranjodh Singh. 

(2) Rakab Ganj - The headless body of 

Guru Tegbahadur was cremated at this holy 
place. This sacred place is situated on the 

Gurdwara Road and is about three miles from 
Chandni Chowk. The annual income of this 

holy shrine is rupees three hundred and thirty- 

two as share from the revenue income of 
village Dosanjh, rupees one thousand three 
hundred and ninety-eight as annual income 
from Sagirs of Wadaali Ala Singh and Hindupur 
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villages donated by Patiale state, the annual 

interest of Promissory Notes purchased in lieu 
of value of the village Raisina, rupees one 

hundred and forty for offering prayers in the 
gurdwara and rupees two hundred and fifty 
from rent earned from bungalows donated by 

the Patiala state, an eight-ghumaons garden 
attached to the gurdwara which fetches an 

annual income of rupees two hundred and fifty, 
the income from lease of 15 murabbas allotted 
by the Government. The priests of the 
gurdware are Bhai Gurbux Singh and Bhai 
Jeevan Singh. 

(3) Bangla Sahib - Guru Harkrishan visited 
Jai Singh Pura in Sammat 1720. A bungalow 
was built by Mirza Jai Singh, the ruler of 

Ambar' for the stay of Guru Harkrishan. This 
gurdwara is situated in between Jai Singh Road 

and Cantonment Road. The annual income of 
the gurdwara is rupees one hundred and sixty 
nine as share from revenue of village Dosanjh, 
rupees four and a half from Nabha state, 
rupees sixty-two from Jind state, rupees one 

hundred and forty by Patiala state. In addition 

an annual interest of rupees two hundred and 
twenty comes from the amount received as 
compensation for some land acquired by 
government for populating a new colony. The 

priest is Bhai Hakam Singh. 
(4) Bala Sahib - Child Guru Harkrishan 

was cremated here in Sammat 1721. Mata 
Sahib Kaur and Mata Sundari were also 
cremated at this place. This holy place is 
situated outside Delhi Gate across the nullah 
and is about four miles away from Chandni 
Chowk. The annual income of the gurdwara 
‘Description of Mirza Jai Singh as a ruler of Jaipur by 
some historians is also wrong because his capital at that 
time was Ambar and Jaipur had not been founded at 

that time. See Fea fifu. 
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is rupees seven hundred and two as share 
from the income of village Dosanjh, rupees 
sixty-two from Jind State, rupees one hundred 
and twenty-five as fixed donation and rupees 

three hundred and six as offerings for prayers 
from Patiala state, rupees one hundred nine 

and a half from Nabha state, rupees forty as 
income from land attached with the gurdwara, 
‘The priests are Bhai Tara Singh and Bhai Beer 

Singh. 
(5) Moti Bagh Guru Gobind Singh visited 

this place in Sammat 1764. This holy place is 
situated outside the Ajmeri Gate and is five 

miles away from Chandni Chowk. The annual 
income of this gurdwara is only rupees twenty- 
five as fixed donation and rupees one hundred 

and forty as offerings for prayers from Patiala 
state. The priest is Bhai Deva Singh. 

(6) Damdama Sahib — Guru Gobind Singh 

arranged a fight between an elephant and a 

stud buffalo at this place. The gurdwara is 

situated near the tomb of Humayun. It is three 
miles away from Chandni Chowk. Maharaja 

of Patiala state has offered rupees one 
hundred and forty per annum to the gurdwara. 

A devout Sikh donated 38 vighas of land in 
village Joga Baito this holy place, which eams 
an annual income of rupees sixty-four. The 

priest is Bhai Raghubir Singh. 

(7) Haveli of Mata Sundari - It is situated 

outside Turkman Gate and is about one and a 
half mites from Chandni Chowk. Mata Sundari 
and Mata Sahib Kaur stayed here till death. 

The annual income of this holy place is rupees 
twenty-five as fixed permanent donation and 

rupees fifty-one as offerings for prayers from 

Patiala state, rupees sixty-two from Jind state. 
There is also an annual income of rupees forty- 

eight as interest on compensation amount paid 

by the administration for acquiring a portion 
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of land of gurdwara for establishing a new 

colony. The priests are Bhai Kahan Singh and 
Baba Dayal Singh. 

(8) Majnu Da Tilla - Guru Nanak Dev and 

Guru Hargobind visited this place. Baba Ram 
Rai stayed here during his assignment in the 
court of Aurangzeb. This gurdwara is situated 

near village Chandarval on the bank of 
Yamuna. It is three miles away from Chandni 

Chowk and is situated outside the Kashmiri 
Gate. There is no estate allotted to this 
gurdwara. The priest is Mahant Bishan Dass. 

(9) Koocha Dilvali Singh — It is situated 

inside Kashmiri Gate, about half'a mile away 
from gurdwara Seesganj. When Mata Sundari 

and Mata Sahib Kaur came to Dethi with Bhai 
Mani Singh on the behest of the tenth Master, 
they stayed here for some time. Mata Sundari 

adopted Ajit Singh as her foster-son during her 

stay here. No gurdwara has been built here 
due to the negligence of Sikhs. Hindu Aroras 

reside in this area, 
(10) Holy weapons bestowed on Mata 

Sahib Kaur by the tenth Master are preserved 

with Jeevan Singh, a devotee of Mata Sundari, 
in Mohalla Chitalikabar of Motia Bazar. The 
descendants of Jeevan Singh display these 
sacred weapons for darshan to the Sikhs and 
pay obeisance to them daily. Now these 

weapons are displayed in gurdwara Rakab 
Ganj. rupees one hundred one and seven 
annas are offered annually by Patiala state 
for the maintanance of these sacred weapons 

in addition to rupees seventy-four as offerings 
for prayer. There is also an annual income of 
fupees twenty from Nabha state and a share 

of rupees seventy from the income of village 
Dosanjh. 

(11) Nanak Piau —- Guru Nanak Dev 

quenched the thirst of passers-by with water 
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drawn from this well. This well is four miles 
to the north-west of Seesganj and is situated 
on Karnal Road. It is also named Pau Sahib. 
There is no estate attached to this gurdwara. 

‘The priest is Mahant Niranjan Das. 

See map of Delhi. 
According to Bhai Santokh Singh, when 

Guru Hargobind was confined in the Gwalior 
Fort, Baba Buddha stayed five kohs away 

from Delhi, on the bank of Yamuna river 
alongwith the Guru’s horses. But we could not 

find the location of this place. 

“cale agre te sabh ae, 
dzlli nagar ptkhyo somudae, 
sunyo ghas jah kharo udare, 
pc kos pur tayag padhare, 
hartt tzren dekhat harkhae, 
karyo sIvir utre samudae, 

ab Id trs thal cfnh lakhite, 

jaga brtddh ki lok kahSte.” 
~GPS rast 4 a 61. 

fee [dv] Skr fq vr indulge in amorous playing, 
feel ecstastic, enjoy, love. 2 1 heaven. 
“manahu prancalyodrv, anan kaj vrda brrjraj 
pe ayo.”—krrsan. 3 sky. 4 day. 5 Dg jungle, 

forest. 6 This word has been used for ®¢ [dev] 
as well. “div pitrr na pavek manahrge.” 
~kolki. 

fee@ar (drvauna] adj who gives. “sadhan ko 
bardan drvouna.”~krrsan. 

fewdt® [dzvai he] will cause to give, will make 

one give. “natar kudhka divei he,”"-brla kabir, 
feen [dives] Skt n day. “divas car ki karahu 

sahrbi.”—sar kabir, 

feerufs [dzvaspatz] 1 lord of the day, sun. 
fey (drvasu] day. See fen. “drvasu ratr 
dur dai data.”—japu. 
fewag [divkar] 1 sun, lord of the day. 
fewufs [drvpatr) n lord of heaven, Indar. 
2 lord of the day, sun. 
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feeufsas [d1vpatrsut) son of Indar — Jayant. 
2 son of the sun - Yam. 

feat [drvbasi] dwellers of heaven, gods, 
“drvbasi sagre anakhae.”-GPS. 
fear [dxvayya) adj giver, bestower, provider. 
fewer [da] n lord of heaven, Indar. “devan jut 
drvraj darana.”—cddi 2. 2 lord of the day, 
sun, “dinadhrk me divrajbrrajyo."—krisan. 
feefacr (drvrryal, feet [drvria} Pu adj 
giver, bestower. 2 wall. “jahu divrrya 
phadh."-carrtr 3. 

feet [dzva} may (1) present. “rh jiv sabh 
dxva.”—phunhe m 5. 2 Skt n day. 3 a poetic 

metre, also named Madira. See He@ = yu 9. 
feerfemm [dzvaza} caused to provide, caused 
to give. 2 made sacred. “karte purakhz talu 

-sor m 5, ‘The Creator sanctified 

Amritsar.’ 
feefew [drvarba] has caused to provide, has 
caused to bestow. 2 will cause to give, will 
cause to donate. “harr hor dataludrvarba.” 

-jet m4. 
fewag [drvakar} n sun. 
ferret [drvacari] adj occurring during the 
day time. 

few [drvajal Pz» A pts na piece of 
silken cloth. 2 introductory words appreciatting 
a book, preface of a book. 3 silken dress. 

4 ostentation, pompousness. “e bhupatr sabh 

drvas car ke jhuthe karat dzvaja.”—brla kabir. 

“avarx drvaje duni ke.”—var majh m1. 
fesit (drvadh) adj who cannot see during the 
day time. 2 » owl. 3 See wiadgq, 
fees [drvan] See then. 
fewar (drvana] P sy» adj ghostly, insane, 
mad, stubborn. “caurasi lakh phrre divana.” 

~bher kabir, ‘Eighty four lakh creatures 

wander about hither and thither without 
attaining self-realisation.’ 2 absorbed in love. 
“bhara drvana sah ka nanak bourana.”—maru 
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m 1,3 a sect of Udasi saints, founded by 
Meharban, son of Baba Prithichand. See 
feet. 
feet [drvani] adjtenacious, unyielding, “sasv 
drvani bavri.”~o3kar. means ignorance. 2 n 

status of a diwan, title of a diwan. 
feeg [dzvanu] See few. 2 tenacious, insane, 
mad. “manmukh phrre drvanu."-sri m 3. 
feed [drvane] two Jatts, namely Haria and 
Bala, who were followers of Meharban — son 
of Baba Prithichand. With their faces 

blackened they used to wear crests made of 

peacock’s feathers on their heads. That is why 

they, themselves, as well as the sect initiated 

by them, were called drvane. Their religious 

seat is in village Kotpeer in Malwa. The dera 

of Bawa Ram Das in Patiala belongs to this 

sect. These mendicants are counted among 
the Udasis. They believe in the holy scripture 
Guru Granth Sahib. 

feefsrrgar [drvabhisarka] In poetics, the 
heroine who goes to a fixed place to meet her 

lover after adorning herself during the daytime. 
To the contrary, she who goes in black clothes 

during dark nights to meet her lover, is called 

krzgnabhisarrka. 
fews [divar] See des. 2 2e-mifs - the enemy 

of gods, demon. “jita sures hare drvar.” 
—braham. 3 short for devanhar, bestower. “jo 

bardan caho so m&go sabh ham tume dzvar.” 
pares. 
fewees [drvardan] @¢-»ises. demons who 
torture deities. “kar ros drvardan dhar 

pare.”-ramav. 
fears [drvarr], few? (dxvars] @e-mifs, enemy 
of the gods, demon. “lakh dev drvarz sabhe 

thahre.”—narsfgh. “dev divaré lakh lobhs,” 

—ramay. 
fees [dxval] adj willing to pay back. 2 wall. 
See ¥iew. “dede niv drval usari.”-gau m 1. 
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feesa [divalay] n @¢-nrea, temple, place of 
worship, shrine. “sobh drvalay pavahrge.” 
~paras. 2 abode of god, heaven, paradise. “ran 
sijh drvalay pavehige.”-kalki. 
few [drvala] temple, place of worship, abode 

of god. “jagSnath ko nzrakh drvala."-carrtr 
261. 2 éhs-275 bankruptéy, insolvency, the 
stage at which a trader (businessman) is unable 
to pay back his debt. In such a situation, he 

overturns the mat of his shop and keeps there 
alighted earthen lamp having four wicks even 
during the day time. This indicates his poor 
financial state. 3 act of showing inability to 
pay back one’s debt by keeping a lamp lit. 
fewat [divali) n wall, boundary wall. “bethe 

jaz samip drvali."-NP. 2 row or string of 
lamps; a festival occurring on the fast day of 
the dark phase of lunar month Kartik. In the 
Hindu tradition, it is a festival of worshipping 
Luxmi. Among the Sikhs, the ritual of lighting 

lamps on this day was initiated by Baba 
Buddha, because Guru Hargobind arrived in 

Amritsar on this auspicious day after being 

released from the Gwalior Fort. Thus the 

illumination was done to celebrate this 
occasion. 

fewesbur [dzvalia] adjbankrupt, insolvent; he, 
who is incapable of paying back the debts. 
ive. he has nothing to pay back. See fewer 2. 
“jrni gurmukhz harrnamdhan na khatro, se 
divalie jug mahr,”—var brla m4. 

fet [drve] gives, bestows. “dan anmsgra 
drve."-suhi chit m 1. 

fetta (drveya] adj bestower. 
fete [dzvodas] In Mahabharat, son of 

Bhimrath, ruler of Chandar dynasty, who ruled 
over Kashi. He is regarded as the incarnation 

of Dhanvantri. His son Pratardan was a 
generous and brilliant person. 2 According to 
Harivansh, son of Vadhrshav, who was bom 
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to the nymph Menaka alongwith Ahalya. 3 a 
pious ruler who finds mention in Rigved. Indar 

destroyed 100 cities belonging to demon 

Sambar for the sake of this pious ruler. 

fetarn (dxvakas] Skt m one who has his abode 

in paradise; god (deity) dwelling in heaven. 
fedarr (dzv3gna] n woman belonging to 
heaven, nymph. “nzrakh div3gan ko man 
laje.”"-carrtr 346. 2 wife of a deity, goddess. 

fewa [drvya] Skt adj pertaining to paradise/ 
heaven, heavenly. 2 shining, bright. 3 superior 
most. 41 barley. 5 clove. 6 white sandalwood. 

7 cumin seed. 8 In poetics, a hero, who is 

god-like and is not. counted among humans. 
e.g. Krishan. 9 mode of justice’ of ancient 
times, considered divine. When two persons 
in dispute, approached the ruler, they were, in 
the absence of a witness, subjected to 

agentdtvy to decide who was true or false. 
One was declared true and innocent, if parts 

of his/her body did not get burnt by fire or by 

hot oil poured on the body or on touching with 

hot iron. Similar test “jaldzvy” or “vrsdavy” 
was done by immersing the person in water 

by giving poison. There were so many other 

ordeals. See »rasu yae chapter 255 and 

Emperor Akbar banned these types of 

ordeals in India. See Suen. 

fewafgfig [dxvydrrstr] See feufenfe. 
fewayet [drvydhuni] Skt n Ganges, Janvi. 
2 sound of divine musical instruments. 
3 mystical music, 
fewasama [divynyay) See feea 9. 
feed eu (drvy varakh) Skt fear at year of 
gods, which is equal to 360 years of mankind. 

“divy sahasr varakh parmana. pavahf narak 
maha dukh khana.”-NP. 

fea [dtr] Skt {7 adj tight, fastened tight. 
‘Ordeal. 
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2 firm, strong. 3 firmly determined. “dry karz 
caran gahe prbhu tumre.”-asa m5. 
feast [diyta] fees n firmness, steadfastness. 
2 stability, permanence. 3 firm devotion. 
“atsSgatz mzle ta dzyta ave.”—nat am 4. 

fesmifs [dxpmatz) 7 firm thinking, firm ideology. 
2 adj determined. 
feat [drrva] a village in tehsil Bhawanigarh, 

subdivision Sunam of Patiala state. A 
gurdwara built of baked bricks in memory of 

Guru Tegbahadur stands to the west of this 
village. Some residential houses are also built 

nearby. The priest is @ Sikh. There is a 15 
mile [ong metalled road in south-east direction 

from Sangrur railway station upto Sangatiwala. 
Beyond that there is unmetalled road for the 
next five miles. < 

feat [dzrve] makes up (his) mind, determines. 
2 Skt af&tS n the southern territory, which 
stretches upto Rameshwar on the seashore in 
the south of Orissa. 3 resident of Dravid. 

“dzyve trl3gi pahrcane dhoramdham he.” 
-akal. It is sometimes, spoken as drrrve which 
has the same meaning. 

fer Gz [drrauna] v make firm in faith, to 
cause one to be determined, 
feg (dzru] See fe. 
fede [dzrSmati] See feanfs, 

[dil gave. “jara hak di sabh matz thaki.” 
-suhi kabir. 2 donated. 3 indicative of 
possession. “trs di kimatr krku hor?”-brla 
m3, 

AR [div], AG (dio), et [dra] donated. “karz 
krrpa jrs div."-maru m 5. 
‘dima [dzara) n lamp. “utem diara nirmal 

bati."—dhana trrlocan. 

‘tor [dra] gave. “dia adaru lia bular.”-bher 
kabir. 2n lamp. “trh ravan gharz dia na 
bati.”-asa kabir, 

‘ich [di-i] gave, donated. “kabir di-i s3sar kav.” 
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~ram kabir. 
‘WB [die] gave, donated. 2 plural of hr [dia]; 

Jamps. “‘cdd suraj mukhz die.”-ram m J, ‘main 
lamps.’ 

‘GA (dis) See vith. 
‘Ging [disat] adv visible, 2 within sight, seeing. 
“disat masu na khaz brlai.”-ram m 5. sense 
~ pathetic state of mind even when luxuries 

are available. 
‘finer [disna] See ferar. 
efit [dis] Ske Gf n vision, sight, eyesight. 
‘eiftres [dist-avat] seems. “dist-avat he 
bahut bhihala.”-asa m 5. 

‘if [diss] Skt guide, master. “kar sukdis3.” 
~datt. Datta adopted parrot’s the trainer as 
his master. 
ia [dih] adj long, tall. 2 large. “dere dere dih 
damama.”—paras. 3 character with a long 

matra, character with two matras. 4 Dg day. 
See fez. 

fat [diksal, eftowt (dikhza] Skt ea vr perform 

fire-ritual, preach, teach religion. 2 n religious 

instruction, imparting instructions about 
religious doctrine. “pure gur ki puridikhza.” 
~sukhmeani, 

‘iat (dig) Ske direction. “dou dig dhol baje.” 
~saloh, 
‘as [digar] P_£, adjsecond, 2 other, another, 
3 stranger, alien. 

‘tat [dicha], zifemr (dichza] See eter. 
% [dije] kindly give charity. “dije namv rahe 

gun gaz.”—basst m 9. 
io [dith], “fo [dithx) Sk fe n sight, vision. 
‘Pisd]e [dithrb3d) n act of creating illusion. 
Leger-de-main, jugglery, by which one sees 

what actually does not exist — deception by 
quick sleight of hand so that viewer is unable 

to see the reality. 
‘dis [dit], fist [dita] gave, bestowed. “karr 
krrpaharzjas dit.”-nat paytal m 5. “trsu 
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abhedanv dita.”"-brla m 5. 

‘dite [did] P 4» adj viewed, saw. 2 1 show; 
pageant. 
ea [didah] P 14) n eye. 2 adj seen. 
ten [didan] P wes v act of seeing. “didne 
didar sahrb."-trl5g m 5. 
Pews [didaban) P 14. watchman, guard. 
2 orifice (hole) made for viewing. 3 hole on 
the barrel ofa gun through which one can aim 
at the target fixing the point at the end of barrel 

ina straight line. “didman, man, drzstz, lach, 

makkhi jut sab soz. plcd je tksut have hatyo 
bace nahz kor.”-GPS, 

‘fen [didam] P fe» I saw. 
dens [didman] See teas, 

Wie (dida] See dev. 

‘Fes [didar] P sy» n glimpse. 
Gieans (didarsor] See Fore. 
edt (didari] See feet. 
dterg [didaru] See ete. “didaru pure 

pazsa.”-var srim I. 
‘BH [didem] P <4, we saw. 
‘id [dids] See ume, dten and Hen. “bade ! 
casamdids phanar.”-trldg m 5. 
tae ite [di dhar mor]-krrsan. sen the allotted 
land is mine; land earmarked for my dwelling. 

‘difafs [didhztr] » ray of the sun or the moon. 
2 brightness. 
Wis [din] gave, bestowed. “din garibi apni.” 
~s kabir. 2 By taking the first and last letter of 

“data guru nanak” Bhai Gurdas has 
interpreted, as under — 
“dade data guru he kake kimatr krne na pai, 
so din nanak satr guru saranai.” 3 Skt adjpoor, 
indigent. “dindukh bhajan dayal prabhu.” 
-sahas m 5. 4 infirm. “bhayna yakin din.” 

~-akal, 5 orphan. “din duare ato fhakur.”-dev 
m5. 6 Skt 8aa n poverty, indigence. “dukh 
din na bhav brape.”"-maru m 5.7 A of» 
religion, faith. “din brsarzo re drvane.”-maru 
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kabir. 8 the next world. “din dunia ek tuhi.” 

-trl3g m 5. 
‘is feerdt [din xlahi] See weed, 
‘Gis a ager [din ka baura] adj having blind 
faith; fanatic; a person fanatically enthusiastic 
about his religion. “khabarz na karahz din ke 

baure!”—asa kabir. 

tofreret (dinakrrpai}, vafques (dinkexpal] 
adj kind-hearted or benevolent to the destitute, 
“mohan dinkirpai.”~maru m 5. 

fast [dintal, etry [dintva) Ske n poverty, 
indigence. 2 sadness, confused state of mind. 

3 humility. 

Prefers (dindazar|, eaefewrs [dindazal), 
divews [dindyal], dtafenrs (dindzal) adj 

benevolent to the destitute. “kar der rakhahu, 
gobid dindazara!”-bzla ch3t m5. “dindaral 
sada dukhbhajen.”-dhana m 8. “dindyal 

purekh probhu puren.”-saveye sri mukhvak 
m5. 

‘Sts Fat [din duni), eis gobo [din dunia] religion 

and world, faith and people, conduct and 
spirituality. “din dunia ek tuhi."-trl5g m 5. 
“din dunia teri tek.”~bher m5. 
‘eto [dindeal] See eiveure. “dindeal sada 
kxrpala.”-dhana m 5. 

‘eis unredt {din panahi] P stor) n defending 
faith, observing faith. 

‘Psatae [dinbadhav], deta (dinbsdh], diay 
[dinbSdhap}, etmiag [dinbsdhro], Aadue 
Idinb3dhav], etsy [dinbSdhu) adj helper of 
the destitute; winner of hearts of the poor with 
generosity. “dinbadhav bhagatvachal sada 
sada krrpal.”~mali m 5. “dinb3dh stmrro 

nahi kabhu.""-fodi m 9. “dinb3dhap jiadata.” 
~asa m 5.2 dinbadhro has the same meaning 

as dinb3dhav as in - “dinb3dhro das dasro.” 

~sar m 5. ‘servant of the poor’s helper.’ 
‘ier (dinmana] adjtroubled in mind, humble 

in thinking, melancholy. “sakucat dinmana kar 
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jor.”-GPS. 
‘dior [dina] gave, bestowed, “gholr ghumai 
Jalna gurt manu dina.”~tukha ch3t m 5. 2 of 

the poor, of the destitute. “brnau sunahu rk 
dina.”-tukha ch3t m 5. 3 na village under 
«police station Nihal Singh Wala in tehsil Moga 

of district Ferozepur. A gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Gobind Singh popularly known as 
Lohgarh is situated nearby to the south of this 
village. An elegant hall has been built there by 

the Faridkot state. Land measuring about two 

hundred ghumaons has been allotted to the 
gurdwara by the Nabha state since the time 

_of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s rule. A religious 
congregation is held on Maghi. The village is 
situated at a distance of 18 miles to the north 
of Rampura Phul railway station and 18 miles 
east of Jaito railway station. See HeawH Afae 
and ewreys". 4 Skt feminine of mouse, mice. 

‘Gerais [dinadin] adj poorest among the poor, 
the most indigent. 2 eradicator of the 
indigent’s poverty. “dinadin datal bhae hé.” 

—basst aim 4. 
‘tris [dinadhin) adj under the control of 
the poor. 2 poor and under control. 
Wterwara (dinanager] a town in district 
Gurdaspur founded by Adina Beg situated 
eight miles from the city, Maharaja Ranjit 
‘Singh captured this town and preferred to stay 
here during summer. 

we [dinanath] adj lord of the poor. 
“dinanath sakal bhebhdjan.”~sor m 9. 2 Raja 
Dina Nath, a Kashmiri Brahman, son of Bakhat 

Mal, He was in the service of Maharaja Ranjit 
Singh. The Maharaja first appointed him as 
diwan and later gave him the litle of Raja. He 
‘was very intelligent and worldly wise. There 

were many ups and downs after the death of 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, but Reja Dina Nath 
did not suffer. During the reign of the British, 
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his estate worth Rupees 46460/- per annum 
remained intact. He died in 1857 AD. 
dara (dinabeg) Many historians have 
mentioned Adina Beg as Dina Beg. See 

vopdiretar. 
fre [dinar] Skt na gold omament. 2 a gold- 
coin weighing32 rattis. 3 a silver-coin’; 
these coins vary in weight and value in 

different periods and in various countries. 
During the time of Akbar, the gold-coin, 
popularly known as dinar 4, at the time, 
weighed 6 mashas. The Arabians borrowed 

this word from India. 

Gira FOH [dinar suraxl P {Zab n Asharfi, a 
gold coin. 
‘eg [dinu] See a 5. “dinu gavaza duni szv.” 
-s kabir. 
‘igen [dinuddharan] adj saviour of the poor, 
benefactor of the poor. “tab apan kahf 

dinuddharen kehaie.”—carrtr 142. 

GBR [dineke] See vis 3. 

‘AB [dine] religious. 2 donor, giver. “kz sarbatr 
dine, kz sarbatr line.”-japu. 
hu [dip] Ska 2 vr be lighted, shine. 2 n lamp. 
“dhrare maht dip."-jet m 5. 3 Ski tu, #- 
vu, island, is land surrounded by water on all 

sides. See Ruse. “dip loa patal tah khsd 
médal.”"-var mala m J. 4 number seven 

because the number of islands is thought to 

be seven. “satre se petalt me savan sudz trthr 
wup.”~krrsan. 7 day of the bright half of lunar 

month Savan of Sammat 1745. 5 the word hy 

(shining, brightness) is also used for #fy. “esd 

drnisahz dip dai.”-akal. 
‘uuftfar [dips7gh] This prince was the youngest 
son of Maharaja Karam Singh and younger 

brother of Maharaja Narendar Singh. He died 
in 1862 AD at the age of thirty-five. 

TAn agrafi is called dinar surax 10 distinguish it from 
dinar (silver coin). 
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2 See dhe fitu adie. 
Guftu adte [dipstgh gahid)] He was a Jatt 
belonging to Kharha subcaste residing in 

village Pohuwind in district Lahore. He 

rendered great service to the Panth after 
getting duly baptised. He fought many battles 
advancing forward fearlessly to sacrifice his 
life. He won a number of battles fighting 
alongwith Banda Bahadur. He laid his life 
defending the holy shrine of Amritsar on Magh, 
Sammat 1817 near Ramsar. He was one of 
the chiefs of Mis! Shahidan. 
‘hays [dipasut] n son of a lamp; collyrium. 
‘Giua (dipak] n lamp. “dipak patag mata ke 
chede.”—bher kabir. 2 sense — knowledge. 

“gdhle dipak dez.”-asa m J. See 35.3 If a 
figurative expression, in which a single word 
explains the subject and the object held in 

comparison or a single factor describes a 
number of actions, then it is called dipak 

expression. 
Example: 

sur tar hi te git crirrtkare te bhitr 

sac ki mztai mit jodha jute jag te, 
3jandrye te drrg mrrg stkhlaye khel 

phul srrg sorabh su rddzrutig te, 
varrdhr tardgen te 3gna sudgan te 

vidrum suragan te pat cadhe rag te, 
sati sat hi te jati jat te tahalstgh 

manug sumatz yut sobhat susig te. 
~alkar sagarsudha. 

In this example the compared word manus 
and all the words with which the comparison 
is made are described by a single word sobhat. 

Scholars have described four more types 
of this figurative expression. viz. karak dipak, 
mala dipak, avrtttidipak and dehli dipak. 

(b) Itis said to be karak dipak if the name 

of the doer is mentioned for a number of 
actions i.e. there is a single doer. 
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Example: 
ape mali apr sabhu sfce ape hi muhz pae, 
ape karta ape bhugta ape der divae, 
ape sahzbu ape he rakha ape rehra somae, 
janu nanak vadzai akhe harr korte ki, 

jzsno tzlunatamae. 
-var brha m4. 

In this verse harz karta is the only subject of 

many actions. 
(c) The figurative expression is called mala 

dipak if in a sequence of statements, one 

relates to the preceding one. 
Example: 

guruseva men karti nirmal, 

nirmal man te gyan, 
gyan bhae atamsukh pave, 

jate sabh dukh han. 
(d) It isa form of avrrttz dipak figurative 

expression if a word or a meaning is repeated 
again and again. It is of two types: padavrzttz 
and arthavrrttz. If a word is repeated 

frequently, then it is called padavrrttz viz. — 
harrdhan jap harrdhan tap harrdhon bhojan 

bhaza.~gujm 5. 
arr mera sfmrztr hart mera sastra hari mera 

bsdhap harr mera bhai.—gujm 3. 
oi grani soi dhzani soi purakh subhai. 

~sorm 5. 

pSdzt jon mate parhz puran, 
jogi mate jog dhzan, 
sdntasi mate ahdmev, 
tapsi mate tap ke bhev, 
sabh mad mate kou na jag, 
s3g hi cor gharu musanlag. 

—bas3t kabir. 

If words are different, but meaning is the 

same, then it is called arthavrrtti. viz.— 

na ham kts ke berai, ... 
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sabh ko mati ham apan kina, 
ham sabhna ke sajan. 

-dhana m 5. 

api povitu pavan sabhz kine, 
ramrasaInu rasna_ cine. 

~bher m 5. 

susa avas ge sukhrasi, mri sodari hrt $6. 

-NP. 

pekh chabz dekh dutz narr sur lobh-hi 
~kealki. 

In the above examples different words 

give the same meaning. 

(e) If a word is related to the one 

preceding it and is also related to the 

succeeding one, then it is called dehli dipak 

as a lamp placed on the threshold-gives light 

inside and outside the house. 
Example: 

prabhu kije krrpa ntdhan ham harrgon 

gavahzge. 
-kalz m4. 

Here krzpa is related to both kije and nzdhan. 
viz— kije krtpa, krrpa ntdhan. 4 Kamdev. 
5 saffron, crocus stivus. 6 appetizer. 7 falcon. 
8 According to Hanumat, one of the six main 
musical measures, which comprises all the 

notes, Its fundamental note is # (sa). 9 adj 
illuminative. 

Sug [dipaku] lamp. See dhe, “dipaku te 
dipaku pargasta.”-ram am J. 
dug faa #fe (dipaku trh lor) source of 
light for the universe, the sun. “guru dipaku 
trh loz."-var majh m J. 2 the ultimate One, 

the Creator. 
whifiga [dipghrrt) ghee lamp, lamp buming, 
with ghee. “dhup dipghrrt sajr arti.”-dhana 
sen. 
hus [drpat) Ske fy adj illuminated, shining. 
2ngold. 3 lion. 
wuts [dipatr] Skréfyn illuminating, shining, 
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light, lustre. “dipok dipatz parhi phiki.”--NP. 
‘Pues [dipdan] n ritual of donating a lamp. 

2. worshipping god with lighted lamps. “dipdan 
teruni trn kina.”—carrtr 403. As in Hinduism, 
the ritual of donating lamps is also mentioned 
in the Bible. See Ex Section 40 chapter 24 

and 25, = 

flus [dipan] Skr act of burning. 2 mixture 
used for stimulating the digestive system; 

ginger, cumin seed, mint, parsley, piperaceous 

plant, cinnamon. 
‘ehomsr [dipmala), chorfsa [dipmalrka) 
festival of lamps. See feet 2. 
Ft usedt [di parvari] P gel» n defending 
religion, defence of the faith. 

‘tur [dipa] lamp. “satrgur sabadz ujaro dipa.” 
—brila m 5. 2a devoted Sikh of Guru Angad 

Dev. 3 a follower of Guru Amar Dev, who 
resided in Dalla. 4 a Sikh scholar devoted to 
Guru Ram Das. § a devotee of Guru Arjan 
Dev who belonged to Kasra subcaste. He was 

acook, 

hrfeS (diparol, verfenr [dipaza], ehefey 
[dipazhu] lit, illuminated. 2 shone up. “ghatz 
canna tanz cédu dipara.”-suhi chat m 1. 

‘Ptureh [dipai] shines, illuminates. “carag 
dipai.”-BG. 2 nn lustre, light, shine. “kalz 

adhkar dipai.”-ram am 5. 
‘hear [dipaha] is like a lamp; lights. “ape dip 
loa dipaha.”~jet m4. 

‘theft [dipahz) shines, illuminates. “sdhkar 
dipak dipahz.”-gau m 5. 
etura [dipayau] illuminated. “sabad dipak 
dipayau.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
dtursya [dipalpur] See feursya and arafemrer 
a3. 
dheet [dipavli) See fewest 2. 
‘Phy [diptl, ey [diptr] See evs and ets. 
‘hua [dipy] Skt adj combustible. 2 parsley. 
3 cumin seed. 4 appetizer. 
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‘hems [dipyman] Sd adjshining, illuminated. 

‘tarer [dibaca] See fee, 
hee [diban], erg [dibanu], ears [diban), 
etre [dibanu] A wiz, congregation, “jo 
malta hartdiban stu so sabhni dibani 
mrlza.”-var sri m 4. ‘He, who has adopted 

Sikhism, belongs to all the communities of the 

world.’ 2 court, seat of justice. 3 judge, 
magistrate. “so esa harr diban vasza bhagta 
ke hrrde.”-var vad m 4. “dibanu eko kalam 
eka.”—var asa. 4 revenue minister of the 

Mughal times. 

et [dibo] n act of giving, giving. 
‘nat [dimak] See fra. 
‘tar [diya] m lamp. “patsg jx0 tut pare avrlok 
dzya.”-krrsan, 2 gave, donated, 

‘dig [diragh] Sia ef adj long. 2 wide. 3 large. 
4n palm tree. 5 camel. 6 a character with 
‘two matras, guru. “apas kav diragh karz jane 
auren ko leg mat.”—maru kabir. ‘regard onself 
big and others small.’ See gg 5. 

‘Sewygt {dirakhsutri] Ske drefafay adj an 
insincere carpenter or mason who intentionally 
delays the job of alignment. 2 sense - a lazy 

person who delays work. 

Grewerfe [direghkax), fewer (dirakghkay] 
adj@uf (long) + ay (body) having a tall body. 
2. a demon, who had a very tall body. He 
was killed by the sun, “direghkar es rrpu 
bhayo.”-suraj, See #5. 3 See a 8. 

‘Ghoueis [diraghk3th) n heron having a long 
neck; crane. 2. ademon. 3 camel. 4 adjlong- 
necked. . 
Pour (diroghjivi] Ske drtohfe adj long- 
living. 2 See faarite. 
Pest [diraghtama] See @3u, 
Paw fiptatt [diragh trrbhgi) See favatt eau. 
Cours [diroghdarsi] Skt Stef adj far- 
sighted. “diroghdarsi je matrvan.”-WP. 
‘drwy {diraghdarh] adj large-toothed. 2na 
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demon, who fought against King Satyasandh, 
See Suet. 3 incamation of Varah - a boar 
having large tusks, 

Cieufgrfe § [diraghdrzsatr], ewfety 
[diraghdrrsatr) n far-sightedness, foresight, 

prudence. 

dug [diraghpatr] Dg n onion. 2 banana. 
Feueny Srerd ateshines| having tall physique. See 

possi [diraghbahu} adj having long arms. 
haurdat (diraghrog] adj deep seated disease, 
chronic disease, “haume diraghrog he.”—var 
asa. 

‘ftowrg [diraghayu] adjhaving long life, long- 
living. 2 n crow. 3 Sage Markandey. 4 silk- 

cotton tree. 5 a tree or creature which does 
not die for long. 

‘dive (diren] Skt AZ adj tom. 2 tore, cut, split. 
‘Hive [divat], Lect [divati] » small shelf for 
lamp. 2 torch, flambeau. “jar div{é taskar 
dhae.”-carrtr 186. 3 wick of a lamp. “jotz 

divti ghat mahz jor.”-gaukabir var 7.4 small 
earthen bowl used as a lamp. “deh divti ke 

vikhe neh moh bharpur. bati vigyan vasna 

‘aganz gyan te dur.”-NP. 
Ges [divan), “tear Idivna} giving, donating, 

bestowing, “probhu krrpalyjzs divna.”-maru 
ams. 

‘Ghee [divra], eea" [divra], fe (dival m lamp. 
“jou tum divra, tau ham bati.”-sor revrdas. 

“dive gaza bujhar.”-s farid. ‘Here Et [diva] 
stands eyes.’ “‘cSd surej divre.”-mala namdev. 
“diva mera eku namv.”-asa m /. 

Wes [divan] See tes. “sabhna divan 
drala.”-vod m 3. 2 book containing gazals; 
collection of gazals. See ties aur. 

‘tee nm [divan am] nan assembly, in which 

general public can participate; meeting of 
officials in which general public also 
participates. 2 an assembly hall where 
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common people could sit to attend the 
proceedings. During the Mughal rule, such 

buildings were raised in Dethi, Agra, Lahore 
etc in which the emperor would allow the 
general public to attend the court. An elegant 

Diwan-e-Aam built upon 40 pillars exists in 
the fort of Lahore, which was got built by Shah 

Jahan through his father-in-law Asafkhan in 

1628 AD. 3 House of Commons. 
‘dhew wn [divan khas) an assembly, in which 
only the selected people can participate, 2 an 

assembly hall in which special dignitaries are 
authorized to attend the court proceedings of 

the emperor. During the Mughal rule many 
magnificent assembly halls bearing this name 
were constructed. 3 House of Lords. 

remem [divanxana] P byl) n assembly 
hall. 2 court-room of the king or the judicial 

officers of the state. 3 court-room of the 
emperor or ruler. 

dtewatt [divangi] P fy, n insanity, tenacity. 
2 spiritual ecstasy, indifference towards the 

world. 
‘Ges stor [divan goya] The pen-name of Bhai 
Nand Lal being aur (goyal, this book is a 
collection of gazals written by him. It contains 

a detailed description of the love for the 
Creator; devotion, and praise of the Guru and 

his spiritual knowledge. Its two excellent 
Punjabi translations are available in verse — 

Prem Pitari written by Bawa Brij Ballabh 
Singh and Prem Phulwari by Bhai Megh Raj. 

dear [divana] See fees, 
fiefs [divanz] the ruler has. 2 in the court. 
—“divanz bulaza.”-suhi kabir. 

‘dest [divani] See fees. 2 courtier. “dasu 
divani hor.”=s kabir. 

Pies [divar], view [dival] P vy» or Jism 
wall. 
Piet [divali] See fresh 2. “divali kiratz dive 
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baliahz.”-BG. 

¥ [do] adjshort for & (fy). “du pag na bhajje.” 
-ramav. See #fsst, gfeuretc. 
Bm [dual adj two. 
er [dua], er [duau), gmrf—e [duat] 7 
medicine, drug, substance for treating an 

ailment. See te". 2 A 43 prayer, request. 

3 blessing. “Sdha akharu vav duau.”"-gaum J, 

“leda bad-duaz ti.”-sri m 5. “denz duai se 
merahz.”—var mala m |, 

‘eonfit [duasr] Skt fF adv again, second time. 
“ona past duast na bhrtie, jtn Starr krodhu 

cSdal.”-sri m 4. ‘if by chance one comes in 

contact, he should be cautious in future.” 

‘wns [duat] See Fs. 
‘waren [duadas] Skt FEA adj twelve, ten plus 
two, 12. 

‘gnren ngs [dudadas dgul] exhalation upto a 
distance of twelve fingers. According to Yogis, 
exhalation moves upto a distance equal to 
twelve fingers from the mouth. Vashishat has 
also written - “grewiqer wea arent ferret.” 
‘goren fier [duadas stla] WER (twelve) + 

fiter (stone) twelve idols made of stone. There 

is a difference of opinion on what comprises 
these twelve idols: 

(a) Vishnu, Laxmi, Shiv, Parvati, Brahma, 
Sarswati, Ganesh, Kali, Durga, Bhairav, Surya, 

Indar and Yam, 

(b) According to VaidyaNath Mahatam, 
the twelve Jotirlings of Shiv are: 

1 Somnath in Paribhes region situated 

sixty kohs away from Dwarka in the east. See 

Henge mae, 
2° Malikarjun situated on Shrishail 

mountains near Kishkindha, which is on the 

bank of Krishna river. 

3° Mahakal in Ujjain Puri. Alatmash 
uprooted this lingam and took to it Delhi in 

1231 AD where it was crushed to pieces. 
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4 Oankar in Amreshvar; on the bank of 
Naramda river. 

5 Vaidyanath in Devgarh near Gaya. 
6 Bhim Shankar near Pune, on the bank 

of Sakini river, 
7 Rameshwar near Lanka bridge. See 

8 Nageshwar, three kohs away from 

Dwarika. 

9 Vishveshwar in Kashi. 

10 Tranybak near Panjvati on the bank of 

Godawari. 

Il Kedarnath near Badri Narayan in the 

Himalaya. 

12 Dhrishneshwar near Aurangabad in the 

South. “je oh duadas srla pujave.”-g5d 
ravidas. See feat, 

‘yaren Fe [duadas seva] worship of twelve 
gods, See eniren fiver (a). 2 worship of twelve 
Jotirlings. See guren fier (a). 3 worship of 
twelve suns. 4 According to Hinduism, twelve 
kinds of worship described in the holy scriptures 
are as under: moving for constructing a god’s 
temple, circumambulating a temple, going on 
pilgrimage of sacred shrines. These three types 
of worship are performed on foot. 

Plucking of flowers to worship the deity, 

sweeping the temple, decorating the idol of a 
deity are three types of worships performed 

with the hands. 
Chanting the Name is worship performed 

by the tongue. 
Listening to Hari’s glory is worship 

performed by the ears. 
Having a glimpse of the idol of a deity is 

worship done by the eyes. 
Keeping consecrated food on the head and 

bowing before the deity are two worships 
performed by the head. 

Smelling the fragrance of flowers offered 
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to the deity is a kind of worship performed 
with the nose. “jav gurdeu ta duadas seva.” 
—bher namdev. 

‘Pwren eH (duadas dal] twelve kinds of leaves. 

2 centre of consciousness, according to the 
Yogis, which contains twelve petals. See weg. 
“duadas dal abh Starz mst.”—bher kabir. ‘whose 

text is recited in the centre of consciousness.’ 
wwrengre [duadasbhusan], PweAgue 

(duadasbhukhan] ornaments for twelve parts 

of the female body - | ornament for the head; 

2 ornaments for the forehead; 3 ornaments 

for the nose; 4 ornaments for the neck; 
6 omaments for the ears; 8 ornaments for the 
wrists; 9 ornaments for the fingers; 

10 ornament for the waist; 12 ornaments for 

the feet Twelve ormaments of woman’s noble 
qualities are - 

sil a laj mzthas batan mo 
tes drtdhai svadharm mayusan, 

sadhuta 2 patrvrett ados mrtai 
sabe s6 na kah6 ko dugan, 

tes vine > acar chrma guru - 
logan serbo he brn dusan, 

ei tryan ke tirath se sukh 
kiretrkarz duadas bhugan, 

See gue. 
wuren we [duadas vak] twelve sentences. 

See WER Hae, “adr duadas vak bakhane.” 
-NP, 

‘gorefit [duadasz] See erent. 
worefingg [duadasrmudra] twelve religious 
symbols — sacred thread, antelope skin, thread 
made of straw, water container with a top 
handle, tuft of hair left unshorn on top of the 

head ~ are five symbols of a celibate. Saffron 

mark on the forehead, necklace, rosary of basil 
are symbols of the Vaishnavites, while symbols 
of the Shaivites are rosary made from seeds 
of Rudra tree (Eleocarpus ganitrus) and three 
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horizontal lines on the forehead made with 
dung. Rings are symbols of the Yogis. 

The symbol for the Sanyasis is three 
bamboo staves. “duadastmudra manu 

audhuta.”-bria thrti m I, ‘These twelve 

symbols have made the mind indifferent to 

them.’ 2 The mind has become averse to the 

ostentatious symbols. 

‘yurent [duadasi] Skt yer twelfth day of the 

lunar phase. “duadasi data dan karz jane.” 
—bria thrtim 1. 

‘gnrua [duapar] Skt Fug n the third aeon in 
Hindu mythology (after - satyug and tretayug. 
i.e. first and second aeons). See yar. 2 doubt, 
suspicion, mistrust. 

worafs (duaparr), gryfs [duapurz) in the 
third acon of Hindu mythology. “duaparz 
pujacar.”=gau ravidas. “duapurt dharam dur 
per rakhae.”-ram m 3. “dara duaperz adhi 
hoi.”-maru solhe m J. 

‘wre [duab], Paw [duaba] 7 country between 

two rivers, island. 2 particularly the territory 

between the rivers Satluj and Beas. 3 The 
following are the popular doabs (ie. names 
given to territories between two rivers in 

Punjab) - Bisat, Bari, Rachna, Chaj.' 

Emr (duar] Skt yan door, gate,entrance. 
“duarahi duarr suan jru dolat.”-asa m 9, 

2 openings of the senses. “nav duare pragat 

ie dasva gupat rekhara.”—anddv. 
‘gorafa gore (duarohx duarr) adv from door 
to door; on each door. See Eure. 

‘wurgar [duarka] See goes. 
Worst (duarkea| yfeaa adj pertaining to 
Dwarika. 2  Krishan.-sanama. 

orgayets (duarke-ananr] n queen of 
Dwarika's Krishan, Yamuna.—sanama. 
worse’ [duarkédr] n lord of Dwarika, 
‘Bisat - Bias and Satluj, Bari — Bias and Ravi, Rachna 
— Ravi and Chanab; Chaj—Chanab and Jehlum. 
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Krishan.-sanama. 

g@rsue [duarpal] n gateman, janitor, gate 

keeper. 
‘yorg we [duar bar] See Fd. 

worse [duarvati] See yaest. 

‘gra (duara] n Dwarika. “kasi kati puri 

duara.”-maru solhe m |, 2 door, gate, 

entrance. 3 part through, by means of. “gor 
doare ko pave.”~asa cht m 3. 
‘grfs [duarr] at the door, at the doorstep. See 
‘yng. 2 through, via. See ure 3. 

‘gurfear (duartkal See goes. 

‘wordt (duari] n window, small gate. 2 through, 
via. “paie guru duari.”-sor m 5. 
wary (duarv) See Ere. 

‘gre [duare] part See Far 3. 2 by means of. 
“§zto duare ubre trte lehu ubarr.”-var bra 

m 3. 
‘yw [dual] m wall. 2 P Ji, zipper, leather- 

strap or lace. “dual pars padhar3.”-VN. See 
fama". 3 string of leather tied to the feet of a 

falcon. 4 sword, which is shining bright. 

5 leather strap used for beating a large 
kettledrum. 6 guile, deceit. . 

gurase {dualbhatha) strap made of leather, 

with which a quiver (case for arrows) is tied. 
‘ye [duala] 1 surroundings, circumference. 

2 temple, abode of the gods. 
ers [duale} adv in the surroundings, all 

around, “mastakr padamu duale mani.”—ram 

beni. ‘In the mind there is a lotus having a 

thousand petals, surrounded by leaves shining, 

like a precious jewel.” 

BR [due], gfe [dur} adj two. “dur kar jorz 
karav ardasz.”-suhi m 5. 2 duality. See wi. 
gfe mis (dur akhar] words comprising two 
characters like €a [vah], satz or #H [ram]. 
“dur akhar dur nava.”—basstm J. ‘These two 

characters are like boats which take us across 
the worldly ocean.” 
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‘efe fd (doz stre] See ev 1. 

gfe Wa [dur sur] two notes, 
gfe { wat (duz ta bari] See Het. 
gfe ® [duz dive] two lamps — moon and 
sun, “dur dive caudah hatnale.”—var suhi m 

1, 2 two eyes. 

gfe wer [dur naval See gfe mrs. 
‘gfe we [duz pakh} two sides, paternal and 
maternal. 2 this world and the next, this and 
the other world. “dukhi duhaganr dur pakh 

hini.”-suhi ravrdas. 3 worldly conduct and 

spiritual virtue. 4 two phases of the month — 

bright and dark. 

fe th (dur pakhi), gfe Way (dur pdkheru] 
two birds. “nanak tarvaru eku phalu dur 
pakheru ahr."-var brha m 3. 
“ar yond agen wera wari get oferty 
was: fiers TERA sy TEHRTtfE.” 

~nrrukt a 14. 

“Two birds (the individual sou! and the supreme 

Soul) are permanent companions, both of them 

are clinging to one tree (mortal frame - the 
body). One of them (the individual soul) enjoys 
the sweet rewards of actions while the 

supreme Soul does not enjoy the reward but 
simply looks at the actions.” 
ufe ue (duz p5di} mentors of two ideologies, 
preachers of Hinduism and Islam. “duz p3di 
doz rah calae.”-maru solhe m /. See ¢fe 7a. 
‘efees (durphal] pleasure and pain, gain and 
Joss. “sSsar brrakh kav dur phal lae.”—basst 
m3, 

gfe unr [dur bap] See yfe wre. 
‘gfe & [dur bhal adjhaving two qualities. “xku 
bhav lathi natra, durbha cariasu hor.”—var 

subi m 1. 
gfe wet [dur mai] two mothers. “dur mai 

dur bapa parishz.”—basst m J. ‘Ignorance 
and illusion are two mothers of the mind (their 

child) while the two fathers are the supreme 
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Soul and the individual soul.’ 

gfe ye@ [dur mue] See 2a HEF. 
gfe aa ([duz rah) two paths, two cults, 
propensity and renunciation. 2 Hindu and 
Muslim. 3 theism and atheism. “eku sahrbu 

duz rah vad vadhSdza.”—dhana chit m J, 

‘gfe wy [dur rahu] See Bfe wa. 2 Rahu split 
into two parts - Rahu and Ketu. In Hindu 
mythology, Vishnu split Rahu into two 

fragments. “je dehe dukh laie pap garah dux 
rahu.”-var majh m 1. 
gfe Be [duz locan] two visions - worldly 
and divine, physical eyes and spiritual eyes. 

“dur duz locan pekha! hav harz brnuauruna 
dekha.”-sor kabir. 

get [dui] adj second. 2 n duality, double- 

mindedness. 3 adv both. “harr harzjan dui ek 

he.”-VN. 

‘gebr (dvia] adjsecond, other. “avaru na bhave 

brn hart ko duia.”—brla am 4. 

‘FA [dus] Skt FY vr be impure, misbehave. 2 7 

blemish, stigma. “gun gavat chipa dus taro.” 
~nat m 4, ‘cleared the washerman’s sin.” 

‘BAT (dusah}, FAfe [dusahr] Skt ¥:RT adj 
unbearable, “dusah dukh bhav kh3dno.”—-ram 

chit m 5.2 Dg n enemy, foe. 

‘yRaa [duskar] Skt Bae adj arduous. 
"HE [dusat] or EAE [dusatu] Skt BH adj 
blameworthy, stigmatised. 2 bad person, 
scoundrel. “dusat dut parmesarr mare.”-gau 
m 5, “dusat dokhr té lehu bacai.”-copai. 

3 enemy, foe. “satru sabad prithme kaho St 

dusat pad bhakh.”-sanama. ‘enemy of amean 

person; enemy of the enemy — sword.” 

‘yRe MSH (dusat atma] See EHesH" and FAG. 
‘yReafast [dusatcaukri] 7 gang of scoundrels, 
band of mean persons. “dusatcoukri sda kur 

kamavahz, na bujhahz vicare.”-sor m J. 

2 gang of four viz.- Duryodhan, Duhshasan, 

Karan and Shakuni. 
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eRe [dusatta] 1 wickedness, meanness, 

baseness, vice. 
yReEHs [dusatdaman] adj suppressor of 
scoundrels, destroyer of mean/vicious 
persons. 2 According to Rattanmala and Guru 
Partap Suraj, the guise in which Guru Gobind 

Singh meditated at Hemkunt. “tapan tapo nit 
ugr tej hve, dusatdaman nzj nam dharaz.” 
-GPS, 

PReAt [dusatni] adjwicked (f). 2 army of foes, 

(enemies).-sanama. 

AEF (dusatbhav] n wicked feeling, bad 
idea, mean tendency, meanness, evil. 

“dusatbhau tajz nfd porai.”—mala m 1. 

‘ERetsas (dustatkar] adj destroyer of rascals. 
2. n arrow.-sanama. Some ignorant scribes 

have put it wrongly as encizag and fencisas 
in Dasam Granth. 

‘gReaut [dustatma] Skt FEICM adj of wicked- 
mind, evil-minded. 

enefes [dustario] wipe off the stigma or 
blemish. See 3A 2. 

BAe (dustari] mean/base/wicked enemy; 
persons inimical without any reason. “hart 
jp malan bhoe dustari."-ram a m S. 
‘Recitation of the divine Name frustrated the 
enemies. They could not have success.’ “rd 

Start dusatz dustari.”-dev m 4. 

wnfe [dusatr) or EAA? [dusti] Ske qf n 
meanness, wickedness, degeneracy. “nfda 

dusti te krni phalu paza?”—sor m 3. “vier 
haume dust pai.”-sri m 3. 
Adina [dustisabha] group of wicked persons, 
gang of mean persons, 2 in the company of 
evil persons, “dustisabha vrgucie.”—prabha a 
mi. 

ERE [dusotu] See GAZ. “dusatu ahdkari mart 
pacae.”-g5dam5. 

‘EAE went [dusat atma] See YAeSH". “duje 
bhar dusatu atma ohu teri sarkar.""-sri m 3. 
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FAT ([dogat] P 25 adj bad, vicious. See Skt 
‘re (Fy). 
‘yAas (dustar] Skt FAT adj difficult to swim 

across, 
"AY [dustur] See ens. 
‘FBOH [dusnam) P *n abuse, slander. “dusnam 

det tab guru kav.”-GV 6. 

‘FAH [dusman), EAHA [dusman] P .”; n enemy, 
foe, one having a wicked mind. “dut dusman 
sabh sajan hoe."-majh m 5. “dusman kadhe 
marz.”—var majh m 1. 
gms mie (dusman gazad] P sf; adj 
revengeful. 2 causing harm to the enemy. 

EHNA [dusmani] P ,;*; n enemity, rivalry. 
‘BAe [dusar] advon the other side, on the other 
hand. “rag sronat ratt kaddhe dusr3."-suraj. 
‘shot the arrows to emerge on the other side.” 

‘EAB [dusal] two holes. See FAG. ‘When an 
arrow pierces the body, it makes two holes.” 

2m son of Dhritrashtar, and brother of 

Duryodhan. 
gnet [dusla] 2 Duhshala - daughter of 

Dhritrashtar, who was bom from the womb 

of Gandhari, sister of Duryodhan. She was 

married to Jaydrath, king of Sindhu. She gave 

birth to Surath. 
ERst [dusli] adjcausing two holes, piercing an 
arrow through the body. “kz kamadx dusli.” 
—datt. ‘piercing through lusty passions. 

BRET (dogvar] P 125 adj difficult, arduous, 
tough. 2 unbearable, difficult to bear. 

‘WAHT (dusasan) Skt ¥: WAS adj difficult to 

Tule over; not bowing to anybody’s pressure. 
2nson of king Dhritrashtar of Kuru-dynasty 

and younger son of Duryodhan. He brought 
Dropadi from the harem to the court by 

dragging her from the hair. Bhimsen vowed 

that he would take revenge for this insult by 

sucking the blood of Dusasan. He sipped 
Dusasan’s blood with cupped palms on the 
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sixteenth day of the Kurukshetar battle. “Sadar 

sabha dusasne mattheval dropti adi.” 

-BG. 

'ZAts (dusajh] a village in police station Banga, 
tehsil Nawan Shahar of district Jalandhar. It 

is situated two miles to the south of Banga 
railway station. A gurdwara in memory of 

Guru Har Rai has been built there. 
The entire revenue (income) from this 

village is exempted for donation to the 
gurdwaras of Dethi. 

Areference to this exemption is to be found 
in the revenue record of the year 1920 as 

following - 
“With reference to letter No. 12 dated 

November 2, 1847 issued by the Government 

of India, the revenue from the estates of this 
village is exempted and the income be spent 

on following gurdwaras in Delhi —Sees Ganj, 

Rakab Ganj, Bangla Sahib, Bala Sahib, Dera 
Mata Sundari Sahib and Mata Sahib Devan 

Sahib, and gurdwara Shastarhai.” 

PAFs ast [dusajh kala] This village is situated 
in police station and tehsi! Phillaur of district 
Jalandhar. A gurdwara in memory of Guru 

Har Rai is situated to the north-east of this 
village. The Guru stayed here while going to 
Kiratpur from Kartarpur. The priest is an 

Udassi saint.A revenue-free land measuring 
18 ghumaons including two wells was allotted 
to the village by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. A 
religious congregation is held on 1* Baisakh 
every year. The village is situated two and a 

half miles to the south of Mandali railway 

station. 
‘EAE [dusar] on the other side, on the other 

bank. See YAS. “ban sanah dusar kadhe.” 

-ramav, 
‘zAreF (dusala) n heavy shawl, pair of shawls/ 
wraps having embroidered border. “le kar chap 
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dusala gayo.”-GPS. 

watts [dulil) Skt y: Hts adj ill-natured, bad- 

mannered. 
erris (dusyst] Skt eRia In Mahabharat, king 
belonging to Puru dynasty, who was husband 

of Shakuntla. The great son Bharat was bom 

to this couple. The name of Bharat for our 
country India has been drawn from source. 
The famous poet Kalidas has described the 
exquisite tale of Dishyant in Abhigyan 
Shakuntal. 

Ba [duh] Skt {gq vr torment, cause suffering, 
milch. 2 n process of milching. “gala badhr 
duh lex ahir.”-sar namdev. 3 Skt fg two. 
“dotia duh kort jane 5g.”-gau Kabir thrti. 
‘illusion and the ultimate One.’ 
anna [duhsasan| See FAAS. “duhsasan ki 

sabha dropti Sbar let ubariale.”—mali namdev. 

garg [duhsadh], yard (duhsadhy] Skt ¥: 

Wag adv difficult to prove, difficult to perform. 
‘gure [duhsil] See ZAI. 

Faas [duhkar] Skt FART adj which is done 

with difficulty; difficult to do, 
FaaeH [duhkaram] Skt wa n mean act, 
vicious act, vice, misdeed. “kare duhkram, 

drkhave hor.”-gau m 5. ‘pretends to do good 

or virtuous deeds.’ 

ofa [duhkrrt), gofafe [duhkrrtr) Ske Z=piA 
n wrong act, vice, “taj sakal duhkrit 
durmati.”-guj jedev. 
Faw (duhcar] Ski FAfIT n misconduct, moral 
turpitude, 2 adj lecherous, vicious. 
guwefe (duhcaranz], vest (duhcarni), 
gawd [duhcariJ, gTeeb [duhcarial adj 
lecherous (woman), vicious (woman). 

“duhcaranz badnau.”—var sor m 3, “duhearni 

kahienzthor khvar.”-mala am 3,“tenar bhag 
hin duhcari.”-brla m 4. “ham melu bhare 
duhcaria.”-suhi m 4. 

‘Yue [duhna] See Gas. 
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‘gad [dvhathe] with both. “janam merenduhathe 
rahe."-saveye m 4 ke. 

‘ydag {duhatthar) n slap given with both hands. 
2 striking with both hands on the lower part of 

the body (generally thighs) by wailing women. 
“tin duhatthar hat kar dehi.”-GPS. 

‘am [duhon] See an, 2 See gue. 
gars [duhnacal] See Zeus. 
‘ust [duhni} See uct. 

usA [duhnes] See yfaen. 
garraa [duhmarag] wrong path, misconduct. 

gonrefar (duhmaragr] on the wrong path. 
“duhmaragz pace pacai he.”~maru solhe m I. 
Yue [duhar] 1 double-layered cloth. 2 twice- 

ploughed land. . 
‘yas [duhra] adjdouble-layered. 2 two-folded, 

‘goeGe" [duhrauna] v repeat, do a work second 

time. 

gadtte [duhricob] ” simultaneous stroke of 
both sticks on a large kettledrum. 
2 simultaneous beating of both sticks on two 

large kettledrums. 
"aD [duha] adj both. sense — this and the next 

world; creation and final destruction. “duha 

strta ka khasam apt.”-sri am 5.2 milked. 
‘Eaet [duhai] 1 process of milking. “gau duhai 
bachra melz.”~bher namdev. 2 wages for 

milking, 3 act of calling with both hands raised, 
desperate cry for help or assistance. “bolahu 
bhaia! ram ki duhai.”-keda kabir. 

yue (duhag] Skt ear 7 ill-luck, misfortune. 

2 desertion of a wife by her husband. 
3 widowhood. 

yoafe [duhagenz), goat (duhagni}, grates 
[duhaganz), goat [duhagni] Skt GFT adjill- 
fated, unfortunate. 2 widow. “das nari me kari 

duhagent.”—prabha am J, ‘Ihave abandoned 
the ten senses; they have no effect on my mind 
now.” 

FAY [duhaju] Skt fysef adj marrying for the 
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second time, having a second wife. 2 bringing 
home a widow without performing marriage- 
rites. 3 Skt GH mongrel, hybrid; one not sure 
of paternity. 
eoest (duhavnil 1 wages for milking. 
YTS (duhave] get milked. 2 milks. “bell kav 
netra pat duhave."=gau m 5. 
pfaer [duhina] See us. 
efor (duhrtal Skt 3f&q n daughter, one who 

milks the cattle. Some authors are of the view 

that daughters used to milk cows, hence this name. 
While some opine that a daughter was always a 

drag on her parents hence called duhtta. 

‘efae [duhrn} See us and gfoe. 
gut [duhi) adj both, the two. “duhi sarai 
khunami kahae.”-suhi m 5. 

Bg [dubv}, gg [dohu] adj both. “duu malt 

karaju upje.”-gav kabir. “duhu pakh ka apahz 
dhani."-sukhmani. 2 n duality, pair of 
opposite objects, conflicting pair. “duhu ve 
he s3sar.”—var ram / m 3. 

FIT [duhera], FIC [doheri], ETE [duhela], 
EIA [duheli] Skt Za n difficult job, arduous 
work. “sej ek pe milan duhera.”—asa kabir. 

2 adjsuffering, in pain. “hav khari duheli hoi.” 
-gau m J, “trsu brnu tuhi duheri.”—asa m 5. 

“brnu gobfd avar sigr neha, ohvjanahu sada 
dohela."-dhana m 5.3 difficult, arduous. “pur 

salat ka pSthu duhela.”-suhi ravrdas. See 
frrers 3 and yo Fes, 
‘ya [duk] See Fa. 

yaar (dukadha}, aur (dukaddha) n vomit, 
puke, spew. “bhojan Sdar mokkh jru hor 

dukadha.”-BG. 
‘gas [dukra), east [dukri) n set of two, pair, 
coupled objects. 2 four-wheeled carriage 

driven by two horses; buggy. 
gars [dukan] A ys 7 shop, where there is an 

exchange of goods. 
gases ([dukandar] » owner of a shop, 
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shopkeeper; one who sells and buys goods; 
trader. 
‘gam [dokal] Ske ERAS n famine, scarcity. 

“adx dukal hot utpata.”-P. 2 two periods. 
sense --life and death, birth and death, “dukai3 

pranasi dayals sarupe.”—japu. 
gf (dukr] See ¥a. 
‘Fg [dukul] Skt n cloth, clothing, “izyo dukul 

achera.”"-GPS. 2 silken cloth. 3 two water- 
channels, two banks, two shores. “3d dukul 

bhae trh ke.”—krrsan, ‘the two arms became 
two banks of that river.’ 

Fat [dukk] » set of two, pair, two objects. 2 roar 
ofa lion, tion’s noise. 

efgs (dukrrt) See gufgs. “dokrrt sukrrt 
madhe sSsar saglana.”-sri m5. 

‘ye (dukh] Sk 224 vr cause pain, deceive. 2 
hardship, distress, trouble, torture. 
According to Sankhya Shastar, trouble is of 

three types — 

(a) Spiritual — distress of body and mind. 
(b) Metaphysical — distress caused by 

enemies, birds and animals. 

(c) Supernatural ~ distress caused by the 
natural powers like storm, lightning, heat 

(summer), winter etc. “dukh sukh hi te bhae 
nirale.”-maru solhe m I. 

‘geae (dukh-har), 74dse [dukh-haran), THIS 

[dukh-harat), FYTIT [dukh-hartal, FAIS 
[dukh-haran) adj who eradicate sufferings, or 
destroys sufferings. “dukh-har bhebh3jan harr 
raza.”-gau cht m 5. “dukh-haran din-saran 
sridhar carankemal aradhie.”-gau cht m 5. 
“dukh-harat karta sukhah suamni.”~dhana chat 

m 5. “dukh-harta harinam pachano.” 

~brla m 9, “dukh-haran kripa karan mohan.” 

~brha chit m 5. 
yuas [dukhkar)] See FAAS. “trn kam karyo 
dukhkar.”-krrsan. 

guarars [dukhkagar] documents causing 
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sufferings; reckoning in the record book 

maintained by Dharamraj; document prepared 
by Chitargupt. “trn jamtras mrtro 

dukhkagar.”-saveye m 4 ke. 
Pu_T [dukhnuta] YF. 
BHIS [duxtar] P 3 m daughter's daughter; 
daughter. See £ daughter. 
‘Bue [dukhad] adj painful, hurting. 
‘Ye wae [dukh darad] adj dreadful suffering, 
terrible grief. “vrn nave dukh darad sarir.” 

~asa m 3. See Bae. 

‘geefea (dukhdark], geet [dukhdai), FETT 

[dukhdayak] adjpainful, hurtful. 
yuerdt [dukhdari] adj which eradicates 
sufferings, or destroys sufferings. “nirdkar 

dukhdari.”-sor m 5. See @t. 

ee eg ae tar afemr (dukh daru sukh rog 
bhata] Hard work is a cure while indolence is 

a disease. See 3H. 
wee [dokhdal] adj which crushes the 

sufferings, which annihilates sufferings. “hart 

daradbh3j dukhdal.”-nat partal m4. 
‘yuo [dukhnas], FuaRa [dukhnasak], FUTAS 
[dukhnasan] adj which destroys sufferings. 
“bhavkh3den dukhnas dev.”—-basat m 5. 

FYE [dukhpred] adjpainful, hurting, distressing. 
yuaey [dukhbadhukh) bundle of sufferings, 

enormous distress. 2 gigantic torment. See #8. 
‘gufseras (dukhbrdaren|, 84sHs [dukhbhajan] 
adj which destroys of suffering, relieves 
sufferings. “dukhbrdaran sukhdate 

sattgurv.”-kan m 5. “dukhbh3jan guntas.” 
~baven, 

‘gudnet [dukhbhgjni} It is the name of a bathing 
place situated on the eastern bank of 

Amritsar pond with a jujube tree geown there. 

Here the husband of the daughter of Duni 
Chand Khatri (freeholder of a ward of the 
village) was cured of leprosy just by taking a 
dip in this holy pond. 
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wuy_ (dukhmutra] 7 urination followed by 
pain, feeling of pain during urination. 
guda [dukhrog] adj pain caused by a disease, 
ache due to a disease. “katta dukhrog.”—bzla 

m5. 

‘gu® [dukhve] causing pain, “dukhve na trn 
ko kam.”-cSdr, 

‘geet [dukhra] » suffering, distress. See Zu. 
‘gurgzt (dukhauna] v cause suffering, torment. 
ENG [duxan] A yj smoke. 2 steam, vapours. 
3 tobacco. 
yures (dukharet] Skt ¥:8F adj suffering due 
to affliction, distressed due to pain. 

gurdt (dukhari] See ¥ ures, sufferer. 2 sufferer, 
‘gurer [dukhala] adj suffering, afflicted with 

agony. “esa denu dukhala.”—suhi kabir. 

2 distressed. “kade na hor dukhala.”—majh m 

5.3 difficult, arduous. 
garat [dukhali] adj distressing, causing pain. 
“cali vidani khari dukhali.”-gau ch3t m 3. 

‘gftoot (dukhza] adj got harassed, caused hurt, 
made distressed. “cSdrahas dukhra 
dhrrsatbudhi.”-naf am 4. See Feo 4. 
‘efimre [dokhzara], efeare [dukhzyara], Ht 
[dukhil, guia (dukhia] adjpainful, agonising. 
“dukhie ka mzfavahu prabhu sog.”—bher 
ms. 

BT [dukhutra] See eYF. 
gts (dokhst] causing torment. 2 extreme 
suffering, “dukhst grrhefta.”—sahas m J. 

‘Pus [dukkhta] adjdistressed, tormented. “bhai 
dukkhta sarb3g.”—ramav. 

geet [dukkhri) adjwhich eradicates sufferings, 
or removes pain. “savja sdbhrri sfdhula 

dukkhri.”-paras. 

Pea [dukhy] See Eu. 
yxas [dukhyat] adj distressed, tormented. 
“bhup su dukhyt hve atz hi.”—krrsan. 

‘Fae [dugan], Fare" (dugnal, Foret (dugni] adj 
double, two times, twofold. “to pahz dugni 
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majuri dehav.”-sor namdev.2.n 27774 duality. 
See fife. 
aM [dugadh] Skt FI n milked out product; 
milk. See a. 2 water from the clouds. 

‘garofafiz (dugadhnidhz) n ocean of milk. 
gam udhrar wy (dugadh parikhya yStr) an 
instrument, which, when immersed in milk, tells 
how much pure or impure is it. Lactometer. 
yarradt (dugdhahari] See gaurd. 
‘Far [dugna], art (dugni] See gare. 
Fare [dugana], Fars" [dugana] duet, two 
gSdas. (one g5da = 4 cowries), eight cowries. 
“khote ka mul ek dugana.”—dhana m J. ‘The 

cost is one damri.’ 2 Pf, adj double, 
twofold. 3 recitation of two rakats during a 

Muslim prayer. See Bamis, “jaha namaji parhat 
dogana.”"~carrtr 323. 
amr [dugamal] ambling pace, lifting together 

of both legs on one side alternating with those 
on the other side. 
‘gars (dugara) double shot, double-barrelled 

gun. 
FE [dogunl, FIS (duguna], FI [dugunil, 
gafs [dugunz), Fy [duguni) adjdouble, two 
times, twofold. “khat karma te dugune puja 

karta naz.”-sri am 5. 

as [duggal] a subcaste of Khatris. 
Bue [dughot] two pitchers. “mrli dughatadhar 
sOdar nari.”-GPS. 2 Skt gufe adj difficult to 

make. See gurcw. 

ueuz [dughatghat) adj making the difficult 
to happen. causing the unexpected to happen. 

“dughatghat bhubhdjan paie.”-maru solhe 
mi. 
gure (dughad) See yar. 
‘Fusior yyes [dugharia muhurat) m auspicious 
moment having duration of two gharis. 
According to Hora, division ofa day and night 
into sixty gharis (each ghari equalling nearly 
22.5 minutes)-for regarding the occasion 
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auspicious/unauspicious fora specific Zodiac 
sign. 

In Hindu Mythology, a journey or any work 

is begun only if it is auspicious and 

circumstances make its performance 
obligatory on the same day. 

‘Yurht (dugghri] a village under police station 
and tehsil Ropar of district Ambala, which is 

about three miles away from Chamkaur Sahib 
to the east. Guru Gobind Singh arrived here 

while going towards Chamkaur Sahib. There 
exists a gurdwara named Manji Sahib, in 
memory of Guru Tegbahadur, which is still 
under construction, The villagers themselves 
sweep the gurdwara. 
‘fas (ducrt] adjdouble-minded, in two minds, 
diffident. 2 Skt 42f¥a n apprehension, 
misgiving, anxiety. 3 nervousness. 
gfese? [ducztaz], efesr [ducrtal, efsaet 
[ducrtai]  fickleness, instability of mind, 

double-mindedness, diffidence, vacillation. 

“ducrte kidur thunz gtrani.”-gav kabir. 

gre [duzad) P ,;5 7 thief, burglar, smuggler. 
gH} [duzedi) P f,35 7 theft, burglary. 
gaetes (duzadidan] P y2s35 v steal, commit 
a theft. 

‘EAA (dujan] Skt Ba n bad person, scoundrel. 
‘EAST [dujanta] n rascalism, scoundralism, 

impurity. 

garfs [dujatr] See ferfs. 2 low caste. 

Ye (dujan] See EAB. “dujjan ke pal me dal 
dare.”=akal. 
Pe (dujja], FF [dujo} adj second, another. 
“brn akal dujjo kavan?"-gyan. 
¥B [dujhe) milks, draws milk. “jivan mokat 
bhogat kor dujjhe.”-BG. 2 is squeezed. “skh 
nrsakkhan hasten dujjhe.”-BG. 

‘Bega [drtuk] two parts, two segments. 

¥S [dut] See efy. 2 See gs. 
adh [dut-hi) n double layered bed-sheet, bed- 
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sheet having two layers. 

FFs [dutar], FIT (dutarv] Skt FAs adj which is 
difficult to swim across. “kivkarz dutaru tarta 
jar?"-gou m 3. “jake ram vase man mahi. so 
jan dutorv pekhat nahi.”-ram m 5.2 Ske Bas 

nude reply, discourteous response. “krne na 
dutaru bhakhe.”-dhana m 5. 3 question which 

is difficult to answer. 
gadaft (dutarsgi] that which moves with a 

very high velocity; lightning. “ghan me camke 

dutarsgi.”-krrsan. See ¥3 and Fu, 
¥e" [dutara] n a musical instrument having 
two strings. replica of veena (a stringed 

instrument). “sur ko karat bajar dutara.” 

-GPS. See HT. 

fs [dutz) Skt eafs n brightness, light. 
2 splendour, glory. 3 ray, beam (of light). 

‘gfimr [dutra), efaet (dutry), FaPH [dutia), gsr 
[dutia] adj second, other. “jag jivan esa dutia 
nahi koz.”—asa kabir. 2 » feeling of alienation/ 
estrangement. “dutia gae sukh hou.”-dev m 
5. 3 third aeon of Hindu mythology. “dutia 
arodho-aradhz samaza.”—ram m 5. During the 

third aeon, half of the people remained 
religious-minded; effect of religion was 

reduced to half during the third acon. 4 second 
day of either phase of a lunar month. “dutia 
durmatr durz karr.”-gau thrtim 5. Here the 

word dotia is a homonym. gv and 83. 5 adv 
secondly, at the second place. “dutia jamun 
gee.”-tukha chat m 4. Guru Amar Das went 
to the Yamuna after visiting Kurukshetar, 
years [dutiabhav), ESbrw~e (dutiabhav] 
n feeling of estrangement; feeling of 

discrimination between one’s own and the 
alien; sense of taking someone else as 
equivalent to the transcendent one. “sadh sigz 
dutiabhau mztaz.”-gav thrtim 5. 

egar (dutuka], FFabe (dutukia] 7 the name 

of a metre used in Guru Granth Sahib, with 
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stanzas each consisting of two lines. See Zuz. 
‘yas [dutera] less by two, deficiency of two. 
2 deficiency, loss. “trrtie mahz krchu bhata 

duteya.”-ram m 5. ‘Relgiosity got reduced by 

half.’ 3 double mindedness, indecisiveness. 

4 misunderstanding between the two. Sense 

~ feeling of rift. 
PS (dott) Skt fra double. e.g. a conjugate 
character, 

Pe [dod] Skt ¥y n pair, couple. 2 man- 
woman. 3 two opposites e.g. darkness-light, 
hotness-coolness (summer-winter), pleasure- 

pain etc. 4 dispute, trouble. § disturbance, 
disorder, riot. “ddd pavega mulakh vzc.” 
~jignama. 
FePT [didjuddh] n duel - combat between 
two persons, in which no third person 
intervenes; duel. 
Pew [dodabh], Fete [dédabhr) Skt FyPR n 
kettledrum; according to Nirukat, this name is 

‘onomatopoeiac. 2 Varun god. 3 a demon, 
whom Bali killed. 4 poison, venom. 

¥efathafs [dodbhrghokenz) 7 army, in which 
the beat of kettledrum is heard.—sanama. 

‘Pes [dddar] Sk: FETG adjquarrelsome, riotous. 
2 sense — feeling of liking and disliking. “dodar 

badho sdder pavo.”—bher kabir. “dOdar dut 

bhut bhihale.”-maru solhe m /. 

‘Few [dudal] two groups, two armies. 2 two 
leaves. 3 hard to crush. 

¥a [dudh) See yam and Yu. “dudh brn 

dhenv.”-asa m J. 2 S curd. 

yuas [dudhkal] See tue 3. 
garfie [dudhkhir) curd and milk. See eu 2, 
2 milked milk. 

‘gaat [dudhni} milch animal in lactation period; 

lactating animal. 

‘wafer [dudhbhrkhya), gafsem (dudhbhrchya] 
n act of begging milk. 2 alms taken without 
harming any body; alms taken without any loss 
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to a householder like milking a cow without 

causing any harm to the animal. “jesi kesi jo 
krm dez. yathasakatr dudhbhichya ler.” 
-GPS. 
FUE [dudhar] adj two-edged weapon. 2 basis 
for the two worlds - the present (existing) and 

the future (next) world. 3 two sides; 

antagonists. 4 difficult to adopt. 
waeY [dudhrakh) See vous, 

gadt (dudhri] adj milch animal in lactation 

period, lactating animal. “margidudhri bachre 
aru bajha.”-krrsan, 2 double-edged; two- 
edged sword. 3 See adh. 

gaett [dudhvani] adj milky white. “bhae kes 
dudhvani.”-sor bhikhan. 

"T [dudha] adj milked. “dudha thani na 

avai.”-suhi farid. ‘milked milk cannot return 

to the teats.’ 2 in two pieces, in two fragments. 

“kop malechan ki pratna su dudha kare satdha 
kardari.”-krrsan. 

yuwe [dudhara] adj two-edged, 2 » a type of 

double-edged sword. 
‘gurdt (dudhari] adj double-edged. 2 » sword. 

‘efits (dudhztth] adj split in two pieces. 2” 
baby - who loves milk. 
gthem [dudhiray), gtfler [dudhira] n bird of 
prey. Looking for fish, it keeps flying steadily 

at one point in the air. “avrlok dudhiray ek 

taha.”—datt. ‘Dattatrey adopted this bird as his 

seventeenth master.” 

¥W [dudho] See ¥u and ¥a. “pharida, sakar 
khSdo ntvat guru makhio majha dudhu."-s. 

‘gfe [dudhel] adj which provides milk in large 
quantity; high-yielding (milch cattle). 
‘Fa [duddh] See gu and gy a white fluid secreted 

out of mammary glands of a woman, cow, 

nanny-goat, buffalo etc. It is an excellent 

nourishment. Nature has provided all the 
nutritive elements in milk, required for a 

healthy and perfect diet. The major constituent 
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in milk is water while the remaining elements 
are sugar, fat, salt, carbohydrates etc. Mother’s 

milk is a boon for the infants. The next best 

milk is of nanny-goat,while milk of jennet 

(female donkey) and cow is regarded less 

efficacious in comparison. Buffalo milk is 
heavy and fatty and is not considered 

beneficial for children. 
Yate (duddhdsd] first teeth which help in 

sucking milk; milkteeth. 2 child whose first 

teeth are still intact. 
Yue [duddhar] adj double-edged; which can 
cut from both sides. “kadhi su teg duddhrs.” 
~ramav. 2 adv on both sides. “karst ghav 
duddhr5.”—kalki. “baj3t nad duddhrs.” 

—datt. 3 adjdifficult to subdue. 

Pewkt (duddhri] adj double-edged (weapon). 
2 which cannot be overcome by the enemies. 

“su prebha duddhri.”—pares. 3 See gudh. 

gftts (duddhrth] adj having a feeling of 
alienation/estrangement. 2 split into two. 
gael [dunai) adj worldly, practical. “karajmohr 
bane dunai.”-GPS. 

‘Yost (dunali) double-barreled. 

gfsmret [dunzai] adj worldly, mundane. 2 n 
world, people, mankind, multitude. See yatr 
and wate, 
efor [dunzyavi) A 25 adj related to the 

world, pertaining to the world. 

‘gfe (dunryal A 5 n world. 
frome [dunzyasaz) P 35 adj selfish, self 
interested, prudent. 

fsarers [duntyadar] P 473 n man of the 
world, householder. 

Fer (dunil, ate [dunia] See Efaer. “aur duni 
sabh bharamr bhulani.”—sri kabir. “dunia rig, 

na ave neye.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 sense — 

wealth, riches. “dukhi duni saherie, jahz ta 

lagahr dukh.”-var mala m /. “rs ke palle 
bahut dunia he.”-JSBB. 
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‘gator [duniai] See efsmre. “duniai akhe kr 
kronu.”-var ram 3. ‘People say - “what has 
he done?” 

EatmrR [duniaie] of the world, worldy. “kalu 
szrz duniaie."~m J var majh. 
‘Baines [duniaval] adj of the world, worldly, 
mundane. 

wate [dunicsd] a Lahore based follower of 
Guru Nanak Dev. The Guru revealed truth to 

him by describing the rite of feasting Brahmins 

for the benefit of a dead ancestor's soul as a 
mere superstition. 2 See gud. 3 a preacher 
cum collector of tithe belonging to the Majha 
region and grandson of Bhai Salha. He went 

to Anandpur to fight on the side of Guru 
Gobind Singh. He was made chief of 500 

soldiers and ordered to stay in Agampur fort. 
The other chiefs of Majha alongwith him were 
- Anand Singh, Amrik Singh, Sabeg Singh, 
‘Sujan Singh, Sobha Singh, Sant Singh, Hazara 
Singh, Hamir Singh, Kahn Singh, Kaul Singh, 
Kirpal Singh, Gopal Singh, Chet Singh, Tek 
Singh, Dyal Singh, Dan Singh, Diwan Singh, 
Fateh Singh, Bir Singh, Mann Singh. 

The tenth Master ordered Duni Chand to 
combat the intoxicated elephant of raja Kesri 
Chand Jaswalia However he proved himself 

a coward and ran away during the night thus 

fracturing his leg while jumping over a wall. 
One night he died of snakebite when he was 

lying ill in Amritsar. His grandsons Sarup Singh 
and Anup Singh prayed to Guru Gobind Singh 
to pardon them for the sins committed by their 
grandfather. They always remained in 

attendance upon the Guru. 
garde ef atat [dunicdd di haveli] a mansion 
belonging to Bhai Duni Chand, situated in 

Gurdaspur. It was like a huge fort in which 
Banda Bahadur was besieged from all sides 

by the royal (Mughal) forces. The defiant 
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Banda Bahadur took shelter in this mansion 
and fought bravely against the enemies. When 
the supply of ration ran short and it became 

impossible to survive, the Mughals asked 
Banda Bahadur on oath to vacate the fortress 
and pledged not to harm him. But when he 

came out alongwith the Sikh warriors, he was 

immediately captured and sent to Delhi. This 

incident took place in Sammat 1772. 

ystes [dunidar) See Efsures. “vada hoa 
donidar.”-var asa. See a" T=". 

‘gabe [dunimani) worldly pride. See Ha. 
‘¥dfs [dunotz) See wats. 
‘Ye [dunna] elder son of Ram Singh son of 
Baba Phul. He was ancestor of Bhadaur and 
Kotdunna families. See goea. 
guage (dupahar], gufse [dupahrr] noon : six 
hours (two quarters of a day) after sunrise; 
six hours past sunrise, mid-day. 

‘gufadbor [dupahrria] n that which blooms at 
noon. 

‘gue? [dupata] 7 a headwear having two single 
breadths of cloth sewn together. 
zudt [dupati] na sheet of cloth having its two 
single breadths sewn together. 
gue" [dupada] m a verse having two lines. At 
many places in Guru Granth Sahib, the words 
caupada, dupada are used together as a title 

of hymns. There it means that the specific 
hymn consists of four stanzas of two lines each. 

See hymn in Gauri Rag by the fifth Master “jo 

parazo soi apna...” 2 a poetic metre having 
two lines. 3 man who has two feet. 

‘¥us [dupal] period of two moments. 2 two 
segments, two parts, two components. “akhid 

khid dupala."-gyan. ‘cutting the inseparable 
(whole) into two pieces.” 

‘gene [duphasla] yielding two crops in a year; 

foodgrains, cereals, fruits etc. produced twice 
ayear. 2 double-talker, double-tongued. 
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es [duphar} two parts, two segments, “sis 
kino duphar."-ramav. 

‘gadior [dubahia} 2 one who has two arms - 
man, “gahr gahz panz krrpan dubahia ran 
bhrre.”-suraj. 

‘yew (dubdhal See Efe, 
Faw (dubal], FAS (dubla], Fate (dubalz}, FA 
(dubli], guettor (dublia) Ske gee and eter adj 
weak. “je ko hove dubla n3g bhukh ki pir.” 

-sriam 5.2 feeble, infirm. “dhan thi-i dubalr 

kSt-have.”-gau ch3t m J. “sadhan dublia jiv 
pir ke have.”-gau chat m 1. 

Ets [dubbal] adv on both sides, on both flanks 
“dOdabhr duball.”-VN. 

Yar [doba] P 25 n guile, deceit. 2 buttock, 
bum. 3 fat tail of a ram. 4 ram, who has a fat 

tail. “dba kuhz tn mas banayo.”-NP. 

‘yeHT [dubajra) adj cross-bred, illegitimate. 
2.who does not worship a single deity, but has 

faith in two deities. “me jeha na dubajra taj 
gurmatz durmatr hrtkara.”-BG. 
ewe [dubar], Fae (dubara] second time, 

again. “iztyo dubar.”-gyan. 
‘efam (dubrdh}, efi [dubrdha] adj double- 
minded. 2.n double-mindedness, discrimination. 

“dubrdha durt karo Irv la: 

“gurz dubrdha jaki he mari. 
‘yfaer [dubrla] See yaar, 
git" [dubela) adjhaving two riders on its back. 
“mero ahe dubela ghora.”—GV 6. 

© [dubb] Skt ye" n a kind of perennial grass, 
green grass. L Panicum dactylon. This grass 
is offered on auspicious occasions for wishing. 

prosperity and progress to the person 

accepting it. 

Ya Vat [dubb deni] See Fa. 
Ysa (dubhar] adjhorrible, terrible. “uthSt nad 

dubhrs."-ramay. 2 difficult to fill. 3 difficult 

to carry out. 
‘geet [dubhasi], FaHbe [dubhasial, esha 
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[dubhakhia] Skt fra 1 interpreter; one 
having knowledge of two languages; one who 

acts as a translater between two speakers of 
different languages. “jiv pratam mel ke krdho 
dubhasi car.”-WP. ‘four characters in @ 39 J 
may be regarded as the interface between the 

individual soul and the ultimate Reality.’ 

gfss [dubhzt) two kinds, two types. 
efetet wrarft [dubhztti arsi) m mirror in which 
two images are seen; mirror reflecting an 

object in two ways. 
eat [dubhsgil Sec fa@e. 
BM [dum] P 5 n tail. 
wut [dumei] P of n a strap/string tied at the 
saddle’s back and worn under the tail of a 

horse. 2 tail. “dumci me dumei pahzrai.” 

~GPS. 

EHat [dumanil, FHet [domani}, Eat [dumani} 
adjdouble-minded, in two minds. “mdh rani 
doOmani.”— var suhi m 3. 

wares [dumalya], EWE (dumala] P ys n tail. 
2 loose hanging end of a turban. 3 loose end 

of aturban waving like a plume. “me gurmzlz 
uc dumalya.”"—sri m5 pepaz. The reference 
is to a wrestler who wins a wrestling match in 

the arena, and is presented with a headgear 
(turban). The winner rejoices over his victory 

by waving the loose top end of this turban on 
his head. Similarly the Guru bestows honour 

on his disciples who succeed in defeating the 

evils of the mind like lust etc. 4 high turban of 

a Nihang Singh with a loose waving end at 
the top. See fadar 6. 
By [dumuha] adj two-mouthed. 2 double 
tongued; double talker. 3 n two-headed 

creatures like snakes etc. 
Bifdt [dumihi) adj double-headed (f). 2 7 
scissors. 3 pen, reed. 

"Those who interpret it as the turban worn by a Nihang 
Sikh are ignorant about the context of this verse. 
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pif [dumsjzlal P J. adjdouble-storeyed. 
2 double-roofed. 

Fa [duya] adj two. 
‘¥UF (duya] adj second. “duya kagalu cxtz na 
janda,”-srim 5 pepaz. ‘1 do not know writing 

except in praise of the Creator.’ “bhau duya 

kotha.”-var gau 2 m5. 
‘garn ([duyabhau] n duality, jealousy, 2 thought 
of a deity other than the Creator. 

‘gait [duyi] adj second. “duyi kudratz sajie.” 
var asa. “duyi ganat laht.”-sava m 5.2 
double-mindedness, duality. . 

88 [dur] part (insulting word; word indicating 
contempt) buzz off; disappear. 2 Skt <X as 

prefix, gives negative, derogatory or pejorative 
meaning as ~ durdasa, durgam and durmatz 
ete. 3 P ,57 pearl, jewel, gem. 4 pearl or pearl 
shaped ear-ornament. 

‘varity (dursis] n curse, malediction. “daret mat 

nahi kahz dorsis.”-GPS. 

‘Pea [durkat] adj difficult to cut. 

‘Yeas [durkarna] v shoo away, drive away, 

look down upon. 
FET [durag] Skt ye adjdifficult to reach, difficult 

to approach. 2 7 fort. 3 a demon, son of Ruru, 

after killing whom the goddess came to be 
known as Durga, See &et wares Haat 7 ch 28. 

poats [dorgatr] Skt gaff n miserable state, 
miserable condition. 2 miserable plight in the 

next world, 3 adj where movement is difficult; 

arduous to reach, “tahd durag durgatt bado.” 
~carrtr 175. 
ese [duragpal] n garrison-commander, 

fort-keeper, defender of the fort. 
‘YEN [durgam] adj difficult to reach. “durgam 

sathan sugms.”-sahas m 5, 2 Durgam is also 
another name of demon Durag. See evar 2. 

‘gear (durga] goddess who killed demon Durag. 
See gow 3. “durga sabh sighare rakhas kharag 
le."-cSdi 3. “durga kotr jake mardan kare.” 
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~bher a kabir. 2 Durga is also another name 
used for demon Durag or Durgam. “rtr 
mahrkhasur det mare durga ara. codahr 

lokahz rani sfghnacata."-cSdi 3.3 a disciple 
of Guru Amar Das, 4 a Brahmin of Bhambhi 
subcaste, who was a resident of village Mihar, 

and prophesied just by seeing the line of fortune 

on the Guru’s foot that Guru Amar Das would 
be universal emperor. He enjoyed the supreme 
blessings of his Master after becoming his 

follower. 5 a devout follower of Guru Arjan 

Dev. 

‘eTarqArt [durgastmi] eighth day of the 

worshipping period of Durga; eighth day of 

the bright phases of lunar months of Assu and 
Chet. 
Eom Hus Ast [durga sapat sati] 1 praise of 
Durga in seven hundred shaloks, text from 

chapter 81 to chapter 94 of Markanday Puran. 
See Rane. 
‘gears [durgah] Sk: gafraa adj difficult to 
traverse through. 

Paanfe (durgadz|, Faara [duragadh] Ske eau. 
n foul smell, malodour. “mrlat s5gz paprsat 
ten hoe durgadz.”-brla m 5. “jhuth sgt 
durgadhe.”=asa m 5. 
yoaruwa [durgadhyaks] Skt n garrison- 

commander, fort’s defender. 

‘goers [durganomi] ninth day of the bright 
phase in Kattak of worshipping period of 

Durga. In Hinduism worshipping Durga in the 
morning, at noon and in the evening is a 
religious convention. 2 ninth day of the bright 

phase of lunar month Assu. 3 ninth day of the 
bright phase of lunar month Chet. 

‘Faenrs [durgapath] recital of Durga Saptshati. 
“durgapath banaza sabhe porid.”-cdi 3. See 
Fanet and gearnusrst. 

‘gearys [durgapur] a village under police station 
Rahon in tehsil Nawan Shahar of district 
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Jalandhar situated at a distance of one and a 
half mile east of Nawan Shahar railway 

Station. There is a sacred place in memory of 

Guru Hargobind to the west of this village. 

The Guru stayed here while going to Kiratpur 
from Jindowal. Initially there was a small 

memorial at the place where the Guru stayed, 

His disciples raised a gurdwara at that place 

in Sammat 1920 BK. The villagers donated 

10 ghumaons of land to the gurdwara on the 

persuasion of Baba Ram Singh of Bhaini. The 
income from this land is utilized for the 

maintenance of the gurdwara. The priest is a 
Namdhari Sikh. 

gafamrer [durgzana] abode of goddess Durga. 
2 a specific temple of Durga situated in 
Amritsar. 

goafe [durger], ZIaT (durgey) Ske Fata adj 
difficult to understand, hard to grasp. “dih 

maha durgey bado.”-GPS. 
Beda [durgsdh], gadiftt (durgsdht) nmalodour, 
foul smell, “mukhx avat take durgsdhz.” 
-sukhmani. 2 sense — infamy, disrepute. 
3 condemned material. “jo dujebhaz sakat 
kamna-arathr durg3dh sarevde.”-suhi m 4. 

4 evils, sins, “bharr jobanz laga durgsdh.” 

-ram m5. 

‘Faqs [durgrah] adjdifficult to catch, difficult 

to grasp. 2 difficult to understand. 
‘auz [duraghat] adj difficult to make; which 
gets done with difficulty. 

‘Feuer [durghatna] 1 accident, mishappening, 
occurence of an unfortunate event. 
Fae [durjan] n bad person, rascal, scoundrel. 
“durjan seti nehu racaro.”—var ram 2 m 5. 

‘Foros [durjanat] adj killing of bad persons. 
“durjenat dukh-haran brkat att.”—carrtr 244. 

2 nkiller of the enemy — sword.-sanama. 
FaAT [durjay], gat [durje] adj difficult to 
conquer. “zh jodha durje sabh mahi.”-NP. 
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2nson of Dhritrashtar, 3 Lord Vishnu. 4 Guru 

Gobind Singh. 
gaitan [durjodhan) Skt gulas adj difficult to 

fight against. 2 n eldest son of Dhritrashtar 
and Gandhari, who was a staunch opponent 

of Pandavs. When Yudhishtar performed 
Rajsuya Yajna(sacrifice performed at the 

coronation by the king and his tributary 

princes) in Indarprasth (Delhi), he (Durjodhan) 

felt jealous of Yudhishtar’s supremacy. He 

started planning to destroy — Pandavs. With 

the help of his maternal uncle Shakuni he 
persuaded Yudhishtar to gamble. 

He gambled with such cunningness that 
he won the entire empire of Yudhishtar. 
Dropadi, dear wife of Pandavs, was also won 

in the gamble. Duryodhan ordered Dropadi to 

be brought to the assembly. Pulling her by the 

hair, Dushasan dragged her. Duryodhan asked 

her to sit on his thigh. Bhimsen got furious 
and pledged that he would crush the thighs of 
Duryodhan with his mace. 

Pandavs had to remain in exile for twelve 
years and live incognito for one year because 
they had lost all in gambling. Krishan tried to 
forge a compromise among the brothers but 

Duryodhan would not agree. The dispute 

resulted in war in the battlefield of 

Kurukshetar, causing an absolute ruin of 

Bharat (India). Bhimsen crushed the thighs 

of Duryodhan with his mace as per his pledge 
=“budha durjodhan patz khoi."”=gau am 1. 
¥se (durnal v get away, conceal oneself, go 

into hiding. 

¥8s [durot], FF [durotu] Skt efas n si 
fault. “kaltjug durat durt karbe kav. 

m4 ke, “duratu gavara har prabhr ape.” 
-sor m 5. 2 adj sinner. 
Yes [duraty] adj boundless, infinite. 

BaE [durad] Sk fee n one having two teeth; 
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elephant. 
‘ysEM (durdasa] Skt geH n miserable plight, 
pitiable condition, 

‘Faearfiret [duredgamzni], EeeaMh [duredgami) 
adjhaving gait like that of an elephant; moving 
like an elephant; having superb gait. 
yee [durdnz] m army of elephants.~sanama. 
Ese_s (duradruy] adj riding an elephant, 

elephant-rider. 

geen [duradanan] 1 one having the face of 

an elephant; Ganesh. “s3g pScanan tat 

kharanan he durdanan sobh badhae.”-NP. 

‘gafes [duradrn] period of adversity, difficult 
time. 2 Dg dark cloudy day. 
‘gous [durdhar] Skt GR adj difficult to hold. 
2nmercury.3 a minister of demon Mahikhasur, 
who also finds mention in Devi Bhagwat. 
4 Vishnu. 5 a commander of Ravan, who was 

killed by Hanuman. 
Foust [durdharakh] Skt Fa¥ adj difficult to 
conquer. 2 strong, mighty. “durdharakh bhat.” 

—paras. 
Feoa [dumay] Skt Esa n injustice, lack of 

justice. 2 bad custom, bad gambit. 
‘Fae [dua] get away, conceal oneself, go 

into hiding, hide oneself. 

Pafedie [durnzrich) adj difficult to view; hide; 
be out of sight. “durntrich atz p6j tej ko.” 

-GPS. 2 dreadful, terrible. 3 ugly, hideous. 

Yawes [durbacan] n scurrilousness, vulgarity 

of expression. “durbacan bhed bharm3.” 

-sahas m 5, See 38H 9. 

yeas (durbar] Skt Fea adj which cannot be 
prevented, unstoppable. “durbar ves.”-kalki, 
‘dress of Durvar, the warrior.’ 2 weak, lean, 

feeble, “durbar tan jhar jhdjhar hova.” 
-GPS. 

‘FVaE [durbal] adj weak, frail. 2 lean, thin, 
feeble. 3 penniless, indigent. “soi mukéd durbal 

dhan ladhi.”-g5q ravrdas. 
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Fea [durbasa] Skt Zatqy adj with dirty 
dress, maldressed. 2 a sage, son of Atri and 
Ansuya. Some people claim that he was bom 

to Shiv.' He was highly wrathful and cursed 

so many beings. According to a legend in 

Vishnu Puran, he gave a rosary to Indar, which 
was not liked by Airawat — the clephant of 
Indar, At this Durvassa cursed Indar that his 

lordship/supremacy over the three worlds (i.e. 

hell, earth and heaven) would end. Indar and 

other demigods became powerless due to this 

curse of Durvassa and began losing to the 
“ demons. At last the dieties approached Lord 
Vishnu for help and they churned the ocean. 

on the order of Vishnu to obtain nectar and 
many other precious gems. In this manner they 
(dieties) reassumed their power. 

In Mahabharat, once Krishan greeted 
Durvassa very respectfully, but Krishan forgot 

to collect the leftout pieces of loaves scattered 
on the floor. This enraged Durvassa, who in 

turn cursed Krishan to die of an injury caused 
by an arrow shot by a hunter. 

A wooden pestle, that proved to be 

destroyer of Yadav dynasty, was born from 
the spurious pregancy apparent from the 
clothes tied around the stomach of Krishan’s 
son Saamb? due to a curse of Durvasa. See 
feng yo nit 5 a 37. “durvasa stu karat 
thagauri jadav e phal pae.”-dhana namdev. 
See viwdin and #3. 
wea'fe (durbuddhz) Sk gdfax n depraved 
TAccording to Mahabharat, a person who has deep faith 
in religion is named Durvassa. 
*The Yadavs put female dress on Saamb and wrapped 
some clothes on his belly so that he looked like a pregant 
‘woman. They asked Durvasa “What will she deliver?” 
Durvasa before hand knew about their ill-intention and 

thus replied “a wooden pestle will be born from her, 
‘that will ruin the whole dynasty of Yadavs.” 
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intelligence. 2 adj who has puerile wisdom. 

geaaq (durbodh] Skt Zale adj difficult to 
understand. 

gatqs (durbrrt] Skt gH adjlecherous, vicious, 
sinful. “durbrrt crtvyo pap.”-GPS. 
‘yusa [durbhag] Skt eFa adjhapless, unlucky, 
yess [durbhar] Skt Bee adj difficult to lift. 

2 difficult to fill. 
gore (durbhag] Skt vst n misfortune, il! 
luck. 

ofa (durbhrkh], gaf¥e [durbhrech] Sk: ee 

n period during which it is difficult to obtain 

alms; period of famine/scarcity. 

‘afse (durbhrd) Ski zie adjdifficult to pierce 
into, difficult to penetrate, impossible to 

perforate. 

‘gadem [durbhedy) See gefse. 
‘¥eger [durbhrama] adj wandering to far off 
places; all pervading; Durga.—dasamgrsth. 
2 free from illusion. 

gents (durmatz], FaHst [dormati] Skt Hts 
adj having poor intelligence; obtuse, dull. 
“durmatz stu nanak phadhro.”=s m 9.2 1 

ignorance, folly, stupidity. “tajz sakel dukkert 
dormati.”-gujjedev. 
yore [durmad] Skt THE adj intoxicated, 
inebriated, 2 absorbed in vanity, arrogant. 

“juddh vrkhe duramad bade.”-krIsan. 

athe (durmz!) efifs. See Het a Fz 15. 
wa [durmukh] Skt OY adj ugly faced. 2 
a monkey in the army of Ramchandar. 3 a 

son of Dhritrashtar. 4 a military officer of 
demon Mehikhasur. 5 horse. 6 lord Shiv. 

7 adj vituperative; bad-mouthed. 

¥ataT [duryodhan] See gatas. 
Faw [durlabh], ZITA (durlabhy} Ske ees 
adjdifficult to get or find, scarce. “jzh prasadr 
pai durlabh deh.”-sukhmani. “patstx 
mohkup dorlabhy deh3.”~sahas m 5. 

‘yaees [durvacan] See TIRE, 
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‘yee [durvasa] See voTH. 

‘gafed [durvrgey] Skt ssa adj difficult to 
know; not easily understood. 

gafeeaa (durvrdgadh] Skt faq adj not 
completely burt. 2 not completely baked. 
3 semiliterate, arrogant; vain; having little 

knowledge but considering oneself omniscient. 

Zee [durau] 7 hiding, sense of concealing; 
going out of sight. “ka kau durau ka sru 

balbsca."-brla m 5. 2 curtain, veil of 

ignorance. “sahje mz{ro sagal durav."-gau @ 
m5. 

gee (duravna] v remove; keep away from 
one’s sight; conceal. 
gefe [durar] adv by hiding, by ccncealing. 
“log durar karat thegrai.”~—mala m 5. “nam 

douraz cale se cor.”—bas3t a m J. ‘Those who 

whisper saying that the divine Name is a secret 
mystical formula, are guilty in the eyes of the 
Almighty.’ 2 n hiding, refuge. “Start baharz 
sdgz he nanak kar durar?”—baven. 

gofez (durarnu] 1 hiding. See eo. 
gach [durai] See eo@ar, 2 See oUt. 
EoeF [dural] is far off; is difficult. “thakur 
mien durai.”—kan m 5, 

YA [duras] See FIAT 2. 
yan [durasad] Skt adj difficult to achieve. 

2 arduous, difficult. “kin durasad tap jzh 

bhari.”-WP. 

gon [durasa) Skt YH n unbecoming 
expectation; false hope. 2 bad intention. “té 
doras dhart ur me hera.”-GPS. 3 adjwicked, 

vicious. “bolyo bahuro bacan durasa.”-NP. 
gant [durasi] adj having false expectation, 
nurturing futile hope. “so taskar durmati 
dourasi."-GPS. 

Fo (durasis] Ske GUAM nm curse. 2 slander. 
‘¥eT" [duraha] a point where two roads meet; 
junction of two roads. 2 adj double-dealer, 

hypocrite, unprincipled. 3 See aa, 
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FHM [duragman] See fea. 
ETAT [duragrah] Skt n unconvincing 
persistence; thoughtless insistence, 

erwsE [duracaran), FTIS (duracar] n 
misconduct, moral turpitude, condemned deed. 

ETT (duracari] adj lecherous, vicious, 
characterless. “durmatr harnakhasu 
doracari."-gau am J. 
¥eR [durachel » Fs-f€e" ill-intention, evil 
purpose. “az parro nanak gu-racarni tau utri 

sagal durache.”-dev m 5. 
¥TSH [duratam], FeSHt (duratma] Skt GWE 

adjill intentioned, evil-minded. 
¥wS [durate] See vTe.. “pac tat mzlr bharo 
s3joga n mahz kevanu durate?”-maru m 5. 
‘What is the secret in it?” 2. Ske Fesaa difficult 

to find whose farthest limits? incomprehensible. 

‘¥ETUSA [duradharas], FFUTY [duradharakh] 
Skt gout adj difficult to suppress; which 
cannot be brought under control. 

yeas [duranan], goat (duran-ni] adj ugly- 

faced, ugly-faced (f). “kur kujatr kup3thr 

duranan.”-ramav. 

‘yar [durana] See yFe", 2 adj disappeared; 
concealed, hidden, 

‘EsAt [durani] cancealed, hidden. See Fata”. 
2 P jh33 2 Saddozai Pathans, nicknamed 
Abdali. Ahmad Shah, belonging to them, was 
designated Durre Durran (gem of all gems) 
by Faqir Sabarshah, He is briefly called 

Durrani. Now all the Saddozai Pathans are 
popularly known as Durrani. 
Bes [durano] concealed, hidden. See Fz". 
2 ugly faced, having hideous visage. “cira 

dagardd durano.”-ramav. ‘The hideous 

demon was cut to pieces.” 

¥sY [durap] Skt adj difficult to achieve; rare. 
‘yeeus [duraradhy] Skt adj which is difficult 
to worship. “duraradhy so lakh parmesur.” 
-NP. 

wrong 
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yew [dural] adj far off; distant; distantly 
related. “parrvar dural 4 
‘yew [duralap] n vicious utterance. 2 adj 

having evil tongue. 
‘Few [durav] See ya. “kar bahu apan durav.” 
NP. 

‘Ewen [duravan] See goede, 
fea [durzt] See gas. 
‘gat [duri] concealed, hidden. See gaz". 

‘¥9A [dorvst] P =~, adj in good condition, 
proper. 2 blameless. 3 correct, precise, 

‘yyw [durukha] having dual character, double- 
tongued. 

¥93z [durutter] Skt n abusive reply, evil reply. 
2 adj difficult to answer. 3 difficult to cross. 

88s [dureph} Skt fede n a word which 
contains two 3 (rara), for example bhramar; 
large flower-sucking black bee. 

¥¢ [dura] short for FS. “sou nas kare tfh det 
durs.”-rudr. See gd 6. 
‘eda [durdg] two cofours. 
‘gdaz [dursgat] ya-as gone far off. 2 going 
far off, travelling on a long journey. “subahu 
dorSgot.”-ramav. 
ydant [dursgam|] Skt gdant adj who goes far 
off. 

dat [dursgi) adj bi-coloured, dichromatic. 
2 double-faced. 3 n dilemma, duality. 

eéer [dursta] a kind of herbal plant, generally 

grown on the boundary of gardens for 
decoration and defence. It is an evergreen 
plant. It blossoms with beautiful flowers twice 

a year. It is counted among thorny hedges. L 
duranta plumieri. 

ds [durst] Ske Ge adj unbound, infinite. 
“dort asa.”-gujam 5, 2 tremendous, intense. 

“jm jeth sur krme durdt.”-ramav. 3 unclean, 
dirty. “upar daryo vastra durst.”-GPS. 4 tough, 
hard. “dorst karam ko karé,”—suraj. 5 having 

bad end. 6 wicked, vicious. 
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Fees [dorstar] Fe-nige wide gap. “durstar tary 
g8dh marut na lage he."-BGK. ‘trees far away 
from sandalwood do not get its fragrance.’ 
Yaw [durrah) 4,5, whip, lash, hunter, scourge. 
FBT [dulah], gaat [dulhanil, ews [dulhan), 
eeafs (dulhant], FSI (dulhani], Fae 
{dolha], gafor (dulhrn), gefort [dulhrni), 

‘At [dulhi) n bride, bridegroom. “gau gau ri 
dulhani mSgalcaré isa kabir. 

ySs (dulatta], Fa [dulatti} n way, See 
aa". kick with both the hind legs. 

‘FERS [duldul] A (Jus 1 a mule, which was of 
white and black colour. This was presented to 

Hazrat Mohammad by the emperor of Egypt. 
Hazrat Mohammad used to ride on it. 
Thereafter this mule was gifted to Hazrat Ali. 
2 a horse belonging to Imam Hussain during 

Moharram is also named Duldul. In fact this 
horse used to replace that mule, 3 In Sarabloh 
the word ‘Duldul’ stands for a horse. viz— 

“syam karan duldul darryai.” 
¥eES ACT (duldul savar] Hazrat Ali, who 

used to ride the mule named Duldul. See 

yays. 
‘ySet [duladdi) a village of Patiala state to the 
north-west of Nabha situated near Nabha town 
on the Malerkotla road. There was a dispute 

over the demarcation of this village between 
the two states (viz, Nabha and Patiala) which 

resulted in the loss of many lives. Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh himself came in 1807 AD to 

resolve this dispute amicably. 
yaw (dulabh) Skt #9 adjdifficult to find, hard 

to get. “dulabh janam paror.”-sri m 5. 

“dulabh deh khoi agtani.”-majh m 5. 
eawtenr (dulbhaza), ys [dulbhav], 
‘yesey (dulbhavahv] is rare, is scarce, “tn 

kau mahrl dulbhav.”-asa m 5. 
‘Fare [dulrae] fondled, coddled. See yaw. 
“bhat bhat daian dulrae."-VN. 
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yeew (dulrana] v fondle, show affection to 

the child. 
‘yet [dulri) double-stringed, any ornament or 

rosary having two strings. 
geet [dulai] » thin mattress padded on both 

sides, light quilt. 2 See gevef. 
yee [dvtsr} 7 love, indulgence. “sahzt dolar 

3k ke mahi.”-NP. 

Fare (duivronj See yeas. 
‘yew (dulara) dear, dear son. 2 darling. 

gefse (dularzo] fondled, loved. 2 This word 
is also used for duraro. ‘I’ replaces ‘r’. 

“Starjami sabh brdhz jane trste kaha 
dularro?”-maru m 5. 3 is far away, is far 

off. 

gerst [dulari] adj dear, dear daughter. 

2 darling. 
"wie [dulica] P vn cushioned mattress of 

woollen or cotton thread having floral pattern, 

which is spread on the floor; carpet, rug. “bijau 
sujhe ko nahi bahe dulicapat.”-oSkar. In 
ancient days, officers used to sit on carpets 

spread on the floor in the courts. “lal suped 
dolicra.”-var sar m 4. “avanz dolica pe brtan 
ache asman.”-krsor kavz. 
EAE Foe" (dulice bethna] v sit on the seat of 
authority in a court, “tz nar dolice bahahr.” 

-saveye m3 ke, See vate. 

ge [dulsbh] See Fay. “rho manas janam 
dulibh he.”-asa ch3t m 4. “hart ki puja 
dul3bh he.”=ram am 3. 

Ye [dullat] a subcaste of Jatts, originating 
from Rajputs. 

‘yeu [duvayya] See Fear, 
Eee [duval] See Fre 2. 
Bes WE [doval bhatha] See Eraser, 
‘gear [dvveya] a poetic metre also named as 
dove, characteristed by four feet, each foot 

having 28 matras, the first pause on the 16", 

the second on the next 12” with a guru at the 
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end. 

Example: 

cerankamal kalsmalahz nrvaran, 

ur dhar dhyanahr trnko, 
ri nanak rtrhas bakhano, 

dukhnagak pran jzn ko... 

-NP. 
2 If there are two gurus in the end, it is named 

We [sar] and lalztpad. 
Example: 

sridhar mohan saga upavan nsrdkar sukhdata... 
~bherm 5. 

‘Base [durotra] adj in excess by two; having 
two more. “athard so durotre sal su 
brkramrar.”—-PPP. ‘Sammat 1802.’ 

¥ [du] adjtwo. “drrg du par."—ramav. 2 part 
from, with. “rkdu jibho lakh hohz.”-japu. 
“sabh du uca soz.”-asa m 3.3 Skt ¥ adj 
restless, uneasy. 4 n disease, ailment. 

'¥ {dual adj second, another, other. “nanak 
avar na dua.”—bher m J. 2 n feeling of 
alienation/enmity, opposition, rivalry. “onz 

ghar gharr melzodua."-dhana m 5.3 adigit 
representing two in mathematics, the 

figure 2. 
Porson [duatia} two-ness and three-ness, 

sense of being two and three. For example 

Islam and Christianity; God and His companion 

Dua (duality)'; God, His son and the sacred 
soul are the three i.e. Trinity. 2 alienation, 

estrangement and the three characteristics. 

“sukhy nahi phunt due tie.”"-majh am 3. “kro 
sukh pave duc tie?”-maru solhe m J. 
‘PR SR [due tie} in duality and in trinity. See 
yori, 
yet (dui) adj second. 
ERE [dusan] Skt FX vr be blemished, pollute. 
Skt ERE n demerit, fault. 2 act of blaming. 

3 brother of Ravan, who lived alongwith Khar 
‘See Taw, Yoays was 52. 
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in Panchvati. He was killed by Ramchandar 

after the amputation of Soopnakha’s nose and 
ear. 4 who blemishes. 
gree [dusanarz} enemy (killer) of Dushan, 

Ramchandar. 

‘GA [dusar), FAS [dusra) adj second, another. 
“dusar hos ta sojhi paz.”-sukhmani. 
gretg & weft (dusrasu he mali]-carztr 29/, 
‘is the second sun’. 

‘FH [dukh] See gw. “sabh dukh brnase ramraz.” 
=bas5t m 1.2 short for RE. “jese kou sv kabr 
ku kabr ke kabrtt sun, sabha bic dukh ker 

manat na bat ko.”—krrsan. 

Fue [dukhak] Skt YR adj who accuses. 2 n 
an object that turns one into a culprit. 
FF [dukhan] See FRE 3. “dukhon > khar det 
pathae.”~remav. 
FS [dukhat] adjin distress, in grief. “dukhat 
mohz kare brn jani.”"-VP. 2 See #fes. 
FMeaE [dukhdared] adjterrible pain, terrifying 
suffering. 2 7 unbearable disease, incurable 

disease. “dukh darad man te bhavu jar.” 

~sukhmani. 

‘4H [dukhan] See FRE 2. 2 See FRE 3. 
yer [dukhna] » act of accusing some one, 
vilification, slander. “s5t ki dukhna sukh te 
tare.”-sukhmani. “kai kotz pardukhna 
karahz."-sukhmani. ‘talk ill of others,’ 
yun (dukhnas] adj which eradicates 

sufferings. “bhe bh3jan agh dukhnas, manaht 
aradh hare.”—bavan. 

uf [dukhanz] by accusing, by blaming, “sat 
ke dukhanz arja ghate.”-sukhmani. 
yefowex = (dukhnrvaranl, yufoeos 
{dukhnrvaranu), gufeeon [dukhnivaran] adj 
who eradicates sufferings. “dukhnivaranu 
gurvte jata.”-maru solhe m 3. 2 See stud and 
WIT. 

yafewse (dukhbrdaran] adj who erdicates 
sufferings. 
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yaar (dukhbh3j] adj who heals sufferings, 
who relieves pain. “dukhbhs) prabhu para.” 
~basst m 4. 

Feder (dukh rog] pain and ailment. 2 accusation 
and disease. “dukh rog brnse bhe bharam.” 

~sukhmani. 

yuferse [dukhvisaran) adj causing one to 
forget the agony. “dukhvrsaran sevra.” 

-dhana m 1. 

fs [dukhzt) Skt yfs adj besmirched with 
blame, stigmatised. 

'¥F [duj] m second day, second day of either 
phase of the lunar month. 2 second, another, 
other. 

yHE [dujan] second person, the other person. 

ye [dujra], FAS [dujri], FAI [dujro) adj 
second. “harz dujri lav satrguru purakhu 
mulaza.”-suhi chSt m 4. 

FF [dujal adj second. “duja sevanz nanka se 
pact pact mve ajan.”-var gau ] m5. 27 
feeling of alienation, “duja jat tkatu gharz 
ane.”-srdhgosatr. 
‘yAz [dujane] with the second, to the second, 
with the other. “jrna nehu dujane laga.”-suhi 
am), 

ERs (dujabhav}, yas (dujabhar] n 
double-mindedness, duality. 2 leaving one for 

expression of Jove and trust in the other. 
“dujabhau visarie.”-asa m 5. “dohagni 
muthi dujebhar.”-sri m /. 

¥Fft [duji] adjother, alternate. “manmukh duji 
taraph he.”-var mala m 3. ‘apostate to the 
Creator inclines towards maya (the illusory 

world).’ 2. ignorance, dualism, duality. “jab 
lag duji rai."-sor am J. ‘negligible duality.” 
FF [duje] in the second stage. 2 with the other. 
“duje lage jaz.”—var asa. 
FF [dujo] See grr. 2 Dg n grandson. 
¥E [dun] adj double, twofold. “dun cauni de 
vadzai."-sor m5. 2 See ga 2. 
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‘Y= [duna] adj double, two times, twofold. 
¥fe [dunz] Skt Zyo loss, harm, disadvantage. 

Sdunx na parai phSk vrcare.”-gau bavan 
kabir, ‘One who contemplates upon the 
ultimate Reality, is never at a loss.’ 2 gap, 

separation. 

Fat [duni) adjdouble, twofold, “duni mal lagi 
az.”=sri m 3. 
¥ (dut) Skt n pleader, lawyer, counsel. 
2 messenger, courier, 3-4-5 In Punjabi, #o 
[dut] also means gan (attendant/servant), cugal 

(back-biter) and veri (enemy), e.g. “duta no 
phurmaza le cale patr gavar.”-asa 9m J. 
‘The soldiers were ordered to catch/arrest the 
children.’ See HHS. “dusat dut ki cuki kan.” 

~asa m 5. ‘the backbiter missed the target.’ 
“dut lege phrrz cakri.”-sri m J. and—“dutan 
ke dal an mile jab.”-GV 10. Here dutan 

means enemy. 6 See gs. 
fsa [dutrka), zat [duti] Ske n fernale message 
carrier froma lover, “tahr dutrka ray s6 bhed 
kahyo samjhaz.”~carrér 2. “tab duti th bat 

banai.”-carrtr 397. 2 one who pleads, 
advocate. In poetics yt [duti] is of three 

types~ 
Noble, who gets her work done through 

sweet expression. 
Medium, who gets her purpose served by 

saying harsh or polite words. 

Ignoble, who speaks only harsh words. 
3 In Punjabi zat [duti] also means backbiting. 
“jax sobha mé duti khai.”-saloh. 4 ga [duti] 
is also used for ga [duti], which means 
messengers.. “jamduti he herra dukh hi mahr 

paca.”-var mara 2m 5. 
FE [dud) P ,4, smoke. 2 sigh of pain. 
Fz [did] See Fz. 2 uproar, commotion. 
PET [dador] See Fea 2. See Fes Yes. 
FU [dudh] See ¥u. 
yuys [dudhput] milk and progeny. sense — 
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wealth and progeny. 
youd [dudhahari], Ford? [dudhadhari] Sk 

‘gAtetf one who lives on milk only. “jag mahz 
bakte dudhadhari.”~g5d kabir. 2 an infant, 

who has not developed his teeth yet. 

‘yttbor (dudhia] adjmilky, having milky colour. 
2 n arsenic. 
¥Y [dudhu] See ya. 
¥F [dun] adj double, twofold, two times. 
“dinpretr dun caun brsala.”-NP, See 72. 

2n valley, level area between two hills. Skr 

Pf e.g, Dehradun. “krtak paharan ki jehT 
dun.”-GPS. 3 Skt adj burnt. 4 who is 

suffering. 5A .y4, mean, base. 6 part without, 
sans, : 
¥ [duna], gat [duni] See ger and Fat. 
¥ [dub] See Ya. 2 second. “ek tumaro did 
sah aver na jano dub.”~GPS. 

Weyswer [dubkhvracna] n an implement to 
hoe green grass; a weeding or hoeing 

implement. 2 process of hoeing green grass. 
yaw [dubra], yaw [dubla] See Twa. “kabir 
harna dubla.”-s kabir. ‘Human beings feeble 
are devoid of moral values.” 

¥F [dur] Skr adj not closeby; distant. See P 
2: 2 adv at a distance, far away. 

‘Yors [durasth] adj situated far away. 

Fouart [durdarsi] Skt Fete] adj far-sighted, 
fore-sighted. 

yafgrfe [durdrrsatr] Skt qrqfte n far- 
sightedness, foresight. 

yout [durba] See #u. 2 sage Durvasa. See 

‘yown’, “durba parurau Sgre guru nanak jas 

gato,”-saveye m / ke. ‘Durvasa, Pururava, 
Angiara.’ 
outs [durbin] P .¢,5, 1 optical instrument to 
see far off objects; that which shows far off 
objects closer to the eye because of the power 
of lenses used; telescope. 2 adj fore-sighted, 
sagacious. 
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yaad [durvarti] Ske qxafy adj living far 
away. 
Feet (durai) n sense of being far; gap; 
distance. “katahr na bhato durai.”"-maru m 
5. “jav leu bhav abhau thu mane, tav lev 

milanu durai.”-sor m 5, 2 adv at a distance. 
YOM [durari) adv at a distance, distant. “so 
marag sat na durari.”-asa m5. 
yet [duri] n distance, gap, separation. 

¥e [durv] See ye. “tudhu sufhe durv."-var 
ram 3. 
ysse [durdter] adj terrible, scary, horrible. 
“dorat durdter nase.”~saveye m4 ke. See F83. 
2 at a distance, with a gap. 
HSER [durddes] P 3c, adj far-sighted, fore- 
sighted, sagacious. 

FBT [dulah] See yaw. “dulsh probhuki sarent 
Pparzo.”~maru namdev. Here dulah stands for 

seeker of spiritual knowledge. 

‘ysueet [dulahdei] See duet. 

‘ats (dulahz), gag (dulahu] See Fae. 

Y= [dura] » messenger, postman, courier. S 
Ye. “dura aro jomahz tana.”-sri trrlocen. 

@[de] short for ®t. “de guna satz ben 
bharavhe.”-var ram 3. ‘Divine virtues are 

closely related.’ 2 short for 8¥t. “bicr nakat 
de rani.”-asa kabir. “tab vrertr de sastra 

prahare.”-carrtr 52. ‘Goddess Vichitar used 
her weapons.’ 3 provides. “gun vitra gunu 
de.”~japu. 4 adv by giving, after giving, 

providing. “brnav sunahu de kan.”-gau m 4. 
5 postposition indicative of belongingness. 
“Jatté vall khudax de.”-BG. 

@G [deu) Skt Zen deity, demi-god. “sattguru 
jagta he dev.”-asa Kabir, “satzguru dev 
partakhr hartmuratz.”-mala m 4. 2 the 
Divine, the Creator. “soi nzrajandeu.”—var 

asa. 3 please give. “deu suhni sadhu ke.” 
-brla m 5. 4 Pg, ghost, fiend, demon. 
“harr stmrat det dev na pohe.”—bher m 5. 
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5 devil. 
eat Pwert [devini ekadasi] See Faw 
deren 
8s [deur] See ea. 
2 [deu) a subcaste of Jats. People belonging 
to this subcaste live mostly in district Sialkot. 
‘2 [dea] n deity, demi-god. “takyo chir samudr 
deS ade3."-kacch. ‘deities and demons.’ 
2 See 2a. 
@fe [der] after giving, by giving. “dex aharu 
aganz mahz rakhe."—asa dhdna. 2 gives, 

provides. “trna bhiroji dez.”-var ram / m2. 
3 goddess, “dervicrtr pac nrrp mare.” 
—carrtr 52. ‘Goddess Vichitar killed five kings.” 

4 Sec 2, 
2et [dei] gives. “sabh-hrn ko roji nrt dei.” 
-GPS. 2, may give, may donate. 3 deity’ 
consort, goddess. “dei maha krodh kar garji.” 
~saloh, 

‘8H [des] Skt 2H n country, region, a large area 
of the carth having many territories. “des 
chodz pardesahz dhaza."-prabha am 5.2 part 
of the body. “des ves suvaren rupa sagal une 
kama,”—brha ch3t m 5. ‘body’s dress and 
ornaments.’ 

‘Safad [des-hrtesi] Ske Safedtfi7 adj well- 
wisher of the country. 

‘net [desak] See fra. 
‘@rere [desakal] space and time, country and 

juncture. 

‘@waa [desagy] Skt 2373 adj knowing the 
country; knowing the state of affairs in the 
country. 
‘2Hws [desacal) n unrest in the country, turmoil 

in the country. 2 act of departing from one’s 
country, act of leaving one’s country. “descal 
ham te pun bhai.”-VN. 3 tradition of a country, 

country’s custom. 
@nwe [desdhal] 7 tradition of a country; 

custom prevalent in a country. 
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‘BAIS [destolatti] 1 disturbance in the country. 

2 adj causing commotion in the country. 

“destalatti basan na devahr.”—carrtr 207. 

‘@nferige [desdzsStar] one’s own country and 
the other country; one’s own and foreign 

country. 2 from one country to another. 3 See 

Sfrfertsfs. 
‘SAM [desadharam] n religion of a country. 
2 rules and regulations operative in a country, 
3 customs prevalent in a country. 
@nfsars [desnrkala) exile, banishment. 
2 penalty of deportation. 

‘2H fuer (des brdas] native and foreign; our 
own country and the foreign country. 2 sense 

— this world and the next. 
‘rst [desbhasa], 2g [desbhakha] 7 the 

language of a country, the language spoken 
by people of a country. e.g. Punjabi is the 

language of Punjab. 
@AeH [desaraj] a Khatri Sikh residing in 
Amritsar, who was a devotee of the Guru. He 

was handed over a sum of rupees four lakhs 

by Sikhs in Sammat 1825 and was assigned 
the task of reconstructing Harimandir which 

was destroyed by Ahmad Shah Durani. He 

discharged this duty excellently with utmost 

devotion. 
BH (desa] Skt By adj benevolent, charitable, 
highly generous, benevolent. 

papkhsdan niko thakur des: i 

‘@at [des] a Jatt woman resident of Patti, who 

went to Guru Hargobind with the desire to 
have children, She bore seven sons with the 

blessings of the Guru. 2 queen of Amar 

Singh, ruler of Patiala, She was stepmother 
of Raja Sahib Singh. 3 stepmother of Raja 
Jaswant Singh of Nabha. See wr. (In 
history, the entries at number 2 and 3 are 
also mentioned as @t). 4 daughter of Sardar 
Mehar Singh Nakkai. She was married to 
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Sher Singh, son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 
1819 AD. She expired two years after her 

marriage. She died issueless. 5 will give, will 

provide. 
Ha [desaur] See fera and ferres. 
@rrfifur [desast gh] writer of a book on code 
of conduct for the Sikhs. See gexsqwae 

ae 8. 
@nifrG [desfgro} part of the country; 
identification of a country, standard of a 

country, emblem of a country. “puchay din 

bhat kar kou kahe prra desigro.”-sarm5. 
‘ares (desacar] custom of a country, tradition 
of anation. 
‘ren [desatan] travelling in a country; 
journeying in a country; pilgrimage of a country. 
‘rigs [desdtar] @x-vige n foreign country, other 
country. 
@rtafe [desaterz] abroad. 
‘Sardin [desadhis] n lord of a country, ruler of 

country; king, emperor. 
‘Stat [desrk] Skt faa n traveller. 2 preacher. 
3 leader. 
‘fr fertsinfa (desr drsStarz) in a foreign 
country, or in different countries. “joguna dest 
dis3tarz bhavre.”-suhi m /. 

Raft [desi] Skt @rfttt adj native, pertaining to 
one’s own country. 2 native, local. 3 short for 

‘Bart. “desi rzjaku ssbahr.”-suhiam3.4Hn 
signal, indication, sign, “tuhx dekhat desi Ghz 
dai."-carrtr 148, 

‘2g (desu) a Muslim devotee, resident of Bhikhi, 
a Jatt belonging to Chaha! subcaste was the 

village headman. He became a follower of 
Guru Tegbahadur. The Guru bestowed him 

with five arrows but he strayed away from 

Sichim due to the bad company of a woman. 
‘@gftu [desustgh] See wary. 
‘BAH [deses] n lord of country, king, ruler. “deses 
nyay nahz karyo.”-carrtr 104. 
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2A [deso] See Wréafttu 2 and Bat 2-3. 

Bi afs [desonnatr) Skt 2M n development 
of a country, progress of a country. 

Sie [desor] n other country, foreign country. 
“har tiko desor stdharyo.”—carztr 129. 

@itaa [desdter] See Brae. 
‘a [deh] Sha (f2R vr paste, coat with, increase). 

nbody, physique, mortal frame. “jrh prosadr 
pai durlabh deh.”"—sukhmani. 2 Ps or 

village. 

a [déh] n day. “anzk sukh cakvi nahi cahat, 

anad puran pekhr d@h.”-jet m 5. 
‘urdis [dehsarir] See Adte and Feife. 
‘uaa [dehtyag) death, breathing one’s last, 
leaving the mortal frame. 

‘2a et en TwST [deh di das halta] See UF, ET 
and er. 
eas [dehdharl, fat [dehdhari] n in bodily 

form, alive. 2 human being, “dehdhar arudeva 
darpahf."-maru m 5. 
@uws [dehpat] » death, end of the mortal 
frame. 
‘awe mfs ve [dehbasi arr har] x life in the 

mortal frame, its enemy ~ senility (old age), 
its cure — elixir of life (nectar).-sanama. 

@ue (dehra] n place of cremation of a 
deceased person; memorial. 2 shrine raised 

over the cremation site of a deceased person, 

3 abode of deity, temple. “dehra masit soi.” 

~akal, 

®uwnfow (dehrasahrb] shrine raised over th> 
cremation site of the Gurus, 2 shrine raised 
over the cremation site of Phul Shah, an Udasi 
saint, in Bahadurpur village of district 

Hoshiarpur and situated two miles to the south- 
east of Hoshiarpur railway station. Phul Shah 
was head of a centre of Udasis. The above 

mentioned shrine is popularly known as Dehra 
Sahib. An elegant temple has been built here. 

Land measuring several thousand ghumaons 
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was allotted to this holy place by Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh. The priests are Udasi monks. 

* Sue By mens Ate [dehra guru arjan ji da) 
a sacred place near Lahore fort where Guru 

Arjan Dev breathed his last. This holy place 
was made pucca by Guru Hargobind in 1669. 

See waa. 
‘ae Goftar wer [dehra gurdrtta baba) a holy 
place in Kiratpur where Baba Gurditta was 

cremated. An elegant shrine stands here. See 
atesya 3: 9, 
ae ay Souege Ft e [dehra guru tegbahadur 
jida] a sacred place in Anandpur, where the 
tenth Master cremated the head of his father. 

See mmeys #: 3. F 
‘aa Ys [dehra dun] See Goer Hate Ft. 
‘Que war Bee [dehra baba nanak] a town 22 

miles away from Gurdaspur on the south 
bank of river Ravi in tehsil Batala of 
Gurdaspur district. Guru Nanak Dev cast 

off his mortal frame in this town. It is 
popularly known as Dera Baba Nanak. This 

town was earlier known as Kartarpur. The 
shrine, which was raised over the cremation 

place of Guru Nanak Dev, against his 

(Guru’s) permission, was washed away 

alongwith the town by a flood in river Ravi. 
Dharam Chand son of Lakshmi Das named 
the newly founded town as Dehra Baba 

Nanak and raised the new shrine in memory 
of Guru Nanak. This shrine was got built 

and subsequently developed by Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh, Sardar Sudh Singh and loving 

devotees with love and humility. The estates 

allotted to the shrine are from village Quilla 

Nathu Singh. They are worth annual 

revenue of fourteen hundred rupees, village 

Kamalpur worth annual revenue of eight 

hundred and twenty-five rupees, villages 
Taalpur and Gadram of district Amritsar 
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worth annual revenue of seven hundred and 
ten rupees. Land measuring one thousand 

and fifty ghumaons is attached with the 

gurdwara, of which about four hundred 
ghumaons in area is barren while the 

remaining is cultivable. The gurdwara has 

about 70 ghumaons of land in other villages. 
There are 29 shops attached with the 

gurdwara, which are a good source of 

income because of their rent. The religious 

congregations are held on Baisakhi, 20 
Phagun and on the 10" day of Sharads. Now 

Dera Baba Nanak is a railway station on 
Amritsar —Verka railway line and is 34 miles 
away from Amritsar. 

A historical gurdwara, named Chola Sahib 

of Guru Nanak Dev, also exists in this town. 

See dar wrfae. 
2a shrine near village Pakho, which was 

got built by Mehar Chand, grandson of Baba 
Lakshmi Chand. It was beautifully renovated 

by Nanak Chand, uncle of Dewan Chandu Lal 

Hydrabadi by spending a huge amount of 
money. Maharaja Ranjit Singh also contributed 
a lot for its maintenance and renovation. See 

aw. 
ae onete Ht (dehra ramrar ji) a shrine 
raised over the cremation site of Ram Rai in 
the Doon hills about 40 miles away from 
Haridwar in U.P. This was built in 1699 AD, 

hence the town came to be known as Dehra 
Doon. The head priest of this holy place is an 

Udasi saint belonging to Balluhasna sect. It 

has an estate allotted by the Mughal ruler. 
There is also a gurdwara in memory of the 
tenth Master. Guru Gobind Singh came to this 

place from Paonta to help Mata Punjab Kaur 
and punish the vicious masands (Guru’s 

preacher-cum-collectors of tithes and 
offerings). 
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Buet [dehri] Skt 27st n doorsill, threshold. 
“dehri bethi mzhri rove.”~keda kabir. 2 body, 
mortal frame. 
Padtew ast [dehrivala kala] See Harfrr 

#5, 
‘us (dehal] See 2aet 1. 
‘Gust [dehli] See Fag 1. 2 This word ust is 
also used for feast (fe). 
uatdty sara [dehlidip nyay] See fue (e) 

and 3a. 
‘ue [dehvan) adj embodied, mortal. 
@ads [dehvst] adj plural of Ques. 
Safer [deharr], 2ueH [dehyi] n body, physique. 
2 in bodily form. “carr deharz ghori.”-vad m 
4 ghoria. ‘riding the mare in bodily shape.’ 

a" [deha] one who feels proud of his physique 
and gender. 2 subconscious mind. 
2utz [dehat] 7 end of mortal frame, death, 
departure of soul, end of life. 
oct (dehati] adjpertaining to village, rustic. 
yum (dehadhyas] Skt 7 illusion of taking 
the body for the a soul. 

Rast [dehari] See feast. 
@fy [dehr! give (me), bestow (me). “dehr 
dehr akhe sabhukoi.”—oSkar. 2 See 27 1. 

3 See ut 2. 4 dedicate, offer. “manu tanu 
apna trn jen dehz.”-sukhmani. 
A (dehil n body, mortal frame, physique. “rs 
dehi kav stmarahz dev.”-bher kabir. 2 (you) 
give, (you) bestow. 3 Siz 887 individual soul. 
“man ka jiv pavan, pattdehi, dehi mah dev 
samaga.”—sor m J. ‘life of mind is vital air, 

lord of vital air is individual soul, the Almighty 

prevades the body (individual soul),’ 4 embodied, 
one having a mortal frame. * 

2g [dehu] give; please donate. “dehu daras 
nanak balthari.”-tukha chit m 5. 

‘ye [dehura] See ae, “pherdia dehura name 
ko.”--mala namdev. 2 body, physique. ‘mati 
ka le dehora karra.”"-ram am 5. 
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‘yA [dehuri] 1 body, physique, mortal frame. 
“bhe sacr ratidehuri.”~sri am /.2 threshold, 

doorsill. “dehuri bethi mata rove.”—asa kabir. 

eye [dehuria} 1 body, physique. “bhai 
perapatr manukh dehuria.”-sopurakhu. 
Bd [dehem] P Sn crown. 
ud vrafds worm [dekhke andrth kama) v 

ignore some one’s fault, overlook some one’s 
misdeeds. This phrase is used in Sikh prayer 
and is a sublime principle of Sikhism. 

‘uz [dekhna] v view, see, observe, look back. 
See Bue", 2 examine, check, watch. “satrguru 
dekhza dikhra lini.”-gaua m J. 
‘us [dekhat] adv immediately; at once. “dekhat 
darasu pap sabh nasahz.”-sar m 5. 
2 sees, looks. See 2uar. 3 n organ of sight, 
eye. “caran kar dekhat sunz thake.”—var brha 
m J. ‘feet, hands, eyes, ears got tired.” 

@ufemt (dekhdza] adv in the nick of time, 
before (my) very eyes. 

@um [dekhan] See Sue. 
See [dekhanhar], 27g [dekhanharv] adj 
beholder, observer. 
‘Set [dekhadekhi] » act of copying without 
giving any thought to it; mindless, imitation. 

“dekhadekhi sabh kare manmukh bujh na 

paz.”~sri m 3. “dekhadekhi manhathr 

jaljaie.”-gau m 5. 
whey [dekhalrhu] make see, show. “me 

dekhalzhu trsv.”-maru m J. 
@fet [dekhr] n vision, sight. “eh satz guru dekhz 
drkhai.”-ram am /,2 advon looking. “dekh 
sarup puran bhai asa.”-fodi m 5. 
a [deg] P £,n large wide-mouthed cooking 
vessel; cauldron. 2 sense — community 

Kishen “deg teg jag me dou cale.”-kersan. See 

‘Baw [degca] P £, small cooking vessel. 
@a Bar (deg teg] cooking vessel and sword, 
community kitchen and sword. sense — feeding 
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the poor and the destitute as well as destroying. 
the evil-doers. 

a Sa By [deg tec fatah] It is a blessing of 
the Khalsa meaning the community kitchen 
should continue and the sword should always 
be victorious. The poor and the destitute be 
fed and the evil-doers destroyed. “deg teg jag 

me dou cale.”—krrsan. “dego teco fatah nusrat 
bedardg. yaftaz nanak guru gobfdst gh.” See 
fiter. 

‘Sar HAS [deg mosat] xa closure of the kitchen; 

meals not being cooked in the kitchen due to 

non availability of required material. 
‘ar [dega] See 2a and Fare". 
Bae [degunl, Zas (degun] divine qualities, 
celestial qualitities, divine virtues. See? |. 

‘z [den] n loan, debt. See &a 5. 

ewe (dendar] debtor, indebted person. 
2 xa one who has violated the Sikh religious 

code. 
@zt [dena] v donate, bestow. 
@fe [denz) in giving, in bestowing. “denz na 

Stu.”-japu. 
@a [det] adv by giving, by bestowing. “car 
pedarath det na bar.”—bria kabir, 

et [deda] adv giving, bestowing, “deda rahe 
na cuke bhog.”—sodarv. 2 n giver, bestower. 
“deda de lede thakr pahr.”-japu. “dede 

thavahu dita cSga.”-var majh m J. ‘donated 
material is regarded more important than the 

pezs¢ who donates it.’ 
Pehus (dedipyl, Tehama (dedipyman] Skt adj 
shining, glimmering, lustrous. “dedipy 
besv&tarah.”-sahas m 5. 

‘a [den] (they) give. 2 give, donate. 3 See 2a. 
@awa [denhar] adj giver. “denhar derahzo 

na.”—bavan. 

‘Bar [dena] See 22”. 
@fs [denz] (they) give. See ®a |. “den duai 
se marahz.”—var mala m /. 
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qT [denvhar] See Baws. “denvhar prabh 
chodrke.”-sukhmani. 

2a [deb] See 2, 
Gufs [debarz] n 2e-wfs enemy of the deity, 
demon.-sanama. 

ar [dey] Skt adj worth giving, suitable for 
offering. 

a [der] P vn delay, lateness. 2 short for 
ea. 3 short for Veast; wife of the younger 
brother of one’s husband. “der jzthani mui 

dukhr sstapr.”-asa m 5. Here the meaning, 
is hope and desire. “der jethanyi ah.”—maru a 
mi, 

2a [deri] See 2a 1. 
‘Sasa [derinah), 2der [derina] P 2 adjold, 

ancient. 
‘Fe [dev] Skt 2q vr play, make merry. 2 ndeity, 
demi-god. “nam dhtavaht dev tetis.”-saveye 
m3 ke. See Latin Deus. 3 spiritual preceptor. 
“dev, kerahudata moh maragi lavehu.”—asa 

kabir. 4 king. 5 cloud. 6 deity’s idol. “baharr 
dev pakalie je man dhove kor.”=guj m /. 
7 the Creator, the ultimate One, God. 

8 According to the holy scripture of the Parsees 
(Zoroastrians) — Zend, this word means a 

demon or a giant. 9 See 2 3 and 4. 
‘@e AMS [dev asthal] n holy place, place of * 
worship, temple, 2 sect of saints. 3 abode of 
faith. 

Be weemsest [dev ardyardani] n killer of 

demons and enemies of gods (deities) - 

Durga.-cSdi 2. 

enifs [devarr] n enemy of the deities; demon, 
giant. 
Sefergbat (devrstrra) See Faust. 
‘Vanes [devsathal], Zena (devsathan] place 

of the deities, abode of the gods.2 places 
pertaining to the deities like Kailash, Sumer, 

Himalaya mountains, 3 temple, gurdwara, 
place of religious congregation. 4 mind of a 
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person who has achieved self-realization. 

“devsathane kra nisani? tah baje sabad 
anahad bani."-ram beni. 

‘@emrfis [devsathanz] at the holy place. “srdh 
bahahz devsathanz.”-sri a m /, 2 in the 

temple, inside the holy place. 
‘@eMA [devsamaj) the chief of this sect is 
Satyanand Agnihotri, a Kanyakubaj Brahmin, 
who was born in Akbarpur (district Kanpur) 

on December 20", 1850. He did a government 

job for nine years from 1868 after getting 

education in Engineering from Roorkee 
college. He joined Brahm Samaj and for some 

time delivered religious discourses. He started 
his separate sect Dev Dharam, regarded as 

science based religion, from Lahore on 16* 

February, 1887 AD. The people belonging to 
this sect formed Dev Samaj. Initially Satya 
‘Nand believed firmly in God, but afterward in 

1891, he became a non-believer. 

“Dev Shastar” is the holy scripture of Dev 

Samaj and the followers of this sect have to 
refrain from the following ten sins — 

1 accepting bribe, deceiving and cheating 
in dealings; 

2° theft; 
3. notrepaying the loan or refusing to pay 

back the trust money; 

4 snatching something forcibly or with 

deception; 
S gambling; 

6 remaining idle without work; 
7 sexual misconduct, 
8  drugaddiction; 

eating eggs, meat, etc; 

violence. 
en [devsari] river of the deity, Ganges. See 

Surf [devsi] will give. “apz daza karz devsi.” 
-srim 4. 
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PayAt [devsuni] Skt Paget n bitch of the deities, 
bitch of Indar called Sarma. 

@eyat (devahuti] daughter of Svayambhuv 
Manu, wife of sage Kardam, who gave birth 

to Kapilmuni. Kapilmuni is the author of 

Sankhya Shastar. 

‘eat [devak] adj giver, bestower. 2 n king of 
Yadu dynasty, younger brother of Ugarsain. 
Devak married his daughter Devki, alongwith 

her six sisters, to Vasudeva, Devki gave birth 

to Krishan. Although Devak was the real 
matemal grandfather of Krishan, yet Ugarsain 

is popularly accorded this status, because 
Ugarsain brought up his niece, Devki, like his 
own daughter. See Sqaia. 
@eaet [devkaram] n ritual performed to 
please/worship the deity; rituals like offering 

sacrifice, charity etc. 2 pious deeds. 
‘Bear [devka] adj giver, bestower. “apuchza 
dan devka.”--var grim 4. 

efit [devakr], Fat [devki] daughter of king 
Devak of Yadu dynasty; wife of Vasudev and 

mother of Krishan. See Gqaw and @ee. “dhanz 
dhanz tu mata devki.”—mali namdev. 

Bueltys [devkisut], Beafises [devkinsdan], 
Sechyy [devkiputr], 2ecftes [devkilal] » 
Krishan. 2 Balbhadar, Balram. 

Begs [devil], Pegat [devkuli] n Dev dynasty, 
lineage of a deity. “devkul detkul.”-mala m5. 
“devkuli lakhmi kav karahz jekarv.”~bher a 

m3. 

Beyer [devicula] Skt Seger n river Ganges. 
@euea (devkhatek] Skt Pence group of six 
deities, group of six gods, In Hinduism. six 

deities worthy of worship are - Ganesh, Sun, 
Fire, Vishnu, Shiv and Durga. See qoReos. 
‘eae [devganl n gods, deities. 2 world of gods. 
See 33th afe 2=, 
Befafs (devgtrr] Raivtak mountain, situated 
in Gujarat, is also called Girinar. 2 an old city 
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in the south, now known as Daultabad. It is 

situated in the etapire of Nizam Hydrabad. 
There is an old fort here. 3 See fwawe. 4a 

hill of Malwa in the south of Chambal. 

@eadt (devguhi} m Sarasvati. 
egg (devguru] n master of deities, Jupiter. 
See fyanufs, 2 Kashyap. 

‘eateret [devgsdhari] This is a perfect musical 
measure belonging to Bilaval tradition. All the 
notes in this composition are pure. The first 

note saraj is major and fifth note is auxiliary 
while the third gadhari is a weak note. The 

time for reciting it is four gharis [one ust = 
22.5 minutes) after dawn. 

ascending - saramapadhaga.. 
descending- ganadhamagorasa. 
Some musicians think that in Devgandhari 

composition the first, fourth, fifth notes are 

pure, while the second, third, sixth and seventh 

are halftone. 
This measure has sixth place in Guru Granth 

Sahib. 

‘efaa [devgrth] n temple, holy place. 
Seurradi [devghanaksri] See urvadt (c). 
‘eHafs [devjananz] n mother of gods, Aditi, 
Reet [devjani) Skt Searat daughter of 
Shukaracharya, wife of king Yayati. See ag. 

“krdh5 devjani krdh5 menj carztr 20. 

@ez (devan] n sense of giving, act of giving 
alms, “devan vala sabh brdhz jane.”—asa a 

m3. 

‘@eevy [devanhary), Fee [devanvala] adj. 
donor, bestower. “dekhega devanharu.” 

~sohria, “devanvale ke hathz datr."~srim3, 

@ezt [devni) wife of a giant. “tuhi devni rk 
tzn mahi.”-GPS, : 
esq [devtarv) n tree of god. See Foag. 

“Seadfaet [devtragrni) Skt n-river goddess; 
Ganges. 

@=s* [devta] enlightened person. 2 dwellers of 
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paradise, immortals, demi-gods, deities. See 

Hin @fe and @fea @e3. 3 ideal person. 
“sadhukeram jo purakh kemave. nam devta 
jagat kahave.”-VNV, “manas te devte bhae 
dhzara nam hare.”-var sri m 3.4 sacred 

material. “Snu devta pani devta besStaru 

devta.”-var asa. 5 Sage Katyayan has written 
what can be established by chanting of Vedic 
mantars is god. 

‘efamit 2 wow [devtrs de vahan] See Fas. 
‘Be3H [devtes} n lord of gods, Indar; king of 
deities. “devtes sahasr bhe bhag.”—paras. 

2 chief of Brahmans. “kupyodevtes3 dayaram 
juddhs.”-VV, 
‘BedAMet [devtesesni] m consort of the lord of 

deities, Durga.—cddi. 

‘Bes [devdatt] adj bestowed by deities, god- 
gifted. 2 n Arjuna’s conch-shell. 3 air — one 

of the ten vital breaths. See erye. 
Geert [devdasi] In ancient times, there was 
atradition that the devotees used to offer their 
daughters to the temples as dedication to the 

deity. These girls would serve ia the temple 
and also recite devotional psalms in praise of 

the deity. In south India, many people still offer 

their daughters to the temples. There has been 

a spate of strong protests against this tradition 

in the country. 

‘@eey [devdary] n cidar, a mountaineous tree 
grown at a height of 6000 to 8000 feet above 

the sea level. Its wood is silky and fragrant. It 
is specially used as timber in houses, L Cedrus 

Deodara. 
‘@ee [devdev] n supreme among gods, the 
Creator, 2 Vishnu, according to Purans. 3 Shiv. 

4 Ganesh. 

@eewas [devdevakar] n lord of the sun, the 
Creator; He, who also provides light to the 
sun. “sin sidhza teri devdevakar.”-prabha 

keabir. 
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@egfs [devdhunr|, 2egfs (devdhvanz] n 
milky way. 
‘ew [devan] n sense of giving, act of donating, 
act of giving in charity. “devan kau eke 
bhagvan.”~sukhmani. 2 Skt amusement, 

amorous play.3 flower garden. 4 lotus. 5 prayer. 
6 gamble. 7 sorrow, grief. 
@enre [devanhar] adj provider. “devanhar 
datarv5t na paravar.”-ram m5. 
Genet [devnadi] n river of the deities, the 
sacred river Ganges. 

‘Seavert [devnagri] Sanskrit script, particularly 
used to write Hindi just as Urdu is written in 
Persian script. Some people hold that this is 
called Nagari because it was invented by 
residents of Nagar, whereas others opine that 
it was developed by Brahmins of Nagar 
subcaste. 
Beusat [devpatni] consort of a deity. In Purans, 
prominent wives of the deities are — Parvati 
of Shiv, Lachhmi of Vishnu, Shachi of Indar 
etc but as per Vaitnasutr the well known 

consorts of the gods are- 

Prithvi (the earth) of Agni (fire), Vaach of 
Vaat, Sena of Indar, Dhena of Brihaspati 

(Jupiter), Pathya of Pooshan, Gaytari of Vasu, 
Trishtubh of Rudar, Jagati of Aditya, 

Anushtubh of Mittar, Viraj of Varun, Pankti of 
Vishnu, Diksha of Som. 

@eufs [devpatz] lord of deities, Indar. 
@eys [devpur], Zeyst (devpuril 7 heaven, 
paradise. 2 abode of the Creator. “devpuri 
maht gayav.”-saveye m 5 ke. 
‘@euy [devbadhu] 7 nymph, fairy. 2 wife of a 
deity, goddess. 3 See 2euset. 
‘eas [devban] See Seema. 
eT [devbani] Sr Bewst n Sanskrit language. 

2 revelation. 3 Gurbani. 4 utterances of saints. 

Begen [devbhavan] n heaven, paradise. 2 temple. 
3 home for the Guru’s devotees. 
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@exfe [devmanz] m sun. 2 Kaustubh gem. 

3a specific line of hair on a horse’s neck. 
‘Bewe {devyan] path of deities. According to 
Sanskrit scholars, a path that leads to the abode 

of God. There are two paths for human beings 
as described in Upnishads. The individual souls 

of the performers of rites, after death, move 

along their ancestral path that leads towards 
the moon's region. From there, after 

intermingling with food, medicine etc, it enters 
into the human body and takes birth through 
conception, 

The individual souls of the practitioners of 

spirituality go towards the sun’s region, along 
the path of gods, and then attain the state of 
salvation and are not reborn in the mortal- 
world, 

‘eae [devyan] vehicle for gods/deities. 2 specific 
vehicle for individual deities. See wun. 
Beat [devyani] See Zewet. 
‘ea [devar} n younger brother of a woman's 
husband. “mati devi devar jesat.”-asa m 5. 

@aeH [devaraj] 1 Indar, lord of deities. 
Bees [devrat] See His" and Hoa. 
Beach [devrani] See feast. 2 consort; wife 
of a deity, deity’s consort, goddess. 

efafey [deverkhr] Skt 2efHf n sage dwelling 
in heaven, 2 one attaining the status of a sage 
in the category of gods. viz. Narad, Sanak 
etc. 
Bes [deval] Skt n priest earning his livelihood 

by worshipping the gods, 2 a sage, popularly 
known as Ashtavakr. 3 a sage, author of vedic 

hymns. 4 grandfather of the well known 

grammarian, Panini. 5 Skreet abode of God, 
temple. “deval deval dhahri desahz ugvat 
sur.”—s kabir. ‘(you) will wail loudly in temple 

after temple upon sunrise.’ “adev dev devs.” 
-VN. ‘you are the holy shrine for gods and 
demons.’ “kayau deva karau devel.” 
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—dhana pipa. 
Sea [devlok] n heaven, paradise, 
@weq (dev-vadhu} See @eay. 2 goddess, 
deity’s consort, wife of a deity. 3 See teusst. 

‘Bey [dev-vrat] See HAH. 
er [deval adj giver, donor. “jivandeva 
parbrohomseva."-dhana m 5.2 n deity; god. 
“so murat he deva.”-gav m 4, 3 goddess, 
Durga. “trrp6dd trlak bhal deva brraje.” 

-saloh. 4 vocative. O! Deva. 
‘Bead [devakar] See fewas and teerag. 

‘Seianr (devagna] Ske TATE n wife of a 
deity. 2 nymph, fairy. 3 See Feuset. 
Beis (devat], Seta [devatak] Skt tareTw n 
one who puts an end to a deity, demon. 
2 son of Ravan, who was killed by Hanuman 

in the battle. “nagradi naratak grrat dagradi 
devatak dhayo.”—ramay. 
uw [devadev] See fee. 2 deity and demon, 
god and devil. 
@efuee (devadhrdev] n lord of deities, 
supreme deity - the Creator. “or parampurakh 
devadhidev.”—basst kabir. 

@efau [devadhrp] n lord of deities, the 

Creator. 2 Indar. 

‘Seer [devana) See fees. “so kahie devana 

apu na pachani.”—var majh m J. 
@eaen [devardan], 2efe [devarz) n those 
who crush gods - demons; enemies of deities. 
@eamt [devalay) n abode of God, temple. 
2 heaven, paradise, 

war [devala] See Fweu. 2 See fewer, 

Berabur [devalia] See fewer. “hartnam 
dhanu na khatzo, se devalie jog mahz,”-var 
brla m4. 

Bede [devalei] n give and take, selling and 

buying. See Beeet. 
‘@fen [devis] n lord of deities, Indar—sanama. 
‘feat [devrka] m Ghaghra river, which merges 
with Saryoo river. 
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et [devi] n wife of a deity, goddess. See 
@eusel, 2 Durga, goddess of power, “kotz devi 
jakav sevahr.”—asa chst m 5. 3 virtuous 
woman, faithful wife. 4 adj giver (f), provider 
(f). “matz devi devar jesat.”-asa m 5. 5 deities, 
gods. “athsathr tirath devi thape.”~var majh 
m1. 6a poetic metre. See fyas" 2. 
ee [devicsd) a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev, 
who lived in Goindwal. 

‘Ser [devidas) a Sikh warrior and follower 

of Guru Hargobind. He fought bravely in the 

Amritsar battle. 2 a distinguished Hindi poet 
of Bundelkhand, said to be born in Sammat 

1742. His ethical stanzas are very appealing’. 
He was a royal poet of Bhaiya Rattan Singh, 

king of Karoli. 
“chote chote podan ko suran ki bar kare 

patre se rukhan ko pani kar parbo, 
nice girgae trnhe tek de de fice kare 

fice badgee t# jarur katdarbo, 
phule phule phul sab bin ek thor kare 

ghane ghane tarv ek thor té uparbo, 

rajon ko malin ko nztprotz devidas 
car ghari ratz rohe ztno vicarbo.” 

‘@¥isaes [devibhagvat] a Puran having 18000 
shaloks. It mainly describes Durga’s wondrous 
acts of valour. Some scholars regard it as one 
of the 18 Purans, while for others it is a sub 

Puran. 

@ebWSH [devimahatam] Skt Fbragsa, See 
Farus. 
BH [deves), FE [devédr] n lord of deities, 
lord of gods - Indar. 
Beefy [devédrstgh] younger son of raja 
Jaswant Singh, ruler of Nabha. He ascended 

the throne on October 5", 1840 at the age of 

18 years, after the death of his father. During 
the 1845 Anglo-Sikh war, Major Broadfoot, 
'Neeti Shatak, which contains 100 verses written by 

Devi Dass, is worth reading, 
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agent of Governor-General got suspicious of 
raja Devendar Singh being a supporter of 
Lahore kingdom. He thought that the raja was 

not a well-wisher of the British rulers. So raja 

Devendar Singh was dethroned by political 
advisers of the British Government in 1846, 
and granted an annual pension of rupees 

$0,000. Raja Devendar Singh was first kept 

at Mathura and was then brought to Lahore 
on 8" of December, 1855. He was allowed to 

live in the palace of maharaja Kharag Singh 

where he breathed his last in November 1865. 

He was cremated at Nabha. See 73" and guia. 
@a*aa Fare (devotthan ekadasi) m day on 
which lord Vishnu wakes up from sleep, 

according to Purans. 11" day of the bright 
phase of lunar month Kattik. Lord Vishnu goes 

to sleep on 11" day of the bright phase of lunar 

month Harh and gets up on this day. This 

auspicious day is termed as Deotni Ikadasi in 

Punjabi. Farmers believe that sweetness enters 

into sugarcane on this auspicious day, 

‘ema [devodyan] n garden of deities, garden 
of gods. According to Sanskrit scholars there 
are four such gardens - Nandan, Chaiter. 
rathya, Vaibhraj, and Sarvotarbhadar. Nandan 

isa garden set up by Indar in heaven, Chitrarath 
set up by Kuber, named Chaitarrathya to the 

east of Ilavart, Vaibhraj is a garden on 

Vishkambh hills to the west of Sumeru while 
to the south of Sumeru on Ghandmadan hills 

there is garden of Neem trees called 

Sarvotarbhadar. 

® [de] adv by giving, by providing. “pag sis 
nivay upayan de."-GPS. 2 gentive 
postposition, of. “jrs de Sdarz sacu he.”-var 
amajh m 4. 3 imperative form of the verb @z. 
“de re de re dih damama.”-paras, ‘beat the 

kettledrum.” 

Sr [dea] Skr ear mercy, pity, compassion. “jatu 
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satu caval dea kanak karz.”=prabha m 5. 
2 See 2", 

®nra [dear] adj provider, bestower. 2 merciful. 
“gpar dear thakur.”-gau cht m 5. 
mw [deal], Bre [dealu] adj merciful, 
compassionate. “dinanath deal dev.”—majh m 
5 danren. “jav hor dealu satrgur apna.” 
-goum 5. 
Ht (des), Sfiva (desk) Ske fire adj native. 
2 See @frra. 
®t [deni] adjwho gives, bestows or provides. 
“jiadan guru deni.”-dev m 5. 2 giver (f). 
&a [det} gives, provides. “dan det ntdak kau 
jam.”-bher m 5. 2 Skt 23a n progeny of 
Kashyap from the womb of ‘det ssghare 
brn bhagatr abhrasa."~gavam 1.3 Ske efas 
adj dear, darling. 4 7 husband, male spouse. 
3qe [detkul] Daitya dynasty, dynasty of 
demons. “devkul detkul jakh kf£nar nar.”-mala 

m5. 

®3ag [detgurv] master of demons, lord of 
demons, Shukar. 

@afe [detanr] army of demons.~sanama, 

Rayg [detputu), 23yz [detputr] son of demon. 
“detputr prahladu gaztri tarpanu krchu na 
jane.”-bher m 3. 2 Prahlad, “detputu karam 
dharam krchy s3jam na pare.”~sri am 3. 
away [detbaktra] See Usuq. 
Baz [dety] See &3 2. 
‘®a [den] 7 sense of giving, act of donating. 
“pOndan bahu den.”-dhana m 5. 2 gave, 
provided. “prem jan nanak karz krrpa prebhu 
len.”—mala partal m 5. 3 Skt pertaining to 

the day, daily, of the day. 4 See aa. 5A v/s 
loan, debt. 

eae [denhar], 257g [denharu) adj giver, 
provider, donor. “denhar budhz brbek.” 

~probha partal m 5. “denharv sad jivanhara.” 
~bavan. 

‘aa [deny] Skt n humility, indigence. 2 poverty. 
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‘ur [deya} adj who provides, who bestows. 
2n deity, supreme Lord. 
a [der] 4 75 n dome, cupola. 2 church. 
&& wera [dere xarab] P [1475 minaret or 
tower likely to collapse. sense — the mortal 
world. 

‘Rar [dela] gave, provided. “chipe ke gharz 
jonam dela.”~asa namdev. 
&e (dev) Skt adj pertaining to the deity, of the 
god. 2 n He, who gives rewards for deeds of 

human beings. 3 luck, fortune, destiny. 
‘Gear [devag], Beart [devagy] Ske Zag n one 
who predicts future; astrologer. “devag jo 
harrdyal prabina.”-NP. 

Peitat [devjog], Petter [devyog] n reward got 
by luck or chance. “devjog te th thal hera.” 
-GPS. 2 coincidence. 
@ea [devat] adv by chance, accidentally, 
incidentally. 

2a [devi] adj pertaining to the deity, of the 
deities, 

Beetle [devisspattr], tetiuer [devisspda] 
rn treasure of deities/gods. 2 treasure of 

virtues. 

@ [do] adjtwo. P s,.2 imperative form of verb 

Bar. give. 
2 [dou], 2G [dou] adv both. 2 adj second, 

“nahi hot kachu dou bara.”—bavan. 3 n duality. 

“yaya jaraudurmatz dou."-bavan. 
8G Ue [dou pacch} both the sides, maternal 
and paternal. “dou pacch bhitar ujryari.” 

~carrtr 161. 
‘ume [doab], Bure [doaba] n region between 
two rivers, country between two rivers. See 

Borer, 
‘BB [doale] adv on both sides. 2 all around, 
around, “jhutha rudan hoa doale.”-sri m 1 
pehre. 
fe [dor] adj two. “dor dhoti bastra kapats.” 
var asa. 2-n this world and the next one. 
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et [doi] adv both. “kur kepat na doi.”-suhi 
chat m J. 2n discrimination, enmity. 
8A [dos] Skt (Z7vr be blemished, get polluted, 
commit crime. » sin. 2 demerit, vice. 3 blame. 

“dos na kahu dijie.”-brla m 5. 4 In Ayurved, 
three disorders in the body — psora, syphlisis 
and sycosis. § Skt ZY arm, side. 6 See &. 
7 P jy shoulder. 8 yesterday, day just 
elapsed. * 

‘Bradt [dosgrahi] adjacquiring vices of others; 
adopting demerits and shunning virtues. 
‘BA [dosat] P =~», adj attached, clung. 2 n 

friend; one who has become one with the other. 
‘ret [dosti] P (5, 7 friendship. “krsu nalz 
kice dosti?”~var asa. 

‘Gat [dosa] Skt ten evening, sunset. 2 night. 
‘Sat (dosa] of the accused. “ham dos da kra 
hal?”-s farid. 

SAIUE [dosaropan] n SA-wsuz framing of 
charges, act of blaming. 
@rs [dosala) adj every two years. 2 See 
ore, 
‘SAH (dosi] Skt a8 adj accused, 2 n guilty 
person. 3 sinner, vicious person. “dosi dosu 
dhare.”~japu. ‘sinful souls also curse him.’ 

29 [dosu] See @n. “dosu nahi kahu kau mita.” 
~bavan. 2 See feen, #4, fess. “cukh bid uparr 
akhanu dosu.”-var sar m J. ‘meditate on the 

Name each moment.’ 
‘Bast (dohta), 2ast (dohti] Skt Bfog-Bfagt n 
daughter’s son and daughter. 

‘Baw (dohan] Skt n process of milking; milking 

of an animal like a cow etc, 
‘Bae [dohna] v milk. 2 7 vessel in which milk 

iscollected during milking. 
Bast [dohni] Skt n pitcher for collecting milk 

while milking is done. 

ae [dohra] adj double. “ghure nagare 
dohre.”-cSdi 3. 2 n a matrrk metre, 

couplet a [dohal; its characteristics — two 
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feet (lines) each line having 24 matras' with 
the first pause after the 13" and second after 

the next 11” matra ending with guru laghu. 

Scholars have established the rule also that 
apart from these characteristics of this metre, 
jagan (ISI) should not come at the start of the 
couplet. The couplet retains it charm when it 

starts with two dagans (5S, ll5, ISI, Si, Ill) or 
dhagan (IS, SI, Ill) which means a four matra 
word resembles a four-matra word and a 
three-matra word resembles a three-matra 

word. It is named @a [doha] precisely 
because of two matra words. 

A couplet has been classified into many 
types depending on the varying number of 

matras, but here only those forms of couplets 

are described which are prevalent in Sikh 

Poetry — : 
(1)The couplet which consists of four guru 
and forty laghu matras is called ea [vyal]. 

Example: 
tzh par bhukhan sastre laghv, raten purtamey 
saj, 
camkat damkat naval chabz, jhakat thakat 

kavzraj, 
~srkkhiprabhakar. 

(2)The couplet consisting of five guru and 38 
laghu matras is named as Ahivar. 

Example: 
$ri satr guru bar amarji, saren naran dukh haren, 
karan karan su jan man, namaskar tin caran, 

-NP. 

(3)The couplet with six guru and thirty-six 

laghu matras is called Sardul. 

Example: 

yadz pratrb3dhak saghan ghan, 
anagan bhe mag bic, 

‘Considering two feet per line, there are four feet in all. 

The first and third feet have 13 matras each, while 

second and fourth have 1 matras. 
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pralay prabh3janz probal vat, hart harz nam kamavna, 

dry oday han nic. nanak thu dhan sar. 
~stkkhiprobhakar. ~sukhmani. 

(4) The couplet which consists of seven (9) The couplet consisting of 12 laghu 
guru and thirty-four laghu matras is called 
Macch. 

Example: 

tap kry jrnahz sabasna, 
janam anat dhar sox, 

par raj jag btkhe phas, 

narak gaman pun hor. 
-NP. 

(5)Kacchap has 8 guru and 32 laghu matras. 
Example: 

gri3gad k3dan vrghan, 
badon su mdgal sal, 

paren saren kar caran ko, 

nameaskar dhar bhal. 

-NP. 

_ (The couplet consisting of 9 guru and 30 
laghu is named Trikkal. 

Example: 
dargan sri harzkrrsn ko, 

nrpun haran jur tin, 
caran manohar bédna, 

jin stkkhan sukh din. 

-NP. 

(7)The couplet is named Vanar if it consists 

of 10 guru and 28 loghu matras. 
Example: 

ae prabh sarnagati, 
krrpanrdht daral, 

ek akhar hart mant basat, 

nanak hot nrhal. 

~bavan, 
(8)The couplet having 11 guru and 26 laghu 
matras is named Chal or Bal. 

Example: 
sath na cale brn bhajan, 

brkhza sagli char, 
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and 24 guru matras is called Charni or 

Payodhar. 

Example: 

din darad dukh bh3jna, ghatr ghatz nathanath, 
sarant tumari azo, nanak ke prabh sath. 

~sukhmani. 

jxs no sajan rakhsi, dusman kon vicar? 
chve na sake trh chah ko, nthphal jat gavar. 

-VN. 

(10) The couplet is named Gayand and 
Madkal if it contains 13 guru and 22 laghu 

matras. 
Example: 

ek samé sri atma, ucaryo matz so ben, 
sab pratap jagadis ko, kaho sakal brdhr ten. 

~akal. 

(11) The couplet consisting of 14 guru and 20 
laghu matras is called Hans. 

Example: 
ekskara satrguru, jrh prasadz sacu hoz, 
vahguru ji ki phate, vighanvinasan soz. 

-NP. 

(12) The couplet having 15 guru and 18 laghu 

matras is termed as Nar. 
Example: 

haume eha jatz he, haume karam kamahz, 

haume ex bSdhna, phar phzrt joni pahr. 
var asa. 

(13) Karabh is a couplet having 16 guru and 
16 lagho matras, 

Example: 
kaho su sam kas6 kahé, dam ko kaha kahit? 

ko sura data kavan, kaho t3t ko mst? 

~akal. 
(14) The couplet having 17 guru and 14 laghu 

matras is called Markat. 
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Example: . 
kaha nem s3jam kaha, kaha gyan agyan? 
ko rogi sogi kavan, kah bhram ki han? 

~akal. 

(15) Mandook is a couplet consisting of 18 

guru and 12 laghu matras. 
Example: 

me bholava pagg ka mat meli hojaz, 
gahria ru na janai str bhi mrtti khar. 

~$ farid. 

(16) The couplet with 19 guru and 10 laghu 
matras is named Shayen. 

Example: 

pura probhu aradhza, pura jaka nav, 
nanak pura pata, pure ke gun ga. 

—sukhmani. 

(17) The couplet consisting of 21 guru and 6 
laghu matras is termed as Bhramar. 

Example: 

gti guru pyare khalse, bake bhari bir, 
veragi tyagi tapi, gyani dhyani dhir. 

~stkkhiprebhaker. 

(18) In Sarabloh there occurs a couplet under 

the heading of Dohra Vadda consisting of 28 

matras with first pause after the 15", second 

after the 13* matras with guru laghu in the end. 
Example: 

he catur bahut astakri, narstghi jth ko bhes, 
prohlad ubaryo dukh haryo, harnakhas 
haryonares. 
Bue eB (dohra vada] See no. 18 of Bae, 
Ba (doha) See Fae 2. 

Burt [dohai) See gaet. 
aa ([dohag], fae (dohagen) See gaa and 

yous. 
Saat (dohagni) See gaat. “dohagni kra 
nisania? khasamahu ghuthia phrrahr 
nimania.”-sri m J jogi Sdorr. 

Baht [dohi] n cry for help. “stv stv karat sagal 
ker jorahi sareb maza thakur teri dohi.”-gaum 
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5.2 notice, information. “dohi dice durjana.” 
~-sava im /.‘Wam the vile persons not to come 
to his side again.’ 3 information proclaimed by 
the beat of a drum. “‘sabh jog mahr dohi pherie 
brnu nave srrz kalu.”-sri a m J. “lahrne di 

pherare nanka dohi.”-var ram 3. 
42d [dohi] has also been used for at (drohi). 

“man mohi pic dohi.”-kan m 5. § milked. 

@a [dokh] See F 1. “dokh karr karr jori.” 

=brha chSt m 5. ‘wealth accumulated through 

sinful means.’ 2 See 8A 2. “mrzg min bhrig 
patag kicar ek dokh brnas.”=asa ravidas. 
3 sometimes ®x [dokh) has also been used for 
dves. “rag dokh te nraro.”-suhi chat m5. “rag, 

dokh nirdokh he."-BG. 

Sus [dokhat] Sk girs adj guilty, accused. 
BuaT [doxtan} P A, stitch. 
‘hegu [dokhtray] three disorders viz. psora, 
syphilis and sycosis. 2 faults of mind, speech 

and action. 

ue (dokhan) Skt accusation; fault, 
shortcoming. “dindzal dayanrdhr dokhan 
dekhat he, par det na hare.”-akal. 

‘Sus [dokhya] n defect, demerit, vice. 

‘Bud [dokhye] due to shortcomings. “ke dokhre 

saproh1?”~sava m J. 

‘Sat [dokhi] Ske af adj accused, blemished, 

given to vices, sinful. “dokhi apna kita para.” 
—bher m 5.2 Skt @f envious, opposed. “sst 
ka dokhi maha hatzara.”-sukhmani. 

‘2 [dokhe] adv on polluting. “dunia ke dokhe 
mua calat kul ki kanz.”-s kabir. 2 polluted, 
blemished. 
‘Baw (dogla] P 4, 1 mixture of two types of 
grains; mixed crop of two types of grains. 
2 sense — illegitimate, mongrel. 

‘Barat (dogara] See Fara. 

Bae [doguna] See Ege’. 
Suctbur ygas [dogharia muhurat] See eur 
Wye. 
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‘8H [doj] illegitimate, mongrel. 2 short for 2s. 
“gjrazl na doj thara.”"-maru solhe m 5. ‘The 
ange) of death will not sleep in hell.” 
BAM [dojak} See Brg. 
‘aftr [dojakz] in hell. “dojakr pae strjanhare.” 
-maru solhe m J. 2 towards hell. “niga dojakr 
calza.”-var asa. 

SAG [dojako], Fr [dozax] P {,;,, 1 sufferings. 
2 grief, sorrow. 3 hell, “dojaku bhzsatu nahi 
khe kala.”—maru solhe m 1. 

mht (dozaxi] P f;,, adj pertaining to hell. 
2 sinner, wrong doer. 
‘Bae [dojan] See ¥aAT. “dojen chad paro harz 
gyo jan, jo chal so trh ko harlehe.”-Kkrzsan. 
‘one who walks over to the other side after 

breaking ties with his enemy but is deceived 
by the one in whom refuge is sought.’ 2 two 
companions, one of whom deceives the other. 

‘Ger (dojha] Skt 8u n process of milking. 
2 vessel used for milking. 3 one who milks 

the cattle; milkman. 

Beh [dojhi} See Fe 3. 
‘Ss [dot] Skt 43 n light. “bhand mano dot.” 
—kelki. 2 adornment, decoration. 3 adjemerged, 
appeared, See e@s. 

Bat [dota] See Gaz", Bfug. 2 got lit or illuminated. 

3 P ty, double, twofold. 4 sheet folded into 

two layers, 5 bend in the back, sense of being 

a hunchback. 

@fs [dotz] daily, per day. “dotz ucapatr lekhu 
na Itkhie.”-tukha chSt m J. ‘sense - daily 

routine should not be recorded.” 
‘zg [dotu) See #32. “namu bhanahu sacu dotu 
savarr.”—basst a m 1. ‘meditate and adorn 

yourself truly.’ 
‘ut (dothani], Safe (dothanz], Zee (dothani] 

one having two teats; woman. “kon dothant 

jo jana ju na man he tzh tras?"-pares. 
‘Bex [dodya] a village under police station Kular 
in tehsil and subdivision Sangrur of Jind state. 
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A gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur 
is situated to the north of this village. The 
peepul tree, beneath which the Guru took rest, 
still exists there. This village is about 20 miles 

to the south-west of Patiala railway station. It 

is connected by a metalled road upto Samana 

and by two miles of Kucha pathway beyond that. 
‘et [doda] a subcaste of Rajputs of the lunar 
dynasty, which is mostly found in Hoshiarpur 
region. 2 It is also a subcaste of Muslim Jatts 
living in district Montgomri. 3 a devotee of 

Guru Nanak Dev, who founded a village after 
his name in district Gurdaspur. Perhaps he 
belonged to Doda subcaste, hence was 

popularly known as Doda. 
@ wa [do daha] adj twenty, two-tens. 2 of 
two days, for two days. “te pahun do daha.” 
-asam J. “do dn parahuna, tiedin tahona.” 

—prov. 
B8es idodeval] According to Bhai Santokh 
‘Singh, there exists a pond near villages Bahibal 
and Siurasi in which Guru Gobind Singh 

performed ablutions i.e. he washed five parts 
of his body (p&j sanana). “dodeval tal ko 
namu, trs mahf sunz jal ko abhtramu.” 

-GPS. This large pond is now popularly 
known as Dodevali and Mattevali. This adjoins 

village Sarav (Saranvan)! of Faridkot state. 

An annual religious congregation is held on 

Maghiat this large pond. 

@eest we [dodevali hab} See Fees, 

@ua [dodhak] Skt adj deceiving one’s master. 
2m a poetic metre also named as Bandhu, 
characteristed by four feet, each foot having 

three bhagans (il) followed by two guru viz. 
Si, Si, SM, 5, 5. 

Example: 
byah suta nrzp ki nrzp bald, 
mag brda mukh lin utals, 

'Siorasi has now this name. 
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matan var pryo jal pand, 
dekh nares rahe chabr mans. 

-ramav. 
bah gahi tu nrbahdai he, 

pritr kadi nah bhagkai he, 
svarath tyag karSt bhalai, 
he guru ke srkh te jag bhai. 

(b)Modak in Dasam Granth is also described 

as Dodhak. Its characteristics are four feet, 
each foot consists of four bhagans Sl, SII, SIl, Sil 

Example: 
bah krrpan su ban bhataggan 

St grre pun jujh maharan. ... 
-narsfgh. 

3 a weed plant L sochus oleraceus. It has 
milky secretion. Some people apply this milky 
secretion to cure ringworm. It is useful for 

germinating healthy semen. 

‘BaF (donav], 24 [dono] adv both. “donauberen 

govaz.”-s kabir. 
‘8H [dom] P /» adjsecond. “dom na sem, ek so 
ahi.”-gau ravrdas. ‘He does not believe in 
duality or discrimination. He is unique.” 

‘a [doy] adj two. 
‘Ba [doyam] See 2H. 
ea (dorah] two paths - attachment and 
detachment. 2 Hindu and Muslim. 3 theist and 
atheist, believer and non-believer. 

‘ara [doraha] path of double-mindedness, 
dilemma, path of duality. “durmatz ka doraha 

he.”-maru solhe m 3. 2 having dual character, 

trying to side with both. 3 a place in district 
Ludhiana, where canalway and railway meet. 

Doraha is railway station, situated 14 miles to 

the south-east of Ludhiana. 
‘Bw [dol] Skt FA vr lift, cause to waver, shake. 
n palanquin. 2 cradle, swing. “s3pat dol jhol 

85g jhulet.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5.3 P J, 
bucket or vessel to draw water. 4 pocket, 
pouch, wallet. 5 adj shameless, immodest. 
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‘Guat [dolak) P _¢ 5 drum, kettledrum. “dolak 

donia vajahz vaj."-asa m J. 
Sater [dolica] See ete. “takhat sabha m3dan 
dolice.”-gau m 5. 
Gea (dovar] adj double. “dovar kot aru tevar 

khai.”—bher kabir. ‘a double fort and trench 
with three characteristics.’ 

82 [dove], 8% [dove] adv both. 
82 (dove) adv both. “dove srre satrguru 
nrbere.”—maru m 1. sense - cycle of birth 

and death. 2 See gtr de. 

82 fre (dove srre] See $2 1. 
82 wie [dove thav) both places, both worlds: 
this world and the next. 
@z [dor] n two-layered roti buttered from 
inside. “jav ki dor krnahv aclai.”-GPS. 

‘a [dora] n a dress of coarse cotton cloth 
having double width. 

@ [do], # [3] See ee. “pan karyo hart ji harz 
d5 tav.”-krrsan. Krishan swallowed the 
forest-fire. 2 burning, inflammation. “grrstite 

vadh man d5 lagi.”-NP. ‘The mind felt more 
jealous than the householder did.” 
ae [dodhor] See atfifeag #: 4. 
&s [don] See Fa 2. “strinagar te Ec, don me 
layayhd.”-corrtr 237. 2 See BS. 

‘Bor [dona] See Far. 
Ba [dor] m race, sprint. 24 ,,; tour, journey. 
3 period, era. 4 uncovered frame of a 
kettledrum. 5 improper reasoning; beating 

about the bush. 6 large mortar. 

‘Fey (dorap) janitor. 
‘Be [dora] n tour, journey, circult. See Fs 2. 
Baz [dalat] See eGas. 2 This word has also been 
used for dolts. “sri nanak ki dolat dai.”-WP. 

Fame FA [dolatxan lodi] Subedar of Punjab 
appointed by Ibrahim Lodi, ruler of Delhi. He 

used to stay, particularly, at Sultanpur, 
because this area was given to Daulat Khan 
as a fief. Guru Nanak Dev worked in his 
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provision-store. Dault Khan Lodi invited 
Babbar to invade India by providing him 
secret information about Indian rulers and 
assuring him of all assistance, but later ona 

misunderstanding developed between the 

two. Daulat Khan died in 1526. His sons Gazi 

Khan and Dilawar Khan remained in the good 

books of Babbar. 
The remains of the fort of Daulat Khan 

still exist in Sultanpur. 

‘Sasay (dolatgarh| a village, Daulewal, under 
police station Anandpur of tehsil Una in 

district Hoshiarpur, situated 32 miles of 

Garhshankar railway station and 15 miles 
away from Ropar. A gurdwara in memory of 

Guru Har Rai stands within the settlement of 
this village. The true Master used to visit this 
place off and on during the rainy season 

because there was Guru’s small stable of 
horses at this place. A religious fair is held 
on Hola every year. Bibi Sant Kaur is looking 
after this shrine with great devotion. About 

‘one ghumaon of land is attached with this 
holy place on which the gurdwara is built. 
The shrine has only a hall. 

Samu [dolatparast] P s-go4y mammon 
worshipper, greedy. 
‘@asys [dolatpur} a holy place in memory of 
Sri Chand about two kohs away from district 
Nawan Shahar of Jalandhar division. See at 

Frfoe 8: 4, 
@asfem [dolatfrza] P 12-4, augmenting 
wealth, increasing the riches. 

‘Bast [dolts) midwife of Guru Nanak Dev. “boli 
bacan dolata dai.”-NP. 

‘@aewe [doiatabad] An important town in the 
south, falling under Aurangabad district of 

Hydrabad state, Its old name was Devgiri. 

This used to be the capital of the Yadavs 

during the earlier days. Mohammad Bin 
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Tuglak named it Daultabad. Earlier the fort 
of Daultabad was very strong and beautiful. 
Abbul Hasan (Tanashah) was kept as a 

prisoner in this fort by Aurangzeb in 1687 
Chand Minar and Chini Mahal of this fort 

are still worth seeing. Ellora Caves carved 
out of the hills near Daultabad are a centre 

of attraction for many tourists. 

Gena [dolagah] a pious person of Gujarat 
(Punjab). He met Bhai Garhia during the 

period of the sixth Master, when the former 
was on his way to Kashmir for preaching 
Sikhism. Shahdaula became a disciple of the 
sixth Master on listening to the recitation of 

Sukhmani Sahib and was delighted to meet 
the Guru. He breathed his last during the period 
of the tenth Master. He sent an offering of 

one hundred tolas of gold to Guru Gobind Singh. 

The name of Gujarat was popularised as Daula 

Ki Gujarat (Gujarat of Daula) after the name 

of this holy person. 

&e at ques [dola ki gujarat] See Fawr. 
“dola ki gujrat me basat sulok apar.”—carrtr 
255. 

‘BSE [doleval}, Fes [doloval] See Fasay. 
Sa [dor] Skt gee n race. 2 attack, invasion. 
‘Bam [doyana] v run, sprint. See $3. 
‘GA [dds] Skt SI vr sting, bite, wear armour. 
2 nact of biting with teeth, biting. 3 armour. 

4 Skt && vr ruin, destroy. 
‘Sram [ddsak] adj stinging, biting. 2 creature, 
that stings, See &n. 
us [d5san] n act of biting with teeth. 
2 armour. 

Az [dastra] Ske n tooth, dent. 2 pig, boar. 
erg" [d5stral m molar, grinder tooth. 2 boar’s 
tusk. 

tat (dg) P  ¢, adj surprising, astonishing. 
2 stupid. 3 burnt. “davs jan digs.”-cddi 2. 
‘as if forest-fire has burnt (them)." 
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Faet [ddgai] adjrioting, riotous. 
tas [dagall Pf, wrestling arena. 
2 battlefield. 

far [dga] n riot, disturbance, dispute. See ¥ans. 
HT [ddget], FG (ddgel] adj rioting, riotous, 
quarrelsome. 

a [dad] Skt 2g vr warn, fine, punish. 2» 
club, rod. 3 punishment, 4 fine. 5 a length 

measure equal to four cubits. 6 a period 
(duration) of sixty pals, (one pal = a ghari = 

22.5 minutes). “parsad chakke ek did vrraj.” 

-PP.7 Yam, god of death. 8 large branch of a 

tree, bough. 9 See fgda. 
‘Gaza [dddak] m person authorised to punish the 

guilty. 2 a forest called Dandak, named after 

king Dand son of Ikshvak. Dandkarnaya; it is 
spread from Vindhya mountain to the bank of 
river Godavri. While in exile, Ramchandar spent 

most of his time in this forest. 3 Many poets 

like Keshav Das etc take it as a kind of a poetic 

metre. They have used Dandak for Kabitt, but 

it is a generic name, not a specific one. 

The poetic metre having more than 32 
matras per foot is termed Matrikdandak 

while one with 26 matras is named 
Varandandak. The Karkha Kabitt ete are in 
Dandak metre. 

Just as poets casually write chSd for metre, 

similarly it has become a convention to use 

d&dok. However, it is not proper because it is 
difficult to establish which kind of didak this is. 

‘PaaT (didakela] See AeA B Fu 4. 
‘dewe [d3dkar] short for sarees, See tax 2. 
“ddkar me sadan savaryo.”—carrtr 97, 
Sawa (dsdkarnay] Skt SHR, See Yat 

2. 

Ewe [d5dan] See Ean. 
Yasue [déddharl, fsas (dSddhar}, daadt 

[d3ddhari] adj authorised to keep a rod. 2 
king. 3 Yam, god of death. 4 potter, who keeps 
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a rod in his hand. 5 ascetic, mendicant. 
“diddhar jatdhare pekhto.”-bher m 5. 

6 police constable. 7 mace bearer. 8 some 

soribe has written dad for dat in Dasam Granth. 

“pado diddhari. hanyo kal bhari.”-VN. 
‘Varah (incarnation of God) having extra 
protruding teeth was also killed by death.” 
9 Nihang Sikh carrying 2 heavy club. 
‘ae {ddan} Skt n act of punishing, punishment. 
‘Gastar (d3dniy] Skt adj punishable. deserving 
to be punished. 
taut (d3dpanr] adj holding a club in his 
hand; club-bearer. 2°n god of death, Yamraj, 

3 See #uaréi, 4 Nihang Sikh bearing a heavy 
club. 5 mace bearer, gate keeper. 

dues [dsdvatl, Eses YEH [dSdvet pranam) 7 
act of saluting by lying prostrate on the ground, 
kotow. See daGs. 
‘Gs [dada] n staff, club. See ¢. 
dearest (dédadsdi] (fighting) with clubs, 
exchanging blows with clubs. 

taf [dsdadhrp] n €3-wfir one who is 
authorized to punish, king, ruler. 2 god of death. 

are [dSdar] Skt adj got punished. 2 n 
intoxicated elephant. 3 potter's wheel. 

4 vehicle. 
‘faz [d5dzt) adj punished. 
Sat [addi] Skt @fSq adjhaving a club in hand. 
2nking, ruler, 3 Yam. 4 gatekeeper. 5 mace- 
bearer. 6 mendicant, ascetic. See fy¥at. 7 Shiv. 
8Nihang Singh. 9 an eminent Sanskrit scholar, 
who composed Dashkumar and Kavyadarash. 
He lived prior to Kalidas. 

aa [d3dy] Skt adj capable of punishing; 
deserving punishment. 
fa [dst] Skt n teeth. L dent. “dit resan sagal 
ghasr javat.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. The 
teeth are mainly of two types — cutting teeth, 
used for cutting, and grinder teeth — used for 

chewing. 2 number denoting 32, as there are 
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32 teeth. 3 the word dat has also been used 
for datt which means drtta (gave). “surdan 

d3t.”-gyan. 4 Sometimes d3t is also used for 
dety viz—“avahu veri dat he!””-saloh. 

taeon [dataia] See seer. 

3 Hae [dst sarkera] caries, tartar. Its best 
treatment is to get the teeth cleaned through 

scratching or scrubbing of deposits by an 
experienced dentist. Those, who apply salt on 
their teeth daily and do not allow the scales to 

be deposited on then, do not suffer from such 
a disease. 

‘Saat [d3tok) Skrn teeth. 2 hill top, hillock, high 
mound, 

gaat (datkatha] 1 hearsay; that which has 
no specific proof but comes from tradition. 

2 loose talk. 

Szarq (dStkasth] » twig or walnut bark used 
for cleaning the teeth. 

‘Saee [dStchad) Skt e188 n lips— which cover 
the teeth. 
‘Saud [datdhari] n elephant. 2 See daadt 8. 
fauren [dstdhavan), ares [dstadhavni] See 
eas. 
Saaaq (datbaktra), sag (datbakr] Ske ataat 
that which has quite large teeth in its mouth.' 

Ruler of Karoosh’, son of Vriddhsharma from 
the womb of Prithukirti. He was Shishupal’s 
brother, and a bitter enemy of Krishan. 

Krishan killed him in Datihe town. In Purans, 
he is mentioned as an incarnation of 
Hiranykashipu. See ufe¢a and wares. 
“d5tbakr tab crtt me atz hi kop badhar.” 

~krisan. “ute ditbaktra Ite krisan suro,” 
~carrtr 142. 

Sata [dstrog) . #1 toothache; pain in the 
teeth and molars is felt due to the deposit of 
‘éaeq means one having slanting teeth. Its real name 

was ¢avag. 
Koos is the present district of Shahbad. 
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tartar, growth of caries; or due to the rinsing 
of mouth with cold water immediately after 

taking hot milk etc, excessive use of ice, or 
because of impurities in blood, by formation 

of pus in the gums, etc. If one has proper 
digestion and a clean mouth, this disease does 

not occur at all. 
The best treatment for the disease of the 

teeth and the gums is as follows - 

Clean the mouth and the teeth with the root 
of a twig of neem tree or Akk Plant. Applying 
of mixture of three drops of Amritdhara with 

ground alum on the teeth, putting ammonium 
chloride and lime in a phial, adding a little water 

in it and then inhaling its fumes. Grinding the 

mixture of asafoetida, black pepper, camphor, 
bazbrfg, salt and applying it on affected parts of 

the teeth and the gums. Filling this mixture in the 

cavities is also beneficial. Brushing them with 

salt daily is useful. 
Take equal amount of jasmine leaves, 

tuantheme pentandra (a weed), piper longum, 

kurSd, kutth, bac, roots of long pepper, ginger, 
chebulic myrobalan, catechu and grinding the 
mixture into a fine powder. Application of this 
powder on the teeth and the molars is very 

effective. 
Take flowers of arer [dhava], mai, j3g- 

harra, galnut of oak, betelnut, pomegranate 
flowers, madder (rubia munjista), gypsum, 
cardamom, catechu, parched alum, emblic 
myrobalan, selakhyi, 8% (bol], sandalwood 

dust, camphor, parched almond skin and roots 
of calotropis procera, clax of small sea shells, 

all in equal measure, grind and store them in 

jars. Applying this tooth powder twice a day 
(moming and evening) will keep you free from 
all kinds of dental diseases. If the disease of 
the teeth is not treated by this method, they 

should be got extracted by an experienced 
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dentist and cavity got filled with gold or silver. 
“datrog aru darhpir gan.”-carztr 405. 

‘Saat [datli} adj long-toothed. See ¥ya. 
‘dawag (datevaktral, Y3eq (dstvakr] See aug. 
dae [ddtvij) Ske n that has seeds like teeth. 
‘Ganga (d3tayudh] Skt n that which has teeth 
as its weapon. 

‘fae [dotar), are [datara), #3 [dstal] Skt 
‘FAX adj having projected teeth. 2 elephant. 
“mano gajj jutte datare datare.”—-VN. ‘as iflong- 

toothed elephants fight producing a roaring 
sound.” 

‘fareu [détalay] house for teeth, mouth. 
eefs [dstavalz] n E3-rrefs line of teeth. 
‘fs [datr] 7 elephant. See Eat. “set dotr 
mégarke bahu.”-prichat. 
€fafs (datrnz], Eset [dstrni) n army of 
elephants.—sanama. 

Edt [d5ti] Ske TP adj long toothed. 2 n 
elephant. 

wy [dtu] n demon. “sabh dtu saghatte.”-BG. 
2 tooth-powder. “damodaru datu lei.’’-asa m 

1.3 See 3. 
Uys (datur], Eze [dstul], Ege [dotula] See 
eae. 
€3ew [dateya] See Seer, 
dzafe (dtyarz], Usafs (dstyarz] 7 elephant's 
enemy, lion.-sanama. 

‘Se [dad] See $3 P 14». 2 adj giver, bestower, 

provider. “dukhdSd he sukhkéd ji.”—kalki. 

‘causing pain and destroying pleasure.’ 3 See 

‘ez. 4 P z, penniless, penurious, indigent. 
deeb (ddaia) n stinging creature, wasp, 
yellow hornet. 

Be u2 aad [dd khaje kane) v give a crushing 
blow so as to make the other not dare to 
confront again. 

Sette (dadkhSd) n part of a tooth, piece of 
ivory. “didkhsd kite rast."—asa am /. 

Weurret (d3dghasai] payment in cash given 
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to Brahmans after feeding them for the benefit 

of the soul of a dead ancestor. The Hindus, 

who feast the Brahmans in the name of their 
ancestors believe that a Brahman who has 
chewed the food under his teeth for their 

forefathers, must be rewarded for his effort. 

Wee [ddan} » lock jaw, trismus, unconscious 

locking of the teeth in such a way that nothing 
can be put in the mouth. See oa". 
em [didan} See Fea, 2 The word didan has 
also been used for dv3drn which means 

fighting by biting. “madhudadan-ni mokh te 

adz bhanaijie. jacor kahtke pun sabd&dr 
kahrijie. satru sabad ko t8ke St bakhanie. ho 
sakal tupak ke nam prabin pachanie.” 
~senama, ‘Krishan having a teeth fight with 
the demon Madhu; his wife — Yamuna, grass 

grown from it; deer grazing it; its lord ~Indar; 

its enemy — gun.” 

few [dadal] adj toothed. 2 See daw. 
fet (dada m sharp tooth of a saw etc. 
tem [dadan] See €z. 
et fe ura Bz [dsda vice ghah lena) v 
seek shelter with folded hands and a straw of 
grass in the mouth in order to show that the 

refuge seeker is helpless like an animal. “jrn 
datan ghas gahyo bal haryo.”-krisan. 
Pet (d3di} See Es. 2 within the teeth. “didi 

melu na katu man.”-var sor m /. sense ~ 

‘inedibles are not eaten,’ 
Gufs [dspatz), Gust [dapti] Skt TH n couple, 
husband and wife. 
‘fa (dSph] hypocrisy, false ostentation. 2 See 
we. 

‘few [dsphan}n act of hypocrisy, dissimulation. 
2 cheating, deceiving, betraying. “sSdhrakal 

karahx sabhz varta jtu saphri dphan.”-sar 
m 5. ‘As a fisherman sits still to catch fish 

and entraps the aquarians by alluring them with 
the bait of meat, food ete, similarly hypocrites 
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exploit people under the garb of religious rites/ 
rituals.’ 
de (aSbh) Skt @ and <{ vr cheat, saw, slit, 
gather. 2.7 dissimulation, pretence. 3 conceit, 
guile. 
durat ([dsbhari) fa-met adj enemy of 
dissimulation. 2 n Guru Nanak Dev. “bole sri 
dabhari.”-NP. 
et (dsbhi) Skt afta adj dissimulator. 
2 deceitful, guileful. 

fu [dam] See &H, 2 See eH. 3 Skt TI weight 
equivalent to sixteen one-paisa coins. 4 Bhai 
Gurdas has mentioned money as d3m. “tre 

vihd de dim le rkk rupaia.”-BG, 

‘ue [ddmeal] n drum, two-sided drum. 2 rich 

man, wealthy person. 

uréfi [d3madSmz] adv always, at all times. 
“maza manahu na visre, mige démad3mz.” 
-savam 5. 
#y [dsmu) breath, respite. See ey. “jrcarvvzcz 
dému he, trcaru na.cetai.”—var brha m 3. 

2 See eH. 
‘eamat [daydhani] Some ignorant scribe has 
used this word in Shastarnammala for 
dvzpani (army of elephants), See section 442. 
wafeaa [dyarkar] adv by procuring for 
someone, by assisting in getting. “bahu dhan 

dyazker.”—carztr 262. 
‘eareeat [dyardani] See fener exaust, 

‘F [dyv] Skt n day. 2 sky. 3 fire. 4 heaven. 
‘BAe [dyucer] existing/living/flying in the sky; 
birds, sun, stars, arrows etc, 
egfs (dyutz] Skt {aq vr shine, 2 n flash of 
light. 3 ray. 4 praise, glory, grace. . 

qu [dyup] See egufy, 2 See fru. 
‘equfs [dyupatr] n master of the day, sun. 
equfe (dyumanz] n gem of the day, sun. 
eg (dyu} Skt adj gambler. 
‘Eqs (dyut] Skt n gambling. 2 game, played by 
staking money. 
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‘egsae (dyutkar] adj gambler. 
eqs [dyun] Ske adj grieved, in distress, 
sorrowful. 2 feeble. 

itm (dyos] n day, daytime. “dyos nzsa sasz 

einidia [dyoszis) n lord of the day, sun. 
B23 [dyot] Skt n light, radiance. “dyot karcsd 
mahz.”-NP. ‘as there is light in the sun.’ See 

‘Jay. 2 sunshine, sunlight. 
‘eitsa [dyotak] Skt adj producing light. 2 who 

shows, who tells. 
wise [dyotan] Skt n act of producing light/ 
radiance. 2 lamp. 3 adj shining. 

FRE [droun] See Fz. 
‘WT [drasta] adjonlooker. 2 producing light. 
gat [drahi) See Sat. 
‘geet [dredni] n army of elephants.~sanama. 
FU [drop] See eeu. 
Ee [drab], F" [drabu} Skt Cea n wealth. 
2 provision, thing, object. “arathu drabudekhu 
kachu s3gr nahi calna.”-dhana m 5. 3 See 
ea. 
‘¥B [drabh] See ves. 
He (dramak], EXE [dramdram] onom 

thumping sound of drums etc. “dram dram 
dramki m1rdiga.”-NP. 

‘FE (drev] Skt (gr run, flow) n flow. 2 thaw. 

3 race. 4 impulse, excitation. 5 adjnonviscous 
like water. 

‘Fee [dravan] Skt n sense of flowing, flow. 
2 act of going/running, race. 3 act of melting 

or feeling pity. 4 state of having soft comer in 
mind, melting of the heart. “antk jatan kart 

atam nahz drave.”-sukhmeani. “gurbani sunat 
mera man dravia."-kan a m 4. 5 See gfe. 

Eee [drovna) See yee. 
ERS [dravtal, Fey [dravtva] n sense of being 
as fluid as water, fluidity. 2 act of feeling pity/ 
being compassionate. 

Wee [drevar] See Ties. 
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‘gfenr (drovra) See evtgs. 
‘yfez [drovin] Skt n wealth. 2 gold. 3 strength. 
power. “‘chod ran bhajat dravrn gan.”-kalki. 

‘gfes [dravrr] Skt na territory in the south, 
which extends from the south of Orissa to 
Rameshwar on the eastern coast of the ocean. 
2 resident of Dravid. 3 a class of Brahmins, 
having subcastes of Gurjar and Maharashtar. 
ely [drovibhul, digs [drevibhut] adj liquefied, 
melted, 2 merciful, compassionate. 

‘yea [drovy) Skt n wealth. 2 material, object. 

3 See vaw and Ee. 

‘yea waa How [dravy vacak sdgya] a name 
qualified by a signifier as, for example, aah 
[kalgidhar], wAteer [bajaévala], vaue 

[cakradhar], fret [prnaki] etc. 

‘Fa [drakl, Po [drag] Skt zm advimmediately, 
quickly, at once. 
¥F [drav] Skt n flow. 2 act of feeling pity. 
3 dripping. 
Few [dravak] adjliquefying, diluting. 2 affecting 
the mind. 3 n borax. 4 gem that shines in the 

moonlight. 5 purgative. 
‘Fz [dravar] adj pertaining to Dravid territory. 
See fez. 2 n This word is also used for Dravid 

.“‘mohansfgh suput subh dravar 
.”"—carrtr 84, 

ofeat (dravrri] Skt cardamom grown in 
Dravid territory. 
fe (drr] Skt vr break, slip, separate. 
feR [drrs) Skt $x vr see, think of future, worry. 
2 m act of seeing. 3 eyes. “j1s ke nahi anrkta 

drzs me.”-GPS. “namo sarabdris3.”—japu. 

fene [drrsat] Skr ZS adj seen. 2 visible, 
evident. 

fare [drostau) adj viewed. 2 visible, within 
sight, “drzstav kachu s3gz na jaz.”-sar partal 
m5. 

fanege [drxsotkut] Skt deep intrigue. 2 hidden 
meaning contained in phrases, not easily 
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understood. See ydfsar, 
fgrenm [drrsatman] Skt FM adj visible, 
evident. “drrsatman he sagal mrthena.”—maru 

solhe m 5. 

fgnerfenr (drrstazaj came into sight, viewed. 

2 made visible, showed. “gurz drrstara sabhni 
thai.”-maru solhe m 5. 

fret [drrstagro) came into sight. “udzan 
dr1stagto."-gau m 5. 
fenets (drrstat] Skt {veto n example, 
illustration. 2 scripture, sacred book, code of 
law. 3 a figurative expression, in which 

comparison is made with an identical object 

to explain the illustration. In other words 
explanation of comparable object is called 
dristat expression. 

Example: 
bharie hathu peru tanu deh, 

pani dhote utarasu kheh, 
mut paliti kaparu hor, 
de sabunv laie chu dhor, 
bharie matr papa ke sigr, 
ohv dhope nave ke rig. 

—jepy. 
re man! esi harr szu pritz karr 

jesijel kamlehz, 
lahri nal pacharie bhi vrgse asnehr... 
re man! esi harz stu pritz kart 

jesi machuli nir,.. 
brnv jal ghari na jivai 

prebhu jane abhpir, 
re man! esi harz stu prity karr 

jesicatrzk meh, 
sar bharr thal hariavle 

ak bid na pavai keh,... 
re man! esi har srupritz kart 

jesi jal dudh hoz, 
avatanu ape khave dudh kau 

khapant nadez,... 
re mnt esi harz szu pritr karz 
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jesicakvi sur, 
khinu polu nid na sovai jane durr hajurr... 

-sriam I. 

jru baraku pi khiru aghave, 
jrunzrdhan dhan dekhz sukh pave, 
trrkhav3t jal pivat thSdha, 

tzu harr sdgx thu man bhina jiu, 

jru Sdhrare dipak pragasa, 

fenfede 

tripat na hot na thrrta pai. 
pasu p3chi herahf taruchaya, 
besahZ tapatahr te sukh paya, 
bahut jagat dukh te jrgyasi, 
jxd mzl satsSgatr sukhrasi. 
bhavahr bahv sitalta pani, 

bhag jage jrO guru ki bani. 

as grikhom mahf sri jagsai, 
bharta crtvat puran asa, brearat lila karat suhai. 

mux pritam jru hot anida -NP. 

tru harrrdgr man régina jiu. fnetsas [drrstitkar] In Shastarnammala, 
—majhm 5. some scribe has incorrectly written drrstatkor 

suami ko grrhu jr6 sada for dustatkar. See gACIaT. 
suan tajt nahi nzt, fenem [dristana], fexeto [dr1stanzo] 

nanak rh brdhr hart bhajau came into sight, came to notice. “jesa sa, tesa 
tkman hor rkert, dristana.”-sukhmani. “kavanu rup 

tirath brat aru dan karr dristan10?”"-sar m 5. 

man maht dhare gumanu, fares [drrstar] adjworth seeing. “eko pasrra 
nanak nzhphal jat th 

jtu kicar rsnanv. 

-sm9. 
pun grikham rrtu kino jora, 
tepat bhai atr se cah6 ora, 
tapahr rrda jrm matsordhari, 
tr6 tapgai bhumrka sari. 
bahit jor sé tapat samira, 

jo tapahr nar narr garira, 
jx0 khal ucarahr bacen kudhali, 
rtda tapazdet ris nali. 
martsd ki Sd marica, 
dukhi jiv laghu’ talan_ bica, 
jx6 jeg bhagatrhin he prani, 
jonam maren mahz nit dukh-khani. 
suke jal kardam  brhrani, 

jon premi ur sikh stkhani. 
sahrt dhurr bahu bhrmnat baghure, 
jré matr bhrmat brna guru pure. 
mrrgtrtsna ko herahz nira, 
dorat mrzg nahz pavahtz nira, 
jz6 man vrsyasukhan hrt dhai, 
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duja kah drrstar?”-sukhmani. 
fererAt [drrstari] seen, viewed. 2 is visible; 
appears. “jeso sa, teso dristari.”-kan m 5. 

fered [drrstars) is being seen, is visible. 
“nzrgun te sargun drzstar3.”-bavan. 
fgnfe (drrsatr) Skt gfe n vision, sight. “drrsatz 
ave sabh ekSkar.”-goum 5. 2 eyes. 3 thinking, 
insight, 4 See fenfe mafente. 

fenfe waftrfe (drisatz andrrsatr) sense of 
being visible and invisible, state of being 

apparent and missing. “avanu javanu drisatt 

andrisatz. agtakari dhari sabh srisatr.” 
~sukhmani. 

fgnfestes [drrsatrgocar} adj which can come 
into sight; which can be known by looking. 

fgnferte [drrsatrb5d], fenfedu [drrsatrbadh) 
nwhich is closed to sight. According to Tantar 

Shastar, an activity because of which objects, 

not seen as they are in reality, appear to be 

different ones. “drrsotxbid karti as bhai.” 
-cerrtr 351, 2 sleight of hand, due to which 
reality can’t be judged by the people. 
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fenfetar [drrsatrbhog) See fefysar. 
fenfens [drrsatrman] See fenens. 
“dr1satzman sabh brnsie.”—brla m5, 

fern [drrsti] See ferfe. 
fendi (drzstija) adj born of sight. “amzu teri 
drrstija he.”—maru solhe m 5. 

fgn@a [drrsteh] has seen, is seen, appears. 
“nirmel drrsteh.”—brla m5. 

fgnee [drrsten} by viewing, by seeing, “marno 
dristen mrthza.”~gatha. ‘Falsehood of 

vanishable objects becomes apparent on seeing 
them.’ 
fares (drrsteta) is visible. “jab akaru tho 
kachu na drrsteta.”-sukhmani. 
fare [drrste] is viewed, is seen. “drrste ek 
sarab me soi.”—saloh. 
feréam [drzstégna] coming into sight. 
“amrodhar drisfégna."-maru solhe m 5. 

‘Bliss is only achieved through His Grace.’ 

fares [drrstst), frets [drrststz] appears, is 
visible. “drzstSt eko sunidt eko.”—var jet. 

2 sees, views. “nah dristStz jamdutanah.” 

~sahas m 5, 

fenewst [drisdvati] See ulue, 
fefit (drrsz), fer (drrsi] Ske Gf% and afl. n 
vision, sight. 2 light, brightness. 3 scripture, 
holy book. 4 eyes. 

fey [drzst] See fene. 
fafy {drrstz] See fenfe. 
fafigtar [drzstrbhog] » act of copulation by 
sight; voyeurism, “drrstrbhog ki rh thé riti.” 

~NP. 
faa [drxsy) adj which can be viewed; which 
can be seen with eyes. 2 worth-seeing. 

3 beautiful. 4 » worth-seeing objects. 5 play, 
drama. 

fgaa wea (drisy kavy} a happening or an 
event that can be acted on stage. 

fears [drxsyman] See feneHs. 
fig (drrk), feat [drxg] Skt Gan eyes. 2 indicative 
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of two, because there are two eyes. “ssmat 

som 9 tatt mzle drzg rutt sabhe jag magal 
chaya.”-GV 6." ‘the birth year of Guru Nanak 
Dev 1526.’ 

fgaft (drrgit adj having eyes. 2» deer; stag 
that has beautiful eyes.-sanama. 

trates [drr gical) Ske ZTsexc1 n feat-viwe eye- 
lid. “cakh jrn cScal nacet drrgical.”-GPS. 
few [drrdh) Skt adj tight, not-loose. 2 hard, 
firm. 3 mighty. 4 fearless, 5 certain. 6 n iron. 
7 Lord Vishnu. 8 son of Dhritrashtar. 

feet (drzdhmustz] sword with a strong grip. 
2, miser, who does not spare a penny. 

fgegst [drrdhvrati] 7 Bhisham Pitama — firm 

in resolve. 2 Guru Arjan Dev. 3 Guru 

Tegbahadur. 4 Guru Gobind Singh. 

fea (drzt) Ske {a adj respected, honoured. 
2torn, split. 
ffs [drztz] Ske @fet m leather bag. 2 leather 
bag for carrying water. 3 small boat for 
crossing a river. 4 fish. 5 leather around the 

neck of an ox or a cow. 6 rain cloud. 

fafaye [drxtrput] 7 leather bucket, contraption. 
fafe [drzdz] See ff 3. “drrdz sagar te lehu 
ubar.”—saloh. ‘Liberate (us) in the guise of a 

boat.” 

fag [drrdr] See efog. 
fa [drtb) See yea, “akhutt tuft drrbaks.” 
~gyan. 
fgaur (drrb-ha] 1 one who snatches objects 
from others; thug.-sanama. 

fea (drry} See few. “dry bhagatz saci jiu.” 
~geu chit m 3. 
faeretar [drtyoia} has made sure; determined, 
made to believe firmly. “dharamu karahu khatu 
karam drrraia.”-brla a m 4, 2 firm believer. 

3 causing to ascertain. “‘stmrrtz sastra namu 

drtyaia.”—brla am 4. 
fgast [drzyta] Skt Zeon n firmness, strength. 
‘ip (som) |, tatt 5, drag 2, rund 6. 
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- 2 hardness. 3 stability, persistence. 

1667 pertenr 

a kabir, 3 bliss, beatitude. 
4 irrevocable faith. “esi drrrta takehor.”-gou  ysia (drugsdh] See asia. “rudhrr drugadha.” 
ams. 
fgeag" (drxpdhanval, fgaagt (drrpdhanvi] Skt 
‘gautar adj who has an inflexible bow. 2 n 

Guru Gobind Singh. 3 Arjun. 
fga® [drryve] See feat 2. 

far (drtrauna] v cause to have firm faith, 
ensure firm belief. “gurr pure namu 
drrrata.”-sri m 4 vanjara. “ape bhagatr 
drrrams.”-sor am 4. 

feds [drrp5t] causing one to have firm 
faith. fdrry5t nam3 tajst lobh3.”-sahas mJ. 
feq [drtth) See few. 

fea (driphayau] made to believe firmly. 
“gurr namu drtthayau.”-saveye m5 ke. 
¥ [drv] vr harm, repent, go, run, flow. 
RE [drusot] See ere. “drusat dut harz kadhe 
chant.”~brla m 5. 2 See Fre. 

‘BET [drusta] Skt Bf adj who opposes, who 
makes jealous. “drusta sakha sajanah.”-sahas 
m5. 2nenemy, foe. 
Breet [drustai] n jealousy. 2 adj having 
jealousy, jealous. “kam krodh drustai.”—baven. 

FF [drvh] See ga. 
YE [druhan], yfve (drohrn] Ske Ze n 
Brahma; four-faced One. “druhan giris gayo 
dhrg visnu,”-NP. 
plan [drvhrnes] Brahma and Shiv. 2 Lord 

of Brahma, the Creator. 

git (druhil adj jealous, rival, oppoment. 2 Skt 
n daughter. 

¥4(druk], Fat [drk] onom sound produced by 
adrum ora kettledrum etc. “drukke ntsan3.” 
~gyan. “nisan droke.”-cSdi 2. 
‘yas [drugatz) See gears. “jaha dureg kaldhot 
ko rakhyo drugatr banar.”-carrtr 203. ‘fort 
made of gold (or silver), difficult to get in.” 
Yor [drugam] See ¥saM. 2 sense — tenth 

opening. “agam drugam gart racro bas.”~bher 
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~gatha. 
Yaus [drugsdhat] adj stinking, having bad 
odour, malodorous. 

‘gue [drughan) Dg n Brahma — four-faced 
One. See gfe. 
BFW [drujen] See gars and EATS. 
‘BFP [drujan] to bad persons. “‘sajsanah drujan 
dalége.”-akal. 
BF (drug) See Fora. 
Bilas [drujodhan] See Fettum. “drujodhan se 
mandhari.”—akal. 

3 [drut] Skt adjliquefied, molten. 2 adjquick 
to move, active. 3 adv immediately, quickly. 

“javahu drut pun eye.”-NP. 4 musical tune 
faster than the medium, doubleness, two times. 

5 tom cat. 6 scorpion. 
gafedfast [drotvrlsbrta] See Fedt e qu 2. 
Bus [drupat] See gue. 
Hr [druptis] husband of Dropadi, Arjun. 
“ratxmani druptis.”-corztr 137. 

‘Jue [drupad] son of Prishat, ruler of North 
Panchal, belonging to the lunar dynasty. He 
was father of Dhrihtduman, Shikhandi and 
Krishna (Dropadi). He was also named as 

Yagyasen, He was killed by Dron on the 
fourteenth day of the battle of Mahabharat. 

‘gH [drum] Skin a tree, “drum kichata nthcalu 

“grth badhza."-asa m 5. 2 Kuber; lord of the 
riches. 3 son of Krishan from the womb of. 
Rukmini. 4 a tree named Parijaat in the forest 

of the deities. 
‘gfe (drumarr] n tree’s enemy, elephant. 
‘gu maf mf of (drum arr art art)-sanama. 
‘tree’s enemy — elephant; its enemy —tiger; its 
enemy — gun. 

‘'GHAYT [drumsapur] tree laden with fruit. “drom 
‘sapur jru nive.”-saveye m 2 ke. 
pretfenr [drumchaza], gem [drumchaya] 
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shadow of a tree, sense — transitory objects; 
ever changing situation, “mrrgtrrsna 
drumchara.”-brila m 5. 

‘GUA (drumaj] n grown from a tree, fruit, “yahr 
“soi drumjahr jume trry ko dayo.”-carrtr 209. 
‘Itis the same fruit.’ 2 gun’s stock made from 
a tree.-sanama. 
par arfeet (drumaj nak] wood obtained from 
a tree, its chief — wood of walnut.-sanama. 

BAT WHAT [drumaj basni] n stock (of a gun) 
produced from a tree; gun — fitted in it. 
—sanama. 
‘wet [drumani] n the earth, on which trees 
"grow.sanama. 
Brste [dromnij], PHO [drumnija] n earth on 
which trees grow; grass etc grown on the 
earth.-sanama. 
Pees [drumnijacar] earth, grass grown on 
“it, deer grazing on it—sanama. 

‘grfs [drumarz] 1 tree’s enemy, elephant. 2 axe. 
‘3 storm, violent wind. 4 carpenter. 5 fire. 
fire [dromzla] See FG & Fz 7. 
¥Bs [drulabh] See eaws. “crrskal pai drulabh 
‘deh.”-ram m 5. 
‘a [droh] Sk %R vr feel jealous, wait for the 
moment to kill. 21 enmity. 3 feeling of vicious 
thinking, malafide intention. “pardroh karat 

vikar nida."-sar m 5. 

ue [drohad] Some ignorant scribe has written 
this word for durhrrd. “des vides dekhne 
drohad.”-NP. ‘to look for ill-intentioned mean 

people in the country and abroad.’ 
Fat [drohi] Skt HE adj envious, wishing ill. 
“pardrohi {hag maza.”-brha chst m 4.2 n 
enemy, foe. 
= [dron) Skt n wooden bowl. 2 a measure 
equal to 32 seers. 3 bowl made of leaves. 
4 tree. 5 In Purans, a mountain, on which 
Vishalykami plant is grown. See Haduftr uses. 
6 banana. 7 Dronacharya. In Mahabharat, 
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there lived a sage named Bhardwaj on the 
bank of Ganges. Once his semen got 

discharged at the sight of the nymph Ghritasi, 

which he kept in a wooden bowl. The son 

born from it was named as Dron. Dron got 

training in arms from Agnivesh — a disciple 
of Bhardwaj and was married to Kripa - 
daughter of Sharadvan, who gave birth to a 
son - Ashavthama. Dron was also trained in 
missile-like weapons by Parashucam, who 

lived on Mahendra Hills. Sons of Dhritrashtar 

~ Duryodhan etc and sons of Pandu — 

Yudhishtar, Bhim etc were made disciples of 

Dron by Bhisham Pitahma. Dron was 

respectfully made to stay in the palace with 
great respect. He was on the side of Kauravs 

in the Mahabharat war and was killed by 
Dhrishtdyuman, “bhae dron senapati senpals. 
bhayé ghor yuddhs tahd to kals.” 
~jenmejay. 8 bowl. “bhar bkar dron ston aru 
meda pivat bhut sakams.”-saloh. 

Qexfe [dronart] 1 enemy of Dron — 

Dhristdyuman. 
alive [dronstkkh} n disciple of Dronacharay 

— Arjun.—sanama. 
‘Feat (dronki) 1 bom from a wooden-bow! - 
Dronacharya. “kryo dronki jayé mahajuddh 
suddhs.”-VNV, See 22. 
aH [dronaj] n son of Dron, Ashvthama. 
~sonama. 
‘Yam fis (dronaj pzta] father of Ashvthama 
~ Dronacharya.—sanama. 
Gefey [dronrrpu] See Ganfe. 
ews [dronacal] See Fz 5. 
Qewea [dronacaray) See Zz 7. 
8e [dronz) n son of Dron—Ashvthama. “nahr 
bhikham dron krrpa aru dronz.”-cdi /. 
2 mountain range. 3 an ancient measure of 

weighi equal to 128 non-standard seers. 

@e (dron] See 3z. 
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Gust (dropti) See Guet. “xu pakerz dropti 
dusta ani.”-nat am 4. 
guegqs = [dropadsut] 
—Dhrishtdyuman. 

‘Bawt [dropdi] See Fue. “dropdi laja nrvarz 
udharan.”—maru solhe m 5. 

a (dror] See @a, gfes and yes, 

He [dront) n son of Dron, Ashvthama. 
Guet (dropdi] Krishna, daughter of king 
Drupad. She was wife of the five Pandavs. 

See gue. There is a tale in Mahabharat that 

king Drupad made a revolving mechanical fish 
and pledged that he, who would pierce the eye 

of the fish with his arrow, would wed Krishna. 
Arjun succeeded in his maiden attempt and 
reached home alongwith Dropadi. As advised 

by their mother all the five brothers took 

Dropadi as their common wife. Dropadi 
delivered five sons, one each of the five 

husbands. These sons were — Prativindhya 

from Yudhishtar, Shrutsom from Bhimsen, 

Shrutkirat from Arjun, Shataniko from Naku) 
and Shruttkarma from Sahdev. 

When king Yudhishtar lost his empire in 
the gamble, Dropadi was also staked and lost. 

Duryodhan called for Dropadi from the palace 
to the gambling house through Dushasan and 
ordered to strip off her clothes. At that time 

the helpless and desperate Dropadi prayed to 

the Creator and was thus saved from being 

unclothed. “kappar kof usarzanu thakke dut 
na paravsadi.”-BG. See YAHs and varus. 
Pandavs took Dropadi alongwith them while 
in exile to the Himalaya and she breathed her 
last alongwith her husbands. 

¥ [dvl, ¥ [dva] adj two. 2 adv both. 
FEA [dvadas] adj two plus ten, twelve — 12. 
2 See Boren. 

‘Pea mad (dvadas akgar], WEA YT [dvadas 
akkhar] “rkedkar satz namu satrgur prasadz.” 

son of Drupad 
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2 According to Purans-“‘onamobhagvate vasu 
devay.” 
qenther (dvadas-stla], FrERAe (dvadas-seva] 
See goren ther, Puren Aer and Enren AE. 
Yrenez [dvadaskon] adj having twelve 

corners, dodecagon. 
QEAGAE [dvadasbhusan} See Foren Re. 
Wren HUES [dvadas mahavak] See nowa 4. 

FEA YE (dvadas mudra] See Prefit yer. 
‘GeR Saw [dvadas locan] having twelve eyes, 
having six faces, Kharanan — son of Shiv who 

had six heads, 
Fug [dvapar] See Enrug and Wa. 
Ws [dvar] See nrg. 
FIe [dvarka}! See paws, “dvarka nagri kahe 
ke magol."-trl5g namdev. 
qruaeA [dvarkadas] descendant of Guru 
Amar Das, who, alongwith Bhai Garhia, 
reached Bakala and anointed Guru Tegbahadur 

as the Guru. 2 See weet. 
qraaa (dvarkab] sea near Dvarka; ocean 

touching Gujarat. 
FU [dvarap], FUG (dvarpal] See Pwrsus. 
2 According to Tantar Shastar, there are 

four janitors of Kali Durga, goddess of 
power viz., Ganesh in the east, Kshetarpal 
in the west, Vatuk in the south and Yogini 

in the north. 
yseTt [dvarvati] » Dwarvati, Dwarika. 
greet wfea (dvarvati nark] m hero of 
Dwarika, Lord Krishan.~sanama. 
qeedt wfeasts wes ufs AZ (dvarvati 
narkanant jacar patr satr]-sanama. heroine 
of Krishan — Yamuna, flowing on the earth; 

grass grown on it; deer grazing the grass; king 

of the deer — the tiger; its enemy — the gun. 

Fw [dvara] See Ys. 2. part through, by means 
of. “guru dvara gun prapat hor.”-GPS. 3 See 
noe. : 
‘Tris also pronounced es dvarzka. 
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‘yore [dvaravati] town having a number of 
entrance gates. 2 a town on the sea-shore in 

Kathiawarh of Baroda state in the territory of 
Bombay. It is one of the seven sacred pilgrim 
centres of the Hindus, It remained the capital 

of Yadavs for long. It is said that the ocean 

submerged Dwarika (existing at that time) on 

the seventh day after Krishan left this mortal 
world. The existing town was founded 

afterwards. Dwarka is situated 270 miles west 

of Baroda. There is an elegant temple here, in 

which idol of Krishan as “Ranchor” has been 

installed. 

‘yfoa [dvartka] See great and Foes. 
J (dval] See Hers and Ee. 
fg [dvz] adj two. 
feat [dvxjl, fem [dvrjnamal See fer. 
ferufs [dvzjpatz], ferent [dvzjraj) See fenen. 
ferrfs [dvzjatz] 7 one, who has second birth 

through religious rites: Brahmin, Khatri, 
Vaishya. 2 any person of the world, who has 
been formally initiated or baptised. 3 creature 

born from the egg. 4 tooth, dent. 
fgea [dvrnak] See yaga. 

fgdtor [dvrtia] See Fsbo 4, 
figs [dvztiy) See vba, 
fur [dvrdha} See Ea. 
fgu (dvrp] n animal drinking with both trunk 
and mouth, elephant. 

figue [dvrpad] adj biped. 2 » human being. 
3 bird. 4 See Fuer. 

fguat [dvzpni) army of elephants.-sanama. 
See zane. 
feu fay gfset (dvzp rxpu dhunrni) gun - 
producing roaring sound like a tiger, who is 
enemy of the elephant.-sanama. See eftfou 
use 
fgwy [dvibahu] adj having two arms, having 
two sides. 2: human being. 
fg [dvrmukh) adj having two heads, two- 
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headed. 2 » two headed fabulous snake, 

amphisbaena. 
fgee [dvirad) See Fae. 
fefee [dvrvrd) a monkey, who was a 
counsellor of Sugriv. 2 a monkey, who broke 
the pitcher containing wine belonging to 

Balram and was killed by him. He was a friend 

of Narakasur.' 
lv [dvip] See dtu 3. 
‘Gufs [dvipant), Pees (dvipvati) m earth lit 
by seven lamps.-sanama. 

9H [dves), 2x (dvekh] Skr f&q vr envious, be 
jealous. 2 n jealousy, enmity. 

@ [dve] Skt ya adj two. 2 adv both. 
at (dvesil, Fut (dvekhil Ske BFF adj jealous, 
envious; who opposes. 

2 we We [dve ghat ath] eight less by two. i.e. 
six. “dve ghat ath rathi balavsd.”-krzsan. 

23 [dvet] idea of ‘two’. 2 feeling of ownness 
and strangeness; discrimination between one’s 

own and others; sense of belonging to self and 
the other. 3 doublemindedness, dilemma. 

4 belief in the existence of objects other than 

the Creator. 5 distinguishing between the 

independent existence of creatures and the 
Creator. 
awe [dvetvad) nthe belief according to which 
creatures and the Creator are regarded as 

different entities, All the schools of philosophy 

other than Vedant believe in duality, 2 Belief 

in objects rather than in the Creator. 
Fare [dvetvadi] Ske aerenfe dualist; one 
who considers the created ones and the 
Creator as different entities. The dualist 
scholar Madhavachary has proved the 
existence of animates from that of the Creator 
as separate by writing exegesis on Vedant 

Shutars of Vyas, while Shankarachary has 
established the theory of monotheism by 
See fees ee part 5, 9 36 and wane Fey 10 3 67. 
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writing his exegesis on the same Shutars. 

Qdiwe [dvedhibhav] n doublemindedness, 
doubtfulness, uncertainity about the reality of 
an object, 2 inconsistency in one's inner feeling 
and outlook. 3 administrative skill ofa ruler to 

create division, among his councillors, subjects 

and the army etc. 

Queaz [dvepayan], Gum [dvepayan) n Ytu- 
‘ras born in an island; Vyas. This name has 

become popular as he was born in the island 
of Yamuna. See usr and fim. 
¥Bur [dvebheya] n second brother Yudhishtar; 
Kunti first gave birth to Karan and then to 

Yudhishtar as her second son. 2 Yudhishtar 
had two real brothers (Bhim and Arjun). 
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‘}rga [dvematur] n Ganesh, having two mothers, 
he was brought up by Pushpika, wife of king 
Varenya and Deepvatsala wife of sage 
Parshay. 2 Jarasand, See a@H and waviu. 
ar [dveyal adj giver, bestower. “dveya rajtaj 
ke vrrdheya sukhsaj ke rakheya das laj ke 
kareya kavrkaj ke."-GPS, 2 See gar, 
A lavadi] Skt Faq adj engaged in a dual 
fight, contestant, antagonist. 2 of a pair. 
3 rioter; who causes strife. 

¥ [dvadv) See ¥e. 
€e [dvsdvil See Fe. 
Fa® [dvyanvl, Fass [dvyanuk] Skt n biatomic, 
combination of two atoms. See ”. 
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a [dhaddha] twenty-fourth character of 

Punjabi script representing dental plosive. 

2 Skt n wealth. 3 religion. 4 Kuber, god of 
wealth. 5 Brahma. 

U@ (dhav), #f (dh3u] H partnot to know, who 
knows? “tumri dhav kaha gatr hve he.” 

-krrsan. 2 or. 3 what. 4 suf from. “bharam 

Sdher mohio kat dh3u?”-saveye sri mukhvak 

m 5. ‘How has (one) been misled by illusory 
darknes?? 

uz [dhaun], 484 [dhaun] 7 neck. 2 half a 
maund, twenty seers. 3 a subcaste of Barhi 
Khatris. “dhaun morari gursernai.”-BG. 

uGs [dhaul] Skt es adj white, clean, bright. 
2 pure, unpolluted. 3 white bull. “dhaul 

dharemu dara ka putu.”~japu. “Ee TTA] TH 
warat atey red.”-mahabharat satr 
paravmoksdharam a 342 s 86. 4 Himalayas. 

5 white temple, temple constructed with white 
marble. “carhisabh subhr dhaul utal.”—ramav. 

“tino sukh na harrdhavlan ko.”—krrsan. 

“Such pleasure is not found in golden 
mansions.’ 6 mount Kailash. 7 slap. See ta. 
aftsag (dhavlharl, os [dhavlar) Ske oes 
aa white royal palaces. “krt-hi kam na 
dhaulhar jrtu hart brsrae.”—suhi m 5. 

uffesdt [dhaulri) pertaining to Himalayas; white; 
Gauri (Parvati), goddess Durga. 

ue [dhavla) adj white. “pOdar kes kusam te 
dhavle.”-sri beni. “mahadevu dhaule baled 
carta avat dekhra tha.”-god namdev. 2 See 

er 2. 
ugeret (dhaulali] having a white bull. 2 who 
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lives in white hills; who resides in snow-clad 
mountains; Parvati, goddess Durga. 

u@at (dhauli] adj white. 2 adv having grey 
hair, in old age. “kali jrnhi no ravza, dhauli 

rave kor.”~s farid, 

ute [dhaulu)] See Gs. 

wet (dhai) ran, attacked, advanced. 

We [dhoe] attacked, advanced, ran. “dhae 

samuhe ve.”—carrtr 2. 
‘unacr (dhaskna] v get stuck, sink. “dh3sa ki 

dhokar sun dhara dhaskat he.”-52 Poets. 
une [dhasan] » getting stuck, sinking. 

2 marshiness, slushiness, bog. 

Une (dhasna] v get stuck, enter, bog down. 

‘URS (dhasat] sinks, sticks down. 
urge (dhasauna] v cause one to sink, make 

‘one drown. 
ue [dhahak] n thud, thump. 
‘Ge [dhak] 7 apprehension, fear, heartbeat. 
wea [dhakdhakl, waar [dhakdhakal, amet 
{dhakdhaki] » fear, apprehension, trembling, 
heart's sinking. “harz para cuke dhakdhake.” 

~asa m 4, 

‘wat [dhaka) 1 act of pushing; push. “ja bakhse ta 
hola nahi”-var suhi m J.‘When the Almighty 
blesses, one does not suffer misfortune in this 
and the next world.’ “bhave dhirak bhave 

dhake.”-asa m 1.3 highhandedness, arrogance. 
waraedt [dhakadhaki], erdter [dhakadhik) 7 

highhandedness, struggle, pull and push, 

“dhakadhaki dhakks.”-VN. 

Wass (dhakelna), daeer [dhakelna) v push, 
toll down. 
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tar [dhakka] See Ua". 
tf [dhakkh] n young louse, nit. 
‘wat [dhag) See dar, 
wast {dhagra] n starstruck husband, 

overbearing husband, gigolo, lover. 

tar [dhagg) ” large drum, kettledrum. “jutte vir 
jojhare dhaggs vajjia.”-ramay, 

‘gaat [dhananal n arrogance, highhandedness. 

See frre", 
unt [dhaj] n standard, flag. 2 rag. “parr patola 
dhaj kori."-s farid. 3 long and thin piece of 
wood. 4 splendour, affectation. 

‘ut [dhaja] 7 standard, flag, symbol. “srkharr 
dhaja phahrraz.”~s kabir. 

wet [dhatal, Wer [dhotta] Sk bull; studbull. 

“dhate khoru kerrgae.”—m J bano. 
uz [dhan] Dg wife, better half, female spouse. 

Skt ufsar. See us 5. 2 Skt ug. “banaht tan 

dhans.”—ramav. 

wea [dhanak], TY [dhanakh], vey [dhanakhu] 
‘Skt 45% n bow, weapon to shoot an arrow 

with. “gagnStart dhanakhu carat 
solhe m J. “dhanakhu carato sati da. 
ram 3. 

wat (dhanil adj rich, wealthy. 2.5 and Dg 
master, lord. “sagal srtsatz ko dhani kahije.” 
~guj m 5. 3 husband, male spouse. “dhani 
vrhuna pat patSbar bhahi seti jale.”-sava 
m5. 

ub [dhania} See usr, 
wet [dhanie) is the master, is the lord. “vada 
he sabhna da dhanie.”—var gou J m 5. 2 the 

master (nominative case). 3 to the lord, to the 

master. 

‘U8 [dhat) m acquired bad habit, vice, bad habit. 

2 part word of reproach. 3 sound produced to 
drive back an elephant. 

‘Oye [dhatura] Ske tgs and gAGT 7 a poisonous 
plant, having round and thoy poisonous fruits. 
E Datura alba £ thom apple. The ayurvedic 
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practitioners use it to cure asthma and many 

other diseases. Thugs loot people by feeding 
the seeds of this plant mixed with some edibles, 
The Shaivites offer flowers of this plant to ford 

Shiv for the fulfilment of their wishes, Its 

names in Sanskrit language are: kanok, madan, 

stvsekhar, khal, k3fakphal, srvprry. Datura 
has warm and dry effect and is harmful for 
the brain. 
uaa [dhadhak} n sound produced by the 

beating of a large drum etc. 2 sound produced 
by flames of fire. 

‘agers [dhadhkar] n explosion; sound produced 
as dhadh dhadh. 2 rebuke, reproach, 

malediction. 

war [dhadha) Punjabi character u. “dhadha 

dhurr punit tere janua.”—bavan. 2 pronunciation 
oft. 
uit [dhadhela] n a subcaste of the Rajputs. 
“maghele dhadhele bodele cadele.”-carztr 

320. 

‘ue (dhan] Skt t{ vr produce sound, produce, 

flourish, bear fruit. 2. wealth, riches, money. 
“dhan dara spatr sagal.”-s m 9. 3 one’s 
favourite object. 4 property, wealth. 5 Siaufsar 
young woman. “dhan pzru ehr na akhianz.” 
-var suhi m 3. 6 soul. “sa dhan pakri ek 

jana.”-gaum 1. 7 body, mortal frame, "ja sathi 
uthicalza tadhan khaku ralr.”~srim5.“prro 

de dhanahr dzlasa he.”—maru solhe m5. Here 
prry (husband) means the individual soul and 
dhon stands for the mortal frame. 8 Skt tea 
adjadmirable, praiseworthy. “dhan ohumastak.” 
-gaum 5.9 part bravo! wonderful! “prr vatri 

na puchai, dhan sohagant nau!”-s farid. 
10 See u§. 11 dhan has also been used for 
dhvésan (which means to destroy). viz “nam 

mwrgan sab kahr dhan sabad vearie.”-sanama. 
‘The sword used for killing the deer.’ 12 short 

for fsa (destruction) may also be aa. 
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uaa (dhansatt) Ske AaUR, “dhansatt ki ja hit 
deh gai he.”-Kkrrsan. See FIUq". 
upaeat (dhanhartal adj pickpocket. 2 n thief, 
robber. 
asf [dhanahz) short for usfas. “jese apne 
dhanahz prani maren mide.”-bas5t namdev. 
2 to the money. 
uadts [dhanhin] adj poor, penniless, indigent. 
‘aaa [dhanak], uae [dhanakh), wey [dhanakhu} 
Skt WEA n bow. “trnt brn bane dhanakhu 

cadhaie."-gau kabir. 
tet [dhanaj] See aGH. 

edt [dhanthi) Sk afsR adjrich, wealthy. 2.n 
president of a theatre, director of a theatre. 
“apn hve dhanthi bhagvan trno pahz te bohu 
nac nacayo.”—krrsan. 
uae [dhanad] adj who gives money; generous. 
2-n treasurer of gods, Kuber. 3 treasurer, 

cashier. 4 king, ruler, emperor. 

gaunt [dhandhanil adjrichest of the rich. “tum 
dhandhani udar tragi.”-bzla kabir. 

‘uaary [dhandhan] wealth and food, cash and 

provisions, 
aoa [dhandham] wealth and house. 2 wealth 

and family. 
pat (dhan-ni] Skt ufa7 adj who has a bow. 
2. army of bowmen.—sanama. 

usufs (dhanpatr] » Kuber, god of wealth. 
2 money lender. 3 wealthy, richman. 4 king, 

tuler. 5 See uafurs. 
tert (dhanpati), awry [dhanpatr] n wealthy 
man, rich man. “dhanpati vad bhumia.”—sri 
m 5.2 Kuber, god of wealth. “dhanpati januk 

purhuta.”"-GV 10. 
umurs [dhanpal] adj protector of wealth. 
2. Kuber, god of wealth. 

ue fue (dhan prr) ofsar - bride and fue - 
bridegroom. 

uesra [dhanbhag} fortune of a bride; bliss of 

married life. 2 good luck, good fortune. 
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aeauns (dhanarpan) See ageurfe. “dhanarpan 

dhrrtman dharadhar.”—-hajare 10. 
aeers [dhanvan] adj wealthy, rich. 
ues (dhanvat], Fes [dhanvsta] adjwealthy, 
rich, “dhanvét nam ke vanjare.”-sar m 5. 

“dhanvéta rvhi kahe avri dhan kau jau.”—var 

sarm 1, “prabhu kav stmeraht se dhanvate.” 

~sukhmani. 
aaéat [dhonviti) adj praiseworthy. “dhanasri 
dhanvsti janie, bhai! j& satzgur ki kar 
kamaz.”-sava m 3. Bhai Santokh Singh has 

drawn attention to a variation of Rag using 

adjective ‘dhanvati’ as a noun. viz-“gujarz aru 

kamac dhanviti.”-GPS. 2 rich woman, 

wealthy woman. 3 See afar HS". 
‘gat [dhana] Skt ofser n young woman. 2 soul. 
“bphitarr bethi sa dhana."-gau m J. 

‘tarH [dhanas] 7 desire for wealth, longing for 

wealth. “des brdes dhanas kalolaht.”-carrtr 

266. 

uendt (dhanasri] Sk aagt it is a complete 
variation of Rag belonging to Kafi that. It isa 

constituent of Bhimplasi in the ascending note 
while the descending note has a tinge of Poorvi 

and Multani. dhevat is weak, pcam and gadhar 
are in combination in the descending note. 
pScam is a vadi note. The period of singing of 

this rag is the third quarter of the day. The 

§erej, gadhar, p3cam and nzsad are pure, while 

rrgad, dhevat are flat whereas maddham is 

sharp. 
Ascending -$a ra ga mi pa dha na. 
Descending -na dha pa mi ga ra dha. 

Some musicians taka the first (sa), second (ra), 
fifth(pa) and sixth (dha) as pure, third (ga) 
medium (mi) and seventh (na) as flat. 

Dhanasari comes at number 10 in Guru Granth 
Sahib. 2 Ske uBqut wealth and luxurious living, 
“dhanasri dhanvati janie bhai, jf satrgur ki kar 
kamar.”—sava m 3. ‘Wealth and luxurious living 
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of rich people is justified only if they live 

according to teachings of the True Master.” 
ure [dhanadh), wf [dhanadhz], Urea 
[dhanadhy] adj wealthy, rich. “dhanadht 
adhi bhadar harinzdhz, hot jrna na cir.” 

-guj 2m 5. ‘Those who had no clothes to 
wear, became wealthy by attaining divine 

Grace.’ 
aata [dhanadh] adj arrogant due to wealth. 

umftar (dhanadhrp), Uera7e [dhanadhyaks] 
n Kuber, god of wealth. 2 treasurer, cashier. 

ueradt (dhanarthi) Sk ef adj who longs 
for wealth; asking for money, begging for 
money. 
fs [dhanz] See Ut. 2 Skt Una adj praiseworthy. 
“dhanz dhani satrguru amardasu jini namu 

driyayav.”-saveye m 4 ke. 3 with money, 

through money. “brkhza ke dhanr sada dukh 

hor.”-dhana m 3. 

wat [dhani] Skt af adj wealthy, rich. 2 See 
ua. 
usb [dhania) Skt wax or Tease coriander L 

coriandrum sativum. a'small plant, grown in 
winter. Fragrant flowers grow on it, which are 

used in spices. Its green leaves are used to 
prepare sauce, and also used in cooked 

vegetables. According to Ayurved, its iatent 
effect is wet and cold. Coriander oil is also 
very useful. 2 wife of Kamaal; daughter-in- 
law of saint Kabir. “meri bahuria ko dhania 

u."-asa kabir. 
ues (dhanita] adj wealthy, rich. “sramu karte 
dam adh kav, te gani dhanita.”-brla m 5. 

Ug (dhanv] adjblessed, fortunate, 2 praiseworthy. 
“dhonu vapari nanka jrna namdhon 
khatra.”-var guj/ m3. “‘dhanu gurmukhr so 
parvan he.”-srim 3.3 Skt 06 n wealth, money. 

“dhanu sict hart hart namu vakharv.”—tukha 
chSt m1. 4 Skt bow. “dhar dhanu kar maht 

sar barkhae.”-NP. 5 ninth zodiac sign, 
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according to astrology. 6 See 0. 
ugA (dhanus] Ske wR and 7X n bow. 
2 measurement of length equal to four hands; 
‘measure of about 2 yards, “dhanus dhanus 
par sur bethare."-GPS. ‘The gods were 
seated with a gap of four hands each.” 

wgAE (dhanusar) bow and arrow. 2 Skt ea 
adj destroyer. “nam mrrgan sabh kahr 

dhanusar ucarie.”-sanama. sword-the 

destroyer of deer. 

ugdt (dhanvhi) 7 small bow. 

age [dhanvk], BY [dhanukh] Skt UGH and 
UA bow, 
uyemges [dhonukh-ardan) Skt arrow that 

breaks a bow.-sanama. The bow is cut by an 

arrow shaped like the halfmoon. 

ugeys [dhonukhsut] » son of a bow — arrow. 
~sanama. See UGH. 
age ugar [dhanokh carhauna] v be ready 
for expedition or war. In earlier times, a bow 
was kept with untied string in the royal court. 

The courtier who came forward to tie the string 
to the bow, was appointed chief of the forces 

and sent to fight against the enemy. 

uewg [dhanukhagr] » which is attached to 
the front of a bow — arrow. “brstkh ban 
dhanukhagr bhan.”—sanama. 

ugF [dhanuj] m which hits the enemy after being 

shot from a bow - arrow; son of a bow. “dino 
dhanujcalax, dhanukh drrrh sadhker."—carztr 
175. “brstkh ban sar dhanuj bhan.”-sanama. 

uget [dhanuni] n army of soldiers possessing 
bows and arrows; army of bow-men.-sanama. 

ugagy [dhanurdrum] Sk ugex n bamboo, 
whose wood is used to make bows. 
gous [dhanurdhar] Sk oP n bearer of a 
bow; bow man. 
ugaufe (dhanurpant}, Upeurfs (dhanurpanz} 
adj bow-man, having bows in one’s hand. 2» 

bow man. 
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ugees (dhanurvat] See gare. 
ugate (dhanurved] Skt ug%e n a sub Ved of 
Yajurved, which has descriptions of knowledge 
of weapons like bows etc. There are five 
sections of Dhanurved: 
1 description of mechanised weapons — 
weapons which are fired by mechanical aids, 
such as arrow, gun, rifle etc. 
2 unfreed or unthrown weapons—weapons 
which are not released from hands while in 

use such as sword, dagger etc. 

3 hand-thrown weapons-weapons which are 
thrown with hands such as wheel. 

4 thrown but gripped weapons—weapons in 

which one end is held by hand and the other is 

released by throwing it such as noose. 

5 fight by grappling-tricks of grappling or 

fisticuff. 
1B [dhone] praiseworthy, admirable. “papilka 
srmran3 tuy3 dhane.”-sehas m 5. 
wae [dhanes], USAT (dhanesvar] n lord of 
wealth, god of wealth. 2 wealthy person. 

ua [dhandjey], WR [dhandje] Skt THT 
adj receiving money as tribute, successful in 

collecting wealth. 2 » the Creator, whose 

worship brings one wealth. “dhan3je jal thal 

he mahie.”-maru solhe m 5. 3 Arjun, who 

acquires wealth with the strength of his bow. 
4 Lord Vishnu. 5 one of the ten vital airs, due 
to the departure of which the body swells after 
death, 
uae [dhandter], wats [dhanstarr) Sk agate. 
“dhar avtar dhanstar jai.”-dhandter, See 05 3f%. 
‘aa [dhany] Skt adj fortunate, lucky. 2 praise- 

worthy, admirable. 
usawe [dhanyvad] Skt n praise, admiration, 
gratitude. 

uy [dhanv] Skt n bow. 
uy [dhanva], aq? [dhanvi] Ske ef adj who 
possesses a bow. 2 man possessing a bow; 
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bow-man. “maha ugr dhanva.”—aj. 3 Shiv. 
4 Arjun. 5 Indar. 6 Guru Gobind Singh. 

uysfe (dhanvaterr] physician of the deities. 
According to Purans, Dhanvantri emerged 

from the ocean when it was churned. He is 

considered one of the fourteen gems. He was 

prominent practitioner of Ayurved and 

instrumental in spreading the message of 
Ayurved. According to Harivansh, he was the 

son of raja Dhanv of Kashi. He became vaidya 
of world fame after acquiring knowledge from 
Bhardvaj. According to writings in Bhav 

Parkash, he was sent to cure the people on 
earth by Indar after teaching him Ayurved. 

2.8 vaidya of in the court of raja Vikrmaditya. 
3 sun. 
ty [dhap] sound produced by the falling of a 
heavy object, thud, 2 slap, thump. 3 See mu, 
que [dhapat] » attack, invasion. 2 sultriness, 

stuffy weather, heat and dampness. “khule 

kapat dhapat bujhz trrsna.”~keda m 5. ‘doors 
of misconception were opened and desire for 

greed vanished.” 
thet [dhappal, Ue" [dhappha] n which produces 
sound of thump on striking; slap, blow. 
tat (dhabba) n spot, stain. 2 blot, blame. 
tm [dham} Sk 7 vr blow (with bellow), breathe, 
make fire. 
wa (dhamak] sound of thump, sound 
produced by a gun etc; sound produced by the 
fall of a heavy object. 2 vibrations produced 

by the sound of a gun or falling of a heavy 

object. 
were [dhamkauna], overa" (dhamkana) v 

terrorise, warn, frighten, threaten. Skr tf. 
weft (dhamki) » threat, waming. 
‘unr [dhamtan), Hue [dhamdhan] a village 
of Narwana tehsil, Sunam subdivision of 

Patiala state, situated about one mile south- 

west of Dhamtan railway station. A gurdwara 
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in memory of Guru Tegbahadur is situated to 

the north of this village. The Guru visited this 
place while on his preaching tour from Bangar 
to Agra and stayed here for a few days. A 

farmer, Daggo, belonging to this village, served 
the Guru with milk etc. The Guru gave him 

some money for getting a well dug for the 
welfare of the public. The selfish Daggo dug 
up the well in his own land, which ultimately 

sank. This sunk well can still be seen near the 

gurdwara. 

This holy place was got built by Maharaja 
Karam Singh and an annual revenue income 
of rupees three thousand two hundred has been 

granted to the gurdwara. In addition to this 
2200 vighas of land are attached with the 

gurdwara. An annual donation of one hundred 

fourteen rupees is given by Nabha state. A 

religious fair is held on Dussehra and Hola, 
which have gained much popularity among the 
devotees with the efforts of Mahant Mail Singh. 
‘The present Mahant Aghar Singh also follows 
the Sikh doctrine. There is an excellent 
arrangement of recitation of hymns, langar etc. 

Bhai Mihan was blessed at this place. See 

wat wet. 
ta [dhaman] Skt n act of blowing with bellows 
or pipe. 2 a Khatri subcaste. 
uafs (dhamanr], we (dhamni) bellow, pipe. 
See MY vr. 2 nerve, vein, artery that pumps blood 

to the veins with for expanding and contracting 

the heart just like a bellow. “herat dhamni kar 

kar dhara.”-WP. ‘hand of the guru.’ Physicians 

feel the pulse by holding the wrist. 

rat (dhamaka] n sound of beating-drums etc. 

See una. 2 a short barrel gun having a wide 
mouth. “alap dhamake bad jsjel.”"-GPS. 
mre [dhaman], 14% [dhaman] n a subcaste 

of blacksmiths and carpenters. Its root is 
dhaman. 2 Skt wT, 3 swelling caused by 
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inflating of air. 4 See fare. 
mrg (dhamar], ms [dhamal] n jumping and 
dancing. 2 noise, din. “gan bhut pret pavat 
dhamar.”~GPS. 3 song of Holi (a festival of 

colours). “magh brtit bhai rut phagun ar gai 
sabh khelat hori... khelat syam dhamar anup 
maha m1] sOdarz saval gori.”-krrsan. 4 a 

beat, whose movement is : dhin dhin dha dhin 

tin tin ta tin. It consists of seven or fourteen 
matras. 5 Many musicians hold dhamar as an 
independent variation of Rag, but it is not so. 

It is simply a pace of music. See wet. 
ufipors [dhamzall a village under police station, 
tehsil and district Rawalpindi, situated three miles 

tothe south-west of Rawalpindi railway station. 
Guru Gobind Singh and Mata Sahib Kaur gave 
their pairs of shoes one each to Rocha Ram 
and Anar Singh, residents of Anandpur. They 

were pleased with the services rendered to the 

congregation with dedication at Anandpur Sahib. 
One shoe of each pair is preserved with their 
descendant Bhai Narayan Singh. The shoes of 
Guru Gobind Singh are plain, 11 inches long and 

3% inches wide at toes, while those of Mata 

Sahib Kaur are embroidered, 9 inches long and 

3 inches wide. 
uur (dhamia) See WHat. 2 adj blower. 
tye [dhamuri) wasp. See 34. 
itz [dhamot! a village under police station and 
tehsil Payal in subdivision Sunam of Patiala 

State, situated about 8 miles to the south-west 

of Chawa Payal railway station. This village 
is connected by five miles of metalled road 

upto Payal followed by three miles of unpaved 

path. A gurdwara in.memory of Guru 
Hargobind is situated close to this village. The 

Guru stayed here while he was on his walk 

from Ghurhani. Initially it was a simple 
gurdwara; but an elegent shrine was built in 

Sammat 1974, The priests are Sikhs belonging 
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tothe village. 
WHATS [dhamyal] See afimrs. 
ward [dhayay] See waa. 
mt [dhayo] dashed, ran. 

Wat [dhayya) n patience. 2 adjrunner, running. 
1 [dhar] » trunk, body below the head, torso. 

“szr fut paryo dhar thadho rahyo he.”-krrsan. 
“lage art gor gere dar por dhor srr.”-GPS. 
2 umblicus, navel circle, centre of nerves near 

the navel. 3 front part of uterus/womb. See 
wy. 4 direction, side. “tudh no chodt jaie 

prebhu ke dhart?”—asa m 5. ‘Where should 
we go?’ “nisrat uh dhar.”-ramav. ‘arrows 
pass by his side," 5 shelter, refuge, support. 
“nanak me dhar averu na kai.”—nat am 4. “me 

dhar teri parbraham.”-sri m 5. 6 axle; shaft 

of acart, which supports the wheel. “dhar tuti 
gado strbharr.”-ram m J. Here ‘cart’ stands 
for the body, and ‘axle’ is the knot of vital air. 

7 earth. “jrnz dhar saji gagan.”-asa 9 m J. 
“so tanv dhar s3gz rulza.”"~gau m 5. 
8 Skra9 hill, mountain (See fg (¥) vr). “grré 
dharS dhurSdhar5 dhars jrv3.”-ramav. 

‘warriors fall on the ground like the mountait 

9 a tortoise described in the Purans, supposed 
to be under the earth. 10 Lord Vishnu. 11 Skt 

adj possessor, keeper. “bhaju cakr dhar sarn3.” 

guj jedev. “sabh krnan ke nam kahz dhar 
pad bahur ucar."~sanama. the source of rays, 
sun, moon. 12 See fs. 13 grip, hold. 

Watton (dharaia) adj possessor, keeper. 
UBER [dhersesar] 1 lord of earth — king, ruler. 
2 tree.-sanama. 

weereat (dhareesarni] n which is loved by 
the king, land. 2 trees.-sanama, 
WERE [dharsan] Dg lecher; one, having illicit 
relations with another's wife. 2 See Tae. 
gegaa |dharsvhag) » earth’s good luck, spring 
(season), the best season, 2 rain, downpour. 
3 king who dispenses impartial justice; just ruler. 
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‘way [dharhy) catch hold of. “dharahu dharahu 
marahu kahr dhaye.”-NP. See Ug 13. 
weae [dharkat), each [dharkati) Ske Rregat adj 
cursed, abused, rebuked, reproached. “oh 

gharr gharr phrrahr kusudhamant jru 
dharkat nari.”-var sor m 4. “mata moh 

dharkati narr.”—brla m J. 

usar [dharakna] See uaa", 
‘wear (dharka] See uae, 
Waue [dharkhan], Tees [dharkhan] Skeove n 
act of threatening, threat, 2 disrespect, insult, 

dishonour. 3 Lord Shiv. 4 heartbeat. “karki tarrt 

naren dhrrtr dharkhi.”-NP. 

ueeq [dharcakr] » geography. “sace sahrb 

strjanhare. jrnr dharcakr dhare vicare.”=maru 
solhe m J. 2 part of the earth, island. 3 See 

aque. 
ued? [dharcari] adjmoving on the earth, living 
and moving on the earth, always dynamic, non- 

Static, “dharat dharat dharcari.”—kan m 5. 

‘eH [dharej] n grown from the soil, tree. 2 (blade 
of) grass. “he ge pasu jrtak trh thane. dharaj 
bina jab dukhrt pachane.”-GV 10. 

usa va fe [dharaj cer raz) 7 grass grown 
from the soil; deer grazing it; its king, the tiger. 
“daya dharaj car rar.”-GV 10. Bhai Daya 

Singh. 

wen wa ofe AY (dharej car raz satru) ” gun, 
that can kill a tiger. See dharej car rar. 
gee [dharan] 7 uterus, womb. 2 artery of navel 
circle. 3 Skt act of holding; grasping. 

4a measure of weight equivalent to 24 rattis. 

5 bridge. 6 sun. 7 world. “td korta sagal 

dharan.”-var maru 2 m 5. 8 See uote, 
‘Wea [dharna) v hold, adopt. 2 put. 3 » sitting 
on a fast as a protest, sitting on strike without 

taking any food in protest in front of some one’s 

door and not yielding without the acceptance 
of demands. According to 111" couplet in 
chapter on Ayudhia of Valmik Ramayan, the 
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right to squat was that of Brahmins only. 
4 Skt earth. “kala upat dhari sabh dharma.” 
-maru solhe m 5. 

age Wear [dharna marna] See ugar 3. 

gafe [dharenr) Skt n earth, land, territory. 

“dharont gagan nahr dekhavdor.”~gavam J. 

uafe tat [dharanz pena) See vats Oe. 
yeet [dharani] Skt n earth, that adopts all. 2a 

Khatri subcaste. “jagga dharni janie.”-BG. 
getys" [dharnisutal 1 daughter of the earth, 
Sita. 

usalag [dharnidhar] Skt uefeas n tortoise. 
2Sheshnag. 3 white bull. 4 God, who supports 
the earth. “dharnidhar tragr nickul sevahr.” 
~maru m J. § farmer, landlord. 

geetasetA [dharnidhar is) n Sheshnag 
(supporting the earth), its lord, Vishnu. 2 lord 
of Sheshnag, the bull etc, the Creator. 

“dharnidharis narsfgh nararn.”-maru solhe 

m 5.3 lord of farmers - king. 

uaz [dharat] See aeat. 2 bears, keeps (in). 

“dharat dhtanu gian.”-kalz m 5. 

ugaite [dharetger] revolving of the earth. 
Wesuq [dharetcakr] rotation of the earth. 

uaa" [dharta) Ske orf adj supporting. “ti apz 
karta sabh srrsatz dharta.”—asa m5. 
uefs [dharatz), Tadt [dharti] Ske ufagt n earth 
that supports and sustains living beings; land. 
“dhartr kara sadhrke.”-var asa. “dhanu 

dharti, tamu horgeto dhurr.”—sar namdev. 

2 number counting by a weighman; act of 

speaking loudly the numbers |, 2, 3... in a 

sequence while weighing 3 sameness of 
weight. “ape dharti sajianu prare prche (Sku 
carata.”-sor m 5. 

eae (dhartev] earth (is) also like that. “sagor 
dra aru dhartev.”—bher kabir. 

weg [dhartra] Skt eet n base, support. 
ueqt (dhartri] bearing arms, “tejvan balvan 
dhartri.”-carrtr 288. 2. See ufagt. 
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gees [dharday] See Bau. 
gafs (dhardrrr] n king - forcibly acquiring 
the territory on earth. —sanama. 

vefeaat (dhardrrrni) army of the ruler — 
possessor of the earth—sanama. 

am [dharon] See U8z 3. “haran dharan punah 
pon karen.”—ram partal m 5. ‘destruction and 

nourishing." 
west [dharna] See awe. 2 earth. “hart 

stmerenz dhari sath dharna.”-sukhmani. 

Wefs [dharnz) earth. See uefe. “dharanz maht 

akas pozal.”-sukhmani. 
aafse (dharnzja] 1 Sita born from the earth 
(soil), daughter of the earth. 2 grass and trees. 
-sanama. 
efor 8s Ag [dharnzja car satru] grass grown 
on the earth; deer grazing on it; its enemy, the 
gun. “dharenz sabad ko adz ucaro. ja car pad 
pache trh daro. satru sabad ko bahur bakhano. 

sabh sri nam tupak ke jano.”-sanama. 
Uadt [dharni] 7 earth, land. “dhanv dharni aru 

spat sagri.”-sar m9. 
wedtys" [dharnisuta] 7 daughter of the earth, 

Sita. 

‘Westyd [dharnisut] n deity of the earth, angels 
of the earth, saints. 2 Brahmin, according to 
Hindu religion. 3 lord of the earth— king, ruler. 

4 farmer, landlord. 
qaatud (dharnidhar) See dedtas. 

uadtufs [dharnipatz), Tastee (dhornirav] 1 
lord of the earth; king; ruler. 2 tree.-sanama. 

UM (dharam) Skt n that sacred law of nature 
which is the basis and support of the world. 

“sabh kol udhri rk nam dharam."~saveye sri 

mukhvak m 5. 2 sacred action, pious deed. 
“nahz brl3b dhamé, brl5b pap3.”—sahas m 5. 

“sadh ke s3gr drrre sabhz dharam.” 

-sukhmani, ‘firm faith acquired in the company 

of holy persons, i.e. religion.’ 3 religion, faith. 

“s5t ka marag dharem ki pauri.’ 
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4 virtue. “thu sariru sabhu dharam he, jts 
Sdarz sace ki vicz jotz."-var gau J m 4. 
5 customs, rituals, traditions prevalent in a 

family or a country. 6 duty. 7 justice. 8 nature, 

temperament. 9 god of death, “anrk dhoram 

anrk kumer.”-sar a m 5. 10 bow. 11 features 

of elements like the touch etc. 12 See unmitar, 
13 See ror, 

wenmiat [dharam 5g) qualities of religion: 
patience, forgiveness, controling of mind, giving 
up the habit of theft, purity, control over sensory 
organs so as to avoid doing evil deeds, pure- 
mind (clear thinking), acquiring knowledge, 
truthfulness, forsaking of anger. These are the 
ten qualities of religion. 

oft: erat cAiseta wire fiftca frre: | 
efter acanmptet aeias ert oeoTT 1 

~manu a 6, s 92. 
2 There are eight principles of Buddhism. See 
a. 

3 There are three principles of Sikhism. See 

uouATAy [dharamsastra] n a scripture 

depicting principles of religion; holy scripture. 
uaunifs (dharamgatr] n according to religious 
rituals, a rite performed for peace of a person 

after his death; ending of impurity. See waa. 
qmennns [dharamsal), GaAs (dharamsala) 

n temple, abode of God. 2 inn, where a 
traveller is allowed to stay without paying 

any expenses. 3 religious place of the 

Sikhs, where Guru Granth is respectfully 

installed. The visitor is given free food and 

lodging, as well as education, “me badhi 
sacu dharamsal he. gursrkha lahda 
bhalrke.”-sri m 5 pepa 
dice thau sitdharamsalie.”—var guj 2 m 

5. See Yoenrat 3. 4 place for religious 

activities. “tzsu vrex dharti thapr rakhi 
dharamsal.”—japu. 5 a hill station in district 
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Kangra, which is now a district 
headquarters. Initially there existed an inn 

here for visitors, hence the name 
Dharamsala has become popular for this 

station. The height of Dharamsala above 

the sea level is 7112 feet. It is situated 16 
miles to the north-east of Kangra. This 

town is 52 miles from Pathankot railway 

station and 10-11 miles from “Dharamsala 
Road” railway station of Kangra Valley 
Railways. 
wanna (dharamsalia] n priest of a holy 
place. 
aenfitur [dhoramsfgh] See Ut ad. 2 See 
qude sel. 
wenys [dheramsut] n son of Dharam, 
Yudhishtar, See tae. 2 god child, foster son. 
wangs fgur [dharamsut trrya] wife of 
‘Yudhishtar, Dropadi.—sanama. 

wanges [dharamsuvan] son of Dharam. See 
UOHES. 
Ueura [dharamasth] adj firm in religious 

practices; having full faith in religion. 2 justice; 

judicial magistrate, 
aaHIsg (dhar mahtav}, 3 HIS" (dhar mahtal, 

ga nfost [dhar mahrta] landlord. See Hfos@. 
uendar (dharemhsta) Sk req preacher of 
atheism, who causes one to go astray from 

one’s faith. 

ener (dharamkala] n knowledge of religion, 
study of religion. 2 power of religion, religious 
power. “dharemkala harr badhr bahali.”—asa 

mS. a 

wenis (dheramkhd) n gurdwara. 2 company 
of holy persons. 3 sense of duty that inspires 
‘one to lead a religious and pious life. Evil deeds 

are completely given up by practising virtue. 

“dharamkhid ka eho dharemu.”-japu. 

Wenar (dharmag], ena [dharamagy] Skt ws 
adjhaving knowledge of religion; who knows 
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religions, “adz yodhrsthrr dharmag bhare.” 
-GPS. 

wewaye (dhoramegrsth) n holy scripture, 
scripture preaching religious doctrine. 2 basic 

scripture of a religion. 
uaufeg [dhoremctnh] symbols of religious 
faith; symbols acquired according to holy 
scripture as untrimmed hair, sword or dagger, 
drawers etc. They are symbols of Sikh faith. 

ueHde [dharamcad] son of Baba Lakhmi 
Chand who was born in Sammat 1580 and 

expired in Sammat 1675. Manak Chand, 
Mehar Chand, sons of Dharam Chand were 

very pious persons. See 2a. 
aan [dharmaj] n pleasure which is achieved 
by through virtuous deeds. 2 Yudhishtar. See 
WeMgs and wise. “dharmaj jabe jup ko khela.” 
-NP. 3 son born to a wedded wife. 

Wane [dharmano] to the religion. 2 Ske eft 
adj religious, holy, pious, virtuous. “tajat 
dharmano nars.”—kalki. 
waHs's [dharamtat! son of religion—vituous 
person; Yudhishtar. 
WeHeH (dharamdas) a disciple of Kabir, who 

became chief of the Kabir Panthis (followers 
of Kabir) in Kashi afler Kabir’s death. The 
book Kabir Bijak was compiled with his efforts. 

2 devotee of Guru Ram Das. He belonged to 

Khosla subcaste. 

WeHys (dharemdut] 1 messenger of the god 

of death; Yam. “dharamdutaht drthza.”~jet 

chitm 5. 
Wen 2 we weE [harem de car caran] See 7S 
wae. 2 four basic principles of religion as 

mentioned in Vishnu Puran part 6 chapter 2. 
They are: truth, fire-ritual, worship and 
meditation. 3 according to Mani Singh these 

are: meditation, charity, ablution, knowledge. 

“care per dharsm de.”-BG. 
want [dhardhami] adj religious place, holy 
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place. 2 7 one who discharges responsibilities 

towards his family - householder. “kaha 

dharamdhami, kahii sarab thor gami.”—akal. 

‘sometimes in the form of a householder and 

sometimes as an itinerant saint.’ 
wants [dharamdhir] adj having firm faith in 
religion. 2 Guru Tegbahadur. 3 See Weyer. 
4 See yutiy. 
ange [dharamdhuja] ” standard (flag) of 
religion; emblem of religion, symbol of religion. 

2 flag of the monastery of saints belonging to 

the Nirmala sect. See rar and fom. 3a flag 
having signs in consonance with religious 

practice. 

TaHgeh [dharamdhyji] See ToT. 
wang [dheramdhur] adjaxte of faith, support 

of religion. “dhara dhirda dharamdhor.”-WP. 

wonget [dharemdhvaji] Skt TeteaPer n one 
who misleads people in the name of religion; 

hypocrite; dissimulator. 

wane [dharman] Sk: af adjreligious, pious. 
“s3kar varan praja bhai, dharman kath 
rehan.”-kalki. 2 In entry number 1057 of 
Shastarnammala, an ignorant scribe has 

erroneously written dharman for dhimanz 
(which means a wise woman). 

wenerdt [dharamnari) n duly wedded woman, 
wife. “taj dharamnari také papnard."~kalki. 
uarfomrg (dharamnzau] 1 justice righteously 

done, impartial justice. “hart dharamnrau 

kioaz.”-var sri m 4. 
uenfory [dharamnzstha] » faith in religion. 
wexusat [dharampatni] 1 wife wedded 
according to religious rituals, duly wedded 

wife. 

wenrufs [dhorempatz] m duly wedded husband; 
husband who has wedded a wife according to 

religious rituals. 2 virtuous person (man). 
ueurs (dharampal] person practising 
teachings of a religion. 2 See ferret. 
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uenfist (dharampzta] godfather. 
way (dharomputr] See aay. 
usneis [dharambir] ude n person remaining 
unshaken from religious principles even in the 
time of hardships/crises; one having firm faith 

in religion. 2 Guru Arjan Dev. 3 Guru 

Tegbahadur. 4 Guru Gobind Singh. 5 martyrs 
like sons of Guru Gobind Singh; Bhai Mani 

Singh etc. 6 See #3 7. 

uaneet (dharambhai], Uae [dharambhen] 
nco-religionist; forging of deep relations like 
those of brothers and sisters due to religious 

affinity; fellow disciples of the same guru. 

uaMg'a [dhoremyuddh] war that is fought 
according to the established religious principles; 
war in which no cheating, fraud or falsehood 
are practised. 2 religious war, crusade. 

wenefe [dharamraz], GIHeH [dheremraj] a 
virtuous ruler who observes righteousness. 

2 the Creator. 3 Yam, god of death. “dharemraz 
ab kaha karego jau phatro saglo lekha?"-sor 
m5. In Sanskrit scriptures, the names of Yam 
and Dharam Raj refer to the same god. This 

god was born from the womb of Sangya 
impregnated by the Sun. Yami was also born 
along with her brother which means that Yam 

and Yami were twins. The abode of Yam is in 
Sanyamani, the name of his palace there is 

Kalichi. His throne is named Vicharbhoo while 

the huge register for keeping record 

(maintained by Chitar Gupt) is called 

Agrasandhani. 

UEHEH B YZ [dharamraj da putr] xan fever. 
uanen ef Yat [dharemraj di putri] xan sleep. 
uexem [dharamraja) See UHH 3. 
“dharamraja brsmad hoa.”~asa m5. 

gaufs [dharamarz) adj opponent of religion. 
Wenwae [dharamlaksan] See Texter, 
uerdis [dharamvir] See Tanda, da 7 and aA. 
waxes (dharamvsat] adj religious, faithful to 
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religious code, practising the teachings of 

religion, pious, virtuous. 

ueneagq (dharamvyadh] according to 
Mahabharat, a hunter who used to sell meat. 

He sincerely observed the religious code, He 

achieved salvation by meditation as well as by 
serving his parents with dedication. 

aut [dharma] follower of Guru Arjan Dev. 
He belonged to Udda subcaste. 2 adj aft 
pious, virtuous. “thu man karma thu man 
dharma.”~asa am /. 

wenret [dharmai) adj pious, virtuous, holy. 
2 attached to worldly possessions, having greed 

for wealth. See adifenr, 
uaa [dharmag) See varmiat. 
‘went [dharmatma] Skt tre pious person, 
holy person having righteous thinking and 

feelings. 
ens" [dharmata] adjsincere to righteousness. 
“grrasti grrast dharmata.”-sriam 5. 
qeniq [dharmadh] 7 one who has blind faith in 
his own religion, who claims the inferior 

principles of his own religion as superior by 
refuting the ideal principles of other religions 
and thus hurts the feelings of the followers of 

other faiths (i.e. of non-co-religionists). 

wenryd [dharmapur] company of saints; society 

of saints. 
aenmyfs [dharmapurz] adj pertaining to fully 
devoted persons. 2 of saints, pertaining to 

saints. “dharamu dhare dharmapur1.”—odkar. 

yenre (dharmarath] for the sake of religion, 
for charity. 

UeHTesg [dharmavtar] n embodiment of 
righteousness and spirituality. 2 Guru Nanak 

Dev. 
used} [dharmavati] n abode of the god of 

death, Sanyamni. 

efit (dharmr), cot [dharmi] adjuf pious, 
virtuous, honest. 2 acting according to religious 
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code, ritualist. “dharmi dharamu karahr 

gavavaht.”-var asa. ‘the ritualist loses fruit 
by performing rites with an ulterior motive.’ 
3 with the pious persons, in the company of 

righteous persons. “or dharamz ralae na 

ralonz, ona Sdarz kur."-var guj J m 3. 
4 through religion, by observing righteousness, 

“kahu jugatt krte na paie na paie dharamz.” 
-sukhmani, 

aorta [dharmir], warfar (dhormiza] Ske erifa 
adj admired by righteous persons. 
uenifror [dharmirza] vocative. addressing the 

praiseworthy. “bolz su dharmirra! monr kat 

dhari?”-brha chat m 5. 
wey [dharamu] See eH. “dharamu drirehu 
harrnamu dhtavahv.”-suhi ch3t m 4, 

‘Texter [dharamudhira] Skt mftiee trapping 
people under the garb of religion, fanatic 
trapper. “dharamudhira kalz Sdre thu papi 
mulr na tage.”—var maru 2 m5. 
uBy eB &z [dharmu da kot] See Aaine. 
waysfs [dharmuratr) 7 likeness of the earth: 

cow. “dharmuratr ghasa cuge."-krrsan. 
wedge [dharlskur] Skt ATES adj having 
a tail, tailed. See ufesgy. 
aen (dharvas], daeA" [dharvasa] courage 
and assurance; stability of mind and 
satisfaction. “rahzt tha je sadan na avat, 

taddapz jidharvasa”-NP. 
wees [dharvar] or Was (dharvar] a town in 

Bombay territory, the headquarters of district 

Dharvar. “dharvaran tako dhan maryo.” 
~carztr 128, 2 robber 
ue [dhara] See a. “pun kahr bat dhara 

anvayo.”-GPS. ‘asked for weight and 
counter-balancing weight.’ 2 adopted, 

acquired, 3 base, support, shelter. ‘so darvesu 

jrsu srphatr dhara.”-maru solhe m 5. 4 Skt 
earth, land. 5 marrow. 6 nerve, vain. 

terfeg [dhararnu] adj who adopts or acquires 
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or keeps. “karta srrsatr dhararnu.”-bher 
m4, 

wafte (dharatd), uefég (dharatdr), crete 
(dharais], d#'@R [dharaes] 1 lord of the earth; 
king, ruler. 2 hills, mountains. 3 tree.-sanama. 

4 landlord. 

gwen [dharaesnil king’s army - the lord of 
earth.-sanama. 
eA (dharas)See Gown. 2 See UTR. 

ueqys (dharasut} 7 son of the earth; planet 

Mars, See Hans. 2 See Song9. 3 grass.—sanama. 

4 tree.-sanama. 

usfaesest set (dharakrvaranta bhai] ~kalki. 

i.e. only a single class dominated the society 
(on earth). sense-all the classes lost their 

individual existence. 

Ussrg [dhoratat] son of the earth, Bhaumasur. 

“§rm tatdhara surpattz laryo.”-krrsan. 20393. 
agus [dharadhar] n Shesh Nag - a mythical 

snake. 2 mountain, hill. 3 ruler, king. 4 the 
Creator. 5 tree, that is supported by earth. 

—sanama. 
weg [dharadhar] » tree, which has its roots 
in the earth.-sanama. 2 foundation of the earth. 

uarfny [dharadhrp], ath [dharadhig] n lord 
of the earth ~ king, ruler, 2 landlord. 

wears (dharadhrrt] 7 hill, mountain. 2 king, 

ruler.-sanama. 
warren [dharanark], Wwe [dharanath), 
yeoma (dharanayak] » ruler, king, 2 tree. 

-sanama. 3 Indar, master of deities ~GV/0. 

4 mountains. 5 landlord. 
ueufs (dharapatzr) n God, Almighty. 2 ruler, 

king. 3 landlord. 
agus [dharapna] v be satisfied/satiated, have 

one’s fill. See qruer. 

ween (dhararaj], werere [dhararat] » tree. 
~sanama. 2 lord of the earth. 
uf [dharr] have, keep. “dharz jiare! 1k tek 
td.”-bavan. 2 by acquiring, by keeping. “ape 
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dherr dekhe kaci paki sari.”-majh a m 3. 

“dharr taraju tolie.”-var asa. 3 towards, side, 
direction. 4 earth. 
ufsGq [dharzonv] acquired, kept. “lohtne 
dharronu chatru strx.”-var ram 3. 2 he kept, 

he placed. 
afer [dharzav] acquired, kept. 
ufemr [dharral acquired, placed. “taka rzjaku 
age kar dharza.”—sodarv. 2 n base, support, 

shelter. “lok sut banzta koz na kxs kidharra.” 

~sodaru. 

‘ufem [dharrs) 7 de"-eR, tree.-sanama. 
ufesg [dharrcaku) See wy. 
ufssg [dharzcakr] See usuq. 
ufearse (dharrdharan) » earth’s sustainer, the 
God. “dharrdharan dekhe jane ap1."-basst a 
mi. 

ufetigg (dharzlskuro] having a tail, “hanvatu 
jage dharrlakuru.”-bas5t kabir. 
dt [dhari] See ut. 2 acquired, had. “surupz 
sujanz sulakhni sahje udarz dhari.”-asa kabir. 
3 pertaining to the earth. 4 hills, mountains. 
“dhari nagan ke nam kahr.”—sanama. 

db [dharia] adj possessing, having. “dharia 
sabh hi bar atran ke."-krrsan. ‘possessing 
weapons.’ 

ud [dharije] let us acquire, let us possess. 
Wan (dhares} aor-ehy; king, ruler. 2 landlord. 

uae (dharel) # mistress; not a duly wedded 

wife. 
a@e (dhorelal » a man who keeps a woman 
without performing the ceremony of remarriage. 
“machtdr dhari su dharela.”-BG. Machhindar 
‘Nath entered into the dead body of a king by 

the power of Yog and kept the queen as his 
wife. Gorakh Nath saw his guru engrossed in 
worldly pleasures and went there to teach him 

spirituality and liberated Machhindar Nath 
from sinful merry making.' 

‘Such a story about Shankracharya also prevails. 
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uu [dhereya] adj acquired, kept. 
Waa (dharoh] See #v and Gv. 
uaa [dharohar] n pledged object, trust, deposit. 
‘udu [dharsm] See van and Gx, 2 adjadopts or 
acquires. “mul da] dhardme.”-BG. 

uaa [dharyau] blessed. “somrath guru srrr 
hath dharyau.”-saveye m 4 ke. 

‘WBE [dhaleu] a village under potice station and 
tehsil Mansa, A gurdwara in memory of Guru 

Tegbahadur is situated to the north of the 
village. The Guru visited this place while 

coming from Gandu. He liberated an ascetic 

who was longing for having glimpse of the true 
Master since the time of the sixth Guru. A 
pucea room for installing Guru Granth Sahib 

was built by Sardar Ranbir Singh, Lieutenant 

Governor, in Sammat 1973. The priest is a Sikh. 
An annual revenue of rupees 120 has been 

granted by Patiala state since Sammat 1981. 

The village is to the north-east of Narinder 

Pura railway station, connected by about six 

+ miles of unmetalled road. 
We [dhav) Skt 44 vr run, flow. 2 7 husband, 

male spouse. 3 lord, master. 4 a tree, bassia 
latifolia or madhuca indica, bearing sweet 

yellow flowers. See Ue" 3. 5 deceit, guile, trick. 
ues [dhavat] running. “gahr gah dhavat 
krrpan katare.”—carrtr 405. 
ew [dhavan] See wen. 2 See te. 
Uw [dhaval] Skt adj white. 2 n white bull. 

3 according to the Purans, the bull, which is 

supporting the earth on its horns. “dhavle uparz 

keta bharu?”—japu. 4 camphor. 5 leukoderma, 

piebald skin. 6 See duct et gu 5. 
Wesud [dhavalhar), desag [dhavalharu] white 

palace, white house. “zhu jagu dhue ka 
dhavalharu.” -var majh m 1. 
uewag [dhavaldher] n which is supported by 
the white bull — the earth—sanama. 
wesufan [dhaveldharts] n earth supported by 
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the white bull; its lord -king.—sanama. 

wesufsnal [dhavaldharrsni] n army of the 
ruler of the earth (which is supported by a white 
bull).-sanama. 
‘uee [dhavla] adjwhite, 2 n white cow. 3 Gauri, 

Parvati. “det sighar ker dhavla cali avas.” 

cdi 2. 
usta (dhavitg) n one having white 
complexioned body. 2 Mahadev, lord Shiv. 

3 Narad. 
uresfafs (dhavlagrrr) m mountains on which 
Parvati (Gauri) lived; Kgilash. 2 white 
mountain, mountain covered with snow, 
Himalayas. “te dhavla grrz or pathae.” 
cdi 2. 
wes [dhavlar] See uewfafe. 2 Dhaval, the 

white bull, that is supporting the earth. “dharni 

dhaviar akar sabe.”—gurusobha. 

uedar [dhavisg] See ueaia. 
Us [dhar] n trunk, torso, body below the head 

comprising major limbs like heart, liver, stomach 

etc; the portion of the body below the neck and 

above the waist. The body below the neck is 

named as trunk, “sis brna dhay ran grryo.” 
GPS, 2 heap of threshed ears of grains 
alongwith chaff. 3 See azz. 4 S act of weighing 

and measuring; counter balancing weight. 
uaum (dharhar] n sudden and extreme fear, 

terror. “dhol dharharro.”-ramav. 
uaae [dharakna) v pulsate, get frightened. 

2 cause the heart to beat/palpitate. 3 produce 

the sound of heartbeat. 
‘Usa [dhayna] n explosion, bang. 2 sudden and 

extreme fear; terror. 3 anxiety, apprehension. 
ways [dhardhott] 1 mound, raised ground. 

2 heap, dump. “tru tru carab hor dhaydhutte.” 
BG. 
usdua [dhardh3mer] quick succession 
(occurrence); production of dhar dhar sound 

incessantly, “lunharami gunahgar dhardhsmar 
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dharie.”-BG. 

uwat [dharna] v produce the sound of 
heartbeat; pat, beat. 
Uae [dharab] 1 act of weighing, wages of 

weighing. 

wae} [dharvai] weighman. See am 4, Skt 
safe, 2 trader/shopkeeper who keeps record 
of the accounts of the village and weighs the 
commodities. 
ux [dhara] Skt ue n a weight placed on the 
lighter pan to equalise the beam of a balance, 
counter-balancing weight. 2 side, party, aspect. 

3 helping, helper. “ham harz stu dhara kia... 
krnhi dhara kia mztr sut nalz bhaj.”-asa 

m4. 

urar [dharaka] n thud; sound produced by 

the falling of a heavy object or by firing of a 
gun. 2 beating of the heart. 
uaa [dharadhar] See uaz. 2 sound 

produced by continuous firing ofa gun. 

wat [dhari] Sir ofeer n weight measuring five 
seers, measure equivalent to five seers. 2 now 

the nonstandard measure of ten seers is also 
called by this name. 3 line, streak. 4 cloth, 

clothes. 5S border ofa line; lining, hem. “sacu 
dhari dhan madie.”-sri a m 5. 6 Dg Uét an 

omament wom by women in their ears. “dhirojy 
dhari badhave kamanz.”—asa m /. 7a streak of 

vermilion in the parting line of the hair. “dhari 

stre nd lavdi Ie le srr da khin. mad. 

ator [dharia] weighman. 2 shopkeeper. 
3 robber, invader. “dharie batparie.”"-gurusobha. 
ueht [dharie]let us produce a loud beating 
sound. 2 is beaten, is played. “madal bedasx 
bajno ghano dharie jor.”-var maru J m J. 
“Believers in rituals are beating the drum (of 
having knowledge of three veds).’ 

wy [dharu] See uz 4. 
uaaet [dharebSdi] n groupism. 2 organisation, 
union. 
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2 (dharo] S high mountains. 2 chief, leader. 
uta (dhay3g], ater [dhor3gal adjnaked, nude, 
having no clothes on one’s body. 2 part of the 

trunk, of the body. 
udx (dhar3m]) 7 sound produced by the fall of 

a heavy object. 

@ [dha] Skt vr adopt, wear, put on, nourish, 
keep with, cover, popularise, pay attention to, 
accept, help, take birth, inspire, like, order. 2n 

Brahma, 3 Jupiter (Vrihaspati). 4 sign for 
dhevat (sixth note) in music. 5 rhythmic stroke 
of the beat of a drum. 6 adj possessor, bearer. 

7 Suf kind, type as “navdha bhaktr”. 

8 divided, partitioned, divided into parts. See 

Raw and ya. 

wz" [dhauna] See Tw5, “dharro re man 
dahdisz dhato."-fodi m 5. 
ate [dhar] n midwife. 2 Skt waait. a tree which 

is named as‘madyvasrni, madypuspa, tive 

jvala, agntjvala etc in Sanskrit language L 

woodfordia floribunda. Its fruits are 

intoxicating. “je sav Smrrtu nirie, bhi brkhu 

phal lage dhaz.”-asa a m3. 3 adv by running. 
See wea. “dhar dhaz krrpan sram kino.” 

-todi m 5. 

wfemr [dhaza) ran. See wz". 2 satiated, 
satisfied. “na trsu bhukh pzas, raja dhaza.” 

-var mala m 5. 

wferfe [dhazjar) affects. “kaurtanu 
dhaxjaz.”"-var sar m 5. 

wel [dhai] n midwife. 2 attack, invasion. “dut 
mare karr dhai he.”~maru solhe m5. 3 cycle 

of birth and rebirth; transmigration. “nanak 
srmre eku namo, phirz bahurt na dhai.”—var 

bast. “ganat mzfai cukr dhai.”—asa ch5t m5. 

4 adjsatisfied, satiated. “raji dhai sada sukhu 
jaka tu mira.”-asa m 5. 

uiet [dhat] » paddy, paddy-seedlings. “guru 
Sgad ji ghah leata dhaia vrcahv.”-JSBB. 
OA (dhas] Skt Hig or YH-17A irritation caused 
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in the nose by inhaling air polluted by minute 
particles of bitter smoke or chilly powder. 2cough 
caused by inhaling polluted air. 
wa [dhah], woe [dhahyi] 1 wailing cry of a 
person in grief. “gae stgit pukari dhah.”-var 
majh m 5.2. sorrowful cry. “deval deval dhahri 
desahz:”-s kabir. 
wd} [dhahi) wailing Joudly. “se 5tx dhahi 

ronta.”—asa chst m J, 2. n sorrowful cry. 

‘tat {dhak] » sense of pushing, act of pushing, 
push. 2 Skt adj bearer, possessor. 3 » the 

Creator. 4 bull, stud bull. 5 foodgrains: 
* 6 column, pillar. 7 See 1g. 8 See uta. 
ia (dhak] » fame, glory. 2 dominance, sway. 
wae [dhakan] 1 sense of pushing, push. 

wag [dhaku] » push. See wa 1. “jrsahr 

drkhale mahalu ttsunamrle dhaku."-varram 

2 m5. “jrnz racta trnr dina dhaku.”—bria 

m5. 

war (dhagal thread, cord. “sui dhaga sive.” 
-var ram / m 1,2 thread tied ceremonially by 

chanting a magical text. 3 sacred thread wom 

by upper class Hindus as a mark of initiation. 

“trlak dhaga ka{h di mala dhare, so 
tankhahia.”-rahrt dayasfgh. 4 sense — 
consciousness. “sabh paroi rkatudhage."-majh 
m5. 

ta [dhage] with the thread. 2 to the thread. 
We [dhan] See uv. 
eat [dhanak) Ski agen bowman. 2 uncivilised 
groups like Bheel, Kirat etc are called Dhanak 
because they keep bows with them for 
hunting. 3 a low caste originating from Bheels, 

which is widely found in Punjab, “dhanak rupt 
raha kartar.”—sri m J. Guru Nanak Dev once 
assumed the appearance as a Dhanak to put 

his disciples to test. 

wet [dhani] See et. 
we [dhat] See wg. 2 short for dhavat. 

Taat [dhatki] See wfe 2. 
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agony [dhatayman] See Wrst. “srr 
dhatayman dukh3d karyo.”—médhata. 
‘Mandhata cut the head into two parts.’ 
wats [dhatorr) See afy. 
wrgt [dhata] Sk¢ eT adj saviour. 2 sustainer. 
3 n Brahma. 
mfg [dhatz] S semen. 2 customs, rites, 
traditions. 

wg [dhatu] (See vr wg) Skt n the Creator, 
who sustains all. “asulu rkudhatu.”-jepu. 
2 seven basic parts of the body according to 
Ayurved ~ mucus, blood, flesh, earth, bones, 

marrow and semen. 3 three basic 
constituents in the formation of the human 
body — psora, sycosis, syphlosis. 4 metals 

extracted from a mine: gold, silver, copper, 

iron etc. See Gury and mAeay. “surna rupa 

sabh dhatu he mafi ralzjai.”-maru a m /. 
5 five feelings — speech, touch, beauty, taste 
and odour. “hart ape p3ctatu brsthara vicr 
dhatu pic apr pave.”—bera m 4. “fdridhatu 

sabal kahiat he.”-maru m 3, See Tew. 
6 sensory organs, which convey the above 
feelings. “manu mare dhatumarzjaz.’-gavm 
3. 7 five elements which are sources of 

enjoyment for the body. “jab cuke picdhatuki 
recna.”—maru kabir. 8 illusion. “Izv dhatuduz 
rah he,”—var sri m 3, ‘Love for the Divine 
and attachment with worldly objects are two 

differents ways.’ “nanak dhatu Irve jor na 

avai."—-var gau | m4. 9 ignorance. “ser mukat 
ji manu jznohr phirz dhatu na lage ar.”-guj 
m 3, 10 individual soul. “dhatu mzle phun 
dhatu kav stphti stphatr samat.”—sri m J. 
11 quality, characteristic. “jehi dhatuteha trn 

nay.”-sri m 1. 12 solid, liquid, material. “tre 
gun sabha dhatu he.”-sri m 3. 13 nature, 
temperament. “kute cddan laie bhi so kuti 

dhatu.”-var majh m JI. 14 tendency, 

inclination. “pajve khan pian ki dhatu.”"-mar 
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majh m 1. 15 semen. 16 verbal root, in 
grammar. There are 1708 verbal roots in 
Sanskrit language. 17 cow in lactation, milch- 

cow. 18 sense — four castes and four religions. 

“gsat dhatu rk dhatu karaza.”-BG. ‘1kk 

dhatu’ means Sikhism. 19 a verse composed 
according to the rhythm of music. 20 Ska enfery 
adjunstable, dynamic. “horu brrha sabh dhatu 

he, jablagu sahrbu pritr na hor.”—var sri m3. 

we fe (dhatu pic] See 1g 5 and 7. 
ugg (dhatur) Skt ¢ysn datura, datura 

stramonium. 2 See Jes. 
wernt [dhaturbaji]  cunningness. 
“dhaturbaji sobadz nivare.”-ram a m 3. 
2 cheating, swindling. 

wg (dhatu] See wg 5. “vrer dehi dokh asadh 

pic dhatu, harz kie khnt parle.”-nat m4. 
fy (dhatrr], wgt (dhatri] Skt oq adj who 
carries, 2 helper. 3 7 the Creator. In the last 
shaloks of Rigved, the Vidhata is said to be 

the one who creates, sustains, causes 

procreation, arranges marriage and fulfills 

requirements of a householder. He cures 
diseases and rejoins the broken limbs. It is also 

written in the same script that he has also 

created the sun, the moon, the sky, the earth 

and the wind (air). Some also call him Prajapati 
(Creator) and Brahma. In Purans He was 

considered one among the three deities. 4 the 
Creator. 5 luck, fortune. 6 Ske 87) mother. 
7 earth. 8 midwife. 9 illusion, maya. 

10 myrobalan; emblic myrobalan. 11 tamarind, 

tarmarindus indica. 12 goddess Durga. “namo 

dhatriey3.”—cidi 2. 
wexftees (dhatriphal) n fruit of myrobalan tree. 
2 fruit of tamarind. See @¥t 10 and 11. 

wgifeea (dhatrividya] midwifery. 
‘utr [dhadha] 7 business, work. 2 adjengaged/ 

busy in business. “na us dhddha na ham 

dhadhe.”-asa m 5. 3 See uiua. 
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utaa (dhadhy] Sit n symptoms of a disease. 
we [dhan] Skt n paddy. 2 grain with husk, 
husked grain. 3 grains. See wa. 4 basis, 
support. “jia dhan prabhu pran adhari.” 
~saveye sri mukhvak m 5. “tuhi man tuhi 

dhan.”-gau m 5, 5 quantity once weighed and 

then used to weigh other materials. 
weet [dhanak] See wea. 
wed wad [dhanre bijne] v perform the ritual 
of sending off daughter on her marriage. It is 

a tradition to throw roasted rice during the 
sending off ceremony of a daughter on her 
marriage. Its origin is found in Hindu scriptures. 

The Christians also shower rice on this 
occasion. 
urs [dhana] Skt n roasted rice or roasted 
barley. 2 coriander. 3 foodgrain. 4 ran. See 
‘tres. “manua dah disz dhana.”—maru m J. 

turfs [dhanz] of the paddy. “etu dhanz khadhe 
tera jonamu geta.”—asa pati m 3. See we and 
waa. 2 with grains (seeds). “thu man sito 
tumre dhanr.”-sar m 5. ‘the field in the form 

of mind is sown with the seeds of divine Name 

(praise).’ 
wet [dhani] green coloured like the leaves of 
paddy-plant. 2 Skt adj who bears/carries, 3 n 
place, location. “tryodas barakh bast 
bandha: ‘ramav. “basudev ko nad calyo 

randhani.”-krrsan. 4 short for 7HaTAt 
[rajdhani}. “dhumr drrg dharanr dhar dhur 
dhani kernz.”-cddi /. 5 chief, leader. 

“qhattha vice medan de rajré da dhani.” 
-j5gnama. 
we (dhanu] See ow. “dhanu prabhu ka 
khana.”-gau m 5. “ancari ka dhanu.”-sava m 

3. rice alongwith husk. 3 unbroken rice. 
“prapotr pati dhanu.”-prabha m 1. 
wee [dhanvva} demons. “karjort thadhe 
dhanuva.”~saloh, 

we [dhan3] base. See Wo 4. “akal kala he 
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prabhu sarab ko dhand.”—-saveye sri mukhvak 

m5. 

wea [dhany] Skt n wealthiness; riches, 

richness. 2 adj of food grains, of grains. 

que (dhapna], Tus [dhapnal v be saturated, 

be satiated. 2 be happy. “mOdia anudinu 

dhapejahr,”-g5d kabir. 
™ [dham) Sk UT n home, place to reside. 
“nam kam brhin pekhat dham hu nahr 

jaht.”-japu, 2 body, physique, mortal frame. 

3 glory, eminence, splendour. 4 abode of the 

Creator; holy places like Amritsar, Abchal 
‘Nagar etc, for the Sikhs; Badrinath, Rameshwar, 
Dwaravati and Paryag for the Hindus. 5 birth. 
6 paradise, heaven. 7 the Creator. 
THE [dhaman], He [dhaman] Ski tHe na 

species of grass, narcissus, jonquil. It grows in 
the rainy season and is good fodder for the 
cattle, 2 a tree mainly found in Garhwal, 

Sikkim, Gujarat, Bihar, Assam etc. Its wood is 

elastic. It is preferred in making contrivance 
of palanquin-bearers and bearings of carts. L 
grewia scabrophylla. 
um [dhama} 1 food collected as alms from 
house to house. 2 invitation for taking food at 
‘one’s residence. “nrrp bhi stkh ko dhama 

lio.”-GPS. 3 helping; sufficient quantity of 
food served in one measure for one’s satiation. 

4 left part of tambourine-pair, on which 

kneaded flour is pasted to produce a deep note. 
aft [dhami] adj house owner. 2 householder. 

3C feast, treat. 4.a small hill state near Shimla. 
wat [dhay] See oe. 
wan [dhayan] See Ten, 
uid [dhaySte] (they) attack/invade, “dhayate 

gopalkirtanah.”-sahas m 5. 
we (dhar] See wae. “dharahu kzrpa jrsahr 
gusai.”-bavan. 2 See ws. “pari dham tov 
dhar.”-carrtr 170. 3 See We". The word we 
Idhar) (milking of cattle) is derived from this 
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word. 4 according to maj I practices, 

exorcism by sprinkling jet of liquor, oil, water 

etc around one’s house or town with the 
chanting of magical text. “dhar bhet puja e 
dehé.”-PP. 5 sharp edge of a weapon. “yah 
prem ko path karar he re, talvar ki dhar pe 
dhavno he.”—bodh kavr. 6 Skt ws torrential 

rain, 7 rain water. 8 loan, debt. 9 adj deep. 

wan [dharas] n consolation, solace, 
reassurance, 

weet [dharak] adj bearer, possessor. 2.n vessel, 
container, pot, utensil. 

wredfwet [dharkaddhni] v milk an animal. See 

we 3. 

wae [dharan] Skt n act of gripping. 2 act of 
bearing/keeping. 3 quantity once weighed and 

then used for weighing other objects. 
weed (dharnak] Sit adj bearer, holder. 

wager [dharna] Skt n act of keeping. “sagal 
tumari dharna.”-maru solhe m 5. 2 state of 
consciousness, when one can understand 

things; understanding. 3 firm determination. 

4 according to Yog - that stable state of mind 

in which one contemplates upon Braham, the 

ultimate Reality, for getting all others. 5 mode 
of living as prescribed in religious scriptures. 
6 traditional way of reciting hymns, 

wefe [dharnt] adj who bears/holds. 2 n 
Braham, God, the Creator. “dharanr 

dharrrehro brehmsd.”—-sukhmani. 

weet [dharni) Skt n pulse. 2 line, class. 3 earth, 
wadia [dharniy) adj adoptable. 
graqg [dhardhar] See werug. 2 Dg Indar, lord 
of rains, 
wars [dhardhar] See vadwa. 2 See wT. 
was [dharan), est (dharna] See wee and 

urge’. “prabhu sagal tumari dharna.”-ram 
m5. 

wratita (dharnik] See wee. 
wert (dhamiy] See media. 
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tems [dharbarr] See xfsus. 
, ether (dharmrk] Ske wfifar adj pertaining to 

religion; religious. 

wa (dharay] Skt af adj adoptable, 
acceptable. 2 n water. 
weet [dharvi] See wae, 

twee [dharra] See FETS", 
re [dhara] Sk n flow of liquids like water; 

water current. “cali vrlocan te jaldhara.” 
-GPS. 2. sharp edge of a weapon. 3 file of 

soldiers. 4 progeny, immediate descendants; 
sons and daughters. 5 line. 6 range of 

mountains. 7 group, community. 8 section. 

“avanu jano nahi jamdhara.”-maru solhe m 
1, ‘According to sections of the law laid by 

Yamraj (god of death), there is no cycle of 

coming and going.’ 9 a town of Malwa (central 
India), which was very famous during the time 

of Bhoj. It has been the capital of Parmar 
dynasty after Chedi. It was ruled by Munj in 
Sammat 1032 and his nephew Bhoj became 

the ruler in Sammat 1068. According to Dasam 

Granth Raja Bharthari (Bhartrihari) also ruled 

over Dhara. “dhara nagri ko rahe bhartharr 
rav sujan.”-carrtr 209. 10 Seems". “ek drvas 
dhara ko gyo.”—carrtr 65. 11 kept under 

control. See 18a. “ehu akarv tera he dhara.” 
~bher m 3. 

wrgue (dharaghat) See Hamar. 
ure [dharat) Skt which goes round to get 

water-drops; rain-bird. 2 clouds. 3 intoxicated 

elephant, 4 horse, 
er ster (dhara tirath) a holy pilgrimage 
centre in Mahabharat. It is situated near 
Pinjore town in Patiala state. Guru Nanak 
Dev visited this place while on his preaching 
mission. There is an arrangement made by 

Patiala state for worship in the gurdwara. See 
atts. 
wege [dharadher] » weapon with sharp 
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edges. 2 cloud — bearer of water. “dekh 
dandhara dharadhar sarmane hé.”-sekhar. 
‘ eTsH (dharadharaj] n water born of acloud. 
~sanama. 
wreaseds (dharadhardadhar} n water fallen 
from a cloud; ocean that stores it—sanama. 
2 pond, tank. 
werag gfe (dharadhar dhunr] son of Ravan 
who produced the sound like that of a cloud- 
Meghnad.-sanama. 2 cloud’s thunder. 

wag yz {dharadhar dhrad] ocean. See 

WEUTETT. 
weugt [dharadhari] n sword with a sharp 
edge. “asx krrpan dharadhari.”-sanama. 
2 river, stream. 

wenedt [dharanagri] See 7a" 9. 
weue [dharapath] » water pipe; fountain. 
waar [dharala], 7st [dharali] sharp-edged 
sword and dagger. 

weed [dharavahi] adj flowing smoothly like 
the flow of a river. 

af [dharz] bearing, having. “dharr krrpa 
probhu hath de rakhra.”-sor m 5. 2 in the 
flow. “bude kali dharz.”-s kabir. 3 imperative 

form of verb dharna; believe, have faith. “re 
nar! rh saci jia dharr.”-sor m 9. 
wfset (dharrni] Skt earth, land. 2 adj 
possessing. 
wfss [dharrt] Sk adj possessed, kept. 
we [dhari] adj possessed, kept under control. 
“sagal somogri tumre sutrr dhari. y euadunian 
2 accepted. “sai suhaganz thakur dhari.” 

—o3kar. 3n string, cord, string made by twisting 
many threads. “paun hove sutdhari.”—asa m 
1. 4 assumption. “binse apni dhari.”-sor m 

5. 5 Skt of adj bearer, possessor. 6 sharp- 
edged. 7 sharp weapon. 8 river, stream. 
urdies (dharival) a Jatt subcaste of Bhatti 

Rajputs. The word is derived from Dhara town. 
Father-in-law of Akbar, Mahar Mitha, belonged 
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to the Dhariwal subcaste.' 2 a town of 
Gurdaspur district situated on Amritsar- 
Gurdaspur railway line which is 36 miles away 
from Amritsar. It is a famous production centre 
of fine woollen clothes. In 1880 AD a woollen 
mill named Egerton Woollen Mills was 

established here. 

Wy [dharu] a follower of Guru Hargobind, who 
belonged to the Dhir subcaste. 
we (dharo] a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. He 
belonged to the Suri subcaste and was a 
resident of Sultanpur. 

weaG (dharyav} kept under control. “jrsahz 
dharyav dharatr ar vrum."—saveye m4 ke. 

arse [dhalival] See wie 1. 
we (dhav) Skt 84 vr run, wash, clean, irrigate. 
weft (dhavasz] runs. “va kav phrrt phrrz 
dhavast re.”~maru m 5. See 0. 2 will run. 

‘Wea [dhavak] Skt n washerman. 2 messenger, 

courier. 

wee [dhavan] a Khatri subcaste dhon or 

dhavan. 2 an agricultural subcaste of the 
Rajputs of Montgomeri region. 3 See T=a. 

urea [dhavna] v run. See U®. 2 adj belonging 

to the Dhavan subcaste. “mula suja dhavne.” 
-BG. 

wedt (dhavni) adj runner (female). 2 n act of 
running; race, attack, invasion. “banu badia 
kart dhavni.”-sor m 1, 
weg [dhavat], 7g (dhavatu] running, moving. 
“dhavat ko dhavahr bahu bhati.” 

~todim 5.2 which is fickle or unstable—mind. 
“dhavatu lio barajz.”-saveye m 2 ke. 3 Skt 
‘nf adjrunner (male). 4 m messenger, courier. 
5 See wfes. \ 

‘ures [dhavan] Ski n act of running. “man mero . 
dhavan te chutro."-basst m 9. 2 messenger, 
courier, “jaht kaht dhavan kare pathaven.” 

-GPS. 3 act of washing. 4 water, soap etc. 
1Some people pronounce it wie [dhalival] also. 
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used for washing clothes etc. See 3z, 
wredt [dhavni] See weet, 
wreas" [dhavarta] 7 tendency to store, effort 

to accumulate. See vr ur and fea", “anzk kaj 

anzk dhavarta unhzo an jSjari.”-sarm 5. 
wedi [dhavri] Skt n fan. “beth parjak par 
dhavrin dhat ke .”-BGK. ‘mid wives are 

waving the fans,” 
ares (dhaval] 7 earth-supported (lifted) by a 

white bull.-sanama. 

waar [dhavies] » lord of earth — king, ruler. 

-sanama, 
weet (dhavlesni] 1 army of the ruler. 
~sanama. 
we [dhava) 7 race, running. 2 attack, invasion. 

See We. 3 Skt ue L bassia latifolia. The 

secretion of its flowers is an intoxicant. It is a 

wellknown constituent of wine. “gor kerr 

granu dhzanv kart dhave."-asa m J. 
ufes [dhavrt] Skt adj washed, clean. 
we (dhave] runs. 2 prays, “bherau bhut sitla 

dhave.”-god namdev. “ahr nis dhyan 

dhave.”-saveye m 4 ke. 3 See ure 3. 

we [dhar] band of robbers. 2 attack by 

dacoits, assault by bandits. 

wast (dharvi) n robber, dacoit. 

war [dhara] n robbery, act of plundering. 
waritar [dharapera] 1 loot, booty. 
‘Ueft [dhari] robber, dacoit. 
fa [dh] Siz vr possess, meet, go, be happy, catch. 
fit [dhra] Sec mma, 2 See ua. 
fom [dhrav] See aaa. 2 meditate, 
contemplate. See a7, 
forex [dhrauna] v meditate. “dhraie apno 
sada hari.”-gujm 5: 

fonrfe (dhraz) See »mara, 2 meditating, 
contemplating, “dhzaz dhraz bhagatahz sukh 
para.”-sukhmani. 

femrfé wet (dhrax thai} by meditating. “chute 
nam dhraz thai."-kalz m 4, 
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fomrfefs (dhrarnz] meditate, contemplate. 
“nam dhraznz sajna.”-maru solhe m 4. 
feet [dhrai] by meditating. “nanak nam 

dhzai he.”-maru solhe m 4. 2 meditates. “jrs 

no krrpa kare prabhy apni so janv trsahz dhzai 
he."-maru solhe m 5. 3 Skt earfty adj 
engrossed in meditation. “atme hor dhrai.” 

-srim I. 

femmes (dhran), ferry [dhranv] Skt The verbal 

root dhye means to contemplate. The word 
‘as [dhyan] is formed from it, which means 
to focus one’s mind on a given object; 

concentrating one’s mind on the subject by 

preventing it from wandering about. 
According to Patanjal Darshan - “aa 

seatarn ar.”-yogsutr, 3-2. “sunze lage sahajr 
dhranv.”-japu. “dhrani dhrano lavahr.” 

—sriam 5.2a lucid image of an object in one’s 
conscience. 3 thinking; contemplation. 

fowree™ [dhiavna}, fawrest (dhravna] v 

meditate, contemplate. “dhravav gave gun 
govida.”—asa m J. “mukte namdhzavnta.” 

—majh a m J. ‘Those who meditate on Thee 

are free from all bondages.’ 
‘far [dhzs] Skt x vr produce a sound; describe. 
farew [dhistan], foros [dhrsthan) See 

nifty. “rajo dhrstan ahr agyan."-GPS. 
fos [dhrk) Ske fer, part word expressing 
humiliation and disrespect; censure, reproach. 
firs (dhrkar) Skt RrrBT n pronunciation of 
the word dhrk, 2 reproach, disrespect. “lok 

dhrkar kahe magatjan, magat man na pata.” 
ram mJ. 

fit [dhtkh} See fan. 
faz (dhrkhn] Skt fore n Braham. 2 lord of 
gods —Vrihaspati. 3 lord Vishnu. 4 adj wise. 

5 learned, scholar. See fan, 
fleet [dhrkhna) Ske fare n wisdom. “gorakh 

ne dhrkhna na dini tohr.”-NP. 2 praise. 

3 earth. 
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foreat [dhrkhni] Ske fererom adj wise. 2.n army 
— which has expert knowledge of fighting 
skills. —sanama. See faweifay. 
fener [dhzkhnis] adjsupreme scholar. “kavz 
kovid dhrkhnis jo avat cal darbar."—GV 10. 

finedifay [dhrkhnirr pu] » enemy of the expert 
army; gun. “dhrkhni adz ucarke rrpu pad St 

ucar.”-sanama. 2 enemy of the wise; fool. 

far (dhrg) See for, 
fifat [dhtg] adj firm, strong. 2 bully, oppressor. 
3 nrowdyism, disorder. 

fie [dhigan] a carpenter who became 
devotee of Guru Hargobind. Alongwith his 

brother Maddu, he used to split wood for the 
common kitchen and was busy in serving 

fellow disciples with deep devotion. The Guru 
himself cremated his body. He is also known 
as Dhingar, “dh t gar maddu janian vade sujan 
takhan apara”-BG. 
fifa [dhiger] See fifa. 2 an Arora subcaste. 
3 adjbully, oppressor. 

fitaret [dh gai] bullying; oppression; high- 
handedness. 

faa [dhzgo] See fia. “dhrgu tina da jivia 
juna vidani as.”-s farid. “dhrgu penanu 
dhrgu khanu.”-var sor m 3. 

fifwr [dhna} a barber, deeply dedicated 
disciple of Guru Nanak Dev. He attained 

supreme bliss by the grace of Guru Angad Dev, 
fawet [dhtyana] n bullying, oppression, high- 
handedness, 2 injustice. “deda narakz, suragT 
léde, dekhahu ehu dhryana!”-var mala m 5. 

3 adjbully, oppressor. 

few2 [dhrpane] high-handedly, by bullying, 
oppressively. “tou karie je krchuhor dhrgane.” 
~bher m 5, : 

fawer [dhrjna] v have patience. 2 rely, trust. 
ferrar [dhzjauna] v pacify. 2 win confidence, 
win the trust. 

fas (dhxth], faor [dhrtha], fife [dhxtth] Ske 
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GE adjwise, leamed, knowledgeable. 2 generous. 
3 brave, courageous. 4 shameless, impudent. 
See gfe and fry. 

fowarg [dhrdhkar] See frag. “natu sahjaha 
dhidhkar kahe.”-GPS. ” 
fore [dhrman] S ms n inner feelings 
impacting one’s facial expression. “mukhz 
dhimane dhan khayi.”-maru a m J. ‘The 
seeker of spiritual knowledge stands with a 
blooming face on experiencing the glimpse of 
the Almighty’ sense — ‘her face reflects the 

feelings of inner consciousness.’ 
fmr® [dhtmane} See frre. 

fas [dhrr] Sn side. 2 party. “sabhe dhrra 
nrkhotiasu.”-var gau J m 4. 
freer [dhtrkar] See fuera. “ntdak dhtrkaryo 
sabh logan.”—GPS. 

fares {dhrrat] See fs. 
fasts [dhrratr] See fyfs. : 
fase [dhtrajraj] adj king of kings. 
“dhirajraj prabin.”-akal. 

fafe (dhzrz] side, direction. See fag 1. “pav 
suhave ja tau dhzrz julde.”-var ram 2 m5. 

‘th [dhi] Sit vr keep, be a base for, be hidden, 
long for. 2 n wisdom, intelligence. “vrsal dhi 

prebal he.”-GPS, 3 mind. 4 action, deed. 

5 contemplation, concentration. 6 desire, wish. 
7 Skt ist daughter. “put dhi khaz.”-gau m4. 
tion (dhia] See tt 7. “dhia put s3jog.”-sri a 
mh 

iA [dhis) Ske weft lord of lords, emperor. 

uftar [dhig) See fifa 
‘Wi (dhij] Sks Bef n stability of mind, patience. 

“trisna hoi bahut, krve na dhij 

m I. “kahrnr sunanz na dhijee. 
mi. 

‘tira [dhijna] v be patient, have patience. 
2-win confidence. 

wit (dhije] should have patience. See tt7. 
2 short for dharije. “Start pSc agenz, kru 

‘asa cht 
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dhirojo dhije?”-ram a m I. 
wis [dhith], dis [dhitha] See fuer, 2 Skr gre 
adj thick-skinned, immodest. “krchu sad na 

pave dhitha."=gau m 4. See Wie. 3 Skt fats 
adjstable, settled. “brnsza bhrembhav dhitha 
jiv.”-majh m5. ‘Apprehension of fallacy and 
fear of mind have vanished.” 

‘tits [dhin] Ske mrdiey adj subordinate. “so thakur 
ts hi ko dhin.”-fodi m 5. 2 tt-w. having no 
wisdom/intelligence; unwise. 3 Dg n iron. 

iis {dhina] n subordination. 2 adj having no 
intelligence; unwise. 
iu {dhip] Dg m daughter’s husband; son-in- 
law. 
‘us (dhimat), thy [dhiman] Sk rq and 

hr] adj wise, intelligent. “dharmaru krratz 
dhimat ki sada he jit sabh thai.”-saloh. 

Uf: [dhimanz] See Tenn 2. 

tht [dhima] adj having patience. 2 dull, 

inactive, slow. 3 short for ibe [dhiman] which 
means intelligent. 
dhe (dhiman], hs [dhimat] See ths. 
wie (dhir] n short for dhiraj. “damya pale na 
pave, nako deve dhir.”-sri a m 5. 

2 Skt adj calm and quiet, who is not easily 

perturbed. “sact namz man dhir.”-sri am 3. 
3 mighty, strong. 4 humble. 5 sober, serene. 

6 n saffron. 7 a Khatri subcaste. 8 patience, 

sense of having patience. “bhagat an3dme 
pekhr prabh ki dhir.”-brla m 5.9 Dg sun. 
we [dhirav} adj patient, having patience. 
“dhiray sunt dhirau prabhu kav.”—jet m 5. 

tea [dhirak), vlog {dhiraku} 1 patience, 
firmness of mind, determination. “Sdarz dhirak 

hoz pura patsi.”—var guj / mJ. 2 assurance, 

consolation, solace. “bhave dhirak bhave 
dhake.”~asa m J. “jaki dhirak Isu manahr 

sadhare.”-suhi m J. 3 adj having patience. 
“dhirak har sabasi.”—maru m 4. 

thar [dhiraj), they [dhiraju) Ske tert n stability 
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of mind, patience, firmness of mind during 
distress. “dhiraj mant bhae ha.”~asa m J. 

“dhiraju jasu sobha tzh ba avon. 
weg gfe (dhiraju dhurr) initiator of patience. 
“jrsv dhirajo dhurz dhavalu.”-saveye m 3 ke, 
“who has provided the white bul! (supporting 
the earth) with forbearance.’ 

tftee (dhiran) Skt adj pious soul, having 
unperturbed mind. 

wea (dhirta], tieq (dhirtva] Skt n sense of 
patience, stability. 2 absence of fickleness; 

seriousness. 

wieer [dhirda) provider of patience. “dhara 
dhirda."—NP. 

ules (dhiran] See dive. 2 n sense of having 
patience. 

ttefs [dhirenr] may have patience. “vesakh1 
dhiranz krv vadhia, jzna prem vrchoh?” 
—majh barahmaha. 
thts [dhirmall] son born to Ananti, mother 
of Baba Gurditta, on Magh 13, 1683 BK at 

Kartarpur. His descendants are the Sodhis of 

Kartarpur. See aasrayg 2. 

went [dhirmallia] 1 member of Baba Dhir 

Mall’s lineage. 2 follower of Dhir Mall. 

‘wes (dhirar} a Khatri subcaste. 

tis" [dhira) adj became patient. 2 Skt na 
heroine, who does not react directly on seeing 
signs of indulgence by the other lady on the 

body of her husband but expresses her 

indignation sarcastically. 3 a scholar and 

warrior disciple of Guru Hargobind, He fought 

bravely alongwith his brother Hira in the battle 

of Amritsar. 
tifeG [dhirzo] attained patience. 2 established, 

stayed, settled, “kavan than dhirro he nama, 
kavan vasaty ahSkara.”—maru m 5. ‘What is 

the significance of caste like Brahman etc and 

the name of a person? and I am so and so, 

what does this arrogance denote?’ 
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the [dhiri] adjhaving patience. 2 pupil of the eye. 
‘ddd (dhirie] let us have patience. “duji nahi 
jaz krnz brdhr dhirie?”—-var gau 2 m5. 

aig [dhirv] See tis. 
wid [dhire) may have patience. “harr brnu 
kro dhire manu mera?”—sar am J. 

af? [dhiro] having patience. See ta@. 
wiéfe [dhirodz] adj blessed with patience of 
mind; having patience, “brrhi na dhirodz.” 
~var maru 2 m 5. 
es [dhivar] Skt adjhighly intellectual, sharp 
minded, 2 » fisherman. The real root of the 

word jhiver (water carrier) is this word, 

3 boatman. 

Ulett [dhivri] n wife of a fisherman. 2 wife of 
a water-carrier. 

uted [dhivyi) n daughter, female child. 

WA [dhuss] » act of stuffing forcibly. 2 push, 
thrust. 
Wr [dhussa] n Skt fgre two-layered rough 
and course woolen blanket. 2 a Khatri 
subcaste. 
gf [dhussi] n act of stuffing forcibly. 2 thrill, 
tremor. “dhussi liti dekh kudhdge.”-BG. 

oe (dhuhna), Joa" (chuhna] v cheat, betray, 

deceive, “vekhdza hi maza dhuhrgoi.”—var 

sar m 4. “Strkalz trthe dhuhe, jrthe hathu na 
par.”~sava m J. 

‘ga [dhuk] n apprehension. 2 sound produced 
by the falling of a heavy object. “dhuk dhuk 

part kabadh bhua.”-cddi 2. 3 fall, decline; 

sense of falling. 
‘Ya [dhok] 1 beat of a kettledrum; deep sound, 
“dhOke nzsan.”-VN, 

gag [dhukanu] 5 foe v jump, run, Its root is 
the Sanskrit word drutgaman. “kothe dhukenu 
ketra?”—s farid. 

yaget [dhukdhuki] 1 umbilicus; a body part 
between chest and abdomen. 2 palpitation of 
the heart caused by fear. 3 a type of necklace; 
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an ornament for neck and breast. “rk 

dhukdhuki mol bahu keri.”-GPS. 

tare [dhokar] n beat of a kettledrum; vibrating 
sound ofa thump. “dhosa ki dhOkar dharadhar 

dhaskat hé."-52 Poets. 

guar (dhukhnal, Jeet [dhokhna] (Skt Ye vr 
ignite, fire, feel tired) v smoulder, burn slowly 
without flames. “aganz na starr dhukhi.”-sor 
mJ. “dhukha jru malih.”~s ferid. 2 get tired. 

“rati vadia dhukhz dhukhr vfhanz pas.”-s 

forid, ‘Limbs of the body feel tired by sleeping 
‘on one side.” 
gat [dhokha] n agony. “sabhna de jia 3dr 
dhukha.”-BG. See Tue". 
pear [dhukhauna), meres" [dhakharna] v 
ignite, bum. See gue. “carcaht cid na dhup 

dhukharht.”-NP. 

yf [dhukhz] after being tired, after having 
fatigue. See gue". 

wy [dhukhu] ” agony, suffering. See quer. 

“Janam maran phirt garebh ne dhukhu.”-fodi 
mi. 

yargaft [dhugdhugi] See yauat. “kalgi or 
dhugdhugi ani.”-gurusobha. 

afaraer [dhogarnal v make fragrant by buming 
incense; provide flavour to a meal by smoking 
it in a container. 

‘gH [dhuyj) Skt Grin flag, standard, symbol. See 

Ya. 2 Dg a kalaal; distiller and seller of country 

liquor. 

get (dhujaia) adj flag keeper. 
Hat (dhujni] Sk yfaat n army with a standard; 
army bearing a flag. “bhaj gai dhuni sabhe 
rehyo na kachu upau,”—c3di J, 2 army with a 
strength of 162 elephants, 162 chariots, 486 

horses and 810 foot soldiers. 3 the border of 

two states on which trees are planted in a row. 
‘gr (dhuja) See gn and 9H. 

gat AfS [dhvja setx] white flag meaning flag 
of fame, glory or good reputation. “dhuja setr 
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bek6th bina.”-saveye m3 ke. ‘Your white flag 
is visible in heaven.” 
gfe [dhojzni] See gre. 
git [dhuji] See yr. 
get (dhutfa) a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev, who 
served at the time of digging and building of 

Amritsar Pond. 
yeweg (dhunakvav], Teweg [dhunakhvav) 
(Skt UgeS n a rheumatic disease, in which the 
body is bent like a bow due to the streching of 
muscles; tetanus. Doctors presume the cause 
of this disease is a bacteria — bacillus of tetanus. 

The body of a patient suffering from this 

disease gets bent inward and in some cases 

outward or even in some cases becomes stiff 
and straight like a rod, This disease can also 
occur from infection in a wound and injury. 
Sometimes it starts with convulsions and 
remains incurable till death. Children who 
suffer from this ailment, often have fits. Itis a 

very terrible disease for persons in old age. 
This disease must be cured by an experienced 

and qualified physician. 
The general treatment of this disease is : 

- taking tablets made from pure strychnina 
and sweet aconite root. 

- taking sweet dish of garlic. 
= massaging the body with narayani oil, kuth 

baboona oil, turpentine oil, olive oil etc. 
= massaging with sesame oil with some opium 

mixed in it. 
Take one tola of cinnabar and three mashas 

each of musk, saffron, javrtri, akarkara, clove, 
nutmeg, cinnamon (cassia bark), gold foils and 

stone. Grind them in the extract of ginger 

continuously for four quarters of the day, then 

make small tablets of one ratti each. Take with 
warm milk one such tablet in the morning and 
‘one at night by coating it with the cream of milk. 

This is very beneficial to get relief from tetanus. 
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It is always useful for patients suffering 
from this disease to take dry fruit, ginger and 
garlic etc, 
yes [dhunan] Skt yaa n act of shaking; feeling 

of vibrations. “hath pachore srr dhune.”=trlig 
mi, 

waar [dhutia} n length of cloth worn round 
the waist to cover the body’s lower part, 
qe (dhGd) m darkness because of the fog; 
darkness due to the mixture of smoke and dust 
suspended in the air. 2 condensed water 

particles present in air due to cold; fog, mist. 

3 See gu. 
Yee [dhuddel] » fine dust, fine grit on the 

pathways. 2 dust blown due to the army’s 

movement. 
Ha [dhodh) See fz. 2 an eye-ailment, due to 
which vision gets blurred. “‘netridhidhr karan 

bhae bahre.”-bher m 1.3 See fz 2. 4 ignorance. 
“satrguru nanak pargatra, mtti dhodh jegr 
canan hoa.”-BG. 
haga (dhddhrana] v raise dust. “nh midian 

mera ghar dhOdhrava."—asa kabir. 2 make 

hazy; cause mistiness. 

Yast [dhddhla] foggy, misty, dusky, dim. 
2 dust-coloured, pale bluish, khaki. “na mela 

na dhOdhla na bhagva.”—var maru / m J. 

Yarg [dhodhar] short for yHars (dhumdhara). 
aftr [dhodhz] See Yu. 2 due to mist; because 
of fog. 

‘fg (dhodho] Skt Fy na demon, son of Madhu. 
According to Harivansh, this demon was 
meditating deeply, by immersing his body 
completely under sand, with a wish to destroy 

the whole world. When the dust storm produced 

from his breathing and emnating out of his nostrils, 
started causing torment to the world, sage Utank. 
persuaded king Kuvalyashav to kill Dhandhu, and 
lord Vishnu entered into the body of Kuvalyashav 

to make him very powerful. The king marched 
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alongwith his one hundred sons to kill Dhundhu. 
His 97 sons were reduced to ashes due to 
exhaling of fire by the demon. But ultimately 
Kuvalyashav succeeded in killing Dhundhu and 
hence is popularly known as dhOdhumar. 

§gs (dhodhumar) king Kuvalyashav. See 

gg. 
gyars (dhodhukar] Skt qisare n darkness. 
2 period prior to the creation of the universe, 

when there was no light of the sun and the 
moon etc. “dhodhukar nzralam betha.”-maru 

solhe m /, 

Uys [dhodhupst] See aa 5. 
‘Je [dhun] Skt n vibration, act of vibrating. 

2 absorbing thought; thought. 3 See yfs. 

‘gears [dhunkar] See yfserg. 
oat (dhunki] See ya. 
ower [dhunakhnal See yoo". “taht tk rum 
dhunakhte laha.”—datt. 

‘geet [dhunkhi] 2 an implement in the shape 
of a bow used to card cotton wool; carding 

bow, carding machine. 
gwer [dhunna] v cause trembling, “ram nam 
brnu méd dhone pachutai he.”-guj Kabir. 
2 carding and cleaning cottonwool with a 

carding bow. See yew and Ua. 
fs [dhunz] n See yet. 2. Sktyfs sound, music. 
“dhunz vaje anhad ghora.”-ram m 1.3 melody, 
musical singing. “bahu gunz dhunz, munz jan 

khatbete.”-asa m 5. masters of musicology 

and scholars of six schools of Hindu 

Philosophy. 
fears [dhunrkar} n musical instruments, 
harmonium, stringed instrument. “pSc sabad 
dhonrkar dhunt.”—var mala m J. 

fra [dhunzt] Ske fs adj sung with tune, 
preluded to a song. “anrkdhunzt lalzt sgit.” 
-saram J. 3 
feat (dhunrni] 7 army that produces sound/ 
noise.-sanama, 2 river, stream. 
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get [dhuni] Si » river, stream. 2 Skt yf sound, 
music. “anhad dhuni dart vajde."-sri m 4.3 

echo of sound. 4 according to poetics, the 
sense of deeper meaning which is expressed 
by the metaphoric quality of words different 
from their literal meanings. e.g. “‘metz jatz hue 
darbarr.”-g5d ravrdas. This leads to the 

sense that those who are proud of their castes, 
do not deserve the grace of God,' 

5 rhythmic tune of singing; melody. Guru 

Arjan Dev selected nine such Vars and 
suggested to the musicians tunes for singing 

them according to the ballads of ancient 

warriors. He indicated specific names of these 
ballads (vars) in the beginning. Guru 

Hargobind got these Vars sung for the 

promotion of the sentiment of valour; these 
are still sung by traditional musicians, Many 
authors are of the opinion that these tunes have 

been entered by the sixth Master but it is not 
true? 

These nine tunes are: 
(a) Majh Ki Var: The tune of Malik Murid 

and Chandarharha Sohia, Murid Khan of Malik 

subcaste and Chandarharha of Sohi subcaste, 
both army commanders of Akbar, were always. 
hostile to each other. Once, Akbar sent Malik 

to war on the border. Malik defeated the 
enemy and captured his territory. He stayed 

there for sometime to maintain peace, 

Chandarharha insinuated to the emperor 
realise that Malik had become rebellious after 
*Meaning originates from the word; satire from meaning. 
while sound is the outcome of satire. 

AIL is irrelevant to discuss here that the ballads which 
were selected are according to the Guru’s percepts or 
not, only the tunes have been adopted as many Sikhs 
sing hymns on the tunes of songs of Lacchi. To raise the 
question whether Lacchi was a virtuous person or not 
is out of context here. 
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capturing the territory. On this the emperor 

sent Chandarharha to crush Malik. Both the 

warriors died fighting in the battle. The 
balladeers composed their ballads on the 

following meter: 
“kabul vice muridkha pharza bad jor, 

¢3dr-hara le phaj ko carhra bad tor, 

duha kédhara muh jure damade dor, 
sastra pajute surra srr baddhe for, 

holi khele cddr-hara rig lagge sor, 

dové tarpha juttia sar vaggan kor, 
me bhi rar sadatsa varra lahor, 

dové sure samne jujhe us thor.” 

Compare the following eight-lined-stanza 
of Majh-var with the above stanza: 
“td karta purakhu agSmu he apr srrsatzr 

upati.”... 
(6) Gaurhi Ki Var Mahalla 5: The tune of 

ballad of Maujdi of Rai Kamal. Kamaluddin, 
ruler of Waar state poisoned his brother to 
death. His widow went to her parents’ house 

taking along her minor son, Muajjuddin 

(cf). When Muaijjuddin grew up, he taking 
along a heavy manforce of his maternal grand 

father’s family, challenged his uncle and fought 

with so such valour that Kamaluddin had to 
leave this world, The balladeers wrote the 
description of this war in to this metre as: 

“rana rat kemaldi ran bhara bahi, 
mojuddi talvsdid carra sabahi, 
dhali Sbar chara phulle ak kahi, 

jutte amho samhne neje jhalkahi, 
moje ghar vadhaia ghar cace dhahi.” 
See five-lined stanza of Gaurhi Ki Var for 

singing the tune of the above ballad, ‘jo tudhu 
bhave so bhala sacu tera bhana.”... 

(c) Asa Ki Var: The tune of Tunda Asraj. 

Asraj was son of Sarang. His younger (step) 

mother, who was a beautiful young lady, got 
infatuated with him and expressed feelings of 
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lust for him, but the pious Asraj remained firm 
in his virtue. The stepmother provoked the 
lecherous king and falsely implicated his son. 
The king sent his son into exile after amputating 

his hand. Even while living in exile the maimed 
‘Asraj acquired all wealth and luxury with divine 
grace through his virtuous acts. When after 
sometime his father came to know about the 
reality he wrote a letter to his son to return, but 

Khaan and Sultan, stepbrothers of Asraj, 

alongwith a heavy force, fought against him. 
With God’s grace, Asraj conquered them and 

reached his father to pay regards. Feeling 
ashamed of his earlier misdeeds, the king went 
into seclusion after enthroning Asraj in his place. 

The ballad composed on the basis of this 

event is: 

bhabkra ser sardul raz ran maru bajje, 

sultan khan bad surme vrc ran de gajje, 

khat Irkhe tOde asraj nd patsahi ajje, 
trkka sar3g bap ne drta bhar lajje, 

phate paz asraj ji sahi par sajje. 
The Guru compared the tune of this five- 

lined stanza with that of Asa Ki Var as: “api 

ne apu sajzo apine racro nav.” 
(a) Gujei Ki Var: The tune of Sikandar- 

Ibrahim. Sikandar and Ibrahim were two noble 
persons of the same family. Ibrahim was 

lecherous, while Sikandar was pious. Once 

Ibrahim attempted to molest someone’s 
daughter, Her father approached Sikandar and 
narrated to him the cruelity of Ibrahim. 

Sikandar attacked Ibrahim alongwith his force 

and made him captive after defeating him in 

the battle, Ultimately Ibrahim vowed to reform 

himself and was released by Sikandar. 

The ballad depicting this event has been 
composed as; 
“papi khan brram par carza sekSdar, 
bher duh& da maccra bad ren de Sder, 
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pharra khan brram nd kar bad adabar, 
baddha s5gal parke janu kile b3dar, 
apna hukam menarke chaddza jag Sdar.” 
See five-lined stanza of Gujri for the tune 

of the above five-lined stanza: 

“apna apu upazonu tadahu horu na koi.”... 

(e) Vadhans Ki Var: The tune of Lalla 

Behilim. Lalla and Behilim were rulers of 
neighbouring hill states. The terriroty of Lalla 
was barren and dry and that of Behilim was 

fertile and green. Once Lalla asked for water 

from the perennial stream flowing through the 

territory of Be because of low rainfall. In 

return, he promised to give the latter one sixth 
part of the produce. But on harvesting the 

crop, he backed out of his promise. This 
resulted in a battle between the two in which 
Behilim came out the conqueror. The ballad 
composed on this event is as: 

“kal lala de des da khoza bahzlima, 

hissa chatha manarke jal nahrrd dima, 

phrrahun hur Iola ne ran madza dhima, 
bher duh dis maccra satpai ajima, 

strdhardzgge khet vice jruvahan dhima, 
mar lala bahlim ne ran me dhar sima.” 

The Guru fixed the following six-lined stanza 

of Var Gujri with the above six-lined stanza as: 
“tu ape hi apz apr he apt karanu kia.”.. 
(f) Ramkali Ki Var m 3: The tune of Jodha 

and Veera of Poorbani. Jodh and Veer, sons 

of Rajput Poorbani, were famous plunderers. 

They were offered service many times by 

Akbar in his administration, but they bluntly 

rejected the offer saying that they were not 

that kind of Rajputs, who enjoyed Akbar’s 
slavery by selling their daughters to him. On 
hearing this sarcastic reply, Akbar ordered his 

army to attack them in order to teach them a 
lesson. These two self-respecting brothers 

died fighting very bravely. Bhatts composed 
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the following rythmic ballad in their honour: 

jodh vir purbanie do gall& kari karari8, 
phoj carai badsah akbar ran bharia, 

sanmukh hoe rajput sutri rankaria, 
dhuh mzano keddhia brijutcamkaria, 
fdar sane apacchra mr] karan juharia, 

ehi kiti jodh vir patgahi gallé saria. 
The following six-lined stanza of Ramkali 

is to be sung according to the tune of the above 

six-lined stanza: 
“sace takhatu racaza besan kav jai.”... 

(g) Sarang Ki Var: The tune of Rai Mehma 

Hasna. Mehma and Hasna were Bhatti 
Rajputs. Hasna was a government official, but 

he was dismissed from service for some 

offence and took shelter with Mehma. Mehma 

appointed Hasna his chief and used to send 
him to pay the royal tax. Hasna regularly 

collected this tax but deposited it in his own 
name thus declaring Mehma as absent on all 

the occasions. Mehma was imprisoned as a 

defaulter for not paying the royal tax, but when 

the secret was out, Mehma was sent alongwith 
royal forces to teach a lesson to Hasna for his 
misdeeds. Mehma conquered Hasna and thus 

the latter was imprisoned. But Hasna was 

pardoned by merciful Mehma on a humble 
request from him. 

Balladeers have composed the following 

ballad on this tune as: 

mahrma hasna rajput rat bhare bhatti, 
hasne beimangi nal mahrme thatti, 
bher duh da maccza sar vage saphatti, 
mahzme pai phate ran gal hasne ghatti, 
bn hasne nd chaddza jas mahrme khatti. 
The five-lined stanza of Sarang Var was sung 

as per the tune of the above five-lined stanza. 

“ape-apI nirdjna jini apy upaza.” 
(h) Malar Ki Var: The tune of Rana 

Kailash and Malda, Rana Kailash Dev and 
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Maldev two Rajputs were real brothers and 

nobles of a hill state. 
The elder brother behaved improperly with 

his younger brother immediately after being 
enthroned. Maldev was a fighter with self- 
respect. He enlisted the army and citizens on 
his side and defeated Kailash Dev in a battle, 

thus bringing the state under his own control. 
When Kailash repented and begged pardon 

from his brother, the pious and virtuous brother 
gave half of his kingdom to the former. The 
ballad composed by balladeers for these two 

Rajput brothers is as: 
“dharat ghora parbat palan srr tattar Sbar, 

nau se nadi narfnve rana jal ksdhar, 
dhukka rar amirde kar megh-adSbar, 
anat khSda rania_ kelase Sdar, 

brjull jy6 camkanié tegd vic Sbar, 
maldev kelas ni banhza kar sdghar, 

phzraddha dhan mal dechaddra garh Sdor, 
maldeu jas khSttra jru sah stkédar.” 
The cight-lined stanza of Malar Var is sung 

according to the above eight-lined stanza. “api 

ne apu sajr apu pachanra.”... 

(®) Kanrhe Di Var: The tune of the Ballad 

of Moosa. Moosa Rath was a great warrior. 
Someone else married his fiancee 

(bethrothed). Upset over this, Moosa brought 

his enemy (his fiancee’s husband) alongwith 
his fiancee to his house after defeating and 

capturing him in the battle. Then he asked the 
lady what she desired. The lady replied that 
she would remain faithful to the person who 
had married her and with whom she had spent 

a few days. Moosa was pleased to hear such 

a just reply from the lady and he respectfully 
sent her off with her husband. The balladeers 

had written a ballad for this brave act of 

Moosa as: 
“tre se satth maratba rk ghurte dagge, 
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cayia musa patsah sabh sunta jagge, 

did crte bad hathia kahu krtt varagge, 

rutt pachati bagulz4 ghat kali bagge. 

ehi kiti musza krn kori na agge.” 
Singing of the five-lined stanza of Kanrha 

Var was fixed by Guru in tune with the above 

five-lined stanza. “td ape hi stdh sadhrko tu 

ape hi jugjogia. 
6 shook, shaken. “kop modi dhuni.”-ramav. 
‘shook his head in anger.’ See gw 1 and gaa. 

gaint [dhunis] n cotton-carder, cotton-comber. 
yabt (dhunic] (let’s) tune (musical string- 
instruments). “anhad vaje dhunie ram.”-suhi 
chst m5. 

gator [dhuniyal # cotton-carder, cotton- 
comber. “jrm tul dhune dhuniya.”-krrsan. 

‘Yet [dhoni) n navel, umblicus. 2a village under 

police station and tehsil Hafzabad, of district 

Gujranwala, situated seven miles to the north- 
east of Hafzabad railway station. There is a 

metalled road upto village Chattha followed by 
two miles of unpaved passage. One piece of a 
pair of shoes of Guru Amar Das is preserved 

in this village. The shoe is 1] inches long and 

3% inch wide in the fore part. Bhai Chaina 
Mall (popularly known as Pero Mall) was a 
firm devotee of the third Master. Pleased over 

his dedication and devotion, the Guru gave him 

his own pair of shoes. Now one shoe is in this 
village while the second one is in village Madar 
of tehsil Nankiana Sahib. The descendants of 
Bhai Pero Mal! live in these two villages. 
Patients suffering from scrofule touch their 

necks with these shoes. The pair is preserved 

in the gurdwara of the village. See Hg 4. 
gu [dhup) 7 heat, sun, sunlight. See gu. 

guueft [dhupghazi} See ur. 
yet [dhubia] Skt wea washerman. “jy6 
dhubia sarrta tat jayke le pat ko pat sath 
pacharyo.”-c5di /. 
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gun [dhumas], SHA [dhGmas] n turmoil, 
pandemonium. 2 noise, uproar. See SHA YHA. 
gue (dhumra] adj smoke-coloured, smoky. 
“dhurr bhare dhumre tan.”—carrtr/. 
gre [dhumauna] v make noise, cause 

turmoil. 2 emit smoke, raise smoke. 3 labour 

in vain. “namu danu Isnanv na manmvukhr 
tty tent dhurz dhumai.”—sor m J. 

ye [dhur) Skt n axle; pin or rod in the nave of 

a wheel on which the wheel turns; axis. 2 main 
point, headquarters; main centre. “dhur ki bani 

ai.”-sor m 5. 3 weight. 4 beginning, origin. 
“dhoraho vichoni kru mtle?”-sri m 1. 5yoke, 

used to fasten oxen, horses etc. 6 money, 
wealth. 7 vital air. 

ey [dhurahu} adv since the start, from the 

beginning. 2 from the main source. 

Je at wat [dhur ki bani) 1 musical utterances 
of the ultimate Reality; divine revelation. 
guug (dhurdhar] See gus. “trahr traht 
rakhahu ham, dhurdher.”—carrtr 405. 

Yaitdt [dhurdhori] See géag. “satzguru guru 
puren dhurdhori.”-BG. 2 See ya and ad. 

qeue [dhurpad] See eur. 
geet (dhurli] act of moving forward with a 
Jerk, act of moving forward with a sudden pull 
or push as “oh dhurli marke bahar ara”. 

‘Jest wan" [dhorli marna] v See Tash. “nrkiza 
dhorli mar.”-rehmatsah. 

Jee" [dhurva] n cloud, “dhavat te dhurva se 
daso drs.”"—carrtr J, 

ge [dhura] See ye 1. 
oH (dhuras) Skt aha raised seat, high seat, 
prominent place. “dhrztdhar dhuras.”-japu. 
‘One who has a distinctive place among patient 

people.” 
ev [dhurah), 9¢y (dhvrahu] right from the 

start, ab initio, from the main source. See 9. 

“ata marenu dhurahv.”—asa m 4, “ sarab jia 

str lekh dhurahd.”~sor m J. 
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yfs [dhurr] ab initio, right from the start. 

“dhurz mare pure satzguru.”-var gau | m4. 
2 See ga. 
fst [dhurryo) Dg one who is under debt; 
loanee. 

watz [dhurin] Skt adj having responsibility. 
2 chief, 

¥J@ [dhure] from the beginning, right from the 
start. “jx kia tudhu dhure."-var guj 2 m 5. 
2 [dhurd] from the beginning, right from the 
start. 2 from the main source. 
gdug [dhorsdhar] Skt adj who is a bearer of 
burden. 2 the most powerful. “soi dhur3dhar 
soi basdhar.”—sar m5. 

‘yaar [dhulna] v be free from dust; be dust- 
free; be washed. 

get [dhovije] let us wash/clean. See ww. 
2 get washed, “rama! me sadhucaran 
dhovije.”-kalz a m 4. ‘Get me wash the feet 

of saints.” 

‘yagat (dhurdhuri] » tingling sensation of the 
body; trembling of the body; shiver. See Uri 2. 
gant [dhuram] adj prominent, famous, whose 
reputation is wide-spread. “kuram dhuram bahu 
bhaia.”-mago. 
Y (dhu] Shr vr tremble, shake; give up, forsake, 

destroy, see. 2 Skt Jn “kete dhu updes.” 

~jopu. See Quen. 3 Dg forehead. 4 head. 
Y@ [dhuv], yr [dhua) Skr yx n smoke, fume. 
“dhuu na ntkaszo kar.”-sri m J. 2 Dhruv. 

“atal bharo dhua jake stmarenz.”-sor m 9. 

“jaha jaha dhua narad {eke.”-g5d namdev. 
ye [dhuaro] adj of smoke, smoky, “zhu jag 
dhuaro dholhar.”-ramav. 2 Skt TY smoke 
coloured, 
yor [dhua], gut (dhua] Ske yx n smoke. 

“bujhigai aganz na nikasro dhua.”-asa kabir. 

‘Heat of the body cooled down, no smoke in 

the form of breath is emitted.’ 2 pyre. “kon 

areth dhud tum payahu?”-GPS. 3 fire or seat 
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of an ascetic, four branches of Udasi the sect. 
See Gert, 
quiag [dhusdhary] smoke and darkness, pitch 

dark. “kalz vier dhuSdharv sa.”=var ram 3. 

yet (dhuil, ge (dhui] 7 place of fire kept 
going by ascetics practising austerities, “dara 

phahuri kara karx dhui.”-asa kabir. 2 fire — 

which has smoke in it. “y5 bharkt jrm tel so 

dhui.”—krrsan, 

ye a dwae [dhue ka dholhar], ye a uae [dhue 
ka pahar} white cloud (palace) of smoke and 
mountain of smoke. This illustration is for the world 
e.g. as the white palace and the mountain made 
of smoke vanish immediately in the sky consisting 
of air; such is the state of the world. See guid. 
“zhu jagu dhue ka pohar.”-basdtm 9. 
yA dhus] nact of dragging. 2 adjfoolish, unwise. 
3 Dg n a team of riders deputed for 
implementing the orders of the state, The team 

does not leave the person unless the order is 
implemented. 
yrs [dhusan] See As. 
gag (dhusar] Sit adj of the earth’s colour or 
dust, ashen, khaki. “lagi dhurz tan dhusar 

hoe.”-NP. 2 n ass, donkey. 3 camel. 4 a 

subcaste of the Banias (traders). 5 Dg oilman. 

‘ya [dhuh] attraction, fascination. 2 imperative 

form of dhuhna (pull). 3 ga (dhuh} is also 

used for dhuhz. “dhuh krrpana trkkhra.” 

cdi 3. See yfu. 
gue (dhuhna), goa" [dhuhna) v pull. 2 drag. 

oo (dhuhra] adjdusty. 2 of the earth’s colour 
or dust, ashen, greyish brown. “dhult lapete 

dhuhre.”—cddi 3. 

yous [dhuhar] dust. 2 Dg thunder of cloud. 
fs [dhuhr] by dragging, by pulling. “kadhi 

narak te dhuhr.”-sar m 5. 

yaa (dhujet] causes one to tremble/shake/stir. 
See y. “dhujet he pakhan ansdumgayohe.”-GPS, 
ye [dhunal, yet [dhuni] place of open fire 
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kept going by ascetics practising austerities; 
open-fire; smoke. See quit. 

Ys (dhut] Skt adj shaken. 2 abandoned. 

3 rebuked, reprimanded, dishonoured. “trm 

bhage guru dhzg agh dhuta."-GPS. 
ysru [dhutpap] Skt adj liberated from sins. 
ya" (dhuta) See J, 2 Skt wife, female spouse. 
ya (dhuti] a bird, also named dhedi, Fs [tuti], 
‘Fat [tudhi]. gat [dhutil is a female, while gar 
[dhuta] is a male. See Sat and yah. 
yaw [dhunan} Sk act of causing one to tremble; 
shiver, pulsation. 

ye" [dhuna], gat [dhuni) See ger and ya. 
gu [dhup] Skt {| vr warm, shine, speak. 
2 Skt n fumes of fragrant objects like the pine 
tree gum (amyris comiphora), sandalwood, 
saffron, camphor and other incense materials. 
“dhup mal-anlo pavan cevro kare.”-sohzla. Itis 
an old practice to burn incense in temples (holy- 
places) and at public places. All thereligious sects 
have adopted this practice in one way or the 
other considering it to be very beneficial. See 

wees Ex chapter 30 verse 7 and 8.3 the object, 
that produces fragrant smoke (of pleasing odour) 

on burning. 4 heat of the sun, sunshine. 
S brightness, glamour, grandeur. “kul rup dhup 
gtan hini.”-asa chat m 5. 
uust (dhupghori] sundial. See unit. 
ye eta (dhup chah], gu ete [dhup chav] sun 
and shade. 2 pleasure and pain, prosperity and 
adversity. “dhup chav je samkarz sahe.”~var 
ram | m J, 3 silken cloth made of two- 
coloured warp and weft. 
guest (dhupdani} n incense-burner; censer. 
gu ehy (dhup dip] joss-stick, incense and wick. 
“dhup dipghrzt sajr arti.”-dhana sen. 
yun [dhupan) Skin act of incense-burning; 
ritual of incense burning. “'so audhuti jo dhupe 
ap.”-var ram J m J, ‘who worships his own 

soul instead of worshipping god in the temples.” 
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yuh (dhupia} one who burns incense. 
2 priest of a holy place, who is assigned the 
duty of incense-buming. Dhupia family is very 

famous in Amritsar. 
g® [dhupe] See gus, 
yadt [dhubri] famous town of district Goalpara 
in Assam, situated on the right bank of 

Brahmputra river. It was declared as district 
headquarters of Goalpara in 1879. Dhubri is a 

railway station situated on Eastern Bengal 
State Railway. 

Guru Tegbahadur visited this town in 

Sammat 1723-24 alongwith Raja Ram Singh, 

the ruler of Jaipur.' The gurdwara in memory 

of the Guru is popularly known as “Damdama 

Sahib”? According to Bhai Santokh Singh 

Dhubri was founded after the name of a 
washerwoman.> 2 area surrounding the 
‘Many authors including Bhai Santokh Singh write the 

name of the raja as Bishan Singh viz. ~ “‘sattguro ki 
marjilai brsansfgh mahrpal. karyo kuc age calyo lakhi 
muhtm vrsa."- GPS rasr 12 2 4. but it is erroneous. 
Raja Bishan Singh was not even born at the time of 
Guru Tegbahadur’s visit of Kamroop. He was just four 
or five years old when the Guru passed away. In this 
context, see footnote on page 348 of the Sikb Religion, 
Volume 4 written by Macauliff. Colonel James Todd 

writes in ‘Rajasthan’ about the history of Ambar that 
Ram Singh who succeeded (Mirza Jai Singh) had the 
mansab of four thousand conferred on him and was sent 

against the Assamese, Bishan Singh ... succeeded him 
‘on his death, 

About the building of this Damdama, it is written that 

each soldier of the king’s army put five bucklers full of 
‘earth at this place so as to raise a high mound, on which 
Guru Tegbahadur held a congregation. 
sun dhoben! yoban yut Tha. rahahu beth thzt tav tor 
jahd... tohx nam par gram basaz... jaht dhoban ko 
brrech trkayo. ek gram teb tah basayo."-GPS rast 
Rall 
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Dhubri town, 
‘YH [dhum] m noise, uproar, din, turmoil.2 fame, 

reputation which spreads like smoke. “trs ki 

dhum pragat bhi sare."-NP. 3 Skt smoke. 

“dhum adhomukh dhumhi”-narsfgh. ‘(they) 
smoke hanging upside down.’ 4 open fire, kept 

going continuously by ascetics practising 

austerities, “dhum daré trh ke grth samuhr.” 
-kersan. ‘(we) will sit with continuous fire in 

front of his house.’ 5 short for dhumranen. 
“dhum dhukaran darep mathe.”—akal. 

yx [dhim] See gx 3. “dhiimbadar sabhz 
matasaj.”—basSt am 5. 
ea [dhumketo] Skin fire, of which the standard 
is smoke. 2. comet-3 an army chief of Ravan. 
yun [dhumdham] presence of smoke in a 
house, suggests a ceremony like a fire-ritual 

etc. 2 hustle and bustle in a festival. 

gugA [dhumdhuj] See ras. 
OH ow ue tte oe oe fifty AB ow due we 
{dhum dhuja man dhor dhara dhar sigh sobhe 
ran kopke ae]-krrsan. ‘Dhum Singh, Dhuja 
Singh, Man Singh, Dhaul Singh, Dhara Singh, 
Dhar Singh all full of rage came to the 

battlefield.’ 
YHgR [dhum dhvoj) See gHay 1. 
grts [dhumpot] streamer that moves on 
steam. 
ures [dhumbadar), yHres (dhumbadel] 
cloud of smoke; that is, world destructible within 
amoment. “udrjatgo dhumbadro.”-sor m5. 
yuyas [dhum-mukat] adj smokefree, free 
from smoke. “sar dhar dhar dhum-mukat 
bSdhan te chute.”—VN. ‘the brave warriors got 

liberated (won salvation) by bearing swords 
having edges like smouldering fire (burning 
without smoke).’ 

yuiifs [dhumyonr] 7 one that is produced 
from smoke - fire. 2 cloud. 
gue [dhumar] See gy. 
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guases [dhumarlocan] See myatun. 
gues (dhumrach] See pte. 
eet [dhumri] adj having colours like that of 
earth or dust; ashen. “dhumri dhurz bhare.” 
carrtr 1. 
gpran [dhumadham] See yuu. hustle and 
bustle. “at pare dharamrar ke bicaht 
dhumadham.”-s kabir. 
WY (dhumr) Skt adj having colour like that of 
earth or dust; greyish brown. “dhumy baji rath 

chajat.”-paras. 2.1 short for dhumr nen. 
“kruddh ke dhumr care ut seni.”"-c3di J. 

pte (dhumr-acch) Skt Pye having greyish 
brown eyes. See Sys. 

dat [dhumrhsti] » Durga who destroyed 
demon Dhumarnain. “namo dhumr-hati.” 
~cSdi 2. 
yam (dhumrak] Skt # camel. 
{p{8H [dhumr-kes) n a demon having smoke- 
coloured hair, — father of Vrinda and father- 

/-in-law of Jalandhar. 
“ gyaz [dhume-ketu] 1 one whose standard is 
-smoke-coloured; a soldier of demon Viryanaad. 
2 comet. 

gufea (dhumr-drrg], pyaar [dhumr-nayan], 
gyte [dhumu-nen] one having smoke-coloured 
eyes; demon - Dhumarlochan. 2 although 

dhumraks also means dhumrlocan yet they are 
different from it. See YBa and gy. “dhumr- 
nen girtraj taf dice kahi pukar.”~c3di J. 
‘yu [dhumr-pan] 7 act of smoking, smoking, 
a kind of meditation in which only smoke is 
allowed; all other kinds of foods, water etc. 

are forbidden. “rk kerat kasat ker dhumr-pan.” 

—datt. See yx 3. 2 act of smoking hubble- 
bubble, smoking. 3 fomentation of some 
medicine as advised by an Ayurvedic 

physician, 
gyses (dhumr-locan] 2 a demon having of 
eyes greyish-brown colour, who was army 
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commander of Shumbh. “tahd dhumr-locan 
cole caturdganz dal saj.”-cddi J. He was killed 
by goddess Durga. 2 pigeon. 3 adj brown or 
blue-eyed. 

YY ee [dhumr varan) 7 smoky colour. 2 adj 

smoke-coloured, greyish-brown colour. 

PyE (dhumrach] See pps. chief of the army 
of Brijnaad (Viryanaad). “setdarh dhumrach 

vikat bhat.”~saloh. 2 chief of Ravan’s army, 

who was killed by Hanuman. He was brother 

of Akampan. “dhumr-acch sujabumalz bular 
bir pathedae.”-ramav. 3 This name has also 

been used for dhumr-locan. “dhumrach 

brdhisen.”—akal. 

Ye (dhur] Ske gf n dust, grit. 
eret [dhurjati) Skt qvatet n one having densely 
tangled hair, Shiv, Mahadev. 2 lord Shiv 
(Shankar) caring for all the spheres. 

yes (dhurat} Sk: of adj cheat, conceited. 
2 dacoit, robber. 3 See gag. 
Yass [dhurat-ta] m conceit, cheating. 
2 robbery. 
Jeg [dhuratu] adj Jd-as having attachment 
for one’s native place, “dhuratu soi jr dhur 
kay lage."-sar m 5. 2 See Jaz. 
aust (dhurdhanil a capital town in the form 
of dust. “dhurdhani karen.”—cadi /. ‘She who 

razed the capital of demons.’ 2.7 sky - having 
dust in it. 3 air, wind. 4 See gfe. 
qafs (dhuranz) n earth-having dust/grit. 
-sanama. 
Yen [dhuram] n dusty earth. “uram dhuram 
jotz ujala.”-o5kar, See Fax. 
Yeee (dhur-rat] See yfeae. 
gare mfeet (dhur-rat arrni] m tree; its enemy 
- elephant; its army — army of elephants. 
-sanama. 
ye [dhura] n powder, fine powder ground like 
fine dust. 2 spraying of finely powdered thing. 
“dhura kia tavan ke Sga."~carrtr 281. 
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Yee" (dhurava) with dust, with sacred ash, 
“masat punitsst dhurava.”—sar m 5. ‘forehead 

of a holy person.” 
‘gfe [dhurz] dust, sacred ash, grit. “dhurz satan 

ki mastakr laz.”-ram m 5, 2 foulness, 

defilement, “dirty”ness. “bahutu sranap lage 
dhurr.”—asa m J. 3 earth—sanama. 

‘gfeae [dhurrdhar] n that which has dust - 

earth. 2 sky. 3 air, wind.-sanama. 

gfawafeft (dhurrdhernrdhr] 7 treasure of 
the earth —water.-sanama. 

yfes [dhurrn] n earthsanama. See yfas. 
yfawe [dhurzrat] n king of the soil (earth) — 
tree.—sanama. 
yfseenfs [dhurtratarz] ” king of the soil 

(earth) tree; its enemy — elephant. 

yfewe feet [dhurrrat arrnz) by suffixing 
ni with dhurzratarz it gives the meaning “of” 

as of elephants, army of elephants.-sanama. 
See gare wifeat. 

yet (dhuri], gs [dhul] See gfs and yfs. 
‘fs [dhulz] Skt n dust, grit, sacred ash. 2 sense 

~ dust of the feet of a holy person. 

yfease [dhulzkeran] a demon, chief 
commander of the army of demon Viryanaad. 
He was killed by goddess Durga. See Ro8Ta 
2. “ched czechur birarasur dhultkeran 

khapat.”-gyan. 
gfecrat [dhulrdhani] See your. 2 earth 
having dust. “dhulrdhani ke dhujeya.”-gyan, 

3 mace, knobbed club. “kae kop garho lee 
dhultdhani.”-carrtr 405, 4 small cannon; 
rifle with a long barrel. “kaha dhulrdhani 

chofé philnalé.”-carrtr 405. “jharakke 
krrpani. dhare dhulrdhani.”-rudr. 

yet [dhuli} See gfx, 
yetaee [dhulikaran} See yfaave. 
Ys (dhur], gf [dhurr] See gf. “dhurr trnaki 
jemtle.”-trlag m 1. 
yfsret [dhurrmanr] which has dust as its 
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main constituent; human body. “dhurrmani 

gadi calti.”-basst namdev. 
gat [dhuyi) See yf. “dhuri vrcr luddari 
soha.”-sava m 5. 

@ [dhe}, dfe [dhez) See uaa. “dhe sabh broham 

rup ker jan.”-NP. 
az [dhen] See az. 
‘fee (dhenva) Sk 87a: plural of dhenu. “nadia 
hovahr dhenva.”-var majh m J. 
@z [dhenul Skt 8 n recently calyed cow. 
2 Kaamdhenu (cow). “sdtsabha gur paie 
mukatz padarath dhenu.”-sri m I. 
@w [dhen] Skt n river, stream. 2 sea, ocean. 

3 See dy. 
tg [dhenv] Skt n recently calved cow. 2 cow. 
“dhenu dodhe te bahri krte na ave kam.”—majh 
barahmaha. 3 Kamdhenu. “sri guru saran 
dhenu, karam bharem kat.”-BGK. 
am (dhenuk] according to Bhagwat — a 
demon, who lived in a jungle of toddy palm 
trees. Once Balram and Krishan went to this 

jungle to graze their herd of cows and started 

plucking fruits growing on the palm trees. 
Demon Dhenuk, in the guise of an ass, started 

kicking Balram. The irate Balram tied the legs 
of Dhenuk and struck him strongly against the 
palm tree, and Dhenuk died. “dhenuk krodh 

maha karke dou pau hride tth sath prahare. 
godan te gahr phtk dyo harz jyé str te gah 
kukar mare.”—krrsan. 

gus [dhenvpal) » milkman. 2 Krishan. 

‘it [dhey} Skt adj adoptable. 2 potable, fit for 
drinking. 3 nourishable, fit for bringing up. 

4 See uit. “dhyata dhyan su dhey su dhey jo 
prithak prithak kar jan.”-NP. 
or [dhela] See miter, 
‘aft [dheli] n half a rupee, eight-anna piece. 
‘fa [dher] n raised boundary. 2 ridge (dividing 
a field) on which grass is grown. 

® (dhe) 1 sound produced by a heavy object 
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falling down; thump, thud. “dhe ke moko 

patkayo.”-carztr 130. 2. adv by acquiring, by 
possessing. 3 by keeping, by having. “le le 
avahu dhe dhe jeyahu.”-carrtr 93, 

fe [dher] Skt gof adj fit for ploughing and 
cultivating. “janam maran nahr dh3dha 
dher.”—oSkar. 2 patience. See titan. 
trem (dheray] See tier. 
tres [dhevat] Skt n sixth note according to 
musicology; note between the fifth and seventh 
notes. It has three variations; ramya, rohrni 
and madsti, See 73. 

@ (dho] n short for 8a (dhoh] and dhona. 

‘tng [dhoanu] Sv wash. 2 See tz. 
‘Wet (dhoil adj washed, cleaned. “esa jatu tk 
dekhra jesi dhoi lakh.”-s kabir. It refers to a 

hypocrite, who looks gentle and honest from 
his appearance. 2 See Zt and deh. 
a [dhoh] 7 a house made of branches of a 
tree and grass, which can be kept cool by 

sprinkling water on it during the summer. “raci 
dhoh sitalta kare.”-GPS. 2 body, physique. 
“moh man dhoh bharem rakhrlije katz beri.”- 
kan m5, See ty. 

due [dhohna] v deceive. 2 swindle, cheat. 
harbouring ill feeling; betray. 
‘at [dhohi) adj betrayer, traitor, disloyal. 
‘iy [dhohu) betrayal, treachery. See itu, “dhohu 
na cali khasam nalz.”-gau var 2 m 5. 
2 deception, guile, trick. “baba, maza racna 

dhohu.”-sri m J. 

#2 (dhohe] cheated, deceived. “brnu gopal 
dhohe.”-sar m 5 partal. 
#2 [dhohe] cheats, deceives. 2 washes. 
“gurmatr namu ridemalu dhohe.”-guj m 4. 

ita (dhok] base, support, shelter. 2 salutation, 
sense of bowing to someone. 3 uniting, 

combining. 4 adv by joining, by uniting. “kar 
dhok thadho ar s8mukh.”-saloh. 

the [dhokh] See the, fds, feats. “nxt calne ki 
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dhokh."-sri am 1. 

thr (dhokha} n cheating, deception, betrayal, 
treachery. 2 false knowledge. “harrdhan 

lahra dhokha.”-guj m 5, 3 apprehension, 
worry. “utrra man ka dhokha.”=sor m 5. 
“gganz ras sokhe marie dhokhe.”-tukha 
barahmaha, 

WB [dhokhe] See see. 
Get (dhota], #2 [dhoto] Dg son, male child. 

Wz [dhon] n water in which some object has 
been washed. 

Hz [dhona] See wes 3. See Uw. 
‘tar [dhota] Skt adj washed, cleaned. 

‘fam [dhotzal, Gfsmr [dhotza] adv due to 
washing, by washing. “dhotra juthz navtre.” 

~suhi mJ, 
‘at [dhoti] adj washed. “baharz dhoti tibri 
Sdarz visu ntkor.”-var suhi m /,2.n length 

of cloth worn round the waist and covering 

the lower body. “dhoti kholz vrchae hethrz.” 

—gau m 5. 3 Skt G3 a practice of Yog, which 
is performed as follows: swallowing of eight 
to ten hands long and two fingers wide wet 
cloth alongwith water and, after holding it 

within for a while, taking it out. With this 
action the intenstine is cleaned of all 

unwanted deposits. Those who practise Hath 
Yog perform this Dhoti action. 4 a piece of 

cloth to cleanse the stomach. 5 purity, 

sacredness; according to Yog, there are four 
methods of practising @3t (dhoti] viz.— 

cleaning of intenstines, teeth, heart and 

rectum/anus, 

er [dhona] See dz. 

‘tu [dhop] a straight and thin sword without 
any bend. “namo dhop patts.”-VN, See FF. 
2 adj famous, popular. “sadhu su suddh jog 
rahyo lop. bahu dhar dabh ansadhu dhop.” 
-GV 10. 

tut (dhopai] is washed, is cleaned. “panicrtu 
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no dhopai.”-var sar m I. 
WO [dhope] let it be washed, may be washed. 
“mati ka kta dhope suami?”-ram m 5. 
itays [dhobpur], tusgqnr [dhobrigram] See 

‘thet [dhobi} Sir treet n washerman. 2 slanderer, 
backbiter. “hamre kapre ntdak dhoz.”-gav 

kabir. 3 Guru (teacher), who has attained self- 
realisation, who liberates us from falsehood 
overwhelming consciousness. “dhobi dhove 

brreh brrata.”—basst namdev. 
‘ihr tee [dhobia b3dar] See qudt. 
hy [dhom) in Dasam Granth the term &4 
{dhom] has also be used for gH [dhum] (which 

means smoke). See Hue. 
thers [dhomdhar] Skt gHoen fire. “dhomdhar 

ke dhareya.”-gyan. 2 Skt rrr source of 
smoke — sky. 

‘ty [dhomu] Sk tha n son of sage Dhoom, 
teacher of Uddalek and younger brother of 

sage Deval. He was family priest of Pandavs. 
“gave gun dhomu.”—saveye m I ke. 

ta [dhor] Bg advnearby, close. 2 shore, beach. 

“keri dara carahu dhor.”—keda m 5. ‘Kindly 

take us to the shore.’ 
ite (dhora} Bg n support protection. “iha uha 
tuharo dhora.”-sor m 5. 2 nearness, closeness. 
“me ahro tumra dhora.”~gujm 5. 
‘ea [dhoraha} adjinitial; of the origin; original. 
itdt [dhori] Skr 3 adj who pulls to the last. 
2 sense - chief, leader. 3 Pu mean, base. 

® (dhore) adv near, nearby. 
ez (dhovan], ttew [dhovan] n act of washing, 
process of cleaning. See tre and ures. “dhote 
mul na uterahr je sau dhovan pahr.”—var 

majh m1. 
Wea [dhovahal adj washable. 2 liberated, 

washed, cleaned. “mel pap dhovaha.”-jet 
m4. 

Wee [dhovsdo] washing, cleaning. 2 » that 
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water, in which something has been washed, 
“per dhovSdo pivss.”-var maru 2 m5. 
@ [dh], 7 [dhs] See uf and ue. 
@w [dhas), HA [dh5s} P (j,5 n squad chasing a 
culprit, 2 group which causes destruction. 
3 This word is also used for dh5sa, a large 

kettledrum, “bad baji dhs gohirs.”-GPS. 
rt [dh5sa) n a large kettledrum. 
faa (dhdkna), Far (dhdkna) Skt a vr 
bellow, blow fire. 2 v blow with bellows. 

act (dh5ni] n bellows. 

aw (dh3kal) a village near Wazirabad, in 
which there exists a huge holy shrine of Sultan 

Peer. The pilgrims while on their journey to 
Nagaha, make a stop here to pay obeisance. 
See Fuss. 
Wading uis [dhoklia pir] See Fass and Tas. 
ther [dhokhya] 1 movement with small jumps 
or leaps in sitting position. 2 movement with 
speed between brisk walk and fast running. 

ite [dhocal See fer. 

ie [dhon] See u@z. 

is [dhot] See da". 
fs [dhotr] See a 3, 4 and 5. 
ih [dhom], at [dhomy] See ty. 
ie (dhora] See uGw. 
es (dhol See ugs. 
eae (dholhar] See usus. 

ays (dholpurl a state ruled by Bamrolia Jats 
near Agra in Rajputana. Its area is 1155 square 
miles, This district is surrounded by the states 
of Agra and Bharatpur, Karauli etc. Dhaulpur 

is a railway station of GIP Railway, situated 

154 miles away from Delhi. Patiala and Nabha 

states have been closely related to Dhaulpur. 

See diafitu naan, aa gfiw Hoar and wisae 
ae. 
ijua [dholar] See u@sav. 
‘ie [dhola] See uGz. 2 a village under police 

station and tehsil Dhanaula subdivision Phul 
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of Nabha state. A gurdwara in memory of Guru 
Tegbahadur is situated about two miles away 

from this village to the north-west. A residential 

house is built near Kacchi Manji Sahib. The 
priest is a Sikh. Nabha State has allotted about 
70 ghumaons of land to the gurdwara. This 
village is about three miles to the south-west 

of Handiaya railway station. See itdtes. 
at we [dholi dhar] a high mountain range in 
district Kangra, which is always covered with 

snow. It forms the boundary of Chamba state. 
iy [dholu) See as. 
Bg Way [dholu dharemu] See us 2. 
ity (dholh] » slap, smack, cuff. 
‘eft [dhori] tanned hide; buff; removed and 
tanned skin of a cow, or buffalo etc. 

wer [dhdda}, da (dhadh] » financial dealing, 
money earning business, the work that eams 

money. 2 business dealing. “sagel jagat dhadh 

Sdh.”-asa m 5.3 Skt a diagnosis. 4 pleasure. 
tiag (dhdhak} adjbusinessman, dealer, trader. 
afer (dhsdhprtnal v suffer by involving 
oneself in the acquisition of wealth. “manmoukh 
dh3dhprtai.” -suhi m 4. 
duefa [dhsdhb3dh] bonded job, contracted 
work, work on contract. “dh3dhbsdh binse 

mata ke."~fodi m 5. 
‘dust (dhSdhli) busy in trading, engrossed in 
business. “Sdhu bud dhSdhli.”—suhi chst 
mi. 

dae [dhsdhya), tar (dh3dha}, ty [dhsdhu] 

See ther. “me chadza sabho dhSdhya.”—sri m 
5 pepaz. “man te brsrio saglo dh3dha.” 
-dhana m J. “ethe dhsdhupz{ai.”~sri m J. 

2 dealings; business; relations. “parnari s1u 
ghale dh3dha,.”—bher namdev. 

dite [dhSdher), G23 [dh3dhero] a subcaste of 
Rajputs. “khSdele baghele dhsdhere 
pachare.”—carrtr 91. 
a (dh3n] See af, Uy and Usa. 
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War [dh3na) He was born in a Jatt family in 
Sammat 1473 in village Dhooan (situated 20 
miles away from Deuli) of Tank region. He 
became a disciple of Swami Rama Nand after 
going to Kashi. He initially remained an ido) 

worshipper, but finally he attained supreme 

realisation after becoming a follower of Jagan 

Nath. His verses are included in Guru Granth 
Sahib. “mzle pratakhx gusaia dhdna 
vadbhaga.”-asa dhana. 

War fit [dhSna stgh] He was a stable boy of 
Guru Gobind Singh and also a scholar and poet. 

Once a poet, Chandan, came to the court of 

the Guru with one stanza composed by him 
and he boasted that no poet in the Guru’s court 

could explain its meaning. The tenth Master 

said that it could be explained even by a grass- 
cutter (i.e. a common follower) who has a faith 

in Sikhism. The stanza is like this: 
“navsat trye navsat krye 

navsat prye navsat pryae, 
Navsat race navsat bace 

navsat pryapahi dayak pae, 
jit kala navsaton ki 

nav-satan ke mukh Scar chae, 

manahu megh kr médal me 
kavz c3dan cd kalevar chae.” 

Bhai Dhanna Singh explained its meaning as: 

The sixteen years old young woman adorned 
herself with sixteen ornaments; her husband 

retumed from a journey after sixteen months; 
the young lady served him food consisting of 

sixteen dishes; spread the chess-board of 
sixteen squares before him and each played 
sixteen moves of the game. The woman got 
sixteen annas of a rupee by winning the game 

of sixteen pawns. When the husband had a 

win over his wife, the lady due to shyness, 

covered her face like the ful! moon with cloth 
as if the moon had been entrapped in the clouds. 
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Bhai Santokh Singh writes that: 

sun dhSnasigh arath bakhana, 

trry khoras barkhan bay vana, 
tan khoras sfgar suhayo, 

khoras mason me pry ayo, 
khoras ghar ko copar racyo, 
khoras dav lay sukh macyo, 
soi khoras pyare layo, 
khoras ki baji je payo, 
khoras kala csdmokh joi, 

har pay trty chadat soi, 

manhu megh me nispatx chayo, 

Im Scar mahr mukh darsayo. 
-GPS rutt 5 a 25. 

Poet Chandan felt ashamed of his vanity and 

begged pardon from the true Master. 

Bhai Dhanna Singh asked Chandan to 
explain the meaning of the stanzas composed 

by him, which the latter could not. The stanzas 

are as the follows: 
“min mare jal ke par se 

keb-hu na mare par pavak pae, 
hathz mare mad ke par se 

kab-hu na mare tan tap ke ae, 
tiy mare patr ke par se 

keb-hu na mare pardes stdhae, 
gush me bat kahi dzj raj 

brcar sake na brna crtlae. 

kol mare ravz ke par se 
kob-hu na mare sasz ki chabz pae, 

mxtr mare mzt ko mrlke 
kab-hu na mare jab dur stdhae, 

sigh mare jab mas mrle 
kab-hu na mare jab hath na ae, 

gurh me bat kahi dzjraj 
brear sake na brna crtlae.” 

These stanzas contain paradoxical 

expressions. If the text kab-hu na is associated 
with the previous line, its meaning becomes 
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selfexplainatory viz: 
“in mare jal ke par se kob-hu na, 

mare par pavak pae.”... etc, 
ifs (dhsnz) Skt usa adj charitable, virtuous. 
admirable, praiseworthy. “jah gobtdbhagat 
so dhdnz des.”—basdt m 5. “dh3nz sv than 

dhénx or bhavna.”—dhana m 5. 
afemr [dhsnza] See aq". 
1ifeer [dh3n tka] adjapplaudable, praiseworthy. 
2 charitable; which provides foodgrains. 

Wat [dhsni] adj admirable, praiseworthy. 
“anak jan-ni dh5ni mar.”—mala m J. ‘mother, 

who gives birth, is praiseworthy.’ 2 n territory 
in tehsil Chakwal of district Jehlum. “dhani 
gheb kx pothohar.”-GPS. 
Wg [dhsnu] Sktasaadj dmirable, praiseworthy. 
2 charitable, virtuous. “dh3nu janedi mar.” 

sri m 3. 3 n wealth, riches; luxuries, “snp 

dhsnu bahut upjza.”-var gau 2 m 5.4 Dg ue 
bow. 
daa [dhdny! See aaa. 
Waaee [dhdnyvad] See unaeez. 
toa [dhanyal, iq" [dhanva] adjbowman. See 
Un’. “maha ugr-dhanya badi phojleke.”-ramav, 
wnt [dh3m] Pkt 4 n religion. 2 onom sound 
produced by a heavy object falling down. 

due [dhéman], Ga [dhSman) a Khatri 

subcaste. 2 a subcaste of carpenters. 
tht [dhsmil adj religious. 2 pertaining to the 
home. See afaet. 3 Po n early moming, dawn. 
“ottd hoi dh3mi, dahi nahijsmi."-prov. 
um [dhyav] See ama. “bhakhs agle dhyav 
majhari.”-NP. 
ware [dhyauna] v Skt at vr meditate, 
contemplate, think, search worship. “‘sarab jia 
mant dhyarav.”-saveye m4 ke. 
uwfe (dhyaz] by worshipping. See uaz. 
2 See um. 

uast [dhyata) Skt aq adj meditator, 

contemplator. 2 thinker. 
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uaa [dhyan] Skt n concentration of mind. 

2 thought, idea. See fame, 
umafituy [dhyansfgh) a resident of village 

Majri, who got baptised by Guru Gobind 
Singh. He was a poet in the court of the tenth 

Master. 2 Dogra Dhyan Singh, who was 
elevated to the status of raja by a kind gesture 

of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He was chief of 
inner council of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. See 
gore fitur 5. 

Although there might have been many 

causes for the fall of the Sikh empire, but the 

main reason was the selfishness of raja Dhyan 
Singh. Alt historians are of the view that just 

to maintain his pre-eminent position he was 
the first one to sow seeds of dissension among, 
members of the royal family. The author of 

stkkha de raj di vzthya — ‘The Plight of the 
Sikh Empire’, has openly written about his 
selfish motives. Sardar Ajit Singh Sandhawalia 

killed raja Dhyan Singh too inside the Lahore 
palace on September 15, 1843 after assassinating 
Maharaja Sher Singh and his son. The 
descendants of Dhyan Singh now rule over 
Punch under the control of Maharaja of Jammu 

and Kashmir. 

‘umst [dhyani] Skt emf adj who meditates, 
contemplates, ponders. See ftmrat. 

waua (dhyapak] See wearum, 
wat [dhyay] Skt adj worth-meditating upon, 
worth-considering. See du 4. 
adh [dhrakati] adjcondemned, censured. See 
‘Ueae. “trs nam parro he dhrakati.”—dev m 4. 
ge (dhrad) ug + &. See warae qe. 

aH [dhram] See tay. “jog-abhras karam dhram 
kzrra.”~s -sukhmani. 

tpars [dhramsal] See wae, “kotr brahmad 
jake dhramsal.”—bher a m 5. 
wpafz [dhrampsth] path of religion, Sikhism. 
“dhromp3th dherro dhemidhar apr.”-saveye 
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m4 ke, 
guerfe (dhramrar) See weno. "ju mathanr 
madhania tzu mathe dhramrar.”-sava m 5. 
“kar-ro dhramrara.”—suhi partal m5. 

pis (dhramst] adjreligious, faithful to religion. 
“dhramst coke bakrans.”-gyan. 
yy [dhrap] adj satiated, satisfied. 2 happy, 
pleased, “ram rasarn atam dhrap.”-brla m 5. 

qpuer (dhrapna), yus (dhrapna) v be satiated, 
be satisfied. “dhrapasr nahi trrsna bhukh.” 

-dhana m 5. “man kau hor s3tokh bhukha 

dhrapie.”"-var guj 2 m 5. 2 be happy, be 
satisfied, get satiated. “brnu s3gatz sadh na 

dhrapia.”-sri m 1. 
a (dhrape] satiated, satisfied. “jia jStu sabhz 
dhrape.”-majh m 5. 
yr (dhrape! gets satiated, gets satisfied. 
“hartras dhrape.’-sava m 3. 

fy (dhrr] Ske { vr acquire, keep, support. 
fam [dhrzs] Skt 9¥ vr be brave/courageous, 
frighten, be strong, be angry, contain the mighty, 
stop the powerful. 
fyreens [dhrrsatdraman] See fygegua. 
fgrequem (dhrisatdramanja] Si qaqa 
younger sister of Dhrishtdyuman, Dropadi. 

“dhrrsatdramanja pritham kahz pun patz 
sabad bakhan.”-sanama. husband of Dropadi 
~ Arjun. 

faregtt [dhrrsajbudhi] See dean 4. 
fing (dhrzst] Skt qe adj clever, intelligent. 
2 shameless, immodest, 3 » in poetics a type 

of hero, “dhare Jaj ur me na kachu kare dos 
nirs5k. fare na taro kes hd kahyo dhrrst 
saklak..”—jagadvrnod. See fay. 

fangs [dhrrst-don|, figegua (dhrrst-dyuman} 
Skt Yag=t He was the son of Drupad, king 
of Panchal and brother of Dropadi. Grieved 

on the death of his son, he beheaded 

Dronacharya in the battle of Kurukshetar on 

the last day of the war; Ashvthama, son of 
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Dron, entered secretly into the camp of the 

Pandavs and killed Dhrisht-dyman. “honyo 
dhrist-don3."~gyan. 

fipyatt [dhrzst-buddhi] See dyn 4. 
fgeare [dhrrkat] onom sound produced by 
beating on a large drum. “dhidhrkat dhrrkat 
mr1dig.”-paras. 
fig [dhrrkona] n fruit of dek tree. “guccha 
hor dhrrkonza kzv varie dakhe.”-BG. 
far (dhrzg}, fa [dhrrgu] See fae. “dhrtg 
snehd bhrat badhavah.”—sahas m 5. “dhrrgu 

dhrzgu khaza dhrrgu dhrrgu sora.”-brla 
m3. 

fgets [dhrzg3t] condemnable, highly cursed. 
“dhrrgt mat prta snehd.”-sohas m 5. 

faqs [dhrrt] Ski ya adj acquired, adopted, kept. 
2 grasped, gripped. 3 determined. 
fyseng (dhrrtrastra] Sir yeerg a raja of lunar 
dynasty, born from the womb of Ambika, 
widow of Vichitrviray and son of Shantanu by 

the semen of Vyas. 
He was chief of the Kaurvs. He married 

Gandhari and produced one hundred sons and 
adaughter from her. Duryodhan was his eldest 

son. Dhritrashtar was blind, hence could not 

succeed the throne, but after the death of 
Pandu, he was made the ruler. “bhae ton ke 
vas me dhritrastrs.”~gyan: 2 chief of Nags. 
3. son of Janmejya. 4 an efficient ruler, who 

effectively exercised control over his state, 

ffs (dhrrtr) Skr qf n act of achieving/ 
acquiring. 2 act of remaining stable; stability. 

3 firm determination of mind; patience. 

fgfsas [dhrrtrdhor], fyfsrs (dhrrtzman), 
fgfses [dhrrtrvan) adj having patience. 
“dhanurpanz dhrrtrman dharadhar.”—hajare 
10. 

‘lez [dhrikan] v pull, drag. “puch na stddhi 
dhriken dhrike.”-BG. ‘A dog’s tail can’t be 

straightened by dragging or pulling.” 
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J [dhrv) Sk vr be still, travel, go. 

fet [dhrukr] adv immediately, quickly. “patan 
kuke patni vinahu dhrokz vrlarz."-maruam 
1. See feta, 
gue [dhrupad] See yeur, 
YX [dhrovh] Sit v remain firm, stand, go, travel. 

2 adjstable, immovable, static, “guru samrethy 
gehz karia dhrov budhr.”-saveye m4 ke. 3n 
See weer. 4 the Creator, who is always 
stationary. 5 sky. 6 mountains, hills. 7 axis of a 

celestial object; Pole Star. 8 son of king 

Uttanpad, according to Bhagwat and Vishnu 
Puran. The tale is like this: Uttanpad had two 
wives—Suniti and Suruchi. Suniti gave birth to 
Dhruv while Uttam was bom to Suruchi. The 

king loved Suruchi more. One day Dhruv saw 

Uttam sitting in the lap of his father Uttampad, 
and expressed his desire to sit in his place. 

Suruchi objected to it and said, “O! child, do 

not try to do so since you were not born from 

my womb. Only achild born to me has theright 

on the affection of the king as well as on the 

throne.” Dhruy, on hearing this, came weeping 
to his mother, Suniti, and narrated the whole 

incident. The mother told her dear son that his 
father’s co-wife was right in her assertion. She 
lamented that Dhruv could not claim his right 
to the throne as he was born to an unfortunate 
woman like her. If he longed, at all, for some 

high status, he should worship and meditate 

upon the true One. Dhruv left his house and 
met seven pious souls (sages) on the way. They 

were kind enough to bestow the child with 
mystic power.' Dhruv meditated rigorously in 

Madhuvan. Lord Vishnu appeared there to fulfill 

Dhruv’s desire. When Dhruy retumed home, 
‘The incantation is — 
feomhy Tea mura whet | 

aint argeara yerstrey wearnfert 11” 

-visanuporan 83 1 a 11 § 5. 
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his father respectfully put him on the throne. 
His brother Uttam was killed by the demi-gods 

when he was ona hunting mission. Dhruv had 
two wives — Bhoomi and Ila. Bhoomi gave birth 

to two sons, Kalap and Vatsar, while one son, 

Utphal, was born to Ila. Dhruv attained his 

permanent abode provided by Vishnu to him 
after ruling for 36 thousand years. 

yea [dhrovak] See yeue, 
eue (dhruvpad] Stage. according to Sangeet 

“Ratnakar a kind of song, which is sung in a 
particular rhythm of four beats.' It consists 
of introductory, second, other, third and 

concluding stanzas. Stanzas can be four to six 
in number, while each foot can have 11 to 26 

characters. 

Sangeet has described sixteen forms of 

dhruvpad ~ jay3t, sekhar, utsah, madhur, 
nirmal, kétal, kamal, sanSd, cSdrsekhar, 
sukhad, kumud, jayi, kidrep, jaymagel, trlak 
and lalrt. jaydt consists of eleven characters 
in each foot, sekhar consists of twelve and so 
on. Thus the lalrt consists of twenty-six 

characters in each foot. 
dhrovpad of six stanzas is considered 

excellent, having five stanzas is considered 

average while dhruvpad of four stanzas is 
treated as inferior. 

dhruvpad is not accompanied by pakhavaj 

(a side drum), but by “sath”. 
Y [dhr) Skt vr remain stable. » short for 9%. 

See Jz 8. “dhru prahrlad brdaru dasisutu 
gurmukhz namt tere.”-marum 8. 
yr [dhrua] See ye 8. “nared kahztsunat dhrua 
“bartk bhajan mah laptano."-brla m9. 2 adv 

with determination, firmly. “jrnahubatnzscal 
dhrua jani.”-saveye m 4 ke, 

‘ahrovpads are also sung in broham, rudr and laksmi 
thythms. 
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‘a [dharek] Skt aT n lilac tree. See 3a. 
Wa [dharoh] See Yu. “dhroh moh mznai.” 
—bavan. 2 It has also been used to express 
longing (q@) as ~ “ta nanki ji nd man dhroh 
pta.-JSBB. 
ots [dhrohanz], Just [dhrohni) Ske ¥foel. 

adjenvious, wishing evil. 2 sense — Maya the 
illusory. “brn sadhu sabhz dhrohnz dhrohe.” 

-asa m 4. 

Qy [dhroho] See ¢v. “nam vrhunra sOdar 
maza dhrohu."—var jet. 
Ye [dhror] See uéug. 
thy (dhram] See way, “dhrém dhiry gurumatr 
gebhiru”-saveye m5 ke. “dhramdhvja phahrat 
sada.”-saveye m4 ke. 

‘QF [dhvaj), gr [dhvaja] Skt avi. n flag, 
standard, In yuktrkalpatru eight types of flags 
have been mentioned — jaya, vrjya, #or 
(bhima], capla, vejyStrka, dirgha, vrsala, 3° 
lola]. The flagpole used for jaya is five hands 
long and for vzjya it is six hands long and so 
on respectively. In this way, the flag pole for 
8 [lola] is twelve hands long. 

ptt (dhvaji] Ske aftr. having a flag; with a 
standard. 2.n mountain. 3 fight, battle, struggle. 
4 peacock. 
Ye [dhvan] Sk a4. vr make sound, cover. 
fs [dhvanz] See gfe and get. satirical use of 
words in poetry, See ya 4. 
Wis [dhvat] Skt adj covered. 2 darkness, 
dark, pitch dark. 

 [dhve] after washing, “payan dhve caranamrrt 
lino.”~krrsan. 

WR [dhvas] Skr way and tay, vr be broken into 
pieces, break into small pieces, fall, sink. 
‘rat [dhvasak] adj destroyer. 
‘Yr [dhvasan] n act of destroying. 2 sense of 
being destroyed, destruction. 
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& [nanna] twenty-fifth character of Punjabi 
script; teeth and nose comprise its articulation 
point. 2 Sktn simile, example. 3 gem. 4 bondage. 

5 short for ware. 6 adjadmired, praised. 7 part 
cognitive of prohibition, no, not. In Persian as 
also in Punjabi it has this very meaning. “na 

‘taru bhije na sabadu pachanahz.”-marusolhe 
m3. 8cognitive of plural. “aghan katahz sabh 
tere.”-saveye m 4 ke. ‘Destroy your vice 
totally.’ “dukhan: nas.”-saveye m 4 ke. 9 suf 

of. “kab lage mastak carnan raj?”-BGK. 
“When will my forehead have the touch of 

thy feet’s dust.’ 
8G (nav) Skt oe adj nine. “naukh3d prithmi 

phrre.”-sukhmani. 2 P 7 new. “ja joban nav 
hula.-sri m 1.3 part to, for. “jzs nau ape lee 
milaz.”-sri m 3. “gante nav sukh naht.”-sri 
m3. 

‘aGxa [nausah] P +, 7 the new king; means — 
bridegroom. “varke panzn naugah ksth lagavot 
bhi.”-saloh, 

a@ ne uted ats ofe afe [nav sat coudah 
tint carr karz] See nafs. 
@ AB (nav sar] n nine ponds; sense - nine 
openings of the body. “nav sar subhar dasve 
pure.”-srdhgosafz. 
a A wel afFa® [nav se nadi nar Inve] Ancient 
scholars have assumed this to be the total 
number of streams and tributaries that fall into 
the Ganges. “nau se nadi narfnve athsath tirath 

gg semai.”-BG. sense — ‘all rivers and places 
of pilgrimage.’ 
aQuz [navhar] See a8. 
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agar [navhula] See yar and 3. 2A yn 

gift, boon, 
aa [navka] sign of nine; number 9. Skt 
boat, canoe. “budimue navka m1le."—bria 

sadhna. 

3€ g@ jnav kul } nine houses; means — nine 
boxes. “ajarv jare ta nau kul bsdhu.”-var mala 
ml. 

a@ dy [nav kh3d] nine regions of the earth. 
“nau khad jite sabhr than thanstar.”-asa m5. 
See wed. 
3G wa (nau ghar] nine openings; the human 
body that has nine boxes. “nav gharz dekhz ju 
kamant bhuli.”-gav kebir. 
4G Salt (nav (Ski) of nine t3ks (a weight equal 
to four masas). See za and Za. 
BE FE [nav céd] See Fz. 
3G wet [nav dadi] See wa. 
‘33m [navtan}, A83q [navtenu), 4935 [navtano] 
Skt F835 adj new. “td satrguru hav navtanu 
cela."-gau kabir. 2 young. “prru risalu 
nautano.”-sri am J. 

BE BS (nav darl, HY EIA [nav darvaj], 3 
‘eae [nav darvaje] nine openings of the body, 
nine boxes. “nav dar {hake dhavat rahae.” 
~majh @ m 3. “nav darvaj nave dar phike.” 
-kalz am 4. “nau darvaje kata kotu he."-var 

ram! m3. 
‘8@ Ere [nav duar] See HE FS. “nav duare 
pargatukie, dasva gupatu rekhaza."-anddu. 
BGT [naudha] See wer. 2 See Far 2. 
‘Gar safs [naudha bhagatz] See wea" Fats. 
3G arfear aft safe [nav natk ki bhagatr]-g5d 
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Kabir. nine types of devotion and worship of 
the Lord. See sear gafs. 2 worship of the 

Creator who remains ever new. 3 worship of 

the Lord of the nine regions of the universe. 

adara (naunath] See a8 wa. 
a8 fattt [nav nzdhz] n nine treasures of Kuber 
mount; treasure consisting of nine fabulous 

gems, The following treasures in specific 
particular have been referred to in Sanskrit 

literature — 
padam, mahapadam, s3kh, maker, kacchap, 
muk6d, kod, nil and varc.' “prabhu ke 

smmarant ridhr stdht nav nidhz.” 

~sukhmani. ‘nine treasures means — all type 
of wealth and property.” 

It is mentioned in the 68" chapter of 
Markandaya Puran that these treasures are 
protected by the goddess of learning named 

Padmini and it is evident from this description 
that these treasures are in the form of specific 
gems. Different qualities are attributed to 

these, such as - padamnrdhz is virtuous, and 
it helps in increasing the number of sons and 
grandsons and getting all types of valuable 
metals like gold and silver. mukGd ntdhz has 

mainly the quality of passion. It enables one 

to learn the art of music. Poets and singers 

always remain present. makar n1dhz is filled 

with evil, With its help, one becomes master 
in fighting skill; he rules over all the people. 
Such are his treasures. 
‘Quit (naupari) Skt YT n an ornament worn 
around the ankles. “naupari jhunstkar anag 
bhau kerat phrrat."-sar paytal m 5. ‘“Jingling 
sound produced by the omaments wom around 
the ankles and their sexual suggestiveness.” 
aQus (navbat], sGufs (navbatr] A. ¥ n turn. 
2 state. 3 time, occasion. 4 watch. 5 large 

lemeRtsfeaat FETTER: Tea Wee BLOT, 
Es as teen cuts Pech 4."-haravii. 
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kettledrum. “kabir naubatz apni din das lehu 

bajaz."-salok. 
BG [naumi) Skt Fe n the ninth day of the 

lunar phase. “naumi nave chrdr apvit.”-gau 
thrtim J, 

a yet (nav muni), 38 fat (nav rzkhi] nine 
sages, in section 4 and chapter 2 of Bhagwat. 

These nine sages are named : 
maricr, atr1, 5gtra, pulstay, pulah, kratu, 

bhrrgy, vastgath and athravanr, respectively. 
The wives of the sages are these - 
kola, ansuya, sraddha, havirbhug, gatr, krrya, 
khayatz, arddhati and satz. “nav muni dhuri 
Ie lavego.”-kan a m4. 
BE8a (naur0j] See 3 37, 
a@ Par [nav r3g) new colour. 2 See 8a. 
a@dar (naursga] adj newly coloured. 2 

emperor Aurangzeb. 

a@daft [naursgi] adj having a new colour; 
newly coloured. “prem sada naurSgi.”-sar a 
m1. 2n orange. 
‘afor [naual n barber. 
‘WHE [na-al] See 75. 
afer [nara] adj new. See E new. 
‘wet (nai) 1 stream. “makhza nai vahsnz.”-s 

ferid. 2 adj new. 3 politician, statesman. 

‘ebor (naia] Skt Praay law maker, the Creator 
who determines the rules and regulations of 
the world. “naia te berekSna.”-dhana namdev. 
‘No body is beyond the domain of the Creator.’ 

2 advisor. 3 inspirer. 4 H boat, canoe. 
eT (naibed] Sk 8tea na dish that has been 
offered to the deity; eatables presented as an 

. offering to the deity. “dhupdip naibedahr 
basa.”-guj revrdas. ‘The person who offers 
himself enjoys the sweet smell of the incense, 

lamp and meals before the deity does!” 

sébers (naimkhar] See Sf. 
ele [naivas] See fawn. 
DERE [naived] See wEE. 
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‘@A (nas) Skt 7 vr be destroyed, be lost, be 

seen, 2 n destruction. See ona. 3 Skt 7H n 

nose, nostril. 4 Skr 17g vein, tendon, sinew, 
‘anet [nasai) adj habituated to harmful drugs; 
drug-addict. 
‘RU (nasah] A ¢7 n advising, advice. 2 wishing 
well, favour. 
‘BARE [nasakna] v go down due to weight, sink. 
“dhara dhaskat phaniphan naskat he.” 
~h5sram. 

‘BAe [nasat] See a7. 
‘Re [nasna] v flee, run. 2 be destroyed. See 

Al. 

wus (nagtar] P 7 n short for sHtse; sharp- 
edged knife used by surgeons for dissecting; 
lancet. 

‘aradat [nastersg] n musical instrument like flute 
blown with the movement of the throat-nerves. 
anata [nastalik] 4 7° a handwriting 
formed by joining two type of writing: nasax 
and ta-alik; present Persian writing. 

2 calligraphy, beautiful handwriting, clear 
handwriting. 

‘ane ([nasab] A _> n lineage, dynasty. 2 caste, 
community. 3.4 _-4 act of establishing. 4 act 
of appointing. 
aman [nasabnama] P ~t 7 family tree, 

genealogical chart. 
‘BAB [nasar] A ¥ n prose; nasar also means 
spreading. 2 A act of expressing or 

circulating. 3 P shadow, shade. 4 cottage 

raised on the top of a hill. 
‘Re [nasart] See FASS. 

‘BABIN [nasratxan] See Was H's and GAIIHG. 

AB [nasal] A} n family, lineage, progeny. 
‘wre (nasvar] n substance snuffed into the 
nose by sniffing; snuff. 

om [nasa] A § intoxicant; intoxicating 
substance; materia! that puzzles the mind. 

2 mental perplexity due to the taking of an 
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intoxicating substance. 
srreg [nasadar] P jy) Skt wand alkaline 
substance obtained from the urine and stool 
of animals; sal-ammoniac. 

wares & fiat [nasadar ko prtal n stool; filth 
from which sal-ammoniac is obtained. Bhai 

Sukha Singh has used this term in Guru Vilas. 

‘GAT [nasan] See forrs. 
‘ane [nasana] P .4 a point hit by an arrow or 
bullet etc, target. 

Bae PvE (nagana phOdnal hit a target. See 
dews. 
‘GAH [nasani] See fort. 
owe [nasaph] P 5, short for 3-fearre, 
injustice. 2 in Punjabi short for fewrrs. 
are (nasar) Skt Arafe m channel of water, 

aqueduct of a Persian wheel through which 
water is discharged to a channel. 2 P 45 
shadow. 3 canopy. 4 a place where light of 
the sun does not reach. 5 See for. 

are" [nasara], aA [nasari] Ay 1,3 Nazareth. 
Because of his birth in the town (nasrrah) 
Lord Christ is called naszri; his follower 

nasrani. plural form of the latter is nasara. 

aff [nasz] by running; that is, hurriedly, 

immediately. “nasz vanahu k1lvrkhahu.”-asa 
chst m 5.2. after having been destroyed. 
‘aft (nasal ran, fled. “dukh dered bhram 
bhau nasra.”-gau m 5. 2 got destroyed; was 

ruined; died. “ja nasza kra cakai, ja jSme kza 
kar?”—var sar m |. 
‘atkors (nasraral adj intoxicated, inebriated. 
A defaulter, guilty, “man khote aki naszara.” 

~BG. 2 P fofivat opposed to. 3 P st gilding, 
counterfeit coin. 

‘arftas [nasihat) A ,. 4 wishing well, good will. 

2 advice, precept, teaching. 

‘@Atzaen [nasihatnama] paper on which 
religious teaching is written. 2 a composition 

made by a disciple in the name of Guru Nanak, 
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which begins with this line. “ice neknami jz 
deve khudaz.”... According to the Janamsakhi 
and Nanak Prakash this writing deals with the 
tyrannical king of Egypt but it could not be 

proved by historical research, and the contents 
of the Nasihatnama do not accord with the 
Gurbani. 

‘alte (nagin] P Le? adj who occupies; itis used 
asa suffix as texotnasin, kursinagin etc. 2 Please 

have a seat. 
orf [nasib] 4 <! n fortune, luck, destiny. 
2 share, portion, part. 

‘ort [nasim] 4 fad soft moming air, breeze. 
arigets (nasiruddin] See Faasafs. 
‘ge [nasur] See aye. “rahe vikar nasur 
sadai.”—NP. 

‘ae (naseb] P _.8 1 ramp, slope; low level 
place. 

‘By [nast] Skt adj destroyed. 2 invisible, which 
is not seen. 3 penniless, poor. 4 base. 
AT [nagvar] Skt adj perishable, mortal. 
“nagvar ahé padarath sare.”-GPS. 
a [nah] See aus. 2 Skt ofa Ps part gives the 
meaning of prohibition; no, not. “nah krchu 

jenme nah kichu mare.”~sukhmani. 3 adv 

why, how. “jivtra nah marie?”—ram m /. ‘How 
can one die during one’s life time?! 4 n nail. 
“caker nah da parnt ghav.”-var mala m 1. 
‘Like beasts, government officials are gobbling 

up the public” 

‘39H [nahas] 4 | * adjunlucky; inauspicious. 
‘SoH [nahaj] A ¢ way, path. 2 method, custom. 
‘Bu [nehan) (Skt 7G vr tie, join, wear arms). 
2 n act of wearing arms, helmet etc. 3 act of 
yoking. “nahe ptg baji.”~ramav. ‘Yellowish 

horses were harnessed to the chariot.’ 4 See 

wus. 

‘Scholars interpret itas— ‘will not die’, meaning ‘become 
immortal’, but the answer which is given in the next line 
is contrary to this interpretation. 
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‘a8 (nahar] See afas, 
watt (nahri] See sfodt. 
‘ates [nahakra) Sta Perq adj which kills, who 
commits murder, “bir bakre bahakre hakarte.” 

-GPS. 
30S [nahat] takes bath. 

‘0 [nahar] A ,|/ n time between sunrise and 
sunset; day, 2 P #aT [faka] fasting. See Skt 

for. 
af [nahr] Skt part conveying sense of 
negation; not, no. “dham hd nahz jahr.”"~japu. 

‘fon (nahrs] See an. 
‘fos [nahn] partno, not. “jatr aru patz nahrn 
jrh.”-japu. 2 See 506. 
fas [nahrr] A ¢ 1 man-made channel 
starting from the sea ora river for the purpose 
of navigation and irrigation.’ In India, first of 

all Firozshah Tuglaq got built a canal from 

Jamuna in 1350. 

There is a legend in the Purans that Balram, 
brother of Krishan dug Jamuna with his plough. 
Scholars interpret it to mean that Balram got 

acanal dug from Jamuna for the irrigation of 

crops. 
wfaet ([nahzri) adj pertaining to a canal, 
regarding a canal. 2 » land which is irrigated 

with canal water. 3 a type of bridle (curb) for 
a horse, which when put in the jaws of the 

horse, does not let him eat anything. See 409. 

‘oA (nahi), sdf [nahi] part See afy. “nahi chodau 
re baba, ram nam.”—basat kabir. 

‘wb [nahic) is not. “txsu sar nahic.”*-dev m 
5. ‘is incomparable,’ 2 Let us hamess, let us 

yoke, See aus. 
adie [nahin] See afus. “mohr ese banaj stu 
nahin kaju.”-basst kabir. 
3g _[nahu] part no, not. “sej rkeli nid nahu 

as for example ~ Suez canal, Panama cana), and canals of 

Sutlej and Chenab etc. 
*Scholars also interpret it as saren-ahie, 
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nenah.”-sor m 5. “trnar ntdhan naho kahie.” 
~saveye m3 ke. 2 refusal, denial. “‘jznx guru 
na dekhrav, nahu kiav, te akyath sSsar 
mahz.”-saveye m 4 ke. ‘Who have not beheld 
the Guru and do not have faith in the Guru, 

their lives are purposeless in the world,” 3 adj 
nine P 4. “tanar sev nahu karaht.”~saveyem 

3 ke, ‘Nine treasures of Kuber are placed at 
their service, nine sages help them.’ See 5@ 

wa. 
‘ge [nahukh] Skt 3gR according to Mahabharat, 
Nahush was son of Ambrik, king of Ayodhya 

and was father of Yayati. After killing Vritrasur 
(who was a brahmin), and fearful of the 
consequences of a heinous murder he had 

committed, he hid himself in the stem of a 
lotus. Then Vrihaspati enthroned Nahukh in 
his place. Nahukh called Indar’s wife who 

replied that if he came in a palanquin carried 
by seven sages, only then would she 

accompany him. After yoking the sages to 
carry the palanquin, Nahukh uttered ‘sarap- 
sarap’ (hurry up) to make them move quickly. 

On this, sage Agastye cursed him and he 

tumed a snake, Nahukh became a snake and 
fell down from heaven. King Yudhishthir 

liberated him from the life of a snake. 

Bg [nahur] See Suz. 
ager (nahura] Dg n cattleshed. 
2 (nahe} yoked, harnessed. See sum 2. 
‘eT [naherna] n instrument to cut nails with; 
nail-cutter, 
‘wderftu (nahernasfgh) xa Sikh with a nail 
cutter; barber Sikh. 

wa (nak} n nose. 2 Skt 7H night. 3 Skt oq 
alligator. “jap3t pSnag3 nak5."-gyan. 

‘watt [nakai] adj resident of Nakka. See dar. 

2 linked with Nakai misl. See aut & fre. 
‘Wa [nakag] A }¥ n features; form; appearance. 
2 mark. 3 ability, calibre. 4 amulet, charm, holy 
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text in written form: 
wera [nakscl] P 4 / expert in tracking; 
tracker. See fauaet. 
‘aR [naksa] A +3 n picture, illustration, model. 

* 2 representation of the earth’s surface or a 
part of it; map. 

saris [naksir] » nose-vein. 2 bleeding from 
the nose-vein Ss (ruaf) epistaxis. 

Disturbance in bile, prickly heat, eating pepper 

of spicy food, drinking and excessive sexual 
indulgence and sustaining an injury because 

of bleeding from the nose, 
Its treatment is in splashing cold water on 

the face, sucking cold water through the nose, 

sniffing water after rubbing kernel of a mango 
and bud of a pomegranate in it, rubbing 
camphor in the water of coriander and causing 
itto drip into the nose, massaging oil of gourd 

and almond on the head, giving syrup of blue 
lotus, mixing into it the syrup of pomegranate 
and sandal and drinking the extract of bihdana. 

‘waaer [nak-kafa], seeker [nak-khina], saefist 
{nak-khini], 4422 [nakatde], maze (naketp3th], 
Bae" [naka] adj having cut the nose; whose 

nose has been cut; without nose. 27 shameless 

person, immodest person. “namhin phtraht 
se nakte.”-ram m 4. 3 group of shameless 
persons; sect of dishonoured persons; a body 
of people who make one immodest like 
themselves, 4 noseless goddess; illusory 
phenomena; Maya, which is dishonoured 
because saints have discarded it and thus have 
cut its nose. “nak-khini sabh nath-hare.”-nat 

am 4. ‘Disgraced (Maya) has brought al! 

under its control.’ “bicr nakatde rani.”—asa 

kabir. ‘Vam margis worhsip the noseless 

goddess,” 

wad [nakti} lady without a nose, feminine of 
ae, “hart ke nam brna sOdarz he nakti.” 

—dev m 4. ‘Without meditating upon the Lord, 
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even a beautiful woman has no grace,’ 2 Skt 

‘agetnose. 3 means - Maya; illusory phenomena. 
“sagal mah nakti ka vasa.”—asa kabir. 

wag (nakatul, wag (nakfu) Ske wge and wet 
nose. “nenu naktu sravnu.”~maru kabir, 

2 See war. 
‘Bas [nakat) Skt3g night. 2 a type of fast which 

is practised on the date of lunar phase that 
starts at night. 3 adjwet. 4 Bhai Santokh Singh 
has used nakat for naktak (towel). “katz kupin 

tk nakat kar do dupate sSbyan.”-NP. ‘wearing 
loin cloth on waist, a towel in hand and two 

cloth sheets of double breadth.” 
‘saga [naktok] Skt 3gqa n duster, handkerchief, 
towel. 
‘aS [nakata] Skt 3g n night; according to 
Nirukt, night has been called nakta because it 

renders nose wet with dew. 2 turmeric. 

wast [naktadh] night blindness, nyctalopia. 
See windy. 
‘ae [nakad] A gj n money in the form of coins 
or notes; cash. 2 adj ready, present. 

weret [nakdi) A ys n wealth in the form of 
cash. 

#e (nakab] A —3 n breach; burglary. 
AE [nakar] A act of pecking. 2 cutting wood 
with a saw. 3 blowing the trumpet. 
‘AB [nakal} A f'n imitation, making a likeness 

of the other thing. 2 copy. 3 act of carrying 

from one place to another, 4 a type of play in 

which a scene is represented in the same form; 
drama, farce. 

aqaevin (nakalnavis] scribe who copies a 
document; copyist. 

‘pareibar (naklia] A Jon person who is a master 
in the art of mimicking others so as to make 
fun of them; mimic. 

wawat [nakvani] sa-Ust water upto the nose 
level; close to drowning. “log bhae sabh hi 

nakvani.”-carrtr 40, 
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BaA [nakas] See HarH and fsorn. 
vara [nakah] See faara. 
BaIT [nakahat] A 4 7 act of recovering 

strength after illness. 2 weakness. 
wae [nakab) A na thin cloth with which 

women cover their faces. 
warg [nakar] Punjabi character ®. 2 articulation 
of &. 3 sound; word, 4 refusal, denial. “nahi 
nakar tin ko kat hovahr.”-NP. 
Bara [nakara] who does not work, jobless, lazy. 
2 See sare”. 

‘waite [nakih] 4 _¥ adj weak. 
‘alt [nakij] 4 Pn state of being opposed; 
opposition. 

wate (nakib] A _3 n person making public 
anouncements; official for narrating dynasty 

and praising the ruler; type of a bard; 
panegyrist; a person heralding the king uttering 

words like. “maharaja salamat”. “bolat jat 
nakib agari.”-GPS. 2 chieftain. 3 leader of a 

body of people. 
daft (nakibi] Pg n work of a herald A 75 
ees. 
tz [nakbbh] See fags. 
ways" [nakObhial See faefaer. 
wae [nakul] Skt m mongoose. 2 younger 
brother of Yudhishthir who was bom to Madri 

from her mating with Ashvini Kumars. 3 Shiv, 

one of the Hindu triad. 4 adj without any family 
background. 

age fz [nakuli vina] See FIe. 
‘Aw [nakel] 7 nose-nail; top, ring, rope ete fixed 
into the nose of animals like camel etc to 
control them; nose-string. 

‘waz {naken] Datar Kaur, queen of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh. The Maharaja addressed her by 
this name because she belonged to the Nakka 

region. See ware a, setat & fire and Far, 
‘satat vt fire [nakeya di mzsal] one of the 
twelve Sikh misls led by chieftains of the 
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Nakka' region. Its first commander was Hira 

Singh son of Hem Raj, a Sandhu Jatt. He was 
born in 1763 Sammat at village Behaswal in 

Chuhania subdivision. He got himself baptised 

in Sammat 1788 and rendered great service 
to the Sikh faith after joining the Khalsa Dal. 

He had six or seven thousand horsemen under 
his command. Datar Kaur, queen of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh, was sister of Bhagwan Singh, 
chief of this misl, She gave birth to the heir 
apparent prince Kharag Singh. Chieftains of 
Baharhwal and Gugrera in district Montgomery 
belonged to this misl. 

a [naks) nan alligator. See 7a 3. 
_ tite [nakSd) See ate. 
3a {nakk] nose. See aq. 2 Skt 7H vr murder. 

ar (nakkaj 7 eye of a needle through which 
thread is passed. 2 opening or source of a field 
for irrigating it with canal or well water. 
3 region between Ravi and Satluj in the south 

of Lahore. “rk nakke me huto massd.”-GPS. 

Sara [nakkas] A fg) m who paints e picture; 
painter, draughtsman. 

anf (nakkasi] art of painting, picture 
making, drawing, draughtsmanship. 

Saw (nakkal] See sain, 
et ys [nakki pur), Sat yo (nokki muth] These 
are the stock words used by gamblers. nakki 

means one and ya [pur] means four. When 

gamblers play with cowries etc, they risk money 

ona definitenumber. Ifthat number comes up then 
a gambler comes out the winner. See fase 5, 
¥ (nakr] Skt m which does not go far off. 
means — remains at one permanent place, 

crocodile, alligator, careless person, 

way (naksatr] Skt n star. 2 planets shining in 

the sky. 3 constellations that mark the moon’s 
path in space. The moon moves round the earth 
with these groups of stars in the background. 
See sar3. 
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According to the scholars, these groups of 

stars are twenty-seven in number: 

agvini, bharni, krrttrka, rohrni, mrigsrra, 

ardra, punarvasu, pusy, salesa, magha, 

purvaphalguni, uttra phalguni, hast, extra, 
svati, vrgakha, anuradha, jyestha, mul, 
purvasadha, uttra sadha, sravan, dhanzstha, 
satebhtkha, purvabhadrepada, uttrabhadrepada 
and revati. 

Lunar months derive their names from 

these constellations as — vrgakha from the full 

moon with vtgakha constellation, jyestha for 

the full moon with jyestha constellation etc. 

aGws (nakstranath], saguls (nakstrapatr) 
n lord of stars, moon. 

‘Bagt [naksatri] See weg. 

‘Bagt 1H [nakgatri mas] See Tegt Hater. 
‘Ba_H [naksatres] See saqaa. 
we [nakh] Sk nail, finger nails. “harnakhasu 

chedio nakhabrdar.”—-basSt kabir. 2 part, 

portion. 3 P ¥ string for making a kite fly; 
string made of silk. 

‘aufine [nakhstkh] Skt wafire n all body parts 
from the nail of the foot to the top of the head; 

the whole body. “jab nakhstkh rhu man 

cina.”-ram kabir. 2 description of all parts of 
the body; poetic composition in which all bodily 
parts are described. Poets have written 
countless such poems but Gwal, royal poet of 

Maharaja Bharpur Singh has composed a very 
beautiful poem depicting the whole body. Its 
first stanza goes like this. 
panap param msjumukta garam khaht 

dube stdhv agam adam gam kor ke, 
tar tejvare te nakare nistare part 

divas darare raht dur mukh morke, 
gval kavz phab phab chabz jo chapakar ki 

dab dab dubré kumud jrmr bhor ke, 

yate jag pakh nakh makh mé na pacsakh 
pad lakh cdkh nakh navalkrgor ke, 
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aude [naxcir] P_ 2° game, chase, hunting. 
sedigara [naxcirgah] m hunting ground, game- 
preserve. 
wags [nakhchat] n nail wound; mark of the 

nail wound. 
wz [nakhattu] 7 idle person; one who does 

not earn anything, unemployed. 

tag [nakhat] See way. 

w43H (nakhtes] 7 lord of stars, moon. 
‘ag [nakhtra] See 5aq. 
‘MUA [nakhtres} See sagA. 

mye [nakhprasev] See yA. 
grfrerg [nakhabrdar] he who tears with nails; 

Narsinh, the fourth incarnation of Vishnu. 
‘Bue (nakhar] See Ae. 
HE" [naxra] P ,¥ n flirtatious airs; affectation. 
RA [nakhas] See 34. 
‘wrangqa (nakhayudh} Skt n tion, whose weapons 
are his nails. 2 tom cat. 3 cock. 4 wolf, falcon 

etc. SNarsingh, the fourth incarnation of Vishnu. 

‘TWGH [nakhalas] See fawraR. 
after [nakhzatr], aftmrs [nakhrat], aforfs: 
(nakhzatr] See say. “nakhzatr sasiar sur 

dhzavahz.”-asa chSt m 5. “anzk sur sasiar 
nakhtatr.”-sar am 5. 

‘wat [nakhi) Skt fF adjhaving nails. 2.7 lion. 
3 Narsingh, the fourth incarnation of Vishnu. 

4 he who has lengthened his . 
‘wy [nakhu] See wy 1. 

magnet [nakhustin) P e adj first, primary, 
foremost. 
wyeer [nakhuina] v See freer. 
BYE (naxud] P , # m black gram; gram; single 
grain of gram. Sec aa. 
ate [nakhsd] adj -¥s, full, entire, whole. 
“addhi rat nakh3d vihani.”-BG. ‘Exactly half 

the night had elapsed.” 

wag [nakhyatr], sfiag [nakhryatr] See 7aq. 
“sasiar sur nakhyatr mahz eku.”—sukhmani. 

“ghatst ravi sasier nakhryatr gagns. 
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-sahas m 5. 

‘rar [nag] n which does not move; mountain. 
“pacch pasu nag nag naradhrp.”-akal. 2 house. 
3 tree. 4 P _¢ palate, velum. 5 precious stone; 
gem. “nam nag hir mant.”-saveye m 4 ke. 

6 indicative of the number of units as “car nag 

thal, das nag glas.” 
sage {nagaur], sagGet [nagauri] See sata and 
oat. 
‘aet [nagai) adjof'a mountain. 2 thing relating 
to a mountain; person belonging to a 
mountainous region. 

pang fuet [nagsaruprni), semAgut [nagsarupil, 
wanggfuet [nagsvaruprni] a poetic metre also 
named pramanzka, It is characterized by four 
feet, each foot comprising jagan, regan laghu, 

guru: ISL, SIS, |, S. 
Example: 

anek  sSt__tarné, 
adev dev karns, 
sures bhar ruprn3, 
samriddh stddhz kupni. 

-ramav. 
‘sarge maa [nagsvarupi aradh) a poetic metre 
also named as sudhi, characterised by four 

feet; each foot comprising jagan and guru: 
Example: 

na lajrye. na bhajrye. 
raghes ko. banes ko. 

-ramay. 
‘aH [nagaj] adjborn in the mountains. 2 jewel. 
elephant. 4 P ji want adj good, superior. 
“nagaj tere bide.”-bher m 5. Shappy, glad. 

‘waneRx [naczak) P _¢ mango. 
Bart [nagja] Skt n (female) born in the 

mountain, daughter of the Himalyas, Parvati. 
2 stream, brook. 

Bae [nagan] a varnztk foot with three 
characters each of which is short; lll. 

sare [nagad] adj free from disease, healthy. 
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2 Sec sae. 
wars [nagdhar] bearer of a mountain. 
2 ocean.-sanama. 
Baas Fs Ws Ue [nagdhar sut dhar dhar] n sea 
that holds a mountain; his son, moon; bearer 

of the moon, sky; and arrow, that flies in the 

sky.~sanama. 

‘Bare [nagan] Skt aq adj naked, uncovered. 2n 
monk who fives naked. 3 a flaw in poetry; a 

poem without wonderous quality; a poem that 
has not been studded with metaphors. “Sdh ju 
badhar p2gunagan mrrtek chéd.”-NP. 4 See 
Bare. 

wratier [nagntka) Skt afar n a girl who has 
not experienced menstruation. 

‘Bart (nagni] adj belonging to a mountainous 
area; woman residing in a mountain. 2 7 
goddess Parvati, daughter of the Himalyas. 

“nari nagni nagni In me kavan tum.”—carrtr 
259. 

waset (nagnoli] village in tehsil Una district 

Hoshiarpur. A shrine in memory of Guru Gobind 
Singh has been built at this place. 

saufs (nagpatr] Skt n lord of the mountains, 
Himalyas. 2 Sumer mountain. 3 Shiv, 4 aking 
of a hilly area. 

Bard [nagar] area teeming with mountain-like 
houses; city. “nagar mahz api baharz phunz 
apan.”-brla m 5. 2 body. “kamz karodhr 
nagar bahu bharza.”-sohzla. 3 a hamlet in 

Kulu region that remained the capital for some 
time in the past. 4 This word has been also 

used in place of nagar (clever). “nagran ke 

nagran kahr mohé.”—carrtr 244. ‘They attract 
clever persons of the town.’ 
sasatess [nagarkirtan] n procession of 
people, going through the town (city), reciting 

hymns. 
warmdte [nagarkot) See & ata. 
vawausa (nagargsdharab), sawaiqe 
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[nagerg3dhrab} abode of celestial musicians. 
See asdedh, “mrrgtrisna pekhr bhulne vuthe 
nagargadhrab.”~sava m5. 

wartea [nagrachhak] 7 Krishan, who saved 

the milkmen by lifting mountain Govardhan on 

his finger. 
‘warfe [nagarz], wart [nagri] in the town. 2 city, 
town village. 3 body. “raja balak nagri kaci.” 
~basst m J. Here king stands for the mind of 
aman. 4 Skt 7M adjcitydweller, town man. 
BaG (naglu] See wang. 
wars [nagastan] P Py v write. 
wars [nagaha] See FaI™. 
‘sarfins [nagadhzp] Skt 7 lord of the mountains; 

Himalyas. 2 Sumer, an imaginary mountain 

supposed to be the residence of gods. 3 king, 
of ahilly region. See saufs, 
waredt [nagarci] P (f.8 1 one appointed to 
beat the drum. 
wareie [nagarb3d] n who has in front of him 
akettledrum on horseback beaten for him; that 

is one who has an army and gives command. 
“nahi nagarb3d ko rahe.”"-GPS. 

‘Bare (nagaral Pg 1 kettledrum, mythical 
drum. 

warde [nagarsd] P x write, may write, will 
write. 

ware} {nagali) See yze. 
afd [nagtdr] lord of the mountains; 
Himalyas. “sf£dhu bfdh nag tdr.”—akal. 

‘aft {nagi) adj which is related to a mountain. 
2aman residing ina hill area; lady belonging 
to a mountainous region. 3 goddess Parvati, 

daughter of the mountains. “nari nagni nagi 
brcari kon man.”-carrtr 265. 

aff (nagil PL precious stone, gem. 
waft [nagis) m king of a mountainous region. 
2 See sanufs. 

_ trate (nagic] P £17 adv near, close by, close 
to. 
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‘after [nagina] P .f m carved piece ofa shining 
and precious stone embedded in a ring. 2 gem. 

waierure [naginaghat] See miftns aa. 
3B (nagul] P Jy adv well, wholly, “rakhas 
jfn nagul jute samar bahu etu.”-saloh. ‘Many 
ayut! demons and ghosts were fully involved.” 

2 in Arabic cul means djinn; therefore nagul 
isa deity. 

watge (nagesvar], Sa [nagédr] Skt n king of 
the mountains, Himalyas. 2 Sumer an 

imaginary mountain. 3 king of a mountainous 

region, 
‘Bas [nagodal, Tat Inagodi] See frats frat. 
wits {nagor], sae (nagor] a town in Jodhpur 
state in Rajasthan, famous for its sturdy and 
tall bullocks which are known for drawing carts 

and chariots. 
sat [nagori] adj belonging to Nagaur. See 
aad. 2 a devotee of Guru Amar dev. 

‘aur [nagh] n sin, weakness, wickedness. “n3d 

lal brna nagh.”—krrsan. 2 n 3-»f sans- 
wickedness. 

‘3 [nac] Skt part 5-d and not. 2 no, not. “nac 

rajsukh mzs{3 nac bhogras mrs{s."—var jet. 

‘wears [nacketa] See afeas", 
‘ae (nacnal, 58s [nacanu] Skt 7A dancing, 
dance. “nacanu kudanu man ka cau.”~var asa. 

wafs (nacant] dance, See efefer. 

‘wuee [nacvar] adj engaged in dance; expert 

in the art of dancing. 

‘We [naca] See wee" and waz", 2 See AE. “taraku 
naca.”-dhana namdev. 
sez [nacauna] v make one dance. “jru 
nanek apz nacatda trv hi ko naca.”—var maru 
Im3. 

‘Begs [nacatur] 7E-fes~, no one else. “Smritu 
khadu dudhr madhv scasz, tub nacatur re.” 

—mamu m 1. ‘Although you drench colocynth 
with nectar, sugar and milk, yet there will be 
ten thousand equals an ayut- 
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no change, and it will still be the same bitter 

colocynth.’ 
Bes [nacar] adj engaged in dance; expert in 
the art of dance. 2 See aug. 

‘fs (nact] adv by performing a dance. “nacz 
nacr hasahr.”—var asa. 

afeasr (nacrketal Sk “fray n fire. 2.a sage; 
according to Taitiriya Brahman and Kath 
Upanishad. Vajshravas (or Aruni), father 

of Nachiketa performed many fire-rituals 

and gave countless articles in charity to 

obtain entry into heaven, Nachiketa asked 
him, “O Father! you have not yet given 
everything, as I still remain with you, To 

whom will you hand me over?” When 

Nachiketa repeatedly asked this question 

anumber of times, his father angrily replied 

that he would offer him to the lord of death. 
On this Nachiketa went to Yam and 
remained there for three nights. Then Yam 

allowed him to ask for a boon. Nachiketa 

begged that he might go back to his father 
and they live peacefully with each other. 
Yam again allowed him to ask for another 
boon. On this Nachiketa asked for spiritual 

knowledge from the god of death; and Yam 
enlightened him and made him a firm 

believer in self-enlightenment. 
afés (nactt], afte (nactd], AF (nacit] Ske 

fofifs adj free from worry, carefree. 
amy (nachatr] See sag. 
‘sagt (nachatri] adj born under a lucky planet; 
fortunate; lucky. “surbir balvan nachatri.” 

-carrtr 383, 

‘sagt efter (nachatri mahina] month calculated 
‘on the basis of a constellation in the moon’s 
path; the lunar month; time taken by the moon 
to complete a circle around the earth on the 
path of twenty-seven constellations. Its first 

day occurs when the moon arrives on Ashwini; 
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sidereal month. 

Wz [nachh] Sk 78 vr go near, reach. 2 7 act 
of getting close. “kou kahe th khed gahé ham, 

kou kahe th nahan nacche,"—krIsan. 

‘BAe [nazad] P yy adv near, close to, close by. 

wirete [nazdik] P £52 adj near, close. 
FM [najam} A / n arrangement, management. 
2 poetry, verse, metrical writing. 3.4 ¢ star. 
4 creeper, vine. 

‘BAB (najer) or HAE [najart) A J n eyesight, 
vision, look, glance. “najarr bhai gharu ghar te 
janta.”-gau m J, 2 attention, care. 3.4 jy 
offering, present, largess. 4 vow; pledge. 
anode [najarb3d), aAeda (najarbsdh] See 

fafiptt. “kahé kr najarbid sa kina.”-NP. 2a 

person locked up and kept under the watch of 

a constable; detainee. 
‘aHea [najrana] P 4, n money paid as a 
tribute. 2 offering, present. 

‘He (nazla) Pj act of falling down, downfall. 

2 According to the Greek system of medicine 

disorder bodily in which foul secretion from 
the head enters into other parts of the body, 
and puts the organ on which it falls out of order. 

It is believed that if this mucous discharge 

remains confined to the head, hair turns grey; 

if it falls on the eyes, eyesight becomes dim; if 

it affects the ears, one beomes hard of hearing; 

if it comes into the nose, one suffers from 

catarch, 3 a specific disease, Skt yfsaaa 
Catarrh, coryza; its symptoms are flow of foul 

mucous discharge from the nose, the eyes, 
feeling of irritation and itching in the nose, 

sneezing, headache, nervousness, distaste for 

food, mild fever and the voice becoming hoarse 
ete. 

Causes of catarrh are keeping the stomach 
and intestines unclean, ignoring the call of 
nature, exposing oneself to smoke, dust, or cold 

wind, getting angry, and change of weather 
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all of a sudden. 
Taking cow’s hot milk, enema, drinking hot 

soup of black gram, eating snacks or bread 

prepared from gramflour, massaging of opium 
on the nose and the temples, taking slightly 
warm drink prepared by crushing poppy seed, 
almond, cardamom and black pepper and 

eating pudding prepared from eggs etc are very 
curative for this ailment. 

Decoction prepared from the flowers of 
viola qdorata, licorice, regaxatmi taken after 

dissolving sugar in it, also cures catarth. 
Decoction prepared from fragaria vesca, 

kuth, kakkarsfgi, dried ginger, pepper, piper 
longum, camel-thorn (althagi maurorum), 
parsley is also beneficial. 

When catarrh becomes chronic, it is called 

coryza. See utan, 
‘was [nazakat] P . £1, tenderness, delicacy. 
airs (nojat] A = n salvation liberation. See 

‘airfs (najatr] 1 low caste. “jat najatz dekhr 
mat bharemahu.”—-kan am 4, 

aires [najabat] See fares. 
awasHe [najabatxan) Ybx.’ Resident of 

Kunjpura, this ungrateful Pathan was a 

commander of one hundred horsemen who 
betrayed Guru Gobind Singh and joined the 
hilly rulers in the battle of Bhangani. He was 

killed by Sangoshah. See fefagy wea - “mar 
najabtkhan ko s8go jujhe jojhar.” 
‘BAM {najam] See farm. 
wmHre (najamabad] See farmmre. 
‘Bera [najara] A ,y n scene, what is seen. 
eyesight, vision. 

‘afters (najrkana] v come close. 
‘orfter (nojik], aHifer (najikr] adv near, closeby. 

See ara. “gur ke sabadz najikr pachanahu.” 
-maru solhe m 3. “hont najikr khudar de.” 

~s farid. 
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‘atte [najib] P _# adj gentle, noble, courteous. 
2 brave, 3 liberal. 

‘afta [najir] A 5 n sense of likeness; example, 
instance. 
PH [najum] A eZ n plural of aA; stars. 
2 astronomy, astrology. 

‘ag (najumi] n one who has knowledge of 
stars, astronomer, See FH 3 and ayH 2; person 
having knowledge of astrology; astrologer. 
“pdztate najumie sabh gah sadae.”—jagnama. 
‘BUS [najul] A sy act of descending. 2 catarth. 
3. thing on which someone has lost his right. 

4 property fallen’ in the possession of 
government due to the absence of any 

claimant for it. 
Be [nat] Skt 7 vr dance, fall down, show 

emotion, tremble, movea little. 22a person who 

acts in a play, stage actor. “nat natzk akhare 
gata.”-gaum 5. 3 complete sarav'musical mode 

of Bilawal. In this musical mode the fourth note 
is primary and rzgabh is secondary. gadhar and 
dhevat are flat? The time for its singing is the 
fourth quarter of the day. 
ascending— $a, ra, ga, ma, pa, dha, na, $2. 
descending— a, na, dha, pa, ma, re, $a. 

It comes at number 19 in Guru Granth 
Sahib. 4 See see 1. “nat kar kahn legyo mukh 

kur.”-GPS, ‘he resiled and began telling lies.” 

‘wennn [not-asan] according to sexology, a 
posture adopted during coitus, 

‘BeRMs [natasal] 2 shaft of an arrow. 2 tip of an 

arrow that remains in the body after breaking 
into pieces, See feadt. “lagat htye dusarker 
tau rahrt natsal.” 3 shooting pain, twinge, 

pang. 4 rolling. “lagat hi natsal bhayo, tan me 
balbhatr maha dukh payo.”—krrsan. 

‘having seven notes in the ascending, and six in the 
descending, order, 

*flat' means not falling tone; gadhar and dhevat don't 

seem much clear; they are used in low tone. 
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‘Benne [natsala} 7 theatre, building in which 

an actor performs his role in a play. “Starz 

krodhu paraht natsala.”-bria am 1. ‘Spiritual 
leaders who are like actors of a play cannot 
attain peace. Only those persons enjoy 
tranquility of mind who seek guidance from 

the true master and practise spirituality in their 

lives.” 
Berea [natsevak} n disciple of an actor, 
juggler’s assistant, apprentice in dramatic art. 
“natsevak jyd prkh, na bharmai.”—NP. 

wes [nani] See see. 
‘Weer (natna] v deny, go back upon one’s word, 

change one’s stand. “natat bhayo nahr sac 
bakhana.”-NP. 2 perform a play, enact a role. 

semfeat (natenark) 7 leader of actors. 2 Lord 
Shiv. 3 See seworee. 

semates [natnararn], sewotes [natnarazn), 

According to the system of Someshvar 
musicology, it comprises six main musical 

modes. It is formed by mixing brlaval and 
kealyan musical modes. It is a musical mode of 

the complete type. All the pure notes are 

employed in it. In the opinion of several 

musicians, it consists of only six notes and they 

forbid the use of the seventh note (nzsad) in 

it. In Dasam Granth, it is mentioned under the 
name of natnark as well- “natnark 

suddhmalar brlaval.”—krrsan. In Guru Granth 

Sahib, it has been entered under the nat musical 
mode and per the Sikh musicology, it belongs 

to the komac musical mode and it is a musical 
measure of orav and sarav. In the ascending 

order, the third note (gadhar) and the seventh 

note (nrgad) are forbidden and in the 
descending order only the third note (gadhar) 
is forbidden. The second note (rxgabh) is the 
main note. It has a tinge of the sar3g musical 

mode. ntsad is flat, other remaining notes are 
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pure, time fixed for its singing is the fourth 
quarter of the day. 
ascending — 5a, ra, ma, pa, dha, sa. 

descending — sa, na, dha, pa, ma, ra, $2. 

‘Best (natni) » actor’s wife. 2 actress. 
‘ez [natvat] n disciple of an actor, apprentice 

in dramatic art, juggler’s assistant. 2 like an 

actor. “natvat khele sarrgpanz.’—gau kabir. 

seefe (natvatz] pellet a of juggler with which 

several tricks are performed. 

‘Bet (nati) Skt n actor’s wife. 2 actress. 3 the 
illusory world, Maya. 

‘Bgut {natua] See Se 2. “natua bhekh drkhave 

bahu brdhr.”—asa m 5. 

‘BeH [nates], 32g [natesver] n lord of dancing, 
Shiv. 2 the Creator, who makes Maya, the 

actress, dance and who enacts all the roles. 

oe (nathna), soo" [nathna] v be destroyed. 

“nathe tap dukh rog.”-var guj 2 m 5. 2 not 
resist bravely; run away, flee. 
Bot (nathyo], 507 (nathyo] destroyed, ran 
away. See a6. “nathro dukh tap.”-var jet. 

agar [nathiigra] See agaar. 
‘ew [nadhya], se [nadhal, set [nadhi] 5-Ge 
who is not married, unmarried. See Sax". 2 Skt 
38e" a newly married woman. 
Bee (nanad), se [nanan] St 7A and TAZ 

n She who is not pleased even when attended 
and served — husband’s sister. 
3 [nat] Skt adj submissive, yielding, bending. 
2 curved, bent. 3 Skt 3@ part or, else. “sura 

apvirtr nat avar jal re, sursuri mrlat nah hor 
an3.”—mala ravrdas. ‘unholy wine or other 

drink.’ 

%ae [nater], 63g [natarv] part or, otherwise. 

“natarkudhka drvai he.”—bria kabir. See 739. 

n warp’s stretched threads. 
se [natana], 5g (natana) See fore. 
af [natr] Skt n reverential greeting; act of 
bowing. 2 humility, sense of bowing. 
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‘adie (natija] A Zn sense of being born; effect 
of some activity. 2 result, outcome. 

‘%F [natu] Skt part otherwise, or. “natu advet 
vikhe Irv lave."~GPS. 

Wa [natta] Skt Tn one due to whom 
ancestors do not have a downfall;! offspring 

of son and daughter. 2 great-grandson’s son. 
“put pota parota natta.”-BG. See $3H¢. 3 son 
of daughter’s son. 
Sade [nattandd] great-grandson’s grandson. 

“guru kehyo murakh cavgatta, 
dust kupatta matta mad, 

dormatr ratta hve brn satta 

hatta turkan tej bald, 
hokar tatta aru unmatta 

bane avatta ghatta dad, 
guru var drtta babar Iztta 

th khove tzs nattansd.” 
-GPS. 

“Babar’s son Hamayun; his son Akbar; his son 
Jehangir; his son Shahjahan; his son 
Aurangzeb.’? 

SH [natti] See 3a. 2 See mist war. 3 an 
ornament for the ears; small ear-ring wom by 

men. 
BS HS" [nati mata] See wat war, 
‘68 [nath) Skt FF n nose-ring; string passing 
through the nose of an animal. “nakr nath 

khasam hath.”—var sor m 2. 2 ornament for 
nose, wom by women. 
‘weve [nath-har], #40 [nath-hara] adjtaking 
away by holding the nose-string, having the 
nose-string in hand. 2 engaged in prompting; 

having tontro! over; having the power to make 
one perform according to his will. 
‘Hinduism believes that ancestors receive water and food 

from grandsons and grand daughters and thus do not 
fall from their status. 

2Shah Jahan is natta (great great grandson) and his son 
Aurangzeb is nattandd (great great great grandson). 
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puer [nathna), saa [nathna] Skt ay age v 
pierce the nose; put a nose-string. 2 curb, 

restrain, check. “apx nathusabh nathianu."—var 
sarm4. 
gre" (nathana) village Jand Maghauli in 
Patiala state, tehsil Ghanaur under police 

station of the same name. To the north west 
of this village at a distance of one mile, a shrine 

is erected in memory of Guru Tegbahadur 

which is like a long room; some residential 

houses have been built in the vicinity of the 
shrine. Patiala state has donated one hundred 

vighas of land to it. A Sikh priest takes care of 

the shrine. A fair is held on Lohri festival. It is 
situated at a distance of three miles from 
Shambhu railway station in the south-west 

direction on the unmetalled road to Ghanaur. 
2 See fore, 

‘weft [nathi) » papers tagged together. 2 lordship, 
sovereignty, sway. “apt nathu nathi sabh 
jaki.”-maru solhe m J. 3 attached. 
adie [nathia), afar [natheya} adj having 
control over; with power to control. “kalinathia 
prithem keht.”-sanama. 

aurfitur wdte [nathhastgh sahid) This warrior 
of faith belonged to Shaheedan misl. In 

sammat 1819, he fought against the Persian 

invaders for the protection of Amritsar. He 

got a beautiful shrine named Babe di Ber 

erected in Sialkot and donated his fief to the 

shrine which still exists. 

‘ar welt [nathha bhai] He was a large hearted 
holy man, young disciple of Almast, an Udasi 
saint. With the blessings of Guru Har Rai, he 

engaged himself in preaching Sikhism in Dhaka 

and he used to send finely woven muslin of 

Dhaka for his mentor. When Guru Tegbahadur 
visited Dhaka, he remained in attendance. 

“bhai nathha bhakh-hf nam. dhake brkhe 

basahz subh dham.”-GPS. 
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Bhai Nattha is also known as Nattha Ram. 

The panegyric composed by Nattha Ram is 
recited with great devotion among the Udasi 

saints. The original text of panegyric goes like 
this: 
“oS guru ji jSgh jagota kamar jsjir. khoph ki 
khaphni surat ke tir. esa jogi kabhi na ara. uce 

carhke nad bajara. kamar kachoti kaskar dhara. 
bfdua bhav na supne dara, s3jam kar atz jap 
tap kina. srdhh bhae parmatam cina. jata 
mokett sam thrgli dhari. gur ki agya lagi prari. 

... Satrgur ji job agya dina. dhaka des ravana 
kina. nrs din rah6 nam Irv lai. novam gor ke 
darasan pai.” 2 a ballad singer who joined 
Bhai Abdulla in singing ballads about warriors 
to the Sikh congregation in the presence of 

Guru Hargobind Sahib. 

Seren (nathharam] See ser we. 
‘e [nad] Skt 7q vr sound, make noise, shine. 

river, which makes a noise; river that bears 
the masculine name of Brahamputar etc. 
‘wets (nadun| See wea. 
‘een 2H AAG [nades es sastra] n lord of rivers, 
ocean; his lord, the god of water; and his 
weapon, the noose.—sanama. 

wen (nadajl m which grows duc to wetness of 
land caused by a river’s flow - grass. 
wens wife [nadajcar ariJ-sanama, grass, 
growing in the wet land on the side of a river 
and the deer which grazes it; his enemy, the 

tiger. 

‘Beet [nadni} n the earth on which rivers flow. 
weet WT ue A wife [nadni ja car satru ari] 
~sanama. grass growing on the earth; the deer 
that grazes it; his enemy, the tiger; his enemy, 

the gun. 
‘eH [nadam] See FEW. 
Bes (nadar] See sefe. 2 n low land along a 
river. 3 adj not fearing any one; fearless. 

wes TES FIT [nader havale kerana] v give 
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into the custody of a guard; lock-up. “badgah 
kahra, ena n@ nadarhavale karo.”—bhagtavili. 

wefs [nadarz] A Jn look, glance. “nadarz 
upthije kare sultana ghahu keratda.”—var asa, 
2 grace of the the Divine. “nadrz kare sacu 
paie.”-sri am J. 3 See weet. 
weet (nadri] adj who sees, who observes. 2 7 
the Creator. “nanak nadri nadarr nzhalu.” 
~jopu. “nanak nadri nadarr kare.”—var brla 
m3. “nanak nadri manz vose.”-var guj / m3. 
3 sight, vision. “nadri baharr na kor.”~sriam 
3.4 under observation within sight. “sabh nadri 

keram kemavde.”—sri a m 3. 5 by the grace of 

the Divine, with divine grace. “nadri thu men 
vast ave, nadri manu nirmalu hor.”~ved m 

a 

‘BET (nadan] See wes, 

wens [nadamat] A .-1¢ n sense of feeling 

disgraced; shame. 
‘afe [nadz] Skt n praise, admiration. See set. 

‘feat [nadzni] n earth, on which rivers flow. 
-sanama. 
‘et [nadi] Skt n flow of water that makes noise; 

stream of water formed from spring water and 
thawing of snow. According to Katyayan, flow 

of water less than eight thousand bows', in 
magnitude, is not regarded as a stream. “nadia 

vier {be dekhale.”-var majh m 1. 
web [nadia] See we. 
bot [nadiaj) Skt wea n son of river (Ganga), 

Bhisham.—sanama. 2 grass.-sanama. 

weir (nadia) Skt weet n a famous town in 
Bengal, which is an ancient centre of 
education. It was founded by Raja Lakshman 

Sen in the twelfth century. Chaitanya, the 

reformer of the Vaishnav sect, was born at 
this place towards the end of fifteenth century. 

‘aetarufs (nadiapatr] n ocean.—sanama. 2 Raja 
Lakshman Sen. See ser. 
"a bow is four hatth (hands) in length. 
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3G [nadis), SET (nadicenath] » lord of 
rivers - ocean. “stkharr su nagar nadice 
nath3.”-dhana trrlocan. 2 Varun, god of 
rivers. . 

adler [nadida] P »4. adjunseen. 2 n wonderful 
object. 

es [nadin] n unwanted wild plants removed 

from the crops; weed. “rhu nadirrko badhahu 

bhara.”-NP, 2 Skt ocean. 3 Varun, god of 

rivers. 
weinfeent garfs (nadinarkaj bhaganr] 1 lord 
of rivers — the sea; moon born of the sea; his 

sister river Chandarbhaga.—sanama. 
at re titer [nadi nav s5jog] union fora while, 
as many persons meet by chance in a boat, 

while crossing a river. “nadi nav s3jog jru 
bahurr na mrlzhe ar.”-s kabir. 

adlufs {nadipatr] ocean. 2 Varun, god of 
water. 
adive WS [nadirat sut] » sea, king of rivers; 

his son, the moon.-sanama. 

wea [nader] See fas Ha. 
BBE [nadon], HES [nadon) See wes. 

We [nadd] See we. “nadd bher6 kare."-ramav. 

ua [nadhh] Skt 7a adj tied up, bound. 2 
knot, joint, tie. 
‘om [nan] Sia 5G part no, never. “sahas tav nen, 
nannen hahz tohz kav.”~sohzia. See E none. 

2 word for expressing doubt. 

wane [nanasar] » house of maternal 
grandfather and grandmother. “nahi nansar 

ptt prtama.”-BGK. 
weds" [nanhera) village in district and tehsil 
Ambala under police station Ambala. A shrine 

in memory of Guru Gobind Singh has been 
erected at this place. The Guru visited this 

place during a pleasure trip. Banarsi Das, 
rich merchant, got built the shrine which is of 

small dimensions. A Sikh takes care of the holy 
place. It is about half a mile away from the 
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railway station Ambala Cantonment towards 
the south. 
wade (nanheri] a village in Patiala state tehsil 
Ghanaur and district Patiala. A shrine in 
memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands to the 
south-east side of this village. Keeping in view 
the devotion of Fateh Chand, a preacher-cum- 
collector of tithes and offerings, the Guru 
stayed here for many days. Ten vighas of land 

belongs to the gurdwara; and the priest is a 
Sikh, It is three miles away from Shambhu 

railway station to the south. In Nanheri, on 
the request of Ghoga who was a masand, Guru 

Gobind Singh also visited this place while 
coming to Anandpur from Patna. Some persons 

have spelled it as — 38at. See nBa. 
‘woarer [nankana), sar" [nankana] See 
raferorer, 
aeard (nankar] n refusal. “jrh stmaranz nahi 

nankar.”-ram kabir. 

Bae (nanad] See see. “sakhi saheli nanad 
gaheli.”-asa kabir. ‘Here nanad (husband’s 
sister) is used in a derogatory sense.’ 

‘sor [nana] See a, “sahas muratz nana ek 
tohi.”-sohzla. 2 See 4a, 3 Skt mother. 4 girl, 

virgin. 

ware [nanakar] See soared and darars, 
ware [nanad] Ske fissre n sound, word, voice, 
tone. “kahd nad ko nanad.”—akal. 

sfeurs [nanrhal} n family of maternal 

grandfather. 2 house of maternal grandfather. 
3G {nanu] See aa. 
‘BewE [nanunac] Skt n refusal; non-acceptance 
and excuse; doubt, misgiving. 
8'g [nanédu] adj blameless; blamefree; 

praiseworthy; admirable. “rk kal narédu s3t 

nanédu kari rasoi sar.”—NP. 

‘Bde [naneri] See asda. “gram naneri nrkat 
ahe jaht. ghogha nam maséd basat taht.” 
-GPS. 
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383" [nanota] a town in district Saharanpur of 
U.P. which was residential centre of wealthy 
Sayyids during the reign of Aurangzeb. Banda 
Bahadur along with the Khalsa army captured 

this town in Sammat 1767. 

‘aq [nanha] adj less, deficient, inadequate. 

2smail, young. 
‘Bue [napna] See Buz". 
‘ym [napak] P Sit adjcontaminated, defiled, 
impure. “sakat mur napak.”—var guj 2m 5. 

‘mre [napal] See Sus. 
afr (nopOsak] Skt na male lacking in sexual 
power; who does not have the capability of 

reproduction; impotent person. 2 eunuch. 
3 cowardly, chicken-hearted. 4 neuter gender 

as of the words akas (sky), braham (ultimate 
reality). 
suffers [napOsakta] not having male potency, 

wt impotency according to Ayurvedic 

system of medicine, is thought to be of two 

types: one is by birth and the second occurs 
due to one’s own wrong doings. Those, who 

are impotent by birth, can gain virility by 
getting medical treatment but one, who does 
not possess the genital organs like a eunuch, 
cannot be cured. 

There are so many males who have 
become impotent due to their own wrong 

doings. Causes of impotency are: 
Suffering from syphilis, gonorrhoea, 

spermatorrhoea, loss of semen due to 

masturbation, misuse of penis or male genitalia, 
excessive intercourse, nocturnal emission, 
discharge of semen through urine, being under 

extreme anxiety and fear, fatness, excessive 
use of opium, of hemp (caras), cSdu, tobacco 
(tamakhu), poppy, and alcohol etc. 

Sometimes extreme celebacy also causes 
impotence, Many a impotent persons’ penis 
remains inactive; some are disappointed while 
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trying to realise the desire of sexual enjoyment; 
some men’s semen gets discharged after a 

brief erection. 
One can get better results if impotence is 

treated by taking its cause into account. 

Norma] treatment is like it : take three mashas 

each of musk, saffron, oxide of lime, lump 

sugar, arabic gum, jovitri, nutmeg, akarkara, 

seeds of cardamom, gum mastic, pure 
strychnina, oxide of steel and mix these with 

one masha leaf of gold. Pulverize these in the 
juice of betel-leaf for four pahars (one pahar 

is equal to three hours) and make pills of one 
ratti in weight and dry those pills in the shade. 

One to four pills should be taken with hot milk. 
Take one tola each of medicinal salep edible 

rector tuber, both kinds of tap roots, both 

bahamans, seeds of asteracantha longifolia, 
satavar (a medicinal plant), kernel of tamarind 
seeds, kc bij, bij utSgan, bahu phali, oxide of 
lime, bij b3d and lump sugar; after grinding 

these make small packets of one tola each. 

These packets should be taken with hot milk 

twice or thrice a day. 

Grind one tola of edible rector tuber and 
take it with halfa seer of milk. 

Pudding prepared with one tola of satavar, 
two eggs in half litre of milk may be taken. 

Medicines like compound phosphorus are 
also beneficial for the treatment of impotency. 

Massage of oils should also be undertaken. 

2 cowardice, chicken-heartedness. 
‘aitsings (napolion] See Reree. 
due [nappra], Suet [nappna] Ske foultes press 
with force, catch tightly. 2 crush, rub. 

‘aH (nates) iP nsoul.2 vital air, breath. 3 reality. 

4 mind. Sdesire. “naphas setan he.”"-hajarnama. 
6 superiority, excellence. 

aan Tet [nafas havai] P jy? n sexual 
desire; lust; determination to fulfil one’s 
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aspirations. 
‘wae {nafor] A 7 n human being, person. 
2 sense — servant, attendant. 3 victory, 

conquest. 4 feeling afraid. 
‘HSS [nafrat] A  ¥ m hatred, disgust, aversion, 

dislike. 

‘ey [napharu] servant. See aa. “sahrbu jrs 
ka nga bhukha hove, tzs da naphary krthahu 
rejtkhae?”-var gau / m4. 

‘wer (napha] A ¢ 7 profit, gain. 
sat (nafi) A gf refuse. 2 remove. 3 wipe out. 
4 prohibition. 
aan {nafis] A |% adjfine, excellent. 2 essence. 
3 pure; its root is 38F (superiority). 

‘odie (naphiri) P 54 n musical pipe, musical 
wind-wood instrument which is blown with the 

mouth. It is blown to the company of a 

kettledrum; beating a kettledrum and blowing 
a musical pipe at the doors of kings and 

emperors is an old tradition. 
‘agFa [naphOsak], 5gFt Inaphusil, gH [naphusi] 
See ana. “variamu naphusi koi.”-vad ch5t 
m3. ‘Someone is brave and another is timid.’ 

‘ge [nafur] A jy adj contemptuous. 
‘BaH [nabaj) A (¥ » vein, artery, pulse. 2 pulse- 
rate. 
wage [nabarad] P »/ n war, battle, fight. 
Bas [nabat] A ob n vegetation; green leafy 
vegetable. 

pass [nabatat] A ety n plural of ars. 
2 science of plants; botany. 
wwe (nabab) A —ij n person who governs. 
2 representative of a king, or an emperor. 

3rich man. 
‘area (nabalag] See aerfera. 
anit (nabi] A if n messenger, prophet. 
aiigefase [nabivlkrtab] hig’ a prophet, 
who got the revelation of the divine book; 

prophet Mohammad. 2 who reveals the divine 
book i.e. God, from whom the prophet gets 
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the revelation of the divine book. 
wrfhirs [nabixan] See ati, 
‘sateen [nabibxas] son of army commander 
Abdul Khan who came to fight against Guru 

Hargobind in the battle of Hargobindpur and 

was killed by Bhai Saktu. See afsaifite nfsay. 
seit [nabira) P, <i n grandson, granddaughter. 
2 daughter's son, daughter’s daughter. 
a¥ze [naburred] P »¢ does not bite. 
BB [nade] See aF. 
‘iter [nabera] See faa. 
‘3B [nabh] Skt TTA n sky, heaven. 2 cipher, 
zero. 3 month of Savan. 4 month of Bhadon. 
5 proximity; nearness. 6 support, base. 7 Shiv. 

8 water. 9 cloud. 10 rain. 

‘33 aft af [nabh ki gatr] movement in the sky; 
act of moving through the air. 2 power to go 
into the sky. “nabh Ki gatz tahz hati sar sd.” 

—ramav, See USHEH. 
5a [nabhag] See EW. 2 See TIE. 
agua (nabhcar] Skt TBs adj flying in the sky. 
2 n bird. 3 arrow. 4 cloud. 5 god. 6 wind, air. 

7 aeroplane, aircraft. 
‘aaefe (nabhcarz), 530et [nabhcari] 7 army that 
fights with arrows; army of archers.-saname. 
2 kite, vulture etc. 
asad [nabhcari] Pre. See asET. 
ssaiey [nabhnirap] a bird belonging to the 
cuckoo species which drinks only falling rain 

drops. In poems, it is written that this bird only 
drinks mythical rain drop fallen under the 
fifteenth lunar constellation svatz. 
weet [nabhbani] See »rerraat. 
‘wrat [nabhag) Skt waar adj unfortunate, unlucky. 
2 See waa. 
HH [nam] Skt 74 vr salute, bow. 2 n TA 

salutation, greeting. “nam satguru deva.” 
~BG. 3 P ¢ adj wet, drenched. 4 n wetness, 
moisture. 

‘BUA [namas] Skt TAR part bowing. 2 produce 
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asound. 

‘BHRAT [namaskara] Skt sHAaeU worthy to be 
greeted. “gurdev nanak harr namaskara.” 

~bavan. 

‘unas [namaskar) Skt n salutation, greeting, 

supplication, “namaskar ddaut badna.”—brla 

m5, 

wunarest [namaskarni) 1 gun.—sanama, 
“namaskami te chot gulka.”-GPS. 
‘SHASAG [namastastu] short for sHFZsAHFy i.e. 
may you be greeted, “namastastursme."-japu. 
‘greetings to the pleasant.” 

‘BHAT [namaste], SHAS [namasts], THA 
[namastvs], #49 [namaste], HAG [namastvs] 
‘TARR, TACHA greeting to you. “namast3 arupe. 
.«. Nramasts akale.”-japu. 2 short for HAAS 
‘you are worthy of supplication.’ 

aa (namak] P _¢ n salt. 
MATT [namakharam] P ¢'7L n not worth 
one’s salt, ungrateful. 
MASS [namakhalal] P Jy? n true to one’s 

salt, loyal to the master. 

alts [namkin] P is adj salty; saline; salty 
vegetable dish. 

‘aweiter (namgira] P z£ ‘n cloth that absorbs 

the dew; canopy; cloth stretched for protection 

from the dew. 
‘Bus [namat] Skt n lord, master. 2 actor. 3 adj 
humble. “namat subhav na kab-hu tyage.” 
-GPS.4 A ,/n practice, manner, 
34S" [namta] 2 humility, modesty. “mano sudha 
namta tum piti.”-NP. 2 virtuous qualities. 
“tamasta mamta namta.”—cSdi J. 
‘He [namda] P 4.7 n wool, pressed flat into a 
blanket, felt for bedding etc. 

‘Hs [naman] 7 bowing, bending. 2 greeting, 

salutation. 

‘our [nama] adj new. 2 See gH. 
sutfen (namarm] P éu I show, I will show. 

2.1 do, I will do. 
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aaré {namai] P Jy you show, you will show, 
2you do, you will do. 
‘aa [namaz] P jy A ; + Prayer is the second 
doctrine of Islam, although five times are not 

fixed in Koran but according to the instruction 
‘on circumcision and from the anecdotes of 

prophet Mohammad, it is obligatory for a 
Muslim to offer prayers described as : 

I salatulfajar — 4453 prayer during the 
period from dawn to sunrise. 

2 salatuzzuhar — 2153 prayer at the time 
when the sun just passes the middle point. 

3 salatulasar ~ 3b prayer in the 
afternoon, 

4 salatul macrib - J jas evening 
prayer, from sunset upto the end of dusk. 

5 salatulrga — ,ys4sjl+ prayer offered at 
the time of going to bed. 

These five prayers are obligatory, apart 

from these, the following three prayers are 
optional. Their performance is highly 
meritorious. 

1 salatul rgrak - j17yizs prayer at the 
time when the sun rises high in the sky. 

2 salatulazuha ~ 344, {U prayer at about 

eleven o'clock. 

3. salatultahajjud — 3415, prayer shortly 
after midnight. In addition to these, two prayers 
are meant for two muslim festivals, i.e. at the 

time of idulfrtar and idulzaha. 

According to ‘sahihe muslim’, when 
prophet Mohammad returned from the 
seventh heaven after appearing before God, 
he met on his way back, prophet Moses at 
the sixth heaven. Moses asked what had been 
ordained for him by God. Mohammad replied 

that offering fifty prayers was ordained. 

Moses objected that his community would 

never carry out this order, He was tired of 
preaching to his disciples but they could not 
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practise his teachings, He told him to go to 

God for asking again. When Mohammad 

expressed his helplessness to God, He 

repeatedly went on decreasing the number 
of prayers to five. When he explained the 
whole situation to Moses, he remarked that 

people would not offer prayer even five times 
a day. He advised him to go again to God 

and request for exemption. Prophet 

Mohammad replied that he was wary of 

requesting again and again, and would not 
ask for any exemption. 

According to the Koranic verses, offering 
of prayers is mandatory; one cannot do so by 
reading a translation of the Arabic text in another 
language. Before offering the prayer, one should 
clean one’s body and clothes; the place chosen 

for prayer should not be dirty either. 

If the prayer is to be offered in a mosque 

by many persons then it is essential to give a 

call for prayer from the minaret, so that all 
may gather there after hearing the call, at the 
time of prayer. One should remove one’s 

shoes; and offering of prayer bare-headed is 
also forbidden. 

Over and above all these above mentioned 
prayers, there is also the convention in Islam 
to pray for some achievement and for the well- 

being of a deceased person. 
‘The convention to pray seven times a day 

is prevalent among the Jews. See yo ch 119, 
verse 164.' 
‘ore [namazi] P jy one who regularly offers 
prayer per Muslim belief. See farerft 1. 

aauret (namanal See fare. 
mrt [namani] See ferret. 

aufea [namadah] P , cy did not remain. 
wasnt (namanaroa) adj healthy and fresh; 
hale and hearty. See sefedmr. 
‘Seven times a day do I praise Thee. 
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BHT [namanal, st [naman] See ferre and 
fora. 
wart [namamz} I salute you. 
aft (nami adj new, fresh, recent. 2 P yf n 
“wetness, dampness, 

‘Bye [namucr], Alt [namvci] Skrmyf¥ according 
to Mahabharat a demon who was son of 
Viprachitti. Indar first blessed him with the 

boon of fearlessness but afterwards killed him 
deceitfully. For this Indar had to undergo 

atonement with permission from Brahma. 
Namuchi is also mentioned in Rig Ved. 

“dvesir sSbar namuci jou.”—NP. 2 third brother 

of Shumbh, the demon king, He was younger 
than Nishumbh. Accorditg to Vaman Puran, 

he was born to Danu who conceived him from 
the semen of Kashyap. When Indar killed 

Namuchi both his brothers Shumbh and 
Nishumbh attacked Indar to avenge their 
brother. After vanquishing all the gods, they 
began to rule over heaven. Shumbh sent a 

messenger Sudhir to goddess Katyayani on 
Vindhya mountain with a proposal that she 

marry one of the brothers she liked. The 
goddess replied that she could not marry 

without fighting a battle. A fierce battle ensued 

and all the chiefs of the demons like 
Dhaumarlochan, Rakatbij, Chand and Mund 

were killed in this fighting. At last, Durga killed 

Shumbh and Nishumbh also and handed over 
the kingdom of heaven back to Indar. 

3 god of love, Kamdev. 

‘ay [namu] A ¥ increase, growth. 

‘SYA [namuj) 1 rise, progress, increase, 2 honour, 
respect, renown, fame. 3 A @ je sample, 
specimen. 
‘Ye [namud] P , 5 adj showed. 2 did. 3 show, 
display. 4 mark, sign. See ayes. 
wyeH [namudas] P _f,5¢ showed him. 2 did 
him. 
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‘ayes [namudeh] P ,,¢/ did. 2 has been done. 
3 showed. 4 has been shown. 

‘ayer [namudan] P 4 v show. 2 do. 
myers (namudar] P 4,47 adj what has come 
into view; visible. 

aye (namuna] P .¥ n sample, specimen, 
2 equality, similarity. 3 example, instance. 

“besub-ha jo bina namune.”-NP. 

‘Mf [name] P 2 partno, not; prohibition. 
‘ait [namo] salutation. “harts3tan karx namo 
namo.”~gauam 5. 
‘ait {namosi) condemnation, ill reputation. 
See wyrt3. 
‘Y [namr] Skt adj bent, bowing. 2 humble, 
modest, without ego. 
‘os [namrata) Skt m sense of bowing, bending 
of the head. 2 humility. 

‘oa [naya] Skt 7 vr take away, reach, protect. 
2 n policy. 3 justice, equity. “somas manfd 
prakas nay, tam anay nasae.”-GPS, ‘Light of, 
justice is similar to the sun which dispels 

darkness of injustice.’ 4 Vishnu. 5 river. See 

8. 
waga [naygrodh] See wagu. 
wae (nayan) Skt sus n eye. “guru arjun 

prkhahu nayan."-saveye m 3.2 act of taking 
away. 
auf [nayant} with eyes. “nayant guru amar 
prkhzje.”-saveye m J ke, 
wu [nayan] See Taz. 
‘uae [nayanchad] covering of the eye; eyelid. 

‘WUGAS [nayanjal) tear, tears. 

wast {nayni] earth on which streams flow. 
—sanama. because of eyes. See aufa, Sat and 
Bat. 
‘waURs [naypal] adj appointed to carry out the 

policy; executive head. 2 See urs, 
‘auee [nayarzad] See fata. 
‘our [naya] adj new. 
wurfe [nayar] See sau. 
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‘aarA [nayas] See 54H. 

‘BUNA [nayaj], sa [nayaji] See fem and fame. 
wan [nayam] P ¢l n cover, box, sheath; 
Punjabi word fimra is its variant, 
aura [nayay) See sara. 

ware (nayara] See fame. 2 humble, bent. 
“drom tal nayare.”—ramav. ‘Palm trees were 
bending,’ 
‘ota (nydta) Skt rary n one who makes law. 
2 motivator, administrator. “ek naysta sada 

maya.”-NP, 
‘88 [nar] Skt n man, male, human. “nar te sur 

horjat nzmakh me.”-g5d namdev. 2 a distinct 
class of gods. “surz nar gan gSdharbe japro.” 
-maru m 4. 3 son of Yam born to Ahinsa, 
daughter of Daksh Prajapati. In Purans he is 

partly considered incarnation of Vishnu. He 
was elder brother of Narayan. See 38 SUE. 
4 Arjun has been described as incarnation of 

Nar. “nar avtar bhayo arjuna.”-nar narayan. 
5 Vishnu. 6 Shiv. 7 Brahma. 8 the Creator, 

the transcendent One. “nar nthkeval nirbhau 

nav.”-gau am J. 9 warrior. 10 husband, lord. 

11 best type of comphor. 12 adjenterprising, 

energetic. “nar manukha ni eku nidhana.” 
-brla m 3. 13 See 89 B gu 12. 14 P ; 
masculine gender. 15 adjdaring, courageous. 

safifa (narsth], saftfu (narst gh] Skt 7RAe as 
per scriptures like Harivansh etc the fourth 
incamation of Vishnu, one half of whose body 

lar to man and the other half was 

like a lion. It is said that Hiranakashipu had 
undergone penance in the era of truth and 
obtained a boon from Brahma that he might 

never get killed by any god, demon, celestial 

muician, snake or humanbeing, neither with 

arms nor missile weapons, nor die at any time 

in day and night etc. Blessed with this boon, 
he became fearless, expelled gods from heaven 
and caused them great distress and trouble. 
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There is an anecdote in Bhagvat that he 
severely tortured his son Prahlad who was a 

worshipper of Vishnu. To save gods and 

Prahlad, Vishnu assumed the form of Narsingh 

and tore Hiranakashipu with his nails and killed 
him at dusk when it was neither day nor night. 

In Guru Granth Sahib, Narsingh is the 
Creator’s incarnation so as to kill Harnakhas 
(Hiranakash) and Prablad is the son of 

Harnakhas.' “haranakhas dusat hart marra 

prohlad taraza.”—asa cht m4. “bhagatr het 
narsigh bhev.”-basat kabir. “garje narsigh 
naratkor5. drrg ratt kiye mukh sron bhard.” 

-narsfgh. A famous temple where Narsingh 
is worshipped exists in Multan. 2 great person, 
honourable man. 3 brave person. 4 the 
Creator, the Divine. 

weofitur (narstgha] Skt 7eryTZT horm-shaped 
musical pipe made of copper or brass, which 
is blown like a trumpet, and is also called 
gomukh. 

‘anit (narsi] This holy person was born in a 
Nagar Brahman family in Sammat 1507 at 
Junagarh (near Bombay). He was the person 
whose draft was honoured by Saval Shah in 

Davarika. Narsi passed away in Sammat 

1572. See FE@ATT. 

‘WT (narah] Skt forthe adj without desire. “‘narah 
arhkeval ravrahza trhu loi.”~suhi chat m J. 

2m short for s8-ut. kinnar gods who are 
horse-headed. 

weontte [narahnrid) m Kuber (god of riches) 
who is the lord of Kinnar demigods, “aspatr 
TSeveral scholars try to prove Harnakhas to be 
Hiranyakashipu by distorting and misinterpreting 
grammar, but they do not keep in view that the anecdotes 
found in Purans are not uniform or consistent. They are 
contrary to one another. See ane" (or differences. The 
saint poets prior to Guru Granth Sahib have doubtless 
mentioned the killing of Harnakhas by Nrisinh. 
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gajpatr narahnrid, name ke svami.”-trl5g 
namdev. ‘Lord of Namdev is the master of 
Sun, Indar, Kinnar gods and Kuber.’ 

waueg [narahnaru) carefree person. 2 the 
Creator, the Divine. “narak nrvaran 

narahnarv.”-oSkar. 3 powerful and supreme 
among men. 

‘5808 [narhar] n one who robs people of money; 
cheat, pick-pocket, “narhar aru batpar.”"-kalki. 
2 Narsingh, the fourth incarnation. 3 the 

Creator. “narhar namy narhar nthkamv.”-gau 

m 1. “sabh kahahu mukhabu nar narhare.”— 

var kan m 4. 

seafe (narharz], seTet [narhari] See waftw. 
2 supreme among men. 3 the Creator, the 

Divine, 4 See wena. 

weudht [narharie] to the Creator. “me dase 
har narharie jiv."-majh m 4. 
safe [narahr] See wmufs and saa. 
‘Baa [narak] Skt n per Purans, a place where 

sinners go to undergo punishment for their evil 
deeds — hell. Due to the lack of uniformity in 
scriptures, the number of these hells varies. 

For Manu, they are twenty-one — tamrsr, 

Sdhtamisr, rorav, maharorav, narak, 

mahanarok, kalsutr, s3jivan, mahavicr, tapan, 
sSpratapan, sdhat, sdkakol, kudmal, 

pratrmurtrk, lohs3ku, rzjis, salmali, vetarni, 
astpatravan and lohadarak. See Ho a4 ¢ 88, 
89, 90. In Brahmavarat, 86 hells have been 

mentioned, See yfafs Ya a 27. “kavon narak 
kra sureg brcara sStan dou rade.”-ram kabir. 
2 pain, distress. 3 evil act, vice. It is stated in 

the first part of Vishnupuran, chapter 6 that 
virtue is heaven and vice is hell. 4 a demon. 
See Hrga. 

saaamtt (narakgamil, sserat (narakpati} adj 
deserving to be put in hell; fallen in hell, sinful). 
“so narakpati hovat suan.”—sukhmani. 
weaye [narkasur] See Hyd. 
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weatsd (narkatak} Krishan who killed demon 
Narak. 2 word of the Divine, the repetition of 
which makes hell vanish away. 

wafa {narkz] in the hell, to the hell. “je oe 
drsahz narakz jade.”-var mala m J. 

‘wag [naraku] See sua. 
wage [narkut} Dg nose. 

weardt [narkesri) # (nar) man and (kegri) lion 
Nrisingh. See saffiw, 2 lion (brave) among men. 
Baan (nargas), Tafa (nargrs] P vw nsweet- 
smelling white coloured flower having eyelid- 
shaped yellow colour in the centre. Poets 

compare eyes to this flower. L narcissus 

odoratimus. “kharag badh janu dhare puhap 
nargas tat kohe?”—carrtr 142. Bhai Nand Lal 

has written, “bimar nargasem kr nargas gulam 

ost.”-divan goya. 
wart (narja] Pkt n weighing scale, balance. “le 
farja man tole dev.”—bria kabir. 2 Skt female 

child.-sanama. 
waet [narni] n that which has multitude of 
persons; gathering, army, military.—sanama. 

‘383 [narat] Skt a n dance, dancing. 
‘weaat (nartak] Sk: He adj skilled in dancing. 

2 making one dance. 3 n dancer. 

‘wae [narad} P ,; counter, used in a game 
played with dice. 2 Skt #¥ vr thunder, low, 
move, go. 3 n thunder, sense of thundering. 

4noise. 5 praise, admiration. 6 proclamation. 

wees [nardak] Skt n Bangar region. See ware, 
“nardak des brkhe gamnite.”-GPS. 

‘eee (nardev] Skt n holy person, saint, ascetic. 
“sur pavitr nardev pvztra khrnvu bolahu 

gurmukhr bani.”=ram m 5.2 raja. 3 Brahman. 

“kaha bharo nardeva dhokhe.”-gau kabir. 

‘What could be gained by bowing to the 
Brahmans?’ See tazr. 

‘38 FeV [nar narah] See 7g and saung. 2 to the 
Creator. “nar narah namaskar3.”-ram portal 
ms, 
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sere (narnah), soto [narnahz), sa 
{narnath} ” king, lord of men. 2 the Creator. 

verefee [narnararn], AeTTUS [narnarayan) 
Ahinsa, daughter of Daksh gave birth to two 

sons of Yam who became famous sages. 
Vaman Puran contains a tale about them, and 
it is found in Vikarmorvashiya as well, that 

the gods were astonished to see penances 
undergone by Nar Narayan. So Indar sent 

nymphs to interrupt his meditation, Narayan 

took a flower and kept it on his thigh’s upper 
part. From the flower arose a nymph who was. 

more beautiful than the heavenly nymphs. She 
was named Urvasi for arising from the thigh. 
Allthe heavenly nymphs felt abashed on seeing 

her and returned to their abode. Narain sent 
the nymph he had created with them too. 

It is written in Kalika Puran that Mahadev 

assumed the body of a lion [sarebh] and tore 

Nar Singh, incamation of Vishnu, into two 

parts. Two sages came into being, Nar from 

the human part and Narayan from the part of 

the lion. Both of them are regarded as the 
incarnation of Vishnu. 

According to Devi Bhagvat, Krishan was 

incarnation of Narayan and Arjun was an 
incamation of Nar, 2 the Creator, the Divine. 

“nar nararn Starjamr.”—gau m 1. 

‘weufs [narpatz] Sk adjhaving authority over 
the people. “narpatz raje rg res manahz.” 

~suhi m 4. 2 n king, emperor. “narpatt eku 
sfghasanz soza.”-sor ravrdas. 3 the 
Creator, the Divine. 4 the god of riches, Kuber. 

See seen. 
‘seus [narpal] 7 king, who protects the people. 

2 the Creator. 

wey (narprani] enterprising person, energetic 
man. See 3¢ 12. “narprani pritt mata dhan 
khate.”-gaum 4. 

‘wee (narbad] humanly indescribable; which 
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cannot be described by man. “arbad narbad 
dhédhukara.”-maru solhe m J. ‘in the 

beginning was pitch darkness beyond 
description.’ i.e. before the creation was a state 

of nothingness. 
‘BeueT [narbada] See sae", 
‘38H [naram] P (7 adj soft, delicate. 2 Skt Tn 

play. 3 laughter. 4 joy. 

waner [narmada] Skt 721 a pleasaure-giving 
stream, that has been regarded as the daughter 

of sage Mekal. Due to this, it is also called 
Mekal or Mekalkanya. Narmada is also taken 
as the sister of the snakes. It was she who 
brought Purukutas to help the snakes against 

Gandharavs, the celestial musicians. So pleased 

were the snakes that they named it Narmada. 

It is written in Vishnu Puran that Purukutas was 

son of Narmada. In Matasyapuran, name of 

her husband is mentioned as Dusah. According 
to Harivansh, she was wife of Purukutas and 
her names were Reva and Puravganga. Due 

to being a daughter of the Moon, she is also 

shown by the names of Induja and Somodbhava. 

Narmada rises in the Amarkantak region 

and falls in the Bay of Khanbhat near 

Bharoch. Its total length is 801 miles; and 

shivlings are found in large numbers in this 
river. See saHeyS. 2 wife of Kaushik. See 
aif and Hise. 

weHeA [naramdes), 7eHeAS (narmdesvar] Skt 
‘afee Shivling installed by Narmada in Kashi. 

See ait us a 92. 2 Shivling shaped stone got 
from Narmada. As shalgrams emerge from 
Gandki in the same manner Shivlings are found 

in Narmada. 
‘wanee [narmanukh] enterprising person. See 
oe 12. 

went [narma) a type of cotton; yar spun from 
itis very soft and fine. 2 soft and shining cloth 

woven from this fine cotton. 
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wart [narmi] P 47 m softness, tenderness. 
2 gentleness, “maaniye narmi caribi amdah.” 
~zidagi. 
‘wana [narmedh| n man’s sacrifice; a type of 
fire-ritual in olden times in which a human 

being was used as a sacrifice for oblations; 
human offering;' Narmedh Yajna commenced 

on the 10" day of the bright half of Chet and 

ended in 40 days. In the Vedic era human 

sacrifice was performed without any 
reservation. See 

aus [naryan] a type of conveyance which is 
carried or pulled by men like a palanquin or a 

tickshaw etc. 2 Kuber, the god of riches. See 

BINT. 

‘sete (narlok] n world of human beings, mortal 
world. 

seed [narvar] adj supreme among human 

beings. 2 1 a region called Nishadh. 3 a town 

40 miles away from Gwalior to the south-west, 
which was at one time the capital of king Nal. 
“narver ko raja bado.”-carztr 161. 

‘eeras [narvahan] Skt n Kuber, lord of riches, 
whose conveyance is man; god of human 
being. 2 conveyance which is carried or 

pulled by man; palanquin, sedan chair etc. 
See sau. 
sefeafs (narvrratz] Ske Praft n indifference 
towards the material world, lack of interest in 

worldly pleasures. “gurmukhz parviratr 
narvrratz pachane.”-srdhgosatz. 2 Skt Pra 
tranquility, calmness, 3 Skt Fret completeness, 
4 immorality. 5 absence of livelihood. 

‘Bez (narve] adj great; best among human 
beings. “kahzt kabir sunahu nar narve.” 

~prabha kabir. 
‘gaa (naramna] v compress, fasten, tie tightly. 

‘see (narra) n tough kernel of esculent roots 
like carrot, which is covered with soft pulp. 

‘See gas UAEE a 30 and 31, 
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oofee [nararn), safes [nararn] See wortee. 
wafewen [nararndas} See wouE EF. 
warfen [narazna] See wou". 
‘BOA [naragas] See saa. “naragas ne dekhke 
nak ttha.”—ramav. 

‘88 (narac] See wa. 2 a poetic metre known 
as WaGH (nagraj], pdc camar and vicrtra as 
well. It is marked by four feet, each foot 
consists of sixteen characters in laghu guru order 
having pauses after eight characters each; in 
other words each foot is thus characterised: ja, 
12, 413, ja, g2. (I, 5,1, SS, 1, S. 

Example: 

2ag3j adr dev he, abh3j bh3j janze, 
abhut bhut he sada, ag5j gj manre, 
adev dev dev he, sada abhev nath he, 

samast stddhr brrddht da, sadiv sarb sath he. 

—vkal. 

‘ave (naracon] man-eating; act of eating men; 

eating of human beings; cannbalism. 2 using 
humans as food. 
‘Seat [naracani] man-eating ogress, female 
ascetic, female fiend, witch. 

‘Ban [naraj] See wasn. 2 See saw. 
‘aH "aT [naraj aradh} This poetic metre is a 
form of nagsvaruptni or pramantka and is 
half part of naraj metre i.e. each foot consists 

of eight characters in laghu guru sequence as 
ja, ra, a, ga. i, 5S,1,S. 

Example: 
su dhum dhun dhum hi, 

karst sen bhum hi, 
brst dhayan dhayavhi, 
durst thor — pavhi. 

~suraj. 
en fia (naraj brrdhh] opposed to laghy 
naraj, is brrdh in fact; it is a complete form of 
poetic metre naraj. See 3oH B Bae. 

Example: 

cali sukst sighr si krrpan pant dharke, 
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othe sugrrddh brrddh or dakrni dakarke. ... 

—cSdi 2. 

(b) Some poets have named an3gasekhar as 
nerac vridhh or mahanarac poetic metres. 

See navonnes, 
‘eH wy [naraj lagho} It is also known by the 
names of sudhi and 3" [hoha), Its characterstics 

are: four feet, each foot consists of four 
characters joined in laghu guru sequence or 
as ja, ga, ISI, 5. 

Example: 
jole hari. thale hari. 

ore hari. bane hari. 

~okal. 

‘Seg [narat], 5o'sa [naratak}, Sa'TaS [naratker) 
adjguilty of killing aman, convicted of murder, 
2.nson of Ravan, who was killed by Angad’. 
“narat devat dujo bali.”—ramav. 

3SU [naradham] mean fellow, base person. 

2 low-bred among human beings. 

warfay [naradhzp] Sit n lord of men, king. 
2 Kuber, lord of riches. 

aarfinft (naradhzpi} See worftay. 2 Kuber. See 
‘Beeras and arta, 
weita [naramedh] See saAU. 
aeue [narayna) See TE. 
afada (narzer] See anita. 
afer (narrs] See 598A. “rskatdbol narzs taht 
ko he.”—carztr 353, ‘is king of that region.” 
afge (nartd), afég [narfdu] See 38m. “jrnt 
sevza prabhu apna soi rajnarfdu.”-sri m 5. 

‘ofaurs (narryal] See sates and ators. 
wet Inari) n woman. “nari asuri kfnni.” 
~sanama. 2 See 58t. 3 P 7 coloured skin of a 
billy-goat or ram etc. 

‘adbwr [naria) See Franz. 
aden (narichan] See facies. 
‘ay [naru] See ae. 
‘According to Rar 

Dadhibal, the monkey. 

wn, Narantak was killed by 
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‘By [narvja) See TIF. 
‘By {naru} See av. “naru mare naru kamz na 
ave.”-g5d kabir. 

‘88H [nares] Skt n lord of men, king. 

waqfe [naresranz] n ani (army) of naresvar 
(king); army of a king. 
8g [narédr] Skt AVE n lord of men, king, 
2 Kuber, god of riches. 
‘oeeftiw [narédrstgh] son of maharaja Karam 
Singh, (ruler of Patiala) and a majestic one who 

was born on the 10 day of the dark half of 

Magghar in Sammat 1880 (26" November 

1823). He was an embodiment of religion and 

politics. At the age of twenty-three, he was 
coronated on the 6" day of the dark half of the 

month of Magh in Sammat 1902 (18" January 

1846) and he managed the affairs of the state 

elegantly. His court remained full with numerous 
gallant and talented persons. During the mutiny 

of 1857-58, he proved himself a true friend of 

the British rulers. The English government 
greatly appreciated this, honoured his majesty 
and organised an open court at Ambala on 18* 
January 1860 in which Lord Canning thanked 

him and ceded the territory of Narnaul to him. 

On 1*November 1861, the title of K.C.S.I. was 

conferred upon him and he was taken as a 

member in the council of the Governor General. 
The right to have an adopted son, was granted 

to the Phulkian states in 1860. An order of 
granting this right was received on 5" March 
1862, The laws for administration which 
Maharaja Narendar Singh enacted along with 
the other two kings, and the agreement, which 

he signed with the British Government, show 

his ingenuity and farsightedness. He died at the 
age of thirty-nine on 13 November 1862 at 

Patiala. See ufemrar. 
ag Hae [narédr madal] (Chamber of Princes), 

honourable chamber of ruling princes, kings 
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and nawabs of India which was established in 
1921. Its session is held every year at Delhi. 
The viceroy of India delivered the inaugural 

speech during this meeting. Maharaja Ganga 

Singh of Bikaner was the first chancellor of 

this body. Now Maharaja Bhupendar Singh is 
its chancellor. . 

‘The main objective of the Chamber of Princes 
isthat the relationship established through treaties 
may be implemented and the rights of states be 

protected so as to bring reforms in the over-all 
administration of the states, 

‘BT [narer], 58% (narel] Ski wfsete n coconut, 
fruit of coco, “kud kud ker pari narer 
nacayke.”-corrtr 195. ‘praying with a coconut 
in hand, they jumped into the funeral pyre to 

bum themselves with their husband’s body.’ The 
self-immolating widows mount the funeral pyre 
holding material like vermilion, coconut etc. 

38a [narena] See BE. 
wae [naroa] adj healthy, free from disease. 
‘38g [narosu] 1 man’s wealth, property. “kabir 
AIrgun nam narosu."-gau kabir, ‘realisation 
of the Divine which is above the material world 

is the real wealth of the holy persons.” 

weay [nerotam] adj greatest among men. 
2 the Creator. 
werfe [naromanr] gem among men; 

distinguished person. 2 n having practical 

experience; experienced and erudite person. 

3 emperor, king. 

aera [nardkar}, sdarct [narSkari] See fadora 
and faded. 

‘8G [nal] Ske 7 vr smell, bind. 2m hand pump. 
See aS. 3 sinews connecting testes to upper 

organs. 4 testicle, testis. 5 Skt lotus. 6 a 
monkey in the army of Ram, shown as son of 

Vishavkarma. He rendered great help in 
building a bridge over the sea. 7 son of king 

Bir Sen of lunar dynasty, ruler of Nishadh 
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region, who was married to Damyanti, 
daughter of Bhim, king of Vidarabh. After 

winning in gambling, his younger brother 
Pushkar expelled Nal from his house. In these 

testing times love between Nal and Damayanti 

- stayed as examplary as that of Sita and Ram. 
At last Nal again got back his kingdom by 
winning in the gambling, “nal raja dakkhan rk 
rahrai, at sOdar tako jag kahrai.""—carrtr 157. 

‘wertt [nalki] Skt see hollow bone. 2 metallic 
pipe or segment of a reed-like hollow bone, 

wugET (nalkubar] son of Kuber, lord of riches, 
who accompanied by his brother Maingreev 
was drinking heavily and indulging shamelessly 

in merry-making with women. At this Narad 
cursed both the brothers to grow as a pair of 
Arjun trees [yamlarjun} (terminalia alata 
glabra) on the land of Vrij. Lord Krishan pulled 

out these trees and secured their release from 
the curse. “nalkubar ghayal kiye atr jry kop 
badhat.”—krrsan. See THEA. 

‘Beat [nalni) See afeel. 
‘Weel (nalnidhar] 7 stalk of lotus; lotus, which 
is attached with a stalk. “harnipatr se 

nalnidhar se.”—kalki, ‘eyes like those of a deer 

and resembling a lotus." 
wafs (nalanz}, 58a [nalni], afew [nalxn), afset 
{nalrni] 7 pipe, tube. 2 contraption to catch a 

parrot; it is made of a hollow pipe of bamboo. 
The hollow pipe strung with an iron rod is 
floated in the pond of water. When a parrot 

sits upon it, the pipe revolves and the parrot 
hangs over water in a headlong position. Due 
to the fear of drowning, the parrot does not 
leave the pipe and is thus caught and then caged. 
“badhro jru nalrni bhramr sua.” 
~bavan. 3 Skt number of lotus flowers, blue 

Jotus, water-lily, 4 stream. 5 short for afeniden 

(garden of lotus flowers). “hari dhanesur ki 

nalrnichabt, y3 naltni vrksé sukhkari.”-GPS. 
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‘The splendour of the garden of Kuber has been 
excelled by the blossoming of a number of 
blissful lotus flowers.’ 6 lotus garden. 
afenties [naltninsden] Skt n garden of 

Kuber, See fast 5. 2 cetrarathy is also a 

garden of Kuber. 
‘eH [nali] n pipe, tube. 2 pipe-shaped thin bone. 
3 calf’s bone. 4 barrel of a gun. 5 tube used 
by weavers. “chochi nali t5tu nahi nrkse.” 

-gau kabir. Here it means a windpipe. 
6 mucous sliding down from the nostril; drivel. 

7 See oer. 
we [nalier] Skrmfeas and wean coconut 
tree; cocos nucifera, 

‘ay [nalua] n umbilical cord. 2 rivulet, brook. 

aaa [naluchi] a village in Jammu state of 
district, tehsil, and police station Muzaffarabad, 
which is about two miles away from the city 

across the bridge. Tonga and bus service is 
available from Rawalpindi upto Muzaffarabad. 

A shrine in memory of Guru Hargobind stands 
in the village, The Guru stayed at this place 

on his way to Kashmir and caused a spring of 

water to rise with a thrust of his spear in the 

earth. Maharaja Ranjit Singh donated a fief 

of three thousand rupees to the shrine, which 
the priest misappropriated by getting the 

amount transferred to his name. Now there is 
Sikh priest. A fair is held on Vaisakhi day and 

congregation is organised on every Sunday. 
waa [naler] See sees. 
38a [nalen} 4 we outer covering for the feet; 
shoes, boots. “peri nalena dasti dastane.” 
-PPP. 

wea [naly] a poet who composed verses in 

praise of the Guru. “naly kavz parasparas kac 
kScna hur.”-saveye m4 ke. 

‘BE [nav} Skt n eulogy. 2 new. 3 Skt nine. See 

ie dia Be ws, 
Seng [navsat] nine plus seven equals sixteen. 
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See tar fifur 
wewfee {navharn], se0fe [navhanz) adj 
young in years; young. “navhanz nav dhan 
sabadr jagi.”-brla chat m J. 
wear (navka] See 8a", “navka se rathi.” 

~cddi 2. 
‘wegnret [navkumari} nine goddesses, worshipped 
by the Hindus from the 1" to the 9" days of 
the bright half phase in the month of Chet. 

Their names are: kyumarrka, trrmuratr, 

kelyani, rohrni, kali, cSdrka, &bhvi, durga 
and subhadra. 2 See 3¥ Eva", 

weds (navakhdd] nine regions of the earth 
~ bharat, rlavrrt, kf£purus, bhadr, ketumal, 

hort, hrrny, ramy and kus. “nava khSda vier 
janie.”-jopu. “nav kh3dan ko raj kamave.” 
~fodi m 5. 2 nine joints of the human body. 
“sath sut navkh3d.”-gau kabir. See THAW. 

equ [navgroh], wefyqT (navgrrh] nine planets 
according to astrology’, Sun [suray], Moon 
[cédrma], Mars [magal], Mercury [budh], Jupiter 
(vrrhaspatr], Venus [sukr], Saturn [sanescer], 
Seizer [rahu}, Dragons’ Tail [ketu]. “navgroh 
kotr thadhe darbar.”-bher a kabir. 
‘Feu (navaghar} nine doors of the body; body 
having nine openings. “navghar thapz mahal 
ghar ucav.”—tukha barahmaha. ‘residing ina 

lofty palace ensconced in the tenth abode). 

‘we fant we [nav chra khat] nine grammars, six 
schools of Indian Philosophy, six parts of Veds. 
“nav chra khat bolahr mukhagar.”-dhanam 
4. “nav chia khat ka kare bicar.”~var sar m1. 

weeia [navtak], Sea (navtSk] nine tdks (a 
weight equal to four masas). See Zia and 2x. 
weas [navtan], AeIG [navtanu] Ske Fas adj 

new. “kai kofz navtan nam dhravahz.” 

-sukhmani. According to a Puranic tale, 

Sheshnag (the mythical snake) praises the 
"The West accepis only seven planets. According to 
them, Seizer and Dragon's Tail are not planets. 
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Creator daily with new epithets. 2 young, free 

from aging, ageless. “gun ntdhan navtanu 

seda.”~srim 5. 

‘WeaH [navtes] m head of the kettledrummers; 

chief kettledrummer. “sun bhai batid 

navtesa.”-GV 10. 

‘aaah (navattil Skt Hex n newness, modemity. 
“rg brrdg tardg navatti.”-BG. 
‘aPTE [navdurega] nine goddesses. See weaHe. 
2 another count as described in the Purans - 

selputri, brahamcarrni, cSdregh3ta, kusmada, 
sk3dmata, katyayani, kalratri, maha gori and 
stddhrda. 

‘eqs [navdvar] nine doors of the body: two 
ears, two eyes, two nostrils, mouth, anus, penis 
or vagina. 
weg: [navdvip] See mehr. 
wer [navdha] Skt adj having nine types, of 
nine ways, in nine manners. 
weuwats [navdhabhagatr] Ske wer afy n nine 
ways of worshipping the Almighty. “navdha 

bhagetr ride atr jagi,”-NP. “bhagotz nave 
prakara.”-sri a m 5. In the scriptures nine 
types of worship is thus described:— 

(1) sravan — hearing the praise of one’s 
own deity, 

“kotz koron dijahz prabhu pritam, 
harz gon suniahz abrnasi ram, 

sunt sunt thy many nrrmal hove 

katie kal ki phasi ram.” 
~suhi chit m 5. 

(2) kirtan— devotional singing in praise of 
the deity. 

“Jakhu jthva dehu mere prare, 
mukh harz aradhe mera ram.” 

-suhi ch5t m 5. 

“anad sukh m3gal bane pekhat gun gav. 
katha kirtan rag nad dhunz th banzo suav.” 

~brla m5. 
(3) sxzmran—meditating upon the Divine; 
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contemplating: 

“hart har kabahu na manahu brsare. 
ihd uha sarabsukh data sagal ghata pretz pare.” 
-gau m 5. “nanak soi drnasv suhavya jrtu 
prabhu ave cxtz.”-var gau2 m5. 

(4) padsevan foot worship, devoted service. 
“haricaran kaval makrad lobhrt mano 

andino mohz ahr ptasa."-sohzla. 

“pe pax manai sor jiv.”=sri m5. 
(5) arcan - worship with material like 

sandal-wood, flowers etc. 
“tera nam kari cannatha 

je manu rsa hor, 
karni kOgu je rale ghat Starz puja hor.” 

~gujm 1. 
“manu sSpatu jrtu sat sarr navanu 

bhavan pati tripatz kare, 
puja pran sevaku je seve 

an bidhz sahrbu ravatu rahe.” 

~suhi m 1. 

(6) vadan - salutation, bowing, obeisance. 
“prabhu ji, td mere pran adhare. 
namaskar dadautr bidna. 

antk bar jaubare.”—brla m 5. 

(7) sakhy- feeling of cordiality with the deity. 
“td mera sakha ti hi mera mit. 

t mera pritemu tum ségz hit."-gaum 5. 
“sajan saca patrsahu sir sahd de sah.” 

-sava m5. 

(8) dasy—subordination, servitude. 

“ti saca sahrbu dasv tera gola.”"—majh m 5. 

“bekharid hav dasro tera. 
tu bharo thakaru guni gahera.”—suhi m J. 

(9) atam nrvedan — entreaty, dedication 

of oneself. 

“tudh age ardasz hamari 
jiv ptdu sabh tera."-asa m5. 

“manu tanu arapr rakhau harz age 
sarabh jia ka he pratrpal.”-bria m5. 

wea [navan] n bowing, salutation, obeisance. 
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2 mongoose. 3 slope. “navan gaven jal.”-BGK. 
vemfeat [navnarka] See footnote to fear. 
‘eww [navnath] nine chief yogis are: 
adnath, machédrnath, udaynath, sstokhnath, 
kéthaynath, satynath, acSbhnath, corsginath 
and gorakhnath. “gun gavahz nav nath.” 
~saveye m | ke. According to an other branch 
of yogis - adrnath, selnath, s5tokhnath, 

acSbhnath, gajksthnath, prajanath, 
machédranath, gorakhnath and 
gyansvarupinath. 
eon [navnamak] This poetic metre is also 

known as ‘narhart’. Its characteristics are 
four feet; each foot has two nagans and two 

lagho matras Il, il, |, |. 

Example: 
tarbhar par sar. nirkhat sur nar. 
harpur pur kor. ntrkhat bar nar. 

-ramav. 
‘eeafaar [navnaytka] See footnote to fear. 

ae fof (nav nrdhz] See 3§ fafa. “nav nrdhr 
nam ntdhan.”—kan m 5. 

eet [navnil, seat [navnit] Skt n fresh butter, 
just made by churning milk or cream. 

aegS [navnut] adjabsolutely new, brand new. 
2 n butter. See seats. “tab sOdar navnut 
nrkale.”-NP. 
weue (navpad) new rank, new post. 

eu [navpadi) It isa form of copai and arrll. 
Its characteristics are four feet, sixteen matras 
in each foot, bhagan, SIl, in the end. 

Example: 
johf tah? karan lage sabh papan, 
dharem karem tajkar harzjapan, 

pahan kav su karat sabhr badan, 
darat dhup dip srr cSdan. 

-kalki. 

‘Bex [navam] adjninth. 
wef (navmi] 7 the ninth day of both halves of 
a lunar month. 
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weyfs (navmunt] See 3Gyer. 
‘9H [navres] nine sentiments of poetry. “‘prrtham 
st gar suhasy res karuna rodr suvir. bhay bibhtas 
bakhanzye adbhut sat su dhir.”-resrkprrya, See 
‘9A. 2 ahilly mound near Nadaun. “trn kathgarh 
navras par badho.”-VN, 

‘®eaa% [navratan] nine precious gems — pearl, 
emerald, ruby, topaz, diamond, coral, lahsunia, 

pukhraj (a topaz), sapphire. 2 nine legendary 
scholars in the court of king Vikramaditya who 

were very illustrious - Dhanvantri, Kshapnak, 
Amar Singh, Shanku, Vetal Bhatt, Ghatkarpar, 

Kalidas Vrahmihir and Varahruchi.’ 

wesser [navratna] 1 armlet having nine 
precious gems embedded in it. See sza3a. 

“navratne damkat dutr khan.”-GPS. 

Oe BE [nav rad] new tooth, new teeth. 
Beayq [navratr] Skt n nine nights from the 1* 

day upto the 9 day of the bright half in the 
month of Assu and nine nights from the | 

day upto the ninth day of the bright half in the 
month of Chet. During these days, devotees 
of Durga worship the nine forms of the 
goddess, See segurdt and ae Fear. At the 
completion of the worship, food, money and 
clothes are offered to nine unmarried girls in 
the name of nine goddesses. 

BeaH ([navroj] See 5 3A. “tah! navrojkaro mz! 
sOdar.”-GPS. 

veda (navrag) adj new colour. 2 youthful, 
youngman. “navrg lalu sej ravan aza.”-suhi 

m 5. 3 new theatre. 4 n emperor Aurangzeb 

for whom Hindi poets have employed this name. 
quite often, 
aedaefe [navrigrar] n emporer Aurangzeb. 
2 spring season. “madan kr navrag rar?” 

~carttr 30. 

sadam [navrdgra), sedaio [navrdgial, sedatt 
{navrSgi] having new colour, fond of playing 
"These scholars were not contemporary. 
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new games. “harz harz navragria.”"-vad m4 rain. 

ghoria. : aes (navar] Py) n lining, hem. 2 ribbon. 
Wem [naval] Sia adjnew. 2 clear, clean. 3 young. 

4 beautiful. “naval navtan nahu bala.”—bria 

chat m5. 

‘ee (navia) n stick decked with new flowers; 
thin stick, around which flowers are plaited. 
“navia si liye karvar katari.”-krrsan, “navia 

hath gahi caplave.”-GPS. 
weerfemr [naviaza) assisted in taking bath, gave 
a bath. “gurr Smrirtsarz naviaza.”—suhi m 4, 

‘Wey [navlu] a devoted Sikh of Guru Hargobind, 
who was a great scholar. Sikhs from afar used 
to come to listen to his religious discourses. 

‘He was also a unique warrior. 
‘3e (naval, Het (nava] adj new. 
‘wer (navasa] P _1j 1 daughter's son. 
pers [navasir] plural of aye. See wYs and 
sates. 
‘ea [navah] A 71 plural of wha (bank); land 
by the riverside. 
Wenge [navaxtan] P .7%, v praise, honour. 
wet de [nava cad] crescent moon of the first 
day of a lunar month; moon on the second day 

of bright fortnight. 2 See ae de ot an oH. 
eH [navaz] P 4 used asa suffix in compound 
words, as Garibnavaz etc. 2 See SHH. 

wefan [navazzs] P if) n act of admiring or 
exaltin 2 kindness, benevolence. 

Bee [navad] P jn spoken language, dialect, 

written language. 

eet (navadil adjlacking in skill of discussion; 
uneducated, “nic navadi jan."-GV 6. 
2 scurrilous, foul-mouthed, ribald, evil-tongued. 

aefednr [navanrroa] adj young and healthy; 
energetic and healthy. “harzgobtd 
navantroa.”—sor m 5. 

‘wea [navab) See awa. 
‘ert [navabi) 1 nawab’s rank. 2 nawab’s job. 
aetge [navabud] a¢-nige, new cloud, fresh 
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3 adjinnocent, guiltless, 

‘wee (navala] P 41) 1 morsel, bite. 

Bes ums wT UWE (navale payale da yar] 
accomplice in dining and wining. 2 friend who 
keeps company in dining and wining. “sho 
navale pyale yar."-GPS. 
afeas {navrsat] P 22) » writing, dictation. 

2 adj written. 
afensa [navrstah) P 4) adj written. 24 
writing, written work. 3 fate, fortune, luck, 

destiny. 
‘afenan [navrstan] P 7) v write. 
‘fens [navista] See afensz. 
afes (navit), afes [navrtt] Skt fatts n cause, 
motive. “vrt navzt bhramzo bahu bhati.” 

~marum5. “kahe ke navrtt ko samagri tf banai 

he?”—krrsan. 
ain (navis] P (2) n writer; This word is used 
as a suffix in compound words like arjinavis 

(petition-writer), nakalnavis (draughts-man). 
2 imperative form of navrstan: write down. 

wifife (navistd], séifHeT [navistdah] Py2j 
n writer, scribe, clerk. “mil navrstd sé 

sse."-NP. 
ete [navin} Skt adj new, modern. 

2 unprecedented, unique. 3 pen-name used 

by Gopal Singh, a poet. See FUG. 
8 [nave] adjall the nine. “nave chrdr apvit.” 
—gau thrtim 5. 2 new, modern. “age jiv 
nave.”-var asa. 3 See 5%. 
BRAT (navesot) He-H3, nine springs, nine 
openings of the body. “nave sot sabhr dhrla.” 
-var gaum 4. 
weaer (navekla] adj extraordinary, different, 
distinct. 
ae de FM IM [nave c5d di ram ram] [t is 
a custom among the Hindus that they greet 

each other and to feel cheered on seeing the 
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moon on the second day of a month’s bright 

half. This festival is also approved in the Bible. 
“Blow a trumpet on the new moon and the full 

moon, which are our festivals, Itis the law and 

command of God for the Israelite people.” See 
ge Fy (Psalm) 81, verse 3 and 4. 
‘a@ fag [nave chrdr] nine doors, nine abodes. 
“naumi nave chrdr apvit.”"-gau thrti m5. 

Bez (naved] See fates and ze. 2 P ain 
good news, auspicious news. 
Bs [navel], 52s" [navelyal, sea {navelri], 
‘38H [navela], Heat [naveli] adjnew, modern, 
young (man or woman), mature. “nanak m6dh 

navel s6darz.”—bria ch3tm /.“mOdh navelria 

gorlz ai.”—bria chst m J. “ohu nehu navela 

apne pritam szv lagzrhe.”-asa m5. 
BR [nave] See ae 3. 2 Skt Bea, group of nine. 
3 Skt wefs ninety, 90. “nave ka szhjasani.” 
var majh m J. 
at ds at fyenft (nave khdd ki prrthmi] See 
ager, 
a& ug [nave ghar] nine houses, body’s nine 
openings. “kart kebir nave ghar muse.”-gau 
kabir. 

8 EB [nave dor) See mG EET. - 
‘8 wa [nave nath) See Few. “navenath suraj 
aru cSda.”~bher kabir. 

at yee [nave prokara] See seu Bats. 
VT [navodha] Skt n a newly married maiden, 
bride. 2 In poetry, the young heroine who 
hesitates to get close to the hero due to shyness 
and fear. 
‘az (navst] group of nine. “navat dvard bhit 
rahrts.”-sahas m 5. ‘The nine doors of the 
body are without door-flaps or shutters.” 
aéfofr [navanrdhz} See a@fofa. “harz herr 
nam nevénrdht pai."-vad chat m4. 

‘83 [nar], 35" (nara) Skt 3B n hollow reed; hollow 
bamboo, Z arundinacea falcata. 

wae (narali] a village in district Rawalpindi, 
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tehsil Gujjarkhan under police station Jatli which 
is ata distance of six miles towards south-west 
from Daultala railway station. A shrine in 

temory of Guru Hargobind stands in this 

village. Bhai Harbans ji Tapa, a disciple of the 

Guru, lived here. Finding him ardently devoted, 
the Guru stayed at this place when he was on 

his way from Kashmir to Punjab. At first this 

shrine was known by the name of Tapa 

Harbans. Now it is known by the name of the 

Guru. The hall in which Guru Granth Sahib is 

on display has been beautifully built. 

‘afar (nay tnme}, Hs? [naz tnve] adjninety- 
nine 99, 

‘aft [nazi] 7 hollow bamboo. See 43". 2 a bird 

belonging to the crane species, having long 

neck and beak. It feeds on amphibious 
creatures. 3 pipe of a hookah. 

‘sabre [narimar) adj smoker. 
® [nal P ¢ part word expressing the meaning 

of negation. Skt ad. “na or janamahz na 
marahr.”—suhi a m 3. 2 n short for 5M. “tate 

seviale ram na.”—asa kabir. ‘meditate on the 
name (existence) of Ram (the Divine).’ 3 in 

Pothohari dialect, the word 3 [na] is used for 

‘@ [ka] of as in “us na”, means his (us da). 
wE (nav] Skt Far, boat, canoe. “bhavjal 
brkham darav, guru tare harrnav."-sriam /. 
2 name of the Almighty. “nau sunt manu 

.”-var asa. 3 bath. See 7 Gz". “starzgatr 
tirathr malz nav.”-japu. 4 justice, fairness. 

“nav kerta kadar kare.”—var ram 3. 

wudia (naudharik] who acquires the name 

from the Guru; who repeats the initiating 

formula. “naudharik srkh hoe, guru guru lage 
jopan.”-JSBB. 2 See wumdia. 
oy (nau) 2 barber. 2 name. 3 disciple of Guru 

Arjan Dev who is known as Naoo Sekhar for 
belonging to Sekhar subcaste. 

a fee [nau sekhar] See wE 3. 
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w [nau] m name. “jrnr drtya nao.”-trl5g m 
4,2 boat. 
‘fe [naz] in the name, in meditation. “nat rate 
se jntgee.”-var asa. 2 having bathed. “vrnu 
bhane kz naz kari.”~japu. 3 after taking bath. 

“nar nzvaja nate puja.”~var majh m 1. 4 P 
t flute. “nar naphiri jat na goni.”-cSdi 2. 
5A Cr thirst, i.e. desire, greed, fire of lust. 
“pujhe bal8ti naz."-s kabir. 6 n 3 policy. 
“sabh sen jure muhz nar badhehe.”—Krrsan. 

‘Killing in the presence of all is a matter of 

policy.’ 
‘affe [naz] name. 
ofeG (naro] name. “sunat tuharo nazo.”-sar 
m 5. 2 of name. 3 subdued, made to feel 

humble, bent. 
wfer (nare] adv after taking bath, having 
taken bath. “kasmal jahr naze ramdas ser.” 

-phunhe m 5, 3 through name. 
wea [nazk] Skt 77a 1 a person (male) who 
gives lead to others, leader, chief, hero. 2 lord, 

master. 3 leader of the Vanjara caste (a trading 

community). See sae and afeg 2. 4 in poetry 
a full-grown youth projected as the protagonist 
of eroticism in poetry: 

“sOdar gunm3drr yuva yuvatr viloke jaht. 
kavrta rag rasagy jo nayak kahzye tahr.” 
~jogadvrnod. “abhrmani tyagi taron kok- 
kalan prabin. bhaby ksami sGdar dhani sucr 

ruct sada kulin.”-rasrkpriya.' 5 protagonist 

ofa poetic work or a play; hero, as Lord Ram 
In books of poetic theory three types of hero are 
described 

|. husband who has duly married a woman. 
2. vice husband (interested in a woman that belongs to 
an other man) 
3. indulger in whoring (tover of a prostitute). 
Further, five types of husband are listed (friendly, 
dexterous, brazen, wicked, indifferent). Paramours are 

of two types (sweet tongued and sexually expert), 
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in Ramayan. 
ofea (naka), wfefa (narkr) Ske afer n 

woman whom other women follow. 2 mistress, 
woman head of a household. “ghar ki natkr 

ghar vasu nadeve.”-asa m5. “gharumera th 
narkr hamari.”—asa m 5. 3 In poetry, the 

heroine - “upjat jh vrlokke crt bic rasbhav. 
tahz bakhanat nayrka je prabin kevzrav.” 
~rasraj? 4 woman portrayed as seminal to a 
poetic work; heroine, as Janki is the heroine 

in Svayamvar Katha, and Durga in Chandi 
Chritar. 5 goddess Durga; eight goddesses in 
Sanskrit scriptures are : ugr-cSda, procida, 
cSdogra, cédnayrka, atrcsda, camdda, c3da 

and cédvati. See yUHRees, yfafs Us 261. 
In poetic works eight types of heroines are: 

30n this basis of classification, Cour types of heroines 
are padmrni, catrini, gSkhrni and hastzni. In terms of 
nature, heroines are : good, average and vile. 

Just as three types of hero are described, in the 
same manner, three types of heroine are acknowledged 

by the poets: 

1. svakiya— who has been duly married to her husband. 

2. parkiya - woman married to one man, but who loves 
another man; her hero is vice husband. 
3. samanya of gantka~ (who indulges in licentiousness 
for eaming money; her hero is veszk. mugdha (foolish), 
madhya (middle) and prodha (mature) etc are the kinds 
of svakiya; udha, anudha, gupta, vidgadha, laksxta, 
kulfa, anusyana and mudzta etc are the kinds of 

parkiya, 
1352 types of heroines have been counted by poet 

Raslin in his work entitled Ras Prabodh, 3240 by Hirjivi 

in Lakshmivinod, 9222 by Sardar poet in his annotation 
of Rasik Priya and 4788 by Babu Jagannath Prasad 
(Bhanu poet). 

In fact all these kinds are the fantasy of the poets. 

If considered seriously, there are only nine types of 

heroines - padmsni, extrini, g3khxni, hastzni, uttma, 
madhyma, adhama, svakiya, parkiya and samanya. 
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svadhinpatrka, utkala, vaskasajja, Ae (nasak] Skt adj destructive, ruinous. 
abhrssdhrta, kalhdtrrta, khddrta, 2 See afr. 
prosztpreyasi and vipralbadha. 6 vocative, 
O lord! “sagal bhavan ke narka.”—gau revidas. 

wfeg {narku] See wfea 1. “tu narky sagal 
bhaun.”-var maru 2 m 5. 2 See wea 3, 
“natku ek banjare pac.”-basst kabir. ‘mind is 
headman; five evils are its traders.” 
ofee (natn), feg [narnu} v take bath, bathe. 

“gran sar narn.”~bher m 4. 2 See mfen 2. 

wifes [nazn) See afeg. 2 wife of a barber. 

ofeartoa (narrasiara] who enjoys the 
ecstasy of meditation. See axhaar. 
aml (nai) n one who pares nails and cleans 
utensils; barber. “nai udhrra sen sev.”—basst 

am 5. 2 adj renowned, famous. “vahu vahu 

sacepatrsah, tu saci nai.”—var ram I m 3. 
3 by reciting His Name, through meditation. 

“tirath athsathz mejanu nai.”—mala m 4. 4 in 
the names. “juthr na Sni juthr na nai.”-var 
sarm//. Impurity of names has been accepted 
in the religious scriptures of the Hindus. See 

4B a3 § 9. Sby bowing. “turak mue szru nai.” 
~sor kabir. 6 A (ft messenger of death. 

‘areb? [naie] should bathe, should take bath. 
2 name is. “tek tero tku naie.”-bzla m 5. 
we [nae] took bath, bathed. “satsSgatr pag nae 
dhurz.”-sar m 4, ‘bathed in the dust of the 

feet of the saints.’ 2 via the name, by reciting 

the name. “sabh sukh hart ke nae.”-gau m 5. 

3 figure 9. “no nae ekasih.”—BG. 4 subdued, 

made to bow. 
(nas) Skt ae vr snore, make a jarring sound 
while breathing. 2 7 nostril, nose. 3 Skt a, 

destruction, devastation. 4 when used as a 

suffix, it gives the meaning of removal or 

destruction as - “bhe bh3jan agh dukhnas.” 

-bavan. “he parbraham abrnasi aghnas.” 

~bavan. § A vt human being, man. 6 angel. 

7 Pom destruction, wailing, lamentation. 
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wre (naska] See mfirar. 
was" [nasta] P Sy or tt m empty stomach. 
2 breakfast; light food taken in the morning. 

wats (nasatr) Skt why does not exist. “dutia 
nasatz, tku rahra somaz.”—bher m 5. 2 not 
existing, not living. “asatr nasatz eko nau.” 

var ram J m 1.3 short for wAfsa. 
wafsa [nasatrk] See ofa. 
wns [nasan] Ske was n act of destroying. 

“nasan bhajan thake.”—dhana m 5. 2 See aA". 

‘wast [nasni] n which has destructive effect, 
poison, venom. 

ammurat {naspati] T Jt n a pear L pyrus 
communis. “naspati khati tebnaspati khati 
hé.”—bhusan. 

ws (naspal] P Jit n peel of pomegranate, 
its latent effect is dry and cold’. It causes 
constipation. It strengthens gums and removes 
swelling, Washing pile-warts with its water 

gives relief from pain. 
ores (nasvan], SARS [nasvst] adj mortal, 
perishable. 
‘wr [nasa] Skt n nostril, nose. 2 hole of the 
nose, 
wag [nasagr] 1 tip of the nose. 
wwAYY ([nasaburu] P ,¢+t adj not stable, not 

content, dissatisfied. “nasaburu hove phzrz 
mige.”=basstam /. 
wfita [nasth] 4 £y adj who gives advice. 
‘orfiner [nask) Skt afec adj related to the nose, 
produced from the nose. 2 » gods Ashwini 
kumar who took birth from the nose of a mare, 

3 a region in south India. 4 a town near 
Bombay in the region of Nasik; it is district 

headquarters, 107 miles away from Bombay. 
River Godavri rises near this town. In this town 
TAaccording to the Greeks, the peel ofa sweet pomegranade 
is cold and moist and that of a sour one is cold and dry. 
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stands the famous temple dedicated to Shiv. 

Kumbbh fair is celeberated at this place with 
great enthusiasm, Panchvati, where 

Lachhman chopped the nose of Sarupnakha, 

is situated on the left side of Godavri. 
orfrar Inastka) Skt n nose. 

fre [nasrky) See wha. 
‘fina (naszy] adj destructive, ruinous. “sarab 
nasty he.”—japu, 2 See 3A. 
wie [naszr] A yt afe, helper. 
wire wt [naszr ali] He was a tyrannical 

military commander of Jalandhar who burnt 

Thurnh Sahib in Kartarpur and set the city on 
fire. 

wig dis [nastruddin] fit adj advocate 
of religion. 2 n Nasirudin Mehmood the 
emporer of Delhi belonged to Gulam (Slave) 
dynasty; who ruled over the country from 1246 

to 1266. See yrmiat @ mas feo on a: 8. 
3 Emperor of Delhi related to Tughlaq dynasty. 

He was enthroned in 1390 and ruled till 1394. 
See yeast & x93 fea aH: 19. 4 at several 
places, Nasir Ali is shown as Nasirudin. See 

arte eh. 
arHft [nasi] Sk “IRE adj destructible, perishable. 
2 ran away, fled, See Az". 
‘Ys (nasur] A ,,7 or, 7 a festering wound, 
carbuncle. 

arty Inastr] Skt 3-nifiy it is not. “dra suct 
nastt.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 

‘rfigar [nastrk] Skt a person who does not 
believe in God; one who does not accept the 
existence of the Divine and the other world; 
atheist. 

awfyas" [nastrkta] n atheism. 
iMany references are found on the pages which are 
altatched in the beginning and at the end of the copy of 
Guru Granth Sahib which is kept al Kartarpur. One of 

them is this note: “Kartarpur was set on fire in Samumat 
1814" 
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WHA [nasya] Skt adj which is related to the 
nose. 2 produced from the nose, 3 7 string 

put through the nose, nose-string, nose-bar. 

4 Skt waa adj perishable, destructible. 

‘we [nah] n lord, master, husband. (See 500). 
“jrnz nah nirdterx bhagatr na kini.”-suhi 
ravidas. 2 part no, not. “trn ko jam dar nah.” 
-GPS. 3 n refusal, denial, disavowal. “karo 

nah, ke Sgikaro.”-saloh. 
‘ata [nah] See a7 3. 

Bran Inahok] adv aimlessly, meaningless, 
purposelessly. “nahak ti bharmi man me.” 

~krisan. 

BE [nahan], 705 [nahan} part word indicating 
prohibition, negation. “nahan gun nahant 
kachu bidra.”=ram m 9. 2 na hill state 

adjoining Ambala, also known as Sirmaur. 
Guru Gobind Singh came from Paonta and 

stayed here several days swayed by the 
devotion shown by raja Medni Prakash. The 
gurdwara is situated near the Parade. Fifteen 
Tupees per annum are paid by the state for 

buming incense. The priest is a Sikh. Nahan 

is at a distance of thirty-seven miles to the 

north of railway station Barara. Nahan town 

was founded by raja Karam Prakash in 1621 
AD. It is at a height of 3207 feet from the sea 

level. See Rfemtyarn. 

wafs [nahanr] See sua 1. 

wae {naharl 7 (J - ¥) lion, tiger. 2 hyena, 
tiger. 3 a branch of Lodi Pathans, settled 

especially in Dera Gazi Khan. 4 short for 

Nahar Khan. See stad Mm. 
agoffty (naharstgh] a soldier of Guru Gobind 

Singh who was assigned the custody of 
Lohgarh fort, during the battle of Anandpur. 

woes (naharxan) a Pathan of Maler and 

brother of Nusrat Khan and Vali Mohammad 
Khan, who fought against Guru Gobind Singh 

in the battles of Anandpur and Chamkaur on 
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the orders of Wazir Khan, governor of Sirhind. 
“cu didam kx nahar byamad bajsg.”jafar. 
‘woe [naharnakha) n weapon of the shape 
ofa lion’s nail. It is kept in the waistband, and 
used during a scuffle with the enemy. See RF. 
‘fa [nahz}, 3a (nahr] partno, not. 2. master, 
husband, “tako nahz nahz kachu pave.” 
~carrtr 34. 3 adv after bathing, after having 

taken a bath. “ahrnrsz kasmal dhovahr 
nahz.”-gau-kabir var 7. 
fos [nahrt] adv otherwise; else. “nahzt pahi 
pahz.”—var majh m J. 

‘ofan (nahrn] See ade 1. “nahn gununahin 
kachu japu tapu:”—jet m 9. 

weft [nahi] part no, not. “nahi brn harrnau 
sarabsidhz.”—prabha m 5. 2 taking bath, 

bathing. “baharr kahe nahi?”—ram m /.3 A 

ust which prohibits; who creates an obstacle; 

obstructionist. “nahi dekhz na bhajie, param 

sianap eh.”-gau bavan kabir. ‘not to go back 
on seeing the antagonists.’ 4 Dg n navel, 
umblicus. 

wg (nahv] » lord, master. “hart jiv nahu 
milra.”=ram ruti m 5. 

‘wer [nak] Skt n 5-nte where there is no wet 
(suffering) - heaven, 2 sky. 3 Skt nose. 

“nakahz brna, na sohe batisalakhna.”—bher 

namdev, 4 Skraa alligator. “nakahz te prabhu 

rakhlayo he.”—krrsan. ‘The elephant was 
saved from the alligator.’ 5 P _/t suf filled; 
full; it is used as suffix like —xofnak, Gamnak. 

WOM (nakas] P _“; adj fallen from the status 
of aH (man). 2 cowardly, timid. 3 worthless, 

mean. 4 having head bent downward with 
feeling of shame or regret. 5 See sf. 
wand (naksar] be fed up. “avat jat naksar 
hoi.””-god kabir. 
wad [nakah] 4 7 female camel; she-camel. 

‘wees [nakcar] god who moves in the wa (sky). 

2 sun. 3 bird. 
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waeye” [nakadxuda] P iy not married; 
bachelor; maid. 

wendt (naknati] n dancer from #7 (heaven); 

nymph. 
araenft [naknadi) milky way. 
were (naknath] Indar. See wa ufs, 
weal (naknari] nymph, fairy. 
sreufs [nakpatz] 1 lord of heaven, Indar. 
war [nak] m narrow passage through a 

mountain; narrow passway in a valley. 

wared [nakalay], werd [nakale], ware (nakale] 
n one who belongs to heaven - Ganges. 
-sanama. 2 milky way. 3 god. 
afar (nakzs] A. adj worthless, useless. 
2 unintelligent, inefficient. 3 incomplete, 

defective. 4 See wan. 
‘eft (naki] n farmer who irrigates the field by 

changing water course from one subdivision 
of the field to another. 2 alligator. “nagardg 
naki tagard8g tal5."-ramav. ‘like an alligator 
in a pond.’ 3 Skt “If adj which is related to 
heaven. 4 7 god. 

wg [naku] See wa. 2 Skt mound raised by 
white ants. 

WAR (nakes], TAYT (nakesvarl Indar. See 
waufs, 
wet] [nakid) Py; 1 male foal, young horse. 

aA [naksatr mas] See wegt HoT. 
ay (nakh] Skt refutation. “nahi vak nakha.” 

-GPS. 2 breach. “nakh cale jamna.”—-krrsan. 

3 P Zt navel, umblicus. 4 pears grown in 
Kashmir and Kabul, 

‘ame [naxac] metathesis of 3'EU. See STEM, 
weg [nakhat) trespassing, crossing. “nakhat 

des nadi pur stdar.”-GV 10. 
‘nee (nakhna) v refute, violate. “badd ki sikh 

nakhte na seva brkhe gakhte.”-GPS, “nzjnzj 
dharam naran sabh nakha,”—NP. 2 cross over. 
mw [nakha), of [nakhi] See UR, 
aya [naxun), Ys (naxun] P ¢/t 7 nail. 
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wa [nag] Skt n elephant. “arur te asv rath 

nagah.”-sahas m 5. “guruvac 5kus, nag 
man.”-NP. 2 snake, cobra. “pacchz pasu nag 
nag naradhrp.”—akal. 3 a type of air in the 
body that is supposed to cause belching. “nag 

or kuram krrkal devdatt lakho.”-NP. See 

zemye. 4 descendants of Kashyap born to 

Kadru who initiated Nag family; kings of this 
dynasty were annihilated by Janmeja. 
According to the historians, Nag dynasty is 
affliate of Shak dynasty. At the time of 

Alexander’s invasion on India, the raja of Nag, 
dynasty was ruling over Takshila who kept 

huge snakes and those were daily worshipped. 
5 vermillion. 6 river. See arya. 

ata [ng] adj naked, bare. “nag stdharahu.” 
~saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 
waget (nagauri) See aaiet. 
wart [nag-ha] P yyift adv unexpectedly, 
suddenly. 
wage [nagkull, saaet [nagkuli] Nag dynasty. 
Many books have referred to eight Nag 
dynasties and several others to nine. Per 

reference in Varah Puran the snakes in 
existence before Kashyap, got the name of 
Nag dynasty. “juryo ast kul nag apara.” 

-saloh. Forefathers of eight dynasties 

mentioned in Purans are ~ an3t, vasukz, k3bal, 

kxako}, padam, mahapadam, skh, and kulrk. 
Many have added taksak to raise the number 

of dynasties from eight to nine. 
‘wrarya [nagcuy) » Lord Shiv who keeps snakes 
on his head. He has snakes rolling round the 

knot of his hair, 
ware (nagjhar] Dg opium. 
‘wart (nagni), safe [nagnz] female of cobra 
or snake. “naganz hova dhar vasi."-gou m 1. 
2 pike. 3 See wart 2. 

‘wart [nagni] female serpent. See wars, “mara 
hoi nagni.” 2 army of elephants.-sanama. 
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‘wrarenat [nagdamni), sara [nagdon] a herb 
which is regarded antivenom. L artemisia 
vulgaris. See saat. 
ware [nagnath], warfs {nagpatz) mythical 
snake, 2 an elephant named Airavat. 3 king 
having elephants. 

sre [nagpas]  noose-rope which 
resembles a snake. 2 weapon of Varun with 
which he used to tie his enemies. 3 a magical 
text, according to Purans, which was chanted 

to tie the enemy in a noose of snakes. To 
escape it, a magical text known as goruramstar 

had to be recited. 
wafyset ferat (nagprtni rsniJ-sanama. 
army, military, See Rausaet ferat. 
‘ways (nagpur] See aysYs. 2 main town of 
central India which is Governor’s residence. 
It is at a distance of 520 miles from Bombay 

and 701 miles from Calcutta by rail. Situated 

as it is on the bank of river Nag, it was named 

as Nagpur. This town was founded in the 
eighteenth century by Raja Bakhatbaland. It 
is popular for its sweet oranges. 

Guru Gobind Singh stayed here for some 

time while he was on his way to Nanded. 

wantert [nagpScomil fifth day of the bright 
fortnight in the month of Sawan. The Hindus 

worship snakes on this day. In Varah Puran, it 

is held that Brahma blessed the snakes with a 

boon. 

waren (nagphas) See sana, 
warés [nagphen] opium. See »fues and 
ueeshina, 
warrat (nagbani] m language of the people 
belonging to Nag lineage. See 3aa. “kahé nag 
bani.”-akal. See was". 

rarities (nagbelx) Skt sraréat n betel creeper. 
2 Bhai Santokh has termed the betel-leaf also 
as nagbel. “nagbel nrzp kin agare.”~-GPS. 
wardn [nagb3s] See ware. 
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wardrt [nagb3si] born in Nag lineage. 2 a 
community living in the region of Chhota 
Nagpur,' whose members claim to be 
descendants of Pundrik, a snake. 
‘wasw (nagbhasa], sas" [nagbhakha] See 
orarmat, Tibetans call their language Nag 
Bhasha. 

‘rans [nagmata] na magical text to be recited 
to remove the poison of snakebite. 2 See 

BOs. 

wanfs (nagmanz) gem supposed to develop 
in the head of a snake. See efmnfs. 

‘wans' [nagmata] mother of snakes, Kadru, 
2 Sursa. 3 goddess Mansa. 
want (nagmedh] n a fire-ritual in which an 
elephant is offered in sacrifice. “nagmedh khat 

yagy karae."-ramav. 2 fire-titual performed 
by Janmejya in which snakes were burnt in 

the sacred fire. 
Was [nagar] Skt adj citizen. “nagar jana! meri 
jatz brkhrat cSmar3.”-mala ravidas. 
2 intelligent, civilized, expert. “udharv hart 
nagar!”"-suhi am 5.3 Dhanvantri, who was 

very intelligent. “kalpataru stkhari su nagar 
nadice nath3."-dhana trrlocan. 4 dried 

ginger. 5 caste of Brahmans in Gujarat. 6 3- 
wg adj not better than. “nen nagri ke hve 

nagar.”-GPS. ‘eyes of a beautiful woman 

cannot be more beautiful - means they are 

inferior.’ 7 nagar has also been used to 
express the meaning of superior, excellent. 
“tuti nagar laju.”-s kabir. ‘excellent rope of 

life has been broken.’ 
wamaat (nagarkotr) See wget. 
wareefe (nagarbelz) See warts. 
‘ararete [nagarmotha} Skt samy n a kind of 
grass having fragrant knot in the root. It 
TA region in Bengal, its main (own is Ranchi. 13 towns 
and 23876 villages fall in this region; its population is 
4628792. 
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flourishes in the summer Z cyperus pertenuis, 

wrarar (nagra) Skt wardt smart lady. “nagra ke 
nen hé.”=ramav. 2 a village in Patiala state 

district Sunam, tehsil Bhawanigarh under 
police station Bhawanigarh. A shrine in 

memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands at this 

place. The Guru came here from Gagguwala. 

At some time this shrine was of concrete but 
now only a small boundary wall remains; rest 
of the building has collapsed. It is ten miles 
away to the north-east from railway station 

Sunam. 

waren (nagraj] n king of snakes. 2 King of 
elephants—Airawat. 3 See sam. 
wafe (nagarz] n lion, enemy of elephants. 
2 See wart. 
wafay {nagarrpu] 1 enemy of snakes; a bird 
called garur (blue jay). “nag nagrzpu dev 
sabh.”-VN. 2 Janmejya. 3 lion, enemy of 

elephants. 
wadt (nagari] Skt adj of the town. 2 a smart 
lady. “c3c5l1 mano nagri nen."-GPS. 

3 language and script of the town-dwellers. 
See devant. 
wang (naglu], aang (naglu] Rajput descendants 
of Chuhamia, sons of Sangharchand, raja of 

Kahalur, who are also called Naglu. “cole naglu. 

paglu vedrols.”-VN. 
wanda [naglok] Skt n netherworld, the dwelling 
place of snakes. 

wards (nagvss] lineage of snake-worshipping 
Khatris. See gaa, 3 See age. 

waaget [nagarbudi) 3-»gq-e fa group of 
foolish persons who lack in intelligence to 
foresee the ultimate consquences. 2 sense — 
a body of mean persons. “or nagarbudi di kya 
gall.”-PPP. 
ota (nagra), War [naga], Hier [naga] adj 
without clothes; naked. “baba nagra aza jag 

mahr."-vad m J alahni, “bahurz jasi naga.” 
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-srim1 pahre.3T zn obstacle, obstruction. 
4 absence, state of not being present. “ahr 

nis ek agzan su naga.”-sri beni. 5 fast. 
wat [naga] snakes. “nagé mrrg& machia.” 
-var mala m 1, 

warg [nagah) P jf, adv suddenly, 

unexpectedly. 

watsa (nagétak] Skt n garur (blue jay) the 
killer of snakes. 2 peacock. 3 Janmejya. 4 lion 
that kills elephants, 
warfe [nagadr] Sheshnag etc. “nagadr 
bhuySgam.”-soveyem I ke. 
wardas (nagapattan), wardes (nagabsdarl a 
famous port in district Tanjore in Madras 
region, which has been referred to as 

‘Nagpattan in Hagikat Rah Mukam Shibhnabhi 

Raje ki and Guru Nanak Prakash, is a big 
centre of trade with Sri Lanka and Burma. 
Britishers got it from the Dutch government 

in 1781 AD. 

worfs (bagarr] See wafay. 
ofa (nagrn], afart (nagrni] female cobra, 
female serpent. 2 illusory world, Maya. 

weft (nagi] adj naked. “pranvat nanak nagi 
dajhe.”-gav m J. ‘The corpse burns naked.’ 
2 to the snakes, “m3tri hor athuhza, nagi loge 
jaz.”-var majh m 2. ‘One should undertake a 
work only with full comprehension of one’s 
knowledge and ability.” 3 Ske “If adj living 
with snakes. 4 Shiv. 
was [nagun] Skt fra'z without the three 
attributes of the material world i.e. virtue, 

emotion and vice; the ultimate reality. “nagun 
te pun sagun te guru ke mat me vad nam 
pachano.”-NP. ‘than one without attributes 
and one endowed with attributes.’ 

‘srt (nage) naked, without clothes on. “nage 
avano nage jana.”-bher kabir. 2 plural form 
of naga (naked one), naked persons. 
‘wan [nages] lord of snakes; Shesh Nag, a 
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mythical snake. 2 Airavat, the elephant. 3 a 

raja who has elephants. 
rat aft Hof (nage ki saraz] See H3 & Hote, 
wat'g [nagédr] king of serpents; Shesh Nag, a 
mythical serpent. 2 king of elephants, Airavat. 
3a rich man owning elephants. 

‘Wate [nagor], at (nagori] See vaig and watt, 
wadet (nagrkoti] n goddess of Nagarkot 
(Kangra), Jwalamukhi. “namo nagr-koti.” 

cdi 2. 

‘us [naghan], Stuer (naghna] v trespass, pass 

through, cross. “pth vrkham ko naghat ae.” 

-GPS. 

‘BPW [nac} n dance, dancing. Pkt Zu. “nac re 
man, guru ke age."-guja m3. 

‘Bran [nacax] P % 7 a spear with two points. 

“nacakh baneti j5g darun."-saloh. 2 small 
spear. See RAZ. 

‘wee [nacan]), Eo" [nacna], 7G [nacenu) v 
dance, move body parts in accordance with 

the rhythm and tune. 2 toy, puppet. “nacat he 
nacan so.”-akal. 3 female dancer; woman 

who dances, a dancing woman, that is — Maya, 
the illusory world. “harr harz nacéti nacna.” 

—dhana namdev. 4 a dancer. “nacanu soz ju 
many stu nace.”-g5d kabir. 
wea [nacab] n dancing, dance. “bhupatr ko 

nacab sukh ayo.”-gyan. 
wes [nacar] P st adjhelpless, without helper. 

2 See sag, 

ardla [naciz] P zt adj insignificant; trifling; of 
low rank. 2 worthless, useless. 
wy [nacukh] See see, 
‘wfda [nachna] S adj undivided, unbroken. 

aH (naj) See wy. 2 P jt” affection, love. 
3 affectation, mannerism, coquetry. 

‘wae [nazdan) P .y,;t adj given to love and 
affection. 2 knowing mannerisms. 

aul [nazni] P 7 3t adjdear, darling. 2 lovable, 
sweetheart. 3 amiable, favourite. 
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‘HM [najom] See ofrH. 
‘BAB [najar], SHY [najaru] A Jt adj one who 

sees and takes notice; observer. “sad hajurz 

hajeru he najerv.”—maru m5. 2n superintendent, 
supervisor. 

wat [nazi] P wt adj loving. 
afi (najzm) A *t adj appointed to control 
the affairs; manager. 2 n person who manages 
the public affairs of a district or a country; 
administrator. 3 person who composes a 
poem; a poet. 
whee (nazz!) A V3, adj downcast. 2 coming 
down, descending. 3 inferior, substandard. 

3G [naju] n foodgrain, cereals. “man das naju, 
foka car githi,”-sar kabir. “nana brdhz ko 
naju.”-s kabir. x 
‘wea [nazuk] P _/5¢ adjsoft, smooth, sensitive. 
2 thin, fine. 3 dangerous, as “zamana veda 

nazuk he.” 

we [nat] Skt nm dance, dancing. 2 mimicry. 
“sukh nahi pekhe nzrat nate.”-bher m 5. 
wea [natak] Sit n person who ridicules by 

imitating; mimic. 2 presentation of an event 
through facial expressions, dress and dialogue 

and talk. 3 play in which a story is written in 
such an excellent style that it can be stage 

the theatre artfully by the actors. 4a mountain 
near Kamakhya. 

wean (nataksala] n a building for the 

performance of plays; theatre. 

wear (natka] See afear, 
‘eet [na{ni] n woman who takes part in plays; 

actress, “natni nrrpanz nrrtanz bakhanie.” 

~carrtr 264. 
‘wer [nata] performed dance; danced. “brnu 
res rate man bahv nata.”-gav a m J. 2 who 

has backed out of his promise; who has 

repudiated. 3 short-statured. 
wea (natrk] See wea 3. “nat natrk akhare 
gata.”-gau m 5, 2 Skt wfsat pulse, vein. 
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“bedak natrk dekhr bholane, me hrrde manz 
tanr prempir lageia.”—bzla am 4. ‘physicians 

misunderstood after feeling the pulse while I 
felt parigs in my heart.’ 
fea [natrka] pulse, vein. See fea 2. 
‘wet (nati) adj short-statured (lady). 

we [nate] See ae, 
wea [naty] Skt n work of an actor. 2 dance, 
vocal music, instrumental music, dancing, 

singing and playing musica! instruments. 

3 mimicry. 

‘wo (natha] ran, fled. “chutke nahi natha.” 

—maru m5, 2 destroyed, ruined, 
Wet [nathi] ran, fled (female). See 38a". 2 Sn 

~ son-in-law. 3 guest. “ajrailu pharesta, ke ghart 
nathi aju?"-s farid. ‘will be guest of which 

house today?” 
awrotwat (nathiaral, aor [nathia] adj 
destructible, perishable. 2 m runner, messenger. 
3 guest. See wet 2 and 3. “dhanu jobanu aru 
phulra nathiare din carz.”~srim /. ‘guest for 
a few days.’ “sath lade trn nathia.”—maru a 
mil. 
wqaw (nathigra] walker, three wheeled 
frame used to help children walk. “nararn lara 
nathdgra per krthe rekhe?”-gau var J m 5. 
‘How can a child (ignorant person) take steps 

when his walker (support) has been snatched 

by the Creator.’ 

we (nada} a village in Patiala state, tehsil 

Rajpura under police station Pinjore, which is 
at a distance of four miles from Chandigarh 
railway station towards the south-east; a shrine 

in memory of the tenth Master stands near 

this village. 
we (nat] See war. “bacan neh ke nat.”—carztr 

21.2 bathing. See 7. 
‘waa [nator], 73g [naterv] otherwise. See 73g. 
“pataru khara rrsehe raz.”—gau kabir. 
wat (natva] P .u7t adj weak, teeble, infirm. 
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3" [nata] n relation, kinship. “asan basandhan 
dham kahd me na dekhyo, jeso gurstkkh 
sadhusSgatz ko nata he.”-BGK. 2 Skt 7S adj 
having taken a bath, bathed. “sadhudhuri 

nata.”-dev m 5. “nata dhota thar na pai.” 
-majh a m 3. 

wig [natrk) A (pt adj speaker. 
wfse get [natrk hukam) order dictated by 
an officer; decision announced by the holder 
of the court, 

‘edt {nati} Skt ys" adj having taken bath. “nati 
dhoti sSb-hi.”-s farid. 2 n relative, related 

person. “nati sabh nrj nrkat bulae.”-GPS. 
3 Skt afy great grandson’s son, grandson of 
daughter’s son. “rku lakh put sava Jakhu 

nati.”-asa kabir. 

WI [natra] relation, relationship. See 73 1. 
“so hart bic ahiran ke kar bekahu kotak kin su 
natra.”—krrsan. 
3 (nath] Skt *Te{ vr be powerful, be the lord, 
desire help. 2 lord, master. “nath! kachua 

na janav.”-jet ravrdas. 3 title of the chief of 
yogis.' See ow ara. 4 husband. 5 nose-string. 

6 an ornament for ladies to put on the nose, 
nose-ring. “deh jrbayas parke nath.”—GPS. 
wagos [ndthanhara] adj strong enough to 
pass a string through someone's nose. 

2 having power to curb; capable of having 
contro! over. “td nathaé nathanhara.”—mala 

ml. 

‘weer [nathna] v make a hole in the nose and 
pass a string through it. 2 have a control over. 
3 discipline. 
we ue (nath parana] See years. “sevak 
thakur nathparana.”-suhi cht m 5. 
tr (nathi) n lordship, supremacy. “apr nathu 
nathi sab jaki."-japu. 2 lord’s position. 3 Skt 
wife adj who has the support and protection 
TAccording to many scholars, the origin of the title Nath 
‘was from a yogi named Nath. 
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of some lord. 4 a7et [nathi] also means 

controlled and curbed. 
‘we [nad] (See ag vr) Skt n word, sound. “nad 
kurdkahr bedhra.”-var jet. Scholars have 

classified sound into two types: one is tuneful 

sound like that of a bell, kettledrum etc, the other 

is sound in the form of letters as the language 
spoken by human beings. Some scholars have 
described three types of sound, one that is 

produced by living beings. The second type of 
sound which is produced by inanimate things 

like the tune of Indian lute; the third type of 

sound is possible as of the flute, trumpet etc. 

2 sound like that of yogis’ hom etc. “ghatr ghatz 
vajahz nad.”-japu. 3 conch-shell. “tzn gharz 
brahman purehi nad.”—var asa. 4 art of music, 

music. “gurmukhr nad bed bicaru.”—maru 

solhe m 3, 5 in Nighanty, it means praiseworthy. 
6 according to musciology what is produced 
from the union of a (breath) and ¥ (fire of the 
body) is are (sound). It exists at three places, 

heart, throat and forehead. In the heart it is 

called mdr, in the throat its name is madhyam; 

and in the forehead it is #9 [tar]. 7 See »imaz 

oR. 
welts (nadaun] See wea. 
wens (nadsat] See AE 14 and ters. 
we afes [nad kavzt] music and literature, 
singing and poetry. “tah harrjasu gavahr nad 

kavrt.”—dhana m 5. 

wefifg [nadbfdu) Ski wef€z According to 
yog, nadvitdy means echo in the form of 
waves, produced from the sound; continuous 

echo produced from many types of sounds in 
the tenth opening, in the pleasure of which, 
the yogi remains absorbed. 

According to Sikh religion ‘nadbtdu’ 

means always to nfeditate upon the teachings 

of the Guru. “nadabfdu ki suratr samar.” 

~asa m /. 2 See are fief. 3 According to 
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musicology, raising the voice to the peak and 
making it stay without a break is called 
‘nadvfdu’. 4 Per Bhagwat Puran the energy 
originated from the Almighty, it produced 
sound, and sound gave rise to echo (symbolic 
syllable Om). 5 an Upnishad. 

‘rete [nadbed] music and spiritual knowledge. 
“gurmukhz nad bed bicar.”-odkar. 
‘BRN (nadam| See afer. 
wea (nadar] See afea. 

Seana (nadarsah] See sfeara. 

wreee [nadvan} See ae. 

wefég [nadvtdu] See wefig. 
wee [nadan] P cyt adj ignorant, knowing little. 
orfea [nadrn] An ignorant scribe has spelled 
nadini as nadrn in the 809" verse of 

Shastarnam mala; earth on which rivers flow. 

2 Skt TR adj making a noise. 
wfen (nadrm] A (ot adj ashamed: its plural is 
fen. 
ofea (nadzr} 4 ,,¢ adj wonderful, marvellous. 
wfewra [nadrrsah} ,,,¢ Nadir (Tahmasap) 
Kuli Khan. a poor shepherd, son of a coolie 

named Imam, he was bom at Khurasan in 1687, 
and ascended the throne of Persia by abolishing 

the rule of the Safvi dynasty with his valour 

and intellectual power in 1736. Afterwards he 
conquered Kabul and Kandhar and then 
invaded India in 1739 (Sammat 1796). After 

winning the battle of Kamal he reached Delhi 

plundering and killing the people of the region. 
Mohammad Shah the emperor of Delhi fought 

against him but was defeated after a brief 
skirmish, and compromised with Nadir and 

welcomed him to the fort. A hemp-addict 

person resident of Delhi spread a rumour that 
Nadir had been killed in the fort. On this, the 

people of Delhi killed several soldiers of Nadir. 
Hearing this, Nadir drew his sword came to 
the golden mosque and gave order for the 
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massacre of the people. Several thousand 
persons were butchered in the carnage that 
continued for nine hours.' With a great effort 
Nadir could be persuade to sheathe his sword”, 
after which the carnage stopped. 

Nadir Shah moved to [ran from Delhi 

taking Peacock throne, Kohinoor diamond and 

unlimited wealth with him, but the Sikhs caused 
alot of trouble for him by making raids on his 
army and in large scale siezing the booty. 

Returning from India, Nadir annexed into 

Iran parts of Afganistan to the west of river 

Sindh. 
Nadir Shah was killed by a man from his 

own community on 20" June, 1747 (Sammat 

1804) near Kuchan while he was sleeping in 
his camp. His tomb is situated in Mash-had. 
wfemrdt [nad zrsahi] n barbarity like that of 
Nadir Shah; plundering; coercion; attrocity; 
tyranny as committed by Nadir Shah. See 

wfears. 
ofew Hite (nadzr siyar] A 4st adj having 
queer temperament; having strange habits. 

‘art (nadi] Skt “eq adj producing sound. 27 
disciple; whose relation with the mentor as a 

son develops through the former’s teachings. 
“padi bedi sabdi moni jam ke pate ITkhaza.” 
~sor kabir. ‘disciple, teacher, religious debater 

and the tacitum all are registered with Yam.” 

3 one who performs hymn singing: musician. 
4A assembly, gathering. 

‘sieht [ni] Skt n dignity, prosperity. 2 worship 
of the deity at the beginning of a play, praise 
sung before commencement of a play, which 

pleases the gods, that is why it has been 
named (nadi). Bharatmuni, a musicologist, has 
}Some writers have written that one and ahalf lac people 
were killed, butit is an exaggeration. 
*From this event the term ‘Nadir Shahi katalam’ 
(massacre) has originated’. 
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composed ten stanzas in praise of the deity, 

3 pleasure, happiness. 

arébor [nadia] Shs fe n bull used by Shiv as 
conveyance. See aHag. 

arft fifet [nadi bidil, at et [nadi bedi] 
disciple and progeny. See vt and filet mae. 
aidhye [nddimukh] Skt n according to the 
Hindu scriptures an act of devotion performed 

for prosperity, also called Vriddhi Shradh. Itis 

performed at the time of birth, marriage, or 

inauguration of a new house.' 2 a devotional 

feast given to Brahmans for the happiness of 
progeny. Bhai Santokh Singh has called this 
ceremony Nandimukh, - “‘ndimukh3 graddh 

kervayo. vedan vrdhx jrmr vrpr batayo.” 
-NP. 3 a lid for a well. 

‘ez [nader] See vfusenars. 
wz [nadon], 7s [nadon) old capital of 
Katoch Rajputs in district Kangra, tehsil 

Hamirpur, under police station Jwalaji. Itis 20 
miles away from Kangra to the south-east and 

situated on the bank of river Vipash (Bias). A 
shrine dedicated to Guru Gobind Singh is 

situated to the west of this town near Vipash; 
the priest is a Sikh. Sixty rupees per annum 

are offered by Nabha State for the 

maintenance of the shrine. Six peepul trees 
standing from the time of the Guru are still in 
the premises of the shrine. 

It has been described in the ninth chapter 

of Vichitar Natak that the tribute was not paid 
by the hill chiefs. So Aurangzeb sent his 

military commander Mian Khan towards the 

their states. Mian Khem himself went towards 
Jammu and sent his nephew Alaf Khan 

towards Nadaun; this is why Bhim Chand, raja 

of Kahlur, asked Guru Gobind Singh for help. 

The battle of Nadaun was fought towards the 
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end of Sammat 1747 in which Alaf Khan fled 
away after suffering a defeat. 

aur [nadha] See 4a, 

‘ors [nan] Skt Fre n bath. “tirath nan daya dam 
dan.”-akal. 2 less, inferior, iow, mean, “kra 
ham kiram nan nrk kire.”-dhana m 4.3 See 
ay". 4 P yt naan or nan. 

‘wea [nanak] the name of the Lord Guru Nanak, 
interpreted by the scholars as one who is 

without diversity (non dual). Bhai Santokh has 
explained in Guru Nanak Prakash— 

prak jo nakar na puman abhrdhan jan 
tahd te akar le anak pun tin he, 

dusre nakar te ntkarke akar Tk 

bhayo “an ak” car varan su kin he, 

ak nam dukkh ko vrdzt he jagat madhy 
jahf nar nahi dukkh sada sukh lin he, 

eso Th nanak ke nam ko arath cin 
saccrd and nzt bhagat adhin he? 

See wave Afsgg. 2 nine manifestations of 
Guru Nanak Dev - from the second to the 

tenth Master - who are also known as 
Nanak. 3 adj pertaining to maternal 

grandfather; of maternal grandfather. 4 n 
family of maternal grandfather. “nanak dadak 
nav na koi.”-BG. 
GARG [nanaksar} a pond which was got dug, 
by Rai Bular at Nanakiana and was dedicated 

to Guru Nanak. The sixth Master did stay here 

when he visited Nanakiana. 2 a shrine in 

memory of Guru Nanak Dev to the north-west 

of the houses of Digga village in district Gujarat 
tehsil Kharian. A pond exists in the vicinity of 

the shrine. The building of the shrine is small in 

size; seven kanals of land is owned by the holy 
place. The priest is a Sikh belonging to the 
Udasi sect. It is situated at a distance of three/ 
fourth of a mile from Digga railway station. 

wormn qa Rraey way aa tere... 

artqal faepret qorde sat TE.”-sraddhtatv. 
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3 aholy place relating to Guru Nanak at a 
distance of three/fourth of a mile to the south 
of Harappa village in district Montgomery, 
under police station Harappa. An elegant 

shrine has been built at this place. A number 

of residential houses also exist near the shrine. 
Ten ghumaons of land is owned by the 
gurdwara. A congregation alongwith fair is 
held on the first three days of Chetar. Priests 
are Sikhs. The place is three and a half miles 

away to the west from Harappa railway 
station. 

4 There is a village named Sahowal, in 

district and tehsil Sialkot under police station 
‘Sambharial, three miles away to the south-west 

from railway station Ugoki. A shrine relating 
to Guru Nanak Dev is situated at a distance 
of two furlongs to the south of this village. 

‘The true Master came here from Sialkot and 
Stayed at this place for seven days. At that 
time a pond spreading over twenty-five 
ghumaons existed here. This shrine has also . 

been built in the pond; the priest is an Udasi 
Sikh. No fief or land has been offered to the 

shrine, 
5 There is a village and railway station 

Verka in district and tehsil Amritsar. A shrine 

relating to Guru Nanak Dev is situated near 

this village in the western direction. The Guru 

stayed at this place while going from Nankiana 
to Batala. A small pond has been built on the 

eastern side of the shrine. The building of this 
holy place is very elegant. It has been got built 
by Bhai Waryam Singh with the help of Sikh 
devotees. People of the village show great 

reverence for the sacred place, Hymn-singing 
is performed daily. Only five vighas of land is 
owned by the gurdwara. 

6 There is a village named Ha!:impur 

in district Jalandhar tehsit Nawan Shahar 
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under police station Banga. This village is 
five miles away from railway station Behram 
to the south. A shrine relating to Guru Har 

Rai stands to the north of this village at a 

distance of about two furlongs. The Guru 

camped at this place for a few days during 
his journey from Kartarpur to Kiratpur. The 
bo trees and margosa trees with which 
horses of the true Master were tethered, still 

exist there. An elegant building has been 

constructed, which was got built by 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The priest is a Sikh. 

A congregation alongwith fair is held on 

Vaisakhi day. A beautiful pond is situated to 
the east near the shrine. No land as fief has 
been offered for the maintenance of this 
shrine. It has only a compound in four 

ghumaons. It is believed that Guru Nanak 

Dev also visited this place. 

7 There is a village named Takhtupura 
in district Ferozepur, tehsil Moga, under police 
station Nihal Singh Wala. The village is 17 

miles away to the south from railway station 
Moga. To the east of this village is a holy place 

known as Nanaksar. Three shrines stand at 
this place: ~ 

(a) When Guru Nanak Dev visited this 
place, yogis, Gopichand and Bharthari, came 

and met the Guru. An inn dedicated to them is 
situated near the shrine, where ascetics reside, 

A pond is to the south of the shrine, was only 
an unlined tank at the time of the Guru. 

(b) A place relating to Guru Hargobind to 
the west of the shrine dedicated to the first 
Master is there on which only a raised platform 
is built. 

(c) Guru Gobind Singh stayed here on his 

way to Kangar. Along with his horse the Guru 

took bath in the holy pond of Nanaksar, A lofty 
shrine has been built. Residential houses are 
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also there, near this place. The priest is a Sikh. 
congregations are held on the festivals of Lohri 
and Vaisakhi. Eighty ghumaons of land has 

been donated to the shrine since the time of 
the Sikh empire. 
aroma [nanaksahi] 1 disciple of Guru 
Nanak. 2 in 1765 AD chief of the Sikhs, 
Sardar Jassa Singh Ahluwalia and others 

issued a coin of one rupee stamped with the 
name of Guru Nanak which was struck by 
the chief. This coin was continued by 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh in somewhat changed 

form.' See fifer. 
oma deed (nanak cddroday] See FINA 

arsed (nanakeSpal an evergreen tree having 
height upto seventy feet, which produces 

fragrant flowers, L pterospermum acerifolium. 
weadta [nanakchakk] See da. 
wade [nanakjhera] See faeg. 
waaew nfsay [nanakdev sattguru] Mentor 
of Sikh religion, destroyer of darkness and 

ignorance, source of light like the sun, master 

of the world, Guru Nanak was bom to mother 
Tripta in the house of Bedi Kalu Chand at Rai 

Bhoi di Talwandi (now famous as Nanakiana 
Sahib)? on the third day of bright half of 
Vaisakh (20 Vaisakh) Sammat 1526 (April 
"Maharaja Ranjit Singh issued Nanak Shahi coin on his 
‘behalf in 1800 AD for the first time. 

Ain the biography written by Bhai Bala, and in Guru 
‘Nanak Prakash, the date of birth has been recorded as 

fifteenth dey of bright half of Kattak; in all other old 

manuscripts it is third day of bright half of Vaisakh. 
Bhai Mani Singh also agrees with third day of bright 
half of Vaisakh. An old biography has been preserved in 
the house of Lale Thakur Das in village Balakot district 

Hazara, which was written on Jeth 3", Sammat 1600, 
According to this the true master was borne on the fifth 

day of bright half of Vaisakh in Sammat 1526. 
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15, 1469). 
He was sent to Gopal Pandit for learning 

Hindi in Sammat 1532, to Brij Lal Pandit for 

Sanskrit in Sammat 1535 and to Maulvi 
Kutbudin for Persian in 1539, but he, with his 
Spiritual power, made all the three teachers 

his disciples and explained to them that without 
knowing the essence of education, a learned 

man is no less tian a fool. That very year, 
according to a practice among Khatris, Kalu 
arranged for him to wear the brahmnical thread 
from Pandit Hardyal, a family priest. When 
the priest, initiating him, tried to put the sacred 
thread around his neck, the Guru refused to 

wear it. Considering it to be the bond of caste 

system, he uttered the hymns “data kapah 
sStokh sut” etc contained in Var Asa. 

The Guru always remained absorbed in 

meditating upon the Creator and took no 
interest in worldly affairs. But Baba Kalu 

was keen to get him engaged in the family 

business. Once he gave Nanak some money 

and sent him to strike a bargain. On the way, 
some scholarly ascetics met him. They were 

hungry for many days, and he gave all his 

money to provide them food items. When he 

returned, his father chided him severely. Rai 

Bular chieftain of Talwandi who had firm 

belief that Nanak Dev was a fully enlightened 

saint, was perturbed to notice this situation. 

He advised that Guru Nanak Dev be sent to 
his sister Bibi Nanki at Sultanpur so that his 
calmness might not be disturbed. Jai Ram, 
husband of Bibi Nanki came and took Guru 

Nanak along with him to Sultanpur in Sammat 
1542, where he was prevailed upon to take 

up the charge of Daulat Khan Lodi’s 

provision-store. 
Guru Nanak was married to Sulakhni, 

daughter of Mul Chand on Jeth 24%, Sammat 
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1544, who gave birth to Baba Sri Chand and 

Lakhami Das. 

The holy Master was convinced that the 
world could not be fully benefitted by his sitting 
at home preaching religion to the people. So 
leaving the store of provisions in Sammat 1554, 

he set outon a long journey to shower the nectar 
of the divine Name on the humanity buming in 
the fire of disunity, jealousy and enmity. By 
staying at Emnabad in the house of Bhai Lalo, 

a carpenter, and by taking food from him he 

challenged the superstition of untouchability. At 

Haridwar he proved that offering of water to 
the ancestors was a humbug. Preaching religion 
at cities like Delhi, Kashi etc he reached Gaya, 

where the Guru rejected the practice of oblation 
to the deceased ancestors. At Jagannath, he 

preached meditation on the Divine. 
He went on his second travel to the South 

in Sammat 1567. He preached the same gospel 
at many places like Arbudgiri (Kohabu) 
Setuband, Rameshvar, Sinhaldeep etc. 

He left for his third journey in Sammat 1571 
and preached how unique it was to keep he 
Creator always in mind at Sarmaur, Garhwal, 
Hemkunt, Gorakhpur, Sikkim, Bhutan etc. 

The fourth journey he made in Sammat 
1575 was in the western direction. He reached 
Mecca via Balochistan. He refuted the 
practice of adoring the Creator by tuming one’s 
face in a specific direction, Visiting Rome, 
Bagdad and Iran, preaching the true Name in 

Kandhar and Kabul, he humbled the pride of 
Vali Kandhari at Hasan Abdal. 

In Sammat 1579, he settled at Kartarpur 

(which was founded by him in Sammat 1561) 

and started distributing alms and food daily to 

all people, along with iroparting the value of 
spiritual knowledge and devotion, 

In this very year Guru's parents died at 
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Kartarpur. To prove that only the competent 

deserve to hold the office of the Guru, he 
bestowed Guruship on Angad Dev and merged 
the light of his soul into that of the Creator on 

Assu 23" (10 day of bright half) Sammat 
1596 (September 22", 1539). A dispute arose 

between the Hindus and Muslims on the issue 
of performing his final rites because they all 

considered him as their own lord. Dividing 

among themselves the sheet of cloth covering, 

of Guru Nanak, the Muslims buried it while 

the Hindus cremated it. This sacred place 
dedicated to Guru Nanak is known as “Dera 

Baba Nanak”. The total lifespan of Guru 

Nanak was 70 years, 4 months and 3 days. 

“trn ku kta updesie jrnz guru nanak deu?” 
-var majh m 2. 
“harakh andt sog nahi thra. so gharu gur 
nanak kev dia.”-gau m 5. 

“guru nanak jakeu bhaze drala. so janu hoa 
sada nthala.”—asa m 5. 

“nanak jrn kau satgur mriza trn ka lekha 
nrbria."—asa m 5. 

“guru nanak jtnz sunita pekhza se phirz 
garbhasr na parta re."-sorm 5. 
“bhagatrbhSdar guri nanak kav saupe, phrrr 
Tekha mulz na laza.”—sor m5. 

“§o jo saranz parto guru nanak abhedan sukh 
pae.”-brlam 5, 
“carz baran carr asrem he, koi mrle guru 
nanak so apr tare, kul sagal taradho.”—kan 

partal m4. 
“harr guru nanak jini parszyau sz janam 

maran dOhathe rahro.”-saveye sri mukhvak 

m5. 

woatlmrG [nanakprau] See fest. 
amailqt [nanakpotra] boy belonging to Bedi 
lineage. 2.a saint belonging to Udasi sect. 

‘waentel [nanakpsthi] follower of Guru Nanak; 
disciple of the Guru; a Sikh. 
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“nanakp3thi jrn ko nam, 
vahguru jap rahzt kam, 
30 yam ko nahf dekhanpehé, 
sukh s6 gati prapat trn hvehé.”—NP. 

Though there are so many sects of the 

followers of Guru Nanak, but the main ones 

are only three; Udasi, Sahajdhari and the Sikhs 
(in which Nihangs, Nirmalas and Kukas etc. 

all are included). A picture of Nanak Panthies 

is given here for the knowledge of readers, 
ewayaA [nanakprakas) versified history of 

Guru Nanak written by Bhai Santokh Singh, 
which is divided into two parts, and contains 

130 chapters. The poet completed it in Samat 
1880 while living at Buria. As stated below — 

“th tir buria nogar tk 
kavr ntketlakhrye taha, 

kar grath samapatz ko bhale 
guruyas jts mahz suth maha. 

ekakarvast kar 
bahur ast par sun, 

katak purnama brkhe 
bhayo grsthbrn un.”"-NP. 

See Hau fiw, 
woaws [nanakbara] See Fae. 
‘Weans" [nanakmata] This shrine is situated in 

U.P. district Nainital tehsil Satarganj, fifteen 

miles away from Pilibhit to the north-west 
and at a distance of ten miles from railway 

station Khatia to the west. Earlier it was 
known as Gorakhmata because ascetics of 
the Gorakh Panth sect lived there, but since 
Guru Nanak won over the disciples of 
Gorakhnath like Jhangarnath and 

Bhangarnath in discussion, and spiritually 

enlightened them, itis known as Nanakmata; 
this place, including the forest, is under the 
supervision of the Udasi saints. 

‘Sammat 1880, fifteenth day of bright half in the month 

of Kattak. 
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The sixth Master also visited this place to help 

Almast, an Udasi saint. There is a peepul tree 
which was planted by the Guru and a well got 

dug by him. A fief of rupees five thousand per 

annum has been donated to the holy place, 

and the priest is an Udasi saint belonging to 
the branch of Almast Ji. 

mreverer [nankana) See svafama'. 
‘wafer [nanakr} Guru Nanak Dev. “sacu namu 
kartarv su drip nanakz sagrahrav.”-saveyem 
I ke. 

wafemret [nankrana], safer" (nankrana] 
‘wet Guru Nanak’s, 07 (home); birthplace of 

Guru Nanak in district Shekhupura (now in 

Pakistan) at a distance of forty-eight miles to 

the west of Lahore, which was earlier known 

as Raipur; but later it came to be known as 

Talwandi Rai Bhoi. Now Nankiana is a station 
of North Westem railway. Guru Nanak Dev was 
born in this holy village in Sammat 1526. An 

elegant shriné known as ‘Janam Asthan’ stands 

at this place. There are beautiful residential 
houses beside the shrine. Land measuring 

eighteen thousand acres is the property of the 
shrine and a fief amounting to rupees nine 

thousand, eight hundred ninety-two per annum 

has been granted to the shrine. The annual income 
from the offerings is nearly twenty thousand 
rupees. Earlier the priests of this holy place were 
members of Udasi sect. Since 1921 religious 

affairs of the shrine are managed by the Sikhs 

themselves. Religious fairs are held on the day 
of full moon in Kattak and on Nimani. 

Besides Janam Asthan there are several 
other shrines also: 

(a) Kiara Sahib — close to the village and 

to the east, a place related with the Guru 

where he turned the crop into a flourishing 

one after it was grazed by his cattle. The shrine 

owns forty-five squares of land... 
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(b) Tamu Sahib—To the north of the village, 
there is a shrine in memory of the Guru where 

he, along with Bhai Bala sat under a wild tree 

(salvodora indica) returning home after striking 

a True Bargain. An elegant building of the shrine 
with a dome is under construction. It is being 
got built by a devoted Sikh, 

(c) Patti Sahib ~ a shrine in memory of the 

Guru, It is within the village near the shrine 

named Bal Leela. Here the Guru gave a 
sermon to the teacher to whom he was sent 
as a pupil but made him his disciple. Asa Patti 

Bani was uttered by the Guru at this place. 

The priests are Sikhs. 
(4) Bal Leela — within the built up area of 

‘Nankiana Sahib, there is a gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Nanak Dev where the Guru used to 
play during his childhood. A pond which was 

got dug by Rai Bular and dedicated to Guru 
Nanak lies to the east of the gurdwara. The 
priests are Sikhs. Land measuring 120 squares 
is owned by the shrine and a fief amounting to 

rupees thirty-one per annum has been donated 
to this holy piace. 

(e) Maal Ji Sahib — In Nankiana Sahib itself 

isa place relating to the Guru where he used to 
graze cattle, and where the shadow of the wild 

tree did not move away from his face, just as 
on this very place a snake once provided shade 

with its hood to protect him from the sun. This 

Shrine has been built in the open fields. 180 

squares of land are owned by the shrine and a 
fief of rupees fifty per annum has been donated 
to this holy place. The building of the shrine is 
mangificent. The wild tree under which the 
Guru slept still exists here. 

(f) Holy places in memory of Guru Arjan and 
Guru Hargobind: The fifth Master came on a 
pilgrimage to the sacred places related with the 
first Guru and Guru Hargobind. While returning 
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from Kashmir, he visited this place on the 

eleventh day of bright half in the month of Jeth, 
Devotees have arranged for a fair permanently 

on this day. Thirteen ghumaons of freehold land 

is the property of the shrine. The wild tree under 
which the Guru rested, still exists here. The Sikhs 

perform the duty of priests. 

2 ashrine in memory of Guru Nanak Dev 
near Sangrur, which is one mile away from 

village Mungwal to the north-west. Guru 
Nanak Dev stayed here for fifteen days. Guru 

Hargobind also visited this sacred place. An 

elegant shrine has been built by maharaja 
Raghbir Singh of Jind state. A pond lies near 
the shrine. A village has been donated to the 
shrine by the Jind state. Sixteen rupees from 

Jind state and twelve and a half rupees from 

Nabha state are fixed for the shrine. The duty 

of the priest is performed by a Sikh. This holy 
place is situated on the old Nabha Road at a 

distance of two miles to the north-east from 
railway station Sangrur. 

3a shrine related with Guru Nanak Dev 
on the outskirts and to the south-east of 
Deepalpur, a city in Montgomery district. The 

Guru camped bere under a dried peepul tree 
and it became lush, and near this place, he 

cured a leper named Noori (Nauranga) from 

whose body blood and pus were oozing. A 
small shrine has been built on this place. A 

separate room is used as sanctum-sanctorum. 
Land measuring twenty-five ghumaons has 
been donated to the shrine in village 

Mancharia by Kambo Sikhs and one ghumaon 

is at this place. The priest is Hari Singh Bedi. 
A fair is held here on the day of full moon. 

In this city, a cot bestowed by Guru Har 

Rai is kept in the house of Bhai Hazoora Singh 
Sahajdhari, a descendant of Bhai Nathu Ram. 
Its measurement is quarter to six feet by three 
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feet by one and a quarter foot. It is knitted 

with red and white cotton yam, Its bars are 
made of black wood and legs are 
multicoloured. There is one, very old almirah 

with an engraving of a creeper. It is said that 

this almirah with a copy of Guru Granth Sahib 
was presented by Guru Gobind Singh to Bhai 
Nathu. The almirah is intact here but the copy 
of Guru Granth Sahib is missing. This place is 

on the metalled road at a distance of sixteen 
miles 1o the south-east from railway station 

Ukara. 
weal [nanki] See arwolt dh. 2 See weal we", 
3 daughter of Sardar Sham Singh, noble of 

Atari, to whom Kanwar Naunihal Singh 
grandson of Maharaja Ranjit Singh was 
married with great pomp and show in 1837. 
Nanki died in November 1856. See met and 
Bferorsfiter, 
weet eidt [nanki bibi] Elder sister of Guru 

Nanak Dev, she was born in Sammat 1521 
and was married to Divan Jai Ram of Sultanpur 

in Sammat 1532. She was the first follower of 

Guru Nanak, 
amet ns" [nanki mata} Born to Hardei 
daughter of Hari Chand Lamb of Bakala, who 

was married to Guru Hargobind at Amritsar 
on Vaisakh 8, Sammat 1670, she gave birth to 

Guru Tegbahadur, She left her mortal frame 

in Sammat 1735. 
‘wait [nanke] relatives belonging to the family 
of the maternal grandfather. 2 town and house 
of the maternal grandfather. 

‘erg [nanatul, Tay (nanatv] Ske wey n diversity, 
difference, variance, “so nanatv par phuren kare 
nna, ... jth nantve pratitr kerai.”-GPS. 
‘waft [nan-nrk] adjtiny, very small, smallest. 
“za ham kirem nan-nrk.”-dhana m 4. 
waar [nanbai] P Jyt 1 baker, maker of a 
naan. 
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‘3° [nana] n father of one’s mother. 2 adj See 

aqt and 3A’. “ham nane nic, tume bad 
sahrb.”-sar a m 5. 3 part no, not. “nana 
karat na chutie vrnu gun jampurz jahr.” 
—odkar. ‘Non-believers will not be liberated.” 

4 Skt adj many, various. “nana rup jrv sudgi 

drkhave.”-sukhmani. “nana prokar jrnz jag 
kio.”~saveye m 4 ke. 5 adopted son of Baji 

Rao Peshwa II whose popular name was 

Nana (Nana Sahib); his real name was 

Janardan Bhanu Ji. He was also known as 

Dhundhupant. He lived at Bithur ten miles 

away from Kanpur. After the death of Baji 
Rao on January 28", 1853, he was not 

granted pension by the British. Due to this, 
he became their enemy, and in the mutiny 
of 1857 joined hands with the mutineers and 
caused the death of many English men, 
women and children. Along with the 
multineers, he fought battles against the 
British at many places. Great efforts were 

made to arrest the Nana but he could not be 

captured. It is believed that he might have 
died in the jungles of Nepal. 

[nanasahzb] See 37 5. 
wag [nanatv] See sag. 

‘orf [nani] 1 mother of one’s mother, maternal 
grandmother. “phuphi nani masia.”-maru a 
m 1.2 adjsmall. See wat. 
‘3G (nanu] a renowned Pandit who after being 
defeated in the discourse at Kurukshetar 
became disciple of Guru Nanak Dev. 2 a highly 
devoted disciple'of Guru Arjan, belonging to 

Ohri subcaste. 
agpts [nanumall] a merchant of Aggarwal 
subcaste, who belonged to Sunam, He remained 

minister of raja Sahib Singh, of Patiala, for a 

Tong time. He died on the 10* day of dark half 
of Kattak in Sammat 1848. 
was [nanehala] n house of maternal 
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grandfather; family of maternal grandfather. 
‘8 (nano) a spiritually enlightened Sikh of Guru 

Arjan, who belonged to Latkan caste, He 
showed great valour while remaining in the 

service of Guru Hargobind. 2 P ¢y lullaby, 

cradle song. 

aq" [nanhal adj less, small, petty, mean, tiny. 
“mukatr duara atr nika nanha hor sv ja.” 
-guj var ] m 3. “hukme nanha vada thive.” 

-var ram 2 m5. 2 See aa 4. 

wat [nanhi) adj little, smal!. “nanhi si bad 
pavanu patr khove.”=mala 9m /. 

‘wy [nap] n measurement; figures relating to 
length, breadth, height, depth etc of an object. 
‘ur [napna] v measure. 
ww [napa] See 720. 
gua (napak], Ug [napaku] PA adjunholy, 
defiled. 2 dirty. “tu napaku, paku nahi 
sujhza.”-prabha kabir. “sulhi hor mua 
napaku.”-brla m5. 
ouraes (napaydar] P xt adj not having 
sound legs, not lasting, perishable. 2 transient, 

short-lived. 
ofus [naprt}, wfust (napzti] Skt n barber; 

wife of a barber. 
ad (nape] measures. See aus". 2 smear. 

“sStdhuri nzt nape.”—suhi chat m 5. 

@ (naf) P _jt 7 navel, umblicus. 
‘wreu [nafah], ae [nafa] P jen umblicus of a 
deer, small pouch of the navel of a muskdeer 

in which musk grows. 

whed [naphrrs) See sate. “mrrd5g jhal 
naphirs.”-ramav. 
‘ware [nabab] See wera, 
wrnfem [nabalzc} P Zt adjminor, not having 
tumed a major. 
wfas [nabrr] adj disobedient, recusant. 
2 opponent. 

‘ardier [nabina] P gt without eyesight; blind. 
aye [nabud] P , 4, adj non-living, destroyed; 
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ruined, , 
8 [nabh| Sks saa n hub of a wheel in which 

spokes are fixed and which has an axle at its 
centre. See ofa. 
ws" [nabha) Nabha state is the main branch 
of the Phulkian misl, one of the twelve misls 

of the Sikhs. The Nabha dynasty originated 

with Gurdit Singh, elder son of Baba Phul’s 

elder son chaudhary Tilok Singh. Therefore 

Nabha is also called House of Chaudhary. 

With the might of his arms, chaudhary 
Gurdit Singh got possession of many areas and 

founded many villages and established royal 

splendour all around. Surtia Singh, son of Gurdit 
Singh, died in 1752 before his father. Therefore 

after the death of Gurdit Singh in 1754 AD, 

his grandson Hameer Singh (son of Surti Singh) 
became the master of the kingdom. 

Hameer Singh 
The great raja Hameer Singh governed the 

kingdom of his grandfather properly and 
annexed many more areas. He founded the 
Nabha city in Kattak month, Sammat 1813 

(1755 AD) which is thirty-two miles away from 

Rajpura and sixteen miles away from Patiala 
to the west. 

Joining hands with his kin and nobles of 

other states in 1763 AD, the brave Hameer 

Singh triumphed over Zain Khan, governor of 

Sirhind, and annexed the area of Amloh into 

his state, and issued coins stamped in his name. 

In 1776 AD, he conquered Rori subdivision. 
Raja Hameer Singh died in 1783 AD at 

Nabha, His memorial is situated near the 
eastern side of the fort. 

Raja Jaswant Singh 
Prince Jaswant Singh, son of raja Hameer 

‘Singh was born in 1775 AD at Badbar village 

to rani Raj Kaur, daughter of Sujan Singh 

Manshahia. After the death of his father in 
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1783 AD, he succeeded to the throne of Nabha 

state at the age of eight years. The affairs of 
the state were managed excellently by Mai 
Deso (daughter of Sardar Makhan Singh chief 

of Rori), widow of raja Hameer Singh and 

stepmother of raja Jaswant Singh. She also 

made proper arrangement for the education 
of raja Jaswant Singh. 

After the death of Mai Deso in 1790 AD, 

raja Jaswant Singh took the reins of 

government in his own hands, and with the 
advice of intelligent ministers he ruled the state 

efficiently. 
Raja Jaswant Singh was very farsighted; 

he was a protector of his subjects, devotee of 

religion and patron of scholars. All the British 

officers who came into his contact admired 
him. 

During the rule of raja Jaswant Singh, Nabha 
State came under the protection of the British 
on May 3, 1809. Not only did his own subjects 
butalso people belonging to neighbouring states 

have a great regard for him. 

He died on May 22", 1840 at the age of 

sixty-six years.? A beautiful marble memorial 
‘Sir David Ochterlony had formed a high opinion of the 

Raja's abilities; writing to th Government, he observed: 
“Jaswant Singh is one of the principal Sirdars under our 
protection, and by far superior in manner, management, 
‘and understanding 10 any of them I have yet seen.” 
(The Rajas of the Punjab, p. 386) 

ALord Griffen writes about raja Jaswant Singh in Rajgan 
Punjab :— 

‘The late Raja had been a faithfut ally of the British 
Government. In 1804 he refused to assist Holkar against 
the English; he gave assistance in supplies and carriage 
during the Ghurkha campaign of 1810, and in that of 
Bikaner in 1818, and during the northward march of the 

British army to Kabul in 1838, he advanced a loan of six 

lakhs of rupees to the Government. (P. 397) 
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for him has been built in Shyam Bagh. 
Raja Devender Singh 

Prince Devender Singh son of raja Jaswant 
Singh was born to queen Har Kaur daughter 
of Sardar Hari Singh Jodhpuria’ on Bhadon 
22", Sammat 1879 (1822 AD). After the death 

of his father (Jaswant Singh), he succeeded 

to the throne of Nabha on 5 October, 1840 
at the age of eighteen years. 

He was so much influenced by his 

association with the egocentric and: arrogant 
Pandit Jay Gopal of Kaul that he began to hate 

the rajas of neighbouring states and fines began 

to be imposed on officials for their minor lapses, 

which turned all the people against him. 
During the war against rulers of Lahore 

in 1845, Major Broadfoot agent of Governor 
General concluded from many factors that 
raja Devender Singh was a supporter of the 
Lahore government and not a wellwisher of 

the British. According to the practice current 
at that time it was decided that one/fourth 

of Nabha state should be confiscated’, and 
>This Jodhpur is situated in Patiala state near Bhatinda. 
Ranjit Singh elder son of raja Jaswant Singh and heir- 
apparent of Nabha died in 1832 while prince Santokh 

Singh another son of Ranjit Singh had died in 1830. 
Therefore Devender Singh the youngest son of raja 
Jaswant Singh succeeded to the throne, 
*Though Major Broadfoot (having been killed in the war) 

was not present at the time when decision was taken 
but his report and notes were fully relied upon. 

From the confiscated region, rupees 71224 annually 
were equally divided between the rajas of Patiala and 

Faridkot. Rupees 28766 yearly were forefeited by the 
Government as compensation forthe service of cavalary 
and foot soldier. With efforts made by majaraja Hira 
Singh, orders for the return of the area worth revenue of 
twenty-eight thousand were issued, but due to the death 
‘of maharaja Hira Singh this could not be finalised, 
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his eldest son Bharpur Singh be enthroned 
in his place. Accordingly in 1846 raja 
Devender Singh was sent to Mathura on 

pension amounting to rupees fifty thousand 

per annum. After that he was taken to 
Lahore on December 8", 1855 and was 

kept in the haveli of Maharaja Kharag 
Singh where he died in November 1865, 

His body was brought to Nabha and 
cremated there. 

Raja Bharpur Singh 

The elder son of raja Devender Singh, 
tuler of Nabha, was born on 9* day of bright 
of Assu Sammat 1897 (1840 AD) to queen 

Man Kaur daughter of sardar Wazir Singh, 
noble of Rangarh Nangal (district Gurdaspur). 
After dethroning raja Devender Singh, the 
British Government put him on the throne in 

1847, The administration of the state 

remained in the hands of rani Chand Kaur, 
widow of raja Jaswant Singh and her 
assistants Gurbakhash Singh Manshahia, 

Fateh Singh Gill and Bahali Mall were 
appointed members of the council. Raja 
Bharpur Singh acquired religious education 

from Sarup Singh, priest of Gurdwara Baba 
Ajapal Singh, who was a lover of Gurbani 

and firmly regular in reciting daily the hymns 
of the Guru: 

This handsome raja in made his early years 

a positive impact on the British Government, 
nobles of neighbouring states, his officials and 

the subjects of the state. He could proficiently 

read and write Persian, English, Punjabi, Hindi 

and he wrote his decisions in his own hand. 
He had made such a schedule for himself 

that affairs of religion and state could be 

managed and performed well. He always 
prayed to the Almighty to enable him to 
discharge his duties properly and provide 
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comfort to others.’ 
During the mutiny of 1857, he earned 

renown and showed courage and 

administrative power beyond expectation of 

his age. By helping the British Government 
he proved his true friendship.? 
"Raja Bharpur Singh was a remarkable exception to what 
is unfortunately a very general rule. The excellence of 
his disposition and his natural intelligence were such as 
enabled him to resist the deteriorating influences which 
surrounded him, and he gave promise of being one of 
the most liberal Princes in Northern India. A taste for 
Tearning is rare among the Sikhs, but the Raja was of a 
studious disposition. He had thoroughly mastered the 
Indian vernaculars, and studied English three or four 
hours a day, whenever the duties connected with the 
administration of his State allowed him leisure, The 
work of all departments he supervised himself, and a 
privete memorandum, drawn up in English and 
containing rules for the disposition of his time, was a 
very remarkable document, showing how eamestly he 
was resolved to neglect no opportunity for self: 
improvement, and to govern for the good of his people. 
At concluded with these words:- 

“In conclusion, I invoke a blessing from the 
Almighty, and from the Darbar Sri Satgur dial, to 
preserve me steadfast in the discharge of these my duties, 
and to enable me to pass my life, that, under the 
Almighty’s shadow & protection, T may live to His 
glory, & be a blessing to others.” (The Rajas of the 
Punjab, pp. 432-33) 

2Raja Bharpur Singh turned a major a few months afler 
the breaking out of the mutiny of 1857. At this critical 
time he acted with the utmost loyalty and intelligence, 
and his services were as distinguished as those of the 
other Phulkian Chiefs. xxx 

Raja Bharpur Singh was anxious himself to march 
to Delhi at the head of his troops, as the Raja of Jind 
had done. This was not allowed. He was very young, 

contd. 
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The Government also honoured him 
generously with a title and a robe of honour, 
and gave the territory of Bawal Kanti, and 

was given the right of death sentence, child 

adoption, non-interference by British 

Government into the state administration, 
which had been sought from the government 
jointly with the other two Phulkian states.’ 

On January 16%, 1860 Lord Canning, the 
Governor General! held a court in Ambala and 
on behalf of Queen Victoria expressed 

gratitude to raja Bharpur Singh for his help 
and friendliness. 

Raja Bharpur Singh was an excellent 
painter and lover of poetry. He engaged 
poet Gval with due regard and honour and 
studied many poetic works. Gval has 
extolled the name of worthy raja in this 

way: 
‘and such service was more onerous than could be fairly 
asked from him. A Detachment, however, of his force, 
about 300 in number, did good service at Delhi under 
Sardar Didar Singh throughout the seige. 

In addition to this, the Raja enlisted many hundred 
new troops, he furnished supplies and carriage, arrested 
mutineers marching through his State, and performed 
every service required of him with the utmost loyalty 
tnd good-will. At a time when money was urgently 
wanted, he advanced to Government a loan of two and 

a half lakhs of rupees. (The Rajas of the Punjab, pp. 
422-23) 

‘In addition to these honours, there were conferred upon 

him those privileges which he, in common with his 
Kinsmen of Patiala and Jind, had asked from Government 
in their Paper of Requests in 1858 ~ the power of life 
and death, the right of adoption, and the propmise of 
non-interfernce of the British Government in the 

domestic affairs of the family and the internal 

management of the state, (The Rajas of the Punjab, p. 
424). 
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kahdi te na kom rtmam’ har kaman me 
kab-hu na hoy kam jrs ko kalam he, 

gyan me na kam harrdhyan me na kam kab- 

ha 

dan me na kam na kam dhan dham he, 

gval kav tejme pratap me na kam kayo hd 
hukam mena kam 9 na kam ftjam he, 

yahite garib ke n1vaz gurudev ju ne 
rakhyo maharaj “bharpursfgh” nam he. 

Lord Elgin appointed him a member of 
Governor General's Council in September 1863 
but before he could go to Calcutta, he died on 

November 9", 1863 after suffering from fever 

for a few days. 
Raja Bhagwan Singh 

Younger son of raja Devender Singh and 
younger brother of raja Bharpur Singh, he was 
born to Mai Man Kaur in 1842 AD (thirteenth 

day of dark half of Maghar 1899), Because 
raja Bharpur Singh died issueless, he 

succeeded to the throne of Nabha state on 

February 17, 1864. He was very kind hearted 
and easy going. He was so much influenced 

by bad companions that he could not find any 
time to pay attention to the administration of 

the state. Raja Bhagwan Singh died of 

tuberculosis on May 31”, 187] at Nabha. 

Maharaja Sir Hira Singh 

Elder son of Phul dynastic Sukha Singh, 
noble of village Badrukhan, he was born to 
mother Raj Kaur (daughter of Basawa Singh 

Borhawalia) at Badrukhan on Poh 6", Sammat 

1900 (1843 AD). Because the ruler of Nabha 

state raja Bhagwan Singh was issueless, he 
succeeded to the throne of Nabha on the 10" 
day of bright half of bhadon, Sammat 1928 

(August 10%, 1871). 
The competence with which he ruled the 

d facilities and comfort to the 
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subjects, should be exemplary for other rulers. 

He had boundless love for education and 
granted many scholarships to students. He 

provided substantial aid to Macauliffe Sahib 

for writing a book on Sikh religion and made 

efforts to set up Khalsa College Amritsar on 

firm footing. 

He got built elegant buildings particularly 

in the capital and in the region spending lacs 
of rupees, and used limitless funds to make 
the army an efficient one. 

All the officers of the Government were 

unanimous in praising Maharaja Hira Singh.' 

Personal expenditure of Maharaja Hira 
‘On November 9, 1903 Lord Curzon the Viceroy of Inc 

delivered a speech after the royal dinner at Nabha, it 
speaks for the greatness of the Maharaja — 

a» There is no chief whose hospitality I receive 
with keener pleasure or whose health it is a greater 
satisfaction 10 me to propose, than His Highness the 
‘Raja of Nabha. We recognise in him a ruter devoted to 

his sovereign, his religion, and his people; the three 
supereme objects of attachment for a worthy Prince. 
For 32 years he has presided over the fortune of the 

‘Nabha state, and has conducted the administration with 
equal ability and success; and at Delhi in January Jast 
we recalled his chivalrous figure as he rode at the head 

of his troops. I selected him to represent the Sikh 
Princes of the Punjab at the coronation of His Majesty 
the King Emperor in England, and it was only ilthealth 
that prevented him from carrying out this mission. 
Sometimes His Highness talks to me as he was growing, 
‘old and would like to rest, but | always tell him in reply 

that he is younger than the Sovereign who bears on his 

shoulders not the burden of a single state, but the entire 
British Empire, and 1 add further that the Raja is 

indispensable to his people and his state. I hope, 
therefore that for years to come they may continue to 
profit by his great experience and by his keen devotion 
to duty... 
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Singh was very small. He considered the 
treasury of the state a safe deposit of the 
people, He daily spared time to do justice and 
every bady could go to his court without any 
hindrance, 

He became father of Bibi Ripudaman 
Kaur? who was born to queen Paramesher 
Kaur of Ralla on Magh 7" Sammat 1939 
(January 18", 1883) and his elder son 

Ripudaman Singh was born to queen Jasmer 
Kaur on Phagun 22™, Sammat 1939 (March 

4, 1883). 
Maharaja Hira Singh fully helped the 

Government with army and money in the war 
against Afghans in 1879-80 and in the war of 

Tirah in 1897. In 1887 he became entitled to 

enhanced salutation of 13 guns from 11 guns 

and in 1898 to 15 guns. 

In 1879 title of GC.S.I. and in 1893 ‘rajae 

rajgan’ (king of the kings) were conferred on 

him. In 1903 he was made G.C.LE. and 

colone? of 14 Ferozepur Sikh Battalion (King 
‘Bibi Ripudaman Kaur was married to maharana Ram 

Singh ruler of Dhaulpur in 1905, but she chould not 
lead a happy family life because the king died in 1911. 

Since that time he has governed his estate with great 
energy & abilily, while he has given repeated proofs of 
his unswerving loyalty and friendship to the sovercign 
power. In 1872, when trouble was raised by the Kukas, 
heat once despatched a force to quell he disturbance at 
the request of the Deputy Commissioner, & the 
Governor-General expressed his entire satisfaction at 
the conduct of the Nabha troops. Raja Hira Singh also 
sent a force of two guns, 200 cavalry and 500 infantry 
for service on the frontier during the Afghan War of 
1879-80, and these troops did excellent service in the 
Kurram Valley throughout the first phase of the 
‘compaign. In recognition of this the Grand Cross of the 
‘Star of India was conferred on the Raja in 1879, and in 

contd. 
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George’s own). He got the status of hereditary 
king ina royal court organised at Delhi in 191]. 

Maharaja Sir Hira Singh chief of the 

Bairarh family left this mortal world on Poh 
11%, Sammat 1968 (December 25%, 1911). 

Maharaja Ripudaman Singh 
Ripudaman Singh, elder son of Maharaja 

Hira Singh, gem of Phul dynasty and ruler of 
‘Nabha state, was born to queen Jasmer Kaur 

daughter of Sardar Anokh Singh of Longowal 
on Phagun 22™, Sammat 1939 (March 4", 

1883) at Nabha. The Maharaja made a proper 
arrangement for his son’s education and saw 
him proficient in all respects. 

He was married to Bibi Jagdish Kaur’ 

daughter of Sardar Gurdial Singh Mann on Jeth 
29%, Sammat 1958. She gave birth to Bibi 
Amrit Kaur on Assu 23%, Sammat 1964 

(October 8", 1907) who was married to raja 

Ravisher Singh ruler of Kalsia on February 
16, 1925. 1 

Prince Ripudaman Singh remained 
additional member of the Legislative Council 

of Governor General from 1906 to 1908. In 
1910, he made a tour of Europe and was 

present at Westminster Abbey on the occasion 

of the coronation of H.M. George V on 22™ 

June, 1911. He was still abroad when Maharaja 

Hira Singh died. : 
He succeeded to the throne of Nabha state 

1893 he was given the lille of Raja-i-Rajgan. His salute 
‘was raised to 13 guns as a personal distinction in 1887 
and to 15 guns in 1898, Af the Delhi Coronation Darbar 
in January 1903, he was invested with the Grand Cross 

of the Indian Empire and was also appointed Honorary 

Colonel of the 14* Sikhs.- (Chiefs and families of note 

in the Punjab, by col. C.F. Massy, p. 414). 
‘Maharani Jagdish Kaur was bom on the 7® day of bright 
half of Harh, Sammat 1941 (1883 AD) and died on 

‘August, 1927. 
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on Magh 11", Sammat 1968 (January 24%, 

1912). The British Government bestowed a 

robe of honour on his coronation on December 
20", 1912. When the world War broke out in 

1914, he offered the services of his army to 

the Government, which was not requisitioned 

at that time, but in 1918 Akal Infantry 
Regiment was sent to Mesopotamia, which 

performed excellent duty for six months under 
the command of Colonel Bachan Singh. The 

Maharaja contributed lacs of rupees to many 

funds as help for war effort in 1917-18. In 

1919, during the third Afghan war, the army 

of the state rendered excellent service under 
the supervision of the English officers. 

He was married to Sarojani Devi daughter 

of Sardar Prem Singh of Raipur on October 
10%, 1918. She gave birth to prince Pratap 
Singh on Assv 5*, Sammat 1976 (September 

21, 1919). Many selfish and immoral persons, 
who had no love for the Nabha state, and who 

did not wish the Maharaja well, unfortunately 

got access to the him on account of which 
several respectable persons had to endure 
humiliation, and many trifling disputes arose 
with the Patiala state. This matter became so 
much serious that he had to abdicate on Harh 
25", Sammat 1980 (July 9%, 1923). He was 

directed to live at Dehradun on fixed allowance 
of rupees three lac per year from the Nabha 
state, and, in accordance with the wish of the 
Maharaja a British administrator was 

appointed to govern the state.” 
Maharaja Ripudaman Singh got himself 

baptized at Abchal Nagar on Magh 25%, 
Sammat 1983 (February 6, 1927) and 

assumed a new name of Gurcharan Singh. 

Major J. Wilson Johnston was appointed administrator. 
‘Due to his going to England on leave Mr. C.M.G Ogilvie 

deputised for a few months. 
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The government issued a declaration on 
February 19", 1928 that the terms and 

conditions on which Maharaja Ripudaman 
Singh (Gurcharan Singh) was allowed to 

dissociate from the state, had not been carried 

out, therefore the subsistence was reduced 

from rupees three lac to one lac twenty 
thousand and title of Maharaja was forefeited 
and he was to be kept under the vigil and watch 
of the Government at Kodaikanal! in Madras, 

The agent of the Governor General reached 
Dehradun and delivered a letter to Prince 

Pratap Singh on February 23", 1928, that the 
Emperor had accepted him as the ruler of 
Nabha state. 

Raja Pratap Singh is living at Dehradun 
and studying under the supervision of his 
mother Sarojani Devi. 

The area of Nabha state is 968 square 

miles. According to the census of 1921, its 

population is 263, 394. 

The state is at number four in Punjab. In 

the court of the Viceroy the sitting of Nabha 

state is after Jind state but the return visit is 
before the Jind. It is entitled to a salute of 13 
guns. The total revenue of the state is rupees 
2400000 per annum. 

Nabha city has one high school, one middle 

school for girls. There are six middle schools 

and twenty-three primary schools in the state. 
Anelegant civil hospital and a military hospital 
are there in the Nabha city while eight 

dispensaries are working in the outer region. 

The strength of Akal infantry is 450, that of 
police is 415. 

‘This pleasant hill spot (Kodaikanal) is in the district of 

Madras. It is at a height of 7000 feet from sea level. 
‘Travellers feel difficulty in going there because the 
condition of road is not good. This hill is at a distance 
of 33 miles from the railway station. 
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The full title of the Maharaja is — His 

Highness forzSde arajmSd akidat pevid dalte 
‘tg)rsia berayvds sarmor’ rajae rajgan maharaja 

pratapsfgh malvédr bahadur. 
A gurdwara, named Sirpao, is situated in 

the western tower of the Nabha fort. Here 

the following articles relating to the Guru are 

kept with reverence: 
(a) along robe of Guru Gobind Singh which 

was bestowed upon Baba Tilok Singh, and 
Ram Singh along with an edict. Its outer side 

is made of silken striped cloth ‘masru’ and the 

inner side is made of silk. 
(b) an edict by the tenth Guru, The original 

edict is at Patiala, and its copy is kept at Nabha. 

See the sacred text of the edict in entry of 

fata ftw, 
(c) Guru Gobind Singh’s turban which was 

bestowed by him upon Buddhu Shah of 

Sadhaura after the battle of Bhangani. 

(@)a turban with a comb in which combed 
hair are entangled. 

(e) a knife, which is about three and a half 

inches long with a turban. 
(f) with all the three relics, edicts which 

were given by the Guru to the Buddhu Shah.” 
Raja Bharpur Singh had acquired all the four 
relics (number, c, d, ¢, f) from the descendants 

of Buddhu Shah by granting sufficient 

sustenance for them. 
(g) Guru Hargobind’s whip. Its handle is 

made of cane. 
(h) Guru Hargobind’s broad and straight 

sword. 
(i) Guru Gobind Singh sword which was 

bestowed by him upon Tilok Singh at 

Damdama on the occasion of baptizing him in 
Sammat 1763. The inscription on one side 

Sia frente, crown, crest, a gem worn on head. 
See syrv. 
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reads: “sri bhagoti ji sahar guru gobtd stgh 
patsahi das.” and on the other side: “patsahi 

das.” 

G) the tenth Guru’s sword, which was 
brought by Maharaja Hira Singh with him from 
Badrukhan. It bears inscription on it - guru 
gobfdstgh ke kemar ki talvar hegi, badhe deg 
te, ya teg te.” The inscription on the grip is: 
“guru nanak sarab stkhh4 nd sahaz.” 

(k) the tenth Guru’s sword which he 
bestowed upon Katha Rai. Maharaja Jaswant 

Singh got it through the Governor of 
Malerkotla. The word ‘Genoa’! has been 

engraved on it. 

(1) a dagger of Guru Gobind Singh, which 

he used to wear on his waist in childhood. The 
inscription on itis: 

“gmat 174] satz sri akal purekh ji sahaz. 
tuhi khoragdhara tuhi badhvari. 
tuhi tir tarvar kati kefari. 

halabbi janabbi magarbi tuhi he. 
nrharo jehd ap thadhi vahi he.... 
(m) two studs of the shield of the tenth 

Guru, having miniatures of ten incarnations of 
Vishnu. 

(n) tip of the arrow of the tenth Guru. Its 
historical background is as:~ The tenth Guru 

used to shoot arrows aiming at a silk cotton 
tree, A few years ago that tree withered away 
and fell down, Many tips were found from within 

that tree. One tip was offered by the priest of 
Keshgarh Sahib to Baba Narain Singh, priest 
of monastery of Baba Ajapal Singh, which he 
presented to Maharaja Hira Singh. 

(0) a manuscript in which characters have 

1Genoa (or Genova) is a port of Naly. Swords of the best 
quality were shaped here in old times. When the 
European traders began to visit India, these swords 
teached our country. Now the best silken clothes are 

made at this place. 
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been inscribed in verse. It contains 300 leaves. 
According to Bhai Tara Singh, a poet, this 
manuscript was written by the tenth Guru. 
Raja Bharpur Singh acquired this manuscript 

from the poet by paying him a sum of Rs. 2000 
and granting a fief of rupees two hundred per 
annum. 

An elegant shrine in memory of Baba 
Ajapal Singh is situated outside the Lahoran 
gate Nabha, 

2a village in Patiala state, tehsil Rajpura 

under police station Lalru four miles away from 

railway station Ghaggar to the west. Choa Sahib 
ashrine in memory of Guru Gobind Singh stands 
in the village at a distance of one furlong to the 
south. The Guru visited this place while travelling 
from Paonta to Anandpur Sahib, The shrine is 
built in the thick forest. The disciple of the Guru 

who was carrying the revered head of Guru 

Tegbahadur from Delhi to Anandpur stayed at 
this place for some time. Land measuring 51 

vighas has been donated and rupees twenty- 
five per annum are fixed by the Patiala state. 
The attendant is a Sikh. 

3 See war wf. 
wsa [nabhag] according to Ramayan, father 
of raja Aj. See 7H 3. 

wert (nabhaji), 7A (nabhadas] author of 
Bhaktmala and a poet who was born in the 
family of dums (muslim bards) in Sammat 1600 

at Gwalior. His real name was Narayan Das 
and he was a vaishnav disciple of saint Agar 
Das, He composed Bhaktmala (string of 
biographies) in 108 chappay stanzas between 
Sammat 1642 to 1680, in which names and 

brief bio-data of well known saints is 

contained. But from the historical point of view, 
the book has no importance.? The poetry of 

*Persons like Priya Das, Lala ji and Tulsi Ram etc have 

written annotations on Bhagatmala written by Nabha Ji. 
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Nabha Ji is like this — 
“sakar suk sankadz kapzl nared hanumana, 
vrsvaksen prahlad balzru' bhigm jag jana, 
arjun dhrov abrig vrbhigan mahrma bhari, 
anuragi akrur sada uddhav adhrkari, 

bhagvat bhagat uchrsth ki kiratz kahrt sujan, 
harzprasad ras savad ke bhakt rte pardhan.” 
fs (nabhr] Skt n navel, umblicus. “nabhz 
basat brahme Stu na janra.”—-var sar m 1. 
2. hub of a wheel. 3 musk. 4 middle part. 

wferise (nabhisSbhav] Brahma who took 
birth from the navel of Vishnu (one made 

possible by the navel). 

orfsenrs (nabhxkemal] n lotus, which according. 
to the Purans, grew from the navel of Vishnu. 

“nabhtkamal te brahma upje.”-gujm 1.2 lotus 
in the navel as believed by the yogis (ascetics). 
“nabhrkamal asath3bh na hoto, ta pavanu 

kavan ghart rahrta?”-stdhgosatr. 
wet [nabhi] See wfs. afz and wat are 
synonymous; both words have the same 

meaning. 

BH [nam] Skt ar P rt See FE name n name, 

noun, word by which a thing is known, or by 

which a meaning is understood. Nouns are of 
two types — one is material noun as: man, ox, 
mountain etc; the other is abstract noun as; 

beauty, cruelty, gentlemanliness, brotherhood 
etc. “nam kam brhin pekhat dham hu nahr 

jahz.”-japu. 2 in the Sikh scriptures, the 7H 

[nam] is cognitive of the Almighty and His 
command. “nam ke dhare sagle jat. nam ke 
dhare khid brahm3d.”~sukhmani. 3 Skt 7H 
partaccepted. 4 memory, recollection. 5 fame, 

renown. 
‘3H MgAH [nam abhyas) Practice to concentrate 
one’s mind on [nam] again and again while 
contemplating upon its sense with a devotion 
etsy. 
in the Bible the term used with the same meaning is ‘word’. 

1 
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to the entity that bears the name. In Sikhism 
state of firmness of this practice is called Irv 

and the bliss enjoyed at this stage is termed as 
names. 
am (namas] P ./; his name, 
wag [namah] P _x 7 letter. 2 book. 

wort [namak] Skt adj bearing the name, named. 
“kk gurmukh namak szkhh satzguru di seva 
karda si."-JSBM. 2 famous, well-known, 
“horgae tanme kachu namak.”-krrsan. 
save [namkeran] giving the name; naming 
ceremony of the child. It is a tradition in Hindu 

that the father should name the infant on the 
eleventh or the twelfth day of the birth. It is 

mandatory for a Brahman name to end with 

Sharma, a Kshatri name to end with Verma, a 
Vaishya name to end with Gupt, and a Shudar 
name to end with Das. 

In Sikhism no specific day is fixed but a 
boy or girl child should be named before the 

age of forty days. The name to be given to a 

child should begin with the first character of 

the first hymn of the randomly opened Guru 

Granth Sahib. If the boy is baptized, Singh 

should be added to his name. 

wordiesa [namkirtan] singing praise of the 
Almighty’s Name; reciting His Name; repeated 

utterance of the name; devotional singing. 

HAH [namkos] See maa. 
‘aMay [namtatu], 543g (namtatv] doctrine of 
name, name in the form of ultimate reality, 

concept of name. 

am we feras (nam dan rsnanj, 7H &s AOS 
{nam dan sanan) all the precepts of Sikhism 
are subsumed in the term “nam dan sanan”, 
as a tree has a form within its seed. 

3% [nam] (name) means constantly 

meditating upon the Almighty and considering 
Him all knowing and ail prevading and 

refraining from doing evil deeds. 
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‘Bm [dan] (charity) signifies that one should 

make himself proficient in knowledge, strength 
and technique, and be self-dependant, help 
others but beg from none, rather keep one’s 

hand above the hands of all others. The true 

master’s word is:— 
“brahomgxani ka sabh upart hath.”—sukhmani, 

sanan (bath) is the symbol of purity of mind, 

body, character, clothes and the house so that 
the soul and the body may be saved from three 
types of fevers and disorders. 
‘aes [namdar] P jut adjrenowned, famous, 
well known. 7 

‘woe [namde], SHEG [namdev], 7HeM! [namdes], 
onefe [namdez], 7Hee [namdev] Namdev 
was bom to Gonabai in the family of Damsheti 
a cloth printer in Sammat 1328 at village 
Narsibamni in district Satara of Bombay 

Presidency. He was married to Rajabai, 

daughter of Gobindsheti, who gave birth to four 

sons Narayan, Mahadev, Govind, Vitthal. 
The first stage of his life passed in 

worshipping Shiv and Vishnu, but in the 
company of spiritually enlightened persons 

such as Vishoba Khecher and Gyan Dev, he 
attained self-realization. A major part of his 

life he spent at Pandarpur (Pundrikpur which 
is in the Sholapur district) and at that very place 

he left his mortal frame in Sammat 1408. See 
we. 

Many hymns of Namdev are available in 
Marathi language, which are well-known as 
Abhang. In all the attributes of God, ‘Vitthal’ 

was his favourite name, which he always 

employed in his utterances. Its explanation is 
given under the entry of tas, 

Once, during his journeys, this holyman 
arrived in Punjab and visited many places 
where shrines have been built in his memory. 

Among these, the best known is at Ghumman 
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(district Gurdaspur) which was got built by 

Sardar Jassa Singh Ramgarhia. A fair is held 
at this place every year on 2“ Magh. The 
priest and preachers of this temple are called 

We (bavas}. . 
Once Namdev fell into the clutches of 

Mohammad Tuglaq, a fanatic ruler of Delhi, 
but was freed by the grace of God. Nabha ji 
has mentioned the biodata of Namdev 
differently in Bhagatmal, but the description 
given by scholars from Maharashtar is more 
authentic. Hymns composed by Namdev are 
contained in the holy Guru Granth Sahib. 

“namdev trrlocan kabir dasro.”-guj m 5. 
“namdeg pritr lagi hart seti.”-suhi m 4. 
“namderx stmoranu kerr jana.”-bria namdev. 
“pamdev horzjiu basahr s3gt.”-basst am 5. 
wads [namdharik] adjjust in name, nominal, 
so called, not performing action in accordance 

with his name, 2 worshipper of name, 
concetrating upon name, adopting the mystical 

word as instructed by the spiritual teacher. See 

agudia. 
sored} (namdhari], sHerdbr (namdharia] See 
sudia. “namdhari saranz teri.”-kalz m 5. 

2.n one who receives the mystical formula 

from a spiritual mentor. 3 See ou ftw. 
wormdia = fnamdharik] See onadta. 
“pamdharik jhuthe sabhz sak.”-gau m 5. 
“namdharik udhare, bhagatah s3sa kaun?” 

asa cht m 5. 

we [namna] n fame, glory. “nam ki namna 

sapat dipa.”—mala ravrdas. 
WSR BAG [namburdas zaman] P ylihact 
‘the world utters his name’, means to be 
famous in one’s time. 
‘BWA [namres] See THITA. 

wef [namrest] in concentration on the 7H 
[nam]. 2 by concentrating on the 3 [nam]. 
“pamrdsr jo jon triptane.” -sukhmani. 
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‘agu (namrup] name and appearance, that is 
— the world. 
meer (namleva] adj follower. “us da koi 
namleva na rehta.”-JSBB. 

wuegd [namvar] P jt adj famous, greatly 

distinguished, illustrious. 

‘oF [nama] ” name. 2 account entered in a cash 
book about one’s name. 3 Namdev Bhagat. 

“nama ubre hart ki of.”~bher namdev. 4 P Ut 
letter. 5 written paper, document. 6 book. 

omit [namabasi] a descendant of Namdev. 
2 follower of Namdev. 3 all the cloth-printers, 

chibas feel honoured in being called descendants 

of Namdev (ouirft). 

wwsan [namabhyas] See onmis7A. 
wit [namz) See #74 3. “jo rsu mare su namt 
samahz.”-gavam 5. ‘merges into the ultimate 
reality,’ 2 due to the name, by the name. “namz 

jzse ke ujli trsv dasi gania.”—asa m 5. 3 in the 
name. “namz rota soi nrrbanu.”—asa m 5. 

‘oft (nami) Str“ adjhaving a name. 2 famous, 
renowned. 3 God, the ultimate Reality. 

‘@Y [namu] See 54. “esa namu nar3jenv hor.” 
—jepu. 2 famous. “nanak namu namu japv 
jopra."-bavan. : 
‘YR (namus] A yt n respect. 2 divine religion; 
Teligion; dedicated to the eternal One. 3 shame, 

disgrace, humiliation, The word Ht {(namosi] 
has been formed from this. 
‘wR [name] due to the name, through the name. 
“name sogle kul udhre,”=g5d m5, 2 Namdev, 
“name soi sevza.”-gid namdev. 
‘itt [(namenamz] absorbed in the name only. 

“namenams rahe beragi.”-srdhgosatz. 
‘Wit [namo] the name only. “namo gran, nam 
enan.”—-kan m 5, 

anf [name] 3-nniet (disease); free from disease. 
2 through the name. 3 into the name. 
wa [nay] bowing, having the head bent. “sis 
nay 1m bhakhi gatha.”"-GPS. 2 n remedy, 
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effort. 3 leader, preceptor. 4 policy, political 

view. 5 See ofe. 

‘ota [nay] name. 
aaa [nayak] See wfew. 2 See afew sets. 
‘worn (nayka] See wfear, 
wae [nayad] P 4¢3-»rure, does not come, will 
or may not come. 
‘am (nayab) A tn assistant. 2 representative, 
person who acts for others, 3 subordinate. 

arftrer [nayzka] See fear. 
W [nar] n cord for fastening the trousers. “nar 

bSdhehé.”"~carrtr 17. 2 adv with, alongwith. 

“rahd khalse ke sad nar.”-GV /0. “krtak 

payade gamne nar.”~GPS. 3 Skt n crowd, 
tob. 4 dried ginger. 5 water. See areuz. 
6 adj pertaining to man, of man. 7 Pkt n neck, 

throat. “layo gahz nar dhara par maryo.”—cSdi 
1, “bahi det ki nar me dhar jai.”—carztr 142. 

8A ,¢ fire. 9 hell. 10 pomegranate. “narryal 

nar nargi rajé.”—corrtr 156. 11 Sit pipe, tube. 
12 This word has also been used for a [nari]. 

“ahd jogi jati brahamcari nor kahd nar ho.” 
—okal. 

weftiu [narstgh] n Narisinh, incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu. “narsfgh baudha tuhi.” 

—sanama. 2 adj pertaining to Narsingh; of 
Narsingh. 
wea [naroki] Skt ARPH adj suffering hell, 
sinner. 
weas (narker), FIRS (narkel) See wT. 

wat [nargi] See waft: 
‘wen [naraj] lotus that grows in aa (water), 
“parej pant mel kahz lalu.”-NP. ‘Lalu says 
with folded lotus — like hands.’ 2 See wfan. 
wee [nared] a seer who has composed many 
hymns of Veds. According to Rigyed he 
befonged to Kanv lineage; at another place he 

has been referred to as born from the forehead 

of Brahma. It is mentioned in Vishnu Puran, 
that he was son of Kashyap. It has been held 
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in Mahabharat and other Purans that when 

Narad disturbed Daksh during the creation of 
world, the latter cursed him to go away and 
take birth from the womb of a woman. On 
this Brahma interceded on behalf of Narad 
and Daksh demanded that Narad may take 

birth from the union of Brahma and daughter 
of Daksh. Therefore he is called ‘bramh’ and 
‘devbrahma’. Narad was chief of the celestial 
musicians. Once he visited the netherworld, 

and was very much pleased with it. 
He is also linked with the life story of 

Krishan. He had informed Kans about the 
incamation of Vishnu and explained to him that 

he would be killed by the child who would be 
born to Devki, due to which Kans killed 

Devki’s infants. 
It has been described in the Panchtanter 

written by Narad that Brahma instructed his, 

son Narad to get married, but Narad retorted 

that his father was a false teacher, and only 

the worship of Krishan could lead to spiritual 
power. On this Brahma cursed him to be 
subject to indulgences of the flesh and 

domination by women. Reacting to it Narad 
cursed back Brahma that he would have 
dalliance with his daughter and the people 
would not worship him. “narad munz jen suk 
bras.”-gau thrtim 5. 
2 Narad is also known for causing disputes 

instigating different persons. therefore people 
consider Narad a backbiter and a riotous 
person. “naredu kare khuari.”—basst am /. 

3 It has been mentioned in ‘Makke di Gosat’ 
(adiscussion at Mecca) that Narad is the name 

of the devil, 
“narad getan ke havale kariahfge.” 

“naredy nace kaltka bhav.”~asa m 1. 

weeyee [naradpuran) See yore. 

weeleey (naradpécratr) a tome written by 
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Narad, in which five parts of worship have 
been described:— 

1 abhrgaman (approaching) — to plaster 
and wash the place and then to invoke the 

god. 
2upadan (acquisition) -to collect material 

like flowers, sandal etc for worship. 

3 xy (worshipful person) — to worship the 
deity. 

4 svadhyay (systematic study) — to repeat 
the holy text. 

5 yog (meditation) - to concentrate upon 
the image of the deity. 
rafe [naradz] by Narad. “naradz kahra sz 
puj kardhi.”-var brha m 1.2 See wae. 
eet [nardi] Skt sada adjpertaining to Narad; 
of Narad; percepts of worship and hymn 
singing as described by Narad. “nardi narharz 
janz hadure.”-ram m 5. ‘realising the 
omnipresence of God is true dancing and 

worship as described by Narad.’ 

wae (naredu] See age, 
‘weet (narnagi] n one who has suake around 
his neck — the Shiv. “grrrja ko kahyo narnagi 
ne nthalsfgh.” 
Bess [narnsl] main town of district 
Mahendergarh of Patiala state which is at a 

distance of 37 miles from Rewari on Rewari 
Phulera railway line, @ branch of Rajputana 
Malwa railway. After the mutiny of Sammat 
1914, Raja Narender Singh got it alongwith 
‘the surrounding territory out of the confiscated 
state of Nawab Jhajjar. In Mahabharat, the 

name of this region has been mentioned as 

Narashtar. “narnol ke des me bijesfgh rk 
nath.”-corztr 124. : 

‘reat (narval, or Byee" [nshurva] Ski Gait 

é Gy Ot 4, dracunculus (guinea worm) 

According to Ayurved its causes are - eating 
sour, acrid and hot food, taking impure water, 
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bathing in ponds, walking barefoot. Narva is a 
type of long worm which enters into the body 
through water, where it multiplies. When it 
increases enough, then it comes out ripping 
the skin. At first a swelling appears suddenly 

from which a pimple emerges and a worm 

like thread comes out of the wound. If it comes 
out completely then one feels relief but if it is 

there in parts then it causes intense pain. This 

disease is very common in deserts (around 

Rajputana). Narva does not affect people who 
use asafoetida in cooked dals or vegetable. A 
simple treatment for this disease is:~ cook flour 
of roasted barley in butter milk and apply this 
paste on the pimple. Take one ratti of 
asafoetida dissolved in water. Grind the seeds 
of acacia arabica in water and apply this paste, 

drink refined ghee prepared from cowmilk for 
three days and after that take soup of leaves 

of vitex negundo for three days. Use refined 
butter cooked with physalis flexussaital. Grind 

seeds of herdera helix and boil these in the 
sesame oil and fasten them hot on narva, rub 
nuxvomica in cold water and apply it; smear 

leaves of calotropis procera or thorn apple 
(datura stramonium alba) with sweet oil and 

fasten these upon the wound, 
wer (nara) m channel, small! flow of water. 

2.cord for fastening trousers. “nara ko hocha 
ghano.”-carztr 194.3 A ,7 loud voice, shout, 
challenge, roar of a lion. 

woes [nararn), wares [nararnu), Totes 
[nararn] See wee. 2 God, the ultimate 
Reality. “nararn sabh mahr Hahae "—g5d m 
5. “nararn narharz dazal.”-ram m 5. 
“naratnu suprassn hoe.”—basst namdev. 
“naraiIn narpati namaskars.”—kan m5. 

3 ome who prepares extracts, sherbets etc. 
See we 5. “ape vedu apr nararnu.”—var ram 
2m 5. ‘he himself is the physician and 
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pharmacist.’ 

wafoen [naratndas] See WeUeEH, 
wee [narac] Skt n an arrow with a shaft or 
iron rod instead of a stick and having five 

wings. 2 a poetic metre, -- at many places TOT 

[narac] has been listed for narac but wou 
{narac) is an altogether different metre which 

has these characteristics:—four feet, every foot 
consists of two nagans and four ragans Ill, Il, 
SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, with a pause afler nine characters 

each; it is also called ‘mahamalrka’. 

Example: 
Korot nar sada ruci, dharm ke karm me prem se, 
jegat mahz sukhi rahe, 5t ko mokh hve nem 

$e... 
raw [naraj] See wae 2.2 P frp adjdispleased, 
annoyed, unhappy. 
wes [narat] See sets. 
BTUE (narayan) Sktwe is collection of human 
beings; whoes mare (home) is He, meaning — 

who is present in every body. 2 srg (elements 

originating from) a (creator), which are 

whose abode, means omnipresent form in 

elements. 
‘arersarren reenter areroneer fergder: 
ordered wer OF ARTI: BT: 

~mahabharat. 
3 waters 3° [nar] are the sons of the ultimate 

Reality nar; which are the abode of whom in 

earlier age that is Narayan (God). 
mre Ter fer tee aT ARTA: 
or aeearerd af OF ATTEN: BAt—manv. 
4 aquatic animals, animals living in water. 

“narayen kacch macch tfdud kahrt sabh.” 

-akal. 5 See ware. 

wrormefity aq [narayensfgh baba} This 
holyman was grandson of Baba Sarup Singh 

and son of Baba Gurdial Singh. He was born 
on the 10" of bright half of Sawan, Sammat 

1898 at village Pittho in Nabha territory. After 
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the death of his grandfather in Sammat 1918, 
he was designated as priest of the shrine 

dedicated to Baba Ajapal Singh. After getting 
this position, the service he rendered to preach 

Sikhism was commendable. He baptized 
thousands of people by administering 

consecrated water, inspired them to memorise 

the Guru’s hymns, made them relish the 

ecstasy of meditation and helped them to 
attain the stage of devotion, 

He had memorised the whole text of the 

holy Guru Granth Sahib. He regularly used to 
complete the recital of the holy scripture four 
times a month. On three occasions, he solely 

performed uninterrupted recitation of Guru 
Granth Sahib in one sitting. Once Mabaraja Hira 
Singh listened to the whole text with devotion. 

1783 orevqreftur wer 

At the completion of the recitation, the 

Maharaja desired to grant a fief, but Baba ji 
declined to accept any reward for the 

performance. When at the end of the ceremony, 

Baba ji sat in a palanquin to go back to his 
residence, the Maharaja relieved one bearer of 

the palanquin and carried it on his own shoulder. 
Baba ji used to rest for four or five hours 

daily, and the remaining time he spent in 
meditation. 

Baba ji used to run nonstop langar. Serving 

the devotees with his own hands was a 
pleasurable task for him. 

When he left this material world on 

Vaisakh 20", Sammat 1973 at Nabha, his 

younger son Baba Bishan Singh became 
mahant in his place. 

‘The family tree of Baba Narayan Singh is this - 
Baba Naudh Singh 

(b Sammat 1840) Baba Sarup Singh (d Samat 1918) 
| 

(b 1865) Baba Gurdayal Singh (d 1903) 
I 

(b 1898) Baba Gurdial Singh (d 1973) 

(b 1918) Kanh Singh! 
| 

(b 1948) Bhagwant Singh (Hari ji) 
I 

‘Surdarshan Singh-Mahender Singh-Mohan Singh 

(b 1927) Mihan Singh 

! 
(b 1955) Bhawant Kaur 

(b 1930) Mahant Bishan Singh? 
i 

(b 1952) Praduman Singh 
| 

Nanak Singh 

See narurs fifur war and Aguitu wer, 2 See Saritw. 

‘Author of Gurshabad Ratnakar. 
*head priest of Babe Ajepal Singh's gurdwara. 
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wewzyse [narayancuran] See Geeta. 
weueze [narayantel) Take half a seer each 
of these thirteen medicines — phisalis, 

flexussaital, bark of ‘gsgeran’, keel of Indian 
bil, patha, k3dzari large and small, tribulus 

alatus, atrbala, bark of margosa tree, hog- 

weed, sayonak, presarrni, and arni (a reed) 

and crush all these and boil in one maund and 
twenty four seers of water; when water is 

reduced to one/fourth put it down and after 

sieving mix in it sesame oil four seers, juice of 

satavri four seers, milk of cow eight seers. 

Strained remnant of these seventeen medicines 
saussurea, small cardamon, white sandal, 
murabba, sweet flag, Indian spikenard, white 

rock salt, physalis flexussaital, bark of gageran, 
raisin, aniseed, cedar, salparani, prisathparani, 

masperani, mudagparani, tagar (a tree) may 

be prepared and mixed into the liquid and cook 

it on moderate heat, When only oil remains 
put it down, and after sieving, pour it into 
bottles; massage of this oil dispels joint-pain, 
rheumatic diseases and idleness. 
orguasern [narayondas] a devout Sikh of Guru 
Angad Dev. 2 a devout Sikh of Julk caste and 

resident of village Dalla, who was father of 
Mata Damodari and father-in-law of Guru 
Hargobind, Sec wited? war. 3 See fadtardiz. 
werua [narayna] See wy. 
weradt [narayni] Sk n Lakshmi, goddess of 

wealth. 2 Ganga. 3 Durga, the goddess. 
weaeTss (naraynitel] See woUEss. 
WUE [rarayandas) See TOUETH 2. 
orfs (narz) Skt pipe, tube. “turi narz ki chodi 
bata.”-géd kabir. ‘he does not mention the 
brush and the pipe at all.’ See gat. 2 Skt wat 
pulse, vein. “jab trh trry ki nart nthari.” 
~carttr 289. 3 See ard. “sSgi jogi narz 
laptani.”-maru solhe m 5. Here yogi means 

aperson’s soul and wetis a symbol of physical 
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body. 4 maya, the illusory world. “purakh mahx 
nart, narr mahr purkha.”-ram m /. 

wfedtes [narrkel] Sce sete. 
afon [narzj) n blood, that is produced by veins 
[nari]. 2 menstruation. 3 sea that is red like 
the colour of menses.-sanama. 
wien trang [narzj israstra] n lord of red 
sea, Varun; his weapon, noose. See afar 3. 
“narrj adi ucarke israstra pad dehu. nam 
sakal sri pas ke cin catur crt lehu.”-sanama. 

‘od [nari] Skt wet n vein, nurve. “pavan dry 

sukhman nari.”-gau kabir. See FUuner. 2 Skt 
woman, lady, “nari purakh praru premx 
sigaria.”—var majh m J. 

According to sexology, women are divided 

in four classes — padm:ni, crtrini, s3khni and 
hastrni. With respect to them, there are four 

types of men, namely sagek (hare), mrrg (deer), 
vrrgabh((ox), and asv (horse). See ygnrts. 

Based on age four types of women are — 
wer [bala] (child), teruni (young), prodha 

(mature), vedhha (old woman). 3% [balal is 
upto the age of sixteen, taruni upto thirty, 

prodha upto fifty and vrrdhha above fifty. 
In Brahmvaivarat, women are divided into 

three types -FUt [sadhvil, Farm" [bhogya] and 
kulfa. The woman who serves her husband 
with devotion and mates with him with the 

desire of having children, is sadhvi (pious 
woman). The woman who serves her husband 
with the desire of riches and sexual enjoyment, 
is called bhogya, and the woman who works. 
for her husband with the intention of guile and 

greed and establishes illicit relations with other 

men for sexual merriment is considered as 

kulta (an unchaste woman). 
According to Hinduism, freedom is not 

allowed to women. See HafAfyfs'a 5 5 147-48. 

Not only were women denied the knowledge 

of Veds, even rituals pertaining to women could 
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not be performed by them reciting the Veds. 

Itis a religious decision. Women are ignorant, 

they are devoid of the right to Vedic text, and 
are embodiment of falsehood.”-manua9 s 19. 

For rights of women in Sikhism. See »rAr 
4 S, Wae 3, couplet with the stanza 19 of var 

asa, “bh3dr jSmie,” and var bhai gurudas 5, 
stanza 16. 
3 special sign of woman, vagina. “taguna fdri 
tagu na nari.”-var asa. 4 Pkt 5 neck, nape. 
“mukh naz rehi na ucavet nari.”-carrtr 233. 
5.4 gt devil born of #9 [nar] (fire). “nari 
hukam na minta rakhta naé getan.”—mago. 

6 adjhellish. 7 Pn dress, uniform. 
‘wedtos [narial], 7S [naliel] See HHT. 
By (naru} See veewTiie. 
‘wyur [narua] See wae". 
‘3 [nare] advalong with, together with. “th bhi 
pats th ke ab nare.”"-krrsan. 2 plural of 7e" 
{nara} (cord of cotton for fastening trousers), 
ada (nar3g] Dg n blood. © 
odaft (nardgil, weet (nardji] Ske PRET n 
whose colour is like vermilion; a kind of orange, 
small in size, yellow coloured tinged with red. 
See Hager, “nar3ji mitha bahu lage.”—carrtr 
256, 
3% (nal] adv near, beside. 2 with, alongwith. 

See aes, 3 Skt n stem of lotus. Sce whadu. 
4 pipe, tube. “nal brkhe bat kie suniot kan 

die.”~BGK. 5 barrel of a gun. “chutkst 

nal3.”-kalki. 6 flame. “vthe nal agg3.”~varah. 
7 P Jt pith which comes out of a pipe while 

shaping the reed-pen. 8 imperative of ates 
weep, cry, wail, 9.4 | a metal band nailed 
under the hoof or shoe, which protects it from 

wearing out. 10 shoe, boot, 11 metalled part 
at the end of a sheath towards the tip. 
12 circular wooden structure on which the wall 

of a well is raised. 
‘weg [nalahv) adv from. “manmukha nalahy 
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tutia bhali.”-var brha m 3, 

eset (nalki] n palanquin open from both sides 
and having a bow shaped arch. 
ww (nalaker), 5G [nalkel] See see. 

we [nalad] P yj, weeps, may weep; will 
‘weep; its root is waten. 
wende [nalabsd] P 4% n smith who shoes the 

horses, farrier. 
wedel [nalab3di] 7 act of shoeing, shoeing 
the horses, 2 wages for shoeing. 3 a type of 
annua! tax. In days, gone by this tax was 

imposed by a maharaja on rajas under 

subjection, suggesting that it was mere 
reimbursement of shoeing expenditure, and not 
a huge collection of taxes. “‘nalb3diadz dhan 

kachu na pahucayo he.”-GPS. 
‘ww [nala] n a small flow of water, channel. 

“nalza tobhra ka jalu jar pave vicr sursari. 
var brla m4.2.cord for fastening, the trousers. 
Sumbilical cord. “jz drhnala kapta.”=s farid. 

4S letter. 5 P jy weeping, crying. 6 appeal. 
arst (nala] P yt adj tearful, about to cry. 
2 weeping. 3 appellant. 

wanfer {nalark] See wera. 
wwrag{nalagarh] See tga. 
seu [nalayak) adjhaving no ability, unfit. 

arf [nalz] advwith, together with, along with. 
“stanpa lak hohr ta tku na cale nalz.”-japu. 

“nalt rane dosti.”—var asa m 2.2 Skt 75 n 
pipe, stem of the lotus. See a'frgée. 3 river, 
stream. See mest Fat, 

‘onfisa [nalrs] P (1 appeal, 2 complaint. 
wfea [nalxk) n which has a stem or reed; 
arrow.-sanama. 
wife? [nalzku}3b] 1 one whose family is a 

stem of the lotus, Brahma, “nalrkutsb sathr 

vardata brehma bhalan srtsat gata.”—-asam 

4. ‘The selfish Brahma who was born from a 
stem of the lotus, who grants the boons, went 
to search the world.’ There is a Puranic 
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anecdote that Brahma wondered as to where 
from he was born. Then an idea struck his mind 

that he might have been born from a lotus. He 

again wondered how could this little lotus give 
birth to him. On this Brahma kicked the lotus 
strongly, due to which he fell down headlong 
into the stem and wandered inside it for many 

ages. At last he gave up his arrogance and 

prayed to the Almighty, then he again came up 
and was seated on the lotus as before. 

‘weft [nali] n drain for carrying water. 2 pipe, 
tube. 3 barrel. 4 gun.-sanama. 
wrains [naliar], 7ST [nalier] See sees. 
“nalier phalu sébart paka,”~—ram kabir. ‘Silk- 
cotton tree is bad company and coconut is true 

company. The vile persons think that coconut 

has ripened with the fruit of silk-cotton tree.’ 
WBS [nalidan] P yt v weep, wail. 2 appeal. 
Ww [nale) adv accompained with, in the 
company of. “gavahr fd fdasanz bethe 

devatza darz nale.”-japu. 2 with, along with, 
together with. “je koi us ka sdgi hove nale lee 
stdhave.”-asa m 5.3 plural of 7 {nala]. 
we wu der (nale da hocha) adj lustful, 
lecherous. See 7" 2, 
we e Fat [nale da jati] one who does not 
indulge in extramartia! relations; one who 
regards women other than his wife as his 
mother, sister and daughter. 

we et fe (nale da dhrila] lecher; one who 
indulges in sexual intercourse with women 

other than his own wife. 
‘ws [nalen] See 785. 
‘w®' [nal6) adv from. See wey. 

we [nav] n name. “asdkh nav asskh thav.” 

~jopu. “nay jrna sultan khan,”=sri m 1. 2 Skt 
boat, ship. P st. “bhavsager nav harzseva.” 
-suhi ch3t m 5. 3 acclamation, shout of 

ecstasy. 
‘ate [naval] n name. 2 boat, ferry, canoe. “sadh 
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nav bethavaho nanak, bhavsagar part utara.” 
~sarm 5. 

We [navau] See sz. 
wey [navahu] from name. “navahu bhula jagu 
phrre.”—var majh m 1. 2 See 7a, 
‘wee [navak} P _/ hollow pil lean and 
straight pipe used ‘ox hooting arrow through 
itso that the arrow moves straight and exactly 
hits the target. “jas navak ko tir calayo.”~carrtr 
358. 2 dented arrow. 3 plough pin. 4 sting of 

poisonous insects like bees, wasps etc. 5 See 

@ree [navan] v bathe, take bath. “navahu 
dhovahu tzlaku caravahu.”-ram am /. 

wefe (navanz] for a dip. “trathr navanz jau 
tirathu namu he.”—dhana chit m 1. 
wet [navni] n act of taking bath; bath by 
women after menses. 2 menses, periods. See 

frowedt. 
wee [navanu] See WEE. 
wea [navan] See arez. “naven kau tirath 
ghane.”-gav kabir. 
‘ee [navra], 7s [navza] n name. “phelrahyo 
daso dis navra.”—krrsan. “navya laie krsu?” 

~savam 3, 
wer [naval] plural of a. “dur akhar dur 
nava,”~basst m J. 2 adj ninth. “nava khad 
sarir.”"—var majh m 2, 3 1 may take bath, 
“tiratht nava joe trsu bhava."-japu. 4 See 
om, 

‘aig? (ndva) name as in: “us da ndva krtab te 
carza hora he.” 2 account, as. “mé usda nava 
cégi tard vekhiza he.” 
wwe (navare) bathed, gave a bath. 2 may 
bathe, may give a bath. “harr Smrrtsarz 

navare.”—nat am 4. 

refs [navalr) adv after bathing, after giving 
a bath, after washing. “puj kare rakhe 
navalz.”—var sar m 1. 
wefent [navalza] bathed, gave a bath. “jalz 
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malz jani navalza.”-vad m / alahni. ‘The 

dead body was washed by massaging with 
water,’ 
wfea [navrk] See wea. 2 Skt n boatman, 

oarsman, sailor. 

w® {nave} bathes, takes a bath. “hartnamr 

nave soi janu ntrmalu.”-sar a m 3, 2 name. 
See 7 I. “nave ka vapari hove.”-mamu solhe 
m3.3 name. “haume nave nal virodhu he.” 

—vad m3. 
wat [nara] m rope made of intestine, cord made 
by twisting leather-strips. 2 cord for fastening 
trousers. 

we (narr], afar [naprka], wat (nazi) Ske orf 
fear n vein, artery. 2 pulse. 3 hollow pipe. 
4 rope made of intestines; leather-cord. 

5 period of six moments; according to many 

halfa muhurat (thirtieth part of day and night) 
isa nap 

fs [nz] Skt part a prefix which gives many 
meanings ~ specific, always, negation, 

completely, in, etc as in nrgam, nigrah, 

nidargan, ntdes, nzana, nrkhales etc, 

fs: [nth] See fou. 
fo€ [nxv} n foundation, base. 2 adv humbly, 
by bowing. 3 in this way, like this, thus, 

fatter [nzuja] See Ser. 
fsGz (nzuna] v bow, salute, greet, be humble. 
fos" (nzutaj, foG-er (nzda) x invitation. 
“pathyo mrrgva keh? keharr nruta.”—krrsan. 
2 money contributed by relatives on the 

occasion of a marriage ceremony etc. 

foe [nzur] See frees, 
foGer [nzura] See foter. 
foGe [nzul] See foGer and foes. 
faGer (nrula] 2 mongoose. 
foGet (nxoli] Skt 31% n a yogic exercise; its 
method is this - while sitting erect, straighten 
the back, move the abdomen towards right, 
left, up, down with the force of air in the way 
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as curd is chumed in the pitcher. “nruli karam 
kere bahu asan.”—sukhmani. 2 feminine of 

mongoose, 
foQabrnr [nzulikarom) See fast 1. 
formes [ntamat] See fomns, 
foe [nzar] part near, close to, close by. E 
near, 
femrasr {nzarana] v come near, approach. 

2 came near. 

fer (nav), fori (nrdu), foorfe Inzar] Skt 
n justice, equity. “tere gharz sada sada he 
ntav.”—asam 5. “rajsfghasan sySdan bethke 
suran ko nrrp nzaO cukayo.”~krrsan. “kaha 

Riaz rajvrbhutr.”-akal. 
fret [nzai] Skt mf adj just, fair, known 
for doing justice. “harz seca ntai.”—var brla 

m 4.2, equal, similar, like. “pasu ki nzai 
soro.”-sor m 9.3 P Sy 3-nrel, you did not 
come. 
fonref (niai ] n land adjoining the village 
boundary, land near or next to the village. 
2 See fame? 2. 
fowrn [nas] See a7F. 
fort [nzaz] P ip n need, desire. 2 offering 
made to a saint or deity. “kero kabul naj 
ghoneri.”-GPS. 3 request, entreaty, 
solicitati 

feof [nzaji] adj who makes an offering. See 
fomet, 2 a caste of Nasir Gilzai Pathans. “lodi 

sur ntaji cale.”~carztr 297. 
fomret [nzana] adj having no knowledge, 
ignorant. 2 n child, minor. 3 rope fastened to 
the legs of a cow while milking. See saa. 

fore (nzafat] P =) #'-wes not achieved, 
not attained. See wesw. 
fonms [ntamat), fromifs [nzamatz] A. 1 

grant, gift. 2 property, wealth. 3 means of 
living, livelihood. 

fiorae [nzayad] See 7uR, 
fours? [nzarav), fonre (nzaral adj detached, 
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aloof, indifferent. “harakh sog te rahe 

niarav.”-sorm 9, 
famine (nraria] n person who separates gold 
from ashes thrown by the goldsmith, 
fomre [ntav) n justice, faimess. “raje coli ntav 

.”—var sar m 1. 

fomiar [nz5ta] prompter, motivator. See aug". 
fort (nzs) Skt Pret vr mediate, go into trance. 
2 nnight. See L Nox. “nrsdin suntke puran, 

samjhat nahr re ajan.”-jeja m9. 3 See fou. 
foun [nzsast] P __4n sense of sitting, sitting 
posture, 
foangz [nrsastah] P - 4) sitting, seated, “dono 

cagam kugad nisasteh samuhe.”—NP. 
fsmnas [nzsasten] P Fae v sit, be seated. 
foradt (n1skaci] transform of sapRf. expert in 
tracking down by following footprints; tracker. 
See sanet. “tabe gah nrskaci durae.” 
—PPP. 

faraue [nrskepat] Skt Frente adj guileless, 
without fraud, honest. 

frag [nrskar] moon, See forrag. 

foraan [niskaras), foray [nzskarakh] Skt 
frert n conclusion, essence, outcome. 2 faith, 
belief, devotion. 

fonas [nrskal] Skt Prova adj effortless, 
motionless. 2 n God, the Creator. 3 aged 

person who can not walk. See frame’. 4 adj 
artless. 

‘forreriat [nrskal5k] Skt rence adjunblemished, 

unstained, blameless. 
foram [nrskam] Skt frepra adj not having 
desire for reward; free from wish. 2 action 
performed disinterestedly. 

fara [nzskamil Skt Pref" adj having no 
desire, free from wish. 

foreiea [nzskstak] Ske frenvew adj without 
enemy. 2 free from trouble, without any 
suffering. 

forque [niskreman] Skt Prse7t n act of going 
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outside; moving on; advancing; emerging. 

forfagfs (nrskrxtr] Skt Frege n liberation, 
salvation. 2 penance, atonement; expiation; 

absolution from sin. 
fore [nzsakhan] adj totally empty, vacant, 
unoccupied, “mahzl nrsakhan rahrgae.”~s 

farid, See rae, 
fore [nxscau) See foraa. 
forgot (nrscaha] adj short for fearssa', demon- 
killer. “trmrarz bal vrrt nrscaha kahr sut 

bahur ucar. ayudhucor sri ban kentksaht nam 
apar.”—sanama. enemy of Tumar — a demon, 

Indar the killer of Bal and Vrit, Arjun his son, 
arrow the weapon of Arjun. 
fora [nzscay] freaa n faith, belief, trust. 
2 knowledge without any doubt. 3 firm 

determination. 

forge (nxscar] See forras. 
forrats [nxscal] Skt Pract adjimmovable, fixed, 
which does not change its place. 
fareeeH [niscaldas] See By. 
fore (nzsca] See farwa. 
fonfes [nzscxt] Ske faftam adj ascertained, 
concluded. 2 decided, determined. “bahut der 

mehr niscxt karyo.”-GPS. 
forfds [nxsett] Ske fafa adj free from 
worry; carefree. 

ford (nrsce] adj surely, certainly, 
fare (nzsco] See fsrau. 2 See frat. 
fare (nzsat] See wy. 2 Skt 7 3-feR, who is 
not dear, 3 See fay. 
forge (nisthur) Sk: Frege adj harsh, hard. 
2 pitiless, merciless, cruel. 

forsee (nistaron] Skt Prenet n passing from 
one side to the other; crossing; swimming 

across, 2 liberation, salvation, deliverance. 

“trnke sgt nanak nistarie."-jet m 5. “ese 
durmatr nzstare, tu kruna teraht revidas?” 

—keda. “sabadi nistare ssara."—maru solhe 

m3, 
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foratfs [nzstarr] by getting salvation, “hart 
sImrot jon gave nIsterr tere.”—asa revidas. ‘by 
meditating upon the Creator the holymen 

swam across the ocean of world.’ See fanswe. 
fora (nistar], forere [nrstara) Skt Pra n 
sense of passing from one side to the other; 
act of swimming across. 2 liberation, salvation, 
deliverance. “tumhi te mero nzst 
kabir. “halatr palatz sada kere nrstar: 

vad m 4.3 ship, steamer, “gur ke caren jia ka 
nistara. somddv sagaru jrnt khrn mahi 
tara.”~dhana im 5. 

forerd (nzstari] adjcompetent to get one pass 
to the other side; saviour. “hart harz 
nistari.”-var guj | m 3. 
forts [nzsatta] adj without existence, 
meaningless, untrue, false. “kut3b sabh 
nadinavsdjog nisatta.”-BG. 
faRffA [nzsatrts] Skt Prftae n sword longer 
than thirty fingers. 2 adjpitiless, merciless. 

fonff ra [nzsatrfsni] army which is equipped 
with swords.—sanama. 

foRrg (nistre] liberated, emancipated, saved. 
See farsa, “jrnz jrnz japi tei sabhz nzstre.” 
-maru solhe m 5, 

fares [nrsdan| Skt fre7 n act of sitting. 
2 residence, dwelling. “subudhhz nrsdani.” 

-ramav. 
fonfes (ntsdrn] adv day and night, always, 
continuously, constantly, regularly. “nsdn 
sunzke puran samjhat nahr re ajan!.”—jeja 
m9. 

fora [nzsadh] Skt fora n a part of Kumaon 
region; at some time it was ruled by raja Nal 
(husband of Damyanti).' 
‘Colonel Todd has termed it to be the territory of 

Marwar. Some scholars think that the present word 

narvar is the changed form of word nalpor. It is forty 
miles away from Gwalior to the south-west of the city. 
See wars, 
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feraufs [ntsadhpatr] raja Nal who was ruler 
of Nishadh region. 

fore (nxsan] See faa. 
forofea [nisnaxkl, fortra [nisnath), fora 
Inzsnayak) 7 lord of night - moon. 
fora gart (nrsnayak bhagnil 1 lord of 
night, moon; his sister, river Chandarbhaga. 
~sanama. 
ferufs [nrspatz] n lord of night, moon. 
formifis [nzspattr] Skt Prete n completion, end. 
2 success, achievement. 3 doctrine, tenet, 

conclusion. 4 faith, belief. 

ferevest [nrspalak] adj without blinking, without 
winking. “cakhu nrspalak thrryorahr age.” 
—GPS. 2 na god who does not wink. 

forumy [nrspap] Skt frvaTy adj sinless, 
blameless. 
fours (nzspal], forrfsar [nzspalrka] Skt 
fofirus a poetic metre, characterised by four 
feet; each foot consisting of bha, ja, sa, na, ra 

1, 15, US, I, SS. 
Example: 

dhaz bhat ar rrs khar asx jharhi, 

sor kar jor sar tor arz darhi, 
pran taj pe na bhaj bhumzran sobh-hi, 
pekh chabz dekh dutz narrasur lobh-hi 

~kalki, 

fami] [nzsp3d] Skt Prer< adj immovable, 
steady, inactive. “tumev nrspid sapSdasc.” 
~saloh. ‘verily you are steady and playful.’ 
forytAe (nzsprayojan] Skt Preval adj 
causeless, groundless, meaningless, 

purposeless. 
forfys [nrsprrhl, fora [nzsprehl, forydt 
[nzsprehi] Skt Preys adj free from desire, 
without wish. 
fmm [nxsaf] A sz adjhalf. 
forse [nzsphal] Skt fivea adj fruitless, 
meaningless, in vain, futile. 2 n straw of paddy. 
3 castrated; without testicles. 
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forex 

forag (nsbat] A .,,/ n relation, connection. 

2 marital bond; betrothal. 3 comparison, 
similarity, likeness. 
frmerng (nrsbasar], forerag [nrsbasarv] , adv 
day and night, always, daily. “nrsbasar 

brkhzan kau dhavot.”~sor m 9. “nisbasur 

bhaju tahr mit.”-basstm 9. 
forse [nzsaran] Sia Fae n moving forward, 
advancing. ‘sSghar nzsar ae bhat jrte.”-saloh. 
“nrsar cale sayak janu chute.”-ramav. 
2 coming out; exit. 3 leaking, dripping. “kar 

mahi Smritu anr nisarro.”—asa m 4. 

foree [nzsrat] » lord of night, moon. 

farere gait [nzsrat bhagni] moon’s sister, 
river Chandarbhaga. 

firnfs (nzsarz) n feer-nif enemy of night, sun. 
“d1vker dinpatz nisarz bhan.”-sanama. 

fang [nzsaru] Sk faq flowing, dripping, 
dribbling. iS 
for (nzsal], fare [nrsalu] Skt Frerea adj 
without a wound. 2 sans suffering, not having 

any trouble, without anxiety. “sau nzsal jan {3g 

dharr.”—var brla m 4. “hor nactd nrsalu 
hozrehie.”-var vad m 4. 

fort (nsa] 1 satisfaction, contentment. “tumri 

nrsa hor he tab hi.”-NP. 2 Skt fat night. 

“nsa nisInath jane.”—ramav. 3 A ,vi ladies, 
women, 
form [nzsas}, form [nzsasa} Ske fare n act 
of exhaling, exhalation. 2 sigh, deep breath, 

3 See farrit 2. 

farri (n1saso] See form. 2 fes:tim adj without 
doubt. “karat nrsaso ur n1sce udar ko.”-GPS. 
foamy (nrgasta] P = 1 ; its root is farten (to 
settle something) fine wheat flour prepared 

after getting the pulp of wheat settled to the 
bottom of water. In winter, people eat sweet 

balls of roasted fine flour to gain strength. 
fords [nrsahst] Skt frees] n sun, which 
dispels the night. 
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foter (nr98k] Sk Frere adj fearless, intrepid. 
“cache kachni te sabhe hi nrsake.”—carrtr 2. 

fore [nxsakar] 1 moon. See BG eB yu. 
fora [nrsagam] faat-nrenm nightfall. 
2evening time. 
forrag (nxsacar] m demon, that moves at night. 
2 jackal. 3 owl. 4 snake, serpent. 5 ruddy 
sheldrake. 6 thief. 7 tomcat. 8 Shiv. 9 moon. 

font Gant [nzsa carom) Dg n darkness, 
forredt [nrsacori] m feminine of fares. 
2 demoness who moves at night. 3 adulteress, 

unchaste woman. 
forradt (nxsacari] Skt Frama] adj which 
roams about at night. 2 7 demoness. 3 Shiv. 

4 See farres. 
fore [nrsajal] » water of night, dew. 
fore [nrsan] See fara. 
ferret [nrsani] sign, symbol. See font. 
“pareupkar vrkar nzsani.”-BG. 

fourgy [nzsat] A ye) ” pleasure, happiness. 
2 freshness. 

fonts [nzsat] mend of night, break of day, dawn, 
early moming, 2 extremely calm and quiet. 

forme [nzsad] See frre. 

fouten [nzsidan] P ct v get settled at the 
bottom. 
form [nzgan] P yt 7 flag; standard. 
Kingdoms and religions use different types of 
flags as symbols of their distinct identity; an 

emblem of double-edged sword is fixed on the 

mast-head in the Sikh religious flag which is 

light yellow in colour. 2 sign. 3 characteristic, 

4 royal proclamation. 5 medal. 6 ln musicology 

along kettledrum having three feet long vessel, 
but now this word (nzsan) is used duly for 

any kettledrum. “laghu nzsan aru baji 

naphiri.”-GPS. “bajyo nxsan th jsbu dip.” 
~gyan. 7 Skt fans to sharpen. 
fours rfea [nrsan sahrb] See $a" 1. 
foredt (ntsanci] n who holds the flag; flag 
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fours wet fiers 

bearer. f 
forres wat firs (nzsan vali mrsal] one of the 
twelve misls (divisions) of the Sikhs, led by 
sardars Sangat Singh, Mohar Singh, Dasundha 
Singh Bhanga Singh, Jatt Sikhs of Shergill 

subcaste who belonged to village Mansurwal 
district Ferozepur. Whenever the Sikh army 
was engaged in a religious crusade, the sardars 

of this mis] led from the front bearing flags, 
thus the mis! was named Nishan Wali, Ambala 
was the capital city of this misl, Now the 
sardars of Shahbad in Ambala district, of 
Ladhar in Ludhiana district, of Mansurala in 

Ferozepur district and Sountiwala in Nabha 
state are descendants of this misl. 
fore [nzgana) P 5 1 target; something 
aimed at in shooting practice. 

forrara (nzganath] lord of night, moon. 
forret [nxsanil, fore? (nzsani] P jes n sign, 
symbol. 2 signature, sign. “pari nzsani ravar 
hath.”-GPS. 3 a poetic metre, also called 

‘upman’; its characteristics are four feet, 

each foot consisting of twenty-three matras; 

first pause is at the thirteenth, second at the 

tenth matra, with two gurus at the end. 
Example: 

bhali suhavi chapri, jamahz gun gae, 
krt-hi kamz na dhaul-har, jitv har bisrae. 

-suhi m 5. 

See ugeft ede 11. 
formufs (nzsapatz], fornfe (ntsamanz] n lord 
of night - moon, which shines at night. 

fore [nisar] » spout through which water 
flows out; aqueduct of Persian wheel through 

which water brought out from the well in pots 

is discharched into a channel. 2 Skt fs: FE 
adj without essence; residue. 3 ,¢ 1 act of 
scattering; sacrifice, offering a sacrifice to 
propitiate the gods, 

frrrfeS [nzsarzo) See farwe and fang. 
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fofh [nzsz] Ske fafa n night. “ahrnzsz jepi 
sada salahi.”-suhi chat m 4. 2 turmeric. 
fof [nrsrs] lord of the night, moon. See 
‘forr. : 
foftrsar [(nrstsbhaga} n river Chandarbhaga, 
sister of the lord of night (moon).-sanama. 
fore [nzsrt] Skr fetta adj fast, swift, hot, 
pungent. 2 desirous. 

foffre [nzsrnad) n a musical instrument rung 
bya hunter at night, bell ofa hunter. “zu kurak 
nistnad bal-ha.”~dhana namdev. 

fofums [nzszpal], fofmrsa [ntsrpalak] n 
protector of the night, moon. 2 See frau. 
fafymt [nrstpuspi] See aratetar. 
foframys [ntsrbasur], fafrers [nistvasar] 
day and night; all the time. See forma. 
“nisrbasur japi nanak das.”—g5d m 5. 

forft (nzsi] 7 night. “suha r3g supne nisi.”-var 
suhi m 3. ‘is similar to a dream at night.’ 

forte (nzsil] adjhaving bad conduct, licentious. 
2 not having amiable disposition. 

frye [nzsun] Sit fas n word, sound, voice. 
“nzsun nad dahdah damaru.”-carrte 1, 

fosfe (nzsobh] Skt Frgeta demon born to Danu 
from the sperm of Kashyap, who was younger 

brother of Shumbh. See ayfe 2. 

fags [nzsul] See fore. 
fages (nzsudan] Skt n killing, slaughtering, 
destruction. See Hes. 2 adjused as a suffix, it 
carries the meaning of a killer (destroyer) as 

fetta [ntses] n lord of the night, moon. 
fortrast [nzsesan-ni] whose face is beautiful 

like the moon. 
faite (nrsok], feta [nrsog] Skt fs: Ha adj 
free from grief; without sadness; happy; glad. 

faits [nzsot] adjnot combined; in which nothing 
has been mixed. unadulterated; pure as — 
‘nzsot pani’. 2 came out, spread; fresh from 

the spring. 
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fata [nrsoth] Skt Prqr turpeth, a herb used 

mostly as purgative; its latent effect is warm/ 
dry; it cures abdominal diseases, worms, 

phlegum etc. Itis also used in treating a patient 
for jaundice, sprue and fever. White turpeth is 
the best of all. Z ipomeza turpethum. 

fori [nxs5k] Skt fo: #& adj without doubt, 
fearless, dauntess. “bahurt kamavahr hor 

nrs&k.”-prabha am 5. 
fort (nzs3kh] adj not countable in numbers 
like one hundred, thousand, billion etc; 

countless, innumerable. 
forte (nxsigl, forig (nzsgu], forte [nrsap), 
forty [nzssnu] Skt fos: Hat adj free from doubt, 
fearless. 2 unaffected, unattached; disinterested, 

“gurmukhz ave jar nisSgu.”-o5kar, “harr 
bhefra rau nisSqu.”-suhi m 4. 
fifa [nzs5t] 1 sun, which dispels darkness of 
the night. “nzs5t jit jitke an3t surma lae.” 

—surej. 2 See fan's 1. 
fim Inzsk] a gold coin of olden days weighing 
sixteen mashas; its weight has been fluctuating 
over time. 2 See faua. 

forga (nrscay] See fareu. 
fare (nrscal) See foren. 
fofigs [nrscrt] See fanfas. 
fofifs [nzsctt] See fonfds. 
foxy [nzsth] adj steady, fixed. 2 engaged, busy. 

for [nrgtha] 1 steadiness, firmness. 2 faith, 
devotion. 3 attachment, fondness. 

fofigs (nzsthzt] adjfirm, steady. 2 having faith, 
believer. “ajar jaran nrsthrt brahamgyani.” 
-GPS. 

formes (n1sthur] tough, hard. See fangs. 
fons (nxstar] See fons. 
foqat [nrsrenil, feat [nzsreni] Ske FAO n 
ladder, steps. 2 poetic metre ‘nrgani’. See 

ugatergeaz. 
faq (nzsvan] See fags. 
fsa [nh] Skt Pq part used as prefix to give 
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the meaning of negation in particular and in 
Punjabi language character ‘a’ is used for the 

sign vrsareg (:). See the words frarfat and face 
ete. 
fears [nthsaneh] not affectionate; unloving. 

framfe (nthsapid) See famnie. 
fronfiga [nthsaprzh] See farfya. 
feanAn (nthsasan] adjfree of control, without 
penalty. 2 not controllable, rebel. 3 See ARS. 
fourg [nrhsar] See fora 2. 
foal? Inthsise] adj doubtless, without doubt. 
fourta (nzhs5gl, fratar [(nths5ga] adj without 
association. ‘anad brnodi nrhs3ga.”-maru 
solhe m 5. 
feutéu [nthsSdeh] adj doubtless, without 
doubt. 
feaqu [nthsram] adj tireless, untiring. 
2 without labour. 

frajat [nthsreni] See fara. 
fearae [nzhsvareth] adj without selfishness. 
foram [nthak] Skt fsh n embedded omament. 

2. gold coin, mohur. 3 diamond. “nakhannthak 

chabrmul.”-WP. “bharyo nzhak mukta ke 

satha."-NP, 4 gold. 5 piece of gold for offering 

to the priest in a fire-ritual.' 

favaue (nxhkapat] Skt frat adj without 
fraud, sincere, honest. “nrhkapat seva kije hart 

keri."-g5d m4. 
fovasn [nthkarem], froee (nthkerma), 

fouaet [nthkermi] Ske Praxis adj not 
engrossed in actions. “karam karat hove 
nthkaram.”-sukhmani, “haume kere 

nthkormi na hove.”-majh am 3.2 worthless. 
3 unfortunate, unlucky. 

fervor [(nthkalmakh] Skt Prenctt adj sinless, 
blameless, innocent. 

fervent (nthkalsk], froaéat [nthkalski] Ske 
frerag% adj without blemish, unstained, 
"in olden times, kings got leaves of gold in big and small 

sizes as required to give as offering to brahmins. 
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flawless. 2 » incarnation as Kalki. See ama. 
fovan [nthkaml], foae [nrhkamal, fava 

{nzhkami) Sk¢ Freprt adj without desire of 
reward; disinterested. “pranve nama bhae 

nthkama.”—mali, “seva karat hor nthkanu.” 

-sukhmani. 

frafites (nthktcan] Skt faftsspert adj poor, 
indigent. 2 living in seclusion after renouncing 
the world. “nthkican nthkeval kahie.”—maru 

solhe m 5. 
frades (nthkeval], fraaeg [nthkevalu) adj 
without help from others. 2 unadulterated, 
pure. 3 without attachment, disinterested. “as 
Sdese te nthkevalu.”—var asa. “darsan dekh 

bhai nthkevel."-swhi ch3t m 1. 4 Skt Prebaca 
decidedly one and only one, unique, peerless. 

5 extremely pure. 
feraedest [nthkstok] Ske Freer adjunobstructed. 

2. without enemy. “nrhkstak rajo bhéer ta.” 
—var mary I m 3. 

frag [nthkrem] See feaasn. 2 See fara. 
forogis [nrhkrat] adjwithout splendour, 2 gone 
outside, out of limits. 
faaeG (nthcau] See foram. “guru pure te th 
nthcav paie.”"-gau thrti m 5. 2 adv 
undoubtedly, certainly. “karta kare su nthcau 
hove.”—maru solhe m 3. 

foves [nrhcal] Skt frrqa adj steady, 
immovable. “nzhcal raj he sada trs kera.” 

—var brha m 3.2 See foaag 2. 
fooserfem = [nthcalaza], fosvenr 
[nzhcaladha] adj steady, firm, unmoved, 

immovable, eternal. “hartdhan nthcalara.” 

—var guj] m3.“rkxr sadhbacan nthcaladha.” 

—sarm 5. 

fraws [nzhcalu] See faows. “td nrhcalu 
karta soi.”"-sopurakhu. 2 very fickle, 

inconstant. “asthrru kare nrhcalu thu 
manua.”—dhana m 5. ‘Make the caparicious 

mind stable.’ 
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‘forre [nthca] faith, belief, trust. 
feud {nthce] adv truly, exactly, certainly. 
foud (nzhco] adv undoubtedly, certainly. 
2 believing in. “kahu nanak nthco dhzave.” 

var asa, 
frroee [nzhtev} adj not having any bad habit, 
not licentious. 2 indifferent to pleasure and 
pain; free from addiction. 
faz [nzhan) Skt was n act of fastening, check, 
restriction. “‘sac kure le nrhan bahdda.”-| 
‘truth restrains falsehood.’ 

fraa [nzhat) Skt adjkilled. 2 defeated, thrown 
down. “nzhte p3jr juan me.”-sri m 5 pepaz. 
‘have defeated five evils.’ 
foe [nzhad] P 4¢ has; keeps. 
feud] [nthnadd] See awe. “nagardi nad 
nthnadd.”-ramav. 2 without noise; soundless. 

frauat [nthpag] without foot; maimed in leg. 
2 Skt Proust stupid, ignorant, that is—one who 
has no spiritual knowledge. 

feaufst [(nthpagt] of ignorant persons. See 
faust 2. “ghani nthpagt nanka chfjh pai 
darvajz.”-m J bSno, ‘Ignorant persons in large 
numbers quarrelled with one another at the 
door of Yam.’ 

fowas (nrhphall, fsaeg [nthphalu] See fares, 
“nhphal dharam taht tum mano.”-brla m 

9. “nthphalu trnka jivra.”-var guj J m 3. 
2 castrated, without testicles. 

frower [nthbhag), feos a? [nthbhagro) adj 
unfortunate, unlucky. “nzhbhagro bhahr 
88jor0."-fodi m5. 

foun [nzham] Pf I have, I may have, I will 
have. See fouren. 
foune [nthmev] adj sans ego, without 
arrogance, not egoistic. 

ferasior (nthlia] adjhappy, delighted, satisfied. 
See faa. 2 observed, gazed. “gatz painanck 
nadarz nthlia.”-maru m 5. 

frat [nzha) P Ulf hidden. 
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forave: 

fv (nthad] P sy adj placed. 2 n body, 
physique. 3 nature, character. 

fewer [nthadan} P yp v lay, place. 
farms (nthayat] A eel’ adj very much, 
extreme. 

fours [nthar] n look, watch, observation. 
2 sense — evil eye. “rai varat sas drkh jrn th 
lag nthar.”-GV 6, 3 Ske stars dew. 

fuse (ntharen), fares [ntharna] v look, 
observe, gaze, watch. “jam nrhare sasa.” 

~asa kabir. 

feud (nzhari] looked. See foawer. 2 P uy n 
breakfast, first meal of the day. 

fours [nzhal] P Jy adj satisfied, successful, 
having all success. “harx japr bhai nhal 

nthal.”-kan partal m 4. 2 See feu and 
forora. “sal tamal bade jaht byal nzhal trne 
kachu na darpehd.”—carztr 81. ‘I will not fear 

at all to see those.’ 

fore ftw [nthal stgh] an excellent poet and 
greatly honoured person of Nirmala sect. He 

lived at Chuni Mandi Lahore in Gobind Kutia 

near an inn established by Baba Khuda Singh. 

He wrote many books like Akal Natak, Nirmal 
Prabhakar, Sikhi Prabhakar. A specimen of his 

poetry is — 
kebrtt 

prat hi pryukh samé gat ko punit kin 
cit ko na jandet nek-hd vikar me, 

asan ko sadhke aradhke agadhmstr 

badhke upadhz ko samadhr ntrakar me, 

bani prabhu grSth ki promod s6 crtare caru 
5jjy0 alep he sadiv jo vrhar me, 

némrata udartai bhavana akalpSth 

ese gursrkkh ko juhar6 var var me. 
devigun dev ke pratap ko badhave beg, 

sObh se premad ko brdare s3bhudara’ si, 

dati patsahi ki surahi si pryukh puri 
tdbo cit syahiko rlahi xakpara si, 

iGoddess Durga. 
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tino tap sapan ke jhapan ko japan si 
papkala kapan ko bhari dat ara si, 

‘kam se procdd ajaputan ke katabe ko 
stkkhi jo akal ki so ttkhhi tegdhara si. 
2 He was born to mother Kuirdei in the 

family of Mall Singh at village Sabajpur(district 
Amritsar) in Sammat 1887. Due to the death 

of his mother at a young age, Nihal Singh was 

brought up by his maternal grandfather Sukkha 
Singh and maternal grandmother Kuiran at 
Amritsar. He became disciple of Bhai Lal 

Singh, a Nirmala saint. He studied poetic works 
under the guidance of a scholar Ram Singh. 

His poetical work is Kavinderprakash’. He 
died in Sammat 1943. He lived at Sohlan Wala 

Bunga, An example of his poetry is given 

below: 
ujjal bhai he buddhz prabhu gun gave suddh 

cScalta capla jy6 capal caligai, 
chuchi harrnam te chalili chalvatan ko 

esi prak matr hut chrn so chaligai, 
gyan Kiaganz ke probhav ke nthalstgh 

sdcrtkaramkrrya trin 1> jaligai, 
satsig ke prabhav bhayo rrda suddh az 

sudhasar nhaz p&tr pap ki daligai. 
méda pranpyara ti rthai habh thai hrkko 

téde pas benti me thiva s5t dasra, 
sath van van véde dekh dekh domna me 

thisi tanu dheri jada vesi van sasra, 
thida balzhari me nthalsfgh tedepah 

‘araj karéda ti suneda nrs basra, 

tethi lok magda na ségda tG mata prta 
guru ramdas sAi mekd téda asra. 

vadde vele uith td jop3da nahi rabb nam 
vela chaljasi Stkal pachutisé ta, 

thisi vrrlap téde sathhar de as pas 
jomua pharesi pret karke sadis® ta, 

{Hand writen form of this manuscript is available at 
‘Bunga Sohlan Wala, This Bunga is in one comer side of 

Guru Ka Bagh. 
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fous te 

phzrsi prfédi narz tdi te khuthédi val 
haz haz hosi bhSdu! kab lag jisé 10? 

akhe laggu méde ate sStd di saran van 
orak de vele garmfda nahi thisd ti. 
3 Nihal Singh was born to Mai Bassi at 

Amritsar in the family of Mahal Singh of village 
Saiyad in Pothohar.' He was a duly baptised 

Sikh to whom consecrated water was 
administered by Thakur Dayal Singh. He was 
an excellent poet of Hindi and Sanskrit. 
Motivated by Baba Sadhu Singh at Nijamabad 
he wrote annotation to Jap Sahib under the 

title “cakradhar carztr caru c3drtka” which 

‘was completed in Sammat 1929. 
4a resident of Thoha (district Rawalpindi) 

and a unique scholar of Sanskrit, who wrote 

commentary on Japu Sahib under the title 

“gudharathdiprka”, 

S Nihal Singh raja. See ayauer. 
feos ag [nzhal kor] See mat 4S". , 
foun [nzhalan}, faower [nzhalna] Sit fares 

look, observe, examine. “sajon mukh anupu 

athe pahorr nzhalsa.”—var maru 2 m 5. “eni 
netri jegatu nrhalza.”—var asa. “gurmukhr 

sor nzhalie.”-asa am J. 
feo [nthala) disciple of Guru Arjan Dev 
who joined the army of Guru Hargobind and 
fought in religious wars, 2 headman of village 

Chamkaur who entertained Guru Gobind 
Singh. The Guru stayed at his house while 

coming back from Thanesar. 

feat [nxhali) saw. See fsa. 2 may see. 
“nen nthali trsu purakhu dazale.”—majh m 
5,3 delighted. See fas. “gurdarsan dekhr 

nrhali.”-varram2m5.4P Ji quilt, “xkx 
nthali pe savanz."—var asa. 
fowg [nzhalu) a follower of Guru Arjan Dev 
‘This Nihal Singh also resided at Thoha; hence he is also 

called Thakur Nihal Singh of Thoha. Actually Nihal 

Singh of Thoha is al No 4. 
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who belonged to Dhir subcaste. He served 
Guru Hargobind and showed great valour in 

the battle of Amritsar. 

2 disciple of Guru Arjan Dev who 
belonged to Chattha subcaste. 

3 a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev who 
belonged to Kohli subcaste and was a resident 

of Sultanpur. 

4a Sikh of Guru Arjan Dev who belonged 

to Sethi subcaste. 
5a goldsmith disciple of Guru Arjan Dev, 
6 8 follower of Guru Arjan Dev who 

belonged to the water-carrier caste and was 
resident of Agra. 

7a follower of Guru Arjan Dev who was @ 

brother of Nivala, resident of Pama. The Guru 
instructed both the brothers to preach religion 
by singing holy hymns and delivering religious 
discourses. They proved to be such impressive 

preachers that whosoever listened to them 
became an ardent follower of Guru Nanak. 

fofas [nthrt} Skt adj covered. 2 established, 
placed. 
foges [nthuron}, fogao" (nthurnal, foy7o" 
{nzhurna] v S bow, bend down, humble 

oneself. “kar ardas sis nthuraz.”—GPS. 

fartan [nzhoran}, frites (nthorna] Skt WIT 
pray. “ham kau ucrt nthoran ahe.”-GPS, 

frstter [nzhora] n prayer, entreaty. “anzk bhatz 
trsv karau nthora.”~gau m 5. 2 favour, 
obligation. “jou tan kasi taje kabira, ramie kha 
nrhora?”—dhana kabir. “brnaszo saga) 

nthora.”-guj m J. 
forSar [nzh3g] P Lf 1 sword, sabre. “bahat 
nrhdg. uthhat phulfg.”-saloh. ‘Sparks are 
produced when swords clash.” 2 reed pen, pen. 
3 crocodile, alligator. “januk lahrr daryav te 
nrkasyo bado nthig."-carrtr 217. 4 Dg 
horse. “brcrenzhig. jese prlsg.”—VN. ‘horses 
galloped jumping like a leopard.’ 5 Sk P wae 
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adjfearless of death, brave, daring. “nzrbhau 
horo bhaza nrhaga.”-asa m 5. “pahzlé dala 
mrlédza bher pra nrh3ga.”—cSdi 3. 6 Ske 

freer unattached, disinterested, spiritually 
enlightened, not living in a dilemma. “nrh5g 
kahave so purakh dukh sukh mSne na 3g.” 
-PPP. “‘mulla brahman na bujhe bujhe phakor 
nth3g.”-mago. 7 A sect of the Singhs who 
wrap a high turban around their head leaving 
an end piece of cloth on the top of the turban 

and tie a sharp-edged quoit in the layers of 
the turban, wear weapons like musket, double 

edged sword, sword and ‘gajgah’ (a string 

composed of several tassels) and put ona blue 
dress. Nihang Sikhs are ever ready to sacrifice 

their lives without fear of death They live 

unattached; that is why they are known by 
this name. 

Ithas been heard from many Sikhs that once 

Guru’s son Fateh Singh joyfully came before 
his father wearing high turban and a blue dress. 
On this, the tenth Master predicted that there 

would be a Nihang sect with this dress also. 
Many people say that when Guru Gobind 

‘Singh burnt the blue dress which he wore to 

appear as a Muslim saint of Uch, he tied a strip 

with the sword, from which a sect of persons 
wearing blue clothes came into being as has 

been hinted at by Bhai Santokh Singh- 

sagle phukcuke nzlabar tank trsi te rakhlaya, 
jamdhar sig bdhkar sou pathbekh hzt sabhin 
chaya.—GPS. 

Bhaj Santokh has also stated that Guru 
Gobind Singh blessed Bhai Man Singh that he 

would set up a Nihang sect as — 

“hve prasin bar devat jove. 
p3th khalse me tav hove. 
tujh sam bekh' subhav brsali, 

‘It seems that Bhai Mani Singh had already started 

‘wearing the uniform of Nihangs. 
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nam nrhag anek akali."-GPS. 

Many Nihang Sikhs also say that Guru 
Gobind Singh hoisted the end piece of cloth 

on the top of high turban of Nihang Sikhs as 
sign of flag. But according to the late old man 
Vivek Singh of Amritsar, it was Baba Naina 

Singh (Narayan Singh) who hoisted first of 

all, a piece of cloth as flag after tying high 
turban around the head of a marksman of the 
army so that he could lead the army from the 

front in place of a standard and use weapons 
as a warrior with free hand. Akali Phoola 

Singh, a disciple of Baba Naina Singh rose to 
the rank of a famous general of the Sikh army. 
Nihang Singhs are worshippers of the Eternal 
and repeat the name of Akal, which has led to 

their nomenclature as Akalis. 
Nihal Singh has articulated the 

commendation of the Nihangs by Guru Gobind 

Singh as follows: 
dharm ke dhurSdhar udarta ke dharadhar 

bhole bhal bhrajte jhakol prem r3g me, 
sarbloh pyare arb kharb bb na darb badh 
nek hd na garb pin parb yake sg me, 

sajke subano sur gajke mrigédr bhurr 
bhajke ganim ko brdart jor jig me, 

mod ke tarSg me umig ke utdg path 
lok dig kebe ko su kine e nth3g me. 

fortafitur [nth3gstgh] See fadar 7. 
fodattut 2 #% [nrhsgstgha de bolle] See 
wan 2 28. 
fodat ot ered [nxh5gé di chavni] See 
wraretfturt A areat and gerfitu. 
fot [nk] adj small, short. “ham nzk kire.” 
-nat a.m 4, 2 many, short for fae. 
“sastarstmratz jantatho ntk."=carztr 3/4. 
‘knew many.” 3 See ata. 

foram [nrkas] See foams. 2 Skt PEW n 
touchstone, test. 3 Dg stone used for 
sharpening the weapons; hone; whetstone. 
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fearer (ntkasna] Sk faRgHe v go out, emerge, 
leave. “nrkesv re pSkhi srmary hay pakh.” 
~geum 5. 
feats (nrkasrjatau] the mind which goes 
out from the body, and does not remain at 

peace within. “ntkaszjatau rahe asthzru.” 
—gau chst m 1. 
feanta [nrkasyob) fer -nra came out, 
appeared.—narsfgh, 

foae [nrkat} Skt adj around, close by, nearby. 
2 adv near, close to. 

foaewod (ntkatvarti] Skt Prareatty adjalways 
around, who is a regular attendant. 

fewer [nrkteni] came near. 2 comes near. 
“jera mara harzjanahz nahi ntktani.”-fodim 
5.3 brought near, 

foafe [nrkatr] See fae 2. “ntkatz vase nahi 
hari durr.”-gaum 4. 
foafewssfs [nrkatrvartanz] adj which is 
always around. “nikatrvartanz sa sada 

suhaganz.”-sar m 5. See 
foaret [nxkti] adjnear, close. “sevak kau ntkti 
hoz drkhave.”—asa m 5. 

fram [nrkatha], foctar [(nzkathha] going out, 
passing. “lohu lobu nrkatha vekhu.”-varram 

1 m/. 2 came out. “tapp nrkathha upper 
vara.”-BG. 

forren [ntkadan] destruction. See fades. “tav 
bSdhan bhae ntkadna.”-NP. ‘your bonds have 
been destroyed.” 

fours [ntkaman] without a bow. “nrkman 
hinen ke ban mare.”—ramav. 

fos (nrkar] Skt n flock, multitude. 2 wealth, 
treasure. 

forrest [ntkarna] See ferara" and firersa. “nam 
sakal sri ban ke ntkratjahz an3t.”-sanama. 
forme [(ntkarma] Skt f= adjnot interested 
in doing work, idle. 2 who abandons action. 

3 devoid of the grace of God. 
fea@rs [ntkalsan) John Nicholson. He was 
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bom in Ireland on December | 1", 1822. After 
joining the British army of Bengal in 1839, he 
fought in many battles and acquired good 

reputation, 
During the second Anglo-Sikh War he 

showed great valour. For some time he 

remained political officer of Kashmir and 

administrator of Sindh Sagar. At the time of 

mutiny in 1857, he rendered great service to 

the British Government. To please the Sikhs 
he got a prayer offered at Akal Takhat and 

made offerings.' Defeating the rebellion in the 

battle of Delhi, he died fighting against them 
on September 23'¢, 1857. A statue of 

Nicholson in Nicholson Park in front of 
Kashmiri Gate Delhi is a memorial to his glory. 

foram [nzkalna] v come out. See faa. 
2 appear, rise. 3 pass through. 4 separate from, 

go in different directions. 5 pass. 6 (of a line) 

to be drawn; to be painted, “trn mukhr {ke 

ntkelaht.”—sri m5. 

fore [nrka] See fear. 
feerfe [ntkaz] See frau, 
fraret [nzkai] See faara. 2 goodness, virtue, 
welfare. 3 beauty, pretliness. “tab jano tahr 

ntkai.”-GPS. 
fir (nr kas] Skt Pere n which looks elegant, 
balcony or verandah etc of a house. 2 going 
out, passing through, 3 place for coming out, 

exit. 

frre (nzkasna] Skt fYSpTa7 expel, send out. 
ferry [ntkah) A Uk; 2 union of man and 
woman; marriage ceremony according to 
Islamic tradition, Nikah is confirmed on 

request from one side and on approval from 
the other side. The marriage should be 

confirmed before two witnesses who are adult, 

sensible and Muslims. In this custom, the 
husband promises to give “mahar” (marriage 
‘Sikhs of that time called him Nikal Singh. 
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portion agreed to at the time of marriage) to 

his wife which is estimated keeping in view 
the beauty, merit, family and position of the 

bridegroom. There is no upper limit but it can 
not be less than ten dirhams (a coin)'. 

fore [nrkan], foere [ntkana), fraret [nzkani] 
adj without imperfection, faultless. 2 not under 
pressure, unchecked, self-willed, “jamkal te 
bhae nzkane.”-dhana m 5. “prabhu ji bhani 

bhai ntkani.””-suhi chat m 5. 
frame [nzkab] See sara. 2 P i n covering 
for the hand, glove. 
fram [ntkam], fort [ntkama] Skt foot n 
desire. 2 happiness, pleasure. 3 adj desirous. 
4 Skt format without desire for reward; gratis. 
“nzrbhe nzkam.”-japu. 5 See fai, 

foanft (ntkami] adj worthless, meaningless. 
“tkasu hart jiv bahri sabh phrre ntkami.” 

—var maru 2 m 5. 2 Skt Premfry free from 
desire for reward. 

frara [nzkay] Skt n multitude, flock, group. 
2 army, military. 3 house, dwelling. 

foera ([nrkar) See fraraer. 2 short for farere. 
“(x ntkaras.”-gyan. ‘is formless.’ 3 Skt frre 
n disrespect, insult. 4 defeat, discomfiture. 

frereer [ntkarnal, faarsa (nrkalnal expel, 
send out. See faarrar. 

‘forren (ntkala) n expulsion, act of sending out. 
2 act of sending away from one’s country, 
exile. 

forafenig [ntkalranu) he brought out. “caudah 

ratan nikalzanu.”—var ram 3. 
fafary (ntkzst] See fafary. 
foaft (nzki) adj small, tiny. “eni nzki jghic.” 
-s farid, 2 thin. “valahu ntki puraslat.”-s farid. 

foot [nzkoj] Skt n place covered by trees 
and climbing plants; bower. 

feat [nzkuti] adj intimate, close (relative). 
“nikuti deh dekhr dhunz upje.”-sri beni, 

1800 fofery 
‘utters loving words.’ 2 small, short. 

foots (nrkObh] Skt Fret n croton. See HB 
‘er. 2 son of Kumbhkaran, who was killed by 

Hanuman. 3 according to Harivansh, ademon, 

who got blessings of Brahma for getting killed 
by Vishnu. He was ruler of Shatpur and knew 

black art. He had actually three faces, but 
could make many faces from one. He 
kidnapped Bhanumati, daughter of Brahmdutt, 
who relentlessly fought against him and killed 

him many times in several forms, but actually 

Krishan put him to death and handed over the 

rule of Shatarpur to Brahmdutt. 4 son of 

Prahlad. 
feof [nzkobhla], fegfee [nzkGbhrla] Ske 
frrgfiren n a particular cave on the western 
side of Sri Lanka. 2 an idol of goddess Bhadr 

Kali installed in Nikumbhila cave. By 

worshipping this goddess, Megh Nad used to 

acquire blessings to win the battle. “thal gayo 
nikobhla hom karan.”—ramav. 

fog [ntku] Pf *adj good, virtuous, pious. 
transform of 8a. 2 beautiful. 3 See fg. 
fea (nrket] Skt n house. 2 place, spot. 
feats [nrkor] Si feat n multitude, assemblage. 
2 quantity, heap. 3 adj pure, unadulterated. 

“sape dudhu praie Sdarr visu nrkor.”-suhia 
m 3, 4 totally indfferent, not affected. See 
ifsarnrsn. 
fetes [ntkol] See frsta. 2 one who imitates 
others; mimic. 3 very near, 

foxte [nrkdd) See sete and ficten. 
fate [nrk3dan) Skt n act of destroying; 
destruction. “hovahz vighan nzksd."-PP. 

fori [ntk3ma] adjuseless (fellow); who does 
not work. 2 See faasu". 

far [nrkka], fat [nrkki], fy (nrkkul adj 
small, short. 2 thin, fine. 

fifi Inzkrzst] Skt adj mean, petty, inferior, 
‘dram wes an old coin of silver equal to 24 rattis. 
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base, bad. 
fra [nrkhav] adjfarr-aar indestructible. See 

fosfeon. 
firas [nrkhat] See sag. 

fousufs [ntkhatpatr] n moon. See saqufs. 
“jajat lakh kotz ntkhatpatz.”~gyan. 

fereg [nrkhatr] See mary. 
ferwea (ntkhdya] Skt forea na frame used 
for sitting, cot, bedstead. 2 shop, store, place 
where people can come and sit. “soda vrsekh 
hidekhnzkhdya mé.”-NP. 
fourser [ntkharna], fawger [nrkharna] v be 
removed, drip, dirt to be separated by sieving, 
become clean. 2 to be separated from, to part. 

“man kio nrkhri trn te.”-krrsan, 

fuse [ntkharab] Skt fr’ n hundred billion, 
100,000,000,000. 2 adjdwarf, short-statured. 

fires [ntkhal] See fafizs. 
fire [nzkhad] Skt fore n forest dweller of 

low caste. There is an ancedote in Vishnu 
Puran that sages rubbed the dead body of raja 

Ven, a black dwarf man appeared from his 

thigh, whom the sages asked to sit down 
{nrgid], from which he got the name Nishad. 
It is from him that the Nishad caste spread in 
the world. See %z 3. 2 son of a Brahmin born 
to a Shudar woman. See HofAfyfs a 10s 8. 
3 according to musicology the seventh note. 

See Wa. 
finwresn (nzkhalas), frrefer [nrkhalzs] adj very 
pure, unadulterated, very clean. See fa. “tab 
Khalsa tahr nrkhalas jane.”-soveye 33 
fofter@ {nzkhzav] adj indestructible; which 
can not be destroyed; eternal. “hor ntkhrav 

akhepadu lahe.”-gav bavan kabir. 
fofifa [ntkhrddh) Skt fafte adj prohibited, 
forbidden. 

foftrs [nzkhzl] Skt adjentire, whole, complete, 
total. “ntkhzl jogatadhar he.”-saloh. 
foreo [nrkhutnal], foyesr [ntkhutna] v be 
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finished, decrease, diminish. “rhu dhanu 

akhafu na ntkhute na jaz.”-dhana m 3. “bati 
suki telu nrkhuta.”~asa kabir. “nanak pid 
bakhsis ka kab-hd nrkhutast nahr.”-asa 

mi. 

feta (ntkhedh) Ske faa n refutation. 
2 prohibition. 3 hindrance. 
fetta (ntkherna] v separate into parts, 
analyse. 
forte {nzkhot] adj without adulteration, 

unadulterated. 2 innocent, blameless. 
fentar [nzkh5g] Ske Frtgt n container in which 
arrows are arranged properly; quiver. “td 
nrkh§g aru ban.”-sanama. 

fortarret [nzkhagbasi] 2 arrow which is kept 
in the quiver. 

fofaft [nrkh3gi] Ske Profe7 adj having a 
quiver. 

finfais [nzkhajan] (Skt dy vr limp, be worthless) 
n rendering useless; rejecting, making 

ineffective. See fain. 

fodag Inzkhajanul, fans [nrkh3jno] See 
firs. 2 adj who rejects. 3 having power to 
neutralize. “bhebhajanu at pap nrkh3janu.” 
—ram am 3."jomdut kalntkh3jno,” -ram sadu. 
feria (nzkh3d] S adj half. 2 middle, centre. 

forts vith wf (ntkh3d adhhi rat] exactly 
midnight. “prchhé raja jagta Sddhr ratz 

nrkh3d vrhani.”~BG. See fiz. 
foniae (nrkh3dan] n act of rejecting absolutely; 
complete refutation. 2 act of breaking into 
pieces, 
fara (nzgah] Pf n eyesight, vision. 
foaraat (nrgahba), freraws (nzgahban), frorrs 

{nzg-har] » one who keeps something in mind; 
protector. 2 soldier deputed to keep under 

Watch, sentry. “chods gae nzgahar.”-maram 
5. means ‘the messengers of death. 

fers [nrgad] Skt n thick chain, chain. 2 fetter, 

chain for the ankle. “hukam sah ke ntgad 
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nrkari.”-GPS, 3 thick chain for the foot of 

an elephant. 
fous (nxgat], fra (nz gta] adj not saved; (of 
a dead person) whose funeral rites have not 

. been performed. “nzdharza dhar, nrgotra 
gatt.”-sarm 5. 
feafs [nrgatr) n miserable plight; meeting 
violent death, and without religious rites. 

ferafsorafs (nigatragetr) adj having power 
to raise or uplift persons living in miserable 

plight. 2 The Almighty who can save souls 
from hell and grant them salvation. 

fore [nrged) Skt n utterance, speech, 
pronunciation. 2 above said. 

fmt [ntgam] Ski n holy text of Veds; Veds. 
“thadha brohma nrgam bicare.”-probha kabir. 
2 way, path. 3 market. 4 method of business, 

manner of trade. 5 Skt transform of Sanskrit 
word finjat, river, stream. “jake nxgam dudh 
ke thata. samGdu brlovan kau mata.” 
—sor kabir. 

frais {nrgmen] Skt n according to Nayay 
philosophy, a sentence in which is put forth 
the conclusion of a speech; deduction. 

fsantita [nx gambodh] a famous bathing place 
on river Jamuna, near Delhi. 2 knowledge of 

Veds. 

foanrant (ntgmagam|] fear (Veds) and ment 
(Shastars) Veds as Shastars. 2 a holy scripture 
for the guidance of the people. 

forars [nxgor] Skt n meal. 2 See fears. 3 PF 
see. 4 one who looks about; beholder. 

foaree {nxgran) Skt n drive down the throat; 

swallowing; to take meals. 

Fraritys [nxgristan) P .x/f v see, 
fours [nrglan], farsa [nrgalna] See fraee. 
forarr (nzgar} See faars. 
feara [n1gah] See foora, 
foaraas [nrgahban] See facwan. 
foarg [ntgar] Pg » sign, mark. 2 splendour, 
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decoration. 3 lovely. 4 used as a suffix, it gives 
the meaning of doer, belonging to etc as in — 
anafears (sender of a letter). 

fogrret [nrgusai] adj unowned, unclaimed. 
2atheist. 3 without master. “nrgusae bahrgae.” 
~skabir. 

foge (nrgun), foe (nzguna), foget [nrguni), 
Foaréior [nr gunial, fous [nx gun] Skt fale adj 
beyond sat, raj, tam - three qualities of maya 
(the illusory world); the ultimate reality. 

2.without education and skill. 3 without good 

deeds; culprit; sinner; blemished. “nrgunza 

no ape bakhasrlae.”~sor a m 3. “mddh rani 

bholi nzgunia jiv.”-gau cht m 3. 
feaer [nrgura] adj without a spiritual guide; 
self-willed. 2 not having faith in Guru Nanak 

Dev. “nigure avan javnta.”—-majh am 3. 
fil [nzgal P yf adjcurved, bent. 2 upside 
down, face downward. 

foadtrrét [nrgosail, fadtrrer [nrgosava] See 
foarret. 
foatat (nrgoda), fadtst [Inzgodi) adj caught in 
bondage; entangled. 2 bondage, noose. “chute 

kahd nrgodi jagi.”-carrtr 57. Here it means 
bondage of love. 

fa'ara (nzggar] adjnot empty from within; solid. 
2 hard, tough. 3 check. 
foaa (nxgrah) Skt n sense of preventing; 
stopping, restraining. 2 act of controlling 
senses from indulgence in evil deeds. “pacau 

fdri nzgrah karai."-gau bavan kabir. 
3 bondage. 4 punishment. 5 boundary of a 
country; border. 

foxquras [nrgrahsthan), fegoafe (ntgrehkotz] 
n point in discussion where one can be 

trapped; according to logic, if, in discussion, a 

protagonist speaks something against the 

propriety of a statement or contradicts the 

claim of the speaker, the antagonist makes him 

silent over this point. 
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fafa [nrgrahz] See faaya. 
foadt [nrgrahi] Skt frafeq adj obstructing. 
2 having control over the organs of perception 
and action, 
feats (nrgrahit] adj obstructed. 2 caught, 
siezed. 
frag (nz grahu] See fogs. “hath nrgrahu kerr 
kaza chije.”—ram am J. 

fogu [nrgrodh] See saga. 
fears [ntgharna] v sink, go down. “moh 
cikerr phathe nzghrat ham jate.”-asa ch3t 
m4, 

fur [nrghara] adj without house, homeless. 
“ntghrra, ghar av.”-s farid. 2 sunk; brought 
down. 

fourfe (nrghar] See faurs. “dal dayo 
nrghar.”—krrsan. ‘wounded the army.’ 

fours (nighat] Skt n blow, hurt. 2 wound, 

injury, cut. 

featz {ntkhstu] Skt a dictionary of Veds 
prepared by Kashyap of which Yasak, the 
sage, wrote an annotation entitled ‘Nirukt’ 

(etymological explanatory treatise); itis a very 
ancient manuscript. It helps in understanding 

the meaning of words in Veds, 
feu (nrggh] Skt faeus n heat, warmth. 

feur (nrggha} adj warm. See faw. 
foe [nzcal], fos [nzcla] Skt fags adj 
immovable, steady. 

fewz [nzcan] n slope, low ground, low land. 
fofds (nrcit), forse (nrctd), fatter (nrctda] 
See fonffs. “ntdak mzrtak horgee tum hohu 
nicfd."—bzla m 5. “lobh tajr hohu nrcfda.” 
—maru solhe m 1. 

fost (nreij) adj trifling, unimportant, 
insignificant. “nxcijza cij kare mera gobfd.” 
—sorm 5. 

fists (nzcit] adj free from anxiety, carefree. 
“aj hveke nicit.”-ramav. 
forges [nzcurna], faysar (nzcuna] v drip. 
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“nenan ped calyo nzcurke.”-krrsan. ‘dripped 
from the eyes.’ 
fro [coh] Skt fran mass, multitude. “dayo 
brdhan ras yahr nzcohe.”-krzsan. 
fodeer (nrcorna] See fayaar and fardaar. 
fede [nzcol] Skt n dress, robe. “line ructr 

nzcol.”-NP. 2 blue lotus. “nr nrcol se nen 

last.”—carrtr 114. 

forte [nrcolna), fede (nzcovna] vf5-wARS 
cause to drip, get water out of clothes etc by 
wringing. “cir pakharat nad uthay nicorat.” 

—GPS. “ras kanh nicole.”~krrsan. “motrn ki 

mal le nrcovti.”-52 poets. ‘the unfortunate 
lady squeezes the string of pearls with the hope 
of getting water to quench her thirst.’ 

fete [nzcoz] conclusion, essence, 
fotaer (nrcomna] See fatar. 
fsdg [ntc3dul adj free from anxiety; carefree. 
“haume marr nicsdu.”-sri m 3. 

fow inzch] See fee. 
foeg [nrchatr] See aq. 2 See faegt. 
foegr [nrchatral, foegt (nzchatri] adj without 
canopy. 2 without Kshatris, void of Kshatri 
caste. “nichatra prrthi bar rkkis kerhe.” 
—carrtr J, “tkk1s bar nrchatri dharni.”—NP. 

Seeusgen. 

frees [nzchavar] A ,¢ n sacrifice; giving away 
something after waving it over a person’s 
head. 

fete [nzchot] n release, discharge. 
fé@ [nzchh) n sneeze. See feta. 

fom [nzj] Skt adj personal, own, not other’s. 
“soi janv soi nrjbhagta.”-nat m 5. 2 chief, 
supreme, “td nzjpatz hé data.”—dhana m 3. 
See farnufs, 3 special, particular, specific. 
“nzjkarz dekhzo jagatu me.”-s m9. 
foryy [nzjasukh] » spiritual bliss. “nrjsukh 
mahr samaza.”—basdt m 9, 

ferret [nzjak) adj short for sade. 
fowafe [nzjkerz] part specially, particularly, 
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peculiarly, properly. See fart 3. 
fore [ntjkana], forest [nzjkani] came 
near. See afrarar. “sadhsati tandher 
nrjkani.”-GPS. 
fonats (nzjgatr) » one’s own situation or 
position. 2 knowledge of self. 

farurt (nzjghar] own house. 2 duly married 
wife. 3 self-realization. 
fotufs (nzjgharz] in one’s own house. 2 in a 
state of self-realisation. “jrni suntke minza 
tina nxjgharz vasu.”—sri m 3. 
forug {nzjgharu] See fore. 
fore [nxjthau] state of self-realization; sense 
of being absorbed in the ultimate reality after 
self-realisation. “nam brna nahi nrjthav.” 

~govam/. \ 
fore [n1zad] P jy adv near, close to. 
fast [nzjdhan] own wealth, personal property. 
2 special wealth. “nzjdhan gran bhagatz gorr 

dini.”-gau kabir. 
fomufs [nxjpatz] self-governing; sovereign, 
independent. See far 1. 
fare (nrjpad] self’s position, self’s authority. 
2 state of self-realisation, blissful state of the 
soul. “nzjpad uparz lagodhranv.”-bher kabir. 

forsars (nrjbhagat] ardent devotee. “guru 
amardas nrjbhagat he.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
2 special devotee. 
forsarat (ntjbhagti] particular devotion. 
2 unique devotion. “nzjbhagti silvsti narz.” 
~asa m5. 

foreait (nzjbhagi] adj received as a share, 
got in division, 2 personal heritage, legacy. 
“Keval rambhagatz nzjbhagi.”-gau kabir. 

forroia [nzjmat] n one’s own religion; indi 
faith. 2 particular cult, specific doctrine. 

fomifs [nzjmatt] one’s opinion. “name ki 
nzjmatz eh.”-g5d. 

formig [nzjmatu] See farts. “kahu nanak 
nrjmatu sadhan kav bhakhro tohz pukarr.” 
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~sorm 9. 
fora (nxjra] adj rootless, baseless. 
formy [n1zaa] A Liz n dispute, controversy. 
2 division, disunity, opposition. 
formas (nijabat] 4 =-l’ decency. 2 elderliness, 
respectability. 

forrases [nrjabatkhan] See sTESHT. 
formr [nxjam] A i n management, 
arrangement; title of the ruler of Hyderabad 

in south India. Hyderabad state was 

established by Chinkalichakhan, who was a 

minister of Mohammad Shah, emperor of Delhi 
and whose title was Nijamulmulk due to-being 

the administrator of the province. When the 

government of Delhi weakened, Nijamulmulk 

established his independant state in 1778, 
which is now ruled by his descendants. The 

famous gurdwara Abichal Nagar (Hazoor 

Sahib) is stiuated in the state of Nizam. 

formrare [nrjamabad] a town in district 
Azamgath of U.P., situated on the banks of 
Tamsa river; it is twenty kohs away from 
Jaunpur and thirty kohs from Kashi. Guru 
Nanak Dev visited this place, and a gurdwara 
stands there in his memory. 

Baba Kripa Dial Singh Bhalla, a 
descendant of the Guru, came and settled in 

this town, and preached Sikhism at a large 

scale and put many people on the right path 

by administering amrit to them. His son Baba 
Sadhu Singh was a virtuous person and 

dedicated to meditation. Like his father, he also 

spread Sikhism. See gita fifw, 2 In Hyderabad 
state a town of this name is also famous. 
formes Hator [nzjamuddin alia) Poles wip 
a famous Muslim saint and disciple of Sheikh 

Farid; he was born in 1236 AD at Badaon and 

died in 1325 AD at Delhi, where his tomb is a 

celebrated place of pilgrimage for Muslims. 

When Guru Nanak Dev visited Delhi, he had 
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a discourse with his successor. 

fortes [nzjavall, forrefis [nzjavalz] own line, 
own category. “basasr nirmal jal padam 
ngjaval re.”-maru m J. 

foft (nzjx} Skt adj pure, unadulterated. 

fsge [nzjut] n knot of hair on the head, 2 knot 
of tangled hair. “nzjut3 sudhar3.”-VN. 

‘fear [nzjes) fo-ete one’s own master. 2 own 
husband; husband. 
fostg (nxj5tr) Sia Pray n who makes rules 
and regulations, 2 motivator, inspirer. 3 who 
causes others to follow his precept. “nxjatr 

keke janie.”-akal. 
#8 [nzjj] adj whose birth is meaningless. 
fova [nzjhakk] adjfearless, unhesitant. “jhuke 
nrjhakk.”-cSdi 2. 
foe (nrjharl, fesg (nzjharu) Skt fats n 
waterfall; spring; source from which water 

flows continuously. “nzjhardharu cue atr 
nirmal."-ram kabir. “nzjharu jhare 
sahajdhunt lage.”-suhim J. According to Yog, 
nectar flows from the tenth opening. 

According to the Guru’s teachings, it means 

spiritual bliss dawning from meditation. 2 a 
disciple of Guru Hargobind, who belonged to 
Randhawa subcaste. 
foea [nzthur] hard, tough. See forge. “vajr 
saman nzthur tan dharke."-NP. 

fogasr [nxthorta) Skt forges? n hardness, 
toughness. 2 cruelty. 

fous [nrdar) Skt farts adj fearless, dauntless. 
“nidare kau kesa daru?”-gaua m I. 
fowia [nzdiy] See ats. 
foes (n1dhal) adj shelterless, unprotected. 
2 powerless, weak, 
foes [nian] See see. 
fos (nzt] Skt foam adj everlasting, eternal, 
indestructible. 2 advalways, ever, daily. “nxt 

vuthz gavehu prabh ki bani.”-probha m5. 
fia [ntt) See fas. 
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fasfofes (nztahrnzt), fosfes (nztnztl, 
fosfeafa [nztnztehz), foatts [nzinit], fasys 
[nztprat], fosysa [nrtpratah], fasyfs 
[nztpratr] adv daily, everyday, always, ever. 

“kal nttahnit here.”—dev m 5. “nrtnrt kata 

majanu kia.”—nat a m 4. “phiran mite 

nitnit.”-bavan. “ramSt gun gobid 
attpratah.”-sahas m 5. “nitpratr navanu 
ramsarz kije.”=gaum 5. 
fossa [nzterna), fasaa (nttarna] v swim 
properly, swim across. 2 come forward to face 
the challenge. “nztre bir maran dar jahr na.” 
~GPS. 3 pass the examination. 
foget [nztra] Skt freery part always, ever, 
for [nzta] See aan & gu 3. 
fewer [nztana] adj powerless, weak. 2 without 
protector, without saviour. 
festa [nz tat] Skt adjmuch, more. 2 only, mere. 
faade [nrtandd] See frawde. 2 a pundit of 
Batala who became a disciple of Guru 

Hargobind and preached Sikhism. 

fesufs (nztapratzr) See frayfs. “varat nem 
nitapratz puja.”-brla m3 var 7. 
fosrsar [nztarna) v Skt foqrae help in 
swimming. 2 to clean by floating out straws 
from uncooked dal. 3 settle the truth. 

fears [nztara] n sense of deciding or finding 
out the truth. See frsrea’. “sac jhuth tab kere 
nrtara.”-GPS. 

fofs [nxt] everlasting, See fas. 2 always, ever. 
“prt japahr teredas purakh atolai jiv.”-dhana 
chst m 5. 

foda [nztsb) Skt n what turns a lustful person 
on: bum, arse. 

fits (nctt] See fas. 
feadu [nzttnem] See fraaty. 
foaa [nzty] See fos. 
fesaaan [nttykaram] n acts which are 
routinely performed; daily routine. 2 religious 
acts to be performed daily as — taking bath, 
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meditating etc. 

fosafson [nttynryam], fesadu [nztynem] n 
acts to be performed daily, according to rule. 

2 religious acts to be performed daily. 
3 rule to be observed regularly. 
fesayafe [nttypratehz), fosayfs [nztypretz) 
See faayfs. 
fosa yea [nzty pray] See yeu. 
fasatte (nttyandd] See foase. 2 everlasting 
peace of mind, eternal bliss. 

fouret (nzthana] See sere", 2 a famous village 
in district Ferozepur seven miles away from 
Bhuccho railway station to the south. In the 

percints of this village a gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Hargobind stands on the edge of a 

big pond. A saint named Kalu Nath lived here 

‘who was a devotee of the Guru and meditated 
upon the Divine. He served and helped the 
Guru a great deal while he was engaged in 

the battle of Gurusar Mehraj. He brought the 
Guru with him to this place and served him 

with great devotion. Impressed by the 
teachings of the Master, he became worthy 
of spiritual enlightenment. A gurdwara has 

been constructed and twenty-seven ghumaons 
of land has been donated by the village. A fair 

is held on the fourteenth day of Chet. The 
priest is a Sikh. 

fowe (nzthav], foere [(nrthava] adjhomeless, 
destitute. “nrthave kav tum thanr 
bethavahu.”—bher m 5. 

fee [nt d] Skt F< vr reproach, blame, defame. 
2.n slander, act of finding fault. “partrry 

rameahz, bakahi sadhnfd.”-gau thrtim5. 

feea [nidakl, feeg (ntdaku] n slanderer, 
blasphemer. “nidak kav phrtke sdsarv. nfdak 

ka jhutha bruhar.”—bher m 5. “nfdaku 

gurkrrpa te hatro.”~fodim 5. 

feefde [nftdetd] thinking about slander; 
pondering over blaming. “nidcfd kau bahut 
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umahzo.”—asa m 5. 

féeet [ntdna), foes [nZdan] act of slandering, 
criticising. “nfdav nahi kahu bate.”-sorm J. 

féedta (nt dniy) adjcondemnable, censurable. 
2 bad. 

foeere [n1darsan) Skt frets n example, 
illustration, instance, likeness. 

forwarer [nidarsna] Skt freHst (to show, to 
explain with examples) ‘nrdarsna’ is a 
figurative expression, which brings out the 
similarity of ideas between two expressions 
through the use of conjuncts like # or 2. 

Example: 
prithi vice chrma jo he dhiraj so guru vice 

sitalta c3d di jo s&tz so he guru di. .. 
guru da pretap jo he ravz vrkhe tej so he 

jas satguru da so cSdan me gdh he. .. 
(b) The second form of ntdargsna is to 

attribute a characteristic of one thing to another. 
Example: 

fol di sitaltai dekho s3td de man ai, 

jplon agg di monmukhhi de hrrede vrcc somal... 
and 

sri gobtdstgh maharaj bajr surej ke 
lino beg tere bar bali bajrraj ko, 

sur9j protap lino tumte fahalstgh 
sikhyo he surtdr satru jitbe ke saj ko. .. 

—al3kar sagarsudha. 
(c) The third form of ‘nzdargna’ is to teach 

morals by one’s own example. 
Example: 

guru caturath gricdd ke jhar samasv se pad, 
manhant aru sev ki thapat hé maryad. 
fowaer [nxdarna] v insult, disgrace. 
ffvenes [ntdalan] Ske fred n grinding; crushing. 
See leas. 
fret Inzda] A ‘4 calling aloud. 2 address. 
3 prayer. 

‘f8er [ntda] n blaming; slander; finding fault in 

one’s merit. “nda karahr sirz bhar uthae.” 
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fier Grats 
asa m 5. 2 Some ignorant scribe has written 
nfda instead of ndda in Chandi di Var. See 

#er3. 
feer @rafs (nfda ustatr] See Grats fee 
2 See foe ean Hf. 

forest (n1dai) n weeding the crop; process of 
hoeing. “as kahx lagyo karan nzdai.”-NP. 
feengts (ntdastutr] See Grafs fire, 2 See 

feerearn yf. 
fret [nxdagh) Ske n sun, heat of the sun. 
2 heat, warmth. 3 summer, hot season of the 

year; weather in the months of Jeth and Harh. 

4 sweat, perspiration. 
fer fder Intda cfda) thinking about slander; 

thought of blasphemy. “nfda cfda karahr 
i.”-goum 1. 

fires [nzdan] Sit n cause, reason. 2 diagnosis, 
clinical examination. 3 rope for fastening the 
cattle. 4 end, completion, finale. 5 word nzdan. 

has been used for ae [nadan] (ignorant), as 
in - “kahr ravrdas nrdan drvane!”—suhi. 

“mat ntdan ban, mat ntdan kar, rida sudhh 
kerstmro nam.”-GPS. ‘don’t be foolish, don’t 

go to the extreme.’ 
frrefs [nzdanx] at last, in the end. “maza ka 
gu sabhu phrka jato brnasr ntdanz."-sri 
m5. See fre 4. 

féer wat Afs (nfda vyaj stutr] praise under 
the pretext of criticism. See ean Wf. 
féfenr (ntdzal See fier. “ustatr nfdra nahr 
jrhr.”-s m9. 

‘féfes Intdzt) adj blamed, notorious, reviled. 
fofeaams (nxdrdhyasan) Skt » trying again 
and again to focus the mind into the meditation. 
fee (ntdu] Skt fea adj condemnable, 
despicable, vile. “jo antdunfdukarrchodio.” 

—guj m 5. 2 Skt fz woman whose children 
die during child birth. 
fégftg [ntdubtdu] unholy drop; suggestive 
of blood and semen. “nfdubfdu nahi jiu na 
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jfdo.”-maru solhe m 1. 
fo®H [nzdes} Skt fs2H n order, command. 
Zutterance, statement. 3 nearness, proximity. 

fa8R [nzdos), fotAr [nrdosa) Skt foe" adj 
stainless, unblemished. 2 without bad habits. 

3 guiltless, innocent. “ehu nrdosa marie, ham 

dos& da kra hal?”-s farid. 

feu [ntdopma] See eamyfs. 2 criticism 
and praise. x 

féea [ntdy] See fez. 
fargt [nzdral, fégr [nfdra} n sleep!; it is a 
condition when mind and inner consciousness, 
after being exhausted relax to get refreshed. 

To sleep immediately after meals, to sleep 
during day time except in summer is 
condemned in Ayurved. To sleep for seven 
hours is thought sufficient for a young and 
healthy person. Children need to sleep more 

than this time, depending on their age. “supne 

nisz bholie jab lag nzdra hor.”-sri am /. 
2 ignorance. 3 negligence. 

fowrg [nxdralu] Skt adj sleepy, drowsy. 
fora [ntdhan] Skt n destruction, devastation. 
2 death. “trnar ntdhan nahu kahie.”-saveye 

m3. “je lesastra samuhe gee. trte nzdhan kahu 
prapat bhae.”-cddi 2, 3 family, lineage, 
dynasty. “jrm jrm thzrta rahe subhau. trm 
tamardhan kare brrdhau.”-GPS. 4 Skt forts; 

adj poor, indigent, penniless. “‘nzdhan sune 
dhani hve jave.”-saloh. “ntdhanra dhanu.” 

-maru m I. ntdhan is also correct for ntrdhan 
in Sanskrit, 

fisuer [nrdhna] adj poor, penniless, indigent. 
foras [ntdhar] See fous. 
feusa [ntdharak] adj fearless, courageous, 

bold. “nrdharak bat rn kahi."-GPS. 

‘Ieis written in Yogdarshan as “stra Serer Berta” 

verse | precept 10. ‘Due to lack of concentration of 
mind, absorption of consciousness into ignorance is 
called sleep." 
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fiswar [ntdhra] adj baseless, false. “ntdharra 
dhar ek nam ntr3jno.”—dhana ch3t m5. 

fouga (ntdharak] fearless, dauntless, bold. 
2 free from worry, carefree. 

foam [nidhan] Skt n base, support. 
2 established, situated. “jrsu manz vase su hot 
nidhan.”—sukhmani. 3 treasure, store. 

“sabhi ntdhan das asat stdhan thakur kartal 

dharra.”~sodaru. 4 a place, reaching where 
that thing is absorbed. 

fours (ntdhar], fecra [ntdhara) adj having 
no base, without support. “he s3tah ke sada 
s8gx nzdhara adhar.”-bavan. 
fof (nrdhz} Skt n treasore. “ntdhr namv 
nanak more.”—asa partal m 5, 2 wealth buried 
under ground. 3 nine gems of Kuber (god of 

riches), nine treasures, See 3 fofu. 4 signifier 
of number 9, because treasures are believed 

to be nine. 5 sea, ocean. 6 house, dwelling 
place. “gunntdhz gara.”—asa chSt m 5. 

fofternns [nrdhzasan) See fafeaann. 
fofage [nidhigun] See gefsfa. “ntdhrgun 
gava dekhz hadurz.”-asa am /. 

fofudta [ntdhrchir] See staff, 
fofare (nrdhzjal) See safest, 
faftert [ntdhrnaml, faftery [ntdhrnamu) 
treasure of Name (spiritual realisation), wealth 

of Name. “nzdhtnamu nanak more.”—asa 
partalm 5. 

fafafsars [nrdhrntdhan] adj base of 
treasure; support of wealth and property. 

“nidhinidhan harz Smrzt pure.”—bavan. 
fofaufs [nrdhz pats), foci (nzdhis) n lord of 
treasures, owner of treasures; Kuber, the god 
of riches. 2 God, the Creator, 

fear (nzdhha] family priest of Jai Ram, husband 
of Bibi Nanki, who lived at Sultanpur and 

attained spiritual enlightenment by becoming 
a follower of Guru Nanak Dev. 
fousns [nrdhyasan] See fafeumnn. “kar 
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nidhyasan anad sv thanahr.”-NP. 
foa'e (ninnad] Skt fare n sound, tone. 
2 resonance, echo. 
fow@ [nznav) adj nameless, unknown, 
obscure. 2 notorious. “jzu vesvaput nrnav.” 
—sri m 4 vanjara. 
foare [nrnad] See ave, 
few {nxnan) husband’s sister. See 4€€. “sun 
tanuja, h5 jatke age tor nrnan.”-NP. 

foom® [nznanve] adj ninety-nine, 99. 
foot [nrnam|, fore [nrnav] adj nameless, 
having unknown name, little known. 

2 dishonourable. “sakat besuaput nrnam.” 

-gavam4, 
fofée [nrnfd] adj irreproachable, not 
blameworthy. 
fade [nznSd] See fate. 2 See fale. “ninsd 
géd bridys."-gyan. ‘One can not find fault in 
the planets of the spherical universe created by 
God.’ 3 without son; not having a son; childless. 

fers (nzp] Skt n pitcher, earthen waterpot. 
‘fount [nxpaj] n yield. produce. 2 profit. 3 Skt 
Sage Agast, who was born from a pitcher. 

format (npajnal v grow, be produced. 2 grow, 
become strong. “upje nzpje nzpjz samai.” 
—gau kabir. 3 get ready. 
foufit (nxpajr] after growing, See frumter 2. 
fenge [nxpat] part only, mere. 2 absolutely, 

entirely. “nzpat baji hart muka.”—asa m 5. 

3 adjwithout cloth, unclad, uncovered. 
fous [nzpatan) Skt n sense of falling down, 
downfall, 2 destruction, wreckage. 

feuran ([nxpares) adjzr-frypaa, untouchable. See 
Ug, 
fours [nrpat] Skt n downfall, degradation. 
2 destruction. 3 death. 4 particle. 

fourss ([nrpaten] Skt n felling. 2 killing. 

3 destruction. 4 See fuse. “‘munzraj, nzpatan 
tayo jag jano.”=datt. 

fewrat [nzpati] Ske fraf adj who fells 
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(objects) down. 2 destroyer. See Frafaust. 
fotas [ntpiran] Skt fates x pressing. 
2 squeezing. 3 causing pain. 

faye [nzpunl, fsys (nzpun] Skt adj superb in 
acquiring qualities, See yz vr clever, expert, 

skillful. 
fayea" [nzpunta], fayssret [nxpuntai] Ske 
skillfulness, cleverness, expertise, dexterity. 
fays [nzput], fsys" (nxputal adj without a 
son; not having a male issue. “jab ki mala lai 

nipute.”-brla kabir. 2 Skt frys very clean, 
very sacred. 

fonfar (nzpig), frig (nzpSgu] Ske Frere adj 
without mud. 2 clear. “verse niru nzp3gu.” 
-var mala m 3, 

foals [nrp5n] short for faurrz. See fourrer. 
fini? [nrpSne] was born, took birth. See fs. 
“mat prta ki rakat nrpsne.”—var mala m3. 

frees (nxphal] See fore. “jaki seva nrphal na 
hovat."—guj m 5. 2 a hole in the musket 

through which gun powder is ignited. E nipple. 
fom [nrfak] A jy deceit, act of fraud. 

enmity, rivalry. 3 disunity, division. 
fofed [nzphrr] See adie. “nanadd ntphirs 
ran3.”—ramav. 
fagHe [nxphOsak], fgre [ntphisak] See 
ara 
fitz (nrphen) Skt n opium. 
fate (nzphot} adj fs-Hge clear, distinct. 
fea [nfb) Skt n margosa tree, melia 
azadirachta, Margosa tree gives thick shade, 

and its wood is used in buildings, while its bark, 
fruit and leaves, are used in many medicines. 

See femtea. 
fowon [nrb-han] Skt foean n transporting, 
bringing and taking away. 2 being constant, 
remaining faithful. “khat kharcat nrb-hat 

rohe.”—brla m5, “kounanzb-hro sath.”-sm 
9. “ntbahi nam ki sackhep.”-sar m 5. 

fous? [ntboh3de] reached. 2 remained 
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constant; lasted. 
fisuar [nrbag] adj very bright, very white. “lote 
hathr ntbag.”-asa kabir. 2 recently obtained, 
newly adopted. 

formes [nrbatna) Skt foss v be freed/ 
released/retired. 2 be ended. 3 be decided/ 

settled. 4 be liberated. 

firfa [nrbadhh) adj tied, fastened. 2 plaited, 
interlaced. 3 In musicology, an instrument the 

notes of which are divided by metallic or string 

bands as on a musical string-instrument or 
Indian lute. 

fe'miza (ntbpscak] set of five parts of 
margosa tree: leaves, bark, flowers, fruit and 
roots. According to Ayurved, it eradicates 
impurities of blood and spittle. 

fous [nrbarna] Skt fuer. ‘so kabir ramehur 

nrbrro.”=bher kabir. “so salrta g5ga hur 
nrbri.”—bher kabir. 

ferme [nzbal] Skr fortes adj weak, emaciated, 
“fdri sabal, ntbal brbekbudhi.”-sor ravidas. 

feraaer [nrbarna] See fue, “trn ka lekha 

nrbria.”—asa pati m 3. 
foams (ntbasan] adjwithout lust, without any 
desire for reward, disinterested. “basan metz 
nrbasan hoie.”"-maru solhe m 5, 2 without 

pots. 3 unclothed, naked. 

ferra [nxbah] Skt foxta n continuity of some 
work; act of being continued. 2 subsistence, 
sustenance. 3 arrangement to operate and 
complete a work, “kaj tumare der ntbahr.” 
-goumS. 
fowraer (ntbahnal, freget [ntbahunal v 
subsist, adjust. See fev. 

fowrg [nrbahu] adj making both ends meet; 
adjusting oneself. 
féafesa [ntbadzty], frrea [ntbarak] See 
trae. 
foarst [nrbara) eradicated, prohibited, 
removed, ended. See foes". 
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fofas (nrbzd] See fates. 
fidy [ntbul Ske fégen lemon L citrus acida. A 
lemon with a thin peel is considered to be the 

best. It is a fine remedy for liver and stomach 

diseases. It increases appetite, provides relief 

from thirst, headache and fever. Lemon 

squash is very beneficial in summer; pickle 
and jam of lemon also have a good effect. 
fégfeda (ntbunrcor] See Fyfses, 
fata [nzber), foster [nzberal , fsa [nzbeya), 
feta [nrberu] Skt act of liberating, sense of 

separating two bound things; justice. 

2 decision. “taht sac naz nrbera.”-sorm 5. 
“5tz sacnrbera ram.”—vad chit m3. “sattguru 
hathz nzberu.”-var majh m I. 3 doctrine, 
essence, “sabde ka nrbera sunz tu audhu.” 

-sidhgosafr. 4 finish, end. “haume mar 
ntberi.”-sar m J. 5 act of settling an account. 

“str nzbera tere jia pahz lije.”-sor kabir. 
feta [nrbsdh] Skt n bondage. 2 explanatory 
treatise in which doctrines of many sects are 
referred to and quoted. 3 scripture. 4 prosody. 
5 adj free from bondage; without restriction; 
free, “b3dan kare ntbadh hve."-GPS. 

fox [nrbh] Skr equal, similar. 2 luminous, 

lighted. 

feet [nxbhna] Skr fataz v make do, adjust. 
2. keep on, go on, 3 reach, arrive. 
fsa (nrbharem) adjfsgy without suspicion; 
certain. 
foses (nxbhrat), faxsifs [nzbhratz), faost 
[nrbhrati], frwdsr (nxbhrsta] Ske PryT adj 
silent, quiet. 2 about to set, about to go down 

below the horizon. “kazdaganr kare 
nrbhratz.”-mala m J. ‘may put out (pacify).’ 
3 immovable, fixed. “sahansil pavan aru pani 
basudha khrma nrbhrate.”—maru m 5. 4 Skt 

Fatt without illusion, without false knowledge. 
“iahu rahe nrbhrati.”—maru m J. “Stert brkhu 

baharr nrbhrati ta jamo kare khvuari.” 
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-maru a m 1. ‘Poison of sensuality lies within 

(the mind) but talks of the knowledge of reality. 
“citt ave ti sad nrbhrsta.”—bher m 5. 

fowe [nrbhav], fesse" (ntbhval adj fearless, 
bold. “jrna bhau trn nahr bhav, muc bhau 

nrbhvrah.”-var suhi m 2. ‘Those who fear 
God are not afraid of anyone; those who are 
not God fearing will live in extreme fear.” 

fowrfer [nzbhauna] See farar. 
fosra [nrbhag], fosra? [nrbhagro] adj 
unfortunate, unlucky. 
fag's [nzbhrat] See faaws 4, 
fofqs (nrbhrrt] Skt frqa adj laid, placed. 
2 adopted. 3 ascertained. 4 perfect. 

fou (nrm] 1 humility, meekness. “namo 

nimrup nzrdjon.”-gyan. 2 See fe. 3 See 
fofit. 4 Skt peg, stake, wooden shaft with a 
twisted handle. 

fou (ntm] See fee and fey. 
fourers [ntmaskar] See SHAaT. 
foo: [nrmsan] See faena. “ghagha ghatr 
ghatz nimse soi.”-gau bavan kabir. ‘present 

in every heart.’ 
fort [nrmak] See mye. 2 See four. 
fowar [nzmka] only a particle, “mle dan hart 
nimka.”-tukha chit m 5. 

foort (nrmakh) Siz fof n time equal to the 
twinkle of an eye; wink; a moment. “nrmakh 
na brsarau man te harr harz.”-gujm 5. 2 fon 
has also been used for Ha" (wd*), “ntmakh 

nimakh kari sarir katave.”~sukhmani. 
forneet [ntmakhok] a twinkle, a wink. “musan 

nimakhak prem par vari vari deu sarab.” 
-caum 5, 

feos? [ntmkhaphal, fons [nzmkhabha], 
fanor (nrmkha), forte [nrmkhati] fora wink, 
for a moment. “bhaju ramnam hart 
nimkhapha.”—prabha m 4. “mukhr devahu 

harx nimkhati.”-dhana m 4, 
foufirer [(ntmkhrk] See free. 
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fone [nrmkhe] in a twinkle of an eye, in a 

wink. “hamre avgan brkhza brkhe ke bahu bar 

bar nzmkhe.”—nat m 4. ‘burned to ashes in a 

moment.’ 

fsxars [ntmagan] Sit faug adjsunk. 2 absorbed, 
engrossed. 

feoqur [ntmgha] n humility, meekness. “mo kev 
dije danu harz nzmgha."=suhi m 4. 
inter [nzmajjan] Skt n bath taken by dipping. 
2dive, dip. 
fdue [nfmanl, fee [ntmnal Skt forte n 

creation, formation. 2 act of manufacturing. 
3 growth of the foetus in pregnancy. “rakat 

bidukarz nfmta.”-var jet. 

fonts [nr mat] See fof, “‘nrmat namdeududhu 

piata.”—as revrdas. 2 humility, meekness_- 
“prmat thal jal pahrcani.”-BG. 
fine [nxman] Skt foxy n low ground, depth. 
2 adj deep. 
fousar [ntmanga] stream that flows 
downward. 

féudtgs [ntmribhut] adjhumble, submissive, 
without arrogance. “nfmribhut sadiv param 

ptar."-saveye m2. 
fos [nrmal], fag [nztmalu] adj clear, 

unpolluted, pure, bright. “nanak kulz ntmalu 
avtaryau.”—saveye mJ ke. 
form [nrmaj] See mH. 
fort [ntmaji] See mrt. 
fore [nrman], féHe [ntman] adj humble, 
without arrogance, not conceited. “gurmukh 
nrmana hohv.”—asa chSt m 3, 2 reviled, 

disdained. “nfmanza hart manu he.”—brla 
chSt m 4. 3 n low ground; place lower than 
the surrounding land; slope. 
feorer [ntmana], fre (nfmana) adj not 
arrogant, humble. See frre 1. 2 n leper; 

leprous person. 
fooret [nzmani] adj humble (lady). 
2 reviled (lady). “ntmaninrtaniharz binkru 
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pave sukh?"-tukha barahmaha. 3 deep. “gor 
nrmani sadu kare.”=s farid. 4 n fasr-urah, 
eleventh day of the bright half of Jeth when 

water is not used. See fran Barer, 
fouret urge [nrmani mania) adj having 
respect for the reviled person. “td ntmani 

mania.”-suhi a m 5. 
fowres [nrman], format [nrmanni), fort 
[nzmanyi], forrer [nrmana), foret [nzmani), 
ford (ntmano) See fore, frre and forrat. 

“nrmane keu gurt kino man.”-asa m 5. 
“rahahz nImanniah.”-var sri m |. 

fof [nrmz) Skt n act of closing the eye. 
2 time equal to the twinkling of an eye; wink; 

moment. 3 a sage who was the son of 

-Dattatrey. 4 son of king Ikshvaku, who was 

an ancestor of Videh dynasty of Mithila. It is 
mentioned in scriptures like Mahabharat and 

Vishnu Puran that once Nimi asked Vashishth 
to perform a fire-ritual for him, but Vashishth 
had already agreed to perform such a ritual 

for god Indar. So when he returned from 

heaven after performing the ritual, he found 

that Nimi was getting it performed by Gautam. 

Vashishth hurled a curse upon Nimi that his 

body would perish. Nimi also hit back thathe 
would also die. Both of them died. After leaving 

the body Vashishth again took birth from the 
semen of Mritavarun. The gods and the sages 

wished to make him immortal in the same body, 

but Nimi did not like to enter into a dead body. 
On this the gods awarded him a place in their 
eyes. 

fosfbnr [ntmrkh] Skt n cyelid. 2 time taken in 
twinkling an eye; wink. 

foie [nzmrkhati) See frrra, 
fofs [nrmzt], fafits [ntmztt] n cause, motive, 
2 sign, mark. 3 good omen. 

fonftess (nrmilan] Skt n act of closing the eyes. 

2 time taken to wink. 3 death; passing away. 
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fonfifirs (nmilzt] adjclosed, covered. 2 dead. 

féry [ntmo] See fea. “ntmu brrakh baho sacie 
Smrrt rasu.”-var sar m 4. 

fonpfeome (nrmunradal, fyfemret (nzmunadi), 
‘feysbre" [ntmuniada) adj without foundation, 

baseless; - unstable, transitory. “nam 

vihunta ntmuntadi deh.”—var maru 2 m4. 

“kurt kapatr bicr nfmuniada brnasrgoza 

tatkale.”-asa m J. ‘After cheating through 

falsehood and treachery, the transient being 
has been disintegrated.” 

fings (nrmul] See faye. 
forte [nrmekh] Skt fort See fines | and ffi. 
“mekholi ntmekh s3di.”-carrtr /2. ‘Byelids 

are like a taragi (cord around the waist of a 
male child) worn around (the eyes).” 

faitwer [nzmojhana] adj embarrassed. 
2 sense — feeling ashamed, or mortified. 

faitét [nz mori], faitst [nzmolil, faite [ntmori] 
n fruit of margosa tree; its oil cures skin 

diseases and purifies blood. 

fogz [niméstran] Skt » act of inviting, 
invitation. 

fontfgs (nzmatrrt] adj invited. 

figs" [nxmveta], fofigar (nrmezta] Skt TYy, 
@ys" n humility, meekness, submissiveness. 

“nic kic nmrit ghani.”—caum 5. “sdnahs tan 

nrmritah,”—sahas m 5. 

fru Inzygrodh] See sau. 
fous [nzyat] Skt adj fixed, laid down. 

2 measured, weighed. 3 appointed, settled, 

decided. 4 See atas, 
foam [nryam) Skt n custom, rule, law. 
2 promise, pledge. 3 a part of Yog, i.e. practice 

of austerity, contentment, purity, intellectual 
training, charity etc. 4 P /= | am not. 

fisae [nzyar] near, close to. 
fawawe [nzyarzad] P »4 not valued, not fit to 
be sold at any price. 
fouee [nryrava) came near, “tajan sarir sama 
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niyrava.”-GPS. 
fourm [nzyas] See 57H, 
fours [nryaz] See fam. 
firaey [nzyan] Skt n act of reaching. 2 way, 
route, path. “bherrnad nzyan.”-ramav. 
‘sound of a musical pipe on the way.’ 

fearas (nzyabat] 4 of rank of ‘Nayab’ (a 
vice regent). 
faut (nzyamak] adjwho makes rules. 2 who 
manages (organises). 3 who inspires/operates. 

4n boatman, oarsman. 5 driver. 

foyas [nryukat} Skt Prgm adj properly joined. 
2 inspired. 3 appointed to a position. 

fetter (nzyog) Skt act of engaging someone to 
do a work. 2 order, command. “kanan 

gamanyo brna nzyogu.”-NP. 3 an old 
tradition of the Hindus, according to which a 
widow or a woman whose husband is unable 

to impregnate her could conceive a child by 
mating with her husband’s brother or an other 

person.' Swami Daya Nand has formulated 

this concept for the Aryans. According to 

Sikhism it is a despicable custom. 

fetta (nryogrodh] banyan tree, ficus 
benghalensis, See saga. “bethe guru vrrajhi 
nayogrodh ki chaz.”-GPS. 
fous [nzyojan] Skt n sense of joining. 
2 relation. 3 bondage. 4 yoking a horse or an 

ox to a chariot or a cart. 
fords" (nry3ta] See sata. 2 Skt Prey adj who 
yokes properly. 3 who drives a chariot, or rides 
a horse. 

fore (nzr) Skt Fx part without. See fou, foage 
and form etc. 

feran [ntras) adj without taste, tasteless. 2 who 
ives up taste. “hoz niras sures pahicanta.” 
-gau bavan kabir. 3 without water. “nzras 

megh hve ge nzj desu.”-NP. 4 See tan. 
foarg [nzrastra] Skt foarg adjarmless, without 
‘Seong a9g 59. 
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a weapon. 
fears (nxrsan] Skt n Killing, murder. 2 remove. 

3 throw away. 4 come out. 5 without taking 
any food, empty stomach. 
foain [nzrsis] adj undoubted, no doubt. 
“bhavsagar ko nirss taro.”—NP. 2 Skt THA 
merciless, cruel, tyrant. 

foorta [nzrs5k] adj without doubt, undoubted. 
foray (ntrast) Skt adj thrown out, removed. 
2 deserted, forsaken. 
foaas [nzrahar] See fowos, “nrraharvorti 
aprasa."-sri am 5. 
fraaseadt (nzrharvarti] adj who observes a 
fast during which he does not take any kind of 
food. 

foward (nzrahari] adj who does not take any 

food, living without food. “nzrahari kesav 

nirvera.”-majh m 5. 
foadars [ntrah3kar] adjnot arrogant, humble. 

faoas [nzrakat] Skt mug adj be enamoured 
of, in love with. 2 absorbed, engrossed, “satru 
mo bhayo ntrakat.”-narstgh. 
frraae [ntraksar] adj illiterate, unlettered. 
fos [nxrakh] See four. 2 Pz.) 1 price, 
value, Skt frat. 3 Skt ferdtect adj worth seeing, 
beautiful. “tab le ntrakhahr nirakh 

mulava.”-gau bavan kabir. ‘united the looker 
with God (whom he was looking at).’ 

fare (ntrakhna}, frst (ntrakhna) Skt 

fisdtae look at. “nzrakhav tumri or.”~dhana m 

5.2 contemplate, think about, pay attention. 

“norkhat ntrkhat jab jat pava.”-gau bavan 
kabir. 

fosfes (nzrakhrt) Skt fadtfas adj seen. 
2 tested, checked. 

fowft (nzrkhi) saw. See fount. 2 faa-ate 
passed, elapsed, “nzrakhat nirakhat renz sabh 
narkhi.”-kalz am 4. 

feds (nrrakhhar] See faa. 
fowant [nzrgam] adj not feeling any sorrow, 
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free from grief. 2 Skt frof n act of coming 
‘out. 3 nzrgam has been used in place of nzgam 
in, “agam nrrgam jotrk janahz.”-asa kabir. 
foaqe (nirgun] Skt foa’e adj without 
characteristics of Maya (the illusory world) 
i.e. virtue, emotion and vice. 2 the ultimate 
Reality. “nirgun ram trni bujht lahra.”—asa 

patim 3.3 lacking qualities, worthless, without 

speciality. “nirgun nistare.”—asa m 5. 4 weak, 
feeble. “tk ntrgun bel homar.”-gau ravrdas. 
fosqems (nirgun-ar), forges (nrrgun- 

ara], fasqz’s [ntrgunvatl, fesqaesa" 
[nzrgunvdtral, fosgeéaat (nrrgunvstril, 
foageés (nxrgunvstal adj who has no merrit, 
worthless. “nirgunvatrie! prr dekht 

hadure.”—-vad cht m3. 
fewafe (nirgunz) to him who lacks good 
qualities. “nanak nirgunt gun kere.”-jepu. 
2 the ultimate Reality. 

foogfenre [nirgunzara] See foagenrs. 
feaqfeers [nirgunzare] in the worthless, (in 

the one who lacks good qualities). “me 
nirgunz-are, ko gun nahi.”"-mddavni m 5 
2 plural of fragfenrs, 
fava (nrrgun] See foage 1. “nirgun karta. 
sargun karta.”-g5d m J. 2 See fasqe 3. 

“nrrgun nic anath apradhi.”-sor m 5. 
formgotors [nzrguniar), feagotere [nrrguniara) 
See faogfamre. “ham nzrguniar nic ajan.” 
-sukhmani. 

fereaig (ntrgidh) adj without smell (odour). 
“kath ntrgadh.”-s kabir. 

forsw (nzragh] adj sinless. 2 innocent. 
forawrs [nirghat] Skt fouls n sound of strong 
wind, sound produced by a tempest. 2 thunder. 

3 sound produced by a stroke. “uthe sabad 

nirghat aghat birs.”—janmejay. 4 destruction, 
devastation. 5 earthquake. 

foans (nxrjan] adj without any person; 
desolate, uninhabited. 2 solitary. 
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forore [nzrjar] Sk farts adj ageless, free from 
aging. 2 m god. 3 nectar; amrit. 

fore [nzrjal) adj without water, 2 a place 
where there is no water. 

foone Gaver (nrrjal ekadagil, foorer 2arert 
{ntrjala ekadasil, foorererertt [nzrjalakadasi} 
Frotererevf eleventh day of bright half of Jeth; 
The Hindu religious scriptures contain 
instruction not to use water for drinking and 

bathing on this day; it is mandatory that one 

should not use water during the whole day and 
night of the eleventh day and should end fast 

after bathing early in the morning on the 
twelfth day (See afeafafemn) but the current 
practice is seen totally contrary to it. The 

constraint on eating and drinking on this day 

becomes clear from the following stanza 

written by a poet. 
5b savaso cus athso aru khae. 
khire kai hajar kakksi khet mukae. 

dahi katore car ghare do ras ke pie. 
laddhu pee adhrk khdibce khali kie. 
thbhat drvas vitat bhayo vrat nirjal ekadagi. 

ren sabar kay soraho, bhor horgi dvadasi. 
ferarn [nzrjas] Skt four n secretion of a tree, 
which becomes gum after thickening. 
2 essence, liquid extracted by squeezing. 
3 decision. “jru bhave tru nrrjas.”-sri m J. 
fasmfa (nirjast] after deciding, after 
contemplating, “manz vekhahu nrrjasz.”—var 

srim4. 

foone [nzrjan] Ske ftte n travel, pilgrimage. 
2 salvation, liberation, release. 3 dying. 

frorilG [nxrjiu) Sta forte adjlifeless, inanimate. 
“sarjiv kajahz nzxfiv pujahz.”-gau kabir. 
fears [nrrjit] adj unconquerable; too strong 
to be defeated; invincible, 2 Bhai Gurdas has 
used nrrjit in place of nrrjivrt (inanimate) 

ie. who has given up making effort and 
become a dead man during his life time. “jan 
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drava khet vice ntrjit parani.”-BG. 3 Skt 

fofifs conquered. 
foarte [nxrjiv] See frofe. 
forage (nxrjur) Skt fore adj not having fever. 
2 heatlhy. 3 nrrjur has also been used in place 

of narjar (a god). “nzrjur jah 3juli jori.” 
-NP. ‘(they) worship the deities with folded 
hands.’ 

‘foraitar (nirjog], fatter [nzrjoga] adjunattached, 
disinterested, unaffected. “apahz rasbhogan 
nirjog.”-sukhmani. “parbraham puran 
nrrjog.”-ram m 5. “vade bhagr pae hart 
nirjoga.”-asa m 4. 2-n figure of speech, 
ornament. 3 equipment for yoking horses, 

oxen. 
farwyzs [nxrjvar) See foage. 
fsave [nzrjhar) See fase. 2 Skt Prt spring. 
3 sun’s horse. 4 elephant. 
fora (nrmeu], fase [ntmay], foe (nzrna} 
Skt faza n wisdom, discernment, act of 
knowing the truth or falsehood etc. 
2 judgement, decision. 3 fresh water. “khet 
mzala ucia ghar-vca nrmmav."-var guj] m3. 
‘The field which has high boundaries is filled 
with fresh water of rain.’ meaning — he who 
has profound devotion in his subconciousness, 

only keeps the teachings of the Master in his 

mind. 

fouets (nirnit) Skt fae-ts ascertained, 
decreed, 

foras [nzrat] Skt adj ready, engaged in work, 
absorbed. 2 See feof and fgaa. 

frrasere [nzratkar] dances. “megh same mor 
ntretkar.”~basdt m 5. 2. dancer. 

foafs [nrratr) with great devotion. “ravie hart 

niratr.”—brla m 5. See faos. 2 Skt feof 

great affection, continuous love. 3 Ski Ja 
expanding and contracting limbs of the body 

in accordance with the rythmic tune. “nzratz 

kare bahu vaje vajae.”-asa m 3. 4 fr-fats 
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(af) auspicious, causing prosperity. 5 path, 
search. “nzratz na paia gani sahSs."-ram m 
1, 6 ntratz has also been used in place of 

anrrt (3M) false, illusory. “satr ntratr bujhe 

jekoz."-sukhmani. ‘if some one knows truth 
and falsehood.’ See nfs frsfs. 7 act of 

ascertaining, sense of determining, “nrratz 

na pave asdkh gun.”-jet ch5t m5. 8 Skt Pract 
without hatred (fgfs is hatred). 9 wife not 
wedded according to the accepted religious 
code of conduct. 10 calamity, trouble. 

11 death. 12 according to Rig Ved, god of 

sin is Nirat. 

frafsna (nzratrsay), foefsh {nzratrse] Skt 
frafsaa adjnothing excels, excellent, superb. 
2.n the ultimate reality, the Creator. 

frafserct (nrratrkari] 1 act of dancing. “ehu 

ntretrkari janamz naave.”-ramm 5.2 dancer 
(ac) one who performs a dance. “ram ko 
ntrattkari.”-ram m 5. 

foesa [nzraty] n dance. “nrratyd kerotz jatha 
markafah.’-sahas m 5. 

feasam [ntratyay] adj indestructible; eternal, 
2 the Creator, the ultimate Reality. 

fowefe (nzrder], foaefenr [ntrdaza), frovet 
{nxrdai] Skt fava adj merciless, cruel. 
“pardaza nahi jotr ujala. 

forseen [nrrdalan] Skt frre n act of breaking 
into pieces; crushing absolutely. “kahunanak 

trnz jenz nirdalza.”—asa m5. 

fogere: (ntrdava] adj not claiming the 
ownership of, free from attachment. “nrrdave 
rahe n1s8k.”—s kabir. 

forafery (ntrdrst) Skt fifty adj pointed out, 
determined, 2 set, fixed, 

fowen (nirdes) foa-fer Ski foe'n n act of 
pointing out. 2 directive, order. 3 without any 

particular country; who belongs to no country 
in the east or the west. “namasts nrrdese.” 

~japo. 
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fou? [n1rde] See froze). “narde jatutrsudara 
na pai.”-suhi m 5. 
foa@A (nurdos), faseu [nzrdokh] adj faultless, 
free from vice. 2 blameless, innocent. 

fow?s (nxrd5bh] adj without hypocrisy. 
2humble, modest, 

fewan (nrrdhan) adj poor, having little money, 
indigent. “nrrdhan kav tum devahv dhana.” 
~bher m5. 

feraarg (nrrdhatu] adj without metal. See wg. 
foaarse [ntrdharan) » sense of determining. 

2 distinction between virtue and vice, truth and 

falsehood. 

foags [nirdhut] adjshaken; which have been 
shed, shaken off. 2 forsaken by relatives and 
friends. 3 who has shed all his vices. 4 Skt 

fifa well-washed, cleaned. 5 See fags. 
foun [ntrnau], fore [ntxnal See faseg. “karz 
nirnau ditha.”—var jet. 2 fide, empty stomach; 

period during which one has not taken any food, 
between sleeping at night and getting up in the 
moming. 

foawra [ntmath] adj without a lord. 2 1 lord 
of human beings, king. 3 God, the Creator. 
feu [nzrap) adj without water; dry. 2 master 

of human beings, king. “nxrap dhavahz larr 

dukh paza."=asa chét m 4. 
fesued [nzrapradh] adj who has not 
committed any offence; innocent, blameless. 

foreure [nzrpar] See fqums. 
ferahs (nzrpekh], fate [nzrpech] adj without 
desire, disinterested. 2 free from attachment; 
separate; without company. 

fosadbh (nrrbahie] reach. See faeera. “brnu 

guru pathu na sujhai, krtu brdhz nzrbahie?” 
-govam I. 
foram [nirbal] adj weak, feeble. 
fewer (ntrbah), frog (nrrbahu} Ske foe n 

bringing to completion; management, 
arrangement. 2 continuance of an act. 
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3 sustenance. “tr kere nirbahu.”—s kabir. 

4 subsistence. 5 reaching. See faaudbi. 
foowe [nrrban] Skt foere n salvation, 
liberation, release. 2 uninvolved; withdrawn, 

3 status of an Udasi saint who is free from 
worldly attachment. 4 living in seclusion, 

5 quiet. 6 liberated, 7 tired. 8 dead. 9 See 

aan, 
feawena (ntrbansar) pond belonging to 
Nirban monastery near Delhi Gate at 
Amritsar. 
foerreue [ntrbanpad} n fourth state of 
consciousness (turia], immortal state. “narmal 
nirbanpad cinzlije.”-ram__namdev. 
“nirbanped rk hari ko nam.”—bher namdev. 

See faowe. 
frowet [nirbani] adj free from worldly 
attachment, ascetic. See fouwe. “apr nirbanz 
ape bhogi."-bher m 5. 2 Sit Pratt unable to 
speak, dumb. 
fosrehre [ntrbanipadu] See fasreue. 
“sabadr rape gharu paie ntrbanipadu nitz.” 
-sriam J. 

foows [ntrbat] See fers. 
fowarft Inzrbadi] adj who does not controvert. 
2. fade who slanders. 
feswa [nrrbadh] adj without obstruction. 
2 uninterrupted. 3 free from pain. 
few (nirban), fasaaue (ntrbanpadl, faery 
(nzrbanu] See faewre and froweur. “pave pad 
narbana.”-ram m 9. “grrhsat mahz soi 
nirbanu.”-sukhmani. 2 foe flow. “salzl 
nirban he.”-BGK. 

frafirers [ntrbrkar] adjunchangeable; which 
remains in the same state. 2 faultless, free 
from vice. 

foafirs (ntrbrkh) adj poisonless. 2 inanimate, 
which is beyond the grasp of senses, “nirbrkh 
naraknivari.”—hajare 10. 3 free from the 

effect of sensual enjoyment through sound or 
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touch ete. 
frofirrdt [nxrbrkhai} who keeps away from 
sensuality; not indulging in sensual enjoyment. 
See firafite2. “dorsan pekhr bhae nzrbrkhai.” 
-sar surdas. 

firefirurs (nzrbrghan] adjwithout obstruction. 
2 without adversity. 3 without any trouble 

(problem). “nzrbrghan hor sabh thai vuthe.” 
~brlam 5. 

fowite (nrrbed] See frete. 
fraita {nirbodh] adj lacking in knowledge, 
ignorant. 

foeta [nrrb3dh] adj without bondage; free. 

“bhae dev sabh hi nrrb3dh.”-saloh. 2 1 

persistence, obstinacy. 3 petition, request. 

4 obstruction, interruption. 5 adj bound, 

fastened. 
fostg [nzrbsdhu] adj without relative, 
relationless. 
foas@ [nirbhoul, fasefe [nrrbhaz), frose 
{ntrbhae], fossa (nirbhay) adj fearless, 
dauntless. “nzrbhav nzrveru.”-japu. “tou 
nanak nirbhae.”-gau m 5. became fearless. 
fesse [nzrbhar] adj brimming, full. 
2associated. 3 dependent. 4 very much, most, 
extreme. 
frese (nrrbhav] adj not liable to take birth. 
2 fearless, dauntless, “bhe khinat nzrbhavah.” 
~sahas m 5. 

fowsra [nzrbhar) adj without weight, light. “te 
nar bhav tary kie nzrbhar.”-saveye m2 ke. 
‘relieved the burden of sins.’ 
fofinrs (ntrabhrman] adj without conceit, 
humble. 

fowsts [nrrbhit) adj fearless, bold. 

feade [nrrbhed] n act of unveiling, 2 adj 
‘uniterrupted, continuous. 
faa? (nrrbhe], fossa [nirbhy] See fase. 
“nirbhe hor bhajie bhagvanu.”-sar namdev. 

“brcarte nrrbhyé satrusena.”—sahas m J. 
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fronfeS (nirmazo], fer? (nirmae], frou 
[ntrmayl, faaHa (nrrmayel] created, raised, 
built. See fowwre. “trh nirmai sarab 
rzkhika.”-NP, ‘he has created all the 
senses.” “bohrthav brdhate nirmayo.” 

—saveye m 3 ke, 

free [ntrmar] adjdeathless, eternal, immortal. 
2 limpid; clean. 

foonfs [nrrmarr] clear, not foggy. “an nahi 
samsari ujiaro nirmarz.”-saveye sri mukhvak 
m5. 

foes (nirmal] or fears [nrrmalu] adj 
unpolluted, clear, clean, pure. “nrrmal udak 

gobtd ka nam.”-gau m 5. “nirmal te, jo 
rameht jan.”—bher kabir. 2 n the ultimate 

Reality, the Creator. “jo nirmalu seve su 

nirmalu hove.”—majh am 3.3 light, radiance. 
“kzu karl nirmalu, kru kart Sdhrara?” 

~srdhgosatr. 4 adj lighted; illuminated. See 
we. 
farts Rat [nrrmal sobha] shining glory; true 
fame born of good qualities, and without any 

trace of falsehood and hypocrisy. “ntrmal 

sobha Smrrt taki bani.”-sukhmani. On the 
contrary; insincere praise of mean, 

wealthy persons sung by flattering bards is not 

regarded as real fame of a person. 
fous aot [ntrmal koram) n deeds without 
blemish, kind actions done without any intention 
of sin and hypocrisy. “sadh nam narmal take 
karam.”-sukhmani. 

foaHe wat [(nrrmal karma] adj devoted to 
_ Virtuous deeds. See faa aan. 
foo fam [nzrmal gran] » spiritual 
knowledge free from doubt and contradiction. 

“mamta tan te bhagi, upjro nxrmal gran.” 
—basstm 9. 
foorsam [ntrmaldharam] 7 Sikh religion, 

Sikhism. 

foarmia [ntrmalpsth] n a branch of Sikh 
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religion. 2 Sikhism, “marza stkka jagat vc 
nanak nrrmalpsth calara.”-BG. 
fool ydtuar [nrrmalpth predipka] a 
booklet containing detailed history of the origin 
of Nirmala sect written by Bhai Gyan Singh, 
which was completed in Sammat 1948 (1891 

AD) and was printed by Guru Gobind Singh 

Press in Sialkot city. 
frame [ntrmalbdd] sense — religious 
instruction by the Master, “ntrmalbiid akas ki 
lini bhumz mala: kabir. ‘The Master who 

holds all within him like the sky, his teaching 
was absorbed in the earth of inner 

consciousness.” 
feorsdu [ntrmalbhekh) See fooumia. 
“nirmalbhekh apar tas brn avar na koi. 

-saveye m 5 ke, 2. whose dress is without dirt. 
fom (nrrmala) adj without dirt. See faans. 
“ahinIsi nevtan nirmela, mela kab-hd na 

hor.”-var suhi m J. 2 without the dirt of 

ignorance. “sadh sigz hor ntrmala nanak 
probh ke r5gt."-gau thrti m 5. 3 n one who 
adopts the true religion (Sikhism); disciple of 

Guru Nanak Dev. “sabadr rate se nzrmale.” 
~sri m 3. 4 See faand. 

fomvrefe (nxrmalar] adj who is clean. “besStar 
alzpat sada ntrmalaz.”-maru m5. 

frrnret [nxrmali] adj who is clean (female). 
2 superb, excellent. 3 » follower of Guru 
Nanak; a Sikh woman. 

femrfbot [ntrmalia) ads unpolluted. “Smrrtv 
namu sada nirmalia.”-majh m5. 
foot f free (nrrmali hd ntrmala|—var 
ram 2 m J. adj clean to the utmost extent; 

very much pure, 

fran Inzrmalu) See frre. “gur te nzrmatu 
janie.”-sri am 1. 

fad [ntrmale) plural of foone’. See faoer. 
Guru Gobind Singh sent five Sikhs (Ram Singh, 

Karam Singh, Ganda Singh, Vir Singh, and 
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Sobha Singh) to Kashi dressed as celebates 

for the study of Sanskrit. They were called 
‘nirmale’; desciples of these five Sikhs who 

wear clean clothes, remain calm and quiet, and 

devote themselves to learning, meditation, and 

preaching of religion they are all known as 

Nirmalas. Among the Sikh people Nirmala 
saints are considered scholars and learned 
persons, See »Rra" and Umar. 

franfes [nzrmazl), frorfes (ntrmarlu) Skt 
fonfert n offering; an object presented to a 
deity. “atom jaunzrmazlu kije.”-ram namdev. 
‘if we submit ourselves to the Divine.’ 2 adj 

not enamoured of, not in love with. “pzr 
nirmatrl sada sukhdata.”-vad m 3 alahni 
3.clean, free of dirt. “jogi jugatz namu nirmazl 
tako mel na rati.”-maru m J. “hart nirmazl 

sogi”-saram J. 
femret [nirmai) built, created, made. See 

fame, 
fomre (nrrman] Skt forte n creating, making. 
2 job of creating; job of making. 3 measuring. 
4 constructing. 5 See fae I. 
forms [ntrman] adjwithout pride, not feeling 
arrogant, 2 See faare. 
forms (nrrmal] See fsarfes. 2 clean. 3 free 
from worldy attachment; detached. “trsu jan 
kau updes narmal ka.”—maru solhe m5. ‘it is 

the teaching of the Master who is totally free 
from worldly attachment.” 
famed [ntrmaly] See fates 1. 
footie [nirmzt] adjcreated, made. See faawre. 
fogs [nzrmul] adj baseless, unfounded. 
2 uprooted. 

fav [nirmoh) adjwithout affection, free from 
worldly attachment. 2 a village near Kiratpur. 

See fraituag. 
fowttoary [nirmohgarh] a fort got built by Guru 
Gobind Singh near village Hardo Namoh, in 
tehsil Ropar under police station Ropar district 
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Ambala; it is at a distance of one furlong from 

the built up area to the east. In Sammat 1757, 
after leaving Anandpur, the Master stayed here 
on a mound. Since then it has been known as 
Nirmohgarh. 

Once the tenth Master was holding a 
congregation at Nirmohgarh. A gunner at the 
behest of hilly kings fired a cannon ball aiming 

at Guru Gobind Singh, with which Bhai Ram. 

Singh who stood on duty for swaying the 

flywhisk was blown up. Guru Gobind Singh 
instantly killed! the gunner with his arrow. The 

building of the gurdwara is very simple with 

only a platform. No land has been allotted to 
the gurdwara. It is thirty-two miles away from 

Nawan Shahar railway station to the south- 

east. Through Ropar its distance is less than 

that because the place is near Kiratpur, Now 

Ropar is also a rai!way station. 
freite [nirmok] 1 skin. 2 slough (snake). 
3 sky. 

fase (nirmokh] Skt faa n complete 
salvation; without bondages. 2 renunication. 

foatts [nirmo!], faotee [ntrmolak], foatter 

[nirmola) adj priceless, invaluable. “esa 
namvreten nirmolak.”—sor bhikhan. “jini dia 

tudhu nirv nirmola.”~ram am J. 

fora (nzray] Skt n hell, inferno. 

firearm (nrryas] See frorn. 
freee [nzrarath) Skt fae adj not having any 
money, penniless. 2 useless, meaningless, futile, 
fosoaa [nzrarthak] Ski fasta adj aimless, 
purposeless, useless. 

fran (nxslaj), feos (nzrlajjl, foawH [nirlajl 
adj shameless, immodest, impudent. 

“srmarahz nahi jonzdukh nzrlaje bhad.” 
~brlam5. 

foadu (nzrlep], fasdur (nirlepal, fartut 
The grave of this gunner is one and a half mile away 
from Nirmohgarh. 
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(nrrlepi] adj not smeared. 2 free from evils 
of lust and hatred. 3 not interested in sensuality, 

free from worldly attachment. “sukh dukh 
rohrt sada ntrlepi.”—sorm 9. 
fea8e [nzrlobh] adj not coveting; free from 
greed; contented. 

feaéa [nzrlab], foots [nzrlsbh] See forse. 
“nrrlSbh he.”—japu. 2 without contact. 
3 without violence. 
ferawea (nirvady] Skt adj blameless, innocent, 
irreproachable. 

fooeftt (ntrvadhz) adj unlimited, boundless. 

2. adv always, forever, 
frroeae [nirvayav] adj without limbs, formless. 
foaecet (nrrvarai] removes, eradicates, dispels. 

See fawee. “pap pin dou nrrvarai.”-gau 
baven kabir. 

fsaetéa [nzrval3b] adj without dependence, 
without support; self dependent. 

foaer [nrrva] adv near, close to. “koi bole 
nirva, koi bole durz.”-fodi namdev. 
fasem {nzrvas} adj unclothed, naked. 2 n 
foreign tour. 3 exile, banishment. 

fase (ntrvah] See fora, 
frawe [nzrvan] See frare. 
foes (nzrvat} adj not ventilated, airtight, 
hermetic. 2 steady, static. 

feaere [nrrvad] n slander, reproach. 
2 disregard, disrespect, sacrilege. 3 absence 
of discussion. 

feoeee [nirvaran) n act of preventing, 
removal. See fae. 

foweret (nzrvari] removed, prevented. 
2 separated. See faeae. “na nirvarijat.”-s 
kabir. 
fowe [nrrvaro] please remove, prevent, 7 
sense of separating. “khir nir nzrvaro.”-BG. 

forafeerny [ntrvrkalap) Sk Pfqees adj without 
sense of discrimination, without thought of 
diversity. 2 undoubted, certain. 
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foofeesu mrfa (nirvrkalp semadhz] n 
trance in which sense of duality vanishes; deep 
meditation in which no difference remains 
between the seeker and the sought. 2 the sort 
of meditation in which no thought of diversity 
comes into mind. 
foofears [nirvrkar) adj free from vice. 
2 unchangeable; which remains in the same 

State. 

forafes [nzrvrkh] See ferafen, 2 Skt fof 
settled, established. 
foofeafs [nzrvrratz}, foofeodt [ntrvarti] Skt 
fraftt n act of withdrawing; refraining. 
2 indifference; lack of involvement in the 

worldly affairs. “apz porviratr apr 
mirviratz.”-var brha m4, 
frafewe [nrrvzvad] adjindisputable, beyond 
doubt. 

fess®e [nzrved] Skin apathy, disinterestedness. 
2 disrespect, insult. 3 sorrow, grief. 4 repentance, 
Tegret. 
feats [nzrverl, faaeg [nrrveru) adj without 
malice, free from jealousy. “nrrbhau 

nirveru.”-japu. 2 n the Creator. “basro 
ntrver rrdstarr."-saveye m/ ke. 3 the true 
Master Guru Nanak Dev. 

fsege [ntrvreq] See nage, 
foe [nzra) adj pure, unadulterated. 2 only. 
fen [nrras} adj disappointed, in despair. See 
foort. “nrras as karn5."-sahas m 5. 2 n 

disappointment, despair. “jake as nahi nrras 

nahi.”-prabha m J, 3 adj disappointing, 

dismaying. “harrdhan rast, ntras th brtv.” 

-ram m5. 4 Skt fran dispelling, refutation, 
rejection. 

fawn? (nzrasre], feent [nrrasre] Ske fora 
adj without support, unfounded. “namasts 

nrrasre.”-japu. 
foer (ntrasa] n disappointment; despair; 
losing hope. 2 adj See fswrt. “hukme bujhe 
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nzrasa hoi."-asa am 3. 3 who has no hope. 
“s3t ka dokhi uthrcale nrrasa.”—sukhmani. 

fowrit (nzrasi] adjdisappointed, disheartened, 
dismayed. 2 without desire, disinterested, 

indifferent. 
foaita [nzrasorl, forqa [nrrasray} See farne 

. “nrasor mane.”—paras. 
fees (ntrahar], foot (nzrahari] adj 
without food, who has given up eating. 2 who 
does not eat anything. “nzrahar nirver 

sukhdai.”-sukhmani. “dhtaz nirdkar 
nzrahari."-sar partal m 4. 
feaave {nzrakeran) Skt n act of separating. 
2 refutation, rejection. 3 removal, prevention. 

fowara (ntrakar) adj formless. 2 the Creator, 
the ultimate Reality. 3 sky. 

fowardt (nzrakari] See fadardt. 
fowas (ntrakol] Skt not confused, 
unperturbed, calm and quiet. “atr 

vayakulbuddhr nzrakul hve lakh lage hé ghat 
sariran ko.”-krrsan. ‘Calm and quiet persons 

also became restless.” 
foe@ [nzrake] prevented, removed. See 

fara. 
foot fs [nzrakrxtz] Ske frevagfet adj formless. 
2 refutation, rejection. 

fowae [ntragrah) adj without persistence. 
fora [nzrat] comes near. 2 Skt feats adj 
determined, 3 considered. “nahi tadpz tas 
sobha ntrat.”—datt. 

fowda [nrratSk) adj without fear. 2 not 
perturbed, 
fewree [nzradar] 1 absence of regard; 
disrespect. 

feoag (ntradhar) adj without support, not 
dependent. “nzradhar he na paravar.”—akal. 
2-which cannot be proved by any method and 
example. 3 ntradhar has also been used for 

ntrdhar — “mokh tatbfd mahi jan ntradhar 

he.”-NP, ‘Spiritually enlightened person does 
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win salvation.’ See faarrae. 
fsqugu (ntrapradh] See feauew. “nirapradh 
cxtavahr burrai."-asa m 5. 

fowres (ntraphal) See fanem. “ja patr lekhe 
na pave, t& sabh ntraphal kam.”~asa m 1. 
frou (nzramay] adj free from disease, 
healthy. 
footie (nxramrkh) Skt sof adj without 
meat, in which meat is not served as — 
niramrkh gradh. 2 who does not eat meat, 

fowan (ntrayas) adj spontaneous; naturally. 
foega [ntrayudh} weaponless; not carrying 
arms. 
fowrs {nzrar), faaw@ [nrraru) adj aloof, 
separate. “mohan rahrt nrrar.”-dev m 5. 

fowrss [nzrarath], fowoaa [nrrarthak] See 
foase and foasee. “jzu kirpan ke nirarath 
dam.”-sukhmani. 

fowe [nzrara), foot (nzrari), food [nzraro) 
adj distinct, different; unique. “bed kateb te 
rahrt nzrara.”-gau kabir. “sabh hi te prara 
purakh nirara.”-asa ch3t m 5. 2 adj 
uncommon, strange. “tzn ki katha nirari.” 

~brla kebir. 3 special, unusual. “jon ko 5g 
niraro.”-gujm 5. 
foaen (nrralas}, frome (nzralak] Skt foro 
adjwithout laziness; active; smart. 2 absence 

of laziness, state of being active, smartness. 

3 name of a kind of seafish; as mentioned in 
the Sanskrit scriptures. 
fora [nzralam] adj separate ftom the world, 
aloof, not affected by worldly activities. 
“ahrnisz rahe ntralmo kar dhur ki karni.” 
~-asa a m |, 2 uninvolved, disinterested. “jese 
jol mahz kamal nzralam.”-srdhgosofr. 3 See 
footie, 

fowrer [nzrala) , frost (nrrali] adjofa different 
type; varying; uncommon. “bhagta ki cal 

ntrali.”-anSdu. 2 solitary place, seclusion. 

3 uncommon, unusual. 4 unique, peerless, 
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fava (nrralsb) adjwhich does not need any 
support; free from dependence. “ntral5b 
nirhar nrhkeval.”—prabha m J. 

freres [nzraven] n separating. 2 act of hoeing, 
weeding out. 3 irrigating, watering. 
foweue [ntravayav] See froeae. 
fewrere [nztravaran] adj without veil; 
uncovered. 
fearede [ntravalsb} adj without support, not 
based upon the other, independent. 

fofee (ntrzcch|, fofefes (nxrrcchxt] Skt Pftes 
adjwithout desire, disinterested. 

frat Inzri] feminine of fre", See fast. 2 See fy. 
fodta [nzrih) Skt adj without desire, 
disinterested. 2 not making an effort, without 
movement. 3 indifferent, without worldly 

attachment. “nrrih3 nrrban3 sada je 
akhsds.”—NP. 

fodtorg (ntrikar) See fawara. “sudh budh 

ntrikar.”-saveye m 4 ke. 2 from which has 

disappeared the illusory world. 

fetard (ntrikarie] Narayan Das, a bairagi 
saint, resident of village Keri (in Patiala state 

meditate muttering the mystic formula ‘satt 

ntrikar’ from which the sect gets its name. 
Its followers greet one another with this 
greeting when they meet.' Sarju Das died in 
Sammat 1899 at Patiala. His memorial is near 
Nabha Gate, to which village Kheri has been 
donated as a fief. All traditions of Nirakaris 

are like those of bairagi saints. They put on 
red coloured loincloth which they claim was 

bestowed upon them by Hanuman. 2 See 

fedtae [ntrikgan), fodtve [nzrikhan], fades 
{nrrichan] 7 looking at, seeing. 2 supervision, 
watch. 3 method of looking; meditating. 4 eye. 
fogas (nrruket] Skt fgg adjclearly mentioned. 
iris a transform of saty nzrakar. 
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2a part of Veds containing explanation of 

Vedic words. In this, the meaning of words 
are explicitly expressed; it is a Vedic lexicon 

[nxghdtu] and an explanatory treatise prepared 

by the sage Yasak, and has twelve chapters. 
3fea-Cq sap not expressed. “nrrukat 
sarup he, 

fogafs pean Ske forsfg n explanation 
given in the best manner; etymology. 2 a 

figurative expression; a literary composition 
in which the meaning of noun is interpreted 

with ingenuity. 
Example: 

jake acft vase mans az, 
takau cf ta kat-hu nah. 

-geum |. 
baga bage kapre tirath m3jhz vasSnz, 
ghutr ghutr jia khavne bage na kahisnz. 

~suhim /. 

“bagga (white) is a crane but its act is black 

(bad) so it should not be called ‘bagga’ (white)’ 
narayan kachh machh tf£dua kahrt sabh 

kolnabhz ko) jth tal mé rahat he, 

gopinath gujer gopal sabhe dhenucari 
rrkhikes nam ke mahit lahiyat he, 

madhav bhavar 2 aferv ko kanheya nam 
k5s ko vadheya yamdut kahzyat he, 

mur rur pitat na gurhta ko bhed pavé 

pujot na tir jake rakhe rahryat he. 
~akal. 

mohz nithava tn kahyo so sac bakhani, 

jeb lo atamrup ko man ler na jani, 

tha parkar thrre nahx tab lags nrthava, 

bhatkat mrrgtrrsna vrkhe krt satr na pava. 
-GPS. 

bhayo sabhin ko mohri nam mohri tohz. 
—GPS. 

akhay bhagbhari subh tera 
sarath bhagbhari ab hera. 

-GPS. 
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tahz ban bani rnahu chedat lachh apar, 

nam dot rk kerya jin sri arjan sukhkar. 
-GPS. 

fog [nzrokt), fogfg (nzruktr] See fogas and 
fogafs. 
fognt (nxruj] adj free from disease, healthy. 
fog’ (nzruttar] adj which cannot be refuted, 
unanswerable. 2 unable to answer back or 
refute an argument; deeply impressed. 

foy@ [nrruddam|, frgemt (nrrudyam] adj 
not enterprising, lazy. 

fag'a [ntrudhh] Skt fe adj restricted, 
obstructed, under check. 2 fastened, tied. 

fagunt [ntrupem] adjunequalled, unparalleled, 
peerless, matchless. 
fogu {nzrup] adj formless. “nzrups 
nrrbans.”-VN. 2 n sky. 3 Skt fo-qu act of 
shaping. 4 search, hunt. 5 view, attention, 
contemplation. 
fague [nzrupan] Skt na description in which 
an object is explained through an illustration; 
a discourse delivered after drawing final 

conclusions; illustration. 
feguxt [nrrupam] See fog, 
fo [nrre] 7 hell See frac. “nar ghor nire mar 
so parhl”-NP. 

ferdur (nzroa] adj free from disease; healthy. 

“sabh rog mztae nava nzroa.”-suhim 5. 
foidy (nzrost] See fag maiera | niet (1). 
feta (nzrog] adj free from disease, healthy. 
feta [nzrod] Skt n obstruction. 2 bondage. 
3 quietness of mind. “gurmukhz sada 

nirodh.”-sri m 1. 
faduet [nzrodhak) adjobstructive, preventive, 
2 who concentrates his mind; with 
concentrated mind. 

fodus [nrrodhan} Skt n act of obstructing, 
act of stopping. 
fetag (ntrodhar}, fatuer (nzrodhra}, foeay 

[nzrodharv) adj practising abstinence. 
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2 competent to control the mind from being 
frolic or fickle. 3 FYBAR incontrovertible; which 
cannot be neutralized. According to the 

magical theory, there is an antimagical 

incantation for destroying the effect of each 

magical incantation. There are magical 

incantations to protect from the bad effects 
of the planets, and health restoring incantation 

can be used to do away with the effect of 
disease-producing magical incantations. The 

magical incantation which cannot be rendered 

ineffective by their incantatory alternatives is 

called ‘nzruddhar’. “gurdevmatunzrodhra,” 
-bavan, “nirmal ritr nirodhar mat.”-gau 

thrti m 5. “ek sabad ramnam nirodheru.” 

~05kar. 

festa [nzro!] adj distinct, unadulterated, pure. 
fst" [nzrova] adj free from disease, healthy. 
“rahe nzrova sukh sé bay! bahu.”-GPS. 
fodafs [nzrsharz] See aaafy. 
fedora (nzrShar] See farurs. “nah grrah 
nxrShars.”—ram partal m5. 
fedora [nirdkar] See fawers, “ntrakar akar 
apr.”-sukhmani. 2 n the Creator, who is 

formless, “nr3kar ke des jaht."-sor mJ. 

fodare at 2H (nxrskar ka des] congregation. 
2 inner consciousness of the Guru-oriented 

being. 3 the whole universe, 4 fourth state of 
consciousness. See fadara 2. 

ferdarat (nzr3kari] adj worshipper of the 

formless Creator, “atam cint bhae nrrskari.” 

~asa am J, 2 n Guru Nanak Dev. 3 devotee 
of Guru Nanak Dev. “dubsdha chodz bhae 
nirdkari.”-dhana a m J. 4 a branch of the 

Sikhs established by Bhai Dayal Ji. A 

nonbaptised Sikh, Gurusahai, a Bahri Khatri 

lived in Peshawar. A son Ram Sahai took birth 

in his house, who was married to Ladiki, 
daughter of Bhai Wasakha Singh who was a 
"ea age. 
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cashier of the Tenth Master. Bhai Dayal was 

bom to her on Vaisakh 15", Sammat 1840 
(1783 AD.) 

When Bhai Dayal was thirty years old, his 
mother passed away, and he began to live with 

his maternal uncle Milkha Singh at Rawalpindi. 

Milkha Singh inspired him to take up the 

mission to preach Sikhism in which he 
achieved great success. 

Dayal ji was married to Mula Dei, who 
gave birth to three sons Darbara Singh, Bhag 
Singh and Ratta ji. 

Dayal ji always repeated the word 
‘nxrdkar’ and preached worship of the 
formless Creator as contrary to idol-worship. 

So he was called Nirankari and his branch was 

also nicknamed as Nirankaris. 
Dayal ji died on Magh 18", Sammat 1911 

at Rawalpindi. An elegant gurdwara by the 
Nirankari Sikh congregation has been built in 

Rawalpindi where proper arrangement for, 

hymn singing and free kitchen has been made. 

Gurdit Singh is the priest at this holy place. 
5 adj of formless. “hav vari ji 
nam dhtavnta.”~majh a m 3. 

fader? (nzrdkarie] See fatardt 4. 
fodarg [nrrdkaru] See faders. “nirdkarvachal 

adolo.”~maru solhe m 5. 
fodgn [nzrdkus] adjunchecked, independent. 

2 fearless. 3 disrespectful. 

fad (nxrSkere] to the formless One. “manz 
ek ntrakere."~-kan m5. 2 of the formless One. 
fod&? (nzrdkero) adj of the formless One. 
fodrte (nrrSjan], fadafe (nzrdjanz) adj without 
collyrium. 2 faultless. 3 detached from the 

illusory world, free from worldly attachment. 

“jan mahz nxrSjanz rahie jogjugat 2v paie.” 
~suhi m /. 4 God, the ultimate reality. 

fordaat [nzrajni) adj of the spotless (God), of 
the One who is beyond time. “jhule su chatu 
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nir3jni."—var ram 3. 2 See frdraie. 
foxdaal® (nrr3jnie) Hindal, a resident of Jandiala 

and a member of Jatt caste, born to Sukhi in 
the house of Gaji in Sammat 1630. He was 

married to Uttami, daughter of Hamja Chahal. 

She gave birth to a son Bidhi Chand. Bhai Hindal 

was an ardent follower of Guru Amar Das, and 
the Guru bestowed on him the honour of being 
a preacher of Sikhism. He used to work for the 
langar of the true Master with devotion. His 

village became famous as Guru Ka Jandiala. 

Hindal always repeated the word ‘nrr3jan- 
nrrdjan’, Due to this, a branch of Sikhism, that 

originated from him, came to be called 

Niranjanie. Hindal died in Sarmmat 1705. 
Hindal’s son Bidhi Chand was an evil 

person. He rendered the story of Guru Nanak 
in an offensive way. By incorporating 
imaginery matter into it, he tried to prove his 
own vices in herent to the doctrine of Sikhism. 
Some priests of Hindal’s faction helped the 

tyrannical rulers of Lahore against the Sikhs. 
fadie [nrrsjanu] See fadHe. “esa namu 
AIrajanu hor.”~japu. 
fodaa (nrratar] Skt Pree adj without gap, 
continuous. “nrrSter tumahz samane.”-sorm 
5. 2. Skt foa'g without limbs. 

fodafe [nzrstarr] completely within; in the 
heart. “se chute mahajal te jrsu gursabad 
nrrélarz.”-asa m 5. 
fotadt (nrrstri] adj continuous. 2 of the 
Creator who is all pervading. “ghatz ghatz jot 
nrrétri,”—srim J. 

foddt (nrrsti} adj unending. “puchav bat 
ntrrati.”—marum 1. 

féq (nzrSdhra] See yaufadg. 
foram [nzlaj) See faa. “re jia nzlaj, Iaj tohr 
nahi,”=gav kabir. 
far [nzley] Skt n house, dwelling place. 
foot [nzlaj] See food. 
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fsitz [nclet] adjlying down, tossing and turning. 
“hasda hasda nzlet hora.”-JSBB. 
foe (nrv] See fae. 

foenfa [n1vsast) becomes humble, bows, 

salutes, greets. “cSd kumudni durahu 
nivsast.”—maru m J, 2 will bow. 3 resides. 

ferent [nxvasan| Ske» dress, clothes. 2 village. 
3 house. 

foresrea {nivchavar] This word has been used 
for ntchaver. “tan man atkyo carankamal s6, 

dhan nivchavar det.”-krrsan. 
fare [nived] See fates. 
foez inzvan), foes [nrvenu) bow, yield, be 
humble. See a@. “nzvanu su akharu, khavanu 

gunu.”-s forid. 
foeaa [nrvatan], foes" [nzvta} invitation. See 
fontge. “nivta kahrdin cahii verna.”-GPS. 
fea [nrvar] Skt adj which heals, removes, or 

prevents. See faeae. 2 Pkt nearby, near. 

fase [ntvaren] See foe'se. 2 without caste 
orcolour. 

foeasn [nrvartan] Skt Prat n act of removing 
(pushing back). 2 prohibition. 3 a measurement 

of land equal to a 210 square hands (hand 
equal to half a yard). 
fowar [niveren] See faede. “nrvre dut dusat 
berai.”-brla m 5. 

fear? (nrvrayo} healed, removed. “avat 
banan ko harr marag me nrvrayo.”-krrsan. 

foedt (nrvri) removed, healed. “jalz' nzvri gurz 

bujh bujhai.”-gau a m J. 

foe’ [nzvre] may be removed, or healed. See 
fowee. “aganz na nrvre trrsna na bujhai.” 
-gavu thrti m 5. 2 near, close to. See fara 
2. “nivre durx, durr phunz nivre.”=gav 
kabir. 

fort [nrval] lock with a chain to fasten the 
legs of an animal, especially used for a camel. 
2 lock, padlock. “guru koji pahu ntval."-var 
‘re is fire or flame. 
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sar m 2. ‘The mentor has a key to open the 

lock of the mind.’ 3 See fo@at. “krn hi nrval 
bhuragam sadhe.”-ram am. ‘performed the 
act of cleaning the intestines.” 
foes [nzvala] See farg. 2 See faGer. 
fowofe eH [nrvladz karam) yogic exercises 
like ‘nzuli’ (cleaning the intestines) etc. See 

foGei. 
fortis (navalz], feet (nx vii] See foe, “nrvalz 
bhuSgam sadhe.”-sor a m 5. “nrvlikarem 
bahot brsathar.”-sar partal m 5. 
frwsta@y (nrvlikaram] yogic exercise of 
cleaning the intestines. See fa@a8.“nzvlikorom 
asan cavrasih, In mahz satx naave jiv.”—majh 

m5. 

forex [nxvarl See fates. 
fseH [nzvas] Ske rare vr cover, wrap. 2 house, 
dwelling place. 3 clothes. 4 residence, sense 

of living. “sadhsSgr prabh dehu nrvas.” 
-sukhmani. 5 equipoise, calmness. “min 

nivas upje jal hi te.”-mala a m 1. 6 Skt foér 
act of turning out. “‘nicrukh te uc bhae hé gdh 
sugadh nzvasa.”—asa ravidas. ‘after expelling 
the smell of castor, have become redolent of 
sandal.’ 

fowat (ntvaz] P 4) adj kind, merciful; it is 
used as a suffix in compound words. 

“garibnivaj din rent dhraz.”~bher m 5. 

2 See aH. “sac nivaj yakin musla.”-maru 
solhe m 5. 

ferent (nxvajna] v do honour to. See aeHam, 
“dhru prahtlad ntvaja.”—brla kabir. “jrsohx 
nrvaje so jan sura.”—gaum 5. 

fowfian [nxvazzs] P (1) n idea of conferring 
honour. 2 kindness, mercy. 

foresit [nivaji) a person offering Muslim prayer. 
“jzu jhokpaun nzvaji.”-cSdi 3. 2 See faerr. 
fowe [nzvan) See fore 3. 
foes [nivat] A = n vegetable. 2 P lump 
sugar. “sakar khdd nrvat gur.”~s farid. 3 Skt 
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place of residence, house. 4 armour which 
cannot be pierced by a weapon. 5 adjwithout 

air. 
foeaaes [ntvatkavac) adj armour which 
cannot be pierced, 2 grandson of Himyakashipu 

and son of Sanhrad. 3 Three crore demons of 

Nivatkavach family who lived on the seashore 
and used to hide in the sea to protect 
themselves from the enemy.' Arjun killed them. 

as instructed by Indar.? “prrtham nrvatkavac 
sabh mare.”—narav. 

foes (nzvan] n humbleness, humility, bowing. 
2 slope, depth. “jzs dharti mahz hoz nrvan.” 
-NP.3 low place. 

fawa [nivar] See freae. 2 See oes. “kahu 
palagh ntvara.”-asa kabir. 
foege [nivaran] Ski n act of preventing, 

prohibition. 2 release, liberation. 

fewest [nzvara] healed, removed. 2 bent, 
saluted. “pacham mukh kar sis nrvara.”-BG. 

3 made of cotton webbing, See fae 2. 
fowfa [ntvarr] after giving up, after dispelling. 
“apu nivarz harr hard japau.”-ram thrti 
m5. 

fowdh [nivari] removed. See faze. 2 remover, 
who prevents. “nirbrkh naraknivari.”—hajare 
10. 

forwaaG [nzvaryau] removed, warmed. “‘sabadt 
haume nivaryau.”-saveye m5 ke. 
fower {nrvala] See sear. 
fire [nvara] removed, dispelied. “jrni thagi 
jogu thagza se tudhu marr nivaya.”=var maru 
2 m5.2 finished, settled. 

fofte {nxvz] adv by bowing, by bending, by 
submitting. “tzsu ntvz ntvz Jaga paz jiv.” 
~srim 5 pepar. 
fofes (nzvrr] Ska fates adjthick, dense, deep. 

‘Itis mentioned in Bhagvat that nxvatkavac lived in the 

netherworld. 
See wows €5 uee, 2 168-173, 
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2 snub-nosed. 3 without a hole; Sanskrit word 

fofas is also correct. 
fait (nxviri] adj continuous, without break. 
See fofes. “manxk moti cog niviri.”-BG. 
fer (nzves) Skt fata n house. 2 tent. 3 camp, 
residence. “sGdar sadan nzves de, vac madhur 
bakhane.”-GPS, 4 entry, admission. 

5 marriage. 
fs®ea (nxvedak] adj applicant, petitioner. 
2 who offers. 

fetes (nrvedan] n request, entreaty. 
2 submission. 
fotanr (ntverna] See faite. 
forts [nzvst] becoming humble, bowing, “nzvat 
hovat mrthza.”-sahas m 5. 

fortet [nzvida] becoming humble, bowing, 
submitting. 2 deep. 

foréar (nrvidha] adjhumble, meek, submissive. 

2 deep. “hathu na Sbre trtu nrvadhe tal.” 
-var suhi m J, ‘hand is thinking and intellect, 

and the low pond is the mind lowered by evil 

deeds.” 

fofg's (nxvrxtt] Skt frqa adj abstaining, 
refraining. 2 separated. 3 indifferent, free from 
worldly attachment. 
fafefs (nxrvrzttr} Skt Pref n liberation, 
release, 2 sense of abstaining or refraining. 

aversion, indifference. 

at Ini) part vocative for addressing, especially 
females. 2 giving the sense of negation, no, 
not. “kuch ni si chSda.”—jet ch3t m 5. ‘had not 

any desire.’ 3 In Punjabi, this word is used as 

a copula: ‘is’ as in - “ae ni premi jan.” 4 Skt 
vr take; help one to reach; guide, draw, be 

near, be low, desire. 

AF [niv}, at’ {nid} n foundation, base. 

‘Bbus [niat], SofS [niatz] A 23714 plan in mind; 

intention, resolve, “mildza dht] na hovai je 
njatr rast kare.”—var vad m /. 

‘bag [niar] adv near, close to. See E near. “ek 
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mareg dur he, rk niar he, sun ram!"-ramav. 
‘Aire (nisan] See farm. 2 character (letter), 
writing. 3 signature. “dharam dalal pae 

nisan.”—var suhi m J. 4 large kettledrum. 
“dhunz upje sobad nisan.”=sri m J. 5 See 
ming and ats. 
@trfe [nzsanz) under the banner. “sagal 
bhagat jice nisanz."-:najh m 5.2 through the 
symbol. 

bret [nisani] sign, symbol. See fart. “prabh 
maine ki ehu nisani.”-majh m 5. “th nisani 
sadh ki jrsu bhetatr tarie.”"-gav var 2 m5. 

Shr [nisanu}, Hs (nisan] See fare. 2 sign, 
mark, signature. “jrthe lekha mSgie, trthe hor 
saca nisanu.”~sri m J. 3 large kettledrum. 

“baje sabad nisanu.”—var mala m J. “meu 
gopal nisan bajai,”-bher namdev. 4 writing. 
“tap kagad tera nam nisan.”-mala m /. “ape 
sabad ape nisan.”-bzla m J. Sepithet for Jap, 
composition by Guru Nanak, because it leads 
like a stardard. See the text in the index of 
Guru Granth Sahib - “japu nisanu.” 
‘bre [nisana] See fara. 2 sign, characteristic. 

“pasu bhae, nahi mite nisana.”~ram a m 1. 
3 target; something to be aimed at to attack. 

“parzo nisane ghau.”~maru kabir. 
MHA [nisani] See farret and strat. 2 sign, 
characteristic. “sunt sakhie, prabh mtlan 
nisani.”-suhi m 5, 3 example. “tho nisani 

sunahu tum bhai, jru kalor bhit grrie.”—brla 
m5. 

rg (nisanu} See fara, 2 large kettledrum. 
“te sabad nisanu bajaro.”—saveye m 4 ke, 

eft (nisi] was not. See at 2. 
Ya [nih] foundation, base. 
@iwe [nihan], Hz [nihno] Skt sas n string, 

bow-string. “sabar m3jh kamen e sabaru ka 
nihno.”-s farid. 

‘MoH [niham] See HgH. 
aus [nihal] 1 low country. 2 foot-hill. “nihal 
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pahari duabe mahr.”-PPP. 
Bors (nihar] Skt n mist. “ravr jyo nzkas 

niharh? phori.”"—NP. 
aife [nihz], ay (nihu), AH [nihum] Sn love, 
affection, attachment. “gali harrnihu na 
hor.”-fodi m 5. “thaga nihum trorz.”-var 

maru 2 m5, 2 foundation, base. “marag savai 
nihr.”~s farid. 3 with affection. “nih jr 

vidha ménu."-var gau 2 m5. 
aig [nihu] Sn custom, rite. 
et {nik] Ske fisy adj clean. 2 good, nice. 
lan [nikas], Hath [nikasr), Ha [nikse] See 

foans. “hav balrhari trnh kav pest ju 
nikaszjahz."-s kabir. 
‘Mas [nikar], Mafs [nikerr), Aes [nikal], sats 
[nikalz] See faarwar. 2 after coming out. 

“kzlbrkh dokh gae sabh nikarz.”-nat m 4. 

“durmatzmel gai sabh nikalr.”-ram m4. 

Bar (nikal, ae (niki) adj good, nice. “krchu 

kia na nika.”—brla kabir. 2 small. “niki kiri 

maht kal rakhe."-sukhmani. 3 good, superb. 
“piki sadhsdgani.”-asa m 5. “sri arjan sut 
trnahu ko gun gante nika.”~GPS. 4 free from 
disease; healthy, without wound. “kab darsan 
nzjdehtge karhé pad nika.”-GPS. ‘will cure 
my foot.’ 5 A dancer who dances best when 
accompanied by music and rhythm is called 

‘niki’, 
*& [nike] adjplural of afar, nice, superb. “nike 
sace ke vapari.”—maru solhe m /. 2 small, 

young. 3 adv in a nice way. “nike gun gav.”” 

-fodim 5. 

atara (nigar] n child, kid. 

dtardt (nigril female child. 
wwe [nigher), stufor [nigharza), studmr 
[nigharia], #tug [nigharul adjwithout a house, 
homeless. “nigharra gharu para re.”—asa m 

5.“thu nigharv gharukahi na pae.”-probha 2 
m 5. 2 which has no single place of stay. 
“maza mohni nigharia jiv."-gav cht m J. 
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3 sunk, “nighrra nzt bhog rasan me.”-saloh. 
‘Ais [nic] Ski Aq vr be a slave, adopt servitude, 
2 adj low in caste, merit and action. “nickula 
jolahra."-asa dhana. 3 low, meck. “nic griv 
bethyo rk than.”-GPS. 4 wicked, mean. “nic 

se na pritr kijo.”~hanu. 5 dwarf. 
Staatefe [nicnicat] becomes lower than the 
lowest. “s3t ke dukhan nicnicar.”-sukhmani. 

Ptafart (nicbrrakh], stage (nicrukh] n tree 
of very small size, castor. “ham nicbrrakh, 
tum melagar.”-sar m 5. “nicrukh te uc bhae 

he.”~asa ravidas. 
‘Bites [nical] Skt Mw n a tree L barringtonia 
acutaugula. 2 cane. 

ater [nica] adj low. 2 showing meanness. See 
oe. 
@we [nican), ates [nican) adj mean-minded. 
“ham murakh mugadh nican.”—suhi m 4. 

2 low place, slope. 

‘Ag [nicu] See Ate. “nicu anathu ajanu.”—brla 
m5. 

@B [nice] adv below, beneath. 

‘i (niz] P x part also, too. 
‘@ [nijh) n stare; fixed look; keen observation. 

ijhar] See fas. “unav barse nijhar 
dhara.”-o5kar. 2 continuous sound of water 

falling from a spring. “lobhlaharr atz nijhar 
baje."-basst namdev. 
‘Me [nith}, stfe (nithz] adj apparent, evident. 
“manahu kuram pith pe nith bhae hé 
sahsraphani phan thadhe.”-cédi /, 2 adv with 
difficulty, hardly. “nithr nithz manu kia 
dhira.”-gau bavan kabir. 
ts (nid) Skt n nest. “b&dh nid uh base 

sukhare.”~GPS. bi 

‘Star [nidaj] m hatched in a nest; bird. 

isa [nidy] See ats. “sarab brhSga grrht nidy 
te.”-NP. 

‘Bhs [nit] Skt adj brought, delivered. 2 acquired, 

siezed, held. 3 received. 4 See shag. 
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‘ico kar kare taht dco kartar kare 
‘uni man ane duni hot harkat he, 

jy6 jy dhan dhare séte’ ty6 ty6 brdhr Khor 
khéce 

lakh bhitr dhare kofr bhatr sarkat he, 

dolat duni me thrr kahOke rahi na “kgam” 

pache neknami badnami kharkat he, 
hoy ray hoy sah umray hoy 

jesi hot nit tesi hot barkat he. 
S always, ever. “nit nit ghar badhiahz, je rahna 

hoi.”-asa 9 m J. 

‘ats (nita] See ats 5. “deh na geh na neh na 
nita,”~saveye sri mukhvak m 5. not for ever. 
‘sists (nitanit], Ast [nitanita] adv daily, 

always, ever. “sobha nitanit.”~sor m 5. “sagal 

gun avgon na koi hohr nitanita.”—suhi cht 

mi. 
ifs [nitz] daily. “ravrdasu dhuvata dhor 
nitr.”—asa dhdna. “datan nitr karer.” 
-tanama. 2 Skt n act of taking away. 

3 manners and customs for guiding a person 
on the right path. 4 doctrines for the running 

of religion and society. 5 practice of 

administration, manner of administrating the 

state, 

nitz hi te dharam dharam hi te sabhe srddhr 

nitr hi te adar sabhan bic paic, 
nity te anitr chute nitz hi te sukh lute 

nitt liye bole bhalo bakta kahaie, 

nity hi te raj raje nitz hi te patsahi 
nitz hi te yas nevkh3d mahz gaie, 

chotan ko bado aru bade mahr bado kare 
t&te sabh hi ko rajnitz hi sunaie. 

~devidas. 

SifsHAG {nitrsastra] n science or art in which 
rules for running the society and state are 
described; political science; work on political 
ethics, 

At present so many works on political 
‘accumulates. 
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ethics are available in different languages, but 
the main works of the ancient times are — 
solranitr, canrkynitr, pSctétr, yudhrsthrmitr 

and vidurnitr. 
‘Afsera (nitrgy) Skt “erst adjhaving knowledge 
of politics. 
ifsitn [nitrghos) See fiyamufs, 
ifs @ we vtar [nitz de car 5g) (1) AH [sam] 
(Sr) to pacify with sweet words. (2) ew 

{dan} (bounty) to please by giving money. 
(3) d3d (punishment) to punish with weapon 
and force. (4) #€ [bhed] (rift) to achieve the 
object by creating disunity. 
ae [nid], Ae [nid], tect [nidri), ate (nidra) 
See fag’. “nid bhukh sabh parharr tzagi.” 
~asa ch5tm 4.“ghatu dukh nidarie, parsau sada 
paga.”—brha chdt m 5. 2 sense — ignorance. 

“avegi nid keha lagu sovau.”—miala ravrdas. 

iE [nidravia] Skt fore adj drowsy. “jrna 
nen nidravle.”-s farid. 

‘aia (nidh] treasure. See Hata, 
‘ian [nidhas] Dg n beat of a kettledrum, sound 
produced by beating a kettledrum. 

‘Btas (nidhan} See fea. “nidhan ko dhanu 
nam prar.”-prabha m 1. 2 See foun, 

‘Aine (nidhar] See fous and fooars. “nidharra 
satt guru dhar teri.”-g5d m5. 
AMafewras (nidharr adhar] adj helper of the 
destitute, shelter for the shelterless.. “nidharz 

adhar panahr khudar.”—-bher m 5. 

hy [nip] » Kadamb tree, nauclea orientalis. 
2 tree (b3dhuk). 3 low region, deep place. 
4 foot of a mountain. 
ata (ni b], ste [niba), ay [nibu] See fe and 
féy.“nibu bhazo aby, abu bharo niba. 
kabir. ‘finds evil deeds sweet but spiritual 
qualities bitter.’ 
thy [nibu], aty [nibu) See fg. 
wht (nim} part prohibition, no, not. 2 » 
foundation, base. 3 fort. “nim gualrar vee 
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rahida si.”-bhagtavli. 4 P (& margosa tree. 
5 adj half. 
share (nimkhar] See Sfiarsed. 
hier [nimca] P £ n small pole. 
‘®t if [nim jo] P half a grain of barley, sense - 

very small. 
br [nima] adj humble, low. 2 bent down. 3 P 

# nshort-limbed person, 4 adjhalf. 
Shiels [nimastin] P y~ Tf n jacket with half 
sleeves. 

tft [nimz] not. See abt 1, “daru bibha me 

rimrko."-asaaml. 
whft [nimi] adj humble, low (female). 2 short- 
statured female. 3 inferior, belonging to alow 
caste. 4 part negation, not. “ko nimi méda.” 
~asa am J. ‘No one is mine. 

las [niyat] See shus and 3 4. 
‘as (nir] adj near. “jamu nahi ave nir.”-var 
maru 2 m 5. See ota. 2 Mi n tears. 

3 scattering. 4 serving. 5 Skt juice, extract. 

6 water. “syamal nir bahe jamna.”~GPS. 

tat [nirau] adv near. See Ah. “nirau pekhr 
prabho kav.”~jet m 5. 
Meus [niracar] See Tedd. 

‘aten [niraj] n grown in water, lotus, 2 pearl. 
3 fish. 4 tree -sanama. 
MAGES [nirajtran] 2 pond. 2 sea, ocean. 
~sanama. 

@sae (nirtar) 1 that which floats on water, 
wood.-sanama. 

‘tee [nirad] n that which gives water; cloud. 
2 adj without teeth. 
wien [niradh] n cloud. 2 See #tefa. 
iaag [nirdhar] See stem 1. 
‘teas ofs [nirdhar dhunz] n cloud’s thunder. 

2 Megh Nad, son of Ravan.—sanama. 
tieas gfe we wife [nirdhar dhunr tat arz) 1 

., father of Megh Nad, Ravan; his enemy, the 
arrow.-sanama. 

@tefa [niradhz], atect (nirdhi] n sea, which 
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contains water; ocean, 
‘Bas [niren] 1 act of serving a meal. See ste 4. 
“me nire antk bhojan bahu bijan.”-sar m 5. 

“je sav bhojan me nire.”=vad m 5. “je sau 
Smerty nirie."-sri a m 3. 2 act of weeding 
out; rooting out weeds from a crop. 
tomtom [nimark], soe [nirnath), sora 
[nirnayak], Marfa [nironayrk] 7 expanse of 
water; ocean. 2 Varun, god of water. 

atefsf [nirntdhr) n sea, ocean. 

sioufs (nirpatz) god of water, Varun. 
eat [nirrast} n ocean, 2 carth—sanama. 
‘Biter [nira] 7 food for cattle; chaff, hay etc. 

2 adv near, closeby. “durz batavat paro 
nira.”-gau thrti kabir. 3 n nearness, 
closeness, 4 water. “mrrgtrisna ko herht 
nira. dorat mrzg nahz pavaht nira.”-NP. 
“Deer can never reach near that water which 
appears due to the effect of mirage.’ 
weve" [nirara] adj different, separate. 
2 unattached, without companion. 
‘Seen (niralay] n expanse of water, ocean. 

‘Siewust {niralayni) earth, that has water. 
hare [nirala] See foam. 2 See sere, 
ted [nirale] See Aoraa. 
‘ifs [nirz] with water. 2 on water. “pahan 
nirr tare.”—bavan. 

MtebR [nirie] should serve the meal. See 
Pew |. 
ag [niru] See Ais 6. “niru brrole khepr khapz 
marta.”—suhi m 5. 

MAB [nire] See stea 1. 
iB [nire) serves a meal, “sar samalz mata 
mukhr nire.”~mala m 5. See ate 4, 2 being 

near, matching, standing comparison with. 

“kamdhenu sStrenu na nire.”—BG. 3 from 
water. “jru machuli brnu nire brnse.”~sor 

m4. : 
‘Ste [nil] Ske Ae vr dye, dye in blue colour. 27 
a plant from which blue dye is extracted; 
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indigo. 3 dye obtained from indigo plant. 4 blue 
mark on the body caused by a blow. 5 stigma, 

blot, moral stain. 6 a monkey in the army of 

Ramchandar. “jamv3t sukhen nil."”-ramay, 
7 according to the Purans a mountain in Ilavritt 

region, which is on the border of Ramyak 
Varsh. 8 out of the nine treasures of Kuber. 
9 sapphire, amethyst. 10 equal to the British 
number, ten billion, 10,000,000,000,000. 

11 poison, venom, 12 banyan tree; ficus 

benghalenis. 13 adj blue, blue coloured. “nil 

vastre pahtri hovehz parvanu.”—var asa. 
14 dirty, ashen, dull. “nil anil aganz rk thai.” 

-gauva m1. fire of sensuality and good desire; 
that is — fire of desire for doing evil and 
emotional deeds. 15 a poetic metre. See 
fai. 16 Af a famous river of Egypt. See 

Ohta nag. 
Mee mA [nil-es astra] 7 lord of river Nil, 

Varun; his weapon, noose. “nil ad 

sabaducarke esaru astra bakhan.”-sanama. 

atesefs [nilksth] Skt n Shiv. There is an 
anecdote in Mahabharat that the three 
worlds were perturbed when poison 
(kalku}) emerged after churning the sea. 

At the request of Brahma, Shiv swallowed 
poison, as a result of which his throat 

turned blue. “nilk3th narharr narayan.”” 

-hajare 10. ‘O God! you are verily 
Neelkanth, Nrisinh, and Vishnu, who lies 

on the waters.’ 2 peacock, 3 male sparrow. 
4 blue jay. 5 There were several scholars 
of Sanskrit with this name. 

Shera (nilgou), srsara [nilgay} 7 bluebull, 
baselaphus tragocamelus. 

Stefafe [nilgrrr] See ate 7. 2 a district in 
Madras with headquarters at Ootacamund, 

which is a very pleasant hill station. It is at a 
height of 7500 feet from the sea level. It is 

356 miles away from Madras, 1053 miles from 
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Bombay and 1374 miles from Calcutta. 

Wealthy persons and high officials of Madras 
state spend their summer season at this place. 

Steafie [nilgriv] See stado. 
atseat (nilnag] See atafats. 2 See at 7. “mani 
nilnagyS lakh3 sis nyay3.”-VNV. ‘seeing the 
blackness of God, sapphire and mountain 
Nilgiri bow before him.’ 
*BERS [nilbasan] See stew. 
sx [nilam|, atenfe (nilmant] a blue-coloured 

gem which is reckoned among the nine 

precious stones; sapphire. 

‘WieeAT [nilvasan] n blue clothes. 2 who wears 
blue clothes. 3 7 Satur, the planet. 4 Balram, 

elder brother of Krishan. “nilvasan banvari.” 

~hgjare 10. ‘O God! you are verily Balram 

and Krishan (Vanmali).’ 5 Nihang Singh. 

ater [nila] adjblue-coloured. 2 » dorikey, “kala 

miih ar nile per.”—prov. ‘with blackened face 

and riding on a donkey.’ 
Starter [nilathotha] Skt stage n sulphate of 

copper having blue colour; blue vitriol. 
‘here (nilab] water of river Nile. 2 blue water, 
clear and deep water. 3 river Atak. See Fawe. 

istas [nilabar] See shwern. 
Stetact (nilabri] Balram, who wore blue 
clothes. 2 a Nihang Singh. 
‘Bk [nila] Pg ste [lilam] n auction. 
Sterdt [nilari] n dyer. 
*saus [nilotpal] Skt Arete n blue lotus. 
2 white esculent lotus; waterlily. 
atéus [nilofar] P Ay See stiaur. 
us (nilsbar] wearing blue clothes. See 
‘ieee. 
ie [niv] n foundation, base. “jrnz abrcal niv 
rakhai.”—suhi chdt m 5. “de de niv dtval 

usari.”-gau m 1. 2 adj low. See yfy3. 
‘@tet [niva] adj submissive, bent. 2 without 
conceit, humble. 3 deep. 

‘wife [nivz] Skt n string wound around the waist. , 
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2. cord for fastening trousers of women. 
3 dhoti; sari. 4 principal amount, capital. 

BPA [nivi] See aife. 2 adj low. 3 small, trivial. 
“ham nivi prabhu atz uca.”—suhi chdt m 3. 

4 female dwarf. 

& [nu] adj nine. “cap nu t8k te chorat hé sar.” 
-GPS. ‘shoot the arrow with a bow having 

nine joints.’ 2 Skt vr praise. 

‘GFE [nusakha] A s/n something written on 
paper. 2 copy, copy of a book. 3 prescription. 

‘SAV (nusrat] A = reinforcement, help. 
“nusrat be dardg.” See 2a Sar ay. 
‘OAs [nusretxan] a Pathan of Malerkotla 

who was brother of Naharkhan. Both of them 
were present in the battle of Chamkaur. 
a [nuh] See FU. 2 See a. 3 Pz nine. 
ae [nvhar] See qv". 

a [nvhum] P of ninth. 
Tan [nukas] Ap n defect. 2 deficiency, 
shortage, loss. 

‘wars [nuksan] A .yust m loss, harm damage. 

2 deficiency, shortage. 
TasT ([nuktah], TAS" [nvkta] A jst n dot, 

cypher. “rkkatu nukte hozjaz mahrem mujrem. 

kher khuari."-BG. 2A ,¢ subtle utterance, 

excellent saying, sarcasm. “mukh te mukta 
nokta sam Smrrt kadhyo.”—krzsan. 3 Saga 

plain cloth of the length of two yards. “sir par 
nukta jugel gaj.”-WVP. ‘two yards long turban.” 
yas (nuktaci] adj fault-finding, cavilier. 
2eritic. 
gaardiet (nuktacini) P 8.6 n criticism, 
2 analysis of qualities and defects, review, 
critique. 3 act of fault-finding, 
wach [nukti] See gar. 
Fae [nvkra] A 17 7 silver. 2 silver-coloured 
horse. 

Fa (nvkal] A yf m snacks like meat etc 
which are eaten to neutralize the bitter taste 
of liquor in the mouth. “karyo pan mukh nukal 
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mégat.”-GPS. 3 Ignorant writers have 
written nukal in place of nakul at many places, 
ans (nukhsan] See Fans. 

wast [nukhsani) who suffers a loss, “hor 
nukhsani Sjhu rove.”—BG. 
o [nukha] Skt PGA n son’s wife, daughter- 

in-law. 
THY [noxust] P , ¥ adj firstly, before. 
‘FarR" [nugdal n residue of an intoxicating drink 
prepared with crushed poppy-seed, almonds 

etc, which remains in the napkin after sieving. 

See gare rear. 

‘Garer Has" [nugda marna) rolling into small 

spherical tablets the residue, which remains 

in the napkin after filtering the hemp, and hitting 
with these the target in the name of the enemy. 

Hemp addicts often say. “ara nugda, tere bal 
bacce nd cugda.” etc. “satrun ke str nugda 
maré.”-GPS. 

‘Bare (nugadi) P y, $n salty vermicelli of gram, 
flour fried in ghee or oil. 2 vermicelli of 

gramflour fried and coated with sugar. “nugdi 
aru sevkia ctrve.”—krrsan, 

Fee (nvcara] 5-os, not uttered. “pran taje 
trn panz nucara.”—rudr, ‘not asked for 
water.” 
e [nut] Skt adj praised, admired. 

‘ays [nvtfa] A yy n semen. “nvtph1d mas 
upjai masahv jusse pak.”-JSBB, 2 offspring, 
progeny. 

‘@fe [nutr] Sktn praise, admiration, “suninutr 
gortat.”-NP. “nutrh bakhanat anadksda.” 
-NP. 2 salutation, obeisance, reverential 

address. , 
‘Fe [nud] Skt J& vr push, drive, inspire, go 

ahead. 

ea (nuday], FF [nude] adj secret, hidden, 
2 apparent, visible. “pOn ke psthprakas nude 
bhaye.”-sekhar. See 7e @. 
WF [numa] Py showing. 2 suffix that gives 
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the meaning of guide as in - rahnuma. 

‘Grfen (numars], SHH {namayas] P ZL n 
display, show. 2 affectation. 3 fair in which 
rare things are displayed; exhibition. 

‘Fes (nvrate] See seaq. 
‘wear (nursga] Emperor Aurangzeb. “drllipur 
ko gayo nursga."-GPS. 
adarwe (nursgabad) See Sdanre. 
eT [nuvah] See sev. 
@ (nu), ¢ [nd] part used in accusative and 
dative case; to. 

9 (nuh) A 7» act of lamenting. 2 Prophet 

Noah who has been mentioned at many 

places in the Bible and the Koran. He is said 
to be the tenth generation of Adam. When 

he reached the age 500 years, his three sons 

(Sam, Ham and Yafas) took birth in his family. 
At that time, deadly sins were being 

committed on the earth; and God wanted to 

submerge it in the ocean, but being kind to 

Noah he ordained him to get on a boat along 

with him take one pair each of species on 
earth; and those who will be on his boat, shall 

be saved from annihilation. According to this 
instruction of God, Noah got made a boat, 

three hundred hands long, fifty hands wide 

and thirty hands high; stored food-material 

and boarded into it taking one pair of each 

species of creatures and closed the entrance 

of the boat with resin. When this work was 

completed, the earth was submerged into 

water because of incessant rain for forty 
days. Water-leve! rose to a height of fifteen 

hands above the mountain peaks. Water dried 

after twelve months and Noah came out of 
the boat with all the creatures, which had 
remained in the boat with him and their race 

spread on the earth. Noah lived for nine 
hundred years. The word Noah is a transform 

of Manu. See 13. 
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$a [nah] 7 son’s wife - daughter-in-law. 

‘Fe [nun] » salt. 

YF [nut] Sk adj praised, admired. 2 short for 
‘q3e, new. See aa. 
FSH (auton), FI (nutno] Skt Faw adj new. 
2 fresh. 3 strange, unique. 
ae Inu! Sat n mulberry tree and its fruit. 

‘J [nun] salt. See Fz. 2 less. See ays. 
Js" [nuntaj shortage, loss. Seemgas". “pahrre 
brna nunta jou.”-NP. 
que [nupar], FYs [nupur] Skt FYT n an 
ornament for ankles; jingling anklet. 
FF lnurl A ,¥ n glow, light. 2 light of God. “ek 
nur te sabhu jagu upjza.”-prabha kabir. 
3 grandeur. 4 a name for God, who is in the 
form of light. 5 pious ladies; it is a plural of 
a. “hur nur musak khudara bSdgi.”-maru 
solhe m 5. ‘Nymphs of heaven, pious ladies, 
objects like fragrance etc all are included in 
the prayer to God.’ 6 plural of #9 [nar] (fire). 
‘gees [nurgaht] according to a biographical 
story of Guru Nanak Dev, queen of Kamrup 

who was wasting her life in practising black 
magic.' Guru Nanak Dev showed her the right 

path. 
qerat [nurjahé] yyssf Mirza Gayas 
(Itmaduddaula’s) daughter, who was born in 

1591. She was sister of Asdar Khan, and was 
the fond wife of Jahangir. Earlier, she was 

married to Sherafgan Khan. Jahangir got him 

killed and made her his own wife in 1611, and 

changed her name to Nur Jahan from 
Meharunisa. She was a very wise queen, who 

assisted her husband in governing the kingdom. 

She died in 1645, eighteen years after the death 

of Jehangir and was buried in Jahangir’s tomb 

at Shahdra. See rofafia. 
yok (nurdi), goxts (nurdin] See 305 as. 
The chief of that place was a woman by the name of 
‘Noor Shah.~JSBB. 
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FSYS [nurapur] a village in district Hoshiarpur 
near police station Nurpur. Pir Mohammad 
Sayyad of this village testified at Lull that Guru 
Gobind Singh was a miraculous saint. The 

tenth Master bestowed on him an edict, which 

is now in possession of his descendants, who, 

now, get offering from the Sikh states. “basi 

nurpure ko subhmatr mag khudar ke milan 

cahst.”-GPS. Some writers say that Pir 

Mohammad was a resident of Saloh. 2 See 
wets, 

‘Fora (nurmahal), Fontes [nurmahz!} a village 
in district Jalandhar, tehsil Philaur, which has 

apolice station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru 

Har Rai stands one and a half miles away from 
‘Nurmahal railway station to the north. Keeping 
in view the devotion of Sai Fateh Shah, the 

true Master stayed at this place. Two sites at 

this place are believed to be related with the 
sojourn of the Master. A platform has been 

built near the tomb of Fateh Shah by the 
dharamsala of Chhimbas. The priest is a Sikh. 

2 The tenth door of consciousness (believed 

in the human body besides the nine openings). 
3 spiritually enlightened; inner consciousness. 

“nurmahal ko sodhke gurubal dhase ju das.” 
—GV 10. 5 Nurmahal is also the name of 
queen Nurjahan. 
qerfos & mefe {nurmahr! di saraz] See 
FIOTTS, 
Oe {nurv] See Fe. 
3 [ne] sufa postposition of nominative, case 
of a transitive verb used in the past tense, as 

- “us ne sanan kerke gurbani da path kita.” 

2 copula; are; as in ~“sdt kartar nal prar karde 
ne.” 38 [ne] has also been used for nth as in 
“ne kal3ki sarupe.”-japu. 
Sar (nevja] See Serr. 
BEE" [neGda] See fate. 
‘3m [nes] P (7 1 bite, sting. 2 long tooth of the 
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beasts with which they tear and cut. 33H [nes] 

has also been used for 3] + [nest]. “kes 
nes dast5gir.”~trl3g m 1. 
‘Se [nesta] village in district Amritsar, under 
police station Gharinda about one mile away 

from railway station Attari to the south. A 
gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind is near 
the bujlt-up-area to the north of the village. 

The Master visited this place on his way to 
Amritsar from Mujang. The condition of the 

gurdwara is very unsatisfactory, and there is 

no priest in attendance. The old well near 
which the Master sat still exists. 2 See fey. 
‘As [nesat] P --+ adj which is not, Skrofy. is 
not. 

‘ye [nesuk] adv little, hardly any. 

3p [nastha] See fry. 
At Inesthi] See fam. 2 Skt Bfiqer adj having 
faith. 3 firm in spiritual realisation. 

Biff [nesti} P 5 n — idea of non-existence. 
2 idleness. 3 destruction, devastation. 

3a [neh], 87 [neh] n affection, love. 2 oil. 

* “sapat suhagenz neh carhavé.”"-GPS. 
Bu ow fetus [neh nanastr kfcon]' There 
is no plurality in the ultimate Reality. 
Bafewras [nehnrbahan| love constantly, let 
no inconsistency appear in love. 
sikhe rosritz sikhe pritx ke prakar sabe 

sikhe “kesoray” man man ko mzlaybo, 
sikhe sShé khan nat tan muskan sikhe 

sikhe sen benan me hsbo hdsaybo, 

sikhe cah cah 86 ju cah upjaybe ki 
jesi kou cahe cah tesi vah cahbo, 

jahd tahd sikhe esi batt ghatt tate tab 
taha ky6 na sikhyo nek neh ko nrbahbo? 

gahbo sager ko na kachu phir 
darbo satrusamuh acheh ko, 

venta weal Ferrata feo. (vethdarnyak a 8, 

brahman 4, verse 19). It is visible to mind only but 

there is not a little plurality in the soul. 
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dhahbo meru ko bat krti phz=r 
pavak bicumahbo deh ko, 

ty6 kavz gval vrsahbo dukkh 

kaha phrr cahbo sfgh sateh ko 
bahbo teg ko he sahzja su 

pare kathzna ju nzbahbo neh ko. 
Hi [nehi} » cord, string, See Hy 7. 2.A f act 
of chuming. 3 pitcher in which milk is kept. 
“jamz basuk netre ghatra kerr nehi tanv.” 
~var ram 3.4 A n farsightedness, foresight, 
prudence, “rant rutau nar nehi kare.”-gav 
bavan kabir. 5 Skt SHB" adj devoiee, having 
deep love for. “gurucarnan ko nehi.”-gurupad. 
8a [nehu] Sn affection, love. “jrsu pyare stu 
nehu, tzsu age marrcalie.”-var sri m 2. 
3a [nek] P _¢ adj good, virtuous pious. “khivi 
nek jan.”—var ram 3. 2 much, more. 3 adva 
little, a bit. 4 adj-2at many. “nor naran nek 
mat5.”-kalki. ‘men and women of many 

faiths.’ 5 An ignorant scribe has written 3& 

[nek] in place of nakr — “taha brfd baji bahe 

nek jese.”-5g 171. ‘like horses and crocodiles.’ 
Seay [nekxu] P good-natured; having nice 
temperament. 
Saves (nekcalan] bearing good moral 
character. 
@aen [neknam] having good reputation, 
celebrated. 
Bens (nekbaxat] P .x_G adjlucky, fortunate. 
Bada [nekalsk], Fase [nekalSki] adj without 

blemish, unstained. “kal5k3 bina, nekalSki 
sarupe.”—japu. 
ar [neka) a village in district Lahore, tehsil 

Kusur. Guru Arjan Dev visited this place. 

Balt [neki] P  n goodness. 2 gentleness. 
x [nekh] Skeafeny, good motivator, excellent 

inspirer. “bir bahure nekh.”—ramav. 
‘dene [nekhas] A yy a bazaar where cattle 
and slaves are sold. “kru nekhas brkai?” 

-prabha a m J. ‘Why would Harish Chandar 
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have been sold in the market?’ 2 slave-trader. 
8a [neg] » customary payment to village 
menials for serving on auspicious occasions 

like marriage etc. “ayke nrket lin bedikulketu 
neg.”-NP. 
Bat [negil n village menial working for 
customary payment. 2 In Kangra district this 

word means a headman. 3 Dg barber. 

#e [neca] P Z pipe of a hookah (hubble- 
bubble), 
‘SewH (nejbaj] P st.2 1 spearman, lancer. 
“nejbaj bahu bir ssghare.”~carrtr 405, 
‘AF [neja] Pz Skt Fae n spear, lance. “neja 
nam nisanu.”—saveye m5 ke. 2 flag. 3 a 

measure prevalent in old times that was equal 
to seven hands (three and a half yards), 

because this weapon (spear) used to be seven 
hands long. “‘suraj sava neje ute an thahrre.” 
—hir varassah. 4 pine-seed is also known by 

this name. See Serr. 
‘BF [neje] 3 (Ganga) + 8 (born) Bhisham who 
was born from river (Ganges). “arjanu dhru 

prahlad Sbriku naradu neje.”-mala namdev. 
2 Skt 3a n 3G (Vishnu) + 7 (bom). Brahma 

who was born from Vishnu, ‘caturanan’ 

(having four faces). He was born from the 
lotus grown in the navel of Vishnu. 

8a [net] See FT and Bq. 2 See fags. “kari mrzg 
net haré.”-ramav. ‘kill elephants and deer 

everyday.’ “hart stmarz nanak net,”~brla a 

m 5.3 Skt foufs n happening as ordained by 
God; what is destined to happen according to 

one’s previous actions; destiny, fate. “net kartar 
kina mrte.”-NP. 4 See 83", 5 See Bf. 
Ba 8s [net net} Ss Sty. 3-fefy, 5-fefs. not — 
this; soul is not body, nor vital air and nor mind; 
thatis, it is beyond all. “net net kathdtz beda.” 

~sahas m J. 
Sse (netar) See SJ. 2 5-fesa not another. 
83" [neta] Skt ¥q adj guiding or giving direction 
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by leading. 2 motivator, inspirer. 

‘fs (netz) 3-fefs beyond limit, no end. 2 See 
aat2. 
fs dfs [netr netr] See SF 83. “netx netr 
ban trrn kahat.”-japu. 
Sa (neti) Sia Fxftn a cord that is whirled round 

a churning stick. See gy". 2 f3 n yogic 
exercise, in which one span long piece of fine 
and soft cotton string is put into the nose with 
the force of breathing and its end is taken out 

from the mouth; thus nose and throat are 
cleaned by catching both ends of the string. 

‘Sat dH [neti dhoti] See Get 3 and def 2.. 
83 [netu] eyes. “dhan oh mastak, dhanu tere 
netv.”-gau m 5. 2 See 33. 
‘33 [nete] eternal, everlasting. “eke eki nete.” 
-kanm 5. 

@q [netr] sense organ which diverts the 
attention of mind towards objects; eye. “netr 

ponit pekhat hi daras.”-gau m 5. 2 cord 
whirled round the churning stick. 3 root of a 
tree. 4 pulse, vein. 5 chariot. 6 cognitive of 

number two because there are two eyes. 

8g [netrau] n eye. See #¥. “netrau nid na 
ave.”—suhi m J. ‘not being overpowered by 

the sleep of ignorance is the cord of achurning 

staff.” 
‘BywE [netr-chad) n covering of the eye, eyelid. 
BgHe (netr-jal] n tears. : 
SqSer [netr-thoka] xa antimony, collyrium. 

BaFa [netr-tOg) na hillock where the eyes of 
goddess Durga as a self-immolating widow 
fell. “netr-tog ke caran tar satdrav tir tarsg.” 

—krrsan, See 3B Ba. 
@aeg [netr-phoru) n time taken in twinkling 
the eye; moment. “haran bharan jaka netr- 

phoru,”—sukhmani. 
dada [netr-r3jan) n colour with which eye 
lids are painted; lampblack; collyrium. 

8x [netra] Skt $y rope. “bel kau netra par 
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duhave."-gav m 5, 2 rope whirled round a 

“jrnz basaku netre ghatro.” 

“rar FRY Ae aa Aaa angfey.” 
~mahabharat, parav I, 2 18. 
qT (netrabu] n Ay-ig tears. 
fy [netrr] See Az". 
3g ([netri] See 33". 2 Skt ¥41 na woman who 
gives direction by going ahead; woman leader. 

3 goddess Lakshmi. 4 stream. 5 with eyes. 
“petri sattguru pekhna.”—var guj 2 m5. 
aq [nedhanu] See fous. “gundata 
nedhanv.”—var mala m 3. 

Sue [nepath] Skt Buea n dress including clothes 
and ornaments. 2 place on the stage of a 
theatre behind the curtain’s back. 3 curtain, 

tent-wall. 

Bus [nepar] See Gus. 
‘Gs [nepal] an independant Hindu hill state 
to the north of India. To its north is Tibet, to 
the east is Sikkim state and Darjeeling, to the 

south is some area of Bengal and U.P., and to 

the west is Kamaon and the black river. It is 

the motherland of Gorkhas; its area is 54,000 

sq. miles and population is 5000000. The name 
of its capital is Kathmandu which is ata height 
of 2646 ft. from the sealevel. 
‘3a [nefa] P 3: n tumed-in top of the pajama 
through which tying-cord is passed. 

‘Bw [neb] P +t n deputy of a king who assists 
him in ruling; minister. “kam neb sadr 

ar asa. “kza laskar kta neb 
.”-var majh m 1.2 in Punjabi, the word 

@a[neb) is used for a Kalal and its etymology 
is 3@-»rg, which mecns one who draws water 

with a tube. 3 This word is also used for a 
macebearer; its root is 5 (to take away); a 

macebearer leads the people to the court of a 

king. 
3a wan [neb khabas] various deputies of a 
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lower level in the court of a king . 

@ef [nebi) n post, duty and status of a deputy. 
2 macebearer; usher. “nebi mahta sagal 

bulae.”—carrtr 326. 

By [nebu] See 3a, 
3g [nébu] See fey. 
yfeee [nébunzcoz] person who sits to eat 
with others by squeezing a lemon as his 
contribution to the meal; sense — who sucks 

profit from others with little contribution; 
selfish; leech. See 325. 
@ae [nebera], S85" [nebera] decision. See 
fote. “htdu turak duha nebera.”~bher m 5. 

“hath trse ke nebera.”—maru solhe m 5. 

84 [nem] Skt n time. 2 piece, part. 3 wall, 
walled compound. “khat nem karz kothyi 

badhi.”-gau kabir. See wentar 1. 4 See fant. 
“nem nrbahzo satrguru.”-asa m5. 
Srgs [nemkharsn], Hess (nemkhvaran) 
See furvea. “nemakhvaran bhitar ayo.” 
—krrsan. 

@fit [nem] Ski n outer framework of a wheel 
in which spokes remain fixed. af [nabhz) is 
the axle of the wheel and @fH [nemz] is its 

tim. 2 raised platform around a well. 3 a 
circular frame of wood to protect the raised 
wall ofa well. 
ft [nemi] adj regular, regulated, 2 See 8fH. 
“ghore per ko bajite, nemi sabad uthste.”-GPS. 
3 Dg moon. 
8 (ner) advnear, close to. “sadhusdg ke nahi 
ner.”-gaum I. 

BeG [nerau], eo (nera] n nearness. “nerav paro 
tah.”-gau bavan kabir. 2. adv close by, near. 

“ghatz ghatr Sterr vorte nera.”-majh m 5. 
3 adj small, young, “jah apan uc, apanapr 
nera.”-sukhmani. 

‘fe [nerz], 89 [nere), 89 [nere] advnear, close 
by. “kotz brghan nahrz avahr nerr.”-ram m 

4. “kal nere ara.”—brla m 4. 
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eM [nevja] P js a kind of nut taken out 
from the pine fruit; pine seed, edible pine. 
@ee [nevar] wound on the ankle of a horse 

which occurs due to the ankles hitting each 

other. 2 Skt ys n jingling anklet. “pag nevar 
chanak chanhari."-g5d kabir. 
Fes [neval] See faba, 

Bz [ner], 32" (nera] n nearness. “jrsu bujhae 
apr neya trsu he.”-suhi a m5. 
Sfx [nerr), 33 [neye), 33 [nere] advnear, close 
by. “nepe dekhau parbraham.”-var gou2 m5. 
% [ne] suf See 8. “rkne bhdde sajie.”-sri 2 m 

1, 2m river, See oa. “morgai ne sane.” 

-srdhgosatz. “sonhi mehival nO ne taradi 
rati."-BG.3 P 3. pipe, tube. 4 flute. “gopine 
goalia.”-srim / jogi Sdarz. 
% [né] See 2. 2 name of Sutlej river especially 
from Harike Pattan onward in Ferozepur 

district. “‘né lag karhé raj tuhara.”-GPS. 
‘Sra [nesak] See ¥a. “nesak mor gee anté.” 
-carttr 129. ‘due to my going to the other 
place for a little while.’ 2 Skt fia linked with 

night, pertaining to night. 

‘SHAT (negkar] P Gv n sweet reed; sugarcane. 
~ By (nesadh} Skt adj related to Nishadh area. 

2 nking Nal who was ruler of Nishadh state. 
3 Nalopakhyan Kavay written by poet Shri 
Harash. See Weare. 

Brrafert (nesargrk) Skt Fafefer adj natural. 
‘SAR [nesanu], 3g [nesanv} nm which makes 
sound — stream, river. “lakh sazru nesanu bid 
samavne.”~BG, 2 ocean that thunders due to 
waves, “udaru nesanu ne bharie keb-hd.”—bher 

m3. “hisu hetu asa asmanv, trsu vier bhukh 
bahutu nesanv.”-gau m 1. violence, 

attachment, greed and conceit. 
‘Sfret [nestk] See Bre 2. 
BB (nesdbh] See finfy. 
Sfqe (negthrk) Skr adj having firm faith; 
believer. 
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Sfya quredt (nesthrk brahamcari] who 
practises celibacy all his life. 
%ag [nehar) n father’s house, parental house. 
“nehar kut3b taj byahe sasurar jaz.”-BGK. 
Bat [nek], 3B (neku] adja little, a bit, “yah man 
nek na kahio kare.”-dev m 9. 25-22, many. 
3%-"aa, disunity, opposition. 
Safer [nejarzal A plural sets 78 example, 
instance. See ##fs. “name ce suami bithlo jn 
ti nejarra.”-guj namdev. Three examples - 
a) “avat kine na pekhzo, ju akase pkhialo.” 
‘as is the bird not seen coming from the sky.’ 

b) “jru jal majhe machlo.” ‘as is fish in the 
water.’ 
¢) “jru akase ghayualo mrigtrisna bharza.” 
‘as is pitcher of the sky filled with illusion.” 
Be [nen] Skt su n which diverts the attention 
of mind towards the objects of the world; eye. 

“nen no dekhahz sadh, st nen brhalza.” 

=phunhe m 5. 2 wife of a barber. 
zara [nenhajar) Dg n Indar, who has a 
thousand eyes. 

Sew [nenbhar] 1 moment; time required for 
the twinkling of an eye. “gachen nenbharen,” 
-gatha. ‘can circumambulate the universe in 

awink,’ 
Serf [nenasfgh] This religious warrior was 
a gem of mis! Shaheedan; he is referred to in 

history under this name but his real name was 
‘Narayan Singh. He pioneered the practice of 

wearing a high turban. See firdat and ger fu, 

‘Saritz [nenakot] a town in district Gurdaspur, 
tehsil Shakargarh. To the east of this town at 

a distance of one furlong is a place related to 
Baba Gurbax Singh (Ram Kunvar) descendant 
of Budha Ji. 

Earlier Baba ji lived at Ramdas in district 

Amritsar, When he got old, he assigned the 
service of preaching religion to Mohar Singh 
iq - three. 
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and himself came here. This town was 

founded by Chaudhary (headman) Nainsukh. 
Baba ji told Nainsukh that he would live there 

and Nainsukh welcomed him by donating 19 
ghumaons of land to Baba Ji, and got built a 

gurdwara, After some time Baba ji left this 
mortal world, In his memory an elegant shrine 
with a golden dome on the top was got built 
by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Land for Jangar has 
been donated by the following villages: 

10 ghumaons at village Lallu Chakk. 
7 ghumaons at village Saun Chakk. 
12 ghumaons at village Sultanpur. 
2 ghumaons at village Mamian. 

2 ghumaons at village Bhagwal. 
2 ghumaons at village Kaithe Brahmanan. 
10 ghumaons at village Chakk Bhupa and 

Chakk Ishar, 
$2 ghumaons at village Manjua. 
A fief of ten rupees per annum from village 

Paramanand. Another fief of 900 rupees per 

annum by Maharaja Ranjit Singh was made, 
Priest Prem Das has laid a beautiful garden. 

Since 1922; Sewa Singh has been serving at 

this holy place. A fair is held on the Vaisakhi 

day. It is at a distance of fourteen miles to the 

north-east of Gurdaspur railway station, 
Beevt (nenadevi) a temple of goddess Durga 
and a village of this name at the top of a hill 
to the north of Anandpur at a distance of 

seven Kohs (koh = 2.4 kilometres). 

According to Gurpartap Surya, a goddess 
popularised by a Jatt Naina, and according 

to Purans, a place where the eyes of a self- 

immolating widow sati fell down. See Hat 8. 

A text of Dasam Granth confirms this : ~ 

“netr tog ke caran ter satdrev tir tardg.”—ramav. 

To the north-east of village Naina Devi is a 
place where Guru Gobind Singh paid a visit. 
There is no priest at this place. It falls in the 
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area of Bilaspur state and is 35 miles away 

from railway station Garhshankar towards 
the east. Now it is close to Ropar railway 

station. See 38. 
Set (neni) with eyes. “harr prabhu dztha neni 
jiv.”-gau m 4. 2 adv apparently, seemingly. 
“Star cfta neni sukhi, mulz na utre bhukh.” 

var gau 2 m 5. 3 adj with eyes, having 
eyesight. 

3g (nenu] 7 butter. “atsari majhx nenu.”-var 
maru 2 m 5. as ~ butter in fire. 2 a kind of 

embroidered muslin called crkan. 3 short for 

‘3g, which is a short for wafee. 

&e [nen] eyes. See awe and 82. “sahas tov 

nen, nan nen hahr tohr kav.”-sohzla. 
Sarsat (nensaloni) lady with beautiful eyes. 

“nensaloni sOdarz narz.”-gau am J. 
8a feunsg [nen drkhalanu} See wenréarat and 
wis aR. 
Sa dest [nen-nSdni] adj appealing; whose 
beauty looks pleasant to the eyes; charming 
(lady). 2 7 illusory world. “udhrans 
nenndni.”—sahas m 5. 

‘fae [nenah] See gare? 
Bat [neni} See 34. “neni harz hart lagi tari.” 
=mala m4, 

8B [nenu] butter, See 3g. “niru brlove atz 
sromu pave, nenu kese rise?”-sar m 5. 2 eyes. 
“penu naktu sravnu.”—maru kabir. 
38°3H [nenottam] 1 one who has superb eyes 

seer.—sanama, 

Sus [nepal] adj ethical. 2 of Nepal. See 
ous. 
SfHA [nemts), Sfrgea [nemrgarny], Sere 
({nemzkhar] a place of pilgrimage in district 
Sitapur of U.P. where a big forest existed in 

days goneby, It is written in the Varah Puran 

that at this place sage Gaurmukh reduced to 
ashes a huge army of demons in a wink. So it 
got the name ‘nemrsarny’. Ramchandar 
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performed horse-sacrifice by resorting to fire- 
Titual at this very place. See SHISuE. 
ffs wen (nemrttrk karam) n an action 

performed for the sake of some other person 
and which is not required to be done as a matter 

of routine, ie. actions performed on a religious 
festival commemorating a guru, or on 
occasions of birth and marriage of children, 

‘Bur (neya] adj inspirer. 2 1 boat. 
Surfer (neyaytk] adj versed in logic. 
Baz [nerat], 3f93 (nerxt) Skt 40 n a demon 
and master of the south west direction, who 

was son of Nirit. In works of astrology, Rahu 

has been referred to as Nairit. * 
Sfgts (nerztr], Stat (nerrti] Ske Aadft n 
south-west direction, which is under Nairit. 

‘Bde (nerdg] P £2 n deceit, treachery, guile. 
Sen [nevas] See fon. 
‘Sz [neved], B2eH [nevedy] See wet Be. “thakur 
kau neved karau.”"-asa namdev. 

# [no] suf a particle used in the accusative 
and dative cases; to. “jrsno bakhse srphatz 

salah.”-jepu. “tudhno chodz jaie prabh 
kédharr?”-asa m 5. 2 Skt adv no one. 

3 indicative of negation. 
8a [nos] P (fy imperative of tes [nosidan] 
(to drink), have, take. 2 adj given to drinking. 
In such a situation, this word is used as a suffix, 

as in garabnos. 3 1 honey. 4 antidote of 

poison. 
‘BRE [nogad] P 2) drink, may drink, will drink. 
See dufter. 

‘aftes [nosidan] P .y.2) v take, drink. 
8a [nok] P_sjm sharp point, tip. 2 tip of a jutti 
(country-made shoe) etc. “rk pag panhi nok 
bad.”-NP. 
a Fa [nok cok] prick of the tip of a weapon 
like the spear etc, 2 pungent argument, sarcastic 
remarks. “kxt krt nok cok mag bhai.”-GPS. 

er (nokha], 5% {nokho} See mur, “nokho 
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neh nrgodo lago.”-carztr 206. 
Fee (nocna], $8 [nocnal v strip, tear; pull 
off; scratch; pluck. 
#e [nod], Fes" {nodna] Skt n inspiring, goading, 
driving. “cadhé ktkan kuday su nod.”-GPS. 

itis a transform of dest [codnal. 
Sfx (nodzt] adj inspired. “mont nodrt kal 
srdhar tahi.”-ratnay. See Ses". 
a [non] m salt. 
#a [nona], 8st [noni] adj salty, saline. 
2 handsome, beautiful, best. “tav kiretz noni.” 

-NP. i‘ 

‘8e [nora] n rivulet; flow of water. “tate nora 
nora bhar calat.”-BGK. 

@ [no] Skt He adj nine. See a. 2 P ¢ new, 
novel. 3 brave. 
BArw [nosaba] P (+) n nectar, elixir, ambrosia. 
2 daughter of king Barua, with whom 

Alexander held a meeting, “nosaba tstri da 
kzla si.”"-JSBM. 

Seftaet [nogirva], FAs! (nagerva] P yin, Z) a 
renowned impartial king of Iran, who was son 

of Qubad and a fire-worshipper. He sat on 
the throne in 531 and ruled gloriously for 48 

years. Prophet Mohammad was bor during 

his reign. “adal kita nogerva jas jog vic chara.” 
-jignama. 
Bue [nohar] acity in the district and tehsil Reni 
of Bikaner state, 58 miles away from Hisar to 

the west, 129 miles away from Bikaner to the 

north-east and at a distance of 25 miles from 

Sirsa to the south-west direction. On his way 
to the southern states, Guru Gobind Singh 

stayed here. A gurdwara has been built at 

Chhintalai; the priest is a yogi saint. 
Gag (nokar] P_fj n servant, employee. 
Sart [nakri] n work of a servant. 2 salary of a 
servant. 

‘Bat [naka) Skt n boat; small boat. In Yuktikalpatar 
written by Bhoj many names of boats are given. 
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according to their different sizes. 

32 hands long and 4 hands wide (that is 32 
by 4) boat is dirghtka. 

48 by 6, tarni. 
64 by 8, lola. 
80 by 10, gatvra. 
96 by 12, gamrni. 

112 by 14, tarz. 

128 by 16, jSgla. 
144 by 18, plavni. 
160 by 20, dharzni, 
176 by 22, vegrni. 

Bards [nokad3d) 7 a pole with a flat blade to 
propel a boat through water; oar. 

8 tam (no kiya] See ve get and ae Four, 
2 according to the Tantriks, the following are 

the nine virgins — natni, kalali, vegya, dhoban, 

nazn, brahmani, sudra (sudri), gavalan and 
malan. 

Sw [nokhsd] See wets, 

Safe [nogrehz] See we qT. 
‘@¥e [noc3d] new moon; moon on the second 
day of bright half of the lunar month. 

fer [nocSda] adjpertaining to the new moon, 
2 the first day of bright half of the lunar month. 
BAwT (nojovan} P .yz) adj young, youth. 
Be [notheha] According to Bhai Santokh 
Singh, Guru Gobind Singh visited this place 
while he was passing through the Malwa 

region, but residents of this village prevented 
the true Master from camping at this place. 
Guru Gobind Singh still on the horse back went 
straight to Tahlian Fatty Sammukian, “nothehe 

jab sri prabhu gee. taht ke nar gan avat bhae. 
hath jor tn araj gujari. ap comu hajrat ki mari. 
1s thal ki je nahi mukamu. vtro jar agle 
gramu.”-GPS. 
e [nod] P ,y adj favourite son, 2 ninety - 90. 
‘Feng [nodvar] See HF Eure and we Eve. 
@m [nodha] See eur. 2 Missar Naudha, 
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revenue minister of Patiala state, who worked 

in the executive of Raja Sahib Singh and 

Queen Aas Kaur and managed the affairs of 
state well. 

8 wage (no nagkul] See wags. 

@ we {ro nath) See ae 7a. 
Bfoaes [nonzhal) adj delightful youngman. 
2 This word is use for the favourite son like 
“barxudar’. 

‘@feorebius (nonthalstgh] son of prince Kharag 
Singh who was born to Chand Kaur, daughter 

of Sardar Jaimal Singh, a noble of Kanahya 

misl, in Phagun, Sammat 1877 (February 11°, 

1820) at Lahore. Maharaja Ranjit Singh had 
much affection for this prince. The charge of 
his religious education was given at an 

appropriate time to Bhai Sant Singh Giani, and 
for training in arms, Sardar Lehna Singh 

Majithia, Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa and 
General Vetura were appointed as his tutors. 
Kanwar Naunihal Singh was married to Nanki, 

daughter of Sardar Sham Singh Atari, a noble, 

on Phagun 23”, 1893 (March 1837) with great 
pomp and show, in which all rulers and rajas 
of Punjab and representative of the Government 

of India, Sir Henry Fane, Commander-in-Chief, 
were present. 

Kanwar Naunihal Singh proved himself an 

efficient prince rising to the expectations of 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He annexed many 
territories into the Sikh state on the orders of 
his grand father. The victory of Peshawar on 

May 6", 1834, made him especially popular in 
the whole of Punjab and generated a deep 
feeling of love for him among the armed 

forces. 
After the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, 

when Kharag Singh, father of the Kanwar 
succeeded to the throne, Raja Dhian Singh, 

blinded by selfishness felt jealous of the 
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proximity of Sardar Chet Singh to the 

Maharaja. Exploiting the political situation, he 
succeeded in creating a rift between the father 
and the son. So he murdered Chet Singh in 

the presence of Maharaja Kharag Singh and 

turned the Prince into deadly enemy of his 

father, by convincing him that his father 
wanted to hand over the Lahore empire to the 
British, 

The Kanwar imprisoned his father and held 

the reins of administration of the state in his 

hands. On November, 1840 (Kattak 21", 
Sammat 1897) Kanwar Naunihal Singh was 
returning to the fort after cremating his father. 
As he reached near the grave of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh, a portion of left entrance of the 
royal tombs collapsed upon him which caused 
his death. Many historians and colonel 

Alexander have given an eye-witness account 
of this happening from which it appears that 
Kanwar Naunihal Singh was killed in a 

conspiracy! <”. . 
fag [nonrdh] a resident of Agra belonging to 
Bhandari caste, who came and attended upon 
the tenth Master when he visited Agra. The | 
Master instructed him to keep his hair 
‘unshom, 

‘Sfisft [nonzdhs] nine treasures. See a fafa. 
was [nobahar] P 4.) 1 new season, spring 
season. ie 

‘Bas (nobat] 4 2.) large kettledrum. 2 tum. 
3 state, condition. 4 guard’s duty, police post. 

5 pavilion for court. 
Sames (nobatxana] n a house at the entrance 
of kings and emporers in which kettledrum 

was sounded and clarinet played. In olden 
times, kettledrums were sounded and clarinets 
"About this see ‘biography (jivan bratat) of Maharaja 
Naunihal Singh’ written by Babs Prem Singh; resident 
of Hoti, 
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were played five times a day. 

‘Budh (nobti] drummer. 2 intermittent as nobti 
buxar (intermittent fever). 

Bsact [nbhagti] See serr sats. 
Sf (nomz], Ft [nomi] See 3H and seh. 

Ben [nares] See 3 TA and aA. 
3936 [noratan] See seas. 
03 [norte], Fed [norate] See WO". “rsi prokar 

notte prapujte su ayudhan.”-GPS. 
‘Bfaet (norrkhi] See sgyst. 
#38 [noroz] P 5, new year day. 2 celebration 
‘on new year day. 3 new year day especially 
celebrated by Parsees in reverence of the sun. 

da [norsg] See sada. 
@daftu [norsgstgh] an attendant of Guru 
Gobind Singh, who was a great warrior. 
‘dar [nordga] See sedaft. 2 See agar. 
‘Bdanwe [norsgabad] a famous village in district 
Amritsar tehsil Tarn Taran, which was the 

residence of Baba Bir Singh. It is to the south- 

east of Tam Taran at a distance of four miles. 
The gurdwara has land in freehold in many 
villages. See tte friur ur, 
Seat [nalki] See’ faGet. 
‘38w [nolekhha] adj priced at nine lacs; cost 
of which is nine lacs. 2 a village in Patiala 

state, district Patiala, tehsil Sirhind, under police 
station Mulepur. A gurdwara in memory of 
Guru Tegbahadur stands here adjoining the 
built-up area to the north side of this village, 
At this place a tradesman offered nine coins 
of two pice each to the Master. The Guru said . 

that they were equal to nine gold coins; this is 
how this place derived the name of Naulakha, 

and the village which was founded near this 

place also acquired the name of Naulakha. 
There is Manji Sahib there with some 
residential houses near by. The holy Granth 
Sahib is daily displayed the traditional way. The 
priest is a Sikh. 100 vighas of land has been 
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donated by Patiala state. A seven mile long 
unmetalled road leads to the place from 

Sadhugarh railway station to the west. 

fs (nolr}, Fat {noli] See fae. 
@ waaee [no vayakaran) tdr, cddr, kagkrrtsn, 
aprsalz, saktayan, pantniy, amar, jenédr, and 
kelap (katdtr), These are nine main grammars. 

For eight grammars, See »ine Aft HH. “no 
vayakeraneru sastra khat nz) drip parhe 
sudhar.”—carrtr 235, 

@ [n3] part indicative of negation, no, not. 
“sukhen ben rat n3.”—gatha. ‘in sweet words 

there is a lack of love.’ 
at [ng] adjnaked, without clothing, unclothed. 
2 poor, penniless. 3 P _¢ n shame. 4 rust. 

5 fault, sin. 6 respect. 
#am (n3gna] v become naked; uncover 
oneself. 2 feel abashed, be ashamed. See dat 

3. “bahorz jonz na ndgna.”"-maru solhe m5. 
Sadat (ndgndgi) adj TTTSFIT having unclad 
limbs. “rkr nagan phrrahr ndgnigi.”~gaum 
4. ‘Some unclad ascetics wander completely 
naked.’ 
‘Saw (n5gal) a village in Faridkot state which is 
at a distance of six miles from railway station 

Faridkot to the east. Bhai Bhagwan Singh of 
this village has in his house the following 

articles relating to Guru Gobind Singh :- 

(1) along robe, of which the colour is deep 
grey and cloth is very soft, 

(2) a pair of shoes wom by Guru Gobind 

Singh which are nine and a half inches long while 
breadth of the forepart is three inches, The sole 

is made of leather and the upper part is made of 
brocade; on the inner side green silken cloth is 

fixed on which marks of having been worn can 

beseen, With one shoe of the pair, a yellow silken 

thread was tied by Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa, 
when he had a glimpse of the pair. 

(3) abig bowl equal to one seer in weight 
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and two inch deep, eight inches wide at the 

mouth and seven inches wide at the bottom. 
It is made of an alloy. 

The tenth Master bestowed these articles 
upon his devotee Bhai Lal Chand who was 

earlier resident of Buria (Ambala) and was a 

confectioner. Afterwards he lived at Anandpur 
in the service of the Master, and showed great 

valour in the battle of Bhangani. 
‘When the Guru was to proceed towards 

Muktsar, he sought permission to return to his 
home. The Master bestowed these articles 

upon him with great pleasure. 
After getting farewell from the Guru, Lal 

Chand lived at Kot Kapura and later his 

descendants settled at Nangal. Bhai 
Bhagwan Singh is his ninth generation. See 
wude. 
ar [ndgal adj naked, unclad, “naga dojakr 
calza.”—var asa. 

Saaz [nSgasna] adj without armour. “ghar! 
hoz nagasna.”-BG. 
$a Us BAT [ndge dhay layna) v fight without 
wearing an armour and shield. 2 work upon a 

big project beyond one’s capacity without any 

extemal help. 

dea (nddhyal, SF [nddhyo], Sv (ndha], 
Set [nddhi}, SkIF (nddheryo}, $F (n3dho} 
M1 adj young, small (boy) i.e. - lust free. “je 
jana sahu nSdhra té thora man kari.”-s farid. 
2 See wee, “nddhi kStu na ravzo vadi thi 
muiasv.”-s farid, 

#e [ndd] Skt A*%-vr enjoy, be happy, 

acknowledge an obligation, attain prosperity, 
praise. 2 n bliss. “badhyo nad ji ko.”-carrtr 
286. “jagat bhagat da nad.”-NP. ‘bestower of 
bliss upon the devotees in the world.’ 3 the 

Creator who is the embodiment of bliss. 4 a 
treasure of Kuber (God of wealth), which is 

reckoned one among nine treasures. 5 Lord 
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Vishnu. 6 son. “tegbahadur nSd.”-GPS. 7 son 
of Parjanay bom to Variyasi, headman of the 
milkmen of Gokul, husband of Yashodha, and 

caring father of Krishan, “tum ju kahat haund 
ko nédanv.”-gau kabir. 8 Parkhad, a close 

devotee of Vishnu. “n3dadrk probhu kfkar tei.” 
-NP. See urna. 9 step borther of Mahatma 

Buddh. 10 a glorious king of Magadh named 
Mahapadam whose title was Nand. Mahapadam 
founded the Nand empire with great effort in 
413 BC' and his eight successors were also called 

‘Nand. The reign of Nand dynasty ended after 

91 years. See es Jus, 11 The word gives the 
meaning of nine because nine Nand kings ruled. 
12 frog, that enjoys rain. 

dea [nddak] Skt Tw adj pleasing. 2 sword 
of Vishnu. 3 frog. 
eat [ndag] See Hea 2. “dhanu sardg ndog 
khagg bhan3.”-somudr mathan. 
Sean (nddgram] a village at a distance of 
fourteen kohs from Mathura which was the 

dwelling place of Nand, the milkman who 

nourished Krishan like a father. 
ede [n3dacsd] resident of Daroli and grandson 

of Umarshah who was the Guru’s agent for 

Daroli area. Guru Gobind Singh appointed him. 
his revenue officer and commander of the 

army. He showed great valour in the battle of 

Bhangani, which finds reference in the 8 

chapter of Vichitar Natak: “taha n3dcSd3 kryo 

kop bharo. lagai barrachi krrpans sdbharo. 
toti teg trrkkhi kadhe jamdaddhs. hathi 

rakhry3 lajj b3s3 sanaddhs.” 
Once Udasi saints brought? a hand written 

‘Before Christ means before the beginning of the Christian 

era. 
+From the time of Guru Hargobind to Guru Gobind 

Singh whenever a fresh copy of Guru Granth Sahib 
was made, it was presented by Sikhs to the Guru for 
his signature, 
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copy of Guru Granth Sahib at Anandpur to 

get the signature of Guru Gobind Singh on it. 
Nand Chand kept this copy with him at his 
house and refused to return it to the Udasis. 

When the saints complained to the tenth 

Master, Nand Chand disappeared from 
Anandpur and went to Dhir Mall at Kartarpur, 
who got him killed suspecting him to be a spy 

of Guru Gobind Singh. Nand Chand was 

cremated at Kala Sangha. 

The copy of Guru Granth Sahib that had 
been taken from the Udasis is now at Daroli. 
eH [nSdaj] Krishan, who was brought up like 
a son by Nand. 2 son of a son, grandson. 

#8 2H [nad des} n Magadh region which was 
ruled by Nand dynasty. See #¢ 10. 

‘eer [nSdan] Skt adj pleasing, “ndan jag bani 
pag badan."-NP. 2 n son, “nddan pheru 
suchad balSd.”-GPS. 3 garden of Indar. See 
@eeae. 4 cloud. 5 saffron. 6 sandalwood. 

7 Many Punjabis pronounce London, name of 

the main city of England, as ‘nadan.” 

Pest [n3dnij adj pleasing, charming. See 
Sadest. 2 Skrsfestn daughter. 3 Uma, Parvati. 
4 river Ganges. 5 Kamdhenu, that was 

daughter of Vashishth's cow Surbhi. In many 
writings, the cow of Jamdagni, father of 

Parshuram, has been mentioned as Nandini. 
“putz nddzni stdhuja ki suputri.”-paras. 
Serien [nsdan3dan} Krishan, son of milkman 
Nand, 2 son of the son, grandson. 

eye we [nsdepur kabr] See mseys 2. Now 
the railway station of this place is Bassi Pathana. 

Hee [nSdar] n vision, look, glance, “sri guru 

dekhat bhe kar nadar.”-GPS. 

‘He BAMA [nd rajnis} n son of the moon; lord 
of night, moon; his son, Mercury. “var n3d 

rajnis."-GPS. Wednesday. 

Hefs (nadarr] sight. See Fes. “durz nahi dekho, 
keri nddarz.”"-maru solhe m J. consider, think 
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about. 2 See avéefe. 
Fess [nSdalal] See Hat. 2 a devotee of Guru 
Hargobind, whose other name was Sohna, his 

earlier name was Khwaja Arjani.3 See Sear 
gral. 4 a Brahman, brother of Pindi Lal who 

became a follower of Guru Gobind Singh. The 

tenth Master explained the meanings of Japu 
to him. 5 Lord Krishan, the darling son of 

Nand. 
Sees TH [nSdalal bhai) See Haz 3, 2 Munshi 

Chhajju Ram a member of Angris Khatri caste, 
who was a scholar of Persian, migrated from 
Hindustan to Ghazni in 1630 and on the merit 
of his qualificiation became a scribe of the ruler 
of that kingdom. At this very place Nand Lal 

took birth in his family in 1633. His father made 
appropriate arrangements for his education. 
When he was 12 years old, according to the 
the family tradition, his father wanted his son 
to acquire the knowledge of Vaishnav sect 
from the family priest and made him the 
priest’s disciple. However the thoughtful Nand 

Lal told the family priest that he would not 
like to adopt any religion not fulfilling his 

curiosity, 
After the death of his father in 1652, Nand 

Lal, feeling apathetic and dejected, came from 

Ghazni to Multan and got built his house near 

Dethi Gate and settled there. The neighbouring 
street is known as Agapur becausc his disciples 
addressed him as Agha (the Master). 

At this place he was married to the 
daughter of a Sikh family from where the love 
and devotion for Sikhism sprouted in his mind, 

In 1682 he went from Multan to Amritsar 
on footand after having a glimpse of Amritsar 
and paying obeisance there, he reached 

Anandpur to be in the service of tenth Master, 

and after initiation from the Guru he proved to 
be a unique follower. 
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Bhai Nand Lal was a great scholar of 

Arabic, Persian and Riazi and possesed very 
sharp intellect. He was introduced to Prince 

Muazzam by the Guru and from 1683 began 

to live with the prince as an attendant and chief 

scribe. Hearing his praise from the prince and 
listening to a wonderful interpretation of one 

verse of Koran in the gathering of scholars, 
Emperor Aurangzeb desired to bring him into 

the Muslim fold, due to which he took leave 

(of Muazzam) and came to Anandpur again 
to be in the service of the Master. 

He was hailed as an ornament in the court 

of the Master, and was reckoned among the 

Guru-oriented persons. At the time of 

inspection of free kitchens arranged by the 

Sikhs, the tenth Master praised the ‘hospitality 
of Sikhs’ rendered by Bhai Nand Lal above 

all others." 
When the true Master left Anandpur Sahib, 

Bhai Nand Lal retumed to his house at Multan 
and spent his life in preaching Sikhism and 

imparting education. He died in 1705. 

Bhai Nand Lal had two sons, the elder was 
Lakhpat Rai and the younger Leela Ram. 

Lakhpat had no issue. The family of Leela 

Ram prospered, which now lives at many 

places like Multan, Bahawalpur ete, having 
both Sahajdhari (easy going) and Amritdhari 
(baptised) members who are held in great 
respect by the Sikh community and addressed 
as “Bhai”. Bhai Nand Lal wrote the following 
books in praise of the Guru, on devotion and 

spiritual realisation: 
(1) zfdginamah. (2) tosifosana. (3) 

g3janamah. (4) jotvrkas. (5) divangoya. (6) 
Inga dastur. (7) arojulzfaj. (8) xatmah. The 

‘Wpadlal bo hamro data. bhagatrbhav sSlan man rata. 
chudhrt na dekh sake c2t bharo. deg karat mam soz 
praro."-GPS. 
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pen name of Bhai Nand Lal is ‘Goya’. 
dede [nadvig] See 3e 10. 
Be [nSda] Skt FT n sister-in-law; husband’s 
sister. 2 first, sixth, eleventh day of the lunar 
half of month. 3 Durga, goddess. “kar ndda 

Kharag utharke.”-cSdi 3. See fer 2. 4 a 
mountain peak in the district Almora of U.P., 

the height of which is 25661 feet; it derives its 
name from the seat of Nanda (Durga). 5 a 
person of Sudna caste who was the follower 

of Guru Amar Dev. 6 a person belonging to 
Sanghera caste, who was a devotee of Guru 

Hargobind; he was a spiritually enlightened 
person and a great warrior. He died in the 
battle of Amritsar after killing commander 
Mirzabeg. 7 See Wt EH. 8 See WOE. 
@fe [nSdz] Skt n bliss. 2 the Creator, the 

embodiment of bliss. 3 bull, used as 
conveyance by Shiv. 4 Shiv. 5 friend. 
Sfeats [nddzgav], fea [nsdrgram] a 
village four kos away from Ayodhya where 

Bharat ruled in the guise of an ascetic during 
the exile of Ram. See sea". 
feu [nSdzghos] Skt whose sound is pleasure 
pleasing. 2 chariot of Arjun. 

fest {nSdrni] See see. 
Wet [nsdi] See #fe and atéhyy. “byah same nadi 

kore.”-GPS. 2 bull, used as conveyance by 
Lord Shiv. “amzt ban n3di kahu mare.” 
--rudr, 3 marked bull left free in the name of 
Shiv. 4 adjhappy, joyful. 
Behe (nsdimukh] See side. “nSdimukhs 
sraddh karvayo.”—-NP. 
ae [nSder], 42a (néder] See mfarsaars. 
er [ndna] 3 character of Punjabi script. “ndna 

narak parahf te nahi,”-bavan. 2 pronunciation 
of; negation. 3 part no, not, prohibition. 

‘dana [n5nakar], 3aerg (ndnakarv] 7 refusal, 
disapproval, rejection. “ndnakaru na kor 
karei.”-gavam 1. 
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Sq [ndnha] adj small, deficient. 
‘Baa (n3bar) £ number, counting, reckoning. 
‘wees (ndbardar] adj who is appointed to 
keep record of men, fields and articles. n 

headman of a village. 
af [nmr] adjlow. 2 bent.3 free from arrogance, 
humble. 

‘#s" [ndmrata] n sense of bending, bowing. 
2humility. 
ae" (nhauna] v take bath. 
J [nhat] takes bath. 2 bathed. 
‘Fo [nhan] » bath. “hajrat kinas nhan hamam.” 
-GPS. 

wa [nhape] have a bath, let’s bathe. 
7a [nhape] by bathing, by taking bath. 
wan [nyas] Sks =] vr throw, renounce, plant. 

‘way (nyast] Ske adj thrown away. 2 deserted. 
3 sitting. See P 9. 
saga (nyagrodh] Skt n banyan tree. 
waa [nyas] Skt m sense of laying or putting. 

2 safe deposit. 3 dedicating, offering. 
4 renunciation, asceticism. 5 according to the 

tradition of Tantarshastar, touching the 
precepted organ, chanting the magical text or 

word ‘03’ etc. See nlarnaA. 
‘wana [nyay] Skt n right dictum, ethics, justice. 

(b) a treatise written by Gautam which is 

recognised in schools of philosophy. See ¥= FY. 
(c) a sentence having five parts such as: 

pratrgya, hetu, udahran, upnay and nzgman. 
(i) the mountain has fire ~ pratrgya. 

because of having smoke — hetu. 

(iii) smoke must have fire as a kitchen 

~vdahren. 
(iv) according to the axiom, the mountain 

has a reason to have smoke because of its 
association with fire -upnay. 

(v) hence, undoubtedy this mountain has 
fire —nigman. 

(@) illustration, example, maxim, logical 
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expression are used in all languages, and these 
are unlimited. We give here those which are 

very well known and are frequently used. 

(1) Camel stick logiclustra lagur nyay): As 
camel is controlled by taking a stick from a 

bundle of woods with which the camel is 

loaded, so is using other’s argument to confirm 
‘one’s own view point. 

(2) Barren rain logic fu:khar vorkha nyay): 
As rain is not productive in barren land, so is 

the person whom to advise is in vain. 
(3) Fire smoke logic [agent dhu:m nyay): 

‘As one can guess fire (the cause) arise from 
smoke (action), similarly one can understand 

the cause from the action. 
(4) Forest weeping logic [amy rodannyay]: 

‘As weeping in the forest is in vain, similar is 
the situation where no body is interested in 

listening and the speaker goes on speaking 
uselessly. 

(5) Blind and elephant logic [sdhgajnyay): 
Many blind persons tried to lear about an 

elephant by groping. One who felt the tail told 
that the elephant was like a rope, one who 

touched his legs said it was like a column, and 
‘one who felt the ears stated that it was like a 

winnowing basket, This saying is quoted where 
people imagine something in a partial way. 

(© Blind and tradition logic [sdh parspara 
nyay]: To do a work following another person 
is following the old tradition without thinking 
about it, 

(7) Blind and lame logic (Sdh pSgu nyay): 
A blind man cannot see and a cripple cannot 
walk, but it can be made possible if the blind 

person carries the cripple and they can go 

where they want. Similarly where persons, 

who can do only one type of work, are united 
to help each other this saying is quoted. 

(8) One-eyed man and the straw [ekaksi 
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trrn nyay]: Aman was blind in one eye and a 
bit of straw fell into the other eye. Similarly, if 

there is already weakness in some thing, over 
and above which another obstruction is caused, 
this maxim is quoted. 

(9) Logic Thorny beard [samgru kitek 

nyay): Persons who shave their beard and 
moustaches, grow sharp hair like thoms on 

their faces. Such persons when they kiss their 
children with affection, cause their children to 

cry due to prickly or thomy hair. This maxim 
is used for one who causes pain inspite of his 
love. 

(10) Logic of Rain in the sea [samudr 

verkha nyay): As the rain is of no use in the 
sea, this saying is quoted where something is 

not wanted. 
(11) Logic of looking back by a lion 

[stghavelokan nyay}: As the lion looks back 
again and again when he goes forward after 
killing the prey, likewise is to pay attention 
again and again to some matter. 

(12) Logic of Sund and Upsund [sidopasod 
nyay): Sund and upsund both brothers wanted 

to marry nymph Tilotamma, She said she would 

get married to him who prove more powerful of 
the two. On this both of them died fighting against 
each other; similarly where both sides suffer a 

Joss due to mutual enmity, this example is quoted. 
(13) Needle and cauldron logic [suci katah 

nyay): One person gave an order to make a 
cauldron for him and the other person ordered 

aneedle. The blacksmith first made the needle 
and after that began to make the cauldron. So 
it is right to do easy work first and then 

undertake big project. 
(14) Earthen pot and rice logic {sathali 

tSdul nyay]: As one can know that rice has 
been cooked in the pot by taking one rice grain 
similarly one gets to know about the whole 
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situation from the knowledge of one thing. 
(15) Fixing a wooden beam logic {sathuna 

nrkhnan nyay]: As a wooden beam while 
being fixed is tested by shaking again and again 
after stuffing, like this is to make a claim 
stronger by using skill and giving arguments in 
its favour. 

(16) Plantain tree and fruit logic [kadli 

phal nyay): Plantain tree bears more fruit 
after pruning, similarly benefit can be won 

over from a mean person by giving him 
punishment. 

(17) Logic of hand and bracelet [kar k3kan. 

nyay]: It is understood only by état to be an 
ornament for the hand so the word ‘hand’ with 
it is redundant. So where words are used in 
excess to clear a point, this saying is quoted. 

(18) Logic of crow and clapping [kaktaliy 
yay]: A crow was sitting ona palm tree, hands 
were clapped to scare it away, because of 

which the crow flew away, due to the 
disturbance caused by the flying of crow, the 
fruit, which was very ripe, dropped from the 
branch. There may be no direct relation 
between two events but they happen all the 

same. 
(19) Logic of the wel! and a frog [kup 

méduk nyay]: A frog from the sea fell into a 
well. The frog of the well asked him ‘how 

vast is your sea?” He replied, ‘very vast’. The 
frog from the well asked again if that is as 

large as the well. On this the frog from the 
sea told him that this small well was no match 

for the sea! On hearing this the frog from the 
well said that he was a liar. How could a sea 
be larger than the well, This is a case of a 
man of little knowledge not believing a great 

scholar and arguing with him. 

(20) &yfser sarct [kemutrkk nyay]: One 
who has completed a big project has no 
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difficulty in doing a small one. 

(21) Logic of neck and gold {kath camikar 
nyay]: Aman who has been wearing a necklace 

around his neck but he is wrongly thinking that 
it is lost, becomes mentally disturbed while 

searching for it. This is having a thing with 
himself yet believing that he has not got it. 

(22) Logic of walking sheep style [gaddurz 
pravahnyay]: See 33s. 

(23) Logic of jaggery and medicine [gor 
akhadh nyay): Bitter medicine is given to a 
child by tempting him with jaggery. In the same 
manner, we prepare some one to do a work 

by arousing his interest. 
(24) Logic of pitcher and lamp [ghat dipak 

nyay): The light ofa lamp in the pitcher remains 
within the pitcher. This applies to a person who 
wishes his own well being and does not benefit 

others by his knowledge etc. 

(25) Logic of woodworm and letter [ghun 
akkharnyay, ghunaksar nyay): As the 
woodworm eats wood and sometimes by 

chance, shape of characters is drawn. When 
some work is done without paying any 
attention, this maxim is quoted, 

(26) Logic of water and wave [jal 
tarSgnyay]: Inspite of the name of the wave 
being different from that of water, it is not 

separate from water. This saying is quoted to 
express that two things are identical. 

(27) Logic of water and water-container 

(jal tabi nyay]: Someone hid a water-container 
made of gourd in water, and it began to float 
‘on the surface. This is trying to conceal a 

matter which cannot be concealed. 
(28) Logic of sesame seed and rice 

[tzlt3dul nyay]: Sesame seed and rice, though 
mixed together, appear separate. Different 
types of things cannot become integral part of 
each other. 
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(29) Logic of threshhold and lamp [dehli 
dipak nyay}: A lamp placed on the threshhold 
gives light in and outside of the house. This 
saying i8 spoken when some thing shows two 

qualities or a word sounds ambiguous. 
(30) Logic of a stick and potter's wheel 

[d3d cakr nyay): Just as a stick, potter’s wheel 
and many other articles help in making a 

pitcher, in the same manner, when an axiom 
is proved from many happenings this maxim 

is quoted. 
(31) Logic of grinding the already ground 

[prst pesan nyay]: It is useless to grind which 

has already been ground, similarly doing the 
same work agains and again is fruitless; it is 

of no use to repeatedly utter the same words. 

(32) Logic of frog and weighing [msduk 
tolen nyay]: A tradesman used to weigh by 
putting frogs in the pan of material so that he 
had to give less, as the frogs jumped out of 
the pan and the weight of the thing weighed 
became less. By implication a treacherous act 

is exposed. 
Or — frogs cannot be weighed if one 

collects them and tries to weigh them, because 

they cannot sit still. You place one and four 
will jump out of the pan. Similarly, a group of 

self-willed persons cannot be successful in 
doing any work. 

(33) Logic of deer and musk [mrrg kasturi 

nyay]: Musk develops in the umblicus of a deer, 
but the deer searches it in the forest. Similar 
is the case of one who has bliss within him, 

but is looking for it elsewhere. 
(34) Logic of the rope and the snake [rajju 

serep nyay): So long as one is ignorant of reality 

he considers the rope to be a snake. Similarly 

without realisation of the ultimate reality, one 

considers the world to be real. Misapprehension 

cannot be removed without knowing the reality 
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(35) Logic of iron and magnet {loh cobak 
nyay]: Iron, inspite of being stationary, is 
attracted towards the magnet. Simitarly. the 
inactive soul endeavours for salvation with the 

help of Nature. Scholars of Sankhya school 

of philosophy quote this example. 
(36) Logic of the ocean and a sandpiper 

{varrdhz [r¢tebh nyay): It is said that once 
the ocean submerged the eggs of a sandpiper. 

The sandpiper associated all the birds with her 

to dry the ocean, At last with the help of blue 

jay she put the ocean to shame and got her 

eggs. It means with effort and unity, all jobs 
can be done. 

(37) Logic of wood apple tree and the bald 

{vzl (vrlv) khalvat nyay): A bald person, 
troubled by the heat of the sun, sat under a 

br! tree, where a br! fruit fell and struck him 
on the head, This saying is quoted when one 
has to undergo pain while making effort to find 
comfort. 

(38) Logic of seed and sprout [vijakur 
nyay]: Whether the sprout grows from the seed 
or the seed is produced from the sprout, cannot 
be determined. To illustrate the continued 
process of two related things, the Vedantists 

quote this example. 
() adv bent, down, “mukh nyay khrsay 

calyo.”~krzsan, 
wart (nyayi] Ske Tanfeq adj just, impartial. 
aa (nyar] m food for animals, which is 
prepared by mashing of chaff and solution of 
ground grain. 

‘sare [nyara] See fame. 
wardio (nyaria) See fourdtor. 
345 [nyun] adjless, deficient. 2 sinner, mean, 
base. 
gos" [nyunta] n loss, shortage. 2 meanness. 

age Yea [nyun rupak] See FUR (e). 
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watz [nySta] See otis", 
fq [nrz} Skt Gn human being, man. 2 word fy 

(nri] has also been used for nzr as —“namast3 
nrrname. namasts nrikame.”=japu. 

fafifur (nrrsigh] See safitu. 
fein [nrzs5s}] who kills human beings, 
merciless, 
feta (nrzsrik] without any rival, “nrzsrik 
he.”-japu. 
fafa (nrtharr} See soft and saute. 
fora [nrtkruddh] adj free from anger. “phiré 
sarab netkruddh.”-gyan. 
feta (nrrkhedh] See fad, “te bhat bhat kine 

nrrkhedh.”-mano. 

fara (nrzg] Skt TT n According to Mahabharat 
a bountiful king daily gave a herd of cows in 
charity. One cow given in charity entered the 
herd of king, which the king again gave in charity 
to another Brahman. In the meantime, the 

Brahman whom the king had given the cow 

earlier arrived. The king very earnestly 
requested both the Brahmans to come to terms 

with each other but neither agreed to it. At last 

due to curse hurled by the quarrelsome 
Brahman, the king became a large sized lizard 

and had to live in a well for one thousand years. 

Krishan liberated him. In krtsanavtar the word 

dzg' is written in place of nrzg. See faar2. 
furs (nrzghat] adj which cannot be killed; 
immortal. “nomastS nrrghate.”—japu. 
2. fq (man) + urs (murder) killing a person, 
murder, homicide. 

figd@ (nrrcacch) adj without eyes, blind. 

fore [nrzjar] See fara, 
fis [nrrt] Skt FI vr dance. 2 See faz. 
fgafe (nrztenz] adjdancing (girl).-carrtr 264. 
fgsis (nrrtat) end of the dance. 2 adj after 
the dance. 3 See feats. 
fof (nextz], fefs (nrxter] Skt dance. 
itis result of the ignorance ofa scribe. 
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fear (nrrttka] Ske weet n female dancer. 
“nrrttka ke pav hé.”—-ramav. 

faa [nrzty] 2 rhythmic movement of limbs; 
dance, 

fayerfea (nrrdark] adj who gives to human 
beings. “namo nath nrrdark.”-gyan. 
fen [nrzdes] adj without a country; not 
confined to a particular country. “namasts 
nrrdese.”-japu. 2 n f-28 (world of human 
beings), this world, mortal world. 3 See faaen. 
fat [nride] See fasen, 
furs [nrzdhat] adj without the primary 
substance; who has no element in his body 

like water, blood etc. See wg. “namasts 

nrrdhate.”~japu. 
fags (nerdhut] adj immovable, steady. See 
ag. “‘namastS nrrdhute.”—japu. 2 See faags. 
3 Skt 44 purified in the form of man. 
fqere [nrrnath} adj without the lord; who has 
no master over him. 2 n F-14 Jord of human 

beings, king. “namast3 nrrnathe.”-japu. 

fu (nrxp} Skt {4 n protector of humans; king, 
lord of men. “kop dekh munis ko nrrp put 
s3g din.”—ramav. 

toatiew. @ qed (nrrpkénra ke karne] See 

hes @nfe [nrtpjan esanz), fauns eqfe 
[nrrpjan esrant] n public; lord of the public, 
the king; his army, army of the king.-sanama. 

fqquet (nrrpni] 1 army of aking.—sanama. wife 
of a king, queen. “nati nataki nrrpni.”—carrtr 
264. 

frat (nrrpta] 1 authority of a king; rule, 
kingship. “ben gae jab te nrrpta kar.” 

-médhata. 
fgufr [nrrpatr] m lord of man, king. 
fqufs oa [nrrpatr nath) king with vast 
empire, emperor. “nrrpatrnath nanak ber.” 
~saveye m3 ke. 
faquat [nrrpni] See faut. 
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fguita [nrrpmedh! 7 a fire-ritual in which a 
king is presented as an offering. 2 a fire-ritual 
in which a Kshatria is sacrificed. See fara. 

“Jacch jo nrzp marie tab hot he nrtpmedh.” 
-paras. 3 Poets have also mentioned Rajsuy 

fire-ritual as nrtpmedh. 
fu (nrtpadhem] adj a mean person 
among the kings; unjust king. 
fqurs [nrrpan) Skt frat] adj unfailing, 
without fault. “abhed nrtpan sabhe pac- 
hare.”—akal. 2 Skt J adjengaged in serving 

water to men. 3 7 group of kings. 
fas [nrzpar], fers [nrxpal] n sustainer of 
human beings; king; protector of the public. 
fide (nrzpes} n lord of kings, emperor. 
fara (nrrbak] adjfearless, dauntless. “namasts 
nrrbake.”—japu. 2 not speaking; who has 
taken a vow of silence. 3 who does not speak 

any language like Sanskrit, Arabic etc; God. 
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faze [nrrban] See faawe. 
fw [nrrbadh] adj without suffering, free 
from trouble. 2 See free. . 
faa [nrrban] See fours. 
fm (nrrbam] adj without loss, 2 without 
crookedness. 3 beyond the illusory world 

(maya); the ultimate Reality. “‘namastd 

nrrbame.”-japo. 
faye [nrrbujh) adj who is beyond intellect; in 
comprehensible. “namast3 nrrbujhe.”~japu. 
2 ignorant. 
fqgaft [nrrbhagi] adj not broken, whole. 
2 indestructible. 
feta [nrrmedh] a fire-ritual in which man 

is sacrificed; in old times, these yajnas were 
quite usual. See ways Fe chapter 30. 
fase (nrtlsbh] See fsowa. “nrrlsbh he.” 
—japu. 2. Skt Pret which is difficult to be 
achieved, See #3. 
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¥ [pappa] twenty-sixth character of Punjabi 
script; it is articulated bilabially. 2 Skt n air, 

wind, 3 leaf. 4 egg. 5 as a suffix in a 

compound word it suggests the meaning of a 
drinker as in dvrp, padap, madhop etc. 
6 protector, nourisher etc as in nrrp, bhup 

etc. 7 In Punjabi it is also used in place of y 

See tras. 8 As a suffix, it also forms an 
abstract noun as in stanep, suhanapp ete. 
uf [pau] n foot. Putand ut. 2 moment, instant, 
“jetho pau pou luhe.”-var ram 2 m 5. ‘The 
month of jeth scalds every moment.’ i.c. the 

god of death causes suffering. 3 free stall for 

drinking water. Skt yer. 4 attainment. “dhranu 

lahie, pau mukrhz.’”~saveyem 3 ke. ‘salvation 
is attained.” 5 trick in a game. See ihre, 

6 MI saffron. 7 imperative form of verb pena. 

“pav sarnai ramraz.”-bzla chSt m5. “pausst 
sarni lagu carni.”—sri m 5. 8 adv on, upon. 
“rakht rakhz per dhare pau dharna.”—maru 
solhe m 1. 

u@nze} [pausatni] Seo Tyst. 
u@afs (pausanz] will be, will happen. “talba 
pausant akid.”—var ram m I, 
u@mfow [pausahrb] Sec fest e nia 11, 
u@#t [pausi) will happen. “drn te sarpar pausi 
ratr.”—asa m 5. 

uQea [pauchak] Skt yaa n destruction. 
“pauchak sari.”—BG. ‘end of the game.’ 2 Skt 
where adj who is engaged in sprinkling. 
u@edie [paudrik] Skt toga king of Punder 

region (Bihar) who was son of Vasudev; his 

Tor—by meditating one succeeds in attaining salvation. 
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mother’s name was Sutanu. It is recorded in 
Harivansh that he was very arrogant, and 

disliked Krishan being addressed by the name 

of Vasudev. He claimed that only he was 

Vasudev’s conch bearer. In his presence, the 

son of a cowherd had no right to be called 
Vasudev. Once Pondrak attacked Dwaravati 
with a large army to subdue Krishan but he 

was killed by the latter in the battle. “paudrik 
ki 1k katha so me kahzt sunaz.”~krrsan. 

gee [paudhnal, ugeer (paudhna] v lie down, 
roll. 
uz [pavn] n air, wind. “paun pani dharti 
akas.”-trlg m 4. 2 vital air; breath. “paune 
puchahu jaz."—var guj J m 3. 3 shortfall of 
one fourth, deficiency of a quarter. 
ugagprdt (paunsumari] adjengaged in counting 
breaths; regularly doing of breathing exercises; 
who inhales uttering the holy word ‘o3’ and 

counting his breaths; holds it for some time and 

then exhales it. “rkx paunsumari paun 
sumart.”-var majm J. 
ue of wet (paun ki bani]  wind’s whistling 
sound; sound produced by the blowing of wind. 
“akhan sunna paun ki bani.”-sri m J. 
‘Sermonising is like the noise of wind. i.e. 

ineffective.’ 

ue uret nrarat fare [paun pani agni 
brsrau|-bria thrthi m J. ‘has forgotten wind 
(virtue), water (passion) and fire (evil)’ i.e. 
‘has forgotten vanity of the body formed from 
the five elements.” 
‘ue ofs (paun marr] by having control over 
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ugeeg 
breathing, by controlling the sprightliness of 
breathing and putting it into the practice of 

repeating # [nam]. “paun marz manz japy 
kare.”-var sarm 1]. 

u@zwg [pounvau] See ure wg. 
ufzta [pavaveg) adj who walks with the 
speed of wind, i.e. - very fast moving, “sozn 
sakhatr paunveg.”—var sar m 4. ‘fast moving 
horses with golden saddles,” 

u@z" [pauna] adj three fourths; less by one 
quarter, falling short by one fourth. “jano sara 
dev tan, pauna manasdeh.”-GPS. 
ute [pavnu] » wind, “krti vage paunu.”=s 
forid. 

wae fe (paunu btdu] See we fitz. 2 See 

me [paut] is put; is placed. “sStah caren matha 
mero paut.”-ram m 5. “pap bédhan nit 
pautjahr.”—basst a m J. ‘are being put in.” 

ue [paud] See te. 
ue" [paudal See te". 2 occurs, falls. “harzres 
tulz fulz pauda jiv."-majh m4. ‘abounds with, 
overflows.” 

‘u@et (poudil getting filled with. “paudi jar 
paralz.”~var suhi m J. Here paddy straw 
means bad intentions. sinful actions. 

ufetet (paudi-i} being struck with. “thav na 
var asa, ‘there will be no end 

to shoe-beating.” 
uG@ [paude] plural form of ue’. 2 fall into. 
“hari brsrarke paude narakz Sdhayar.”—sava 

m5. 

uta [paudh] See ta. 
ufts [paun] See use ni URT. 
uQogs [punsut), Bays [paunput] Hanuman 
and Bhimsen. See uesys. 

‘ua [pauna] See UGZ". “karoju sadhe tinz hath, 
gani ta paune carz.”-s Kabir. i.e. ‘for a grave 
to be long, then three and three quarters of a 
hand will suffice.” 
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uges [paubara] See dhret. 
uae [paurakh] See Taw, 
u@eas [pauratan) Skt yess adj old, ancient. 
2 endless. See ugaas. 3 1 the Creator, the 

Transcendent One. 

‘ufts" (paula) 1 which remains attatched to the 
foot; shoe, boot. “pavli paudi phava horke 
uthz ghart aza.”—var gau J m 4. ‘foot stuck 

with shoes.” 2 one-fourth of a rupee. 
uRet [pauli] See ufter 2. 2 with shoes. See 
ugar |. 
u@# [paus] 1 horse’s foot, hoof. 
ufftaar [paurna] See u@ear. “jah paure sri 
kamlakét.”—bher a kabir. 

us" [paura] 7 xa stairs; wooden steps. See 
‘ar use. 2 authority, rank. 
uGeft [pauril or Ue [pori) place for the foot; 
series of fixed steps, ladder; stairway. “brnu 
pauri garr kru careu?”-sri m J. Here ladder 
(pauri) means a congregation and fort (garh) 

means realization of the Divine. 2 rank, 
destination. “su pauri te jo naru cuke, so az 
jar dukh pazda.”-maru solhe m 5. Here pauri 
means the human body. 3 a poetic metre! in 

which ballads of battles are especially 
composed. The balladeers describe the context 
in prose and after that recite the gist of the 

context in pauri poetic metre, rhythmically 
with the help ofa small drum and thus conclude 

the chapter. “durga path banara sabhe 
pauria.”-cidi 3. 

In the ballads contained in Guru Granth 
Sahib, many poetic metres are used under the 

title of pauri. Vars of Bhai Gurdas are also 
known as pauris. These poetic metres are both 
of simple and complex kind. 

Guru Arjan Dev has set nine spiritual 
ballads and nine tunes to be recited according 
"The translation of the poelic metre which has been 
described as P: {PA in prosodic works is ‘pauri.” 
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to musical measures. pauri is sung in one 

repeated beat, thrice repeated beat, two and 

a half times repeated beat. At the time of 

singing a pavri7ra [sath] is played, but without 
the accompaniment of a side drum. Thus after 

singing pauri it is again recited so that the 
audience may understand the meaning of the 

text. It is regretted that devotional singers are 

getting ignorant of the tunes of pauris, and in 

the moming and evening, while concluding the 

session, they do not sing stanzas of (pauri) in 
brlaval and kanya musical measures per the 

earlier convention. 
In Sikh literature, pauri is found in these 

forms: 

(J) 8a [doha] (couplet) consisting of eight 

lines: 

re man! bin herz jahz rahav, 
taht tahz bidhan pahr 

jzh brdhz kotahu na chutie 
sakat teu! kemahz. ... 

—bavan. 

(2) copai metre, comprising eight lines: 

bhabbha bharem mrtavehu apna, 
Ta sSsaru sagal he supna, 
bharme sur nar devi deva, 
bharme srdh sadhrk brahmeva. ... 

—bavan. 

(3) hdsgatr metre, comprising eight lines— 
(See dna). 

(4) as a variation of hasgatz metre, pauri 
is of nine feet, each foot having twenty matras, 

first pause at the eleventh, and second at the 
next ninth, guru at the end, with alliteration in 
the middle and at the end of the foot: 

guru cele rahrras, alakh abheu he, 

guru cele sabag, nanakdeu he. ... 

-BG var 3, 
for flow of the poetic meire, the pronunciation here is 
3g teu} 
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(5) six feet, each foot has twenty-one 

matras, first pause at the eleventh, second at 

the.next tenth, magan (55S) at the end, with 

alliteration in the middle and at the end of the 
line, 

sat guru sacca naO, gurmukhz janie, 
sadhusSgatr sac thaG, sabad vakhanie. ... 

~BG var 14. 

(6) eight feet, it is a form of cddrayan 

poetic metre; each foot contains twenty-one 

matras, first pause at the eleventh, jagan at 

the end; second at the next tenth ragan at the 
end. 

saccahu pon upaz, ghoteghatr chara. ... 
BG var 22. 

(7) eight feet; in six feet, twenty-one 

matras, first pause at the eleventh, second at 
the next tenth; last two lines, contain twenty- 

seven matras each, first pause at the fifteenth, 

second at the next twelfth, with all lines ending 
with magan—SSS. 

akol nzr3jan purakhu, agam aparie, ... 
sabhse de datary, jet uparie, ... 
prabhu jiu tudhu dhrae sor, 

jzsu bhagu matharic, 
teri gatr mrtz lakhi na jaz, 

hav tudhu baizharie—var guj 2. 
(8) eight feet, twenty-one matras in each 

foot, first pause at the twelfth, two gurus in 
the end, second pause at the next ninth, laghu 
and guru in the end, with alliteration in the 

middle of the lines, It is a form of srikhand 
metre: 

‘aganrt ghore nagare, dald bhrrsdza, 

pae mahkhal bhale, dev danva. ... 
~c5di 3. 

(9) eight feet, each foot contains twenty- 

two matras, first pause at the thirteenth, second 

at the next ninth. This pauri is a form of 
‘radhrka’ metre. 
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akr bhasam caravahr 3gr, melunadhovhi, 
tkr jata brkat brkral, kulu gharu khovhi. 

-var mala m J. 

(10) six feet, twenty-two matras in each 

foot, first pause at the thirteenth, second at 
the next ninth, leghu guru in the end. 

je khuthhi bfda bahe, kru hor bajaj? 
kutte de gal vasni, na garaphi saj. ... 

-BG var 36. 
(11) five feet, twenty-three matras in each 

foot, first pause at the thirteenth, second at 

the next tenth, two gurus in the end; it is a 

form of datpata and nzgani metres. 

Te phahe rati turahr, prabhu jane prani, 

takahz narz paraia, lukz Sdarz thani. ... 
~var gau I m5. 

This form of stanza has also been used in 
the first ballad @g [var] of Ramkali musical 

measure. 
sacce takhatu racaza, besan kau jai, 
sabhukrchu ape apr he, gursabadr sunai. ... 

This very form is also seen in cSdi di var: 
dekhan cSd pracéd nu, ran ghure nagare, 
dhae rakas rohle, caugrrdé bhare. ... 
A devotee composed a ‘var’ (ballad) in 

praise of Guru Gobind Singh in the beginning 
of nineteenth century of Bikrami Sammat. In 

that ballad, stanzas consisting of seven, eight 

and nine lines, are found composed in this 

metre as: 

jebnasa' phir akhdi, Tk suxan sunaya, 
jad da betha taxat te, ki adal kamaya? 
sahjahi nd ked kar, dara marvaya, 

tegbahadur nal bhi, t¢ dhoh kemaya, 
bijya biv jo zahrr da, phal khana aya, 
agge lekha magic, bhar legu savaya, 
sah adalat na kare, phir dozax paya, 
umarkhrtab? adalti, beta marvaya, 

TZebunisa, daughter of Aurangzeb. 
See Qrowsa. 
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Kita adal nugerva, jas jag vic chaya. 
In the eighteenth century, poet Nijabat 

composed a ballad about Nadar Shah, which 

has stanzas in this metre: 
gussa khake dakkhno, kalrani jagi, 
agge nadarsah de, ai pharyadi, 
tu sun krbla almi, pharyad asadi. ... 

(12) five feet, each foot containing twenty- 

four matras, first pause at the thirteenth, 
second at the next eleventh, ragan, SIS, in the 

end. 

ape apr nir3jna, jtnz apu upara, 
ape khelu racaronv, sabhu jagatu sabara... 

-var sar m4. 

(13) five feet, each foot containing twenty- 
four matras, first pause at the thirteenth, 

second at the next eleventh, two gurus in the 
end. 

harr ka namu dhrarke, hohu harra bhai, .. 

nanakusrmre eku namu, phrrr babur na dhai. 
—var bast. 

(14) eight feet, each foot containing 
twenty-four matras, first pause at the 
thirteenth, second at the next eleventh, guru 
laghu in the end. 
he acut he parbraham, abrnasi aghnas, 
he puran he sarabme, dukhbhajan guntas. ... 

—bavan. 

(15) six feet, each foot containing twenty- 
five matras, first pause at the thirteenth, 
second at the next twelfth, two gurus in the 
end; it isa form of muktamanz: 
ghdt gharaya cuhz{, gal bri paie, 
mata pakaya makhhid, ghru Sdar nhaic. ... 

~BG var 36. 

(16) four feet, in the first three feet are 

each of twenty-seven matras, first pause at 
the thirteenth, second at the next fourteenth, 
two gurus in the end; the fourth foot contains 
See Siew. 
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fifteen matras, two gurus in the end: 

sobhu nrsibh alaza, ved jodhissghar vae, 
roh drkhali drttia, vorzami ture nacae. 
dev dano lujjhan ae. 

~cSdi 3. 
(17) eight feet, the first seven feet having 

each twenty-eight matras, first pause at the 

thirteenth, second at the next fifteenth, guru 

in the end; the cighth foot has seventeen 

matras, guru in the end: 
sadhu satjug bitra, adhsili treta ara, 
nacci kall sarosri, kal nared doru vara, 
pas druga de fdar aza. 

-c3dz 3. 

(18) twelve feet, the first eleven feet each 

having twenty-eight matras, pause at the 
thirteenth and the next fifteenth; the twelfth 

foot containing fifteen matras; regan, SS, at the 

end of each: 
bade bade cun surme, gahz kott dae calarke, 
ran kali gussa kharke. 

—cSdi 3. 

(19) eight feet, the first seven feet each 
having twenty-nine matras, pause at the 

thirteenth and the next at sixteenth, last foot 

contains sixteen matras, each ends with a guru. 
suni pukar datar prebhu, 
guru nanak jag mahz pathaya, ... 
kalz taran guru nanak aya. 

-BG var I. 
(20) five feet, each foot containing twenty- 

three matras, pause at the fourteenth and at 

the next ninth, goru laghu in the end. 
kotz agha sabhz nas hohz, stmrot harrnav, 

mancfde phal parahr, hart ke gun gau, 
karz krrpa prabhu rakhlehu, nanak bal jav. 

var jet. 
(21) eleven feet, each foot containing 

twenty-three matras, pause at the fourteenth 
and the next ninth, two gurus and alliteration 
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in the middle of the line, last words notrhymed. 
It is a form of strkhSdi (srikh5d) metre. 

dhagga sul bajaia, dala mukabla, 
dhuh mrané laid, jvani surmi. ... 

- cdi 3, 

(22) six feet, five feet each having thirty 

matras, pause at the fourteenth and the next 
sixteenth, the last foot having sixteen matras, 
magan — SSS at the end of each. 

danu mahfda talikhaku, 

jemzle ta mastaki laie, 
kura lalacu chadie 

hor rkmant alakhu dhraic. .. 
matr thori sev gavaie. 

—var asa m I, 

(23) seven feet, each of the first six feet 

containing thirty matras, pause at the 

fourteenth and the next sixteenth; last foot 
consisting of sixteen matras, two gurus at the 

end of each. 
satrguru sacca patsah, patsaha patsah juhari, 
sadhsagatr sackhad he, ar jharokhe khole bari,.. 

bhagatvachalz hur bhagatrbhSdari. 

—BG var 11. 

(24) five feet, each foot containing twenty- 
five matras, pause at the fifteenth and the next 

tenth, two gurus at the end. This stanza is a 
form of poetic metre ‘sugita’: 
tukorta apr abhulu he, bhulan vier nahi, 
tukarahz susace bhala he, gursabadz bujhai... 

-var gau I m4, 

(25) six feet, the first five feet each containing 

twenty-five matras each, pause at the fifleenth 
and the next at tenth; last foot consisting of 

twenty-four matras, pauses at the fourteen and 

the ten, two gurus at the end of all Jines: 
hart sacce takhat racara, sats3gatz mela, 

pio pahul khddhar, hur janam suhela, .. 
vah vah gobfdsfgh, ape guru cela. 

—gurudas kavi. 
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(26) five feet, each foot containing twenty- 

six matras, pause at the fifteenth and the next 

eleventh, ragan, 5S, at the end. 

tu hort prabhu apr agsmu he, sabhr tudhu 
upata, 
tu ape apr varatda, sabhu jagatu sabara. .. 

—var bila m4. 

(27) five feet, the first three feet containing 

thirty-one matras each, pauses at the fifteenth 
and the next sixteenth; the last two feet have 
forty matras in each foot, pauses at twelve 

and twenty-eight, magan, SSS, in the end of 

each, 
tu ape hisrdh sadhz ko, 

tuape hi jug jogia, ... 
sabhz kahahu mukhahv harz harz hare harr 

harz hare, 
harz bolat sabhz pap lahogia. 

~var kan m4. 

(28) five feet, each foot containing thirty- 
one matras, pause at the sixteenth and the next 

fifteenth, ragan — SIS in the end of each. This 
stanza is also a form of Bir metre. It contains 

ragan —SIS in place of guru laghu: 
pace sabad vaje matz gurmatz, 

vadbhagi anhado vajza. ... 
—var kan m4, 

(29) seven feet, the first six feet containing. 

thirty-two matras each, pause at the sixteenth 

and the next at last sixteenth; last foot 

consisting of sixteen matras, two gurus at the 

end of each: 
balrhari tf£nha gurstkkha, 

jaz jznh& gurdarsan drttha, 
balzhari tfnha gurszkkha, 

peri pe gursabha bahrt{ha, ... 

gurmokhr mzIz4 pap pantttha. 

-BG var 12. 

(30) five feet, this type of stanza consists 
of unequal (measures); the first foot 
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containing forty-six matras, second thirty, third 
seventy-three, fourth fifty-nine and fifth forty- 
six, having two gurus at the end of each: 
jrtme patrsah sah raje khan umrav 

stkdar hahz, trtne sabhr harz ke kie, 

jokrchu har karave su or karah1 

sabhz hart ke arthie, 
so esa harz sabhna ka prebhu satrguru ke valt 

he 
trnz sabhz varen care khani sabh srisatr gole 

kort, 
satrgur age kar kamavan kou die. ... 

—var brla m4. 

‘uff [paua) a slipper. See ter’. 2 one-fourth. 
3 one quarter of a seer. 4 one-fourth of an 
hour, fifteen minutes. 5 a bottle with the 

capacity of eight ounces or four chataks in 

weight, 
ugwea [pauranak] S tefea, adj scholar of 
Purans. 2 related to Purans, of Purans. 3 old, 

ancient. 4 na ‘puranpathi sut’. See BHOaRe. 
ufteza fa [pauranak arz)-sanama. n 
Balbhadar, enemy of Puranic Lomharshan; 

when Balram went to Naimisharnay, he killed 

Lomharshan for the offence of not showing 

respect to him. 
u€ega [pauratan] See u@was. “purakhu 
pauratanu sunie.”=saveye sri mukhvak m J. 
the primeval man; primordially, the primeval 
person. 
ues yee (pauratan purakh] See ugersa. 
UG" [pauva] See udm 1. “raj samaj dio pauva 
par.”—ramav. ‘Bharat dedicated the kingdom 
and its subjects to Ram's slipper.” 

ufe [par] n foot. 2 Skt Tax milk. 3 water. 4 adj 
by lying down. 5 See &. 

ufeGet [paroi] you have felt. “ape tarasu 
paroi."-mddavai m 5. 

‘ufear [paza] written, ordained. “pata krratu 
ne mete kor.”~sukhmani. ‘What has been 
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destined according to one’s actions.” 
ufewre (paran] Sk yare n departure, travel, 
march, leave. “sabhna ehu prana.”—vad m / 

alahni. 2 advance. 3 beginning, act of 
beginning a task. “juthr lahe jiv majie, mokh 
prana hor.”-guj m 1. 
ufenrer [patana] See ufemre. 2 gone away, 
has left, departed. 

uffore [patane] went away. See ufenrat 2. 
“dukh durz prane.”—majh m5. 
ufenrs [patana] See ufemrar 2. “jah andd, 
dukh durr pazana.”-prabha kabir. ‘pain has 
gone.” 

ufewrs [pazar] See uurg. 2 See wae. “brnu 
gor puche jaz parari.”-govam 1. ‘For without 
asking his mentor Shukar, king Bali went to 
the netherworld.” 

ufemrdt [parari] to the netherworld. See 
suufenre. 
uferg [pataru] See Dung. 
ufewrs [paral] Skt wa. region underneath 
the earth. Sanskrit scholars believe that there 
are seven nether regions. See HUS UST. “td 
dip loa paralza.”~sri m 5 pepaz. 2 bottom, 
i.e. under the foot; sole. 3 adv under, below. 
“uca care su pave parala.”-asa m5. 
ufeoresas [pazalbhagat] n devotee residing 
in the netherworld; king Bali. See warfagsas, 
ufemre? [pazala} See unter. 2 See ufemms 3. 
ufeonfis ([paralz) in the nether world. “parbatr 
gupha kari, ke pani pazalz.”-var majh m 1. 
2 from the netherworld. “sacr parali gegansar 
bhare.”-rotanmala bSno. ‘Hold the vital air 

(breath) in the highest region after drawing it 

from below.’ 
ufemr (parale] in the netherworld. “mach 

patale.”-jepu, 2 adv under, below. See ufemns: 
3. “kab-hu jiaya ubhr carat he, kab-hu jar 
pazale."-ram m /. 
ufe® [pare] adv being destined. sense — 
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predestined. “pare krratr nace sabhu kor.” 

—var asa. 
ufenfu [parSpl, ufenius [pardpan] Ske yous 
n utterance, speech, articulation. “nanak 

patépe korohukrrpa.”-bria chitm 5.2 babbling, 
uttering nonsense. 3 Skt urenfe, offer at 

someone’s feet. 4 enter, arrive . 
ufenid} [parspe] utters. See uftmiun, 
uet [pai] became, “jagatia mohan mddant 
pai.”-tukha chSt m4. ‘Octroi clerks got sitent.’” 
2 followed, “sobh bhagt satrgur prche pai.” 
—tukha cht m 4. 

uo [paiasu] has become. See uety. 
udb [paia] See udter. “dhur uthi rath paian 
chayo.”-krrsan. 2 has taken. “soranz prabhu 
trsu pache paia.”-brla am 4. 
ude [paisa] See Or, 
ude [pzisac], uetrst [paisaca), uetret 

{paisaci] See fire, flrrdt and frre, Orr. 
udtg (paisu] has been put. “galz paisu jam 4 
phas.”-majh barahmaha. 
wéit (paihe] will fall. “rahrnu na kou paihe 
re.”—brla kabir, 7 

ueist [paina] See ter. 
‘UA [pas] Skt UR vr see, fasten, touch, moye, 
2-4 vr crush, grind. 3 P cg part due to this, 
owing to it. 4 again. 5 after, later. 6 m Jandslip. 

7 pus, suppuration. See £ pus. 

‘umgee" [pagxurda] P ,,,4.4 1 leftover, remnant. 

unaftes [pasgibat), undtes [pasgebat] P eid 
slander someone in his absence. “pasgebat ka 
muh kala he."—hazrrnama. See aes. 

unraH (pascam] Skt ufpH adj back » direction in 
which the sun sets; west; direction at the back 

while one stands with face towards the rising 
sun. “‘pascam dare ki sz! of.”-bher kabir. Here 
it stands for the backbone and the nape. 

URES [pascat] Skt Uys adv after, later. 
unvsy [pascatap] Skt pate n regret for 
wrong doing; repentance. 
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unfan (pasctm] See URE. 
UARa [pasiyo] felt pity. “bhar 5k pulak tan 
pasiyo.”-ramav. 2 became fond of. 
une [pasat] Skt We adj glad, happy, overjoyed. 
“para pastani parbati dusat-harta.”-cadi 2. 
who can be pleased; who can be enraptured, 

unzdt [pastani] See unz. 
‘URE [pasan], URE [pasanu] v see, behold. See 
vr um and UnG. “prem athah pasan ku saca 
dhani.”-var maru 2 m5. 
URS [pasat] P 2% adj low. 2 pressed. 3 mean. 
4n level and plain land. 

unset [pastavil P 39 n language of Afganistan. 
“pahalvi pastavi siskrzti ho.”-akal. 
Uns" [pasta] adj short-statured. 
ung [pasato] P 34 n language of the Pathans 
of Afghanistan, 
unused [paspardah] P «(7+ adv behind the 
curtain, secretly. 

‘URE [paspa] P ty adj withdrawn; retreating. 
unm [pasam] P / n soft hair of sheep and goat 
etc, wool. 

ume [pasman], UAH [pasman] Skt yAeE 1 

Grip, flow. “purab asthan me kuch nahi, pun 
pay pasmat dhara.”-NP. ‘dripping, flowing,’ 
2 dripping of milk. 3 coming down of milk to 

the teats from the udder. 
umrfzt [pasmauna] v cause to drip. 
2 disposing a cow or a buffalo to yield milk. 
venti (pagamina] P ..2 7 cloth made from 
soft wool of the sheep from the cold climes. 

umfas [pasmSbar] 7 cloth made of wool. 
“posts 5g patsbar Sbar, he pasmSbar sobh 

keari.”-NP. 

‘Un [pasar] Sk YAS n expansion. “pasrro apr 
hur anat tardg.”-sukhmani. 2 See YAR. 
unset [pasraia] adj spread, expansive. 
“nadri ave sabh braham pasraia.”—br/a am 4. 
2 nexpansion. 

‘URBE [pasran] Skt yAse n advancing. 2 act of 
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expanding, spreading. “pasri krran jotz 
ujrala.”-maru solhe m I. 

‘unga [pasarur] tehsil headquarters in district 
Sialkot, a town eighteen miles away from the 

city towards the south. To the east of this town 

is a place visited by Guru Nanak Dev. It is 

called Diuka. Guru Nanak Dev came here from 
Sialkot, In those days, a river named Dek used 

to flow here, which has now changed its 

course somewhat. 

‘The shrine has an ordinary building in which 
Bhai Mohan Singh performs service of 

sweeping the floor. This land is under the 
control of the district board. 

This place is at a distance of two or three 
furlongs to the south of Pasrur railway station. 

‘unt [pasli] Skt user n a curved bone round 
the chest; rib. “pasli cirdin tatkala.”~saloh. 

unen (pasvaj) See funet. 
‘Unes [pasvara], URES [pasvara] m turning of 

the body to one side, “tuto amal aphimrahz 
janu pasvare let.”-carztr 9/. 

‘ut [pasa] short for u@. 2 Pkt n beard. 
un [pasau], une [pasar] Skt yan expansion, 
extension. “kita pasav eko kavau.”-japu. 
2 preaching. “dhadhi kere pasav sabadu 

vajaza."-var majh m J. 3.Skt ye benediction, 
kindness. “jzsv pasar gatz agam jani.”-saveye 
m3 ke. ‘by whose grace, attained His 
benediction.’ 4 pristineness, purity, “guru tutha 

kare pasav.”-sri m 4. 5 happiness, joy. “kare 

15g pasav.”-sri m I. 
unre (pasan] See unre. 
ume [pasaran] Skt yAreé n act of expanding, 
elaborating. 2 extending, spreading ahead. 
“magahr hath pasari.”-guja m 4. 
unr [pasara] See ur@ 1. “atam pasara 
karanhara.”—bria chat m 5. 

umf (pasarr] by expanding, by extending, by 
spreading. 
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unrét [pasari] expanded, extended. See unre. 
“gpni mara apr posari.”-brha m 9. 2 Skt 
mranfty adj expansive, pervasive, extensive. 

“chute hor pasari.”-gou kabir. 3 See uewet 
and umd, 4 See umf, “magahz hath pasari.” 
~gujm 4, 

ume (pasav] See umr@, 2 Dg n charity. 3 See 
UATE. 
uffe (pastd) See wate. “khasam ki nadarz 
dilaht pastde.”-srim 1. 

‘umtt (pasi] longing to see. See um 1. “kad pasi 
didar?”—var maru 2 m 5. ‘when may I have 

the glimpse?’ 

api (pasie] should see. See ur 1. “nanak bra, 
Na pasie.”—var guj2 m 5. ‘should not see other 

than the Divine.’ 
unftrr [pasijna] v get wet with sweat, melt. 
2 feel pity. 3 be pleased, 

unfisr [pasina] 2 sweat, perspiration. 
um [pasu] Skt ug n which can be fastened. 
See um vr four footed creature, animal. 

2 animate. 3 rituai, sacrifice. 4 stupid as an 
animal. “\pasu apan hau hau kare.”-bavan. 
uyeln (pasvis), uFeH [pasues} See ugufs. 
‘ys [pasudhor] n animal fit for yoking. “brn 
bujhe pasudhor.”—bavan. 
ugusrfé [pasupatarr] 1 lion, enemy [art] of 
the elephant-sanama. 2 lord of the animal -— 

Shiv; his enemy, sexual desire. “pasupatarr 

dukh de ghano.”~carztr 21. 
‘unufs [pasupatz] 7 Shiv — lord of the animals. 
2 lord of creatures (persons), the Creator. 3 Fire, 
the lord of the ritual type sacrifice. 4 elephant. 

-sanama. § lion, tiger. 

ugufszecs ifs gH wy nfs [pasupattsurdhar 
ari dhujcakhu arr]-sanama. n arrow, lord of 

animals; Shiv, his enemy Kam; his flag, bearing 

fish in it; the eye of the fish; its enemy, the 

arrow. Arjun had pierced the eye of the fish 
at the time of marrying Dropadi. 
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wguam (pasupates} elephant, lord of 
animals; his lord, lion.-sanama. 2 Shiy, lord 
of Nadia, 
uma nif (pasupates arr) 1 lion, lord of the 
elephant, his enemy, gun.—sanama. 2 Kam, 
enemy of Shiv. 

Uysm [pasubhaga], UTS" [pasubhakha] 1 
language of animals; it was held in the ancient 
scriptures that many people understood the 
language of animals and used to converse with 

them. See emia orue ats 2 ch 35 and xe 
yes 27. 

UReW (pasuraj), UTS [pasurat) 7 lion, the king 
of animals, 2 Shiv, lord of the ox. “ek drvas 

pasurat rijhayo.”—carrtr /42. 3 hugely 

foolish; king of fools. 

ugfuor [pasurzya] See ura. “tuk tuk hve sabhe 
pasurlya jayhé.”—carrtr 228. 

‘ug [pasu], 4g" [pasua] See Ug. “pasu mzlahr 
cSgraia, kharu khavahz Smrztu dehr.”-guj 
m 1. ‘Animals graze hay and yield elixir 
(milk) 
ugragH [pasuakaram| n actions performed 
not from any benevolence but only to satisfy 

one’s hunger. 2 actions bereft of benevolence. 

“pasuakarem kare nahi bujhe.”-bher m 3. 

ugrst {pasuaral adj TyerfX animal killer. 
2.n hunter. 3 water carrier. “jzu mina here 

pasuara.”~g5d namdev, 
UR [pase] see. See un I. “pase kru didar?” 
sri chit m5. 

ur (paseu] 1 sweat, perspiration. 
‘UR [pases], URGE [pasesur], UAT [pasesvar] 
nug-#m, lord of Nandi, Shiv. “bahu tokh kin 
pases, pleased Shiv.’ “ses sures dines 
pasesvar.”-GV 10. 2 lion, lord of animals. 

“nath kahyo ju pasesur ko, ab hohu sucet!” 
-GV 10. 

‘ume [pasec] P gn preparation. 2 baggage for 
ajourney. 
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um Uy [pase pust] P 2%. adv at the back, 
ules [paseman] P v4 adj repentant. 
2 ashamed, abashed. 
umat [pasemani] P ji m repentance, 
penitence. 2 shame. 

‘une (pasev] 1 sweat, perspiration, “nakh pasev 
jace sursari.”~mala namdev. ‘from whose foot- 

nails, Ganga has erupted.’ 

uf [pase] sees. See unt 1. 2 will lie down, will 
fall. 3 is placed, is put. “pote pase.”-BG. ‘is 
put in the treasury.” 

wi On [paso pes] Pn back and front. 
2 deliberation, consideration. 3 good and bad. 

4 loss and profit. 
unfe [passd] P x4 adj desirable, likeable. 
untdies [passdidan] P v like. 
uridie [pasddida] P »4.4 adj favourite. 
uf? [pasSdo] adj liked, favoured. 2 sees. See 
UF 1, “nen pas3do soz, pekhz musatak bhai.” 
a: 5.3 on seeing. “pzri passdo harro 
thio.”"—var maru 2 m 5. 

WH [pass] See ur. 
ug [pascamr] towards the west. “ulatr g5g 
pascamz dharia.”-saveye m 3 ke. e.g. - ‘The 
convention was reversed, and the master 
bowed before the disciple.” 
uf [pagctm] west, the direction in which 

the sun sets. See URUH. 
‘Uy [past] See URS. 
‘una [pasy] Skt see, understand clearly. See ut 
mr, 
unadue [pasytohar] Skt n who steals while 

being seen, pickpocket. 2 goldsmith, who 

makes ornaments of gold. 
‘umaa [pasyan] see. See un U7. “lakh acaraj 

pasyan crt cahu.”-NP. 2 sceing. 

undtat [pasySti] See wa urainit, 2 See ur ur, 
UAH [pasves] n ug-tin. Shiv, lord of Nandi. 
“pasves pith dai he.”-krzsan. ‘Shiv fled the 
battlefield.” 2 See upufs. 
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ut [pahl n dawn, daybreak, early moming. “crri 
cuhki pah phuti."-var gau2 m 5. 2 path, track, 
way. 3 S pain, distress. “pah pztari.”"—ramav. 
“bundle of sufferings." 
yas [pahcan) n recognition, introduction, 

acquaintance, understanding. 

ud [pahni] See usd. 
nfs [pahatr) Sn lentil, pulse. See ufafs. 2 Skr 
offering; food offered to a deity, sacrifice. 

uaa {pakan] P yx adj wide. 
‘wane [pahanna], uaa" (pahan-na) v put on 
clothes, wear ornaments, dress up. 

uaa [pahnaunal, woo [pahanana] vhelp 
one to dress up with clothes and wear 
omaments. 2. bestow a robe of honour in king's 

‘open court, 
gen [pahanam] Ski GRETA adjdisreputable. 
2 inconspicuous. “pragat bhae sisar mah 

phrrte pahnam.”-brla m 5. See z*-fursat. 
uae [pahnami] n infamy. See was. 2 Skr 
nquyfs. secrecy, privacy, notoriety. “trsnalkra 
cale pahnami.”-brla a m 3. 3 cheating, 

treachery, secret plans. 
‘uaere [pahanava} n dress, costume. adj who 

helps in putting on clothes. 
‘uae [pahar] Skr you n eighth part of day and 
night; a period of three hours, “gharia sabhe 
gopia, pahar kinh gopal.”-var asa. 
wage" [paharna] v put on clothes and wear 

ornaments. 
‘uae’ [pahra] 7 session, which changes after 

three hours; police post set up for protection. 

yer [pahrana] v help one dress, dress. 2 put 

on the robe of honour. 
‘user [pahrava] See uaa". 

wag (pahruj, ayer (pahrual, vagMr [pahrua] 
n guard, watchman. “uthat bethat harr s3gt 

pahrua.”=gau m 5. See #8. 
‘wae [pahre] See owe". 2 a poetic composition 
uttered by Guru Nanak in Sri Rag comparing. 
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each stage of life with pahrs i.e. period of three 

hours during the course of day and night. This 
divides life span of a human being into four 

parts. 3 adv always, day and night. “brnu 

harrbhagatr kaha thrtz pave, phirto pahre 

pahre."-gaum 5. 
uae [pahrek] one of the eight parts of a day 
and night, “pahrek lagi j3g baji.”-saloh. 
uaéfaa @@ [pahrekzk lau] for a period of 
three hours, 2 after a period of three hours. 
“pahrekrk lau phrr pran phrre.”-ramav. 
ae [pahal] n side, edge. 2 See ufas. 
WIE [pahlav] See URE. 
‘wae [pahalvan] P yyidy 7 brave man, valiant 

fighter. 2 who takes part in wrestling; 

wrestler, 
yaw [pahalvi] See serft, Sanskrit scholars 
believe as ‘pahlvi’ its root. ‘pahlav’ is the 

language of the Iranians. 

uae [pahalya], uaest [pahalyi), Uae" (pahlal, 
‘uvét [pahli] adj first, initial, primary. 

wag [pahly] P fg n body’s middle part, 
between the armpit and groin; facet, side. 

wader [pahlotha] adj the first born, the first 
son. 2 the earlier born. 
uar [paha] has been. “thagauri stu olajhr 
paha.”-sar m 5. ‘has been entangled in 
cheating.’ 2 path, way, track as in — ‘zh 
paha pfd nd jéda he.’ 
ug [pahar] m mountain. “gun ko pahar he.” 

-akal, 2 See yas. 3 Skt expansion, spread, 
elaboration. 

‘uve [pahara) n multiplication table, table of 
multiplication. 2 Skt expansion, spread, 
elaboration. 3 effect, competence. “nanak 
pragat pahare.”-sor m 5. “pragat pahara 
japda.”-var gov J m4. 4 preaching, character. 
5 place of striking, blacksmith’s workshop 
where metal is heated and moulded by beating 

with 2 hammer. See wow. 
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uae [pahar] mountain. 2 a musical measure. 
also known as ‘pulfg pahay’. See oct 2. 
yoafitu a [paharstgh raja) son of Charhat 
Singh Bairar who ascended the throne of 
Faridkot in 1827. At the end of the second 
Anglo-Sikh war, the British Government gave 

him more territory and bestowed the title of 
raja upon him. He died in April 1849. See 
‘adtede and eftafitu, 
‘uma [pahaza] See yore" 1 

weet [pahari) 7 hill, hillock. 2 a musical 
measure popular in the hilly areas, as 
complete mode of music. In this mode both 

flat and pure forms of the seventh note 
(nzsad) are employed. All other notes are 

used in pure form. The third note (gadhar) is 

the key note and the sixth note (dhevat) is 

used as supplemental. It is also known as 
jhjhoti. No particular time has been fixed 
for its singing. 

ascending : dha sare magamapadhanaga 
descending : sana dha pa ma ga ra $a 
3 dialect of the hill area. 4 residents of a hilly 

area. § adjrelated to the hills; hilly. 

‘usetiw (paharia] 1 a resident of hills. 

uget oF [pahari raje] See wet wa. 
ufs (pahr] See wa. 2 part with, to. “js manukh 
pahr karou benti.”-guj m5. “thu tano veci sSt 
pahtz.”~asa chat m 5. 3 Suf than. “to pahr 
dugni majuri dehau.”-sor namdev. ‘I will pay 
double of what you pay.’ 

ufos [pahztl, ufofs [pahrtz], ufedt [pahrti} 
cooked pulses, See yafs, “bhatu pahrtz aru 

lapsi.”~asa kabir. “ap parti me dar khat na 
basar ht.”—carrtr 266. ‘such misers as do not 

put turmeric powder in the cooked pulse.” 
ufone [pahtnna] See uase", 
ufsem [pahinam] See uaa. 
ufosmit [pahrnami] See yor. “lakh thagia 
pahrnamia.”-var asa. 
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ufos (pahrr] See uve. 
ufssar [pahrra] See usee’, “bastro na pahrre 
ahr ntst kahire.”~var asa. 
ufsee (pahrranu] See waver, 2 See teas. 
“pahrronu perdhranv.”~sri m /. ‘Meditating 
at the feet of the Creator is my attire.’ 

ufas' [pahzra] See yas. 
ufaefenr [pahiraza] made one wear a 
dress; was dressed, was attired. 2 bestowed 
a dress of honour. “puregurr pahrraza.” 

-sorm 5, 

ufueor [pahrtrana] See usewr. 
ufaee [pahzrava] See yore", 
ufsfoor & whe weer (pahrrra ke ghart 
gavna)-sri beni, This hymn is to be sung on 
the same tune as “pahrle pahre renz ke 
venjarra mrtra!”. 

ufat [pahzre] See uaa. 
ufos [pahz!] See uss. 2 n beginning. 3 adv 

first of all, primarily. “pahrl pursa brra.” 
—dhana namdev. ‘First of all, the seeker should 

embrace non-attatchment.” 

ufvefifut [pahrlstgh] son of Mela, a goldsmith, 
who lived in Sirhind. Once hecame to Anandpur 

‘Sahib, got into the service of Guru Gobind Singh, 

who assigned him the task of making some gold 
articles. He stole a part of the gold given tohim 
but the Guru prohibited him from indulging in 
evil deeds, taught him to Jead a righteous life 

and baptised him with amrit. 

uss ydiz [pahrl purie] from the ancient man, 
from the primeval person. 2 before the 

creation. “pahrlu purie podrak vana.”—dhana 
namdev. ‘the lotus (pOdrik) came into being.’ 

ufaesdbor (pahrlria) adj first; of the first aeon. 
“pritz cit pahziria.”~sar m5. 
ufsees [pahtivan], ufosess (pahrivanral 
See ugaes. “hau gosai da pahrivanya.”—sri 
m5 pepai. 

‘ufawer [pahrlra), ufoest [pahzlri] adjthe first, 
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coming before all others in time. “harz pahzlyi 
Jay parvrrti keram drryaia.”-suhi cht m5. 
ufusr [pohzla] See ufust. 2 adv first of all, in 
the first instance, at first. “pahrla suca apr 
huz.”=var asa. 

ufaat [pahrla] adv earlier, previous. 
ufawe [pahrlad] See yore. 
ufserefiu (pahtiadstgh] See yfusrefiw. 
ufos: yx fuddt Het (pahrla putu prcheri 
mai] hymn uttered by Kabir in Asa mode: 

1 pahzla putu prcheri mai, 
gory lago cele ki pai, ... 
dekhat sfghu caravat gai, 
jal ki machuli tarvarr brai, 

dekhat kutra legai brlai, 
tale rebesa upart sula, 
trs ke pedz lage phal phula, 
ghore carr bhes caravan jai, 
baharr belu gonz ghar ai. 

‘Thus goes the meaning of this hym 
1 Due to lineal descent from the ultimate 

Reality, the living being, as the first born son 
came earlier and the world of illusion was 

created later. 
2 The soul is the mentor but it follows 

the mind (disciple), 

3° Cow-like senses prevail upon the lion- 
like being. 

4 Fish-like intellect entitled to enjoy 

ocean-like spiritual bliss, dotes upon the tree- 

like body. 
5 The cat of hypocrisy has snatched 

away the dog of spiritual service. 
6 The tree of the world with branches 

downward, has its root upward i.e. the ultimate 

Reality. 

7 The Divine, controlling the world of 

illusion, bears all the fruit and flowers. 

8 The conscience, riding the horse of 

vital air, involves the buffaloes of senses in 

Cemrdtsvsen 
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worldly pleasures. 

9 The ox of energy stands outside but 

the bundle of sexual yearnings has already 
overwhelmed the mind. 

ufag {pahrlu] See ay. 
ufa&e (pahriode] adv at first, in the first place, 
primarily. “pahzlode te rrjaku samaha. 

prchode te jSt upaha.”-majh a m5. 
ud [pahi) 1 narrow countryroad, footpath. 
2 wayfarer, traveller. “pahina vie birathra.” 

-var maru 2 m 5. 3 can. “kudretz kim na 
pahi.”—dev m5. 4 fell down. “gurcaran masteku 
dart pahi.”-mala partal m 5. 5S messenger. 
udu [pahia] n wheel of a cart or a chariot 
ete, 2 traveller, wayfarer. “avat pahia khudhe 
jahz."-g5d kabir. ‘The wayfarers who come 
and go without assuaging their hunger.’ “pur 

bhare pahiah.”~maru a m J. ‘The boats are 
loaded fully with passengers.’ 

ug [pahu] See us 1. 2 part from. “krthaho 
hart pahu nasie?”~gau m 4. 
ug’ [pahuc], ug'z [pahdc] 1 act of reaching, 
reach. 2 power, strength. 3 entrance, access. 

4 pahic has also been used for pahGci; an 
oranment worn by women on their wrists. 
“besar gajrar3 pahOc apar5.”-ramav. 
ugee™ [pahucna], Wee {pahucanu], UFT 
[pahdcan] v go from one place to another, 
arrive, 2 be equal, fare equal in a competition. 

“pahucr na sake kox teri {ek jan.” ~guj var 2m 

5. “trsu nahiduja ko pahucanhara.”-gaum 5. 
uger [pahuca), ude" [pahca] » joint between 
hand and forearm; wrist. adjreached; arrived. 
ugera" {pahucauna], ug" [pahGcana] v 
carry from one place to another, deliver at a 
fixed place. 

uafe [pahuct] adv after reaching, after 
realizing one’s hopes. “rajr nakoi jivza, pahuct 
na calza koz.”~sava m J. 
uget [pahuci], ufZt [pahbei] n an omament 
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for the wrist. 2 feminine form of wrist 
[pahuca]. 
ugsé [pahutnal, ugar [pahutnal v be present; 

reach; it is a transform of word ‘pahuena’. 
“le le dat pahutra lave kart taiarv.”~sri m 5. 
“mahalu na pave, kohato pahuta.”~suhi m 5. 
“3tz dukhu pahuta ai.”~m 3 var sor. 

‘uyst [pahuta] reached. See ugaor. 
‘ugar [pahuna] See urge". 
uy? [pahunai] n state of being a guest. 

2 entertaining a guest, hospitality. 
Uys [pahuca], Uys" [pahutal reached, arrived. 
“apaskav apah pohuca.”-sukhmani. “so to 
gae bakoth pahuti.”-GPS. 
‘gat [pahuri) adjrelating to one getting angry; 
irate, evil. “sagal sanodhi bhae pahuri. je 

guruntda karhé kuri.”-GPS. 
ude [pahel] See ufos 1. 
ude [paheli] See yafear. 
ugar [pahoal a place of pilgrimage in district 
Karnal, tehsil Kaithal at a distance of sixteen 

miles from Thaneser. It is a part of Kurukshetar 

of which the Sanskrit name is Prithudak (pond 

of king Prithu). Two gurdwaras have been built 
at this place — one, relating to Guru Har Rai, 
Guru Tegbahadur and Guru Gobind Singh, is 
situated to the north of this city at a distance of 

one furlong near the Shivalya of Jammu. Now 

only its walls stand, the rest of the building has 

collapsed. There is a tank close by and margosa 
tamarid trees stand there. Due to the absence 
of any attendant, this place is not properly 

maintained. It is being disregarded. 

(2) The other, relating to Guru Nanak Dev, 
Guru Tegbahadur and Guru Gobind Singh, is 
situated in the city on the bank of Sarasvati. It 

was got built by Bhai Sahib Uday Singh, raja 
of Kaithal. Donation of rupees 100 per year 
has been made by Nabha state. A religious 
congregation is held on the fourteenth day of 
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the lunar half in the month of Chet and on full 

moon in the month of Kattak, 
It is eighteen miles from Kurukshetar 

railway station to the west. A pucca road leads 

to the gurdwara. 
uqee [pahhlav] See uae. 
ua [pak] See Ue, 
yas" [pakna], Yast [pakna] v ripen, not to 
remain unripe. 2 affirmation of an idea, its 

formation into a principle. 3 be expert in the 
art and erudition; be skilled, 

‘Uae [pakar) n grip, grasp. See uaaa". 2 anxiety, 
worry. “paker vkhe man g5g ko.”-GPS. 
gaat {pakorasz] will hold, will grasp, will catch. 
‘year [pakarna] catch; catch hold of. 
wast ([pakrai] gave the grasp of; let it be 
held. “prabhu bah pakrai.”~asa chSt m 4. 
2 act of being caught, sense of being held. 
‘weet [pakrana] deliver, give into the custody 
of. “bah prabhu pakraz jiv.”-asa ch5tm 4. 
uafa (pakerr] adv after catching, “pakarz jiv 
anza deh binasi.”—prabha kabir. 

wat [pakari] held, grasped, took. “nanak ot 
pakri prebhu suami.”-gaum 5. 
ways [paklut] See Fa" 2. 
‘wags [pakvan] m cooked meal. 2 dishes fried 
in ghee. See AS Uawst and Uet sitet, 
acy [pakar] See uae and user, 
‘uaa [pakayna] v catch, sieze, grip. 2 make 

firm determination. “adrzgatu agocar pakrza 
gursabdi.”-tukha ch5tm 4. 
uafs (pakarr] adv catching hold of. “pakarz 
calarnz dutjom.”—majh barahmaha. 
We [paka] See Uar 4. “pake b3k duar.”—var 
majh mI, 
umge [pakauna] v cook, boil well. 2 cause 
fruit to ripen etc. 3 be firm in one’s view or 
doctrine, resolve firmly. “bah mid pakaza.” 
—var sar 4, 

‘yer [pakai] cooked, boiled well. 2.» firmness, 
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resoluteness, determination. “kac pakai othe 

paz.”-japu. ‘testing the deficient to know the 
extent of perfection.” 

uerdaft [pakarogi] adjsuffering from an incurable 
disease, 2 leper, leprous. “jru pakarogi vz)- 

Jaz.”—dhana m 1. 
‘ueftrdt [pakisari] confirmed oblong dice. See 
welt We. “ape dharz dekhahz kaci paki sari.” 
-majh a m3. 

water (pakora), ua [pakoril, va" (pakora), 
uaa [pakori] n pakora; cooked ball, ball of 
gram flour fried in ghee. “dadht s6 pakori bare 

jirak marac par.”-GPS. “sukham odan bare 

palore.”-NP. 
‘usted [pakSbar] See tata. 
Ua [pakk] Skt ug adjripe. 2 determined. 
Wage [pakkarna] v oblige, render grateful. 
2 reach for helping someone in the hour of need. 
War (pakka] adj ripe; ready to be used. 2 well 
cooked. 3 fully practised. 4 built with mortar 
of lime and brick powder etc. 5 a village of 

Patiala state in district Barnala, tehsil and 

police station Rama. A gurdwara in memory 
of Guru Gobind Singh stands to the south of 

this village close to the residential houses. On 

his way to Talwandi, the Guru stayed here for 
three days. The wild tree with which the Guru 

tied his horse still exists. A built shrine stands 

there. The gurdwara owns one hundred 

ghumaons of land donated by Patiala state. 

The priests are Sikhs. It is four miles to the 
south away from Sangat railway station (B.B. 

& CI Railway). 
Yanrfom (pakkasahzb] There is village 
Madheh (or Madhei) in district Ferozepur, tehsil 
‘Moga, under police station Nihal Singh Wala, 
which is at a distance of sixteen miles from 

Moga railway station. A gurdwara in memory 

of Guru Gobind Singh stands two furlongs 
away from the village (Madheh) to the south. 
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‘The Guru stayed here for sometime while going, 
from Takhtupura to Dina. The Guru’s thumb 
had gone septic and he changed the bandage 
at this place. So it has come to be known as 

Pakkasahib. An elegant and lofty shrine has 

been built. An Udasi saint Rodu Ram got it 
renovated through social service. Sixteen to 
seventeen ghumaons of Jand has been donated 
by the villagers. 
elt (pakki] feminine form of ter. 
Uatt art (pakki sari) a pawn, in the game of 
‘copar’, which has cleared all obstacles and 
reached the safe region. Starting from the 
centre and passing forty-two squares, the pawn 

gets confirmed and when it reaches the outer 
house it is called strong and sound. If it is not 

conquered upto this square, then it enters the 
inner chamber. Like the squares with dots in 
the figure, are the obstructions. “ape dharz 
dekhahr keci paki sari.”-majh am 3.“dekhaht 
Kita apna dharz kaci paki sarie."-var asa. An 
unconfirmed (kacci) pawn stands for a being 

wandering in the transmigratory cycle; 
confirmed means the spiritually enlightened 

person who has realised the ultimate truth under 

the guidance and protection of the Guru and 
whose transmigratory cycle has come to end. 
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uethtafs [pakkisSgatr) a holy place in Prayag 
where Guru Tegbahadur stayed. See yora 4. 

elt Beh [paki rasoi), Uaft SZt (pakki roti] 
according to Hinduism, it is a meal which is 

cooked with ghee and milk on fire, like fried 

bread ball, sweet dish prepared with rice and 
milk, and roasted grains or potatoes cooked in 
hot ash. 
We Thrat [pakke pobara] See irre, 
Ug [pakv] See Yer and var, 
uaa [pakvagay] a bodily organ that digests 
food. See er, 

‘ua [paks] Skt Ue{ vr adopt, be partial to one 

side; participate in some matter. 2 » side, 

direction. 3 one aspect of an issue. 

4 companion, assistant. 5 wing, feather, 6 bright 

and dark halves of the lunar month. 7 house, 
dwelling place. 8 sun. 9 wisp of hair adorning 
the forehead of women. 10 word suggestive 

of the numeral two because there are two 
balves in a month. 11 shoulder. 12 opinion, 

view. 13 wall. 14 elephant, used by a king as 

his conveyance. 15 part of the body. 

16 neighbourhood. 

aus [paksdhar] n bird. 2 moon. 3 arrow. 
waars [pakspat] Skt n favouring of someone 
without considering his good and bad points; 
partiality. 
usrurs [pakgaghat) See »madat, 
ufaant [paksrraj] king of birds, blue jay. 
2 vulture. 
wplt ( paksi] Skt 9 adj having wings. 2 partial. 
3 supporter. 4 n bird. 5 arrow. 
we [pakh] See ua, 2 PY aspect, side, 3 adj 
fine, good. 4 part wonderful, excellent! 

‘wafer [pakhaua] » wing, feather. “morpakhauan 
ko dharke.”-krrsan. ‘adorning oneself with 
peacock’s feathers.’ 2 bird. 
werebr [pakhaia] 1 wash. See weras. 
“sadhucaran pakhaia.”"-brla a m 4. 2 adj 
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engaged in washing. 
wee [pakhar] See une and Yue. 
were [pakhrara], uufecr [pakhrrya], wedbnr 
[pakhria], w483 [pakhret), uves [pakhret] adj 
who uses saddle and armour; who rides the 

horse which is saddled and armoured; 
horseman, cavalary man. “pakhrare nacat 

bhee.”-carztr 128, “cun cun hane pakhria 
jpana."-VN. “cole pakhret si gari.”-gurusobha. 
“bade i banet bir sabhe pakhret.”—krisan. 2" 

saddled and armoured horse or elephant. 

\newres [pekhlavan] v washing, cleaning. “kar 
pag pakhalavau.”-bria m 5. 

‘ueee' [pakhvara], uses [pakhvaya] n period, 

equal to half of a lunar month, time equal to 
fifteen lunar days. “pal pakhvara ghari 
mahina.”~prov. 

uet [pakha] n stirrer of a current of air; fan. 

“pakha pheri pani dhova.”-suhi a m 4. 
2 wing, feather. “morpakha ki chata madhu 

muratt.”—carrtr 12. 
wea [pakhauj] See uweH, 
wee [pakhan}, urs [pakhan] Skt wre n 

stone. “pakhan puj-hé nahi.”-VN. 
wwmnyn [pakhanpuja] worship of stones, 
idolatory, idol worship. 
uw [pakhar] See uss. 2 n line, streak. “bade 
pakhar gat par pare. manahu gir par ahr 
samsare.”-GPS. ‘Black lines on the body of a 

tiger appear like black snakes on a mountain,” 
3 gully or erosion formed by the flow of water. 

4 leather bag, filled with water, which is 
mounted on an animal. “rk din jal pakhar 

kav lade brrkhabh agari karat payan.”-GPS. 
uaa [pakharan] Skt Yara n act of washing 

well. “karz sgt sadhu caran pakhare.”-asa 
mJ, “caren pakharau kart seva.”-brla m5. 

arf [pakhart) adv after washing. “caren 
pakharr kaha gun tasv.”—dhona m 5. 
wad [pakhari] See urgs. 2 uxt. opponent, 
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rival, defendant. “apne lakhr bar ntvar 
pakhari.”—~krisan. ‘Remove sufferings of 
opponents by taking them as your own 
children.’ 

wee (pakhal] See wars 4, 
pms [pakhalan] See wees. “trsu caran pakhali 

jo tere maragr cale.”—majh m 5. “so pakh3di 
jx kaza pakhale.”-var ram / m1. 
‘wren [pakhavaj] » pair of one-sided musical 
drums used for maintaining rhythm. Its right 
part is plastered black and left is coated with 

flour. It is used for maintaining rhythm. “philu 
rababi baladu pakhavaj.”—asa kabir. See €tg. 
weft [pakhavji) 2 one who plays a pair of 
one-sided musical drums. 
weegq. [pakhavaju] See wren. “vaja matr 
pakhavaju bhav.”-asa m /. 
uftmms [pakhzan] See unas. 
uftemit (pakhrari) adj having a plait on the 
forehead; having adorned herself with a lock 

of hair on the forehead. See ua 9. “kar sigaru 
bahe pakhzari.”=g5d kabir. 

wit [pakhi] See ust. 2 See Wei. 3 See un. 
4 wing, feather. See udint. 
unin (palchia] wings, feathers. “tut khages 
gai pakhi.”-cidi /. 2 petals, floral leaves. 
“phul gulab ki jay pakhis.”-cSdi /. 
wi? [pakhije) should wash. “sadhucaran 
pakhije.”-kali a.m 4. 

any [pakhu} See wat 4. “me harr brnu pakho 
dhaya avaru na koi.”-asa m4, 
ud [pakhe] washed. “ham satrgur caran 
pakhe.”—nat m4. 

udty [pakheru] 7 feathered creature; bird. See 

utr [pakhoa] See uufpor. 
unis (pakhad), widt [pakhSdi] See unts and 

unig. 
ues [pakhh] See va. 
whet [pakkhra], thet [pakkhri] adj with saddle 
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and armour (he or she). See undtorr. 

whe (pakhha] See we, 
whit (pakhhil 7 small fan. 2 See weit. 
wt [pakhho], UF (pakkhoke] a village in 
district Gurdaspur at a distance of three kohs 
from Dehra Baba Nanak on the opposite side 

of river Ravi. Here Baba Mool Chand of 

Chona Khatri caste lived before settling at 
Batala. Ajita Randhawa, a spiritually 
enlightened devotee of Guru Nanak, also 
belonged to this village. See ewtrrfuat No. 2. 
wears (pakhyan] Skt Gumears n tale, story. 
“updest kaht kahz pakhyan.”-GPS, 2.a story 
referred to in a long tale; a story related with 
another story. In Dasam Granth, an ignorant 

scribe has mentioned Pakhyan Charitar in 

place of Charitropakhyan. 

ua [pag] n foot. “satpag dhoie hi.”~asa m 5. 
2 turban. “pharida, me bholava pag da matu 
meli hozjaz."-s farid. 3 Dg one step; distance 
covered by one step; distance equal to two 

paces. “ran cot pari pag dve na fale hé."—VN. 
uareadt [pagcakti] See vadt. 
uarsat {pagddi] n a path on which one can 
walk only on foot, and through which a chariot 
etc cannot be driven. footpath; a straight path 

like a stick, 
vary [pagnal v be coated with the jelly of sugar 
candy etc. 2 be absorbed in an object. 3 be 

engrossed in love. 

usnrgs (pagpahul] See voatys. “prem vine 
son bani sunke. pagpahul dini stkh gunke.” 
-NP. 

uanies {pagbsdan] n act of laying forehead 
on the feet to pay respect. 
uare@ [pagrau] catch, adopt. 2 caught, adopted. 
“pc te eku chuta, jau sadhu sg pagrav.” 
~sar partal m5. 3 n foot movement. 

‘vafeur [pagrtya], uadt [pagri], Urs [pagria] 
n turban. “vastra pagrrya lal yut.”—carztr 39. 
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“havabhrmant tedhz pagri.”-brla kabir. 
wage [pagrenu] n dust of the feet. See var 
and 32. 
vari [pagri] See vend. 
vara {pagah] Po n dawn, daybreak, carly 
morning, dusk, 

‘uare [pagar] # ford. “nadi agadh nir jahx bahe, 
hor pagar tohz ko lahe.”-GPS. 2 swamp on 
the bank ofa river. 3 » palace, elegant building. 

See uae. 
‘uarer [pagara] See ware 3 and ug. 

ufar (pag) on foot. “jan pagz lagt dhravahu.” 
bila var 7 m3. 

ufsma (pegrya] n turban. 
unit [pagi] adv at the feet. “suk janakpagi lag 
dhravego.”-kan a m 4. 2 coated with. 
3 absorbed in. 
wafer [pagial, Yer [page] m turban. “ghor pagia 
str badhe.”~paras. 

War weet [pagg badalnil, ua weet [pags 
vatauni] v become fast friends. In olden times 

friends used to exchange turbans with each 

other to show that their honour was mutually 

shared. 
Yar ez firg [pagg vatt mrt) a friend who has 
exchanged his turban with a friend. See tar 

wares [paggvsd] n criterion for dividing 
property, according to which male members 
of the family (who wear turban) get equal 
share; stepbrother, elder or younger brother 

are not discriminated. See favs. 
ye (paghula] Sit aga n lotus. “paghula 
ke mul brkhe jese jal pan kije.”-BGK. ‘like 
sipping water through the stem of a lotus.” 

1s [pac] Skt Tq vr cook (boil well), 
wee [pacee] adj fifth. 2 with the fifth. “pacae 
hanuvat lakh.”"—ramav. ‘on seeing Hanuman 

with the fifth face.’ 

‘use? [pacna] v digest. See ue and uaa", 
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‘Wem [pacan] Skt n act of cooking. 2 fire. 
west [pacnal v simmer; be thoroughly cooked, 
boil. 2 be digested. See use". 3 be destroyed. 

“upje pace harz bujhe nahi.”-majh am 3. “pace 
patsgu mrrg bhrig kocar min.”~nat a m 4. 
4 boil inward with anger and jealousy; simmer 

with indignation. “pact pact budahr kuru 
komavahr.”—maru solhe m J. 5 hide, remain 

hidden, “kin maha agh pace sunahi.”-GPS. 
‘aus [pacpan} fifty and five, fifty-five. 
enra [pacmar] adj powerful to kill a lion; lion 

killer; brave. “an paryo pacmar sabhan 
sunparo.”—carztr 93. 
usd (pacvaja] See usus. 
wear [pacauna] v digest. 2 hide. 3 destroy. 
See us. 
verfes [pacazr] stricken with pain, emaciated 
on account of a disease; feeble. “hoz pacary 

dukhh sah3da.”-BG. 

UGH [pacas] Skt twHs adj fifty. 50. 
wer [pacasa] Skt uetfaer n a cluster of fifty 
ch3ds (poetic metres); such a book. See 

‘Teusw. 2 a group of fifty. “khin vrsarahz tu 
svami, janav bares pacasa.”—sor m 3. 
3 assembly of councillors. “mata na kare 

pacasa.”-sar m 5, 4 Skt ern adj with five 
faces. 5 Shiv. 

ust [pacasi] Ske WarHtfs adj cighty and five. 
adv among eighty-five, “pacasi pagu khrse.” 
var majh m 1. 
usa [pacaha] destroyed. 2 destroys. “kar 
balakrup pacaha.”-sor m 4. 

‘star [pacig] See Yuta. “ganpatr adr pacig 
manae.”—GPS. 
wert [pacadh) Skt adj western; of the 
western side. # a region between the banks 
of Ravi, Sutlej and Sindh; western part of 
Punjab. 
‘sr (pacadha] na resident of Pachadh area. 
See usa. 2 a caste bearing the name of the 
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Pachadh region, tracing its origin to the 

Rajputs. 
wane (pacanve] teaefy. ninety-five. 
‘usr [pacana] See unger, 2 destroyed, 
‘usy [pacanv] digestible. See ues. “gurntda 
pace pacanu."-sri m J. 
wefigs (pacamrrt] See vfs. 
yeu [pacaya] digested. 2 cooked. See uv. 
3 mbrick-kiln; kiln where bricks are baked in 

fire. “tab ramu rk dayo pacaya.”-GPS. 
ume [pacar] Skt Guwe n service. 2 cure. 
J effort. 4 Skt yas expansion. 5 inspiration. 

6 custom, vogue. 7 fame. 
‘ugg [pacaranu] Sv mention, say. 2 challenge. 

See ugar 2. 
‘erga [pacarana] v advertise. 2 challenge, 
dare. See seg. “sur ssmuh s3ghare ranahz 
pacarke.”-c5di J. 
unre [pacara] See ues and Bauws, 
uwdba [pacarie], uedt2 [pacarie] should 
preach. 2 is known. See ue. “jeha ghale 
ghalna teveho nav pacarie.”—var asa. 3 let us 
challenge. 
‘umee [pacavan] v cook well; cause to decay. 

2 destroy. i.e. conquer. “p5e dut sabadr 

pacavanza.”-majh a m 3. 3 digest. 
ures [pacavan] See uae. adj fifly-five. 
“s6mat satrahr sahas pacavan.”—ramav. 
Sammat 1755. 

ureret [pacava] 7 kiln in which bricks are baked; 
brick-kiln. See ure". “laz pacave lehf pakai.” 

-GPS. 
ufs [pact] adv having been digested. See we 
and wear. “pacr pacr mue brkhu dekhz 

patsga.”~asa m 4, 2 Skt act of cooking. 3 fire. 

udt [paci] adjabsorbed, engrossed. “je nar paci 
adhrk s8sari."-GPS. 2 twenty-five. 
unit [pacis], ute (pacih) Sk vefeafs adj 
twenty-five. “pic pacis moh mad matsar.” 
—bher kabir. according to Sankh school of 
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philosophy, five senses and twenty-five 
elements. See uz HHI. 2 See Udtage. 

uBg [paceu] adj who cooks, See us. 2 who 
sticks to someone with a selfish motive. 
udad (pacoter], uese" [pacotra] n Un-Gus, 
(extra) five rupees per one hundred which are 
recovered with revenue and are paid to the 

village headman for services rendered by him. 
ud2 [pacéde] sulking, raging, suffering. See 

‘ug UO, “ver karahz nirver nalt dharemnrar 
pacsde.”-var gau ] m4. 
wae [pacar] 1 piece of wood or metal driven 
into a gap, wedge. 2 sense — obstruction, 
hindrance. 

Wet [pacci] See usta. 2 adj ashamed, abashed 
as — ‘uh vada pacci hora.’ 

‘usa [pacy] Skt adj fit to be cooked. See ug a. 
ug [pach] See ue and uz. 2 river bank. 
“monzpatt beth rahat pach bhae.”—datt. ‘sat 
by the bank.’ 3 adv after. “pach lagahi 

sardar.”-gyan. 
‘uge [pachna] v phlebotomise the skin with a 

sharp-edged weapon like a blade etc. 2 2 
razor. 

ussfa [pachatshr] repents. 2 adv from behind, 
from the rear. See ugatu. 

ueaz [pachtaunal, ues [pachtana] v 
repent, regret, feel sorrow after doing a wrong 
act. 

uaey [pachtap] Skt up's n act of regret for 
wrong doing; repentance. “chodz jar 
brkhraras, tau lage pachtap.”-sar m4. 
ugafum (pachtapra) repented, felt sorrow. 
“Khor gran pachtapta.”-brha ch3tm 5. 
‘west [pachatape] repents. “drnpratr kore kare 
pachtape."=dhana m 5. 

‘ugarer [pachtava] See uesru. 
ugh [pacham] See ufgH. “pacham duare suraj 
tape."-bher kabir. ‘Heat is produced by 
penetrating vital air into the serpent nerve,’ 
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ugHe [pachaman] Skt YET n eyelash; a row 

of hair on the edge of the eyelid. 

‘umft [pachmi] adj western, of the west. 
‘ume [pachra] nymph, beautiful woman, fairy. 
ugen (pachraj] See ufaen and ufeon. 
veaar [pacharna] v be left behind, to lag 
behind. 

usafee’ [pachrarda} leaving behind. 2 get 
defeated. “papi na pachrarda.”-BG. 

‘ust [pacha) adj latter, last, ultimate. “pahzle 
pahtré phulya, phalu bhi pacha ratz.”-s farid. 
i.e. ‘in the early moming,’ 

‘uaa [pachah] » west, direction in which the 

sun sets, “kahu pachah ko sis nrvayo.”—akal. 
use [pachan] See awe. 
up'es" [pachanna] v be acquainted with, know 

personally. 2 respect. 
uerg [pachanu] adj acquaintance, person 
known. “rku pachanu jis ka.”-sri m 5. 
ugé? [pachanddo] feel, be aware of. “maren 
pachanSdo koz.”-var maru2 m5. 
wget [pachata] realised. “jrnz hukamu pachata 
hari kera.”-asa chdt m 3. 

‘uss [pachan], Wey [pachanu] See vere and 
uerg. “tumahr pachanu sak tumahr s3gz.” 
-sarm 5, 

ued [pachar] » relegation. 2 falling down to 

become unconscious. “grryo avanx par khaz 
pachare.”=NP. 
eras [pacharana] v defeat, throw down, to 
fell with force. 

usofs [pacharatz] in the latter part of the 
night, in the early moming. See ue", 
werd [pachavar] adv at the back of. “asx le 

tab kanh pachavar jharyo.”~krrsan. 
ues (pachava] n back side. 2 shadow, “jete 
mata rag, tet pachavza.”—asa m 5. 

users [pachay] throwing down. 
users [pacharna] See uerea", “ap pacharaht 
dharti nalz.”—var asa. 
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ueea@ (pacharyul thrown down. “kam gahr 
kes pacharyu.”~saveye m4 ke. 
ufir [pachz] See usft, “pachzsut oran januk 
vidare.”—-corrtr 332. ‘as if the fledglings were 

killed by the hailstorm. 

ufex (pachim| Skt ufipt n direction in which 
the sun sets; west. 2 according to yog, the left 
nostril. “pachrm pherr cayave suru,”=ram 
beni. ‘should stop taking vital air through the 
left nostril and take it through the right nostril.” 

uff [pachrmz) in the west. “pachrmz alah 
mokama.”-prabha kabir. the Muslims believe 

that God resides in the west. It is ordained by 

the Koran that one should keep one’s face 
towards Kaaba while offering prayer [namaz]. 
See yas was, was 144 and 149. 

‘ufeon [pachzraj] king of vultures. See ufaer. 
“pachtraj ravan marke raghuraj sitahr 
legayo.”~ramav. ‘having killed the king of 
vultures [jafayul.” 

ugsfa [pachutehr] adv afterwards. 
“pachutaht pachtara.”—var sar m 4. 
‘gs [pachutap] See ueU, 
ugsa [pachutayau] n repentance, penitence. 
“kob-hu mz{+he nahi re pachtayav.”-saveye 
m5 ke. 2 repented. 
ude [pachela] adjwho lags behind, “basav s6 
kab-hu na pachele.”—carrtr /. ‘did not lag 

behind Indar in the battle.’ 2 resident of the 
west. 3 back side. 

ulm (pachoa) adj last. 2 1 back side, rear. 
uaa {pachotau] See urea and ves. 
uae [pachotauna], use" [pechotavna] 
v See use’, ‘esa kimu mule na kice jrtustr 
pachotaie."~an3du, 

uae (pachotava] See yess’, “pachotava na 
mule.”-trl3g m J. 

ues [pachorna} v throw down; push back. 
“hath pachorphr srr dharanz logahz.”~ 
mJ. f 
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‘UB 3 Tat [pacho re tani) regreted, repented. 
“sa pacho re tani.”-trlag m J. 
wae [pachorna] v throw down, strike 
forcefully. “sir hath pachore Sdha mur.”~gav 
m5. 

‘uitaR [pachorie] is thrown down, is struck. 

“kapar jrve pachorie maru I m 3. 
us" [pachSda] n a kick with (both) hind legs. 
“hat turat pachéda mardin.”-GPS, 

Ue (pacch} See ua. 2 wing, feather. 3 partiality; 
support. “ud pacch gae pe na pacch tajyo.” 
-ramav. ‘Jatayu got his wings cut by the 

weapons of Ravan but he did not give up siding, 

with Ram.’ 4 bird. “ser jzm bhachh par, baj 
jzm pachh par.”-NP. 5 dynasty, lineage. 

“duhd pachh bhitar ujzari.”-carrtr 161. ‘with 
glorious reputation in the parental and the in- 
laws family.’ 6 slight cut caused on the skin 
with a knife etc. 

Wee [pecchna] See vee" 
ugar {pacchra] nymph, fairy, houri. See munar 
and Haw. 
Use [pacchal}, Wa [pacchala] adjfeathered, 
having wings. “ude jenu pabbs pacchale.” 
~-ramav. ‘as if the feathered mountains flew.’ 
fe [pacchr] See welt. 2 arrow. 
feat [pacchzni], Ufat [pacchzni} n army of 
archers; military armed with winged arrows. 
-sanama. 
Ut (pacchi] See ust. 2 arrow. 3 residue of 
pressed sugarcane. 
Udt ntaet (pacchi Stak) n arrow that kills a 
bird.-sanama. In old times, arrows were used 
in hunting. 2 falcon. 

ug [pachr] Skt TRH adv in words. “kahd achr 
ke pachr ke stdhh sadhe.”-akal. ‘somewhere 

proven in letters and words by the scholars.” 
2 Skt TesA adj which may be questioned; 
worthy of questioning. 3 feathered, winged. 
ug? [pachra} m See Wea". 2 See mgr 2. 
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um [paj} See UR. 
umyae" [pajmurdal P »2/% adjwithered, faded, 
‘unmHt [pajama] P ¢! n garment, that is wom 
from the feet onward; pajamas. 
urs [pajar] See frre. 
unaa [pajaren] See YAee. 
‘une [pajava] P hig — oly — osl¢ nm furnace 
where bricks are baked; brick kiln. 

‘uftt [paji] on some pretext. “chutahuge krtu 
pajz.”-m | béno, 
urls [pajirl P 4 imperative form of urftewse 
to like. 2 adj liked; in such a situation, this is 

used as a suffix, as — femurits. 
urfiaase [pajirfoten] P Zz v like. 2 accept. 

UGS [pajutl, Uys [pajutal, ups [pojuti] adjwell 
connected. 2 used, employed. 3 inspired by 

Supporting. “carni cale pajuta age.”—asa m J. 
4 held. “sah pajuta pranvat nanak lekha 
deha.”—asa m J. 5 inspired, persuaded. 

6 grasped. “sih pajuti bakkri.”-BG. 
uta [pojeb] See uta. 
untaw [pajohas] P Ls n search, quest. See 
ities. 
uitdtes [pajohiden] P W124 v search, look 
for. 2 determine. 
ut [pajj] m pretext; excuse. Skt born from the 
foot of a low caste person ~ outcaste. 
uz [pat] Skt 4 vr wrap; divide; shine; speak; 
go to; root out; saw. 2 » clothes, dress. 

3 wooden plank. ‘le pat ko pat sath 
pacharyo.’—cSdi J. ‘hit the cloth on the 
wooden plank.’ 4 layer. “przthvi ke khat pat 
udgee.”-carrtr 405. 5 leaf/flap of a door. 
“pharam pat khule.”-dhana m 3. 6 curtain, 

tent wall. 7 silk. “ghra pat bhada kahe na 
kor.”-trl3g m /. 8 upper part of the thigh, 

9 mill’s grinding stone. “cakia ke se pat bane 
gagan bhumt pun doz.”—carrir 87. 10 adv 
in, within, inside. “pur rohyo sabh hi ghat ke 
pat."-33 saveye. 
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eel [patai) adj lease holder. 
‘UeR [patas] See Ufer. 
‘ued [patah) Skt n ue-a% such kettledrum as is 
sounded with a rod of twisted cloth. 2 a large 

drum. 3 kettledrum put on the back of a horse, 

4 Pkt fencing. 5 sword. See ufen. 
ued" [pat-ha] m who snatches clothes. 2 who 
Kills by throttling with a piece of cloth. “jo patha 
jan ghavat he.”-krrsan. 3 who strikes the 
cloth on wooden plank — washerman. 
uefa [pataht] See uea, 
‘ueaa® (pataknal » throw down, strike. 
vem [patka] Str Uea n piece of cloth to be 
fastened round the waist, girdle, waistband, 

2 small turban, towel. 3 xa an animal which is 
not slaughtered with a single stroke of the 
sword, but is thrown down on the ground 

partially slaughtered; eating flesh of such an 
animal is tabooed. 

uzars [patekar] weaver who prepares cloth. 

2 tailor. 

ueget [patkuti] tent. 
‘uce [patan] Skt es and Use n town, city, 
“hat patan brj m3dar bhSne.”-gaum J. 

‘uee (paternal See uzot and Yee, 

Uez [patenu] See uez. 
‘uese [pattar) n equality, parity. 2 simile; 
comparison; example. advcomparable, equal. 

‘Ues® [pattal] See usa. 
‘em [paten] See ue. 
ue (patna) Sk wefeyg.' capital of Bihar 
(Magadh) situated on the right bank of Ganges, 
it has the honour of being the birth place of 
Guru Gobind Singh. Patna was the capital of 
the Maurya dynasty in 321-184 BC. At the 

time of Chandar Gupat, the inhabited area of 
Patna was nine miles long and one and a half 

miles wide. A bricked wal! with 570 minarets 
and 64 doors went around the city. A trench 

"he root of thisname is patal tree (Bignonia suaveolens). 
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sixty feet wide and forty-five feet deep, was 
dug along the wall. See dequs. 

Calcutta is 332 miles and Lahore is 843 

miles away from Patna. According to the 

previous census, its population is 153739. 

Aurangzeb appointed his grandson Azim 
governor of Patna and named it Azimabad. 

Patna was first of all founded by king 

Ajatshatru. As the ruins of old Delhi are at 
some distance from New Delhi, similary ruins 

of Patliputar are found near Patna, and signs 

of the royal palace of Ashok have also been 
found. In Sanskrit books Kusumpur, 

Padmavati, Pushppur are also the names of 
Patna. 
These are the holy Sikh shrines in Patna: 

(1) Harimandir—birth place of Guru Gobind 
Singh. It is regarded as the second throne of 
the Khalsa. Its building was got built by 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Afterwards several 

well-intentioned persons got it renovated with 
marble and are still continuing to do so. The 

following articles relating to the Guru are kept 
here: 

= paghuya sahzb, (the craddle) on which 
the Guru sat in childhood. 

— four arrows of the Guru 
—a small sword 
a double-edged sword 

. ~asmall dagger 

- a kdgha (comb) of the Guru which is 

made of sandalwood. 
— a pair of shoes of the the Guru which 

are made of ivory. 

~a pair of shoes of Guru Tegbahadur made 

of sandalwood. 

— papers on which the Guru used to write 
Gurmukhi characters . 
Income of the shrine (Harimandir): 

- 450 vighas of land donated by a noble of 
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Bihar, Gopal Singh, income from which is 
rupees 1000 per year. 

—Rupees thirty-one and five and half annas 
per month from the Government. 

—Rupees five hundred yearly from Nabha 
state. 

— Rupees four hundred and seventy yearly 

from Jind state. 
~ Rupees seven hundred and twenty yearly 

from Patiala state at the rate of rupees two 

per day. 

~ Rupees four hundred and fifty-six yearly 
from Faridkot state, 

- Rupees one hundred and sixty yearly 

from 22 vighas of land of Mohalla Ranipur of 
Patna. 

— Rupees forty-four yearly from the land 

of Mohalla Rakab Ganj. 
~ Rupees forty yearly from the land of 

Mohalla Jala. 
— Rupees forty-seven yearly from the late 

Diwan Bishan Singh an officer of Nabha. 

~ Rupees fifty yearly income from Guru 
ka Bagh. : 

(2) Guru ka Bagh — a garden of Qazis near 
a graveyard in Patna, when Guru Tegbahadur 

visited this place. It was offered by the Qazi 
to the Guru, A gurdwara has been built at this 

place and Guru Granth Sahib (holy scripture 

of Sikhs) has been installed. Congregation is 

held on the 5* day of the bright half of Vaisakh. 

(3) Gobindghat ~ a bathing place on the 
bank of Ganga where Guru Gobind Singh used 

to frolic in water and from where he used to 

get into boats and enjoyed moving on the 
Ganga. A small gurdwara has been built for 

displaying Guru Granth Sahib. 
(4) Bari Sangat - a place in mohalla 

Gaughat where a mansion of Jait (or Jaitama!) 
a wealthy person is situated. Guru Tegbahadur 
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first stayed here. Jait, who was a wealthy man, 

extended hospitality to him with devotion. Now 
it is an elegant gurdwara. 

(5) Maini Sangat - also known as Chhoti 
Sangat. See Ret Has. 

(6) Mohan Mai Ki Sangat - a very pious 
woman. Keeping in view her devotion, the 
Guru visited her house several times and ate 
roasted grams. This place is uninhabited. Due 

to the negligence of the Sikhs, no gurdwara 
could be built here, 

The gurdwaras of Patna mentioned at 
numbers 2, 3, 4 and 6 are under the 
management of the priest of Harimandir but 
that at number 5, is managed independently 
by the Nirmala Sikhs. 

‘ues Wfaa (patna sahrb] See uw. 

‘eat (patni] 2 army having a cloth-flag; having 
a flag—sanama. 
uedtea [patbijna] n which is similar to light; 
insect that shines; glowworm; firefly. 

uertsy {patmidap] 7 house of cloth; tent. 

ueeet [patranil, erst (patrani] Skt Us waitin 
queen who sits on the throne, who is entitled 

to sit on the throne along with the king. “brnti 
kore patrani.”-bher namdev. 
ues [patal] or uee [patalu) 7 thatched hut; 

thatched roof. 2 curtain, covering. “haume 

patalu kerpa karz jarahu."-brla m 5. “brn 
harrnam ne tutasr patal.”-ram m 5. 3 eyelid. 
4 wooden plank, sheet. 5 chapter of a book or 

part ofa section. 6 consecration mark. 7 group, 
gang. 8 according to Tantar Shastar prefixed 

and suffixed to a holy text (incantation), as, 

for example, “o3 namah” may be used in the 

beginning and at the end of a mystical formula; 

‘o8" at the beginning and namah at the end. 
9 companions, material world and worldly 

relatives. “gahu parbraham saran hirde kamal 
caran, avar as kachu patalu na kije.” 
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-dhana m 5. 
uefes [patalz] due to covering. “parbraham 
mata patalz brsarta.”"—ozlam J. 
uze [patalu) See uew. 
Yew [patva] See ugmr. 2. a community of cloth 

merchants, garments. “bhatvan ke lal bhae 

patva.”-krrsan. 
‘eet [patvari] 1 maiden incharge of dresses; 
‘woman who helps in dressing. 2 employee who 
keeps wardwise record of a village. “mokau 

nitr dase patvari.”—suhi kabir. Here patvari 
means ‘Chitar Gupt’ —a recorder of the god 
of death. 
wea [patra] na square-legged wooden plank 
used for taking bath and washing clothes. 

‘ues [patri] small wooden plank with legs. 
2 a smooth path along the road or canal. 
3 writing board. 4 thigh’s upper part. “patri 

par khag than.”-GV 6. ‘Put the sword on the 
upper part of the thigh.” 

uer [pata] ” straight and thin sword shaped 

like a rapier. “‘pata bhramay’ jzm jam dhay5.” 
~ramav. “pata se pafsbar.”-carztr 179. 2 hair 
shaped like the feather of a crow. 3 deed, 
testimonial, authority letter. “jam ke pate 
Itkhata.”~sor kabir. 4 circular band put round 

dog’s neck etc. 5 rent. 
‘ue [patak] onom sound produced by a falling 
or exploding object. 
uzrar {pataka] n sound of a cracker. 2 cracker 

that makes such a noise. 
‘era [pataksep] fall of curtain at the end of 
an act in a play. 

ues (patana] v get something filled up. 
2 have some thing dug; excavate. 

ufearet [patrala] capital of the main Sikh state 
of misl Phul, one of the twelve Sikh misls. It 
was founded by Baba Ala Singh in Sammat 
1810 who built it by raising a fort of concrete 
in Sammat 1820 (1763 AD). It is at a distance 
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of sixteen miles from Rajpura to the south- 
west and is the second railway station from 

Rajpura on the Rajpura~Bhatinda-Samasata 
railway line. According to the fast census, its 

population is 46,974. 
The court chamber (divan khana), 

Motibagh, the palace and Baradari garden, 
Mahendra College and Rajindra Hospital are 
worth seeing places in Patiala. 

Patiala State 
Baba Ram Singh son of Baba Phul, after 

separating from his elder brother Tilok Singh, 
conquered many villages and assumed royal 

grandeur. However Baba Ala Singh should be 
acknowledged as the founder of the Patiala 

state. Therefore Patiala is known as ‘House 
of Baba Ala Singh’. 

Baba Ala Singh 

Ala Singh was born to Mai Sabi’ in the 
family of Baba Ram Singh in Sammat 1748 at 

Phul Nagar.’ At an early age, he showed sense 

of dignity and by his noble and virtuous deeds 
won for himself regard in the hearts of the 
people. Day by day, he expanded his father’s 
territories. He conquered many territories with 

the might of his sword and founded many 
towns like Barnala, Bhadaur and Patiala. In 

Sammat 1820 (1763 AD), he defeated Zain 

Khan, governor Sirhind, and annexed the 

territory of Sirhind into his state and got built 

the Sikh gurdwaras. ’ 

Raja Ala Singh was generous, brave and a 
devotee of Gurbani, who ate food after serving 
it to others. He was free from haughtiness, 

and was skilled in politics. His life partner Rani 
'She was the daughter of a landlord named Nanu who 
belonged to Buttar subcaste. 
2p the History of Patiala written by Caliph Mohammad 
Hassan, the year of his birth has been mentioned as 

Sammat 1753 (1695 AD). 
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Fateh Kaur’ was a pious lady, who was very 

talented and helpful in advancing the cause of 
her husband. She used to distribute food with 

her own hands and brought up orphan children 
as her own sons. 

He died on Saun 27" Sammat 1822 

(August 22", 1765) at Patiala. There is proper 
arrangment of free kitchen and devotional 

singing at his memorial of which the priest is 
an Udasi saint. 

Raja Amar Singh 

‘Amar Singh, son of Sardul Singh, elder son 
of Baba Ala Singh, was born to Rani Hukman 

on the 7 day of the dark half of Harh, 
Sammat 1805 (1748). Prince Sardul Singh had 

died in 1753 before his father. Thus Raja Amar 

Singh succeeded to the throne of Patiala state 
after the death of his grandfather in 1765 

(Sammat 1822). He got himself baptised, 
according to the Sikh rites from Jathedar 

‘Sardar Jassa Singh Ahluwalia.‘ With the might 
of his sword he annexed many territories into 

his kingdom, framed rules for the administration 
and struck coins in his own name. In Sammat 
1824 (1767 AD), he got released twenty 
thousand Hindu men and women from Ahmad 
Shah Abdali and became known as the 

Bandichhor, He conquered Bhatinda in 

Sammat 1828, annexed Saifabad (Bahadargarh) 
into his state in Sammat 1831. ° 
Raja Amar Singh died of dropsy at the age 

of thirty-three on the 8" day of the dark half of 
Phaggun Sammat 1838 (February 1781 AD). 

?Many historians have written her name as Phatto. She 

was the daughter of Kala, headman of Khana, 

“Sardar Jassa Singh had given the young chief (Amar 
Singh) pahul or baptism, always a bond of alfection 
among the Sikhs, and there was more sincere friendship 
between them than had existed in the time of Ale Singh. 

(The Rajas of the Punjab, p. 31.) 
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Raja Sahib Singh 
Prince Sahib Singh, son of Raja Amar 

Singh, was born to Rani Raj Kaur on 15" day 
of the dark half of Bhadon in Sammat 1830 

(1773 AD). He succeeded to the throne at 
the age of six. So the reins of the government 

remained in the hands of his grandmother Mai 
Hukman and Divan Nanumall. After the death 
of Rani Hukman, Bibi Rajendar Kaur (sister 
of Raja Amar Singh’s father, who was married 

to Bhumia Singh at Phagwara) extended full 
help to Nanumall. 

In Sammat 1844 (1787 AD) Raja Sahib 

Singh was married with great pomp and show 

at Amritsar to Ratan Kaur, daughter of Sardar 
Ganda Singh, an honourable leader of Bhangi 

misl. 
After the death of Bibi Rajendar Kaur in 

1791, Bibi Sahib Kaur, his elder sister who was 

married at Fatehgarh to Sardar Jaimal Singh, 
chief of Kanahya mis! and son of Sardar 

Hagikat Singh, took great interest in the affairs 
of the state. Raja Sahib Singh was artless, 

credulous and ignorant of politics. If Bibi Sahib 
Kaur had not protected the state, undoubtedly 

many disasters would have befallen it. In 1794 
when Anant Rao and Lachhman Rao invaded 
Patiala state, seeing the Sikhs losing ground in 
the battlefield of Mardanpur, Bibi Sahib Kaur 

left her chariot, unsheathing her sword sat on 

the back of a horse, and gave enthusiastic lead 
to the army. She defeated the enemy army in a 

short time, and returned to Patiala accompanied 
by triumphant beating of drums. In 1796 
disturbances broke out in Nahan state, On the 
request of the Raja, Bibi Sahib Kaur reached 
there with her army and restored law and order. 

After the death of Bibi Sahib Kaur in 1799 

(Sammat 1856), Rani Aas Kaur (wife of Raja 
Sahib Singh) govemed the state efficiently and well. 
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During the very tenure of Raja Sahib Singh, 
the farsighted Phulkian states came under the 

Political protection of the British Empire.’ 
Raja Sahib Singh died on the 9* day of the 

dark half of Chet Sammat 1869 (March 26%, 

1813) at Patial 

Maharaja Karam Singh 
Maharaja Karam Singh was born to Rani 

Aas Kaur’, daughter of Sardar Gurdas Singh 

Chattha, and Raja Sahib Singh on S* day of 
bright half of Assu, Sammat 1855 (October 

16%, 1798). 
He succeeded to the throne of Patiala on 

the 2™ day of bright half of Harh, Sammat 
1870 (June 30°, 1813). The administration of 

the state remained in the hands of Rani Aas 

Kaur and Misar Naudha (Naunidh Rai). 
Maharaja Karam Singh was married to 

Roop Kaur, daughter of Sardar Bhanga Singh, 
anoble of Thanesar, in 1810. That very year, 
he was awarded the title of Maharaja. In the 

war against Gorkhas in 1814, Maharaja Karam 
Singh had helped the British government and 
got hill areas as a reward. Mai Aas Kaur 

handed over the administration of the state to 
her son in 1818, which he handled efficiently 
thereafter. 

In 1827, the Maharaja gave a loan of 20 

lacs to the British government and sided with 

the British in the war of 1845 against the Sikhs. 

Maharaja Karam Singh was an ideal follower 
of the Guru; brave, faultless, and adept in 

administration. He got constructed buildings 
of all the gurdwaras in the state with bricks 

and offered fiefs. 
The Maharaja died on December 23", 

1845 (Sammat 1902) at Patiala, 
See the note sent by Mr. Metcalf to Maharaja Ranjit 
‘Singh on December 12, 1808, 

2She was married to Raja Sahib Singh in 1792 AD. 
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Maharaja Narendar Singh 

He was son of Maharaja Karam Singh and 
was bom on the 10" day of the dark half of 
Magghar, Sammat 1880 (November 26", 

1823). He succeeded to the throne of Patiala 

state at the age of twenty-three, on the 6° 

day of dark half of Magh Sammat 1902 
(January 18", 1846) and ruled over it 
efficiently. Many warriors, scholars, topmost 
poets and singers used to attend his court. 

In February 1847, he got territory worth 

rupees ten thousand per annum from the British 
government. He was invested with a robe of 
honour equal to forty-one boats, and salute of 
seventeen guns was approved. He helped the 
British government in wars against the Sikhs 
and got new territory in return. 

During the mutiny of 1857-58 (Sammat 

1914), he proved himself a true friend of the 
British Governemnt.! 
"During the disturbances of 1857-58, no prince in India 

showed greater loyalty or rendered more conspicuous 

service to the British Government than the Maharaja of 

Patiala. He was the acknowledged head of the Sikhs, 

and his hesitation or disloyalty would have been 
attended with the most disastrous results, while his 

ability, character, and high position would have made 
him a most formidable leader against the Government. 

But following the honourable impulses of gratitude 
and loyalty, he unhesitatingly placed his whole power, 
resources, and influence at the absolute command 

of the English, and during the darkest and most 
doubtful days of the mutiny, he never for a moment 
wavered in his loyalty, but, on the contrary, redoubled 
his exertions when less sincere friends thought it 
politic 10 relex theirs. ... 

His support at such a crisis was worth a brigade of 
English troops to us and served more to tranquillise the 
people than a hundred official disclaimers would have 

done. .. 
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In 1858, he sent his troops to Dhaulpur, 
Gwalior and Avadh and established law and 
order there. Feeling obliged the British 

government in tum handed over confiscated 

area of the ruler of Namaul, namely Jhajji 

to the Patiala state as acknowledgement to 
him, He got the right to adopt an heir, award 
capital punishment etc which the state had 
demanded.? 

He also gave a loan of five lakhs of rupees to 
government, and expressed his willingness to douple 
this amount, but no more was required of him. 

‘The Patiala contingent employed in the British cause 
during 1857, consisted of 8 guns, 2156 horses, 2846 
infantry, with 156 officers, the most distinguished of 
whom were Sirdar Partab Singh and Syad Muhammed 
Hussain, who commanded the detaichment at Delhi, 
Kaur Dip Singh at Thanesar, Hira Singh and Hazra Singh 
at Ambala, Sirdar Karam Singh and Kahan Singh at Hissar, 
Sirdar Dal Singh and Fateh Singh at Hansi, and Sirder 
Jiun Singh at Firozpur. = 

(The Rajes of the Punjab, p. 213, 214, 216). 
*The three Phulkian Chiefs, accordingly, solicited, in 
1858, that the power of life and death might be again 
restored to them. During the mutiny, indeed, it had 
been restored, for, without it, they could never have 
maintained order in their territories, and they were then 
specially authorised to execute heinous offenders 
without reference to the Commissioner; and the 
Government, in 1858, granted them the right fully and 
absolutely, as they desired, considering that they might 
with safety be entrusted with the power. ... 

‘The second request of the Chiefs was, that in case of 
‘a minority in anyone of the three houses, a Council of 
Regency, formed of three of the old and trusted servants 
of the State, should be appointed by the British Agent 
and the other two Phulkian Chiefs, while, from this 
Council, strangers and the relatives of the minor should 
be excluded. The Government agreed to this request. 

contd... 
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Lord Canning thanked the Maharaja in the 
royal celebration organised at Ambala on 
January 18", 1860. 

In 1861 the Mahraja got the title of K.C.S.I. 

and attended meeting of the Council as a 

member in January 1862 at Calcutta, 
Treuues and agreements, which he entered 

into with the government, completely endorse 

his knowledge of politics. 

‘To promote Sikhism, he created ‘Dharam 

Dhuja’ a monastery of Nirmala Sikhs, in 
association with two other states. He got built 

an elegant shrine in memory of Guru Tegbahadur 
in front of Moti Bagh and set up a customary 
practice of devotional singing and free kitchen. 

At the age of thirty-nine, he died in Patiala 

on 13% November, 1862 (Sammat 1919), 
For the first time in the Phulkian states, all 

the three contemporary rulers (Narendar 
Singh, Bharpur Singh, Sarup Singh) happened 
to be well versed in politics, popular with the 
public qualified to set an example for other 

rulers. However due to bad luck of the people, 

these three gems (great personalities) vanished 
within a short span of time, after which till 
now such fortunate situation has not come 
about. 

Bhai Sahib Singh (Mrigind) of Sangrur has 
written about these three rulers: 
kedho dev trai dhara ekmai hot dekh 

dhae avtar dhar hadd hidvan ki, 

nripatr narédrsfgh sripatr sarupstgh 
‘The third and fourth clauses of the memorial of the 

Chiefs asked for the right of adoption, in default of 
male issue, from among the members of the Phutkian 
family; and in case of the death of a chief without male 
issue and without having adopted an heir, that the two 
remaining Chiefs should have power to elect a successor 
from the same family, 

(The Rajas of the Punjab, pp. 224, 225). 
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bhupatz bhrapursfgh avadh nrrpan ki, 
s&mat uni so unni ag-han astt sate! 

sri narédrasf gh ji jo bekoth payan ki, 
bise badi katak tryodasi bhrapurstgh 

magh badi tij sri sarupsigh yan’ ki. 
jag ujzare bhujbhare nitr nem vare 

tino traived ke nrtat bhedvare hé, 
dana dinb3dhu dayastdhu hé udar dani 

saph rnsaph ke ssaph vapu dhare hé, 
tinahu trrvrkram trrbeni ki “mrrgfd” dhara 

tinhG bhuvan jas pur brstare hé, 
arse xafif me garif ye reis tino 

dekhie! bekdth tasrif le padhare hé. 

Maharaja Mahendar Singh 
Son of Maharaja Narendar Singh, he was 

born on September 16%, 1852 (Sammat 1910). 
After the death of his father, he succeeded to 

the throne on the 10" day of bright half of Magh, 
Sammat 1919 (January 29*, 1862) at the age 
often years and four months. During the period 
he was a minor, Council of Regency governed 

in his name.’ In February 1870, he himself took 

over complete charge to govern the state. 
During his reign digging of Sirhind canal 

began from Ropar, on which an expenditure 

of rupees one crore and twenty-three lacs was 

incurred by the state as its share. 

He was the first English knowing Maharaja 
of Patiala and had great interest in education. 

In 1870, he donated rupees 70,000 to the 
Panjab University. In 1871, the government 

conferred on him the title of G.C.S.I. In 1873 
he gave rupees ten lacs in charity to help the 

destitute and desolate people of Bengal. 
On March 25%, 1875 when the Viceroy of 

India, Earl Northbrook, visited Patiala, the 
17 day of the dark half of agrahayan [maghhar]. 
2Vehicle, journey to other world (death). 
‘Members of this council were Sardar Jagdish Singh, 

Bakhshi Uday Singh, and Rahim Bakhsh. 
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Maharaja laid the foundation of Mahendra 

College where education is imparted to 
students free of cost.’ 

King Mahendar Singh was tall, brave, 

intelligent and a very fine horseman. He was 

very fond of-hunting and visiting places. 

Regretably enough, he could not live long. The 

whole of Punjab felt aggrieved at his untimely 
death on April 14", 1876 (Sammat 1933), 

Maharaja Rajendar Singh 
Son of Maharaja Mahendar Singh, he was 

born on the 4th day of dark half of Jeth, 
Sammat 1929 (May 25%, 1872). He succeeded 

to the throne on January 6", 1877. During the 
period he was a minor, the state administration 

remained under the charge of the Council of 

Regency.” 
Rajpura—Bhatinda rail track was built at 

the state’s expense and it was opened for the 
public in 1889. 

In 1879, the Maharaja helped the British 
government 2 lot with troops in the war of 
Kabul. 

The Maharaja assumed the reign of State 
government in 1890. In Vaisakh Sammat 1945 

(1888 AD), he was married to the daughter of 
Sardar Kishan Singh, a noble of Chakerian, 

with great pomp and show. The rajas belonging 
to Phul dynasty, the viceroy of India and the 
"The proposal for digging this canal was made by 
Maharaja Narendar Singh in 1861, and he was of the 

" opinion that entire expenses of this canal should be 
incurred by Patiala State and it should make the whole 

area luxuriant. See Rajas of Punjab p. 247 by Griffen. 
‘This canal was inaugurated during the reign of King 

Rajendar Singh during the time of Lord Ripon. See way 
we, 
‘The Chairman of this council was Sardar Sir Deva Singh 

and members were Chaudhary Charhat Ram and 

‘Namdarkhan, 
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governor Punjab were present on the occasion. 

In 1897, the Patiala troops won the 
gratitude of the British government for their 

admirable performance in the war of Tirah. 
In 1898, the title of GC.S.I. was conferred 

upon him. 

Sadly enough, he died at the age of twenty- 

eight in 1900. 
King Rajendar Singh was very generous, 

benevolent, brave and very fond of polo, 
cricket etc. 

Maharaja Bhupendar Singh 

He was born to Maharani Jasmer Kaur, 
wife of King Rajendar Singh on October 12%, 

1891 (10" day of bright half of Assu Sammat 

1948). After the death of his father, he 
succeeded to the throne of Patiala state in 
1900. During the period he was a minor, the 
state administration remained in the charge of 

Council of Regency, Sardar Gurmukh Singh 

was Chairman, Lala Bhagwan Das and Khalifa 

Mohammed Husain, were members of the 
Council of Regency. 

Besides, getting private education, the 
Maharaja regularly studied at Aitchisan College 

Lahore. 
On March 9*, 1908 (26* Phaggun 1964), 

he was married to Bakhtawar Kaur, daughter 

of Sardar Bahadur General Gumam Singh; On 
January 7, 1913 (Poh 25%, 1969) she gave 

birth to prince Yadvinder Singh. 
In 1908, at the time of disturbances in 

Mohamand and Zakakhel in the border area; 

he provided all type of help to the government. 
He assumed reign of the state administration 

from October 1, 1909, announcement of which 
‘was made by Lord Minto ata function in Patiala 

on November 3%, 1910. 

In 1911, the Maharaja travelled to Europe. 
In December 1911, he participated in the royal 
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celebration at Delhi. The government 
conferred the title of G.C.LE. upon him, 

During the first World War, the Maharaja 

decided to proceed to the battlefield in person 
but due to severe illness, the doctors sent him 
back from Aden. At this critical juncture, the 

help which he rendered to the British 

government was not less than what his state 
had done during the mutiny of 1857. 
Thousands of recruits were enlisted, lacs of 
rupees were contributed to several funds and 
the performance of royal troops at Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and Balochistan was applauded 

verymuch. * 
In 1917, the British government exempted. 

forever the Maharaja and his successors from 
paying tribute at the court of the Viceroy. 

On January I", 1918 title of GB.E. was 

conferred on him. Cannons for salutation were 
increased to nineteen, and the rank of Major 
General was bestowed upon him. 

In this very year (1918), he went to 

England to attend the Imperial War 
Conference as a representative of the ruling 
princes of India. 

During his travel to Europe, all the countries 
honoured him and titles were conferred on 
him.' 

He himself took part in the Afghan war of 
1919, Title of G.C.S.I. was conferred on him 
on January 1*, 1921. He was made G.C.V.O. 

and was appointed A.D.C. to His Majesty. He 

‘was appointed honorary colonel of 15 Ludhiana 
Sikh Battalion. Since 1926, he has been a 

chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, 
The complete title conferred upon him goes: 

‘From Belgium — The Grand Cross of the Order of 

Leopold; from France - Grand officer of the Legion of 
Honour; from lualy - The Order of the Crown of Italy; 
from Egypt - The Grand Cordon of the Order of Nile. 
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Major General His Highness Farzand-i- 

Khas Daulat-i-Inglishia Mansur-i-Zaman 
Amir-ul-Umra Maharaja-Dhiraj Rajeshwar Sri 
Maharaja-i-Rajgan Sir Bhupindar Singh 

Mahendar Bahadur, G.C.S.I.; G.C.1,E.; 

GC.V.0.; GB.E.; A.D.C.; FR.GS.; F.Z.S.; 

M.R.A.S.; M.R.S.A.; F.R.C.L; F.R.H.S. 

Ruler of Patiala State. 
Patiala state is at number one in Punjab. 

Its area is 5412 square miles. According to 

the census of 1921, its population is 1499739 
and annual income is rupees 1, 22, 73,719. 

There are fourteen cities and 3580 villages 
in the state. 

Military Imperial Service - Rajendar 
Cavalry Regiment (Lancers) has 526 

horsemen. 
There are 740 soldiers of the first battalion 

and 740 of the second. 
Local Cavalry has one regiment and two 

battalions. 

Artillery is equipped with 8 cannons, 150 

cannoneers. 
The strength of the police is 1300 men and 

police stations are 31 in number. 
The elegant Mahendra College is situated 

in the capital, where education is imparted free 

of cost up to B.A. Bhupendra Medical College 
and Bhupendra Agricultural Institute are 
excellent centres. 

High schools in the state are 11, middle 

schools 30 and primary schools 253. 
One high, one middle and forty-four primary 

girls schools are there. 
Inthe capital, operates Rajendra Hospital, 

in which eighty patients can be admitted, and 
Lady Duffrin Women Hospital with twelve 

beds does commendable work. In the state 
are nine hospitals and twenty-eight 
dispensaries. 
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The following relics relating to the Sikh 

Gurus are kept in ‘Baba Ala Singh Buraj’ in 

the fort: 

1 written command by the tenth Guru. Its 
contents are given in the entry on Tilok Singh. 
2 Guru Hargobind Sahib’s sword which is 

made of steel and weighs twelve seers. 

3 double-edged sword of Guru Tegbahadur. 

4 hunting sword of Guru Gobind Singh. 
5 sword of Guru Gobind Singh on which these 
words are inscribed - akal sahar guru 
gobtdstgh, jo dargan karega so nzhal horga. 
6 arrowof the tenth Guru, with two segments, 
having three bands of gold fixed round it. 

7 spear of the tenth Guru having a handle 

studded with jewels in an extraordinary form. 
8 battle-axe of the tenth Master. 

9 breviary of Guru Gobind Singh that contains 

Japuji, Rahiras — upto “saren pare ki rakho 
serma—” Kirtan Sohla, hymns and verses of 
Guru Tegbahadur, Slok Sahiskirti and Gatha. 

10 Tenth Master’s golden dagger for use in 
hunting. 
11 Tenth Master’s wooden sandals which 
were presented to the Maharaja by a wealthy 
man of Pindigheb. 

12 Tenth Master’s double-edged sword which 
‘was presented by Bhai Sahib (holy person) of 
Bagrian. 

‘ufen [patzs] See ufen, 
‘ufear [patrya] See udbar and Wet, 
udt [pati] See Ue and Uz. 2 a wooden board to 

write on. “saci pati sacu mant, parie sabad su 
sa Skar. 3 a specific composition 

containing teachings penned in alphabetical 
order, as - “sase sox srrsatx jxnz saji.”... 

~asa m 1. 4 smoothened lock of hair on the 

forehead of women; tress. “jrn strz sohanr 

patia.”—asa am I. 
‘dbur [patia] 2 a wooden board to write upon. 
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“meri potia Irkhahu hartgobfd gopala.”-bher 
m3. 

udbursr [patiala] See ufewrer. 
udian [patiyas] Skt adj very shrewd, -very 
cunning, 

ude [patir] Skt n sandalwood. “biran ke tan 

cir patir se.”-cSdi J. “pusap kapur patir 
ghanera.”-NP. 2 Kamdev. 3 rainbird; a kind 
of cuckoo. 4 cloud. 5 siliceous concretion 
formed in the hollow of a bamboo. 6 belly, 
abdomen. 7a kind of wild apple tree. 8 banyan 
tree. 9 sieve. 

Ug (patu] n silk. 2 silken cloth. “jzn patuddarr, 
baharz gudarv.”-var asa. “hidhe Gn katatda, 
pedha lore patu.”—s ferid. 3 armour, helmet. 

“gbhe patu rzpu madh trh.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
4 Sktug adj clever, shrewd. 5 expert, adept, 
skilled. 6 cheat, deceitful-7 healthy, strong. 

8 sharp. 9 beautiful. 10» salt. 11 cumin seed. 
12 bitter gourd. 13 china camphor. 

ugat [patuka] See ucar. 
ugs™ [patuta] Sk n intelligence. 2 cleverness, 
3 cunningness. 
‘ume [pafua) n silk trader. 2 who makes articles 
from silk. “sahjahapur me huti tk patua ki 
narz.”—carrtr 41. 3 silkworm. 

ude [patebaj] n trained swordsman, fencer. 
“padhan prakar doz ko janahu. patebaj rk sur 
pramanahu.”—NP. ‘The hero excels while the 

fencer only practises fencing.’ 

ude [patebaji) 2 fencing, art of fighting with 
the sword. 
u2a [paterl 1 grass that grows on the bank of 
a water body. Its leave are one inch wide 
and four to five feet long. They are used to 
make soft mats. Its root is called ‘bac’ which 

is used by physicians for curing several 
diseases. Typha Angustifolia. 
ude [patel] See uez. 2 headman of a village. 
See u2s. 3 Skt wee cover for face; iron 
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network, wom by the warriors with armour 

for protecting the eyes. “saj crlatahr s3j 

patel.”~saloh. “s3j patela pae.”—c5di 3. 

U2s" [patela] See U2s 3. 
ue [pate] See ued and wer, 

uéa [patet] See ueeH. 
uae [patel] S village headman, 
udadt [patohli] See uae. 
ude [patol] Skt na kind of silken cloth which 
was made in Gujarat in olden times. 2 a wild 

vegetable plant, of which leaves, seeds and 

roots are used by physicians to cure diseases. 
trichosanthes cucumerina. 
usr [patola] n cloth made of silk. See ue 1. 
“prem patola te saht dita dhakan ku patr 
meri.”-var guj 2 m 5. “par patola dhaj kari, 
ksbalri pahrrev.”-s forid. 
ut [patoli] 1 one who trades in silk or is 
engaged in silk work, “lakhhu rehe patoli 
tahz.”-GPS. See By. 2 a caste that is known 

as Patoli on account of its profession. 3 Dg 
end portion of a sheet, scarf or front of the 

shirt. 
ugae [patsterl, Uc3e" [patstra] equal, equivalent. 
See Use. “tasv patster na poje.”-s kabir. 
2 equality, competition. “nanak ehu pafétra trtu 
dibanz getahr.”-m 2 var suhi. 
2ua [patSbar] cloth made of silk. “pahzre 
patsbar karz adbar.”-suhi chStm J. 
4éq [patdbu] See aauéy. 

Tz [part] imperative form of verb Uzz" dig, 
uproot. 2 highly fleshy part between the 
knee and the waist; thigh. 3 pit. 4 crack, slit. 
S distance. 6 width of a river, distance between 
the two banks of a river. 7 Skt Uz town. 
8 country. 9 public square, crossroads. 

10 wooden board, 11 a deed of grant or gift 
bestowed by a king. 12 shield. 13 throne. 
14 dress. 15 silk. 16 stone on which something 
is crushed. 
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azz? [pattanal v uproot, pull out, 2 dig, 
Wea [patt-tal] See usa. 
Wes [pattan] Sk n town, city, riverbank. “purab 
patton upatt.”—kalki. ‘after destroying cities of 

the easter region.” 

Wer [patta) Skt Uz n wooden board to write 
upon. 2 certificate, degree. 3 small turban tied 
upon the head, cloth to wear round the waist. 

4 See uzu. 
ufer [pattzs] Skt afEat n double-edged sword 
made of flexible steel, with netting round the 

handle on both sides. In the olden writings, 

four hands long double-edged sword is 

regarded as the best, three and a half hands 
Jong as the medium and three hands long as 
inferior. “kar5 pattts5 paragh pasi ssbhare.” 

cdi 2.2 three-pointed spear with four hands 
long shaft, 
WA [patti] small writing board. See uét. 
2 cloth to be worn round the waist and the 
legs. 3 strip of cloth for binding on a wound; 
bandage. 4 a kind of woollen cloth of short 

breadth; such cloth made in Kabul! and 

Kashmir is considered the best. 5 curtain cloth, 

tentwall etc. Skt mud. 6 race, run. 7 section 
ofa village. 8 a town in district Lahore, tehsil 
Kusur, now a railway station on Amritsar 
Kusur railway line. See #3 fitu. 

At this place, Maharaja Ranjit Singh got 

built a stud to improve the breed of horses. 

9 See ". 

ug [pattu] 1 thick woollen cloth. 2 adjengaged 
in digging or uprooting. 3 spoiler. 

‘UG [path] Skt Tq vr learn, read, write a book. 
‘ues [pathan] Pkt v send. See yrars. 2 Skin 
act of reading, reciting. See uo, 

usta [pathniy] Skt adjworth reading, legible. 
usaet (pathneta] son of a Pathan, born ina 
Pathan family. “koc krzpan kase pathnete.” 
—carrtr 2, 
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uve (pathan], uss [pathan] one who belongs 
to the western region; residents of the north- 

west. 2 See weara. “mugal pathana bhai 
Jayai.”-asa am J. 

uswae {pathankot] See uereitnr. 
uo [pathana], uo (pathavan] v shift, send. 
ufos [pathzt] adj sent. 2 Skt read. 3 uttered. 
‘dts [pathin] fish. See welts. “nir brhin pathin 
adhin.”-NP. 

wor [pathha) » leaf of grass. 2 fodder, 3 tendons 
of the body which are connected with the 
brain, and are the medium for organs relating 

to touch and movement; sinew. 4 child. 

S young. 

Wetes [patthevid) See Saamfae. 
usftor [padia], stor [padia] m scholar. 2 priest, 
family-priest at the pilgrimage-centre. “padia! 

kaven kumatz tum lage?”—maru kabir. 
uw (padhan] See vow 2. “padhe gune nahi 
kachu, baure!"—asa kabir. 

‘uwe® (padhanal a village in district and sub 

division Lahore under police station Berki, 

seven miles to the south of railway station 
Atari. A gurdwara in memory of Guru 

Hargobind is built here. The Guru visited this 

place on way to Amritsar from Lahore. During 

this journey he conversed with Jallhan Jatt, 
landlord of this area, who was a devotee of 

the Guru. 
Earlier it was an ordinary gurdwara. Sardar 

Atar Singh, chief of this village, initiated its 
renovation and an elegant gurdwara has come 

up with the efforts of the congregation of this 
village. A local body takes care of the 

gurdwara, There is no land or fief. Offerings, 
comprise the only source of income. 

ufo [padhrau] read, studied. “te padhzau 
ko, mant dharro rku.”-saveye m 3 ke. 

Uz [pan] Skt | vr praise, buy, play, win. n 
game played on bet; gamble. “bahute subhat 
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rahe pan thor.”-GPS. 2 vow, pledge. 3 value, 
price. 4 merchandise, goods for sale and 

purchase. 5 trade. 6 praise. See E paean. 7a 
coin of olden times, which was made of brass 
and its weight was equal to eleven or twenty 

mashas. “tin tabr-pan mol sunayo.”-NP. 8 Suf 
abstract noun is formed by suffixing it to the 

end of a word as — agyanpan, balpan, 
trkkhapan etc. puna and pan are its 
transforms, 
Uz ([panath] Skt yaR adj destroyed. 
Uae [panav] Skt n small drum played while 

singing a song of praise. See ue. 
ufeor [panztha] adj got destroyed. See ues. 
“gvgunzare pap panztha.”-BG. 
ud [pania] shoe. See usb 3, “nanak pania 
pehrre sor.”-mala m /. 
ué {panol small drum. See uee. “pano dhol 

bajje.”-pares. 2 transform of ue 8. 
wea [panyal Skt adj praiseworthy, admirable. 
2 worthy of purchase and sale. See ue 

‘uz [pat] glory, honour, respect, esteem. “duhu 
lokan me pat ko khovahr.”-GPS. 2 leaf. “pat 

parapatr chav ghani.”-basst_ m 1. 
3 vessel, hollowed shell of gourd. “bhau bhau 
doz pat laz jogi, thu sarirukart dadi.”-ram a 
m 3. 4 See uf and ug. 5 Skt 4 vr be the 
lord; rule, fly, fall. 

waQur (patoual, uaGe" [patouva] n leaf. “pataua 
jayé lahar s6."-krrsan. 2 cottage made of 
leaves. “nrrzp beth patauvan badh jaha.”— 

ramav. 3 leaf used as a musical instrument; 

taking this leaf in the mouth, children produce 

whistling sound. See fynmresrs and fergyee 

Section 5 ch 6. 

usr [patsahi] See wR. “eko amar, eka 
patsahi,”-maru solhe m 3. 

usgrTy [patasakh] 7 testimony of honour. 
“hartnam male patsakh.”-maru m 4. 2 leaf 
and branch. 
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‘usa [patag] Skt creature that can fly; bird.' 

2 sun. 3 arrow. 
uses [patjhar] n falling of leaves from the 
trees. 2 Autumn, fall. 
sz [patan] nUS-Fes place for boats to anchor 
on the bank of a river, quay. “patan kuke 

patani.”~maru am J. 2 which is possible to 

ford on foot; ford of a river. 3 See waa. 
4 See uss, 
‘UE [patat] See ufss, 2 Skt TAT adj flying in 
the air, 
usfy [pat-trr], Usgt [pat-tri] Skt TAF n winged 
creature, bird. 2 arrow. “Sg pat-trin bedhe.” 
-saloh, 

‘use [patan) Skt I vr fall, come down. 2 n 

falling down, downfall. “jru dip patan pat3g.” 
~brlaam5. “jontde, tis ka patan hor.”-gid 
m5.3 decline, degradation. 4 sin. 5 destruction, 

mortality. 

gee [patnala] n outlet for roof-water, spout. 
usd [patni] Sia weft n spouse, wife. 
uarita [patniy] adj fallible. 2 m action that 
causes degradation; 

‘use [patar] Ske ug vessel, utensil. 2 leaf. 

‘usee [patran] Sit ysse n swimming across 

emancipation, liberation. 2 progress. 
yse [patra] See usar. 2 See Uae. 
sf (patarz] in the vessel, in the utensil. “rkatu 
patarr bhart urkat kurkat.”—asa kabir. See 
eae. 

usfemr [patrza] landed on the other bank; 
emancipated, liberated. 2 disgraced, 

humiliated, “kavenu kavanu nahi patrza tumri 
partitr?”—brla m5. 
usfecr [patrrya) adj thin, not thick. 2 See 
‘usfamr, 
‘uadt [patri] See usa. 2 See ugt. 
usdt® [patrie] should progress. 2 progress, 
development. “nanak mzthe patrie vekhahu 
Fhe word patdga has been derived from this very word 
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loka, ar.”—m / var majh. ‘how much had the 

Jjaggery to suffer for coming into its own. come 

and see it!’ 
UBB [patal] See ust and uss. 
use [patla] Skt ys adj not thick, not fat. 
2 weak, feeble. 3 not dense, porous. 

‘usfes [patalx) n plate made of leaves. “pfdu 
patalz Kirra diva.”-ram sadu. “ptqu patalz 
meri kesau krrta.”—asam J. 

Useht [patli] feminine of uae", See user. 2 weak, 
feeble. “rk apine patli, sahz kere bola.”~suhi 
forid. ‘Fer one, the woman is inherently weak; 

then the strict orders of the husband.’ 
yaar [patvamagh) ruler of Magadh, 
Jarasandh. “mardaryo chal sé patvamagh.” 
~krisan. 

ugetg [patvar] 1a triangular flat board hinged 
on the stern of a boat for steering it right or 

left; rudder, 
uséz [patvata] adj honourable, respectable. 
ust [pata] Skt yaaa n proof, testimony. 

2 search, hunt. 3 information, knowledge. 

4 sign, mark. 5 symptom. 6 See Us". 
uae [patar] See ufsonGet and usatfe. 
‘usm [patasa) See FSF. 
usaf [patakenz], usach [patalni) Sts uarfarit 
n which has a flag; army.—sanama. 

usrar [pataka] Ske n flag, standard. 2 flag- 

cloth. 
usar [patakrni] See ura. 

use (patar) nether world. “sapat patar ke 
tar.”-akal. 2 See usd. 3 See users. 
4 Sk trick, guile, deception. 

‘use [patare] Us-Q3e disrespect. “je ma hove 
jarni, kxu put patare?”-BG. ‘Why should the son 
show disrespect to his mother?’ 2 See uss 4, 

uss [patal] See ware. 
usaydt [patalpuri] See waraydt. 
usitedt ([patalmocni] xa n spade, hoe. 
uag [patalu) Skt usarg adj fallible, hanging. 
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2 ntesticle. . 

ule [petz] 7 honour, respect, esteem, “patz 
seti apune gharz jahi.”-bavan. “patz rakhi gur 
parbraham.”—bavan. 2 line, row, dynasty, 

family, subcaste. “name hi jatz patr.”-srim4 
vanjara. ‘name determines caste and lineage.” 

3 property, assets. “jatz na patr na adro.” 

-var jet. 4 the word patr has also been used 
for pattr. See fs. 5 ug? plant, sapling. “nat 
ménzre patz upje.”—var asa. ‘The cotton plant 
grows.’ 6 Skt husband, lord, master. See us 

5. “sarav jagatpatt sou.”—saloh. 7 consort, 
husband, “patrsevakz ki seva saphli. patt bin 
or kare sobh nzphli.”-GV 6. In poetry books, 
a husband is defined as one, who is not 
attracted to a woman other than his wife. 8 in 
the index of old manuscripts of Guru Granth 
Sahib, patz has been used for pana. 
ufsorge (patraunal, ufswrar [patrana] v 
have faith; trust; belief. 

ufsure [patrar], ufsorer [patzara] n faith, trust, 
belief. 

ufsAn (patzsas] short for ufsAAg. “kSt sabad 
prithme ucar aghan gabad kahu 3t. patrsas 
bhakhahu pas ke ntkashf nam anét.” 

-sanama. kStakagh (sin-destroying) Ganges; 

Varun, her lord; noose, his weapon. 

ufsne [patrsat] Ske ufsy adjextremely fallible, 
falling down. 
ufsret [patzsata] See yfar. 
ufsafent [patrsatza] fallen, come out. See 
ufgne. “kaura hor patrsatza."-sor am 5. 
ufsae [patrhar] n postman, mail-carrier. 
2 See yfaus. 3 See Yare, 
ufs & wrens [patz ke acar) n deeds adding to 
one’s honour, conduct enhancing one’s 
prestige. 2 customs practised in a lineage; 

family-tradition. “jatz rehe patr ke acara.”-gau 
aml. 
ufsqu (patzgrah], ufsafa (patrgrahr] Skt 
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yfsqan acceptance. 2 taking aims, accepting 
charity, “maha patrgroh krmle sak-hi?”-GPS. 
“How can we accept a large charity given at 
the time of the eclipse?” 
ufss [patzt] adj fallen. 2 fallen from religious 
behaviour and beliefs. “patrt pavrtr lie karz 
apune.”-guj m 5. 3 fallen from the grace of 
caste and creed; excommunicated. “patztjatz 
utam bhara.”"-suhi m 4. 

ufsaaree [patzt-udharan), ufsagures [patzt- 
vudharan] adj liberating the sinners. 
“patztudharen hart, brred tumara.”-brla chit 
m 5. 2. the Creator who emancipates the 
sinners. “patrtudharan bheharan.”-s m 9. 
3 Guru Nanak Dev. 
ufserfs [patrtjatr] excommunicated. See 
ufss3. 
ufseures [patrtpaven] adj uplifter of the 
disgraced or fallen; who purifies the guilty. 
“patrtpaven nam hari.”—mali m 5. 2 n the 
Creator, the Almighty. 3 Guru Nanak Dev. 

4a book written by Giani Gian Singh in which 

is explained the method to purify a person 
guilty of behaving against family, caste and 

creed. With references from the Hindu and 
Sikh scriptures, it has been proved that 
purifying a guilty person is a noble task. This 
book was completed in Sarmmat 1951, as—“man. 

sar groh sast punro, magh sudi sast var'. 
gyanstgh pustak racyo patrt sudharnvar.” 
ufstwar [patrdevta] adj who regards her 
husband as a deity; who worships none other 
than her husband. 

ufs srafsat [patz nagnrni) n chief snake - 
Krishan; the husband — his wife, Yamuna. 

~senama. 
ufset (patzni) n army of foot-soldiers, infantry. 
~sanama. 2 See ust. 
Tian (1), sar (5), grah (9), sosx (I). Le. 1951. 15 day of 

bright half of Magh, and Monday. 
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ufs usteg afs wefes ug que 

ufs uatag afs wofes ce gue [patz 
parmesaru gatr naratnu dhanu gopal] 

-dhana m 5. ‘honour is like the Divine, 

knowledge is like Vishnu and wealth is one 
with Krishan. ‘Real is the name of the 
transcendent one.’ 

ufsqa [patrbrat), ufsgar [patzbrota] See ufaga 
and ufses". 

ufsfigat wifa (potzmrrg arr) lion, lord of the 
deer; his enemy, the gun.-sanama. See 
we, 

‘ufsara (patryana] See ufsmmr, 
ufsarer (patryara) See ufsurar, 
ufsgs (patrvrat] 7 ardent devotion for the 
husband, norm of attending upon and 

worshipping one’s husband, one vowing to 

have love only for the husband. 
vufsqs" [patrvrata] adj with full devotion for 
her husband; the wife who vows not to love 

any person other than her husband. 
ust [pati] lord, master. See ufs 6 and 7. “kin. 

brdhz pavau pranpati?”-bass¢ m J.2 almanac, 
annual book, “padhe ant pati bahr vacaia.” 
~suhi chat m4. 3 epistle, letter. 4 foot soldiers. 
“rathi gaji hai pati apar sen bhajj-he.”-paras. 
udbort 2 [patiai he] rests assured; is confident. 
“kghan kehavan naht patiai he.”~gau kabir. 
usar [patia) n letter, epistle. 2 faith, belief, 

trust, “namndev ka patia jaz.”-bher namdev. 
3 test, trial, examination. “tinx bar patia 
bharrlina.”—g5d kabir. 
ufone [patiauna] See uftmorGar. “jxsno ti 
patiarda, so sanu tujhe anzt.”-sri m 5. “sah 
umrav patiae.”-g5d am 5. 
ustonfée [patiar] rests confident; brings himself 

to trust. “kahe na ko patiar.”—s kabir. 
udtorar [patiaga] felt assured; brought himself 

to trust. had faith in. “gur puche manu 
patiaga.”-sor namdev. 
usar [patiana] felt assured, 2 See ufsmrGzr, 
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ustrs [patiar), usta (paticral, usborg 
[patiaru] n faith, belief, trust, devotion. 
“bhagetr rate patiara he.”—maru solhe m /. 
2 test, trial, examination. “ab patiaru kra 
kzje?"-dhana ravrdas. 3 one who keeps an 
almanac; astrologer. “jah apan apu apt 
patiara, tah kavanu kathe kavanu sun-ne 

hara?”-sukhmani, 

udioree [patiavan], usmrez [patiavanu] See 
ufsongar, 

‘udb® [patie] should ‘ave faith in, 2 having faith 
in, reposing trust in. “fhuthr na patie parce 

sace.”-g5d kabir. 
udine™ (patrjna], usta [patijna] adj to be 
satisfied; to have trust in. “hathz na patije na 
bahu bhekhe.”—dhana a m 5. 

‘udiz [patin] Skt yz adj old. 2. decayed, weak. 
“akhi dekhz patinid, sun sunz rine k5n.”-s 
farid. 3 See usta. 
ust" [patina] became satisfied, had trust in. 
See usta”. 2 Skt y3e adj fine, delicate. 
3 feeble, weak. 

udidt Ipatinil got assured, See usine’. 2 See 
ui. 
uff (patinia] See usiz. 
‘ual (patine] by getting assured. 2 by pleasing. 
“lok patine na patr hoz.”=dhana m J. 
udf#fa [patinohz) has got assured, has come 
to trust. “tu aje na patinohr.”~s farid. See 
usher, 
unis [patin] See use. 2 Ska weafty adjreliable, 
trustworthy, “anad crta harkhe patin.”-fodi 

m5, ‘All conscious, blissful, trustworthy, were 

pleased.’ 
‘uditer [patina] See usta", “man kathor 3}-hu na 
patina.”-g5d kabir. 

uclieht [patini] See usd. “sace sabad patini.” 
-var ram I m 3. 

Udi [patine] became assured, came to believe 
in. “nanak sacz patine.”-sor m 5. 
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usta 

usteitt [patilsoz] See zsteita. 
ug (patu] See us. 2 vessel. “patu vicar 

gtanmatr d5qa.”-asa m /.3 leaf. “sakha mul 
patu nahi dali.”-asa chat m /. 

LRpAE (patua) 7 leaf, leaves. “patua sabh apan 
hi udja vhige.”~kalki, 2 adj made of leaves. 
uy [patohu} n son’s wife, daughter-in-law. 

2 grandson’s wife. 
udutt [patoa] See usQyr, 
u8a [pator) » pakora prepared from a leaf; 
leaf of spinach coated in paste of gram flour 
and fried. 
uda [patsg] Skt adj flying; which flies. 2 n 
bird. 3 moth, winged insect. “pragatz bhaxo 
sabh loa mahz nanak adham pat3g.”-caum 5. 
4 sun. 5 ball. 6 body, physique. 7 boat, ship. 
8 spark, cinder. 9 arrow. 10 also used for a 

kite because it flys like a bird. 11 See usg. 
12 Skt ugar, a tree from which red colour is 
obtained by boiling its wood. caesa{pina sappan. 
This colour washes out easily. “sabh jag 15g 
patg ko harz eke navrig.”-nid-das. 
ugagqs [patsgsut} Sun’s son, Karan. 
2 Ashvinikumar. 3 Yam (god of hell). 
4Sugriv. e 

ugant [patsgam] Skt adj which moves with 
the help of wings; which can fly. “asthavar 
jogem kit patsgam.”—mali namdev. 2 n bird, 
3 moth, winged insect, 
ugar [patsga] n See usar 3. “pact pacr nwe 
brkhu dekhr patsga.”-asa m 4, 2 See usar 8. 
3 In Nighantu (glossary) horse is called patsga. 

udaft [patsgi] tiny kite. See usar 10. 2 adjof 
patsg tree. See uta 12. “patdgi su riga calyo 
sron 3ga.”-GPS. shed pat3g —coloured blood.’ 
3 Skt TafeTA n bird; winged creature. 

udg [patigu] See ua. 2 Skrysdatadvto each 
part of the body. i.e. to any part of body. “lage 

na melu patsgu."-sri a m3. Za little, a bit. 
udfeer [patscrka] Skr Tafstaat n bowstring. 
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udatés [patdjalx] Ski eEpvIfel a sage, the author 
of Yogsutar (Yog philosophy) who was bom 

in the family of Patanjal. 2 a known saint who 

wrote exegesis on the rules of grammar set 
by Panini, He was born to Gonika in Gonarad 
(Gonda). Patanjali is supposed to have lived 

around 150 BC. Several Sanskrit poets have 

mentioned that Patanjali fell from the sky into 

the cupped hands of Panini in the form of a 
little snake. He was named Patanjali as he 

was the incarnation of Sheshnag (a mythical 
snake). 

udfs [patstz] falls down. See uss. “patatr 
mohkup.”-sahas m 5. 
‘used [patédar] ufs-niza, one who has forcibly 
become the husband of a woman. 2 lover; 

gigolo. 
‘Us [patt] n leaf. 
‘Usa [pattal] » line. “subhst dat pattaks.”-gyan. 
‘row of the teeth.’ 2 See ufsar. 
Use [pattan], Use [patton] Skt n city, town. 
2 bank of a river; shore. 3 shallow place ina 
river where it is possible to walk across; ford. 
User [patira] n leaf. 2 flat piece of a metallic 
leaf, thin like paper. 

Uae [pattal], Usfe [pattalx] n plate made of 
tree-leaves. See ust. 
ust [pata] n leaf. 2 Bhai Gurdas has used U3" 
for nmusa (offspring). “parnana parnani 
patta.”-BG. 
uf [pattr] Skt n foot soldier. “pattr grre gaj 
bajz kahd.”-krrsan. “pattz kabe asvar calai.” 
GV 10.2 military squad comprising a chariot, 
an elephant, three horses and five foot soldiers. 

Some people have mentioned the number of 

foot soldiers as fifty-five. 

ufsa [pattrk] Skt n special army squad 

comprising ten horses, ten elephants, ten 
chariots, and one hundred foot soldiers. 

2 commander of a unit. 3 adj who goes on 
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wet 

foot; footman. 
wat [patti] 2 a small leaf. 2 dry leaf of 
sugarcane etc. 3 petal of a flower. 4 part, 

portion. 5 division of land. 
Usk [pattidar] partner, shareholder. 2 owner 
of a patti. 
UF [patto] See 83a and »AUT. 2 a village in 
district Ferozepur, tehsil Moga under police 
station Nihal Singh Wala, which is at a distance 
of sixteen miles from Moga to the south. To 

the east of this village a shrine in memory of 
Guru Nanak Dev, Guru Hargobind and Guru 

Gobind Singh stands beside a pond. It is also 

known as Gurusar, 
Guru Nanak Dev came here from 

Takhtupura; afterwards Guru Hargobind 

visited this place on his way from Takhtupura 
to Daroli, and Guru Gobind Singh stayed here 
when he came from Dina to this side for 
sojourning and hunting. A new shrine is under 

construction. The village has Bhai Vir Singh’s 

seminary which is held in high regard by the 
people. Its condition is not satisfactory. The 
gurdwara has ten ghumaons of land. The priest 
is a baptised Singh. e 

usarfe [patyar] to put faith in. See usta". “ajo 
na patyat nzgom bhae sakhi.”-jet revrdas. 
2 after testing, after trying. 

‘ug [patr] Skt n which falls from a tree — leaf. 
“patr bhurjen jharis nahz jaris ped.”—gatha. 

2 letter; In olden times, leaves of palm tree 
etc were used for writing on, so the word 
pattar (leaf of a tree) became prevalent in 

the sense ofa letter or sheet of paper. “pathyo 
patr kasrd ke hath.”-GPS. 3 piece of metal- 

sheet thin like a leaf. 4 feather, wing. 

S conveyance. “chatr na patr na.”—saveye sri 
mokhvak m 5. ‘neither canopy nor 
conveyance.’ 6 blade of a sword. 7 clothes, 
dress. “udyo pon ke beg 86 agr patrs.” 
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—jenmejay. 8 whisk comprising feathers of a 
peacock, used fer whisking over the heads 
of kings. “chatr patr dharis.”-ramav. 9 bird, 
winged creature. 10 arrow. 11 patr has also 
been used for wy [patr]. “bhardt patr 

khecri.”-ramav. ‘A she-demon fills the vessel 
with blood.’ “patr ka karahu bicar.”—ram 

kabir. ‘Make thinking a vessel.’ 12 petal. See 
Fauq. 
uggs [patrhar] 7 who delivers a letter, 

postman. 2 messenger, courier. 

‘uger [patrka] See ufyer. 
‘ugas [patr-dhar] adj having wings. 2 » bird. 
3 arrow. 4 blue jay. “nagsuta tyag cali grahr 
patr-dhare se.”—krrsan. 

‘Uqe [patrel] Skt adj having leaves, leafy. 
ugea (patrvah] Skt n arrow. 2 bird. 
3 postman. 4 air, wind. 

ug’ [patra] See ug. 2 piece of paper, leaf. 

3 metal sheet, thin like a leaf. 4 almanac; 

calendar in the form of a booklet. 

ugar [patrala] Skt Uys adj'leafy. 2 winged. 

“tan sohe patri patrale.”~ramav. ‘winged 
arrows penetrating the body looked graceful.” 
ugeft [patrali] leafy. See ga. “jzs bahuti chau 
patrali.’—var ram 3. 

ufty [patrz] See ug. 
‘ufgar (patrrka] n letter. 2 small magazine or 
news paper, 
ufgat (patrrni] 1 army of archers.-sanama. 
ugt [patri] m letter, epistle. 2 postman, courier, 
messenger. “prithme mata jz patri calavau.” 

~asa m 5. 3 almanac; calendar in the form of 
a booklet. “man ki patri vacni.”—var maru / 
m 3, 4 horoscope. “kztz brdhz pati lije, 
bala?”-NP. ‘O. Bhai Bala! how can we get 
horoscope of Guru Nanak?" § Skt 33% adj 
winged, having wings. 6 leafy, covered with 

leaves. 7 » arrow. “kai kotx patri tzsi thor 

chule.”-carztr 102. 8 bird. 9 tree. “patri par 
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potri je vasa.”-NP. ‘birds which live on the' weet [pathri] n small stone, 2 stone in the urinary 
tree.’ 10 flower which has petals; lotus. 
11 rose. 
ugafs [patryarr] elephant, enemy of the tree. 
~sanama. 
ugafe mfs (patryart arr] m enemy of the tree 
— elephant; his enemy —lion.~sanama. 

uggafe fs mfs (patryarx arz arr) n enemy of 
the tree elephant; his enemy lion; his enemy 
— gun.-sanama. 
ugafe mfe yfse (patryarr arr dhuntni} 
enemy of the tree — elephant; his enemy — 

lion; which gives out sound like him —the gun. 

~sanama. 
‘ua [path] Skt %{ r throw away, go, fly, send. 
2 n way, path, passage. “calahr prabhu 
patha.”—var jet. 3 custom, rite, ritual. 

4 precautionary measures (against illness). 
‘See ug. 5 Parth (Arjun) who was son of Pritha 

(Kunti). “kyé path ko rath hak dhayo ju?”-33 
saveye. 

‘uaa [pathak] See ufea. 
‘use? [pathna], user [pathna] v install, appoint. 
harden by striking; pat. 3 give round shape 
to cow-dung ete by patting with hands, 4 7 

ball made by patting pale white clay etc; round, 
flat-shaped material. 

‘uae (pathar] Skt yAe n stone. “pathar ki beri je 
care bharx nalt budave,”-asa am 1]. 
urate [patharsel] adj stone which remains in 
the flow of water. See 4 7. 

‘yageer [patharkala] 2 gun in which stone is 
fixed to ignite the fuse. Init, the fuse is ignited 
with stone instead of matchlock. See HAG and 
Cd 
ueeQGa [pathrauna], waes" [pathrana] v pelt 
stones; stone to death. In Islam this punishment 
was inflicted on a lecherous married person 
and likewise on a married woman of loose 
morals. A #1, See Har, 
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bladder due to which urine is obstructed and 
its passing out becomes painful. Skt ref 
gravel. “pathri baphrrdg Sdhnetra.”-carrtr 
405. Per Ayurved, disturbed air hardens bile 

and phlegm mixed with urine and semen in 

the urinary bladder and the kidney and shapes 
it like stone and sand. People who do not 

observe precautionary measures in taking food 
but consume meat, eggs and sweets in excess 

and do not do any exercise, are affected by 

this disease. When the stone begins to be 

formed, the patient has gas in the urinary 

bladder and the urine smells like that of a billy 
goat. When it increases in size, the urine flows 

in drops causing severe pain. Sometimes, 
pieces of stone pass through the urine. If the 

urinary bladder gets scratched, then blood 

begins to flow. Stone is also formed in the 

kidney. 
The best cure for this is that it should be 

got operated by some qualified doctor. 

Use of the following medicines also proves 
very effective: 

(1) taking picrorhiza after grinding it and 

mixing it in curd. 
(2) taking barley alkaline and jaggery 

mixed in the juice of white gourd. 

(3) taking wild horsebean like tea after 

boiling and mixing barley alkaline into it. 
(4) taking tribulus alatus seeds after 

grinding and mixing it in honey with goat's milk. 
(5) taking rock secretion with sheep’s milk. 
(6) taking oxide of black stone with goat's 

milk. 
(7) taking decoction of the root of suhijne 

tree. 

(8) taking crushed mixture of 

pakhanbhed, barna, seeds of tribulus alatus, 
centella asiatica and cucumber after boiling 
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them, and then mixing with rock secretion and 

Jaggery. 
Medinr (pathrial 1 stone-cutter, engaged in 
stone-work. 2 a Khatri subcaste. 
wadte [pathrila) adj stony, rocky. 
ued [pathroli] n piece of stone, fragment of 
a rock, 

yarster (pathania) 1 a Rajput subcaste; a 
Rajput subcaste that founded Pathankot and 

made it the capital. Now nobles of Nurpur 
(Kangra) are the chiefs of this caste. 

ufaer (pathrk] Skt n traveller, wayfarer. 
“pathrk pias crt serovar atamjal len.” 
Ppartal m 5. Here pathtk means seeker of 
spiritual knowledge. 
‘ufeerr (pathtksala] inn, waiting room. 
unter [pathina] 1 ue-nrets rules of a sect. 
2 custom, tradition. “hom jagg jeg thap 

pathina.”-BG. 3 person on the move; 
travelter__ 

ug [pathu] See ug. 2 Sit ued n object that is - 
beneficial to a patient. “gurr Smratnamu 
pialza janam maran ka pathu.”-sri m 5. 
3 precautionary measures (against illness). 

uitz [pathera] » one who pats cow-dung into 
cakes; maker of bricks. 
ut [patth) See ug 2 and uaa. 

as [patthar] See uae. 
utd [patth3] Parth (Arjun) did. “hanyo tahz 

patths, sads sis kepyo.”-gyan. ‘Parth killed 
him and immediately chopped off his head.’ 
uwa [pathay] Skt adj related to a path. 
2 comfortable, beneficial. 3 » myrobalan. 

4 interest, benefit, welfare. 5 precautionary 
measures (against illness). 6 some thing 

beneficial to a patient. 

‘ue [pad] Skt 1% vr remain standing; go, receive, 

obtain, produce; be promoted, search. 2 1 foot. 
“sahas pad brmal.”-sohzla. 3 footprint. 
4 status, rank, “mrrtek pf£dz pad mad na, 
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ahinis ek agran su naga.”-sri beni. “khoje 
pad nirbana.”-gau m 9. 5 word “ba pad 
prrtham bakhanke pun nakar pad dehu.” 
~sanama. Adding & [na] to & [ba] gives wa 

[ban], which means an arrow. 6 foot of a poetic 
metre, a line or part of a line. 7 metric 

composition, verse, composition written 

according to metrical rules involving varen, 

ganand matra. However, poets have used pad 
specifically for vrsanupad. The verses of 
saints like Surdas etc are also popular as pad. 

Verses contained in Guru Granth Sahib are 
also known as pad as — dupada, caupada, 
asatpadi, (group of eight stanzas) etc. See 
dete fewas. 8 according to Purans, the 
constitutents of charity — clothes, omaments, 

food, vessels etc. See Fafa ue. 9 holy text, 
mystical formula. “so pad ravahu jz bahuri na 

revna.”-gau kabir. 10 P 4 protection, safety. 

11 adjprotector, saviour. 12 pad has also been 

used in the sense of prad (giver). “jivan pad 
nanak prabhu mera.”-maru m 5. “sagal 
stdhtpads.”-guj jedev. ‘who bestows 
miraculous powers.’ 13 An ignorant scribe has 

used Ue [pad] instead of fus [pit] at several 
places in Shastarnammala. See page 231 and 
the peculiar conclusion drawn in the 
explanation of Ripusamudar Pit. 14 Per 

grammar, words used as subject, verb and 

object.' 

‘ueite (padched] Skt veee or uef¥ae n act 
of separating combination of words and 
compound words of a sentence so as to make 
the meaning clear and explicit; parsing. 

2 writing words leaving space in between, so 
that the reader can understand the meanings 

easily; separation of words. In olden times, 
the lines were written by joining words with 
each other. This was done for two reasons — 
a (Panini. 
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first, there was scarcity of paper, second 
people were fully skilled. They recited the text 
of the scripture as if it was memorized. Now 

it is not proper to write or print books without 

separating words because the unskilled person 
can play havoc with the meaning of the text, 
as: 
“jrthedzthamzratkorlabahzthiar.” 

“gutmukhzhoztepaic.” 
“bidesejrpavahivrcrabadi.” 

“namvrhunekraganijtnuharigurdaresnahor.” 
etc. In these verses if words were not 
separated, the text could be read as kor, 

tapaie, sejr, and darsan. 

‘ue [padaj] according to Hinduism a low caste 
person, believed to be born from the feet, 

padaj. 
weg [padtran] » shoe, which protects the 

feet. 2 a pair of wooden sandals. 

uewgs {padpahul] 1 water poured over the 
preceptor’s toes and taken by the initiate. See 
woes. “padpahul de stkhh keryo he.”-GPS. 
uelan [padpakaj] adj lotus-like feet; feet 
delicate and clean like a lotus. “stjana ki 

padp3kaj dhurz.”-basst m 3. 
Wen [padam] Skt T@H n lotus (nelumbium 
speciosum). “padam nzjaval jal ras sigatr.” 
-maru m /. 2 one thousand billion. 

1000000000000000.' “petalzs padms asur 
sajyo katak catursg.”-cSdi J. 3 according to 
astrology a line on the sole and the palm, which 
is regarded as a sign of luck. See wey. 
4 shaped lotus, weapon of Vishnu, used like a 
mace in fighting against the enemy. “sdkhcakr 

gada padem apt apukio chadam.”-saveye m 
4 ke. 5 scars spotted on the trurk of an 
elephant. 6 according to Yog, lotuses of the 

different number of petals within the body at 
‘Many Sanskrit books differ on counting numbers. See 
thar, 
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places like the heart, and the forehead etc. 

See uewq. 7 a poetic metre, comprising — four 
feet, each with na, sa, la, ga, Ill, 5,1, 5. 

Example: 
probhu dharat dhyan jo. subh lahrt gyanso. .. 

(b) several poets have termed the poetic 

metre kamal as padam. See aH, 8 whitish 
spots on a snake’s hood. 9 padam has also 

been used for padmasan (a yoga exercise) - 

“magor pache kachu na sujhe ehu padam 
alor.”-dhana m J. ‘It is a strange type of 
posture named padam.’ 10 a tree which bears 
fruit similar to a berry; in Kashmir. it is known 
as WR [glas]. It does not grow in hot regions; 
cherry. 11 padam has also been used for 
Lakshmi (goddess of wealth). See wen aearr 
ufs. 
uen agen ufs (padam kavias patr|-mala 
ravidas. Vishnu, lord of Padma and Shiv, lord 

of Kailash. pats relates to both. 
wenaras [padamgarabh], UeHA [padmaj] n bom 

from the lotus, Brahma, 
uenat [padmani] See uefie?. 
uenora {padamnath], YeHes [padamnabh], 

‘uenerf [padamnabhz] 7 Vishnu, lord of lotus, 

who has it in his navel. 2 Shiv, whose umbilicus 

is shaped like a lotus. 
wenfs [padmanr], uenat [padmani) See uefa. 
2 elephants used for fighting in a battle. 

~sanama. 
uenig (padambadhu] sun; lotus blooms at 

sunrise. 2 a flower-sucking large black bee. 
‘ueug [padambhul, uentifs [padamyonz] bom 
from the lotus, Brahma. 

uenarat [padamrag] Skt n gem of red colour 
as of a red lotus, Ruby. “padamrag ke ason 
jahiva."-NP. 
entun [padamlocan] See SH88s and UeHa, 
went [padma] Skt n Lakshmi (goddess of 
wealth), who lives in the lotus. 2 wife of Kalki, 
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an incarnation of the Divine. 

enAs [padmasan] n according to Yog, lotus 
shaped posture, i.e. sitting erect while putting 

right foot on the left thigh and left foot on the 
right thigh, straightening the spine, and 

catching the thumb of the right foot with the 

right arm behind the back and the thumb of 
the left foot with the left arm, gazing at the tip 
of the nose and the chin touching the chest. 
2 Brahma who sits on the lotus. 3 one who 

practises padmasan. 4 Shiv, 5 sun. 

‘uenrag [padmaker] n a lake in which lotuses 

grow abundantly. 2 a Hindi poet who was born 

in the family of Mohan Lal Bhatt in Sammat 
1810 at Banda (Bundelkhand). He composed 

beautiful verses. At first he was in the service 
of the Nawab of Banda; later he was at the 
court of Raghunath Rav Peshwa; thereafter 

he served Maharaja Partap Singh and his son 

Jagat Singh of Jaipur. There he compiled a 

book entitled Jagad Vinod which is highly rated 
among the poets. In old age, Padmakar 
worshipped Ganga and composed a hymn in 
praise of it, entitled Ganga Lahiri from which 

@ stanza is given below : 

locan asam 3g bhasom crta ki lay 
tin lok nayak su keseke thaharto? 

kahe padmakar vrlok 1m dig jake 
ved-hi puran gan kese anusarto? 

badhe jatajut beth parbatkut par 
maha kalkut kaho kese kth karts? 

pie nrt bhagé rahe pretan ke sigé 
eso puchto ko nige jo na gigt sis dharts? 

Padmakar died in Sammat 1890. 

‘wen [padmaks], ues [padmach] n whose 
eyes are like lotus; lotus-eyed; Vishnu. 2 nut 
of lotus; seed of waterlily. 3 adj having eyes 
like petals of lotus. “padamnath padmach.” 
~gyan. 
uewus [padmapat], vexufs [padmapatz] 1 
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Vishnu. “par na pax sake padmapat."-akal. 
2. the Creator who is lord of the material world. 

“pat stukrn srr padmapatr pae?”—akal. 
wenrea [padmaly], yeH® (padmaic] n one 
whose abode is the lotus — Brahma. 2 abode 
of Lakshmi (goddess of wealth) — lotus. 

“padmale jat-ti hve jese.”-GPS. 3 whose 
dwelling place is lotus - Lakshmi. 
uenredt [padmavati] n ancient name of Patna 
(Patliputar). 2 ancient name of Ujjayini. 

3 Lakshmi (goddess of wealth). 4 See waarq. 
5 a poetical metre, named caturpedi and also 
cavpeya, is marked by four feet, thirty matras 
in each foot, first pause at the tenth, second at 

the next eighth and the third at the last twelfth 

matra, sagan and guru Ii, 5 in the end. It is 
better if its first and second pauses are 
alliterative. 

Example: 
drkhzyat sabh papi, nahz harzjapi, 

tadapr maha ris thane, 

he atz brbheari, partrry bhari, 
dev prtar nahi mane, 

so tadapr maha bar, kahit dharemdhar, 
papkaram adhrkari, 

dhrrg dhrrg sabh akhé, mukh nahr bhakhé, 
dehf przstz cadh gari.—kalki. 

(b) there is another form of padmavati also 

in prosody, marked by four feet, thirty-two 
matras in cach foot, first pause at the tenth, 

second at the next eighth and third at the 
subsequent fourteenth matra, with two gurus 
in the end; it is also called kamlavati. 

Example: 

sabh jag ko karta, jivan bharta, 
jrhz pujet munz jan sare, 

tzs tyagi seva, pujé deva, 
sohé kast atrhi bhare. ... 

6 goddess Mansa. 7 wife of Jaydev. 8 a 

heavenly nymph. 9 queen of king Udhishthir. 
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yefiiet [padmznil 1 a small lotus. 2 Padmavati 
has also been termed Padmini. See udaary. 

3 In poetical works, a class of women: 
“sahaj sug3dh savrup subh puny prem 
sukhdan, 

“tanu tanu bhojan ros ratr nrdra man 

bakhan,' 
salaj subudhhz udar mrrdu has bas sucr 8g, 
amal alom anagbhuvr padminz hatkarsg. 

-rasikpriya. 

4 Lakshmi (goddess of wealth), 

went (padmi] n Vishnu who keeps a lotus- 
shaped weapon. See wen 4. 2 elephant. 3 a 

pond full of lotuses. 
‘yey [padamu] a line indicating fortune, named 
padam, See wen 3. “mere hathr padamu.” 
=phunhe m 5. 
uehtgt [padmetri] See »aYA. 
uenafe (padamyarz] n gun, enemy of the 
elephant.-sanama. 2 lion, enemy of the 
elephant. 
wea [padar] P 4 Skt fut E father, L pater, Pg 
padre, “jon prsor padar brradra.”-tzl3g m1. 
ued [padvi] Skt n way, path. “mSd mad gatr 
jate padvi me padp3kaj s6dar.”-NP. 2 system, 
custom, method. 3 grade, rank, position. “trn 
kav padvi uc bhai.”-saveye m 4 ke. 3 title, 
epithet. 
weds [padvsd) See eee. 
‘Wer [pada] See Ue 7. “gujri jedev jiu ka pada.” 
uerfen (padars] See team. 2 earning, income. 
“maha padars dhan ki mere.”-GPS. 
uets [podat] » end of a verse, rhyme. 

‘ers (padatz) n pedestrian, foot soldier. 
wersy [padaregh] ueula n water offered to 
wash one’s feet; water offered for washing 

the feet of a deity. 
aera [padarath} Skt ued n meaning of a verse, 
Fwhose body is delicate but is indifferent to diet, anger, 
love, steep and arrogance. 
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thyme or word. 2 accepted topics of a school 

of philosophy, as there are six topics according, 
to Vaisheshik i.e. susbtance, qualities, actions, 

general, specific, relationship between part and 
whole; sixteen in Nayay School of Gautam. 

See wenAg. 3 In Purans, they are religion, 

riches, passion and salvation. 4 thing, article. 

5 wealth, 6 a devotee of Guru Ramdas. 
ues freq [padarath vidya] natural 

Philosophy. 
uerag (padarathu] See vega. “gran padarathu 
paie.”-sri a m J. 2 invaluable object. “rhu 
jonam padarathu parke.”—sri m 3. 
ueragag (pedarathudhenv] Indar’s cow that 

grants everything. “sStsabha gur paie mukatr 

padarathudhenu.”-sri m J. 
ueaf€e [padarvfd] lotus-shaped feet. 
uefgfs [padavrittz] See dha (A). 
‘ufe [padz] in a stage or phase. “cauthe padr 
vasa hora.”—mala m 3.2 pertaining to the foot, 
on-foot. 3 Sit who deserves to go. 

unite {padid] P 44 adjevident, apparent. 
ut [padina] See tet. 
ug [padu] See uz. 
‘ga [paduk] line, row. “subhat dat paduks.” 

~gyan. row of teeth; it is composed by an 
ignorant scribe, correct version being pattak3. 

See Usa. 
‘uf [pade) plural of ue or ue" (stanza). See Fue, 

age etc. 
ugex (padodak] n water with which 
someone’s feet have been washed, water for 
washing the feet. 

we [padd] Skt 9¢ vr farting; breaking wind. 

2. wind released through the anus; fart. 

“chrkk padd hrdki vartara."—BG. 

‘urea [pady] 7 a composition in which stanzas 
are written according to a poetical measure; 

poem, 2 according to Hinduism, a person of 
the lowest class, who is believed to have been 
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born from the feet. 3 adj related to the feet. 

‘ug [padr] Sktn village . 2 way to the village. 
3a village street. 

‘uafs [padhatr] Skt van footprints. 2 way, 
path. “tha padhatz te mat cukehr, re man!” 
-saveyem 5 ke. 3 custom, tradition, ceremony. 

4 book of religious rites and rules. 5 method, 

manner, 
uae (padhra], wad [padhro] adj proper for 
placing the foot; even, level. “nanak padharu 
padhro.”—var gau 2 m 5. 2 See ug. 

uerg [padhaul, urg [padhanu] M/ traveller, 
wayferer, “puchaho jax padhaus.”-sri am J. 
‘ask the seekers of spiritual knowledge.’ See 

deg. 
yarse [padharna], uarge" [padharna] v step; 
put the feet forward, walk, go, travel. 2 come, 
arrive, 

ufanzar [pedhrstaka], ufaayar [padhrstaka] 
Two forms of this poetical metre are there in 

Dasam Granth. It is marked by four feet, each 

foot containing ra, ja, ta, ga, la IS, 19, $5, 5,1. See 
wfts fe, 2 In Kalki Avtar it is caited totak as. 
under: 

“gt papan te jag char rahyo. 
una [paddhar] See uae. 
uufs [paddharr), Uae (paddhri] See ua and 
ua. 
us [pan] Skt 1 vr trade, praise, feel pleasure. 
See usm. 2 See ue 8. “barah baras balpan 
bite.”-asa kabir. 3 vow, pledge. “pan puran 
kin.”-GPS. 

uon [panas] Skt n jackfruit, artocarpus 
integrifolia. “sakal sarir panasphal jesa.”“GPS. 
2. In Ramayan, a monkey in the army of Sugriv. 

usmdt [pansari] Ske vee one who displays 
articles for sale; one who buys and sells goods; 

trader. 2 shopkeeper. 

‘uerre [pansal] n current of water. 2 home of 
water; place where water is available for 
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drinking. 3 meter for measuring water. 4 act 
of measuring water. 
usa (panah] Ps 7 refuge, shelter. “teri panah 
khudaz!"-asa farid. 2 protection, security. 

upardt (panhari] n female water-bearer. 
uadt (panhi) Skt urea or usar (which remains 
fastened to the foot). » shoe, boot. “log 

gathave panhi.”-sor ravrdas. panhi means 

human body. 
‘Uses (pankat], usafs (pankatr] Skt Usafs a 
creature that crawls on the ground. See gfefe. 
usw [panghat] 1 aa place on the river bank 
or elsewhere for drawing water. 

uss (panac] Skt TaSpaaT x bowstring. 
use wig [panac agraj] n which is shot by 
joining to the front of a bowstring; arrow. 
-sanama. 
un niza [panac Stak] n made for cutting the 
bowstring; arrow shaped like a half-moon. 
-sanama. 2 sword. 

usa yoefs [panac praharant] 7 which strikes 
arrows with the help of bowstrings; army of 
archers.-sanama. 2 sword which can cut a 

bowstring. 
uses {panvar) a Rajput subcaste. 
uve's? [panvara] adj belonging to Panwar 
subcaste. 2 » a bow] made from tree-leaves; 

duna etc. “age sabhke dhar ponvare. bhat 
parosyo bhali prakare."-GPS. 3 preparation 
of areca-nut, spices and edible lime wrapped 
ina betel-leaf. “pun panvare kin cabino.”—NP.. 

‘ura [panah] P « place of refuge, asylum or 
shelter. 2 strength, protection. 
uae [panahan], uerefe [panahanz] adj who 
gives shelter, protector. “sSt ponahan.”—akal, 

ues (panara], usr [panala] Skt yar n 
channel which carries water. “bahz sron calyo 
jonu kotr panare.”-cSdi /. 2 outlet for roof 
water. 3 pipe-like vessel for pouring ghee in 
the fire-pit. 
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ufsrs (panthar], ufsoe [panzharal, ufsote 
(panzharr], ufsaret (panrhari] adj water- 
bearer (male or female). “harr ka s5t paran 

dhan trs ka panzhara.”-suhi m 5. “harzjan 
ki panrharz,”~s kabir. “avar jonz teri 

panthari.”-asa m 5. 2 Ske Taen| adj who 
carries goods for sale. 3 caravan; company 

of merchants. “jth pede luti panthari. so 
marag s3tan durari.”-asa m 5. 4 merchant, 

trader. 5 See tte ufsardt. 
‘ust [pani] short for usdt. “pani pamri taj 
bhajyo.”-carrtr 2/. ‘ran leaving behind his 

shoes and silken cloth.” 
usb [pania] n water 2 adj related to water. 
3n shoe, boot. “pania chadan nika.”-dhana 

dhéna. 

ude [panir] Pn milk without water, solid 

food made by separating water from milk, 

which tastes sour; cottage cheese, 2 a thick 

dish prepared by squeezing water from curd. 
ustet [paniri] 2 seedlings of flowers and 

vegetables, sown densely for transplanting. 

‘UB (pano] drum. See Wee. “kshii ben bina pano 
> nagare.”-corrtr 405. 
Ug [pannu] a subcaste of Jats, also spelled 
as ify and tig. During the Mughal period, Jarts 
of Pannu subcaste were famous chieftains. 
This subcaste originated from Rajputs of the 
solar dynasty. See ug. 

antat (papakk] by moving like wind; with the 
speed of wind. “papakk pakkhre ture.” 
~ramav. 2 See yug, 
wus (papna] Skt HT adj who secks refuge. 
“ham papi rakhu papna.”-bria m4. 

‘unt [papa] twenty-sixth character of Gurmukhi 

script. “papa parmrtr par na paza.”—bavan, 
2 pronunciation of u. 

uws [papat] adj fallen to a lower level, 
degraded. “y3 kahz bat papatdhara par.”-GV 
10. 
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ufos’ (paprhara], uf [papiha] n one who 
has the desire to drink water; rain-bird. See 
‘W3a. “cah rahi jas megh paprhra pyaske.” 
~carrtr 269. 
uuist [papita) papaya, carica papaya; it is 

beneficial for and curative of liver. 

infiset {papilka], ue? (papili) Ske furftferar n 
ant. “kardams tar3t papilkah."-sahas m 5. “gaj 
or papili.”—krrsan. 

uitesr [paporna), uiteat [papolnal v nourish. 
“re nar! kax paporahudehi?”~sorm 5. “unke 
s5gz tu rekhi papolz.”-asa m 5. ‘O body! you 
were nourished in the company of the 
Supreme Being,’ 2 suck juice of something 
by taking it in the mouth but without touching 
with the teeth and molar; suck. 3 recite ahymn 
without understanding its sense and without 

practising the teaching inhering it. “bhalke uthz 
papolie vin bujhe mugadh ajanz.”-sri m 5. 

uitfs [papolr] by rearing. See uitwar 1. 2 by 
sucking. See wile 2. 
ua [pab] See ta 2. 2 “dhae paba jive hane.” 
-cddi 3. ‘Demons, huge like mountains, came 

running.” 

wwe [paban] See ueT. 2 See uate. 
uafz [pabant] Sn waterlily, blue lotus, Skt 
uenfe. “pabanz kere pat jru dhalz dhulr 
jOmanhar.”-sri m /. “bra dhalx pabant jru 
jOmro.”-var maru 2 m 5. perished by 
withering like watertily. See GHz 3. 

‘uae [paban] See ues. 
uaa [pabar] Skt yea adj superb, excellent. 
“pavar ti hariavla kovla kScanvénz."-sava m 
1. ‘oh golden lotus! you were excellent and 

blossoming.” Lotus means human body. 
ua [pabb] n front part of a foot. 2 short for 
‘USES, mountain. “mecek pabban se jrn ke tan.” 

~carrtr 1, ‘bodies like dark mountains.’ 
waar [pabbay] » mountain. See furs. 
uae [pabbrat] 7 king of mountains, the 
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Himalayas. 2 Sumeru. 3 king of a hilly region. 
‘awerg (pabbakar] adjof the size of a mountain. 
“gajraj pabbakar."-pars. 
wart [pabbani] x daughter of the mountain, 
Parvati. “papa pavztri pabbani.”-datt. 2 adj 
mountainous, hilly, 

una (paby] See ta. 
yaateat ein AAY [pabybhedni is sastra] 
stream, which pierces through the mountains; 
her lord, Varun - the god of water; his weapon 
— the noose.-sanama. 

wre ([pamar] See yw. 2 See ues 3 and 4, 
wat [pay] Skt 1% vr go, flow. 2 TR milk. 
3 water. 4 semen. 5 strength. 6 pay has also 
been used for pad (pay) - “hath lagahr gur 
amar pay.”~saveye m3 ke. 
ward (payaz] See fucr. 
‘ums [payan] Skt yore n going; act of moving, 
voyage, departure. 
ua [payam] P (ln message. 2 account, 
description. 

‘yas [payar} n underneath world, netherworld. 

“jan payar gayo turSgom.”—przthu. 2 paddy 
straw. 3 love, fondness, affection. 4 a 

poetical metre, which is another form of 

andd; it is marked by four feet, fourteen 

characters in each foot, first pause at the 

eighth, second at the next sixth matra, guru 
and laghu in the end. 

Example: 

bhimcad kahi ab, suntye janab, 

nakrs akal kahé, ek nitr phab, 

dur dur der dar, ghat bat rok, 
thahzrrye chor sab, jiahti ko sok. 

~gurupad. 
war [payal] n the underneath world. 2 paddy 
straw. 
uur [payala] P Jk m cup, mug, bowl. 
2 transform of uss. See vam, “jini akas 
kuloh srrz kini, kause sapat payala.”-bher 
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urfs [payalz] in the nether world. “jalz thalx 
gagent payalt purr rahra.”-saveye m4 ke. 
ug [payukh) See fugu and uign. 
uttam [pyohas) See utan. 

uitue [payoher] See witug. 
uttstes [payohidon] See ustdtes. 
‘uttt [payoj] 1 lotus that grows in water; 
something born of water. 
ute [payod] n cloud, that gives water, 2 cattle 

that gives milk. 

uttus [payodhar] » cloud that carries water. 
2 pond. 3 milk-bearing part of the body, teat, 
breast. “jake subhat payodhar pina."-NP. 
4 coconut, § mountain. 6 See 202 = gu9. 
wifi [payodhz], wifsfa [payonrdhz] n 
expanse of water; sea, ocean. 
wit [pay3pe) Dg statement. 2 utterance, 
sentence. 3 See ufenii. 
us [par] part but. 2 after, succeeding, 
subsequent. 3 Skt adj other, another. 

4 belonging to someone else. “pardhan partan 

parti nfda.”-asa m 5. § different, varied, 
separate. 6 far, away, distant. 7 superb, 
excellent. 8 pious; in the habit of doing things. 

9 enemy, foe. 10 Shiv. 11 salvation, liberation. 
12 Skt uaz adv last year, previous year. 
13 suf above, on. “uparz gaganu, gaganu par 
gorakhv.”-maru m J. “satrguru par ke vastra 
pakharaht.”-NP. ‘wash robes wom by the 

true Master.’ 14 imperative form of uaa. 

“gurcarnan per mago khima.”~GPS. 15 adv 
by lying down. “namo kin par did samane.” 

-NP. 16 P zn wing, feather. “na par p8khi 
tahr.”-var brha m 3. 

wat [parau] lie down. 2 lay down. “kahu 
ravidas parav teri sabha.”-gau. 3 read, recite. 
4 I read, | study. “brdza na parav badu nahi 
janav.”-bzla kabir. 5 day before yesterday. 

6 day after tomorrow. See U2 2, 
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uatherg [par-upkar] n act performed for the 
good of the other; help; benevolence. “par- 
upkar pon babu Kia.”-gau m 4. “mzthza tan, 
nahi par-upkara.”-sukhmani. 
uaguerdt (par-upkari] Waar benevolent, 
who works for the good of others. “jan par- 
upkari ae.”-suhi m 5. 
uenray [par-atma] See uFSH, 2 another’s 
mind. 
‘yah (parail lies down. 

uséiot [paraia] adj who lies down. 2 See ua- 
usétor, 3 of the other; other’s. “jane ko pir 
paraia?”-brla am 4. 

‘wan [paras] Skt Fur n act of touching. “puhap 
sugadha paras manukhy dehs malins.”-gatha. 
2. Skt uam. paras — philosopher’s stone. “param 
poras guru bhetie.""-gau revidas. 3 un dice. 
“bam paras te jhuth banava.””—paras. ‘created 
falsehood from the left side.’ 4 See uay. 

‘UsAe [parsan] Skt Fura n act of touching, to 
touch. 
‘yore [parasna] v touch. 2 meet, come face 
to face. “jrnz parsza guru satrguru pura.” 
-tukha cht m 4. “parsat coran gatz nirmal 
ritr.”-sukhmani. 

uanfé [parsanz] for touching. “trsu nanek 

Parsani ave.”-asa m 5. 
UBAE [parsat] touching with. 2 by touching. 
See ware, 3 See 
USHA [parastes] P 77 n worship, prayer. 
YaHaT [parastan] P (*z v worship, pray. 
wena (parsan) or USAG [parsanu] See Uae, 
2 Skt yR question, act of asking, “gurbani stu 
pritz su parsonu.”-maru solhe m 1.3 Sktyn 
adj happy, joyful. 4 adv getting pleased, 
happily. “parsan pares bhae kubzja kav.”-nat 
am4, 

‘Wars [paresna] See SHE". 
uanfs: [parsanz] being pleased, pleasingly. 
“parsant parasu bhae sadhu jan, janu hart 
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bhagvanu drkhije.”"—kalz a m 4. ‘The saints 

met joyfully as if they had a glimpse of the 
Creator.” 
‘usmus (paraspar] adv mutual, reciprocal. 2 See 
winded. 3 See Ua UO Ue. 
ugAeH [parasram), USATY (parasramu] a 
physician, who, after turning a disciple of Guru 
Hargobind, treated poor patients free of cost 

and preached Sikhism. 2 a great warrior in 
the army of the sixth Guru. 3 a Vairagi saint, 

devotee of Guru Gobind Singh, whom the Guru 

preached the essence of Yog. 
4 Parshuram — Ram with an axe; in Purans 

he is the incarnation’ of Vishnu. He was the 

fifth son of Brahmin Jamdagni and his wife 
Renuka. He was a Kushik because his mother 
belonged to Kushik dynasty. He extirpated 
Kshatris in Treta, the second aeon. His tale is 
told in detail in Mahabharat, Purans and 

Ramayan. 

It is mentioned in Mahabharat that he 
taught martial arts to Karan and fought against 
Bhisham. When members of the Kuru dynasty 
held a meeting after the war, he also 
parti ‘ted in it. He was born before Ram, 

but they were contemporary as well. It is stated 

in Mahabharat that Ram attacked and 
rendered him unconscious. [t is mentioned 

there that Parashuram was a worshipper of 

__ Shiv, and when at the time of marrying Sita, 
Ram broke the bow of Shiv, Parshuram was 

filled with anger and gave his Vaishnav bow 

to Ram and challenged him to fasten its string. 

Ram easily fastened the string of the bow, on 

which he accepted his defeat. But the arrow 
fixed on the string, Ram did not let go in vain, 

and he destroyed Parshuram’s power to move 
TAccording to Matsay Puran, Parshuram was the sixth 
incarnation of Vishnu and according to Bhagwal, he 
was the sixteenth incamation. 
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through the skies, as -“nabh ki gatr tahr hati 
sar s6.”—-ramav. The story goes that when 
Parshuram returned the earth to the Brahmans 
after conquering it from Kshatris, from that 

day; he stopped staying on the earth at night, 
only to spend the night in the sky. 

Parshuram became a disciple of Shiv at a 
very young age. Shiv trained him in the art 
of arms and weapons and bestowed the gift 
of divine axe upon him, due to which he came 

to be known as Parshuram (Ram with an 

axe). It is mentioned in Mahabharat that he 

chopped off the head of his mother Renuka 

on the directive of his father. He was engaged 

in severe fighting against the Kshatris, 

extirpated them from the earth twenty-one 

times and gave the earth to the Brahmans. 

Parshuram killed the Kshatris and with their 
blood filled five ponds named Samatpanchak. 

It is said that he populated the land of 

Malabar. Some are of the opinion that this 

region was granted to him by Varun (god of 
waters). Others hold that he pushed back the 

ocean and developed many colonies. The 
cause of his enmity with the Kshatris was 

that Arjun (Kartveerya Sahasarbahu), the 

king of Haihaya dyansty had killed Jamadagni 

i.e. Parshuram’s father. “paraguram rove 
ghorr ara.”~var ram J m J, See FORT, 
pears and tar. 

YsAoRAS (parasramesur] Parshu (with an 
axe) Ram, the incarnation of Vishnu. 
“parasramesur kar kutharv raghu teju harro.” 

~saveye m | ke. 

‘wert [parsa] xa ” water. 2 axe, small axe, 
‘ware [parsad] or UaH'Y [parsadu] See yrre 1. 

“guru parsadu kare namu deve.”-majh am4. 
“guru pura pura parsad.”-bher m 5. 2 See 
{YFFe2. “thy parsad guru te jane.”-var mala m 
1,3 See yrre 3. 
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uerres [parsadan] Skt yrren n pleasing. 
2 food, victuals. “d3davt parsadan bhoga.” 
-govam 5.3 adjpleasing. 

‘uanre [parsada) xan bread. 2 See yrre 3. 

anf [parsadr] by the grace of, by virtue of 
kindness. “parsadz nanek guru 3god."-sadu. 
“gor parsadz Smrxtras cinta.”-sarm4.2 See 

yrs, 
‘uerrdt [parsadi] bread. 2 consecrated food. 
3. Skt sree adj kind, merciful. “sahje sacu 
mulza parsadi.”-gau a m 3. 4 by the grace 
of, due to kindness. “gurparsadi ti pavnza.” 
~majh am 4.5 See yrré. 
uanre [parsadu] See verre and yAe. 
uanrrt (parsade] plural of ware. 2 by the grace 
of, by virtue of kindness. “sukh pata sStan ke 
parsade.”~sor m 5. 
uf [parasr] by touching. “kScanu tanu hor 
paresr paras kov.”~saveye m4 ke. 

usfipt [parsze] by virtue of, by touching. 
“darsant parste guru ke.”-saveye m2 ke. 
unfau [parsrdh] Skr wftz adj famous, 
renowned. “trhure lok parstdh kabira."—mala 

ravidas, © 

way [parasu] See uan and yanfs. 2 Sit vey 

unf n axe. “parasu adolS hathnals.”-ramav. 
“tum pattIs pasi parasu param srddhz ki 
khan.”-sanama. 3 Skt YaR adj very dear. 
“namu parasu jrnz paro.”-saveye m 2 ke. 
4 paras; philosopher's stone. “parasu bhetr 

parasu keryao."—saveye m 4 ke. ‘The true 

Master, who is like a philosopher’s stone, has 
also rendered me valuable with his touch.’ 

‘usEree [parsuarath) n benevolence; in fact 
pararth and svarth are two different words 
but this word has been formed in Punjabi from 

the combination of these two, and its meaning 
is benediction or favour. 2 an act performed 

for another’s good and one’s own. 

‘agus [parasudhar] 7 one who bears an axe. 
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2. baptised Sikh who keeps an axe. 
ways [parasuram] See UsHOH. 
uags [parsut] Skt Ys adj born, produced. 
2 producer, progenitor. 
uagfs (parsutr] Skt yyfs n origin, birth. 
2 act of giving birth, reproduction. 3 cause, 
reason. 4 offspring, progeny. “mara mai 
tregun parsutz jamaza.”—maru solhe m 3. 

wage [parsun] flower. See yys. “selan kanan 
86 dharni parsunaht jy6 jzn sis uthai.”-NP. 
‘The mythical snake Sheshnag supports the 
entire earth on his head like a flower.” 

yar (parseu] Skt yz n sweat, perspiration. 
uit [parso] See Usy 2, “barchi aru dhal gada 
parso.”—kalki. 2 See uaF. 
sit [pars6] Skt 4eeae adv day after tomorrow. 
2 day before yesterday. 3 ua—feer n another 
day. 
arm [parsisa] See yr. 
stig [parsigul See ya. 2 sequence. “avagavanu 
hot he phunz phunt, rhu parasagu na tute.” 

~ram kabir. 

usris [parsin] See yrs. 
uatee [parsived], ueH®er (parssvedy] adj 
which can be known properly through the 

other. 

way [parast) P =z adj worshipper, it is used 
as a suffix, as — FSUdH, YeUBA etc. 

‘wargt (parstri] other’s wife; woman other than 
‘one has married, 
usrhue (parsmepad) Skt a verb used for the 
other; to the contrary, a verb used for the self 

is atamnepad. transitive and intransitive. 

usfia@ (parstyu] offered. See wane. “guru 
parsiyu amor pragasu.”-saveye m3 ke. 
Yay [parsva] other’s wealth. 
gore {parharen], UTES [parharen] Ske ufsaTe 
n act of snatching, grabbing. 2 renunciation. 
“kulakhni parhart chodi bhatar.”-var guj m 
3.3 eradicating, removing. “jese jaladhz barr 
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parhare.”—carrtr 297. 4 See you. 
‘ugday [parharna) v steal another's wealth. 
“parharna lobh jhuth nid rv hikerat gudari.” 

~dhana m 5. 2 attack, assault. 
usofs (parharr] after forsaking, after giving 
up. “parharr lobh nfda kuru tragahw.”-sor 
m /. “parharz papu pachane ap.”—o5kar, 

‘medio (parharia] adj in the habit of stealing 
others’ wealth. 2 7 act of stealing another’s 
wealth; theft, robbery. “kam krodh nfda 

porhoria kadhe sadhu ke sSgx marr.”-sar m 
5.3 adj who attacks. 
usug (parharul forsake, give up. “parharu 
lobho aru lokacarv."-gau kabir. 2 See usafs. 

‘uses [parhar) See ufsay. 2 See yas. 3 fire. 
See usofs. 
usofe (parharr] in the fire, with the fire. 
“bhremban dahan bhee khin bhitarl ramnam 

parharr.”—sar m 5. ‘burnt to ashes in the fire 

of meditation.” 
ugde [parhez] P xg 1 self-control, restraint. 
2 act of avoiding evil acts. 3 abstinence. 

usdware [parhezgar] P ifja¢ n abstemious 
person, content person. 2 one who exercises 

abstinence, one who does not indulge in 
immoral acts. 
ysddies [parhezidan] P vszt¢ v abstain, 
refrain, refrain from evil doings. 

‘usage [parkar] See ufsas. 
‘usar [parkas] See yorr. 

‘ugar (parkaj) others’ work. 
‘sars [parkar] See yar, “chatih Smrrt parkar 
karaht bahu melu vadhai.”— var sar m 4. 

‘sere [parkala] P Jz n spark, ember. 
usfaes (parkrrat) See usfaefs. 
unfeafs [parkrratz), vofaest (parkzrti] 7 
other’s work. “sudu vesu parkrrat1 kamave.” 

-geum 4.2 See yfagfs. “parkrratz chode, tatu 
pachane.”-bher m 3. 

veetbor [parkia], useilar [parkiya] n a woman 
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who is in love with a person other than her 

husband; a woman other than one’s wife. In 

poetical compositions, such a woman is of two 
types - udha, who is married; and anudha 

who is unmarried. 
‘wsdfimt (parksmra) See ufeep. 

unfigfs (porkettr) See yfgfs. “parmadbhutd 
parkrrtz par3.”—gujjedev. 

vafgfsue [parkrrttpar] adj who is beyond 
nature, See uafafs and yfafs. 
wae [parakh] n act of looking at carefully; 
examining merits and dem inspection. See 

uit’. 2 ability to distrimii between merits 

and demerits; power of discrimination. 

uguat [parakhna] vexamine, observe, inspect, 
verify; determine merits and demerits. 

uses [parkhat] examines, inspects. 2 sees. 
“gurmatr sattr kar parkhat 3dh he.”-BGK. 
weet (parkha] See ufser, 2 See uger, 3 See 
vedtar. “nah parkha tum karat ho, ham janahr 
bheva."-GPS. 

uae {parkhauna] v get examined, get 
inspected. 

wana (parxas] P ity n war, battle, fight. 
2 teasing, irritating. 

usfis [parakhz) after examining, after testing. 
“parakhr khajane pae se bahuyi na khotza.” 
var guj2 m5. 
usa (pargat] Skt yae adj evident, obvious. 
“progat kia apr."—var maru 2 m 5.2 clear, 
limpid. “matz malin pargat bhai.”-gau m3. 

‘usarest [pargatna] v appear, become visible. 
“ap hi gupat apr pargatn: 

uaaea [pargatra] adj appeared, became 
visible. 2 m act of appearing, appearance. 

“ketpra din dhGdhukara ape korta pargetra.” 
~maru solhe m 5. 
usaer [pargata] adj got manifest, became 
obvious. “gurmukha no p&th pargata.”~sri 
mS. 
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usadieA [pargatiesa] utimate Reality has 
revealed itself. “sac pargatiesa.”—var ram | 
m3. 

ware" [pargana], uaa" [pargana] Pf na 
territory which includes several villages. 

uses (pargar] adj evident, obvious, visible. 

2 thick, dense. 
sath (pargarie] reveal. “tu ghatz ghatr rku 
varetda gurmukht pargarie.”—var gau ! m4. 
2 make manifest or determined. 
BURA [pargas] » light, glow, lustre, sunshine. 
2 growth, blossoming. 

uearfit [pargast] with light. 2 in the light. 
3 Sie wenfr> bright, luminous. 4 7 radiance, 
eminence. “mrlz jan nanak nam pargast.” 

—sodaru. 

ugartimr [pargasza] got luminous. 2 preoccupied. 
See firs. 

‘UmarA [pargasu] light. See wean. “nam kare 
pargasu.”-srim 4. 

‘usars" [pargajha] made manifest. “jrnz gupat 
nam pargajha.”=jet m 4. 2 worth adopting. 
usart (pargami] Ske Tem adj which 
penetrates, “pargami taran tarar 

4 ke, ‘for carrying across, a ship is at hand.’ 

under [pargidal See usrater. 
weqa (pargrah], vefqa (pargrrh], wefeg 
{pargrthu] Skt 47g other’s house. 2 other's 
wife. “jesa s5g brsiar sru he re! teso hi thu 
pargrthu.”-asa m 5. “lobhadz drzsatr 
pargrths.”-guj jedev. 3 See ufsq. 

‘gut [paragh] Skt ufsut n iron-rod, used to shut 
the door flaps from inside. 2 long iron mace. 

“paragh bhasddi tomar sakti."-NP. In 
Dhanurved, the length of a parrgh is 
mentioned as three and a half hands, 3 arrow. 
4 mountain. 5 lightning. 6 according to 
musicology, a drum-like instrument which is 

sounded with bamboo strips. 7 pitcher. 
8 house. 9 obstacle, hindrance. 10 Sheshnag 
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-a mythical snake. 11 water. 12 moon. 13 sun. 

uswe [parghar] See uefya. 2 temple or sect of 
a deity other than one’s own. “an manav, tev 

parghar jav."-goum J. 
uufs [pargharr] in other’s house, at another’s. 
threshold. “trrsna racr no pargharz java.” 
-soram/. 

way (pargharu} See yafaqa. “pargharu johe 
hanehanz."-srdhgosatz. 

use@ [parcau] n introduction, information, 
knowledge, understanding, “parcou pramanu 
gur parav.”-saveye m4 ke. 2 proof, evidence. 
3 miracle of spiritual power. “barasu eku hav 
phirro kine nahu parcav layau.”-saveye m3 
ke, 

‘uBey [parcast] P 2241 dress, robe. 2 See 
‘YSgrs. 
usee™ [paracna], seo [paracna] v be 
acquainted, get to know. 2 practise. 

Uae [parca] See use@ |. “ghar hi parca paie.” 
-suhi m J. 2 See usa 3. “koi mugal na hoa 

Sdha, kine na parca laza.”-asa am 1.3 P2¢ 
piece of paper; slip of paper. 4 letter, missive. 
usar (parcaunal, usefee [parcarnu] v 
introduce, make familiar, acquaint oneself with. 
2 amuse oneself. 3 impart spiritual power. 
“rameSdz marruehz ravanu, bhedubabhikhan 
gurmokhz parcarnu.”—srdhgosatr. ‘the 
Creator killed Ravan, the embodiment of 
vanity, by imparting spiritual power to His 

devotee.’ 
‘yas wat Iz" [parca cak hona), UTS TA ATH 
[parca cak kara] in police terminology, to tear 
half of a sheet of paper from the register and 
attach it with the file after charging the guilty 
‘one under a section of law. 

uses (parcar] See ufswa. 2 See yu. 
‘useeat (parcavni) » act of introducing. 2 act 
of amusing. 3 expressing sympathy on the 
death of a relative, condolence. “ta lok 
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parcavni ni avan."-JSBB. 
ware (parcava] adj who introduces, who 
amuses. 2 m introduction, knowledge, 

acquaintance. 3 act of amusing. 

yadts [parcin] Skt yrds adj old, ancient. 
“dinadhin parcin lag.”-BGK. ‘we are in 
poverty and subjection since ancient times.’ 
Yays [parcun] n retail; ingredients like flour 
etc; provisions including salt, oil, flour, pulses 
etc. 2 mixture of good and partly bad actions, 

“purabs janamz parcun kamee.”=nat am 4. 
‘usqabar [parcunia] n trader of groceries, 
grocer. See Usya. 

use [parce] See useg. through practice. 
“gurmukhz parce bedbicari.”-srdhgosatz. 
2 through knowledge. “satrguru parce manr 
mOdra pai.”-brla a m4. 

‘usd & ufe [parce ke ghar] See wee & uf. 
usis [parcd] See yds. 
user? (parchail, uaetdt (parchahi], vee’ 
[parchava] 7 reflection, image, projection. 
2 shadow. 3 in magical lore, influence of a ghost 
on some person. “hot bhayo parchavé 
pretu.”-NP. 
uafés [parchfn], uses [parch3n], uses 
(parchana] Skt afta adj covered, hidden. 
“Ikatu rupi phtrahr parchsna, kor na krs- 

hijeha.”-sor m /.“rko apx phire parch3na.” 
-majh am 3. 2 Skt TRB separated. 
3 limited, bound. 4 Skt 389™1 covered. 5 secret, 
hidden. “manmukh sac rehe parchéna.”-BG. 

‘YEA [paraj] n public, offspring, progeny. “sutok 
paraj brgoi.”-gau kabir. 2 Skt adj born of 
another. 3 n Indian cuckoo; it is well-known 
that the crow takes care of cuckoo's eggs. 

Hence this word paraj. 4 Skt verter a musical 
measure formed by the union of dhanasri, 
gadhar and Wg (marul. In this rrsabh and 
dhevat (2 and 6") notes are pure and 
madhyam is sharp, all other notes being pure. 
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The primary note is saraj (first) and the 
supplementary note is p3cam (fifth). The proper 

time for its singing is the second quarter of 
the night. “maru parojar kanra kalyan subh.” 
—krrsan. 

wane [parjan] 7 strangers, who are not 

members of a family or residents of a village. 
“porjan parjan sabh male.”-GPS, 
waned [parjany] adj worthy of birth because 
of other person. 2 Skt Tf n which irrigates 
several lands; cloud, rain. 3 cloud’s thunder. 
4 Indar. 5 Vishnu. 
‘uBHEs [parjaran] See uTHaS. 
usrfe [parjarz) » pain caused by another 
person (enemy). See mAAfe. 

‘USHSS [parjalon) » act of burning, being on 
fire. 
grt [parja] n public, the ruled. “kuy raja kur 
parja.”-var asa. 2 universe, people. “trn kau 
perja pujen ai.”—var guj J m 3. 
‘Waren [parjaron] See UaHEST. 
ware [parjalna], uaweo [parjalna] v ignite 

fire, cause conflagration. “braham-agant sahje 
parjali.”-bher kabir. 2 burn. “bharam moh 

parjalna.”-maru solhe m 5. “gur ke sabadr 
parjalie.”-var guj / m 3. 

yarfes [parjalz] Skt material for burning; 

articles to be burnt as offerings and incense. 

“puja prem mara parjalz.”-asa m J. 2 by 
making fire, by lighting. 3 after burning, after 
putting on fire. 

‘YsH [parjale] burt, scorched, burnt to ashes. 
See usr. “bahu cf ta parjale.”-srim 3. 
uegurfs (parjualr] n flame, blaze. 2 gun, 
which throws out fire; cannon. “sutarnal 
ghurnal bhan curanz pun parjvalz.”-sanama. 
user [parjak] Ske tsa n bed, cot. 
wets [parjst] Skt TE adv to, up to. 2 m limit; 
ultimate boundary. “parmano parjst akasah.” 
~gatha. ‘assuming the form of an atom, (it) 
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may travel upto the end of the sky.’ 
use [parjin] See usr. 
usfent (paratza) adj Ud (beyond) — wa 
(fault) without fault. 2 free from destruction. 

“pare paratra.”-var ram 2 m5. ‘beyond mind 
and thought, sans fault and destruction.’ 

use [paron] Skt TT vr become green. 2 n 
leaf. 3 betel leaf. 4 feather, wing. 5 See yz. 
6 See use 2. 
usenet (paransala], useget (parankuti! ” 

house made of leaves; hut with walls and roof 
of leaves. 

usedts [parancir] one who has worn clothes 

of leaves. 2 dress of leaves. 
yses [pamat] See ufses, 
ugefa [paranadht) who dresses himself with 
leaves. 2 arrow; something having wings. 
3 bird. 

‘ugen [parnam] See ye. “puj pat par parnam 
Kina.”-NP. 

waza [parnay] See ufsea. 
‘use [parna] See une. 2 7 handkerchief, towel, 

scarf. 3 Skt yeu trust, belief, 4 support, base. 
“agocar sahtbo jid ka parna.”—var gau2 m5. 
5 See wad. 
usefe [parnat] after marrying. “jtdu vahuti 
marenv var, lejasi parnat.”=s farid. See ufsen, 
usefeg [parnarnu) S getting married, act of 
marrying. 

usen [parnam] See ufeent. 2 See yan. 
3 system of regulating respiration. “nasa mid 
kart parnams.”-VN. 

‘yet [pare] through. “akhi parne je phir 
dekhd sabh akaru.”—var sar m 1, 2 Sktufsea 
n marriage. “marne parne mSnie.”~BG. 3 Skt 

‘yet faith, trust. “apu chadz sada rahe parne.”” 
~anddu. 

usd [parnSmna] v reach the last stage, 
alter. 

uss (parat] bottom, base. 2 adj reverse, 
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contrary, opposite. 3 falls. 4 melts, decays. 
“kaci gagarz nir parat he.”-sor kabir. 5 See 
Uy. 

‘ugsa [paratah] Skt We: part from the other. 
2 behind, 3 away, further. 

yesy (partakh}, este (partakhz], uesem 

[partakhy], ueae [partech}, usaf [partachz} 
Skt yaaa yfs-net adj obvious, evident. 
“partakhz deh parbraham suami.”-saveye m 
4 ke. “partachz ride guru arjan ke harz puran 
broham.”-saveyem5 ke. “gurvarjan partakhy 
harr.”=saveye m5 ke. 
usse [paratna] v turn, return, come back. 

2 rotate, revolve, cause to tum. 3 go back upon 

one’s word, back out. 
‘us3e [partan] other’s body. i.e. other's wife. 
“par dhan partan par ki nfda.”-dhana m 5. 
2other’s son, other's children, “pardhan partan 
porti nfda.”-asa m5. 
‘ugse [paratla] n strip of leather or silk, or 

brocade which is worn across the shoulder, 

back and chest, coming upto the waist where 
a sword is fastened, sword-belt. 

vase" [paratval n image, reflection. “jese sise 
vce apne rukh ka paratva pabda he.”"-JSBM. 
‘usau (partap] Skrysu n glory, fame. “progat 
bhaza partap prabhu bhai.”-sor a m5. 2 Skt 
waft adj glorious. “alakh abhev purakh 
partap.”-sukhmani. 3 Skt ufasry n intense 
burning, severe pain. “nam brn partapae.” 

asa chdt m I. “partap-hrga prani.”-ram m 
1. 4hearts’ intense desire, mind's painful state. 

“harz nave no sobhuko partapda, vn bhaga 
pata na jaz.”—mala a m 3. “sabh nave no 
partapda.”—sri m / jogi 3darz. S See uss. 

yssue (partapese], ussrufsar [partap-hrga] 
suffers severe pain, will suffer. See ussu 3. 

vesuer [partapda] has intense longing. See 
ery 4, 
wast [partapi] Ske TF adj troublesome 
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for the enemies. 2 Skt SRenft7 sufferer, in 
distress. 3 pain-giving, troublesome. 4 Skt 
weft glorious, renowned, celebrated. 
‘ussy [partapu] 7 agony, torment. “partapo 
laga dohagni.”-sri m J jogi Sdarz. 2 burning 
sensation, fire, “kru lagi nzvre partapu?"-ram 
am1,3 Seeussy. 
used [partape] bums. 2 (there) will be a lot 
of trouble. “vela hatht na ave partape 
pachtavego.”-kan a m 4. 

‘usare" [partava] 1 examination, test. “kim 

partava Irhd, man dhari.”-GPS. 

uefsmr [partra] woman other than one’s wife, 
another’s spouse. 

ysfsurs [paratrpal] adj protector, sustainer, 
nourisher, “paratzpal prebhu krzpal kevan 
gun gani?”—bher partal m 5. 
sat [parti], ued [partial woman other than 
one’s wife, another’s spouse. 

yadtus [partikhan] See yshis. 
ysdts [partit] See ysis. 
vuedifs [partitz] Ske ysts n faith, trust, belief, 
reverence. “jake mani gor ki partitz.” 
~sukhmani. 
usdia (partir) Pkt ysta n peeled banana, soft 
portion of a banana after its skin is peeled off. 
“jaghva partiran si dutz gai.”-krrsan. 
2. Skt ysis shore, coast, bank. 

‘wad [parte] came back, returned. 2 See ued. 
ued [parte] Skt yas: (See) part through 
another, from other, by other. “satrgur nomzle 

su harr male, nahi krse parte.”-gau var / m 
4. ‘cannot get realization of the Divine through 
any other.’ 
usdg [part5tr] adjin subjection, in bondage. 
ugg [partra] Skt adv at another place. 2 at 

any other time. 3 in the next world. 

wats [partrz] woman other than one’s wife. 
“partria ravanz jahz sei ta lajiahz.” 
~phunhe m 5. 
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vwafgz [partrrn] in Ramavtar, some ignorant 
scribe has erroneously written this word for 
‘usfgn. “jaljstu partrrn patr dahe.” The correct 

line is as — “pattrrn patr dahe.” ‘the wings of 

birds got burnt.’ 

yafga (partrzy) See uefgm, 
uae [parthau] Sk yer n custom, tradition. 
“vin gurgabad ju ménna ura parthav.”~BG. 
‘This custom is without gain.’ 2 place that 
belongs to others. 3 See uses 2. 
usmfe [porthat) n other world. “kru rahie 
calna parthar.”—maru solhe m J. “laha le 

parthar.”—odkar. 2 Skt tradition, custom, 
ceremony. “jajr kajx parthaz suhai.”—asa m 

5.3 principle, tradition. “mahapurkha ka bolna 
hove krte parthar.”-suhi a.m 3. ‘commitment 
is principle based,’ 

‘yaeret [parthai] at some other place, in an alien 
land. 2 sense—at the door of gods or goddesses 
other than the Creator. “manukh parthai 

Iojivdo.”-var maru 2 m 5. 3 for fame, for 
renown. 4 beyond all places, in the final stage 

of consciousness. “krrpa te sukh para sace 
parthai,”—asa am /. 

yar? [parthae] See userfe. 2 for fame. “raje 
dharem karahr parthae.”—maru solhe m 1. 

3 for the heavenly abode. 

use [parad] See Ue, See ye. 
‘ugeee [pardakhnal, usta (pardacchna] See 

yefae. “gurmukh marag callna pardakhna 
puran partape.”-BG. “saphal caran 
pardacchna karoie.”-BGK. 
user [parda] Py n cover, curtain. “jrnt 
bhremparda khola.”-suhi ch3t m 5. 2 veil; 

cover of cloth or house etc to protect women 
from other’s gaze, In Valmik section 6, ch 116, 
Ramchandar said to Vibhishan, ‘O King of the 

demons! woman's noble character is the best 
veil for her; purdah of the house, cloth, tent- 
wall, high wall is of no avail.” 
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For a woman to cover her face is prohibited 

in Sikhism. See gaysu you of 1, ch 33. 
3 iron strips on string instruments to separate 

one note from another. 
uses (pardaxat] P =+h¢ busy in work, 
engaged in labour, 2 free from duty. See 

UES. 

uaenss [pardaxtan] P oly v be engaged in 
work; be busy; be ready. 2 be free, have 

leisure. 
‘use wae [parda parna] v reveal a secret, 

disclose some hidden fact, expose someone’s 

secret, “bic kac-hrri parda para.”-GPS. 
usere" [pardara] woman who belongs to 
another man. “pardara pardhanu parlobha.” 
-mela mJ, 

usgufireg [pardukhnivaru] adj eradicator 
of another’s suffering. “bhaybhdjanu 

pardukhnzvaru."-saveye m 5 ke. 
UsgHa [parduman] See yeqy. 

UsgUar [pardukhna] slander, act of talking ill 

of others. “kai kot pardukhna karaht.” 

~sukhmani. 
useH [pardes] foreign country, alien land. 
“pardes jhagt saude kau ata.”-asa m5. 2 next 
world. 3 several births. 4 See yen. 

useHt [pardesi] adj foreign. 2 resident of the 
netherworld. 3 estranged, downcast. “manu 
pardesi je thie sabhu desu parara.”-suhi chat 
mi. 

use [pardo] See uae". 
«eee [pardokh] evening. See yeu, “kart brcar 
pzkh3 pardokhu.”-NP. 2 us-2R evils of 
others, others’ sins, 

uafgnfe (pardrrsatr] n gazing at another’s 
wife with lustful eyes, “nenahu nid pardrrsatr 

vrkar.”-gaum5. 
‘aga [pardroh) n enmity, ill-will for others, ill- 
intention. “pardroh karat brkar ntda.”-sar 
mS. 
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‘used [pardrohi} adjill-intentioned; who wills 
ill of others. 

ugay ([pardhan] other’s wealth, wealth which 

is not one’s own. 

usasH [pardharam] religion other than one’s 
own; others’ faith. “wart Prey srr wert 
TUrae:."=gita a 3 § 35. 

ueurg [pardhanu] adjchief, supreme, exalted. 
“ape hi pardhanu.”-sor m4. 
‘ugar [pardhan| adj chief, supreme, exalted, 

leader. See Gk-yam, “jrnt manr vasza 
parbraham se pure pardhan.”-sri m 5. 
2 daughter of Baba Ala Singh, honourable 

chief of the Phul dynasty. She was younger 

to prince Sardul Singh and was married to 
Sham Singh, chieftain of Ramdas Jhanda. She 

was a very pious and erudite lady. She granted 
fief to the dera of Baba Gandha Singh and 

desired scholars of Gurbani not to go to 

Kashi. After getting all types of knowledge 
at this place, they should serve the Sikh 

community and the country. The fief granted 
by her still exists but no priest and maharaja 
has paid attention to turn this place into a 
centre of learning. 
werfs (pardhanz] having supremacy. “td 
satvSti td pardhanr.”—asa m5. 2 the president 
did. 

yeas [pardhanu] See wears. “soi nam 
pardhanu.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
uayfs [pardhunz] See Rafe uagts ofs wife. 
ug (paran] n act of lying down. 2 a part of 
the main beat of tabor. These are played to 
accompany dhruvak for example—‘dhaginkat 
tak tak tokr naktrk dhtnu krta gtdi gina 
dha.’3 support, shelter. “paran saran kar caren 

."-NP. 4 See ye. 5 Skt yz leaf. 6 feather, 

wing. 
‘usa’ [parna] v happen, occur, lie. “parr na 

parna jat.”—-maru m5. 2 faith, protection. See 
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ga? 3 and 4, “thakur jiv tuharo parna.”—kan 
m 5.3 towel, handkerchief, duster. 

useret [parnai] married, wedded. 

ug [parnam] See yeu. 

yarn ([parnami] See yen. 
usa [parnar] See ugardt, 2 See yar. 

ueefe [parnarr], were [parnari] woman who 
belongs to another man; woman other than 

one’s wife. “‘parnari ke bhaje sahas basav bhag 
pae."-carrtr 2/. 

‘users [parnala] Ski yee n outlet for water, 
spout. 2 hand-pump. 
seat [parnali] Ske yet n pipe for carrying 
away water. 2 See yest. 

‘udu [parep] Skt home, house. “kaht mardana 
ja parap jrht, mujh ptkhz nar y5 prahi.” 
-NP. ‘whichever house I visit, the people 
looking at me make this comment,’ See yeu". 

anf (parpakk] See ufaug. 
uaus [parpac] Skt uta n hypocrisy, trick, 
pompousness. “parpac dhroh moh mrtnai.”” 

—bavan. 
ugue [parpat) See rum, 

‘user [parpa] which has rows of houses built; 
bazaar, market, street. “parpa cali prakas 

chabila."-NP. ‘women of graceful 
appearance, walked through the streets.’ See 

uufautet, 2 parpa has also been used for papar. 
“modak saskulz parpa puri.”-NP. 3 See yw. 
uaurdt [parpati] See ufourct. 
uefusnr [parprtama] n father of one’s 
grandfather. “prtama parprtama sujan kujsb 
sut.”—BGK. 

‘ums [porpir), unis [parpir] others’ suffering. 

ways [parpurakh] person other than one’s 
husband. “jesi porpurkha rat nari.”-bher 
namdev. 

umts [parpSc] Skt yea n expansion of five 
elements; world. “brrle paiahz, jo no racaht 
porpsc.”-gauthztim 5.2 fraud, deceit, “karz 
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parpacjegot ko dahtke.”~devm 9. 
umfeag [parpacbenu] Ski fertdt Sz na string 
instrument which expands a note. 2 unheard 
five types of mystic sound as of a lute. 

“parp3cubenu tahi man rakhta.”—ram am J, 

uely (parp3cu] See univ. 
ugeg (parphayu), uegfes (parphulzt), vega" 
(parphura], veges" [parphultal, usgfss 
{parphulrt] Skr yg adj flowering, fully 

developed, blossoming, 2 delighted, happy. 
“parpharu crt samalz sor.”-basat mJ. “jzu 
udzan kusam parphulzt."-gau kabir. “sadh ke 
sig soda parphule."-sukhmani. “sst sige 
manu parphare.”-mala partal m5. “parphulta 
rehe.”-basSt m 5. “atamjotz bhai parphulzt.” 
-sar m 4, 3 result, consequence. “sad kite 

dukh parphore.”-marum J. 
usw [parab] Skt Tf vr fill, complete. 2 1 ue 
religious function; festivity. 3 festival, pleasure. 

4 part, portion. 5 part of a book; section as 
eighteen sections of Mahabharat. “suno byas 

te parab ast5 dasan3."-gyan. 6 joints of the 

body, junction. 
ugan [parbas] adj in subjection; who is in 

bondage; dependent. 

uno bhalo supath kupath ko na duno bhalo 
suno bhalo ghar pe na khal sath karrye, 

anal ki lapat jhapat bhali nahar ki 
kopti ke kopat te dur hise darrye, 

yahe kavz “jivan” param pursarth he 
parghar bas phrr ras s6 nikrrye, 

har man lije pe na bad kije nican 56 
sarbas dije pe na parbas parrye. 

uaws [parbat] Skt ués n mountain. “parbat 
sutna rupa hovahz.”—var majh m J. 
2 arrogance; vanity regarding oneself as 

superior. “kifi parbat khaza.”—asa kabir. ‘kit’ 

means humility. 3 one of the ten branches of 
ascetics. See GROTH Hawt. 
uvasfe (parbatarr] Skt Téaf® Indar, the 
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enemy of mountains, who with thunderbolt had 
broken the heads of mountains into pieces. 

usaf [parbatz], usast [parbati) adj resident 
of hilly area; billy, mountaineous, “parbotz kala 
mehra.”-BG. ‘Kala and Mehra Sikhs of hilly 

area,’ 2 n hillman, highlander. 3 in the hills. 

“banr trnz parbatr he parbraham.” 

~sukhmani. “sutne parbati gupha kari.”—var 
majh m1. 
usae [parbal} See yas. F 

‘yee (parbad) Skt yee n false infamy; slander. 

“gh3budht parbad nit.”—-brla m5. 

uate (porbin], uedta [parbin] Skt yete adj 
skilled, shrewd. 2 who has full knowledge; fully 

enlightened. “jananhar prabhu parbin.” 
~sukhmani. “so sarabgun parbina.”-brha chat 
m5. See ydte. 
usta (parbodh] Skt yatt n sense of being 
vigilant, absence of sleep. 2 enlightenment; 

absence of ignorance. “manu parbodhahu harr 
ke nar.”—sukhmani. 

usiug [parbodhahu] enlighten; educate. See 
weit 2. 
ugitus [parbodhan] Skr yazan » enlightenment, 
wakefulness, vigil. 2 knowledge of reality, self- 

realization. 3 enlightening; imparting 

knowledge. 4 equipping with knowledge or 
making enlightened. “calu calu sakhi, ham 
probhu parbodhah.”-bzla am 4. Sencouraging; 
assuring. 
ueiften [parbodhra] awakened, made aware. 
“gorr tuthe manu parbodhza.”-suhi m 4. 
2 See usitus. 

sat (parbodhe] should awaken, make aware, 
2 make enlightened. “‘prxthme man parbodhe 
apna, pache avaru rijhave.”-asa m 5, 
3 awakens, 4 enlightens. 
usqon {parbraham), UsyqH [parbrahm] n 

ultimate Reality, without attributes and beyond 

the world; the all-prevading Divine without 
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rank; the supreme Being. 

‘yee [parabh} See yx, 
safe [parbharz] Skt wg transporter, carrier, 
“maten mo dhar parbharz dai.”-carrtr 125. 

“Sweets placed in the pitchers were handed 

over to the bearers,” 
‘usage [parbhav] Skt n repeated births, other 
birth. 2 See usa, 3 See yaw. 

Yasee [parbhavanu] Skt ufegue n wandering, 
rambling. “ihu jog na hove jogi! jr kutSb chodz 
parbhavenukarahr.”-ramin3, 
usses [parbhavan] alien house. See vafayz. 
2 See uagez. 
UasTH (parbhas] See YS. “jax suta parbhas 
vrc gode utte per pasare.”-BG. 
‘UBES [parbhat] See yas. 
vests [parbhatr] See ys. “rent gai phrrr 
hoz parbhatr.”—asa m 5. 2 at dawn, at 

daybreak. “rsnanu karshz parbhatr sudh 

mant.”—saveye m4 ke. 

yess [parbhate] adv at dawn, at daybreak, 
early in the morning. “parbhate prabhnamu 
jepi.”-var maru 2 m5. 
ugn [param] adj supreme, highest. “or 
parampurakh devadhrdev.”—ba. ut kabir. 
2 head, chairman. “kahG pil parms kete.”-cSdi 
2.3 primal, arch. 4 the Creator; the ultimate 

Reality. 

usnfifur [paremstgh] See ude wet. 
weHdn [paramhss], uady [paramhssu] » the 
ultimate Reality, the Divine without attributes, 
“peramh3su sac jotz apar.”-gavam 1.2 fully 
enlightened one, who can distinguish truth from 
untruth, “jia dara mara sarbatr ramnd 

paramhSsahz ritr.”-gujam 5.3 according to 
the Hindu scriptures, one of the four classes 

of ascetics..See Hftmrrit, 
usvafs [paramgatr] n excellent state, 
salvation, tiberation. “jrty mile paramgatr 
paie.”-srim | jogi Sdarr. 2 high status. “char 
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ki potri paramgatr pai.”"-bavan. 
weHyee [paramgurdev] n adorable, supreme 

Being, the Creator, the ultimate Reality. “bhete 

tasu paramgurdev.”—ram beni. 2 Guru Nanak 
Dev. 
YET [poremgurv], UHYY [peromgoru) 7 
the ultimate Reality, the Creator. 2 Guru Nanak 
Dev. “gavav gon paramguru sukhsagar.” 
~saveye m/ ke. 3 imam; muslim high priest. 
See fereer, 

uenrftsfitw (paramjitsfgh] heir-apparent of 
Kapurthala State. See aysuar. 

‘yexs [parmat] n other’s religion. 2 other’s view, 
advice. 3 See ys. 
usnda [paremtst] 7 gist of all knowledge, self 
realization, spiritual knowledge. “paramtst 
mahtz jog3”-asa m J. 2 the ultimate Reality. 
“paramtst mahz rekh narup."—var ram J m1. 
‘UsHEgS [paramadbhot] adjexcellent, superb. 
“paramadbhots parkrrtrpar3.”-guj jedev. 
usHTH (psramdham] n abode of the gods, 
paradise, 2 stage of immortality, abode of the 
true One. 3 the Golden Temple; a gurudwara 

in Amritsar. 4 company of holy persons. 
usar [parmana] a woman who is attracted 
towards another man. 

yang [parmanu] another’s heart. “jrv man 
dekhahr parmanu tesa.”-prabha am /.2 who 
is beyond the mind; whom the mind cannot 

comprehend. “jo jan parmrtz parmanu jana.” 
-gau kabir. 3 the Divine. 
wenue [parampad], ueHuest [parampedvi), 
UsHug [parampadu] 7 highest status, high rank, 
salvation, final stage of consciousness. 

“gurparsadz parampadu para.”-sodarv. 
UsHYeR [parampures), USHYSe [parampurakh] 
Skt umtgR n the ultimate Reality. “prani! 
parampurekh pag lago.”-hajare 0. 

usnfatis [paramrrkhr] Ske usHfif n the exalted 

sage; devoted Sikh. 
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ues [parmal] Pkt ufone scent made by 

crushing many fragrant things. “rasu parmal 
ki vasv.”-sri m J. 2 excellent fragrance; 

sandal. “akahu parmal bhae."-vad a m 3. 

3 See UGG. 4 See ufane, 
umrefe [parmaladr] adj source of excellent 
fragrance; which produces fragrance. “sarbe 
ad parmaladr kasat c3dan bherla."~prabha 
namdev. ‘ordiuary wood turns into sandal in 
the company of that which is the origin of all 
and the origin of fragrance.” 

um [parmalio} adjsweet smelling, fragrant. 
“parmalio betho ri ai.”-guj namdev. ‘All 
prevading God, the source of fame’s fragrance 
has come and entered my heart.” 
wave [parmalu] n other’s filth, i.e. slander, 
talking ill of others. “kai as na pOnia nzt 
parmalu hirte.”-var gau I m4. 2 See uaHs, 
use [parman] See ywe. 

uaHe (parmanu] Skt n USH-we. S use, 
tiniest part, a thin particle of earth, water etc 
which cannot be divided and cannot be seen 
with naked eyes; atom. According to 

Vaisheshik school of philosophy, when atoms 

of earth, water, fire and wind come together 

then two atoms form dvynuk and three 
dvynuks form trasrenu. So the world is created 

by the union of atoms; when they disperse, 
the world meets with catastrophic end. 

“parmano parjst akasah”-gatha. 
Believers in Vaisheshik and Nayay school 

of philosophy hold that the world was created 
as written above. Their theory is known as 

atomism. 
‘usHrEee [parmanuvad] See wang. 

ware [parmano] See uaHe. 
‘USH'SHT [parmatmal] Skt Ware n the supreme 
Being, the ultimate Reality. 

swt [parmata] n stepmother. 2 great grand 
mother, 3 maternal grandmother. “nahi nansar 
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mata parmata brrddhmata.”-BGK. 4 See 

usr, 
verre [parmad] See pre. “gae gun gobtd, 
binsro sabh parmad.”-sar m5. 2 See vente. 
verte [parmadz), unmet [parmadi] adj first 
and primal; first of all; root of all; original. 

“parmadz purakh manopams.”-guj jedev. 
2mad in love, rapturous. “brsam brnod rahe 

parmadi.”-prabha a m 1. 3 See yr, “nam 
japavahv je parmadi.”-GPS. 
‘usw? ([parmadu) See pre. “jhurz mare dekhe 
parmadu.”-odkar. : 
USHS [parman] See ye. 2 adj matching, 
equal. “bhrikuti kutz] dhanukh parmana.” 

-GPS. 

uewmfe [parmanadz], usHae [permanadu] 

eternal. “japr hart hart parmanadv.” 
var gau J m4. 2 supreme bliss. 
wane (parmansd] » highest pleasure, great 
bliss, state of blessedness, spiritual happiness, 
bliss of realising the Creator. 2 the ultimate 

Reality, the ocean of joy. ‘jo na sunaht jas 
parmandda.”—gau m 5. ‘who do not hear the 
praise of God.’ 3 a holyman, resident of Barsi 

(district Sholapur) who was a great renunciant 
and devotee, In most of his compositions, he 

uses his pen-name, Sarang, but in the holy 

scripture of the Sikhs his name is mentioned 
as Parmanand i.e, “parmansd sadhsSgatr 
mariz.”—sar. Parmanand’s year of birth and 
account of life are not known. 4 a resident of 
Sultanpur, father of Jai Ram and father-in-law 

of Bibi Nanki. 
YanTier [parmanSda] See UsHBe. 2 vocative 

O Parmanand! 
uenée [parmansdu] See umrde 2. “mere 
pritam ram harr parmanSdu beragi.”-mala 
partal m4. 

‘yews [parmar] adj who kills another e.g. the 
enemy. 2 7 a subcaste of the Rajputs. See 
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ways. 3 S birds like the eagle which feed 
themselves by killing other birds. 

were [parmarath] n most excellent 
substance. 2 essence. 3 spiritual knowledge. 
“parmarath parves nahi.”—sor ravidas. 
4 liberation, salvation. 5 abstract, doctrine, gist. 
“agge xs da parmarath.”-JSBM. 
wera (parmarthi) adj Tent who tries to 
know the self; seeker; who desires to know 
the essence of the creation. 
usneds [parmarsth] See venrae, 2 See verre. 
“hartgun gavaht mz parmar3th.”-asa a 
ml. 

wenrefa [parmavadhz] n extreme limit, 
boundary on the other side, highest degree. 

2 excellent end; death after self realization, 
because of which one does not die again. 
watts (parmrtz] Skt yfhfs. n real knowledge 
which is attained through evidence. “parmrty 
baharr khftha.”—gau kabir. ‘tattered quilt has 

been worn outward (on the body). 2 adjwhich 
is beyond measurement, limitless. “parmzt1 

rup agim agocer.”-kan m 5.3 which is beyond 
weighing, not weighable. 4 far from distress, 
untroubled. 
ueffsurg [parmztrparu) adj beyond 
empirical knowledge or evidence. 2 n the 

Divine which cannot be known through mind 

and intellect. “papa, parmrtzparu na para.” 
~bavan. 

wefg [parmrtr] n enemy’s friend. 2 false 
friend, insincere friend. “rh as parmrtri bhau 
duja he, khrn mahz jhuthy brnasz sabh jai.” 

gid m4. 
wager (parmudaf See yyer. 2 adj delightful, 
pleasing, “bar parmuda apvareg.”-NP. blissful 
state of emancipation. 

UORA [parmes}, USAT [parmesar], SAAT 
(parmesarv], USAFE Tparmesur] n supreme 
Reality, superb Reality, the Creator, the Divine. 
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‘parmesar ka asra.”-brla m 5. “aprspar 
parbraham parmesaru.”-sor m J. “acut 
parbreham paremesur.”-maru solhe m 5. 

usitgfs (parmesurz] The Divine did. “hath 
dex rakhe parmesurr.”-gujm 5. 
uatydt [parmesuri] See uaAdt. 
uaitye [parmesvar] See UeRAR, “apr parmesvar 
bhayau.”-saveye m5 ke. 

uaityet [parmesvari) limitless power of the 
Creator, the great Illusion. 2 in Purans, Durga 
the goddess. 
site (parmod] See yite. 
‘yaita [pormodh) See yu. “yahe an parmodh 
jptave."-carrtr 150.2 See yite. 
weft [parm3] Skt 11 part acceptance. 
2 permission. 

usapugfs [poryastapanhutr] See mugfs (d). 
ysaes iparyaten] 7 roaming, going about, 
wanderlust. 

ueuers [parayvasan] Skt utters n end, 
termination, eradication. 2 act of determining 
the real meahing. 3 act of participatin, 
meaning. 
warn [paryas] Ske Tate n fall, act of falling. 

‘assasination, killing. 3 changing, transformation. 
4 Sce yor, 
usore [paryan] Skt Tate n leather seat placed 
on the back of a horse; saddle. See use. 

yews (paryapat] Skt Tafat adj gained, 
obtained. 2 finished, ended. 3 full, complete. 

usar [paryay] Skt uch n synonyms such as 
ab=jal, aganr=atzs, hava=pavan=vayu etc. 

2 opportunity, chance. 3 series, order. 
4 figurative expression where a single base is 

provided to several objects. 
hor aneko agray ek, 
kram s6 kaht paryay vrbek. 

—garabgajni. 

Example: 
haume trrsna sabh aganr bujhai, 
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brnse krodh khrma gahrlai. 
¥ -gevaem 3, 

dukh brnse sukh Kio brsram.—gav kabir. 
katu bol gee base mithe ben rasna me 

nen tyag capalta gahi ab laj he. 
(b) another figurative expression about 

something shifting its place. 
kk tiau nd chaddke duje thé thahzray, 
3s nii bhi kavz akhde bhed rkk paryay. 

Example: 

sudha surpurt tyag vasyo sStrasna pe 
vikh grvkath tyag nicjibh pe vasyo. 

wartify [paryayoktr] figurative expression 
having words with the same meaning. 

paryayoktz be brdh dor. 
racna 86 jaht bacon ju hoz. 
dutio chal kar sadhe kaj. 
y>lecehan bhakhé kevzraj. 

~garabgajni. 
Example: 

he ajitstgh! satru te moko karo ajit. 
(b) the second form of this figurative 

expression involves something indirectly said, 
which may help in achieving the objective. 

Example: 

pohrr odhni ghar raho sukh 6 kar nzrvah, 
kharag pag muht dijrye jad j5g ke mah. 

This statement is made by a woman to her 
cowardly husband with the intention of sending 

him to the battlefield. 

weurten (paryalocan], usu #ws" [parya locnal 
Skt watsirert n act of observing minutely; 
considering, pondering, act of determining 
merits and demerits. 
usta (parysk] Skt TEEw n bedstead, cot. 
uadts [paryst] Skt TdT adv upto. 2 n extreme 
limit. 3 side. 

wast (parra] P viz, adj which flies, flying. See 
unftemand uadien, “kine khatig par-ra.”-ramav. 
‘made the arrows fly.’ 
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usdax [pararsbhan] See ufadaz. 
‘UBS [paral] quantity of fodder that can be tied 

in arope, seven hands long. 2 Skt 9f8a colony, 
habitation, town. “khai kotu na paral 

pagara.”-bher kabir.' ‘neither trench, nor 
enclosing wall, no city with habitation, and 
no palace in the middle of that city.’ In olden 

times, a palace was built in the middle, people 
lived around it within the enclosing wall 

encircled by a ditch, 

ues [parlou), waste [parlar) Skt yeu n sense 
of being dissolved. 2 state of the world ending, 

dissolving of the world into nature. “opatr 
parlav khin mahr karta.”-asa m 5. “utpatz 
parlou sabde hove.”-majh a m 3. See Ysa 2. 
3 swoon, stupefaction. 

weer [parla] adj on the other side. 2 on the 
opposite side. 3 fell, lay. “bhaujel parz parla.” 
-ramm 5. 
use [parle] plural of use. 2 destruction, 

absorption. “v1cr dehi dox asadh pac dhatu, 

hart kie khrnz parle.”—nat m 4. ‘destroyed in 

a moment.’ 
UBB [parle], uss [parlo] See yewE. “samrath 
he opatr sabh parle.”-var maru 2 m 5. 
“creation and destruction.” 
wesa [parlok], ueser [parlog] n foreigners, 
unknown people. 2 Skt the other world where 

one has to go leaving the mortal frame behind; 
heaven, paradise. “jrhz parlok jar apkiratz soi 
abrdza sadhi.”-sar parmandd. “log gayo 

parlog gavayo.”-saveye 33. 3 adj who is 
beyond all living beings, the transcendent One. 
“kese bhete parlok so?”—akal. 

‘ate [parlobh] 7 avarice for other’s possession. 
2 Skt ySe extreme greed, “pardara pardhan 
parlobha haume brkhe brkar.”-mala m J. 
ua¥ [parlo] final destruction. See ua. “opatz 
parks eke ntmakh.”-saveye sri mukhvak m5. 
*The recitation “porlop gara” is incorrect. 
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‘Use [parav] See Use. 

Ween [parvas), UsefA [parvesr] Skt udeA and 
‘USeAA adj in other’s subjugation, in other’s 

bondage. “oh parvasr bhato brcara.”-dhana 
m5, See user. 

‘Waey [parvast] n upbringing, nurturing. “ajaj ki 
parvast karije.”-VP. 2 other’s thing. 

‘Yyses [parvat] See uses. 
waeears [parvadgarl, ueweary [parvadgaru], 
usefeare [parvadrgar] See useafeara, 
“parvedgar apar agam best ti.”—asa farid. 
“parvedgarusalahie jrs de calzt anek.”-srim 
5. “nav parvadzgar da.”~var gau 2 m5. 
uees [parvar] P »¢ adj nourisher, sustainer; 
used as a suffix in compound words, as ~ 

caribparvar etc. 2 See yea. 
useaz (parvamne] adjclearly stated. “devideva 
dehure puja parvarne.”-BG. 

‘usesen [parvardan] P ws v bring up, rear. 
uewee [parvarda] P 1 adj brought up, 

nurtured. 
yeeefers [parvaradrgar] P fig n the 
Creator who sustains; the Divine who. 

protects. 
uaefeG (parvarro], usefonG (paraverrsul, 
usefemt [parvarra] adj changed into another 
form, was transformed. See uaefoag. 
encircled, surrounded. “osu Starr namunidhan 
he, namo parvarta.”-var sri m 4. 
3 covered, hidden, protected. 4 brought up, reared. 
uaefan [parvarrs] P ing n bringing up. 
upefaa® [parvarryau] See uvefemf 1, “apr 
naraznu keladhart jag mahr parvartyau.” 
~saveye m 3 ke. 

usedies [parvaridan] See useTEs, 
yeerg [parvaranu] S v understand. 2 carry 

out research, decide. 
Use [parva] short for yew. 2 first day of either 

half of a lunar month. “parva pritem kerehu 
bicar."-gau thrti kabir, 3 P 1g power, 
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strength. 4 respite. 5 patience, contentment. 

6 attention, care. 7 need, want. 8 fear. 
9 bringing up, nourishment. 
wewa [parvah] See yeu. “chutat parvah 
amta."=saveye m4 ke. 2 See uae"7. “parvah 
nahi krse keri. asa. 3 Skt Wate day of 
rejoicing; festival. 
yawn [porvaz] P sg n flight. Ske 7A. 
weWS [parvan] See uswe and ye. 
yeere" [parvana] n something meant for 
measuring; a measure. “patr parvana prche 
paie ta nanak tolza jape."-var asa. 2 P shy 
letter, written order, edict. “parvana aza 
hukemz pathara.”-dhana chat m 1. 3 script 
of an order. “kara kagadu man parvana.” 
-dhana m I, “jrnha dhure peya parvana.” 
-m | var ram 1. 4 moth, winged insect. 5 Skt 

ynifer adj who has knowledge of religious 

scriptures; savant. “hove parvana kershr 
dhrgana kalz lakhan vicart.”-ram am /. 
ueedie [parvanik] See yfea. 
uswe [parvanu] See ye. 2 n with which 
something is measured; a measure. “amulu 
tulu amulu parvanu.”~japu. 3 adj credible, 
authentic, acceptable. “pragat purakhu 
parvanu sabh thai janie.”-asa m 5. “‘nil vastra 
pahzrr hovehz parvanv."-var asa. 
4 accepted, popular. “nam vasra jrsu Starz 
parvanu grrasat udasa jiv.”-majh m 5. 
5 proven, i.e. evident, obvious. “ape hi gupat 

varetda piara, ape hi parvanu.”—sor m4, 

yews [parvano] See uswg 4. “maran munsa 
surza haku he, jo hor marani parvano.”—vad_ 
alahgid m 1. 
eee [parvad] Skt slander, reproach. 2 See 

ufsee, 
yewnat [parvangi] P Sig n approval, 
sanction. 2 permission. “guru ki le parvangi.” 
-GPS. 

‘User [parvana] See udee 4. “‘sadh sSgz jrnz 
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harz hart jopro nanak so parvana.”-sarm 5. 
2P sug n written order, edict. 3 moth, winged 

insect. 4 Skt verified, proved. “matr patz puri 
pura porvana, na ave na jasi.”-suhi cht m J. 
usest [parvani] See yorfea n reflection, 
image, shadow. “jese darpan mahz badan 
parvani.”—kan namdev, 
uawy [parvanu] See Yeee. 2 proof, testimony. 
3 result, consequence. “rs patia ka rhe 

pervanv. saci silz calahu sulztan.”—bher 

namdev. 
‘wees [parvar] See ufees, “mine parvare 
sadharu.”~japu. 
uses [parval], usee [parvala] Skt yeu n 
coral. “surne ka brrakh pat parvala."—var 
majh m J, “nam nrdhan harz vanjie hire 
parvale.”-var gau / m4. 
usfeears [parvrdgar] See uewefeers. “japra 
parvidgar.”-s kabir. 
usfesfs [parvrretr), wafeest [parvrrti] Skt 
waft disposition. “gurmukhz parvrratz 
nirviretr pachane.”—srdhgosatr. 2 tradition 
of the other, other’s custom. “putar prahzlad 
stu kahra mai. parviretI na parahu rahi 

samjhar.”—bher a m 3. 3 other’s means of 
livelihood. 4 Skt URtgft act of returning/coming 
back. 

‘UBeA [parves) n other's dress, disguise. “natua 
bhekh drkhave... sukhahz nahi parvesa re.” 

~asa m 5, 2 admission, approach, access. 

“parmarath parves nahi.”-sor ravrdas. 3 See 
ufsen. 
uate [parvekh] See user. 2 See ufeew, “cad 
mano parvekh paryo he.”-cidi J. 
Uses [parvell, usefe [parvelz] n alien creeper, 
ie. other man’s wife. “parvelz na johahr.” 
-var maru 2 m5. 2 urgency. “pj tatt parvel 5t 

vigovhi.”—BG. ‘urgency of five vices and 
senses.” 
uaéfior [parvnza] ufa-efé3, clearly stated, 
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properly explained “bhala bura pervsnza ” 

-BG, 2 having expertise, intelligent, clever. 

‘uv [para] Skt n first of four types of speeches. 
See wa webnit, 2 science which makes one 
aware of reality beyond all objects; spiritual 

knowledge. “are oer WE TIGER ARMTER.”—srutr. 
3 part release. 4 reversion. 5 in front of, face 
to face. 6 renunciation, 7 valour. 8 disrespect. 
9 adjsuperior, excellent. “gurdev paras paras 
para.”-bavan. 10 got. “para kareje chek."=s 
Kabir, 11 the other side, the opposite bank, the 
far side. See Qa". 12 Pg line, row. “gajbajzn 
ko para bdhava."-GPS, 
‘year [paravtha] n pratha; many layered roti 
cooked by applying ghee into the dough. 
uefe& (pararo], vefenr (parara) adj other 

person’s, related to the other person. “parara 
chrdr afkale.”-asa m 4. 2 fled, retreated. 

“parazo man ka brrha.”—dhana m 5. “dukh 
durz paraza.”—brha chst m5. 

uefem [parare] at other’s (place). “barr 
paraze besna.”-s farrd. 
yefez [porarn] adj alert, ready, engaged, 
attached. “jesi muy ku}3b pararn.”—bher 

namdev.2.n support, hope. “‘sakat ki vh pd 
parain.’-g5d kabir. 3 See usu. 4 See urge. 
uafee (pararna] v happen, occur, lie. “jrsu 
bhetat parr pararna."—maru solhe m 5.2 flee, 

retreat. “bade gun lobh te jat parai.”-c5di J. 
3 fleeing, going away, running, “let nam hi 
vighan parai.”-NP. 

upfes [parain] See uefez, 
udt [parai] adjother’s; belonging to the other 
person. “parai aman kru rakhie?”-var sarm 

3.2 going away. See Warum. “bade gun lobh te 
jat porai.”-cadi /. 
uee [parae] adjunfamiliar, other’s, which are 
not your own, not one’s own. 2 ran away, fled. 

See urs. “payade parae.”—carrtr 125. 

wenfas (parascrt] See ures. 
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ugag {parasar] Skt usd adj who throws away. 
2n Indar. According to Nirukt, Indar is called 

Prashar because he kills demons and throws 
them afar. 3 a Vedic sage who composed 
several verses of Rigved. He was disciple of 
Kapil, the seer. He got hold of Vishnu Puran 

from Pulasty and taught it to Maitrey. He also 
laid down the religious laws. His mating with 
Satyavati, led to the birth of Krishan Dvaipayan 
(Vyas). According to Nirukt, he was son of 

Vashishth, but in Mahabharat and Vishnu Puran, 
he is said to be bom to Adrishyanti and was 

son of sage Shakti and grandson of Vashistth. 
“tr parasar nared sarad byas te adz jrte munt 
bhae.”—datt. 

ueA [parasa] n U8-»rAT expectation from 
others. 
ugy [parasu] Dg who has breathed his last; 
dead. 
way {parast] Skt adj conquered, defeated. 
us"qa [parasray] n other’s support, reliance 

‘on the other. 2 dependence. 3 adj dependent; 

who relies on other’s assistance. 
usa (parahan] See firras. 
ust [parahi] runs, flees. 2 gets destroyed, is 
spoiled. “jthke parse parlok parahi.”-VN. 
yege" [parahuna], Yayo" [parahuna] Ski yrge 

and yen one who stays on; one who pays a 
visit; guest. “bhalke uthz parahuna mere gharz 
avau.”"-var gau 2 m5, The soul is also called 

“guest? for abiding in many bodies. 
uve [parak] Skin sword. 2 according to Manu 
and Shankh Simritis, fasting for twelve days. 

3 See ya. 

usa (perakou], uegfe (parakur], weqy 
{parakram] n sense of going forward. 2 attack, 
invasion. 3 force, strength. 4 endeavour, 
effort. “rahe parakau tana.”—sri pahzre m J. 
‘endeavour and strength are finished.’ “jorr 
porakur jiade.”-var ram 3. 
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usqyt (parakrami] adj TamIA, strong. 
2enterprising, energetic. 
usta [parakrrt] 1 service of the other; 
other's obligation. “sudr sabd3 parakrrtah.” 
—var asa. 2 See yrfars. 
uamifg (parakhahz), Uere [parakha], uo 
[parakhe) examines, tests, inspects. “gurr 
miltze hiru parakha."—jet m 4. “ape dana sacu 
parakhe.”-maru solhe m J. 
usa (parag) Ski n fine powder formed on 
flowers; pollen. It is the semen of plants and 
trees. When black bees and honey bees mix it 

with the stamens and pistils of flowers, then 

fruit and seed are produced. “pasu parag si 
sohat sddar.”-VP. 2 dust, 3 paste prepared 

with sandal and camphor. 4 fame, repute. 
5 movement according to one's own will; 
absence of dependence; liberty. “maganz mag, 
te ekahr mg. nanak jate parahz parag.” 
—bavan. ‘from which you may get freedom.’ 
ugar [prag] has also been used by poets for 
prayag, a place of pilgrimage. 
ueractre [paragkesar} long and thin yarns in 

pollen-bearing flower. It is the generative organ 

of flowers by which female flowers, become 

pregnant. 
ugar [paraga] a Brahman of Chibber subcaste, 
who was a resident of village Karhiala in 

district Jehlum. He was the son of sage 
Gautam. He adopted Sikhism and made 
himself a model for others. He took part in 

the battles fought by Guru Hargobind; hence 
“jet so paraga dhir pera jog ayo he.”-GPS. This 
spiritually- enlightened person and holy warrior 

had four sons. — Bhai Matidas,' Satidass, 

Jatidass and Sakhidas. See 1eften. 

uedier [paragsda) P asi adjdivided, separated, 
scattered, 

THe was Diwan of Gura Tegbahadur, and was martyred 
along with the Guru in Delhi. 
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ustmyy [paragmukh] Skt adj disrespectful; 

who has tumed away his face, 2 deserter. 
3 against, opposed to. 4 who moves with his 

face tumed back. 
‘edt [paraci] See yet. 
ures [parachat], uafes (parachzt] Skt yratys 
expiation, penance, action performed for 

absolving oneself from sin, yr: (austerity) fea 
(determination); action peformed with 

austerity and determination is called prayscrt. 
2. In Gurbani this word is used for sin, which 

‘one has to expiate. “sagal parachat lathe.” 
-sorm 5. 
ua [parajay], Ue? [paraje] n defeat. 
‘ug [paradhe] on the other side, across. “bhav 
dutaru tarr paradhe.”~gau m 4. ‘delivered 
across the ocean of material world, which is 

otherwise difficult to cross.’ 
ure [paran) See furerfe and fire. 2 See ye. 
use [parana] See We uger and free’. 
ust [parani] n animate being; person. “pure 
gur ki sumatr parani.”-gau m 5. 2 knew, 
realised. 3 a pointed stick for goading the cattle 
forward. 

‘uve [parat] transform of wy [patr]; wide 
flat vessel, especially used for kneading flour. 

2 See ut uss. 3 ys (GER) moming, daybreak. 
4 rups away, flees. “mahakal prkh det 
parat.”~saloh. 
‘ues [parat] adv after, later, subsequently. 
“mare porat curel hve.”—carrtr 9/. ‘turned a 

witch after death.’ 2 Skt ae death, demise, 
end, expiry. 3 salvation. 

ues [paratau] See vest, 
‘UsIH [paratam], UeSH [paratma], UTS 
[paratamy] Skt Ter n the ultimate Reality, 

. the transcendent One. “atamu cint paratamu 

cinahu.”-maru solhe m 1. “atma paratma eko 
kare.”-dhana m J. ‘atma is the living being, 
and paratma is the Divine.’ 
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ues" [parata] adj deeply in love with. “nanak 
gurcarant parata.”-sri a m 5. 2 engrossed in 

greed. “‘jzu kOdi min parata.”-maru solhe 
mi. 
wef [paratz] adv in the morning, at daybreak. 
2 because of love. “chadazlio maha bali te 

‘apne caren paratr.”-dhana m 5. 
wed [parati] adj in love with. “guru pure ki of 
parati.”"-maru solhe m J, 2 submits, 
surrenders, 
ae [porate] adopted with loving devotion. “tzn 
sadhucaran le ride parate.”-maru solhem 5, 
2 moved. “te te parz parate.”"-gaum 5. 
usd [parato] See ura". “nanak gursabadr 
parato.”-gaum5. 

‘ster [pardda] n tasselled tag for braiding the 
hair. 
‘ugg [paradh] » crime, offence, sin. “kot 

peradh mre teri seva.”-devm 5. 
eet [paradhi] adj criminal, accused, culprit. 
“kofz pradhi terra re.”-sorm 5. 
werdts [paradhin] adj dependent, under 
‘subjection. 
‘us (paran] See ye. 2 ghee. “aganr mahi 
homet paran.”-sukhmani. 3 animate; living 
being. “nzrbhau bhae paran.”—asa chSt m 5. 
4 went. “jznz japra te parz paran.”-probha 
Partal m 4. 5 See ywre, 6 See uats, 7 See 
ues, 
used [paranha] See umfsat, 2 See yeu. 
‘een [paranath] falls, lands. “jo sune so parz 
paranath.”-maru m 5. 

uesuts [paranpatr) n master of breath; soul. 
2 the Creator, the Divine. 

gs [parana] ran away, absconded, “dukh durz 
parana.”-majh m 5. ‘vanished’. 2 landed, lay. 
“suami stmret parr parana.”-dhana m 5. 
3 departure, journey. “as Sdesa bsdhr parana. 

mahal na pave phrrat brgana.”-subi 9m 5. 
‘Hope and fear are obstacles in-the spiritual 
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journey of a human being,’ 4 ship. “harz harr 
tarz parana.”—gujm 5. 
ues [paranr] n a living or sentient being. 
“balak biredh na suratr paranz.”-asa am]. 

uerfesat (paranrha] I have landed; I have been 
transported. “bhe pavak parr paranrha.” 
-asam 5, 

uadtes {paranidan] P wy v cause to fly. 
‘ueé (parane] absconded, fled; who moved 

away. 2 landed. “te bhavjal te parz parane,” 
-GPS. 3 went, got. “kavac bhed sar par 
porane.”-saloh. 
ued [parane] infers. “jo hoven so durt 
parane.”-sukhmani. 
‘us [parano] went away, fled. 2 fell, landed. 
3 happened, took place. See uae. 
udey [parann] 1 TUT other’s grains or food. 
ugufs [parapatr] See yfy. 2 adj us-umifs 
beyond all types of calamities and sorrows. 

3 n the Creator, the Divine. “acaraj sunto. 

perapatr bhetule.”-bz/a m 5. 
usysae [parapurbala] adj immemorial, 
primordial, from the beginning. “satz nam tera 

parapurbala.”-maru solhe m 5. 
ueysfa [parapurabr) adv from time 
immemorial, from the beginning, “parapursbr 
jrsohz Irkhza.”-sar m 5. 
UgYysaz [parapurben] because of the original. 
“dans parapurban bhucste mahipatah.”-sahas 
m5, 

ugwa [parabhay], vase [parabhav] n 
disrespect, disdain, disgrace, “rchast jamadz 

. parabhay3.”~gujjedev, 2 defeat, capitulation, 
3annihilation. 
UREA [paramares] (See fipy vr) Ske uf n 
reflection, thinking, concentration. 2 holding, 

clutching. 3 recollection, memory 
retrospection. 4 reasoning, argument. 5 counsel, 
consultation. 
wey [paramukh) See way. “samukh 
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paramukh kabr vrcrste.”-GPS. 
ueae [perayan] See ures. 
ugur [paraya] See usfenr. 
use (porar] n the other side, opposite of urar. 
2 year gone by. See uefa. 3 See yarn. 
4 Sec wae. 

ueae (pararath] m ug-nef another’s purpose 
or interest. 2 adj for another’s sake or good. 

‘grat [pararadh] Skt "ra. n time corresponding 
to half of Brahma’s life. 2 a number- 
100000000000000000; figure 1 followed by 
seventeen zeros. 3 sandal. 4 saffron. 
‘ues [parara] adj of paddystraw. “kahu gari 
godri nahi, kahu khan parara.”—asa kabir. 

‘One does not have even a tattered quilt, 

another has a thatched hut to live in.’ Seeurs. 

Aref [pararr] Sit part during the preceding 
year, 
ug [parare] adjon the other bank of a river, 
etc; at a distance; away. “taj sakat pare 
parare.”-naf am 4. 2 further off, far away. 
‘Us [paral] Skt ues n paddystraw. 2 fruitless, 

vain. “chodzjahr se kerahz paral.”-dhana 
m5. 

uewan (paralbadh) Skt yeua n an act done 
in the previous life as a result of which now 
the body has been assumed. 

wets [paralz), weet [parali), use (paralu] 2 

See yor, “rovan vale jetre sabhr banaht psd 
paralz.”—sri m J. “chrje kata hoz paralu.” 

-var mala m J, “manmukh thie parali.”—var 

ram 3. 

use@ {paravau], ue [paravahu] (you) fall 
or land. “bhavsagar te par poravahv.”-GPS. 
2 (you) obtain, get. “augun chodahu gun 
karahu, ese tatu paravau.”—asa am J. 3 (you) 

flee, abscond. “‘sabhe jg te abe paravahy.” 
-saloh, 

usres [paravan] v flee, abscond. “krh bhat 
paravat hd bal hare?”-Krzsan. 2 get tom. “nzj 
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parad paravan cab-hi.”-NP. ‘He wants his veit 
to be torn.” 
uses [paravar] Skt adj excellent, superb. 
“param paravar nath.”-NP. 2 preceding and 
succeeding. 3 high and low, beginning and 

ending. 
‘ua [parave] falls, lands, “baharx jatav ulatz- 
parave.”-asa am J. 2 flees, absconds. 
uefeH [paravrrj] Skt n an outcast. 2 one, 
who, through penance, has cast off his sins; 
ascetic. 
ufé (parr) prep coming at the beginning of 
words, it lends them the following meanings: 
all round, around; as ufsapr. 
2richly, abundantly; as ufsyz. 
J excessively; as ufeaus, 

4 imputation of a fault, as ufsere. 
5 rule, seriatum, as ufe#z, etc. 
6 adv on, above, upon. “hat parr ala.” 
-ram beni. See Gufs vz. 

ufswr (parral fell, lay. “ja aharr harzjiv 
parza.”—sodaru. 

ufowfe (parraz] See uaura. 
ufefing [parzsrst] adj leftover, remaining. 2.1 
appendage of some writing; appendix. 

ufedturs (perzsodhan) n proper or thorough 
correction or rectification. 2 repayment of debt 
in full. 

ufsrtuar [parrsskhya] n enumeration, count. 
2.4 figure of speech denying a thing at one 

place, and asserting it at another. 

“rk thal varajdutry thal mahi, 
kachu thahrray prasdkhya gai.” 

—garabgajni. 
Example: 

“ghore hathi crtran ke rahe crtrsari majh 
ram ke jonam rehyo dam daphtar me.” 

~reghunath kavz. 
“surtai ’dhre me drzrhtai pahan me, 

nastka canan madhy non rehyo hat mé, 
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dharam rehyo pothin vadai rahi vrrkgan me, 

badh prapa patan me pani rahyo ghat me, 
yah kaltka! ne brhal kryo sabh jag 

“nayak” su kovz kesi bani he kuthat me, 
raj rahi pSthan rejai rahi gitkal 

raja bhayo nai aru rai gai bhat me.” 
~nayak kovr. 

(b) Denying the existence of a thing at 
several places and showing its presence at one 

place, is the second form of this figure of 
speech. 

Example: 

“sukhu nahi bahute dhanx khate, 
sukhu nahi pekhe nzrotz nate, 
sukhu nahi bahu des kemae, 

sarab sukha hartharr gungae.” 
—bher m 5. 

“nah sits cédr-devah, nah sitld bavancddanah, 
nah sits sit ruten, nanak sitl5 sadh svajanah.” 

~sahas m 5. 

“hot sukh jan me na ban me na dhan me na 

jap mena tp me na tireth menhazye, 
bhog me na jog me s3jog me vrjog mena 

des vides dagodrga jp bhramazye, 
gyan mena dhyan mena syan sanman me na 

manapman me na prabhuta badharye, 
sadhan samadht vyadhr janzye fahalstgh 

sukh he vicar me vicare sukh pazye.” 
—olskarsagarsudha. 

ufsrp (parrsram] Skt n tiredness, fatigue. 
2 hardwork, exertion. 
ufsgyt [parzsrami] adj hardworking, 
industrious. 
ufeys [parrsrav] Skt n dripping, leaking. 
2 spring, fountain. 3 cascade, waterfall. 
ufsuae (partharan] Skt n seizing, snatching. 
2 abandoning, relinquishing. 3 removing, 
averting. 
ufsaaer [partharna] v abandon, relinquish. 
2 snatch, seize. 3 remove, hinder, restrain. 
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ufsot [parrha] See your. * 

ufsom (parrhas) Skt n laughter. 2 ridicule, 
banter. 

ufsors (parrhar] Skt n act of removing some 
defect. 2 abandoning. 3 common village land, 
to avail which all have equal right. 4 wealth 

seized during a victory. 5 refutation, 

repudiation. 6 defiance, disregard. 7 a Rajput 

tribe, mentioned by Todd in his book named 

Rajasthan. 

ufsas [partkar] Skt n family, household. 
2 bed, couch. 3 retinue. 4 preparation. 
5 waistband, 6 a figure of speech, in which a 

significant adjective is employed to qualify a 
noun. 

“jah vrgegan sabhrpray, 
parrker bhusan sox ganay.” 

—garabgajni. 
Example: 

“gran Sdhera mz}rgeta 
gor glanv diparo.” 

~gavam5 
“satigurv suraj harat he sabh jag ko 3dhar. 
kaloptarovar jagatguru manvachrt phal det,” 

The adjectives viz suraj (the sun) and 

kalapvrrks (the mythological wish-fulfilling 
tree), employed to qualify satrguru (the true 

spiritual guide) are absolutely meaningful. They 

have been employed to demonstrate his two 
qualities, viz dispelling nescience and granting 
the desired reward. 

ufgasiga [partkorakur] (rise of a subordinate). 
a figure of speech in which there is a mention 
of a noun to be qualified, with the purpose of 

conveying an abstruse meaning. 

“sabhrpray vigesy so parrkar Skur man, 
varnat budh anuman ker grothan ko mat jan.” 

~ramcsdrbhusan. 

Example: 
“‘guni pura sabh naran ko apne vas karlet.” 
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Here “guni” has double meaning. gun is 
(1) excellent quality (2) a rope. 
ufeqH (parrkrem], ufegpr [parrkramal Skt n 
the act of circumambulating; going round a 
revered deity. “devkilal parzkram dini.” 
—krrsan, 2 path laid around a temple for 
circumambulation. See yefaa. 

‘ufeaa [parrksay] Skt annihilation, destruction. 
2 death, breathing one’s last. 

ufsfas (partkszt] adj spread around, 
surrounded. 2 7 a king of the lunar dynasty, 
who was son of Abhimanyu from Uttra. He 

was grandson of Arjun and father of Janmejay. 
Ashwatthama had killed him in the womb itself 
but Krishan blessed him with life; that is why 
he was named Parikshit. 

When, after relinquishing his throne, 
Yudhishthir went to the Himalayas, Parikshit 
became the king of Hastinapur and 
Indraprasath. He died of snakebite. That is why 
his son, Janmejay performed the snake 
sacrifice, i.e. fire ritual to destroy all the 

snakes.' 3 See udifas. 

ufews [parrkhan] Skt act of digging around. 
See ufewr, 

ufswr [parrkha] Skt n moat, ditch. 2 trench 
around a fort, which is kept filled with water. 

In ancient times, it was used to block the 
advance of the enemy. According to Neeti 
Shastar, this trench happened to be a hundred 

cubits wide and ten cubits deep. 
ufearr (parrgya] Skr after n subtle knowledge. 
2 definite or thorough knowledge. 3 See yor". 

ufears [parrgyat] Skr afte adj known, 
ascertained, 2 clearly or throughly known. 
ufsags [parrgrah] Skt n receiving, obtaining. 
2 acceptance of alms. 3 amassing of wealth. 
"Several scholars have written that Janmejaya had waged 

‘war against Takshak clan of Nag race and from there has 

evolved the tale of Sarapmedh. 
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4 family, household, 5 wedlock marriage. 

6 favour, grace. 7 oath, vow. 8 hand. 9 army’s. 
Tear. 
ufew [parzgh] See vow. 
ufewa (parrcay] See use", 
ufaweur (portcarya] Skt ufswaft n attendance 
(on somebody). 2 worship. 3 nursing and 
looking after a patient, 

ufswa (parzcar] Skt n attendance, nursing. 
2 See yw. 

ufswert (parrcarak] Skt n attendant, servant. 
2 See youd, 
ufserfoer [partcarrka] Skt n fernale attendant 
or servant. 2 See yoo. 
ufsfes (parrcrt] adj known, familiar. 
2 accumulated, heaped, raised. 

ufese [parrchad] Skt f= n cover. 2 garment, 
dress. 3 family, household. 

ufseidt (parrchahi] See usatdt. 
‘ufe@e [parrched] Ske ofte3< na section or 
chapter of a book. 2 division, part, portion. 

ufsda {parrchan] See uafés. 
‘ufarts {parrjan] Skt n all the people dependent 
ona family; attendants, servants, etc. 2 members 

of ahousehold. 
ufszs [parrnat] Skt adj bent down. 
2 transformed; changed, as milk into curd, 

3 ripened. 4 digested (as food). 

uf [parrnay] Skt n marriage, wedlock. 
‘ufseaa (partnayan} Skt act of marrying, 
wedding, 
ufsem [parrnam) Skt n alteration, 
transformation. 2 result, consequence. 3 a 
poetic figure of speech, in which a subject 
identifies itself with, and its functions are 

transferred to, an object with which it is 

compared. 

“hve upmey sarup jaht, krryavan upman, 
alkar partnam taht, sv kevz karst vakhyan.” 

~aldkarsagarsudha. 
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Example: 

“nenkamal nirkhé gurstkkhan.” 

Here eyes are being compared with the lotus 

but seeing, which is the function of the eyes, is 
being done by the lotus, which is the object of 
comparison. 

ufsenrere [parrnamvad] Sk n doctrine of the 
Sankhya philosophy, according to which the 
creation of the universe takes place as a result 
of Prakriti’s alteration. 
ufeentt: [parrnami] adj subject to change; 
altering. 

ufsét [parzni] n army which possesses or rains 
down arrows.—sanama. 

ufesu [parrtap] See sae 3. 
ufgdw [parrtokh] Ske ufsax n great happiness, 
delight. 2 complete satisfaction, contentment. 
ufssara [parttyag] Skt n abandonment, 
renunciation. : 
ufssaraft (parztyagi] adj who forsakes or 
Tenounces . 
ufge (partd), ufée [partda] P 4 bird. 
ufsars (parrdhan) Skt » an upper garment, 
robe, dress. 

ufeft (parzdhz] Sit n circumference, circle. 
2 halo around the sun or the moon. 3 rampart. 
4 dress. 5 branch of a tree pitched near or 

round a sacrificial fire-pit. 6 protective line 

drawn round the sacrificial fire or the kitchen- 
square. 7 ocean. 

ufedtr [parrdhey} Skt adj worth-wearing. 2 7 
garment, dress, 

ufale [parrpakk], ufeug [partpakv] Skt adj 
quite ripe, completely cooked. 2 digested. 
3 accomplished, perfect. 

ufsur [partpa] See usr. 2 See yr, 
ufsura [parzpak] Skt n state of being 
completely cooked or ripe. 2 digestion. 
3 efficiency, expertise. 4 reward, result. 

ufauteet [partpacli] lightning. “parrpacti 
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prakas chabila.”—NP. 2 Scholars also read this 

line as, “parpa cali prakas chabila.” See usr |. 
ufsuet (parrpati] Skt n sequence, order. 
2 manner, method. 3 principle. 
ufeursy [parrpalan] 1 rearing. 2 guarding. 
ufsyss (parrpulat] Skt ofqyt adj inundated 
from all sides; immersed in water. 2 drenched, 
soaked, “jal parzpulat vrlocen kine.”-GPS. 
ufsyse [parzpuran] Skt adj quite full. 
2 satiated. 3 completed. 4 all pervasive. 

ufag’s [parrphull) Skt adj blossoming. 
ufesam [partbhagan] Skt adj broken, 
fragmented, 2 broken-hearted. 
ufese (parrbhav] Skt n insult, humiliation. 
ufssnr [parrbhakha] Skt ufeermt n an 
apophthegm. 2 such an interpretation as leaves 

no doubt about the proper meaning. 3 censure, 
calumny. 

ufsdar [parrbhig] See ufsag. 
ufague [partbhreman] See usgeg. 

ufsHae [parrmaras] Sit ufsaf n attachment, 
relation. 2 reflection, cogitation, 3 See USHER. 
4 Skt UAV jealousy, envy. 
ufsHges [parrmardan] n thorough rubbing, 
crushing. 
ufexe [parrmal] See uae. 2 turmeric paste 
for rubbing on the body to clean and soften 
the skin. 3 sexual intercourse. 4 @ group of 
learned persons. 

ufone [parrman] Skt n perimeter, expanse. 
2. weight, 3 measurement, measure. 4 value, 
price. 5 number, count. 6 height, physique. 
ufsfifs [partmrztr] Skt n measurement, 
2weight. 3 limit, boundary. 
ufsése [parrrobhan), ufséas [parrrsbhan) 
‘Ske «ART embracing, hugging. “parzrsbhan 
ger sig um3ga.”-NP. See 3 vr. 
ufsers (partiasat] adj shining all around; 
resplendent. “mukh mSdal prtlasat jotz.” 

~eyan. 
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ufeeons {porrvarjon] Skt n complete 
avoidance. 2 giving up, renouncing. 3 act of 
killing or murdering. 

[parzvartan] Skt n change, 
transformation. 2 turning or whirling round. 
3 interchange. 4 flux of time. 

ufsere [parrvad] Skt n censure, slander. 
2 exposure of someone's actual defects or 

blemishes. Scholars have differentiated 
between nfda and parrvad. According to 
them, nfda is defaming a person on the basis 

of something that has not happened, and 
parrvad is defaming a person by making 
public his actual defects. 3 metallic straw to 

strike the strings of a musical instrument; 
plectrum. 

ufsers [parrvar] Skt a cover, covering. 
2 sheath, scabbard. 3 relations, family. 

4 attendants, retinue. 5 halo (around the sun 

or the moon). 
ufeefes [parzvarrt] adj surrounded, 
encompassed. “parrvarrt bahu jaht kahi.” 
GPS. 

‘ufsen ([parrves], ufsey [partvekh] Skrufeen 
nm perimeter of a circle. 2 serving of meals. 
3 halo (especially one around the sun or the 

moon). 4 a protective wall around a city; 
rampart. 

ufstte [parrved] Skt n thorough knowledge, 
accurate information. 

ufegrre [parrvrajak] Skt n a wandering 
mendicant. 

ufsfgfs [parrvrrttr] Skt n tuming around, 
revolution, 2 barter, exchange. 3 a figure of 
speech, also called vinzmay, in which there is 
exchange of a thing for what is in surplus. Itis 
also, 
“dibe tanakht ke jaha, mrle brtt bahu aj, 
parzvrrt bhusan tahz kaht je prabin kavrra,” 

—ramcSdrabhusan. 
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Example: 
“caransaran guru ek peda jaz cal, 

satrguru kotz péda agehor let he, 

ekbarsatrgurumétrsrmranmat, 
simren téhr barSbar guru het hé, 

bhavni bhagatz bhar kodi agr-bhag rakhe, 
taht guru sarab nzdhan dan det he, 

sattgurudayanrdhz mahrma agadhbodh 
namo namonamo namo netz neti netz he.” 

-BGK. 

“bSdna ko let-hi absdta ko det tth, 

pritr let det hé pratit sukhset hé, 
bhavurlet-hi prabhav bado det ap 

ntrgun pad det gon dokh let hé, 
thorijesi bhet let jam ki abhet det 

satIguru nanok ji kerunanrket hé, 

hSta let dasan ki brahamgyan det tth 

man let caran me mukatt ko det hé.” 
-NP. 

(b) Exchange of a thing for what is less is 
another form of parrvrrttz. 

Example: 
“tirathu tepu data datudanu, 
je ko pave tr] ka manu.”-jpu. 
“agent tapna jal mahz rahrno, 
vrat karo sitosan sehrno, 
uredh vahu adho sir karna, 

khare hon crr lo rkcarna, 
Karam tamsi karan dukhare,... 
rnz mrhanat bad, laghu phol pai.” 

-NP. 

udt (pari) happened. “kahu nanak meri puri 
pari.”-brla m 5. 2 which has wings, bird. 
“kasu pari ke pakhan lyayo.”-GV 10. 3 fell. 
4 fallen down, lying down. “pari mudrrka 

pai.”-carrtr 64. 5 P g day after tomorrow. 

6 very beautiful woman. “kete rag pari stu 
kahianz.”-japu. Here pari stands for feminine 
personification of the main musical mode. 
7 fairy, nymph. 
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dina (parisah], udtafa [parisahz] serves food, 
etc, See udtra, 2 distributes. “‘s5gatz kul tare 
sacu parisahr.”—-maru solahe m J. 3 will land 
or happen. “kese par parisahz."-saloh. 4 Skt 
‘afte endurance, forbearance. 

udins [parisan] Skt ufstne n act of laying 
food before somebody. 

udize" [parihna) v lay food before somebody. 
See ucts. 
udiea (pariksak), udtat [pariksa), udifas 
[parikgrt) Skt ufe-etq adj examining or 
inspecting thoroughly. 2 » examination, 

inspection, investigation. 3 adj carefully 

inspected, tried or tested. 4 See ufsfas. 
ust (parikh] 1 test, examination. 2 advhaving 
examined or tested, etc. “‘tanu manusitalusacu 

parikh.”-gov m J. 
‘udtes [parikhat] See udifas 2. 
edifion (parikhra] See tefier. “jrsu manz base 
trsu sacu parikhza.”-sukhmani. 

udhias [parikhyat], Uday [parikhyatu] See 
udifrs 2. “sukhdeu parikhyaty gun rave.” 
~saveye m | ke. 
uel? [parice] Ske ufsea n familiarity, 
knowledge. “gurmatr harrnam parice.”-majh 
m 4. 2 acquaint yourself with. 

udies [parichat] See ufefas 2. “manahu kal 
parichat kav jamd5d pracSd kxdh5 camkayo.” 
—-katsan. “ek divas parichat-ht m1! kryo matr 

mahan.”-gyan. 
uefa [paricha] See udtar, 2 a book, authored 
by some Sikh, but ascribed to the Guru, on 
which the dice is thrown and by adding values 
appearing on the relevant line, prediction is 
made of auspiciousness or its opposite. 

wdifawt (parichra] See udter and udier 2. 
wdifes [parichrt] See ufofas 2 and udifas 3. 
uit [paritha] (meal etc) served up. See dia. 
2 Skrufsfay before the eyes, in sight, evident. 
“harz agamu agocery parbrahamu he... jtn 
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gurbacon sukhane hiare, trn age any paritha.” 
~geu m 4.3 Skt ufamt interchange, change. 
udts (parit] See udtfs and yifs, 2 Skt adj 

surrounded, encompassed. 3 Sia WNT narrow. 
usisH [paritam] See Uta. 
wdifs [paritz] Skt collyrium made of the juice 
of flowers. 2 See ufifs, “nanak sai bhali paritr, 
jttu sahrb seti patr rahe.”—m / var vad. 
ud (parite) Ske ufss: part in every way. 
“purohrta prit parite virotz magahi"-BG. 
ules (paridan] P 4, v fly up, take wing. 
udit [paridhe] served up. See ya. 2 those 
who serve or distribute food. 3 See ufstia. 

agdtde [paribsd) n bracelet having small tinkling 
bells. 
udipars [paliruxsar] P adj fair-faced, See 
THR. 
udte [parila] adj far away. 2 beyond words, 
ineffable. “nanak pare parila.”-guj m 5. 

‘ude? (pariva] I go or swim across. “harirgz 
part pariva.”—majh m 3. ‘With the Creator's 
Jove, I swim across the ocean of life.’ 

‘ug [paru] (you) get into, seek, “man, sarni paru 
thakur prabhu take.”-sukhmani. 2 adv 

without fail, certainly. “jo prabhu kahe sol paru 
kije."-suhi ch5t m 4. 3 undoubtedly. “jaka karaj 
soi paru jane.”-gau m 3. 4 See us. but, 
however. “parahz manmukh, parubrdhz nahi 
jane.”-maru solhe m J. 5 Skt ug n hill, 

mountain. 6 ocean. 7 paradise, 8 knot, riddle. 
Ugn (parus] See udHe’. “sapad parusge sig 
uméga.”-NP. ‘Soon the meals were served.” 
2 See ugy. 

ugy (parukh] Skt ugm adjhard, harsh, unkind. 
“herat bolyo mukh te parukha.”=NP. 
uget [porukha] See uge, 2 n coarseness, 
harshness, cruelty, brutality. “irkha parukha 

char amarkha.”-NP, jealousy, cruelty, 
deception, anger. 3 Skt ugHT a type of poetic 
composition in which such letters as 2, 3, 3, &, 
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%, #and composite letters are abundantly used. 
The sentiments of heroism, fury and terror are 
best expressed in this manner, as- “ahrp hry 

dharok prth kemath luth karak uth kharak son 
bhayek har brrkhabh baka."-srkkhiprebhakar. 

“dah dahat davar dam3krys.”—c3di 2.4 river 

Ravi. £ 

ugat [paruli] adj causing dissolution of the 
whole world; annihilating, destroying. 
“dharemrat parvli pratrhar.”-mala namdev. 
See yfaars. 

‘uge@ [parureu), Ugee [porurav], ugée" [parureva) 

Skt FWA son of Buddh from Ila, grandson 
of the moon, who was the first king of the lunar 
dynasty. Pratishthanpur (Jhusi), near Prayag, 

was his capital. He was a righteous person 
believing in the Divine. “durba parurav 
Sgrev.”-saveye m / ke. ‘Durvasa, Parurava 
and Angira.’ 
uf [pare] advaway, on the opposite or far side. 
2on that side. 3 afterwards. 4 fell. “jo satrgurr 
sarant pare.”-var ram 2 m5. 
‘Ua [parea] adj beyond the reath of mind and 
speech, “pared pavrtrs.”-VN. 2 Skt TTR 
dearest. 

uaH (pares| Skt ud Us-uha n Braham, the 
Divine. 
uaa [paresan] P wig adjperplexed, distressed, 
amazed, downcast. “ker malat bahu presan 

bho,”—saloh. 

uae [paresani] P uy, n perplexity, distress, 
amazement. “na phir presani mahr.”-tzl5g. 
kebir. 
uaa (pareke] come to, seek. “saran pareke.” 
~maru solhe m 1, 

udur [parekha] examination, test, “tlam 
parekhé nar.”-NP. 
Ud# [parej] short for ude. 
ud2 [parefe] far away. 2 wrapped in. “brsta 
asatz rakat parete cam.”-asa mJ. 
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uta [paret], uaz (paretu] Skt Ys adjdeparted. 
2 dead. 3 7 dead body, 4 ghost, spectre. 

“mazamohu paretu he.”-var guj J m 3. 
5 spectre, spectrality. “khrn mahr brnsto 
maha paret."—bher m 5. 
uzun [parethan] n dry flour used for dusting 
the pastry board; dry flour applied to the 
kneaded ball; dry flour used as sprinkle on the 
kneaded one. 
ud ugg [pare parare] adv further off, on the 
far side; ive., far away. 
ut udier [pare parila] See usher. 
ua [parem] See dH, 
uaa (parey] adj beyond thought and speech. 
“pareyS pavitrs.”"-VN. 
ute (parema] See Que. 
ude [parere], ua [parere] adv away, further 
off. “mukh dekhat agh jahz parere.”-saveyem 
4 ke, “kasmala mz}rjahz parere.”-kan m5. 
ude [pareva] that which flown from afar — 
pigeon. 2 bird. 3 See uae’. 

Ug® [pareve] gets, becomes. “jaton kereuurjhar 
pareve.”-asa m 5. 
UB [pare] See UF. 2 See Ua. 
‘u® uedtor [pare paraia] farther than far away; 
beyond thought and speech. “harz paruna pave 

pare poraia,”-brla am 4. 
U8 ues [pare paratz] Skt TIN adj farthest, 
further than the farthest. “gun beSt... kahanu 

na jai pare paratr.”-dev m 5. 
‘YB ume [pare porare] See ut UTS. “tajr sakat 
pore parare.”—nat am 4. 
ud [paro] (you) be, (you) land etc. 2 day after 
tomorrow. “paro, aju ke kal.”-s m 9. ‘day after 
tomorrow, today or tomorrow.’ 

uf [paroral adj threaded, strung. “harr 
nam ride paroza.”—sor m 5. 

‘udR [paros] See uaAer. 2 See uaA. 
‘ware [parosan] n female neighbour. 2 act of 
laying out food. See udtas. 
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ugaeae (parosanhara] 7 one who serves 
food. “pekhe bfjan parosanhare.”-kan m 5. 
‘wdne [parosna] v serve food. 
‘dA [parosa] m one who serves or distributes 
food. 2 quantity of food sufficient for one 

person; quantity of food put on a plate of metal 

or leaf and served or sent to one person, 
ud [parosi] See uae. 
uduz [parohat] See yafos, 
‘da [paroks], ude [parokh], vee [paroch) Skt 
‘Wit adjescaping observation, invisible, hidden. 
2. m absence, 3 one who has true or spiritual 

knowledge, mystic. 

‘uate [parojan} See yttra. “pun tfh s3g na 
kachv parojan.”-NP. 2 to the turquoises. See 

udnt [paroja] See dei. “cir parojan race 
saroja.”-NP. ‘Lotus flowers have been made 
by cutting the turquoises.” 
ude [paronal v pierce. 2 string, thread (beads, 
flowers, etc) with the needle, 

ud [parot], ut" [parota] Skt Y3 adj pierced, 
perforated. 2 attached. “sad beragi tatu 
parota.”-ram am J, 3 sewn. “hart rakhau 
KSthz parot.”-keda m5. 

‘uduerd [paropkar] n benevolence, philanthropy. 
uduard [paropkari) Skt Rrra n benefactor, 
philanthropist. 
uit (parobal] P feathers and wings. 
udee (parovna] See ua". “na6... man maht 
parovna."-var guj 2m 5. 
ud [pard] Skt 7 part afterwards, later. 2 only. 
3 connection, relationship. 4 See wen. 

uda [pardg] short for Gudat. n a secondary 
colour, prepared from primary ones. “rig parig 
anek na japanz kartaba."-var ram 2 
m5, 

day [parStep] Si adjtormenting the enemies. 
2. one who has subdued his senses. 3 fabulous 
gem supposed to fulfill all desires, 4 Agjun. 
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udfsmraft [parstragi] adj extremely self- 
denying, 2 Skt oReatfr{ forsaker, renouncer. 
“sarob dokh parStragi.”-gatha. 
udg [parstul Skt part but, however, 
nevertheless. 
ude [pardd], uder [parSda] P «£z n bird, See 
uféer. “parsdae na grrah jar.”-var majh m 1. 
‘Birds do not have money on them.’ 

udus [parSpar] Skt n series, succession. 
2 familyline. 3 musk; fragrance. 
wdue [par3para] Skt n a series, succession. 
2 tradition, 
ufsa [paryzau) occurred, happened. “paryrau 
jacak rk sarna.”-saveye m5 ke. 
ust Us [paryo paroso] already grown up. 
“paryo paroso sut grahz dehe.”—carrir 124. 
ug [pal] Skt n period of 24 seconds. “pal 
bhitarr taka hor udhar.”-sukhmani. 2 flesh, 

meat. “bahu bhut prsacan kakan dakant tokh. 

kare pal me pal s6."—krrsan. 3 weight of four 
tolas. 4 balance. 5 pan of a balance. 6 eyelid, 
eyelash. 7 dunce. 

‘pre [palsar] just a moment. 2 meat-stew, 
broth, 
use (palak] n eyelid, “mukh dekhau palak 
chadx.”—var jet. 2 eyelash. Skt ue. 3 an 

instant or a moment. “‘sitra man m3jhahz palak 
na thive bahra.”—var jet. 
upat [palka] See usa |. “palka na lage prra- 
prem page.”~asa chat m5. 2 bed. “palké no 
lagt palka pe pare.”=carrtr 180. 
‘users (palkara] n moment. 2 twinkling of an 
eye. 

‘upset (palki] n small cot, bassinet. 
usta (palakk] » leopard’s leap; act of leaping 
like a leopard. “ran mo randhir plakk-ht ge.” 
~kelki. 

use [palagh] See uvur. 
‘Bua [palacna] v scrape flesh from bones with 

beak or teeth. 2 cling. 3 be engrossed or 
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absorbed in; be covetous. 
used [palcar} Skt n carnivore. 2 ogre. 
‘sett [palcai] gets covetous, becomes lustful. 
See usmusr. “hete palcai.”"—vad cht m 3, 
wate [palact] adv gre ; lustfully. “palacr 
palacr sagli mvi.”-majh barshmaha. 
‘usem [paltan] £ platoon n a small group of 

foot-soldiers; squad; platoon. “do paltan' 
pahucé 15 kala.”—GPS. It is a transform of 

battalion. 
‘upea" [palofna) v overtum. 2 change. 3 tum 
back, retum. 4 retract. 

‘use (pala) n change. 2 act of overturning. 

3 returning sequentially to the lowest key in 
singing after having reached the highest pitch. 
4 scraper, used to tumover bread, etc when 
baking on a griddle. 
af [palatr) adv turing back or in the opposite 
direction. “kai palatz surajstjda karaz.”-okal. 
‘Having tumed their backs towards the east, 
many bow their foreheads towards the west.’ 

“palatz bhai sabh kheh.”-=s kabir. 

‘usa [palat] next world, world after death. “halat 
palat duz lehu savar.”-sukhmani. 2 See ufas. 

Uast (palta] a Khatri subcaste. Bibi Nanki’s 

husband, Jai Ram son of Parmanand, belonged 

to this subcaste. 2 a flat package of paper. 
uefa [palatr] in the next world; hereafter. 
“halatr palatr sukhu patde.”—sri m3. 

‘upg [palatu] 7 the next world. “halatu palatu 
trni dove gavae.”-majh am 3. See usa |. 

‘us? (palte] See ufss. “cabe tata loh sar vicr 
sigh palte.”-gau var J m 4. 
uae [palthi] act of sitting cross-legged; sitting 
‘on one’s haunches with knees close to one’s 
body. 
usm [palattha] n act of turning one’s hand; 
fencing, swordsplay. “palatthe khrlari. koré 
‘During the time of Bhai Santokh Singh, many English 
and French words gained currency in Hindustan. 
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ghav kari.”-GPS. 
ust [paina] v be reared. 2 rot, decay. 
3 grow or become old. 4m cradle, bed hanging 
with a rope. “palna par podhavai."-NP. 

unter [palp3k} mud of flesh. “rekat btdu ka 
gara.” ‘mud, made of mother’s blood (i.e. 
ovum) and father’s semen, from which is 
formed the body.” 
usa [palp3kaj] n human body, which is 
formed from uauet [palp3k]. “palp8kaj mahz 
kof udhare.”-dhana a m J. ‘pal p3kaj mahr 
nam chadae.”—mala a m |. The divine Name 
liberates not only after the mortal frame has 

been cast off but it does emancipate when one 

is still alive. So liberation is obtained through 

the divine Name while one is alive. 
2 Scholars also interpret pakaj as eye because 
the eye is often compared with the lotus (pak). 
Thus palpSkaj means twinkling of the eye. The 
divine Name bestows liberation in no time. 
use" [palphal ina moment, in an instant. “dokh 
sabh jan ke hart durt kie rk palpha.”-prabha 
m4, 

usage [palbhach] carnivore. See used. 2 lion. 

uwse wef [palbhach nadanz] n army which 
makes noise like the flesh-eating animals. 

—sanama, carnivorous animals make noise to 
eat flesh in the battlefield, 2 which roars like 
a lion, the gun.—sanama. 

wat [palom)] P & m dust, ashes. 2 injured 
portion’s turning ashen i.e. gangrene. 

‘wee [palar], wats [palarz), eet [palri], WaT 
[palory) Skt use n straw, husk. “ja paka ta 
katra rahi su palart varr.”-var majh m J. 
2 Skt UBS stone. “ratan padarathu palarr 

trage.”—majh 9 m 3. ‘giving up a gem in 

exchange for a stone.’ 3 mire, mud. 4 scum, 

moss, 5 dirt, filth. 6 milk. 7 a kind of sweet 
meat made of ground tr] seed or sesame and 
molasses or sugar. 8 power, strength. 9 corpse, 
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* dead body. 10 S rainwater. 11 Sk was pond, 

tank. “sukh palerr ttagt maha dukh pave.” 
-maru solhe m 3. “harx sukhpalarz tragza. 

-var brla m 3. 12 balance bearer, merchant. 

“gun kisajht trn stu kari sabhr avgon sobadr 
jelae. augun vikanr palri jrs dex su sace 

pae.”-var gov / m4. ‘holy men (traders) buy 
(i.e. take away) the defects (bad qualities) and 
(in exchange for the bad qualities) provide 
virtues.” 13 Skrufsage giving up. “cori corna 
palarht dukh sah-ht garthe.”-BG. 14 adv 

having eliminated. “dukh palarz harx nam 
vasae.”"~mala am 3. 

uses [palal] See usa 2, 2 Skt flesh; meat. 

3 dirt, mire. 4 a kind of sweetmeat made of 

pounded sesum and molasses or sugar. 

5 sesame flower. 6 stone. 7 corpse, dead body. 
8 milk. 9 strength, power. 

‘UBE [palav] See aR. 
uses [palval] 2 town in district Gurgaon of 

Punjab. “palval ko raja rahe.”—carrtr 169. 
‘use [palva] just a moment. “tfh thor nahi 

palva thahireye.”-krrsan. 
‘uses [palvan] adj fleshy, fat. 2 See UwEe. 
‘use [palve] (may) put on new leaves, flourish, 
bloom, blossom. “tati tox na palve je jalz tubi 
det.”-s farid, ‘crop once destroyed by water 

does not blossom even if it is submerged in 

water.’ Even in the company of holy saints, 

persons, whose minds have been polluted by 

vices, can never prosper. 
ueda [palvsg], wean [palvigom) Skt TeraTa 
adj jumpy, leaping. 2 » frog. 3 long-tailed and 
black-faced monkey, 4 monkey. “palvégam gan 
kudat ae."-GPS. 5 a poetic metre. It has four 
Jines of 2] matras each, with the first pause at 

the eighth matra, the second at the last thirteenth 

and ending in a jegan and one gury, ISI, 5. 
Example: 

“sam dam upratz, adz vipan girrvas ko, 
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bhanyo su prabhu subh, st dharav tajas ko, 
rajyog bhal, bhaktz vibek vicar jo, 
prabhuta rag trrkal gyan tap sar jo.” 

~stkkhiprobhaker. 
(b) There is another form of this metre, 

each line of which begins with a guru. For 

example: 
“yadya parhke, man abhrman nadharrye, 
oran ke hrt, tlam huner paricarrye...” 

(c) The third form of this metre has 21 
matras in each line, with the first pause at the 

11® matra, the second at the next 10°, ending 

with a terminal guru. 

Example: 

“jrs ki bani nahi, crt harsan-kare, 
jzski keryasarir, na man kargan kare, 
jzs kojivan jagat, lokhrt nahihe, 
harrvrrjes Ithu jan, su jan mrzt vahi he.” 

‘weet (palra] 7 pan of a balance. 
‘ug? [pala] 1 pan of a balance. 2 skirt or border 

of a garment. See E pall. “ot gahi s8t pala.” 
-dhana m 5. 

ued (palau] Skt yeu n lamentation, wailing. 
2 incoherent talk. 

‘ue [palau], uerfare [palaugedh) a district in 
the Chota Nagpur area, which, surrounded 
by hills, was regarded as a place for shelter. 
“ek palau des sunije.”-carrtr 132. “para si 
palaugadh.”-akal. 
werfee [palarn), werfes (palarn) Sk wera n 
flight, escape. “sagle dukh palarn.”—fodi 
m5. 

uo [palas} Skt usH adj flesh-eating, 
carnivorous, 2 cruel, merciless. 3 green, 4.7 
a tree, also known as dhak or & [kesu] or 
ar [plah] butia fondosa, According to chapter 
160 of the Uttar Khand (the second half) of 

the Padam Puran, Brahma was transformed 

into butea fondosa due to a curse from Parvati. 

So, it is a manifestation of Brahma. According 
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to the Shatpath Brahmin, this tree had sprung 
up from Brahma’s flesh. Its flowers are used 
in dyeing and also in various medicines. Its 
gum is used as a remedy for many diseases. 

5 leaf; foliage. “so kul dhak pala: 

‘a leaf of the dhakk tree.’ 6 petal. “bid te 

palasakhy.”-saloh. ‘whose eyes are like lotus 
petals,’ 7 cammivorous ogre. 8 carnivore like a 

lion, ete. 
Usre [palasaks), wera [palasakhy] having 

eyes like petals of a lotus. See us 6. 

ust [palasi) A city, on the bank of river 
Bhagirathi, in district Nadia of Bengal, where, 
on 23" June, 1757, Lord Clive won a victory 
over Nawab Sirajjudaula of Murshidabad. 

2 Skt Tah adj leafy. 3 flesh-eating, 
carnivorous. 4 n carnivore. 5 tree with leaves. 
“purano palasi mano vayu daryo.”"—narsfgh. 
umgs [palasur], us [palasor] See TEHTTD. 
‘UBT [palah] See wan 4, 2 Sktyeru ihcoherent 

ornonsensical talk, lamentation. See aaeurrd. 
wea mfog (palah sahrb] See gourd. 2 a 
gurdwara, at a distance of one and a half miles 
to the north-west of Khalsa College, Amritsar, 
where Guru Hargobind had halted under a 

butea fondosa tree. 
ware [palahar] nonvegetarian food. 
2 carnivorous, flesh-eating. 

‘uerdt [palahi] a village in tehsil and police 

station, Phagwara of Kapurthala state. It is 

situated at a distance of three miles to the north 
of Phawara railway station. In the residential 
area of this village, there is a nicely built 

gurdwara in memory of Guru Har Rai. Nearby, 
there are residential houses, Guru Granth 
Sahib is installed in one room. A piece of land, 

measuring 14 ghumaons, has been attached 

with the gurdwara by the state. Akali Singhs 
are the officiants there. 2 See eardt. 

user (palak), ueraft [palaki] Skryses n leaping, 
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jumping, 2 act of mounting astride a horse with 
ajump. 
uay [palakh] Skt ysan banyan tree. 

2 According to the Purans, a continent, where 

this tree is found. “palakh dip mahf betho 
jaz.”-NP. See furs. 

‘upratt [palacni] n flesh-eating demoness. 
2 goddess Kali. “palacni curel bhut.”-PP. 
ume (palan] P wut n saddle put on the back of 
a donkey, camel etc, 2 See yaure, 
wr [palane] adj pack-saddied. “ture palane 
paunveg.”—var asa. 
uss" {palata) See ueq and usd. “savre halat 
polata.”-maru m 5. ‘This world and the next 
were set right.’ 

‘yerq (paladh] half a moment. “thrrnahz rahzt 
paladh .”-kalki. 
gry [palan] See utre. “cir palan ktkan dhasi 
vasudha mahr.”-c5di /. ‘Piercing the pack- 
saddle and the horse, the sword got stuck into 
the ground.’ 2. Sk ueits grain cooked with meat. 
upus [palayan] Skt n running away, flight, 
escape. 
‘wee [palal] Skt n paddy straw. 2 chaff, hay. 
Shollow, insubstantial. 

ufsS [palzo] See ufem. 2 kept or carried out. 
“palzo chatr dharmé.”—ramav. ‘carried out the 

duties of a Kshatri.’ 
ufemr [palza] adj brought up. 2 Skt grey- 
haired, aged. 3 ripe. 4 white, grey. “szr palza 
dari pali much& bhi palid.”-s forid. 

ufteer (palzk] 4e-fex a moment, 
ufss [palzt] See ufemmr. 2 Skt n heat, hotness. 
3 mud, mire. 4 fragrant gum — resin, 5 chilli. 
uf (palzyo] See ufsé. 
‘ust [pali] (of a female) aged. See ufemr 2. 
2 Skt ufsw ladle for taking out ghee, oil etc. 

‘ust [palia) in the skirt, in the mantle. “uthz 
trnake lagi palia.”-maru m 5. 

‘usits [palit] P 11 adj impure, unholy. 2 base, 
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degenerate. 
ustsa [palitah), usta [palita] P ob A ig 

twisted wick; wick of an earthen lamp. 

2 igniting charge for a cannon. “prem palita 

surat.havai gola gran calara.”—bher kabir. 
3 sound, touch are vices of the five sense 

organs, which incite the mind and fan the fire 

of desire. “pac palitah kav parbodhe.” 
—-god kabir. 4 match of a gun or a cannon. 

5 According to the tantriks, a string of cloth, 
on which some pungent material is applied to 
fumigate the nostrils of a person possessed 
by some ghost. “jharat mStran sig... bahuro 

lex palita.”-NP. 
uettat [paliti] adj polluted. “mut paliti kaparo 
hor."-jopu. 2» pollution, impurity. 
site (palid] See uaz. 
‘Ug [palut] See yas. 
uuga' #4 [palutth lotth] heap of corpses. “‘palutth 
Jutth brtthri.”-ramav. 
‘uy [palu]  end-portion of a sari, dupatta, etc. 

2 Skt Uae leaf. 3 petal. “palu anat mul 
brckar.”—ram beni. The tenth door, as 

assumed in Yog is a region wherein the soul is 
supposed to reside. 

‘uB [pale] in the skirt of one’s garment or the 
end-portion of a dupatta. “udharahz lagr 

pale.”-sar m 5. ‘by aligning with the saints” 
ie., by following the saints. 2 observed, 
fulfilled, “sarab thar sobo uth dharam pale.” 
-driip. ‘ 
ud [palesna] v heat; heat a green stick to 
remove its bark. Skt ygA to heat, burn. 

yszar [paletna] v wrap, surround, encase. 
“pasu manas cdmz polete.”-var mala m J. 
“grthasatz ku{sbr paletra.”—sriam 5. See E 

plait. 

fe [paletr) having wrapped. “kur mulsma 
paletz dharehv."-var gau ! m4. 
uses [palethan] See utes. 
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ua [pale] gets, does. “lobhi ka jiv talpale.”-sri 
im J, ‘gets postponed.’ 2 is reared or brought 
up. See user. 3 in one’s possession, See ut 1. 
“pale sacu sace sacrara."-maru solhe m 1. 
udu [paloa] went away, vanished, “tare chape 

Sdher paloa.”~BG. 2 got obliterated, 

disappeared. 
udfe [palor] ran away, fled. 2 disappeared. 
“tarka lakh palor.”-sri am J. 
uel [paloi] ran away, fled. 2 vanished. 
“ntmahu c3den brrakh paloi.”-BG. ‘gets 
coalesced with, i.e., merges its identity with.’ 

udHe [palosna], UBS [palosna] v Yy-8os 
shake, agitate. 2 caress or lightly move the 
hand over somebody’s head. “mud palosz 
komar badhx pothi.”-g5d kabir. 
‘uth [palosz) having patted lightly on the head. 
See usra. 
uBzz [palotan], uae [palothan] Skt son n 
massaging or kneading the muscles. “syam. 

palotet udhav par.”—krrsan. 2 shake. 3 act 

of moving something up and down. 

UB? [palove] may or should ‘lee or run away. 
2 be absorbed in. “tin trlok samadhr 

palove.”-ram beni. ‘The trinity of the three 
emotions (viz. raj, sat and tam) and the three 
worlds should merge in a state of trance.’ 
‘wee [palShar] camivore. See wera. “palshar 
nacce.”~ VN. ‘The carnivores danced.’ 

unter [palig] See usur, 2 Pf leopard. 3 panther. 
See pictures under ftw, 
udu [palagh] Skt Torg and waE Mm bed, cot. 
“cura bhanv palagh stu midhe!”—vad m J, 

udy [palim) Skt ya adjhanging, pendulous. 
“prrakh akar brtharkar baho jata palome.” 
-BG, 2 See ue, 

‘URE (palhav] Skt 484 or Teel. Parthians or 
Persians. According to Manu, they are from 
the Kshatri caste but have been ostracised 
by them, Mahabharat says that the Palhavs 
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had sprung up from the tail of Vashisht’s cow. 

At one time, Kanchi was the capital of this 
caste, They had reigned from the middle of 
the sixth century to the middle of the eighth 
century. Arcot, Madras, Trichanapali and 

Tanjaur were under them. 2 territory 

bordering the Coromandal, which is in the 

state of Madras. 
UB [pall] Skt n granary, barn. 2 process of 
ripening fruit by placing it in layers of grass 
and straw, etc. 
Use [pallav] Skt n leaf. 2 shoot, sprout. 
3 bracelet. 4 expansion. 5 unsteadiness. 

6 strength. 7 Palhav region. 8 resident of 

Pathav. See tage. 9 petal. 10 finger, digit. “hath 
dve patho} sam, pallav se palvan, tame nag suce 
khac nakhan ki p3gti.”-GPS. 11 border, 
margin. 12 in Sanskrit books, this word has 

been used for palhav. See uqe. 
Wer [palla] 2 border, edge or skirt of a garment. 

2. leaf (of a door). 

Wer waar [palla pharna]l, US Fae" [palle 
laggnal v attach oneself to somebody; rely for 

support or help. 2 accept one as husband. 
ue [pav] you fall etc, See ueel. 2 Skt n purity, 
purification. 3 air, wind. 4 cowdung. 5 process 
of winnowing grains from straw. 

uet [pavai) fits, is approved. “brnu gur ghal 
na pavai thar."-srdhgosafr. 2 drinks. “rkv 
bGid na pavai keh.”-sri am J. ‘does not drink 
even a drop of water other than the swati rain 
drop.’ 
edit (pavaia] recipient. 2 one who bows. 
3 gets; is received. “satrgur saranz pavoia.” 

-bilaam4. 

yeAe (pavasat] Skt uey sky and earth. See 

URR. 
wear [pavag], Ueat [pavge] adjthe holiest of the 

holy; the purest. “harz kie patzt pavge.”-nat 
m4. 
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une [pavan] Skt wea nn air. “paven pani agni 
patal.”-japu. 2 See ueg and ues. 3 See use". 
use ©@ [pavan vau] Skt V8 AY purifying 
wind, “bhe vier pavan vahe sad vau."-var 
asa. See 8G. 

ueat [pavnal v bow, fall etc, “peri pavna jagt 
vartara.”-BG. 2 fall. Suez. 

‘ug (pavanu] n air. “pavanu guru pani prta.” 
~jopv. “akhi Sdhy jibh rasu nahi k6ni pavanu 
na vaje."-asa m 1, ‘The air, impinging on the 
eardrum, does not produce any sound.’ 2 See 

use 2, 

ueg@va (pavanu-udat] adj having the speed 
of wind; swift as wind. 2 n mind, conscience. 

“kam krodh vast kare pavanu-udét na 
dhave.”-saveye m 3 ke, 
ue wet a2 wfs [pavne pani jane jatz) 
—mala m J. One should acquaint oneself with 

the nature of air and water. Both air and water 
come in contact with and soothe all without 
any reservation; likewise one should be helpful 
toall. 
ue® (pavde] fall. “jhapr jhart pavde kace 
brrhi.”-sava m5. 

‘uaa [pavan] Skt n air; which purifies. “pavan 
jhulare mara dez.”—brla m 5. See wg3. 

2 breath. 3 water. “aganz na dahe, pavan nahi 
magne."-gau kabir, 4 kiln for baking earthen 
pots. 

‘ues Gm [pavan undja] See Hys. 
ues wg Afsag ufs ter [povan arsbhu 
sattguru matr vela] -srdhgosafz. Repetition 

of the Creator’s Name with every breath is 
the basis, and the communion with the Guru is 

the moment for receving spiritual knowledge. 
See vfatar, 
ueoqs [pavansvt) son of the wind god, 

Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen. 
weogg (pavansutu] 7 link?ng every breath with 
meditation on the Divine. “pavansutu sabhu 
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nika karla sattgurtsabadu vicare.”—nat 2m 
4.2 practice of the breathing exercise. 
REIGNS [pavankumar], UIT [pavnaj], USI 
{pavantanay), weTes [pavantat) n son of the 
wind god, Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen. 

wensrs AH (pavantat sast] -GV 10. son of 
the wind; Bhim; moon; Raja Bhim Chand. Bhai 
Sukha Singh has written this name by way of 
aconundrum. 
waeura (pavandhar) adj life-supporting. 
2 doing breathing exercise. 3 » breathing 

exercise. 4 vow to live on air. “kaho 
pavandhar jat brhae.”-ramam5. 
wenfown (pavan-nivas] n sky. 2 tenth door, 
3 stillness of air. 4 entry of air in the abdomen. 
“trsi khrne mata udar kino pavan nrvas.” 
-GV 6. It is held in the Purans that the 

incarnation does not enter the womb. Only the 
wind enters the womb of the would-be mother, 

lives there for the full period of pregnancy and 
shapes the belly in such a way that people 
come to believe the mother to be pregnant. In 
the tenth month, the wind gets discharged and 

the deity, taking the form of a child, makes its 
appearance, “‘td pan ko agya hoi kr til jarke 
mata ke udar mé sojhi kar, jo us ko putr bhau 
malum hove.”-JSBM. For this, see FouByee 

182. 

uaaus (pavanpat], ueaufs [pavanpatz) n lord 
of breath; soul. 2 one who controls one's 
breath; yogi. “pavanpatr unman rahin 
khara.”-ram kabir. 

urafiener (pavanpzata] kobhak (pitcher) like 
cup of breaths. “pavanpzala sajta.”-sri kabir. 

uNnyy [pavenputr], uesys (pavenput] See 
URDyS and UETgHs, 
‘UBTYRA (pavanpraves) See ueafaen 4. 
2 according to Tantrashastar, the entry of a 
ghost or an evil spirit into someone's body. 

‘weer [pavnal v fall, lie, be put. 2 air-like. See 
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uss. “ape pavaku ape pavna.”-gau kabir. 
urfis [pavanz] due toor with the air. “pavanz 
aphar tor camro.”—sar m 5, 
URG [pavanu] See Ue. 2 breath. “pavanu na 
sadhza sacu na aradhra.”-srdhgosafz. 
“manu pavanu dur taba kari he.”-gav kabir. 

‘ued [pavar] See tte, 2 See une. 3 See yee. 
‘weed [pavrakh) manhood, virility. See teu, 
edt (pavri] See uget and eft. “pavri paki 
parm banavahz.”-GPS, 
usfisaa [pavizray] (they) fall, lie etc, 2 (they) 
walk swiftly. “caren tapar sakyath, caren gur 
amar pavizrey.”-saveye m 3 ke. ‘Steps rise 
quickly towards Guru Amardev.”3 take to the 
road; resume journey. 

wre [pavril See u@at and Ut. “etu rahr patz 
pevria cezie.”—japu. 
ue [pavahi] adj of the track or the path. 
“thiv pavahi dabh.”—s farid. See ufe 5. 

2 See yerdt. 
ues [pavan] n air. “raj rk kau lage tulz 
pevan.”~sukhmani. 2 adj pure, sacred. 

“salhibhut pavan.”-sar m5. 
ug [pavar] See UsH'S. 2 journey of the world 
of Yam (the ruler of the spirits of the dead). 
‘There is a popular story that messengers of 
‘Yam take the soul of the dead person to Yam’s 

world. But Yam, concluding from the account 
of the said soul that it is not yet time for that 

particular person to die, sends the said soul 
back and the dead body resumes its breathing. 
See uefa, 
ueg iar [pavar jana] See uw 2. 
‘wee [pavara] See ue. 
wee (pavarz] in the world of Yam. “akhi mitr 
pavarr goza.”—var majh m J. See ue 2. 
wee [pavara] n Skt Rqs king; one who 
remains surrounded by his subjects and the 
army. “ran mahz jtte pavare.”—asa m 5. 

2 arena of death; battle, war. 3 a narrative of 
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‘war. “jo th sune pavara, trs jonem na 
barsbara.”-saloh. 4 dispute, problem, trouble. 
ufe [pavr) Skt n lightning. 2 thunderbolt. 

3 utterance, saying. 4 cactus, cuphorbia 

nerrifolia. 5 Dg path, way, track, trail. 
‘ufes [pavrt] Sce ufeg. “patrt pavrt bhae ram 
kahat-hi.”-fodi namdev, 

‘ufeswes [pavitpavan], ufesyats (pavrtpunit] 
adj holiest of the holy, the holiest. “rk dhurr 

pavrtpavan hahz tudhu name lae.”-asa am 
1. “st bhale s3jogi 1s jug mahz pavztpunit.” 
~dhana m 5, 

ufeg [pavrtu], ufeg [pavitr] Sktufeg adjclean, 
unsullied. “bhae pavrtu sarir.”-sri 9 m 3. 

“pavztr apavitrah krron lage.”-mani a m5. 
2 nrain. 3 water. 4 milk. 5 ghee. 6 honey. 7 a 
ring of the sacred grass (poa cynosuroides), 

according to the holy Hindu scripture, worn 
while performing the annual ceremony to feed 
and honour the dead, etc. See ufeqt. 

ufeqar [pavrtrata] 1 cleanliness, purification. 
ufezures [pavitr-pavon] See ufemres. 
“povitr-paven purakh prabhu suami.”-dev 
m4. 

ufegr [pavztra], ufegt [pavztri] See ufeg 7. 
“kusa pavztre Sguran pae.”-GPS. On this 
subject, see Hees fhfigfs, ¢ 218 and asawarn 
frfyfs section 11, 5 3. 
‘unt [pavi) » Indar, who carries the thunderbolt, 

‘uve [pavich], uf’ [paviche] adj pure, sacred. 
2 became pure. “harr japro patzt paviche.” 
=basst m 4. 

wit [pavije) may or should fall. “satrgursarent 
pavije.”-kalz a m4. 
udts (pavit}, uéts [pavita] adj pure, sacred. 
“nam let te sagal pavit.”~bher m 5. “kahu re 
pSdia, kaven pavita?”-gav kabir. 

ued [pavidhe] fell, lay, etc, “jan janak sarant 
pavidhe."~basét mn 4. 2 See yfea. 

uta [paven| adj sacred, pure. “harr kie patzt 
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paven.”-kan m4. 
ut (pavel fall. “jrn ki lekhe patz pave.”~var 
asa. 
ua [pavag], wean [pavsgam) n horse, which 
runs fast as wind. “grrr girz part pavag te.” 
-VN. “param povigam payo poie.”-GPS. 
2 See uméon. 

uvtat [pavagil n horseman, horse rider. “pere 
dhar pavagi phoja cirke.”-kalki. 
unde? (pavsdre) lying. ‘parr pavadare drth 
me.”-maru am 1. 

uver [pavana] adjsacred, pure. “harz kie patzt 
povina.”-brla m4. 
ues {pavanz) fall. “sadye nztpavanz.”-sohzla. 
‘um [pay] See ue and uate, 2 See user. 
us [parau] (you) fall, land, etc. 2 (you) read. 
3 (I) fall into. “dubrdha na pareu, hart brnv 

avaru na pujau.”~-sor a m J. 4 read, 
usebht [pareie] we should read or utter. “harr 
nt paraie.”-g5d m4. 

‘ugedt [parchatti] # loft or shelf-like projection 

along the wall in a room etc. 

‘user [parcha] n fragment, long sliver. 2 See 

uae", 

ugeret [parchavé] 7 reflection, image. 

2 shadow, shade. 

uae (parnal, uaz [paranul See use. “harr 
parna harz bujhna.”—odkar. 2 lie down. 3 fall. 
was [parat] See usz. 2 reading. 3 adv while 
reading. “parat gunat ese sabh mare.”-asa 
kabir. 

‘usa [parta] lies down, lands. 2 falls. 3 reads. 
“koi parta sahsa krrta.”-ram m 4. 4 price, 
rate. § cost price. 6 average cost, as— “do 

rupye kk jrlad da pasta pra.” 
uaa [partal] n verification, scrutiny, checking, 
investigation, etc. 2 a variety of &S 37% [car 

tal]. Whatever the rhythm, the hymns, sung in 
this tune, have been given the title of partal. 

Sce npr asd in gy Fa AfvE. The word partal 
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appears at the head of many verses of 
Sarabloh. The old traditions of singing partal 
are now vanishing. The Sikhs, through 
carelessness, have forgotten the musical 

system taught by Guru Arjan Dev. The partals 

sung by Bhai Gurmukh Singh, Bhai Atra and 
Bhai Ditty, etc., which we have heard, have 

become a thing of the past. 
‘vafamr [partza] fall, bow. “jo gurcarni stkh 
partra.”—var sor m 4, 2 while reading. 3 while 

falling. 
‘user [parda] See use’. 2 falls etc. 3 reads. 

usere" [pardada] » paternal grandfather. 
usa [paran] See wos. 2 act of falling, lying 

down, etc, 
‘users (paransal], usane [paransala] 7 
school. “prahlad pathae paransal.”-basst 

kabir. 
usar [parnal v lie down. 2 fall. 3 read. 4 receive, 
get. “satrgur te samajh pari man mahi.”"—maru 
solhe m 4. 

uam@ [pernad], uaaH [parnam], waa 
[paynav] a word used in place of a noun; 
pronoun. For example-“vrertr sigh ne jad 
hathi da mukabla karan lai kalagidhar da 

hukom sunta, tad uh bade utsah nal j3g vice 

jan nd tzar hora.” Here uh is a pronoun, 
‘ums [parpota) n son of a son’s son, son of a 
grandson, great grandson. 

‘wat [parbo] v read, “me janzo parbo bhalo.” 
~s kabir. 2 lie down. 3 fall. 

ua [parva] 1 the first day of every lunar 
fortnight. 
users [parval] Skt yet trichiasis. When 
eyelashes turn in and rub against the eyeballs, 

the eyes become red and water begins to flow 

from them. The best treatment is that 
eyelashes should be got realigned surgically 

or the roots of the turned-in eyelashes be got 

electrolysed. 
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ue [parav] na halting place, encampment, 
camp. 

wager [parauna] v cause to be tom, split, etc. 
“rovaht raje kin payar.”—var ram / mJ. 
usrfe (paraz] having got tom, split, etc. See 
umrgz. 
‘uae [parav] See ug. “duhi paravi dukkh 
vthave.”—BG. ‘in this world and the next.’ 

2 in the house of one’s father as well as that 
of one's father-in-law. 
ufs [part] having read. “parr p5drt avra 

samjhae.”-maru solhe m 3. 2 having taught. 
“parr sua ganak udhare.”-nat om 4. 
ufsme [parra] learned, literate. “parra anparza 
Pperamgetz pave.”-gau m J. 2 harboured, felt. 
“phe kau bhav para stmrat harinam.”—bher 

mS. 
udht {parre] we should read. “parre gunie 
namu sabh sunie.”—ram revrdas. 2 is read, is 

known by reading the books. “tudhu jeha tuhe 
parie.”-var gau ] m4.3 should fall at or bow 

to. “sadhusarni perie corni.”-asa chat m 5. 
udie® [parrvde] is obtained, falls to one’s lot. 
See udas. 

‘UB [pare] have (been) read. “pare re, sagal bed, 
nahr cuke manbhed.”—dhana am 5.2 \eamed, 

literate. “akhahz pare karahz vakhzan.”—jepu. 
Uaee [parethan] See ute. 

uaufs [pareparz) having repeatedly or 
continuously read. “kabrt parepart kabrta 
mue.”-sor kabir. 

UB [pare] reads. “pare sunave tatu na cini.” 
-ram am J, 2 falls, lies down, etc, 

‘UH (paros] SkryfseH neighbourhood, vicinity. 
gate [parosanz}, USRAt [parosni], ust [parosi] 
Skt wfcraftry neighbour, a female neighbour. 
“parosant puchrle nama.”-sor namdev. See 
us uaafe, 
ust [parotal » son of a grandson; great- 
grandson. “put pota parota natta.”—BG. 
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ua (porStev} adv falling. “narekz paystev 
kxu rahe?”—odkar. 2 while reading. 

dfs [parstza] (to) the readers. “puchav 
bedparStra.”-maru am /. 
‘UES (parhna] See ues and uae. 
ule (parheya] adj reader. 2 learned, literate. 
wr [pa] Skt vr drink, protect. 2 n protection. 
3 upbringing, fostering. 4 Skt short for ure. P 
| foot. “gunvatza pa char.”-var asa. “trahr 
trahr tua pa seron.”-saveye m 3 ke. 
5 foundation, base. 6 quarter of a seer. “babe 
ne pa da vetta vekhra.”—bhagatavali. 7 short 

for and imperative of wz", 
w@ [pau] 2 foot. “parsi gur ke pau.”-majh m5 
dznren. 2 one-fourth of a seer. “pau ghivssgz 
tuna.”-sor kabir. 3 obtain. “gurprasadr nanak 

sukh pav.”-sukhmani. 41 should or shall fall 
or bow to. “sadhu tere ki carni pau.” 
-sukhmani. 

ut [pau] 1 foot. 2 Skt UT a skin disease. 
Medicines used for treating of psoriasis and 

ringworm are also useful for curing this 
disease. The Indian system of medicine 
regards it as a mild form of leprosy. Like 
ringworm, itis also caused by minute mites. It 
is a contagious disease. 

wer [padta] See uieer, 
uz [paona] v obtain, acquire, attain. “para 
khajana bahut ntdhana.”—asa ch3t m 5.2 put 

or thrust in, insert. 3 take meals, put edible 

substance into the abdomen. “khir samanz 
sagu me paza.”-maru kabir. 
ur urrer [pab pasaran] See we UTES, 

war (paula), wat (pauli] n quarter of a rupee, 
four-anna coin. 

unitent [pa-sdaj] P 21! n doorrug, doormat. 
“nrmmeal rakhat c&dni jese pasdaj.”—vrfd. 

fe [paz] m quarter of a seer. 2 adv having 
obtained, acquired, put etc. “‘cale var par.” 
~GPS. “paz thagouri apr bhulazo.”-sar m 
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5.3 falls, bows. ‘‘jo pathar ki pai par.”-bher 
kabir. 4 Skt ya like, as it were, resembling. 
“tri trl paz rathi katdare.”—paras. 5 Skt ya: 

especially, particularly. 6 about, approximately. 

“das dyos par drkkhi naren.”-datt. 7 P 24 
n feet. “par parau gor ke balthare.”—sor m 
J. “par gahe jab te tomre.”-ramav. 
8 foundation, base. “nanak jete kurrar kuye 
kuri par."-var majh m J. 9 firmness, 
steadfastness. 10 power, strength. “tera Stu 

na paza kaha par?”—basst m J, ‘what 
strength do | have?’ 11 excuse, pretext. 

12 boundary, limit. 
uffe [paz] n foot. See urfe 7. 2 power. See ute 

10. “us ki paz kaha th kare.”-GPS, 3 base. 
See urfe 8. “jog jugatr ki the pSz.”~basst a 
mi. 
ute [pazo], ufenia [pazara], ufemr [para] 
got, obtained. “ob me sukh pazo.”-jet m 5. 
“hart pazera bad bhagi-i.”~gau m 4. “parare 
sarab sukha.”-var vad m 4. “para 

nrhcealuthanu.”—var guj 2 m 5. 2 took meal, 

ate. “khir somanz sagu me pata.”-maru kabir. 
3 clothed, caused to wear or put on. “kala 

khidholra trnt vemukhr vemukhe no 
paza."-var gau / m4, ‘The defiant clothed 
the defiant.’ 4 P 2 existence, essence. 
“gurcaran lagt ham brnvata puchat kah jiu 
paza.”-asa kabir. 5 See wa. 
wen [pars] See wan. 
went [parsi] will receive, obtain, etc. 
“manctdza phalu patsi.”-sava m 4. 
urfem (paxk] Skt urefset n foot soldier, Pf. 
2 messenger, envoy. 3 slave, servant. “p3c 
samae gurmatr park.”-maru sothe m /. 
4 See waa. 
ute gas Weer (par kuhara mana] v injure 
or harm oneself, cut one’s own roots. “paz 

Seuhaya marza gaphal apne hathr."=s kabir. 
urfewer [parkhana] P +0‘, n ude [pain] (of 
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a low level) 1" [xanah] (house), lavatory, 

Jatrine, 
urea? (pargahe], wfeard (pargah] P ot n 
main entrance of a palace, main gate. 2 inn. 
3 rung (of a Jadder). 4 authority, rank. 

“pargahe tere pargahe paiat.”-52 poets. 
“Authority is attained at your door.’ i., high 
rank is attained by visiting your place, or 
distinction is attained by falling at your feet. 

ures (pazta] has put in. “dharr patta udre 
‘mahz.”-sri m 5 pahre. 2 n carpet, etc 
spread to receive a guest; red carpet. “dur 
lp parte dare.”—saloh. 3 according to 
Tantrashastar, clothes, weapons, etc, which 

are sent after worship at the auspicious time 
of departure. Those who due to some reason 
cannot themselves depart at the said 
moment, send the pazta in stead. “puj parta 
Sd ganesa. rrpudegan par cadhe naresa.” 

-NP. See ttsa 2. 
uifee [pizd] n-ua-ens tightening string at 
the foot of a cot. “bunke pazd pat banae.” 
-GPS. 

wfe®! [parpe] adv having bowed or fallen at 
the feet (of). 2 on foot. 

ufere ([parmal) See unm. 
ues? [pazyau] obtained, received. “sahaj- 
jog nzj payav.”-saveye m5 ke. 
wees [parl] n ornament for wearing on the 
feet; anklet with tiny bells. 2 peacock’s dance. 
3 process of laying out fruit on a bed of hay ete 
for ripening, Skt Us. 4 a village, two kohs to 
the west of Anandpur, which was visited by 
Guru Hargobind while retuming from the battle 
of Kartarpur. His horse, named Suhela, died of 

wounds at this place. The well, which the sixth 

Guru had got dug, is situated here. 5 a town in 
tehsil Rajpura of the Patiala state. Raja Amar 
Singh had annexed it after conquering it from 

the Pathans of Kotla, in 1766 AD. 
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urfe wars [paz lagan] v bowing to someone’s 
feet; touching some one’s feet. 

ure? [pai] obtained, received. “pai navntdhr 
harr ke naz.”—o3kar. 2 n a measure of grain 

which, in volume, roughly equals 25 seers in 
weight, 3 waterclock; small bow! with a hole 

undemeath. It sinks when full. “muhlat pOni 

pai bhari.”-vad alahni m J. 4 one third of a 

paisa. 5 weaver’s wooden shoes, worn by him 
while operating the handloom. “pai jorz bat 
tk kini.”—asa kabir. A pair of wooden shoes 

(of a weaver) implies that by obliterating the 
duality, unity gets established. 6 adv to or at 

the feet. “jo pathar ki pai pax.”—bher kabir. 
7 See unt. 
uréf [pai] to or at the feet. See wet 6. “gatr 
hove sitah lagz pai.”-asa m 5. 

‘urdior [paia] has put or placed. “jrnz thagauli 
paia.”-ansdu. 2 1 a quarter of a seer. 

‘uret fife [pai jor] See uret 5. 
we (pae] obtained, received. “pae manorath 
sabhr.”-var guj 2 m 5. 2 eats. “bhojanu 
nanka virla pae kor.”—-var ram J m3. 3 adv 

to or at the feet. “lagz satrgur pae.”—bher m 
5.4 plural of waza, pillars, columns. 5 pillars or 
mainstays of religion. “car padarath care 
pae.”-brla m 4. 6 puts, stores. “jeha Sdarr 
pae teha varte.”-majh m3. 7 has put or placed. 
“nfdak dusat sabh peri pae.”—var sri mJ. 

UM [pas] Skt wm’ n side of the body, flank. 
“dhukhr dhukhr uthant pas."~s farid. 

2 side, direction. 3 adv near, close, at hand. 
“Ie bheta pahucyo guru pas.”-GPS. 4 Sktwra 
” noose, snare. “pasan pas lae arr ketak.” 

~carrtr /28. ‘entrapped many enemies with 
the snares.” 

Two types of nooses have been mentioned 

in Dhanurved - one for animals and the other 
for men. In ancient times, it was a weapon of 

combat. It was ten cubits long. It was made 
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of thread, Jeather-rope and coir and made 

slippery and tough with wax. There used to 
be a slip-knot at one end of the noose, which 
was thrown round the enemy’s head. When 

the loop of the noose fell round the neck, the 
enemy got quickly dragged. On being pulled 
the neck of the enemy got pressed and, as a 
result, he died or swooned. 5 P 7 burst, get 
splintered or scattered. 6 P Ut watching, 
guarding. 7 protection, custody. 8 three hour 
period in a day. 
‘warnasafs [passaktananz] -sanama. river that 

destroys the noose with its own power, 

Vipasha. See femrn 2. 
‘unmet [pasak], WAY [pasakh], Wer [pasag] Skt 
unfarn counterweight, used to balance pans 
of a balance. P £4. 
une [pSsad] P +4, five hundred. 
ung [pasduas] See wtk gurtx. 

‘waug [pasdhar] » who holds or carries a noose. 
Varun. 2 one who waylays; highwayman. 

were [pasban} P oft n watchman, guard. 
See WA 6 and 7. 

unre [pasra] 7 nearness, vicinity. See wn. “hau 

na chodau kst pasra.”—suhi am 5.2 shelter or 

refuge of the feet. 

war [pasav] Sit adj concerning or relating to 
animals. 2 cattle-like, animal-like. 
wredt (pasvarti] Skt wteafts adj living or 
situated nearby; neighbouring. 

‘unt [pasa] Skt uae n ivory dice, having four 

or six sides with a different number of spots 
oneach side, used in playing par etc. Players 
throw them randomly and move their counters 
according to the dots appearing on the said 

dice. “kabahu na harahr dhalr ju janahr 
pasa.”"-suhi kabir, 2 flank, side of a body. 

3 direction, side. 4 small brick of pure gold, 
twenty six tolas and eight mashas in weight. 

5 oblong dice used in divination. 
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wr wea" [pasa dhalna] v play the game of 
copay. 2 lay a wager. “jrusahrb nalz na harie, 
teveha pasa dhalie.”-var asa. 3 fashion or 
devise a sport. “karz kudratz pasa dhalz jiu.” 
-srim / jogi 3darr. 4 throw dice for divination 

or enquiry into the future. 
ng [pasar] See URE, “sacuvokharyjtniladra 
se sacre pasar.”-sava m 5. 2 Skt yn expanse. 

“ah pasre pasaru s3t partapt.”—sukhmani, 
we [pasara] 7 expansion, expanse, extent. 

“Starr jotz pargat pasara.”-majh a m 3. 
2. expansion of trade, business, etc. “manmukh 

Khoti rasz, khota pasara.”-majh am 3. 
‘unrdt [pasari] See urret and ure. 2 jeweller, 
appraiser. “apahz ratan javaharmanrk ape he 
pasari.”-keda kabir. 
wrrg [pasaru] See wwe 2. 2 expansive. “ape 
stkham bhalie, ape pasarv.”-var brha m 3. 
uit [past] adv near, nearby. “brnav kerau 
gor past.”-sodarv. “bahie parta pasz.”—m2 
var majh. 2 aside, apart. “dokh bahu kine sobh 
parharr past dhare."-naf m 4. “vastu Sdarz 
‘vasatu samave, duji hove pasz.’— var asa. 3 in 
the noose. “bhag-hin jampasz.”-sodarv. 4 Skt 
WH n noose. “nar kSth gar griv bhan grahta 
bahur bakhan, sakal nam e pasz ke nrksat he 

apraman.”-sanama. 
wiser (pastk] Skt adj who traps. 
wn got [past duasr) adv around, near by. 
“ona past duasr na bhrtie.”-sri m 4. 2 See 
orth, 
wf [pasry] Ske WI nm bond, fetter. 
“sarabpasry he.”-japu. ‘He is the binder of 
all.’ 

nf [pasi] will obtain or receive, etc. “Stu zku 

trlu nahi pasi.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 

2 adv near, nearby, “thakur, sabhkrchu tum 
hi pasi.”-sar m 5. 3 n halter, noose. See WA 
4. 4a subcaste of Khatris. “vega pasi karni 

'-BG. Inhabited by Khatris of this 
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subcaste, Passian da Chowk in Amritsar has 

been famous from the time of Guru Arjan Dev. 
5 Ske wif having a net or a noose. 6 Skt Tet 
stone. 7 javelin, lance. 

unrfbut er Bex (pasid da cok] See unt 4. “cok 
pasia ko jahf cin.”-GPS. 
unfit (pasiden] P e421 v scatter, spread. 
2 sprinkle. 

‘ug [pasu] See uA, 
‘uty [pasu]' Skt n dust, pollen. “pasu parag si 
sohat sdar.”-NP. ‘The dust of the feet is like 

pollen.’ 2 dry dung. 3 menses. 

wrgua [pasupat] adj concerning or relating to 
Pashupati (Shiv). 2 worshipper of Shiv, Shaiv. 

3 Tantarshastar, authored by Shiv. 
wad [pasuril, wget [pasuri], wget [pasuli] n 
rib. See un@t, “gan pasurin sabh katdin.” 
-GPS. 

‘wit [pase] adv closeby, near, at hand. “sareb 
eft tudhu pase.”-brila m J. 2 plural of wr. 

‘«witw (pasoya] P 2s n act of washing feet. 
In Ayurvedic/Unani system of medicine, 

washing of feet and legs in cold or warm 
medicated water is a treatment for some 
ailments. 

‘untat [pasig] Sce urar. 
wnts [pas3d] See unis. “passd marag krrt 
Sgju.”-saloh. 
wa [pah] (you) fall, bow. “satrgur ke pagr 
pah.”-var kan m 4. 2 near. “gamne guru 
pah.”-GV 10. 3 rinsing of cloth in a solution 
of alum, before dyeing it. “nanak pahe bahra 
kore ragu na soz.”—var asa. “thu tanu mara 
pahta.”—trl5g m J. 
waz [pahan] See wae" and wag. 
‘yraz" [pahna] v rinse in mordant — a solution 
of alum. See ura 3. 
wee (pahanu), War [pahan) Skt ue S UTE 
nstone. “gal mahr pahanu le latkave.”-subi 

Tpagu too is a Sanskrit word 
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m 5. “jtsv pahan kav pati tore, so pahan 
ntrjiv.”-asa kabir. 
wrasewe [pahan-nav] a stone-boat. 2 i.e., 
benighted mentor and his teachings. 

wag [pahro], wagy [pahrua}, wage [pahrua] 
n watchman, guard, “pahrua ra chab coru na 

lage.”—asa m J. See 4. 

ue [paha] See ue, 2 near, closeby, at hand. 
“hart sst na paha.”—brla chat m 5. 

“parget pahare japda. 

urfa [pahz] near, closeby. “adhe! tu betha 
kSdhi pahr.”-sri m 5. “kahu bensti apne 
satrgur pahr.”-gau m 5. 2 gets, obtains. 
“srmrat nam mukatrphal pahr.”—gav m 5. 
3 remain ready in. “je sabht mrlike 

akhantpahz.”-sodarv. ‘Ail may jointly utter.” 

4 Skt part save! protect! “mams pahr mam 
pahr! tva saren ae."-saloh. 

urft [pahi] near, closeby, at hand. “so Smrzt 
gur pahi jiv.”-sor m J. 2 shoe, “nahz ta pahi 
pahz.”-var majh m /. ‘Otherwise, one gets 
shoebeating.’ 3 wayfarer, co-traveller. 

4 attainment. “gurbacni phal pahi.”-sorm J. 
5 spread. “kan brnu gahu kz pahi?”-guj 
trrlocan. 

urg [pahu] See wa 3, “soramu pahu tant 
hor.”-var asa. 2 fall or bow to. “gur ki carni 
pahu.”=sri m 5. 
‘ug [pahuca] 7 message, despatch. 2 auspicious 
wristband, that is sent to relatives with the 
wedding invitation. It is also known as vrah 

di g5dh (knot of wedding). Those 
accompanying the marriage procession tie 

these bands on their wrists. It was an old 
custom and is very rare these days. “gharr 
gharz eho pahuca.”-sohzia. 3 See uge". 
wyeé [pahun] Skt yye n guest, visitor. ye 

[prahun] too is a Sanskrit word. Pugau. See 
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usge, 
‘wyeedt (pahuncari} treatment of a guest. 
2 hospitality, 

ways [pahuna), wget [pahuni), wys (pahun], 
‘urges (pahunral, ugar [pahuna] See usTyat 

and WYe", “gharr pahuni bal ram jiv.”-subi 
ch3t m J. “pahunye mere sst prare.”—asa cht 
m5. 

wg (pahurl, ys (pahul] n ‘tempering 

water’; water sanctified with scriptural 
incantations, used to temper a person.' “pahur 
jan grthahz le ae.”-VN. 2 nectar of the 
double-edged sword. “pio pahul kh3d-dhar.” 
~gurdas kavz. 
urge [pahulia] one who has taken pahul. 

2,one who has taken nectar of the double- 
edged sword; an initiated or baptised Sikh. 

ag [pahu] near, close. See fee. 2 wayfarer. 
3 guest, visitor. “pahu gharr ae muklau ae.” 
-gau kabir. 4 S hook, buckle. 5 hole in which 

the hook of a buckle is fixed. 6 adv behind. 

‘unger [pahuca] reached, arrived. See ugar. 
2 n access, reach, approach. “kahtt jet 

pahuca."-sar am 5. 
wet [pak] n pus that comes out of a festering 

wound. 2. Skt the process of cooking food etc. 

3 something cooked. “soc pak hoti.”~gauam 

5. 4 a demon, killed by Indar. See uerrAn. 

5 adj foolish. See »aret. 6 P S| pure, clean. 
See wg. 7 unblemished, innocent. 8 Dg infant, 

child. 
wanny [paksasan] ” chastiser of Pak, the 

demon; Indar. 
wana [paksar], Wane (paksal], Wane 

(paksala] n kitchen. “apras karat paksar.” 
sar partal m 4, “att suci teri paksal.”-asa 
m5. 

"The real root of this word is wens (wamtifa) (padjal 
(cornamrtt)]. Although it is a tradition to call nectar of 
the double-edged sword as pahul, it is nut correct. 
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aerynft [paknama] a writing, authored by some 
Sikh but attributed to Guru Nanak. “makke 
madine di gosatr” is another name of this 

composition. See Ha & atnfe. 
wraues (pakpatan] Pakpattan, a town in district 
Montgomery of Panjab, where venerable Farid 

used to live. Its ancient name is Ajodhan. Guru 
Nanak Dev visited this place. There is a 
gurdwara, known as Nanaksar, at a distance 

of four miles to the west of the town. The 
railway station is called Pakpatan. There are 

residential houses near the gurdwara with eight 
ghumaons of land attached to it. The priests 

are Singhs. A fair is held there on the fullmoon 
day of the month of Kattak. 

To the north of the town, there is a large 

monastery of Udasi saints. It has thousands 

of ghumaons of land attached to it. Magnificent 

buildings have been erected there. There is 

excellent arrangement for free community 
kitchen. See ade. 

uraera [pakbaz] P it adj abstemious, a 
temperate or saintly person. 
wad (pakar] wild fig tree. See 2, 
urafy (pakrrpu] enemy of demon Pak - 
Indar. See wanna. 

wad (pakri), wafmr [pakrra], wast (paki) 
Pkt caught, seized. “kru chute jam pakrza?” 

~asa pati m 3. “kite karanz pakri.”-sri am J. 
wert [pakal ripened, “kela paka ji 
kabir, By fools’ reckoning, a bat 

ripened on the thorny bush. 2 skilful and 
experienced scholar, “pake seti khel.”—s kabir. 

3 whitlow. 

wrt [paki] ripe. “kaci paki badhz parani.” 
~asa m 5.2 P fn purity, cleanliness. 
urea (pakizah] P 47/1 adjpure, chaste, clean. 
2 innocent. 
wefhraft [pakizgi] P Ji, n purity. 
2 abstinence. 
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welt wet wet (paki nai pak) adj holier than 
the holy names. 2 holier than those hailed as 
holy. “paki nai pak thar saca parvadzgar.” 
-sriam I. 

wg [pakv] See ue 3, “ta hoa paku pavrtu.” 
-var asa. ‘the food became pure.’ 2 See ure 

6. “td napako paku nahi sujhra."-prabha 
kabir. Here paku stands for the Creator. 3 Skt 
cook, who is in charge of the kitchen. 

urgurer [pakSpak] adj purer than the pure, 
purest. “alah pakSpak he.”-t715 kabir. 

unt [pakh] 1 side, direction. “duhu pakh ka 
apahr dhani.”-sukhmani. 2 help, favour, 
advocacy. “beparvah sada régr hart ke jako 
pakhu suami."-todi m 5. 3 See uat and Wy. 
uty [pakh] n feather, wing. “nrkasu re pSkhi, 
stmaru harz pakh.”-goum 5. 

‘uraz [pakhan] n stone. “dara prabhu dharahu, 

pakhan ham tarohu.”~asa chit m 4. 
umag [pakhar] father of a carpenter named 

Shanda, resident of Bashahar, who, along with 
his son, became a disciple of Guru Nanak and 

emerged as a religious preacher as well as 
phitanthropist. 2 Skexfers a covering, made of 
iron-chains, meant for a horse or an elephant, 

used as protection in the battlefield. “hasti 

ghore pakhre laskar lakh apar.”-sri am J. 
unae [pakhre] covered with a protective cover. 
See unig 2. 
uma [pakhar], uaa" [pakhra] See undg, 
2 packsaddle for a camel’s back. S un. 

3 hobble, tether. 

une [pakha] in favour of, “ham pare bhagz 
tum pakha.’—jet m 4. ‘We have rushed to your 
side.’ 2 n fan. “guru kav jhulavav pakha.” 

-govamS. 
unre [pakhak] ut [pa] (foot) wer [khak] (dust), 
dust of the feet. “tere cakra pakhak.”-trlig 
mi, 

unre [pakhan] Skt ure which grinds; stone, 
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slab. “kit hasatt pakhan j3t sarab me pratrpal 

tu.”~sar m 5. See um 2. 2 sulphur. 

unpfs (pakhant] adj concerning stone; stony. 
2 in the stone. “pakhanz kit gupat hoz 
rahrta."~asa dhdna. 

unre [pakhanu] See unre 1, “jzu pakhanu 
nav carr tare.”-sukhmani. 2 adj hard like a 

stone. “mzlz sadhu pakhanu harro man 

mura.”-jet m4. 
unary [pakhan] stone. “pakhan gadhike 
muratz kini.”—asa kabir. 

unre [pakhana] See ufewey. 
afime [pakhra) through favour. “nanak bhae 
nrhal probhu ki pakhza.”-var vad m4. 
unt [pakhiJ on the side of, in favour of. “sat 

pare gobfd ki pakhi."-sar m 5. 2. na small 
fan. 

‘ury [pakhu] See unt 2, 
unig (pakh3d] Sks 7S n who refutes the 
protector; who refutes what saves from 
wickedness; heretic. 2 impostor. 3 pretension, 

dissembling. “pakhSd kine jogu na paie.” 

—maru solhe m |. 
unfsagH [pakh3dkaram],  unisusH 
[pakh3ddharam) dissembling, pretension, 
showing off. “pakh3ddharam pritz nahi harz 
stu.”-maru solhe m J. See unis. 
umffis [pakhSdz) by.dissembling; through 
pretence. “pakhSdz jamkaly na chodai.”-var 
vad m4, 

untdt [pakh3di) Ske wefsq adj refuting the 
protector. 2 n pretender. 3 renegade, heretic. 
4 This word figures in Gurbani as short for 

papkh3di; i.c., destroyer of sin. “trsu pakhsdi 

jera na marna.”—var ram J m J. 
untaz [pakhStan] adj of the wings. “pakhsten 
baj bajarla.”—bher namdev. ‘playing the 

musical instrument of the wings.’ 2 chime, 

sounded at the end of a day’s watch. 
‘wat [pag] turban. “jrhr szrz reer ract badhat 
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pag.”-gau kabir. 2 See Ware". 
ura [pagau] dip or throw, wrap in. See war, 
“lokon kia vadraia besdtart pagau."-brla m 
J. ‘Throw into the fire.” 
ware [pagnal, water [pagna] v cook. 2 dip in 
or cover with syrup. 3 be absorbed or 
immersed in. “hart ke ras pago.”—hajare 10. 

‘ufarar [pagra) maimed, crippled. 
‘ura [pagal] Pkt adjcrazy, mad. Taking it as a 

Sanskrit word, Vishavkosh defines it as “pa 

raksn5 tasmat galatz”. ‘who has become 
helpless to defend himself.’ Many have taken 
it as derived from pa-b-grl, i.e., whose feet 
remain smeared with mud. 

‘utayg [paglu] 7 an inhabitant of Pangi area of 
Chamba. See wag. 
wat [paga] immersed. See wart 3. “amza 
serovert paga.”—dhana m 5.2 P in 
footpath. 3 a stable. “jal ke asv asv rk jayo. so 
paga raja ke ayo.”—cerrir 122. Ahippopotamus 
sired a horse which came to the king’s stable. 

wa [pagro] engrossed or immersed in. See 
wars". 2 at the feet. “mastak dart gurpagto.” 
-~goum5. 

wraft {pagi] engrossed, immersed. See wary. 
2 of the feet. “ren nanak janpagi."-mala m 
5. 3 at the feet. “mastak antdharro 
prabhpagi.”-kan m 5. 

‘wdt [pagel wrapped, covered. 2 engrossed in 
love. See wary. “rahin na paveu brnu pag 
page.”-suhi m 5. 2 under the feet. “sagal 
nrdhx probhpage.”~asa ch5t m 5. 

‘wit [pago], wal [pags] See wa and wae, 
utg [pacl Skt 33a adj one more than four; 
'The words pac, pic and p§) have the same meal In 

this dictionary they are included as separate entries, in 
the serial order of the characters and the matras attached, 

‘because in the original texts they have been used as 
such. For example, “pac palitah”-“pSc sabad”-“p3j 
sarik", ete. 
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five. “pac tatko tanurecro.”~sin 9, 2n village 
elder, See u'sFae", 3 emerald, gem. “pac kc 
naht hor.”-vrfd. ‘A piece of glass cannot 
be a gem.’ 4 gilding, plating. “rakhat sac pac 

ughrai.”"-GPS. 5 objects which are five in 
number. See the following entries. 

waft [pacou) all the five. “jzh mukhz pacov 
Smrrt khae.”—gau kabir. i.e. milk, yoghurt, 
clarified butter, sugar and honey. 2 to the five. 

i.e., lust, etc, five passions or vices, “pacau 

must musla bichave.”—asa kabir. 
weft vifqa [pacav Smrrt] See weg 1 and 

ues. 
we afer [pacau larrka) all the five sons or 
boys. i.e., the five vices or passions such as 
lust, etc. “pacau lartka jarrke rahe ramlzv 
lagr.”-s kabir. 

ute nifiga [pac Smrrt] See we 1 and derfiys. 
uta RAG [pac sastra], ule afeorg [pac hathrar] 

See it Fag and Un ofemrg. Sainapati, a court 
poet of the tenth Master, writes in his 
Gursobha: 

“mare gamseran ke lothan pe loth dari 
tiran ke mare kahii dhiraj na dharhi, 

mare bSdukan ke dine asvar dar 
nejan ke mare nar dharni pe parhi, 

mare jamdharan ke jivan ke nahz mul 
badhe hathrar pAc khalsa ji larhi. ...” 

That is, the sword, bow and arrow, gun, spear 
and dagger, 

‘urea [pacak] Sktn cook, employed to work in 

the kitchen. 2 digestive powder: substance that 
makes food digestible. 

utedaa [pac-cotra] platform on which 
members of the village council sit to dispense 

justice. “pc-cotro chor codhri aro.”~carrtr 
156. 

‘tens (pacjan], U'anaa [pacjany] n conch-shell 
of demon Panchjan (ar={@R7=1). According to 
Bhagwat, demon Panchjan carried away to 
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the sea son of Sandipani, mentor of Krishan. 

Sandipani asked Krishan to get his son restored 

to him by way of fee to his mentor. At this, 
Krishan went into the sea and, after killing 

Panchjan, brought back his mentor’s son as 
well as the demon’s conch-shell. Krishan used 

to blow the said conch in the battles, 
Inchapter 21 of section 5 of Vishnu Puran, 

it is mentioned that this conch was made of 
the bones of Panchjan. In other words, the 

said conch is the skeleton of Panchjan. 
ura [pacan] 1 starch applied to the warp. See 
UREy. 2.Skt cooking. 3 digestive. 4 sour juice. 
5 fire, 

‘ute wae [pac narad] five sense-organs (which, 

like Narad, are never at rest); extremely 

restless. See age. “padcnarad ke sdgr 
brdhrvarr.”-g5d kabir. ‘pierced with the five 
sense-organs.’ 
rag [pacanu] 7 starch, which is applied to the 

warp. “pacanu ser adhai.”-gau kabir. The 
reference is to the diet of a person. 2 See 

USS, 

ute uri [pic pacis] See usin. 
utg usitaa (pic palitah} five objects of senses 
which excite five vices. “pac palitah kau 
parbodhe.”-g3d kabir. 2 five defiled organs. 

ute #fsa (pac bhatrk] 9378 Heres adj of the 
five elements. 2 2 human body, comprising 
the five elements, 

ute flrear [pac mrrag} lust, etc five vices which 
eat away the crop of good actions. “pac mirag 
bedhe szv ki bani.”-bher m 5. See wat. 

utgardt [pacyari] assembly of the five loved 
ones. 2 a committee of the Five Beloved 
Ones. 

“gri guru gobtdsfgh bhari tegdhari bir 
chatrikom sari kin baji jandini he, 

bakro chabilo pyaro tisro sajayo path 
rah dou raddke mrayad nut cini he, 
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cxrité crrae baj kiri té bhagae phil 
miri > phakiri piri tino dharlini he, 

anacari sahan ki patsahi dini gar 
caryari hd té badh pcyari kini he.” 

-nthalsfgh. 
utewaa [pic larka] See ue@ sfaar. 
urea [pacar] adj ravenous, voracious, 

gluttonous. “pSma pacer lakhyo prebin.”-GPS, 
ura} (pacadhe] a subcaste among Khatris. 
“khatri bahri, pacadhza, khokhrarn.” —BG. 

2 See user. 
uteng [pacamar] Panchjanya’s conch-shell. 
See utgnam. “pacamar le nad adhzk kry.” 
-krisan. 

‘utene [pical] adj of the Panchal territory. See 
ug. 2 assembly of the five i.e. the carpenter, 
the weaver, the barber, the washerman and 
the leather-worker. 

uferat [pacali] adj (a female) of the Panchal 
territory. 2 @ doll or puppet made of cloth. 
3 daughter of the king of the Panchal territory, 
Draupadi. See iv® and weet. 4 language of 
Panchal territory. 
us [pace] simmered, stewed. “‘vzcx vista mart 
Mari pace."-gaum 4, 
‘Wi [pace] » fifth day of a lunar fortnight “pact 
pac tat brsthar,”~gau thrti kabir. 
we [pach] 7 lunar fortnight. 2 rear part. 3 adj 
rear, last. “gai vay pach akarath.”-NP. 4 See 
ue6. 
‘ures [pachal], weer [pacha] adj rear. 

wea [pachay] 7 hind part, backend. 2 load 
carried on the back. 3 adj laggard, dawdling. 

‘werd (pachar] dust of the feet. See ur and #3, 
ume [pachava] n reflection, 2 shade; shady 
place. 3 adj hanger on, follower. 4 rear, 

posterior, 
u@ (pache], we [pache] adv behind, after. 
“sara prabhu trsu pache paia.”-bria am 4. 
“agle mue $I pache pare.”~gau m 5. 2 in the 
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past, See rat 3. 
we [pach3] to the rear one. “pach3 karotr 
agrnivah.”-sahas m 5. 
umm [paj] soldered or welded joint, knot. 
2 gilding, 3 n dissimulation, hypocrisy. 4 guile. 

“krdh5 harakh hrt paj ucare.”-NP. 5 secret, 

mystery. “tab janahuge, jab ughrego paj.""-gav 
Kabir. 

He" [pajna] v weld, close the hole. 2 wrap 

up, cover, 
‘URT [paja) See Orr. 
‘UHH [pajama] See uA. 

aftr [pajra] patched up. 2 gilded. 3 plastered. 
“solah kie sigar kr Sjanu pajta.”~phunhe 
mS. 

umtt [paji] adj specious, fake. “paji ko apaji 
lakh tas6 virmayo he.”-NP. 2 P Gt base, 
mean or vile. 

‘ung [paju] See um. “khota paju khuar.”-sriam 
J. “eu}3ma pajy lahrjaz.”—var gau J m 4. 
ut (pajel ostentation; outward display. “laskar 
neb khavasi paje.”—gau a m J. 2 engrossed or 
absorbed in. “maramoh paje.”-bzla m 3. 

unite (pazeb] P <4 n omament for the ankle; 
anklet with tiny bells. 

‘we [pat] or we [patu) n cloth, curtain, yarn, 

screen. “pekhzo lalanu pat bic khoe.”-fodi m 

5.2 yam, silk cloth. “pat patabar brrthza.” 
-suhi m 5, 3 cloth, yarn. “pat ko pat dhare 

pryro.”-Krrsan. 4 door’s leaf, door’s side, 
5 blind, curtain. 6 throne. “raj pat dasrath ko 

dayo.”-VN. 7 ford, town, market. “mane hatu 

mane patu.”—probha namdev. ‘mind itself is 
both the shop and the market.’ 8 thigh. “pat 

bane kadlidal dve.”-krrsan. 9 See urest and 
urfe. 10 woof, waft. See are. 11 Skt gap. 
12 width between the banks of a river. 

wren [patas} See ufer. 
wea [patak] 7 schism, rift, dissension, act of 

breaking apart. 
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= {patmal v crack, split, separate, 2 See 

wes ro ghia n rolling in, filling up. See wfe, 
2 ford, town. “patan te ujar bhala.”—s kabir, 
3 Sk spliting, tearing. 4 separating. 
wrest [patna] v be torn. 2 fill up (a ditch, etc) 
so as to level the whole surface, See ufe. 

3 become an adversary after shedding 

‘wears [patnara] silken draw-string. 
we udag [pat patSbar] silk and silken clothes, 
silken strings, tapes and clothes, etc. “jth 
prosadz pat patsbar hadhavahz.”-sukhmani. 
2 cotton and silken clothes. 
‘Wee [patal] Skt n white and red colour; pink 
colour. 2 a tree, bignonia suaveolens, also 

known as kamduti; the concoction of its bark 
cures dysentery, cough and fever. 3 a kind of 
paddy that ripens during the rainy season. 

weer [patla] n a large cube or brick of pure 
gold, five hundred tolas in weight. 
weftsrg [patlzputr] city of Patna. The old 
city of Patliputar was situated on the bank of 
Ganga, where stands village Kumhrar, about 

two anda half miles to the east of the present 

city of Pama. See vem. 
‘wee [patav), wees [patvata) Skt n cleverness, 

deftness, sharpness of wit. 2 healthiness, 

absence of any disease. 

fe (patz] adv having filled up. See weer 2. 
“patz barzdhzraj kov."-ramav. 2 having been 
rent or split. 

w& [pati] n child's wooden writing board. “le 
pati padhe ke aza.”—bher a m 3. 2 long bar of 
4 cot’s frame. “pati cot god par lagi.”-GPS. 
3 was torn, got torn. See urear. 

wg [patul silk. See wre. “harz coli deh savari... 
pau laga adhrkai.”-var sor m 4. 
ug [patul adj silken. 2 na kind of striped, 
silken cloth. 3 See Ug 1. 
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uréug [patabar] See ueus, 
We [path] or 4G [pathu] Ski n act of reading. 
2 lesson, reading. “path parzo aru bed bicarzo.” 
-soram 5.3 chapter ofa book. 4 act of reading 
a book or saying prayers. 
wors' [pathsala] n school. 
‘wea [pathak] Skt reader. 2 teacher, master. 

3a Brahman subcaste. “pathak nam tzlo) 
-GPS. 

wee {pathan] Skin act of teaching. 
‘urer [patha} 7 sturdy youngman. “pathe tarun 

pokhrrya parkhe.”=carztr 142, 
‘wrotad [pathatar] Sit variant text; variation in 
a text. 
urfoat (pathrka] Skt n female teacher, 
mistress. 
wet (pathil, webu (pathia] Skt WS] adj 
reading, reader. 2 7 one who can read Guru 

Granth Sahib competently. 
urd [pathin] Skt n kind of fish, boalis. 

‘we [pathy] See 15. 
war [pathaga] main part of the recital, its 
chief motive. “harz pazo path3ga.”-sarm 5. 
wea [pathy] Skt adj worth reading, worthy of 

reading. 

was Wfow [padal sahzb) There is a gurdwara 
of Guru Gobind Singh at a distance of about 

half miles to the south of the capital city of 

Mandi, When the Guru visited the mountains 
of Rawalsar, the raja of Mandi brought him to 

his capital. The Guru did encamp there but his 
consort stayed in the raja's palace. The 

gurdwara has its own building. There are 

residential quarters as well. Guru Granth Sahib 
is installed there. 

Since the time of Sardar Lahna Singh 
Majithia, it gets a regular annual grant of 
rupees 85 from the revenue of village Balh of 
Mandi state. The following relics of the Guru 

have been preserved there: 
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(1) a matchlock, the length of which, 
including the butt, is 7 feet 4 inches; 

(2) a large bedstead woven with hemp- 

string. Its length is 8 feet 2 inches, breadth 3 
feet 10 inches and height 2 feet. 

(3) a four feet long rebeck. 
Udasi Harkaran Das is the head there. This 

place is about 80 to 85 miles to the north-east 

of Jejon Doaba and Hoshiarpur railway 
stations. 
utge [padav) the family or descendants of raja 
Pandu, The tale of the rise of the Pandavs’ as 
given in the books such as Mahabharat, etc is 

as follows: 
Vichitarviray, the son of Raja Shantanu of 

the lunar dynasty, died of consumption in the 
prime of his-life. His two widows, named 

Ambika and Ambalika remained childless. 
At this, Satyavati, mother of Vichitarviray 

called her first son Vyas (who was born to her 

from sage Parashar’s semen, before her 

marriage with Shantanu). Obeying the orders 
of his mother, Vyas begot children from both of 
them through nzyog. On seeing Vyas, Ambika 

shut her eyes and, consequently, Dhritrashtra 
was born blind. Out of fear, Ambalika’s face 

turned pale and, consequently, she gave birth 

to Pandu (the pale one). 
‘As a blind person could not ascend the 

throne, Pandu became the king. 

Bhishampitamah arranged the marriage of 
Pandu with Kunti and Madri, Once, while 

hunting, Pandu killed sage Kimindya with his 
arrow when the latter was mating in the guise 

ofa deer with his wife. At this, the sage cursed 

that Pandu would die whenever he copulated 

with his wife. 
For fear of this curse, the king preferred 

to keep away from his queens. But, without a 

son, the family line could not continue. This 
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anxiety started gnawing him. Seeing her 
husband in distress, Kunti told him that she 

was capable of calling in the gods through the 
power of magical incantations. With the 
permission of the king, Kunti called Dharam, 
Paun and Indar and bore Yudhishthar, Bhim 

and Arjun respectively, For the co-wife, Madri, 

she called the gods Ashwini Kumars who begot 

Nakul and Sahdev. All these five khetraj - 

born of the field - sons of Pandu became 
famous as Pandavs. Bhishampitamah brought 

them up and trained them in the martial and 
other arts. Although Pandavs, coming from the 
family of Kuru, were also Kauravs, yet this 
family acquired, from the illustrious Pandu, a 

new family line and the progeny of Dhritrashtar 

became famous as Kauravs. Hastinapur was 

the capital of the Kauravs and Indarprasth 

(Delhi) was the capital of the Pandavs. 

“rovehz padav bhae majur. jrn ke suami rahzt 
hajurz.”-var ram J m J. The Pandavs, with 

whom Krishan used to keep company, 
lamented when they, having lost their kingdom 
in gambling, became menials in the house of 

Viratpati. 2 territory on the banks of river 
Jehlam. 3 five, because Pandavs were five in 

number. 
‘utew a8 [pidav nagar], ise yet [padav puri] 
Delhi. 

war [pada], er [pida) priest at a place of 
pilgrimage; Brahman priest-cum-teacher; 

officiant. “sunt pade! kra Irkhahu jsjala.” 
—05kar, 

ulfssa [padzty] Skin erudition, scholarship. 
‘ulst [padi] 1 porter; one who carries load. 
ute [padu] 1 yellowish-white colour, 2 light- 
coloured clay (which is used for plastering). 
3 raja of the lunar dynasty, from whom began 

the familyline of Pandavs. See use. 4 white 
elephant. 5 anaemia, See Hear and uty Sar, 
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ug [padur] Skt» yellow colour mixed with 
white colour. 2 white colour. 3 white clay. 
4 white leprosy; vitiligo. 
utg ta [padu rog] See Azar, “padu rog pinas 
katrdesi.”—carzrtr 405. 

uty [padu] See ug. 2 Dg groom, stable boy. 
ul® [pido] See ulse. “p3je pido dekhde.” 
~BG. 2 See utg 2. 

ure [padha) See wa’. “padhe gher gher guru 
mare.”-GPS. 

we [pan] n starch, which is applied to the 

thread at the time of weaving cloth. 2.the 

process of tempering iron. 3 See wa. “karyo 
madd pans.”-ramav. 4 lustre. “sacc pan sace 
man mahatta.”-BG. 5 water. “trh pan 
ptar.”-ramav. 6 See ure. 7 Skt trade, 

exchange. 8 stake, wager. 9 praise, eulogy. 
weu [panap] See uu and usu. 
wre [pana] a kind of mixture for cattle, made 
from oil-cake and barley-meal, etc. 2 shoe. 

“pana lahe sajat.”-var asa. 3 See UGE, 
wfe (panz] Skt n hand. 2 S pron self, oneself. 

“je tu taru pant tahu puchu.”—sava m J. ‘even 
if you are yourself a swimmer, ask someone 
else;’ i.e. if you can swim in water, even then. 

ask some other person about it. 
wfeas {panrgat] adj held in hand, acquired. 
wfeque [pantgrahan] n act of holding the 
hand. 2 marriage; taking the hand of the bride, 
wfefs (pantnt] the eminent grammarian, 
descendant of sage Panini who authored 
Ashtadhyayi.' He was bom from the womb of 
Dakshi in village Salat (Shalatur) near Peshawar. 

He was grandson of Dewal. Scholars opine that 
he lived during 400 to 300 BC. 

festa [panrniy] disciple of Panini. 2 grammar 
authored by Panini. 
*This book, comprising 3996 aphorisms, is the best of 
all the books on grammer. Laghu Sidhant Komudi and 
‘Sidhen Komudi are based on this book. 
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usfeu (panzp] lustre, splendour. See ufau. 
“panzp hfdan gobtdsfgh guru barbir dhart 
atz tran.”-GPS. 
wt [pani] Skt usta n water. “pani Sdarz lik 
jru."-var asa m 2. 2 See ufe, 
urgtors [panihar), uetordtor [paniharia] 
water-carrier. See ustourd. “meghmala 
paniharia.”-mala namdev. 
wa} fuer gaz [pani bina dubbna) v suffer 

without reason. “manmukht Sdhu na cet-hi, 
dubrmue brnu pani."-sri m 3, 

urdterar [panilag] See ustrar, 
urdt east [pani varna] v drink water after 
waving it over someone’s head. This means 

that the person who does so is prepared to 
face hardships likely to befall his loved relative 

over whose head the water has been waved. 

“uperahu pani varie.”-asa am J, “matan var 
pryojal pan3.”-ramay. 
ug [panu] See Wz. 2 See 92, “na hav, na me 
juni panu.”—var mala m J. “gadahu cSdant 
Khoulie bhi sahu stu panu.”-var suhi m J. 
we [pat] a leaf. “ese ban har pat."-sar kabir. 
2 wing, “bhabhiri ke pat pardo.”-sor m 5. 
3 short for pavat. “tes karamphal pat.”-GPS. 
4 Skt act of falling; decline. “raj kajrakhbe ko 
kachu nahz pat he.”~krisan. 5 losing an 

argument; failure in polemics. “uttar de, natu 

hvehe pat.”-NP. 6 blow, attack. “devi karyo 
khagg pats.”-cSdi 2. 7 adj protecting, 
defending. “kete pat narfd.”-japu. 8 P = 
throne. 
uis [pit] 7 line, row. 
wa@ [patau] Skt ug hero, heroine, etc in a 
drama; actor, character. “das patau p3c 

ségita.”—ram m J. ‘ten actors, i.e. organs of 
sense and action, and five singers,’ meaning 

five objects of the sense organs. 

‘urgera [patsah] lord of the throne; monarch; 
emperor. 
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weardt [patsahi] monarchy, emperorship. 
2 according to the Sikh faith, Guruship; the 

task of a spiritual mentor. 3 the true 

sovereigns, ten Gurus of the Sikhs. i.e., “khral 

patsahi 10” and “sri mukhvak patgahi 10” etc. 
‘rsa [patak] n act that brings about the doer’s 
fall; sin; guilt. 2 According to the Simritis, 
the ten sinful acts which cause one to fall 
are: theft, violence committed without 

following the Vedic precepts, and adultery; 

these three are sins of the body. Use of 
bitter words, telling of lies, back-biting and 
useless blabber; these are four sins of the 
tongue. Covetousness, malevolence and 

conspiracy to denigrate others are the three 

sins of the mind. See uy 4, 3 according to 

the Hindu canonical texts, pollution resulting 

from the death of someone, A Brahman has 

it for 10 days, a Kshatri for 12 days, a Vaish 

for 15 days and the Shudar for 30 days. 

Some Simritis mention it to last for 12, 13, 

17 and 30 days respectively. 4 per Sikh 
faith, act calling for religious punishment; 
viz, tonsure, adultery, use of intoxicants 
such as smoking etc and eating of halal 
meat. 

wrselt [patki] Skt arf adj sinning, sinner. 
ursz [patan] See Uae. 2 See wag. 

wafe [patonz], "sat (pani), u3z [patanu], 
‘waz [patnu] n navigator; guide putting up at a 
inform harbour to inform boatsmen about the 
tides. “khara pukare patni.”—s farid. Here 
patni means a guru or spiritual guide. “ape 
patanu patni prara.”—sor m 4. 2 boatsman, 

ferryman (pilot), i.e., the spiritual guide. “je 
patanu rahe sucet.”-s farid. 3 wharfinger. 
waw (paten] Skt n act of throwing down or 
felling. 

waz [patar] See 3s. 2 See uy. 3 adjthin, not 
fat. “pry pater patri trrya.”scarzir /61. 
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wae [patra] adj thin. “mrzdul patre bahu ker 
dhare.”-GPS, 
wg@ (patro] 7 courier, messenger. See &Ff. 
“tab catur patro azo.”-sorm 5. 2 adjthin. 
‘We [patal] See Use. 2 See waa. 3 a large 
tortoise of the size of a leaf-plate. 

‘urset [patli] Skt ues, sole (of a foot). 
ws" [pata] 7 leaf. 
wae [patar] See war. 
‘urg"s [patal] Skt n nether region. 2 seventh of 
the subterranean regions. “patal puria loa 
akara.”—maru solhe m 3. See Rus was. 3 See 

Rea wr gu 27. 
warsatar [patalgsgal See fyuer. 
waeyd [patalpuri) a place, at the bank of 
river Sutlej, near Kiratpur, where Guru 
Hargobind passed away. Sardar Bhoop Singh 

of Ropar got a memorial constructed there. 

See afigays. 2 xa spade. Many Singhs call it 
arg Heat [patalmocni]. 
wseiteat [patalmocni] See wseyct 2. 
urarsdq [patalyStr] For extracting oil or 
essence, a particular substance is put in a pot 

having a hole in its bottom, and its mouth is 
sealed. Another pot is fixed under it in such a 
way that the hole at the bottom of the upper 
pot comes over the mouth of the lower one. 
Both these pots are thus placed and fire is lit 
over the pit. With che heat of the fire, the oil or 
essence drips into the lower pot, which is used 
per direction of the physician. 

were? [patalil in the subterranean regions. 
“patali akasi sakhni,”-asa m 5. 
ws [patr] n integrity, honour, reputation. 
“bhagtan ki rakhi patr.”-dhana m 5. 

2 footsoldier, infantry man. “gajbajr rathadrk 
patz gons.”-akal. 3 row, queue, line. 4 sect, 
subcaste, caste’s subdivision. “jatz aru patr 
nahan jrh.”-japu. 5 family, lineage. “prothme 
teri niki jatr. dutia teri manie patz.”—asa m5. 
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6 Skt master, lord. 

uifs [patz] n row, queue, class. 2 lineage, 
caste’s subdivision; family. “meri jatz kamini 

patz kamini.”-sor ravidas. 
awfarg (patrsah), wisrfoa (patrsahrb}, 
urfarrfag (patzsahrbu}, wfarrg [patrsahu] See 
wary and wen, “saci teri kudratz sace 
patzsah."-var asa. “patzsahu chatr-str sou.” 
=bavan. “so patrsahu saha patrsahzbu.” 
~fepu- 
wfse (patrk) See waa, “patrt ke patrk 
vterahz.”-sarm 5. 

undt [pati] n missive, letter. “sri arjan pati ju 
pathai.”—GPS. 2 leaf. “pati tore malrni.”—-asa 

keabir. 3 row, family line, clan. “tu jatt meri 

pati."-ram m5. 4 integrity, honour, reputation. 
“nanak hart rakhi pati.”-dhana m 5. 

5 husband, master. “tuhi nrrSjenv 

kemlapati.”—dhana sen. ‘husband of goddess 

Lakshmi.’ 6 Sit adjfalling, sinking ("Ife7). “so 
narakpati hovat svanu,”-sukhmani. 7 those 
having the charge. “harr japro utem pati.” 
—dhana m 4. 8 Skt Tf having a vessel or 
dish. “monz bharo karpati rahro.”-soram5. 
See aout, 
wig [patidhanv] leaves and unbroken rice; 
leaves of basil, and of wood-apple and 
unbroken rice for worship. “prapatr 
patidhanu.”~probha m J. 
undies eats [pat3jal dargan] » Yog Darshan, 
authored by Patanjali. See tanrAg and udates. 
weg [patr] Skt na drinking vessel; pot; utensil. 
2 competent person; one capable of receiving 

something. 3 hero, heroine of a play. 4 actors 

of a play. 5 minister. 6 weight equal to four 
seers, 7 leaf. 

urq [path] Ske va 1 path, way. “nah nrb-hat 
jom ke path.”-keda m 5. “mlz sadhu path.” 
-kan m 4, See E Path. 2 Skt yys stone. 
“rakhzlehu ham papi path.”-kan m 4.3 Skt 
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ume (Ue) water. “hart nam 3mrztpath.” 
~maru m 5. ‘His Name is the elixir of life.’ 
4 sun. 5 fire. 6 air, wind. 7 grain. 8 sky. 
ute [path] Skt n wayfarer, traveller, passenger. 

“jam mareg ke sdgi path.”-bher m5. 
urqar [pathna], waar [pathna] vy Y-Feruy 

remould to flatten or mould by patting, pat; 

pat a brick, etc. 2 m mass formed by patting, 
as “gobar adz da pathna.” 
‘wngaa (pathnath), waufs [pathpatr] 7 lord of 
water, Varun. 2 ocean. 
was [pathar], weg [pathary] 7 stone. “jo 

pathar kau kohte dev.”-bher kabir m 5. 
2 blockhead, stupid. 3 sinner, one burdened 
with evil deeds. “pathar dubda kadhtiia.” 
~vadam3. 
undt [pathi] 1 mass formed by patting; cow 
dung-cake. 2 wayfarer, traveller, passenger. 

wt [pathoj] Skt n growing in water, lotus. 
“hath dve pathoj sam.”-GPS. 

unite [pathod] Skt n giver of water; cloud; 
rain-cloud. 
uréfr [pathodhz] Skt m holder of water, ocean. 

‘we [pad] See te. “pad mar kar uc sunava.” 
-PP. 2 foot, feet. “dharyo pad pesis."-GPS. 
3 one-fourth of a poetic utterance or a metre. 

4 fourth part of something, quarter of a seer 

or @ rupee, etc. 5 root of a tree. See Urey. 
6ray, beam. 7 gait, movement, motion. 8 Shiv. 

9 P > throne. : 

ureErg [padgah] P os} a king, emperor, 
monarch, 

‘ureet [padak] Skt adj who walks; light-footed, 
swift. 

‘urea [padka] See ugar. 
ureque [padgrahan] n act of touching or 
grasping the feet. 2 obeisance by touching the 
feet of someone. 3 act of taking refuge. 

‘wren [padaj] Skt n foot-born; belonging to the * 

lowest division of the Hindu society. See & gH. 
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wena (padial] water in which feet have been 
washed. 2 water touched by the mentor’s feet 

used as baptismal. 
weg (padtra], weqz (padtran] that which 
protects feet; shoe. 2 wood-soled sandal. 

wry [padap] Skin which drinks with its feet; 
tree. A tree absorbs water with its roots. 
“padap dal sidar.”-NP. 
ureyse [padpuran] » completing a verse’s 
foot. 2 poetic skill of completing the later half 
of a verse, the first part of which is provided. 
3 word or syllable inserted to balance a line or 

measure of a verse. 

‘ute Ue [pa dar hava] P bust adj who walks 
on air; fleet-footed, 
rege [padrath] n wood-soled slippers. 
uredi [padri] Pg Padre. It is derived from the 
Latin word ‘pater’, meaning ‘father’. A 

Christian priest or clergyman. In India, William 

Carey was the first padre who settled in 
Malwa, on November 11, 1793. He learnt 

languages like Bengali, Sanskrit, etc and 
preached the teachings of the Bible. 

wera [padas] P (71 n recompense, retribution. 
2 punishment, 

‘wergent [padakulak] See mfsrradt, 
wersy [padaragh] Skt eau n water 
provided for washing the feet. 
wef (padatr], wefsa (padatrk] Skt n 
footsoldier. 
urea [paduka) Skt » pair of shoes, 2 wood- 
soled slippers. 

ute [padodak] Skt n water in which the 

feet ofan idol or a venerable person have been 

washed. 
‘wag [padhar] or wag [padharu] Skt ug village, 

town. “jrtumzIz hart padhar bat.”-kan postal 
m 4. ‘encountering whom one finds the way 
to the city of God.’ “rah padharu guru dase.” 
~suhi chSt m 1. 2 Skt ug way, path. “bhuli me 
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phrri padharu kahe na kor.”~var maru J m 
J. “Sdha agu je thie kru padharu jane?"—-suhi 
chst m 1. 3 guide, traveller. “padharu harx 
prabhu kera.”-fodi m 4. 4 level, plane. 5 Dg 
sword, 

urgdt [padhri] See wast, 2 wayfarer, traveller. 
wey [padharv] See wag. 
‘unit [padhri] a poetic metre having lines of 
sixteen matras each, with a pause at every 
eighth matra and terminating in jagan, |9. 

Example; 

“anbhut tej, anchzjj gat, 

karta sadiv, harta anas...” 

~akal. 
weqat matt [padhri aradh] a poetic metre 
comprising four lines, each beginning with two 
gurus, terminating in a jegan. Itis another form 
of the metre called madhubhar. 5, 5, ISI. 

Example: 
“sobhst sur. lobhat hur. 

achri apar. r1jhi sudhar.” 
~3j. 

wor [padha] Skt Quraaa 7 teacher. “padha 
gurmukhz akhie cafyra matz dez.”-o5kar. 
“ape catsal api he padha.”—var brha m 4. 

unre [padhanu] Sn wayfarer, traveller. 
“padhanu sSsar.”—jet chat m 5, 

‘wear ar Wee (padha na pucchna) v perform 
some function without consulting a soothsayer 
about the auspicious moment. “nahr pucho 
padha cal parie.”-GPS. 

ubdt (padhi] » wayfarer, traveller. 

ums [pan] 7 lustre, glow, splendour, dazzle. 

2 permission. “dije pan3.”-ramav. 3 hand. 

“khan pan kar pan pakhare.”-GPS, 4 on 
one’s feet. “sabe pan lage tajyo garab bhari.” 
~datt. 5 devoted; eager. “rk pan jan udas.” 

~datt, ‘devoted to.’ 6 vital breath, life breath. 
“pan taje tum tahzt pritam, pan taje tumre hit 
pyari.”-carrtr 367. 7 leaf (of a tree, etc). 
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“pon bahe drum pan nrhare.”—kalki. 8 betel 

leaf. P wt. “pan supari khatia.”-trlg m 4, 
9 Ska act of drinking some liquid. “harz Smrzt 
pan karahu sadhs3gr.”-gau thrti m 5. 
10 water. “mrthza bhojan pan.”—sar m 5. 
“na pan pher jacte na pran deh dharte.” 

-GPS. 11 wine, alcohol. “pan darar 
kasObhyo ruro.”—carrtr /1]. See ayaa". 

12 nectar. “haré aj pand.”—ramav. ‘Today I 

can snatch nectar from Indar.’ 13 drinking 
pot. 14 stream, canal. 15 protection. 16 a 

roadside place for serving water. 17 victory, 
conquest, triumph. 

wud (panhar] » water-carrier. “kai kot fdr 

jth panhar."~akal. 
ured [panhi) shoe. See usd, “take pag ki panhi 
mere tan ko cam.”-s kabir. 
watt [pangosthi] Skt n a gathering of 
drinkers bacchanalia. 2 gathering of devotees 

of goddess Bhairavi. 
‘use [panad] adj life-giving, life-providing. 
“panad bolaht bani.”-NP. 2 who offers betel- 

leaf. 3 See ura and &. 
ues [pandan] n box for keeping betel- 
leaves, etc. 

urs @ar [pan dena] v offer betel leaf to a 
fighter, who is leaving for the battlefield. See 

uns Hare and thar Yaar. 
‘ursa [panadh] which holds water; ocean. 

-sanama. 
wages [pananucara) us-3-Gee did not 

utter the word ‘water’ from his mouth. ie., 
could not ask even for water. “pran taje trn 
pananucara.”-rudr. 
urmu [panap] Skt adjgiven to drinking alcohol. 
2 given to drinking soma juice. 3 short for us 
uy (pan patr], drinking vessel, goblet. “kai tdr 

panpahar.”—braham. ‘bearing goblets for 
offering water to drink.’ 
wena [panpan] cup and drink. See wv. 
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2 adjquintenssence of potable drinks. “namo 

panpane.”—japu. 

uragat [panbhog] masturbation; kneading or 
massaging both hands together. “kar bam 
matrz saman. ker dacchnatarz praman. kry 
panbhog brcar. tab bhae datt kumar.”—datt. 
The left hand took the form of the mother and 
the right hand became sage Atri. From the 
union of these two, Dattatreya was born. 

ums waret [pan mgna] v get ready for going 
to the battlefield; ask for a betel leaf. 
“ahavsfgh bali huto mag Izye trn pan.” 
~krtsan. See tir Fae". 
we [pana] See wGa". 2 drank. 
urrerat [panavari] a betel-leaf orchard, 
“panavari hoz gharr khar sar na jane.”—trlg- 
ml. 

urfs [panr] See wf and ura. 
urfeaue [panrgrahan] See wfeque. 
wfsfs (pantnr] which holds water, earth. 
~sanama. 2 See ufeat. 
ws (panip] n lustre, spendour. “pran or 
pantp dhan raja.”-corrtr 405. 2 water. 

‘wet [pani] Skr usta potable liquid, water. “pani 
mahr dekhu mukh jesa.”-kan namdev. 
2 alcohol, wine. “rkatu pater bharz pani.” 
-asa kabir. 3 mother’s menstrual excretion. 
“pani mela mafi gori.”-gau kabir. Here the 
words mela and ata [gori] refer to the colour 
of the menstrual excretion and that of the 
semen. 4 lustre, glow. 
urate (panihar] n water-bearer; slave. 
“tambhaget ke panihar.”=g5d m5. 

‘urdtter [panideva] water-giver; in the Hindu 
thought, a relative like a son, grandson, who 

performs libation for his forefathers. 
“panideva rahyo na koi.”-GPS. 
‘unfus [panipat] a city in district Karnal of 
Punjab. Having defeated Ibrahim Lodhi in the 
battlefield in 1526 AD, Babar occupied the 
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throne of Delhi. The land around this city has 

been a battlefield for several well-known kings 

foreign and Indian. It was here that Ahmad 
Shah Abdali vanquished the Marhattas. Guru 
Nanak also visited this place and conversed 

with Sheikh Tahar (mentioned as Tatihari 

Sheikh in the Janam Sakhis). Sheikh Tahar was 
an ascetic belonging to Abu Ali Kalandar sect. 

See Pir HER. 
‘uri seer [pani bharna] i.e, serve submissively; 
obey and serve without demur, serve even in 
ignominy. “pani sakatz bharije.”—kalz am 4. 
“Maya serves as a water-bearer.’ 

‘uraiterart [panilag] ill-effect of water of an alien 
region on health. 2 contracting a disease from 

drinking of water. 3 effect of water of an alien 

region on one’s nature. 
wé (pano] Skt weta n water. “tumro dudh, 
brder kev pano.”-maru kabir. 

umt [pap] or wy [papu] Skt Wn act from 
which one should safeguard oneself; action, 

crime or sin of this nature. “parharr papu 
pachane ap.”-odkar. 2 adj sinner. 3 base. 
4unluckly, inauspicious. 

Ten heinous sins are mentioned in 
Mahabharat: violence, theft, adultery, telling 
of lies, use of sarcastic words, backbiting, 

breach of promise, malevolent thinking, cruelty, 
expecting reward for acts of charity, 

Inverse 54, in the second chapter of Manu 

Simriti, five sins, mentioned as heinous, are: 

killing a Brahman, consuming intoxicants, 

committing theft, adultery with the wife of 
one’s mentor, association with one who has 

committed such a sin. See wget 2, : 
In Gurmat, turning away from the Creator, 

giving up endeavour and inflicting pain upon 

another person are primary sins. Rahitnamas 
mention tonsure, adultery, use of tobacco and 
eating halal meat as four abominable crimes. 
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The Bible mentions seven sins such as: 

pride, lust, envy, anger, covetousness, gluttony, 

and sloth, 
wuyag [pap-har], ua [pap-ha] adj destroyer 

of sin. 2 n the Creator’s name. 

uanise [papkh3dan] adj sin-destroying. 
“papkhSdan prebhu tero nam.”-ramm5.2n 
Sikh religion, 
wugea [papgerah] Skt wug n in astrology, 
planets like Sun, Mars, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu 
or Mercury or conjunction of any of these 

rar majh m1. 
unudt [papge] adj enmeshed in sin, infected 
with sin. “ham rakhahu vad papge.”~nafm 4. 
‘wg [papgreh] See uvasg. 
umse [papanl, wufe [papant] adj female 
sinner. “ai papanr putna.”-BG. 
ungrrata my [papnasnis astr] 1 the missile 
of Varun who is the master of sin-destroying 
Ganga; noose.—sanama. 

wurrdt [papnari] n prostitute. 2 adulterous 
woman, whore. See Tenardt. 
wuferAg ([papbrnasanu) adj sin-destroying. 
2 n the Almighty. “papbrnasanu sevta.” 
-majh am 5. 3 name of the Creator. 
ums [papar] See wrug, 
wy 3g [pap rat] adj engrossed in sin. “paprat 
korjhar.”-sarm 5. 
wr (papar] Skt wife n papad; poppadom. 
Eating papads is harmful for the stomach. 

wus" [papra] sin, vice, crime. “paprra 

pachay.”-var guj 2 m 5, 2 See filsuus", 
‘umufiemt [paprza] to the sins. See wus". 
unrgig [papakrat) adj wu-»rgis burdened 
with sins. “papakrat dhara bhai.”-kalki ‘The 
earth was overwhelmed with sins.’ 
2 beleaguered by sins, 
wmrgur [papatma] Skt 9TUITHA adj 
wicked,reprobate, engrossed in sin. “he janam 
maron mul ahakar5 papatma!”-sahas m5. 
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urfur [papz] after sin, with sin. “papz lade pape 
pasara.”—odkar. 
wfirre [paprsat] Skt ufing adjmost sinful, ever 
sinning. “trn ka darsan na kerehu paprsat 
hatrari.”-var sor m 4, “malat s3gx paprsat 
tan hoe durgadz.”—brla m 5. ‘Having come 
into contact with the sinful body, the best 

material got malodorous.” 
unt [papi] Skt TR adj sinful, wicked, criminal, 
maladroit. “papi hze me kam basaz.”-basst 
m9. 

unt [pape] of the sin. “pape pasara.”—oSkar. 
wile (papos] P Ut covering for the foot, 
shoe. 

unte [pabid] P «| adj with feet tied, bound, 
fettered. 2 bound by some rule or order. 37 
prisoner. 

urddt [pabsdi] P Ut n subordination, 
restriction. 2 obedience to observe some rule. 

unt [pam] n foot. “tare tap dhum3 keré pap 
ucc3.”-datt. “Having lit fire under the head and 

with feet raised.’ 2 See w& 2. 
ug [pamar] Skt adj u'-H who kills the 

protector. 2 mean, base, malicious. 3 irreligious. 

4 afflicted with scabbies. 
‘unifs [pamarz], uat (pamri] long cloak Skt 
pfes a mantle (to be worn during winter). 
“syamset nili lal zared sabaz 13g, guru ji gubfd 
esi moj det pamri.”-mégal kavr. 2 Skt wn- 
wife enemy of foot disease, sulphur. 
unr (pama] See uw 2. 
wns [pamal] P Ut, adj trodden under feet, 
trampled. 2 destroyed, devastated. 
wat [pay] adv having obtained. 2 P 2-4 feet. 
3 Skt adj potable; drinkable. 4 n water. 
wa@ (payou] obtained. “payav namnrvas.” 
~saveye m 3 ke. 
wan [payas] n anything made from milk. 
2 dish made from rice and milk. 3 condensed 

milk; 8" [khoa]. 
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wraz [payah] P ¢f 1 leg of a table or acot, etc, 
2 column, pillar. 3 rank, status, position. 

4 ladder, stairs. 
wax (payak] See ufea, 
‘UaSHE (paytaxat] P uwI-3Hs capital city; seat 
of a government. 
wares [paydar] P b2| adj firm-footed. 

2 strong, durable, 
umqerat [paydari] P Wd} n firmness, 
durability. 
‘ur [paya] See wag. 
‘ware (payal] See was. 
warfssas [payaltbhagat] n devotee living in 
the netherworld; denizen of the netherworld; 
king Bali. “gun gavohz payalzbhagat.”-saveye 
m1 ke. 2 Sheshnag the thousand-headed 

snake. 

wie [paytk] See ufew. 
wh [payi] Ske UR adj drinking. 2 See we. 
ung [payu] Skt guard, protector, watchman. 

2 anus, arse. 

unten [paysdaj] See unfen. 
‘wg [par] housebreaking, burglary . “1s ko 
par dayo darsave.”"-GPS. 2 Skt 11% vr 
conctude, complete. 3 m other bank, opposite 
shore. “par pare jagsagar te.”—GPS. 4 end or 
limit. “par na paz sake padmapett.”—akal. 
5 adv on the other side, on the side beyond. 

6 See ws, having rent or tom. “ur te parda 
bhrem ko sabh par.”~GPS. 7 P | last year, 
the year goneby. 8 P wt fragment, piece, 
portion, segment. “srr kervat sahz taru par par 
he.”-BGK. ‘gets cut into pieces.’ 

‘WR (paras) Skt n Persia, Iran. P U4 acountry 
of central Asia, towards the west of India, 

surrounded by Turkey, Balochistan and 

Afghanistan. Its area is 628,000 square miles 

and its population is about ten million. Tehran 
is its capital. It is governed by an elected body, 
called Mi The name ofits king is Rizakhan 
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Pahalvi, who ascended the throne on 
December 16, 1925. 2 Skt Furf an imaginary 
stone, with the touch of which iron is supposed 
to change into gold; philosopher’s stone. “loha 
hrren hove sgt pares.”-kan m 4.3 short for 
WERE (Uns). “paras kar dSdot ghar ae.” 
paras, 
wane [parsad) See wae, 
ware [parasnath] Ski wrfera son of Ashvsen, 
born to his queen Vama. Ashvasen was from 
Ikshvaku dynasty and king of Varanasi. Once, 

during her pregnancy, Vamadevi saw Parshva, 

the snake, by her side and there was also an 

impression of a snake, on the body of the child. 
So he was named Parshvanath. He was 
married to Prabhavati, daughter of Prasenjit, 
king of Kushsthan. He was a very illustrious 
and kind-hearted person. Having developed 
revulsion against homicide, he converted to 

Jainism and by practising religious austerities, 
became the 23” Tirathankar. See stadia. 

Parasnath was born on the 10* of the dark 
fortnight of the month of Poh and breathed 
his last on the 8* of the bright fortnight of the 

month of Savan. Scholars have estimated that 
he lived around 599 BC. 2 a hilltop, with a 

temple on it, in Hazaribagh district of Bengal, 
where Parasnath passed away. 3 In the 

Dasam Granth, Parasnath is mentioned as an 

incarnation of Shiv, who eradicated the sect 

of Dattatreya and established his own sect. 
“parasnath bado ren paryo. apan pracur jagat 
mat kina, devdatt ko faryo.”-paras. 
Wen uaRuT [paras pardspara] —bavan. a 
spiritual guide, through contact, turns his 

disciple into his own image whereas pares, 

(philosopher's stone) turns iron into gold but 
Not into pares itself. 
ureRsra [parasbhag] written by Bhai 
Addanshah, it is the translation of Imam 
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~Ghazali’s book, Kimia 

excellent precepts. 
‘want [parsa] P 1} adjabstinent, content, pious. 
2 whose passions are subdued. 
wre (parsi] adj of or relating to Persia, Skt 
wera. 2 1 language of Persia, Persian 
language. 3 inhabitant of Persia. 4 believer in 
Zorastrianism; Parsee. The Parsees are fire- 
worshippers. They don't let fire be 
extinguished in their temples. In order to keep 

the fire pure, they neither smoke nor cremate 
the dead bodies. They keep the corpses in a 

deep encloure, called dakhme, where the 
carnivorous birds eat their flesh. Zend is their 
scripture, which, together with its exegesis, is 
called Zend Avesta. The Parsees came to India 
for the first time in 735 AD, from Khurasan 

and settled in Sanjan (district Thana in the 

presidency of Bombay). Now, this community 

has spread in the whole of India and is highly 
competent in business. 

waydt [parsuti] Skt ufoyfs n praise, eulogy. 
weg [parah] P «4 part, fragment, portion, 
segment. 
urge [parak] adj who preserves, rears or 
supports. 2 reared, brought up, fostered. “le 
parak kar palzo.”~carztr 57. 3 Skt n who 
enables one to cross over; boatsman. 4 ship, 
that carries across. 5 gold. 6 adj enabling to 

cross, 
wewe [parkhad] Skt unfe n member of an 
assembly; courtier, councillor. 2 courtiers of 
Vishnu, whose names are recorded thus in the 

Bhagatmal of Nabhi 
“vigvkasen joy vijay prebal bal m3galkari, 

nd sunSd subhadr bhadr jag amayhari, 
cd pracsd vinit kumud kumudalg krrpalay, 
sil sugil susen bhav bhaktan pratzpalay, 
Ieksmipatr prinan bravin bhajnansd bhakt- 
tanzthad. 

‘adat, and contains 
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mocttt vrrttr nt taht raho, aza.”-var asa. “parjatu th hart ko nam.” 
jahf narayan parkhad. -sukhmani. 2 coral. 3 hollowed-out gourd. 
Of these courtiers the eight — Jai, Vijay, Bal, 
Subal, Nand, Sunand, Bhadar and Subhadar - 

are well-known. 

‘ure (parkha] n test, appraisal, examination. 

“nrrp ko khoj parkha dharte.”-GPS. 2 See 

uferer, 
watt [parkhi], way [parakhu], wey [parkhu] 
tester, assayer. “parkhia thavahu lazo 
parkhaz.”-var sar m 3. “nanak parkhu apr.” 
~var majh m 1. “dhe ka nau parkhu.”=gau 2 
mi, 

urea [parag] Skt adj who goes across. 
2 well-versed, expert. “ved parge vipr 

sukarmi.”—GPS. 

WeaeHe [pargramno], waaent [pargerami), 
weet [pargami], waft [pargrrami] Skt 
‘uremfr{ adj going across, crossing over to the 
other world. “guru bohrthu pargramno.”-gau 
m 5. “jx kemave su pargrami.”-gau m 5. 
“taranteran pargami.” “pahannav na 
pargtrami.”-suhi m 5. 
wee (parac], wee" [parca] P 24] 1 piece, 

fragment. 2 cloth. “mrthra moh badhahz nit 

parec.”-suhim 5. ‘girds up his loins every day.’ 
wars [parjat], warg (parjatu) Sk ufers n 
atree of the gods, born out of the ocean. There 

is a legend that this tree came out at the time 
of the ocean’s churning and was handed over 

to Indar. Indar’s wife, Shachi, was very fond 

of it. When Krishan went to Paradise to see 
Indar, his queen, Satyabhama, urged him to 

take Parijat tree to Dwarika, As a result, a 
fierce battle took place between Indar and 

Krishan. At last, Indar was defeated and 

Krishan took Parijat with him and planted it in 

Satyabhama’s courtyard, After Krishan’s 
demise this tree, on its own, went back to 
Indar's world. See 7a3g. “parjatu gopi le 
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4 the Creator. “parjatu ghar aganz mere.” 
-gujam/. 
wee [paren] Skt n first meal after a fast. 
2 process of concluding a fast. 3 satiation, 

satisfaction. 4 conclusion, end. 5 cloud. 6 See 

urgar, 7 Skt ue adj made of leaves, 
wea" [parna] refuge, shelter, support. See use", 
“sabhse tera parna.”—maru solhe m 5. “mit 

hit dhanu nah parna.”—bher m 5. 2 rend, tear. 

3 rear, bring up. 

wag (parath], wee [parthau] Ste und n Pritha 

(Kunti’s) son— Arjun. “gurvarjan purakh praman 
parthau cale nahi.”-saveye m 5 ke. ‘Like the 
legendary Arjun, the valiant Guru Arjan, does 
not turn away from the battlefield,’2 Yudhishthar 

and Bhim, being sons of Pritha (Kunti), are also 

called Parth, but, more commonly, itis the name 
of Arjun. 3 king of the earth. 

wrefire [parthrv] Sr urfife adj concerning the 
earth, earthly. 2 king, sovereign. 3 earthen 
vessel. 4 planet Mars. 

wrofeet [parathrvi] Skt ufifét n born of the 
earth, Sita. 

urge [pared] Skt n which helps to overcome 
diseases; mercury. “man mukhak br! basna 
pakre kon upay? parad sri guru prem pag 
pyavo he thzr jay.”-NVP. ‘the rat becomes 
motionless after taking quicksilver.” 

According to Bhavprakash, mercury was 

produced from the semen of Shiv, and that is 
why it has names like sh1v-vij, rudraj, etc. It 
is used for the treatment of various diseases. 
Its calx is used by physicians as a prophylactic 
as well as a tonic. Hydragyrum. £ mercury. 

2 adjtransporting to the opposite bank or side. 
3P ntick. 
urgeart [pardargi] Ske oat far-sighted, far- 
seeing. 
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wg? [pardo] See wae. 2 See user. “hor 
krrpalu gur laht pardo.”-sar m 5, 
ured [pardhi] Skt who hunts from behind a 
shelter; invisible hunter, “kaha pardhijy6 dhare 
ban raje.”-VN. 2 according to the Hindu 
Dharamshastar, Brahman’s son from a Shudar 

woman. See »tamt fafa 5 36. 
ees (paran) n fostering, nurturing. “ab lo tum 
paron kine.”-GPS. 2 See waz, 

‘ures [parna] v nurture, foster. 2 tear, rend, 

3 root out, tear up. “ror kar pit srr kes ko 
parti.”-GV 10. 4 burgle; break into a house. 

“gpar than ko paran kar5.”—GPS. 5 knock 
down the opponent in wrestling or battle. ‘jab 
bhup to ran parat bhayo."-krrsan. 6 See 
UneE. 

we ue [par parana] got across. 2 v get 
across. 

urs Ww [par par] in pieces, in fragments. See 
urs B. 

ing wrger [par basauna] See ua enter, 
weust [parbati] See waedt. 2 hill-dweller. 
“parbati paremdesi pachele.”-datt. 
urgent (parbatis] m husband of Pavati, Shiv. 

urgagin wife [parbatis arz) 2 enemy of 
Parvati’s husband, Shiv — Kam. “parbatis art 
koavtara.”—carrtr 346. ‘incarnation of Kam.” 
wedtufs (parbatipatr] See waar, 
weudtufs daar [parbatipatr ballabha] 7 hemp, 
which is prized by Shiv. “parbatipatz ballabha 
nagphen ko khar.”-GV /0, 2 Uma, Girija. 

uraqun (parbraham| See waqan. “parbraham 
‘aparspar suami.”-gau m 5. 

‘urgs" [parbha] got across. 
wen (parmalo] adj beyond defilement; 
immaculate. “male na lache parmalo.”-guj 

namdev, 
wenrafire [parmarthtk] adjconceming comfort 
of the next world. 2 eternal, unchanging. 

was [parla] adj of the far or opposite bank, 
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side or border. “parla urarla na tera 5t mrle 

jora.”-saloh, 
wesitt2 [parlimét] » parliament, a national 
legislative body of the people of England. 
weft [parlokrk] adj concerning the next 
world, 2 yielding fruit in the next world, 

we erga [par vasaunal v exert to the utmost. 
“Jobhi ka vesahu na kije, je ka parvasaz.”-sova 
mj. 

urgee [parvan] Skt adj concerning or relating 

to a festival; festive. 2 n something done at 

the time of a festival. 
weet [parvati] » daughter of Himalaya 
mountain; Uma, who was married to Shiv. 

2 according to the Nighantu, a river rising ina 
mountain. 

‘ure [para] 7 opposite side or end. “jogi khojat 
hare, paro nahi trh para.”~jet m 9. 

2chill, frost. “para pare jagat adhzkai.”-GPS. 
3 adj of the other end or side. “St na para 
kimatr nahi pai.”-maru solhe m 3. ‘There is 

no end to your excellence.” 4 found. “des kahd 
rahe na para.”-raghu. ‘could not stay 
anywhere in the country.’ 5 mercury, 
quicksilver. “ese udi bara jese para ud jat he.” 
~krrsan. ‘The girl vanished like quicksilver,’ 

See wae. 6 P 4 piece, fragment, part. 

7 chapter (of a book). 

wrefez [pararn], wou (parayan} Skt n 
conclusion, culmination. 2 time-bound and 
continuous recitation of a holy-book from the 

beginning to the end. 
weeres (paravat] Skt adj who has come from 
afar. 2 foreigner. 3 n pigeon. 4 monkey. 

S mountain. 
weg (paravar] Skt this and the other bank 

or side; limit; border. “nanak 5t no japni harz 
take paravar.”—var asa. 2 this and the next 
world. 3 ocean. “paravar lag pheli jit samger 
ki.”-52 poets. 
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uf [parr] adv on the other or opposite bank. 
“parr utarzjahr rk khina,”—basat m 3. 

2 having nurtured. 3 having torn. 

w#aG (parzo}, ufsmr [parza] nurtured. 2 tore. 
3 took place, occurred. “palu palu hart ji te 
Staru parro.”—jet revidas. 

urfsrrs [parzjat] See worrs. 
urfsgua [parztokhak] ufsatia adj pleasing, 
gratifying. 2m object given to please the other 
person; reward, present. 

‘favs [parrpran], wfeuse [parrprana] got 
across, went beyond this world . “jrnz japza 
te partperan.”—prabha partal m 4. “stmrat 
parrparana.”—dhana a m 5. 

urfs udiet (parr pariva] may get across (the 
ocean of life). “harr rigt parr pariva jiu.” 
-majh m5. 
wet [pari] reared, nurtured. “hitu citu de le le 
pari.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. “manahubulai 

kzn go pari.”-NP. reared cow. 2 tore, rent. 
3 rooted out, uprooted, 4 tum, occasion. 5 Skt 
n ocean. 6 rope for tying an elephant’s feet. 

7 P fruit. 

urdtwr [paria} obtained, got. “Stu na paria.” 
-govam5. 

urdtel [paris] fell, bowed. “nrrpes paz paris.” 
-ramav. ‘fell at the feet of.’ 

‘wg [paru] See wa. “paru kese parbo re.”-gau 
revidas, 2 Skt sun. 3 fire. 
w® [pare] rears, nurtures. “jru janahr tru 
pare.”-sarm 5. 
we (paro} chill, cold. 2 See we we. 3 you 
Tear, or observe, 

wf [parosi] neighbour; one living in the 
adjacent house. “parosi ke jo hua, tu apne bhi 
jan.”-s kabir. 
we umdA [paro paramhis), we Fe [paro 
bhai] Julka Khatri, resident of Dalla, who 

became a disciple of Guru Angad Dev. Having 
served Guru Amar Das, he obtained the title 
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of Paramhans i.e. a sancitified person. The 

third Guru appointed him preacher and 

bestowed him with a diocese. Narayan Das, 
father-in-law of Guru Hargobind, was from 

the same lineage. 
With permission from Guru Amar Das, he 

pioneered to organise the Vaisakhi fair. Before 
this no particular fair had been held. “paro julka 

paramhis pure satrguru krrpadhari."—BG. 
wrdas [pardgat] Skt adj who has crossed over; 
who has won emancipation. “nanak so pardgat 
hoz.”-ram m J, 2 perfect scholar; who has 

realised the limitations of knowledge. 
wdafs (pardgatr) n highest state; salvation. 
“parSgatz dan papivde.”-var ram 3. 
‘Salvation is attained at the Guru’s door.’ 
2 act of getting across, transcending. 
urs [pal] 1 border of a dupatta or garment. 
“nanak bédhro pal."-dhana m S. “jagat 
odharan sadhuprabhu tzn Jago pal.”-brla m 
5.2 sail, ship’s cloth set in the direction of the 

wind. It impels the boat to move fast. “udhre 

bhrem moh sagar legr sdtna pag pal.”—keda 
m5, See Epall. 3 cradle. “dryo ek pals subal3 
rtkhis3.”-ramav. 4 act of placing fruit in the 

layers of straw or leaves for it to ripen. Skt 
We. “Sb pal da, kharbuja dal da."~prov. S small 
tent. 6 line, row. 7 ridge, embankment. 8 Skt 

‘Ule{_ vr rear, protect. 9 adj nurturer, rearer 
protector. “tu apripar sarab pal.”—basst m J. 
“jru rakhe mahtari balak kav tese hi prabhu 
pal.”—dhana m 5. 10 a subcaste of the Jats. 
11 a hill-dwelling tribe. 12 a royal family, 
eighteen kings of which ruled over Bengal and 

Magadh from 815 to 1200 AD. 
‘urea [palak] 1 spinach Skt uta , 2 Skt adj 
rearer. 3 n horse-keeper. 4 fosterson, adopted 

son. 5 the Creator, the Divine. 

‘weet [palka] vocative. O Protector! 2 fosterer. 
“bahu parkari palka!"-maru solhe m 5. 
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ureatt [palki] n a type of covered palanquin 
which is carried by porters on their shoulders. 

From it the Portuguese coined the word 

palanquin. 
‘urea (palon) Skt n rearing, protecting. “palahr 
akrratghana.”-brha ch3t m 5. “pale balak 
vagz."-var ram 2 m 5. 2 H cradle, swing. 

“balak palan paudhiale.”-ram namdev. 
user {palna) v rear, 2 1 a child’s cradle. 
umsatar [palniy] Skt adj worth-rearing. 
urea" [palra] » pan of a balance, basket. 

ura [pala] reared, brought up. “matgarabh 
mahz tumhi pala.”—majh am 5. 2 border of a 

dupatta, “gur ka bacanv trnt badhzo pala.” 
-prabha am 5. 3 Skt y8w n frost, snow. 
4 chill, cold. “pala kakaru varaph barse.”-suhi 
am 4, See umaag. 

wrraay [palakakarv] 1 hailstone, snow flake. 

“palakakaru veraph barse.-suhiam 4. 
‘ur Warm [pa lagen] 1 act of bowing down or 
touching another’s feet. “pa lagan kahio.” 
-GPS. 

unerars [palagal] See tes 2. 
ursr 3G [pala tau] m fever that causes 
shivering, malarial fever. See 3 (c). 2 heat 

and cold; winter and summer. “pala tau kachu 
na brape ram nam gon gat.”—asa m5, 3 ague 

and plague. See aa. 
urfs [palz) adv having reared, nurtured. “so 
prabhu srmrie rsu dehi kau palz.”-var brha 
m 5. 2 Skt n row, queue. 3 ridge, 

embankment. “suke sarvar palz bédhave.” 
-asa kabir. 4 border, limit. 5 bridge. 6 screen, 

veil. “kuye ki palr vicahu nrkle.”~gau m 3. 
“kiv kuye tute palr?”—japu. 7 edge of a 
sword. 8 bearded woman. 9 sign, figure, 

mark. 10 In Punjabi, it is imperative form of 
the verb palna. 

ws [palzo), wfemr [palza) reared, nurtured, 
etc. 
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apfs mya [palz samuha] adj barricaded, 
obstructed. “palx samuha sarvaru bhara, pina 
sake koi niru.”—s kabir, ‘the water of the 
Divine’s Name and the ego’s barricade.” 
2brimful. 

‘ut [pali] nurtured. “anzk jatan kart kata 
pali.”-gau kabir. 2 adv attached in wedlock. 

“lave apan pali.”-dhana m 4. ‘i.e., may take 
us under His Wing.’ 3 » an old Prakrit of 

Magadh that originated from Sanskrit and is 

now partially in vogue in Ceylon. Many 
Buddhist books are composed in this language. 
The Pali dictionary by R. C. Childers is 

considered to be the best. 4 Ske orf adj 
keeper, rearer. 5 » herdsman. 

weifeqn [palitrks] politics, knowledge of the 

Polity. 
‘we [palu] 1 bedstead. See Fax". 
‘ung [paluj adj domesticated, tamed. 
wr [pale] rears, nurtures. “pale balak vag 
deke apr ker.”—var ram 2 m 5.2 advin one’s 

lap, in one’s lot. 

ur® [pale] rears. “so udasi, jo pale udas.”-var 
ram I m 1.2 advequipped with. “nam dhanu 

jrsu jan ke pale.”-dhana m 5. 
wes [paly] adj worth rearing, worth nurturing, 
ete. 

ure [pav) » foot. “strv nanak loka pav he.” 

~basst m /. 2 one-fourth of a seer, etc; a 
quarter. 3 Skt weecty a machine or musical 

instrument worked by the power of air or wind; 
wind instrument. 
ura (pavau] (you) get, receive, etc. 2 I get, 
receive, etc. “pavau danu sada darasu 

pekha.”-g5d m 5. 
wR [pavas] Skt wey heaven and earth. “tah 
paves sfdhu dhup nahi chahia.”-gau kabir. 

Aridness and wetness (or rise and fall), sun 

and shade are not there. Those who mean 
rainy season by pavas are not aware of the 
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theme of this hymn in which pairs of opposites 
are mentioned, See of 9. 2 Skt uTq¥ the rainy 

season (in the months of Savan and Bhadon). 

“brkhe bhai matr pavasr kara kemalu 

kumlana."-sri beni. 
wrefit [pavasr] will obtain. 2 takes. “jakenamz 
sunte jamvu chode, t&ki saranz na pavasr 

re.”"—maru m 5. 3 See wen 2. “brkhe bhai 
matr pavasr kara kemalu kumlana.”-sri 
beni. ‘The lotus withers away during the 
rainy season,” 

wey [pavasu] See WER. 
we (pavah], wef [pavahz] receives, obtains. 
“part parr pavahr manv.”-japu. 
uredt [pavhi] obtains, gets. 2 adopts, brings. 
“kris hi crtr na pavhi.”-sri m 5. ‘does not 

bring anyone in to his mind. i.e., does not care 
for anyone.” 

wea [pavak] Skt n which purifies i.e., fire. 
“jrh pavak sur nar hé jare.”-gau kebir. 2 fire 
caused by lightning. 3 tree of illusion. 
wean [pavaktoa] n 3u-marfs, fire, submarine 
fire. “pavaktoa asadh ghors.”-sahas m5. 
weawe [pavakban] See wafiree. “pavakban 
bahe na jale hé.”-VN. 

wreety [pavakbekh] robe of fire; shaped i.e. 
turned red with rage. “rzs ke s8g pavakbekh 
bhae hé.”-krrsan, 

weenfe [pavakmanz] shining glass. 
weg (pavaku] See wee 1. “pani pavaku tzn 
hi kia."-sopurakhu. 
wee" [pavta], utee" [pavta] 7 in which the foot 
may be set; stirrup. 2 shoe. 3 cloth or carpet 
spread in front of a door for personages to 
walk on. “bithrn me pavte parst jat,”~raghu. 
4 Guru Gobind Singh got a fort built on the 
bank of river Yamuna, in Sammat 1742, in 

Kiyar Dun, on the land purchased from the 

raja of Nahan and named it Panvta. The battle 

of Bhangani was fought during his stay in this 
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fort, a mention of which is found in the eighth 

chapter of the Vichitar Natak. Bhai Santokh 

Singh writes: 

“pav trkyo satguru ko anadpur te az. 
nam dharyo is pavja sabh desan pragtaz.” 

-GPS. 

Translation of the tenth section of the Bhagwat 

was also done during his stay at Panvta, as: 

“dasam kotha bhagot ki bhakha kari bona, 
‘aver vasna naht prabhu dharamjuddh ke car, 

stre se petalr me savan sudz trthr dip, 
nagar pavata subh karan jamuna bahe samip.” 

~krrsan 2390.' 

There are four more places around Panvta 
where the Guru used to stay but there is only 
one major gurdwara. It receives annual grant 

of rupees 125 from Patiala state, rupees 111 

from Nahan state, rupees 25 from Buria 

state, rupees 18 from Nabha state, rupees 

72 from the state of Kalsia and rupees 10 
from the landlord of Bharoli. Four hundred 

and twenty five bighas of freehold land has 

been attached with the gurdwara by Nahan 
state. A sword of the Guru was there, which 

is now with the raja of Nahan. A fair is held 

there on the Baisakhi day. This place is under 

the police station Majra, in tehsil Panvta of 

Nahan state. It is situated at a distance of 30 
miles to the north-east of the railway station 

Jagadhari. 
wea [pavna] v take, receive, have. 
weefemr [pavnra) adj obtaining. 2 obtains. 
3 obtainer. “gormukhz sojhi pavnra.”—majh 
am3. = 
‘Some writers like Bhai Gian Singh have mentioned 

Sammat 1743 as the year of the battle of Bhangani. But 

this is not correct. After the said battle, the tenth Master 
did not compose any poetry at Paonta but immediately 
moved away. The battle of Bhangani had taken place in 
Sammat 1746. 
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wrez [pavat] receives. 2 gets, receives. “phulr 
phulz kra pavat he?”-brla m5. 
ulew [pivad] 1 tightening cord of a stringed 
cot; footside of a bed. “pavad beth mukryan 

mare,”~carrtr 294, 
‘wees [paven] or wey [pavenu] v put, pour. “nz} 
pavan ko kariahz pavan. jrs te hor sadan mam 
pavan.”-GPS. ‘Step into my house so that it 
may be blessed.’ 2 to the feet. See ure. “pun 
dhovahz pavan.”-GPS. 3 with the feet. 

“pavan dhavan suami sukhpstha.”-kan m 5. 
4 is done, gets done. “ko rove, ko hast hast 

pavanu.”—asa m 5. § Skt WI adj who takes 

refuge, refugee. “gotam narz ahalza tari, 

pavan ketak tariale.”-mali namdev. 6 Skt 
sanctifier. “pavan nam jagat me harr ko.”-gav 
m 9.7 pure, sacred. “pavan caran pakharan 
kare.”-GPS. 8 subsisting on air. 9 n fire. 

10 water. 11 sandalwood. 

‘urear (pavna] See u@at and yee. 

‘ureq [pavanu] See wes. 
ure unas [pav pasaran] n spreading; act of 
stretching one’s feet. 2 keeping a foothold; 

regarding onself as everlasting. 3 extending 
one’s right. “thir kou nahi kaz pasarahu pav?” 
~baven, 

‘wa [paver] 1 a roadside place for drinking 
water. “sarab tirath par pavar badha.""—reghu. 
2 See utefe. 3 This word is also used in place 

of pamar. “he man mohan sOdar savar. me 
malin pamar te pavar.”-GPS. 4 Skt ured dice 
that carries marks. 

urafs [pavarz), ueet [pavri] m wooden sandals 
for putting on the feet. 
ures [pavla] See war, 
‘ures [pavra], urea" [pavra] stirrup to put one’s 

foot into. See urge 1. “sahaj ke pavre pagu 
dhartlije.”=gau kabir. 2 See uteer 3. 

‘wer [pava] 1 leg of a cot or a stool. “huto hin 
coki tk pava.”-GPS, 2 obtained. “sacu mile 
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sukh pava.”-maru solhe m /. 3 may get or 
obtain. 

ure} [pavadhe], ureid [pavadhe] a caste 
among the Kshatris, “pavadhe pacadhza.” 

-BG. . 

wear ([pavara] war. See ue", “jrta pavara.” 

~var maru 2 m5. 

wfeq [pavrtr) 7 sanctity, piety. “kx pavrtr 
karms.”—datt. 

ap® [pave] gets, obtains, 2 adv at the feet. 
“lag sattgurz pave.”-asa m5. 
wea [pavig) See ued. 2 relating to a horse. 
ure [par] n house-breaking, burglary. 2 breach, 
cleavage. 3 far side. 4 pit dug for laying the 
bricks of a well. 
rae" [parcha] trough into which water, drawn 
by buckets of the Persian wheel, first falls and 

then flows into a drain. 2 large sliver (split 

from hard wood etc with the help of an axe), 
e.g. “us ne mar marke parche lah ditte.” ‘He 
beat him black and blue.’ 

wast [parna] v rend, split. 2 separate, tear 

off. 3 oppose. Skr wen, 4 snatch, rob. 
we uanfe [pay parosanz] female neighbour; 
she who lives across the street. “par parosant 
puchzle nama.-sor namdev. 

urat [para] antagonism, opposition. 

2 distance. 3 distance between the banks of a 
river; gap. 

anfis (parz] having tom (off). “parz patola dhaj 
kari.”’-s farid. 
arctre [paribat] n highwayman, bri 
“padzt paribat.”-s kabir. 
‘wy [parha] 1a type of deer, which is brown- 
coloured and two feet high; hog-deer. “ketak 
parhe sukar mare.”-GPS. The meat of a hog- 
deer contains fever tendons. 2 adj studious, 
scholarly, 

fu [pru] » dear; father. “pro de nahr prar 

tullz.”-BG. 2 husband, master, lord. 

ind. 
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fuGar [pruka} 7 father’s abode, parental 
house. 

fug'e (pr0d) P +5, Skrfirge n the act of joining, 
or connecting. 2 grafting a patch of one plant 

onto another. See trays. 
fuGet [prodi] adj which is grafted. 

fuga [pzus], fuger [pxukh] Skt vig n beverage 
worthy of drinking; nectar. “huti ju pras prus 

prvin ki.”-saveye m 4 ke, “kat hu’ prukh 
hveke pivat prvavet ho.”-akal. 2 an inebriating 
drink; juice of an intoxicating plant, mentioned 

in Veds; Fi [som] juice. 3 cow’s milk; milched 

during the first seven days of calving, 
colostrum. 4 milk cream. 

fuG [pro] father. See fu. “kadhz Kharag ko 
plortisar.”—basst kabir. 

fim [pra] beloved, husband, consort. 2 adj 
having drunk. 
fimaet [prarva] Pu Skt fyaed adj beloved. 
“samiar svaysver karke param prarvaht pau.” 
paras. 2 yellow-coloured. 3 n husband, 
consort, 

fimigt [prara] adj beloved, dear. 2 pale, yellow. 
fimnrtt [prarani] tumed pale. 2 of the dear 
one. 3 became painful. 
fer [prav] 1 place where water is freely 
offered; a roadside watering place. 

fimrfe [prat] having provided water, etc. 
flew [pras] Skt flr n urge to drink; thirst. 
“pras na jaz horatu krte.”-anddu. 2 desire, 
craving. “jrn harr harr sardha herrpras.” 

—sodaru. 3 adj thirsty. “phirat pras'jru jal 
brno mina.”-suhi a.m 5. 

fummr [prasal, fir [prasi] adj thirsty. 
“darsanprasidznasu ratz.” jet chStm 5.2 will 
offer water to drink. “so pie jrsu ramu 
ptasi.”—sar partal m 4, 

fumret [prak], fumrg [praku] adj fond of 
drinking, 2 drunkard. 

fiom [pzaj] See ura. 
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fimre [pran] See uae and yore. 
firmer [prada] P wt, n pedestrian. Ski ues: 
footsoldier. 2 (in opium-eaters’ idiom) a tiny 
spherical quantity of opium, taken as a regular 

dose. It is taken to sustain intoxication (like a 
messenger is sent to recall a person). In the 

jargon of the opium-eaters, it is termed as 
‘prada dorauna’. 3 pawn in the game of chess. 
flee BG" [prada dorauna] v See fimrer 2. 
fumes [pran] See wars. 
fimrg (prar] n love, affection, fondness. 
flewes (prarra), fimre (prara) adj dear, 
beloved, loving. “je kar gohahz prarre!”—var 
geu2 m5. “ptare! tu mero sukhdata.”-sorm 
5. See ura’. 2 Bhai Piara Randhawa, whom, 

taking as a worthy person, Baba Buddha, while 
leaving for Gwalior to havea glimpse of Guru 

Hargobind, handed over the charge of 
Harimandar. Several persons from his family 

have been performing the priestly duty of doing 
the prayer there. 

fumrer set [prara bhai] See fimrer 2. 
fimrfsy [pzarthu], fumrfed [prarzho] 
(vocative case) O dear ones! “avahu stkh 
satrguru ke prarrho.”— anddu. 

fimrd} [pzari) adj (female) beloved. “sgatr 
sadh prari.”-sor m J. 2 n love, affection. 

“harz dije nam prari jiv.”-sor m /. 3 of the 
beloved one, or of a dear one. “Smritras 

pivahu prabhu prari."-gaum 5. 
fumr? [pare] helps someone drink. 
2 (vocative case) O dear one! “prare, 

tnbrdhz mzlanu na jai.”-gau m 5.3 plural of 
ptara. 

_ fiem® (prare] helps someone drink, “tujhahr 
ptare dudh.”—sukhmani. 

fur? [praro] See fimrer. “mrlat praro 
prannath kevan bhagatz te?”-mala ravrdas, 
2help somebody drink; provide some one with 
drink. 
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flares [pzal] n nether region, 2 cup. “suratr 
ptal sudharas Smritu.”-ram kabir. 3 See 

flmmerar, 
flee [pralna) v help drink. 
fume [prala] P J, m cup, bowl. “thu 
ptremprala khasam ka.”~var ram / m4.2 fire- 
pan of a musket having the shape of a bow! 
for putting powder. Its fire, ignited with sparks 
from stones, reaches this place through a smal] 

aperture, 3 adj causing to drink; providing 
water, etc to drink. “p3j prale p3j pir, chathva 
pir betha gurubhari.”-BG. ‘The five Sikh 

Gurus who provided amrit.’ 

fiom oe Fer [prala car jana) v (of the gun 
powder) flash before powder in the bowl gets 
ignited. 2 See firms 2. 

fimnfss (pzalz] in the nether region. 2 having 
caused someone to drink. 

fuetat [pzinil adj sharp, pointed. 2 subtle, 
tenuous. “kh3nrdhu trkhi bahut prini.”-suhi 
farid. 

fun [prs] Skt fox vr break into pieces, rend; 
make ready, prepare. 2 fq vr pound, grind. 
fue [prsat] Skt fing adj ground, 2 Skr fu n 
paste or batter of beans (soaked in water and 
crushed in a mortar or on a stone). 3 back. 

“koi dharet jar le prsat pan.”—datt. ‘Someone 
sits in lotus posture with his arms approaching 

from behind his back.’ 
fue [prstal] » pistol, gun. “jsbua prstal 
hathnal jabar.”~saloh. 

finfe [prsatr] See fur 2 and 3. 
furs" [prsta) adjshort-statured, pygmy. “kukar 
tho prsta kah? jahi."-GPS, 2 P = pistachio 
nut. na kind of fruit growing in places like 
Iraq, Khurasan, etc, Like almond, it also has a 
hard shell and its kernel is greenish in colour. 

Itis used in sweetmeats and various medicines. 
It is warm and moist in effect. “dakh badam 

grri prsta.”-NP. 
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furrsnt [prstasni] See fufrarnat. 
furs (prstan} Skt wares P wty n nipple (of 
the breast), pap. 2 teat, breast. 

funds [prstall See funes. 
furs [prsan) Skt fuga n who creates rift or 
schism; backbiter. See fun. “durbacan bhed 

bharms sakat pisna ta surjanah."—-sahas m 5. 
2 pawn. 3 crow. 4 tick. “prsan pritz jru re.” 
—marum /. 

furas" [prsanta] m habit of backbiting. 
2 depravity, baseness, See furs. 
furs [prsar] P 4 n son. “prsar padar 
brradra.”-trl3g m J. 
furs [psra] P plural of prsar; sons. 
firrwat (prsvaj] P 3,2 1 woman’s gown. 
2 gusseted petticoat sewn with the smock, 
mostly wom by dancing girls. 

finrfe [prsaz] having got ground. 
furmt [pzsai] n act of grinding, etc. 2 wages 
for grinding, etc. 

furrg [prsac] n camivore, flesh-eater. 2 a class 
of gods regarded inferior to the yakshes. “kai 

kotx jakhy kfnar prsac.”—sukhmani. 3 ghost, 
spectre. 4 an ancient race inhabiting Punjab. 

fisrrdt [prsaci] feminine of prsac; demoness. 
flgra [prsan] n powder, flour. “pabbay prsan 
hur.”-kealki. ‘Mountains get pounded.’ 

furra (prsab] See dere, 
fufta [prsrt] Ske furs n flesh, meat. 
fufsras [prsrtasan] n flesh-eater, demon. 
2 carnivore. 

fuftrstatt [prgrtagni]  demoness; who eats 
flesh. “prsztasni as dukhdai."-GPS. 
2 adj carnivorous. 
furs (prsun] See furs. 
fuRors [prseman] See wr. 
fuits [prsor] See dares, 
furfar [prs5g) Ske ffrargt n reddish-brown 
colour. 

fu'g [pzssu] » small, brown, flying insect, 
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which, like a biting mosquito, sucks blood. It is 
found particularly in moist and cold places; 
flea. 2 
fitg &2 [prssu pene] v be fidgety or restless. 
as if bitten by fleas. 

fing [pst] See furre. 
furas [prhat] See ufudt. 2 See furfas. 
fufus (pzhrt] Skt adj covered, hidden, 2 n in 
poetry, a figure of speech, in which someone’s 

secret feelings or actions get disclosed through 

gestures, without his uttering any word. 

parkeman ki jan gatr tako det janay, 
kachu ketya kar kohzt hé prhzttahf kovzray. 

~srvraj bhusan. 
Example: 

ptkh masad bethe sabha kalgidhar hasdin, 

aru trn or nthar dhan khise darankin. 

The Guru expressed the secretive act of the 

massds through a gesture. 
jogasigh ne az jab caranbSdna kin, 
has kalgidhar ne turat asa nzj kar lin. 
Having disguised himself as a gatekeeper, the 
Guru prevented Joga Singh from entering a 
harlot’s abode in Hoshiarpur. 

fur [prk] Skt adjdulcet, mellifluent. “bolat hé 

ptk kokal mor.”—krrsan. 3 n cuckoo. 

fueya [prkprry] 1 mango, that is dear to the 
Indian cuckoo. 2 spring season. 

flrraut (prkbayni), fuatat [prkbenil, fuetst 
{prkbeni] adj having sweet voice like a 
cuckoo; mellifluous. “ruprast sdder 
pikbeni.”-ramav. 
fuerag [ptkabar], fiatae [prkabar] P A+ n 
messenger; prophet, who delivers God’s 
message to the people. “pir prkabar sekh.” 
var guj 2 m5. 
funy [prkabr], fictag (prksbar] See furtae. 
“pir ptkabr kete.”-akal. 
fle [prkhan) See the. 
firrfirdt [prkhaprkhi] 7 act of imitating or 
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emulating the other person; blind emulation. 

“prkhaprkhi trs dhrg caljavé."-GPS. 
fuflt (prkhr] having seen. “prkhz darsan 
gursrkhah.”-saveye m 3 ke. 

fuftrt (prkhrje], firft# (prkhijel please do. 
“nayan guru omar prkhzje.”-saveye m3 ke. 

fint® [prkh3do} See hie. 
fitat [ptg) Skt fire adjyellowish-brown; tawny. 
2 brown and reddish, reddish-brown, copper- 

coloured, “nahe pig baji rath jen sobhe.” 
-ramav. 3 n adult male-buffalo. 4 rat. 
5 orpiment. 6 adj Ske wy lame, crippled. “ptg 
gtren cadhjaz.”-VN. 7 See tig. 

fifens (pfgal] Skt adj yellow, pale. 2 reddish 
brown, cupreous. 3 n a reputed sage who 
was father of Sanskrit prosody. The 
aphorisms of Sanskrit prosody were, first of 

all, written by him. He lived about two 

hundred years before Christ. 4 a treatise on 
prosody, authored by sage Pingal. 5 monkey. 
6 fire. 7 brass. 8 orpiment. 9 owl. 10 grass 

for making screens. 

fitaenra (pigalsar) See fafsadters. 
fitaer [ptgla] adj lame, crippled. See fitar 6. 
2 See fifger. 3 Ske Prete According to 
hathyog, one of the three major vessels. It is 
on the right side of the body. It is also called 

suraynari, “rya pfgla sukhman bide.”-gau 
kabir. 4 goddess Lakshmi. 5 Durga. “jape 
hfgula pigla.”—paras. 6 a courtesan, whose 
story is thus recorded in the eighth chapter of 
the eleventh part of Bhagwat. 

There used to liye a courtesan, named 
Pingla, in the town of Videh (Janakpuri). One 
day she saw a rich youth and got amorously 
excited. But the youth did not come to her 

and she remained restless all through the night. 

At last, she became penitent and it occurred 

to her that had she developed such intense 
love for God, the result would have been far 
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better. At this, she engaged herself in 

meditating upon the Creator; and obtained 
emancipation. In the Sankhya aphorisms, it is 

held - “nzragah sukhi pfgla vat.” See 7am. 
7 queen of king Bharath-hari (hartbharetrz). 
8 rosewood tree. 
flarrdt [ptglachi} adj brown-eyed (female). 
flue (pt gra] copper-coloured. 2 goddess 
Durga, See filam 5. 

fifar (ptga] Skt n goddess Chandi; Bhawani, 
Durga. 2 turmeric, 3 asafoetida. 

flare [ptgach] Skt fitara. adj brown-eyed. 
2n Shiv. 3 a demon, who was killed by Durga. 

“pryalach mare su ptgach dhae.”-c5di 2. 
filam [ptgachi] adj brown-eyed (female). 
2-n goddess Durga. 

fifaft [pt gi) adj reddish-brown. See fifa. 
fila [ptgul See fil and vig. 
filler [ptguria] adj lame, crippled. “arat 
duarz ratat pfguria.”-gaum 5. 

filg@ [ptgul] adj lame, crippled. “pavahu te 
pigul bhara.”-s kabir. 2 See fifa. 3 See 
filers 7. “‘jo kachu pfgul kahyo man soi layo.” 
~carztr 209, ‘whatever the crippled said.” 
fikgar [ptgula] See filer 3. “sukhmana zra 
pigula bujhe.”-srdhgosatr. 2 See film 6. 
“sjamal pigula lubhat.”-keda revrdas. 

fifastur [pt gulia] adj reddish-brown, See fifar 
and fifars. “mata pigulia.”—paras. 

figuaser [prghalna] v Pkt melt or become liquid; 
thaw; liquefy on heating. 2 be touched, moved 
with tender emotions, 
fra [prc] adj not fully ripe. 2 See fug. 
fires [prcak] See firsaar. 2 See Yuet. “sri arjan 
jeg revz drpat khal prcak na janyo.”-GPS. 

‘The owls were not aware of the sun.’ 

fuweret [prcakna], firsem [prcakna] v be 
pressed, sag, contract or shrink. See file. 

fuwerdt [prckari) syringe in which, per the 
suction principle, water rises and comes out 
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with force when pressure is exerted. “hathnal 
b3duk chute prckari.”—krrsan. 

fusem [prcvay] Dg cotton. See fug. 
fug [prcu] Skt n cotton. 2 leprosy. 3 weight 
equal to two tolas. 4 Bhairav, Bhairon. 

finned? [prcumard], fugnte [prcumsd] n margosa 
tree that destroys leprosy. 

fits (prcc] Skt fsqa vr clip, tear, press. 
fire (pzcch} adv behind. “prch pag dhara.” 
NP. 2 See file. 3 Ske fu: vr press, squeeze. 
fueGut (prchaudi) See fest. 2 bundle 
carried at a person’s back; backpack. 

fuetet [prchauri] n laghu sign of iri [ f J; 
szari[t]. 

fueg [prchahu) advatterwards, subsequently. 

2 from behind. 
freq wat [prchahu rati) adv in the later part 

of the night; at pre-dawn time. “prchahu rati 
sadya nam khasam ka lehu.”-maru m J. 

fuss [prchal] adj last. “prchal ratr no 
jagroht.”-s farid. 2 See flew. 
fuswar (prchlag] Ske fipgrsar adj attached, 
aligned. 2 n a son, born of a former husband, 

who accompanies the widow, to the house of 
her second husband on her remarriage. 
fussafs [prchalratz] advduring the later part 
of the night; at the time of pre-dawn. 2 n the 

time meant for meditation. 
freer [prchla], fuse (prchli) adj hind, back, 
previous. “prchle augun bakhastlae prabhu.” 
~sorm 5, 

furefe [prchvar] adv on the backside, 
behind. “prchvar hatyo zk per nahi.”-GPS. 
fueeae [prchvarla], fueee (prchvaral, 
fuge=r [prchvara] n the backside or portion. 

“psdian kev prchvarla.”-mala namdev. 
fuwt [prcha] » back, hind part. 2 time gone 
by; past. “prcha rahra durz.”-s forid. 3 See 

frewts [prcharatz] See uarafs and fuesets. 
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fuel [prchari), fuseft (prchari) adv on the 
backside, behind, 2 tether for rear legs of a 
horse. “caran prchari turat churai.”-GPS. 
fugor [prchua] adj previous, etc. 2 n backside 
or hind side. 
fut [prche], fue’ (pzchere], fu [prche] adv 
afterwards, subsequently. “pxche patalt 
sadthu kav.”-var majh m 1. ‘After the death 
(of a person), they consecrate leaf-plates and 

beckon the crows to consume them.’ “tan 
brnse pun raho prchere.”-GPS, 2 towards 
the backside. 
fudet [prcheri] adj later, subsequent. “pahzla 
put prcheri mai."—asa kabir. See ufuer ys. 
fu" [prch6], fla’? [prchdde] adv afterwards, 
later. See ufad?. 

fuita [prchor] n backside, rear. 2 adv behind. 

“pon gon ko karat pichoré.”-GPS. 
fulfear [prchorrka] n laghu sign of iri [ f J. 
2 shawl, sheet. “pit prchortka randhir card 

bir.”-ramav. 

fue [prchor] See fues. 
fue [prchori) See fudfeer 2. “srr ki grrgi su 
ptchori.”-krrsan. 

fuga? [prchsudi] adj inferior, degraded, 
insignificant. “teri pej prch3udi hozla.”-asa 
namdev. 

flg [pxcch} Skt free n juice obtained by 
squeezing grain. See fume vr. 2 hairy tail of an 
animal. 3 tail of a peacock. 4 tail of any bird. 
5 peacock’s crest. 6 See filer 4, 

filge {prcchal] adjlast, previous. 2 Sk slippery; 
which makes the feet slip. 3 » dodder. 
4 rosewood tree. 

fife (prccha] adj back. 2 » time past. 3 Skt 
feet betel nut. 4 scum of boiled rice. 
5 rosewood tree. 6 orange tree. 

fia" (prechd] See fuay. 
filet [pzj] Ske POST! vr cause to shine, glitter or 
gleam: touch, make a tinkling sow.id, trouble, 
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beat', vex. 

file [ptjan|, fife (ptjna] See film, flim and 
fare, 
fulmat [ptini] carder's bow. 2 stick used for 
beating cotton. 3 calf of the leg. 

filer (ptjan] Skr Rs[arF n carder’s bow with 
which cotton is carded. See film. 

filer [ptjna] v card cotton. See film and film. 
filera [ptjar], flie* [ptjra] Sia RsTER adjyellow, 
pale. 2 Skt YUN n cage for keeping birds, 
“tii ptjaru hav suata tor.”=gau kabir. 3 frame 
of the body; skeleton. “kaga! ctidx na pfjra.” 
-s farid. 4 human body. “jzs ptjer me brrha 

nahi, so pfjarule jarr.”-var sri m 2. 
fifa (pfjrr] in the cage. “pfjarr p3khi 
bSdhza kor.”-brla m/ thzti. 2 in the body. 

fifg [pfjaru] See fulne. 
fil (pfja] See Din. 2 Ske fis cotton. 
3 turmeric. 
fifrGer [ptjaunal v get cotton carded. See 
fir and fila. 
fut [pzje] please drink. “sacu resna Smrrtu 
prje.”-var gau I m4. 

file [pty] See flr. 
filez [ptpanu] See fifa and filmer. 
fifefar [pfpauna] Sce filmGe". “velz ptpar 
vunaza.”—var ram / m1, 

fue [prt] Skt fz vr produce a sound; heap 
together. See firezr. 
fuea [prtak) Skt n basket or box. 2 boil. 
3 part of a tome, especially of the Buddhist 
tome so called for being stored in a box. When 
bookbinding was not in vogue, the loose leaves 

of books were kept in boxes. See fgfuec. 
fueat (prtna], fen (prtna] v thrash the body. 
2 lament by beating one’s breasts, cheeks, etc. 

See fue. 3 n dispute, conflict, distress. 
4 lamentation, etc. 

'From this has been formed the word p2jna, which means 

‘to card cotton’. 
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fuefs (prtanz] (women) lament. “galha 
pttanz stru khohenr.”-sava m J. 

fuera [prtarl, fuerer [pztara], fuer (pztari], 
fufenret (prtrari] n box; woven basket with a 
lid, 

fufeg. [prtzhu] (you) work hard or drudge. 
“dh3dha prtrhu bhai ho! tum kuru 

kamavahu.”—asa am J, 
fuer [pztora] See fue". 
firs [prthl n back. 2 See funy. 
fuse (prthar] Skt n churning-stick. 2 wide- 
mouthed metal vessel. 

fuedt (prthri] Skt n small cauldron. 

fifo [pxthr] » back, haunches. “ahSkaria 
nfdka prthz dez.”-asa chst m 4. 
fs [prtth] See fle. 
flor [prttha] n back. 2 reflection, image. 
“darpan rup jrvehi pxthha.”=! 
fus (pzd], fils [ptd] Skt fs vr accumulate; 
roll in globular form: 2 n ball of dough, etc. 

3 ball of barley dough, etc, offered to the 

forefathers. “pfd patalz meri kesav krrza.” 

-asam 1. 4 body, physique. “mzlz mata pita 

pid kemaza.”-maru m J. “jtnt e vadu prd 
thrnrkronv.”-var ram 3. See fofefate. 
5 spherical universe. 6 village, hamlet. “hau 

hoa maharu pfd da.”-sri m 5 pepar. Here 
the reference is to the human body. 7 heap, 

collection. 8 food, sustenance. 

fife ndtat [ptd ahird] herdsmen’s village. 

Wherever the herdsmen go to graze their cattle 

during the rainy season, they temporarily settle 
there in thatched huts. 2 world. 3 prompted 
by the above illustration, Bhai Gurdas termed 
the society of the unattached, itinerant, devout 

Sikhs as the ‘village of the herdsmen.’ “satxgur 
sg varattda pd vasaza pher ahird.”-var 26. 

fits uefee (ptd pararnl, fils urwe [ptd 
perayan] adj infatuated with or devoted to the 
body. 2. body and breath. “‘sakat ki oh ptd 
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pararnr.”-g5d kabir. See Yaz. 
fils&t (prdri] Ske filfser n calf of the leg; part 
above the ankle and below the knee. “kar 
parse pfdri jab dekhi.”-NP. 

fitsr [pfda} n body, physique. See fils 4. 
“bahrnr jr ptda dhot.”-var asa. 2 Skt fs 
steel, iron. 3 turmeric. 4 musk. 
fst [p tdi] adjconcrete, body-like. See mafitat. 
2 Skt ft n small rounded mass, smal! ball. 
3 wheel’s nave. 4 bottlegourd. 5 sacrificial altar. 
6 ball of thread. 7 See fifsd). 8 short for 

Rawalpindi. 
fildtes [pidilal] See sews. 

fie [ptdu] See fils. 
fu3 (ptde] in the body, See gure. 
fus {pzt] father. “prt suto sagal kalatr mata.” 
~srim 1.2 See fils. “kadhz kutharu prt bat 
hSta.”—fodi m 4. 
fusurse [prtparath] m Parath’s father. i.e. 
Indar. 

fuga [pztar] 7 father, ancestor, forefather. 
“mater prtar tragrke.”-sar partal m 5.2 Skt 

ffiq deceased forefathers. “ese prtar tumare 
Jcohiahz, ap na kohz an lehi.”-goukabir. 3 elders, 
forefathers; that is, father, grandfather, mother, 

grandmother, etc. “jivat prtar na mane kou, 
mue saradh karahi.”-gau kabir. 

frreeront [prtarkarem] 1 obsequial rites like 
gradhh performed for the forefathers, etc. 
“prterkarem kar bharem bhulaya.”-BG. 

fusaster (prtar-tirath] See fufgstea. 
fuseuhs [prtarpakkh], fuseue [prtarpacch] n 
dark half of the month of Assu. Per Hindu 

scriptures, this fortnight is very dear to the 
forefathers and all of them come from the 

other world to this world. “pztran pachh 
pahuca ai.”-carrtr 40, 2 paternal family; 
relating to the paternal family. 
fuseen [pzter-raj) n Dharamraj. 
fusata- (prtarlok) nm the world where 
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forefathers abide. In Hindu scriptures, the 
world of forefathers is said to be above the 
moon. 

fursdt [prtri] n fu iq Sce fuse 2. 2 to the 
deceased ancestors; to the forefathers. “ghar 

mwhz prtri dex.”-var asa. 
fuse [prtal] See fitae. 
fusr [prta] n who protects; father, “prta ka 
jonam kra jane put?”-sukhmani. 
fusrefs (prtajatr] n fatherlike. “prtajatr ta 
hoie, guru tutha kare pasau.”-sri m4 venjara. 

‘The Creator has no caste. So to be free from 
the pride of caste and class is to become 

‘prtajatz’.’ 2 merge with the Guru’s family, 
to become the Guru’s son. 
fusqa (prtanuj) m father’s younger brother, 
uncle. “pzta prtanujor jr gyati.”-NP. 
fusryout [prtapurkhi] n custom of the 
forefathers; age-old family convention. 

fusrys [prtaput] the Creator and the creature. 
“prta put eke ragz line.”—bher m5. 

fusmra [prtamah] Skt n father’s father; 
paternal grandfather. 2 Brahma. 3 Bhisham. 

fusnrdt [prtamahi] Skt n father’s mother; 
paternal grandmother. 
fuga [prtama] See fue. “prt prtama 
parprtama.”~BGK. 

fusiés [prtier] adj paternal; of the paternal 
family. 

fug [prtu] See fuss. 2 See fils. 3 Skt fug n 
nourishment, food. 4 This word, pztu, has also 

been used in place of prszt (flesh, meat). “ratu 
pttu kutrho catzjahu.”-var mala m J, ‘the 

obsequious servants (dogs) eat away the flesh 

and blood of the subjects,’ 

fits (pxte] Ske frets) bile. The bile is like the 

heat of the body. In its balanced state, it 

protects the body and its imbalance causes. 
many ailments. It is a pale liquid, that drains 

away poison and waste matter from the body. 
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The Indian system of medicine mentions five 

types — 
(a) alocak ~ which is located in the eyes 

and lends brightness to them. It receives 

images of the objects. 

(b) rajak - which is located in the liver. It 

forms blood, by converting food that flows to 

the liver for this purpose. 
(c) sadhok— which is located in the heart. 

It enhances the intellect, memory, etc, 

(d) pacok—which is located in the stomach 

and the intestines. It helps digestion and 
excretion; it separates bodily secretions, 

faeces, urine and morbid elements. 
(e) bhrajek— which resides in the skin and 

enhances its beauty and lustre. 
Disorder of the bile gives rise to some forty 

ailments like premature greying of hair, 
paleness of eyes, deep yellowishness of urine, 

sourness of the mouth, foul eructations, anger, 

burning sensations, darkness before the eyes, 

feverishness of the body, foul perspiration, etc. 
* The remedies recommended for the bilious 

fever and jaundice should also be employed 
to cure the biliary disorder. 

The simple treatment for it is the cleansing 

of intestines with the use of milk, rice etc, 
intake of six mashas of fleawort-husk with 

lump sugar mixed in milk, use of sherbets of 
pomegranate and sandal, eating fruits having 

cool and moistening effect, bathing in clear, 
cold water, cleaning the body with a paste 
called vatna, etc. “baz prtt ker upjat bhae.” 
-carttr 405, 2 Tiny pimples, which appear 

during the summer, due to the biliary disorder, 

are also called prtt. These pimples disappear 
with the use of vatna, sandalpaste and a good 

quality scented soap. 3 anger, melancholy. 
firawe (prttjurl, filaiga (prttjvar) See Gram 
and wears. 
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fitz [prttpapra] » a medicinal plant that 
cures biliary disorder. L fumaria officinalis. 
During the winter, it is found everywhere in 
Punjab. Its plant is one foot high. It is bitter 

and nauseating to taste. Its plant, bearing red 
flowers, is more effective than the one with 

blue flowers. According to the Indian system 
of medicine, it exercises cool and dry effect 

and cures disorders of the blood. 
filam [prttal] Skt adj bilious. 2 n brass. See 
uts8v. 3 orpiment. 4 bark of a birch tree. 
fitges [pzttvat] combination of bile and wind 
(the two cardinal humours). As hot water 
scalds the body but extinguishes fire, so the 

combination of bile and wind causes many 

complications in the body. See fila and we, 
filar [pztta] Skt fitout n gall bladder. It is 

located below the liver towards the backside. 

2 heart and mind. “sadhus3gatz mzl piran 
pitta.”-BG. 3 See fils. 4 anger. 5 enthusiasm. 
6 courage. 

fitzram [prttasay] gall bladder. See fils 1 and 
fran. 
fur uiaar [prtta pipnal, fils" wear [prtta 
marna] control one’s mind. 2 control one’s 
malevolent nature. 

filet (prtti] adjbilious, having excess of bile. 
“prtti sahrt vrkaran je nar visay lage atrsar 

mahan.”-GPS. 2 n urticaria appearing on the 
skin due to impurities of the body’s blood. 

3 See fils 2. 
fufy [prtrr] See furs and fuer. 
fufysfiee (pxtrztirath] place of pilgrimage where 
‘one goes to perform obsequial rites such as 
offering of rice-balls for the deceased 

ancestors. In the twenty-second chapter of 

Shraddhkalap of Matsyapuran, 222 such 

pilgrimages including Gaya, Kashi, Prayag, etc, 
are mentioned, 

fufgita (prtrrmedh] Skt n cremation of one’s 
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father. Its procedure, as mentioned in the 114" 
chapter of the sixth section of Ramayan, is as 
follows: 

Fire is to be set up in the sacrificial altar 

prepared in the south-east quarter. Having placed 

the dead body of the father on this sacrificial 

altar, ghee (clarified butter) and curd are poured 
over it. The ghee-pouring ladle is placed on the 
shoulder of the corpse, a small cart on its feet 

and a mortar and pestle on its legs. After 
sacrificing an animal, the dead body is cremated. 

fufgare (prtrryan] See Geure. 
furter [prthora] another name of Prithiraj. See 

fed [prdor] See uew. 
ftenss [ptdastan] P Pig v recognize, 
ascertain. 2 accept, agree. 

files [ptdar] P sz (you) know, understand. 
2 arrogance, pride. 

file [prdda}, filet [prddi] Ske fury na kind of 
diminutive sparrow. 

fifa [pidh), fifa [ptdhz], fie (ptdhi] Ske 

wmufat n water-vessel, small pitcher. “ptdhi 
maht sagra."-dhana namdev. ‘water in small 

pitchers.” 

fils (ptn| See fits. 
fimsat [prnha] P ulZ adj hidden, concealed, 
secret. 

fuse [prnnal, fiise [ptnna] » stealing away 
rice-balls, offered to forefathers at an obsequial 

ceremony. i.., to live on alms, “prnne darz 
ketre.”-sava m 5. “jatt pfne t& kddh tht 

ghfne.”-GPS. ‘When a Jatt begs, he wangles 

even from a wall.’ 
filaz [ptnanul 5 v beg. See filer. 
fus'a ([prnaddh] Skt adj tied, tightened. 
2 covered. 

fifsr [pina] See fils. 2 See fils? 6. 
furvet [prnak] n protecting bow; Shiv’s bow, 
2 trident. 3 shower of dust (from the sky). 
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furrenrf [prnakpanz)], furvet [prnaki] 1 he 
who has the bow, named Pinak, in his hand; 
Shiv. “prnakpant te hane.”-rudr. 

firseit mfs gw ty mfs (prnaki arr dhuyj netr 
art] n Arjun, enemy of the eye of the fish 
whose image decorates the flag of Kam, who 
is the enemy of Shiv.—samana. At the time of 

Draupadi’s wedding, Arjun had pierced the eye 
of arevolving fish. 

filet [ptni] adj carded. See filrar. 2 obtained 
by begging. See fifsar. 3 n a ball of rolled 
thread, etc. See fifa. 

furs [prpal] Skt filury n Peepul tree; ficus 
religiosa. 2 water. 

flrmsuq? [prpalpatral, fineeg' (prpalvatral n 
ornament, shaped like a peepul-leaf; part ofa 
nose-ring, shaped like a peepul-leaf. 

fume (prpla] n tip of a sword-blade (which is 
shaped like a peepul-leaf). “prpla khag agr 

sarir chuhe.”-GPS. 
finrre [pzplad] See filuere. 
fuss [pzpli] 7 eye-lash. 2 a kind of peepul 
tree having small leaves. 3 Skr flue, long- 
pepper; piper longum. 
fin mfom [prpli sahzb] See wfysre. 
uum [prpasa] Skt 1 urge to drink. 2 acute 
thirst. 3 greed, avarice, 

feng [prpasu}, fits [prpisu] adjdesirous of 
drinking; thirsty. 

fintis (pzpill, finttsm (pzpilekl, finAfsar 
(prpiltka} Skt n large black ant, ant; female 
ant. 

fils (pzppal] See fines, 2 naked, unclad. 
fihere [prpplad} an ancient sage, who was 
a preacher of a school of the Atharv Ved. See 
rae yee, wards, chapter 164. 
fituarany [prpplayan] a raja, who was son of 
Rishabhdev and brother of the royal sage 
Bharat. His mention is found in the Bhagwat, 

fut [pry] beloved; husband; dear. 
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fas [pryat] while drinking, drinking. “pryat 
na trrptelocan done.”-NP. 
frat [pryra] adj pale, yellow. 2 n husband, 
beloved. 3 pain, ache. 
fuaes [pryrat) causes pain, hurts. “khatkat 
hry ke majh sada pryrat he."~carrtr 249, 
fuwest (pryrani] tumed pale. “praci pryrani 
caru catrka cuhani.”—NP. 2 got painful, started 
aching. 

fur (prya] beloved, loved one. 2 husband, 

consort, 

funte (pryaz] P 54, n onion. 
fing (pryul father. “pryu dade jevrha.”-var 
ram 3, 

fuger [pryukh] See fugfe. 
furs [prr] adj beloved, dear. “sigaru kare prr 
khasamv na bhave.”—maru solhe m 3. 2 
husband: “prr brnu kra trsu dhan sigara?” 
—maru solhe m I. 3 arena, threshing ground. 
“mallahr ki prrsobh dhare.”—krIsan. 

fusaeft [prrahri] 1 love, affection. “kart s4i 
stu ptrehyi.”—s farid. “sei dhanu, jrna prrahyi 

sac s1u.”-var jet. 
fusur [prrgha) adj fya-nnfa venerable 
beloved, “bhajz ram nam atz prrgha.”-suhi 
m4. 

fuse (prrtham| Skt YEH adj first. 
fuemit [prrthamil, frsudt (prrthavil n earth 
that has huge and expansive size. “chatr 

sf ghasanu prrthami guru arjon keu de arav.” 
~saveye m5 ke. 2 See fig 5. 
fuen (prrem] n love. “prram pzala khasam 

."-var ram I m 3. 

fuer (prrmalu) fragrance. See Uae. “prem 
pirmalu tanr lavna.”~asa a m 3. 2 paste 
prepared for massage before bath. 
fumy [prramu] See fu, “prramu na paza 
jat.”-sri m 3. 
fuer [prra] vocative, O beloved! 2 O sire! 
“durz na jahr prra jiv.”-gau ch3t m3. 
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fuwug [prrahano] P viz n shirt, mantle. 
“agant prrahanu.”-srdhgostx. ‘flaming 
dress.” 

fuser [prrag] See ued. 2 See yore. “dhurr 
punit sadhu lakh kofz prrage.”-var gau 2 
m5, 

fuear (prraga} See uver, 
fiery [prragu] See yurat. “beni ssgamu tahz 
prragu.”-ram beni. ‘Prayag where the three 
vessels, viz. ira, ptgla and sukhmana merge.” 
freer [prrana] a devoted disciple of Guru 
‘Nanak Dev. 2 a benevolent and dexterous 

person, fully devoted to Guru Arjan Dev. (He 

displayed valour in the religious battles fought 
during the lifetime of the sixth Guru and was at 

his service in the Gwalior fort.) 3 See Fe yee". 
fusf= [pzranr}, fue [prranu] m being, 
creature, “thé bhave deru lahast prranz.” 

~malaam 1.2 Skt Sei"icognition, understanding. 
“purab pritr prranz le motav thakur mani.” 

-var maru | m J. 3 Skt yur, departure, 
march. “rakat bfdu ka rhu tano agni past 
prrano."-sriam J. 
furs [prrat) See ytrs. 2 causes torment or 
gives pain. 

fuerst (prrati] See usaf. 2 devoted to the 
beloved. 

fureratt [pzrani} departed, left. 2 uia-mrat 
started aching. “kag udavet bhuja prrani.” 

~suhi kabir. See a Garter. 3 fya-nrat 
brought forth some lovely thing. “upma kabz 
syam prrani.”~krrsan. ‘Brought forth a lovely 
simile. An excellent simile came to his mind.” 
fut (prri] beloved, dear. 2 husband. 3 of the 

loved one. “Star prri prarv.”—tukha ch3tm 4, 
furdtot (prrial beloved, loved one. “mu pzria 
sau nehu.”=sava m 4, 2 the beloved (female). 

firéi2 [prrie] O loved one! O my dear! “jrthe 
pirie nanak ji! tu vuthza."-var maru 2 m 5. 

2 O my beloved! O my dear! 
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furdfis [prrinz] towards the loved one. “lai 
pritr prrénz.”-var guj m4. 

fury [prram], fidy (prrsmu] 7 love. “jrsu 
lagi pritr prrdm ki.”-asa ch3tm 4.2 See Yan. 
3 adj dearest. most loved. “mere manr tan 
prem prr3m ka."-vad m5. 
fuses [prlkan), frre [prikhan] 7 a kind of 

oak tree. See Ysa. 2 an isle named after this 
tree, “taru prikhan te nam sodaz.”—NP. 

fursee (prlacnal, fuses [prlacna] v cling. 
2 be willing; be intent on. 

first [prichi), first [pxlji] 7 a kind of grass 
growing in the sandy soil. 2 a riverine plant 
resembling the branch of a mulberry tree, 
which is used for making baskets. 

firefire [pripzlal adjflabby, flaccid, so much 
so that when pressed, it gives out its juice. “3g 
pripzl karSt.”-GPS. 
fuera" (prlauna], fear [prlana} v offer 
something to drink. 

fiséat (prlsg] See usar. 
fustafiens [prlsgichal] adja leap like that of a 
leopard. “prlagichala paia.”—kalki. 
fil [pzila] 7 a puppy. 2 adj half-baked, pot 
of clay. 

fire [prv] Sk fq vr irrigate, moisten, serve. 
furl (prvije) please drink, have a taste (of 
it). 

fudfis (prvanz] they should drink; they drink. 
fus [prr] » threshing floor. 2 arena for 

displaying a sport. “maza karanz prybidhz 
nace.”—majh am 3.3 sport, game. “brn nave 
ptr kaci.”-vad alahani m J, “ape pasa ape 

sari, ape ptrbadhi.”=maru solhe m J. 
4 battlefield. 5 battle, fight. “se varzé ki prr 
badhi.”-var majh m J. “eku visare ta pry 

hare.”—maru solhe m J. 

furret [prrai] n woven basket with a lid. “sap 
ptrai pare.”-maru a m J, 2 process of 
crushing. 3 wages for crushing. 
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fusrst (prrani] furs-aet goddess of warfare; 
Kali, 2 Some ignorant scribes have used this 
word instead of mrryani. See fiy= and fgarat. 
fug (prrv] See fis. 
Uf (pil Skt vr drink, flourish, increase. 2 adj 
having taken or drunk. “pi Smrztu 
trrptasza."—brla m 5.3 n beloved husband. 
“sadh sdgi nanak piki re.”-asa m5. ‘husband’s 

tale through the holy cogregation.’ 448 [pi] is 
also used in stead of apr, meaning ‘moreover’, 

*even’, etc. According to the grammar of sage 

Bhaguri, ‘a’ of ‘ap1’ gets elided. 
UNG [piu] adv having drunk, “brkhe thagauri 
piv.”-sarm5.2n beloved, husband. ‘'na jana 
kra_karsi piv.”-suhi kabir. “sarab 

sukhanrdhr piv.”~brla ch5t m 5. 3 adj 
beloved, dear. “bhagat aradh-hf japte piv 
piv.”-asa m5. 4 imperative of pina, you drink. 
“ram nam res piv.”-s kabir. 
ui@z [piun] v drink. 
uA (piu n father. “piu dade ka kholz drtha 
Khajana.”~gau m 5. 2 adj father’s. “mau piu 
krrotu gavarnt.”—varmajh m 1. “They forget 
what has been done by their parents for them, 
ie., they become ungrateful to their parents.’ 
3 He will drink. 

2G [piukh] See fishy and ign. 
UNG [pio] Please take a drink, “pio 3mrrtnamu 
amolak.”-sar m 5. 2 drank. “pio madro dhan 

matv3ta.”-suhi m 5. 
UNGER (pioie] is drunk, is taken. “rn brdhr 

Smvrzt pioie.”-gav kabir. 
bx [pia] m husband, 2 adjbeloved, dear. 3 This 
word, pia, has also been used in place of uigrr 
{piyus]. “adhra pia se.”~krrsan. 
ufifa [piahr) (if) you drink, “piahz ta pani 
ani miral”-maru m J. ‘If you taste water.’ 
2 (they) drink (water). 

Utne (pian) v drink, taste. “khan pian ki 
dhatu.”~var majh m I. 
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utorft [piani} n stream, from which water is 
drunk.-sanama. 
ubaete [pianin} n that which has a stream; 
the earth.-sanama. 
unre [piar] adj pale. “piar sxt baran mukh.” 
paras. 
‘Uber [piara] pale. See Ui. 2 beloved, dear. 
Ub (piari] adj pale, yellow. “hardi piari.”-s 
keabir. 

ufhaar [piala] adj pale, yellow. See tar. 
‘bn {pia} n husband. 2 beloved female. 3 drank, 
tasted. 

Ubmrfteor (pialza) gave or made to drink. “gurr 
Smrztnamu pialza.”-sri m 5. 
U2 (piev] drinks. “je purabr hove trkhza, ta 
Smet sahajz piev.”-suhi a m 4. 2 potable, 
drinkable. 

uf ipis] n grains prepared for grinding; grist. 
“pis jrm pise gae danav apar jag.”-saloh. 

2 See ulnar. 
ire [pisna) v grind, pulverize. Ste fy vr grind. 
2 Skt Ye act or process of grinding. “pisau 
caran pakharz apu tragie.”—asa cht m 5. 
bre [pisanu] See lire". 2m grains for grinding, 
grist. “harzjon ke pisanu pisr kamava.”-suhi 
m5. 3 stone roller used for grinding something 
ona stone slab; grindstone. “‘stla s3tokh pisanu 
hathr danv.”=mela m J. 

ufins [pisat) while grinding. “pisat pisat 
cabra.”-s kabir. 2 grinds, 
ins [pisan], tre [pisna] See tre and WAZ. 
“pisan pist odhz kamri.”-suhi m 5. 

wifi [pisr) having ground or pulverized. See 
ube. 
vlog [pihanl, uigz {pihna}, Utog {pihanu] See 
ura and Wing. 
ug [pihar] n father’s house; parental home 

or paternal house. “sahur pihar pallre.”~BG. 
uf [pik] n spittle mixed with betel-juice. Skt 
fae. “gare me tbor ki pik navini.”-cSdi 1. 
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2 very fine dust. 3 5 complete or full rest. 

4 drank, quaffed. “gavat sunat dou bhae mukte 
jrnha gurmukhz khznu hart pik."=prabha m 
4.5 funnel, broad-mouthed on one side with 

which such substance as essence, is poured 

into a bottle with a narrow mouth. 
lees [pikdan], utes [pikdani) Skryferears 
nspittoon., 

afar (pigh) Skt tear n swing; string hung from 
the roof or a tree for swinging. 

wffwar [pighna] v swing. Skt Qe. “tutti pighe 
pighie pe foe marie."-BG. 

aftas [pican) are drunk; are tasted. “lakh lakh 

Smrzt pican.”-BG. 
2H [pice] please drink; have taste. “harzras 
pice jiv.”-majh m 4. 
ue [picha] See fife. 
wld (piche], ute (piche] adv after. 2 behind. 
“piche lagrcali uthz kaula.”-gou am 5. 
utvt [pija-i] should be drunk. 2 let us drink, 
let us taste. “nam s3sarr Smrtt pije-i.”-var 
malam 1. 
uff (pija] m carder, for carding cotton. See 
film and filmer. 
wi [pijel may or should be drunk. “tatu 
nrjgharz bethza pije."—kalz am 4. 
Uy [pihul » ripe fruit of wild caper. 
ufizst [pitna] v beat; spank, 
Ute [pith] m back. “pith rzpu ko nahz dini.” 
-GPS, 2 Skt stool, chair, seat. 3 deity’s seat, 

when uttering a spell. 4 place where limbs of 
goddess Sati fell. See Aa? 8, Paes and see 
a. 
wlerams [pithsthan] n per Tantarshastar, such 
places are Kamakhya, Jwalamukhi, Nainadevi, 
etc, where fell some limbs of the body of 
goddess Sati. 
ufloz [pithna] v grind, pulverize, crush. 
ufo" [pitha] ground, pulverized. “jrn kam krodh. 
lobh pitha.”-majh m 5. 
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uiffs (pith) adjhaving ground or pulverized. 
2 on the back. “sofa teri pare pithr.”—basat 
kabir. 3 n back. 

uffer [pithrka] Skt low stringed square stool. 
2 base supporting a pillar; pedestal. 

uta {pithi] Skz finft n soaked and ground paste 
or batter of pulse (such as lentil and bean). 

Wid [pithe] adv at the back, behind. “janam 

maran bahurz nahi pithe.”-fodim 5. 2 ground, 
pulverized. 

Use (pidan), vise [pidan] See utzs. 
ust [pidi] S strong, hard, tight. “je jana laru 
chrjna, pidi pai g3dhz.”~s farid. See Ulan. 
Us" [pidha], UR# [pidhi] a low, stringed square 

stool. See wfigr and vigt. 
wiz [pin] See ute. 2 See us. “krodh pin 
manie.”—kalki. ‘filled with anger.” 

ufzt [pina] v drink. 
uty [pit] Skt adj pale, yellow. “pit basan.” 
-saveye m4 ke, 2 drunk, gulped, “kaha jogrni 
pit lohu.”—carrtr /02. 3 n orpiment. “pit 
pitébar trrbhavan dhani.”"—manz solhe m 5. 

‘an orpiment like yellow dress,’ 4 topaz. S This 

word has also been used in place of pritr. 
“pas si pit.”-carrtr 180. ‘noose-like love.” 
Ulsye (pitjvar] See rau and wears, 
UisH [pitam] See fy. 
utsufe (pitmanz) » topaz. 
LAS [pital], Lista [pitloh] See filzs 2. 
ufts" [pita) drank. 2 Skt n turmeric. 3 yellow 
jasmine. 4 yellow banana. 5 dodder. 6 adj 

yellow-coloured (feminine). 

aftsaftr (pitabadhz] Skr “renf&i n who drank 
off the sea; sage Agastya. See ans. 

-istas [pitibar] yellow-coloured cloth. 2 Krishan, 
who used to wear yellow coloured robes. 

3 God. 4 adjyellow-robed. 
uffs (pitz] This word has been used in place of 
pritz. “jane na hart ki pitr.”-saloh. 2 Shr wea 
protection, defence. 3 horse. 4 speed, gait. 
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ist [piti] drank. 2 7 love. 
uisas [pitSbar] See ised. 
utgae ute [pitsber pir] n the yellow-robed 
mentor, Krishandev. “joha basahz pitsbar 
pir.”~asa kabir. 2 Swami Ramanand. 
idag (pitsbaru] See utsiag 3, “pitsbaru vake 
ride base.”-guj trrlocan. 
us [pin] 7 hole in the blade of a hoe or an axe, 
etc in which the handle is fixed. 2 Skt adjfleshy, 

corpulent. “min kar jrto kahyo parrman. trto 
rakh ker pin mahan.”-GPS. 3 prosperous. “sri 
arjan ji guru bhae parupkari pin.”-GPS. 4 full. 
“pon hin tan papan pin.”-NP. 5 This word 
has also been used in place of uta [paniy] 
(water). “min hin brn pin.”—cakradhar carrir 

caru cédrarka. 

uton [pinas] # palanquin. Skt Guan, 2 Skt 
which destroys the plump one as well;! chronic 

coryza which destroys the olfactory sense of 

the patient. See ane. “padurog pinas 

katrdesi."-corrtr 405. “pinas vare jp tajyo sora 
jankepur.”-vrtd. 
Row [pinak] Pf n drowsiness, daze. 
fer [pina] See ule. 
uv [pip] 7 pus. 2 peepul tree, ficus religiosa. 
“sSgatz s5t sigx lagz uce, jru pip palas 

kharlije.”-kalz 3 m 4. ‘As a peepul tree 

growing on butea frondosa tree eats away the 
latter (i.e. obliterates its identity), similarly 

degenrate people, when repairing to the 

company of the saints, lose their previous 
selves.” 
ufus [piparl, ulus [pipal] peepul tree. See finns. 
Uke [pipa] ma large barrel-like container, made 
of wood or metal; cask. 2 a great man, who 
was chief of Gagraun.? He was born in 

Sammat 1483. At first, Pipa was a devotee of 

goddess Durga. Later on, he became follower 
ig = weprae wate aera, 
2Gagraun is 45 miles to the south-east of Kota. 
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of Ramanand and, along with his wife, Sita, 

renounced the world and lived a wanderer’s 

life. His compositions are included in Guru 
Granth Sahib. “pipa pronve param tatu he.” 
-dhana pipa. 
whe [pipan], Uuer [pipanal Skr yu drinking. 
2. drank, quaffed. “nam Smrzt pipana he.” 
-maru solhe m 5. 
ula [piy] beloved, dear. 2 husband, consort. 
3 Skt Sry vr blame, please. 
utr [piyra] beloved, dear. 2 pale, yellow. 
ufo [piyri] yellow, pale. “piyri pari na krs 
drs herat.”-GPS. 
UGA [piyus], uigy (piyukh] n nectar. 2 milk. 
See 
ufe [pir] » pain. Skt ute, “satrgurv bhete ta 
vtre pir.”—asa m 3. 2 calamity, misfortune. 

“nag bhukh ki pir.”-sri a m 5. 3 adj pale, 
yellow. “badan baran hve avat pir.”-GPS. 
4 adv having crushed or pressed. “kolu pir 
dip drpat Sdhar me.”-BGK. ‘By working the 
oilpress, oil is extracted using which the lamp 
emits light. 5 P 4 adjaged, old, weak. “hamaz 
pir moro hamaz piltan."-jofor. 6 n venerable 
old man; elderly person. 7 spiritual mentor or 
preceptor. “pir pekabar aulie.”-var maru 2 
m5. 

afleerer [pirzada] P 11/4 n son of a spiritual 
preceptor. 
wlaag [pirtanv] 7 paleness, yellowness. “hardi 
pirtanu hare.”-s kabir. 
uteway (pirparest] P “7a adj devoted to the 
spiritual preceptor. 
Wage (pirmuh3mad] See Gays. 

Uist [pira] n pain, affliction. “pira di tan hath 
prehare.”-NP. 2 adjyellow, deep yellow. 

Views [piranpir] adj chief preceptor. 2 n 
Guru Nanak Dev. 

uifes [pirzt] See uifas. 
uf [piri] adjyellow. 2 n paleness, yellowness. 
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“piri par rahi mukh par jake.”-P. 3 low, 
stringed square stool, small cot. “yahi cath piri 
par.”-carrtr 234, 4 task, status or office of a 

spiritual preceptor. “miri piri dharan keri.” 
-GPS. 

fig (piru] Rattan Singh has attributed this name 
to Peron in Panthprakash. “piru mansubo 
thahrrayo.”-PPP. See 03, 
whe [pil] P Um elephant. Ske ukg. “pilraj phire 
kahd ren.”-cddi 2. 2 castle or rook in the 

game of chess. 
ies narans [pil afgan| P fj adj who throws 
down or overpowers an elephant. 
Ulett [pilsoz] See acter. 
utsq [pileku] 1 mahout, elephant-driver, 
elephant’s guide, trainer. “manu kicaru pilaku 
guru.”-var guj I m3. 
utes [piltan] P #4 adj having elephantine 
body. 2 n Rustam — the wrestler. 

afer (pilpa), uter [pilpav), Uiewe [pilpav) 
P Ys elephantiasis; an affliction causing the 
feet to get heavy and huge. See dtenr. 
ufs weet (pil marda] P Upp} adj a brave 
person, an elephant among men. 

leer (pilraj] na large elephant (for the king 
toride on). 2 name of Indar’s elephant; Airavat. 
ures [pilvan] n elephant-driver. 
uke [pila] adj pale, yellow. 
uter zt [pilauna] v cause a person to drink 
something. 

were [pilaval n cup,bearer. “pilava hdkar.” 
~var brha mardana, 

Uteht Kat [pili kothi] name of the Nirmala sect’s 
cloister at Prayag, called Dharamdhuja. 

Ufsists [pilibhit] a town in Ruhelkhand, U.P., 

which is the headquarters of the district. Its 

railway station is located on the Lucknow- 
Sitapur-Barreilly line. 
Ute [pilu] Ske n elephant. 2 a tree, and its 
fruit, careya arborea. 3 flower. 4 arrow. 
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5 leaves of the chickgram-pea plants. 6 worm 
infesting fruits. 7 walnut tree. 8 palm of the 
hand. 
Ug [pilu] See ug 2. 
uttent (piledama) P v5 Uf adj intoxicated 
elephant. 2 irate elephant. 
UF (pilo] See ary. 2 a helptatonic musical 
mode, in which saraj, rrsabh, maddham, p3cam, 
nigad are pure notes; gadhar and dhevat are 

flatones. rrsabh is the concluding note of the 
rag (89 & Jays); p3cam is the primary note 

and saraj is the supplementary one; dhevat is 
the feeble one. The third watch of the day is 

the time when this 7 [rag] is to be sung. 

Ascending notes - sa ra ga ma pa dha nasa 
Descending notes - a na dha pa me ga raga 

fe [piv] drink. See ut. “pivrrohe jal nzkhufat 
nahi.”-gau kabir. 2 husband, beloved. “mosd 

al jese tum piv piv kahyo, tese more pranpyare 

jus6 pyari pyari kahio.”~dev. 
‘UkeG [pivaul (you) drink. 
efit [pivasr] drinks. “‘nzkatz niru pasu pivast 
na jhagz.”—gau kabir. 2 will drink. 

Ug [pivahu] (you) drink. 
ufea [pivat] adv while drinking. 2 on drinking. 
“pivat hi parvan bhaza.”—asa m J. 
uber [pivna] v drink. “pivna jrtu man 
aghave.”—maru am 5, 

ig" [piva] I (should or may) drink. “gurmukhz 
‘Smrxt piva.”-majh m5. 
utr [pir] Skt 4g vr hurt, squeeze, press. 2 7 
pain, agony, “harrsevak nahi jompir.”"-brlam 

5,3 See Utz. 4 contortion, wilting, drooping. 
“harz harz karahr st sukahz nahi, nanak pir 

na khahz jiv.”~asa chit m 1. 
wise [piran] Skt Utes n act of pressing. 
2 causing pain, oppressing. See va 1. 

3 tightening, squeezing. 4 tightening the rug, 

blanket, etc on the back of a donkey or a 

camel, etc. See uffiz 2. 
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fr (pira] 1 suffering, trouble, pain. “cftarog 
gai haupira.”-majh m5. 
uff [pirz] adv having squeezed or pressed. 
“dart lae lekha pir chute nanka jru telv.” 
var asa. 2 having tightened. “pirz palan 
baghdbar lahyo.”-GPS. ‘having tightened the 
rug, removed the tiger-skin therefrom.” 

affrs [pir rt) adjoppressed, tormented. 2 pressed, 
compressed, 

ufat [piri] squeezed, pressed. 2 See ust. 

3 genealogy. See utgt. “vadhi velz bahu piri 
cali.”-asa m 5. e 

iF [pire] squeezes, presses. 2 should or may 
squeeze or press. 3 harnessed, yoked. “kheme 

chatr saratce disanz rath pire.”-maru m J. 
tq" [pirha] a low, square stringed stool; a 
small bedstead. “pirha sOdar sadn desava.” 

-NP. 

Ut [pirhi] a small, low, square stringed stool. 
2 a family-line; genealogy. “calli pirhi 

sodhia."-BG. See vist 3. 
¥f [pO] Skt J male person; the cosmic spirit. 
2 masculine. 
pars [puat] See ynrn, 2 a village, under police 
station Machhiwara, in tehsil Samrala of 

district Ludhiana. Situated on the northem bank 
of the Ropar canal, it is at e distance of about 
fifteen miles from railway station Doraha. 

While coming from Chamkaur, Guru Gobind 

Singh visited this village. No gurdwara has been 
raised there. Puat is inhabited by Muslims of 
the Ranghar subcaste; some Sainis also live 
there. 

ya (puadh] the region near the lower slopes 
of a mountain range; foot of a mountain. 

2 region which is irrigated from wells. 3 district 
Ambala and the area around it. 
rag (puadhya] adj who lives in Puadh; a 

denizen of Puadh. 2 a village, under police 
station Nurmahal, in tehsil Philaur of district 
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Jalandhar, which is situated at a distance of 

two miles from railway station Bilga. Guru Har 
Rai visited this place. There is a gurdwara in 
this village, which has seven or eight acres of 

land attached to it. A Singh is the officiant 

there, ° 
nrg [puar) a caste among the Rajputs. This 

word is a transform of Pramar. 
‘nies [puara] See ua" 2 and 3. 

WH [pve], ynts [pust) strings together. “pue 
rodmals.”-VN. “pudt parbati sxré.”-ramav. 
YA [pus] See One. 
UA [pos] Skt FF man. 2 soul, spirit. 
yma [puskar] Skt yxae n a natural lake in 
Rajputana, which is a famous place of 

pilgrimage of the Hindus. It is situated at a 

distance of three kohs from Ajmer. According 

to a legend, Brahma performed a sacrificial 

rite there. There is Brahma’s temple on the 

bank of Pushkar. Guru Gobind Singh, while 
proceeding towards the Deccan, visited this 

place. Seeing the beautiful demeanour of the 

Khalsa, the officiant of this place of pilgrimage 
had asked the Guru— 

“s5g ap ke kesandhari, 
kaya 1n ki drhu jatz ucari? 
sunker guru pharmavan kia, 

bhayo Khalsa jag me tia, 
hfdu turak duhun te nayaro, 
ri akal ko das vrcaro."-GPS. 

The place, where stands the gurdwara of the 
tenth Guru, is known as the Gobindghat. 
2 water. 3 blue lotus. 4 deep pool. tank. 5 sky. 

6 one of the seven legendary islands. “ava 
pusker dip agari.’-VP. 7 a mount in Puskar 
isle. 8 mouth of musical instruments like the 
druin, tabor, etc. 9 serpent. 10 elephant’s 
trunk. 11 trumpet. 12 arrow. 13 war. 14 cloud. 

15 crane. 16 brother of king Nal, who was an 

expert at gambling. 17 Varun’s son. 18 Bharat’s 
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son and Ramchandar’s nephew, who was king 
of Gandhar. 19 See yuas. 

nase [puskarnabh] one who has lotus in 
his navel; Vishnu. 

YyReee (puskraks] lotus-eyed; Vishnu. 2 adj 
having eyes like the petals of a lotus; lotus- 
eyed. 

Yrsst (poscali) Ske Grae » who runs away 
from her husband; woman of easy virtue. 

harlot. 

Ye [pusat] See yx. 
YRS [pusat] Skt TR vr bind; put together. 
2 adj written. 3 covered. 4 P s n back. 
5 generation, genealogy. “pustan lag3 rababi 
thive.”-GPS. 6 short for yaa. “hate kasa bahu 
pusat nikare.”—GPS. “He gave many lashes 

and the horse kicked with both its hind legs.” 
rae (pustak] Skt yRat n book. “pustak path 
brakaran vakhane.”—bher m J. See yas 2. 

2 Pg akick with both the hind legs. 

3 padded jacket. 4 foot-disease of horses and 

donkeys. 
YRsaers [pustakagar}, yAsareu (pustakalay) 

n library. 

YRS" [pusta] P =% n mound, heap. 2 buttress 
to strengthen the wall of a house. 

yrds [postin] See Qrsts. “guru upar thi tab 
pustin.”-NP. “kanh tabe pustin hve ap 
vutardaryo sabh goprn jada.”-krrsan. 

yRBA (pusteni] P yA adj hereditary. 
yMy [pusap] Ske yRU n flower. 2 menses. 
3 blossoming, blooming. 4 clove. § aerial 
vehicle of Kuber. 6 juice of barberry. 

nua [puspak] Skt yyUe n flower. 2 inlaid 
bracelet. 3 brass. 4 spotted snake. 5 name of 

a mountain. 6 aerial vehicle of Kuber, a 
mention of which has Leen made in books such 

as Ramayan. Kuber acquired this aerial 
vehicle as a boon from Brahma. But Ravan 
snatched it away from Kuber and was using 
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it for a long time. After having killed Ravan, 
Ramchandar, along with Lachhman, Sita and 

his army, flew to Ayodhya in it and returned it 

to Kuber. This aerial vehicle is also called 

Ratanvarshak. See youa, 

yRuay [pusapketu], wAUEU [pusapcap], 
ynuaq' [pusapdhanva] n who keeps a flag 
and a bow of flowers; Kam, the Indian god of 
love. 

YAUBA [pusapras] n flower-nectar. 
yRuee [pusapvan] who possesses an 
arrow of flowers, i.e. Kam, god of love. See 
vere. 
ye [pusak] See thra. 
‘YA [post] Skt yy adj nourished. 2 fat. 3 firm, 

strong. 4 arrogant. “dusatd3dan pustkhsdan.”” 
~akal. 5 n Vishnu. 

fy ([pustr] Skt n act of rearing or nourishing, 
2 fatness, plumpness. 3 increase, progress. 

4 firmness, strength. $ corroboration. 

6 Dharamraj’s wife. 7 a yogini. 
‘YMA [pusti} See yf. 2 adj nourishing, rearing. 
“param isvari pusti."-GPS. 
yaad (puhkar] See yrag. 2 See year. “puhkar 

obrrje cunke.”-krrsan. ‘Having culled topazes 

and turquoizes.’ 3 king Nal’s brother. “dhar 

puhkar ko rup taha kaltyug gayo.” 
~carrtr 157. 

yau (puhap] Sk ym n flower. “puhap madhz 
jru basu basatu he.”~dhana m 9. 2 aerial 

vehicle named Pushpak. See YAU S. “tabe 

puhap peke. carhe juahh jeke.”-ramav. 
Yyourt [puhpak] See yRua 6. “puhpak brban 
bethe.”—ramav. 

yourgy = [puhapdhanukh}, yourifemr 
[puhapdhsnza}, youtigt (puhapdhsnvi] See 
yruaq’. Indian god of love, Kam. 2 In 

Gyanprabodh, this word is used for Rati, wife 

of Kam. That is, of Pushpdhanvi. “krdh5 

puhapdhsnza.” 
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yourn (puhapraj) 7 king of flowers; rose. 

2 lotus flower. 3 spring season. 4 Kam. 
5 Brahma, whose seat is the lotus flower. 

yaurefs [puhpavalz] » line or garland of 
flowers. 2 shower of flowers. 

yoft [puhamz], ya [puhmi] n earth. 
“puhamspatak binasahz.”-saveye m3 ke. 
Yue (puhara] See Fear. 
yase [pukarna] See Vase. 
yaa? [pokrore] proves to be beneficial. See 
Wager. “hart ko nam 3tz pukrore.”-kan m 5. 

yore (pukar] » cry, shout; call for help. “mat 
td karahz pukar.”-sri m 3. 2 suit, charge, 
complaint. “abjen uparz ko na pukare.”—sar 
m5. 

yerafe (pukaranz} for calling out. “mukatr 
andt pukarant jai.”-gau kabir. ‘innumerable 
emancipations call out for acceptance.’ 
yarse [pukarna] v shout. 2 call out. 3 complain. 

yerfs {pukarr] having proclaimed publicly. 
“kahat kabir hau kahau pukarz.”—bher. 

y® [pukh] Ske ya n which facilitates or 

supports a cause; eighth of the twentyseven 
lunar asterisms. 
ya [pokh] Sk Ya n feathered part of an 
atrow; an area of Bagar (in Rajputana). 

yuas [pukhkar] See yras. “pukhker bhare 
pukhkar pukhkar jy, pekh kar sasikar kare 
dotr hin he. pukhkar hin drnkar kare chin.” 

-NP. ‘Lotus flowers, growing in water-filled 
tanks, become lustreless on seeing the moon. 

rays and when the water of the tanks gets 

dry, the sun makes the lotus flowers wilt.’ See 
URES. 
Yust [puxta] P .y% adj firm. 2 skilful, full of 
merits, 3 experienced, mature. 

yuerars (pukhtakar] See yuar 3. 

yust (pukhra] See yuen, 2 tank, pond. 
yum [pukhraj] Skt yRueern topaz, which is 
one of the nine jewels. 
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Yet [pOkhi), UA [pukhhi] » which has a pokh; 
an arrow. See Yu. “chute svaranpukkhi.” 
~kalki. 

yae™ [pugna] v progress; reach, arrive. 
2.go on unhindered; bring to end without any 
disturbance, 
Yar [pOgav] Skt n ‘yf? (male) ‘are’ (bull) bull, 
ox. 2 as adjective suffixed to a word, it means 
‘the best’, ‘excellent’. as — “nar pOgav”, ‘the 

best among men,’ 
yar@z" [pugauna] v carry to the end. See 
yarer. “ver pugaz maha rxpu mare.”-GPS, 
Yafies (pogiphal] See yarn. 
yeeras [puckarna] v onom produce the sound 
of puc puc with one’s lips, while calling an 
animal or a child; caress. 

yee (pucauna} See gue. 
yeast [pucarna} v wipe something with a wet 

rag. 2 call by producing, with one’s lips, the 

sound of puc puc; praduce the sound of kissing 

as an expression of love; caress. “jru 

kapurakh pucare nari.”-gau m 5. 3 show 
Jjejune flattery. 
yw [puch) Skt Feat n query, question. “age puch 
na hovai.”-suhi m J. 2 See Ya. 

Ya [poch} Skt Yes n tail. 2 hind part of 
something, tail-end, 

Yee" [puchna] Skt We vr ask, question. 2 1 
questioning, enquiring. “puchahu jar 

stantza.”~sor m 1, 
yf [puchr] advafter having enquired. “puchz 
na saje puchz na dhahe.”-sri am J. 
Y® [puch] See ye. 2 tail. See iz 1. “puchh 
satkari.”-GPS. 3 This word has also been 

used in place of prokgan, which means 
‘washing’. “mukhs pucchlyo kibhkans 
karur3.”-ramav. ‘The irate Kumbhkan 

washed his face with water.’ 
Yadtes [pucchkstak) Skt n which has a sting 
in its tail; scorpion. 
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Yt [poj) Ske n that which conquers man with 

its progress, mass, multitude. “agh p6j tar3g 

nivaran kav.”-saveye m 4 ke. 
YA (pujna], YAO (pujna] v reach. See yar". 

2. come to end. “pujz drvas ae Irkhe mae.” 
—jet ch5t m 5. 3 be equal or equivalent to. 
“rasna ucre gunvati kox na puje danu.”—sri m 
5. “pujahr na ratan karor."~s kabir. 4 be 

capable of worship. 5 be complete. See yf. 
ya" [pujauna] v cause to be worshipped. 
2 cause to reach. 3 carry to completion. 

yrfee [pojazn) adj fulfilling. “stmar suami 
sagal as pujatn.”—asa chotm 5. 

‘ysret [pujai] got worshipped. 2 fulfilled. “sagal 
rch pujai.”-sor m 5, 3 act of worshipping; 

worship, 
ya [pujaha] adjcausing to reach. 2 worshipper. 
all together, collectively. “sabhz tirath varat 
jag pOn tulaha. hart nam na pujahz pujaha.” 
~jet m4. 
ym [pujami] adj fulfilling. “sabh rch 
pujami.”-brla chat m5. 
yaa (pujara) adj worshipping, worshipper. 
2: yang (31) worth worshipping. 

Yyrefeor [pujaria) worshipper’s; of the devotee. 
“puren Ich pujarra."~brla m J. 
yptet [pujari] m worshipper; one who worships. 
yaa [pujeha] I worship. 2 I reach. 
YF [pujel (he, she or it) reaches. 2 may be 
fulfilled. See yrer 5. 

ysl [pujsdel (they) reach. “sadhsSgotr gursrkh 
pujsde.”-BG. 2 (they) worship, show 
devotion. 3 (they) serve. 

ye [put] m mordant; tempering. 2 Skt J@ vr 
wrap up, cover up. 3 7 lid, cover. 4 cup made 

of leaves. 5 shallow metallic cup or bowl. 

6 seat; mat or cloth spread to sit on. “bes-ht 

put pat brmal brchae.”-NP. 7 pocket. See E 
pocket. 

‘yea [putak] Skt 7 lotus. 2 hollow of the hands. 
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3 pocket. See £ pocket. 
fear (putrka] Skin paper wrapping (formed 
by folding a piece of paper around a small 
quantity of something). 
Y¥ze (puttnal v uproot, pull out; disjoint. 2 Ske 

YZ. vr become small, diminish, decrease. 

yori" | puthkSdal n plant having crooked thoms, 
ash of which cures cough. 1 Amarantaceae. 

Y® [putth] temper. 2 back. 3 reverse (the 
opposite of obverse). 

Yo [puttha) adj reverse, contrary. 2 rear end 
of horse’s back, which is above its rear legs; 

croup, rump. “putthe bade puchh satkari.” 

-GPS. 

ys (pud] Skt Fg vr cover up, grind, mark, 2” 
sky. “udas tuys, pudas tuy3.”-gyan. ‘you are 
the star (or constellation), you are the sky.” 

Ye [poder] Skt utgg adj whitish pale. 2 white, 

grey. “pidar kes kusam te dhaule."-sri beni. 
“kes pidar jab hue.”-asa pati m 1. 
Ysee [podrok], Yada [pOdrik] Ske este n 
elephant, who presides over the south-east 

quarter. 2 tiger. 3 white lotus. “pahz! purie 
pOdrak vana.”~dhana namdev. 4 silkworm. 

5 vessel for water. 6 a variety of mangoes 
(having white pulp). 7 white-coloured 
elephant. 8 a variety of sugarcane. 9 sugar. 
10 snake. 11 white snake. 12 leucoderma, 
kind of leprosy. 13 fire. 14 arrow. 15 sky. 

16 white colour. 

yada wrefis (podrik nadanz) » army which 
roars like a lion.-sanama. 2 gun.—sanama. 

Yada [podrikaks) who has lotus-like eyes; 

Vishnu. 2 adjlotus-eyed. 

Ya [podr) Ske yy n a variety of thick 
sugarcane. 2 mark on the head. See Gousg. 
3 son of king Bali and a country famous by 

the same name, now a part of Bihar. 
‘YE (pun] Skt wr be pious, progress, accumulate, 
‘yee [punach] a hilly state and its capital within 
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the jurisdiction of Kashmir and its capital, 

where rules the progeny of Raja Dhyan Singh 

an attendant of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It is 
located at a height of 3300 feet above the 

sealevel. See Tas fitu. 
Guru Gobind Singh sent his revenue- 

collector and devotee Bhai Pheru Singh to 
Kashmir in order preach Sikhism. He baptised 
many persons and inculcated in them the 

Guru’s percepts. His disciples (Bhai Punjab 
Singh and Bhai Rocha Singh)’ did a very fine 
job. Bhai Mela Singh, a disciple of Bhai Rocha 

Singh, established a dera in village Negali. 

Negali is situated at a distance of three miles 

to the east of Punch. He started preaching 
the Guru’s teachings and was highly successful 
inhis mis fy 

Mela Singh was born at village Kotehari 

(Punchraj) in Phagan sammat 1840 and he 
breathed his last on 22" of Kattak Sammat 

1911. 

At first Maharaja Ranjit Singh gave 

rentfree grant to the dera of Negali, later on 
Raja Gulab Singh donated eight villages to it. 

At present Bhai Mangal Singh is the head 

of the dera and he is engaged in the preaching 
of Sikhism. 

Yer [punna] Skt TI vr be pious, filter, sieve, 
clean. 2 n justice, dispensing of justice. “sahtb 
ke darz hacha punie.”—m J bSno. 3 in Majha 

and Pothohar punna also stands for hurling 
of abuses. - “mava dhid nd pun-na coga 
nahi.”-prov. 
y@@ [punede] adv sieving, “habhe bhasu 
punede vatenz”—var ram 2 m 5. ‘All were 

doing useless deeds.” 

ys [put] » son, male child. “put bhai bhatije 
'Bhai Rocha Singh was born at village Kausa of district 
Hazara in sammat 1745. He did a commendable job of 
preaching Sikhism in Pothohar and Kashmir. 
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rovahz”-vad alahnim J. 2 Skt hell. See yg. 

ysadt [put-hari] loving son, favourite son. 
“jrnr die bhrat put-hari”-ram am5.2ugvet 
(Gaerfe4) person engaged to look after a baby; 
baby-sitter. 
‘yam [putna] See yao. 
Ysa [puter] See yg. 

yas {putra], yadt (putri] Skt yam and ysfeer 
rn doll. 2 i.e. body. “mati ko putra kese nacat 
he!”—asa kabir. “pac tatu kerr putra kina.” 
-ramm 5. “potri teri brdhrkarx thati”—asam 

5. 3 pupil of the eye. “nenan ki putri dou 

hari.”-krrsan. 
Yyaeer [putrela] adopted son. 

yaw [putla], yaa (putli] See yaor-yadh. 
yt [puti] due to sons, by virtue of sons. “puti 

gSdhu pave sSsarz”—var majh m /. 
‘Ug [potu], UF [putt], ¥y [putr] he who saves 
from hell named pd; son. See faaquae wht | 
213 and npfafyfs a9 s 1382 “putukalaty kujsb 

."-sava m 4. “putr mitr brlas banrta” 

-marum5S. 

Y¥ aBy_ [pvtr kalatr] son and wife. 2 son’s 

wife, daughter-in-law. “putr kalatr Jok grth 
banzta mata sanbadhehi.”-sor m 5. 

gest [putrvsti] adja woman who has begot- 
ten a son. “putrvsti silvatz suhaganr”—majh 
ms. 
YF [putra] See yao. 

yfgar [putrrka] 7» daughter. 2 according to 
Hindu scriptures, a daughter, whose father 
gets acommitment at the time of her marriage 

that the son born to her would be taken as his 
(grandfather’s) son. 3 puppet. “crtr ki potrrka 

he.”-ramav. “januk kanak ki putrrka.”-carztr 
96. 

‘yaft [putri) 7 daughter. “sai putri jajman ki.” 
~asa patti m 3. 2 doll, puppet. “kx sovran 
Sqanph seore Tey Reed a |e, TMT Ia ee 
sien" 
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putri.”—datt. ‘as if the doll is made of gold.” 
3 pupil. 4 sons did. “putri kulu na palzo."-var 
ram 3. 

yeas [pudgal] Skt years n proof, evidence. 

2 soul. 3 human body, according to Buddhism, 
4 according to Jainism, an inanimate substance 

subject to touch, taste and colour. 
yer (podina] See Oeier. 
Us (pun) Skr yes: (GAR) part — again; second 

time. 2 after, then. “pun rachas ka kata sisa.” 
-carrtr 405, 3 Skt yoa (qP4) virtuous deed. 

“sot jana stu sigu pai vade pun.”-var jt. 4 Skt 
‘ya make pious. 

Ya [pon] Ske qa adj pious, noble, gentle. 

“harzres cakhza se pin parani.”—var guj / m 
3.2 m righteous deed. “pon pap sabhu bed 
drrfaza.”—maru solhe m 3. uy [pap] means 
violence. 

you (punah] See W' 1. “punah punah 
namaskar.”-fodi m5. 
Yoawee [punahcaran), ysosTs [punahcaran], 
‘yous's (punahcar] Skt yoquen planning ahead 
about the successful execution of a job. 
2 repeated recitation of a mantar for its 

accomplishment. According to the incantation 
treatise, it has five parts #4 (silent repetition of 
amantar) 3H [hom] (ablation), tarpan (libation 
of water to gods), abhrkhek (spraying of water) 

and brahambhoj (feeding the Brahmins). “antk 

punahcaran karat nahi tare.-sukhmani, “mStr 
tStr sukhadhu ponahear.”~gou m 5. “udhrd 

nam punahear."~bher m 5. 
yaa you [punah punah] again and again, 
repeatedly. See yoo. 

‘year [punha) This metre is also known as 

harrha, cédrayan, partha and phunha. It is 

characteristed by four lines, each line having 

twenty one matras, first pause at the eleventh, 
jogandt, and the second pause at the next tenth, 
regenat. 
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dhavau dasa anek, premprabhu kame, 
picsatavaht dut, kevan brdhz marne?.. 

~phunhe m 5. 
At the start of the last line of this metre, 
vocatives such as 3! deat! 3! wdter! writer! and 
names can be added at the discretion of the 
poet and their matras are not taken into 
account. 

(b) some poets do not consider jagan in 

between to be necessary; to their mind the 

metre must end with a ragan, as - 

ayes ab jo hoz, gréth tau me racé, 

ratan pramud ker bacan, cin ta me gacd, 
bhakha subh sabh karhé, dharhé krrtt me, 

adbhut katha apar, samajhkar cztt mé. 
~cadi J. 

bhada dhove kaun, jr kacca sajra, 
dhatu p3jz ralaz, kuya pajra... 

—savam 1. 

‘Yos [punac}, use [punach] See uae. 
‘Yous [pOndan] charity, alms, donation. “pindan 
ka kare sarir.”—var ram / m1. 

Yo uset [pin parani] pious man, man of piety. 
“te pon parani.”-var guj ! m3. 
‘Ye (punar] See ya 1 
vmvefis [punarepz] Siz adveven then. 2 sometime 

later. “ponarapt janam na ahi.”-gau m 3 
“punarept garabhr na pavna.”~maruam5. 
ysase (punarbhav) Skt yess n rebirth, birth 
after death. 2 nails; which regrow after being 

cut. 
ysag [punarbhu] Skt 7 nails; which regrow 

after being cut. “dp-ht punarbhu mantk 
jese.”-GPS. 2 In Hindu scriptures, a woman 
who remarries her husband. 3 a woman who 

gets married again after being widowed. 4 a 
woman remarried to make her virtuous after 
having been an adulteress.' 
"See fra. 
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yoe feea [punar vrvah] remarriage of a 
woman after her husband’s death and that of 
aman after his wife’s death. In Hindu 

scriptures, there are contradictory statements 
regarding widow-remarriage.' In Sikhism re- 
marriage is fully allowed, See muarittar, 
Youons [punragaman], Yssves [punravarat] 
n birth in another body after the demise of the 
first; rebirth. “punravarat nahi jztu hor.” 
-GPS. 

yeast [punravarti] Skt yrerafery who comes 
again. 2 who takes rebirth. 

yoofget [punravrrti] Ske Graft n act of 
coming again. 2 repetition of a work already 
done. 3 frequent repetition of a lesson. 

4 rebirth, transmigration, 

Yyagas [punarukat] Skt J7eth repeated sentence, 
sentence spoken for the second time. 

yayas teen [punarvkat vadabhas] (glimpse 

of repetition in verse). This is a figurative 

expression of words. Its characteristic is that 

there seems to be a repetition in the sentence 

but infact there is none. 
“bhasat he punaruktr so, nahr nidan 

punaruktr, 

vadabhas punarukt so, bhugan varnat yuktz.” 
-srvraj bhusan. 

Tae ya watered wee @ aie vet! TTRITICY AT 

cafereran Pete 1 
~paragar and naradsxmexts. 

a widow may remarry, in case her husband is missing or 
is dead, or becomes ascetic, is impotent or tums an 
outcaste, 
eArorspere yank tren arerat fRf:—vrzhat parasar sahita 
a4. 
9 Reareftarges Preartet yA:-manv a9 5 65. 

a fectaqua andi wiierateferad.—manu as ¢ 162. 

This means that women are to be married once. There 
isno provision for a widow in the institution of marriage. 

There is no mention of a second husband for women. 
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Example: 
“cdga nav rakharke jasu kiratt jogy ler.”-jepu. 

Here kiratr means fame. Hence there is no 
punaruktz. 
“ehu visu sSsaru tum dekhde ehu hart ki rupu 
he.” 

~ansdu. 

In this verse, the word s3sar means short-lived 

or perishable. The word vzsv also means — 

total. 

“khatukaram kul s3jukatu he harrbhagat hrrde 
nahr, 
carnarbfd na katha bhave supac tulr 
seman.” 

—keda ravrdas. 
Here the word soman means 7 — him, Ha — 
know i.e. know him. 

“jalaj kamal kar sobhzt tal.” 
In this verse kamal means water. Hence there 
is no punaruktz, but in all the aforesaid 

sentences there is a glimpse of punaruktr. 

yogafs [punarukatr] n repetition ofa sentence 
in poetical works; it is regarded a defect. See 

weaen. 
Yaes [ponvan] Jaa adj pious, virtuous. 
uae [pOnri] accomplished, fulfilled. “muhlatx 
ponria, krtu kurt lobhara?”—asa chdt m 5. 

uferar [ponag] Skt Yarn a species of a fragrant 
flower which is specifically found around 

Madras seashore. The stamens of its flowers 
are known as pundgkesar. According to 
Ayurved, its effect is cold and humid. Z rottleria 

tinctoria. 2 nutmeg. 3 white lotus. 4 best of 

all, topmost. 

yfe [punt], part again; and thereafter. “punt 
detraj vac bhakhe.-saloh. 

Uffemr [pon za] accomplished, fulfilled. “brradh 
bhae drn pOnra.”-dhan chit m J. 2 due to 
virtuous deeds, as a result of virtuous deeds. 
“err jivan bad pinza.”-ram m / b5no. 3 n 
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fullmoon night. 
vffemrsur (pinz-atma) Skt Jaret adj pious 
in mind, virtuous. “prabhu pOnz-atme kine 
dharma.”-prabha am 5. 
yfé'e (puntda] P st adj who provides 
shelter, who gives protection. “palak puntda. 
-gyan. 2 who strains or filters. 
ydt [puni), Yat (poni] fulfilled. “mztz gai crt, 
puni man asa."-gav m 5. “muhlatt pOni 
calna.”-sri m5, 2 due to virtuous deeds. “paie 
ved puni mere mana.”—asa m J. 3 virtuous, 
“poni papi akhanu nahz.”-jepu. 
ystor [pdnia] fulfilled. “‘sagal cha pOnia.” 
—basst m 5. 

yah [punie], ystar [puniha] fulfills, “jzh 
parsadz xch punie.”-suhi ch3t m 5. 
yds (punit], Yats [ponit] Skt rendered pious, 
holy. “sunte punit krhte pavzt.”-anddu. 

“pekhat hi pnit hoz.”-s kabir. 

Yq [punv] See ya 1. 2 See ya 3. “kart sadhu 

Sjuli punu vada he.”-sohzla. 
Yy (pénu] a Jatt subcaste originating from 
Surajvanshi Rajputs. See ug and tig. 2 See 
Tat 
UF [pone] fulfilled, passed. “ae dur vrfddin 

pone.”-GPS. 
yaa [puny] Skt 3a n virtuous deed, auspicious 
act. 2 adj pious. 
sae [punydan] charity, noble donation. See 

Uae. 
yoarant [punyatma] Skt {are adj virtuous. 
2. one who performs noble deeds. 

‘ye [pub] Skt Yd adv previously, earlier. “pub 
jrnahu seva karla -saveye m 4 ke, 2 n east. 

See yfir, 
‘yudtt [publi] adj previous, earlier. “pritz publi 
na houtahr.”-saveye m4 ke. 
yf [pubr) 1 in the east, “‘pubr aru pascamz.” 
~saveya m 3. See Gafe. 

‘YH [pum], uns [puman) Ske TAR and JAF] 
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man, male. 
Ye [pur] 1 bridge. See yarws. 2 measure of 

two yards. 3 milling stone, grinding stone. “dur 
por jorz rasai bhathi.”-ram kabir. “duhi 

poran me arke sabat gaya na kor.”—carrtr8/. 
4 Skt town, city, “pur mahz kyo payan.” 
-NP. 5 residence. 6 attic. 7 world. 8 body, 
physique. 9 fort, castle. 10 P { adj full, 
brimming. “nanek pur dor beparvah.”-var 
suhim /. 11 full, complete. 12 in Punjabi, short 
for upar (upar). 
yefes (purarn] n blue lotus. 2 four leaves. 
See yoten, yorefs and yaa. 
yodtor (pursia] See yoebor. 
‘Yee [puree] pierced, strung, pinned. “purae rn 

sigan sathe.”—krzsan. ‘pierced with horns.” 

YBH [puras] See yay. 2 Skt FRA adv face to 
face. 3 previous, earlier. 
YSAA (pursas] See yatta. 
yenfiiu [pures-stgh] Skt Fes fie adj best of 
all men, topmost person. 2 manly, bold. 
ysnars [puraskar] Skt yorard n act of 

presenting. 2 honour, respect. 3 gift, prize. 

4 Skt ygrars effort, endeavour. 
YeAVS [purasrat), yors [purslat] a bridge 

of hell named szrat. See frws. “puraslat ka 
pSthu dohela.”-suhi ravidas. “valaho ntki 

pureslat.”—s farid. 
yore [pursai] Sk ugg n manliness, “khasme 
sa pursai.”—asa m J. 2 See yatrr. 
yore [pursar) n lineage, convention 
generation, tradition. “lege ve pursaran khatt.” 

~PPP. 

ysrree [pursarth] Skt yard n initiative; 
something for which man should aspire. 
2 bravery. 3 endeavour, strength. 

Yyorre [pursava] adj befitting a man, manly. 
“pursava ves.”"=BG. 
etna [purszs] P J 1 question, enquiry. 
yortt [pursi] P yz you ask, you may ask, you 
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will ask. See yertes. 

‘yori [pursis] See yothn. 
yarites [pursiden] P «4-4 v ask, to question. 
yaitan [pursotam] Skt yg#en adv ideal man. 
2 n the Creator, the Divine. 3 Guru Nanak 

Dev. 4 chief; headman. 5 Vishnu. 6 Jagannath. 

yertsnyét (pursotampuri] Jagannath Puri. a 
city near Jagannath temple, but now only its 

short form Puri is in use. 
‘YOTSE [purascaren], UsTTIE [purahcaran] See 

URTESE. 
ysdlst [purhird] See worry. 
Yeys [purhut) Skt uggs n a person having 

numerous names; one who is called by various 
names — Indar. 

Yee [purakh] See yyy. 2 male, man. 3 husband, 

consort. “kavan purakh ki joi.”-asa kabir. 
yauetr (purkhaial adj brave, enterprising. 
“hau balz balz satzgur satzpurkhaia.”-brla a 
m4. 

yada [purakhatt] Skt YgRZ n manliness. 
“Jakhyo tum te purkhatt rahyo.”—krrsan. 
yaaufs [purekhpatz] adj lord of all human 
beings, chief of all persons. 2 the Creator. 

“sadhu purakhu purakhpatz pata agranu 
‘Sdheru gavara."—bas5t m4. See yay 9. 
yeayrat [purakhprani] adja brave man, heroic 
person. “or purakhprani dhén jen hahz.”—var 

gaul m4. 
YeurH (purxeras] P f17, adj painful, hurting. 
yewree [purkharath], yerag {purkharathu) 
See yeaa. “nanak ke mant thu 
pourkharathu.”-bher m 5. 
yeftt [purakhr] man did, “kartepurakhz talu 
dtvaza.”-sor m 5. ‘The Creator did.’ 

yey (purakhu] Skt ugR n man, human being; 
‘one who resides in the body. “nari te jo purekhu 

karave, purkhan te jo nari.”-sar kabir. 

2 husband, consort. “jru purkhe ghart buagti 
nart he.”-sava m 3. 3 the perfect Creator, 
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the transcendent One. “satz namu kerta 
porakhu.”-japu. 4 soul. “purkhe purakhu 
ma]za gory paza.”-sorm 4.5 sun. 6 mercury. 
7 man; having qualities of manliness. “brnu 
prr purakhu na janai."~sri m J, 8 according 
to Sankh Shastar, a substance that is non- 

changing, non-creative, incompatible and is 
unconcerned with nature. 9 according to Rig 
Ved, the Creator — who creates the universe. 

In the Je" yW [purussukat] of Rig Ved it is 
mentioned that He has 1000 heads, 1000 eyes 
and 1000 feet. He is so huge that after wrapping 
the entire earth, a breadth of 10 fingers remains 
unused. Till date whatever has happened on 
this earth or will happen in future is (due to) 

Him. The entire creation is % of Him and % 
are all objects which are in outer space and 

are everlasting. When He stood erect His % 

portion crossed the outer space. When gods 
performed “purus yagy” they put clarified 
butter of spring, fire-wood of summer and the 

sacrifice of winter. Therefrom emerged 

animals and birds. When gods apportioned 
Him, his face turned into Brahman, arm into 
Kshatri, thigh into Vaish and feet into Shudar. 

From his mind emerged early morning, from 
eyes the sun, from mouth Indar and fire, from 
breath the air, and from ears the four directions. 

“jah nzrmal purakhv porkhpatz hota.” 
~sukhmani, 10 according to grammar - the 
first, second and third persons, as in the 

following sentence. “A Sq wida ea mefenr 
B fag ae Qa at stats or ad.” [me tend anek 
var somjhaza he kr ti kade us di sdgatr na 
kari] In this sentence ¥* [mé] is the first, ¥ [ta] 
is the second and @x (us) is the third person. 
yetan [purkhotam] See yuan. “purkhotam 
apar pare.”-saveye m4 ke. 
‘yaaa [purgagan] See aarmyfa. 
‘yours [purcusat] .4{ adj full of activity. 
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“purcusat j& jrgar ra.”-ramav. ‘providing 
awareness to mind and body.’ See uawHs. 

‘yar [purjan] inhabitants of a town, residents. 

yan" ([purja] P 34 m piece, part, segment. 
“purja purja katz mare.”-maru kobir. 
ye [purat] Skt n which can further be whirled; 

foremost among metals, gold. “hire jatzt purat 

ke pave.”-GPS. 
yeaare [puratgal] Uy Portugal, a country of 
Europe situated on the coast of Atlantic ocean. 
It has a common frontier with Spain. Its area 

is 34254 square miles and population is a little 
more than fifty lakhs. 

The Portuguese were the first of the white 
people to reach India. Vasco da Gama was 
the first European to set foot on the Indian 

soil. His ship, San Gabriel anchored at Calicut 

harbour of Malabar on 20" of May 1498. In 
1520 AD, the Portuguese occupied Goa and 
established trade with India. 

yssaret (puratgali] adj of or relating to 
Portugal, Portuguese. See yasare. 

yauat [purdhani] a subcaste of Kshatris. 
yee (purab] Skt y@ adj previous. 2 Skt ud n 
festival, celebration. “baba aza tirthi tirath 
purab sabe phrr dekhe.”-BG. 3 See yay. 
yourfenr [porbazal ue-nrfenr, “nam let sogle 
purbata.”—bher m 5. ‘have reaped the benefits 
of all festivals, have gained from all 

celebrations.’ ” 
yerfenr (purbanza] adj of or relating to a 
festival. “navan purbania.”—var mala m J. 

‘yefit [purebr] previously, earlier. “jeha purabz 
kine boza.”-var gau / m 4. 

yet (purbi) » past, earlier moment. “purbi 
nave.”—basst m 1. 

yay [purabu] See you. 2 M accomplishment, 

fulfilment. 3 virtue, quality. “ek purabu me tera 
dekhra, tu sabhna mahtr revita.”-sor mJ. 

Yauys [puryastak] See yfanea. 
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Yyeen [purvan) See yates. 2 fulfill. “purven ko 

manbhavna.”-GPS. 3 filling up, completing. 
Yee" [purva] n eastern wind. 2 village. “badhe 
duz purva.”-VN. 
‘yeeQar [purvaunal v cause to be completed. 
2 get filled. 
yawet (purvai] n eastern wind. 2 act of getting 
filled up. 3 wages for getting something filled up. 
‘ysert (purvasi] inhabitants of a town, residents. 
ysfes (purvinl See yafen and yerfen. “jese 
purvin pat.”~brla kabir. 

‘Yee [purvi] See yaeft. 2 accomplished, fulfilled. 
“mano pratikhat purvi cahan.”-GPS. 

‘Ye [pura] n eastern wind. 2 east. 3 town. 4 Skt 
adv at first, earlier. “khan pura harznam 
ucara.”-NP. ‘prior to taking meals.’ 5 ancient, 

olden. 
yerfefis [purarnr] 7a plant having four leaves; 
a plant that spreads upon water. “jal puraznz 
ras kemal parikh."-gau m 1. ‘uninvolved like 
four leaves of purain over water and lotus in 
water.’ 
yer (purai} fulfilled. “man ki as purai.”-var 
vod m4. 2 getting filled up or accomplished. 
YwE [puran] Skt adj ancient. 2 Rudar, Shiv. 

3 ancient topic and history. “pothi puran 

kamaie.”-sri m /.4 eighteen scriptures authored 

by Saint Vyas or other scholars, using hisname; 
these contain four lakh couplets. According to 

Vishnu and Brahman Purans, the following 
characteristics are integral to a writing of this 

sort, 
“carter ftrertopaa det arrererfere | 
aergatte ta, geet gpa eT |” 

The book that deals with the following five 

topics is a Puran: origin of universe, deluge, 

genealogy of deities and ancestors, time and 
description of Manu’s reign, description 
regarding descendants of the sun and the 

moon. 
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The aforesaid eighteen Purans are: 

Vishnu, Padam, Brahm, Shiv, Bhagwat, 

Narad, Markendey, Agni, Brahmvevert, Ling, 

Varah, Sakand, Vaman, Kuram, Matsya, Garur, 
Brahamand and Bhevishya. 

Apart from these major Purans, there are 
eighteen minor Purans as well: 

Sanat Kumar, Narsinh, Nardiya, Devi 

Bhagwat, Durvasa, Kapil, Manav, Aushnes, 

Varun, Kalika, Shamb, Nanda, Saur, Parashar, 

Aditya, Maheshvar, Bhargav and Vashishth.' 

5 indicative of number eighteen as there are 
eighteen purans. 

yweyee [puranpurskh] Skt yoweygr n the 
Creator, the omnipresent, eternal, Divine. See 

ugess. 
ywer [purana] adj ancient, of olden times. 

2 wom out, weak. “hoz purana sutie.”-var 

asa. “sacu purana na thie.”—var sar m 3. 

yaet (purani) feminine of yaar, 2 Purans 
have. “jas ved purani gata.”-suhi ch3t m 5. 
3 in Purans. “masu purani masu katebi.”"—var 

malam/. 

yee [puranu] See yee. 
yeaa [puratan] Skt adj ancient, olden. “jo jo 
tarzo puratan navtan bhagatrbhaz hart 
deva."-sar m 5. 2 the Creator, the 

omnipresent, eternal Divine. 

yefau [puradhzp] » master of the town, 
lord of the town. 

‘yee [puran] See yee 1. “trn dhurr mastakr 

bhag puran jiv.”-asa chst m 4. 2 See yoe 3 
and Rorfaas". 
yeoyse [puranpurakh] See yoayoy. 

“purakhpuran se puranan me gaiat.”-HSsram. 
yo [purana] See yaar. 
ywa [purab] ye-wre. “purab kham kuje.”—var 

mala m |. ‘Body in the form of an earthen 
"There is a variation of names in different books. See 

Guyez, 
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pitcher is full of life in the form of water.’ 
yrerfs (puraratr], uote (purarr], yadt 

[purari] destroyer of the world, Shiv. See 
fguefs. “jap-ht jfh s3t purari.”-NP. 
Sanatkumar and Shiv. See #13 5. 
yfs [purz] Skt n habitation town. 2 body, 
physique. 3 river. 

fore (purrstaka] Sia pye% | five elements, 
2 ten senses, 3 mind, 4 intellect, 5 sensuality, 

6 action, 7 breath 8 ignorance. All these eight 

together form purzstaka. This is an alternative 

form of the erotic body.’ “iia di purzstaka vasdi 
he.”-JSBM. 
fg [purtdar] See ydea. 
yet [puri] Skt n which is prosperous in 
population and property; town. “karo basavan 
sOdar puri.”-GPS. 2 heaven, paradise, “patal 
puri jekar dhunz.”-saveye m I ke. ‘ovation in 
the lower world and the upper world.’ 3 aclass 

from ten categories of ascetics, whose name 
is suffixed with this word. “pur jasstkkh kine 
apar. puri nam ton jano vrcar.”—datt. See 2 
am Haast. 4 short for ygarudl, a famous 
city of Orissa. See Hamma. 5 See ust, ufeer. 
“pori ek dini trn pane.”-NP. 6 stuffed and 
folded betel-leaf. “pan kharker puri banai,” 
-carztr 66. 7 accomplished. “nahz puri 

manbhavna.”-GPS. 8 filled, brimming with. 
“gurukiratz se he puri.”-GPS. 9 one from 
amongst the six castes of Khatris. See wqt. 

“p3mu puri guru ka prara.”-BG. 10 intestine. 
11 body, physique. 12 river, 

dior (puria] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev, 
who was Chuhar’s brother. See yous, 2 plural 

of ytti.e. ydtor. “puria khida srrz kere.”—var 
sarm /. 3 small packet; doze of medicine 

wrapped in a piece of paper. “dhurt sakelke 

See sansdan srmrrtr — 

aphra wat afe aren wt ara: | 

tren eve stant afer 11 
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puria badhi deh."-s kabir. 4 weaver’s 
shuttle. “chute kde bhige puria.”-gav kabir. 
See aH 3. 5 adjcomplete. “puria ek tanai.” 
—gau kabir. See aH 3. 6 Skt ~Z worth-filling, 
worthy to fill. “je b8na puria bhar.”-japu. ‘if 
organs of the body such as stomach which 

need filling up, are stopped from getting food.’ 

i] in the cities, in the towns. 
“puri-i trrbhavan tari lai he.”—marusolhe mJ. 

yea [purie) See uf ysi2. 
dine [porisar] » lord, ruler. 2 lord of all towns 
~the Creator. 
pdt [purikh] Sia yétr excreta, faeces, “mutar 
purikh das le uce.—GPS. 2 water. 
ydiss [poritat], yetast [puritati] Ske yee 
which extends the body, intestine. 2 a fine 
nerve in which mind is supposed to enter during 
a dreamless sleep. 3 a fine membrane 
surrounding the heart, pericardium. 

¥g [pury] See ys 11. “calisi puru hox.”—var 
majh mJ. 2 See ya 10. “tu puru sagar manak 
hir."-asa a m J. 3 Skt heaven. 4 body, 
physique. $ pollen of a flower. 6 a king who 
was moon's descendant. He was born to 
Sharmishtha from Yayati. He was very 

devoted to his father and became an 
illustrious king. Kuru was his descendant 

from whom Kaurav dynasty originated. 
7 king of a territory lying between Jehlum 

and Chenab rivers, who fought against 
Alexander near Jehlum in 326 BC and was 
defeated. The Greek historians have 
mentioned him as Porus. 

YG [purus], UY [purukh] See yoy. 
ymarfs {purukhjatr] corresponding to the 
classification of women as padmzni, crtrrni, 
skhrni and hastrni as mentioned in Kam 

Shastar, men have also been classified into 

gagak, mrzg, vris (vrzgabh) and vaji (horse). 
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(a) sasak is a man who is robust, tawn- 

eyed, delightful, fair-complexioned with broad 
forehead, white and spaced teeth, soft hair, 

sharp nose and long arms, He is shrewd, 
enterprising, religious, altruistic, not very 

amorous and truthful. He is suitable for union 
with a padmini woman. 

(b) mrzg is handsome, playful, industrious, 

brisk in walking, fond of humour, dance, 

singing, pretentious, spends more than what 
he earns and is fond of forging many 

friendships, is suitable for union with crtrrni 

woman, 
(c) vrrkhabh man has a large head, 

medium eyes, inward-inclined forehead, coarse 
and rough hair, is sturdy, untiring, broad-nosed, 

has hair upon ears with gap-less teeth and is 
very amorous. He befits a sskhrni woman. 

(d) eit [vaji) (horse) man is very haughty, 

quarretsome, deceitful and selfish. He body is 

not well-built. His limbs are covered with thick 

hair, and he is voluptuous. He is greedy, dirty 
and ruthless. He befits a hastrni woman. 

ygeq [purukhatv] See yous. 
ugeta (purukhmedh] See santa. 
Yyee (pururava] See ugeg. 
‘YH (pureja] See Yar". “teu kal kine pureje 
purejs.”-VN. ‘cut into pieces.” 
fs [puren] See yofen and yarfefty, “jese puren 
pat rohe jolsamip.”-bria ravrdas. 
yéfuz [purohrt) Skt n priest of the Hindus 
authorised to perform rituals, such as fire-ritual 
etc. Chanakya has thus described the 
characteristics of a priest ~ 

“Yq Bearer arash AT eva eT: 
avers oe Bes yea TeTGR RTT.” 

‘Yar [purog], YIIH {purogam], ysant [purogami] 
Skt Wrmfy adj guide, forerunner. 2 peon, 
gate-keeper. 3 headman, chief, leader. 4 a 

community of the subordinates of the god. 
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yaar [purodas] Skt meat or food, which is 
offered to a deity at the outset. 2 meat, 

foodgrains ete which are put as offerings 

during a fire-ritual.' 3 cake of oat-flour baked 
in human skull. It is dedicated to gods through 
fire-ritual, 4 liquor, wine. 
yaar (purodhal Skt yRnrq na family priest 
for performing rituals. 2 Hindu priesthood. 
diy [purdjan] Skt JR{s7 nm one who creates 
body according to his deeds; sou!; living being, 

“prremprale sad parem. purdino.”-BG. See 
woes Hau 4, naa 25 to 29. 2 See yarns. 
3 Dg Varun, the deity. Skt udie. 

yd (purdjay] Skt conqueror of the world. 
2 conqueor of the demon land, king of solar 

dynasty, son of Vikukshi. There goes a tale 
that gods after getting defeated at the hands 
of the demons, went to Vishnu and sought his 

help. He assured them that after entering into 

the body of Puranjay he would kill the demons. 
Acceding to the request of the gods, 

Puranjay got ready for the battle. Having 
turned Indar into a bull, he mounted on him 

and gave a crushing defeat to the demons. 

For sitting on the hump of the bull, Puranjay 
was also given the name of Kukatsath. 
ydea [pursdar] Skt n destroyer of the demon 

Jand - Indar. “paz vrje ko adhzk purSdar.” 
-NP. 2 Vishnu. 3 thief who commits thefts in 

villages. 4 at one place Indar’s son Arjun is 

also mentioned as Purandar. “ayas man 
pursdar ko,”-krrsan. 

ydeaay (pursdarcap) See féeguay, 
ydedt ([purddri] Skt udqt nm woman having a 
complete family comprising husband, son and 
daughter etc. “rajkuarr purSdrie.”-ram 
namdev. ‘Purandhari came to fetch water for 
the princess.’ In Hinduism keeping of a widow 

tangle quer Reaent yr ofRrory. 

manu a5 § 23. 
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or an issueless woman in the harem is prohibited. 

ydat [pursdhri] See ydedt. 
Ys [pul] Skt Yo vr be tall, be large. 2 n bridge, 
that arches a river for crossing it. 

YGne [pulsat], yeRsa [pulsaty) Ske Forte a 
saint who is counted among the seven saints, 
He was son of Brahma, father of Vishrva and 

grandfather of Kuber and Ravan. “ogast pulsat 
basrsat te adz, na janpare kth des stdhae.” 
—datt, 

Yeres [pulsarat), Yaftes {pulsrrat] See frase 
and Yenas. 

YBa [pulah] Sk a saint, said to be the son of 

Brahma, in human form, He is counted among, 
seven saints and prajapatis. 

‘yea [pulak), yaoretes [pulkavalz) Skt standing 
of hair upon ends due to sensual excitement. 
“pulkyo param prem se manua.”-NP. “bhare 
prem pulkavalz hoi.”-GPS. 
yefas [pulkrt] Skt became erotic. 
yes [pulat] Skrygen gallop. 2 variant ofa vowel, 

having three matras. Its articulation is longer than 
of that of guru. 3 adj drenched, “sronat pulat 
tabe uth dhai.”~GV 10, drenched in blood. 

yes [pulan] See ufss. 
ye [pula] Sk yore P st na dish of sweet 
or salted rice roasted and cooked in ghee. 
2 rice cooked in ghee-fried meat. 

Yee [pulak] See were, 2 See yard. 
ywe (pulad} See dre. 
yee [pulav] See ye. 
yea (pular] 1 space, vacuum. 

yfta (pultg), ufsa (poltg) Sk gferg7 male 
genital organ. 2 masculine in grammar; 
masculine gender. 
fife (pulfda] na bundle or pad of cloth or 
papers etc. Skt ys. 2 In Mahabharat,-a river 
which makes confluence with Tapti. 3 ancient 

name of the western part of Bundelkhand and 
district Sagar, 
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yfess [pulzn) Ske bank of a river. 2 furrow of 
sand created by water ripples. 3 raised piece 
of land in between a river, created by the flow 
of water. “sOdar polzn sathan jrsi ke."-GPS. 
yay [puloman] Sit Fehr father-in-law of 
Indar and father of Shachi, “sakunz paloman 
atz bal jaka.”-NP. 
yd [puloma] daughter of demon Vaishvanar. 
She was wile of saint Bhrigu and mother of 

Chayven. 2 See yum. 
ydiet (pulsda) See yfifer. 
YB [pulle] made to gallop. “kx pavg pulle.” 
~paras. ‘made horses gallop.’ See yas. 
YG [pur] n curtain, veil. 2 surface. 3 grinding 
stone. “duz pur caki jorzke pisan ax bahzth.” 
-var majh m J: 4 denizens of nether and 
celestial regions; earth and sky. 
‘yay [purpuri] mid-portion between ear and 
fore-head; temple. 

ys" [pura] 7 a wrapped piece of paper or leaf. 
2 parchment of a mridang. 3 a round mark on 
the back of an animal made by pricking with 
an awl fitted at the end of a goad. 
fer [purr] to one or both grinding stones. “dur 
port jorz vichopian.”=vad alahni m 1. See 
ys 4, 
yt [puri] 1 a small packet. See yar 1. 
uw [puru] See ys, 
y (pul, Y {pal See yur. Skt y vr make sacred, 
cleanse, cause to shine. 
yrs [puar], Yrs [paar] fire. “Sstrr aganz na 
gor brnu bujhe, baharz pur tape.”=maru am 
1. “pitar tap geri ke bastra.”-prabha a m 4. 
2 a Rajput caste. See Yew and yew. “puar 
geur pavar lakkh.”-BG. 
yore [puare] fountains. “bar szbal te sekh 
puare.”-krrsan. ‘hair of the head are like 
fungus and the pig-tail is like a fountain.” 
YA tpus] Ske ih — month of Poh. 2 Skt YR — 
mulberry tree. 
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yas [pukar] See yarg. “mat tu karhz pukar.” 
osrim 3, 

Yyaras {pukaran] See yeran", “pukaran kau jo 
udamu karta guru parmesur takau mare.”—sar 
m5. ‘who dare complain against the true Guru 
in the royal court.’ 

yards" [pukarSta] complainant; caller. “pukarsta 
ajandta.”—var sar m J. ‘complains to others, 

but does not understand himself.’ 

apes [pukh] See yu, 2 See thy, 
yus [pukhan) Skt yRo (U4) ” which 
nourishes — sun. “pukhan punahz prakasrt 
bhayo.”-NP. 2 adj sustainer, foster. 
“bhritpukhan he.”—kalki. ‘is the sustainer of 
followers.’ 

apa [pukha] Skt 4ST n earth. 2 a nerve of the 
right ear. 
yet (pug) Skt areca catechu (betel-nut tree). 
2 betel-nut. “gan pug nalzyar so cephaz.”-GPS. 
3 mulberry-fruit. 4 group, community, heap. 
5 village assembly. 

afar [pug] MI n young one of locust. 2 young 
one of fish. 3 See yar. 

‘yorss [pugphal] areca nut, betel-nut. 
Yara [piigra}, Yar [pdgra] infant, 2 son. “kabir 
piigra ram alah ka.”-prabha kabir. “na hav tera 
piigra na tu meri mar.”-bher namdev. 3 See 
var. 

‘yah [pugil, yetter [pugiphal] See yotand yore. 
‘YB [puch) n question, inquiry. See yee". “nanak 
bakhse puch na hoz.”-asa m J. “saci dargaht 
puch na hor.”=brla am /. 2 tail. 
‘Ye [pach] See Ye. 2 Dg strength, force, power. 
Yee [puchat], Yee [pdchat] » tail, “teri piichat 
uparr jhamak bal.”-basdt kabir. 

yee" [puchnal, yer" [puchna] See yez". “puchau 
bedparStra.”-maru a m J. “puchahu jaz 
stanza."-var maru J mJ. 

‘'yss [puchal] adjhaving a tail. 2 having a long 
tail, 
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fs ([puchz] adv having asked. “me apna guru 
puchz dekhra.”-sri m /. 
FT [pull Skt Yhyr worship, respect. 2m worship. 
“prnu nave puj na hor."-guj m 1. 3 adj 
respectable. “jrn nanaku satrguru pujra tin 
hart puj karava.”-asa chSt m 4. “sarab puj 
caren guru sev.”-g5d m 5. 4na Jain hermit 
upon whom followers of Jainism look as a 
respectable householder. 5 See YA@". “puj 
arodh disan,”-prrthu, 6 P 34 snout of an 
animal. 
yHfA [pujast] worships. “sz! pujost 
bagulsamadh3.”—var asa. 2 arrives, is, 
equivalent. “pujast nahi harz hare nanak nam 
amol.”-sukhmani. 

ynfa [pujaht] worships. 2 (they) worship. 
“nirjiv pujoht mara sarevahz.”-mala m 4. 
3is like, is equivalent to. 
YyAg [pujshv] worship. “pujahu gor ke per.” 
~var guj2m5. 
yw (pujak] adj worshipping. 2 » priest. 
YF [pujna] v worhsip. See yw | and faruee. 
2 arrive. 3 be equal to, be equivalent to. 4 be 

complete. “pujat pav na pujat kama.”-GPS. 

‘YFs [pujen] Skt nn act of worshipping, adoration. 
“pujen cali brahamthaz.”—basat ramandd. 

ynata [pujnik], ynatet ([pujniy] adjrespectable, 
worthy of reverence, adorable. 

‘yA [puja] 7 act of worshipping, reverence, 
service. “acut puja jog gopal."-brla m 5. 
2 (satirical) reprimanding, thrashing, “ek gad 
on ker me dhari, sabh bhupan ki puja keri.” 
—krrsan. 

yyrars [pujacar] 7 worshipping, act of worship. 
“duaport pujacar.”-gau ravrdas. 
YA [pujara] adj worshipper. 2 worthy of 
worship. 
yrfonr [pujarra] worshipped. “prabhu nanak 
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caran pujarra.”—basst m 5. 
yaret (pujari) 1 priest doing worship. “kotz 
pujari karte puja.”—bher a m 5. 2 adj 
worshipper. “ek nam ko thio pujari.”-gaum 
5.3 yra-md worthy of worshipping. “thakur 
ka sevak sada pujari.”-sukhmani. 
yf? [pujare] worshipped. “iha uha caron 
pujare.”- prabha m5. 
yf (pujr) adv having worshipped. “but pujr 
pujz htdu mue.”-sor kabir. 

‘yyfrs (pujrt) adjwhich is worshipped. 
yf [puji} reached; arrived. 2 fulfilled. 3 n See 
rf. a mouth-case of a horse which extends 
from over its nose to below its throat. See 
yn. 
Ut [paji] » capital, assets, wealth. “saude kav 
dhave bzn puji.”-gau m 5. 2 accumulated 
wealth. “paji mar pave nzt mugdar.”-basst a 
mi. 

Yt [puje] worships. 2 is equivalent to, comes 
to be equal to. “ramnam sarz avaru na puje.” 

-ram am 1,3 may end. “jrs ki puje audh.” 

-phunhe m 5. 4 be accomplished. “ta kias na 

puje kaz."=gau m 5. 
Ya [pujy] adjrespectable, worthy of reverence. 
Yyraure [pujypad] whose feet are venerable. 

yee [pijhnal, Yee" [pajhna) Ske BVA n 
act of wiping or cleaning; wiping of some wet 
thing or dust with a cloth. 

yz [put] See uze. “puflayo nag kop hatha.” 
-krrsan. ‘in rage, uprooted the mountain and 

putit on his palm.’ 

Yo" (puthal, YS [putho] upside down. See Yor 1. 
Ye [pun] See yet 2. 
ye [puni) Skt WATT n roll of corded cotton. 
2 Skt J vr collect; gather. 

YS [put] 7 son. “dhia put sdjogu.”-sri a m /. 
“kahe put jhagrat hav s8gz bap."-sar m 4. 
2 disciple, the so-called son. “gorakh put 
luharipa bole.”-srdhgosatz. 3 Skt adj pious. 
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“tagu na tujast put.’—var asa. 4 clean. Sn 

truth, verity. 6 a kind of wild grass. 7 conch. 
$a tree — butea frondosa. 
yam [putna] Skt n cleaner of stomach — 
myrobalan, 2 daughter of Bali, sister of 
Vaksasur and Aghasur, who instigated by Kans 
went to Nand’s house in the guise of a nurse 
tokill Krishan. She had planned to kill Krishan 
by feeding him from her poison-coated teats; 
he killed her by sucking her blood instead. See 
wars Hdd 10 a6. “ai papanz putna duhithani 
vihu la vaheli."-BG. “jako man put na 
lakhyo guru suput na jrsi ko pir put na soghari 

sam putna.”-GPS. ‘who is not good at heart, 
who did not care for the son of the Guru and 
who had no fove for the son, was killed like 
Putna by Guru Hargobind.’ 3 See year. 
ysoyen [putnasudan], ysofe [putnarr] 1 
killer of Putna; Krishan. 

Yyse [putra] effigy; idol. “mati ke ham putre.” 
~skabir. 

yaet (puteri) puppet. 2 pupil of the eye. “so 
hart nenahu ki putri."-god namdev. 
yaw (putla}, yaet [putli] See yaar, yaw. 

yser [putatma] Skt IEF adj holyman. 
‘fg [put] son did. “putr bapu khelaza. 
kabir. See fife wan. “put prta rky jaza.”-sor 
kebir. ‘The living being has given rise to 
knowledge.’ 2 Skt n holiness, sanctity, 3 foul 
smell, stench. 4 a cat which emits smell from 

its glands. 
yfs fusr feg afew (putr prta rku jara] © 
See yfy. 
yfs wy terfemr [putz bapu khelaza] See 
‘fife un, 
ys [puti) daughter, female child. “sohaganz 
krrpan ki puti.”-g5d kabir. ‘Money is the 
daughter of a miser, which he cannot enjoy.’ 
Y® (putu] See yg. 
Yes" [pudna] a bird found in northern India, It 
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is of brown colour, about seven to eight inches 
high. It makes its nest upon the ground. Its 

voice resembles the sound of “tuhi-tuhi”, 

“pudna sadiv tuhi tuhi ucrat he.""—-akal, 2 See 

yo (punav] See yfa8. 
yer [puna] a famous city of Bombay Presidency. 
Guru Gobind Singh visited this place on his 
way to Nader. It is at a distance of 119 miles 

from Bombay. Its pouplation is 176,671. 

yfe@ (punzu), yfs (punzol, yfemt (punta) 
1 full-moon night, the fifteenth day of the bright 
phase of the moon. “punzu pura c3d akas.” 
—gavu thrti kabir. See va", 
yet [puni] See yat. 
ydtot (punid] a Jatt subcaste. 

Yyé [puno], yaa [punyo] See yfae. 
yu [pup] Skt n waffle, fried sweet round cake. 
“pup purrka bahor tthaval.”-NP. 
yur [pupna] » glutton, epicure. 2 beggar. 

Yer [paba] 7 bit of cotton which flies in the air 
during carding. “danav man gayo ud pabe.” 
cdi 1. 
ya (puy) Skt Fq vr become filthy, rot, emit 
foul smell. 2 » pus. 

Ye [pur] n the whole lot of persons that can 
be accommodated in a boat at time; as many 

as can sit in a boat. “bhe vicz avahz javahr 

pur.”-var asa. 2 earth. “pur phati chut 
dhurjati jat.”—kalki. ‘The earth opened up and 

the matted hair of Shiv got scattered.’ 3 perfect. 

“gurmukhr pur grani.”-sar m5. 4 prevalent. 
“jalz thalz pur sor.” jet cht m 5. 5Skinrise 
of water-level. 6 wound’s healing. 
ya (purav] adj full, perfect. “puraupurokh 
ride harr stmwat.”-saveye m5 ke. 
yee (puroial fills. “rakhz rakhz caron herr 
tal puraia.”~brla am 4. 2 adjone who gets a 
job completed. kG 

‘year [purak] Ski adj one who comipletes/fills. 
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2 sustainer. “sagal purak prabhu dhani.”-asa 
ch5t m 5. 3 n first part of Pranayam - 
inhalation of the breath accompanied by 
recitation of 03. “recak purak kdbh kare.” 

-prabhaam J, 
yeader [purkarsma] adj fortunate, lucky. “so 
purkardma na china.”~maru solhe m5. 

Y8a [puroku] See yew |. “jesi bhukh tesi ka 
puraku.”-sor m 5. 

‘yyefomras {purgran) adj perfect knowledge. 
“bhane purgzana jiv.”~majh m 5. 
Yse [puran] Skt Gt vr gather, make a heap. 
2. n the Divine, the Creator. 3 water. 4 adj 

perfect, entire. 5 filled, fulfilled. “puran hoi 

as.”-var sor m 5. 

yeean [purankam] adj one whose wish is 
fulfilled. 

yaeefe [purandez] the Divine. 2 fulfills, 
completes. See yeeete. 

Yyaeess [puranavatar] incarnation perfect 
in all respects; Guru Nanak. 
yefer [purntma] See yfag. 
YE (puranu] See yse. 
yee 2fe [puranu dex) See yse 2fe. 2 “ape 
bhade sajranu ape puranu der.”-var asa. 
yer [purnopma] See for (8). 
yas (purat) Sk of n fostering, bringing up. 
2 digging and masonry. 3 digging of a tank or 
a well and laying bricks. 4 filled. 

yet [puratr] Skryf¥ n completion. 2 fulfilment. 
3act of filling. 

yew [puran] See yes. “puran as kari khin 
bhitarr.”-majh m 5. 2 son of illustrious king 
Shalivahan of Sialkot and brother of Rasalu, 

who became a yogi against the wishes of the 
king. To the north of Sialkot at a distance of 

four miles is situated ‘purenda khuh’(Puran’s 

well) into which he was got thrown cunningly 
by his step-mother from where he was later 
recovered by Gorakhnath, The mound of 
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Gorakhnath is close to the well. Issuetess 
women of innumerable castes take bath at 
Puran’s well. Its priests are Jogis. In Sialkot 
town there is also an underground cell named 

after Puran. It is here that as a child he was 
kept on the advice of astrologers. 
ysoonrdt (puran-asni) Fulfilling of desires 
“prpb puranasni, mere mana.”~asa m 5.2 Skt 

‘get ame very near; closeby, everpresent. 
‘yeran ([purankam) See yeean, Aureneam 
mile gurdev.”>bher m 5. 

yas = yg [purari da khuh) See’ yer 2. 
\ysaur [purenpad] perfect status - becoming 
an incarnation of knowledge through self- 
enlightenment. “hart stmrat puranpad 
paza."-gau m 5. 
yaya (puranpurakh] omnipresent Creator. 

“puranpurekh acut abrnasi.”—suhi chdt m 5. 
2 Guru Nanak Dev. 
yaw yttar [puran projsk) sharing of bed with 
one’s wife. “kahd puran prajak.”~akal. 
yew # [puran bho] completed, accomplished 
See 3. 
yee [purnama}, YEoHAt [puranmasi] See 
‘yfs@. “purnama puran prabhu ek.”-gauthrti 
m5. 
yes onite (puran raj jog].perfect in public 
dealings and religious affairs. “‘pura tapu puran 
rajjogu."~gau m 5. 
yen wa (puran vak] perfect statement. “jon 
ka kino puran vak.”—bzla m 5. 2 the Guru’s 

utterance that is flawless. 3 in grammar a 
sentence which contains the subject, the object 

and the verb. 

YS [pureb} adjearlier, previous, “purab jonam 
ke male s3jogi."—jet m 5. 2 n east. 3 See yor. 

yous (purbak] See yor. 
YSaH [purbaj) See yoeH. 
Year [purabjanam) Skt YF n previous 
birth. “purabjanam ke mzle s3jogi.”-jet m 5. 

I 
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[purabna] full-moon night. See yfa@. 
{purabrup] earlier form, previous form. 

2 in poetics, a figure of speech acquiring the 
&ttribute of an accompanying word and then 
abondoning it once again to regain its original 
meaning. 

“pratham saggun grahin ker phir dharat 

nzjrSg.”-ramcSdarbhus3n. i.e. till the time it 
accompanies a word, it will retain that word’s 
meaning and on separating from that, it will 

return to its own meaning. 

Example: 
bajigart jese baji pai. 
nana rup bhekh drkhlai, 

s&gu vtarr thSmro pasara, 
tab eko —ekkara,... 
biju bijr dekhzo bahu parkara, 
phal pake te ekSkara. 

-suhim 5. 

kabira dhurr sakeltke puria badhi deh, 

divas carr ko pekhna at kheh kikheh. 

—skabir. 
ek muretz anek darsan kin rup anek, 
khel khe] akhel khelan St ko phir ek. 

—japy. 
phatak manfd huti matr kaci, 
dhrg satsSg r3g subh raci, 
vichuryo jabe tatha rahrgatu, 

yetha pratham murokhmatr bharu. 
y -GPS. 

Year [puarbla] adj previous, of the earlier 
time. “purabla Skur jagta.”—sor m 5. See ue 
Yous. 
yous [purablo} See yee. “purablo krrt karem 
na mite.”-dhana trrlocan. 
yerdt [purbani], yer? [purbane], See Ft 
GP nd 7a (2). 
yawvye [purbapar) adv one after another. 
2 adj former and later. 3 of east and west. 
Yyewer [purbaradh] » the first half. 
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ysfr [purabr] in the past. 2 in advance. “je 
hove purebr Irkhza.”-var asa. 

yeti ferred [purabz Itkhanah] predestined. 
“Jabhné sadh s5gen nanak hart purabr * 
Irkhanah.”-gatha. 
yafir fefiow [purabr Izkhza] predestined. 
“purabz Irkhza pata.”~sorm 5. 
yee [purbi] adjeastern. 2.n an oriental. “purbi 
na par pavé,”-akal. 3 a heptatonic ragini. Init 
both dhevat can be used. rrgabh dhevat is flat, 

maddham sharp, $araj, gédhar, p3cam and 
nigad pure. In avrohi pure maddham is also 
affixed; gédhar is primary and dhevat is 

supplementary. The time of its singing is in 
the afternoon. 

arohi— sara mi pa dha na 52. 
avrohi—sa na dha pa ma ga ra $a. 

In Guru Granth Sahib this ragini is written after 

combining with gauyi. 

-yedion (purabia] 7 an oriental. 2 resident of 
UP. 

yeiag [purbokat] See yaeas. 
yedardiar [purbhadaria] adj whose godown 
is full, i.e. very rich. “hart purbhsdaria.”-gau 
ams. 

YBe [purav] See yeu. 
eed (purvak] Skt ye earlier, previous. 2 
ancestors such as father, grandfather etc, 
3 adv with, It is used as a suffix ‘vicar 
purvak uttar dena, dhyan purvak katha sunna 
adr.’ 
sen [purvaj) » who is born earlier; elder 
brother. 2 ancestors, forefathers. 3 adj elder. 
‘yee ua ([purov paks], yee Ue [purev pakkh] 71 
dark half of the lunar month. 2 initiation of a 

discourse, i.e. questioning what ever is said in 
elaboration and replying is defence. 3 claim 

by plaintiff. 
‘yeestft [puravbhasi] Skt ghTfFq adjone who 
initates talk with a caller as a matter of 
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courtesy. 
yee obit [purav mimasa] n the first thought. 
2 a scripture concerned with rituals;a. 
philosophical work by Jaimini Muni describing 
the process of performing rituals. 

yeeus (purvapar] See yerus. 

yseg [purvokat] adj, aforesaid. 
ye [pura] adj perfect. “pura satrguru je 
mule,”-sri m 5, 2m an aquatic germ. 3 a 
devotee of Guru Ram Das. 
yoferg [purarsnanv) complete bath; 
cleanliness within and without. “pura maregu 
pura rsnanv.”-gau m 5. 
yet [purail act of getting filled, wages for 
getting filled. 2 filled. 3 filfilment. 
YW Fe [pura gur], Yo TF [pura guru] perfect 
guru, perfect spiritual guide, enlightened 
religious preacher. 2 » Guru Nanak Dev. 

“puraguru akhyv jaka matr.”-sukhmanz. 
yea [puran] omnipresent, all-pervasive. “kit 
hasatr sagal puran.”-g5d m 5. 
yeysy (purapurakhu] 7 perfect man; Guru 
Nanak Dev. “purapurakhu paza vadbhagi.” 
~suhi chat m 4. 2 the Creator. 
yourag [puramaregy] adjthe path upon which 
one does not go astray. 2 Sikhism; path of life 

revealed by Guru Nanak Dev. “puramaragu 
pura rsnanv."~gau m 5. 
yet Beller [pura lokik] adj very well-known, 
widely famous among the people. 2 worldly 
wise. “puri sobha pura lokik."-gaum 5. 
yer @ry [pura vesahv] full-faith, complete 
belief. 2 full-fledged business. See trun. 

yfs [purr] adv having filled. 2 adj complete. 
“sukhvSti sa narz sobha purr bana.”~asa chat 
m5.3 omnipresent, “purr rahro sarbatr me.” 
var jet. 
yfont [purrari] fulfilled. “nanak purzari 
manasa.”—gau m 4, 
yfoor [pura] completed. 2 perfected. 
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3 according to Hathyag, air is filled within, 
through inspiration while repeatedily reciting 
Oam. “nad sat purza.”-maru jedev. 

fear [purrka] n puri. See ydt 4 and yu. 
yfea (purzt] adjfilled, satisfied. 
fers [purrn] some ignorant scribe has written 
this word at page 777 of Shastarnammala 

instead of dhurrn. ‘gfa’—(dust) i.e, earth 
having dust. 
yet [puri] fulfilled. “puri asa ji mansa mere 
ram.”-vad ch3t m 5. 2 complete, without any 
deficiency. “puri hoi keramatz.”=var ram 3. 
3 n satisfaction. “bhanatx nanak meri 
puripari."-goum 5, 4 puri. Ske yur, Sa round 
piece of leather mounted on the face of 
mridag etc. 

1yshud [purialel is perfect, is getting omnipresent. 
“sapat lok samanz puriale.”"-mala namdev. ‘is 
everywhere equally present.’ 

‘ydier [purina] the Creator, the fulfiller. “nic te 

uc, un purina.”—brla m 5. 
yeitt (puripeni] v reach fulfilment; be fully 
content. “satrgurz mzlze puripai.”—var sor 
m3. 

yAt wth [puri rast] capital that never gets 
reduced; that is, accumulation of virtues. 

YB [purv] See ya 1. “dubrdha dobe purv.” 
~srim I. 

Y@e [purev] fulfills, “mansa sabh purev."=sri 
m4. 
y® [pure] fills. 2 who is full, perfect. “gurz 
pure kiti puri.”-sorm 5. 
Yy@ [puro] a benevolent disciple of Guru Amar 
Das. 2 adj perfect, flawless. 

YS ye [puropura] perfect beyond all measure. 
2 flawless in every respect. “puropura 
akhie.”-sri m J. , 

Y® (pull, yoo [pulak}, yer [pula] Ske Fe vr 
make a heap, collect. 2 7 bundle of grass etc. 
“kes jale jese ghas ka pula.”-g5d kabir. 
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3 Skt Yan hollow grain i.e. worthless deed 
from which nothing is gained. “harz ke bhajan 
brnu brrtha pulu."-bher m 5. 
yre [pulad] P ty n steel. 2 a wrestler of 
Turan. 3 club, rod, pestle for pounding. 

yet [pulil, yw (pulu] See ya, yer. 
YF (pulha] See ary fifw. 

y= [pura] » waffle; sweet round cake, fried 
in oil or ghee. 

yet [puri] See yah 4. 
UG [peu] n father. 2 adj worth drinking. “ehu 
meharas peu re.”-ram kabir. 3 drink. 

“gurmukhz Smrrt peu.”-sri mJ, 
‘2Ger [peuka] 1 father’s house, parental home. 
2 father’s progeny. 

2Gu [peukh] See vigu. 
‘ebay [peiaral, Tet (peaial n father’s house, 
father’s progeny i.e. this world. “peiare sahu 
sevz ti sahurre sukhz vasu.”—srim 5. “nrtna 
peia hor.”-sri m /. “nanak suti peie.”—sri m 

1. ‘i.e. in this world.’ 
‘On [pes] 7 control, power, strength. “purab kare 
upay jo ko pes na jave.”-GPS. 2 Sk« Yet make- 
up, decoration. “kes pes s6 jut uparyo.”-corztr 
53.3 P je adv in front of, in the presence of. 
“yak araj guphtam pesz to.”—trl5g m1. 4 n 
front part of a loose shirt etc. 5 Skt 84 vr crush, 
grind, put in effort. 

Ua wm [pes armed] P 417 came forward. 
eam [peskag] P p> n offer, present, gift. 
DeaEH [peskabaj] P _.5.f¢ which is in the belt; 
small dagger. 

Quers [peskar) P 112, foreman, court-clerk. 
Owara [pasgah] P ++ compound, courtyard. 
2 royal court, . 
Desh [pesgil P & n advance money, cash 
given beforehand. 
One [pesan] Skt pounding, pulverising. See 
ons. 
Dre [pesnil n grinder. See Ur 5. 
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Ouse [pestar] P 7s adv before, before time, 
Tuer (pesdasti] P (ty n act of extending 
the hand forward. 2 oppression, injustice. 
3 valour. 
‘Tee [pesani) » living by prostitution prostitute. 
~carrtr 148. 
inmiet [pesb3di] P yc defensive device, 
adopted beforehand. 
wae (pesraul, YaF [pesto] P »24 n leader, 
pioneer, 

tae [pesva P 12 7 leader, chief head. 2 prime 
minister Balaji Rao Vishavnath, a seasoned 

brave strategist of Brahman descent, who was 
the chief official of Marhatta state, attained 

this status. His son Baji Rao 1 became Peshwa 

in 1720 AD. Peshwa dynasty ruled over Pune 
for one century. It ended in 1818 AD during 
the reign of Baji Rao II. The Britishers fixed 

a pension for him. He died in 1852 AD. See 
wars. 

‘taeet [pesvai] P (jt: n leadership; going 
forward to receive some honourable person. 
im [pesa] P 4 profession, vocation. 
2 occupation. 3 This word is used for 
prostitution as well. 
dara (pesani] P Jeg n forehead. 2 anterior 
part. 

‘ihea [pesab] P — tg n urine. Skt yRre or Uae, 
Qareg (pegavar] P 44 n professional. 2 a 
well-known town situated on the north-west 
frontier, Its Sanskrit name is Purushpur. It was. 
the capital of Gandhar, Kanishak ruled here 
from 120 to 162 AD. In about 991 AD 

Subakatgin wrested Peshawar from Jaipal and 
annexed it to his kingdom. Maharaja Ranjit 

Singh occupied it in 1817 AD. (4" of Maghar 

Sammat 1875), but it was Kanwar Naunihal 

‘Singh who finally annexed it and hoisted the 
flag of Sikh rule on Bala Hisar fort and named 
it Sumergarh. 
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A well-known gurdwara attributed to Bhai 
Joga Singh is located in Peshawar, where 

recitation of Gurbani goes on alongwith its 
musical rendering and interpretation. 

Peshawar is the capital town of north-west - 

frontier province, where the chief 

commissioner A. G. G resides. There is also a 
large cantonment. Its population is 93884. It 
is at a distance of 288 miles from Lahore and 
1594 miles from Bombay. 

fit [pest] Sky egg, 2.a piece of meat. 3 amnion, 
in which the embryo is enclosed. 

‘Off F [pesz to] in front of you. See UF. 
thf [pesi] See Df. 2 P fs presenting oneself 
in front of a ruler or an officer. 3 Skr=q. 4 pulse 
or lentil of mah. 5 sheath of a sword. 6 big 

drum. 
aie [pesin] P ye adj ancient. 2 time period 
from moming to midnoon. 
‘Dasa [pesinah] P ..% adv previous; ancient. 
‘aftsite [pesingoi] P 5/422 prophecy, prediction. 
‘um [pehaj] Skt Ya beverage such as milk etc. 
dag [pehanu] P yvig n dress, robe. “chapan 
kotz ka pehany tera.”—bher namdev. 

er (peka) See Gar. 
Qatag (pekabar] See Defav. “pir pekabar saltk 
sadrk.”—asa m /. 
uz [pekhan], de [pekhan] Skt Jae n act of 
seeing; observation. “pekhan kau netar, sunan 

kav karna.”-ram am 5. 

‘dunt [pekhna] v see, observe. “pekhro lalan 
pat bic khoe.”-fodi m 5. 2 ponder, think. 

“bahu sastra bahu srmrzrti pekhe, sarab 

dh3dholz.”-sukhmani. 3 n fun and forlic. 
“jru supna arv pekhna ese jag kav janz.”-s m 
9. 4 sight, view. 
theft {pekhagzo) saw clearily, observed 
closely. 2 may see clearly. “‘nrmakh daras 
pekhagzo.”-sar m 5. 
thre [pekharev] may show, may reveal. “kah 
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pekharay hau karz caturai."-dev m 5. 
Aeedioe (pekharia] observer, perceiver. 
‘fe [pekhz] having seen, having observed. 
“pekhr darsanu nanak brgse."-suhi cht 
m5. 

thy [pekhu] see, observe. “pekhu harrc3durti 
asthrru krchu nahi.”~asa ch3t m 5. 

antag [pekhst], hig [pekhatu] adv on seeing, 
on observing. “mrzgi pekh3t badhak.”-sahas 
m5. “\pekhste tyags karotr.”-sahas m 5. 
Apter (pekhSdya], NEF (pekhddro), HE 
[pekhsdo] adjwho observes. “pekhsdro ki bhul 
toma dzsamu sohna.”-var jet. 
Te [pec] PG mtwist, twine, fold. 2 complication. 
3 fraud, deception. 4 a fold of turban, girdle 

etc, 
‘dea [pecak] Skt n owl. 2 tail of an elephant. 

3 louse. 4 cloud, rain. 5 cot , bedstead. 6 P 

+ bobbin, upon which thread of wool or silk 

is wound. 
Jase [pectab] P HF twisting in indignation, 
getting restless due to anger. 

‘Te {peca] P # a short turban. 2 turban for 
tying on the head. 3 an ornament for the head. 

4 entanglement of the string of one kite-flier 
into that of another’s kite. 
Ofer [pects] P UF Skt wafer dysentery. It is 
caused by the consumption of impure water, 

milk, rotten fruit, food, meat etc. In addition to 

it, exposure of edibles to flies, excessive eating, 
eating without hunger, postponement of 

defecation, drinking too much of water and 
taking of spicy hot eatables and beverages are 

some of the factors responsible for it. 
Its symptoms are loose motion accompanied 

with pain due to twisting of bowls, ejection of 

indigested food alongwith mucus, rumbling 
sound emanating from the intestines, 
haemorrhage from intestines, low fever, 

constipation at times, sweating at night etc. 
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The remedial measures to be undertaken 
are — 

(1) taking of small quantity of castor oil in 

milk. 

(2) boiling br1 pulp (marelos) in water and 
drinking its extract as tea. 

(3) taking of decoction prepared from the 
bark of holarrhena, aconitum heterophyllum, 

nordostachys jatamansi, symplocos paniculata, 
sandalwood dust, terminalia balerica, seeds of 

pomegranate, root of ficus infectoria mixed 
with honey. 

(4) taking of fleaseed husk with syrup of 
polygonum viviparum. 

(5) taking one and a half tola of flea seed 
treated with almond-oil with syrup of violet 
flowers. 

(6) taking in the morning and evening six 
mashas of finely ground fried aniseed and 
small myrobalan mixed with equal quantity 

of sugar. 

deies [pecidan] P vse v twist, twine, get 
rolled up. 

‘jute [pecida] P +44 adjcomplicated, complex. 
Dez [pechan], Yes [pechan] See dee and az. 
“pranpechan he.”-kalki. ‘given to keeping 
‘one’s commitment.’ i.e committed to fulfill 
‘one’s promise. 

‘24F [péja) n cotton carder, comber. See fiine’. 
iites [pezidan] P yz % v sift, sieve. 
OPH [pejukha] Sk Yop ear wax. 
Wy ([péjhu] n caper fruit. 

ite [penal See d' and fife. 
dz [pet] Skt n slap; push, 2 Skt Vee sac, 

3 abdomen, belly. This name is due to it shape 

being such. “ghar musz birano pet bhare 
apradhi.”-ser parmandd, “jav th pet na kahii 
hota. rau r5k kahd ko kahrta?”-VN. 4 womb, 
pregnancy. 
ite Fem [pet chutna] v have loose motions. 
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“bhacchat bari pet tth chuta.”-carrtr 28/. 
‘had loose motions immediately after taking, 
the pill.” 
‘ew [petal] one having pot belly, pot-bellied. 
‘Ve [petal n warp. “sut rk jru tana peta.” 
-BG.2 mid portion. 3 detail, 4 detail elaboration. 

5 width of a river. 
‘ew [petar] See fues. 
‘ee [petarthi] glutton, who has nothing to 
do except eat; gluttonous. 

Ufea [petrka] Skt n small box, casket, 
smallchest. 

Te [peti] 1 See Dfeer. 2 belt. 3 portion of the 
body that lies between chest and abdomen. 

4 Dg provisions, ration. 
2g [petu] See Yerseh. 
‘de [petha] 7 pumpkin. It is known for its two 
varieties: one is yellow from within, and is 

knownas halva kaddu; while the other is white 

from within. It is used for making varis and 
sweet meat — known as pethe di mzthai. 
‘Oz [ped] 2 tree enclosed in its branches. “ped 
patapan te jale.”-VNV. 2 beginning, origin. “esi 
upji ped te, jau tesi nrb-he orr."-s kabir. 3 See 
fs. 
‘a Hust [ped sSpta] See Hus 2. 
‘da ws [ped thanz] » origin, root. “pato ped 
thanrha.”—asa m 5. 

‘et (peda) See a, 2 trunk of a tree. “dala stu 
peda gatkavahz."-asa kabir. 
ifs [pedi] from the beginning, from time 
immemorial. “pedz lagi he, jiara calanharo.” 
-asam J. 

‘2 [pedu] See dw. “ta pedv sakh teri phuli.” 
-majh m 5. 
Oy [pedul pelvis, pubic region. 
OF [pédu) » villager, rural. 

Oat [peti] adj bilious, short-tempered. “je 
subhau tan peti hor.”-GPS. 
ar [pey] Skt adj potable, 2 n beverage such 
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as milk; sherbet etc. 
iter [peya] See deb, 
Dye (peyukh] See fugy. 
ez [peran], tas [peran] P yiti¢ long loose 
shirt; dress, robe. “xkna peran sir khur pate.” 
-asa a m J, ‘some people have got their 
dresses totally torn.” 

Og [perv] n feet. “avsi gaphal phahi perv.” 
~var guj 2 m 5. “jamz khis8do perv.”—var 
maru 2 m 5. 2 Skt ocean. 3 sun. 4 fire. 5 adj 
protector. 6 thirsty. 

Oy (peru, YS [per] General Pierre Perron. 
He was a French sailor. He came to India in 

1780 AD and fought under the command of 

Deboin as an officer in the army of Sindhia. 

General Lake in 1803 AD inflicted a crushing 

defeated on Sindhia’s army under his 
command. 

After the departure of Deboin from India, 
he took over as commander-in-chief of the 
Marahatta army. See wwe. Sardar Rattan Singh 
in Panth Prakash has called him Piru. See ug. 

a [pell Skt Yq vr go, walk, move. 
tea [pelak] adjpusher. See dus. 2 Sktn testis, 
testicles. 

ites [pelan] act of moving i.e. pushing. See 
6 vr “kaluna sake pel.”-asa m /.2 persuading. 
“harr lavahu monua pelt."-asa m 4. 
3 cancelling, removing, “pel dehu to sumatr 
parbina.”-NP. 4 crushing. “kaci sarsau pelrke 
na khal bhai na telu.”-s kabir. 

‘fe (pelz] having inspired, having pushed. 
2 having pressed, having crushed. See tras. 
east [pevkaral n father’s house, parental 
home. “pevkare dhanu khari rani. trsu sah ki 

me sar na jani.”~asa m J. 
da" [pera] na ball of some sweet meat. 2 a 
ball of kneaded flour. 3 a ball made of 
condensed milk; a sweetmeat made from 
condensed milk. 
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‘QF (pere) in a ball made of clay. “pere pai 
kumthar.”-var. in the vessel. “je phir 

maha pere paz.”~var sar m1. 
® [pe] adv in. “pe par manai sor.”=sri m 5. 
2 partbut. “duba tha, peubrro.”-s kabir. “sej 
ek, pemrlan duhera.”—asa kabir. 3 to. “bhejyo 
tab ti pe 1k das.”-GPS, 4 on, upon. “cadhe 
asv pe krrpa nzdhan.”-GPS. 5 part indicative 
of instrumental case — from. “mSdal na baje 

asa kabir. 6 Skt ua n milk. “pe 
”-NP..7 water. “kai karat sak pe 

pater bhacch.”~okal. 8 P < foot. “maka mzhar 
roja pekhaka.”-maru solhe m 5. 9 tendon. 
“gadhe jug gose bade pe bahu laptae.”-GPS. 
‘Tendons make the bow more durable.’ 
10 clue, trace, trail. 11 time(s). 12 part for. 

2Gaa [peohar) Skt uatus holder of milk - 

breast; teat, nipple. 

‘Gudt [peohari] adjhaving breasts. See 2€az. 
“utSgi peohari, gahr ri gabhiri.”-savam 1.0” 
thou damsel, with fully developed breasts, be 

humble. i.e. don’t be proud of youth.” 

‘dum [peas] Skt ua n man’s semen. “peas 
tuyS, treas tuy3.”-gyan. ‘thou art man’s semen 
and thou art the woman who conceives.’ in 

other words you are the semen and the 

menses. 2 See & 6 and 7. 
funy [pearv] See ume. 2 See uss, 3 paddy- 
straw, “kab-hu khat supedi suvave. kab-hu 
bhumz pearu na pave.""-bher namdev. 
Ould [pedpe] See ufenid. 
‘Doers [peskar] Skt yeRere n reward. “dhinu 
su tera thanu he, sacu tera peskarza. 
3, 2 See Daers. 3 i.e. teacher, saint. 
‘RG [pésath] sixty-five. 
Qra [pesan] Skt y2Aa n act of entering, 
trespassing , trangressive entry. 2 will have 
to, 

‘itt [pesa] n one pice. It is equivalent to one- 
fourth of an anna, sixty-fourth ofa rupee; three 
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pies make a paisa, 2 money, wealth as -— “us 
pas bahut pesa he.”-prov, 3 a copper coin. 
“tru kiconu aru pesa.”-gau m 9. ‘A sovereign 
and a farthing are of the same value.’ 
fit (pes) having entered, having got in. “pest 
junikasr jahr.”—s kabir. 

‘Df [pesi) m a coarse cotton cloth with five 
hundred threads in its warp; a type of coarse 
cotton cloth. 
Qxte [pesile] has entered. “pesile gagan 
majharS.”-rem kabir. ‘has entered into the 
tenth opening.’ 2 let us enter. 
‘DA [peseri] a measure of weight equal to 
five seers. 2 a measure of five seers. 
{ras [pehan] dress, robe. 2 See fusrag. 3 See 
ums. 
‘Qas [pchman] P yen promise, undertaking. 
‘0% [pehe] undergo. “trn ko kastna dekhanpehe.” 
—VN. ‘will not have to undergo sufferings.’ 

ter [pek] Pf Skt ueefaer n foot-soldier. “bhe 
tap bhav ju pek dal rajat satguru ram.”-GPS. 
‘God’s fear, fever, affection are like foot 

soldiers.’ 
tas [pekor] P & n face. 2 cast; mould. 3 See 
they. 
Qasr [pekar] See dus. 
Qars [pekan] P wif, n blade of an arrow or a 
spear. 2 arrow. 3 quiver. 

Qed [pekane] P jg, 2 ruby, gem. “takov 
sumatz dez pekane,”-kalz m 4. ‘sublime 

teaching i.e. invaluable advice.’ 

taras [pekabar], fatus [pekabar] See tetas. 
“pir pekabar avlie.”-var maru 2 mi 5. “pir 
pekabar aulie.”—ram m 5. 
fam [pekam] n See teres2. “prrem pekam na 
nrkle.”-sava m 1, ‘Cupid’s arrow is hard to 
pull out.’ 2 See tram. 
fare [pekamar] See Data. “pir pekamar 
salzk sadrk.”-sri m J. 

ters [pekar], erg (pekarul P uf, n resolve, 
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concept, idea, “nirmal sacr rata pekarv.”—asa 
amJ.2 battle, war. 3 short for 8¢erg; i.e. one 
who is ready to act. 4 in ancient times a mint 

worker, who used to purchase ash from 
goldsmiths and extract gold and silver from it. 

fetus (pekSbar] See datas. 
hg [pekhar], fig (pekharu), Seg [pekharu] 
rope to tie the feet of animals; fetters for 
animals. “bharam moh kachu sujhasr nahi rh 

pekhar pe pera.”-gau m 5. “khar ka pekharu 
tau chute.”—brla m 5. 2 fetters. “haume 

pekharu tere mane mahz.”—basat am 1,3 See 

Une, 
‘threat [pekhak], thrg [pekhaku] n dust of a 
pious person’s feet. “hor pekhak phakir 
musaphzrv."~maru solhe m 5. 
ar [peg] » footstep. Dg karam (a unit of land 
measure equivalent to five feet six inches). 

“peg adhai bhumx de kahi."~vaman. 
“atharahz peg pe jar paryo he.”-krrson. 

frame [pegla] n dew. “megh bhi nahi varasde 
ate pegla bhi nahi péda.”-JSBM. 
Datas [pegdbar] See fated. 
‘fern [pecam] P (tb; m message. 
‘Qarns [pegamar] See Oefae. 
tates (pecdbar] P i prophet, messenger of 
God; one who delivers the message of God to 
the people; such a religious prophet. 

tefadt [pegabri] n prophetship. 2 job of a 
prophet. 

ite [péc) m member of the village panchyat. 
2 headman, chaudhari. 
‘OH (pej) Sn honour, prestige, respect. “jan ki 
pej savari apz.”-gujm 5. “jan ki pej badhai.” 
—maru m 9. 2 famous. “Sdharahu jhuthe, pej 
baharz.”—var asa. 3 promise, undertaking. 

“pon tere vakan ko dhrk dhrk, karan pej ko 
dhrk dhrk hor.”-GPS. 4 gudar - a person 
of low-caste; one bom of the feet. 5 product 
of milk — butter. 6 born of water — lotus. 
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‘Dat [pejni), Att [penil anklet, foot omament. 
dwers (pejvarl adj respectable. 2 one who 
keeps his word. 

‘Dt (peja) 7 wild cherry. This tree grows on 
cold mountains. See aH 3. 
ere [pezar] P siz, shoe. 
ee [pejhna], Xz [pejhonv] v wear. 2 be 
worn. 
28 (pejhe] may wear. “khaje pejhe rali karije.” 
~maru solhe m J. 2, may be worn. “mtu pejhe 
mttu brgse.”"-sadu. 

‘Qs [peth] » entry, interference. 2 movement, 
mobility, access. 

Qos [pethan] » penetration, entrance, 
trespassing, transgression. 
ffs [pethr] adv having entered, having 
penetrated, 

Det [pethi] adj entered. “sarepni nxrmaljalz 
pethi.”-asa kabir. sarapni (female snake) i.e. 
maya (illusion) nzrmal jal (pure conscience). 

Os [ped], &3 [ped] » step, foot. “pede péd na 
pavat bhai.”-carztr 173. ‘didn’t take a single 
step on the way.’ 2 Dg two steps. 

‘tz (pedal, Os" [peda] » way, path. “manu 
kart belusuratr kart peda.”-keda kabir. 2 Dg 
two steps, distance thus covered comes to one 
and a half yards. “caran saran guru ek peda 
jaz cal.”-BGK. 
OS [pedi] See afsaifzer w yu (). 

Qe [pedu] See te, 
Tat (pédekha] See Mens, 
23 fay we [pede brnu bat] See fife uA. 
QB [pede] during the journey; on the way. “jzh 
pede luti ponrhari.”-asa m 5. 
Fe [pedoil n wayfarer; traveller. “koi pédoi 
hamari or avta he.”-JSBM. 
Qe [penal v enter. 2 lie down. 3 fall. 

daw [petara] n changing the position of feet. 
According-to the rules of fencing, change in 
the position of feet. 2A Hindu ritual regarding 
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departure. If a person cannot depart at the 

appointed auspicious moment, he sends his 

sword, waist-band etc through someone else. 
This act is known as petra. It has its origin in 

Sanskrit word ‘yeaa’. See ufest 3. 

trsra [petal] forty-fifth year. “satrahse petal 
me kini katha sudhar.”-krrsan. Krishanavtar 

was written in Sammat 1745. 

tarat [pétali] See vara. 
fat [peti] Ske wetyAs thirty-five. 2 Punjabi 
alphabet which contains the following thirty- 

five characters: 
mara 
‘[chakleha) 

lchacchal 
efitka) SB lhawthal widadday 
‘Bltotta) —wlunaitha) —& [dodda) 
 (pappa  [phappha) @(babba) ¥{bhabbha) ¥ (mamrunal 

Wiyayyal rare) — lala) Wivava) 3 [raral 
‘chr [petis] See Mt. 2 See dr feg mig Un. 
Ostmheht [pétisakkhari] alphabet of thirty- 
five characters. 2 an elucidatory composition 
of thirty-five characters attributed to Guru 
Nanak Dev by some devout disciple.' 

odkar sarabparkasi, 
atam sudhh akre ayrnasi, 
is jiv me bhed na jano, 
sadh cor sabhz braham pachano, 
hasti citi trrm lo ads, 

ek akhddit vase anadé... 

3 that verse which has thirty-five characters 

in alphabetical order at its beginning or end. 

For example saveye chads in Krishanavtar of 
Dasam Granth have this at the end. 
kotak ek vicar jadupatr 

surat ek dhari grrz baki, ... 
iMany Sikhs, having faith in Tantar-shastar, observe 
fast on fullmoon night, recite pétis-akkhri in varying 
numbers, tum their faces in different directions. However 

his ritual is not in accordance with the Guru's precepts. 

Mlsosa} 0 (haha) 
w Ighageha) ¥ (papa) 

WGhsjhal papal 
‘Widhaddhal = foana] 
‘U[dhaddha) # fnonna) 

Bliri) 
w [geega) 

Ujjal 

@ lund 
Deokka) 
lcacca) 
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dein o viet 

hozrahe vrsme sabh gop 
soni harz ke mukh te jab sakhi ... 

or gai sudh bhul sabho 
tk kanh-hf ke ras me anurage ... 

kanh kahi sabh ko haske 

mr] dham calo jou he harta agh... 
bhusut 86 larke jrnhu 

navsat chadarlai barmspa. 
In Gyan Prabodh, péti is wri 

beginning of chads as — 
krrpstva krzpar3. khrpstva akhads. 
gatstva ag8d8. ghatstva ghorans. 
prrastva prrhals. ... etc. 

ein w vieG [petis na khinau] See Stn feg. 
dia (petih] See fet 1. 
frees [pethan] See riewan. 
free [pedal] pedestrian. 2 In Sanskrit, word 
“unsrans’ means messenger. 

ter [pedal P t, adj bom. 2 begotten. 
thefen [pedars), defefit [pedarsr) P tl n 
creation, birth. “asman jrmi darakhat ab 

pedarst khudar.”-tzlag m 5. 
Dew [pédaxan] wbr2) He was son of 
Fatah Khan Pathan and belonged to village 

Alampur. His maternal grandparents’ house 

was at village Vademir near Kartarpur. Due 
to his impressive height and sturdy built, 

Guru Hargobind took him into his 

employment and after training him in the use 
of arms, appointed him commander in his 

army. Instigated by his son-in-law Asman 
Khan, Pande Khan led an invasion by the 

royal army against the Guru in Sammat 
1691. He was killed by the Guru in the 

battlefield of Kartarpur. The sword with 
which his body was cut into two pieces is 
now at Kartarpur and weighs six pacca 

(standard) seers. 2 an official in Aurangzeb’s 
army who was killed by Guru Gobind Singh 

in the battle of Anandpur. 

nin the 
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Teun [pedayas) See ferfen. 
Qewa [pedavar] P situs 7 produce. 
Qum (pedhan] Skt ufsas n dress, 2 See yee, 
thar [pedha] adj whatever has been put on. 
“trn ka khadha pedha maza sabhu pavitu 
"var sor m 4. 

if [pedhz] adj having dressed, having put 
on. 
ft (pedhe] wearing. “kra pedhe hor?”-var 

majhm/. 

fear [penna], foe [penanu] v wear, dress. 
“penna rakh patz parmesur.”-maru am J. 
“penanu khana citz na pai.”-probha m /. 

‘ttm [pena] adj sharp; so sharp that it could 
easily pierce or penetrate. 

‘Tarfemr [penaza] helped to dress. 2 bestowed 

a robe of honour. “harr date harrnamujopara, 
nanak penaza.”—var sri m 4. 

‘Oat (penil adj sharp. See Oar. “parnari so nch 
churi peni kar janahu.”-corrtr 2/. 
dyeet [penhavni] n dress, robe. 
QqreE [penhavanu] v help or make one wear 
or dress. 

‘hye [pepurkha] ancestors. “de jal, pepurkha 
rrjhvae.”-krTsan. 

‘Ait firs (pema gxkan] P AU adj promise 
breaker, disloyal, unfaithful. 

drs [peman] P wl n promise. 2 agreement, 
undertaking. 
thre [pemana] P 2 a measuring vessel or a 
scale with which something is measured. 

‘hea (pemayas] P Vil, measurement. 
fore [pemal] See unre, 
Dyes [pemudah] P ,, sc measured. See yes, 
Dyes [pemudan] P ys v measure. 
‘tr [peya) got. “jzna dhure peya parvana.” 
-var ram | m 1.2 which/what lies on the way, 

‘a (per) n feet. “per dhov pakha pherda.” 
-sri m 5.2. gudar, thought to have been born 
from the feet. “ulta khel prr5m da pera uppar 
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afr 
sis ntvaya.”"-BG. ‘The Brahman bowed 
before the Shudar.’ 3 yonder; the other bank. 

“payo na jaz jzh per par.”-akal. 4 extension. 
“per parag rehi he besakh.”-Krrsan. 
deff [peraua] adj who enters into water; 
swimmer, who crosses the river by swimming. 

treardt [perkari] n stairs, ladder. “jese nar per 
perkari pe dharet he.”-krzsan. 
te goat Hea [per kuhara marna] See ufe 
woes Hos, 
tae (peran], dae [pernal v swim, cross 
through the flow of water. “peran par na 
pavohr bahu.”-NP. “pere samar samudr bahu 
maharathi bal dham.”—krrsan. ‘who has 

swum across many war-like oceans; i.e. who 
has conquered many battles. 2 enter. 

edt [pervi] P 5.4 follow up. 2 compliance. 
‘tet [peri] advon foot. “peri cate, hathi karna.” 
var majh m1. 
‘Odtueer (peri pavnal, ef ueg [peri pavanv], 
‘dat De (peripenal v beg for mercy, pay one’s 
respect to. “peri pavanu na chodie kalikal 
rahrras kerehi.”-BG. “peri pavna jog 
vartaya.”—BG. ‘by this practice the true Guru 

means that one should shun vanity and 

embrace humility.” 

‘tdtew (perivajal # ghOgru; an ornament worn 
around the ankle. It consists of a bunch of 
small bells. They enhance the rhythm. 
“perivaja sada nzhal.”-asa m 1. 
8 (pere] See dee. 
28 (pero) P +% adj follower, disciple. 
‘Q8ara [perokar] P 4, adj follower, disciple. 
2 obedient. 

‘Ds [pel] adjthe other, on the other side. “chedke 
pel pare padharyu.”-VN. ‘penetrated through 
to the other side,’ 2 See few, 
tet wet [pela pavnia] as a peacock 
dances with its wings spread, likewise to put 
in effort to please someone. 2 to implore 
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and flatter. 
‘ret [peli] adj cultivated land. 2 a container 
used to measure foodgrains. Skr wfsar. 
reqa [pevastan] P 7%, v join, unite, tie, bind 
into a knot, 

‘Dey [pevasta) P x adjjoined, tied. 2 always. 
Oe [pevsd) P sa n joint, knot. 2 graft, patch. 
3 See fug'e. 

‘fe [per] » footprints. 2 a ramp close toa well, 
where water-drawing animals move to and fro 
to draw water. 

‘fer [pera] a disciple of Guru Nanak Dev who 
was of Mokha custe. He also served Guru 
Angad Dev. Some scholars are of the view 
that it was he who was the author of the first 

Janam Sakhi. 2 a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev 

who belonged to Chajjal caste. He had brought 
the manuscript of Pransangli from Sangaldeep. 

See va vetas. 3 a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. 

who was of Chandalia caste. He served Guru 

Hargobind and took part in battles fought by 

the Guru. 4 stirrup lace made of leather. 5 a 

storehouse of book-keeping. “bhujhyo padhyo 
kese pera?”-NP. 6 a gynecological disease. 
Skt TER. Mp4’ menorthagia i.e. excessive 
bleeding at the time of menstruation, usually 

caused by eating things not compatible with 

‘one’s nature or season, excessive horse-riding, 

consumption of intoxicants such as liquor, 

abortion, indulgence in excessive sexual 

intercourse, excessive walking, burdensome 

weight-lifting, excessive mourning etc. It leads 
to upsetting the menstrual cycle. 

Its simple treatment lies in taking honey- 

mixed powder of sacar salt, cumin cyminum, 
liquorice, blue lotus in equal measures with 
washings of rice or honey-mixed decoction of 
triphela haray, bahera and amla dried ginger, 

pure wood, turmeric, symplocos peniculate or 
one and a half tola mixture of ash of old twine 
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Oh 
mixed with equal quantity of sugar daily in the 
morning. 
Oat [peri] See afseftfzer er gu (b). 
fen (poral adj strung, threaded. 
ie [poi] strung, threaded. See Ufemr. 2 n 
achievement. “satsSg poi he.”-BGK. 

iter [poia] P 24 gallop. St yes, See ude. 
2 messenger. 

Web® [poie] let’s wander. 2 let’s go, walk, See 
dees. “caran pardakkhanake poie.”-BGK. 
trees [poidan) P 4 v run, 2 search, look 
for. 
in [pos] P Uy n covering, coverlet. “camarpos 
ka m8dar tera."-bher ravrdas. ‘carampos da 
médar’ means human body. 2 coat of mail. 

Bhide, skin. “szr pag sagal pos utrat.”-GPS. 
‘having entire skin from head to foot 
removed.’ 4 adj which covers. In this sense it 

is suffixed to a word as sarpos, saphedpos 
etc. 5 Skt ttn, ine nourishing, bringing up, 
fostering, “pal pos kar taht.”—carrtr 15. See 
me. 6 short for paso pes. This word is uttered 
by a peon or coachman to get the way cleared 
of wayfarers. 
nm [posas] P 74 n dress. “jy adhzpatz 2k 
posas tajke.”—NP, 
ime [posan] Skt Ime n fostering, nourishing. 
(Skt U¥ vr foster, nourish). 2 increase. 

3 endorsement, confirmation. 4 support. 
as [posat] P =z n rind. 2 rind of poppy- 
pod. See . 3 skin. 4 poppy-plant. 
itma ule" [posat pina] v drink the aqueous 
extract of poopy-pod’s rind. Its intoxication 

induces sluggishness in muscles and reduces. 

strength of the body. 
‘Unfser [postrya], tet (posti] one addicted to 
TAccording to Bemier, during the Mughal period certain 
aristocratic prisoners were made (o drink poppy-pod’s 
extract. Dara Shikoh’s son repeatedly implored 
Aurangzeb to spare him from drinking it. 
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poppy-pod extract. Such people are 

hydrophobic and are very lazy. 
‘Uns [posti], dass [postin] P ty na buff 
cost, leather coat. “kuhan posti tan dhare.” 
~corztr 2/7. 

tas [posan], to [posna] See Az. 
thr [posa] satiated, satisfied. “satguruko acayke 
posa.”-GPS. 
thre [posak) P Sy n dress, robe, apparel. 
fa ([poszs) See DAA. 
andes [posidan] P waZy v wear. 2 cover. 
after [posida] P s4¢y adj hidden, concealed. 
ama [posy] Skt adj worth nourishing. 
itu [poh] 7 tenth month of Bikrami era. See 
thy, 2 See tae. 
Yue [pohan] Skt yeae n vehicle, conveyance. 
2 See tue. 

tee [pohnal, 0a" ([pohnal v enter, penetrate. 
2 get affected. “pohat nahi pc batvre.”-suhi 
m 5. “sunie pohr na sake kalv.”-jopu. “det 
dev na pohe.”—bher m 5. 3 torment. “trs no 
pohe kavanv jrs valz ntrakar.”—var guj 
2m5. is 

duett [pohli) 1 bud. “pohlid szr kaddhike pholl 
kusdbh caldbh khzlare.”"-BG. 

7 [pohe] animal. 2 See var 2 and 3. 

‘itéfs [pohstz) influencing, affecting. “nahi 
poh3tr sSsar dukhanah.”-sahas m 5. See 

dee. 
‘the (pokh] Skt tH tenth month of Bikrami era. 
See On 5. 

thet [pokhak] adj fosterer, nourisher. 
thee [pokhan}, thes [pokhan) See UA, “bharan 

pokhan s8gz audh brhani.”-suhi m 5. 
thas [pokhar], dee [pokhra) Skt ya n tank, 
pond. “ukhar pokhar sabh bhare.”-GPS. 

“pokharu niru vzrolie makhanu nahi rise.” 
~gavaml. 
itufe (pokharr] in the tank or pond. “pokharr 
pokharz dhudhte.”—s kabir. 
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thay [pokharv] See the. 
if [pokhr] month of Poh. See iv. “pokhr 
tukharu na vrapai.”—majh barahimaha. 2 due 

to fostering. 3 See AHAY. 
fe [pokhzo], Ufo [pokhza} nourished, 
fostered filled. “karz parpS¢ udar nzj 
pokhro.”-sor m 9. 
iy [pokhu) month of Poh. See Oy. “pokhu 
soh3da sarabh sukh.”-majh barahmaha. 

Wt (pokhe} fosters, nourishes. “sar bharr 
sokhe bhi bhar pokhe.”—odkar. 

‘ar [poga] bud, nascent leaf. 2 reasoning; 
pretext. 
thts [pogad] Skt n a child in the age group of 
five to ten years. 2 adj handicapped. 

ite [poc] dab, coat. “na cachv poc mati ke 
bhade, na kachu poc kibhare.”—prabha kabir. 
2 fraud, ostentation. “par-upkar nrt crtvate 
nahi kachu poc.”-bria m 5. 3 P 6 adjpetty 
mean, menial. “meri s3gatt poc soc drnrati.” 
-gau ravrdas. “manukha avtar durlabh trhi 
SSgatz poc.”—asa ravrdas, 

ites (pocan] n sprinkling of water. 2 plastering, 
coating. 
wWesae (pocanhara], tasodt [pocanharil 
dabber, one who with cold water dabs a hot 
vessel coming out of furnace. “sukhman 
pocanhari."-ram kabir. cold water is applied 

so that water vapours don't get burnt. 

According to yog, the sukunana nerve, which 
cools the heat generated while elevating the 

breath to the tenth opening. 

‘eer [pocna] v daub, coat, See ites, 

‘Te [poca] n daub, coat. See Ue. 2 coat. “na us 
lepu, na ham kav poca.”~asa m 5.3 daubing of 
distillation-vessel with cold water in order to cool 

the distillate. “uhi bhathi uhi poca.”-gaum 5. 
ieee [pocaranu] Sv look after, take care of, 
guard. 

wterfs (pocarr] adv having daubed, rubbed. 
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“rakhahz pocart mati ka bhdda.”—suhi m 5. 

ie. human body. See devez. 
Was [pdchan] Skt WTA wipe, mop. 
aw [pozas] P Ui act of abjuring, 2 asking to 
be excused, apologising. 

Uz [pot], Yeer [potla}, Yee (potli] Sir Vesna 
‘small bundle. “jou tou pot uthai calzav tau lau dan 

bhare.”-gau m 5. “banz uthai potli.”=s farid. 

ie" [potal m stomach, belly, abdomen. 2 phalange. 
WSe¢ [pothohar], YSws [pothovar] ma region 
lying between river Jehlum and Indus (Sindh). 

A major chunk of it falls in district Rawalpindi. 

“dhsni gheb kx pothohar.”-GPS. 
Wer [péda] Skt Yq n a variety of thick and 

juicy sugarcane. 

‘Ue [pona] ma piece of cloth for filtering milk 
etc. 2 a covered bathroom for ladies separated 
by perforated wall from a pond. See yar. 

‘Us [pot) Skt n young one of an animal or a 
bird. 2 foundation, base. 3 cloth. 4 ship, boat. 

See tty. 5 Ske Ys adj strung. See ifs. 6 n 
weft. 7 plant. 

‘taza [potah} See da 1. 
‘Usa [potak] Skt n a type of leafy vegetable. 
2 young one of an elephant. 3 young one of a 

bird, fledgling, “potak kepot sarkan te suhayo 

he.”-GPS. 
ttssz [pot-tat] Sir port. 
‘Taedt (potdari) n accountancy i.e. account 
keeping. “tzs ki kerr potdari phrrz dukh na 
lage.”—basat m 5. 
2swa [potvah] Sk pilot. 
tax [potra] Skt ys n clout; piece of cloth. 
2 baby cloth, diaper - spread to put a child on. 
ds [pota] n P zy treasure. “dara ka pota.” 
-ram m 5. “khote pote na pavaht.”-sri m J. 
2 Skt US ship, boat. “prapatr pota karam 
pasau.”—ram m /. 3 Skt tg grandson, son of 
the son. “pryu dade jevehza pota parvanu.” 
var ram 3. 
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je saranagot ke pretrpalak 
bhojel taran ko pad pota, 

vak bali grkre sam jo hur 
dos nas3 samuday kapota, 

sevak ke prry devandev 
abhev sada gun gyanahr pota, 

so ab jahar rup anup 
bhayo guru sri harrgobid pota. 

GPS. 

‘as [potal] testicle.—m J bsno. 
ifs [potz] in the weft of cloth. See Gf ifs 
and itz 6, 2 in the treasury. 
Ust [poti] m grand daughter. 2 son’s daughter. 
‘ig [potu] n ship, boat. See ta 4. “harz harr 
namu potu he meri jfdurie.”-brha chat m 4. 
2 See Ugifua. 

‘tgiifue [potubohzth] Skt wef af a highspeed 
boat or ship. “hart harz nam potubohrtha, 

Khevatu sabadu guru parrlighaia.”-brla am 
4. ‘The divine Name is like a high speed boat, 

the Guru’s sermon is the sailor, which ferries 

us across the worldly ocean.’ 
We" [potedar) n treasurer, accountant. 
“srphat jrna kav bakhsie sei potedar.”-ver sar 
m2. 2 pilot guiding the ship. See dge, 
Uy (potr], 2x [potra], Bz (potri] See Tar and 
tet. 2 See ity and tet. 
ite [poth) adj strung, knitted. 2 spread, 
extended. “loth poth bhai maha&.”-GPS. 
3 voluminous book. See der, 

‘er [potha] a large-sized book. The term is 
derogatory. 

‘eft [pothi] n book. 2 Guru Granth Sahib.' 
“pothi parmiesar ka than.”—sar m 5. 
ute [podina] P ,»¢ mint, mentha, Ske yaat 
and wete. a small plant, the leaves of 
which are used for making sauce; oil and 

TIn the table of contents of Guru Granth Sahib of 
Kerterpuy, the word “pothi” has been used for the Sikh 
scripture, 
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essence are also extracted from it. Its effect 
is hot and dry. It stimulates hunger, treats 

hiccup, is diuretic and perspirant. Its smell 

is useful in regaining consciousness. It 

treats dyspepsia and nausea. menthus 

arvensis. 
‘ee [pona] v string, 2 knead. 3 See its", 
Us [popal] adj hollow, empty. 2 pauper, 
penniless. 3 P uf yn betelnut. A 8am Ske yore 
See tem. 

that [popli] n air-filled leatherbag. See Fos. 
2 subcaste of Aroras. 
tue [pomca] 7 tattered cloth. 2 duster. 
‘tht [poyo] strung; pierced. “cSdu dukh poyo.” 
-GPS. 
‘3 [por] 7 phalange. 2 nodal joint of a bamboo. 
3. long hollow stem of bamboo with the help 
of which farmers sow seeds. 

‘ite [poral] 7 a long round chiselled piece of 
wood. 2 stem of a tree. 

‘Ut [pori] See ta | and 2. “s5g Sgust Sgurzn 
pori."”-GPS. 2 tube, “kScan pori srfgan pae.” 
-GPS. 

‘Ts [pol] nempty space. 2 emptiness. hollowness. 
3 hitherto unknown defect. 

ita [pola] adjhollow. 
itere [polad] See yore and dere. 
‘Ufedias [polztikal) £ political. adjrelating to 
politics; pertaining to the rule of the country; 
administrative, 
ites [povan] 7 act of stringing and kneading. 
‘tam [porna] v penetrate, thrust. “pave vrcc 
sui por avo.”-bhagtavli. 
2 (po) See u@. 
thytt (postni] corroborator, who corroborates. 
“para postni parbati.”-c5di 2. 

ihe [pokh] See thy. 
wats [pog3d] childhood, age group of five to 
ten years. See tts. 
iter wrfow [p5ta sahrb] See utee". 
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weer (pSdrik] See ugedier. 2 Skt adj made Te [por] n main entrance of the town. 2 adj 
of lotus. See Yate, 
it [p3dr] adj of Paunder region. See Vg 3. 
gm [pSdrok] See uBset 
awe [podhnal, tear [podhna] See ugear, 
Tz [pon] See uz. 
Tz © [pon vau) See uve TY. a 
‘dg [pote], gt [potri] grandson and granddaughter. 
‘Te [pod] n saplings, collection of tiny plants. 
iter [pda] n plant. 
a (podh], Tur [padha] Skt Ua. See te and 
ae. 
Ws [pon] See ugz. 
ton ttaftr Fe [ponaj niredht tat] 1 son of wind 
— Bhim; son of sea — moon i.e, Bhimchand. 

-GV 10. Bhai Sukha Singh has given this name 

to Bhimchand in the form of a riddle, 
tee ge [poner bhav] Skt-dtrfa children 
begotten by a deserted wife or a widow from 
the second husband.’ See yaug 3 and 4. 
‘ae [pobaral in a game of dice, when three 
thrown dices, appear with six dots each on 

two and with one dot on the third, then it 

amounts pakke pobard and when six dots 
appear upon one, five on the second and one 
upon the third, then it comes to kacce pobard. 
pobard means victory. 

° ° ° 
2 2 ° 

° ° ° 
o 2 2 

° 

“cale te jit jag baji, pare h€ pakke pobara.” 

~saloh. 
far ween at oftearer Prvar a ware | 
weretegaien a thts wet || 

-manu 29 $175. 
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citizen; inhabitant. 3 hoof. See Wa. “avni bajat 

parat jab par.”-GPS, 
‘tea [porak] Skt park. 
ew [porakh] Skt ten manliness, virility. 
2 bravery, 3 endeavour. 

wee (poran] adj of or relating toa Puran. 
‘Tefen [porantk] adjone who studies Purans. 
2 of or relating to a Puran, See ugatsa, 
Uet [pori] n keeper of the town’s main 
entrance, 2 See ta. 
ite [pola] See ue. 
thve [polad] P ,v4, n steel of excellent quality 
used for sword-making. 

‘Uz [porl 7 hoof of a horse. 2 broad ladder. 
3 guard’s post in front of an entrance gate. It 

is located on both sides of the gate. 
ite [pora] xa steps of a ladder; stair in front of 
a gurdwara, 2 steps of stairs of a tank. 3 status, 

rank, right. 
‘Tah [pori] 7 stairs. 2 a tehsil and its principal 
town in U.P. 3 a poetical metre. See ut 3. 
Urrd [pSsari] See usr. 
UA [pSseri] a measure of five seers. 2 anything 
weighing five seers. 

afer (p5k] adj who drinks. 2 m blackbee that 

drinks nectar from flowers. “p3kaj phathe p3k 
maha mad gOphra.”-phunhe m 5. ‘highly 
intoxicated blackbees were trapped in 

lotuses.’ 3 dust. “trnki p3k paie vad bhagi.” 
mali m4. “trn ki p3k hove je nanak.”-gau 
m 1, 4 wing, feather. See tg. 5 short for-: 

utaw. “uradh p3k le sudha kere.”-gau kabir 

var 7. 6 Skt Tem mud. 7 plaster, coat. 8 sin, 
impiety, vice. 

tar [p3kaj] adjborn of mud. 2 born of impiety. 
3 n distress produced out of sin. “bhram ki 

kui, trrsna res, p3koj atz tikhan moh ki phas.” 
-gaum 5. ‘Illusion (small well), craving (water) 
and allurement (deadly noose) are highly 
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distressing.’ See Stee. 4 also used to mean 
mud. “p3kaj moh nigharatu he prani.”-kan a 
n4.5 Skt lotus which is produced from mud. 

“p3kaj phathe p3k.”-phunhe m 5 6 pitcher. 
7 Indian crane. 
args [pSkejsut], arse [pskajtonay], varys 
[p3kajput] n son of lotus, Brahma. 

Warefear [pSkajbatrka}], Warnefear 
[pSkajvatzka] garden of lotuses. 2 an 
alternative name for modak meter in Dasam 

Granth. Its characteristics are — four lines, 
each line having four bhagans, SI, SU, St, Sl. 

Example: 
sen jujhe nrrp bhyo atx akul, 
dhavat bhyo semuhe att vyakul, 
sSnadh hve crt me atz krodhhrt, 

avat bhyo rts ke kar yudhhzt. 
~kalki. 

(b) In books of prosody, it has the following 

characteristics ~ four lines, each line 3, &, 7, 7, 
, Si, Il, 19,15, 

Example: 
ram calat nerp ke yug locen, 
barr bharat bhay varrd rocan. ... 

-ramcddrrka. 
Warr [pSkajasan) n one who sits upon a 
lotus -Brahma. 

Vers (pakti] See wy. 
wafsft (paknzdhz] 1 treasure of mud; sea. 
Wage (p5k-ruh) produced from mud; lotus. 
2 produced from sludge. 
Uy [p3ku] See tia. 2 feather, wing. See we. 
‘“jru murgai pSku na bhije.”~kalx am 4. 

Wagyu [pdkervh] See vagu. 
affyy [p3ktz) n row, line. 2 rank, level. 3 caste, 
genealogy. 4 See Gers. 

abr [p5kh] 2 wing. “p3kh tute phahi pari.” 
—oSkar. 2 This word has also been used for 
p3chi, meaning, sparrow or nightingle. 

“phorida, p3kh perahuni, duni suhava bag.” 
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-s ferid. i.e. soul. 

ney [pakhnul, the’ [pskhna) » bird. “khelr 
gae se p5khnd jo cugde sar talz.”-sri a m J. 
2:umt-my one of a kind: eunuch, impotent. “nart 
na purakh na pakhnu.”-maru am 1. 3 Skt 
Wee cook. 

abadt (pSkhri] » petal. “khrryo saroj crtt bahu 
bhati. rccha pdkhri jfh brgsati.”—NP. 

ube [p5kha] 7 fan, contraption to wave the air. 
uf (pskhz], Uet (pSkhi], uUetx [pSkhialo], 
Unfiar [pakhia] n bird, flying in wings. “brrakh 

basero pSkhrx ko.”-gau kabir. “kabir man 
pdkhi bharo."-salok, “jru akase pskhialo.” 

~gujnamdev. 2 soul. “had mas nafi ko pfjaru 
p3khi base brcara.”-sor ravrdas. 3 a small 
hand fan. “p3khi bhaudia lent na sah.” 

var asa. 
bf de [pSkhi p5c] five senses, “tarvarr pakhi 
pc.”"-oSkar. 
ahtefe [psichiraz] adjking of birds. “pskhiraz 
gerur."-dhana trrlocan.2.n garur— conveyance 
of Vishnu. It is half man and half bird. 

Uhydt [pskhori], hye [pakhori) » petal. “alz 
pakhori kamal kar.”-carrtr 3/4. 
ity [pSkheru] n bird. See gfe wy. 
wat [p3g] m mud. See fina. 2 Skt TET moth, 
insect. 3 Skt Ye, adjcripple, lame. “gurmukh 
pothi pg barohr khelra.”-BG. ‘The Guru’s 
disciple is a cripple, in so far as trudging the 

twelve paths of yogis are concemed.’ “kuc 
bojhan kar dagmagat try cal na saket bhi pg.” 
~saloh. 4 See var. 
uae (pagat], dats [pSgatr], vast (pagti] See 

afar (p3gal n a projected piece of wood, hook- 
like projection. Pf. 
ar Bz" [p3ga lena] v pick up a quarrel, commit 
mischief. See Yar. “parghar jaz na loie paga.” 
-BG. 
Waft [pSgi) Dg reputation, fame. 
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uy [pSgu] adj cripple. See war 3. “mera crtu 
na cale manu bhro pSgu.”-basst ramndd. See 
Hg. 
whys" [p3ghura}, thyer (pSghura) cradle, small 
cot, ‘ 
uw [p3p}, Ue [pSqv] See tte, “‘sabh lathe kr 
vikh pSnu.”-suhi m4. ‘All sins, sticking like 
mud, were washed away.’ 2 See Ug. 

ate! [pSc] Skt WR vr make known, spread. 
2. Ws adjfive, four plus one. 3 an assembly 

of five or more persons. 4 headman, chief 
from amongst five persons. “mi1z pacahu nahi 

sahsa cukaraa.”~sor m 5. 5 sage, saint. “p3c 

amie sukh pata.”—suhi cht m J. “p3c parvan 
pic pardhano.”-japu. 6 In Sikhism the five 
beloved ones; five pious Sikhs who live 

according to the Guru's precepts. 
“gorghar ki maryada p3c-h6, 

p3c-ho pahul purab pin. 
hur tankhahi bakhas-hf p3c-ho, 

pahul dé mzl pac probin. 
lakhahu pic ki bad badzai, 

pSc karhf so nzphal na cin.”-GPS, 
7 five objects, five flaws as sex (sensuality) 
ete. “tau pic pragat sStape.”-sri beni. “pic 
manae, pic rusae, pic vasae, pic gavae.”-asa 
ams, 

‘adopted truth, patience, compassion, 

righteousness and courage; abondoned 

sensuality, anger, greed, attachment and ego; 
established attributes of five elements such as 
forgiveness, lost interest in tunes of five types 

of musical instruments.’ 8 This word has been 
used for yaar (fem). See mats. 

abe fae [pSc akgar], Ue He [pSc akhar] 3 
‘Jn Gurbani both Ue and un have identical meanings, but 

have been shown at different places in this 

encyclopaedia. This is due to their origins being 
different. If a reader does not find a word in afe, he 
should refer to an entry under UR. 
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fsa? — xk oSkar satnam. “pic akhar upkar 
nam samalra.”-BG. 

ute mats we safe me [p5c aganz ghat bhitarz 
jare)-ratanmala bano, ‘To burn sensuality, 

anger, greed, attachment and ego, one should 

ignite five fires of chastity, peace, patience, 
renunciation and humility.” 

aks ntar (pac 5g] See tater, 
we fe [p5c Sn] rice, green gram, sesame, oat, 
black gram. 
aa WA [p3c sakhi] five senses when free from 
five flaws and put to good use. “pc sakhi mzIz 
mégal gata.”-asa im J. 
ia Ae [p5csakhe] five beloved ones; five Sikhs 

leading their lives according to the Guru’s 

precepts. “gurmatr pac sakhe gurbhai."~maru 
solhe m 1. 

ufe Haw [p3c sanan] washing of both hands, 
both feet and face. xa— p3jsanana. 2 following 
pj sanans are mentioned in Parashar Simriti 
a12$9-10- 

a. Fada [aganey] — purification of the body 
with ash; 

b. @gz [varun] — cleanliness with water; 
c. §aH[braham] —sanctity through recitation 

of Veds; 
d. 7a (vayvya] — purification with air, 

e, feea (drvy] ~ sun-bath during rain, 
ifs Awe [pSc sabad) sounds of five musical 
instruments. These instruments are — 

a, 33 [tat] — stringed instruments such as 
sttar, rabab etc, 

b. fgsivrrtl - leather-mounted instruments 
such mrrdég, dholak etc. 

c, ues [ghan} — metal instruments such as 
ghata, chene etc. 

d, a= [nad] — percussion instruments such 
as ghara etc. 

3¥is not two words; just one word like 1 is in Veds. 
Likewise «is one word in Gurmat, 
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e, Bfue [sukhzr] — wind instruments such 
as naphiri, morli etc. “tat brt ghan sukhres sabh 
bajé. sun man ragS gunzgan lajé.”-aj. 
2 five sounds of ten openings of human body 

as visualised by yogis, are those produced by 

s3kh, mrrd3g, kfguri, morli and vina. 

according to Hathyog Pradipika, humming of 
black bee, sounds produced by a resonating air 
column, by bell, by roaring of sea and by thunder 
of cloud, “pac sabad tahr puren nad.”—ram m 
5.4 according to Purans five sounds i.e., those 

of Veds, prisoners, victories, conches and 

drums. 5 according to Purans, the sound of five 

musical instruments which are customarily 
produced in the presence of a king. These are 

stg, daph, s3kh, bheri and jaygh3ta. 
want (pScsabdi] adjin whose presence, five 
sounds are perpetually produced. 2 1 a 
practiser of NAM; one who has adopted the 
Guru’s way of life. “vivah hoa sobh seti 
pScsabdi ata.”-suhi ch3t m J. 
ifs Fe [pac sar) five tanks, five highly sacred 
tanks - Amritsar, Santokhsar, Ramsar, 
Kaulsar and Viveksar. See mfiyane. 2 Skr ue 

HY, See era, 
wa FMS [p3c sakh] hand having five fingers. 
errant [pScsayak) 1 five arrows of Kam — 
softening, exploitation, warming, attraction and 

intoxication. See Vw we. 2 Kam, who 
possesses five arrows. 
a free [psc stkdar] five leaders; five 
reigning flaws such as sensuality etc. “ekukotu 
pc stkdara.”-suhi kabir. ‘Here kot means 
human body. 

ute fitu [pac stgh] five violent flaws such as 
sex etc, “p3c sfgh rakhe prabh marr.”—ram 

m5. 

Ws gedle [psc surbir) five heroic warriors, 

such as sex, who vanquish all, “jrnz mzlr 

mare pic surbir eso kaunv bali re?”—asa m 5. 
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Wake [pScsel] Ste Tyee According to Purans, 
there is situated a mountain to the south of 
Sumeru which serves as a place of indulgence 

for the gods. All types of sexual gratifications 
are available there. See wadaa Yee a 55. “jo 

jivanmama jane. so p3csel sukh mane.”-sor 
kabir. According to Sikhism ‘pc gel sukh’ is 

nothing but abnegation of ego. 
Uertaist [pcsSgita] five musicians, five singers 
i.¢., five senses such as touch etc, “das patay 

pic sdgita eke bhitarz sathe.”-ram m 5. 
werig [pScs5gu) company of five flaws. 2 five 
companions. “pSc sigu guru te chute.”~brla 
m5. 

ite foe (pach tsa] In Hinduism, a householder 
indulges daily in five violences i.e., life is 

destroyed by five actions — pounding of 
cereals in a small wooden or stone mortar, 
firing a hearth, grinding, sweeping and filling a 

pitcher. Sin caused by these actions can be 
staved off by performing pac yag. See USAT 

fafa a2 $13, 14, 15. See tts waa. 

Wea [p3cak] n a group of five, collection of 
five articles. 2 a group of five planets — 
dhanzstha, satbhrkha, purvabhadrapad, 

uttrabhadrapad and revati. In astrology, 
undertaking of a new venture is prohibited 
under the influence of these planets. 
we ware [pic kakar) See Wit ware. 
wgeerdt (pickakari] See Unaavdt, 
weaer [pickena] See teat 2. 
ateafere [pSckalran), Uvafemrs [pSckalran} 
five auspicious marks. 2 a horse with five 

auspicious marks is taken to be of high quality 
by the Rajputs. A reddish brown [kela], a dark 
red [kumet] and a black (muski] horse with all 

the four hoofs and forehead white are regarded 

as auspicious. 
us adH [pic kales] See TIA 5. 
Weawmre (psckalyan) See tte afsmre. 
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ite aes [p3c kavar], US Hes [pc kaval] five 
morsels. According to the Simritis of Hindus 

one should, before taking his meals, take out 

five morsels. These are meant for a dog, an 

apostate, a leper, a diseased person anda crow. 

wteereet [packavli] See Fart et gu (af). 
ha BA ipSc kos) five covers. According to 
Upanishad the five shields of the soul are — 
four &m [Snmay kos] elemental existence, 

ena aH [pranmay kos] ethereal existence, 
‘BUG BH (manomay kos] mental existence, 

fefommmeat aH [vrgyanmay kos} scientific 
existence, Sen aH [anSdmay kos] state of 

equipoise. 

Ue faprae {pdc krisanva] five cultivators, 
five sense-organs. “p3c krisanva bhagigze, 
le badh ro jiu darbari."—maru kabir. 

us wat [pac khatdg] Sce te We 2 and Ue 
Waa. 

Ue uta west [pic khatSg arati] Kam, who 
posesses five arrows; his enemy ~ Shiv. See 
ey. 
ae wer dew [pc khalsa divan] court of 
five disciples of the Guru’s teachings. 2 a 

council of five leading Singhs. 3 See eris. 
ufaéy [pSckh3d] hermitage. 2 assembly of five 
beloved ones. 3 assembling place of 

panchayat, 4 a place near village Bhasaur, 

tehsil Dhuri, Nazamat Sunam of Patiala state. 
It is said that Guru Nanak Dev stayed here on 

his way from Sunam and Sangrur. At this 
place, there is a particular organisation named 
as ‘pic khalsa divan’. 

With the efforts of Bhaji Basawa Singh of 
Bhasaur, Singh Sabha Bhasaur was established 

in Sammat 1950. Bhai Basawa Singh and 

Babu Teja Singh were appointed its president 
and secretary respectively. p3c khalsa divan 
was constituted in Sammat 1962. 
aks wee [pdc gavae], Sce ty 7. 
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ute area (p3c gavy) five substances produced 
from a cow’s body. 2. a mixture produced by 
mixing five substances produced from the 

body of a cow. According to Hinduism, it is 
presumed to be very sacred. It helps in 
eradicating uncleanliness prevailing among the 
members of a family after the birth of a child, 

cleansing of apostates and purification of 
impure water of wells and tanks. It is prepared 

by mixing one part of urine of a black cow, 
two parts of dung of a white cow, four parts 
ghee of a kapzia cow, four parts of milk of a 

copper-coloured cow and also eight parts of 
curd of a red cow. To this mixture of five 
substances is added kusa grass water and the 
whole thing is chumed. The end product thus 
produced is psc gavy. 

‘Varun resides in urine, Agni (fire) in dung, 

Wind in yoghurt, Moon in milk and Sun in ghee. 
See urevad frifs a 152 to 40. 
We GE [psc gun] attributes of five elements 
i.e., voice of the sky, touch of the air, form of 

the fire, taste of the water and fragrance of 
the earth. 2 See 33t 2 JE. 
ale wae [pc camar] See 5ER. 
ue 8B [pic cele] five sense-organs, so that 
these are disciplined. “p3c cele vasz kijahz, 
raval!”-gau m J. 
Us 3a [pc cor] five flaws which take away 
virtues, “1su dehi Sdarx p3c cor vasahr kam 
krodh lobh moh ahSkara.”-sor m 3. 

uty dans [pSc cddal] five perversions such as 
sensuality etc. “pScc3dal nale leata."-probha 
am5, 

Warm [p3cjon] saint; sage; who adopts the 
Guru’s way of life. “p3cjana mrlz m3gal 
gata.”~gau m 5. 2 five perversions such as 
sensuality etc. “pacjana guri vast gatz ane.” 
-sar m 4, 3 Skt TAU product of five 

elements — the human body, 4 man, “pacjana 
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s1u bat batoua.”—ram namdev. 5 according to 
Purans, man, Gandharav (celestial singer), 

Apsara (fairy), cobra and ancestor. 
6 etymologically Gandharav, celestial singer, 

ancestor, deity, devil and demon. 7 a demon 
whose conch is known as pacjany. See utara, 

“janp3c  sunamay s3kh_—_subh3.” 
-samudrmathan. 

Wert [p3cjani] Skt n village council. 
Werots [pScjanin] Skt n jester, buffoon, 
2 juggler. 

afenaa [pacjany) See uteraa. 
ute Ft [pSc jal] waters of well, river, tank, rain 

and sea. According to the Hindu scriptures, 
the ritual requires of a king to take bath in 

these waters at the time of coronation. 
ute Haft [pSc jogil five worshippers of Shiv 
personsified as a woman; five tantriks sitting 
in bhairvi’s circle. “asz pasz pac jogia bethe, 
bier naketde rani.”-asa kabir. 
Werte [pacjon] See uteraa. 
Ww ana [pc taskar] five thieves. five sense- 
organs. “pc taskar dhavat rakhe."-prabha 
ml, 

ile 3g [pac tatu], ua FS [pc tatt], We ag [psc 
tatv) earth, water, air, fire and sky. “p3c tat ka 

racen recana.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 according 
to Tantarshastar, five most essential objects — 

ore Wid eM Fee Aa Mey Aaa | 
ware ares Pre whew She | ferdror Bea” 

See tte ner, 
We Berg [p5c tanmatr] according to Sankhya 
system, primordial and pure form of five 
elements such as sound, touch, form, taste and 

fragrance. See sary. 

utesu [psc tap) five penances. Four dhunis 
(smoke fires) and the sun; the act of heating/ 

scalding one’s body with these. See v¢is fatty 
25,87. 

we 3g [pc taru} five trees of the gods. See 
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Weg. 
Ute ifs we we (pac tint nav carr)}-asa am 
1 five elements, three attributes, nine openings 

and four consciences. 2 five elements, three 
words, nine divisions, four directions. 

Uedy (pSctdtr] a fascinating ethical work by 

an eminent scholar named Vishnu Sharma. He 

authored it in the third century AD. It has five 

parts ~ Mitarbhed, Mitarsamprapti, Kakolukiye 
(which deals with a crow and an owl), Labadh 

Pamash and Aprikshitkarak. 
Panchtantar was first got translated by king 

Naushirvan from Sanskrit to Pahalvi langauge. 
In 750 AD Abdulla translated Panchtantar in 
Arabic. It was translated into Hebrew in 1100 

AD, Spanish in 1251 Latin in 1480 and English 

in 1570 AD. See »afwens. 
Budh Singh, a poet of Maharaja Ranjit 

Singh’s time, translated Panchtantar into 

Punjabi mixed with Vrij Bhasha in Sammat 
1868 under the title ‘Budhhivaradhi’ I have 

seen a beautiful copy of this book from the 
Maharaja’s library, in India office, London See 
‘gogu and gfuesta. 
wag [pScatv] Skt n signifying five. 2 dispersal 
of five elements of the body i.e. death. 
Useara (pScdakar] five e's. “des durag dal 

darbarv dan. pScdakari bhup predhan.”-GPS. 
wWeead [pScdakari] having five B's. See 
ateeors. 
ute @A [pc das] five fishermen. 2 five dacoits, 
five demons. “pic das tint dokhi ek man 
anath.”—keda m 5. i.e. ‘five perversions such 
as sensuality and three attributes.’ See 7H 9. 

ua YS [psc dut] five spies ie. sensuality or 
music etc. “p3c dut tudhu vast kite.”—ansdu. 

“pac dut sabadz pacavnza."-majh am 3. 
Wate [pdc dev], Ue Fes" [pac devia] according 
to Hinduism, five gods — Sun, Ganesh, Durga, 
Rudar and Vishnu. 
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We 24 [p5c dokh] five evils; five flaws. 
“tdrijrt pic dokh te rehat.”-sukhmani. “pc 
dokh ar ah5 rog th tan te sagal durz kin.” 
-todim 5. ; 
we ag [pac dhatu], Ue wy [psc dhatu] five 
evils, flaws. See wg and Wy. “gur ke sabadr 

maraht p3e Siatu.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 five 
elements. “jab cuke p3e dhatu ki racna.”—maru 
Kabir. 
afeet [pScnakh} Skt nm an animal having five 
nails, In the seventeenth chapter of the fourth 

part of Valmik, it is mentioned that of all the 

five-nailed animals, the following five are worth 

eating — rhinoceros, porcupine, large lizzard, 
hare and tortoise. Manu has also confirmed 
it. See ny frfyfs a 5, ¢ 18. 
ifaw [p3cnad] five rivers Satluj, Beas, Ravi, 

Chenab and Jehlum. 2 land of five rivers — 
Punjab. 3 a place located 44 miles upwards, 
from the confluence of Indus, where Satluj, 

Beas, Ravi, Chenab and Jehlum merge. 
wa wag» [p5c pahrua] five senses. “p5c 
pahrua dar mahz rahrte trn ka nahtz patiara.” 
—gavkabir. 

ufauer [p3cpada] a hymn with five lines/verses, 
See va grat fee. “prathme garab mata 
vasa.”-sabad. . 

ate ufsaedt [pac panthari] five senses. See gn". 
ug uawe [p5c parvan), te uses [pSc parvan] 
See tte, 2 five virtues adopted by followers of 
the Gurus ~ “maty 9 s3tokh dya dharem areth: 

mel, pic parvan kie gurmat saj hé."-BGK. 
3an assembly of leading persons. “p3c parvan 

me pratrsta ghatavai.”-BGK, 
ute weer [p3c patak}, te wu [psc pap] five 
terrible sins — murder of a person who has 

attained self-realisation, drinking of liquor, theft, 
adultery, and ingratitude. 
ia furs [pc prta] father, father-in-law, king, 
teacher and foster father. 
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ue utd [pac piria] worshipper of Sultan, 
Miran, Gugga, Bibrian and Seetla. 2 worshipper 
of Vishnu, Sun, Shiv, Ganesh and Durga. 

ute yf [pc put] five elements. “pSc put jane 
tkmaz.”-g3d m 5. 2 five types of sons — son, 

disciple, son-in-law, attendant and guest. 

ile iki [p5c p3khi] five senses. “pskhi pic 
udarz nahi dhavahz.”—maru solhe m /. 

ve yors ef fitft [psc prokar di stkhhi] 
dhsdhe ki rk, dekhadekhi, 

hirsi tre, stdki avrek*.. 
pScam ahe bhav ki bhole. 
prathma rm jrm bhai cole, 
sabhz sagure mujh nigura koh, 
Je stkkhi “dh3dhe” ki ahe. 

kork stkkh banyo kfh dekha, 

sadan padarath bhale brsekha, 
lobh padarath ko man bhayo, 
guru ko stkkh hor so gayo. 
th stkkhi he “dekhadekhi,” 

rahi padarath cah vrsekhi, 
tiji “hzrsi” srkkhi jano, 
beahut ju karht, karan so thano, 

sojhi kujh na ap ko ai, 
nahi sikh le gurmatr pai. 

caturath szkkhi “stdki” hor, 
guru brn apar na manahz kor, 
jivon maran brkhe guru sarni, 
tajahz na jrm pravah me tarni. 
pScom “srkkhi bhav” upai, 
lakh guromaitrma per sarnai, 

nig drn gorumuratr urdhari, 

kareht bhav sabh stkhh majhari. 

-GPS. 
ue ye [p3c pran] five types of breaths, 
depending upon the place of breathing — pran, 

‘apan, saman, vayan and udan. See ERY. 
Ue ufirg [p5c bajrtr] five musical instruments. 

“pc bajrtr kare sStokha.”-ram m 5. See te 
RR. 
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wa "ewe [p3c batvare] five dacoits. “p3c 
batvare, se mit ker manahz.”-ram m 5. i.€, 
sense organs. 

wFgudt [pScbati] See vow. 
Ue we [pac ban] five arrows of Kam,' 2 Kam 
who bears five arrows. See vere. 3 five 
arrows of self control, calmness, forbearance, 
renunciation and humility which conquer five 
evils, such as sensuality etc. “pc ban le jam 
kau mare.”-maru solhe m J. 4 five flower 
arrows of Kam - padam, agok, stris, amr and 

vutpal. 
We faars [pic brkarj five evils such as 
sensuality. “pc brkar man mahz base.”—thr 
gaumS. 
ata finmet [pc brkhadil five trouble makers; 
five evils such as sensuality etc. “p3cbrkhadi 
ek gariba, rakhohu rakhanhare.”-goum 5. 
uta 8a [p5c bel] five breaths. “pSc bel gadia 
deh dhari.”~ram m J. 2 five sense-organs. 

Ue sasctt [p3c bhartari] a woman having five 
husbands, Dropadi. 

leg (pacbhul, egursir [pscbhuatma] Skt WT 
‘IRIE conscience. It came into being from 

the imperceptible essence of five elements. 
“bacan gur rrdr dharahu p3cbhu basr 
karahu.”-saveye m 4 ke, “p3cbhuatma vast 

karohz, ta tirathr kerahr nrvas.”-guj m 3. 
2 five virtues of five elements such as 
forgiveness etc. “pScbhu topi.”-srdhgosatr. 
See ln dat 2 Jz. 
ww ys [p5c bhut] five elements. 2 five demons 
such as sensuality etc. “pScmi psc bhut 
betala.”—bria thrti m J. “p3c bhut sabal he 
dehi.”—nat am 4. 

ayaa (pScbhutatma) See aguren. 
atagerfeet (p3cbhunark] lord of five elements, 

“mohan tapan vasrkaran unmadan uccat. pac ban 

manmathen ke ge brrhanz tanu kaj.”—hanu. See 

era. 
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the Creator. “pScbhunarko apr sirsda.” 

~suhi cht m 1. 
we gH [pac bhram] See Ban 5. 
wan (pScom) Skt adj faithful. 2 beautiful. 
3 clever. 4 n fifth note in music. 5 low caste; 

one whom the Hindus regard as untouchable. 

6 any caste other than of the Brahmans, 
Kshatris, Vaishes and Shudars. 
ute were [pc makar) five H's. See Ue ay. 
2 The following five makars have been 

mentioned in some works —Hfear (wine), HAT 
(meat), Ryw (sexual intercourse), fem 
(illusion) and 170" (money), mixture of parched 
rice, grams and wheat — which is a dessert 
for Vammargi tantriks. See @HH'aaT. 

ata uMnft [psc majmi] collection of five; evident 
form of five evils. “p3c majmi jo p5can rakhe.” 
~bher m 5. 

Ue Mee [pc manae] See Ue 7. 
ua H@e [pSc marad] five great warriors such 
sexsuality. “p3c marad stdak le badhahu.” 

-maru solhe m 5.2 five beloved warriors, who 

dedicated their heads to the tenth Master. 

ifa4E" [p5c mata] mother, guru’s wife, mother- 
in-law, queen and wet-nurse. 

ify We [p3c mar] short for pacanan (lion)+ 
marak (killer) killer of lion. 2 See Wa fs. 

uke wfs [pdc marr) adv having conquered five 
evils such as sensuality etc. “p3c mari sukh 

paza."-probha m 1. 
wells [pScomz], Vent [pscmi] fifth day of bright 
and dark halves of the lunar month. “pscamz 
pc pradhan te.”-gav thrti m 5. “p3cmi pc 
bhut betal.”—bria thrti m /. 2 Dropadi. 3 in 

grammar, ablative case. 

afempe [pSemukh] having five faces, Shiv. 
2 lion, who has open mouth. 

te FB [psc mel] See Unt 7a, 
ute tara [pc yagy] as per the Hindu scriptures, 
five fire-rituals have been provided for house- 
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holders -— 
dev yagy (libation with ghee) 
bhut yagy (animal sacrifice) 

pitri yagy (libation to ancestors) 
braham yagy (teaching and reading of 

Veds). 
nar yagy (worship of guests) See HB a 3, § 

70. z 
The following five rituals have been 

assigned for a king in Atri Simriti— 

crushing of the wicked, nourishing of the good, 
accumulation of wealth in a just manner, 

delivering of justice with partiality, prosperity 
and defence of the state (3 28). 

We aan [pScretan] gold, diamond, sapphire, ruby 
and pearl. 2 according to some others: gold, 
‘copper, silver, pearl and coral. To put five retens 
into the mouth of the dead is considered a noble 
deed. 3 “tulsi ya ssar me pic retan hé sar. 
sadhu mzlan 9 harzbhajan daya dan upkar.” 
Waant [pacrasi] adj who has tamed five 
senses; who does not let his senses go astray. 
“ja pScrasi, ta tirathvasi.”-asa m J. 
waeg [pScratr] a vedic sacrificial ritual which 
is completed in five nights. 2 a famous book 
of Vaishnavism, which provides information 

regarding five stages of worship.' 

wifsens [abhrgaman] (plastering of the 
place, washing and invoking of the deity). 

@urew {upadan] (collection of fragrant 
material such as incense, flowers etc.) 

fend (zjy] (worship of the deity) 
qua [svadhyay] (recitation of mantars 

in a pleasing manner) 
at [yog] (meditation upon the deity’s idol). 

we gwe [psc rusae] See Uv 7. 
Ue Ba [p5c lok] leaders. “pac lok sabh hasant 
Taq (ratr] is an expression that provides knowledge. In 
addition to Narad Panchratar, there are twenty-five other 

Panchratars. 
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lage.”-var gav I m 4, 2 holy men. “pic lok 
vasahr pardhana.”-maru solhe m 1. 

ibe wre [pac vasae] See Ue 7. 
ifeeay [pScvaktra) See dase. 
waedt [pScvati] place having five trees; place 
where there are five banyan or other trees. 
2 a particular place in Dandak forest near 
Nasik, situated on the bank of river Godavri, 
where Lord Ram, alongwith Sita and 

Lakshman, stayed during their exile. Due to 

the existence of five trees of peepul, brill 
(marmelos), banyan, gooseberry and Ashok 

(Saraca indica), this place came to be known. 
as Panchvati. One commentary of Ramayan 
mentions these trees as srvvat, stddhvat, sanat 

kumarvot, brahamvat and rrgzvat. Hence its 
name Panchvati. “ram virajat pacvati.”—hanu. 

deeen [pacvadan] Shiv. See vay. 2 See teas. 
Aedear [p5cvollabhal beloved of five Pandavs 
—Dropadi. 

Weez [pacvan] See Vere 2, erat and ue 
we. 

ifs efeq [p3c vadrtr] See Uw Fae, 
ue fem (p5c vrrks] See Fay. 
iefee [pacarn], vafez [pScarnu] group of 
five. 2 collection of five elements — the body. 

3 four consciences and the soul. 4 five sense 
organs. “teskar marz vesi p3carnz.”-suhi ch3t 
im 1. ‘have tamed the group of sounds after 

doing away with such dacoits as sensuality 

etc.’ 5 council of five leading persons. “raja 
takhatz }rke gani bhe p3carn retu.”"—marum 

1,6 group of five, “care jage cahu jugi pScarny 
ape hoa.”—var ram 3. _ 
usrfes [p5cazt] council of five leading persons; 
panchayat. 

Uerfeht [picarti] See daust. 
itera [p3casa] See ueTH and deur. 
Wena [p5casy] one having five faces. See 

enn. 
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uaa [p3caharu) conscience, thet directs the 

five senses to respective evils. “p3cahorv 
nrdalzav.”-saveye m5 ke. 
wWwardt (pscakari] adj the Creator of five 
elements. 2 council of ministers. “ape rajanu 
pScakari.”—maru solhe m I. 3 adj who 

assumes five forms. See thee. 
wWerat (p5cég) almanac, a calendar showing 
dates, days, planets, conjuncture of stars (ita 

[yog]) and divisions of dates (karan). 2 an 
incense having sandalwood, aloewood, 

camphor, saffron and guggal (bdellium 
olibanum). 3 according to Ayurvedic system 

of medicine, five parts of a tree viz root, 
branch, leaf, flower and fruit. 4 five parts as 

devised by tantarshastar viz jab, 34 [hom), 
tarpan, abhrgek and brahman bhojen. 5 five 

parts of ethics - help, means of accomplishment, 
knowledge of time and space, effort to stave 
off distress and successful execution of ajob. 

6 tortoise, which possesses five main organs 

(head and four feet). 7 human body having 

hands, feet and head. 
wares (pscaganr) See vig au. 2 five types of 
fire, as described in Brahmins of Veds — 

a. anvahary pacan (daksrnagenz, with 
which libation to ancestors is performed on 

the new moon night every month. The fire is 

lit according to the process as mentioned in 

Rig Ved). 
b. garhpaty i.e. the fire which purifies the 

oblation material and the vessels by beating. 
c, ahavaniy i.e. fire taken out from 

garhpaty while reciting mantars and installing 
the same to the cast of ritual-pavilion, where 

oblation is done. 
d. avasth ie. common fire, used for cooking 

purposes in households. 
e. sabh i.e., fire lighted to provide warmth 

to sages and guests. 
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3 adjhaving five fires, 4 a worshipper of five 
fires. 
Ustaes [pacagul] Skt castor. Its leaves resemble 
an open hand, 

atsigas [p5cdgula] five fingers. “pher drkhar 
pScigulé.”-BG. 
ieraa [pScanan] he who has five faces - Shiv. 
2 lion supposed to have five mouths in the 
form of four claws and the real mouth. 
3a metre whose characteristics are four lines, 

each line having forty eight matras, pause after 

twelve matras each, with guru laghu in the 
end. 

Example: 
“kavalnen madhor ben, kot sen s3g sobh, 

kehzt ma jasod jzsahz, dahi bhat khahz 

ne sacu srinzvas, adrpurakh sada tuhi, 
vahrguru vahrguru vahrgoru vahr jiu.” 

~saveye m4 ke. 
terse thefts [p3canan ghokhanz] roaring like 
a lion — the gun.—sanama. 
eure [pdcapser] para a tank in the south. 
Sage Mandkarani meditated on its bank and 
Indar, in order to interrupt his meditation, sent 

five fairies. Ram stayed on its bank for some 

+ time during his exile. 2 See urna. 
Vefys [pscamrrt] TAT karah parsad 
distributed in gurdwaras. Bhai Gurdas writes. 
“khad ghrrt cun jal pavak rkatr bhae pac mz] 
Pregat pscamrrt pregas he.” 2 According to 
Simiritis, it means milk, yoghurt, ghee, sugar and 
honey. “jzh mukhz pacav Smrit khae.”-gou 
kabir. 3 According to Vedic system of medicine, 

gtloy, gokhru, musli, gorekhmOdi and gatavri. 
iteus [pscayat] See tarfes, 
uenrat [pScayti] adj of or relating to a 
panchayat as ‘p3cayti akhara.’ 

Werast mwa [pacayti akhara] See wnat 4. 
Were (pdcal] Ske aaa It seems from 
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Mahabharat that this country was located 

towards the upper Doab. Gurpratap Suraj also 

supports this view, as — “des p3cal rasal 

sanatan tirath raj sudhasar jana.” Some 

scholars are of the view that Hastinapur 
(district Meerut) was also adjoining to it. Manu 

says that it was near Kanauj. Wilson feels that 
the whole of the territory towards the north- 
west from Delhi to Chambal river is Panchal. 

River Ganga divides it into two parts - 
northern Panchal and southern Panchal. 
According to Cunningham, northern Panchal 

was Rohelkhand and southern Panchal was 
Doab of Ganga and Jamuna. The capital of 
Rohelkhand or northern Panchal was 
Ahichhatar, the ruins of which are extant near 
Ramnagar, and the capital of south Pancha! 

was ‘kaéptlay’ which was in between 
Badayun and Farukkhabad situated near old 

Ganga. 
There is a reference in Vishnu Puran part 

ch 19 that this land belonged to five sons of 
a Bharat Vanshi Raja Haryashav, namely 

Mudgan, Srinjay, Vrihdishu, Pravir, and 
<ampalya, Hence its name Panchal. 
‘wearer [p3calbara], awed [pScalbaril, 
Ferearer [pacalbala] daughter of Panchal land 
- Dropadi, “kx p3calbari.”-datt. 
wf [pScalz], Werfeer [pScalzka], Vert 
pScali] Skt utefisar and utsef. Dropadi of 
?anchal land. Daughter of Drupad, raja of 
>anchal. “p5cali kou rajsabha mahz ramnam 
udh ai.”—maru m 9. 

wena [pScavstha] five stages of life — 

nfancy childhood, boyhood upto five years of 

ige, youth from five to ten years of age, and 

iid age. 
a [pSci] adj five times, 
Wase [p5cikaran] according to Vedant 

livision of five elements. In ancient works 
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numerous types of divisions have been 

referred to, but the general view is that, to 

begin with, an element was divided into two 

parts. While one part remained intact, the other 
was further divided into four parts. Thus five 
parts came into being. Thereafter these parts 

were combined with parts of other elements 
so that all elements combined together could 
lead to the creation. “p3cikaran pac tatu joi. 
Stehkaran upae soi.”-NP. 
weirs [pScikrrt] adj divided into five parts. 
Seettfiawe. 
Us FF Hr Fs [pdce rine dukh bhare]~sri m J. 
mother, father, brother, wife, son. 2 five 

senses. 
Ut [pSchi] Skt Vf bird. 
un [p3jl! P& adjfive. 2. something signifying 
five. “tih karz rakhe p3j karz sathi.”-sri m J. 
The reference here is to thirty fasts and five 

prayers. 
Wit Req (p3j cb] theft, adultery, gambling, 
drinking and telling lies. 2 according to others, 
meat-eating, drinking, gambling, adultery and 

theft. 
un AAG (p3j sastra] five weapons of Guru 
Gobind Singh which he used to wear everyday 

~ sword, bow, gun, dagger and quoit. 2 See 

‘ute afters and Un ofimrs. 
Un vfs 3 war UE [p3j satz nav laga rakhan) 
-retanmala b3no, who slowly and steadily 
retains, five, seven and nine breaths, while 

practising Pranayam. 2 who practises as 
advised by the Guru: five virtues (contentment, 

charity, compassion, happiness and humility); 
Seven: five senses of perception, plus mind 
and intellect; and nine types of worship. 

UA AE" [p3j sanana] xa See UF AA. 
er Fa [p3j sarik] five evils such as sex which 
are active in the human body. “banz ade p3j 
"See foot-note on a, 
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sarik jiu."-srim 5 pepaz. 
un ofemra [pj hathrar] five weapons of 
Singhs of yester-years — sword, bow, gun, 
dagger and spear. See ute uftmra, 
ut aed (p3j kakar], tm ere (p3j kakaril, wt 
F [p3j kakke] five religious symbols of the 
Singhs, which they adopt on getting baptised 
with ambrosia prepared with a double-edged 
sword. These symbols begin with Gurmukhi 

character kakka [@t] - 2A [kes], krzpan, kachh, 
kégha and kara. See 247g". 2 one who wears 
the aforesaid five symbols is known as p3j 

kokari. 

ut aud [p3j keppre] See Ur eng. 
itt BBA [p5j kales] See wSA and Ua ABA. 
ue frre [p3j krrsan] five evils such as sex, 
which act as cultivators in the human body. 
“p3jkzrsan mujere mthadza.”-srim5 pepar. 
wit geen (p3j kukeram] falsehood, censure, 
back-biting, wrong acquisition of someone 
else's property, ingratitude. 
Un @ers [p3j kedar] See 2ers. 
Barly wadt [pSjkhatsg arati] See farsa 

oe {pSjokkha] xa blind of one eye. 
uteafeit ([p3jgrSthi] a book which contains japu, 
sodary, sohrla, asa di var and an3du, Such 

sacred verses as sukhmani etc. have now 
been included in pajgrsthis. 2 the scripture 
which contains japu, japu, saveye, rohzras and 
sohrla. 3 the scripture which contains japu, 
akal ustatr, vrertr natak, gyan prabodh and 
thirty-three saveye. 
‘Un Ff [p3j jathe] five groups. See 3gz Bm. 
‘Uff ow (p3j thag) “raju malu rupu jatr jobanu 
p3je thag.”—var mala m J. 
uf Bus [pj takhat) Akal Bunga, Patna Sahib, 
Kesgarh, Abichal Nagar and Khalsa Diwan 
in the holy presence of Guru Granth Sahib. 

uit 8B [p5j dadde] See vie ware, 
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at OH [p3j dham] See 7H 4. 
la finer [p3j nxmaja), Unt foe (p3j nzvajal 
See ma, “p3j nxvajé vakhat pj, p3ja paje 
nav.”-var majh m J. Guru’ Nanak Dev has 
described the following five superb prayers — 
truthfulness, honest living, charity, upright 

imention and praise of the Creator. “pahrla 
sacu halalu dur tija kher khudas. cauthi niatr 
rast manu p3jvi stphatr sanar.”—var majh 

ml. 
Ui FE [p3j nun] See Ur Fe. 
ut flere [pj prare], ut uae (pj pyarel 
‘Throughout the Sikh tradition, five persons who 
adopted the Guru’s way of life have occupied 
aprominent place. It is evident from the hymns 
of the Guru and sayings of Bhai Gurdas. “pic 
parvan p3c pardhan.”-jopu. “gurmatr pSc 
sokhe gurbhai.”-maru solhe m /. “pe mzle 
parpic taj... sadhsSgatz sohanz gurbhai.” 
-BG. “sabad surat Irv guru stkh ssdhz mzle 
pSc parp3c mzte p3c pardhan hé.”-BGK. 
“gurughar ki marjada p3cahu.”~GPS. 
Since Guru Nanak’s time, five beloved ones 

have continuously been chosen, but not all 
have been recorded. Only a few find mention 

in history, e.g., five beloved ones of Guru Arjan 
—Bidhi Chand, Jetha, Langah, Pirana and Bhai 

Pairha. Five self-enlightened beloved ones of 

Gurv Tegbahadur - Diwan Mati Das, Bhai 
Gurditta, Bhai Dyalla, Uda and Jaita, 

2 especially Bhai Daya Singh, Dharam 

Singh, Muhkam Singh, Sahib Singh and 
tHimmat Singh. These great men are referred 

to as “Pyaras” because on the occasion of 

the religious congregation held at Keshgarh 
on first of Vaisakh Sammat 1756, Guru Gobind 

Singh with an unsheathed sword in hand, 

demanded heads of devotees, as sacrifice was 
need of the hour. It was at this place that first 

of all, these five persons offered their heads. 
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The Master addressed them as “Pyara”, 
embraced them and after baptising them laid 
the foundation of the Khalsa Panth. 

Then the Guru ordered that whatever 
Prasad was served in a religious congregation, 
it should first be served to them and later on 

to the other Sikhs. The convention continues 
to be followed, 

Ttis regrettable that the real life-history of 
these great altruistic followers of the Guru’s 

way of living, could not be traced inspite of 
our best efforts. We do not fully subcribe to 

whatever has been recorded, All the same we 
reproduce the same for the knowledge and 
consideration of the readers. Bhai Thakur 
Singh Giani records the following in “Gurduare 
Darshan”- 

(1) In the family of Bhai Paro Khatri - a 

resident of Dalla, Daya Singh was born to 
Suddha from the womb of Mai Dyali at Lahore 

in Sammat 1718 Bhadon 11. His father was a 
disciple of Guru Tegbahadur, Daya Singh 
shifted to Anandpur in Sammat 1734 and 

started serving the tenth Master. On 1* of 
Vaisakh Sammat 1756 he offered his head and 

got baptised. 
Having received Zafamama in Sammat 

1762 at Lohgarh (Dina), he went to Aurangzeb 

in the Deccan. He breathed his last at Abichal 
Nagar on 11" of Assu Sammat 1765. The 

family of Daya Singh remained in Dethi with 
Mata Sundari and when Bhai Mani Singh was 
appointed priest at Amritsar, Daya Singh also 
shifted to Amritsar. Priest Jawahar Singh 

belongs to his lineage. 
(2) Dharam Singh was bom to Santram Jatt, 

of village Jatwara (district Saharanpur) from. 

the womb Mata Jassi (or Savo) on 7* of Kattak 

Sammat 1724. He came under the protection 
of the tenth Master in Sammat 1735. On 1* of 
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Vaisakh Sammat 1756, he offered his head and 

got baptised. He sacrified himself at Chamkaur 
on 8* of Poh, Sammat 1761. Sardar Naudh 
Singh a risaldar (an officer of cavalry) of Raja 

Sahib of Kalsia, belonged to his lineage. 
(3) Sahib Singh was born to Tulsi (or 

Chamanram) barber from the womb of Mata 

Bisen Dei at Nangal Shahidan (district 
Hoshiarpur) on 4" of Harh Sammat 1722. He 

came under the protection of the tenth Master 
in Samat 1738, and offered his head in 

Sammat 1756 and got baptised. He sacrificed 
himself on 8" of Poh Sammat 1761 at 
Chamkaur. His descendants reside at Nangal 

Shahidan. 
(4) Himmat Singh was bom to Jotiram, a 

water-carrier from the womb of Mai Ramo 

at village Sangatpura (Patiala state) on 5° of 

Magh Sammat 1718, He came under the 

protection of the tenth Master, and offered his 

head and got baptised. He sacrificed himself 
on 8 of Poh Sammat 1761 at Chamkaur. He 

had no issue. 

(5) Mohkam Singh was born to Tirathram 
Chhimba from the womb of Mata Sukhdevi 

at village Burie on 22™ of Jeth Sammat 1733. 

He shifted to Anandpur in Sammat 1742, 
offered his head on first of Vaisakh and got 
baptised. He sacrificed himself on 8% of Poh 

Sammat 1761 at Chamkaur. Poet-laureate 
Bhai Santokh Singh author of Gurpratap Surya, 
was his descendant. 

Inthe biography of Baba Buddha Ji, Bhai 
Mangal Singh gives the following detail: 

(a) Daya Ram was born to Sudhhe Khatri 
of Lahore from the womb of Mata Dyali in 

Sammat 1726. He became a Singh after 

getting baptised from the tenth Master in 
Sammat 1756. He died at Abchal Nagar on 

the bank of Godavari in Sammat 1765. He was 
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the head of five Beloved Ones. 

(b) Dharam Dass was born to Santram Jatt 

of Hastnapur from the womb of Mata Sabho 
in Sammat 1723. He became a Singh after 

getting baptised from the tenth Master in 

Sammat 1756. He died in Sammat 1765 at 

Hazur Sahib. 

(c) Mohkamchand was bom to Tirathchand 
Chhimba of Dwarika from the womb of Mata 
Devan bai in Sammat 1720. He became a 
Singh after getting baptised from the tenth 
Master in Sammat 1756. He sacrificed his life 
during the battle of Chamkaur. 

(d) Sahibohand was bom to Chiman barber 
of Bidur from the womb of Sonabai in Sammat 
1719. He became a Singh after getting 

baptised from the tenth Master in Sammat 
1756. He had participated in the battle even 

before he got baptised. During the battle of 
Bhangani, he showed great valour, which finds 

mention in the eighth chapter of Vichitar 

Natak. 

(e) Himmat was bom to Guljari, the water- 

carrier of Puri (Jagannath) from the womb of 
Dhanno in Sammat 1718. He became a Singh 

after getting baptised from the tenth Master. 
He sacrificed himself in the battle of 
Chamkaur.' 3 those five Singhs who had 
adopted the way of life of Guru and whom 

the Guru had assigned Guruship before leaving 
the fortress of Chamkaur —‘Daya Singh, 
Dharam Singh, Man Singh, Sangat Singh and 
Sant Singh. 

uf pre [p3j prasad] according to Sikhism, 
iSome writers have mentioned the following names of 
the previous births of the five beloved ones - Lau, 

Dhanna, Namdev, Sen and Jerphendhak, which is a sheer 
‘gossip. The poets have perhaps forgotten that the soul 
of a Khatri cannot take rebirth as Khatri and that of a 

barber as barber. 
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five substances are approved as offerings to 

the Creator. These are then distributed among 
the religious congregation. These are 

kayahprosad, patase, gur, phal and makhane 
(sugar-coated seeds of cardamom). 

Ua yore e yH [pj prokar da bhram| See 
oH 5. 

Ut yars @ SH [p5j prokar de bhojan] See 
orm. 
Un webu [p5j bania] jap, japu ‘sravag’ etc; 
ten saveye of akal stat, rahtras and sohla which 

as a matter of routine are mandatory. 2 five 

banis, which are included in the aforesaid 
banis and are recited while preparing Amrit. 
These are japy, japu, copai, saveye, and anadu, 
ubssfs [p3jphitz), vAeA [pajbhiti] five fears. 
“esu kalid p3jbhitid krukarz rekha patr?” 
(a) je bold té akhie bay bar kare bahotu, 
(b) cup kord t& akhie rtu ghatz nahi matz, 

(c) je bahtrahd ta akhie betha satharv ghatr, 

(2) ofhrjai td akhie charv gaza srrz ghatz, 
(e) je karz nxva ta akhie darda kare baghatz. 

-m / bino. 

‘Ung (p3j bhu), ur gs [p3j bhut} See veg and 
ug. 
abn [p3jam] P /# adj fifth. See ven. 
aimre [pSjmar) See wae. 2 one who has 
conquered the five evils. “hoa p3carn 
p3jmar.”-BG. 

afer yard [p3j mukte) five emancipated Singhs, 
risen above the shackles of caste and creed, 
who were baptised by the tenth Master on 1* 
of Vaisakh Sammat 1756 after the five 
Beloved Ones. These were Deva Singh, Ram 
Singh, Tehil Singh, Isar Singh, Fateh Singh. 
uate [p5j mel] five groups worthy of shunning 
mine, masid, dhirmallie, ramraie, strg6m2 
Only when baptised, they should be treated 
as dear fellow brethren Khalsa, 
See trad, 
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ut we [p3j yar] See Ur uae. 
an weft (p3j yari] See vewreh, 
Ue [pajar] n skeleton. 2 cage. “sagardi s3j 
p3jre.”-ramav, ‘armoured bodies are being put 
in cages.’ 
lw waar (p3j ratna] See veaas. 2 xa mixed 
vegetable dish prepared from carrot, raddish, 

tumip, brinjal and gourd. 
alt GE [pj lun] samOdri, sScer, bry, sédha 
and sabhar. 
un Aq [p3j vastra] five clothes of cultured 
persons of yester years — turban, stringed 

shirt, shorts, girdle and a cloth to wipe clean 

the face. 2 two underwears, turban, a male 

wear sheet tied around hips to cover the 
lower part of the body and a cloth used for 

changing the undergarment. These clothes 
were also called p3j vastre by cultured persons 
of yesteryears. 

ul we [p3j vakhat] five times of namaz. See 
‘ua. “kab-hi cal na. ata paje vakhat masitz.” 

~s farid. 

Ure (p3jva), uitet [p3jv4] adjfifth. “p3jva paza 
ghzratu.”-var asa. 2 n xa ghee. It, being 
placed at number five in Asa Di Var, has this 
as the assumed name. 
Ut GH [p3j vaje] See tre wae. 
we [paja] Pz Sia viser n group of five. 2 upper 
fore part of the shoe which contains toe and 

fingers of the foot. 3 palm of the hand including 
five fingers. 4 glove. “pahrre p3j5.” 
-ramav.5 impression of five fingers of the hand 

on paper, This practice came into being from 
Hazrat Mohammad. Being illiterate he used to 

affix the impression of his palm and fingers 

below the written material. Kings of Delhi such 

as Jahangir etc also used to put their palm and 
fingerprints upon papers. On certain documents 
they used to write manjur and affix their palm 
and finger print instead of putting their signature, 
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Colonel Todd has mentioned this fact in his book, 

‘Rajasthan.’ 6 a claw-shaped iron weapon, 

which Nihang Singhs wear over their double- 

turban. 7 See unr mrfue. . 
un wfaa [p5ja sahrb] palm-print of Guru 
Nanak upon a rock near village Hassan Abdal. 
A famous gurdwara has been built there. 

There is a small spring of water near Panja 
Sahib. Its crystal clear water at first gets 

collected in a small tank and from there flows 
onwards. The congregation, after investigation, 
are of the firm belief that Guru Nanak reached 
here on first of Sawan and that his palm-print 

was affixed on the same day. 
This gurdwara is located at a distance of half 

amile to the south-west of railway station Hassan 

Abdal. A jagir of five hundred rupees has been 
assigned to it by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Some 
of the land adjoins the gurdwara. There is also 

some income to the gurdwara from water-mills. 
Towards the end of 1920 AD, its management 

was underwent improvement. At present, a 
committee of Sikh devotees is managing its 

affairs very well. There is a good provision for 
the comfort of pilgrims and a community kitchen 

is also provided. A large building has come up 
and construction work is going on continuously, 

Devotees from Peshawar have constructed a 
magnificient inn for the pilgrims. 

Renowned poet Gwal of the court of 
Maharaja of Nabha, has composed the 

following lines about Panja Sahib- 
“parvat pe pani ki jalus ko jageya pir 

vaki karamat khéc dab ko ¢k8ja he, 
stkkhan ke palbe ko vrgnu panrpadam jeso 

darzd dukhan ko trisulz sam g3ja he, 
gval kovz arajkareyan ki pure garz 

turkan tej tul tigan ko bhaja he, 
girz ko grrat thabhiryo so pratakhh aj 

dekho! svach eso guru nanak ko p§ja he.” 
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2.Now the village Hassan Abdal has come to 
be known as Panja Sahib, though most of the 
people still call it by the former name. Hassan 

Abdal is at a distance of 29 miles from 
Rawalpindi. See ans wre. 

uigqat (psjagulé) See Uetgar. 
afer [p3jab] five rivers. The land where five 
rivers flow — Jehlum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas, 

Satluj. There are thirty-two English districts 

and forty-three native states in it. Out of these 

thirteen (Patiala, Bahawalpur, Jind, Nabha, 
Kapurthala, Mandi, Sarmour, Bilaspur, 
Malerkotla, Faridkot, Chamba, Suket and 

Luharu) are politically attached with the Agent 
to the Governor General. Three (Pataudi, 

Dujana and Kalsia) are attached to the 

Government of Punjab. Twenty-seven states 
(Bushehir, Nalagarh (or Hindur), Kyonthel, 
Baghal, Beghat, Jubbel, Kumharsen, Bhajji, 

Mailog, Balson, Dhami, Kutthar, Kunihar, 
Mangel, Bija, Darkoti, Tiroch, Sangeri, Kaneti, 
Delttha, Koti, Theog, Medhan, Ghund, Ratesh, 
Hanvigedh and Dhadi) are politically attached 
to the Governor of Punjab. 

The total area of Punjab is 136905 square 

miles, out of which states cover 37059 square 
miles, 

‘Total population of Punjab is 25101060, out 
of which 4,416,036 persons live in the states. 

Denominational split up of the population 
is as under~ 

Muslims 12,955,141 

Hindus 9,125,202 

Sikh 3,110,060! 

Christians 346,259 

"The population of Sikhs is not correctly enumerated, 
because Sahijdhari Sikhs are not included init. Moreover 
numerous Sikhs with unshorn hair have been shown as 
Hindus. Hence the Sikhs are far more numerous than in 
the figure given here, 
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Jains 46,019 
Baudhs 5,918 

Parsis 598 
Jews 36 
This state was annexed to the British 

empire on 29" of March 1849. To find out its 
true history see Sikh History by 

J.D.Cunningham and Annexation of the Punjab 

by Evans Bell. 
ufradts (p3jabkor] wife of Baba Ramrai, who 
after the demise of her husband and fed up 

with the masSds (priests who recieved 

offerings and presents on behalf of their gurus) 

sought the help of Guru Gobind Singh. The 
Guru reached Dehradun and reorganised her 

household very efficiently. She died on Vaisakh 
Sudi 4, Sammat 1798. Her memorial is at 

Dehradun. 
uf [pajabi] a resident of Punjab. 2 language 
of Punjab as spoken by its residents. 3 of or 
relating to Punjab. 4 the script of Punjabi 
language, which is most suitable for scribing it. 
usratt [p3jali) yoke, which is strapped to the 
necks of the oxen before ploughing a field or 
drawing a cart, 

alat fe ueihye [p3jd vicc parmesur] means 
that the direction given by the five true 
followers of the Guru be taken as a direction 
from the Almighty. 
banx me sarad kath hutagan 

tarke yStrme rag kalole, 
sadhan mahz jayd stdhhr base 

harr sadhun sgetr me nzt dolé, 
men me jiv jy dhenu me “Smrzt” 

ty dadhr me ghrzt pazye cholt, 
phul me gdh mahanad kscan 

pdcon me paremesvear bole, 
See ts. 
Ufa [p5jih} twenty-five. 
UrAT [psjihe] money. In the by gone days it 
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‘was a practice to count rupees by making piles 

of twenty-five rupees each. “je pajihe héde 
hen, ta rojhar karde han."-JSBB. 

uffiet [p3jiril, Uette [pajiru] a sweet preparation 
of fried wheat flour, sugar and cumin seeds. 

Coriander seeds and powdered dried ginger 
are also added to it. Many people also put dry 

fruit in it. In the bygone days its Sanskrit name 
was ‘pic jirak’, Cumin seeds, aniseeds with 

five substances were added to it. “karxr pSjiru 
khavarocor.”—bher m5. 

ft thr weet [paje cb sarai] considering oneself 
teligious inspite of having all the five sins. See 
UE, 
ute [pajeb] See ute. 
Utes [pSjokhra] a village that falls under 
police station of tehsil and district Ambala. It 
is located on a pacca road at a distance of six 
miles to the east of railway station of Ambala 

city. Towards the north-east, a furlong away 
from this village, is a gurdwara of the eighth 

Guru, On his way to Delhi, Guru Harkrishan 
stayed here. Krishan Lal Pandit tested the 

knowledge of the Guru by asking the meanings 
of Gita, Thereupon the Guru enabled a silly 
water-carrier Chhaju to explain the chrismatic 
meanings of this scripture. Impressed by the 

explication, the Pandit tumed a disciple. 
The gurdwara has a magnificent building. 

There are residential houses closeby. Two 
hundred vighas of land is assigned to it from 
the time of the Sikh kingdom. The priest is a 
Singh. A fair is held on 1* of Phagun. 
wits [p3jor] Skt T3pAWR a village near Kalka in 
tehsil Kandaghat, nazamat Patiala of Patiala 
state, where Ferozshah Tughlaq laid a 
beautiful terraced garden.’ There is a 

"Some writers are of the opinion that this garden was 
laid by Fidai Khan, a high official of Aurangzeb in Hijri 
1071, 
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gurdwara of Guru Nanak Dev situated near 

Dharatirath. Its building was got constructed 
by Maharaja Karam Singh. Eighty vighas of 
land is assigned to it and rupees fifty-one in 

cash are provided to it annually by the Patiala 
state. The priest belongs to the Udasi sect. A 
fair is held on Vaisakh Sudi 3. 
ust [pjhi] twenty-five. 
We [psp], Ue [pdpv] headman, leader. 
“saranagatr sadhu papu.”-basst m4. 
als [p3d] Skt 4g vr collect, heap. 2 1 small 
bundle. “trha guna ki p3d utare.”"~mala m 3. 
3 quantity of fodder etc that can be tied in 
cloth measuring two by three yards; three 

maund kacca load (one maund is equivalent to 

12% standard seers). 4 Skt eunuch. 5 king 
Pandu, who was the ancestor of Pandavs. 

“pd rajjaht jog komava.”-VN. 
uss [padat], Usaet (padtai] See ufss and 

fsa. 
usays [pSdarpur] or Ueeys [psdharpur] a 
town situated on the southem bank of Bhima 

river in district Sholapur of Bombay 
presidency. It is known for its Vithova (Vishnu) 

temple. 
usr (p3da] Skin intellect. 2 thought. 3 knowledge 

of scriptures, 4 Sit scholar. It is from this word 

that family priests at pilgrimage centres have 
acquired the name pda or pada. 
sree [pSdavat), Use [pSdzt] Skt adj scholar, 
learned. “brnu bidza kaha koi padrt.”—bher 

m 5. 2 n well-versed in knowledge. “p3dzt, 
dekhahu ride bicarr."—gau kabir. 3 There is 

a reference in Vyas Simiriti “ePraret ora at 
ert arf uftsa:” (ch 4, ¢ 60) ‘Whosoever 
subdues senses and behaves in a an upright 
manner, is a pandit.’ See ufsz. 
fsx [p3dzta] female scholar; erudite lady. 
fset [pSdztai] scholarship. 
Uifeg (pdtv) See tifss. “p5dztu ved pukara.” 
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-sriam 5.2 psdrt according to the teachings 
of Sikhism — “so pSdztu jo man parbodhe.” 
~sukhmani. “tatu pachane so p3drtu hoi.” 
~majh a m 3. 3 who throws away a bundle. 
“so pSdrtu jo trha guna ki pd vtare.” 

-mala m3. 

fsbo [pSdia] scholar; family priest at a centre 
of pilgrimage. “acaraj eku sunahu re pddia!” 
sri kabir. 

ly [p3dv) adj yellow. “kar her kuvsd-ht tOdahr 
pSdu bhage."-NNP, ‘palefaced, they fled’n king 
Pandu. See u'se, 

Uggs [pdusut], ugeH (pSduvas] See tse. 
WB [pSde] in the pack or sac. “sagar pSde 
pata.”—basst m 5. ‘has maintained sea in a 
circular form by virtue of force of gravity.’ 
alga [pSdvan] uses. “ute katha padvan pe gi.” 
-carrtr 137. 

uly [p3t] See ifs. 
usrst [patali] forty-five. 
ufs (p3tr], uct [pti] n row. “bag pStz lase janu 
dt gota.”—cSdi J. “dstx pati an3ts.”-ramav. 
‘numerous rows of elephants.’ “lase dst 
pats.”=pares. ‘row of teeth.” 
uy [pSth] Skt TI vr go, wander. 2 n path. “je 
je path tovan ke pare.”-VN. 3 way to achieving 
communion with the Divine; religion. “gurmukh 
path nrrol, na rele ralaie."-BG. 4 M minister. 
ahny@n (p3thprakas] a book of Sikh history 
authored by Sardar Rattan Singh of Bhari. Its 
foreward reads as follows: 
Due to the inspiration provided by Sir David 
Ochterlony, whatever material captain Murray 

took down about the Sikh history from Sardar 
Rattan Singh in Sammat 1866 at Ludhiana, the 

same in versified form was published in 

Sammat 1898! for the Sikhs. Sardar Rattan 
Singh was grandson of Sardar Metab Singh 
iprkram basu groh ahr sasi bitat bhae susal 
pathak srote nr hi hof nrhal nzhal.”-PPP. 
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Meerankotia Bhangu, son of Sardar Rai Singh 
and maternal grandson of Sardar Shiam Singh 

Karoria. Sardar Rattan Singh expired in Sammat 
1903 (1846 AD). At present his descendants 
reside in village Bhari, tehsil Samrala, district 

Ludhiana. 2 Finding that poetry in Panth Prakash 
was not in accordance with the rules of prosody, 
Gyani Gyan Singh of Longowal, included a lot 

more material in it and authored a new Panth 
Prakash in Sammat 1924. Its first edition saw 
the light of the day in 1937. Written under a 
pseudonym, much of the poetry of poet Nihal 
‘Singh of Lahore has been included in it. 

Afar [pstha] path, way. See We, “sat ka pstha 
thatro.”-fodi m 5. 2 Pa virtuous woman, one 
who burns herself alive at her husband’s 

funeral pyre. “p3tha prem najanai bhuli phrre 
gavar.”-sava m 5. ‘Dying by burning at a 

funeral pyre is wrong; a true sati suffers 
through pangs of separation.” 

aifer [pathz} in the path. “pathz suhele javahu.” 
-vad alahni m 1. 2 See weft and wafer vier, 

Ue [pSthi) wer wayfarer; traveller. “pathi 
kau dukh dez.”-s kabir. 
Ug [pSthu) See wa 2. “pSthu nrhare kamni.” 

-gau kabir. 2 Skt traveller. 3 follower of a 
particular religion. “mane magu na cale 
péthu.”-japu. ‘One who has faith in the 
Creator, does not blindly follow other people’s 

path. His concem is with true religion.” 
we [pdd) See ufe. 
Ween [pSdras} fifteenth day of a lunar month; 
new moon night and full moon night, especially 
full moon night,. because it is written with 

number 15. 

west [pSdra] fifteen. 
uffe [psdz] P 4 n advice, counsel, lesson, 

instruction. “nanak age utem sei jr papa padz 
nadehi."-varsrim I. 2rule, principle. 3 tradition, 
custom. 
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a [pSdi] adj advisory. 2 n preacher, adviser. 
“dur padi dur rah calae.”—maru solhe m 1. 
‘theists and atheists i.c., worshippers of 
‘Nature and Braham.’ 

gu [pddrah], Uefe (padrahr], vet [p3dra] 
fifteen. “padrah thrti te satvar.”-brla m 3 

var 7. 

wa [p3dh) M1 path, passage. “pav julai pdh 
tav.”-suhi am 1. 2 distance. 
a fife [p3dh srr) beginning of a path; where 
a path forks. 

uta fife [pSdh srrz] from the origin of the 
path. See uy fir. “jrsahz bhulai pSdh szrr, 
trsahz drkhave koun "var ram J mI. 

uuaya [pdharpor] See says. 
Uw (psdhaul, vam [psdha-al, voy 

[psdhanu], ttt [pSdhi] traveller. 2 lost in the 
cycle of transmigration. “rsu p3dhanu ghar 

ghane.”~var maru 2 m5. 
der [pSdhia] traveller. 2 way, path, road. 
“kathazia s3tah, te sukhau pédhia.”—var maru 
2m5. 

wits [padher] See ¥2v. 
afity [pSdheru] traveller. 2 soul, 
Us [pan] Skt 4-1 adj fallen. 2 n walking 
crestfallen. 
ua [pSnag} who walks crestfallen; who 
creeps; snake. “barak maryo ta p5nag 
Khaya.”-NP. 
Unerfs [psngarr) enemy of snakes; garur. 
2 lomdhig (a long legged bird). 3 mongoose. 
4 porcupine. 5 peacock. 
uwaft [pdngi] female snake. 2 Nag Kanya 
(daughter of a serpent), 
usr [pSna] n foil. 2 leaf of an account book. 

3 emerald. “rajat bic p5na nag khanan.” 
—krrsan. 4 fore part of a shoe. 5 a state of 

Bundela Rajputs in central India, 6 a midwife 
of Rana Uday Singh, king of Chataur who in 
order to save his life in childhood, sacrificed 
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her own son. 

Ufsmr [pdnial See waa, 
uly [pSnu] a Jatt caste, originating from the 
Rajputs. See fg. Bhai Lala, who accompanied 
by Bhai Bala to Baba Kalu at Taiwandi to 

bring the horoscope, belonged to this very 
subcaste. 

UB wz" [pane paunal, Us wz" (pSne pauna] 
v post on a register, “trnh ka akhra apr sune 

jz laranu pSne paz.”-var bla m3. “melzanu 
satrgurz pSne pat.”-sri m3. 
usa [pnya] Nag Kanya; daughter of a snake. 
“kaha sristz ki prrstz kirrstr panya.”—akal. 
‘noble nagkanya of the under world.’ 

uke (pSpa] a river that takes its origin from 
Rishymuk mountain and merges into 

Tungbhedra. 

ahs [pSpaser] a lake situated on the bank of 
river Pampa. On its bank lived Shavri (Bhilni) 
in a hut and worshipped Ramchandar, 2 See 

urs. 
wh [pSma] Parmanand, the family priest of 
Raja Bhimchand of Kehlur. He used to visit 
Guru Gobind Singh at Anandpur, as a 
intermediary of the Raja. He was a great 

fraud, liar and selfish man. He was afraid that, 
if the Raja became a follower of the tenth 

Master, he could no longer remain his family 
priest. Such was the reason behind the battles 

that the Guru fought with the hill chief. The 

Sikhs in contempt called him ‘Pamma’. 
‘Thereafter for the Khalsa every Brahman was 

‘Pamma’. 2 wretch, wicked. 
Wy [psmu] a valiant disciple of Guru 
Hargobind. He belonged to the Puri subcaste. 
See yt 9. 
‘am [pyas] See fimrn. 
‘am [pyaz] P A, onion. Skt ung. 
‘uarer [pyada] See fim”, 
wars [pyar] See fim. 
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uarer 

‘uae [pyara) dear; friend. 
jane rag ragtni kabztt res doha chad 

jpp top teg tyag hove drrdh tan ka, 
“mahbub” vrejh na dekh sake mr tran ki 
crtrhar bhat me rrjheya nuktan ka, 

jfi se jo kabule so na bhule, bhule maph kare 
saphdzl akzl khrleya harphan ka, 

neki se na nyara rahe badi se krnara gahe 
esa mtle payara to gujara cale man ka. 

2 goblet, drinking vessel. “madzra ke se 
pyare.”-carrtr 220, ‘as if eyes were drinking 

” vessels.” 
Uae [pyala} See firmer, 
Y [pr) Skt part a prefix which denotes the 
meanings of beginning, speed, intensity, fame 

etc. as Yes, YAU, YEE etc, 
Ute [praudh] See Yw. 
‘yGu [praogh] See yutar. 
‘YBR [progast] adjadmired, eulogised. 2 excellent, 

superb, 

‘YA [presakt] continuously attached. 2 lover, 
paramour. 
yners [prasthan] See yPus. “sone sane 
prasthan.”-NP. 
YAR [prasan] See Yq. 
‘YRSSs [prasnotar] See yy‘sd. 
yn [prasar) Skt n expansion, extension. 
2 advance. 3 battle. 
Ynez [prosaran] Sktn forward march. 2 process 
of extending. 3 origin. 4 march and assault by 

the army. 

YAW [prasav] Skt n maternity, 2 birth, 
3 progeny, children. 4 fruit. 5 extension, 

Progress. = * 
YymHe [prasasak] Skt n administrator. 

yawns [prasasan] Skt administration. 
2 administering. 

ag (pragat} Skt adj steady, stable, calm. 
2.calm of mind. 
yrre [prasad] happiness. “ur hve prasad 
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tatkala,”-GPS. 2 purity, serenity. 3 sound 

‘health. 4 eatables offered to a deity. “je oh 
anzk prasad karave."-g5d ravrdas. “vartat 
prasad visala.”~GPS. 5 a quality of verse; 
arrangement of lines ina graceful manner with 
clarity of meanings. 6 kindness, compassion. 
7 xa food; kitchen. 8 See y>re, 
yprfe (presadx] adv through kindness. “jrh 
prasadz chatih Smrzt khahz.”-sukhmani. 

2. Skt enf& adj merciful, compassionate. 
ypret [prasadi] chapati. 2 a rare elephant of 
Guru Gobind Singh, which was presented to 

him by Raja Rattan Rai of Assam. It had a 
sort of white moon of the size of a chapati on 

its forehead from which a white sign, two 
fingers in breadth, extended to the tip of the 

trunk on one side and after crossing over the 
back, to the tip of the tail on the other side. It 

used to whiskfly the Guru, wash his feet with 

Gangasagar and wipe them with a 
handkerchief, be his torch-bearer and collect 

arrows shot by him. 3 See yrrfe 2. 

wre [prasadv] See ye | and 6. “kart 
prosadu gurdev."-sukhmani. 
yray [prasadhan] Skt n effort, device. 
2 decoration, “visv prasadhs.”-gyan. 
3 appearance, guise, impersonation. 

yee [prasaran) Skt n act of extending, 

extension. 

urrfeat [prasarzni] a herb — hesmideisnus 

indicus. Its effect is hot and dry. It is anti- 

phlegmatic, is a tonic and cures blood diseases. 

ypfeat 3% [prosarrni tel] weft ate The 
method of preparing it is given below: four 
hundred tolas of this drug be put in a deep 

vessel alongwith ten standard seers (thirty-two 

seers nonstandard) of water and boil till water 
is reduced to one fourth. Then it is filtered 
and weighed. After that take an equivalent 
weight of oil, curd and kaji (beverage prepared 
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ufite . 
by mixing biack carrots, salt and mustard in 
water) and add oil, four times of cow’s milk. 

All these ingredients are put in a large frying 
pan and the following drugs pounded, tied ina 
piece of cloth are dropped in it: 

liquorice, large pepper, bark of chitta, sea- 
salt, aconz, calamus, hesmideisnus indicus, , 
deodar, raisin, abies smithin, bhelave, aniseed 

jatamasi. All these twelve medicines should 

be equivalent to one eighth of the weight of 
oil. When only the oil remains, it should be 

strained and put in bottles, Its massage does 
away all the disorders connected with wind 

and phlegm: This oil is also very useful for 
such diseases as palsy, paralysis, hunch causing 
wind etc. ‘ 
fits [prastkkch] Ske Bf&s1 a disciple’s disciple. 
ufter (preszj] Ske yfize|adj pleased, satisfied. 
“samasté praszjje."—japu. 
uit [prosrddh] Sia sitig famous, eminent. 
2 decorated, adored. 3 See of awa (c). 
‘fafa [prostddhr], yfict [prosrddhi] Skt 
uftifer 2 fame, eminence. 
‘pte [prasijan], yrtes (presidan] perspiring. 
2 feeling pleased; being satiated. “line brna 

nahz nek prosije."- 33 saveye. “guru preside 
bale par tab.”-NP. 
ypier (prasina] n perspiration, sweat. 2 adj 
pleased; happy. “prebhu bhoe prsina.”-brla 
mS. 

YBy [presupt] adj sound sleep; fast asleep. 
Yget [prosuk] adj whistling, giving out sound 
like a whistle. “prasuk gorz khar sis kan."-GV 
10. ‘whistling bullets pass over the head and 

ears of the donkey.’ 

‘Ygs [presut] adj delivered, gave birth. 
‘ge [presuta] adj who has delivered a baby. 
yo [prasun] adj born, delivered. 2 n flower. 
3 fruit. 4 son, progeny. 
YAS [preset], YRE [prosed] Skt ye perspiration, 
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sweat. “mahakal ke bhayo praseta.”—carrtr 
405, ° 

yfia [presen] See Fiza. 
YR [prasev] n perspiration, sweat. 2 adj 
dripped, leaked, fell in drops. “nakh prasev jace 
sursuri.”—mala namdev, ‘from whose nails 
drips Ganga.’ 3 Ske wea hollowed gourd of a 

harp. 4 large bag. 
yfhee [presokhan] Skt yatAE x act of drying 
thoroughly. 2 blotting-paper. 

pia [prosisa] n praise, appreciation, admiration. 
yptuar [presskhya) Skt n total, 2 counting. 
3 See marries. 

‘yrtar (prasdg] x tale, context. 2 liking, affection. 
3 attachment, affection. 4 intercourse; 

between man and woman; coitus. 5 reason, 
cause. 
pia [presan] IT adj glad, happy. 2 clear, 
pure. 3 1 Mahadev, Shiv. 
yaas" [presénta] n joy, happiness. 

{imps [pressnmukh] adj looking vivacious; 
cheerful. 2 » Guru Nanak Dev. 

Ys [prastar] See Yes, 
‘WAS (prastar] Skt y-frg n expansion; extent. 
2 bed of leaves. 3 an affix in prosody, from 

which with the extension of a character and 

matra, numerous forms of metre are identified 
and new metres are created. 4 stairs. 
5 abundance, increase, progress. 

YRS [prestav] Skt n interesting matter. 2 reference 
of. “srinanak prastav crtara.”-GPS. 3 preface, 
foreword. 
‘yer (prestavna] Skt n prologue, foreword. 
2 beginning. 
{ys [prostut] Skt adjwho is admired.2 mentioned; 
who is brought under discussion. 3 present. 
4 ready. 

yystge [prastutakur] (a sentence suggesting © 
something in the context of the present) a 
figure of speech in which a complaint or 
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grievance is addressed to someone in an 

abstruse manner. 
uji prastutz ko jaha prastutz bic prabhav, 
prostutrSkur janiye alSkar kavzrav. 

-ramc3drbhugan. 
Example: 

tav gun kaha jogatgura, jou karam na nase? 
sfghsaran kat jaic jav jSbuk grase ? 

~brla sadhna. 

ky6 mrsri ko tyagke cori ko gur khat ? 
“Having abandoned your beautiful wife, why 

do you hanker after other ugly women.” 
‘pa [prestha] Skt n clear ground at the top of 
a mountain. 2 plain; level field. 3 high end of 
a mountain. “cahudzs ke prasthan prasthane.” 
-GPS. 4 extent, expansion. 5 raised ground. 

6 an old measure of length and weight 
equivalent to forty-eight times the width of a 
closed palm and weight of two seers. 
yrea [prasthan] Skt n departure, march, 
advance. 2 if a person cannot depart on an 

auspicious moment, then he sends his weapon, 
dress etc. This practice is also known as 
prasthan. See urfesr 3. 
Wy [prasn] Skt n question, query, enquiry. 
2 an Upnishad of Athrav Ved. It contains 
sixty-seven mantars. 
Yy"ae [prognotter] m question and answer. 
2 a composition incorporating a series of 

questions and answers. 

“kou bujhe bat ko kou uttar det, 

pragnottar tako kahrt bhugan sukavz sucet.” 
—stvraj bhugan. 

Tt is also known simply as ‘uttar’. 
Example: 

jat puchahv sohagni, tusi ravra krni guni? 

sahajz sstokhr sigaria, mztha bolni. 
-srim 1. 

satrsSgatr kesi janie? 
jtthe tko namu_ vakhanie. 
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dohagni kza nisania? 

khasamahv ghuthia phrrahr nimania. 

~srim | jogi Sdarz. 
tohi mohi, mohi tohi Star kesa? 
kanak katak jal tar3g jesa. 

—sri ravidas. 

nanak, sohaganz ka kza crhanv he? 
‘Sdarz secu, mukhhuujla, khasme mahz samahz. 

—var subj m 3. 

ah hanu ! kahz sri raghubir, 
kachu sudh he sty ki chrtr mahi? 

he probhw 13k kal3k brna, su 

base taht ravanbag kr chahi. 
jivet he? kahrbe kuz nath 

suky6 na mari ham te brchurahi? 
pran base pad p3kaj me 

yem avat he, par pavat nahi—hanu. 
(b) See mau fog. 

‘yyNe [prosravan] Skt n dripping, leaking. 
2 source of water; spring, cascade. 
3 perspiration, sweat. 4 milk, which is milched 

from the teats. 

{APF* [prosrav] Skt n run, flow. 2 flow of water; 
river, stream. 3 perspiration. 4 urine. 

YRe [prasved] Skt n perspiration, sweat. 
‘yore [prehasat], yoy [prehst] adj laughing. 
2 having long hands. 3 n slap, smack. 4 a 
minister and commander of Ravan. He was 
brother of Akampan. “prahasat te th bhat mtr 
brcarro.”-ramav. 

YUBA [proharas], Yee (proharakh] Skt yar n 

cestasy, bliss, joy. 
Yyuexe [praharkhan] Skt yore n ecstasy; 
extreme joy. “pust praharkhan dust mathe.” 
~akal. 2 a figure of speech describing an 
achievement which is far more than 
expected. 

jeht rccha te phal adhrkai, 
ko pave, parharsan gai. 

~gorabgijni. 
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Example: 

ajamalu pritr putr pretr kini 
karz nararn bolare, 

mere thakor ke manz bhar bhavni 

jomkSker marz brdare, 
-nefam 4, 

dalle ne mégi jab barkha, 
guru krrpa te tab jal varkha. 

trsi seme dino yahz var he, 

satdrav maruthal secan kar he. 
(b) Another version of it is to think about a 

plan to achieve something, but get the desired 
result without executing the same. “man jaki 

recha kere mzle vasatu so aya.”-ramcsdr 
bhusan. 

Example: 
dhan upjaven karne crtve antk upay, 
akasmat nz0 khodte dabyo khajana pay. 

yage (praharan] Skt n act of snatching, 

grabbing. 2 assault. 3 weapon. 4 battle. 5a 
veiled palanquin for women. 

‘yaest [praharta] Skt Yeq adj who assaults. 
“jagat praharta sabh jag bharta.”-gyan. 
2 warrior, 

Yyowe [prohlad] Skt wees same as WETS. He 

was the son of Hiranykeshipu and father of 
Bali, Legend goes that Hiranykeshipu, after 

defeating Indar, took heaven into his 

possession. His son Prahlad, right from his 
childhood, had been worshipper of Vishnu. 

Enraged, he ordered his son’s killing. But 

demons, weapons, snakebites, tusks of 
elephants, flames of fire etc had no effect on. 
Prahlad and to punish Hiranykeshipu, Vishnu 

had to take the form of Narsingh. 
After his father’s death, Prahlad became 

king of the demons and began to live in the 

netherworld. As per Padam Puran, he 

occupied the throne of Indar and finally 
became one with Vishnu. In the works of 
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Indian saints and Sikh scriptures, the name of 

Prahlad’s father is mentioned as Harnakhas. 
“prahlad ka rakha hora reghurar.”—bher m 
3. “detputr prablad.” -bher m 3, “prahlad 
bhagat linovtar.”-narsfgh. 2 ecstasy, bliss. 

“den prablad prahlad ko.”-GPS. 
yawrefifu [prahladst gh] a Singh who authored 
a Rahitnama (code of conduct for the Sikhs), 

Itstarts with the following couplet: 

“gbcalnager bethe guru men maht kia brcar, 

bolra pura satrguru muretz sri kertar.” 
and has stated the year of its completion: 

“sSmat satrahz se bhae berakh bavaja nthar, 
magh vadi trthr p3cmi virvar subh var.” 
He has not bothered about the fact that the 

tenth Master had not reached Abchalnagar in 

Sammat 1752 and had neither created the 
Khalsa till then. : 

The following sentences occur in this very 

Rahitnama ~ 
“akalpurokh ke hukam te progat calayo path, 
sabh stkhhan ko hukom he guru manio gr3th.” 
guru khalsa manio progat guru ki deh.” ... 

Yyawg [prahaladu] See youre. 
Yom (prehas] Sk n peel of laughter. 2 Shiv. 
3 juggler, acrobat. 4 buffoon, jester. 
Yons [prohasan], yor [prahasi] Skt were 
adj who laughs loudly; who laughs whole- 
heartedly, “‘damni prahasan,”—akal. 

4g [prohar] n assault, stroke, hit, injury. 
ywet [prahari] Werf adj assaulter, striker, 
hitter. 2 who uses weapons etc. 3 destroyer. 
yfarre [prehtlad] See yasre. “mata updese, 
prohrlad prare.”-bher m 3. 
yfowefity (prahtladstgh] See yooreftu. 
yfaerg [prahrladu] See yaore. “prahtladu 
kahe, sunahu meri maz.”—bher m 3. 

yds [prahirst] attacked with. “prahirat 
tir3.”-kalkd. 
afer [prehelrka] puzzle, riddle. This is a 
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double figure of speech. For the form of 

meeusat refer to fag - 6. 
A character based riddle is such that 

answers to its questions are available in the 

characters themselves. It has variants such 
as Starlaprka and vahrrlaprka. Its numerous 
examples are given below — 

Example: 

(a)kzs te pasu jay6 pet bhar 

lefat hor nzs3g? 

buddhi vidya vida kar 
man mreyada bh3g? 

The answer to this question is “bh3g”. 

(b)ntrmal ke vah adz me 
rehrtobicbrhég, 

5g Stme pekhzyat 

bujho pragan prasag. 
The answer is “nrh3g”. 
(c)sabhu kaha brkh dharat? 

jenam durlabbh kavan kahr? 

proja bhup kahf det? 
dan me cahat keven nahi? 

ka kar sobhat bam? 

daya nah ka par cahrye? 
magal medhanu kevan? 

kavan prebhu pujjz lahzye? 
keven gyan vigyanda? 

vedzv3s ko dharamdhur? 

saszjehriuttar dayo 
“nanak dev abhev gur.” 

~bhai budhsigh. 
Answer to the ten questions in this stanza 

are provided in the sentence “nanak dev abhev 

gur.” in the following order — #9 [nar], nar, 
kar, 28 [der], var, ar, 38 [bher], var, gur and 
nanakdev abhev gur. 
(d)ksj lase kth madhh? 

subhot harkhat krh ke ntdh? 

satru dare kth dekh? 
kon harrprrya sarab stdh? 
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ko bhukhan remnin? 
kahi gavan manbhavan? 

jupkar ko sar? 
kon hay ram badhavan? 

kahf mounz grahz? ko gubh janam jag? 
jag kr bhakh Smrrt su kavz? 

das-sis haran sri ram kar 
sobhat he “sar nabal chab.” 

~kavi amritraye. 

‘Answers to the twelve questions in this 
stanza are provided in the expression “sar 
nabal chab” as under according to gatagat 

system — sar, ran, bal, lach, chab, bach, chal, 
lab, ban, nar, ras and sar nabal chab. 
(e)mo mad ka char loh daga mal 

s3bh kabi ur mahr na dharo, 

rah abo sakhz de mar jSdham 
mav sada ur te nahr taro, 

sagu bhave su sapic 1ni tar 
jo dan da thal net sSbharo, 

pp mnteharr nahz mrle 
tab jaman sigh gulab trharo. 

—bhavrasamrrt. 

The scheme of words in this soveye is as under — 

moh, mad, daga, kam, chal, ras, 
lobh, kabi ur mahr na dharo, 

ram, har, 3j, bodh, som, khzma, 
dev, sada urtenahr faro, 

sat, gur, bhaj, ved, sun, sad, 
path, cal, rne nit ssbharo. 

(f) xstri ko prry kavan? 
janam uttam ko kahrye? 

nrrpahz preja kaya det? 

man ka kar jog lahtye? 
kavan netr ko vrsay? 

deh cetan krhkar he? 

jogtarak he kavan? 
paramgur adz aksar he? 

It is a vahzrlaprka. The answers are as - 
nahz, nar, kar, gun, JY [rup], Hie {jiv). The 
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answer to the last question jagtarak paromgur 
kavan he? is contained in the opening 
characters of the words and that comes to be 

“panak guru ji”. 
wae [prakat] Skt adj manifest. 2 obvious, 
evident. 
yaswe [prekarkhan] Skt n abundance. 2 act 

of dragging, pulling. “dusat prakarkhan.”—akal, 

‘Yyase [prakaran] Sz n context, tale, 2 chapter. 
3 creation. “jegat prakarn3.”—gyan. 

yore [prokag] Skt n brightness, light, flash. 
2 revelation. “tahi prokas hemara bhayo.” 
-VN. 3 sunshine, heat. 4 fame, reputation. 

5 knowledge. 6 loud laughter (ridicule); 
Jaughter. 7 bronze. 8 expansion, extent. 9 Shiv. 
10 chapter of a book. 
yet (prokasi] VOIR adj illustrative, 
illuminative. 

‘yaty [prekad] Sit werTs n thick; branch of a 

tree. “gahe prakid sajor hzlae.”-NP. 2 branch. 
3 stem of a tree. 4 adj expansive. 
ere [prakar] Skt n type; kind. “anzk prakar 
kio bakhyan.”-sukhmani. 2 form, type. 
3 equality, likeness. 4 Skt fort, castle, “tum hi 

die anrk prekara, tum hi die man.”—sarm 5. 

ydfise (prakiran] Skt yatté. adj scattered, 
expanded. 2 mixed. 3 of numerous kinds, 

4 n chapter. 5 crazy; resolute. 6 assorted 

verse. 7 flywhisk. 8 expansion. 9 horse; 
battle horse. 

yetefs [prakiratx] Skt weft n fame. 
2 proclamation with the beat of a drum. 

yeh [prak5p] Skt n shivering vehemently. 
2shaking, vibrating. 

ypiurs [prokSpan] Skt n shaking vigorously. 
2 air, wind. 3 a minister of Ravan. 

yfas (prakrrt] Skt Tae adj commenced. 
2 contextual. 3 created. 4 natural, normal. 

‘yfigfis [prokrrtz] Skrvepfetn nature, temperament. 
2 effect. 3 according to Sankhya Shastar, the 
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essence of the universe from which the vast 

universe emerges. Emerges from this nature 
the whole creation which then merges into 

Nature. 4 qualities produced by the effects of 
the elements are as under: 

“ek ek tatt taki pc ht prekertz bhai, 
lobh moh ahs dukh pritr nabh janzye, 

bal ko karan aru dhavan pasaran 

s3koc deh badhe su samir pahrcantye, 
nid oj katz bhukh pyas hoz alas jo 

agant ke tattki prkrrtz e premanrye, 
rakat pasina prtt kaph bf du nir hii ki 

cam had mas nari rom chrtr bhanzye.” 

-NP. 

S illusion. “paremdabhuts prakrztrpars.”-guj 
jedev. 6 ignorance. 7 the Divine. 8 according 

to Manu’s description seven divisions of a 
state. i.e. king, minister, territary, castle, 

treasure, punishment (four segments of the 

army), friend. See a 9 ¢ 294.' 9 authority, 
power. 10 root ofa word. I1vagina. 12 penis. 
yfgfsus [prokertrpar} adj supernatural; pure 
Braham. See yfast 5. 
fear (prakrrya] Skt n process. 2 context. 
“kahd prokerya kasrka? sarab matthé.”-aje, 
3a system in grammer. 

Yywes [praksalen] Skt n act of thorough 
cleansing. 
yys [prokhar] Skt adj very sharp. 2 mighty 
furious. 3 n mule. 4 dog. 5 See Unie. 
Ya [prokhre] plural of yea (mule). See yer 
3. wearing iron armour. “prakhre pavig3.” 
~ramav. See Und. 
yeas |prakhyat) Skt adj very reputed. 
yperfs [prokhyatr] n fame, reputation. 
ifn Shukrniti, King is mentioned as heed, minister as eye, 
friend as ear, treasure as mouth, army as arm, fort as 
hand and country as foot. Due to these seven traits, it 
came to be known as Saptangrajya. 

ook of grammar entitled Kashika. 
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ya (pragat] See yae. “pragat kine prabh 
kernehare."—dhana m 5. 
Yaree [pragatna], yates" (pragatnal v appear, 
become evident. 

yah [pragtina! adj apparent, manifest. 
2 famous. “je jekaru jagatr pragtina.” 

~brla m5. 

yas [pragatu] See yac. “jrh prasadr td 

progatu sisarz.”-sukhmani. “gur mrlze tku 
pragatu hor.”—basst m4. 

‘yous [progalabh] Sit Wr adjvery enterprising. 
2 clever. 3 witty. 4 fearless, dauntless. 

5 serious. 

‘Yyerg [progasu] See yor, “ghatr ghatr maulra 
atamprogasu.”—basst kabir. “gursabadz 
progasra.”—gau kabir. 

Yyarer [pragajha] See users. 
‘yaa (pregadh! adjdense, concentrated. 2 very 
rigid, intrepid. 
yfanr [progta] See Yyerr. 
vfefer [pragtda] Weng adj having thorough 
knowledge. “parsi progida.”-gyan. 2 See 
edier. 

Yyera (p] 55 adj having thorough knowledge. 
2 clever, wise. 

yaa (progya] Skt Ws n intellect, intelligence, 
grasp. 2 Sarasvati. 3 power of discrimination, 
conscience. 

Yoaeg [pregyacaksu) Skt wares n blind; 
who sees through intellect, 2 whose erudition 

comprises his eyes; perfect scholar. 
3 Dhritrashtar. 

‘Yyors (pregyat] SgIet adjwell-known. 2 eminent, 
reputed. 

Yyaae [pragyan] WHT 7 true knowledge, 
absolute knowledge. 
yaarés [pragyavst] adj having penetrating 
intelligence; active. 

pe [pragh] See Yaw, “tab hi kupzo rn pe dharta 
pragh.”—krzsan. ‘thunder-bearing Indar got 
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furious.’ 
{yaCH [procerja] See ufawaor. “bhut pracarja 
het umaga.”-NP. ‘the demon got eager for 

cating.’ 2 See yaour. 
yeeur [pracarya] Skt wet n action. 2 pursuit, 
follow-up. 3 putting a plan into action. 

we (precar} n publicity, preaching. 2 behaviour, 
custom. 3 fame, reputation. 

‘ywreat [pracarak], yaroer [pracarrka] preacher 
of religion or knowledge, fernale preacher. 

YTS [pracur] Skt adj abundant, excessive. 
'-paras. 2nthief. 

Yes" [praceta] Sit WaT, incere, honest. 
2.nan ancient sage, who is counted amongst 

Prajapatis. 3 god Varun. 
yds [pracad], yee [pracsdu] TATE adjfierce. 
2 intense. 3 illustrious, magnanimous, 47 fire. 
“gur granu pracSdu balata.”-sri ch5t m 4. 
5 sun. “kart pregasu precéd pragtto Sdhkar 
brnas.”~maru am 5. 
Ye [prach] Skt 08 vr question, ask. 

yerger yf [prachsatua projap3] you are 
achieved through inquisitiveness and 

knowledge. 
fides [prochtn) Skt 95-1 adj well-covered, 
hidden, mysterious. “ap prachtn khudaz 
h6."-NP, “ahd prochtn, na parahy lahat.” 
—-NP. 2 immaculately cut apart. 

Y@en (prachedan] Skt 733A n cutting apart. 
2. separation. 
yds [prochain] See ufés, 
yferes [procchadan] Skt VeBTeA n act of 
covering or concealing. 2 sheet, shawl. 3 eyelid. 
ypeur [prajalpan] Skt Wet! 7 chattering, 
act of being garrulous. 2 conversation, 

discourse. See Rau. 

‘pF [preja] n progeny, children, 2 birth. 3 subjects 
i.e., people of a state who pay taxes. 

yes [projanath], yrufs [projapatr] » king. 
2 the Creator of the universe. 3 father. 4 gods 
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and sages who created subjects/people. 

According to Anhik Tantar, they are ten in 

number i.e. maricr, atrr, 5grra, pulsaty, pulah, 
krotu, praceta, vasrsth, bhrrgu, nared. 

There is a mention of twenty-one Prajapatis 

in Mokshdharam of Mahabharat — 
brahma, sthanu, manu, daks, bhrrgu, dharam, 

yamraj, maricz, Sgzra, atrr, pulsaty, pulah, 
kratu, vaststh, parmesthi, vrvasvat, som, 

kerdam, krodh, arvak and krit. 5 Indar, Devraj. 
6 sun, 7 fire. 8 A potter is also known as 

Prajapati. 
yee [prejaran] » act of complete burning; 

process of reducing to ashes. 
YEAS (projugat] Skt yyy adj attached, joined. 
“prajugat anup he.”-japu. 
Yas [prejul] short for yAfss. “jval ghons 
projuls."-VN, 
YAH [prajes], YFYS [projesavar] » Prajapati. 
2 the Creator. 3 king. 

yma [projog] See yttat 
usta [prajssan] Ske yrs adj child-bearing. 
“projisan, jagat brdhtsan.”-akal. 
usta [prajsk] Skt uta n cot, bed, sleeping 
couch. See yaa ya, 
ypyYSe [projvalon] Skt n ignition. 
Upgfiss (projvalzt] adjignited, burning, blazing, 
yg’ [pradul] adj spread; prevailing. “sobha 
basat jah tahz prodoll.”-akal. ‘Reputation is 
spread far and wide.’ 

yz (pran] Skt n promise. 2 oath, vow. 3 adj 
old; ancient. 

‘Yes (pronat] Skt adjhumble, bowing in humility. 
2nwho makes obeisance; servant. 3 devotee, 
worshipper. 
yess (pranatpal) adj defender of the poor. 
2 sustainer of the slaves. See yes. 
yefs [pranatr] Skt n salutation, obeisance. 
2 request, plea. “pranatz hamari mit, kaha 

sunlijrye.”-corrtr 402. 
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4y@AF [pronaman] Skt-h salutation, obeisance. 
‘yen (pronay] Skt n loving submission. 2 love. 
Sreverence, faith. 4 leader, head. 5 salvation, 

emancipation. 
Ye [pronav] Skt n eulogiser; 3 [05] which is 
recited prior to all other hymns of praise. 

2 the divine One. 3 See yer. “pranvo adr 

ekskara.”—akal. 

yeefs [pronvatr) Skt wortat adj devoted. 
“pranvatz nanak trn ki sama.”-sopurakho. 
2 pays obeisance. 

yze [pronavel pays obeisance. “pranve 
nama.”~mali namdev. 

Yyens [pranasan] » act of dissolution, merger. 

“Sagat pranasi tuy sarn3.”—gyan. 
yen (pronasi] adj nf destroyer, annihilator. 
See Yes. 
Yen ([pranam] 7 bowing one’s head as a mark 

of respect. See ufeent. 

yen urs uth? [pronam pan paddhiy3)~cddi 
2, with head bowed and hands folded, recited 

the hymn of praise. 
yeuee [pronamvad] See ufsener. 

yen (pranami] Skt gerf adj who pays 
obeisance. 2 a faith founded by Devchandar 

who was born at Amarkot (Sindh) to 
Manumehta in Sammat 1636. He became a 
disciple of Haridas of Bhuj and began 
reciting. ‘pranam—pranam’. He did not find 

any difference between Ved and Koran and 

used to preach to Hindus and Muslims alike 

in a loving manner, Numerous people 

became his followers in towns such as 

Jamnagar, Panna, Satara etc., who came to 

be known as ‘pranami’. These people 

perform arti (a religious ceremony peformed 

by moving lighted lamps) around their 

scripture and put a saffron mark on their 
foreheads. Devchandar died at Panna in 

Sammat 1751. His memorial exists there. 
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3 See ufsant. 
yetear (pranalrka], yest [pronali) Skt n 
drain gurgoyle. 2 barrel of a gun. 3 convention, 
custom. 4 method, way. 5 genealogy, 
generation. 
fens [pronzdhan] Skt n effort, endeavour. 
2 concentration of mind; meditation. 3 worship 
done in full dedication. 

ats (pronit] Skz adjaltered. 2 created, formed. 
3 improved. 4 sent. 

y@ [prano] See uae. “prano s5kh bheri.” 
~carrtr 405. 
Ys [prot] See yfs. 

yse [protakhl, ystt [protakhr), yee [protakhy] 
‘Skt sae adjobvious, evident, manifest. “tinz 
dev pretakhz torahr.”—asa kabir. 
ysferw [pratagral, yea" [pratogya] See 
yfsart, 2 devotion, determination, dedication. 
“ram sigi namdev jan kau pretagta ai.”-todi 
namdev. 3 test; examination. “ae satguru len 

protagya."-GPS. 
yse [pretach], yafe [pratacht) See yaer and 
ysaa. “ketak protach hur pacar 
kharjahfge.”~akal. 

yaw [pratna) See fysar. “kop bhari jedvi 
pratna.”-krrsan. ‘Yadav army was full of 
rage.” = 
ysatsa [pretnatak] 1 destroyer of the army — 
‘the noose.—sanama. 
yswufs (pratnapatr] n commander. 2 king. 
-sanama. 
yawet [pratpani] Skt wftt=1 adj adopted, 
accepted. “sarab jia kie pratpani.”-mala am 
J, 2 reborn. 3 pratpani can also have the 
alternative form of pratrpalan. 
sr [pratma] See yfau", 
Ygges [pretradan] Sk yas n act of censuring, 
or reprimanding. 2 admonisher. 3 a king of 
Kashi, who was the son of Divodas. His wife 

Mandalsa was a great scholar and performed 
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miraculous deeds. 4 Vishnu. 
yay ([pratap) Skt n splendour, lustre. 

2 recognition, magnanimity. 3 bravery, 

heroism. 4 illustrious son of the raja of Udaypur, 

Rana Uday Singh, who occupied the throne 

of Udaypur in 1572 AD. He was a true patriot 
and defender of Rajput lineage. 
yaufitu (pratapstgh] See yar 4. 2 See war 
and geen. 
ysues [pratapvan] adj magnanimous, 
illustrious, 

ygsrfu [pratapr] through magnanimity. “s5t 
pratapr bharam sabh nase.”—sar m 5. 2 See 

yenft (pratapi] adj ysrfiry. magnanimous, 
illustrious. 

ysy [pratapu] See you. “jth prasadz tera 
pretapu.”—sukhmani. 
Ysy [protapu) a devout Khatri disciple of Guru 
Arjan Dev, who attained seff-enlightenment. 
sree [pratarak] thug, swindler. 2 saviour. 
Yysrez [protaron] Skt n cheating, swindling. 
uf [protr] Siz partto. 2 against. 3 again. 4 in 
return. 5 each, every. “pratr vasar sen 

vadhavat hé.”-GPS. 6 equivalent. 7 as 

compared to. 8 towards. 9 copy. 

yfsG'se [protrutter] Ske TEI re response; 
reply, counter answer. 

fuer [pratrupkar] 1 goodness in retum 
for a favour. 
qrankar (pratrsg] Skt TeIeT n sub-organ; as 
hand is an organ and fingers are its sub-organs. 
2 adv every limb. “bahan ko pratr3g 
praharyo.”—krrsan. 
fare" [pratrstal See yfary. 
ufsita [pratrsedh] Skt yfsne n prohibition; 
prevention. 2 a figure of speech which 

negates the essential of a thing in the first 

instance and looks for another possibility from 
the same. 
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“jah prostddh nzgedh ker an kirten parkas, 
tahd kahrt pratrsedh he kovzjan 
budhhrvzlas.” 

-lalzHalam. 

Example: 
jrnha sattgurupurakhu na sevzo, 

sabadz na kito vicaru, 

OI manas junt na akhianz, 

pasu dhor gavar.~sava m3. 
gunkhani gunben ucare, 
nahi pike bharro bhare, 
din duni ka chatru su dio, 

apar na th sam jag me bio-NP. 
() first negating an idea and then 

imagining the same somewhere else is another 
form of this figure of speech. 

Example: 

devtrover hena rhe 
harrraz guru kor devtrovar, 

so surdhenu nahi man janzy, 

sevguru surdhenv lahe nar, 
he nacftamanz bujh jt dekhzy, 

sri guru ke nakh cf tmani bar, 
so na sudha madhurazt ko dhar, 

geyangzra guru ki madhuri tar.—GPS. 
yf (pratrstha] Skt n settling. 2 act of 
establishing; setting up. 3 earth. 4 respect, 

honour, veneration. 5 completion of rituals 
such as the fire-ritual etc. 6 support, 
assistance. 
fang [pratrsthan] old name of Prayag. 2 See 

Ffsras. 
yfarys [pretzsvor] a tune originating from the 
string of an instrument such as sarSgi, taus, 
sitar etc. 2 corresponding tone of one saptak 

to that of another. 3 resonance, echo. 

yfsas (pratrhat] Skt n adj dead. 2 removed. 
3 despondent. 4 felled. 
yfsoe [protrhar] Skt n attack, assault 2 tongue 
touching the teeth during articulation. 3 gate- 
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keeper who checks the entry of an 

unauthorised person. “dharamrat paruli 
pretrhar.”—mala namdev. “dharam kott jake 

pretrhar.”—bher a kabir. 4 mace-bearer; usher. 

“chapan kotz jake pratthar."-bher a kabir. 
S acrobat, juggler. 
yfsfdrr (protrhtsa) retaliatory violence. 
yfsara [pratrkar] Skt n work for work; 
revenge. 2 remedy; cure. 

yfage (protrkul] Skt adj contrary, opposite. 
2 n enemy, antagonist. “jas vtlok dabat 

pretrkuls.”-NP. 
fsa [pratrgya] Skt n promise to do or not 
to doa task; undertaking. 2 oath, vow. 3 an 
undertaking on oath i.e. ‘I must do this job or 
if] fail to do it or that I must prove to be such 
and such, or if at all it happens that way, then 

it will not so happen etc.’ A discourse 
incorporating such conditions is a figure of 
speech of this sort. 
pron athva sog3d ko varnan racna mahz, 
up pratrgya ko rhi kahé kavy avgahr. 

Example: 
ySsunke batrya trh ki 

harz kop kahyo ham yudhh karége, 
ban kaman gada gahrke 

duu bhrat sabe arr sen harége, 

sur srvadzk te na bajt 
hanhé tum ko, nahf jujh marége, 

meru hale suk he ntdhivarr 

tau ran ki chrtr te na farége.—krrsan. 

pagcxm sur caphe kab-ha 
aru gig bahiultijry ave, 

jeth ke mas tusar pare 
ban orbasStsamir jarave, 

Jok hale dhrua ko jal ko thal hve 

thal ko kab hve jal jave, 
kScan ko nag pakhan dhar ude, 

Kharges na pith drkhave. 
—krrsan. 
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ravi astan te purab jabe, 
je na lohgarh tor6 tabe, 
tb nzj prt te janamyo nahi, 
moukh na drkhavhd rajon mahi-GPS. 

44 premise in logic. 

yfsaar wee (pretrgya palen] See sea UT. 
‘fea [pratzgroh] Siz n acquisition, acceptance, 
assimilation. 2 act of acquiring. 3 marriage. 
4 accepting alms. 5 spittoon. 

fits [prattca) Skt udfeat n string of a bow, 
bowstring. 
ufster [pratrdrn] adv daily, everyday. 

xyfogfis {pratzdhunz), faq [protzdhuni}, 
yfswre [protrnad] echo, resonance, 

yfafef (pratrntdhz] Skt n one who has a 
delegated apointment; representative. 
2 ambassador. 3 statue. 4 Dg image, 

reflection. E 
yfirat (protrpaks], yfsdy (prtzpakhh), yfsie 
{pretrpacch] n antagonist. 2 enemy, adversary. 
3 respondent, as against the questioner. 

Aequality. 

yfsufs [pratrpattr] Skt n achievement. 
2 knowledge. 3 estimate, 4 charity. 5 judgement. 
6 honour. 7 determination. 
fae (pratrpada) n first day of a lunar month. 
“bhad6 sudi prattpada din ko. guruta din 
trlak arjan ko.”-GPS. 

ufswene [pratzpalgha], yfsuetbor (protzpalia] 
adj sustainer, protector. “sarnagatz purakh 
pratitpalgha."~maru m 5. “ji j5tu sagle 

pratrpalia.”"-marum J. 
‘yfsures [pratrpadak] Skt n one who explains 
throughly so that the other person understands 
well. 2 one who subsists. 

yfsuren [pratrpaden] Skt n act making the 
other understand completely. 2 proof, 

evidence. 3 charity. 4 reward. 
uyfswex [pratzpady] Skt adjworth describing; 
worth explaining. 2 worth giving. 
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yfsureer [protrparak) sustainer, fosterer. 
yfsuras [pratrparan] n act of fostering or 
nurturing, “ham barrk pratrpare tumre.”—kalr 
m 4, “nzt pratrpare bap jese mai.”-gaum 5. 

yfsums [pratzpal] short for yfsursa. “sarab 
jia ka he pratrpal.”-brla m5. 
faye [protrpalak] Skt n sustainer, fosterer. 
2 defender. 3 king. 4 the Creator. 
yfsunss [pratrpalen] Skt n act of fostering 
or nurturing. 2 defence. “pratrpale nzt sar 
samale.”-sor m 5. 3 act of fulfilling a 

commitment — fulfilment of a promise. 
ufsurs [pratzpala], yfarfs [pratrpalz], 
yfsurst [pratrpali) sustainer. “tu sabhna ka 
pratrpala jiv.”—majh m 5. “visarza jagatprta 
protrpalz.”—sri m 3. “ham barzk hari prta 

protzpali.”-bher m 4. 
yfsus [pratrpsn] Ske fT adj known. 
2 accepted. 3 complete with all limbs or 
organs, “jrm sabh chrtz ko nrrp pratrpan.” 
~GPS. ‘having all organs of the state.” 
ufsfifa [protrbtb] n image, reflection. 2 picture. 
3 mirror. 

uffisdia [pratrb3dh] n obstruction, interruption. 
“tfh pratzb3dh sSkalap uthavan.”-NP. 
2 management. 

yfintaa [pratrbsdhak) » prohibiter, interrupter. 
2 tree. 

yfsee [pratrbhat] m warrior as a peer; hero 

of the same calibre. 2 enemy, adversary. 

yfsst [pratrbha] m brilliance. 2 genius; 
inventive mind of original extent and range. 

3 shine, brightness. 

‘yer (protrbhas} glare; light. 2 illusion. 
yfsfsa [pratrbhigya] Skt seaftren n fore 
knowledge, memory-based knowledge. 

2 knowledge regarding monotheism. 

yfag [pratrbhul Sin one who stands surety. 
2 representative. 

fine (protrma] image, idol, picture. 2 copy. 
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3 reflection; shadow. 

yfsnrn [pratrmas] adv every month. 
yfars [pratrman) 7 reflection, image; 
shadow. 2 counterpart, equivalence. 

3 illustration, example. “aje prattman 

probhadhar.”-paras, “prattman na nar kahO 
dekhpare.”-kalki. 

‘yfstx [protzlom| adj inverted; upside down. 
2.n backward reading - ©} [ram] be read as 

mara. 3 mean, dishonest. See BAS Fas. 

yfstont [protrlomaj] See rma ean. 

[pratrvastupma] (similarity in 
different objects) depiction of common traits 
of subject and object in different sentences 

by different words having the same meanings. 

pad samuh jug dharam jah bhfn padan sé ek, 
Pargat pratt vastupma tehf kavi kahat anek. 
-lalztlalam. 

Example: 

lasat sur madhyan jyd, 
ty6 dipat guru sabha mahz. 
Common traits of illumination belonging to 

the sun and the guru, are depicted through 
synonymous words lasat and dipat. 
yfawe [pratrvad] 1 refutation. 2 response 
made to refute some assertion. . 
yfseret [protrvadi] disputant, respondent 
refuting the assertion. 

ust (proti] See yfs. 
yale [pratik) adj opposite, unfavourable. 
2 inverted. 3 symbol. 4 organ. 5 face. 6 form, 
shape. 7 image, idol. 

ysters [pretikar] See yfsara. 
ydiétuns [pratikopasna] worship of some 
object as an incarnation of Braham; worship 
of an idol or some object as incarnation of the 

Divine. 

ypfiwz’ [pratikgan} n act of seeing ahead and 
behind. 2 waiting, act of expecting. 
3 compassion, kindness. 
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ypdtar [pratiksa] urgent waiting. 2 waiting. 
ypfhes [pratikhan], ysteor (pratikhna] See 
yysiae, “karat protikhan ko cal ai.”~GPS. “sabh 

pratikhna teri dhare.”-GPS. 
ystet [pratici] n which attracts the sun 
everyday towards itself; west, 

uptes [protichan] See ysiaz. 
sts [pratit] Skt adj famous, well-known, 
2 known. 3 happy. . 

‘ysis (protitz) Sk knowledge. 2 faith, conviction. 

“pratitz hie ai.”-soveye m4 ke. 
katha me na katha me nv tirath ke pstha mena 

pothi me na path me na sath ki basit me, 

jeta me na mOdon trlak trrpdan me, 
nadi kup kdan anhan dan rit me, 

path math médal na kodal kamidal me 
maya deh me na dev dehura masit me, 

ap hi apar paravar prabh pur rahyo 
paie progot parmegvar pratitr me. 

3 fame. 4 ecstasy, happiness. 5 honour, 

Tespect. 
yy [protip] Sia adj opposite, unfavourable. 
2.n unexpected result. 3 treating subject as 

object i.e., imagining an object in a subject, is 

a figure of speech called ‘pratip’. 

jah prasrddh upman ko kar varat upmey, 
tahz protip bhusan kahrt bhusan kavztaprey. 

—sIvrajbhusan. 

Example: 
amal akas mas katak ki c3drika he 

progat prakase jeso yas dasmes ko, 
kiretz is object of comparison, cAdni is subject 
of comparison, but here ‘yas’ is described as 
object and ‘cSdrrka’ as subject. Hence it is 

gu. 
(b) The second form of pratip is where the 

object is denigraded at the cost of the subject. 

Example: 

Koha karot atz garab td gridagmes krrpan? 
nah to se ghat kal aru Stak praley krrsan. 
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Here ‘krrpan’ of the tenth Master is the 

subject, let down by the object i.e. ‘kal’ and 

‘prolayaganz’. 
(c) The third form of pratip is where the subject 
is denigraded by the object. 

Example: 

satguru kamna ke puran karanhar 
tke sam keh surtarv tuchh ganzye ? 

‘kalapvrtksh’ (object) is let down by (subject) 
“sat guru’. 

(d) The fourth form of pratip is where the 
object is regarded comparatively less 
important or is not regarded at par. 

Example: 
dou kar jorkar badat gobtdstgh, 
det hé and sukhk3d aghméd hi, 

syal te mrrgfd patbijne dint kare, 
Kit te gajtd p3th dayo gatrvad hi, 

magak khagfd jrn kak te maral vrtd, 
rak te nartd kare badat mukéd hi, 

sOdar mukharvid sohat sstokhst gh 
hin je kal3k to saman hot cd hi. 

-NP, 
(e) The fifth form of pratip is where the object 
figures as too insignificant with regard to the 
subject. 

Example: 
pukhkar bhare pukhkar pukhker jyd, 

pekhker sasi kar kare dutr hin he, 
pukhker hin dinkar kare chin trs, 

khardhari deh par yate so malin he, 

sukhma nzhar bhor dahat apar an, 
jarat tukhar ese ogun adhin he, 

satguru ramdas caren muketZ det 
upma kamal kina bane vrdhrhin he, 

-NP. 
ysis [pratir] Skt m bank; shore. 
YA [protust] adj very much content, very 
happy. 

YB [prote] See you. 
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YH [pratos], y3¥ [pratokh] n full satisfaction, 
complete contentment. 
yet [pratoli] m highway in a city. “car pratoli 
racie.”"-GPS. 2 a wide street. 3 entrance to a 

castle from the town. 

yaar [pratsg] See yada. “katge bhat 5g 
pratiga.”-krrson, 
yd (pratsc), ys" [pratsca) string of a bow. 
See yfter. 

‘yaaa [pratyah] adv daily, everyday. 
‘ysag [pratyak] adv after, afterwards. 2 west. 

‘sae Bam [pratyak cetan] 1 according to Yoga 
aself-enlightened person. 2 soul, conscience. 

3 the Divine. 
‘Ysa (pretyaks] evident, apparent. 
Yysae vane [prtayaks darsan) according to 
poetics, a glimpse from amongst four glimpses: 
to view the lover face to face before one’s 
own eyes. See THs. 

ysaete (protynik] opponent; antagonist. 
2 interruption. 3 a figure of speech where an 
effort is made to torment a supporter of an 
indomitable enemy. 
jehf joravar satru ke paksi pe kar jor, 
pratynik té s6 kahé bhusan budhhramor. 

~stvarajbhugan. 
Example: ° 

varmi mari sapu na marei, nam na sunai dora. 
-asam 5. 

tav bal thé na par sake barva hana risar, 

salan ras jzm banio roran khat banaz. 
-VN. 

sotan sO vag na calyo rama vicaren kin, 
kavz kovrd hry dharat je trn ko darzd din. 

—alékarsagarsudha. 
‘The goddess of wealth could do no harm to 

her co-wife the goddess of learning, but she 

rendered pauper her admirer i.e. scholar of 
the poetic art,” 

‘ysatt [pratyay] Skt n conviction, belief. 2 proof, 
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evidence. 3 thought. 4 cause. 5 description. 
6 necessity. 7 sign, symbol. 8 decision. 

9 opinion. 10 assistant. 11 according to 

prosody a system of knowing the types and 
the numbers of metres, These are eight in 

number — prastar, sskhya, yet [suci], nagt, 
udzst, meru, pataka and markafi. 12 in 

grammar a letter or word, which when 
suffixed to the root word makes a noun of the 

adjective and vice versa, as when ‘S’ on 

suffixing Hig, makes it Hitges and suffixation of 
‘3 to Ye converts it into ysUs etc, 
ysaeq [pratyvay] Skt sin committed by aot 
conforming to religious routine. 2 reverse gear; 

complete alteration. 
Ysa [pratyahar] Sit n retrogression, tuming 
back after retarding. 2 one of the eight divisions 

of Yog, to calin the senses by diverting them 
from evil intentions; abstraction. 

Ysarane [pretyagaman] arrival after departure; 

second coming. 
yaya {pretyut] Skt n contrary idea, 2 part 
rather. 3 to the contrary. 
YsFTE [protyvttar] See yfsG"sa. 
ysgqa [pratyuh] Skt n disturbance; hindrance, 

interruption. “bhayo na ko pratyuh.”-GPS. 
yaaa [pretyek] Skt adj everyone, each one. 
ysctar (prety3g) every part, every organ. 
Yada (praty5c], ysis [protysca] n string of a 
bow. 

ye [proth) Skt 92 vr expand, become large. 
yum (pratham) adj first. 2 primary, main. 
3 excellent, superb. 4 adv at first. “protham 
ae kulkhetr.”-tukha cht m4. ‘first arrived at 
Kurukshetar.’ 

yan [prathma] 1 nominative case. 2 first day 
of a lunar month. 3 according to Tantar- 
Shastar, wine is prathma, because it is the most 
essential thing that is required, 

ye [pratha] Skt n tradition, convention, 
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custom. 2 fame, reputation. 

yin (prothis] See feta. 
Ye [pred] adj giver, donor. It is used as an 
ending of other words as in stdhhrpred, 
sukhprad, moksprad etc. 
qefuz [prodksrn] n placing of a deity on the 
Tight side and going around it-circumambulation. 
According to the scriptures of Hinduism, a 

goddess is circumambulated once, sun seven 

times, fire seven times, Ganesh thrice, Vishnu 

four times and Shiv one and a half time.' 
According to the Sikh teachings, there is ~ 

the tradition of one or five circumambulations.” 
2 adjcompetent, capable. 
yefaa™ [prodaksrnal, yeuer [pradakkhna] See 
yyefate. 
‘eet [pradgadh] adj thoroughly burnt. 
Yeas [pradacchan], year [pardacchna] See 
yefae. 2 adj circumambulated. “sadhu 
pradachhan.”-akal. 
you [predarson] n demonstration, act of 

showing, revealing, 

‘Yyeanst [pradarsni] Skt wae. See pra, 
yes [predan} 1 giving. 2 marriage, wedlock. 

3 prohibition. 
yeram [pradayak] adj giver. 2 donor. 3 the 
Creator. 

fey [prodrsat) adj made evident; preached. 
‘yd [predip] nearthem lamp. 2 light, illumination. 
upehir [prodipan] 7 illumination. 
YEHT [praduman] See yeqHa. 

bd [prades], y2y [pradesu] foreign country. 
other pl: “tan sugsdh dhudhe 

a eat eet eres Air aera 
wee sera uate Are areal werkt 1 

2At numerous places Bhai Santokh Singh has mentioned 
that while awarding guruship, the Guru made three 
circumambulations: “tin pradacchan ko tob din.” 
GPS rasr 2 9 22. “tin prtkram kar trh seme."=GPS 
rast 10927. 
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prades.”-basst ravrdas. 3 Skt region, a region 
within the country i.e, Doaba, Majha and 
Malwa regions within Punjab. 4 part. 5 place. 
6 wall. 7-7 name. 
Yea" [prodesta] Sk WE guide. 2 preacher. 
3 thinker. 
yen [prados], yew (pardhokh] Skt yen n 
heinous sin, 2 darkness at sunset. 3 dusk. 
yds [prodét] See eat, 2 giver, donor. 3 given, 

donated. 

yep (pradyuman), Yyery [predyumn] adj 
very powerful. 2 » Kam, who subdues the 

powerful. 3 son of Krishan from the womb of 

Rukmini. When he was just six days old, a 
demon took him away and threw him into the 

sea, where a fish swallowed him. A fisherman 

caught that fish and handed the same for 

demon Samber's kitchen. When the belly of 
that fish was opened, a handsome child 

emerged from it, whom a maid-servant named 
Mayavati kept with her. Narad told the truth 
about the child to Mayavati. So she ensured 

jis full safety. When he came of age, Mayavati 
‘was fascinated by his youth and she told him 
all about Samber; wherefore Pradumen, after 

aterrible fight with Samber, killed him and flew 

away in the sky, alongwith Mayavati, to his 
father’s palace at Dwarka. Books such as 
Harivansh hold that it was Kam, who took birth 

as Pradumen. 
yun [pradhan] Skt n battle, 
‘Yyoeue [predharkhan] Skt yaw n intimidation; 
act of threatening. “dusat predharkhan."-akal. 

‘yur [pradhan] according to Sankh Shastar, 
nature in the form of uprightness, passion and 
darkness, which is a causative factor in the 

creation of the world. 2 God. 3 minister of a 
king, 4 commander-in-chief. 5 daughter of the 
founder of Patiala state — Baba Ala Singh. 

She was equipped with all the good qualities. 
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See yaure 2. 6 main, important. 7 excellent. 

yamysy [predhanpurakhu} 7 most important 

person. 2 the Creator, “pradhanpurekhu progetu 
sabh lor.”-sukhmani. 3 nature and Braham. 

yet [pradhanzy] adj great. “sadevd 
pradhanty.”—japu. 2 Skt yaa n discretion. 
yug [predhanu] See yur 6. “‘sagal purakh 
mahtz purakh pradhanv.”-sukhmani, 

yet [predhi) highly intellectual, deeply intelligent. 
having profound understanding. 
yr [predhvs] Skt n destruction. 
yynar [pradhvisak} destroyer, destroying. 
yqrew [prodhvasabhav] See maw. 
‘Y@ [pron] See yz. 
yarns [pranasan] See yerAa, “dahan agh pap 
pronasan.”-saveye m2 ke. 
‘seer [pronasankari] adj destroyer. “kukrzt 
pranasankari.”~hajare 10. 
Yee [pranar] Skt yes n drain, gutter, “catur 
kos banay k6d, sahasr laz pranar.”—janmejay. 

yerat (pronali] See yest. 
yer [propakk] adj fully ripe. 2 firm, definite. 
“krye prapakk bhup man sou.”-NP. 
yur [prepa] Skt na place for wayfarers to 
drink water. 2 well. “kaht mardana jiu prapa 
joht.”-NP. 
apts [prepac] WITH See uate, 
piet [propaci] mufBer7 adj deceitful, treacherous. 
pfs [prapSn] Skt TT adj acquired, received. 
2 refugee. 
ygfes [prophulzt], Yes [prephull) Skt TES 
adjblossoming. 2 happy. 
YyReue [prabarkhan) Ske WAIT n raining. 
“sardhar prabarkhan.”—akal, 2 a mountain 
near Krishkindha, where Ramchandar stayed 

for sometime. 
yas [prabal] adj strong, powerful, mighty. 

wwa [probah] See yzu. 
ywoe [prabahan] See yeu. 
ype [prabad] Skt yee n téte-a-téte; mutual 
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conversation. 2 fame, reputation. “sun 
prabad ko bacan bakhana.”—NP. 3 infamy, 

notoriety. 

pees [probin) Skt ypéte skilful in singing and 
playing veena; expert in singing and playing 
musical instruments. 2 intelligent, wise. 

3 adept. 
yea [prabuddh] Skt awake aware. 2 scholar, 
learned man. 3 blossomed, bloomed, 

yitt [prabodh] n awakening. 2 complete 
knowledge. 3 satisfaction, consolation. 

yaa ey Wee (prabodh cddr natak] See yaa 
dieu. 
yitg Pea [prabodh cédroday] a drama 
authored by Krishan Misar Pandit. It depicts 
a fight between attachment on the one hand 
and discretion on the other. This book was 
completed by the poet in 1065 AD on the 
direction Chandel Rajput Kritverma of Chedi, 

who ruled the state from 1049 to 1100 AD. 

Pandit Gulab Singh rendered it into versified 
Hindi in Sammat 1849, It is better known as 

Probodh Chandar Natak. 
pda [prab3dh] Skt n firm bond, 2 cord, string. 
3 management, arrangement. 4 mutual 
relationship. 5 a poetic composition in which 

events are knit according to fine conventions. 

1s [prabh] See yg. “prabh ae sarna bhau nahi 
korna.”-maru solhe m 5. 
yee [prabhan] Dg power, strength. 2 courage, 
enterprise. 
yset (prabhni] 7 army of the king; raja’s army. 
~senama. 
ygs" [prabhta] n primacy, influence; fame, 

elderliness. 2 sovereignty, ownership. “jobanu 
dhanvu prabhta ke mad me ahinrsz rahe 

drvana.”—dhana m 9. 3 rule. 

Ysw [probhav] Skt n power, strength. 2 birth. 

3 world, universe. 4 Vishnu. 

‘ygee [prebhvan], y3¥q [prabhveny] Skrufegue 
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n wandering. “prabhvanu kare bujhe nahr 

trrsna.”-brla am 4.2 Skt yaem origin. 3 place 
of origin. 4 root. 

yw [prebha] n grandeur. 2 glitter, flash, light. 
3a fairy of Kuber - Alka. 4 sun’s wife. 

5 Durga. 

yp [prebhau] Skryse n effect. “nyarenyare 
desan ke bhes ko prabhau he.”~akal. 2 See 
Uae. 
ygn [prabhas) adj with full brightness; 

illuminating, miraculous. “kothan katthd 
prebhas.”—braham. 2 light, illumination. 3 a 

place, near Dwaravati on seaside in the South, 
also known as Somtirath. It is here that Krishan 
breathed his last and Yadav dynasty came to 

an end. See Fhe and usa, 4 god Vasu. See 
wine Andt. 5 Skt YSA sermon, 
ygzrag [prabhaker] m sun. 2 moon. 3 fire. 
4 ocean. 
sere [prabhakal] 1 noon when the sun shines 
the brightest. “prabhakal mano sabhe resamz 

bhan3.”-paras. 
ysediz [prabhakit] firefly, glowworm. 
yprfiss [prabhakhzt] adj stated, said, spoken. 
2 n description; explanation. 

yea [prebhat] n dawn; early morning, time 
before sunrise. 

Yat [probhati) Skt n a piece of twig or bark 
of a tree for brushing teeth in the morning. 
2.aheptatonic ragini which belongs to bherav 
that. In it saraj g&dhar, maddham p3com and 
nrgad are pure, rzgabh and dhevat are flat. 

maddham is primary keynote and garaj is 
supplementary keynote; home note is 
maddham. This ragini is appropriate for early 

morning singing. 
aohi- APANUTSH 
avohi- FAWUH OTH 
It occupies thirtieth place in Guru Granth 
Sahib. 
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ywusfs [prabhadharenz) n army~sanama. 
2 lightning. 
agenfe [prebhamanz] n sun. 
ygse [prabhav]n act of manifesting, 

manifestation, 2 power, authority. 3 effect. 
4 glory, greatness. 5 imposing influence; 
compelling force. 6 sun’s son, whose mother 
was Prabha, 

yfs [prabhr] The Lord did. “prabhr ape pej 
rakhai.”-sor m 5. 

‘Yg [prabhu] 7 master, lord. “prabhu apna sada 
dhzaza.”~sor m 5, 2 the Creator. 3 mercury. 

4 husband, paramour. 

ygrs [prabhus3t] saints of the Creator; saints 
who worship only the Creator. 

ygafs [prabhugatr] Skrygtsn origin. 2 power. 
3 abundance; excess. “prabhugatr prabha 

.”—japu. 4 Skt TARE one who undergoes. 
5 master; one who exercises authority. 

yest [prebhuta], Yq [prebhutv) See yas". 
yg [prabhulog] saints, sages. 
yg (prabhu] See yg. “prabhu hamara sare 
suarath.”-bher m 5. 

ys [probhut] Skt adj well-executed. 2 born, 
produced. 3 abundant, excessive. 

ygfs [prabhutr] Skt n origin, birth. 2 power, 
strength. 3 abundance. 
fe [probhed] Sk n variation, variety, diversity. 
2 emergence by breaking out. 

yses [prabhedan] Sk n piercing, penetrating. 
2 tearing; sawing. 3 separating. 
y#al [prabhogi] who fully undergoes an 
experience. “namast3 prabhoge.”—japu. 

ygatt (prabhsgi) Skt GFR adj breaker. 
2 destroyer, annihilator. “prabhigi pramathe.” 
—japu. ‘destroyer of tormentors.’ 

yg [prabh3jan] Skt HGH n act of breaking, 

through. 2 hurricane. 3 wind —that breaks trees, 
drags [prebhijansut); yFASTS [prebh3jantat], 
ydaades [prabhsjannsden) wind’s son, 
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Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen. 
ydgafs (prebhjanz), ysret (prabhajni] See 
ata 3. 
yfgfs [prabhrrtr] Skt Wye part etceira, 
«pts [pramatt] Skt adj intoxicated, dead drunk. 
2 insane, stubborn. 
ynes [pramathan] n churning throughly. 
2 pounding. 3 contempt, insult. 

ype (premad] Sk n intoxication. 2 ecstasy, 
happiness. 3 fruit of thorn-apple. 4 adj 
intoxicated. 

‘upre [pramada] » nubile girl, young; lustful 

woman. 
yner us [pramada ban] garden adjoining a 
harem. 

YH [pramar] See uan's and wAYS. 
‘YHeen [promardan] Skt n rubbing thoroughly, 

crushing. 2 destruction. 

up [prema] Skt n real knowledge, actual 

knowledge, pure knowledge. 2 foundation, 
base. 3 measurement, count. 

wre [praman] n weight, measure. See 35. 

2 measurement. See fest. 3 cause, reason. 

4 tradition. 5 sense organ. 6 scale. 7 distance. 

8 Braham, the Creator. 9 righteous person. 
10 authentic scripture. 11 proof of the 
accomplishment of pure knowledge. 
There may be a difference of opinion as to 

the number of proofs, but the following eight 

are accepted in poetic compositions - pratyaks, 

anuman, upman, sabad, arthapattz, 
anuplabadhz, sSbhav and etrhy. 

(a) knowledge gained by sense-organs, 
such as eyes, in conjunction with conscience 

is known as pratyaks 
“tdrry aruman ye jaha 

vigay apno paz, 
gyan keé protyaks taht 

kehr gulab kevrrar.” 
y ~lalrt komodi. 
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Example: “ —japu. 
“kodratr dise kudratz sunie “satrgor ki bani satz satz kerr janahu 

kudratr bhav sukhsar, gurstkhahv ! 

kudrett patali akasi har kerta apr muhahu kadhae.” 

kodretz sarab akar.” —var gov I m4. 
-var asa m1. (e) if a statement fails to convey the 

“esa satr guru sunida teso hi me dith.” desired meaning, then suggestion of an 
-varram 2m5. alternative is arthapatz preman. 

“stan ki sunt saci sakhi, 

so bolahx jo pekhahz akhi.” 
-ramm 5. 

(b) knowledge of effect gained through 
cause is anuman preman. 

“karan ke jane jaha karay janyojaz, 
he anuman alSkrzti kavz gulab ke bhar.” 

—lalrt komudi. 

Example: 

“dhum te ag rahe na durijrm, 
ty6 chal te tum ko lekhpayo.” 

—krisan. 

(c) knowledge of some unseen substance 
got from its resemblance with some other 
object is known as upman preman. 

“upma ki sadrrsy t@ brndekhyo upmey, 
janpare upman so alékar he gey.” 

—lalzt komudi. 

Example: 

“ga jeha rojh, baghzay hOda kutte jeha, 
brilijzha bagh rll jeha hOda baz he.” 
(d) what is stated in scripture or goes as a 

saying is gabad praman. 

“Saha sastra ar lok ko bacan praman bakhan, 

sou gabad proman he bhakhet sukavz sujan.” 
—lalrt komudi. 

Example: 

“sunta mSnra manz kita bhau, 
Stargatr tiratht malz nav.” 

~japu. 
“rni namv dhiaza gee masaketz ghalz, 
nanak te mukh vjle keti chuti nalz.” 
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“jaha vyarth bhe arath ko or jog se thap, 
arthapattr aldkrtti bhakhat sukavz sodap.” 

-lalrt komudi. 

Example: 
“sahzbu jrs ka nga bhukha hove, 

trs da napharv krthahw rejz khae? 
jz sahrb ke gharr vathu hove su naphre hathr 

ave, 
anhédi kxthahu pae?” 

var gau I] m4. 
(f) where one does not experience a 

substance by a preman, then it is anuplebadhz. 
“jan pare nah vastu kachuanupolbedht he soy.” 

-lalrt komudi. 

Example: 
“narain nidasz kar bhuli gavari. 

dukrrtu sukrztu tharo karamu 1i,x* 
purablo krzt karamu na mite ri ghargehant, 

tace mohr japiale ram ce nams.” 
-dhana trilocan. 

“gato akas sato patar, 
brthryo adrzsot jth karamjar.” 

~akal. 

(g) where something is thought to be 

possible, it is ssbhav praman. 
“Jahr sSbhav hve vastu ko, ssbhav nam su hoy.” 

—lalxt komudi. 
Example: 

“car jane carahu dzga te car kone gahz, 
meru ko halayke ukharé, to ukharjay.” 

~thakur kavz. 
(h) anonymous statement but 
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conventionally accepted as true is etrhay 

proman. 
“pardpara kahanavet joi, 

tfhetrhy kahrt sabkoi.” 

—garab gijani. 
Example: 

“bhagat hetz marzo harnakhasu 
narsfgh rup hoz deh dharro 

nama kahe bhagatr bast kesav 
‘ajhd balrke duar kharo.” 

—maru namdev. 

“nripkénza ke karne 1k bhara bhekhdhari, 

kamarthi svarthi vaki pej savari.” 
~btla sadhna. 

12 adj like. “satzguru pramanu brdh ne 
sirtu.”-saveye m 4 ke. ‘As Guru Amar Das, 

the Creator has created you.’ 

13 partupto, till. 
\preet [premanka), yytfex [pramantka] This 
metre is also known as “nagsvaruprni”. Its 
traits are four lines, each line having eight 
matras in laghu guru order or¥,, 4, %, , ISI, SIS, 
45. 

Example: 
“na dev danva nara. na stddh sadhtka dhara. 

kala dhare hire sui..xxx” 

~var majh m 1. 
“anSdkd rup ho. blid bhup bhup ho. 
naadt St toht ko. samanan hoht ko?”"-GPS. 

Yre [premanv) See vere. 

‘pest [pramata] Skt TAN] n who through proof 
acquires knowledge of the real. 2 creator of 
knowledge, a conscious person. 3 sensual 

witness; evidence, 
yprat [pramath] Skt n churning. 2 crushing. 
3 tormenting. 4 destroying. “pakhsd3 
pramath3.”-NP. 
yardt [pramathi] Skt ware adj churner. 
2 tormentor See ygait. 3 destroyer. 
ype [pramad] n state of being intoxicated. 
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2 fault, mistake, 3 indifference. 4 insanity. 

ipret [promadi] Skt Wfe7 adj intoxicated, 
drunk. 2 who commits a mistake. 3 n insane, 

stubborn. : 
yn [praman] See tre. 

uprfnar (pramanzka] See wprfeer, 
yfe [pramzt] adj measured, weighed. 
2 known, understood, 

uff (promztz] 1 real knowledge achieved 
through proof. 2 measurement. 3 weight. 

aye [promud] adjdelighted, joyful, 2 ecstasy. 
“pramud karan sabh bhehran.”—cddi J. 

Yet (promuda] a delighful lady. 

ya [prameh] wLz spermatorrhoea. Its 
symptoms are excessive and turbid urination, 
involuntary discharge of semen etc. If not 

treated in time, it may lead to diabetes. 
The main causes of spermatorrhoea are 

sedentary habit, excessive sleep, eating too 

much of curd, consumption of sugar and 
Jaggery, excessive indulgence in sex, too much 

of drinking, excessive use of pickles and 

sauces, and eating such foods as are very spicy 
and phlegmatic. 

Its usual treatments are taking of the juice 

of gilo (tinospora cardifolia) or avlas 
(phyllanthus emblica) mixed with honey. 

Licking of szlajit or kugta folad mixed with 
honey, putting of turmeric powder into the 

mouth and swallowing the same with the juice 
of aulas, Having prepared a mixture of 
parched, descaled and pounded tamarind seeds 

with washed blackgram, roasted pulse and 
sugar in equal measure, a fine powder is made. 
One and a half tola of this powder is to be 
taken daily with goat’s milk; taking of onetola 
of powdered mixture of unripe dried ktkkar 

(acacia indica) beans and sugar daily in equal 
measure, with cow’s milk is good. 

At its very outset, urine should be got 
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examined from a competent doctor and 
treatment started forthwith. “crnag prameh 
bhagidr dukhutra.”-carztr 405. 
ya [pramey] adj subject to a proof. 2 weigh 
or measure of which can be told. 
ye [premev] See yRu. 2 See yta. 
ite [pr-..wd] m ecstasy, happiness. 
ptea [promodak] »4j delightful, pleasing. 2 
See agar. 
pita (premodh] See ya and ye. 
Yyaas [preyatan) 7 all out effort. 
‘tr [preya] See usw. 
‘YUrn [proyas] n endeavour. “prayas te isvar 
pavé.”-NP. “babu kin proyas bhae sabh bad.” 
-NP. 

yurat [prayag] Skt n medium of a good fire- 
ritual — horse. 2 excellent fire-ritual. 3 the place 
ofa fire-ritual. 4 a famous place of pilgrimage 

at the confluence of Ganga and Jamuna in 
U.P. It is said that river Sarasvati has also a 
latent confluence over here. According to 
Purans, when Vishnu brought back Veds from 

Shankhasur and handed over the same to 
Brahma, the former performed ten Ashvmedh 
fire-rituals at this place, wherefore this place 

came to be known as “Prayag”. 5 Being a 
pilgrimage centre, Prayag, the city, has also 

acquired this name, though now-a-days it is 
known as Allahabad.' There was an Akshayvat 

tree in Prayag, dying after falling from which 
was believed by the Hindus as the means of 
attaining salvation. Emperor Jehangir got this 

Banyan tree cut.’ A gurdwara named “Pakki 
Sangat” relating to Guru Tegbahadur is 

situated in Mohalla Ahiyapur of this town. 
It_is managed by Nir aints. “tahi 
"This name was given by Akbar. During the Mughal era 
Prayag was the capitat of the province. Now the 
governor resides here, 

‘Priests still demand “worship” in the name of akhevat. 
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prakas hamara bhayo”, according to this 

statement of Guru Gobind Singh in Vichitar 
Natak, he was conceived by his mother at 

this place. 
On his way to Punjab from Patna, Guru 

Gobind Singh also visited Prayag. It is 697 

miles from Lahore, 560 miles from Calcutta 
and 844 miles from Bombay. Its population is 
155,970. 

‘Yyure [preyan] Sktn departure, march, pilgrimage. 
2 march to the battlefield. 3 commencement 

of work. 
yere [preyat) adj departed. “comu sg umrav 
prayat.”-GPS. 2 dead. 3 durable. 
yum [prayam] n length, depth. 2 austerity. 

3 dearness. 
ywy [preyukt) adj very well welded. 2 very 
well joined. 

‘ita [prayog] n act of ‘beginning a job; taking 
up some job. 2 according to Tantarshastar, an 
effort to accomplish some mantar. 3 a 
dramatic play. 4 act of giving medicine to the 

patient; treatment; attendance. 5 illustration, 
example. 6 horse. 7 use, application. 

thy [preyogh] See yita. “sar ogh preyogh 
calavahfge.”—kalki. ‘will shoot numerous 

arrows from the string.’ 2 See ufsw. “loh 
musal prayoghs."-VN. 
yates [proyojan] 1 purpose; job that calls for 
involvement, i.e. it has a motive behind it. 

ytter (proy5k] See uaciar. 
yds [praySt] See uscis. 
1ysit [prolay] n total absorption, full involvement. 
2 according to Purans, it means assimilation 

of the world within. There is a reference in 
part I chapter 7 of Vishnu Puran that day-to- 
day death of the living beings is called nzty 
prelay; when Brahma sleeps, it is nemrttak 
prelay; when Brahma dies it is prakrrtak 

prolay; absorption in self through knowledge 
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is yStrk pralay.' According to the Bible, 
henceforth there will never be any deluge See 
fézugu. 3 in poetics, a genuine sentiment - 
amnesia, due to loss of one’s identity and then 
transportation into supraconsciousness, 

yea ws [prolay ghan} a cloud of the deluge 
era, which, according to Purans, causes 

torrential rain, and submerges the entire earth. 

Yue [prelav) Skt » act of thorough cutting. 
“ar danuj pralav stan udhar.”-rudr. 2 piece, 
shred. 
yey [pralap) m babble; meaningless talk. 
2 utterance. 3 talking deliriously during illness. 

Such irrelevant talk also occurs during the state 
of loneliness. 

Yyeits [pralin] adj fully submerged. 
Y® [prole] See you, 
gatos [pralothan]See wan. 
ya (pral3b} Skt er adjhanging downwards. 
2 long. 3 loose; lazy: 4 branch, twig. 5 breast; 
teat. 6 a necklace. 7 In Bhagwat, 2 demon, 

who in the garb of Gop, started playing with 

Balram and Krishan and kidnapped Balram 
with the intention of killing him, but was killed 

by Balram instead. See wares Feu 10 a: 18. 
“det pralsb bado kapti 
tab balak rup dharyo na janayo. 

kSdh cadhay hali ko udyo 
trn mukan s6 dhar mar grrayo..” 

~krrsan. 

ysuum (prolsbghan), Ysera [prolsbarz) killer 
of demon Rralamb i.e. Balram. 
yee [pravan) Skt n crossroads, square. 2 belly, 

abdomen. 3 slope; ramp. 4 adj inclined. 

5 humble, mild. 6 generous. 7 favourable. 

8 devotee; lover. “kal: kirattharz pravane.” 
nat m4. 
"There is also a mention of four types of pralay in Kuram 
Puran: 

“ret APA et areca Te” 
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| yearas ufser [pravatsyat patrkal, YesAaT 
Quart (prevetsyat preysi in poetic composition, 
the heroine whose husband is leaving for a 

foreign land. 

‘Yes [pravar] adjsuperb. 2. children, progeny. 
3 aloe wood. 

‘Yywase (pravertak] Skt yea n initiator of some 
job. 2 founder. 3 employer. 
Ywn [pravas] Skt n migration. 2 foreign 
country. 3 Skt residence. “prrthiul pravas 
he."=japv. 

‘YwAD [provasan] Skin exile; banishment from 
a town or a country. 
wa [pravah) Skt n flow of water, movement 

of water. 2 stream of water. 3 continuation of 
a work. 4 8 good conveyance such as the 

horse. “kesri pravahe.”—akal. ‘riding a lion’. 

yeanfs [pravahsarz] # a perennial stream, 
stream of continuous flow. “smrzt pravahsarr 
atul bhSdar bhart.’-saveye srz mukhvak m5. 
edt (pravahi] Skt watfe adj flowing. 
wz [prevan] accepted, acknowledged. See 
pre, 
yee [provad] See yure, 

wes [provan] See ype. “atul pravane.”-akal. 
“atul pramane’. 
yest [prevana] See ude. 

Ywe [pravar] See ufees. 
Yes [praval] coral See uses. 2 Dg hollow 
connecting wood pipe in veena, which bears 

note-bands. 3 trichiasis - ingrowth or 

introversion of eyelids which strain the eye balls. 

“dhod jal praval khdsi.”-saloh. See uae. 
ywaftigy [provalbfdram] coral reef, created 
by coalendrata, “lal jal proval bfdram.” 
—paras. See fegu. 
fey (prevrst} adj entered, penetrated. 
yfta [prevrddh) adj well-strung, well-knit. 
yz [previnl, yes [pravin] See yee. 
Yea [praves], Y2Hs [provesan] n entry. “satt 
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te jan, jake rrde proves.”"-sukhmani. 2 reach; 
accessibility. 

yee [provekh] See ufety. “jese deh pran ko 
pravekh sasr bhanu ko,”=krrsan. 
gna [pravrajan] Skt act of renouncing; 
renunciation. . 
yfgis (praverttr), yf¢t (pravrrtti] See 
usfeafs. 
yt [pra] vr fill, add. 2 a form of y used in 
compound words to show relationship; e.g.; 

etc. 
apf [prazl' See ya. 
wn [pras] Skt set eat, swallow. 2 1 food. 

3 controversy, dispute. “na tras3 na prass.” 
akal. 4 Skt WH spear. “pras so prat, pata se 
patSber.”-carrtr 180. 
yas [prasan] Skt n act of tasting. 2 food, 
victuals. “andt nyas prasn3.”-gyan. 
‘Numerous people forego food’. 3 Skt 
pre throwing, hurling. 

ye [prasad] 7 royal temple, 2 a very large 
temple of a deity. 

Wy [prast] See ury. 
Yd (prah] Sk said, stated. “pas basarke sadar 
prahi.”-NP. 
wget (prahuna] See urge and yye. 
yret [prak] Skt 57 adj first, 2 n east, 3 adv 
earlier. “bahuogun kine rn prak.”-NP. 
yerant [prakagam], yaar [prakagami] 
coming early, one who comes early. 
yfgs [prakrzt) Skt vrpa adj natural, 
unintentional. 2 worldly, mundane. 3 common, 

normal. 4 7 a language which evolved in due 

course of time from the interaction of the 
speakers of different languages. This is a 
corrupted form of original Sanskrit, [n ancient 
times it was commonly used in dramas. 

We leam from the history of languages that, 
when kings, officials, scholars, rustic villagers 
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and people of mean origin, interacted with each 

other, then naturally a mixed language came 

into being. 
Though Hindi, Urdu, Bengali, Punjabi etc 

are all Prakrit languages, but only that 

particular language came to be known as 

Prakrit which evolved as a mixed language, 
after the era of Sanskrit speaking was over. 

Prakrit has the following eight vowels - 31 
‘TE ¥ TG YF aand twenty-cight consonants 
-PUTGIGAH CIOSTUATTGY 
% U4 4, 9A 7 TG, See Honfaes and ae, 
ypfyar (prakrrya] See yfaur. 
yar [prag] See ya. 2 See yam. 3 See yor. 

“prag 1snane.”-gd namdev. 

wrartfs [pragjotz] great scholar of astronomy. 
“dj pragjott bulaz.”-gyan. 

arafsrye [pragjyotrspur) capital town of 
Pragiyotish (Kamrup). Now-a-days it is known 
as Gauhati. Once it used to be the capita! town 

of Narkasur. This town was inhabited by 

Amuratraj, grandson of Ram (son of Kush). 

asa {pragbhav] See “aw. 
yrarg [pragar] Skt n palace, a magnificent 
house. 
afar (pragz] at the holy place Prayag, “makar 
pragr danu bahu kia.”-mali m4. 

‘yam [pragay] Skt Hist adjlearned; man, scholar, 
erudite person. 2 an examination in Sanskrit. 

3 soul. 4 elder brother of Kalki avtar. 5 vain 

person’s soul at the stage of dreamless sleep. 
yryz [praghun] Ske y-y@ wanderer, sojourner. 
2m guest. 

ye [prac] Sit 91% old days and places, 

yt [praci] 1 east. 
yréts [pracin] adj eastern. 2 oriental. 
Wes (prachat], yfes (prachrt] See ures. 
“prachat s3t sogz brnas.”-ram am J. 
‘rit (praji] n defeat. “cfts pagards praji.” 
—ramav. ‘anxiety of defeat occupied 
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Ram Chander’s mind’. 

wre [pran! Skt n breath. “pran man tan jia 
data."-gau ch3t m 5. 2 Scholars are of the 
view that there are ten types of breath. See 

eH YS. 3 life. 4 mind. “jxs ségr lage pran.” 
-phunhe m 5. 5 strength, energy. 6 God. 
yrennra (pran-adhar] n soul. 2 as dear as 
life, the dearest. 3 husband, 

yam [pransakha), yerwe (pranskhai) a 
very close friend. 2 life-long friend. 

wertarht (pransagli], yeriget (pransdguli] Sit 
WP A[gUTET according to Hathyog, a book in 
which, Pranayam i.e., the process of exercising 

control over one’s breath is described. It is 
said to have been authored by Guru Nanak. 

As described in Gurpartap Surya, Guru Arjan 
Dev consigned the same to water, signifying 
thereby that the book was not written by Guru 
Nanak.' Even now-a-days a book of the same 
title is available, the contents of which depict 

that it is not written by Guru Nanak. 
wera (pranha] 7 one that takes life away, Yam. 
2 cheat-sanama. 
wee [pranad], wees [prandatt], yeesr 
{prandata] n that restores life, elixir-sanama. 
2 In Sikhism, amrit is prepared for baptism. 

“pranad tum ko guru dina.”-GV 10. 
ere [prannath], yeufs [pranpatr] master 

of life -the soul. 2 master, paramour, husband. 

3 the Creator, the Divine. “he prannath 
gobfdah.”-sahas m5. See yrmmufs, 
ye yfeny [pran pretrstha] In Hindu scriptures, 
the process of infusing life into a diety’s idol 
made from a metal or stone through the 

recitation of mantars. It is only after this ritual 
that an idol is deemed worth worshipping. 
yrefyar [pranprry] adj dear as one’s life- 
breath, dearest. 2 » husband. 

yewfe [pranbaz] vital breath. See eH YS 
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and um ye. The vital breath is supposed to 
reside in the head, chest, throat, mouth, ear 

and nose. Its functions are spitting, sneezing, 

eructation, respiration, ingestion. 

When the vital breath, due to inappropriate 
food, persistence of hunger or thirst, excessive 

intercourse, insomnia, anxiety, sadness and 
fear, deterioration of dysentery etc. becomes 

defective, it leads to such diseases as 
headache, noseache stiffening of eyes, 

stammering, panting, drowsiness, soreness of 
throat etc. 

In order to cure diseases arising from 

defective vital air, use of ginger, garlic, ghee, 
almond oil, meat-soup, sweet pudding, eggs 

etc and sweating out are beneficial. Boiling 

the pulp of salparni (desmodium 
triliaefolium) in milk and then drinking the 

same, or taking a powder of two mashas 

each of asg3dh (physalia flexosa) and skin 
of bahra (terminalia balerica) and then 

mixing four mashas of jaggery. Thereafter 

taken twice a day with milk, it removes the 
defects of vital air. “pranbar apanbar 
bhan.”-carrtr 405. 

yay [pranmukh} See yoyy. 

yearqr [pranyatra] n respiration. 2 business 

that sustains life. 3 leading life somehow. 

yetse [pranatak] adj killer, 2 1 Yam. 3 cheat 
-sanama, 
ern (pranayam] fourth part of Yog. In Yog 
Shastar, it is the process of exercising control 
over breathing. Sage Atri,? holds that silent 
repetition of Gaytri mantar three times 

stopped breathing. “o3 bhur bhuvah svah. 
known as Pranayam. 

apfe (pranz], wet [prani] adj living, alive. 2n 
living creature. 3 human being. “prani, tiara 
Jaha len,”-sri m 5. 

‘See Gurpartap Surya rasi 3, ch. 32 
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‘Ys [prat] n Re early moming; dawn. “s3dhza 
prat rsnan karahi.”-gau kabir. 2 See ues 1. 

“anahu ghar te prat mahana... trsmestkkhan 
caren pakhare.”-GPS. 3 adjalso used foryry, 

“mano ravz ast ko prat bhayo he.”-kersan. 
uta [prét] Skt MTT n margin. 2 boundary. 
3territory, province. 4 edge, point. 5 direction, 

side, 
yauers (pratahkal], ysers (pratkal] n early 
moming. “pratahkal lagau jancarni.”-dev m 
5. 

yma [pratnath) master of dawn — sun. 
gant [pratma] See ues, 2 Skt HIE the 

Divine, the Transcendent. 3 soul, the vital 

principle, “pratma parbraham ka rup.”~g5d m 
4. 
ypfaerfier [pratrbhastk) Sit adj virtual, not 
real; just as a rope may be taken for a snake. 
weg [padur] Sk outside the door, meaning 
before one’s eyes, or, manifest. 

yeq we (pradur bhav] Sk revelation, 
manifestation. 2 origin. 
ys [pran] See ye. 2 living being. “pranteran 
ka the suau.”-sukhmani. 3 life. “karahu pran 

nijko kalyan.”-NP. 
yond [pran-adhar] See yenntrd, “pranodhar 
nanak hit cit."=g5d m5. 
ym (pransakha), ywAeet (pransakhai] See 
emer, “gurmatz namvu mera pransakhai.” 
-sodaru. 

yore [pransar], yore? ([pransai] God - 
the lord of life. “sukhdata harz pransaz.” 
-sarm5, 

ys fs [pran gatr] yet-afs emancipation. 
“srmrat namu pran gatr pave.”—sar m 5. 

2 salvation. 3 movement of respiration. 

yenva (pran-nath], ywufs [pranpatr] See yeufs, 

“pranpatt ttagz an tu recta.”~sor m 5. 

yayr [pranpuja] » eating and drinking in 
order to sustain life. 2 dedication of fife. 
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“satgurv seva bhaz pranpuja kare stkkh.” 
-BGK. 

yey [pranmukh] Skt Wry See YA vrin 
who takes away life - Yam. 2 executioner. 

“thag drsatz bagalrv laga. dekhz besno 

pranmukh bhaga.”=prabha beni. ‘in the face 
of deceitful murderous Vaishnav, the 
executioner, got ashamed and took to his 

heels.’ 
ypfs [pranz], ye [prani] See yet, “prani kachu 
na cetai.”~s m9. 
yn [prapak] Skt adj receiver, achiever. 
2 receivable. 
ytué [prapan] Skt n achievement, gain. 
2 inspiration. 
wufeer [prapantk] Skt n shop. 2 shopkeeper. 
yrdia [prapaniy] adj receivable. 
mys (prapat] adj received, achieved. 
used [prapatavy] adj receivable. 
yrafs [prapatr], yet [prapti] 7 achievement. 
2 access, approach. 3 gain. “prapatr pota 
kerom pasav.”-ram m J. 4 income. 
yrua [prapy] Skt adj achievable, worth 
receiving. 
wfys [prabrrt] See yfgs. 
ynrfeat [pramanrk] adjauthentic. 2 acceptable. 
3 right, true, genuine. 4 » businessman of 

repute, 
ya [pray] Skt adj equal, same. “trl trl pray 
sakal kardare.”~carrtr 405. 2 death. 3 age. 

yma: [prayah] Skt 97 part often. 2 nearly; 
approximately. 3 in abundance. 
wanfes [prayascrt] See yfes. 
‘ae [prayan) Sit n migration, escape. 2 initial 
act. 

yraaar [prarthana] Skt n longing, soliciting. 
2 prayer, submission. 

weet (prarthi] Skt sf adj one who longs, 
one who solicits. 2 one who prays, one who 
submits, petitioner. 
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yreay [prarbadh] Sit act initiated for body’s 
formation. 2 fate, destiny. 3 adjinitiated. 
yréz [prardbh] 1 beginning, start etc. 
yrdgz [prarsbhon] n initiation, beginning. 
fen [pravrrs] See Wen, 
wigs [pravrrt] Skt aTga n dress that covers 
the body well; robe, apparel. “gar pravrzt niv 
manog banyo.”-NP. ‘the long robe around the 
neck is elegant’. 

fy [prx] Skt ¥ wr defend, restart the work. 

fy [prrul, fy [prxa] Sit fy adj dear. “hun 
kadz mtlie prra tudh bhagvsta!”-majh m5. 
2 husband, paramour, “jrnr priv parmesaru 
kort janza.”-gaum 5. “eko prza sakhia sabh 
priaki.”-dev m 4. 3 See Qu, 
fipw [prra] Skt fyar adj beloved, darling. 
2ice., Lakshmi. “prra sahrt k5th mal.”-saveye 
m4 ke. 3 See fur 5. 
fyne [przsatl, fipy (przst] Ske US adjinquired; 

the person about whom inquiry is made. 

2 desired, demanded. 3 See fipy. 

fig [prrstz] m inquiry, questioning. 2 back of 
the body, 

fipy [prrsth] n back. 2 page. 
fyser [prrtna] Skt Yr n army, force. 2 an 
amy consisting of 243 elephants, 243 chariots, 
729 horsemen and 1215 footmen. 3 battle, 

warfare. 4 man, human being. 
figserser [prrtparak] See yfsumma. 
fant [pritma] See yf, 
fire [pritman] See yfswe. “prrtman na 
nar kahO dekhpare.”—kalaki. ‘There didn’t 
seem to be a man of his stature.’ 
fyat (przta] m idol, statue. “kr svarni prrta 
he.”—datt. 

fe [prxth] Ske 92q vr expand, be excessive, 
nourish. 2 » palm. 

fqaer [prrthak] Skt [4% adj separate, different, 
apart. “prrthak prrthak h5 bhakhé sabh hi.” 
-NP. 
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fymt [prrtham] See fym. 2 adv firstly. 
“prrtham bhagati stmarke.”-cddi 3. 
fier [prithma] See yen. “har badi prrthma 
sukhdavan,”~ramav. ‘the first day of the dark 

half of har.’ 
fyefit [prrthamz}, fyenft [prxthmi] Sk yeh 
earth. See fia. There is a myth that the earth 
came to be known as Prithvi because it was 
defended by raja Prithu. “daya agre prithamz 
dhararn.”—maru solhe m 5. “apu teju par 
prithmi akasa."-gau kabir. 
fen (prithme], fysh (prithune] adv firstly, 
at first. “prrthme vasra sat ka khera.”~ramm 
5. “khda prrthme sajrke.”-cadi 3. 
fyeet [prrthvi] See fientt and fyeet. 
filet fide Uses [prrthvi bid pdcanan)|-GV 
10. prxthvi (go) bid p3canan (sfgh) name 

of Guru Gobind Singh in the form of a riddle, 
as given by Bhai Sukkha Singh. 
fyer [pritha] a Khatri of Kheda caste, who 
became a disciple of Guru Nanak Dev. Pritha 

was an altruist and enlightened man. 2 Skt 

yar Kunti, daughter of Kunti Bhoj, who was 
mother of Yudishthar, Bhim and Arjun. 3 See 

ue, 
figfit [prxthz] Skr earth that extends. See 

figfart [prrthzj) n grass and trees, which are 
produced by the earth-sanama. 

fighter we mf mf [prxthzj car arz arr) grazer 
of grass — deer; its enemy — the lion; lion’s 

enemy — the gun.~sanama. 

Fyfe [prrthrvi) Skt n earth. See fyet. 
fufeetqs {prrthrvisvar), fyfadtenr 
Iprzthrvinath], fyfawtufs [prrthrvipatz), 
figfréhres [prathzvipal} king. 2 landlord, king, 
emperor. 3 the Creator. 
fyfaeton (przthrviraj] See nog ets and 
fitter. 
fig [prrthi] See fife. 
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fete yerr [prrthivl pravas}-japu. inherent 
in the earth; pervasive in the universe; the 

Transcendent. 

fureior (prrthia] See fit de. 
fysfer (prithis], fydtys [prrthisur] king. 
2 landlord, 3 the Creator. “prrthise."-japu. 
fipdtde [prithicsd] elder son of Guru Ram 
Das. He was born in Sammat 1615. He 

breathed his last in Sammat 1675 at Heher. 
Sodhis of his progeny are believed to be 

inferior. See fe". 2 a hill chief of Dadhwals 
who along with the hill-chieftain fought the 
battle of Nadaun. See fefag wea ™: 9. 
fue [prrthij] See fiyfar.—sanama. 
figdtora (prrthinath], fetta [prrthipatz), 
fuera [prrthipalak] master and sustainer 
of the earth — king. 2 the Creator. 

fyebte [prrthimall) a Khatri of Sehgal sub- 
caste, who became a disciple of Guru Nanak 

Dev and attained the status of a gurmukh. 2a 
Khatri of Bhalla caste, who became a disciple 

of Guru Amar Das. He abnegated the pride 
of his caste, 3 2 disciple of Guru Hargobind, 
who belonged to Buhranpur. 

fete (prrthiraj) the last Hindu king of 
Chauhan dynasty. He was son of Someshvar 

from the womb of Kamla. He ruled over 
Ajmer, Delhi etc. Shahabuddin defeated him 

at Karnal in Sammat 1250 (1192 AD) and 

brought to end his Hindu kingdom. See ayes. 
Poet Chand, in his book “Prithirajrayso”, has 

given a detailed history of the Chauhan 
dynasty. 

fqetenem? (prrthirajrayso] See de and 

fywtere [prrthirat] 7 tree-sanama. 2 king 
-sanama, 

figeterest [prrthiratni] n bearer of the tree — 
earth.-sanama. 2 army of a king—sanama. 
fgg [prrthu] Skt 4 adj broad, extensive. 
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“prithunzt8b jrn ki chabz kona,”-NP. 2 great, 
3 expert, adept. 4 innumerable, countless. 

5 na king, who was son of Ven. He finds 
mention in Rig Ved. Ven was the author of 
one Ved mantar. It is mentioned in Ather Ved 
that Manu Vaivsvet was his ancestor and the 
earth was his pot. In Shatpeth Brahman, it is 

held that first of all king Prithu came into 

being. Purans describe him as son of Ven and 

grandson of Ang, it is because of his name 

that the earth came to be known as ‘Prithvi’. 

Vishnu Puran mentions that the sages made 
him the king of the earth but he was very 

irreligious. He stopped the worship of gods 
and performance of fire-rituals. Seeing 

religion being thus harmed, pious sages killed 
Ven by pricking him with straws of grass. 
When there remained no king, plundering 

started. Then the sages together began 

rubbing the thigh of the dead king and from 
that emerged a short-statured, broad-faced, 

dark-complexioned horrible man, from whom 

arose the Nished tribe. Thereafter the sages 
started rubbing his right thigh and therefrom 
emerged Prithu, who was glowing like fire. 
It gladdened everyone and Ven was 

transferred from hell to heaven. When Prithu 

took over the charge of his kingdom, he found 
that the earth abounded with forests and 
mountains, He cleared the forests and pushed 

aside the mountains with his bow. Thus the 
earth became ready for cultivation. “mano 

maha prrthu leke kaman sy bhudhar bhumz 
te nyare kare hé.”-cSdi /. 6 Mahadev, Shiv. 

7 Fire. 8 Vishnu. 

fyge [prrthul] Skt adj enormous, broad. 
“prithul nrt3b pit katz dhoti.”-NP. 

2 abundant. 
figges [prrthudak], fem [prithodak] Skt 
Pehoa pilgrimage centre. It is located on the 
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right bank of river Sarasvati. The myth goes 

that king Prithu performed here the last rites 
of his father Ven and served water to the 

guests for twelve days. “jaha prrthodak tirath 
hera."~GPS. See udu, 

fygt (prxthvi] Ske fury earth. 
fir [prrm] See Qy. “harr lage prara prim 
ka.”-sor m 4. 

fm (prry] Skt adj dear. 2 n husband. 
3 welfare. 4 son-in-law. 5 Kartikey. 

fywan [prrytam) adj dearest, most loved, 
consort. 2 n husband, paramour. 3 true friend. 

fqweans [prrydarsan] adj charming to look 
at. 2 n khrrni tree, mimusops kauki tree. 

3 Guru Nanak Dev. 
fyuwesr (prrybhagta] wife faithful to her 
husband, “prrybhagta thadhi ekSgi.”—datt. 
fyaenft (prrybhakhil, fyareet [prryvadi] 
firernft]— reef soft-spoken. 2 Guru Nanak 
Dev. 

fier [priya] adj sweetheart, darling. 2 n wife, 
better half. 3 jasmine. 4 cardamom. 5 a metre 

also known as “aruha” and “s3yuta”. Its traits 

are four lines, each line F, 7, 7, a. IS, \SI, Il, S. 
Exmapie: 

dukh dod hé sukhkéd ji. 

nahr bid hé zagb3d ji. 
naht bedbak praman he. 
mat bhfn bhin bakhan hé..-kalki. 

(b) In its second form, each line has one regan 

- SS 

Example; 
“he prabhu. he virbhu. pran tu, man tu..” 

fyars (przyal] buchanania lalifolia tree. It 
yields czr3ji fruit. 
Yt [pri] Skt J vr complete, foster, give, gladden. 

2. n love, affection. 3 shine. 4 desire. 
5 satisfaction. 
far [priha] Skt ®JeT n desire, interest, wish. 
““kacu dareb na priha mere.”-NP. 
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Yes [prichat] See ufefas. 2 See udifas. 
after [prinan] Skt n act of satisfying. See 
udiaz". 
‘ls (prit] Skt adj loving. 2 happy, joyful. 
ufisH [pritam] See fya3M. “pritam, jantlehuman 
mahi.”-sor m 9. “pritam mohz lage nav.” 
-asam 5, 

ytsnet [pritmani) a friend’s army; allies. 
-senama. : 
yftsoren [pritamdas) a Udasi holyman of noble 

nature, who became a disciple of Sangat Das 

in Sammat 1820. He was addressed as 
“Nirban” and given a ball of ash by Sant 

Bankhandi. When he reached Hyderabad on 

his Deccan mission to spread religious teachings, 

then Nanak Chand, paternal uncle of Diwan 

Chandu Lal, became his disciple. Pritam Das 
desired that at centres of pilgrimage, there 
should be a proper arrangement of kitchen- 
service for the holymen of Guru Nanak’s sect. 

Athis bidding Nanak Chand gave a lot of money 
to him, which the altruist Pritam Dass brought 

to Prayag and handed over to the mission, and 
thus Panchayati Akhara was established in 

Sammat 1836. 
In Sammat 1838, Pritam Das and Sangat 

Das did an excellent job of digging a small 

canal (hasli) and bringing water from Ravi to 

the tank of Golden Temple (Amrit Sarover). 
Pritam Das was born in Sammat 1809 at 

Hoshiarpur and died at Amritsar in Sammat 
1888. Sangalwala Akhara in Amritsar is very 
well known memorial of this holyman. 
yr yas [pritam pran] adj as dear as life- 
breath. 2 dearer than one’s own life. 
3 assimilated into the dearest. “pritam pran 
bhae sunr sajni, dut mue brkhu khai.”-sar a 

ml. 
ffs [pritz] 7 love, affection. “jagat me jhuthi 
dekhi pritr.”-dev.m 9. 2 satiation. 3 happiness, 
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joy. “mine pritr bhai jalz naz.”-gau m 4. 
4Kam’s wife, who is rival of Rati, the co-wife. 
fife (pritrkar} adj jovial. 2 loving. 
yeh [priti] See yifs. 
yf [pridhe] See udia. 
pridhe.”—basst m 4. 
F [pre] Skt advance, proceed, depart, _ 
YE [prev] See figa. “ghatz ghatz rave sarebprev.” 
~basst m 1. 
Que [preksan}, Yue [prekhan] Skt QAe n 
inspiration. 2 sending Skt 2. 3 Skt observing. 
Ye [pret] Skt adj departed, gone. 2 n dead. 
3 according to Purans that imaginary body, 
which a man gets after meals etc are offered 
to the ancestors. 4 an inhabitant of hell. 5 of 

the category of fiends which have horrible 

shape. 
Ysfier [pretaszla] a stone in Gaya, upon which 
food is offered to the ancestors long since dead. 
Yous [pretahar] n bearer of a corpse; who 
gives shoulder to the plank on which a corpse 
is carried. 

Ysaor [pretkaram|, Ysfqur [pretkrzya] n 
according to Hinduism, the cremation of the 
dead body and offering food to the dead 
ancestors etc. 
Ysa [pretgeh] abode of the dead, cremation 
ground. 2 according to Purans, it is named land 

of the ghosts. 
saz [pret-tah) n state of having an evil spirit. 
“harz bisrat te pret-tah.”-var het. 
Qeere [pretnath), Yaufs [pretpatr] n lord of 
evil spirits; Yamraj. 

Ysfilas [pretptjor), defile [pretptd] n skeleton 
of a ghost; dead body. See ¥3. “pretpfjar 
mahz kasatu bhara.”-ram am J. 
Qsys [pretpur], $38e [pretlok] 7 Country of 
ghosts; Yampur. “s3ymani.” 

a4 [prem] Sit 17 love, affection. “prem ke 
sar lage tan bhitarz.”-sor m 4. “sac kahd 

“updesz guru hart 
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sunlehu sabe, jtn prem kio tzn hi prabh 
payo.”—akal. 2 wind, air. 
Quprea [premsumarag] a book of praise, 
regarding the Sikh code of conduct, written 
by a devout Sikh under the name of Guru 

Gobind Singh. See yasyaas. 

Quads [premakor] younger daughter of Raja 
Sahib Singh of Patiala from the womb of Rani 

Aas Kaur, who was married to Sardar Kharag 
Singh a rais of Shahabad. 2 daughter of Sardar 

Hari Singh Namberdar of Ladhewal 
(Jujjeranwala), She was married to prince Sher 
Singh in 1822 AD. She gave birth to Prince 

Pratap Singh in 1831 AD, who was brutally 
murdered’ by Lehna Singh Sandhawalia on 

15* of September 1843. 

‘dprrefes" [premgervrtal in poetic compositions, 
the heroine who is proud of her paramour’s 

love. 
tas [premjal] n tears, born of love. 
2 perspiration generated by passion. 
apes [premprat] ” worthy of love. 2 beloved. 
tpiflerdt [premprtari] See dewatar. 
pases [prempulak] ” standing of hair on ends 
due to excitement; excitement. 

pate [premapsth| path of love. 
“atz chin mrrnal ki tarhd te 

tth uparr pay de avno he, 

sui bedh ke bedh so kin taha 

partit ko [ado ledavno he, 

kavz “bodh” ani ghani neja0 ki 
cadh tape na crtt calavno he, 

yah prem ko psth karar he re 
talvar ki dhar pe dhavno he. 

tp yifs (prem pritz] ecstasy and love. “prem 
pritz soda dizaie.”-majh a m 3. 
Qt ows? (prem phulvari} See tes attr, 
tpwafs [prembhagatr] 1 loving devotion. 
‘On the same day Maharaja Sher Singh was killed by 
Ajit Singh Sandhawalia. 
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2 loving service. “prembhagatz karr sahajr 

samaz.”—dhana am J. 

pr fea 3 Bef [prem vrec nem nahi] love 
knows no rule. 
“pir brna min dukhi kgir brna srsu jese 

pir jake daru brn kese rahyojat he, 
catak jy6 svatrbid cid ko cakor jese 

cSdan ki cah kar phani akulat he, 
adhan jyé dhan cahe kamini ko kami cahe 

esi jfke cah téko kachu na suhat he, 
prem ko prabhav eso prem taha nem keso? 

“s6dar” kahrt yahz prem hi ki bat he. 
‘ae [prema] See wi yaRR. a Khatri of Talwandi 
(near Goindwal). He was lame. He became a 
disciple of Guru Amar Das and attained self 

enlightenment. Everyday, devotedly he brought 

yoghurt from his house for the Guru. With the 

Guru's grace his lameness disappeared. 3 See 

FS 2, 

Oot (premil adj 24 lover. 2 paramour. 
wor [prey] Skt ay adj darling. 
Worf [preysi] Skt adj darling. 
a (prer] Skt motivate, urge. 
Yee [prerak] Skt adj inspirer. 2 motivator. 
Wee [prerna] Skt n inspiration, motivation. 
“jzo prere tru karna.”—brla m 4. 2 urge. 
3 incite, excite. “urajht rahzu fdriras 

prerro.”-brla m5. 
‘Qn [pres] £ press, See eur. 
fre [proszt] Skt adj migrant. 2 dead, expired. 
‘frsufser [progxtpatrka) in poetics the heroine 
who is distressed due to her husband's 
departure to a foreign land. 

Yus [prohat] See yafus. 
Wg Iprokt] Skt well said. 2 said. 

Yq [proks] sprinkle. 2 sprinkling. 3 act of 
sprinkling of mantar-recited water on the 

animal and the place where it is to be 

sacrificed, or where yag is to be performed. 

Yu [prokh] Skt uta adj out of sight, hidden. 
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“dina nath prokh pratzpala.”-NP. 2 See Ya. 
Wes [prokhzt), Yfisufsar [prokhztpatrka) 
See Yfs and Yfraufsar. 
Yu (proch] See Ya and Yu. 
Yur [prochan] Skt Yas n act of sprinkling 
water. 2 sprinkling of water upon the animal 
to be sacrificed. 3 Skt Yaa (stew) wipe. 
“prochat bhe drzg nir bahae.”-GV 6, 
Yas [prochpal] paroks palsk. “proch pals. 
—japu. See uae, 
Ys [prot] adjstrung, stitched. 2 sewn, joined, 
attached. 3 n dress. 
Yar [prodha] family priest. See yer. “subh 
gun sabh rs me kahz prodha.”-NP. 
We [prodh] adj well-developed. 2 mature. 
3 strong, determined. 4 serious. 5 shrewd, 

adept. 
Wes [prodhtal, Jey [prodhtva] Skt m maturity. 
Seetys. 
Yew [prodha] 7 mature woman. 2 in poetics, 
the heroine adept in the art of love-making. 

Jer onfter [prodha adhira] in poetics, the 
heroine who is furious on noticing playful 
marks of love left by another woman on the 

hero’s body and is incapable of concealing her 

feelings. 
Jw dar [prodha dhira] in poetics, the heroine 

who is not furious upon noticing playful marks 
‘on the hero's body, rather she expresses her 

anger in ironical vein, 
iw cherdter [prodha dhiradhira] in poetics, 
the heroine who is partly furious on noticing 
playful marks of love left by another woman 

on the hero’s body and to some extent 

expresses her anger in satirical vein. 

Pefy [prodhoktr] a figure of speech about making 
of a cause from no cause. 
“jaht utkars ahetu ko varnat hé kar hetu, 

prodhokti t4 so kahrt bhugan kavrkulketu.” 

~srvraj bhugan. 
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Example: 
“jhuthe ko nahi patz nad, 
kab-hu na suca kala kav.” 

~brla dhrtimI. 
‘Black crow is not the only cause of 
unholiness’. 

“pokhar nir vrrolie makhan nahi rise.” 
-gavam 1. 

‘If a well’s water is churned, no butter will 

come out’, 
“sadhun ke uijal rtday jyé hrm hrmvat svet.” 
‘It is not that snow of Himalayas is white, 
but snow from other sources is white tao.’ 

“kare pahan sarkhe durjan crit kathor.” 
~aldkar sagarsudha. 

“Even a brown stone is not soft, attribution of 
hardness to a black stone is, therefore, without 
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Teason.’ 
Ysa [ploks] Skt n fig tree; ficus infectoria. 
See umn, 

Yee [plov] Skt leap. 2 dive. 3 swimming. 
4 leaping animal. 5 frog. 6 monkey. 7 cock, 
gerne [plavag] adj leaping animal. 2 n frog. 
stant [plavsgam) leaping animal, monkey, 
langur. See us¥an, 
‘Ye [plav] Skt n dive. 2 fullness, 

ster [pliha] Skt Yehte] n spleen. 2 a disease 
relating to the enlargement of spleen. See fi¥e. 
Uses [plot] Skt adj swam, bathed. 2 lept. 3. n 
gallop. 4 a note of three matras, longer than 

that of love sound. § leap, jump. 6 having the 
rhythm of three matras. 7 putting a finger on 

the string of a veena and producing three or 
more notes by deflecting it. 
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@ (phappha] twenty-seventh character of 

Punjabi script. It is pronounced with the lips. 
Sometimes 4-8-9 are replaced by @ in Punjabi 
and, at times, the A preceding it is dropped, as 
wm in place of um, #c in stead of Ha, $e in 
place of €¥ and gee" in place of AEE etc. 
2 Skt n extent. 3 harsh utterance of words. 

hissing, whizzing. S yawning, gaping. 6 result, 
consequence. 7 hurricane, gale. 
e@r [phooj] A z9 7 army. “muhkam phauj 
hathli re.”-aca m 5. ‘a strong, unyielding 
army. 
Qa [phavt] See 23. 
‘tHe [phasna] v be ensnared, get trapped. 
2 be held up or get entangled. 

‘tA [phasat] See eAv. 

wnat [phasta] n noose, snare. 2 dispute, 

wrangle. 3 SGA useless blabber; twaddle. 
‘eAs Yee (phasta vaddhnal v cut off the 

noose, remove the obstacle. 2 settle a dispute. 

‘GRE [phasad] A 5 » surgical incision into a 
vein for blood-letting; phlebotomy. 
‘wa [phasna] See Sra". 
‘GAG (phasal}, sAfs [phasalz} A \J4 n season. 
2 time. 3 crops during winter and summer 

solstices, that is, spring crops and autumn 

crops, “phasalz ahari eku namu.”—var mala m 
1. 4 adv at the harvest-time. 

‘zrttt [phasli) adj seasonal. 2 an era based on 
spring and autumn harvests. According to some, 

this era was started by king Akbar, in Hijri 963 
(1556 AD). It begins in the month of July. 

«net wea" [phasli batera] a selfish person. A 
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person who comes only to serve his seif- 
interest as the quail appears during the harvest 

season to pick corn. 
‘srrfar [phasauna] v ensnare, entrap. 2 bring 
under control, subdue. 
‘wre [phasahat] A 4 clear articulation; 
eloquence. 

‘Ere [fasad] A ,,3 disorder, corruption, 

defect. 2 mutiny, rebellion. 3 quarrel. 
APA [fesadi] A (43 adj trouble-making. 
2 quarreisome, riotous. 

grea [fasanah] P .(J 7 tale, story, romance. 
2wile, subterfuge, deception. 
fig [fosih] A g° adj eloquent, fluent. 
‘watts [phasil] 4 J+ n wall of defence built 
around a city or town, rampart. 
BOX [feham] A /? n knowledge, comprehension, 
intellect, cognition. 

Fora [fohmayas] P (YF n instruction, 
admonition. 2 direction, order. 

wontes [fehmiden] P 4 v understand, 
cogitate. 

wonter [fohmida] P ,.¢ intelligent, intellectual. 
wonter 24 [fehmida em) P <i iz/ we have 
understood. See zovfies. 

‘saeer [phaharna] v flutter or flap in the air. 
“dhr3m dhvja phahrst sada.”-saveye m4 ke. 
sowffe [phahravna], ses" [phahrana] v 

flap in the air, flutter. “cale dhuja phahravat 
he.”-saloh. 

‘ea [phaha] 7 piece of cotton cloth put on a 
boil. 2 dressing for a wound. 

‘fon (phahrm] See gan. 
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afvazr [phohzrauna] See warGe. 
‘td [phahi] m noose, snare. 2 adj entrapping. 
“phipi gali phahi.”-var ram J m J. 3 adv 
entangling. “jam ki bhir na phahi.”-sarm 5. 

‘wdbr [phahim] A 4 adj leamed, intelligent 
knowledgeable. “kx parm’ phahime.”-japu. 

‘ea [phak] Skt RR vr move slowly, creep, 

steal, do an immoral act. See 8. 2.A of give 
up, leave. 3 set free. 4 lower and upper jaws, 
5 act of putting medicine into the mouth of a 

child. 6 In Punjabi, the dust of straw etc is 
also called phakk. 7 imperative of ¢az". 8 In 
Arabic, it means ‘to open, to tear, to get flat, 
etc’ from which it has acquired a figurative 
meaning of ‘to become discoloured or dull’; 

~“us da cehra fakk hogra.”-prov. 
‘Faw [phakna] v toss grains etc, from the palm 
of one’s hand, into the mouth. 

was [phakat] A 55 partonly, merely. 2 enough 

of, sufficient. 
Bae [phakor] AF n penury. 2 asceticism, 
mendicancy. 

‘Wase2H [phakardes] m an assembly or meeting 
of holymen, “phakardes kr6 mzle dame te.” 
-BG. ‘How can there be an encounter with 
holy men by spending money?” 
‘wag [phakaru] See ag 2. “phakeru kare hor 
jatr gavae.”-var sar m J, “kart phakaru 
darm.”-trl5g kabir. 
‘wae [phakar) or gary [phakaru] See av. 2 adj 
vain, unavailing. “phaker jati phakayu nav.” 
-var srim J, 3 depraved, vicious. See @&. 4n 

abusive language, nonsensical talk. 

‘abs [phakerr] in vain or in unavailing activity. 
“loka, mat ko phakart paz.”—asa m J. 2 See 

‘zenft [phakri] S'efac nm public defamation. “osu 
ptche vajo phakyi.”—var sor m 4. 2 adj 
depraved, villainous, See =a 1. 
‘wag [phakeru] See ae 2. “henz virle nahi 
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gone phelphakaru sSsarv."-sova m 1. ‘Those 
who are fakirs are indeed rare.’ 2 adj vain, 
unavailing. “phakeru prte Sdhu.”—var mala 

mi. 
‘war [phaka] » quantity of grain etc that can be 
tossed from the palm of one's hand into the 
mouth. 2 stuff eaten through this process. 3.4 
34 complete deprivation of food; fast (for want 

of food). “tk khavahz bakhas tot na ave, 

tkna phaka pata jiu.”-gau m 4. 

welts (phakdr] A 2 napenniless or penurious 
person. “jzn ke pale dhan vase trn ka nav 
phakir.”—var mala m J. 2. dervish, fakir, self- 
denying person. “pure gurz bakhsaiahz sabhr 
gunah phakire.”-maru am J. 
“kahe ko tu ghar choda kahe ko gharanz 
chodi? 

kahe ko xijjat khoi durbes bane ki? 

kahe ko tu naga hua kahe ko brbhutt lai? 

kane sikh dai tujhe jSgal me jane ki? 
adat ko chordeta paresan mat hota 

sikh sun leta tu “cotursfgh” rane ki, 
gosa jaz ek leta khane ko khvdai deta 

jati mrt cfta re fakir khane dane ki. 
jal htm mahr dekhi ag ki lapat kaha? 

sadhu ke kapat kaha bhay kaha bir ke? 

khalan ke gyan crt capal ke dhyan kaha? 
aturi sfghan kaha bacan adhir ke? 

“cSdan” kahit dhan kaj laj chod hrye 
Jalac samat kaha kahd matrdhir ke? 

mudhta me ras kaha sumta me jas kaha? 
jogi bambas kaha phrkar phakir ke?” 

‘weldt [phakiri) 1 poverty, penury. 2 asceticism; 
mendicancy. 

“jab lo he para xvab gaphalt ka &kh6 par 
lajjat tabhi lb badgahi  vaziri he, 

krsi vokt c5k jave bhul parda uthave 

13g Jal nazrave chute dzlgiri he, 
“je” kohe jahan bic ntgahgan phiki kacho 

bhavat na niki dhunz nobat naphiri he, 
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ap hua miri tab pagam amiri gane 
bhave na musahrbi to sahrbi phakiri he. 

dukhan 86 dukhz or sukhan s6 anurag, 
nf dak s6 ber phrr bdak s6 giri he, 

puja ko bharam > pujaybe ko dabh jolo 
paye te anid anpaye drigirihe, 

jivan ki aga aru maran phrkar jol 
brn harrbhaktz jog jamat ki jiri he, 

“aker anany” eti phate na phrkar jolo 

tol phajthat! baba! phure na phakiri he. 
‘Ga [phakk] See ea. 
@foew [phakkrka] Skt n an argument that 
proves a principle. 2 inappropriate behaviour. 
3 deceit. 4 line from some book. 

‘Galt [phakki] n anything tossed into the mouth. 

See eat 5. 
dgseus [fokkullrahan] A .4/_f n redemption 
ofthe mortgaged object. 
HB [faxar] A } n glory, honour. 2 nobility, 
excellence. 

‘tare [phagva] Vj Holi festival. See equr. 
‘waeer [phagvaral It is a large and ancient city 
in Kapurthala state, Itis situated on the Grand 
Trunk Road and the North Western Railway. 

It is at a distance of 62 miles from Amritsar. 
There are two gurdwaras there: 

(1)In the Bansanwala Gate, near Bhairo’s 
temple, there is a gurdwara of Guru Har Rai. 

The Guru stayed here while he was going from 
Kartarpur to Kiratpur. It is a small gurdwara 

near the market. An Udasi is the officiant 
there. 
(2) At about one and a half mile to the east of 

the city, Sukhchainana is a memorial common 

to Guru Hargobind and Guru Har Rai, It is a 
small gurdwara and there is no regular 
Officiant. Three ghumaons of land have been 
donated to the gurdwara by Kapurthala state. 
A fair is held here on Baisakhi day. The 
‘fojihat, needless inconvenience 
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gurdwara is two miles to the north-east of 

Phagwaru railway station. 
wat [faca] P wis noise, uproar. 2 cry of 

distress, outcry. 3 short for wear (UBS). 
‘war [phagua] See equr. 

BT (phagun], sys [phagun] See eye. 
yer [phagua] n Holi festival, celebrated during, 

the month of Phaggun. 2 song sung at the Holi 
festival. 
‘Gye [phagguvala) a village in police station 
Bhawanigarh, tehsil Sunam, in Patiala stats. 

About half a mile to the south, there is a 
gurdwara of Guru Tegbahadur. Only a 
temporary sanctum has been constructed 

there. Nearby, there is a residential apartment 

made of bricks and mortar. A Brahman 
performs the duty of incense-buming and 
lighting the lamps. It is situated on a metalled 

road, at a distance of 14 miles to the west of 

Nabha railway station. It is 11 miles to the 

south-east of Sangrur. 

Wa [phoggo] See ww ga. 
HE [fajar] A 7 n daybreak, dawn, early 
morning, before sunrise. 
BH [phajal] A Yn grace, favour. “pavoge 
Khuda te phajal.”-GPS. It is also pronounced 

as 8€8 [fodal].. 
‘Bir (phaja) A (35 1 open area, open ground. 
tfrroz [phajrhat), evs [phajihat] A <9 n 
disgrace, ignominy. See edtafs. 
wHtes .[phojilat] 4 c13 n eminence, 
excellence. 2 greatness, dignity. 

wets yma [phajilat ma-ab] P fete adj 
seat or repository of dignity. 2 dignified. 

‘BYs [phajul) A J, adj useless, unnecessary. 
2 superfluous. 3 talkative, garrulous. 4 short 
for FyYsus, “ese brpr phajul ko mohr na 

rakhyojar.”-corrtr 91. 
Byeuas [phajulkharac] Pg Ay adj wastrel. 
2 extravagant. 
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syeh [phajuli] P j,i adj garrulous. 2 » vain 
effort. 3 extravagance, “ab chor phajuli ko 
hohu stana.”—NP. Ad 

‘wea [phatak] flapping sound produced by a bird 

with its wings. “pSchi phafpksaké nahi”-correr 
2. ‘The bird cannot reach there,’ 2 Sia wate 

n quartz, rock crystal. “mudra phatak banai 

kan.”-ram am I. 3 glass. 
‘eat [phatkari], each [phatkari] Skt Refear 
‘m quartz-like mineral which is alkaline. It is 

used in various medicines and is famous as 
mordant for clothes; alum. L Alumen. 
wease [phatkacal] m quartz-like shining 
mountain; Kailas, “phatkacal stv ke sahrt 

bahour brraji jar.”-carrtr 14]. 

see [phaina], <em [phatna] Skt Fhe vr burst, 
explode. 2» bursting forth. 3 rending. 
tera [phatak] onom sound produced by 
something dashed to the earth; crash. “phatakE 

gajane.”-gyan. 
zfee [phatrk] See zea. 
We [phatt] m wound, injury, cut. 2 width of a 
river; distance between river’s two banks. 

3 wooden plank. 
zz [phattar] adj wounded, injured. 
A [phatti] bandage, 2 flat portion between 
the grip and the comer of a bow. “phatti dve 

cori adhtk, drrrh mus{r vrsala.”-GPS. 

3 wooden writing-tablet. 

BE [phan] Skt BP vr go, jump, shine. 2 n 
expanded throat of a snake; hood of a snake. 

‘eae [phandher] n that which has a hood; 
hooded snake; cobra. 

‘fe [phanr] See a2. 
‘efée (phantd) See ete. 
sféegn (phantdbhvj) » which eats up a 
(large) hooded snake; blue jay. “srza jacch 
godhareb phantdbhujs.”-akal. 2 snake-eating 
storks, peacocks, etc. 

‘fete [phantmanr] n gem found on the head 
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of a snake. See afeufa. 

et (phani) Skt fT which has a hood — 
snake; hooded snake. 
wel [phaniar] See zu, 

‘wetr [phanis] large snake. 2 king of serpents, 
Sheshnag. 3 Vasuki. 4 See faQw e gu (c). 
wag (phaniir), sean [phaniraj), #25 [phanes] 
nking of serpents; Sheshnag. 2 serpent Vasuki. 
3 large snake. 

‘33 (phatah] A @ n victory, conquest. “dego 
teco fatah nusrat be darsg.” 2 success. 

3 expression of social courtesy, used by the 
Khalsa, when meeting. See Pagg Hf af 3a. 

‘Bae [fatva] Ay 33 na judgement. 2 opinion 
given by a religious head; edict. 

‘efaa [fatth] See @3v. “phatrh bhai manzjit.” 
-bavan. 

‘eae [phatil] 4 -19 n wick; earthen lamp’s 
wick. 
ater (fatilsoz] P ;,44 n lampstand; four- 
cornered metallic lampstand with different 

portions for oil-pots and wicks. 

‘eater [phatila] See wats. 
‘Bqd [phatuh] plural of eav. 
‘yet [phatuhi] a Jatt leader of Gujjarwal who 
had refused to hand over his falcon to Guru 
Hargobind. When after having swallowed a 
cord, the falcon was about to die, he offered it 

to the Guru; he got himself pardoned for his 

offence and became a Sikh. 2 A 35 a jacket; 
sleeveless coat with buttons. 

BF [fatur] A , 3 defect, unsoundness of mind. 
2 commotion, riot. 3 obstacle. 4 damage. 
5 laziness, langour, idleness. 

‘2 [phate] See tau and wagy Hf at eau. 
‘87 [phatesah] raja of Srinagar (Garhwal) 
also known as Fatechand. Instigated by 

Bhimchand, the ruler of Kahloor, he, without 
any reason whatsoever, fought a battle against 

Guru Gobind Singh at Bhangani, near Paonta, 
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and met with defeat. See fefuqaea a 8. 
“phatesah kopa tab raja. loh para homs6 brn 
kaja.” See Fart, 

- wafifu (phatestgh] See z3fitu wer, 2 son of 
Bhag Singh, the raja of Jind, who, after the 

demise of his father, ascended the throne of 

Jind in 1819 AD and died at Sangrur on 3" 

February 1822, at the age of 23 years. 3 See 

ayaa. 
wafitu wa (phatesfgh baba] son of Guru 

Gobind Singh, born of Mata Jito, at 
Anandpur, on the 7* of the bright fortnight 
of Phagun, Sammat 1755. By the orders of 
subedar, Wazir Khan, he was martyred on 

the 13" of Poh, Sammat 1761 at Sirhind. 

His dead body, as well as that of Baba 

Zorawar Singh, was cremated by Baba 

Phool’s sons, Tilok Singh and Ram Singh’ 
who had, at that time, gone to Sirhind to 

deposit land revenue there. See Wy Wa | 
229. See teeaftiw and sag. 
3 afta (phate kumet] xa a heavy thick club. 
2 az [phate kor] queen of Baba Ala Singh, 
ruler of Patiala, whom some have mistakenly 

written as Phatto. She was daughter of 
Chaudhary Khana, headman of Kala. She 

served’ food to the Khalsa Dal herself and 
looked after thousands of orphans. She used 

to help her husband in his religious and secular 
deeds. She died in Sammat 1830. 
‘way [phategarh] That holy place of the Sikhs 
where Guru Gobind Singh’s younger sons ~ 
Baba Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh — were 

martyred in Sammat 1761. Having conquered 

Sirhind in Sammat 1767, Baba Banda Bahadur 
got a gurdwara constructed there, which was 

‘At that time, their names did not have the appellation 

‘Singh as they had not taken Amrit, Both of these brothers 

underwent the initiation ceremony of baptism at 
Damdama Sahib. 
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named as Fatehgarh. Maharaja Karam Singh, 

the ruler of Patiala, renamed his nizamat 

Sirhind also as Fatehgarh. Fatehgarh Sahib is 
a railway station on the Ropar-Sirhind railway 
line and is situated at a distance of two miles 

from Sirhind, 2 a fort at Anandpur, which the 

Guru had got erected. See aeys. 
wade [phatecid] See #37. 
88 eons [phate darsan) See #8 wow at 3 
and 33 wresrr, 

‘wayoafitut [phatepursighal a village in tehsil 
Ropar of district Ambala. There is a gurdwara 

of the seventh Guru there named Manji Sahib. 

= [phatta] a Jatt, resident of village Kanech. 

While going from Macchiwara, the Guru 
stayed with him for a while and demanded a 

mare from him to ride. He put off the Guru 

with an excuse. The mare and Phatta died of 
snake-bite on the same day. See #33. 
Sg ry [phattu simu) See eat Fy Hy at. 
3 Sas [phatte ndgal] See JarAfaE. 
¥2 fsa [phatte bhidar] a village in tehsil 
and police station Daska of district Sialkot. It 

is 12 miles to the north-east of Gujjranwala 

railway station. There is a metalled road for 

ten miles and unmetalled path for two miles. 

Near this village, towards the south, there is a 

small gurdwara raised in memory of Guru 
Nanak Dev. On his way to Sialkot, the Guru 
had stayed here. The officiant here is a Singh. 

Only one ghumaon of land has been attached 

to the gurdwara. A fair is held on the occasion 
of Nirjala Ekadasi. 

3 [phatto] Bibi Phatto, daughter of Baba 
Phool. She was married to Bhai Dhanna Singh 

who was a worthy descendant of Baba 
Buddha. She gave birth to Sangat Singh whose 
progeny are landlords of Bitha. 2 Some writers 
have mistakenly taken Phatto to mean queen 
Phate Kaur. See 33a. 
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‘tee [phadal] See ae. 

wetag [phadihat], setofs (phadihatz] A . 2 n 
ignominy, shame. 2 infamy. 3 state of being 

unsuitable. 4 filth, faeces. “pholz phadihatz 

mukz lenz bharasa.”=var majh m J. 
aye [phadul] See sys. 
‘BET [phaduli] See syat. 
wa [phadh}, sa [phadha], ¢fa (phadhz} 
bondage, noose, snare, trap. “na kalphadha 

phas hé,”=akal. “man mara me phadhr 
rahro."-s m 9. “durmatz stu nanak 

phadhro."-s m 9. 
‘WF [phan] See vz. 2.4 yn wile, trick. 3 ashes; 

wealth, prosperity. “hrt lagtosabh phan ka.” 
sar kabir, 4 P talent, skill. 

eours" [phankhana] » 20 (deception) - HT 

(abode) house of deception. “cetasr nahi 
dunia phankhane.”—suhi ravrdas. 

or [phana], af [phanar), @7w [phanah] A 
6 adj perishable, destructible. “casamdids 
phanaz.”-tzl5g m 5. 2 n state of being 
absorbed in the self; single-minded 
contemplation upon one’s own entity. 3 self- 
effacement. 

fs (phant] snake. See <2. ‘mor te jyé phanz, 
ty6 sakucane.”—c5di /. 

for (phanzja) snake's daughter.~sanama. 
fe (phantd], sfty [phantdr] See za¥q. 
fnifes [phantmanz) n Nagmani, an imaginary 
jewel grown in the hood of a serpent. “lulu 

jamurad nil phonrmant.”—saloh. 2 jewel 
(head) among serpents; Sheshnag. 

sfocre [phontyara] hooded, See eabwa, 
zat [phoni] See ez. 
sate (phanidr] See e2tg. 
39h (phanus] See @gH. “janv dipak maddh 
phanus ki theli.”-cSdi J. 
seq" [phaphra] deceit, guile, wile. 
rei g¥ia [phaphre bhaike] a village in tehsil 
and police station Mansa, nizamat Barnala of 
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Patiala state. It is two miles to the north-east 
of Narendarpura railway station. The 
following articles of Guru Gobind Singh, which 

he had bestowed upon Bhai Desraj, are 
preserved in the house of Bhai Dasaundha 

Singh — a descendant of Bhai Bahilo: 
(1) a pajama made of the skin of a barking 

deer. 
(2) two long, loose shirts made of embroidered 

tapestry. 
(3) amuslin handkerchief. 
(4) a gold coin. 

(5) a dagger. 

=e (phapha] twenty-seventh character of the 
Punjabi script. “phapha phrrat phrrat tu 
ata,”—bavan. 2 pronunciation of g. 

‘wer Fest [phapha kuni] See set Feat. 
e&m [phaphola] n blister caused by burning 
or friction. . 
ea (phab] See efe. 
ue" [phabna], a" [phabna] v become fit, 
get impressive, adom one self. “gurx pure dio 
harr nama, jia kav eha vasatu phabi."-guj 
m5, 

af (phabr] » charm, splendour. 
wat [phabi] See exer, 
wun {phayaj], faA [phayyaj] A fy adj 
beneficent. 2 generous, 

eat (phayyaji) A yp 1 beneficence. 
2 generosity. 

a [phor] See 8s. “akase pharu pharza."~ram 
kabir. ‘The breathing exercise matured in the 

final stage of spiritual enlightenment.’ “putr 
potr trnke nohz phart.”-VN. 2 P } feather, 
wing. “brn phar sar maricke mara.”—NP. 

3 pomp, grandeur. 4 tip of a weapon (as of an 
arrow, etc.) “sron ki dhar chuti su lage sar ke 
phar ne.”—c5qhi J. 5 See @. 
age (pharaun} A yy) Pharaoh. There have 
been many Egyptian monarchs with this name. 
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Like Janak, it was also a title of the royal throne 
but the most famous Pharaoh was the one who 
‘was a contemporary of Moses. He abrogated 

to himself the divine powers and tyrannized 
the Israelites (including Moses). Once, by the 
divine will, plague overwhelmed the Egyptian 

people. Moses, along with his people, moved 
out with the intention to quit Egypt. When he 

had covered some distance, the Pharaoh, along 

ith his army, closed on him. In accordance 
the Divine Will, Moses and his people 

crossed the Red Sea but, The Pharaoh and 
his army got drowned in the sea. The real 

name of this Pharaoh was Walid Bin Musab.’ 

2 crocodile, alligator, taintless being, 3 adj 

revengeful. 4 arrogant, proud. 
‘Zon [pharas) P 73 n carpetting, mat.2 4 yy} 
horse. 
worsen [pharstadan] P y.¢- v send, 
‘wes [pharstada] P ,»-/ adjsent. “khudat 
de pharstade ae hen.”-JSBM. 

‘con [pharsa] n a hatchet, axe, battle-axe. 

‘wath [pharsi] adj of or relating to the floor: 
soo [pharah] » short for @eae7; ensign that 
flaps in the air. “pharah nzsan3.”-suraj. 2A 
UP happiness, delight, joy. 

moya [farhat] A >) n gladness, happiness, 

joy. 2 elation, rapture. 

wee [pharhar] adj feathered, winged. 

“pharhar tir3.”-ramav. 2 See €aas". 
‘Bs0e [pharhara] n flag, pennant. 

‘wee [pharha] barrier, gate, “pharhe muhkam 
gurgranu bicarr.”-asa am 5. 
‘wore [pharhad] See Ate 3. 
‘watt [pharhi] See zi. 
woda [farh5g] P 6) n intellect. 2 learning, 
knowledge. 3 respect. 4 elderliness. 5 dictionary, 
glossary. 
‘Many writers have mentioned his name as Musab Ibn 

Raiyam and Qaboos and his age as 620 years, 
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‘gaa [pharak] A 5) n separation, difference. 
2 gap; intervening space. 3 distinction. 

4 deficiency, shortage. 5 top, summit. 
‘eaR [pharkas] P jn rump of a horse or a 

mule, etc. 

‘eae [pharokna], eas" [pharaknal v welter, 
wreathe. 2 (of some limb or muscle) pulsate, 
flutter. See gee 1. 

‘wearers |pharkabad] See sage, “kasi adrk 
pharkabad.”-GPS. 
wef [pharakr) adv immediately, 
instantaneously, at once. “jab dekhro bera 
jerjara tab utarIparzo hau pharakz.”=s kabir. 
2 at a distance. 

‘Sag [pharokv] See 38a. “ape pharak kiton ghat 
Starx.”—majh am 3. 
‘WOM [farxas] See aan. 

water [farxsdah) P ,<37 auspicious. 2 happy, 

Joyful. 
‘=eas [phargal] 4 (32 long cloak, padded with 
wool, 

‘SoH [pharaj] A (7) n duty. 2 religious activity, 
the performance of which is mandatory. 

3 divine command. 4 bestowal. S fixing time. 
6 estimating, guessing. 

wane (farzangil P (f\,3 wisdom, intelligence. 
‘zarft (pharji] A 547 adj hypothetical, assumed, 
fabricated. 

arte (pharjsd] P ¢;) 1 son. “maktab mahr 
pharjad ko bathazye."-NP. 

‘wes (phardal m stubble; stump of reaped corn, 
left behind in the field. “pharda lag jevar ko 
more.”-GPS. 

‘Be [pharad] A ,) na wooden plank or board, 

2 list, schedule. “kam krodh kur hd ki 

vrrddhta phared ki."~GPS. 3 individual, 

person. 
wee" [farda] P 1) the day after today; 

tomorrow. 

WOEH [Fardos] A (4) m paradise, heaven. Its 
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pronunciation as frrdos is also correct. 

ase [phardosi] or fesse [frrdasil 5,3 court 
poet of Mahmood, emperor of Ghazni. He was 
son of Sharf Shah. He spent thirty years 
writing history, named Shahnama, comprising 
60,000 verses in classical Persian. His real 

name was Abbulkasam Hassan (7d). 
The emperor had promised to give him one 

gold coin for each verse. But, after the 

completion of the book, he offered to pay in 

silver coins. The poet refused to accept the 
said payment and returned to his home town 

Toos (Mash-had) and recorded the meanness. 

of Mahmood in the above-mentioned book. At 

last, in repentance, the emperor sent sixty 
thousand gold coins to the poet. But, when 

the officials entered Toos through one gate, 

the poet’s hearse was being taken out from 
the other gate. The poet’s daughter refused 
to accept the payment. But, later on acceding 
to Mahmood’s request, she accepted the 
payment and spent it on the construction of 

an embankment and a bathing place on the 
river near the city. Fardausi died at Toos 

(Mash-had) in 1025 AD. 

The tenth Master has written in his 
Zafarnamah: 
“cx xug gufat fardosie xugzuba.” 

‘woe [pharna] See ear, 2 See saar. 
wees [pharpharana] v flap, flutter. 
“pharpharat bhajan xt ut ko.”—NP. 

‘ee @famr (phar pharra) bore fruit. See # 1. 
wade [pharphsd] » guile, subterfuge. 
wew [farba] P ) adj fat, bulky. 
‘zerta [pharmah] a cypress-like tree, which 
grows in hot countries. Its wood is used as 

timber. tamarix dioiea. 

wens [ferman] P yi) 1 mandatory epistle; 

edict. 2 order, command. 

wenaH [farmayas] P 2,3 n command, order. 
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Waye [farmud] P ,+) ordered, commanded. 

Bayes [farmudan] P .y,%4) v order, command. 
waitn [farmos] See zavH. 
wewe (pharyad] See efowre, 
wae (phar-ra] See sous", 
wage fire [farrux styar] i, J grandson of 
Aurangzeb and subedar of Bengal. He 
ascended the throne of Delhi in the month of . 
Magh, Sammat 1770 (1713 AD) after having 
slain Jahandarshah with the help of Abdulla 

Khan Sayyad. He married daughter of Ajit 

Singh, raja of Jodhpur, in 1715 AD. During his 

regime, Banda Bahadur was martyred, in 

Sammat 1773, and he left no stone unturned 

to extirpate the Sikhs. In Sammat 1776 (16" 

May, 1719), Husain Ali, brother of Abdulla 

Khan, killed Farrukhsiyar with the help of the 
Marhattas. See yRmat & ag fea Tw, 
wegewe [phar-rukhabad] a district 

headquarters in U.P. which falls under Agra 

division. It was founded in the name of 

Farrukhsiyar, by Nawab Mohammad Khan, 

in 1714AD. 
aatar (pharlig] E furlong — one eighth of a 
mile or a length of 220 yards. 

‘waedt [pharvahi] n a saw that is worked by 
two men. 2 a village in nizamat and tehsil 

Barnala of Patiala state, It is situated at a 
distance of three miles to the south of Bamala 
railway station. Near this village, towards the 

south-east, there is a gurdwara in memory of 

Guru Tegbahadur. The Guru stayed here for 
one night. This gurdwara has a donation of 35 

ghumaons of land and an award of rupees 84 

in cash. The officiant is a Singh. The local 
population is now busy in constructing a large 
assembly hall of this gurdwara, 

Bhai Thamman Singh has been an eminent 

Sikh of Farwahi. His memorial is regarded as 

a tourist spot in the Malwa. See tua fitu, 
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@e# [phara] short for France. “phara ke 
phardgi.”-akal. 2 a town in district Mainpuri 

of U.P. 3 See ay. 

wefe {pharar] advhaving rent or pierced. “kan 
pharaz hzrae fuka.”-prabha am 5. 2 having 
handed over. 
wan [pharas] 7/1) n whose business is to 
spread carpets. 
tan (phards) France; a famous country in 

western Europe. Earlier there was monarchy 

in this country. After the removal of Napoleon 

Ill on 4* September 1870, the republic was 

established in 1875, To its north, there are 

Belgium and the English Channel; to the west 
is the Atlantic ocean; to the south, is the 
Mediterranean sea; and to the east are Italy 

and Germany. Paris is its capital. 
The area of France is 212,660 square miles. 

Its population is 39,209,766. Besides this, the 
territories ruled by France in Asia, America 

and Africa cover 5,120,000 square miles and 

their population is 53,500,000. 
French contact with India began in 1664 AD. 

when a trading company, La Compagni des 
Indes was established. Over a period of time, 

by developing relations with the states, it 
occupied a large territory’ in the south. But this 

company did not receive as much support from. 

the parent country as the English company did 
from England and it could not develop its power. 

The English company, particularly during 

the times of Clive, Warren Hastings and 
Wellesley, dealt a heavy blow to the French 
forces. At present some places like 

Pondicherry, Chandar Nagar, etc are under 
the French control. 
BOENT [foragxana] P 4717 n room in which 

carpets etc are kept, 2 a house where the 
servants live, whose job is to spread carpets etc. 
‘att [pharasi) a citizen of France. 2 language 
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of France, French. 

sarin (pharasis) country named France. 
“pharasis ke durdgi.”-akal, See eam. 
2 French language. 
worth [pharasisi] adj of France, French. 2 
French language. 
BVH [foraham] P (41) collected, assembled. 
tays [pharahun] See geffs. 2 according to 
Sarabloh, son and commander of demon 
Brijnad (Virynad). 

‘eet [pharaki] P (fi) waistband, horsebelt. 
Ban [farax] P £1) adj open, wide; capacious. 
wont [faraxi] P fi) n width, extent. 
2 abundance of wealth. 3 See sof, 

‘wom [ferac] A £1) n leisure. 
Eoas [feracat) A x41) 1 deliverance, release. 

2 leisure, “‘tabe pharagat ki brdhr jove.”-GPS. 
3 prosperity. 
weRE [feramos] P (jy1) adj forgotten. “hos 

bhai pharamos sabhe.”-NP. 
gotten [feramosidan] P ys2rij v forget, 
ignore. 

OE [ferar] A 4} adj absconding, fugitive. 
2 act of absconding. ; 
‘sae [pharala] a village, under police station 
Banga, tehsil Nawanshahar of district Jalandhar. 

It is at a distance of two miles to the north of 

Bahram railway station. Near the government 
school in this village, there is a small gurdwara 

of Guru Har Rai. On his way from Kartarpur 

to Kiratpur, the Guru stayed here. Land 

measuring 3-4 ghumaons, is attached to this 
gurdwara, Near the gurdwara, there is 

residence of officiant Bhai Ram Singh Nirmala, 
where Guru Granth Sahib is displayed. 

‘wefan (phartal bore fruit. See ev 1. 
‘efemre [pharzad] P ,1) n cry for help; petition 
for redress. 
‘femret [pharradi} adj seeker of redress or 
justice, petitioner. See aftmre. 
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‘efors [pharrsat] See feafay. 
fanaa [farrstah), efor" (pharzsta), efersr 
{pharzsta] P 4} adj sent. Its root is eayen 
[farstadan] i.e. to send. The letter. has been 

substituted for .y. 2 messenger, envoy. 3 gift, 

present. 4 angel. A _¢ According to the books 

of Islam (/ 0), angels have been created from 
God’s light. They do not suffer from hunger, 

and possess huge power. At some places, their 

count is given as one Jac and twenty-five 

thousand and at others, eighty thousand, The 

Koran mentions four archangels: 
(a) [jxbrail] £12 who carries the gospel to 
the prophets. This very angel had, at times, 

brought and handed over to Mohammad many 
verses of the Koran. He has also been 
mentioned as the Holy Ghost. 
(b) {mikail] (ig. who provides subsistence to 
the people and sends rain. 
(c) [xsrafil] Jia is the angel who sounds the 

trumpet of the Doomsday. With the sound of 
this trumpet, the Dissolution will take place 
and the dead will rise from their graves. 

(d) (zzrail or azrail] fy y is the angel of death. 
“ajrailu pharesta trl pire ghani.”-gau var J m 
5. He is also called oj, ¢ (malkuimot). 
“malkalmaut ja avsi sabh darvaje bhsnz.”-s 
forid. 

Besides these, two more angels yy yi 
(krraman katrbin] are mentioned in the Koran. 
One of them stays on the right shoulder of 
every person to record his good deeds and 

the other remains on the left shoulder to record 
his evil deeds. See fuggus. 

Two angels, named ¢- {munkar] and £ 
{nakir] examine al! the dead in their graves. 
Eight angels carry the throne of God, and 
nineteen angels, under the sway of 4, 
[malrk], guard the hell. The chief angel of the 

paradise is wp, [rrzvan] who may be 
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regarded as the Indar of the Purans. 5 a poet 
whose actual name was Mohammad Qasim. 

He was born in Astrabad, in Persia, around 
1570 AD. His father’s name was Gulam Ali. 

A book of history, written by Muhammad 

Qasim, and completed in 1614 AD, is known 

as Farishta.' Mohammad Qasim was there in 
the court of Jahangir for some time. 6 a saint 
having qualities of a god. See zfeas fas. 

wfanar fitea [farzgta stfot] P 2408) adj with 
angelic temper; saintly, virtuous. 
‘et [phari] n a small shield, held in the left 

hand to ward off the strike while practising 

fencing or swordsmanship. “phari aru 
khada.”-carztr 1. 2 See aft. 
wety [fariq] A Wf n opponent, rival. 
2 supporter. : 
‘ade [pharid) 4 , 7 adjunique, imcomparable. 
2.na great saint whose brief story is as under: 

Sheikh Farid was born in Sammat 1231 (1173 

AD) in the house of Sheikh Jalalluddin 

Sulaiman (who was a descendant of Islam’s 

second Caliph, Umar) and Mariyam, at village 
Kothiwal (now known as Chawali Mashayakh). 

He became a disciple of Khwaja Kutabuddin 

Bakhtyar Kaki. Farid was a great scholar, 
extremely self-denying, perfect ascetic and a 

unique devotee of the Creator. He made 
Ajodhan (now called Pak Patan or Pakpattan) 
his place of residence. 

One of the marriages of Farid took place 
with Hazbara, daugther of Nasiruddin 

Mahmood, emperor of Delhi, whom he donned 
with ascetic attire so as to keep her in his own 

company. Besides her, Farid already had three 
more wives from whom five sons, and three 
daughters were born. He breathed his last in 
iGulshan-iTbrahimi and Naurasnamah are the other 
names of this book of history. Col. Briggs translated it 
into English in 1829 AD. 
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RAJA HAR INDER SINGH JI, RULER OF FARIDKOT 
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Sammat 1323 (1266 AD)’ at Pakpattan and 
his eldest son, Diwan Badruddin Sulaiman, 

succeeded him. 
Farid’s genealogical tree is as under: 

Sheikh Jamaluddin 

\ 
Baba Fridudin Masaud Shakarganj 

| 
Diwen Badrudin Suleiman 

Khwaja Diwan iran (Mauje Darya) 

Khwaja bans Pir Muizzudin 

Khwaja bi Pir Fazal 

Khwaja wos: Shah 

Diwan Pir Flsstie (Harun) 

Diwan sisi, Ahmad Shah 

Diwan neat 

Khwaja isin Mohammad 

| 
Sheikh Braham (Ibrahim) 

Guru Nanak Dev had two meetings with 

Sheikh Braham (Sheikh Ibrahim who was also 

known as Ferid Sani, Balraja, Salis Farid, etc). 

Sheikh Braharn’s name figures in the olden 
hagiographical accounts and also in Nanak 
Prakash. 

“sex pharid patan he jahfva, 
sexbreham tab basai tahfva, 

trh ke mzlan het gatrdai 
doz kos par bethe jai.” 

-NP uttra a 33, 

2063 wetede 

Acontemporary of Guru Nanak, Farid Sani 
died in Sammat 1610, Farid’s verses are 

included in Guru Granth Sahib. See ofemrfox, 
3 Sheikh Farid, cashier of Jehangir, who 

founded the city of Faridabad, in tehsil 

Ballabhgarh, in 1607 AD. 
‘wdhedtz [pharidkot] Raja Mokal Dev founded 
Mokal Nagar towards the end of the twelfth 
century of the Bikrami era. But, on the visit of 
Farid, the raja renamed it as Faridkot, after 

the name of the said dervish.? It is to the south- 
east at a distance of 79 miles from Lahore 

and 22 miles of Ferozepur respectively. 

For a long time, Faridkot remained under 
the control of various people. At last, the Brar 
dynasty captured it in the 16" century. These 
days, it is a famous Sikh state. Its brief history 
is.as under: 

Brar was a remarkable person in the 

dynasty of Jaisal Bhatti. From his elder son 
Paur, began the branch of the Phooi and from 

his younger son, Dull, came into being the 

Faridkot dynasty. During the reign of Akbar, 
Chaudhary Bhallan from the house of Dull 

was a prominent person of Malwa. Bhallan’s 
father, Sanghar, supported the emperor in 
various battles who, on this score, was greatly 
obliged. But, for dominance in the area, there 
always was a tussle between Bhallan and 

Mansur, who was the land revenue chief of 

the Sarsa sub-division. Once, when both of 
them were present in the court of Akbar, 
Mansur was presented a robe of honour by 
the emperor. When Mansur was about to tie 

the turban on his head, Bhallan, without 
waiting for his turn to receive a robe of honour, 
tore half of Mansur’s turban and tied it on 

his own head, At this Akbar had a hearty 
'Farid’s age has been mentioned as 120 years in Gulshan- 
i-Aulia, By this reckoning, he died in Sammat 1350. 
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*Two memorials of Farid are extant there: one in the 
palace and the other in the city. 
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laugh and he divided the territory equally 
between them.' 

When, in 1630 AD (Sammat 1688), Guru 

Hargobind visited Malwa, Bhallan became his 

follower and, along with his family, kept on serving 

the Guru whole-heartedly. Bhallan had no issue. 

So, after his death in 1643 AD, his brother Lala’s 

son Kapura, bom in AD 1628, was installed as 
the liege holder. Kapura founded, in 1661 AD, 

the village Kotkapura after his own name. He 

was generous, brave and just and, the people 
liked to obey his authority. 

When Guru Gobind Singh came to Malwa, 

in Sammat 1761-62 (1703-4 AD) Kapura took 

baptism from him at village Siriawala, and he 
was given the new name of Kapur Singh. On 
this occasion, the Guru gave him a sword anda 

shield. Before being baptised, Kapur Singh was 

a Sahajdhari (i.e. uninitiated) Sikh and he had 

been sending presents to the Guru at Anandpur. 
Once, he sent an elegant steed to the Guru about 

which Bhaj Santokh Singh has written: 

“jagal brkhe kapura jat, 
ketrk graman ko patz rath, 
1k so, rk hajar? dhan deke, 

c&cal bali tursgam leke, 
so hajur me dayo pucai, 
dekhyo bahu bal sé caplai, 

apne cadhbe het bsdhayo, 
dalstgar tth nam batayo.””-GPS. 
Isakhan Manj, the chieflain whose territory 

was adjacent to that of Kapur Singh, always 

harboured ill-will against him, Having found an 
opportunity, he captured Kapur Singh in guile 

and killed him. This happened in 1708 AD. 

Sukkha, Sema and Mul were Kapur 

‘Since then this saying has been in circulation: 
bhallan cita parra akbar de darbar. 
*Rupees one thousand one hundred. 
See waftare. 
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Singh's sons. To avenge their father’s murder, 

they killed Isakhan in a battle, plundered his 

fort and occupied some of his territory. 

After Kapur Singh, his son Sema became 

the liege-lord of the area and remained so for 

two years. After the death of Sema in 1710 

AD, his elder brother Sukkha succeeded him. 

Through strenuous efforts, he brought many 
adjoining villages under his control. Sukkha died 
in 1731 AD and his sons, Jodh, Hamir and Vir 

began quarrelling among themselves over the 
division of the territory. On the intercession of 

leading Sikh sardars of the time viz Jassa Singh 

Ahluwalia, Jnanda Singh Bhangi, etc, it was 
decided that Faridkot should remain with Hamir 

Singh, Kotkapura with Jodh; and Mari Mustfa 
should be given to Vir. On this occasion, the 
Khalsa Dal performed the initiation ceremony 

and baptised all the three brothers as Singhs. 

In 1732 AD, Hamir Singh took charge of 
Faridkot with royal splendour and brought 
prosperity to the city. For various reasons, Jodh 
Singh had a dispute with Patiala and as a 
consequence, he was killed in a battle, in 1767 AD. 

After the death of Hamir Singh in 1782, 

Mohar Singh succeeded him.‘.He was not a 

competent administrator and his son Charhat 
Singh dislodged him and took the authority in 

his own hands. Charhat Singh was a very 
intelligent and fearless fighter. 

In 1804 AD, Dal Singh, elder brother of 

Charhat Singh’s father, raided Faridkot during 

the night and, after having killed him, occupied 

the State. At that time Charhat Singh’s sons — 
Gulab Singh, Pahar Singh, Sahib Singh and Matab 
Singh — were very young and, they fled to save 
their lives. But, Dal Singh could not enjoy the 

pleasure of ruling the State for more than a 
month. In order to help the minor boys, their 
“Mohar Singh died in 1798 AD. 
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maternal uncle, Fauja Singh (Gill sardar of Sher 

Singh Wala), with some army, raided Faridkot 
during the night and, after killing Dal Singh in his 
sleep, installed Gulab Singh on the throne. 

In 1806-07, Diwan Muhkam Chand, a 

commander of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, 

mounted an attack on Faridkot and realised a 
tribute of rupees seven thousand. On 26" 
September 1808, Maharaja Ranjit Singh seized 

control of Faridkot and gave only five villages 
to the Rais (noble) for his livelihood. 

When the English government took cis- 

Satluj states under its protection, Faridkot was 
restored to Gulab Singh, on 3“ April 1809. 

On 5" November 1826, Gulab Singh while 

sauntering around, was killed by his enemies, 

who escaped undetected. 

Gulab Singh was succeeded by his four- 
year old son Attar Singh who died in 1827 and 

Pahar Singh became the ruler of the state. 

He was a generous, brave and very shrewd 

person. He helped the State to make great 

progress, founded several villages and got 
many wells dug in the territory. 

The farsighted Pahar Singh helped the 
English wholeheartedly during the Anglo-Sikh 
War in 1845 AD. As a result, the government 
bestowed upon him the title of Raja in 1846 
and gave him a part of the confiscated territory 
of Nabha which fetched him an annual income 
of rupees 35612. 

Raja Pahar Singh died in April, 1849 and 
his son, Wazir Singh', ascended the throne at 

the age of 21 years. He supported the English 

wholeheartedly during the Anglo-Sikh War in 
1849 and the mutiny in 1857 (Sammat 1914) 
for which the title of Bairarbans Raja Sahib 

Bahadur was bestowed upon him. He was 
‘His mother, Rani Chand Kaur, was daughter of Samund 
‘Singh Dhaliwal, resident of Dina. 
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given a salute of 11 guns and a robe of honour 

comprising eleven pieces of cloth. On II* 
March 1862, he received a decree for the 
adoption of a child. Raja Wazir Singh took 

baptism at Hazoor Sahib and embraced the 

Sikh way of life in full. Raja Wazir Singh died 

in April 1874, at the Than Tirath in Kurukshetar, 
where the State constructed a memorial, 
installed Guru Granth Sahib and initiated the 
practice of serving food to the poor. 

After the death of his father, Raja Bikram 

Singh ascended the throne of Faridkot at the age 
of 32 years, and governed the state excellently. 
He was born to Rani Ind Kaur, Sardar Sham 
Singh Mann’s daughter on the 11" day of the 

bright fortnight of the month of Magh, Sammat 
1898 (January 1842), He wholeheartedly 

supported the British during the second Afghan 
‘War and earned the title of Farzand-i-Saadat 

Nishan Hazrat-i-Qaisar-i-Hind. 

Raja Bikram Singh gathered many wise 

and learned men and got a commentary of 
Guru Granth Sahib written by Bhai Badan 

Singh Giani. The State got it published twice 
ata huge expenditure. A sum of rupees 75,000 
‘was donated for the building of a community 

kitchen at Amritsar and another of rupees 
25,000 for the installation of electricity in the 

Darbar Sahib there. 

Raja Bikram Singh died on 8" August 

1898, 

After his death, his son Balbir Singh, who 

was born to Rani Bishan Kaur (daughter of 

Bakshi Pratap Singh Chahal), on Monday, the 
eighth day of the dark fortnight of Bhadon, 
Sammat 1926 (1869 AD), ascended the throne 

on 16" December 1898. He was a very tall, 

handsome, and sociable person. He got 
beautiful buildings constructed and gardens 
laid. But it is sad that he could not rule over 
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the State for long. He died in 1906 leaving no 
issue to succeed him. However in 1906, he 

had adopted Brijinder Singh, who was bom in 
1896 and was son of his younger brother 

Gajendar Singh. After the death of Raja Balbir 
Singh, Brijinder Singh occupied the throne. 

He studied in Atchison College, Lahore. 

During the world War of 1914, he extended great 
help to the government with money and recruits, 
In east Africa, the State’s company of sappers 
rendered meritorious service for more than three 

years. The government thanked him and he was 

decorated with the title of Maharaja. In 1922, he 
was given full powers to award capital 

punishment. He was a very shrewd and able 
administrator. Unfortunately, he was not blessed 

with a long life. On 22" December 1918, the 

whole of Punjab was plunged into grief at his 

untimely death. 

After the death of Maharaja Brijinder 
Singh, his son Har Inder Singh, who was bom 

on 29" January, 1915, to Maharani Mahinder 

Kaur (daughter of Sardar Jiwan Singh, 

nobleman of Shahzadpur) ascended the throne 

on 23" December 1928. 
This promising ruler, along with his younger 

brother Kaur Manjit Inder Singh, is receiving 
education in Atchison College, Lahore. The 

governance of the State is in the hands of a 

council, under the presidentship of Sardar 

Bahadur Sardar Inder Singh BA. Fateh Singh, 
Lala Izzat Rai, Ali Mohammad and Gurdayal 
Singh’ are the members of the said council. 

In December 1913 the political contact of 

the State with the government was transferred 

from the commissioner of Jalandhar to the 
Bahawalpur Agency. Since 1“November 1921 
itis with the A.G.G Punjab states and Faridkot 
‘He is a Sardar of Mehmuana, a descendant of Prince 

Matab Singh, and a military member of the Council. 
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state is thirteenth in the Punjal 
The full title of Raja Sahib 

His Highness Farzand-i-Sa’adat Nishan 
Hazrat-i-Qaisar-i-Hind, Brar Bans Raja Har 

Inder Singh Sahib Bahadur, Ruler Faridkot. 

The area of the Faridkot state is 643 square 
miles. According to the census conducted in 

1921, its population is 150,66}; the yearly 
income is approximately rupees 18 lacs, the 
number of army personnel is 344 and that of 

the police is 244, 

There is one main hospital with a capacity 

of twenty indoor patients, and one women’s 
hospital accommodating twelve beds. Both 

these hospitals have fine buildings. The 
cantonment also has an impressive hospital 

with eight beds. There are four dispensaries 

in the territory. 

There are 59 schools; out of which one is 
a high school. There is one girls’ school, two 
middle schoots and fifty-five primary schools. 

In the treasure-house of the State, there 

are one sword and one shield of Guru Gobind 
Singh which he had bestowed on Chaudhary 

Kapur Singh. 
One leaf of some book, sixteen and a half 

inches long, is also there. Ithas been torn into 

two pieces and its writing is very old which 

cannot be deciphered by laymen. The state 

officials say that this leaf belongs to the times 
of Guru Gobind Singh. The text is in metrical 
order and it contains verses from number 5716 
to 5740 showing that it is a part of some bulky 
tome. Without going through the text preceding, 

and following this leaf, it is not possible to know 

the context. A sample of the text on the said 
leaf is as under: 

“dekhya vicar. raja apar. anan crtt. parms 
pavrtt.5717...” 
See aye. 
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“sGdar sarup. sSdrajbhup. sobha apar.sobhe ‘The genealogical tree of Faridkot state is 
sudhar.5720...” as follows: 

Brar 

| 
Dull 

| 
Ratanpal 

Sanghar 

Bhallan d 1643 Lala 

x | 
b 1628 Kapur Singh d 1708 

‘Sukhad 1731 Semad 1710 Mukhia 

Jodh Singhd 1767 Hamir Singh 1782 Vir Singh 

Dal Singh d 1804 Mohar Singh 1798 

Charhat Singh d 1804 

Gulab Singh d 1826 Raja Pahar Singh Sahib Singh 1831 Mahtab Singh’ 
| 1849 

Atar Singhd 1827 b 1811 Raja Wazir Singh d 1875 

7 b 184] Raja Bikram Singh d 1898 

b 1869 Raja Balbir Singh d 1906 Kaur Gajendra Singh d 1900 
x 

b 1896 Maharaja Brij Inder Singh 1918 b 1900 Shiv Inder Singhd 1912 

29th January, 1915 Raja Har Inder Singh b 22 January 1916 Kaur Manjit Inder Singh 
"The Sardars of Mahmuana are the progeny of Mehtab Singh. 
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wag [pharidal, edtg wG uses [pharidé gav 
parvar] P »¢36Us4) a famous and brave king 
of Iran who was Abtin’s son, from Farang, in 

the lineage of Jamshed, Having conquered 
Iran, King Zuhak vowed to extirpate the family 
of Jamshed. Therefore, Faridun’s mother took. 

him away to a distant place and she brought 

him up there in the company of a milkman’s 

cow. This is the reason why he was given this 
peculiar name. His time is believed to be 750 

BC. Faridun’s name appears in the eighth 
Hakayat in Dasam Granth. See 8 43. 
eg (pharv] fruit. See ao 1. 
@y [pharu] adj catcher, stopper. 2 helper. 
“jamkale vast jagu badhza, ts da pharu na 
kor.”-var vad m 3. 3 A (4) plural of zamp 
(branch of a tree). 

‘Sy (pharua] # pot made by scooping out a 
piece of wood; a wooden bowl kept by 

mendicants in their hands while begging; 
wooden begging-bowl. “pharua bic dar kar 
dyo.”—carrtr 388. 2 kind of a rake used to 
collect the ashes of smoke-fire. “le pharua 
trh samuht dhup jagehé.”—krrsan. 

8 {phare] caught. 2 having caught. “guru 
bhete kadhe bah phare.”-brla m5. 
‘wars (pharesta] See SfaRs". “ajrailu pharesta 
tzl pire ghani.”-var gau J m4. 
HD [forefaton] P +} charm, enamour. 2 be 
charmed; be enamoured. 
Bias" [farefatal P -») adj fascinated, charmed. 
2 infatuated, charmed, 

Ba [foreb} P _.) n fraud, trick. 2 deception, 

treachery, 

Bat ([pharebi] adj fraudulent, deceptive, cheat. 
‘&P (pharé] fructify, bear fruit. See ee 1. 

BBY [pharedi] See wy. 
&@ [pharo] See ay 3, 2 See fed. 3 bear fruit, 
4 catch, stop. 

BE [fers] P 75) adj seller. In this sense it is 
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used at the end of another word, as - Reser 

[mevafaros]. See zaHiea. 
S8HE [pharosad] P ,+,) sells, may sell, will 
sell. 

‘waat [pharosi] n selling; business; buying and 
selling. See géAftes. “ohu galpharosi kare 
bahoteri.”-var gau / m4. i.e. ‘he lives on his 
volubility. 

BBites (farosidan] P y,%,) v sell, vend, trade. 
Baus [faroxat] P 25,) n act of selling, sale. 
2 adj sold, disposed of. 
BINT [faroxtan] P 7) v sell, vend. 
za [foros] P{.,) 7 illumination, splendour, 
2 facial glow. 

IgA [farogujast] P 24143 m pardon. 
2 release. 3 omission, negligence. 

‘Sait (pharoja] See Ztow. 
zat [feroz’] P .13,) adjluminous, resplendent. 
eae [pharorna] See weRar. 
‘dd [pharori] searched thoroughly, rummaged. 
See sum. “pag s6 ret pharori jabhi"-NP- 
wéacr [pharolna] v search thoroughly for 
something lost in sand etc. 2 rummage by 
groping things; sift. 3 search, look for. 

‘eda [phardk] See sear, 
eda [phardg), sda [phordgi) See fedar and 
fedat. 
Bet [pharhi} See ed. 
‘8 [phal] Skt Gel vr grow or bear, bear fruit, 

go, pluck, succeed. 2 » fruit (ofa tree). “phal 

phrke phul bakbake.”-var asa. 3 consequence 
(of acts performed). “phal para japz 
satrguru.”-asa m 5. 4 progeny, offspring. 

5 point or head of an arrow or spear, etc. 
G revenge, retribution. 7 success, accomplishment. 

‘eemien [phal-adan] n parrot, which eats fruit. 

waned [falsafah) G 55 prudence, logic, 
philosophy. 

‘eet [phalak] Skt n plank, tablet. 2 leaf. 3 palm 
ofahand. 4 fruit. 5 result, consequence. 6 benefit. 
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7A g sky, firmament. § heaven, paradise. 
‘eaq (phalgu] will bear fruit. 2 See By. 
wBYE [phalgun] Skt euEYs adj red-coloured. 
2. Arjun, younger son of Kunti. 3 full-moon 

day of the month of Phagun on which the moon 

rises in the eleventh lunar asterism called 
purvaphalguni or the first lunar asterism called 
uttraphalguni. 

‘sergfe [phalgunz] during the month of Phagun. 
“phalgunz nit salahic.”-majh barohmaha. 
‘wage (phalgun] Phagun. See sage. 
sagfes (phalgunz) during the month of Phagun. 
“phalgunt manz rahsi premu subhaza.” 
-tukha barahmaha. 

‘seq [phalgu] Skt wey n a river in Bihar, on 
the bank of which is situated a holy place 
called Gaya. Its significance is underlined in 
‘Vayupuran and Atri Sam its name has also 

been mentioned as Lilajan. 2 There is a 
pilgrimage by this name in Punjab, near Pahoa, 
in the land of Kurukshetar. Like Gaya, here 
also people make offerings of meal-balls for 
the sake of their ancestors. 3 coloured 
powder or dust used for playing Holi. 4 adj 
pithless, sapless. 5 small. 6 useless, 

worthless. 7 ordinary, unimportant. 8 red. 
9 weak, 
weur [phalgha] es-mnuw result of one's 
misdeeds, “phrrr pachutane hath phalgha.” 
-suhi m 4. ‘when one repented on 

experiencing the result of his misdeeds. 
‘wee [phalnal v bear fruit. “phaliahz phuliaht 
bapure.”—var asa. 
wee (phalne] short for e 82. “jo seve sabh 
phalne.”—nat m 4. 2 worthy of bearing fruit. 

weau [phaltah] Skt Wert: part consequently. 
2 therefore, hence, 

‘wwe [phalad] Skt adj bearing fruit. 2 m tree. 
eeu [phaladh], eaug [phaldhar] 7 a tree that 
bears fruit. 2 a lance, an arrow.—sanama. See 
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3B 5. 
zeus wife (phaldhar arr] n enemy of fruit- 
bearing trees — elephant. 2 enemy of an arrow, 
ie. arrow shaped like a half-moon which is 

used to cut its adversary.—sanama. 

ees nifaet [phaldhar arrni] n which contains 
enemies of the tree (elephants); an army 

having elephants. ‘2?’ suffix means ‘having or 
equipped with’.-sanama. 
wee [phalna] See THe". 
wef [phalanx] bearing fruit. “kabir phe! lage 
phalonz.”-s, ‘started bearing fruit.’ 2 Skt fer} 
n that which bears fruit — a tree. 

‘3eSH [phalraj], ZsTAS [phalrajan] n according 
to ancient Sanskrit books, melon and 

watermelon. 2 according to some, mango. 

Se [phala] See qr. 2 Skt j5d tree, prosopis 
spicigera. 
3a [phala) A yyw adj such and such; anyone, 

someone. 2 pron any. 

Keng (falasfah| A 3 plural of 2aqz. 
philosophers. 

‘wernt [phalasi) Sit Pemery fruit-eating; feeding 
or living on fruit; one who lives on fruit, 

frugivorous. 

‘weve [phalahar] n phal-ahar, eating only fruit, 
except fruit taking nothing. 
wed [phalahari] wereft{ adj feeding or 
living on fruit. 

‘sete [phalag], ee'y [phalagh] n act of leaping, 
crossing by jumping over. 2 another form of 
TIsS 
ween (phalades] n prediction of the 
consequences of some action. 2 according to 
astrology, the act of predicting good and bad 

effects of asterisms. 
werfor [phaladhza] @-efamr received the 

result. “sacu saca sevi phaladhza.”-var gov 
Im4. 

weaE [phalanad] as-wse delight or enjoyment. 
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“saghan bas phalanad.”-sar m J. ‘The thick 
forest provides the pleasure of fragrance and 
fruit.’ 

‘weer [phalana] See est. 
‘afon (phalzs] n @~etF a tree.-sanama, 
‘fies [phalzt] Sky adjladen with fruit. 2 fruitful. 

Sn trec. 

‘watt [phali] n long seed-pods of peas, mustard, 
etc, bean; siliqua. 2 Skt fer adj bearing or 
yielding fruit. 3 7 tree. 4 See wat. 
‘aefat [phalia] a subcaste of Khatris. “phalia 
khokhrarn avgahi.”-BG. 

‘eter [phalita] See uaa and sats. 
weigs (phalibhut] adj advantageous, fruitful. 
& [phalu] See es. “dharam phulu phalu 
gzanu.”-basst m 1. 
xT [phaluhal 4 7 ## n crack in the skin of 
hands and feet due to dryness or cold; chilblain. 

2 blister. “satguru ke tab pare phaluhe.”-GPS. 
Bud [phalohar] See wu. “phalohar kie 

phalu jaz.”-brla thrti m 1. 
‘wiat (phalori] a puffed up and crisp kachori. 
‘wear (phalig) See aaa. 
wey [phalha] Skr sua n plank or frame of 
wooden bars fitted in the doorframe for 

restricting entry; heavy frame with branches 

of a tree, formerly used for crushing ears of 

wheat, barley, etc. 

‘eet [phalhi] a smal] wooden framework. See 
wy. 
weH [phovaj] See 2. “gah gah phrre 
phavjan.”—cSdi 2. 
3 [phar] n plank, board; splint of wood, 2 boast. 
3 sleight at gambling. 4 hypocrisy, pretence. 

Skt Pad. § See Tao". 
‘ezacr [pharakna] v flap, flutter, pulsate. See E 

flutter. 
‘ae [pharna] y catch, grasp. 
taez [pharphot] Sn fear, fright. 2 commotion. 

eae [pharauna] v hand over, pass on. “layu 
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apt pharae.”-var ram 2 m5. 
‘aftr [parr] adv having held or grasped. 
tit (phari] adj pretentious; dissimulative. See 
&a 4, 2n bow with a broad hold of wood. See 

‘@a 1. “phari balSd m3gaz os pharmars kar 
multan kau.”-cSdi 3. Bows made in Multan 
were very famous once. 
watag (phariagu) will be caught. “héda 
phoriag.”—var mala m J. ‘The vain person will 
be caught.” 

‘Bz [pharu] pretence, dissimulation. See 3 4. 
“pharu karr loka no drkhlavahr.”—-var mala 

mi. 

# [fa] P gm fancied or cherished thing. 2 adj 
bashful, modest. 3 Skt n prattle. 4 anguish. 

wes (phazta] See edt", “namaj darud na 
phazta.”-mago. 
wfeer [phazda] See gare". 
fea [fazl] 4,65 adjdoing, active. 2 n agent. 
3 in grammar, subject of a verb. 
‘A [phas], 37 [phas] Skt WH n noose, trap. 
“jam ki katie teri phas.”-ram m 5.2 A us 
hatchet, axe. 
wae [phasan] See gre". “phasan ki brdhr 
sabhkou jane.”~gav kabir. 2 ensnare, entangle, 

involve. 
we [phasla] A i. intervening space, 
distance, gap; distance. 

‘=7F [phasa] n snare, noose, fetter, “guru mzlz 
Khole phase.”-vad m J alahni. 
wih [phasx] 1 snare, noose, fetter. 
afr [fasrd) As adj bad, damaged, 
2 corrupted. 3 oppressive, riotous. 

wt {phasi] See eth. 
wefica {phasidhar] m noose-carrier; Varun. 
2 highwayman, bandit. “ek cor, dujo 
dharphasi.”-carztr 39, 
wy [phasu] See eH. 

Bu" [phaha] 7 lasso, noose, fetter. “‘phahe kate 
mtte gavan.”—bavan. 2 scaling-ladder. “le 
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phahe rati turahz.”—var gau / m 5. Thieves 
carry scaling-ladders with them for climbing 
up and down a house. 
wfgm [fahis] A (7% adj indecent, obscene, 

edt [phahi] See ea". “phahi suratr maluki 
ves.”~sri m 1, ‘He is intent on defrauding 

others but looks a saint.’ See 1ya. 
‘wrdters [phahival] 7 trapper, hunter. 
eye (phahuna] v entrap, ensnare. 

wye [phahura], wget [phahuri], 7a" 
[phahvra}, 7g [phahuri] na kind of hoe for 
collecting dung, ashes, etc and levelling field- 

plots; small hoe kept by mendicants to sweep 

ashes of smoke-fire. “data phahori kaza kart 
dhui.”-asa kabir. 

@Y [phahu) adj trapper, hunter. 
8a [phak] 7 jg  arrow-head. 2 sharp tooth. 
3 hook. 

‘tat (phak], sas [phakar] n segment, slice. “laji 
ab phaké.”-ramav. 2 piece, fragment. 

‘sar [phaka] A 55 7 state of not eating food; 
fast. 
werent (phakakasi] A %y starvation; state 
of remaining without food. 

wrfa® [phakzo] stopped; got ensnared. 
“phakro min keptkkinzai."-sorm 5. 2 tossed 

in the mouth, swallowed. See Shu. 3 See 

shag, 
‘eifaF [phakro] ensnared, lassoed, See wa. 
“kam hetz kOcaru le phakro.”-dhana m 5. 

2 scraped off. “minu pakarr phakro aru 
katro.”-sor ravidas. 

‘weft [phaki] 7 quantity of some eatable tossed 
into the mouth. 2 got caught, got entangled. 
“gtr garbe mohz phaki ti.”-asa m5. 
w& [phake] fornicates. See ta vr. “pardara 
s3gx phake.”-sor m 5. A four-letter word — 

fuck - used by uncultured people, in the sense 

of coition. 
‘ergar (phakhta] P .3y m dove. 2 short for 
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asus a. See Hau a 5 part 304] and gees, 
‘war [phag] n festival celebrated in the month 
of Phaggun; Holi. “aju hamare bane phag.” 
~basst m 5. ‘in which coloured powder is 
used.’ See aug 3. 

wae ([phagun] See cage, 
writs (phajrl] A (4j adjexcellent, distinctive, 
excessive, 2 erudite. “phajzl gan ulmau 
meahane.”-GPS. 
wz [phat] See #2. 2 adj wounded, injured, hurt. 
“manu apna kino phat.”-sar m 5. 
wea [phatak] » gate, flap of a door. 2 rift, 
dissent, difference. 3 door, entrance. 

wee [phatna], #25 [phatan] v be torn, rent 

or split, 2 beat, flog, wound. “sapp gae pharr 
phatan like.”—BG. ‘After the snake is gone, 

fools beat its trail.’ 
‘®t [phata] got torn. “bharamu bhau phata.” 
—maru m 5. 2 got injured. 

‘at [phadil adj lagging behind, defeated. 
wes (phanat], fect [phanti), @fes [phanrt] 
‘Ska wrfPrat_n molasses. 
“ras ukhahz kar lata su pale, 
phanat so trh kar albale, 
stta kidh par badh he soz, 
ketu tobi kabr madhor na hor.”-NP. 
“phanti sttopal stta s6 gur adz jeu.”-NP. 
‘Molasses, lump sugar, sugar and jaggery, etc.’ 

‘Bau [phatoh] adjconquering, victorious. 2 See 

wam [phatya], ssa [phatrha] See wah", 
wf [phatrma] _4g Prophet Mohammad’s 
daughter from his wife Khadija. She was wife 

of Imam Ali and mother of Hassan and 
Husain, She was born at Mecca in 606 AD 

and died in Madina in 632 AD. 2 daughter of 

the younger brother of Mohammad’s father. 
wfsar [phatryal, water [phatial 4 fg 
beginning, start. 2 conqueror, victor. 3 34 first 

chapter of the Koran, which has seven verses. 
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It has been accepted in Islam as the basic 

credo. It is recited especially for healing 
patients and also for the good of the souls of 
the dead. There is a saying in Punjabi, “us da 
phatia parhragra.” This means that ‘he has 
died.” As compared to it, there is a saying 
among ute Sikhs, “us da sohla parhragza.' 
i.e.‘after having :cad the Sohila his funeral 
rites were performed.” 

Phatia is also recited at the time of the 

Muslim prayer, “nit kher phatrya det uhé 
bhae.”=carrtr 149. “phatia den duar.”=s m J 
bino. 

‘edinr weg" [phatia parhna] See wat 3. 
wea [phatiha] See esr. 
we (phatha] S entangled, ensnared, fettered. 
“moh mata nzt phatha.”-jet m 4. “phahi 
phathe mzrag jru.”—var mala m3. 
‘sea [phadna] ensnare. 2 Skt TTT jump, 

gambol. 3 jump over. 

wes [phadal], Fey [phadalu], eee [phadzlu] 
A J adj excessive, redundant. “bolan 

phadalu nanka, dukh sukh khasme past.” 
-var majh m 2, “bole phadrlu badz.”-si am 

1.2 See ofr. 
eq [phadh] n noose, snare. “katie kal dukh 

phadho.”=gau ch3t m 5. “kaje maza 
phadhro."-dev m 5. 

‘tag (phidhan), sam" [phadhna] See we. 
‘tu [phidhzo) entrapped or ensnared. “apne 
sukh stu hi jog phadhro.”—sor m 9, 2 jumped 

over, skipped. See atear. 
‘ft (phadhi] n snarer, trapper. 2 noose, snare, 

fetter. “phadhi lagi jatr phaharnz.”—var mala 
mJ. ‘The talking birds get ensnared the birds 
of their own species.’ 

‘err [phana] 7 a wedge, dowel; peg. 2 splinter. 

3 frivolous objection. 
eerfe (phanar), wafer [phanaza] See eo". 
“mir malakumve phanata.”-maru solhe m5. 
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‘wat [phani] A 35 adj perishable, destructible. 

“dunia mukame phani.”-trl3g m 1. 
QA [fanus] P 5g n drum-shaped lamp-stand 
encased in a very finely clothed frame. 
2 chandelier in which candles are set. See &qF. 

‘sy (phab} n elegance, splendour, brilliance. 
‘sm [pham) P (6 n appearance, demeanour. 
2 colour, shade. 3 a city in Khurasan. 

‘wat ([phayak] A (76 adj superior, surpassing. 
‘wore (phayda] A +6 benefit, profil. 2 good 

effect. 
‘wa [phar] See a. 
‘aR [pharas] P vi 1 Persia, Iran. See wan. 
‘wart [pharsi] P (7.6 7 Persian language. There 

are seven dialects of Persian - Persian, Pahalvi, 
Dari, Harvi, zabuli, Sakzi and Sagdi. 2 a native 

of Persia, Persian. 3 See wart. 

‘wea [pharak] A 3,6 adj discriminating. 2.4 

{6 separate, apart. “phe pharak ho duni se.” 
—JSBM. 3 free, unoccupied. 
wanedt [pharkhati] P ($44, 1 deed of release 
or discharge from some responsibility; 
acquittance. 

waa [pharag] See wfam. 
‘staat [pharna] v tear, rend. 2 cause dissent or 

disunity. 3 See 72. 
wife {pharz] adv having torn. 2 having known. 
wfam [farzc] A Ly adjunoccupied. 2 leisurely. 
3 carefree. 4 separate, aloof. 
we [phare] help bloom or blossom. “ta 
phalphsk sabhe tan phare.”-gau bavan kabir. 
‘A slice of Braham, the individual soul, helps 
all bodies to bloom,’ 2 splits, rends. 

‘= [phal] A Jp” augury. 2 presage. “mot ki 
zh sabh nzgani, phal esi avsi.’-saloh. 

‘wear [phalsa] P sg n a tree, which bears 
sour-sweet fruit. Skt ugHa. The sherbet of its 
fruit eradicates biliary ailment and is an 

appetiser. grewia asiatica, 
‘wegen [phalgun] Sit wEGe. month of Phaggun. 
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2 Arjun. See aage. 

weq ([phaltu] adj redundant, surplus, 
superfluous. 2 useless. 

‘wT [phalra] m blister. “parn pare phalre 
ghane.”-GPS. 
we [phala] Skt #7 n ploughshare. 
‘wrfsm [phalza] spread. “c3dan vas vanaspatz 
phalra."~BG. 
wer [falzj] A {gn paralysis, hemiplegia, See 
nce, 
‘we [phava] P 1,4 adj abashed. 2 insulted, 

disgraced, “phava hurke uthz gharr aza.” 
~var gau 1 m4. 
ret [phavi] feminine of ae". “phavi hoi 
bhal.”-var ram J m 3. See oe, 

we [pha] » piece, fragment, splint. 
‘wast [pharna] v split, rend. 2 separate. 3 cause 
dissent. 

weft [phari] n piece, fragment. 2 segment (of 
some fruit). 

four [phzaj] See 2am. 
fart [phisak] A ta violation or breach of an 

agreement. 2 going back on a deal. 3.4 yt 
vice, sin, immoral act. 
fer [phrsina] v slip, slide, lose one’s balance 
on a smooth surface. 
fare (phrsad] See are. 
fre (phtssna] v burst. 
feofey [frhrist] A =-¢ n list, table of 
contents, catalogue. 

fees [phtkan] P .S adjthrowing. Itcomes at 
the end of another ward, as -“hrrasul phrkan 
he,”—japu. ‘Thou art the one who casts away 
fear.’ 
feafeat [phtkphrka] adj utterly tasteless; 
vapid. 2 dull, inelegant. 
fews [phrkar] A f nm anxiety, care, 
apprehension. “dtl ka phrkar na jar.”-tzl5g 
kabir. 2 attention, thought, cogitation. 
feees [phtkran] n hissing. 2 howling of a 
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jackal; act of producing the sound of yawning. 
See fesas 2. “ran phrkrat jobuk phrr-ht.” 
~carrtr 1, 
faweie [frkormsd), faweée (phtkorvad] P 
28 adj worried, anxious. “phrkarvsd hve 
bhari.”-NP. 2 pensive. 
fare [ftkra) A , 8 1 sentence; a set of words 
expressing complete meaning. 2 vertebra (of 
the back bone). 

fdwet (phtkri) Skt @gat n female jackal. 
“phrkst phfkri phzrs.”-ramav. 
feerdor [phrkria] adj tasteless, insipid. 
“harzras brn sabh suad phrkria.”-asa m 5. 
fads [phrkrst] they hiss; they howl. See 
faces and fesers, “phrksst svan srrgal."~c8di 
2. 

feet (phrka] adjinsipid, tasteless. “phal phtke 
phul bakbake.”-var asa, 2 foul-mouthed, not 
gentle or sweet in speech. “phtka dargahr 

sutie, muh thuka phrke pahr.”-var asa. 
3 discourteous, rude. “nanak phrke bolze tanu 
manu phrka hor.”—var asa. 4 inglorious. 
“mata ka 13g sabh phrka.”-sri m5. 

feeds [phrkst] they hiss or howl. See faaan, 
figadt and fesere, 
fedtes [phtkSdan] P yy, v throw, fling, hurl. 

feets [phrk5n] See feas. 
feq [phrkr] See feas. 
feat [phkr-nil she jackal. See fear. “bhachat 
phrkrani tand.”-kalki, 
few (22a) P\,3 adjaugmenting, enhancing. It 
comes at the end of another word, as in 
drlfrza. 2 See sr. 

fee (phxt] part damnation, curse. 2 adj 
condemnable. 3 impure. 
fea [phrtak] na condemnable action, 2 habit 
of performing foul or vile deeds; bad habit. 

“phttak phrtka koru badia.”-sava m3. 
feeaat [phrtaknal, fea [phrtakna] v 
imprecate, reproach. “nfdak kau phrtke 
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sSsar.”-bher m 5. “satrguru kra phztkza.” 
~srim 3. 

feeara [phrtkar] Skt Bea fie; execration, 
objurgation. 

fecetisardt [phx tkinagri), feeeftydt (phrtkipuri] 
the cursed city, Sirhind. See yguret. 

faze" [phrtna] v imprecate, reproach, 
execrate. 2 be leprous. 3 deform something 
viciously. 

feet (phrta), fafenr (phr}ra) adjcondemned, 
execrated, cursed. insulted, humiliated. “phzja 
vate gala.”—var majh m J. ‘The whole lot stands 
humiliated.’ 3 condetnnable. “nanak man ke 
km, phrtza ganat na avhi.”—var suhi m J. 

feg [phrtu] See fez. “phztu tveha jivza jrtu 
khaz vadhaza petu.”-var suhi m /. “trs no 

phatu phrtukahe sabh sSsarv.”-var gav/ m4. 
fés (phid] » ball. . 
fst [phrdda] adj deformed; club-footed. 
2 distorted. 

fesers [phrtkar] Skt Gor n hissing; act of 
forcing breath out of the mouth. 2 Skt Score 

how! of a wolf, jackal, or dog etc. 

fesardt [phrtkari] adj hissing, howling. See 
feses. 
fram (fxtan) A ,8 plural of fasor. 
fissar [fxtna] A 4 n discord, conflict, riot. 
2 calamity, affliction. 

figges [fxtrat] A = Ain wisdom. 2 birth, origin. 
farewt [frdvil A ra) adj ready to sacrifice 
himself for another; devotee; obedient. 

2 servant. 
fae [fxda] A 15 n act of sacrificing oneself for 
an other. 2 sacrifice. 

fet [phzr] partagain, again and again; once again. 
fron [frr-2un] See zaQn. 
festa [phirh3g] See cada. 2 See fava. 
“phrrhag ke phrriga vali.”—akal. 
fewer [phrrka] A 5 n sect, clan. 2 Sikh 

community. 3 nation. 
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feserita [phzransih) the hero of Pheru. 
“gurujagat phtransih Sgrav.”-saveye m 2 ke. 
‘The heroic son of Baba Pheru, Guru Angad 
Dev.’ 

fear {(phima] v move about, pay a visit. “hav 
phzroudrvani avel baval."-devm4.2 go back, 
budge. 3 pass through the cycle of birth and death: 

47a Jatt of Khahra subcaste, who, having 

become a disciple of Guru Nanak Dev, tumed a 
person of self-realisation and benevolence. 5 a 

disciple of Guru Arjan Dev, who was from Sood 
subcaste. 6 a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev, who 
was from Behal subcaste. 

fees [phzrat] n act of wandering or moving. 
“ys ne bahut phzrat kiti.”=prov. 2 adv 
wandering, moving. “phzrat phrrat prabhu 
aza.”—-sukhmani. 

feas@ [phirtov) wanders. “phrrtau garab 
gubarr maranu nah janai."-phunhe m 5. 

fecae? (phrrthai] wanders; they roam about. 
“dharemu arathu sabhu kamu mokhu he, jan 

piche lagr phirthai.”-kalz m4. 
featn (phrrdos), feaeet [phrrdosi] See soeA 
and weer. 
fear [phrrna] See fase. 
feoot [phrmni) P } 4 pudding made of ground 
rice, milk and sugar. 2 xa handmill; which 

keeps on turning. 

feast & wedt [phrmi di savari) xa act of 
turning a handmill; act of grinding wheat etc 

with a handmill. 
fee [phrra] a Khatri of Katara subcaste, who 
believed in necromancy. He became a disciple 

of Guru Asjan Dev and turned a seeker of truth. 

fer [phrrav] n circular movement; rotation; 
round. 2 bend, curve. 3 A ¢ J head, top. “tanu 

manu saupe jia s1u bhai, tae hukemz phrrav.” 
-savam 3, ‘should bow before orders.’ 
feeet [phrrai] See faeet. 
fewas [phrrahar] act of wandering about; 
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ordeal of transmigration. “binunavesabh pher 
phrrahar.”—var ram 2 m5. 
feays [phrrahun] adj reneging, retracting, 
“phirahun prabhu te bhae bahu par sajai.” 
-GPS. 2 See vega. 
fea (phtrak] A 31) 1 separation. “jalzm 
phzrak dina.”-ramav. 
fees [phirat} wanders about, roams about. 
fee? [phrradi) adjplaintiff, complainant. See 
fore. “lavpur gae phrradi sare.”-GPS. 
feof (phrrami] goes around; (they) wander 
about. “nzt garebr phzrami.”-varmaru2 m5, 
fef [phrrz] adv again, repeatedly. “phtrt 
hor naphera.”—vad chat m 3. “phirz eh vela 

fefe ffs (phxrz ghrrz] adv again and again, 
repeatedly. “phiri ghirz apune grth mah 
aza.”-majh m 5. 
fed (phrre] wanders. See feaz". 2 refuses to 
accept; disobeys. “phzre aysans.”-VN. ‘who 
disobeys an order.” 

fad [phrro] P 5 J adjlow. 2 adv below, under, 
fir [frr0z] P iy adj victorious, triumphant. 
feta wud [phrroz sahar] See fetara 2, 
fatenra [frrozsah] +43 a Tughlak dynast of 
Delhi, who died on 20° September 1388, See 

pros eo as fer oH 3: 16.2 a village, in 
tehsil and district Ferozepur, where for no 

reason, a battle took place on 21" December 
1845 between the English and the Sikhs. As is 

clear from the books of history written in 
English,’ the battle, that the Sikhs had almost 

TAt this moment Sirdar Teja Singh, with some twenty- 
five or thirty thousand fresh troops, arrived from the 
camp at Ferozepore, and presented himself before the 
British force, which, tired and exhausted with its 

Previous exertions, was unable to attack him, and would, 

in all likelihood, have been found unable to repel a 

vigorous assault from an army of fresh men, in 
‘overpowering numbers, like that led by him. The usual 
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won, was lost due to the shameful misdeeds of 

their officers. This place has also been called 
as Pheru Shahar, Pheru Shah and Feroze 

Shahar. 

fates [frrozah] See ZH. 
fetmye [frrozpur] Firozshah Tughlak had 
‘good foruine of the British prevailed however, and instead 
of seeing the Scik (Sikh) reserve advance to the attack, 

they had the satisfaction of beholding them turn back 
without firing a shot and follow their defeated comrades 

towards the Sullej. The British force was thus left in 
undisputed possession of the field of Ferozeshuhur, 

with the entrenched camp of the Seiks and all their 
attillery. 
Rajah Lall Sing, who was one of the first to flee from 

the fight, made his way to the camp of Runjoor Singh 
near Philloor, whence he hastened to Umritsir, where 

he secreted himself for some time. 

(The Reigning family of Lahore by Major Carmichael 

Smyth. pp. 175, 76) 
‘The second wing of their army approached in battle- 

‘array, and the wearied and famished English saw before 
them a desparate and, perhaps, useless struggle. This, 
reserve was commanded by Tej Singh; he had been urged 
by his zealous and sincere soldiery to fall upon the 
English at daybreak, but his object was to have the 
dreaded army of the Khalsa overcome and dispersed & 

he delayed until Lal Singh’s force was everywhere put 
to flight, and until his opponents had again ranged 
themselves round their colors, Even at the last moment 
he rather skirmished and made feints than led his men to 

‘a resolute attack and after @ time he precipitately fled, 

ing his subordinates without orders and without an. 

object, at a moment when the artillery ammunition of 
the English had failed, when a portion of their force was 

reliring upon Feerozpoor, and when no exertions could 
have saved the remainder if the Sikhs had boldly pressed 

forward, 

(History of the Sikhs by J. D. Cunningham. Chap 

9°, pp. 308, 309). 
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given this name to Sirbind. 2 a city, on the 
bank of river Satluj, which is 57 miles from 
Lahore. This name is also connected with 
Firozeshah. The English occupied it in 1835 

AD. Taking it as the border of the Sikh state, 
the English government set up a cantonment 

there. There is a beautiful monument 
constructed in memory of the brave soldiers 
of the 36* Sikh Battalion, who sacrificed their 

lives in the battle of Saragarhi in 1897. This 

monument was unveiled by the Governor 

General in 1903 AD. 
fede [phrroja] See aida. 
fadat [phrroza] See zéat. 
fede [frrod} P »,) adv below, under. 
fade we [frrod amad] P 4i,/ alighted, 
descended. 
fedde [phrrobsd] P 2.) shut down, close 
down. 
fea [phzr3g} E Frank. a European country. 
“kot ko kud samudr ko phadh phirég mo an 
paryo abhrmani.”—carrtr 125. There was a 

German band of people named Franks, which 
spread out to countries like France, etc and 

which had to fight many a time against the 
Turks. First of all, the Turks started calling the 

Europeans by the name Firangi. The 

Portuguese were the first to arrive in India 
and they were called Firangi. After this, 

whosoever came from France or England was 
termed as Firangi. 2 See fadaes. 
faéa af tet [phrrdg ki pori, fader at tet 
(phrrig ki pori] After having come to India, 
the English and the French staged various 

shows. The people saw a strange ladder in 
the theatre whereby one who tried to go up, 

came down and vice vera. This means, ‘a 
queer thing’, 
“jm phirag Ki pori hor.. lokhe jy cadhat jat 
Me uca. so utrat gamnat he nica. jo jane me 
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gemno nice. so cadh jat acanak uce..”-GPS. 
fedasrs (phrrigtal] a military tune piayed by 
the band at the head of the English army, 
named by the Indians as Firangtal. Firangtal 
is mentioned at the head of various verses in 

Sarabloh. 

faders [phrrigvat), fadama [phirsgamay) 
a type of syphilis in which there is blood- 
disorder along with swelling and pain in the 
joints. See wefedar. 
fadarest [phxrsgavali), fedaft (phrragi) a 
resident of Firang. “big ke bagali phrrh3g ke 
phzrdgavali.” —akal. See fedar. 

fede" [phrrsda] stubble. See vam". “rkke drig 
so lagyo phrrida.”-GPS. 
fads [phrrst! wandering. “phrrat jonz anek.” 
—sahas m 5. 
fede (phrrsda] wandering, travelling. 
2 traveller, wayfarer. “vzcr maza phirah 
phtrSde."—bzla m4.3 a master musician who, 
at the bidding of Guru Nanak Dev, taught 
music to Bhai Mardana and presented a rebeck 

to Guru Nanak Dev. See 3¢wre, 
fesae (philhal] A Juid_ adv at present, for 

the time being. “dunia cij phrlhal.”-tri3g m 
J. “dzl mahz janahu sabh phrihala.”-maru 
solhe m 5. i.c., ‘the objects existing at present, 

will not last for ever.’ 

fewors [phrihala] See fasans. 
faw®s [frlfor] A sag. adv at once, 
immediately, quickly. 

fede [phrlor] a major town of tehsil and district 
Jalandhar. It is situated on the north bank of 
Satluj river. Shahjahan had founded this city and 
had built a large caravan-serai there. Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh reinforced the fort, where now a 
police school is being run. Philaur was the 

boundary of the Sikh state and, therefore, it was 
acantonment of the Sikh army. 

fe8# (phrlori] adjresident of Philaur 2 puffed 
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up, fried and crispy kachori, stuffed with 
bruised pulses. See #8. “besan sanz phrlori 
karé.”-GPS. 

fexor [phryka] n thatched gate. 
[fi] A 3 part each, every. 2 in, during. 3 on. 

‘da {phik) adj tasteless, sapless. 2 Justreless. 
3 vain, facile. “trn sabh karaj phik.”-prabha 

m4. 
ex few (phik phrkanal, der stare [phik 
phikanal adjextremely tasteless, insipid. “nam 
brna sabhz phik phrkane.”~kan a m 4. 
2 extremely lustreless. 

‘dar (phika] See fear and #fa. “an rig phike 
sabh maza.”-gaum 5. 
Zzor [phijna] v cry shame on. 2 become 
defective and deformed. 3 get vilified and 
spoilt. “kaju na phile kor.”-odkar. 
ist [phita] Pg n thin strip of cotton webbing 
or yam; tape. 
‘ht [phim] See meh. 
Sf (phimi] opium-eater. 
‘Gs [phir] or Hy [phirv] va return, visit. “janom 
moran ka dukh geza, phiri pave na phirv.” 
var suhi m 3.2 P J grief, sorrow. 
Hvmra [firozgah} See fedua7. 
wan [firozah], Ha [firoza] P yy n blue 
gemstone with greenish tinge. Sk afesmi and 
DSA. turquoise. 
ws [phil] A. n elephant. See ay. 
wteorer (filxana] P 4.) elephant house. 
@tsons [philnal) 1 heavy cannon drawn by 

elephants. 
tte (philpa}, eure [philpad], chure 
[philpav] Skt veft7e, a disease in which the 
patient's feet become heavy like those of an 

elephant. 24, Elephantiasis. “philpav pun 
janu roga.”-carztr 405. This disease is 
caused by the use of stagnant rain water, 
walking barefooted in damp, cold places, 

lying in bed for long periods, contamination 
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of blood, etc. One leg, and sometimes both 

the legs and feet, become heavy like those 
of an elephant. 

Fasting, sweating, vomiting, purgation and 
proper blood-letting, ete are beneficial to cure 

this disease. 
Simple remedies for elephantiasis are as 

under: 
Take x{szt (trianthema pentandra), harer 

(terminalia chebula), beleric myrobalan, 

phyllenthus emblica, piper longum in equal 

quantities and grind them into powder. Mix six 
mashas of this powder with honey and 
administer the resultant linctus to the patient. 

Prepare a paste of thorn apple (datura alba), 
ricinus communis, vitex trifolia, trianthema 
pantandra, moringa pterygosperma, and 
mustard. Apply it to the affected parts of the 
body. Take leaves of neem tree, hemp (canabis 
sativa), cassyta filiformis, and grind them into 
a paste and apply this paste, and bandage the 
leg and the foot. 

Hews [filban], dees (philvan} P yi n 
elephant-driver. 
dtat [phili] adj concerning an elephant, 
elephantine, 2 n elephant-driver. 
Ash Hy [phili top) See stews. 
iiivarer [philinagara] n a large kettledrum 
mounted on an elephant and sounded. 
“philinagare bajeke.”-carztr 405. 
‘x ‘hilu] elephant, See Hs. There is a hymn, 
by Kabir, in the Asa mode: 

1 philu rababi baladu pakhavaj kaua tal bajave, 
2 pahrrr colna gad-ha nace bhesa bhagatr 
karave, 
3 raja ram kakriabre pakae, 
4 krne bujhanhare khae, 
5 bethr sfghu ghar pan logave, ghis galaure 

Irave, 
6 gharr gharr musri mdgal gavahr, kachua 
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s3kh bajave, 
7 bis ko putu biahan calza sutne midap chae, 
8 rupkSnza sédarz bedhi sase sfgh gun gae, 

9 kahat kebir sunahu re sstahu kiti parbatu 
khata, 

10 kachua kahe Sgar bhr lorau luki sabadu 

sunara, (6) 
It implies that as the things mentioned in 

this hymn are not possible, in the same manner 

the visualization of the Creator in material 
terms is not proper. 

1 The elephant (drunk) is the rebeck-player, 
the ox (brute) is a drummer and the crow 

(sensualist) beats time. 
2 The donkey (wanton belly-god), having 
donned a devotee’s dress, performs dance and 

the male-buffalo (rancorous person) serves 

him. 

3 The Creator ripened the seedpods of the 
gigantic swallow-wort (calotropis gigantia) into 
mangoes. 
4 These fruits have been tasted only by some 

sagacious person. 

5 The lion (egoist and violent person) sits at 
home and prepares betel-leaf rolls (for 

entertaining the visitors) and the bandicoot (the 
logician) presents these betel-rolls (to the 
visitors). 

6 The female rats (sense organs) sing pacans 

in their houses (sockets) and the tortoise 

(impostor making a show of controlling his 

sense-organs) proclaims the teachings of the 

spiritual preceptor. 
7 The son of the barren woman (maya'), that 

is, the individual soul, goes to wed emancipation 
whereas the guile-and-sinless mind (the 

internal organ) is the golden pavilion. 

8 Emancipation — the charming girl, the rabbit 
(weakling), the lion (the powerful), the high 

‘See dr 11. 
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and the low, sing eulogies. 

9 The ant is humility and the mountain is pride. 

10 The tortoise wants glowing coals (fire of 
knowledge) and the mosquito (benighted 

disposition) has sounded a loving song. 
‘&y sat [philu rababi] See vty. 
‘gneve ([phuslauna), FAI [phuslana] v 
make someone slip. 2 distract, divert. 3 amuse. 
4 cajole, beguile. “jth tfh brdhr bhup-ht 

phuslaz.”-carrtr 404, 

‘WH [fuhas) A jobscene, vulgar. 2 uncivil 
remark, 3 n shamelessness, brazenness. 
yao [phuhara] A 77 n fountain. 

a [phOk], Fas [phokar), Fara [phOkar], Faro" 
[phOkara] Skt ‘eH sound made by a snake, 
etc, while blowing hard through the mouth or 

the nose; hiss. “phGk phans.” and “phaniar 
phokaran.”-akal. 
WF [fujla] A 1.5 residue. 2 feeces, excrement 
(which is the residue of food taken by a 

person). 3 adj redundant. 

‘3ye [phujul] See ays. 
‘Fe [phot] See Fz. 2 a kind of musk-melon that 

bursts after ripening. 3 E foot, one third part 
of a yard; a measure of twelve inches. 
¥eaws [phutkal] adj miscellaneous; sundry. 

2 separate, apart. 

Gee [phvtara] n sprouting, gemination, 

burgeoning, 

¥z [phot] n schism. 2 enmity, disunity. 3 See 
e. 
WS [phutti] n cotton in the freshly burst boll. 
2. thick piece of curd. 

Faw [phitkar] See gare". “phan3 phatakke 
phenka ph0tkar3.”-jonmejay. 
Feast [phudaknal v jump, hop, skip. 
6 [phon], yoo [phonah] See ysu. 
yao [phunha] See you. a composition, 
recorded in Guru Granth Sahib, under the 

caption, “phunhe mahla 5, is in the punha 
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metre. {ts other name is phunha. 
‘fs [phunr] part again, See yao. “phunz 
gerabh nahi basSt.”-ram m 5. “tajz abhrmanv 
moh mata phunz.”-gau m 9, 

‘yea [phuphay] 1 aunt’s husband; husband of 
father’s sister. 
yt [phuphi] » father’s sister. Ske fufgyfi. 
“phuphi nani masié.”-maru am 5. 
yet gel [phuphi kutni], get gest [phuphi 
kumi] 1 a woman who claims to be an aunt 

of a young woman so as to act as a bawd. 
So she claims a close relationship with the 

young woman and then abets her to indulge 
in adultery; hypocrite. 
‘gz [phupher], go" [phuphera] adjrelating 
to the sister of one’s father. 2 n progeny of 
the sister of one’s father. 
‘uz [phoman] 1 pompom; tuft of silk or cotton 
threads, 2 bundle of cotton threads; mop. “laki 

kase hathi phOman.”-var majh m 1. Jain 
ascetics carry mops for removing insects, etc 

from their path lest they commit the sin of 

violence by stepping on them. 

4 [phur] 1 sound produced by flapping wings 
ofa bird while taking to air. 2 adjtrue. “tumro 

kahyo na phur bha eku.”-NP.. 

FH [phuras] P rf resident of Persia; Persian, 
yons [phursat] A 2, 7) n leisure. 2 time, 

‘opportunity. 
‘yeas [phurakna] See waar. 2 after taking 
some liquid in the mouth, forcing it out in a 
spray; spurting. 

‘year [phurka] See guar. “phurke cahO drs 
drye bagar.”-GV 10. 
Fas [furkan] A yg n Koran, holy scripture 
of the Muslims. 2 twenty-fifth chapter of the 
Koran. 3 division, part, fragment. 4 victory, 
conquest. 
¥8e [phvran] throbbing of a muscle due to 

some disorder of the wind humour (of the 
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body). “devi dev nasevka, tat na mat na phuran 
vircare.”-BG. Tantar Shastar believes in the 
ill and good effects of the throbbing of different 
parts of the body. 2 See gaz" 1. 
‘gee [phurna) v (for some idea) to come to 
mind; strike. 2 be realised. “rrdhz stdhz ja 

kau phori.”-maru kabir. 3 prove to be true. 
4 nresolve, idea or intention. 5 See 7oz. 
Wes [phorat] See gad". “kar karan me dharti 
phorat.”-GPS, 

‘gaat [phurti] Ske FefF n quickness, alacrity. 
2 senses. 

‘Fedter (phurtila] adjagile, quick, industrious. 
‘Feo [phurna] See gee". 2 throbbing of some 
limb of the body. See gee 1. 

‘Fore [phurmaugal v order, command. See 
BONS. 

gurfew? [phurmarare] because of the 
command. “sahe ke phurmazere.”-maru Sjuli 
m5. 
garfenr [phumara] ordered, commanded. 

“satrguru phurmata kari eh kerehu.”—var 

brha m3. 
garfen [phormars], gorfefi [phurmarsr], 
‘gorfert [phurmarsi] See earan. “lakha uparr 
phurmarst teri.”—asa m J. “bahut karahr 
phormazsi, varataht hor aphar.”=sri m 5. 
2 recommendation. “bar bar stkh das mas3d. 

dzj ki phormars kahf brfd.”-GPS. 

3 entreaty, “sri kertar udar maha, trh uparr 
he phurmars meri.”-NP. 
Jars [phurman], Fors [phurmany], FHT 
(phurman], Fore (phurmanv] See THT. 

“amulu keramu emulu phurmanu.”~jopu. 
“phurmanv tera stre uparr.”-gau kabir. 
FawUR [phurmayas] See zaHUA. 

‘yer [phorzagal, FEF" [phurzata] n forceful 

expiration through the nostrils that produces a 
grunting sound. “marat nasan s6 phurraga.” 

-NP. 
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ga [phurst] prove to be true. 2 burst, penetrate. 

“krs ker badan gulka phur8t.”-GPS, ‘The 
bullet bursts someone’s face.’ 
¥ (phul] See ¥8. 2 foremost phalanx of the 
finger. 3 remains of bones of the fingers of 

hands and feet of a cremated corpse, which 

the Hindus collect to immerse in flowing water 

or in the Ganges, etc. “harrkatha parie 

harrnamu sunie, beban har1rsg guru bhavae. 

pfdu patelx kirza diva phul harisarr pavae.” 
-sadu, ‘The Lord appreciates eulogies to God 
more than the hearse, or offering of the rice- 
balls, leaf-bowls, and other rites, such as lighting 
of earthen lamps and casting the remains of 
bones of the greatness of the dead body in the 

Ganges.’ 
gear [phulka] 7 a puffed-up chapatti. 
yeardt [phulkari] 7 cloth with floral embroidery. 
This cloth is used as a wrap by women in 
particular. 
gesat [phuljharil n shower of flowers. 2 a 

kind of firework that emits flower-like sparks. 

rae (phulna] v expand like a flower, be 
happy. 2 be proud. 

rem [phvlattha] 7 agile hand; cudgel-play, 
swordsmanship. 2 fencing. 
¥00" (phulna] See gaz". 
Feaedt (phulbahri] See P3aq. 
yaa [phulvat) swelling; swelling with pride. 
See gee. “phulvat deh azane.”-keda kabir. 

2 flower-like. 
rowet (phulvai], geet (phulvari], geest 

(phulvari] » flower garden. 2 a kind of 

firework. “barud ke jhar matabi chuté 

phulvai.”-NP. 
em (pholra] n flower. “pahzle pahzre phulya.” 
~s farid, 

at [phula] See zai. 
re [phulau) # puffiness. 2 expansion. 
3 swelling with vain pride. 
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geafez [phularn] 1 Phool dynasty; progeny 
of Baba Phool. See ¥w. “sath phularn sabh le 
ayo.”-PPP, 
gerdt [phulahi] » Acacia sengal or modesta; 
a thomy tree of the acacia species. Its gum is 
used in various medicines and its soft twig ucts 

asa fine brush for cleaning the teeth. L acacia 

sengal or modesta. 

ere [phulad) See Fare, 
‘efter (phultgl spark. See fergtia. 
Fes [pholitha] 25-s1e". 2 n cyst; venomous 
snake’s sac. “sakar kav bahu dudhu piaic 
brkhu nzkse pholz phulitha.”-gau m 4. See 
fe. 
3B (phulu] See FB. “dharamu pholu phalu 
granu.”-basst m 1. 
3A [phulus) A vy,b plural of son (pice); small 
copper coins. 
yee [phvlera] » florist. 2 one who pilfers 

flowers from a garden. : 
8B [phulel] n Z5-3%, scented oil. 
JB [phull] Skt Hee vr open (as a flower), bloom. 

2n flower, bloom, blossom. 3 narcotic juice of 
opium strained through a piece of thick woolen 

cloth. “pita phull rani ghuman surme.”-c3di 
3. ‘As teetotallers totter after having drunk 

poppy-juice, so the warriors move with stately 
steps.’ 4 menstrual discharge. 5 butter in the 
form of foam that collects on the surface of 

the curd when churned. 6 any flower-shaped 

object as, for instance, flowers on a shield; 

flower-shaped head ornament for women; 
flower embroidered with silken thread on cloth. 

7 the burnt portion of the wick of an oil lamp 
that has the shape of cinder. 8 soot from a lamp, 
that sticks to the earthen lid of a pitcher. 9 adj 
light, light-weight. 10 Dg n astonishment, 

wonderment, 
@ fre w2 [phull srr paune] See FH fre 
vue. 
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‘¥s we [phull paune] immerse, in some river 
ete, the bones of the skull, chest and fingers 
collected after the cremation of a dead 
body. 

¥@ FS [phue phal] adjpulled out and ruffled. 
“kuc breare phue phal.”-g5d kabi-, ‘The hair 
of the warp-cleansing brush is dishevelled.’ 

JA (phus] n dry and scattered grass. 2 rubbish. 
‘gt [phusi] See agri. 
Fe [phuhl drop. 2 S pride of one’s youth and 
wealth. 
ox [phuhas] » straw-mattress, pallet. 2.5 
foul-mouthed person; person with a perfidious 
tongue. 
of [phuhart) a foul-mouthed woman. See 
ys 2 and gfe. 
yet [phuhi] » drizzle, very fine drops of rain. 
2 adv with a drop of water, etc through a 
water-drop. “phuhi phuhi talau bharda he.” 
-prov. 3 n tiny tuft of cotion. 
ya [phuk] onom n breath, vital air which 
produces ¥ [phu] sound. “nrksza phuk, ta hor 
geto suaha.”-asa m 5. “phuk kadhae 
dhahrpave."—var sar m J. 2, air blown hard 

with the mouth; puff. “phuk mar dipak 
brsmave.”-tanama. 3 See gae. “thu ten deve 
phuk.”=s kabir. 4 adj dull, graceless. “‘phuk 
bhae mukh suk gae sabh.”-aj. 

Fae [phukan], Fae" [phukna] v blow, infuse, 
2 blow the air after chanting some incantation. 

“Sn vice gartri mstr phukan.”-JSBM. 
3 feed fire by blowing. 4 set fire to, reduce 
to ashes, 
yaet [phukni] 1 a blow-pipe. A pipe through 
which air is blown at high pressure. It is often 

used by goldsmiths. It is also used to ignite 

fire in a hearth. 2 boastful or bragging talk, 
swagger. “sex phukni harht brsekhi.”-NP. 

Fae [phuknu] Dg lung. See Fez, 
Fact (phakni] See gazt. 
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ere" (phdkarna] v hiss. See gars. 
fa (phukr) having blown air through the 
mouth, “phukr phukr pavan kav prrthi pe 
dharat ho.”-akal. i.e. ‘having removed the 

sensitive creatures.’ 2 having burnt. 

F& [phuke] blows air from the mouth; hisses. 
“dake phuke kheh udave.”—var mala m /. 

2 bums; lights fire. 
FE [phut] See ge and gz. 
‘Jew [phutna] v break, crack, explode. “phuto 
4da bharam ka.”-maru m J. 2 break away, 

split. 3 sprout, shoot. 4 bloom. 
Feng [phutemphut) blown to smithreens, 
“khapar phutamphut.”-s kabir. 

gfe [phutz] got shattered. “tujhte nzksi phutz 
mara.”"-srim /. 

= [phdda] » pompom, rosette. 
yet [phuphi] See gt. “phuphi bacen crtt hart 
dharyo.”-kersan. 
‘FB [phul] 1 flower. See FB. “ape bhavra phul 
belz.”~basst am 1. 2 flower-sized ornament. 
“sagal abharan sobha ksthz phul.”-asa m 5. 
3 omamental knobs on a shield. “phulan lag 
crmag gan jaga.”-GPS. 4 Baba Phool, jewel 
of the Bairar dynasty, who was bom in the 
family of Roop Chand from Ambi, in Sammat 

1684 (1627 AD). It was the time when Guru 

Hargobind had, out of his kindness for Mohan 

and Kale, founded the village of Mehraj. 

In Sammat 1688, after the battle of 
Gurusar, the boy Phool accompanied his 
paternal uncle Kale to the presence of the 
Guru and, on his own, started beating his 

belly. On being asked by the Guru about the 
peculiar action of the boy, Kale respectfully 

said, “Your Holiness! His mother has 
expired and he, through his gestures, is 

requesting for subsistence.” At this the Guru 
remarked that with the grace of Guru Nanak 
Dev, the boy would provide subsistence to 
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lacs of people and his progeny would enjoy Nabha state. It is the headquarters of the 
kingship. nizamat of the State. Here there are old 

When, in Sammat 1703, obliging Malwa, 
Guru Har Rai reached Mehraj, Phool, 

accompanied by his relatives, kept on 
attending the religious congregations there. 
Considering his humility and devotion, Guru 

Har Rai blessed him in line with the blessings 
conferred by his grantfather. Its result is the 

present-day Phoolkian States, the pride of the 
ikhs.' Phool married twice. He had Tilok 

Singh, Ram Singh and Ragghu? from Bibi 
Rami? and Channu, Jhandu and Takhat Mall 

from Rajji. Guru Gobind Singh showed special 

kindness towards the progeny of Phool. See 

Baba Phool died in Sammat 1747 (1690 

AD)‘ at Bahadarpur’ and was cremated at 

Phool Nagar, where stands a memorial to him. 

See gg ufsafite, og aufsefe, Rar and gun. 
5 a village founded by Baba Phool, in 

Sammat 171] (1653 AD)‘ which is in the 
‘Historians have messed up the event of blessings to 
and the dates of birth and death of Phool so much that 
itis extremely difficult to correct them. We have written 

this topic after having modified it after thorough 
research, 
’1Sardars of Jiundan, in the Patiala state, are the progeny 
ofRagghu 
*Phool’s daughter Rami was married to the nobleman of 
Ramdas. Baba Phool gave Bugger village in dowry, Her 
progeny isnow settled in village Buggar (Nabha State). 
“Some historians have erroneonsly given the date as 1652 
AD. 
*Bahadarpur is a large village in Dhanaula subdivision of 
Nabha state. 
“Some writers have given 1627 AD as the year when 
Phool township was founded. But this date is not 
correct, This year is, in fact, the year of Baba Phool’s 
birth, 
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hearths of Baba Phool, which are venerated 
by his family. The railway station is Rampura 
Phool. 6 See gamrfuu. 7 See Fuan. 
yer [phulsah], yerfow ([phulsahzb] son of 
a Kashmiri Khatri and younger brother of 
Goind Sahib. He was born in Sammat 1620. 
He became a disciple of Baba Gurditta in 

Sammat 1688 and ended up a great 
thaumaturge. He was the head of one of the 

monastic centres of the Udasis. Phool Sahib 

died at Bahadurpur (district Hoshiarpur) in 

Sammat 1730. 
ye fire wer [pul srr dana] ironic expression 
to disgrace, damn or humiliate somebody, “tere 
phul dar srr eh6.”—carrtr 293. 2 singe 

somebody’s hair with cinders of an earthen 

lamp's wick. 
ye abot foornat [phul kid rrasta), go at fire 
[phul ki mzsal] Of the twelve confederacies 
of the Sikhs, the most glorious one, was 

headed by Baba Phool. This confederacy 
comprising three states - Patiala, Nabha 

and Jind (Sangrur) - was called Phoolkian 
States. These states came under the 
protection of the English government in 
1809 and, according to the Charter of May 

5", 1860 AD, they were given the right to 
adopt an heir. In case some ruler dies 

issueless or without having adopted an heir, 
the two neighbouring states, in consultation 
with the English government, can enthrone 
the nearest claimant. According to the 

above charter, these states have absolute 

right to impose capital punishment and the 
British government has no right to intervene 

in the internal affairs of these states. See 
yon. 
yar? ([phuljai] Skr ¥s-wer n mother of a 
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flower - creeper. “nam tera adhar mera, jv 
2085 or 

2 king of flowers — rose. 3 lotus. 
phul-jai he narz.”-gau kabir. ‘I have the eeu [phulvis] family of Baba Phool. Jaisal 
support of your Name as a creeper has of was. a glorious warrior among the Yaduvanshi 
water.’ sa [nar] is water; and narz of the 

water. 
YR [phulod] plant or tree, that yields flowers. 
¥ [phulna] v flower, blossom. 2 swell with 
joy. 3 swell with pride. “kahe bhaia! phrrto 
phulza phulra.”-sor kabir. 
ere wvTE [phulmala ramayan] Poet Lal 
‘Singh was a resident of village Nanoke, near 
Amritsar. He concatenated selections from the 
verses of varidus poets in such a fashion that 
it tumed out to be a full story of Ramayan. 
This book was prepared by him during the 
regime of Maharaja Bharpur Singh of Nabha. 
Lal Singh was a courtier as well as poet in the 

Nabha court. 

chappay 
sri Smritsar nrkat nagar nanoke ganije, 

tas nagarpatz put lalsfgh nam bhanzije, 
amxt kavit pracin cinkar prem kavin san, 
kine rkathe sahas krtak atr uktz yuktz gan, 

subh ramcarzt cunz trnah te 
bahu grthan parman Iry, 

dhar chap “das” nzj nam ki” 
“phulmal” xh grath kry. 

couplet 
jeth mas dvztzya brmal! 

kavz drn? sukhad rasal, 

puran bhayo grsth yah 
| ndhr nabh grah mahz sal? 
eon [phulrajal  Brabma, gracefully sitting 
on the lotus, “kahdi phulraja hve betha,”-copai. 
‘The 2" of the bright formight of the month of Jeth. 

*Priday. 
*azahz (9), nabh (0), groh (9), mahz (1). Sammat 1909. 
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Bhatti Rajputs. He founded the city of Jaisalmer 

in Sammat 1213, which is now a famous capital 
city in Rajputana. In the sixth generation after 
Jaisal’s son Hem (who is also known as Hemhel 
and Bhim) there was born a person named 

Siddhu from whom Siddhu sept came into being. 
In the ninth generation after Siddhu, Barar was 

born, from whom his family got its name cs 
Bairar. In the twelfth generation after Barar, 
the famous Phool was born, from whom began 
the Phool dynasty. As result of Phool’s tenacity, 
the states of Patiala, Nabha and Jind (Sangrur) 

have come to represent the dignity and power 

of the Sikhs. 
In addition to these three states the 

fiefholders of Bhadaur, Malaud, Pakkho, 

Ber, Rampur, Badrukkhan, Jiundan, 
Dialpura, Rampura, Kotdunna and Gumti, 

are the sub-rulers of the Phool dynasty 

about whom sufficient knowledge can be 

gathered from the family-tree of the Phoo! 

dynasty. 

From amongst these, the chiefs of Bhadaur, 
Jiundan, Rampura and Kotdunna are in the 

Patiala state. 

The chiefs. of Pakkho, Ber, Malaud and 
Rampurare in the Ludhiana district, under the 
British government. 

The chiefs of Badrukkhan and Dialpur are 

in Jind state. 
The Lodhgharias of Gumati are under 

‘Nabha state, 
Thé following is the genealogical tree of 

the Phool dynasty: 
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Wo. 1) 

Jesal (Bhatti Rajput) 

Hem (Bhim) Py Sammat 1265! 

sundharflodhray 

Seal 

Mantatrai 

Anandrai 

Jarath Lakamba 

tdes wf! 

hla 

Mehra 

Hambir 

I 
Brar’ 

In these family-trees Sammat stands for the Bikrami era and where there is no indication of Sammat or AD, that is 
to be taken as AD. Those with the mark * indicate that the person marked thus had no issue, 
From him began the Siddhu sept. ‘ 

He is the ancestor of the families of Kaithal, Jhumbe, Amauli and Suddhuwal. Bhai Bhagtu was bom in his line, the 
Jewel of whose family, Bhai Desu Singh, founded the Kaithal state. 
“The ancestor of the chiefs of Attari. 
*From him his family got the name Beirer. 
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(No. 2) 
Brar 

Paur (Paurh) Dull (Dhool)! 

Balla (Virat) itp 

Kay salghar 

Bes (Bahu) hlten 

Sanghar 
Wartam 
Mei 
Satoh 

“ 
Mohan d: Sammat 1687 

Roopchand Kala 

Sandali Phool 

(No. 3) 

Tilok ioe al Singh Ragghu Channu Jhandhu Takhatmall 

Elder of isi al ler of lle of These are elders of Loudhgharia 
and Jind Patiala Jiundan Family’ 

'The ancestor of the Faridkot State. 

See uvtede. 

>The we (palace) being #e" (small), the progeny came to be known as Lodhgharie, i.c,, the progeny of Baba Phool by 

his younger wife Raiji. They are the masters of Gumati village in Nabha state. Jhandu hed no issue; Lodhgharias are 
the progeny of Channu and Takhat Mall. 
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(No. 4) 

Phool 

Tilok Singh (Elder of Nabha family}! 

Gurditt Singh d: Sammat 1754 

Sak Singh d: 1752 

Hamir Singh d: 1783 

b: 1775 Raja Jaswant Singh d: 1840 

b: 1822 Raja Devendr Singh d: 1864 

b: 1840 Raja Bharpur Singh d: 1863 b: 1842 Raja Bhagwan Singh d: 1871 
x x 

Raja Bharpur Singh and Raja Bhagwan Singh died childless, so Sardar Hira Singh, who had 
the right to rule the State, was enthroned as Raja of Nabha on 10* August 1871. 

b; 1843 Maharaja Hira Singh d: 25" December 1911 

b; 4% March Sammat 1883 Maharaja Ripudaman Singh (Gurcharan Singh)? 

b: 21" September 1919 Maharaja Partap Singh? 

'The English historians, and the writers following them have mentioned the death of Baba Tilok Singh in the ycar 

1687. But this is not correct because it coincides with the Bikrami year 1744-45. Shri Dashmesh had summoned 

Tilok Singh through an epistle in Sammat 1753. Bhai Santokh Singh has written that the younger sons of Guru 

‘Gobind Singh were cremated by Tilok Singh at Sirhind in Sammat 1761. And Tilok Singh, along with his brother 

Ram Singh, was present, with the Kalgidhar at Damdama, in Sammat 1763. There is no doubt that Tilok Singh 

predeceased Ram Singh by six or seven years, i,¢., in Sammat 1771 (1714 AD). But the authentic date is not 

known, 
See war and fayerattu Hore. 

>On 23 February, 1928, crown prince Partap Singh was installed as Maharaja of Nabha and, on 15% March 1929 (3 
‘Chet, Sammat 1985) a four-member council was formed to run the state administration. Mr J. Wilson Johnston was 

‘appointed as the president of this council with Sardar Bahadur Sardar Gurdial Singh Dullet, as the home member, 

Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram Soni, retired sessions judge, as judicial member and Khan Bahadur Sheikh Sirajuddin, 

‘retired deputy commissioner, as the revenue member, 
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No. 5) 

Phool 

| 
Tilok Singh 

Gurditt Singh *Sukhchain Singh (Elder of Jind) d: 1751 

{Elder of Nabha} 

b: 1738 Raja Gajpat Singh d: 1789 

T : 

Bibi Rajkaur! Raja Bhag Singh d: 1819 Bhoop Sing d: 1815 
| Elder of Bajidpur 

Raja Fate Singh d: 1822 & Badrukkhan 

Raja Sangat Singh d: 1834 

Raja Sangat Singh had no issue, so Sardar Sarup Singh, a descendant of Sardar Bhup 
Singh was enthroned as Raja of Jind in 1837. 

Raja Saroop Singh d: 1964 

Raja Raghubir Singh d: 1887 
| 

Tikka Balbir Singh d: 1883 

| 
b: 11% October 1879 Maharaja Ranbir Singh 

| 
b: 25" September 1918 Tikka Rajbir Singh 

‘She was married to Sardar Maha Singh Shukarchakia, in 1774 and gave birth lo Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 
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No. 6) 

Phool 

‘b: Sammat 1639 Ram Singh (Elder of Patiala) d: 1714 (Sammat 1771)! 

Baba Ala Singh d: 1765 (He established Pati 

Tikka fwisslaeas d: 1753 

b: 1748 Raja Amar Singh d: 1791 

b: 1773 Raja al Singh d: 1813 

b: 1798 Maharaja cals Singh d: 1845 

b: 1823 Maharaja uch ‘Singh d: 1862 

b: 1852 Maharaja uae Singh d: 1876 

b: 1872 Maharaja Rajender Singh d: 1900 

b: 189] Maharaja Bhupender Singh 

b: 1913 Tikka Yadavender Singh 

Wo. 7) 

Phool 

Ram ti 

Dunna Ala Singh Bakhta 

{, Elder of chiefs of i {Elder of Patiala} a of chiefs of. ia 
Bhadaur & Dunnekot and Ber 

"See footnote to Tilok Singh, in the genealogical tree No. 4. 
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uetieit (Wo. 8) 

Phool 

| 
Tilok Singh 

Gurditt Singh Sukhchain Singh 
(Elder of Nabha) (Elder of Jind) 

| 
Raja Gajpat Singh 

r 

Bibi Raj Kaur' Raja Bhag Singh S. Bhoop Singh d: 1815 
(Elder of Bajidpur and 

Badrukkhan) 

S. Karam Singh d: 1818 
(Bajidpuri) 

l 
Raja Si Sin, 

S. Sukha Singh d: 1852 

S. Haram Singh d: 1856 
x 

S. Diwan Singh d: Sammat 1954S. Sher Si 

| 
S. Shamsher Singh d: Sammat 1963 

L 

S. Basawa Singh d: 1830 
(Badrukkhan) 

| 

S. Bhagwan Singh d: 1852 

Maharaja Hira Singh 

I 
Maharaja Ripudaman Singh 

| 
Maharaja Partap Singh 

d: Sammat 1938 S, Chatur Singh d: 1861 
x 

b: Sammat 1963 S. Fateh Singh 
| 

b: 1918 Lal Ji? 

x 

T 
S. Chetan Singh S. Teja Singh 

b: Sammat 1955 b: Sammat 1958 

'See footnote to the genealogical tree number 5. 
He has not been baptised yet. 
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gottus meet 

yerftu var [phulast gh akali] son of Ishar 
Singh, resident of village Seehan, in Bangar. 
He was born in Sammat 1818. After having. 

received initiation into Sikhism from Baba 
Narain Singh (Naina Singh) - the jewel-like 
Nihang of the Shaheedan confederacy — he 
was named Phoola Singh. He was a 

handsome and fragrant flower of the Guru’s 
Akali garden. By virtue of his exceptional 

qualities, Phoola Singh led the Akali Dal and 

served the gurdwaras and the nation with 
great elan. Though he had to travel 
frequently for the reformation of the sacred 

places of the Sikhs such as Anandpur and 
Damdama Sahib, yet he made Amritsar his 
headquarters, where a tower after him and 

the cantonment' of his contingent, are 
famously located.” 

Akali Phoola Singh helped Maharaja Ranjit 
Singh in many battles and achieved great glory. 
He was so dauntless in upholding the 
principles of the Khalsa that, on several 

occasions, he made Maharaja Ranjit Singh 
stand up in the congregations and imposed 
religious penality on him. 

Akali Phoola Singh valiantly attained 
martyrdom on March 14, 1823 (1* of Chet 

Sammat 1879) while helping the Khalsa Dal 
win the battle against the Frontier Ghazis and 
armed mobs in Tarki? battlefield. The 
iteaweh SSS 
2Akali Phoole Singh had set up his quarters at Amritsar 
in Sammat 1857. 
This battle of Teree was won for Runject after all hope 

of victory had fled, by the bravery of Phoola Singh, so 
gallantly supported by his little troop of Akalees. The 
heroism of the Akalee chief won the applause of both 

‘Seik and Mussulman, and the tomb erected over his 

remains on the spot where he fell, although watched 
and atiended by a party of Akalees, has become a place 
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monument in memory of his martyrdom stands 

‘on the bank of the river Lunde at a distance 
of four miles to the east of Nushahra. A group 

of Akalis live there. The rent-free grant for 
the free-kitchen, sanctioned by Singh Sahib, 
continues, A fair is held there on Vaisakhi and 
Diwali festivals. 

Akali Phoola Singh was not married but 
the progeny of his younger brother, Bhai Sant 

Singh, lives in Tamm Taran. 

The mahant in-charge of the crematorial 
monument of Akali Phoola Singh tried to sell 

some land and, consequently, the Sikhs filed a 

law-suit against him in 1916 AD. The 
judgement was delivered on 18* July 1918. 
Asa result of this judgement, the mahant was 
dismissed and a committee was constituted 

for the management of the said memorial. 

fs [phulz] adv puffed-up with pride or ego. 
“phulz phulz kra pavathe?"-brla m 5.2 over 
the flower or flowers. “bhavra phulz 
bhavatra.”—asa chat m J. 

gs [phulst} bloom, flower. 2 swell with joy; 

become happy. 
aft [phurz] adj foul-mouthed. See gas2. “bole 
keura jthba ki phurr.”~asam 5. 
@ofay (phehrrst] See feafey. 
‘@awr [phéknal v See facten and Baz. 
@z [phet}, 2'e [phet) girth, waistline. 
2 waistband, sash, girdle. 3 jolt, bump. “jam 
fedaru na mare phetz.”-maru solhe m J. “kachu 

na lage phet.”-sarm 5. 
‘z (pheta] adj curved, crooked, 2 n an ailment 
due to which muscles become slack and body 
starts shaki , See WF 3,3 See Bet and Ber, 
of pilgrimage for Hindoos and Mahometans alike. It 
‘stands at Naoshera on the Yussofzie side of the Loonda 

or Cabul river. 
(The Reigning family of Lahore by Major Carmichael 
Smyth) 
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‘et [phéta) m waistband, sash, girdle. See 2". 
22 [pheti) adj curved, crooked. “tir tuphagt 
bahut calai, sri prebhu vac te pheti parhi”-NP. 
‘The enemies’ strikes don’t hit the target.’ 

@z:[phen] See @. 
2a [pheni) See 2a. 
z [phet], 2gara [phetkar] Skt BHR 7 hiss. 
2. growl, or grunt ofa dog, jackal. 
2m [phen] Skt n foam, froth, “jl tarsg ar phen 
budbuda jal te bhfn na hoi.”-asa naztidev. 

2 Sir Henry Fane. He was commander-in- 

chief of the English army in India. He kept 

the company of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, as a 
representative of the English government. In 
March 1837, he attended the wedding of 
Kanwar Naunihal Singh with Nanki, daughter 
of Sardar Sham Singh, a celebrated noble of 

Attari, See niedt, wraat 3 and Sfarorstttu. 
‘@afs (phenanz) m foaming stream.—sanama. 
‘@afe wea Aq wife [phenant jacer satru arr] 
—sanama. Grass grown due to the foaming 
stream; the stag that grazed it; tiger, the enemy 

of the stag; and gun, the tiger’s enemy. 
@afast (phenanzni] » earth that supports 
tivers.-sanama, 
@au [phenap] adjfoam-drinker. 2n a celibate, 
who feeds on foam from the mouth of the 
bovine calf sucking the teats of the cow before 

the latter is milked. 
Bas [phenal] Skt Bow adj frothy. 2 n soap- 
nut, which produces lot of foam. “phenal ko 

tarv taht huto.”-NP. See die. 
@fow (phentl] See 2a. 
At [pheni] Skt n a kind of food, which, when 

mixed with milk, becomes frothy. 

ew [phephra] Skt BRA E Lung. na sponge- 
like pouch in the body with the help of which 
creatures breathe. The lung is spread out on 
both sides under the chest. 
a [pher] partagain, then. 2 7 round, revolution. 
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“pher mule, par pher na ae.”-datt. ‘Passed 
through the endless cycle of transmigrations 
but failed to attain the same form again.’ 

“bahute pher pae krpan kou.”-dhana m 3. 
“satrgurr mrlze pher na pave.”-sri am 3. 
3 manoeuvre, stratagem. 4 denial of entry; 
prohibition from admittance. “darr pher na koi 

patda.”—maru solhe m 5. 
eet [pherna] v rotate, turn. 2 cause to move, 
move around, 3 return something; send back 
(a person). 4 See @azr. 5 avert one’s face. 
“sattgur te jo muh pherahz, mathe trn kale.” 
~srim 3. 

@e (phera] 7 round, visit, return, “saca 
bakhaszlae phirz hor na phera.”—vad ch3t m 
3. 2 circumambulation during the marriage 
ceremony. “phere tatu drvae.”-suhi chit m 
4.3.4 Khatri of Katara subcaste and resident 

of Mirpur (Jammu region), who was a disciple 
of the Jogis. He became a devotee of Guru 
Amar Das and attained self-realisation. The 

Guru put him in charge of a m§ji. He preached 
Sikhism in the hilly area. 

‘@fs [pherr) part again, next time. “pherz oh 
vela osu hathr na ave.”-var gaum 4. 
@feat [pherrha] we have returned or come 
back. “an szu torr pherrha.”-asa m 5. ‘We 
have just broken up with the other.’ 

2a (pheri] n a round, whirl, gyration. “baje 
brnv nahi lije pheri.”-g5d kabir. “bhau pheri 
hove man cit.”-asa m /.2 circumambulation. 
“mal lathe lede pheria.”~sri m 5 pepar. 
3 round or beat for begging. 4 rotation. “vari 

pheri sada ghumai.”-keda m 5. 
2g [pheru] See 23. “lakh caurasih pheru 
pata,”—sri m 3. 2 m jackal. 3 Baba Pheru. 

See 2g. 
@ye [phervan] Guru Angad Dev - son of 

Baba Pheru. 

@grfe [phervanr] Guru Angad Dev, son of 
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ay 
Baba Pheru. “pherr vasata phervanr 

satrgurt khadur.”—var ram 3.2 @g#e to Guru 
Angad Dev. 
@q [pheru) adjitinerant, wanderer, 2» father 
of Guru Angad Dev, Baba Pheru, who was 
resident of a village called Mate Di Sarai (Nage 
Di Sarai), in tehsil Muktsar of district 

Ferozepur. He was treasurer of the ruler of 
Ferozepur. Baba Pheru died in Sammat 1583. 

3 Bhai Pheru. He was born in Sammat 1697, 

at Amb Mari village, in the house of Binna, a 
Khatri of the Uppal subcaste. His parents 

named him Sangat. He became a disciple of 

Guru Har Rai in Sammat 1713, The Guru 
renamed him Pheru because he had come to 

the Guru’s refuge as a hawker of his wares. 

After sometime the Guru appointed him a 
Masand (preacher-cum-collector) of Nakka. 
When Guru Gobind Singh questioned the 

Masands for their misdeeds, the order went 

‘out to bring Pheru by catching him by his beard. 
Bhai Pheru presented himself very humbly, 

with his beard caught in his own hand. At this, 
the Guru bestowed on him the epithets of 

Sacchi Darhi (Unsullied Beard) and Sangat 

Sahib (honoured by the congregation). The 
Udasi Sadhus of his sect are called “Sangat 
Sahibke” and the Chhota Akhara belongs to 

this branch of the Udasis. See »rrar. 

Bhai Pheru’s memorial is situated in village 

Mien Ke Maur in tehsil Choohnian of district 
Lahore. It is at a distance of 9 miles from 
Chhanga Manga railway station and ten miles 

from Kot Radhakishan. A cap and @ patched 
blanket of Guru Nanak Dev have been 

preserved there, In addition to an annual grant 

of rupees five thousand and approximately 110 

squares of land have been attached with the 
gurdwara in this and adjoining villages. 
‘gues (pherusahar], ZyAT (pherusah] See 
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fedurs 2. 
‘@yftur (pherustgh] See yee. 
2yss [pherusut], @ys0u [pherutanay], 77st 
{pherutane], @gées [pherunSdan], 2gugz 
{pheruputr] Guru Angad Dev, son of Baba 
Pheru. 

‘2y wet [pheru bhai] See @y 3. 
22 [phero] See %e". 2 you commit or do. See 
230", “thore kaj buro kat phero?”-kan m 5. 
“Why do you commit evil during such a short 

life?” 
ame [pherozsahar] See fedare 2. 
2B [phel} A [pn action, act. 2 deed, conduct. 
3 E fail, in the sense of decreasing, being 
exhausted or finished. 
‘a [pher] n evil, wickedness. “tanz phz{e phey 
karenz,”—var asa. 2 deeds, conduct, action. 
“Janam mearen dukh pher karam sukh.”—asa 

kabir. “phere ka dukhu sahe jiu.”—basst 

ravrdas. 3 loss, detriment. 

‘am [pherna] v act, do some deed. “pardhan 
dokh krchv pap na phere.”-dhana m 5. 
2. commit evil, harm or do wrong to somebody. 
“srr peri kra pherra?”-s forid. ‘What evil 
have your limbs committed?” 

‘SH [phesla] A 13 7 resolution, judgement, 
decision on two sides of an issue. 

Baer [phtknal v hurl, throw, Skr ®uz. See 
fatten. 
2H [phe] A 2 n benefit, profit. 2 reward, 
consequence, result. 

rf [pheji] Sce nigeers, 
Se eydat vt fis [phejullapuri di mrsal] 
See fiuyde. 
‘2a (phéta] sash, waistband. See cr. “nzj 
katr ko phéta dayo.”—cddi /. 2 turban. 

Bure [feyaj], 2areft (pheyaji] See Form and streft. 
&e [phel] See 2m. “henz virle nahi ghane 
phelphakayu sésarv."-sava m J.‘ Rare are 
those who are actual saints!’ 2 See Se", 
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age (phelsuf] G _;,45 physician, pundit, 
phil . 
Regn [felkus) G yy’ father of Alexander. 
See firetes 1. 

ae (phelna), Ber [phelna] v spread, expand. 
Saway [phelphakeru] actual fakir. See a. 
®e@ [phelav] » expansion. 
2@ [phelu] 1 action, deed. See @e. “koram 
dharem sabhx hsime phelv.”-ram im 5. ‘are 
the result of ego.’ 2 expansion, pomposity. 

“dunia Sdorz phelu.”-var asa. 
‘nr [phoa] n swab of cotton-wool. 2 difference. 
“jag vice sadhu asadhu s3g, sSgsubhax jat 
phal phoa.”-BG. ‘There is a difference 
between what is got from the company of a 
holy person as against from that of an unholy 

being.” 

‘aa [phohas] See gan. 
‘a [phoha] See a and ar, 
@a {phok] adj vain, sapless, hollow. “bin 
harrsrmran phok.”-dhana m5. 2n anything 
from which pith or juice has been extracted; 
residue. 3 part of an arrow that is set on the 

bow-string; notch (of an arrow). “ban hane 
sab phokan I gadge tan me.”-Krrsan. 
@az (phokat], 24x [phokar) adj hollow, 
worthless. “sabh phokat nrheav karm3.”"—var 

asa. “phokat karam karehz agzani.”-marum 
5. 

ar (phoka] adj insipid, sapless. 2 pithless, 
residual. 

eh (phoki] adjinsipid. See a. n arrow, which 
has a notch.—sanama. 

@et Sat [phoki noki] » that which has an 
arrow-like beak — bird.—sanama. 
eft Sah nfget [phoki noki Stak] m that which 
kills a bird - arrow.-sanama. 
a [phog] See az, “bhi so phog samalie.”-var 
majh m1. 
@e [phot] part fie, rebuke, curse, reproach, 
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2nrift, dissension, 
ze [photak] » rift, disunity. 
‘@zt (phota] n rift, rivalry. 2 difference, 
separation. 3 deficiency, loss. “suraj rkk 

cardza hur athkhsd pave phal phota.”-BG. 
“When the sun rises, darkness disappears and 
its expansion is arrested.’ 

2" (fotal P 4) n sash, waistband. 2 turban. 
3 pouch, wallet. 4 scrotum. 
@3eg (photedar] P ,1,,) 1 treasurer, cashier, 

“sei photedar.”-mago. See 33" 3. 
Baw [fofal) A fp Skt yarew areca-nut. 
“cxttmrtale phophle."-AG. See thas 3. 
@a [phor] n twinkling of an eye; moment. 
“haran bharan jaka netr-phor.”-sukhmani. 
2am [phon], a0" [phorna] v break, crack, 
burst open. 

‘a [phora] See @y 1. 2 See Ba. 
‘@fe [phorz] having broken. “phorz bharam ki 
rekha.”—-sar m 5. 
8 [phori] broke, cracked. “jru gagarz jal 
phori.”-sarm 5, “St ki bar gagria phori.”-gau 
kabir. 

‘@az" [pholnal, 2am [pholna] scatter, disperse. 
2. search, look for. 

25" (phola] 7 leucoma. 2 opacity of the comea; 
nebula. 

@fs [pholz] having searched. “pholz 
phadihatz muhr lenz bhayasé.”—var majh m 
J, 2 having burst or broken. “brkhu nikse 

pholz phulitha.”-gau m 4. ‘Poison issues 
after bursting the blister.’ See gator, 
@zzr [phorna] v burst open, break, crack. 
@at [phora] ” boil, carbuncle. 
@z (phoh] n throw or tum in a game, tactics. 
2 fraud, 

@a far [phoh penal v get a chance. 
8 [fok] A 59 n distinction. 2 adv above. 
Bat (fj) 4 @ $n multitude, host. 2 army. 
Sew [fojdar] P sy 6 n commander. 2 an army 
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rank in the Mughal period; chief of the entire 

army of a province. Every province had a 
subedar and a faujdar. 

Brett [fojdari] P yy) n the act of keeping 
an army. 2 fighting, assault, breach of peace. 

3 governance; right to punish the subjects with 
the help of the army. 4 office and status of a 
faujdar. See Here 2. 
Aft [phoji] adj of or belonging to the army. 
Hs [fot] A oy adj dead, deceased. 
2 lost. 3 n dying. 
ee [fren] A {,) adv at once; immediately, 
instantly, quickly. 

we ([folad) A jy n tempered hard iron, of 
which weapons are made; steel. 2 Ayurvedic 

and Unani doctors refine stee! with the help 
of certain chemicals and use it as a tonic as 

well as a remedy to cure various ailments. 

There are two procedures for refining steel 
- attsi—through fire, and »rdt [abi — through 
water. The steel which is tempered with 

medicines by heating is known as atzsi and 

that which is refined with the help of juices 

of various herbs, without the help of fire, is 

called mit (abil. The effect of the watery 
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steel is less hot and dry than that of the fiery 

one, 
‘Gee [pholadi] adj made of steel. 2 strong, 
sturdy. 3 hard, tough. 

¥a [phdk) m segment, slice. “ta phal phak lakhe 
jeukoi.”-gau kabir var 7. ‘The individual soul 
as a segment of Braham. 
‘ar (phig), dw (phsgh] » wing, feather. 
ze [ph3d} 7 snare, noose, entanglement. 
2 deception, trap, stratagem. 

ea [ph3dak] n snarer. 2 deceiver, trickster. 
er [phdda) n snare, noose. “tab sagle tsv 
melaht ph3da."-gauam 5. 
a [phSdh) n snare, noose. “parat tahr 
jamphsdh.”-s m 9. 
Guat [phsdhak] See dea. 2 fisherman. 3 snarer, 
he who traps the game. 
ar [phSdha], #4 (ph3dhu] 1 snare, noose. 
“jau az pare jamph3dhu.”-bavan. 

‘Ga [phn] See =m. 
ai [phsni] adjartistic, skilful. 2 artful, crafty. 
“dhrtgu dhrrgu matz budhz phéri.”-brla 
kabir. 3 See wet. 

‘Zn [phras] See eon, 
‘Grit (phrasisi) See sar and earritt. 
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